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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

"
I ^HE Companion to Gr'eek Studies was undertaken by the

'- Syndics of the University Press with the intention of

presenting in one volume such information (apart from that

contained in Histories and Grammars) as would be most useful

to the student of Greek literature. It differs in scope from

other books of the same class ; for besides a survey of Greek

life, thought, and art in their different branches, it includes a

chapter on the physical conditions of Greece, another containing

Chronological Tables of politics, literature, and art, and a chapter

on certain branches of criticism and interpretation. While each

article has been entrusted to a writer who has made a special

study of the subject, it has been the aim of the work to give the

substance of our knowledge in a concise form. On this account

the discussion of controverted points and technical details has

been for the most part omitted. For the same reason sources

and authorities have not usually been cited in the text, unless

the reference has been necessary to establish an argument, to

justify an important theory, or to remind the student of the locus

dassicus of the subject. It is hoped that the full table of contents

and the indexes of proper names and Greek words will increase

the value of the book for purposes of reference. Bibliographies

have generally been appended to each article to help those who

seek further information. Plans, views, and reproductions of

ancient works of art have been carefully chosen and inserted in

those articles in which illustration seems most necessarj'.
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The principle which has been followed in the transliteration

ot Greek words coincides in the main with that adopted by the

Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies. Names are pre-

sented in their familiar English or Latin form ; but the diphthong

et is usually retained {e.g. Peisistratus, Cleisthenes), except in

words which are as well established in English as Chaeronea and

Alexandria. Greek words other than proper names, unless they

are familiar in other forms in English, have usually been trans-

literated letter for letter {e.g. Plethron, Nike, Pentekostys).

While the book has been passing through the press, members

of the Syndicate and other scholars have contributed much help in

suggestion, in criticism, and in reading the proofs. Thanks are

due to the following authors and publishers for granting the use

of blocks or for permitting the reproduction of illustrations con-

tained in works written or published by them ; to Dr Arthur

Evans, to Mr Cecil Torr for blocks from his book on Greek ships,

to the Council of the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic

Studies, to Messrs Longman and Co., to Messrs Macmillan and

Co., to Mr John Murray, to the Titnes, and to Carl Gerold's

Sohn Verlag.

L. W.
December, 1904.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

A second edition having been called for within a year of

publication, it has not been thought advisable to make changes

of substance, but due note has been taken of criticisms, and

corrections of detail have been made.

L. W.
March, igo6.



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

^ I "HE time that has passed since the book was first published

-*
. allows and requires a fuller revision and more substantial

additions than were possible when the second edition was pro-

duced. Some subjects are now discussed for the first time, such

as Ethnology, Bronzes and Jewellery. Others, Fauna, Flora,

Prehistoric Art, Terracottas, Finance and Palaeography, are

treated by fresh writers. Professor Bosanquet has revised the

article on Sculpture, which was undertaken in the earlier editions

by Sir Charles Waldstein : the sections dealing with Archaic,

Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman Sculpture have been rewritten

:

minor changes have been made in the sections dealing with the

sculpture of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. Mr Adcock has

contributed a sketch of the development of early constitutions

and has revised Mr Wyse's article on Law. Mr Wace has dis-

cussed the Prehistoric House. Sir John Sandys has kindly

undertaken the revision of the contributions of the late Sir Richard

Jebb and Professor A. S. Wilkins, and has made small additions

or corrections in the articles on Literature, Education and Textual

Criticism. Mr Gaselee has supplied a bibliography for the article

on Metre.

There is scarcely an article that has not been revised. While

it was not desired unduly to increase the size of the book,

additions amounting to over lOO pages have been made and the

number of illustrations has been increased by over fifty. The most
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considerable additions are connected with the fresh knowledge of

the prehistoric age, which has supplied material for a discussion

of the difficult problem of Ethnology and has made possible a

fuller treatment of Prehistoric Art. Sir Arthur Evans, to whose

excavations so much of our knowledge is due, has given generous

help in reading Mr Wace's articles on Ethnology, Prehistoric Art

and the Prehistoric House, and has made valuable suggestions.

He also communicated his most recent conclusions as to the dates

of Minoan civilization for the tables on pp. 80-8 1, which were

compiled by the Editor.

To Sir Arthur Evans a further acknowledgment is due for

permission to use illustrations of his finds, many of which have

been reproduced from the Eleventh Edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica. Acknowledgments are also made for the loan of blocks

or the permission to reproduce illustrations or plans to the Director

of the British Museum, the Council of the Hellenic Society, the

Committee of the British School at Athens, Dr Wiegand, Mr Wace,

Mr Ellis H. Minns and Mr Fisher Unwin.

L. W.

December, 1915.
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I. GEOGRAPHY, ETHNOLOGY, FAUNA
AND FLORA.

I. I. GEOGRAPHY.

I. The development of the Hellenic race, and the influence which it

has exercised on mankind at large, were greatly affected by

the position of the land which the Greeks inhabited, and
Q°^i,"°"

°^

by its peculiar characteristics. Greece was the most central

country in the ancient world, or at least enjoyed more than any other the

advantages which such a situation affords ; for though in reality Egypt and

Syria were more central, owing to their lying in closer proximity to the

meeting-point of the three great continents, yet there were insuperable

difficulties to prevent either of them from undertaking the part which was

performed by Greece. The harbourless shore of Palestine precluded its

inhabitants from holding communication by sea with other countries ; and

in the case of Tyre, which formed a marked exception to this rule, the

narrow commercial policy which prevailed in that state was an effectual

bar to hinder her from promoting human advancement on a large scale.

Egypt, again, from being confined within the Nile valley, and being de-

pendent on that river for her existence, was too self-centred to be desirous

either of adopting ideas from abroad, or of imparting to others her long accu-

mulated stores of knowledge. But Greece, while it lay on the threshold

of Europe relatively to the eastern countries, was from its conformation

eminently a receptive country. It occupied somewhat the same position

in antiquity which England holds at the present day, as being the point

of communication between the old world and the new, so that whatever

ideas passed from the one to the other passed through it, and were liable

to be modified by its influence. And the numerous bays and harbours

which are found on its eastern coasts provided an easy access to traders

from that quarter, while the islands of the Aegean, and especially the long

line of Crete, facilitated their approach. On the other hand, Italy and

Greece may be described as standing back to back to each other, for

the outlets of the former of these countries are towards the west, and the

eastern shores of the Adriatic are singularly destitute of good harbours.

In consequence of this there was at first little intercourse between them,

G. A. I
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so that the nationahties which inhabited them were developed independ-

ently of each other, and it was not until Greek culture had reached its

maturity that Italy was largely affected by it.

2. Few countries in the world possess characteristics so strongly marked

as those of Greece. Its coast is indented in an extraordinary
General cha- manner with numerous inlets, both large and small, so that
racteristics.

. , , . . ,, .
,

Its length IS out of all proportion to the area of the country.

This peculiarity becomes more striking as the land advances farther towards

the south, for the shores of Epeirus and Thessaly present for the most part

an unbroken outline, except where the land-locked Pagasaean gulf pene-

trates into the last-named district. To the southward of those provinces

a waist is formed, where the Ambracian and Maliac gulfs approach each

other from opposite sides ; and from that point onward the coast be-

comes more varied, especially where it skirts the Euboic sea and the

Corinthian gulf, until the Isthmus of Corinth is reached. There the

peninsular formation of Greece is still more conspicuous, and its variety of

outline culminates in the Peloponnese, which is pierced by the Messenian,

the Laconian, and the Argolic gulfs. The mountains of Greece, also,

which ramify through the whole country, and form a part of every view, are

peculiar in their character. Though none of these rise above 8,000 feet

—

with the single exception of Olympus, which nearly reaches 10,000—yet

their general elevation is very considerable, and many of them are covered

with snow for several months of the year. As many as twenty-five are

over 3,000 feet in height, and seven of these, among which are included

the famous names of Parnassus, Taygetus, Cyllene and Erymanthus, are

between 7,000 and 8,000 feet. These mountains are nowhere irregularly

jumbled together, but are carefully grouped and delicately articulated, so

that they possess the features to which the term ' classical ' is usually

applied. The hard limestone of which they are composed breaks in such

a manner as to produce sharp outlines, and from the same cause their

buttresses are subdivided into clearly cut ridges. The rivers, owing to

the shortness of their courses, which prevents them from attaining any

considerable volume, are nowhere navigable except for boats, and it is

only the larger streams, such as the Peneus, the Spercheus and the

Alpheus, which have a perennial supply of water. The remainder are

torrents, which are only filled after violent storms, or during the winter

season, and for the rest of the year display a white stony bed. The lakes

also are a remarkable feature, for they all without exception have no outlet

for their waters, except such as is provided by subterranean passages.

Notable instances are found in the Copaic lake in Boeotia, and in those

of Pheneus and Stymphalus in Arcadia. This phenomenon arises from

the conformation of the inland basins, which are so hemmed in by moun-

tains that no aperture is left for the escape of the water. The result

is that, when the subterranean passage, or catavothra, is choked, as often

happens, the level of the lake rises; but when the obstacle which closed it is
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removed, it falls, and sometimes the lake for a time disappears altogether.

These changes, as might be expected, gave birth to numerous myths.

The plains are in some cases upland levels, such as that of Mantinea,

and sometimes maritime plains, Uke those of Athens and Argos, which are

hemmed in on three sides by lofty mountains, and on the fourth are open
to the sea. The variety of elevation which is illustrated by these instances

is a characteristic of the whole of Greece, and had a marked influence

on its climate. While the southern sun provided the element of genial

warmth, the presence of the mountains and uplands furnished an inex-

haustible supply of fresh breezes, and the temperature was everywhere
rendered equable by the proximity of the sea. One more peculiarity

remains to be noticed in the liabiHty of the country to shocks of earth-

quake. This is explained by the circumstance that Greece lies close to a

centre of volcanic agency, the exact locality of which is the island of Thera
(Santorin). That volcano was famous in antiquity on account of the great

eruption of 197 B.C., which Strabo has described, and it has been in activity

within fifty years from the present time. On the mainland of Greece the

mountain of Methana, on the coast of Argolis opposite Aegina, was formed
by an eruption in 282 B.C. The occurrence of earthquakes is frequently

mentioned in Greek history, and they seem in some measure to account

for the disappearance of the monuments of antiquity throughout the

country, many of which owing to their massive construction would other-

wise in all probability have survived to our days.

3. Northern Greece is divided in two parts by the mountain chain of

Scardus and Pindus, which forms a well-marked back-

bone, as it traverses the country from north to south, half-way Northern

between the Adriatic and the Aegean. The districts by which

it is flanked on either side form a strong contrast to each other, for while

Macedonia and Thessaly present extensive plains with rich alluvial soil,

the lands towards the west—Illyricum, Epeirus, and Acarnania—are occu-

pied by a confused mass of rugged mountains, diverging in different

directions. The range of Scardus rises far away towards the north, and
separates Upper Macedonia from Illyricum, extending as far south as

Lyncestis ; at this point Pindus commences, and when it reaches the

north-west angle of Thessaly, it rises conspicuously in Mount Lacmon.
This is an important position, because the principal rivers and mountains
of northern Greece radiate from it. Here are the sources of the Aous, the

Arachthus, and the Achelous, which flow towards the western sea, and those

of the Peneus, and in part also those of the Haliacmon, which enter the

Thermaic gulf Here also the Ceraunian mountains diverge towards the

west, until they reach the Adriatic at the Acroceraunian promontory, while on
the eastern side the Cambunian chain is the connecting link between Pindus
and the mighty mass of Olympus. That mountain forms a bastion, by which
the approaches to Greece are guarded at the north-eastern angle; and from
it proceed, following the sea-coast, first the two other Mountains of the
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Giants, Ossa and Pelion, together with the peninsula of Magnesia, and

afterwards the line of summits which runs through Euboea, and is continued

in the islands of Andros and Tenos, and others of the northern Cyclades.

Again, at the southern termination of Pindus, near the head-waters of the

Spercheus, and intermediate between the Maliac and Ambracian gulfs,

stands the commanding summit of Tymphrestus, and from this the range of

Othrys separates at right angles, overlooking the Maliac gulf, and extending

as far as the straits of Artemisium and the entrance of the Pagasaean gulf.

4. Macedonia, though it cannot properly be called a Hellenic land,

since its inhabitants were not reckoned as belonging to that race, yet calls

for notice, both because of its importance as commanding the entrance

to Greece from the north, and because it was the birthplace of the great

monarchy, which was destined to subjugate that country. Its determining

feature is the river Axius (Vardar), which divides it in two parts, flowing

from north to south ; for whereas its western portion is chiefly occupied by
elevated plains, deeply sunk among the mountains, of which the plain of

Pelagonia is the most important, on the eastern side the ground stretches

away towards Thrace, and partakes of the wild and irregular character of

that region. In this direction at an early period the boundary of the two
countries was the Strymon ; at a later time Macedonia extended its limits

as far as the Nestus. Between those two rivers, in the interior, lay Mount
Orbelus, and this was connected with Scardus by a lower range, which

separates from that chain in the neighbourhood of Lyncestis. The ancient

capital, Edessa, stood at the point where the passes from that district enter

Lower Macedonia, and its position was worthy of the nursery of a great

kingdom, for it is one of the most striking in Greece. It occupied a table

of rock, which falls in front of it in steep precipices ; and over these the

river Lydias, which traverses the city by several channels, falls in nume-
rous cascades. The later capital, Pella, was built on low ground nearer

to the sea, on a site which had neither strength nor salubrity to recom-

mend it. Thessalonica, the chief city under the Romans, was finely situated

at the head of the Thermaic gulf, where it commanded the trade with the

interior of the country ; it was also the terminus of the western half of the

Egnatian Way, which, starting from Dyrrhachium on the Adriatic, con-

nected the two seas, and for many centuries formed the main line of

communication between Rome and her eastern provinces. The coast,

which extends from Thessalonica to the foot of Mount Olympus, was
bordered by a rich plain, which is watered by the Axius, the Lydias, and
the Haliacmon ; and the northern slopes of that mountain, and also

those which descend from its flanks towards the sea, formed Pieria, the

home of the Muses before their worship was transferred to Helicon. Here
the town of Pydna was situated, in the neighbourhood of which Perseus,

the last king of Macedon, was defeated by the Romans. The mountains

which bounded this region on the west, extending northward from Olympus,

were called the Bermian chain.
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5. The peninsula of Chalcidice, which projects from the coast of

Macedonia into the north of the Aegean, bears a striking resemblance to the

Peloponnese from the three promontories in which it ends ; and even in

the shape of its mountains and its vegetation it seems to belong rather to

southern than to northern Greece. It is not unnatural, therefore, that from

an early time it should have been fringed with Greek colonies ; these, as its

name implies, were planted chiefly by settlers from Chalcis in Euboea.

The easternmost of its three projections, which was called Acte, is joined

to the continent by an isthmus about a mile and a half broad, where the

remains of Xerxes' canal are still visible. From this point it extends for about

40 miles, until at its extremity it throws up the vast conical peak of Athos,

which is 6,400 feet in height. This mountain, owing to its great elevation

and its solitary position, has at all times been dangerous to navigators from

its liability to attract storms, as the Persians discovered when the fleet of

Mardonius was wrecked on its coasts. The central peninsula of the three,

Sithonia, though mountainous, is less so than Acte, while the third, Pallene,

is comparatively level. Near the end of Sithonia the town of Torone was

situated, and close to the isthmus of Pallene, which is narrower than that of

Athos, being only half a mile wide, lay the important Corinthian colony of

Potidaea. At no great distance from it, at the head of the Toronaic gulf,

was Olynthus. On the land side of the isthmus of Acte the city of

Acanthus was situated, and at some distance to the north of it, at the point

where the Strymon issues from the lake Prasias or Cercinitis, stood Amphi-
polis, with the port of Eion at the mouth of that river.

6. Thessaly was a semi-Hellenic country in respect of its population,

and in its geography it partially resembled the districts which were occu-

pied by the Hellenes. Its inhabitants, though more closely related to the

Greeks than were the Macedonians, were not of the pure Hellenic stock

;

and the land, though it presents a definite organisation, which is not to

be found farther north, is neither maritime nor mountainous to the same
degree as southern Greece. Its vast plain is the most extensive that is

found in the whole peninsula, and by the Greeks it was believed originally

to have been a lake, until an escape was provided for its waters by the

formation of the ravine of Tempe between Olympus and Ossa, which was

created by a stroke of the trident of Poseidon the earth-shaker. It is

enclosed by well-marked mountain barriers : on the north by the Cam-
bunian range, on the west by Pindus, on the south by Othrys, and towards

the sea by Ossa and PeHon, which form a continuous chain—'mingling

their roots with one another,' as Herodotus says—while Olympus rises to

the northward of Ossa, and completes the line of circuit. These moun-
tains formed the outworks of the defences of Greece, but they could be
traversed by passes at various points. The most famous of these was
Tempe, which, while it deserved the character of a beautiful and romantic

vale which the poets have attributed to it, was at the same time a difficult

and easily defensible passage. It is a winding chasm, about four miles
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and a half in length, fl.mked on either side by precipices of grey limestone,

which rise in places to a height of from 500 to 1000 feet ; but the features

of the scene are everywhere softened by the copious stream of the Peneus

which winds between, and by the luxuriant vegetation which accompanies

it, and the glades that at intervals open out at the foot of the cliffs. The
pass of Tempe, however, was of less importance than at first sight it appears

to be, because it could be turned by another pass on the western side of

Olympus from Petra in Pieria, which entered the Thessalian plain to the

northward of Larissa; it was by this that Xerxes approached, and when the

Greeks discovered the existence of this passage, they gave up all thoughts of

defending Tempe. Again, towards the north-west, a pass led over Mount
Lacmon from Epeirus, and followed the upper valley of the Peneus to

Aeginium ; by this route Caesar entered Thessaly before the battle of

Pharsalia. Another, by means of which there was communication with the

Ambracian gulf, passed over the Pindus chain to the southward of this, and
descended into the plain at Gomphi. Finally, the great southern pass was
that of Coela, which crosses Mount Othrys from the Maliac gulf nearly

opposite Thermopylae ; the importance of the town of Pharsalus arose

from its guarding the approaches to it on the northern side. The whole

of the wide area of Thessaly was drained by the Peneus. This river,

after it has entered the plain at its north-west angle, describes an arc

towards the south, and in this part receives the waters of a number of

tributaries—the Enipeus, the Apidanus, the Onochonus and the Pamisus

:

the country which was drained by these was called Upper Thessaly, as

being farther removed from the sea, while Lower Thessaly was the region

between this and the slopes of Ossa and Pelion ; they were separated from

one another by a range of hills, which runs northward from Othrys in the

direction of Larissa. After passing that city, and before reaching Tempe,
the river at certain seasons of the year overflows the lower lands towards

the south, and its inundations form the lake Nessonis ; and, when that is

full, they again escape, and pour themselves into the lake of Boebe. That
lake has no outlet for its waters, for a watershed interposes between it and
the Pagasaean gulf.

Pohtically, Thessaly was divided into four districts, Hestiaeotis, Thessa-

liotis, Pelasgiotis, and Phthiotis. Of these, Hestiaeotis occupied the

north-western portion, with Tricca for its chief city, while Thessaliotis

lay to the south-west. In the eastern portion of the latter of these, where
the level ground runs up into an angle of the mountains, and is intersected

by the stream of the Enipeus, was the plain of Pharsalia. Pelasgiotis

was the eastern section, and contained the powerful cities of Larissa,

Crannon and Pherae. Phthiotis, which occupied a position apart from
the rest, in the south-eastern corner of the country, was a region of great

importance in the heroic age, for Thucydides tells us that it was the original

home of the Hellenic race, and from it the great Achilles was sprung. The
Pagasaean gulf, also, on which it bordered, was celebrated in early story in
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connexion with the expedition of the Argonauts, for the pinewood of which

the Argo was built was cut on the neighbouring slopes of Pelion, and the

towns of Pagasae and Aphetae, which stood at the head and at the

mouth of the gulf respectively, were regarded as the places where the vessel

was constructed and from which it started on its voyage. The town of

lolcos, which was famous in the same connexion, lay under Mount Pelion,

to the eastward of Pagasae ; and close to it at a later period the city of

Demetrias was founded by Demetrius Poliorcetes. This stronghold, which

was of great importance as commanding the approach to Thessaly from this

side, was called by Philip V of Macedon one of the three fetters of Greece,

Chalcis and Corinth being the other two. The tribes which occupied the

outlying portions of Thessaly were the Perrhaebi in the extreme north, the

Magnetes along the range of Ossa and Pelion, and the Dolopes and

Dryopes about the southern extremity of Pindus.

The history of Thessaly was influenced in a marked manner by its

natural features. It was the temptation which the richness of its soil

offered to invaders that induced the Thessalians to leave their home in

Epeirus, and to expel from their early seats, first the Boeotians, and after-

wards the Dorians, thus initiating the most important movements of the

tribes to the southward of them. These broad acres also tended to foster

aristocracy as the form of government, for they were in the possession

of a few powerful families, such as the Aleuadae of Larissa and the

Scopadae of Crannon, and were tilled for them by a serf population.

And, as plains are specially suitable for the breeding of horses, the arm
in which the Thessalians were strong in war was their cavalry, while

the heavy-armed infantry, which in the rest of Greece was composed of the

middle class, and was associated with free institutions, was excluded.

7. To the westward of Macedonia and Thessaly lay Illyricum and

Epeirus, regions of bleak irregular mountains and upland valleys. The
line of separation between them was formed by the Ceraunian chain,

and Illyricum, which lay to the northward of it, was watered by several

rivers, of which the Aous was the most important. At intervals along the

coast were plains of some extent, and the exports which they afforded

were the chief source of the prosperity of the neighbouring Greek colonies of

Epidamnus (Dyrrhachium) and ApoUonia. To the southward Epeirus
extended as far as the Ambracian gulf, but the absence of harbours along

its shores caused it to be for the most part an unknown land to the Greeks

;

indeed, its name Epeirus, or the Continent, implies that it was only known
to them through the medium of the onilying islands. It comprised three

regions : in the north-west Chaonia, which extended as far south as the

river Thyamis ; towards the east the inland district of Molottis ; and
to the south Thesprotia. Through Molottis flowed the chief river of the

country, the Arachthus, which followed a course due south from its

source in Mount Lacmon to the Ambracian gulf Westward of this, in

a valley of its own, lay the extensive lake Pambotis (Lake of Joannina), to
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the south of which, at some little distance off, was the famous oracle of

Dodona, the site of which has been recently discovered. It was probably

the migration of the Thessalians from these parts which spread through

the Greek world the renown of this oracle, and also that of the river

Acheron, which flows through Thesprotia. The awe inspired by the deep

and dark ravines, which that stream traverses, in one part of its course,

seems to have been the cause of its being associated with the infernal

regions. At the point where it issues from these a large swamp called

the Acherusian marsh is formed. To the north of the Ambracian gulf,

within a bend of the Arachthus, the city of Ambracia was situated, and

near its eastern coast that of Amphilochian Argos ; but the most famous

place in that neighbourhood was Actium, the scene of the great defeat of

Antony and Cleopatra by Augustus, which commands the mouth of the

narrow strait by which that gulf is entered.

8. The mountains of central Greece start from Mount Tymphrestus,

which, as we have seen, marks the termination of the chain
Central ^f Pindus. To the south-west diverge the irregular Aetolian

ranges ; while to the east the well-marked Hue of Oeta runs

parallel to Othrys on the southern side of the valley of the Spercheus and

the Maliac gulf, after which it is continued,under different names along the

coast of northern Locris and Boeotia, until it reaches Attica, and after

throwing up the pyramid of Pentelicus sinks into the sea at Sunium.

Beyond this point it rises again in tlie western Cyclades—Ceos, Cythnos,

Seriphos and Siphnos. But the most lineal descendants of the main chain

of northern Greece are those which take an intermediate course between

the other two, and first as Parnassus and Helicon pass through Boeotia,

and then as Cithaeron and Parnes separate the latter of those countries

from Attica. Finally, an offshoot from Cithaeron runs off to the south-

ward, and forms the important mountain of Geranea, which blocks the

approach to the Isthmus.

9. The districts which occupied the extreme west of this part of the

country, Acarnania and Aetolia, exercised but little influence on the

history of Greece. The most marked feature of Acarnania is the river

Achelous (Aspropotamo), which on account of its abundant stream was
famous in early Greek mythology. Owing to the amount of alluvium that

it brought down, some of the Echinades islands, which lay off its mouth,

were attached to the mainland ; and the marshes which were formed at

this point were the cause of the strength of the fortress of Oeniadae,

which was situated about 10 miles from the coast. The chief town
of Acarnania, Stratus, was built in a rich plain in the centre of the district

on the right bank of that river. Aetolia also was intersected by a

considerable stream, the Evenus, and between this and the Achelous lay

an extensive lake, called Trichonis.

10. The district of Malis was situated between Mount Oeta and the

south-western angle of the Maliac gulf. It was a small territory, but
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of great importance to Greece, because it contained the pass of Ther-

mopylae, through which lay the access to the lands farther to the south.

The road here ran between the foot of the mountains and the sea, so that

the passage could be defended by a small body of resolute men against

a much larger force. At the present day the deposit of the Spercheus

has advanced the coast-line so far that the pass no longer exists. To the

westward of the pass there is a deep gorge, through which the river Asopus
flows, and it was by this route that the Persians under Hydarnes commenced
their ascent to the mountains, which resulted in their taking Leonidas

and his followers in the rear. Directly to the south of Malis, but on the

opposite side of the range of Oeta, about the head-waters of the Cephisus,

was the little territory of Doris, which at one time was the seat of the

Dorian race. An important pass led through it from Amphissa near

the head of the Crisaean gulf to Thermopylae. At an early period the

whole of the country between the Corinthian and Maliac gulfs was

inhabited by the Locrian race, but they were broken up at the time of

the southward migration of the Boeotians, when that people was ex-

pelled from Thessaly by the Thessahans. After that period we find the

Epicnemidian Locrians occupying the heights of Mount Cnemis,

the easterly continuation of Oeta, and beyond them again, facing Euboea,

the Opuntian Locrians. Between the two a strip of Phocian territory

intervened, with a port at Daphnus. The other portion of the Locrian

tribe was the Locri Ozolae, who occupied the land that bordered on
the Corinthian and Crisaean gulfs to the south-east of Aetolia. Within

their territory lay the important town of Naupactus, which owing to its

strong position on the coast commanded the approach to the Corinthian

gulf.

II. Between the countries which have just been named and Boeotia lay

the land of Phocis. It was naturally divided into two parts, the upper

valley of the Cephisus and the vast mass of Parnassus. The former

of these was important because it was traversed by the route which led

from Thermopylae into southern Greece ; this was commanded by the

city of Elatea, and the position of that place explains the consternation

which was felt at Athens on the announcement of its capture by Philip,

as described by Demosthenes in the De Corona. Parnassus was separated

from the Corinthian gulf by the chain of Mount Cirphis, and between

the two ran the valley of the Pleistus, which led to the Triodos, or meeting

of the three roads which there converged from Delphi, Daulis and
Thebes. In a steep position on the flank of Parnassus, overlooking the

Pleistus at a height of 1500 feet above the sea, stood Delphi, the

grandeur of the surroundings of which city increased the awe which was

inspired by the oracle. Behind it are two converging hues of precipices,

culminating in two summits, which are called by the poets the 'twin

peaks of Parnassus'; and at the angle which they form rises the spring

of Castalia, the stream from which descends to the Pleistus. At the back of
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these precipices, in an upland region, lies the grotto which was called

the Corycian cave, and far above this again is the true summit of the

mountain. Delphi was regarded as the most central point in Greece,

and thus, as Greece was considered to occupy a position half-way between

the eastern and western extremities of the world, it received the name
of the 'navel of the earth.' Between it and the head of the Crisaean

gulf the Sacred Plain was interposed, at the head of which the guardian

city of Crisa was built on a buttress of Parnassus, while the port of Cirrha

was situated on the neighbouring coast.

12. Boeotia was singularly favoured in respect of its position, for it

commanded the traffic between Phocis and Attica, and its coasts, which

bordered on three seas, afforded great opportunities for the development

of commerce—on the one hand towards the Corinthian gulf, from whence
there was communication with Italy and Sicily, on the other towards the

Euboic sea, the two bays of which, to the north and south of the Euripus,

looked, the one in the direction of Macedonia and the Hellespont, and the

other in that of Cyprus and Egypt. But these advantages were almost

neutralised by the dull and heavy climate, which imparted a phlegmatic

element to the character of the population. The entire area is naturally

divided into a northern and a southern basin ; the former of these, of which

Orchomenus was the chief city, was the centre of supremacy during the

heroic age, while the latter, which was presided over by Thebes, rose to

importance in the subsequent period. The northern basin was completely

surrounded by mountains ; and as it received the waters of the Cephisus and
other rivers, and afforded no outlet for them except underground passages

which were easily blocked, the greater part of its surface was covered by

the Copaic lake. At the present day this piece of water no longer exists,

having been completely drained by a system of artificial canals and
emissaries. The greatness of the resources of this region is shown by the

names of the powerful cities which it contained—Orchomenus, Chaeronea,

Lebadea, Coronea and Haliartus. The battle-field of Chaeronea lay in

front of the city of that name, on the right bank of the Cephisus. The
southern basin was for the most part drained by the Asopus, which flowed

towards the Euboic sea from the neighbourhood of Plataea. That
city stood on a northern spur of Cithaeron, and from it also a brook
called Oeroe descended to the Corinthian gulf; the watershed between
this stream and the Asopus was the scene of the battle of Plataea.

To the northward of it lay Thebes in a valley of its own, into which the

hill on which it was built projects, with the streams of Ismenus and Dirce
flowing on either side of it. To the westward of Thebes stood the towns
of Thespiae and Leuctra, and on this side of Boeotia also was Mount
Helicon, the abode of the Muses, in the upper parts of which were the two
famous fountains of Aganippe and Hippocrene. Near the course of the

Asopus lay the towns of Tanagra and Oenophyta, and at no great distance

from its mouth was the temple and sacred enclosure of Delium. The
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amount of level ground which was comprised in Boeotia caused it to be

the scene of numerous engagements. Several of these are associated with

the names of Chaeronea and Coronea, while others are called up by those

of Oenophyta, Delium and Leuctra.

13. The neighbouring island of Euboea was of great importance to

Boeotia, both because it formed a breakwater to shelter its coast, and still

more after it was joined to the mainland by a bridge in 411 B.C., because

by that means it almost became part of that country. Previously to that

date it had for a long time been one of the most valuable possessions of

Athens, which city it had supplied with timber and corn, and with pasture

for flocks. The Euripus, which was spanned by this bridge, was a narrow

channel, somewhat more than 200 feet across, and was commanded by the

city of Chalcis on the side towards the island. The changes of the tide

in this strait, which occur several times in the day at irregular intervals,

have been an object of wonder from the earliest times to the present

day. On the Boeotian shore at no great distance off stood Aulis, the

port from which the fleet of the Greeks sailed to Troy; and to the south-

ward of Chalcis lay its rival, the city of Eretria. Euboea is intersected

throughout its whole length by a range of steep mountains, which attains

its greatest elevation in Mount Dirphys in the centre of the island. At

its northern extremity it was separated from the Thessalian coast by

the strait of Artemisium, while towards the south it ended in the two

promontories of Caphareus and Geraestus. These were greatly dreaded

by mariners on account of their storms, which was also the case with

the rocks of Coela on the eastern side, where a portion of Xerxes' fleet

was wrecked.

14. The triangular piece of ground which projected southward from

Boeotia into the sea was the land of Attica. The two countries were divided

from one another by the massive chain of Cithaeron and Parnes, which

formed a continuous line from sea to sea. Three passes led over these

mountains : in the centre, near their point of junction, that of Phyle, which

was occupied by Thrasybulus at the time of the Thirty Tyrants ; farther to

the west that of Dryoscephalae, which crossed Cithaeron from Thebes by

way of Plataea to Eleusis ; and to the eastward that which led from Oropus

over Parnes to Athens by Decelea, the usual route of the invading

Lacedaemonians during the Peloponnesian war. The spurs which descend

southwards from this chain divide Attica into a succession of plains from

west to east. The first of these plains was the territory of Megaris, which

originally, hke the rest of the country, belonged to the lonians, but passed

into the hands of the Dorians when they invaded the land at an early

period and established themselves there. The city of Megara was built

about a mile from the Saronic gulf, on which it had the port of Nisaea,

while it communicated with the gulf of Corinth by the port of Pagae. Its

importance arose from its commanding the passes which led into the

Peloponnese, one of which crosses Geranea, while the other skirts the foot
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of that mountain, where the precipices of the Scironian rocks overhang the

sea. To the eastward of Megaris, and separated from it by the ridge of

Kerata, lay the plain of Eleusis, and opposite to this, on the farther side of

a bay, stretched the island of Salamis. It was in the strait by which thiS

bay is entered on its south-eastern side that the battle of Salamia took place.

Between the plains of Eleusis and Athens the line of Aegaleos intervened,

and it was in a depression in the ridge of this, between the two cities, that

the Sacred Way passed, which formed the route of the torchUght processions

in connexion with the Eleusinian mysteries. The plain of Athens was

watered by two streams, the Ilissus and the Cephisus. The former of these

flowed close to Athens, on its eastern side ; but the Cephisus, the course of

which lay nearer to Aegaleos, was a much more important stream, and its

waters, which were drawn off into numerous channels for purposes of

irrigation, fertilised the groves of Colonus and the gardens of the Academy.
Mount Hymettus, which bounded this plain on the east, terminated in the

sea at the promontory of Zoster, but at its other extremity it does not join

the mountains towards the north, for it is separated by an interval of two

miles from the base of Pentelicus. At this point is the entrance to the

Mesogaea, an undulating plain, which was so called because it nowhere

touches the sea, being separated from it by the hills, which start from

Pentelicus and Hymettus respectively, and converge at Sunium. The strip

of fertile land, which followed the coast from Zoster to Sunium, bore the

name of the Paralia. The last of the plains of Attica, which remains to be

mentioned, was that of Marathon, in the north-east of the country ; this was

enclosed on three sides by Parnes and Pentelicus, and on the fourth by the

Euboic sea. In the same direction, but on the northern side of Parnes, lay

the district of Oropus
;
geographically, this belonged rather to the territory

of Boeotia, but the Athenians carefully maintained their hold upon it,

because it facilitated their communication with Euboea. In consequence

of this Oropus was always a bone of contention between the two states.

The history of Athens, both external and internal, was materially affected

by the nature of Attica. Its light soil, which, though it favoured the growth

of the olive, was generally unremunerative to the cultivator, caused the

inhabitants to turn their thoughts towards the sea ; and the length of the

seaboard, with the facilities which it afforded for communication with

foreign lands, led them in the same direction. Again, in the features of

the country which we have traced we discover the origin and character of

the three political parties of the early period. The Pedieis, who inhabited

the plains, were the great landholders, whose object was to retain the chief

power in their own hands ; the Diacrii or Hyperacrii, who occupied the

sides of Pentelicus and Parnes and the ground in their neighbourhood,

were poor mountaineers, who had Httle to lose, and were consequently

disposed for political change ; while the Parali, or dwellers on the sea-

coast, represented mercantile interests, and by their moderate views held

the balance between the others.
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15. The site of Athens is on the eastern side of the Athenian plain,

about four miles from the sea, where a number of craggy hills
c 1 1 1 , A- • , • , Athens.

rise irom the level ground. Conspicuous among these is the

altar-shaped rock, on which stood the Acropohs, forming an irregular oval,

about 1000 feet in length from east to west, and 500 feet in breadth, while

its level summit was 350 feet above the plain : its sides are everywhere

precipitous, except towards the west, where the ascent is somewhat more
gradual. On this hill, and partly also on the lower ground to the south-

ward of it, the original city was built ; after a time this was gradually

extended towards the north, but the line of the city walls was hardly

more than half a mile distant in that direction. After the Persian wars

the Acropolis ceased to be inhabited, and was reserved to be a fortress

and a sanctuary, and was adorned with splendid buildings and works of

art. The most famous among these were the Propylaea, through which

it was entered at its western end, and within this, on the left hand of

the spectator, the colossal bronze statue of Athena Promachos, and on

the right the Parthenon, opposite to which, on the northern side of the

area, stood the Erechtheura. To the westward of the Acropolis, at a

lower elevation, and separated from it by a deep depression, in the

neighbourhood of which was the space of ground called the Pelasgicum,

rose the hill of the Areopagus. Under the north-eastern angle of this

lay the famous cave of the Eumenides, with a fountain and temple ; while

towards the south-east a stone staircase led to the summit, where a rock-

hewn bench, running round three sides of a quadrangle, like a trichnium,

formed the place of session of the great court of justice. Again, on the

western side of the Areopagus, and following a direction from north to

south, ran a line of hills—the Hill of the Nymphs, the Hill of the Pnyx,

and the Hill of the Museum. The place of assembly on the Pnyx was an
open space of ground, gently sloping towards the north-east, the lower part

of which was supported by an ancient wall of massive construction : the

upper part was skirted by a steep face of cliflF, from the middle of which
projected a solid rectangular block, forming the Bema, or platform, from
which the orator spoke. The Dionysiac theatre lay near the south-east

angle of the Acropolis hill, in the rocks at the foot of which its seats were
partly excavated. Between it and the Ilissus stood the great temple of

Olympian Zeus, and just below this, close to the bed of the stream, was the

fountain of Callirrhoe. The Agora or market-place of Athens occupied an
area to the northward of the Areopagus, including part of the quarter of the

inner Cerameicus, which extended as far as the Dipylum, or north-western

gate of the city. Mount Lycabettus, which lay outside the city walls towards
the north-east, though it is by far the most conspicuous summit in the

neighbourhood of Athens, is rarely mentioned by Greek authors.

16. The Harbours of Athens lay in the neighbourhood of the Hill

of Munychia, which projected into the sea from the coast to

the south-west of Athens. From its eastern side stretched
="»£"=. etc.
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away the open roadstead of Phalerum, and under the hill itself, facing in

the same direction, were the small but safe inlets of Munychia and Zea.

To the west lay the Peiraeus, an almost ideal port, for it is safe, deep and
spacious, and its entrance is defended by a tongue of land called Eetioneia,

which projects to meet a corresponding prominence of the Peiraeic penin-

sula. This basin was again divided into two parts—the great harbour,

which was devoted to merchant vessels, and that called Cantharus, on the

southern side, which was reserved for ships of war. The latter haven, and
that of Zea on the opposite side of the peninsula, approached so near to

one another as almost to divide that piece of ground in two. The Long
Walls, which connected these harbours with Athens, were originally two,

one of which ran from the city to the Peiraeus, the other to the eastern

extremity of the bay of Phalerum ; the third, which was added by the

advice of Pericles, was intermediate between these, and joined the eastern

part of the fortifications of Peiraeus to Athens, by which means the com-

munication between the two places was rendered more secure.

17. The Peloponnese is compared by Strabo to the leaf of the plane-

tree, which it resembles in its broad surface and the variety of

1^^ its outline. The deep indentations of the coast which arePeloponnese.
, .

^

characteristic of Greece are here especially conspicuous.

The mountains which intersect it in several directions naturally sub-

divided it into a number of states, but at the same time its compactness
of form contributed an element of unity, which caused those states to

act in concert with one another when the occasion required it, and thus

facilitated the creation of the hegemony which was exercised by Sparta.

It may be regarded as the acropohs of Greece, being the inner fortress on
which the inhabitants of that country could fall back, when its outworks
had been taken by an invader. Its mountain system is independent of
that of central Greece. In the northern part of the country a massive
chain runs from east to west, separating Achaia from Arcadia, and reaches
a great elevation in three summits—Cyllene to the east, Aroanius in
the centre, and Erymanthus to the west. From this the other principal

chains diverge at right angles—on the eastern side of Arcadia the line of
Artemisium and Parthenium, which is continued as Parnon in the direc-

tion of Cape Malea ; in the centre of the country, first Maenalus, and
afterwards Taygetus, the loftiest of all, which separates Laconia from
Messenia; while to the west the ranges are at first less definitely marked,
but as they advance southward attain a considerable height in Lycaeum,
and are continued by Mounts Ithome and Eva towards the promontory of

Acritas. The mountains of ArgoHs start from Cyllene, and follow a south-

eastern course through that country.

18. The Isthmus of Corinth, by which the Peloponnese was joined
to the rest of Greece, is about three and a half miles wide in its narrowest
part, and nowhere rises to any great height above the sea-level. Its

importance to the country may best be seen by comparing the correspond-
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ing feature of the Italian peninsula. There the limb in which the organism

terminates, Sicily, is severed from it by the Straits of Messina, and con-

sequently that island never stood in the same intimate relation to

Italy in which the 'Island of Pelops' stood to Greece. Immediately

within the Isthmus the steep Oneian mountains barred farther progress,

and the stronghold of Corinth, which stood at the western extremity

of these, served as a warder to guard the passage into the interior. That

city occupied one of the finest positions in Greece, for its lofty fortress,

the Acro-corinth, was almost impregnable, and contained an inexhaustible

supply of water in the fountain of Peirene ; and it possessed two harbours,

that of Lechaeum on the Corinthian gulf, and that of Cenchreae on the

Saronic. It was enabled to communicate by sea for purposes of trade

both with the far east and the far west ; and this intercourse was facilitated

by the Diolcos, a sort of roadway, by which vessels used to be drawn

across the isthmus. At the same time it both commanded the lines of

traffic between northern and southern Greece, and formed the most con-

venient station for the export of goods from the interior to foreign countries.

The part which Corinth played in the politics of Greece was affected by

these commercial interests, for they caused her on the whole to be in

favour of the maintenance of peace, and to endeavour to preserve the

balance of power between the other states.

19. About nine miles to the north-westward of Corinth, and two from

the Corinthian gulf, stood the city of Sicyon, a place of importance in

the early history of Greece, and for a long period a home of the fine arts.

Beyond it commenced the district of Achaia, which extended as far as

the promontory of Araxus, on the confines of Elis. It was a narrow strip

of territory, being hemmed in between the mountains of northern Arcadia

and the sea, and was for the most part composed of sloping fertile ground.

Hence in Homer it is called Aegialus, or the coast-land. Its shores,

however, are singularly uniform and destitute of harbours, in which respect

they are strongly contrasted with those on the northern side of the

Corinthian gulf, which are broken into numerous bays. The entire area

is divided up into a number of valleys and small plains by gorges through

which the torrents descend from the mountains ; and owing to this con-

formation of the land the most natural political system by which the

inhabitants could be held together was a federal union. The early

confederation which was thus formed was afterwards developed into

the famous combination which was called the Achaean League. The

principal cities of Achaia were Pellene, Hehce and Aegium on the gulf of

Corinth, and Patrae (Patras) and Dyme beyond the straits at Rhium

on the outer sea.

20. The north-west corner of the Peloponnese was occupied by Elis,

a land not easily defensible, for it was largely composed of level ground

bordering on the sea. On the edge of this lie two promontories, which

probably were rocky islands before they were joined to the mainland
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by alluvial soil—Chelonatas, the westernmost point of the Peloponnese,

and Ichthys. It naturally fell into three divisions—to the north Hollow
Elis, in the centre Pisatis, and to the south Triphylia. The first of these,

Hollow Elis, comprised the western slopes of Erymanthus, and the valley

and plains of the Peneus which flows from them. On its coast, at some
distance northward of Chelonatas, was the port of Cyllene. Pisatis, which

was separated from this by the spurs of Mount Pholoe, represented the

lower valley of the Alpheus and its environs. That river rises at no great

distance from the sources of the Eurotas, and after passing through

western Arcadia, and receiving the waters of the Ladon and the

Erymanthus, which flow from the northern part of that country, descends

through an open valley to Olympia. That place, which from the Pan-

hellenic character of the games which were celebrated there was almost as

great a uniting force among the Greeks as the Delphic oracle, was situated

on the northern side of the valley, on level ground which intervenes

between the river and a conspicuous conical hill. Mount Cronius ; while

towards the west its area was bounded by the stream of the Cladeus,

which here enters the Alpheus at right angles. The Altis, or sacred

enclosure, contained the famous temple of Zeus with the chryselephantine

statue of the god by Pheidias, and among other edifices the Heraeum, in

which during the modern excavations of the place Praxiteles' statue of

Hermes was found. The stadium and hippodrome lay without the Altis,

on its eastern side. The third division of Elis, Triphylia, which owing to

its position was easily dissevered from the rest of the country, was a narrow

strip of coast-land between the mountains and the sea, extending as far

south as the confines of Messenia, on which side the boundary was formed

by the river Neda.

21. Messenia was a favoured country on account of its equably warm
climate and fertile soil; but these very advantages were the cause of its

misfortunes, because they acted as a temptation to its less favoured

neighbours, and tended to enervate its inhabitants, so that they lost their

power of resistance. It was divided into an upper and a lower plain,

which were bordered by two ranges of mountains, which take their origin

in Mount Lycaeum, and run, on the one side to Cape Acritas, on the

other towards the chain of Taygetus. The upper plain was that of

Stenyclerus, at the head of which stands the peak of Eira, the scene of

the final struggle of the Messenian people, while at its exit rises Ithome,

where the protracted defence under Aristodemus took place. This summit
overlooks the lower plain, which extends to a greater width, and reaches

to the head of the Messenian gulf The city of Messene was founded
by Epameinondas on the western side of Ithome, with the highest point

of that mountain for its acropolis. The principal harbour in Messenia
was that of Pylos (Navarino), a semicircular inlet, in front of which
lay the long island of Sphacteria. The northern extremity of this

island was separated by a narrow strait from the headland of Pylos oi
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Coryphasium, which was occupied by the Athenians during the Pelopon-

nesian war.

22. Laconia was separated from Messenia by the lofty range of

Taygetus, while on its eastern side, towards the Aegean, ran the lower, but

still elevated, chain of Parnon. In a deep depression between the two

lay the valley-plain of Sparta, the 'hollow Lacedaemon' of the Homeric

poems, which was eighteen miles in length by four or five in breadth

;

it was watered by the stream of the Eurotas, which rises on the confines

of Arcadia, and ultimately finds its way into the Laconian gulf, after

passing through a narrow defile called the Aulon. The site of Sparta,

which was on the eastern side of the plain, and on the right bank of the

Eurotas, in some respects resembled that of Rome, for it was built on a

group of low hills by the side of a river. The strength of its position,

owing to its seclusion and the steep mountains which surround it, explain

how it came to pass that Sparta had no need of fortifications. The same
features contributed; towards the concentration of power in the hands of a

limited number of citizens, and thus rendered it suitable for the mainten-

ance of an aristocratic commonwealth. The plain and the best land in

its neighbourhood were cultivated by the Helots, who occupied the

position of serfs, while the mountainous and less productive parts were

in the hands of the Perioeci, who, though free, had no share in the

government. Of the passes by which the country could be entered, one

led from western Arcadia by the upper valley of the Eurotas ; to the

eastward of this another, starting from Tegea, crossed the upland region

of the Sciritis, and was afterwards joined by a third, which came from

Argos through the border district of Thyrea. The two latter met at

Sellasia, the scene of the great defeat of the Spartans by Antigonus Doson,

and the valley which was thus formed descended on Sparta. Gytheum,

the port of Sparta, was situated near the head of the Laconian gulf.

23. In the centre of the Peloponnese lay Arcadia, the only portion of

the peninsula which did not anywhere touch the sea. It was in every

respect a secluded land, be'mg environed on all sides by mountains, and
greatly elevated above the surrounding country, so that the plain of

Mantinea is more than 2,000 feet above the sea. Its eastern and
western regions, which' are separated from one another by Maenalus
and other mountains in the same range, in many ways differ from one
another in their characteristic features. The western part, which is

drained by the Alpheus and its tributaries, and had Megalopolis for

its chief city, is ajA irregular hilly plateau ; while that towards the east is

occupied by a nu mber of closed valleys, deeply sunk among the mountains,

which have no outlet for their waters except by means of underground

passages. Thu.s in some of them, such as those of Stymphalus and
Pheneus in thf^ north of the country, considerable lakes are formed ; while

others, like the great double plain of Mantinea and Tegea, are filled by
alluvial soil. , The last-named area, in consequence of its level character

G. A. 2
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and central position, became the great battlefield of southern Greece,

so that not less than four great engagements were fought in it. From this

neighbourhood three passes led to Argos : one from Tegea through

Mount Parthenium ; another, the most direct, called Prinos, from

Mantinea through Mount Artemisiuni ; and a third, called Climax,

farther to the north. It was partly a result of the confined situation

of Arcadia, and of the consequent difficulty of providing for the surplus

population, that it suppKed the Hellenic world with mercenary soldiers.

Its inhabitants, both in their geographical position and their occupation,

were the Swiss of antiquity.

24. The remaining province of the Peloponnese, Argolis, bore a strong

resemblance to Attica in its shape and position, being a peninsula which

started from a broad base and projected south-eastwards into the Aegean.

In consequence of its long shore-line it was sometimes called the Argolic

Acte. Its importance is shewn by the names of the cities that are found in

it. On the northern coast lay Epidaurus, with its famous sanctuary of

Asclepius, and Troezen, in front of which rose the strange volcanic penin-

sula of Methana; between this and the Peiraeus, in the middle of the

Saronic gulf, was the island of Aegina, the position of which caused it to

be regarded with jealousy by Athens, so that Pericles called it 'the eye-sore

of the Peiraeus.' On the southern coast was Hermione. In the interior,

towards the north-west, in an upland plain, were the sanctuary and temple

of Zeus at Nemea, which were the scene of the Nemean games, and in

its neighbourhood stood ti;e cities of Phlius and Cleonae. Through this

region led the pass betweeif Corinth and Argos, the narrowest part of

which was known as the Tretos. • Between it and the head of the Argolic

gulf, hemmed in on three sides by steep mountains, extended the Argive

plain, which in the early period of Greek history was the chief seat of the

civilization of the country. On the sea-coast was Nauplia, the chief sea-

port for the Argolid, at first an independent state, and a member of the

amphictyony of Calaureia. About the time of the Second Messenian War it

became subject to Argos. A little distance inLTid, on a crust of rock which

rises out of the level ground, stood Tiryns, a fortified citadel, the massive

walls of which still testify to its strength. These walls, which are from

twenty-five to fifty feet thick, are traversed by gai'eries or passages. The
oblong area which the city occupied is divided into two enclosures of about

equal size—an upper one towards the south, and a lower one towards the

north. The main entrance, which is on the eastern side, has a great gateway

flanked by towers, and also an inner gateway. On the western side there is a

postern gate. The surface of the southern enclosure is covered by the re-

mains of a prehistoric palace, in which may be traced an extensive court with

an altar, and two separate sets of apartments (see Ch. vii. &, House and
Furniture). On the western side of the plain lay Argos, with its

imposing citadel of Larissa, and at its head Mycenae was placed, the

wealth and primitive grandeur of which capital has also been attested
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by the investigations of Dr Schliemann. Before his time the principal

gate, or Gate of Lions, as it was called from the figures of two lions sculp-

tured in low relief by which it is surmounted, was a familiar object to

travellers ; as was also the subterranean building, shaped like a bee-hive,

which was known as the Treasury of Atreus. These and other objects in

their neighbourhood he cleared out; but his most remarkable discovery

was that of five prehistoric tombs, immediately within the Gate of Lions,

which he found by digging at a depth of from twenty-five to thirty-three

feet beneath the present level of the soil. Within these were contained

the remains of human bodies, some of which had their faces covered by

massive golden masks, and their breasts with golden breastplates ; and
along with them lay an immense quantity of treasures, which were for the

most part of gold, elaborately wrought in a highly primitive style of art.

A sixth tomb, similar in character to these, was subsequently excavated.

25. Of the islands on the western side of Greece, the northernmost was
Corcyra (Corfu), which on account of its proximity to the,,.,>,/, . .5- 1 1 1 The Islands.
heel or Italy formed a convenient point from which that

country might be reached. Owing to its great fertility it has often been

identified, though without sufficient reason, with the Homeric Phaeacia.

Its capital city was situated in the middle of the eastern coast, facing the

mainland of Epeirus. To the southward of the mouth of the Ambracian
gulf lay Leucas or Leucadia (Santa Maura). This island was originally a

peninsula, having been joined to the coast of Acarnania by a sandy isthmus

at its northern extremity, which was pierced by a canal constructed by
the earliest Greek settlers. The headland of Leucate, which formed its

southern extremity, was famous as the scene of the Lovers' Leap. Then
followed the small island of Ithaca, with its conspicuous summit of Neritos,

which was separated by a narrow channel from Cephallenia. Finally,

opposite the headland of Chelonatas in Elis, lay Zacynthus (Zante).

26. The islands to the eastward of Greece—to omit those in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of the coast, which have been already mentioned

—

were important because they served as stepping-stones to join the lands on
either side of the Aegean. At the southern extremity of that sea a link

was formed by Crete, which was connected by Cythera with the Pelo-

ponnese, and by Casos, Carpathos and Rhodes with Caria. Farther to the

north a similar bridge was formed by the Cyclades, which were so called

because they formed a circle round the sacred isle of Delos. We have

already seen that the northern row of these islands—Andros, Tenos and
Myconos—forms a continuation of the mountains of Euboea, while those

towards the west—Ceos, Cythnos, Seriphos and Siphnos—stood in the

same relation to those of Attica. A link between the extremities of these

chains was formed by Paros and Naxos, and to the southward of the whole

group lay the volcanic islands of Thera and Melos. Delos itself, which is

less than three miles in length, is separated from the sister island of

Rheneia by a narrow strait, which forms an excellent harbour. In the
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north of the Aegean is another group, consisting of Lemnos and Imbros,

off the mouth of the Hellespont, which for a long period were occupied by

Athenian colonists ; Samothrace, with its sanctuary of the Cabeiri ; and

Thasos, which was famous for its gold mines. In the interval between the

two last-named groups, to the eastward of Euboea, lay Scyros, the island of

the great Achilles.

27. The western seaboard of Asia Minor, which from an early period

was fringed with Greek colonies, in many respects resembled

cof
'^"'^ that of Greece, being distinguished by great variety of out-

line, and forming innumerable bays and harbours. Its chief

headlands were Lectum, to the southward of the Troad, where the range

of Mount Ida sinks into the sea ; Mimas, a promontory noted for its

dangerous storms, which was interposed between the bay of Smyrna and

the island of Chios ; Mycale, the scene of the famous battle, which lay

opposite Samos ; and the Triopian promontory, on the extremity of which

the town of Cnidus was built. The climate of this region was temperate,

and its soil extremely fertile, being watered by four rivers—the Caicus, the

Hermus, the Cayster and the Maeander. The Greek colonies here fall

into three groups, corresponding to the three chief Hellenic races. Those
of the Aeolian stock were scattered over the northern portion of the coast,

extending from Sigeum, at the mouth of the Hellespont, to Cyme, between
the Caicus and the Hermus, and including the island of Lesbos, with its

important cities of Mytilene and Methymna. The central portion, which

bordered on Lydia, was occupied by the lonians, who formed a con-

federation of twelve cities, or Dodecapolis, to which a thirteenth, Smyrna,

was afterwards added. The chief among these were Phocaea, Ephesus and

Miletus. Towards the south lay the Dorian colonies—Halicarnassus,

Cos and Cnidus, together with the three cities in the island of Rhodes,

Lindus, lalysus, and Cameirus. These at first were combined into a Hexa-
polis, but after a time this was reduced to a Pentapolis by the exclusion

of Halicarnassus. This portion of the coast was fringed by numerous

small islands, of which Calymna and Cos were the chief

28. Beyond the limits of the Aegean the colonies of the Greeks were

gradually extended over a very wide area, both to east and west. The
Propontis, which was the vestibule of the Euxine, was guarded by

Cyzicus; and at its further end, on either side of the mouth of the

Bosporus, stood Byzantium on the European, and Chalcedon on the Asiatic

shore. On the southern coast of the Etixine the Milesian colony of

Sinope was founded, and farther to the east its daughter city, Trapezus

(Trebizond); while on the northern coast the opportunities for trade

afforded by the rivers of Scythia encouraged the establishment of others in

that inhospitable region, chief among which were Olbia, which commanded
the mouths of the Hypanis (Bug) and Borysthenes (Dnieper), and Panti-

capaeum (Kertch) on the Cimmerian Bosporus at the entrance of the Palus

Maeotis. In the eastern part of the Mediterranean others arose in
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Cyprus, especially Salamis, on the coast facing Syria, and Paphos at the

opposite extremity of the island. On the African coast, where it approaches

nearest to the southern extremity of Greece, the Theraeans founded the

colony of Cyrene, which in turn became the parent of Barca and other

cities. In Egypt the Greeks were not permitted to found colonies, but

after a while they were established as settlers at Naucratis, which became
an important trading station. After the foundation of Alexandria, that

great metropolis was the chief centre of Hellenic civilisation in the

East.

29. On the side of Europe, the rich island of Sicily afforded an inviting

field for colonisation. Though a considerable portion of its surface was

mountainous, and the eruptions of Etna possessed an element of destruc-

tiveness which found no parallel in Greece, yet for the most part it was
singularly fertile, and was specially suited to the growth of corn. Of the

two races by whom it was inhabited, the Sicanians, who occupied the

western regions, and according to Thucydides were of Iberian extraction,

were a hardy and warlike people ; but the Sicels, who dwelt in the eastern

portion, were more akin to the Greeks in race, and readily yielded them-

selves to Greek influences. The eastern coast, which looked in the direc-

tion of Greece, was naturally the first to attract settlers from that land.

Here Naxos was founded at the foot of Aetna by the Chalcidians, and
Megara Hyblaea by the Megarians ; but the most important was the

Corinthian colony of Syracuse, which rose to great prosperity, chiefly in

consequence of its magnificent harbour. This was formed by an inlet of

the sea, which intervened between the two headlands of Achradina and
Plemmyrium, and was guarded on its outer side by the island of Ortygia.

The site of this island was admirably suited for a maritime city, and the

rocky heights which stretched to the northward of it provided a defensible

position when its area required to be extended. The river Anapus, which

flowed into the innermost part of the harbour, furnished a means of com-
munication with the interior of the country. The harbour itself became
famous in history as the scene of the sea-fight between the Athenians and
Syracusans, which determined the momentous question whether the Athenian

power was to become predominant in Sicily. In the neighbouring districts

the towns of Catana and Leontini were founded by Naxos, and those of

Acrae and Casmenae by Syracuse ; but some time elapsed before the tide

of emigration reached the southern coast. This was due partly to the

promontory of Pachynus, which had a forbidding character in the eyes of

Greek sailors, like that which was presented by Malea in the south of

Greece ; and partly to the presence of the Phoenicians, who occupied the

most defensible positions. At last, in the course of years, Camarina, Gela,

Acragas and Selinus arose, among which the most important was Acragas

or Agrigentum, the conspicuous remains of the temples of which city are

still to be seen, crowning the elevated table of rock on which it was built.

The Phoenicians now withdrew farther towards the west, but it was long

before they were finally expelled from their stronghold on Mount Eryx,
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and from the important station of Panormus (Palermo). The only con-

siderable settlement that was established on the northern coast of the

island was Himera.

30. In southern Italy the Greek colonies multipUed so rapidly, that

at last that district obtained the name of Magna Graecia. On that part of

its shore which intervenes between Greece and Sicily, the Achaeans of the

Peloponnese planted Sybaris and Croton, cities which were notorious from

their feuds, which resulted at last in the destruction of Sybaris. Locri

Epizephyrii also was founded on this coast by the Locrians ; while in the

innermost angle of the deep bay which lies between the heel and the toe

of Italy stood Tarentum, a colony from Sparta. This place was famed for

its temperate climate, for the suitableness of the soil in its neighbourhood

for the growth of the olive, and for the fisheries of its extensive inner

harbour, which was separated from the outer sea by the peninsula on

which the city was built. The passage of the Fretum Siculum (Straits of

Messina), by which the Tyrrhenian sea was entered, was guarded by

Rhegium on the Italian shore and Messana on the Sicilian : and the coast

to the northward of this was studded by a succession of towns, the re-

motest of which was Cumae. The fame of that place, which was the

earliest in date of all these settlements, was ultimately eclipsed by that of

its offspring, Neapolis (Naples), which arose in the neighbouring bay.

Finally, the Phocaeans of Ionia made the farthest advance of all, and

penetrated to the coast of Gaul, where they founded Massilia (Marseilles).

The last-named place may be regarded as a typical instance of the positions

which the Greeks selected by preference for their colonies ; for the condi-

tions which they desired were a safe harbour in the recesses of a bay, with

a steep height close to it which might serve for an acropolis ; and in the

neighbourhood of this a moderate extent of cultivable land, backed by an

extensive area in the interior of the country, from the inhabitants of which

articles for export might be obtained. In this respect the colonists enjoyed

greater advantages than the occupants of the parent states, for whereas the

latter were bound to their original settlements whether they were advan-

tageous or otherwise, the emigrants had an open field before them, from

which to choose such sites as were best fitted for agricultural or mercantile

purposes. In consequence of this it was in their power to accumulate

wealth more rapidly ; and the leisure which this wealth procured caused

the fine arts to be more early developed among them than in the mother

country—a fact, to which both their pubhc buildings and their coins bear

witness—and also gave birth to independent schools of philosophy, such

as the Eleitic and the Pythagorean.

Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, 4 vols. ; Travels in the Morea, 3 vols.

;

Peloponnesiaca; E. CMrtwxs, Peloponnesos, 2 vols.; Stadtgeschichte
lograp y. ^^^ Athen; Wordsworth, Greece, Pictorial, Descriptive, and

Historical; new ed., 1882; Bursian, Geographie von Griechenland; Lolling,

Hellenische Landeskunde und Topographic ; Struck, Zur Landeskunde von
Griechenland ; Frazer, Pausanias's Description of Greece, 6 vols.
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I. 2. ETHNOLOGY.

31. The ethnology of Greece is one of the most complicated and most

hotly disputed of all classical problems. The accounts given

by the Greeks themselves are confused and contradictory. ^^^^^^^
°^

Thucydides (i. 8), in one of the few instances in which an

ancient author attempts to use archaeological methods, in determining the

original inhabitants of the Cyclades arrives at a conclusion which all modern
critics reject. Formerly it was the fashion to dismiss all accounts of

Greece before the Dorian Invasion as legendary and fictitious. In more

recent times archaeology and especially the discoveries of Schliemann and

Evans have provided fresh material for controversy. Every archaeological

discovery and every new piece of literary criticism, especially that on the

Homeric question, has given a fresh turn to the ever shifting kaleidoscope

of opinion on Greek ethnology.

32. The area in which the Greek race developed is not large ; it

comprises the Greek peninsula south of Thessalonica and
the Acroceraunian promontory, to which must be added the

Area of Greek
A ." civilization.

adjacent islands in the Ionian and Aegaean seas and Crete.

This territory looks mainly to the south-east. This is the more fertile and
the less rugged side, is better provided with harbours, and enjoys a warmer
and drier climate than the north-west. The natural tendency of the Greeks

in historical times was always eastwards, and this seems to have been noted

by Hippocrates. He says {de Aere, 3 ff.) that cities which face east have

the best; those that face west have the worst climate. Bearing this division

of Greece in mind we may separate it into the following districts. To the

south-east there are Crete, the Aegaean islands, and the plains and gulfs of

Messenia, Laconia, Argolis, and Attica. To the north-west lie the north-

western part of the Peloponnese, the Ionian islands, Aetoha and Epeirus.

The north-eastern portion of Greece (Thessaly, Phocis and Boeotia) at first

occupied an intermediate position, but as civilization spread northwards,

naturally became assimilated to the south-eastern group owing to its gulfs _

and plains.

33. According to the archaeological evidence (§§ 283 ff. ; cf. also

throughout the chronological table § 115) civiUzation

began to develop in this area when bronze was first used Minoan and

instead of polished stone for the making of cutting tools. It civilization,

must not, however, be assumed that the change from the

Polished Stone (Neolithic) Age to the Bronze Age occurred simultaneously

in all the divisions of the Greek area just mentioned. Bronze was in use

in Crete and the neighbouring districts about 3000 b.c, while the northern

regions do not seem to have adopted it till a much later date. Civilization

first developed in Crete in the Early Minoan Period between 3400 and
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2200 B.C., and at the same time a parallel, though not so vigorous a develop-

ment, was taking place in the Cyclades, and perhaps also in the south-eastern

districts of the mainland. During the Middle Minoan Period (2200

—

1600 B.C.) the Cretan civilization became dominant in the islands, and

towards the end of the period began to colonize portions of the mainland,

especially the Argolid. About the same time also the culture of the

south-eastern part of the mainland seems to have spread northwards and

brought under its influence Boeotia and all east-central Greece as far as

Mount Othrys. In the first two phases of the next period (Late Minoan L
and IL) civilization radiated widely from two foci, Crete and the mainland.

The culture of these two regions progressed on parallel, but separate lines.

The ' Minoan ' civilization from Crete influenced the islands and coasts of

the Levant, while the ' Mycenaean ' spread over continental Greece. In

the last phase of this period (Late Minoan III.), especially towards its end,

occurred the widest diffusion of this Minoan-Mycenaean culture: it extended

from Spain in the west to PhiUstia in the east. But at the beginning of

this last phase, about 1400 B.C., the main centre shifted from Crete to the

mainland on the destruction of the great Cretan palaces. The ruin of the

Cretan supremacy was perhaps caused by the people of the mainland

turning against those who had taught them the arts of peace and war.

About 1200 B.C., when the use of iron began to supersede that of bronze,

a general and fairly sudden degeneration in culture took place, although

signs of an artistic decline are evident as early as 1400 B.C. The Early

Iron Age culminated about 900 B.C., and the period of transition from

bronze to iron between 1200 B.C. and this date is both in Greek tradition

and in archaeological evidence marked by changes in inhabited sites and

by movements of population. To this period belong the Trojan War, the

Dorian Invasion and the Ionian Migration. Archaeology shows that during

this time old inhabited sites were deserted and new cities were founded

which continued through the classical age. Gradually out of this dark age

historical Greece emerged and it may be said to have begun with the First

Olympiad (776 B.C.). By this time Greece was occupied by a people called

by themselves Hellenes, by oriental races Yavana, and by the Romans at

a later period Graeci. To define the origins of this race we must discover

what peoples inhabited the country in the Bronze Age and trace the

migrations of the period that succeeded.

34. Anthropological opinion about early man in Europe and the

„ ., ^ home of the Indo-European stock is in such a state of flux
Sergi's theory. ,

, , . .

that any arguments based on it, are msecure, especially since

craniological and similar data from Greece are as yet scanty. It was once

believed that the neolithic men of Europe were a dark, long-headed (dolicho-

cephalic) race who were overrun by a fair, short-headed (brachycephalic),

Alpine race invading central Europe from Asia. Both of these were later

subdued by the Indo-European races, who coming from Asia, the home
of Sanskrit, imposed their languages on the peoples they conquered.
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The most popular modern theory is that of Mediterranean Man advanced

by Sergi. He holds that the neolithic men of Europe came from Africa

and were of a dark dolichocephalic type. Of this so-called Eur-African

race one division remained in Africa and became the ancestor of the

North African tribes. Another branch crossed into Europe and became
Mediterranean Man inhabiting the northern shores and islands of that sea.

A third branch also entered Europe, but pushed to the north and so pro-

duced the dark Nordic race. They did not speak an Indo-European

language ; but reached a comparatively high stage of civilization. Then
they were overrun by the Indo-Europeans from Asia who were a fair,

brachycephalic, barbarous people and gave their language to the races they

subdued. The loin cloth worn by Minoan and Mycenaean men is said to

support this view, for it is believed that it proves that they once lived in

a much warmer climate. Another point rehed on by Sergi is the supposed

existence in some Celtic tongues of words not Indo-European. But some
-recent views tend to discredit the theory of the Eur-African race, though

the evidence of skull types shows that the early Cretans were dolichoce-

phahc. The home of the Indo-Europeans is now put in eastern Europe,

though some still place it in Siberia, and the zoological theory of the

variation of type in animals according to environment has been applied by

Ridgeway with destructive force to Mediterranean Man. It is well known
that the colouring of animals is largely protective, varying according to the

circumstances in which they live. The Arctic hare is white in winter, but

blue in summer. Similarly the striping and colouring of the different species

of zebras depends on the latitude in which they are found. If this is true of

other animals there is no reason why it should not be true of man as well.

Thus the men of a cold and northern cHmate or of a mountainous region

will be fair, but those who live in a warm climate will be dark and sallow.

This is similar to the Greek idea that the Aethiopians were dark because

they lived nearer the sun than other races. Consequently the physical

likeness seen amongst the various peoples of the Mediterranean basin can

be held not to be due to a similarity of race, but to similarity of environment.

Likewise the difference between northern and southern Europeans would

be due not so much to a diversity of race as to a difference in climate.

According to Sergi's theory of the Eur-African race the primitive people

of Greece were a branch of that race and did not speak an Indo-European

language. At a later date they were overrun by 'Achaean' invaders from

the north who introduced Greek. The later stage of this mixed race is

represented by Homer and the final supremacy of the Greek language was

established during the great migration, of which the Dorian Invasion was

one incident. Linguistic support for this is beheved to be found in the

presence in Greek of words ending in -nth- and -ssos (e.g. do-a/xtv^os,

Ilapvacro-os), which are accepted by Fick as pre-Greek. Possibly the early

inhabitants of Crete were not Indo-Europeans. Herodotus (i. 173) indeed

says that all Crete was once occupied by barbarians. The Minoan
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civilization was in contact with Egypt, a barbarian country, from a very

early time ; and the survival well into historical times at Praesos in east

Crete of a language written in Greek characters, which is certainly not

Greek, makes it very probable that the earliest Cretans did not speak

a Greek dialect. Till, however, the Minoan script can be read we cannot

determine whether the ' Minoans ' were Indo-Europeans or not.

35. Another theory, that of Ridgeway, divides the population of

Greece into three layers, Pelasgian, Achaean and Dorian,

tti'eo^r^"'^^'^
The Pelasgians, the inhabitants of Greece from neolithic

time, developed the Minoan and Mycenaean culture.

They were a dark race and spoke an Indo-European tongue, Greek. Later

they were conquered by a tall, fair race of Celtic affinities which the

Greeks called Achaean. These came from the north, settled like Norman
barons in the strongholds of the earlier race and adopted their civilization

and language. The flourishing period of their domination is that repre-

sented by Homer and was the great age of heroic adventure. They were -

overthrown by the Dorian Invasion, after which Greece gradually settled

into the division of states which prevailed in classical times. The strong

points of this view are many. There is abundant proof that the Minoan
culture developed in the Aegaean area, in Crete. Neither history nor

archaeology has revealed that any other language than Greek was ever

spoken in Arcadia, the heart of the Peloponnese, which no invader con-

quered. Further if the Achaeans, an Indo-European race, settled among an

alien race and imposed their language upon them, it would be contrary to

most historical experience. The Normans in England, the Visigoths in

Spain and the Franks in France did not impose their languages on those

they conquered, for the conquered race nearly always absorbs the con-

querors. The main exception to this rule is the case of Latin in the western

provinces of the Roman Empire. But there are two weak points which are

serious. To hold that the Pelasgians, as Greeks themselves asserted, were

aborigines and that they produced and developed the Mycenaean culture,

because wherever tradition says there were once Pelasgians, Minoan and
Mycenaean remains are found, is to disregard some very important archaeo-

logical evidence. Thessaly was traditionally one of the Pelasgian districts
;

excavations, however, have shown that the Minoan civilization did not

develop there, but had its origin in Crete and was introduced into northern

Greece at a comparatively late stage of its history. Again Greek tradition

has no record of such an invasion of fair-haired northerners as this Achaean
theory postulates. It is extremely difficult to fit an Achaean invasion into

the archaeological history of the Minoan culture, which was not really over-

thrown till a time which agrees very well with the legendary date of the

Dorian Invasion. To accept as true the Athenian story that Attica was
peopled by a pure autochthonous race and to disregard the tradition that

the Achaeans were equally autochthonous in the Peloponnese seems
unreasonable. But the legends are so contradictory and it is so difficult to
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estimate the true value of the archaeological evidence that no one theory

yet put forward satisfies all the tests.

36. We must take the Greek tradition and see if it can be reconciled

with the archaeological evidence. The earliest authority is

Homer, who gives in two passages most valuable information ^°^n"e
about the early peoples of Greece. The first is the Catalogue

in the second book of the Iliad. The orthodox view of critics was that the

Homeric poems in their present form are a comparatively late compilation

and that the Catalogue, which is condemned as inconsistent, is one of the

latest additions. But latterly there has been a reaction against extreme

criticism and many scholars have declared themselves believers in the

substantial unity of the I/iad. Recent archaeological and geographical

research too has shown that the once despised Catalogue is a document
of great value. Naturally it is inconsistent with classical Greece, for it

describes prehistoric Greece; and Agamemnon's confederacy almost exactly

coincides geographically, but not culturally nor chronologically, with the

area occupied by the Minoan civilization at the time of its widest diffusion.

There are even signs as regards Thessaly and western Greece that the

Catalogue records recent extensions of the Mycenaean area. The Trojan

Catalogue has similarly been rehabilitated. It is now fairly widely accepted

that the Homeric Catalogue is an old geographical document the origins

of which may be referred to a date as early as 1200 B.C. This means not

that it was composed then, but that it represents the political geography of

the Greek area about that time. The tradition of the distribution of

peoples in that age was preserved—in what form we do not know—and

was used by Homer at a much later date as one of the sources for his epic.

The most important Homeric passage to be considered is the oft quoted

one in the Odyssey (xix. 175 ff.) about Crete:

if S' 'Etcok/dijtcs jiicyaXijropes, iv 8i KwSo)V€S>

Aupiecs T€ Tpi^aiKcs, Stot re IlcXao-yoi

The Eteocretans, whose principal city was Praesos, were probably the

aborigines of eastern Crete, and the Kydones similarly the first inhabitants

of western Crete. The Praesos inscriptions, already referred to, if they are

Eteocretan, show that they probably did not speak Greek. This conclusion

would imply that the authors of the Minoan civilization were not Hellenes

;

and this is supported by the statement of Herodotus about barbarians in

Crete. There are still the Achaeans, the Pelasgians and the Dorians to be

considered.

37. The Greeks of the classical period themselves believed that the

Pelasgians were the aborigines of Greece and with them they

grouped Carians and Leleges. In Homer the Pelasgians
p^iag^iang,

appear in the list of Priam's allies and apart from the

mention of them in Crete, their home seems to be about the Hellespont.
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It is in this very region and along the Aegaean Htoral of Thrace that we
find them in Herodotus and Thucydides, at Placie and Scylace, at Antan-

dros, in Creston, in Acte, and in the islands of Lemnos, Imbros and

Samothrace (Herodotus i. 57, 11. 51, iv. 145, v. 26, vn. 42 ; Thucydides iv.

109). Both authors call them barbarians and so far all accounts of them

agree. But as early as Homer there seems to be another use of the word-

Pelasgic, although the Pelasgi are a tribe with a fixed seat. The shrine at

Dodona, which Hesiod calls IlcXaa-yuiveSpavovjis said to be that of Pelasgic

Zeus, and Achilles' realm is called Pelasgic Argos. Apparently the Greeks

came to use the adjective ' Pelasgian' to describe the prifnitive population

of Greece, and this use is common in Herodotus who often mentions

these hypothetical ' Pelasgians.' He calls Athenians, Argives, AeoHans,

Arcadians and Dodonaeans Pelasgians, and it is quite likely that if

the Achaeans had not been forced by the Dorian Invasion to change

their position, he would have called them Pelasgians too. But he con-

fuses the hypothetical Pelasgians with the true Pelasgi in Thrace whom
he knew, for he argues that the Pelasgians were barbarians because

those in Thrace were. This would make the autochthonous Athenians

barbarians, and then it becomes exceedingly difficult to explain how
they and their Ionian kinsmen changed their barbarian tongue for Greek.

But Herodotus' confusion and Thucydides' suggestion (i. 6) that the

primitive Hellenes must have been once in a similar stage of civilization

to that of barbarians shows the basis of the Greek fallacy. Their argu-

ment seems to have been, the Pelasgians are barbarians, Greece was once

barbarous, therefore the Greeks are Pelasgians. These hypothetical

Pelasgians appear very frequently in later authors such as Strabo and

Pausanias, but apparently they owed their great popularity to Ephorus,

who attempted to reduce Greek history to a system and held that the

Pelasgians originated in Arcadia, the most primitive part of Greece. As to

the Pelasgi in Attica and in Crete it is quite conceivable since they were

a maritime people (one interpretation of their name is 'The People of

the Sea') that like the Danes they made piratical raids and settlements

on the Greek littoral. Hellanicus (F.H.G. I. 45) says that the Pelasgi were

expelled by the Greeks, changed their name to Tyrseni and went to Italy.

The Tyrseni are placed both by Herodotus (i. 57) and Thucydides (iv. 109)

as neighbours of the Pelasgi in the north-west Aegaean. This can be

supported by the tale of Herodotus (i. 94) that the Etruscans came from

Lydia and the fact that in Lemnos, one of the islands where Pelasgi lived,

a mysterious inscription of an Etruscan type has been found. There is one

type of prehistoric pottery which might perhaps be taken as archaeological

confirmation of the Pelasgi on the Thracian littoral. This is a polished,

grey fabric, wheel-made and of good technique, which is known as 'Minyan'

ware because it was first found at the Boeotian Orchomenus (the archaeo-

logical evidence is given in §§ 295, 297). It occurs in Melos, Argolis,

Attica, Boeotia and Thessaly, and is common in the sixth and seventh
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cities at Troy. So this ware appears on the Hellespont, where the Pelasgi

dwelt, and in districts such as Attica which, if Herodotus is to be believed,

were raided by them. But only excavation on the Thracian sea-board

where the Pelasgi are said to have lived can prove or disprove ' this

suggestion.

38. The Achaeans are considered by many modern critics, especially

by Ridgeway, to have been the first northern invaders of

whom we have any knowledge who entered Greece. They
'^''^ Achaeans.

are assumed to be a fair people of Celtic type and are credited with the

introduction of the long sword, the round shield, amber and the safety-

pin brooch, which all make their appearance either in Homer or in the

latest phase of the Mycenaean civilization which is taken to be the Homeric.

The relation of Homeric civilization and armament to the Mycenaean
cannot be adequately discussed here. That long swords, body armour,

greaves and amber are found in the last phase of the Mycenaean culture

is undeniable, but that the Achaeans were responsible for the change

in armament is not certain. Some change in civilization, which might

in fact be due to a change of population, might reasonably be expected

in the period when the use of iron was gradually superseding that of

bronze. But while it is quite likely that such improvements did come
into fashion when the Achaeans were the most powerful people in Greece,

as shown in Homer for instance, tradition nowhere records that the

Achaeans were invaders. In Homer the name ' Achaeans ' is used in two

senses and in neither application is there any indication that they are new-

comers ; nor does Homer show any knowledge of the alleged Phrygian

origin of the Pelopids. First in the Iliad and Odyssey the name Achaeans

(as well as Danai and Argives) is used to describe comprehensively the

Greek army at Troy or the Greeks in general. Secondly the Achaeans

appear with the Myrmidons and Hellenes as making up the population of

Achilles' kingdom in the Spercheus valley (//. 11. 681). The name appears

to be originally tribal comparable to others such as Argives, Locrians,

Boeotians and so on. But because the Achaeans were apparently the

most powerful of the Greek tribes, the name Achaeans is used to include

generally all the tribes in Greece. Similarly when we speak of England

and the English we do not mean that the country is inhabited exclusively

by Angles, for it is well known that the population includes, besides Angles,

Celtic, Saxon, Danish, and Norman elements. So when Homer uses the

name Achaeans (or Argives or Danai) to describe Agamemnon's host he

does not mean that it consisted entirely of one tribe ; he merely uses the

name of one prominent tribe as a convenient abbreviation for the whole

body. The Achaeans have been considered to be invaders, formerly

because the later Greek tales about the Pelasgian aborigines of Hellas

were accepted as true, and latterly, since the discovery of the great Bronze

Age culture of the Aegaean, because of the difficulties experienced in any

attempt to reconcile the accounts of the Homeric civilization with the
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remains of the Mycenaean. But Herodotus (viii. 73) and Pausanias

(v. I. i) both state that they were as autochthonous as the Arcadians,

and that on the Dorian Invasion the so-called Ionian Migration took place

from the Peloponnese which all tradition is unanimous in calling the

chief seat of the Achaean power. It seems probable that the 'lonians'

who migrated were ' Achaeans ' from the Peloponnese who had adopted

the Minoan civilization. Herodotus indeed says that the Kynourian

Arcadians, who lived between the two old Achaean districts of Argos and

Laconia, seemed to be lonians who had become Dorianized. It does not

seem necessary to disregard tradition and to consider the Achaeans as

northern invaders. It is true that there were Achaeans in Northern Greece

according to Homer, and the land round Mount Othrys close to the home
of the great Achaean warrior Achilles was known in classical times as

Achaia. But there is no tradition that these Achaeans were invaders from

the north. On the contrary tradition says that the house of Aeacus came

from Aegina and this can be supported by archaeological evidence (see

§ 295). Further if the Achaean invasion took place before the over-

throw of the Mycenaean civilization we should expect it to be reflected

in the archaeological remains, especially in the pottery. But no such

reflection has yet been found.

The tales of Danaus, the eponymous founder of Homer's Danai,

Cadmus, Cecrops and other ' Phoenician ' settlers in Greece can then be

referred to the establishment of colonies by 'Minoans' (§ 292). The
legendary dates agree well with the archaeological dates for the rise to

power of Mycenae, Orchomenus and other cities. Then the transference of

the main focus of the Minoan and Mycenaean civilization from Crete to the

mainland which took place in the Third Late Minoan period about 1400 B.C.

(the archaeological evidence is given in §§ 288, 291, 294) is reflected in

Homer's mention of Achaeans in Crete and in the tale of Theseus. The
name Minyae also, like the place-name Minoa, as suggested by Evans,

probably indicates the colonization of parts of the mainland by the Cretan

culture, which is archaeologically true. Minyae dwelt in Elis, Laconia,

Boeotia and Thessaly, in districts into which the Cretan civilization was im-

ported. The Egyptian records of the defeat of the Akaiwasha and their

allies in 1230 B.C. and the laconic statement of Rameses III that the isles

were restless in 1196, together with the legend of the Trojan War between

1192 and 1183, can then be taken to reflect some of the political disturbances

that followed the break-up of the Cretan thalassocracy. The restlessness

was probably augmented by pressure from the north which culminated

in 1124 and 1104 B.C. with the Thessalian and Dorian Invasions.

39. The Dorian Invasion was a constant tradition in Greece, and
there seems no reason to reject it, as Beloch does. He

Invasions argues that the evidence for it is late, the earliest being
of northern °

/ r. i , • •

peoples. Tyrtaeus (ap. Strabo 362), and Homer does not mention it.

Race names, he says, are late and there is no real break
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between the end of the Mycenaean culture and the beginning of the

classical period. The Greeks invented a catastrophe whereas the penetra-

tion of northern races was gradual. But if Homer does not mention the

Dorian Invasion, neither does he record the Ionian Migration which was

one result of it, and if the latter be accepted the former should be. What
Homer gives is a picture of pre-Dorian Greece during the transition from

the Bronze to the Iron Age. Races too may exist separately, though the

names applied to them may be late. The mere fact that the racial name
Greek is late (not earlier than Aristotle) does not imply that Greeks never

existed. There is an archaeological break between the Mycenaean and

classical Greek civilization, or rather a period of transition which is not yet

fully clear, but its archaeological confusion can be attributed to the dis-

turbance caused by invaders. On the other hand archaeological evidence

goes to confirm the broad outlines of Greek tradition, and if tradition is

good evidence, it would be especially good when it relates to so great an

upheaval. One can compare the tales of the great Celtic Invasion in

279 B.C. The Dorians always considered themselves as invaders and the

antagonism between Dorian and Achaean at Argos (Herodotus v. 83

;

Aristotle, Fol. 1303^) and Sicyon (Herodotus v. 68, 69) points to the

Dorians being alien conquerors. The various forms of the tradition seem

to indicate that the invasion was not one big movement of a uniform race,

but several separate invasions of mixed bodies. This is shown by Herodotus'

tale (i. 56) of the wanderings of the Dorians, the crossing from Naupactus

into the IPeloponnese, the earUer date given to the Thessalian Invasion

and the legend that the Corinthians were the latest comers (Pausanias

V. I. i). There is also a hint that the earhest Dorians came by sea down

the east coast of Greece. Thucydides (iv. 42) tells the story of Solygeius,

the grave of Temenos was on the coast near Argos (Strabo 368), and Andron

says that the Dorians reached Crete from Thessaly {F.H.G. 11. p. 349, 4).

There is a kind of pottery found in Thessaly, Attica, Argolis, the islands and

Crete which stands midway between the degenerate Mycenaean wares and the

earliest true geometric fabrics, and this can be quoted in support of such a

theory. The home of the Dorians is given as Epeirus and since there is no

reason for rejecting this, it is quite likely that they were a north Greek race

with some lUyrian affinities. Herodotus (i. 56) connects the Dorians with

the Macedonians, and it is quite probable that the ruling race in Mace-

donia was akin to the Thessalian, a point which seems to be confirmed by

linguistic evidence. The legend that the Argead kings of Macedonia

(Herodotus viii. 137 ; Thucydides 11. 99) came from Argos is explained

by Appian {Syr. 63) as referring to the Argos in the land of the Orestae

about the sources of the Haliacmon. Herodotus says that the Argead

kings came from the west and settled as lords at Aegae while the princely

houses of Elimiotis and Lyncestis were akin to them. They are said to

have driven the Thracian Bottiaeans and Pierians eastwards, and Strabo says

(330, fr. 25) that the original inhabitants of Aegae were the Bryges or
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Phryges who on the Argead conquest moved into Asia Minor. If the

Macedonians were a mixed race with a Greek-speaking aristocracy settled

as overlords among a Thracian and Illyrian population it would explain

Strabo's statement (327) that the peoples of Upper Macedonia were

StyA-oKTo-oi. One of the languages was certainly Greek, and the other was

most probably a Thracian or Illyrian tongue. Thus Demosthenes (Olynth.

3. 16, 24; Fals. Leg. 19. 327), since Philip was not of pure Greek race

(probably the Macedonian aristocrats intermarried with their subjects),

could call the Macedonians barbarians. Similarly Aeschines {^Fals. Leg.

439) and the Hellenizing Macedonians, such as Alexander I, would call

them 'EAAjji/tKojTaToi. To-day in the Balkans a Patriarchist Bulgar will be

called 'EA.\ijvtKO)TaTos and an Exarchist Bulgar a barbarian, and yet both

will be Bulgars in speech and race.

That the Thracians once extended further to the south-west than they

did in historical times seems to be correct on the whole. Tradition (cf.

C. O. Miiller, Orchomenos, pp. 206, 213, 370) records that Thracians once

dwelt in Phocis and Thessaly, and this can be supported by archaeological

evidence. The Abantes, who in Homer appear in Euboea, were said to

be Thracians. It is possible that they and the Perrhaebi, Magnetes and

similar tribes were the remains of the old population of north-eastern

Greece who had been overrun by their more civilized neighbours from the

south-east. Tradition and archaeology both support this. The house of

Aeacus came from Aegina to the Spercheus valley. A type of early pottery

which seems indigenous in the Argolid, is found in the Spercheus valley

superimposed on a local variety of the typical Thessalian ware. This may
represent an ' Achaean ' colony in the north, in the very region where the

name Achaia survived through the historical period.

The connexion of the coming of the Macedonians with the movement
of the Thraco-Phrygians to Asia Minor is quite possible. The invasion of

the Macedonians, Thessalians and Dorians over the passes of Tymphrestus
and Pindus and the Thracian and Ionian migrations to Asia Minor would
all be part of a general movement in the Southern Balkans from west to

east. A minor incident of this racial displacement would have been the

Aetolian crossing into EHs. These may have been the migrations which
drove the Pelasgo-Tyrsenians to Italy and they may have been originated

by some pressure in the Northern Balkans, perhaps due to Celtic

disturbances.

40. From the foregoing considerations it will be seen that any definite

, . decision on Greek ethnology would be out of place at present.
Conclusion. _

i t i i -*,- ... ^
The Cretans who developed the Mmoan civilization were

clearly the pioneers of culture in the Aegaean, but we cannot yet tell for

certain whether they spoke Greek or not, or even if their language was
Indo-European. They seem to have colonized portions of the mainland

and at all events brought the greater part of it under their influence. The
Peloponnese was apparently inhabited by Greek-speaking tribes, one of the
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most powerful of which were the Achaeans, who seem to have formed

settlements in the north about Mount Othrys and to have driven the

Thracian tribes of north-eastern Greece to the north of that range. The
peoples of the continent seem to have revolted about 1400 B.C. against

Crete and transferred the centre of civilization and political power to cities

on the mainland. Then Mycenae replaces Cnossus as the dominant

force in the Aegaean. Not long after a succession of inroads of northern

peoples, collectively known as the Dorian Invasion, shattered the Achaean

power and for a time obliterated civilization. The Achaeans, Minyans and

lonians, the inheritors of the Cretan culture, then wandered forth across the

Aegaean and settled in the islands and towns of the Anatolian sea-board,

and even went as far afield as Cyprus. They carried with them the tradi-

tion of art and civilization which under the influence of the neighbouring

oriental peoples gained fresh ideas and fresh impetus. Then as the Dorians

began to establish themselves in the lands they had conquered and Greece
enjoyed peace again, the Ionian colonists in Asia Minor sent back across

the Aegaean the civiUzation they had preserved. This artistic tradition

received fresh energy from the northern blood in Greece and so produced
a renaissance which we know as the classical age of Greek culture. The
island bridge in the south formed by Melos and Thera or Crete, Carpathus,

Rhodes, Nisyros and Cos was the great Ionian trade-route. This was the

way across known to Homer (//. 11. 654, 671, 676) and along it were
planted the first Dorian colonies which, according to legend, included a

large proportion of Achaeans and Minyans (Herodotus iv. 145 ff., vii. 99

;

Polyaenus vii. 94; Strabo 683; Pausanias vii. 5. 2, 57. 3).

Ancient authorities assigned to the Phoenicians a large part in the

origin of Greek civilization. This problem still awaits solution. In none
of the places where Phoenicians are said to have settled have any definite

signs of Phoenician occupation been found. It has been suggested that by
Phoenicians the Cretans really were meant, although the great age of Crete

is considerably older than that of Phoenicia. A recent theory which would
agree with the date of the Phoenician sea-power is that they were the

bringers of art and culture to Greece at the beginning of the historical

period. This attempt to rehabilitate the Phoenicians has not met with

much approval, for the dominant theory at present is that the Mycenaean
tradition was carried over to Ionia by the Dorian Invasion and that a

return wave brought back to the mainland the beginnings of Greek art and
civilization.

Consequently as far as Greece is concerned it seems that the history of

civilization is more important than pure ethnology. Race is hard to define,

and one language and one art may embrace more than one people.

Civilization in the Aegaean originated in Crete and in spite of the changes

which passed over the Greek area the Cretan tradition remained. Even if

the power of the people that developed it was conquered, the race itself

survived, for it is almost impossible entirely to destroy a civilized race.

G. A. 3
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Cretan civilization was the forerunner of Hellenic, and though we cannot

yet tell what language the Cretans spoke, yet the early inhabitants of the

Peloponnese at least seem always to have spoken Greek, if tradition is to

be trusted.
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I. 3. FAUNA.

41. The fauna of Greece differs little, so far as is known, from that of

Spain and Southern Italy : that is to say, it is part of the

Sfaracter
'Mediterranean province,' in which the ' palaearctic ' fauna

of Europe is supplemented by southern forms common to

the two sides of the Mediterranean. The birds, for instance, are for the

most part those familiar to us at home, with the notable additions of

vultures, hoopoes, bee-eaters, flamingos and pelicans. The reptiles, on the

other hand, contain a much larger proportion of unfamiliar species, and

the African element is here especially strong.

Greek writers, travellers and others, introduce us to many foreign

animals whose home was in Egypt, Libya or the East. In poetry

especially, fable, folk-lore and a refined mythology blend, often inextric-

ably, with the plain tales of the naturalist ; and in such allegories as that of

the Labours of Hercules, the lion, the bear, the hydra and the crab are

drawn from the ancient picture-book of the stars.
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A. MAMMALS.

42. Apes (ttlOt/jkol), which still linger in Europe at Gibraltar {Macacus

inuus), were in all probability met with by early Greek
mariners at the Pithecusae, a group of Italian islands of

which Ischia is one. The irid-qKos of Aristotle was this same Barbary ape.

It was probably the common pet monkey (/caXXias, fxifiLto) of the Athenians,

mentioned first by Archilochus (circa 750 B.C.).

The squeaking bat {Tpi.i,ova-ai vuKTcptSes, Od. xxiv. 6), a bird but not

a bird (Plato), was recognised as a mammal (Arist.). The
large fruit-bats of Egypt and Asia Minor are perhaps alluded

to by Aristotle, as the flying foxes (dXioTreKcs), and even possibly by Homer
(n-OTt fxaKpbv epLV€Ov vtpoc' dep^ci's, Od. XII. 432).

43. All our common insectivores, mole (do-7raAa|), hedgehog (ex'^os),

shrew-mouse [ixvyoX-q), were known to the Greeks. Myce-
naean warriors wore prickly caps of hedgehog-skin; and the

skins came also into the Athenian market (Aristoph.), probably to be used
in the combing or carding of wool. The hedgehog knew a thing or two,

TTo'AA' 018' dAcuTTTjl, oXX' €)^vo^ tv fj-cya. The mole, a byword for its

blindness (tu<^A.o't€pos o-7rdXaKos), is T. caeca, peculiar to southern Europe,

and blinder than our own ; moleskins also came to market from Boeotia

[Ach. 879).

44- The rabbit (A.aytSiov, i^/itA-ayos, KoviKkoi), a native of Western
Europe, was unknown to the classical Greeks, but the hare

(A-ayois, 8ao-viroi;9, Sicil. XeTropis) was the chief object of ancient

sport. Xenophon mentions several varieties (imirepKoi, iiri^avOoi, eXeiot,

opnvoL, TreStvoi), and a smaller, longer-eared species was known from Egypt.

At the present day, in the Archipelago, certain islands have only rabbits

and others only hares.

The squirrel {a-Kiovpo^, Ka/xxpiovpo^ (Hesych.), M. Gk /Sep/Sepiro-a) is

described by Oppian, the dormouse (cXeio's, Myoxus glis, and M. nitela) by

Aristotle. The porcupine (iJo-rpi^) exists in Greece, and is common in

Africa (Hdt.); dogs were trained to draw it from its burrow (Callim.).

Spalax typhlus, the blind-rat (M. Gk Ti;(^A.o7rdi/TiKos), is often confused with

do-TraXa^, the mole.

The beaver (Kaa-Ttop, Xdrai, a-aOipiov, a-arvpiov), unknown in Greece, was

common in Pontus and Scythia (Hdt., Arist.). Neither the brown rat

nor its forerunner the black rat had come to Europe till long after classical

times. The latter was known in the middle ages as /xvs 6 ttovtikos (M. Gk
novTLKos), but the animal so called by Aristotle is not to be identified. In

the Cyclades, Mus iectorum is the only rat found by Erhard. Mice (/iJs,

<jp.Lv6o%) were all too plentiful. The field-mice (dpoupaioi) sometimes

amounted, as now-a-days, to a plague ; it was Apollo Smintheus who, Hke

Baal the Phoenician Sun-god, sent them and protected them. Tame white

mice were kept in Apollo's temple at Hamaxitos in the Troad.

3—2
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45. The African elephant was known to Herodotus ; the Indian was

„. first seen in Babylon by Ctesias {c. 420 B.C.), and the Indian

elephants of Darius fought at Arbela. The ivory trade was

of far greater antiquity (cf. Homer and the excavators of prehistoric sites).

46. The horse (ittttos, oKoyov (Diod. Sic), M. Gk aXoyov, dXoyaKi)

„ and the ass {ovoi, M. Gk yaiSapos) were known from the

earliest times. Africa (iTnrd/SoTos Ai^Su'ij, Oppian), and Cyrene

in particular, were celebrated for their horses ; as were also Thrace, Thessaly

and Argos (cf. //. 11. 287 ; Find. F. I. 717). Anacreon credits the Mysians

with the first breeding of mules {optvi, ijfiiovoi). Various species of wild

ass (oVos aypios, ovaypos) were known—Libyan (Hdt.), and Syrian or

Mesopotamian (Xen.). The hippopotamus of the Nile (Herod.) probably

got its Greek name, utttos o ttotoi/xios, by a strange corruption of an

Egyptian word, which reappears in the Hebrew Behemoth. The wild

boar (i!s o.ypio<s, ayptoxoipos) was celebrated throughout antiquity, and is

still common in Greece ; domesticated pigs (vs, o-C?, xo'po^, KOLTrpos, etc.)

were known from the dawn of history. The ox (/SoBs, raBpo?) was known
to, and domesticated by, all the civilized nations of antiquity, and many
varieties and races are recorded. Epeirus had a gigantic breed, yielding

an amphora of milk daily (Arist.). The Thracian jSoes ayptoi of Herodotus

were probably the great Auerochs {Jjos primigetiius), the urus of Virgil

and of Caesar. Bdyacros (Arist.) was the European bison, which survives

in Lithuania and the Caucasus. The sheep (oi';, apvoi, Kpids) had also

many varieties. The Mycenaean sheep, with long outspread horns, is

said by Keller to have been derived from an African race ; and Libya is

called TToXiJ/AijXos in Pindar. The fat-tailed Syrian sheep are described by

Herodotus and by Aristotle. A Libyan wild-«heep (Kpios aypios), described

by Herodotus, is Ovis tragelephas, which figures on a Mycenaean ornament;

its European ally, the Moufflon {Ovis musimon), is described from Sardinia

by Pausanias. The goat (aif, rpayos, xV'-^'P'"') was likewise domesticated

from the earliest times. Its flesh is eaten in the Iliad, and its milk and

cheese were, and are, a staple of Greek diet. The wild goat {Capra

aegagrus) or Grecian ibex is still common, as in antiquity, in Crete. The
three common European deer were well known : cAa^os including the red

and fallow deer, and Trpd^ denoting the little roe ; in modern Greek the roe

is 'CopKahi, i.e. SopKo.?. The fallow deer, platyceros of Pliny (M. Gk irAaTwi't),

is often recognisable in descriptions by its dappled hide (ySaXids). A few

stories are told of the reindeer (rapavSos) as an inhabitant of Scythia ; and
of the elk (oXkij) as a native of the Alps (Polybius), and of the country of the

Kelts (Pausanias). The camel (Ka,p.-q\o<i) is first mentioned by Archilochus,

and Aristotle has much to say of it, distinguishing the Bactrian from the

Arabian species.

47. That the lion (XtW, Xis) was found in Northern Greece 'between

Carnivora
'^^ Achelous and Nessus,' is gravely stated by Herodotus,

Aristotle, Pausanias, and others, but is yet hard to believe
j
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the Lion of Nemea is merely the solstitial sign of Leo, which the Lion Gate
of Mycenae and similar monuments likewise represent. Ctesias brought

strange tales of the tiger (Ttypts), under its Sanskrit (or Persian) name of

/xaprixopas, the ' Man-slayer
'
; and King Seleucus sent a tiger to Athens.

The leopard (n-apSaXts), common in Asia Minor, was known to Homer.
The lynx (Xvyi, M. Gk pyja-oi, a Slavonian word) includes several species,

J^. caracal, the African and Indian species, and the European species

(F. pardina and F. lynx) which Euripides, Xenophon and others speak of

as a native of Greece. The cat (atXonpos) is mentioned by Aristophanes,

doubtless as a wild cat, whose skins were brought to market by Boeotian

pedlars ; and Herodotus had told of the sanctity of the cat in Egypt

{F. maniculata). The dog (kijwv) was man's servant and comrade long

before the dawn of Hellas, and house-dogs, watch-dogs, sheep-dogs and
hounds were distinguished in Homer's time. Oppian {Cytieg. i.) describes

a great number of breeds ; and some of these, such as the great Molossian

and Laconian hounds, and the little MeXirata /cwtSm, or Maltese terriers,

are familiar in literature. Athens would seem to have had, like Con-
stantinople, its pariah dogs (Aristoph.), but they were excluded from the

Acropolis. The wolf (Xv'kos) is still the dread of Greek shepherds, whose

fierce dogs, probably little different from the old Molossian breed, are

trained to attack it. The jackal (^w;, M. Gk or Turkish t<to.k6XC), Cams
aureus, is exactly described in Homer, as crowding round a wounded stag,

then flying when the lion comes, and again returning to what the lion

leaves ; it is the yellow wolf (AuVos 6 ^avdoi) of Oppian, and is still found

in Greece. The fox (aXiuTnqi, M. Gk dXinTrov) was always a type of cunning,

and, like the wolf and the bear, a theme of fable and of folk-lore ; a small

species [ftaa-a-dpiov, Eg. iasar) mentioned by Herodotus, was the Fennec

fox of Syria and Egypt. The domestic 'cat' of the Greeks {yd\.rj, ydX-rj

KaroiKtStos, Arist. Fax, 1079, etc.) was a sort of large weasel, probably

the white-breasted marten {Mustela foina). VaX-q dypia. or kn's was the

wild marten {Mustela foina or martes), and a larger species, described

in Aristotle as fond of honey and destructive to the hive, was probably

M. boccamela. In M. Gk the marten is called koXio., i.e. ydXr], or arcriSt,

i.e. iKT[«r]t8tov, or Kovi/aSi, i.e. kw^Slov, whence an early Greek printer of

Venice, Andrias Counades, adopted it as his emblem. The ydXrj dypia

and KaroLKiSio^ were wild and tame weasels or ferrets (M. furd). In

Aesop the weasel appears as vvp-cjiij, the bride, which is still (wtfitT^a) its

popular Greek name; the name is euphemistic (cf. Theophr. C/iar. xvi.).

It is possible that Aristotle's 'white Pontic mice ' were ermines. The otter

(ivvSpL's, M. Gk a-KvXo-iTOTaixov) was valued for its fur, which, like so many

others, was brought to Athens from Boeotia; Herodotus speaks of the

otters in Scythia, and apparently also (but by mistake or confusion) of

otters in the Nile. The bear (opxTos), the king of European beasts, was

familiar to the Greeks, but chiefly, as to ourselves, through folk-lore and

fable. It lived, according to Pausanias, on Taygetus and Maenalus, and

is still to be found in the mountains of Macedonia and Epeirus.
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48. Seals {4>u>K-i)) are described by Homer, and figure on the coinage

of Phocaea. A single species only, F. monachus, unknown

to our own seas, inhabits the Mediterranean ; of its habits but

little is known. The sealskins mentioned by Herodotus as used by dwellers

on the Araxes were skins of Phoca caspica.

49. Dolphins (Se\<^is) of various species are very common in the Medi-

terranean ; a small species, e^ajVaiva, mentioned by Aristotle,

may or may not have been the common porpoise. The

dolphin's love of music is an interesting, but non-zoological myth. K^tos

includes, besides the whales, any great monster of the sea. $aXXaiva,

a whale in Aristophanes (M. Gk ixiraXaLva), is a byword for the bloated

Cleon.

B. BIRDS.

50. The Greeks distinguish many species, and even classes, of

rapacious birds, vultures, eagles, hawks and owls ; but the

larger vultures and eagles were often confused. Thus in

Ag. 138, arvyel Se Semvov dercov, Aeschylus is speaking of the carrion

diet of the vultures. Four vultures occur in Greece : the great Lam-
mergeier {fiypaetus barbatus), the Griffon {Gyps fulvus), the rarer black

vulture
(
v. cinereiis), and the small Egyptian vulture, or Pharaoh's hen

{Neophron percnopterus), 6 /xtKpos /cat eKXevKOTepoi (Arist), in M. Gk 'the

cuckoo's horse ' {kovkkov aXoyov). The generic name, yvif/, includes all

these. The various terms, alyvn-LOs, apiry], TrepRVOTrrepos, veproi (an Egyptian

word), To'pyos (Lycophron, probably also Egyptian), and 4'WV' 3-re not

safely to be ascribed to separate species, though in particular passages

their specific meaning is often clear. In later Greek, Dionysius {de. Avibus)

describes the Lammergeier accurately, under the name apir-q ; it was probably

the atyvTTids of Homer (//. xvii. 460, etc.). It has a habit, shared with

some eagles, of dropping its prey from a height to shatter it, especially

when it feeds on tortoises ; and so Aeschylus, according to the legend

(Ael. VII. 16, etc.), is said to have met his death. The griffon (M. Gk
opveov, o-TravtTTjs) is generally the 'eagle' of Scripture, the eagle-headed

god Nisroch of the Assyrians, the banner of the Persian armies. Of eagles,

many species occur plentifully in Greece, and of old they were doubtless

still more abundant. 'Aero's is generic.

51. Of owls many species occur in Greece and three are very common,

Q^]g_
The great eagle owl {Bubo ignavus) is common in all moun-
tainous parts, and is usually, but very doubtfully, identified

with the /cv/iiv8ts or ^aXKi's of Homer ; it is more certainly the ySu'as of

Aristotle and later writers, the Bubo of Virgil (M. Gk /^.ttoCi/ios). 'firos

is another and smaller horned owl {Asi'o otus or brachyotus, especially

the latter) ; aiyo/ce'c^aXo? was probably the long-eared owl. Skoji/' is the

little horned owl {Scops giu), well described by Alexander the Myndian
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(Athen. ix. 391 b), and by Aelian (xv. 28); its monotonous cry is alluded
to by Aristotle. V\av^ is especially the little owl, Athene noctua (M. Gk
KovKKovfidyia), everywhere resident in Greece, living among ruins, down
wells, and in hollow olive trees, strictly nocturnal, concealing itself during

the day. It was the bird of Athena and of Athens, the city's crest, the

type of Athenian coinage (yAaiJKcs AavpioiTtKai) to the last days of the

independence of the city.

52. Of the Passeres, or perching-birds, though some 150 species at

least exist in Greece, few are mentioned in literature, and
very few before Aristotle. Kt'xXr; (M. Gk to-cx^o) is the

P^=="^=-

generic name for the thrush-tribe, from Homer downwards ; koWik^os or

Koi/f(.xo5 is the blackbird, of which a white variety was said, or perhaps
fabled, to live on Mount Cyllene ; I am half inclined to suspect an ancient

joke, or a dialectic misunderstanding, as to the white pintiades, Kopvipai, of

the mountain. Ki'xAi?, in Aristotle, includes, besides the song-thrush, the

migratory fieldfare and redwing ; i|oy8opos is the missel-thrush, which remains

to breed. aiyScoV, the nightingale, is probably applied, as in modern Greek,

to various warblers. The singing nightingale was usually spoken of as

female, as Shakespeare has it; Aristotle, like Milton, makes both male and
female sing. The robin is a common resident in Greece, and ipiOaKOi is

probably, but not certainly, to be identified with it. Other warblers are

fieXayKo'/Qu^os, the black-cap (or perhaps the marsh-tit) ; eAeSs, probably the

reed-warbler ;
^oivtVoupos, the redstart ; ijroXais, a bird in whose nest the

cuckoo lays, is supposed to be the wheatear. 'Opx''Aos or rpoxiAos (in late

Greek, TpwyAoSuTrjs), is the wren, also known as ySacriAevs, the ' king of all

birds '
j it was hostile to the eagle, in ancient as in modern folk-lore. Strri;

is the nuthatch, a good omen to lovers; kwo;, a name that has been
very diversely identified (though Aristotle gives a detailed description of

the bird), is probably the rock-nuthatch, Sif/a neumayeri, a bird almost
peculiar to Greece and the Archipelago. AlyWaXoi is a titmouse, of which
Aristotle distinguishes three species, the great tit (o-iri^tVijs), the long-tailed

tit or a very similar form, and the little kind which includes the tomtit and
its allies, of which F. higubris is the commonest in Greek (M. Gk KaAo'yrjpos,

KXetSioras). The swallow, y{k&uiv, is the subject of innumerable poetic

references, from Homer downwards. Aristotle informs us that n-ia. xfAiSw:'

lap ov TTotei. Athenaeus hands down to us the Rhodian swallow-song, rfkff,

r\KQ^ yiki^iiiv, KaXh.% wpa.% ayovcra, which the children sang on a certain day
in spring : as they still sing a version of it in Greece, and as in Ireland

and elsewhere they sing the wren's elegy on St Stephen's day; there are

many fragments or^echoes of the swallow-song in Greek poetry. K<oTiAas

(Anacreon, etc.) was a poetic or perhaps a Boeotian word for the swallow.

While xeAiSwi' included the house-martin as well as the swallow, Kvi/fcAos

may be identified as the sand-martin. "Awov; is the swift, and Spe-n-avLs, a
rare variety, is perhaps the large Alpine swift, Cypselus melba. Of the

finch tribe, few are named in the early classics. ^TpovOos, the sparrow, is
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used by Homer (//. ii. 308) and others, of small birds generally; in

Aristotle (ix. 7) it is definitely the house-sparrow (M. Gk (nrovpyiTr]?), for the

black chin of the cock-bird is unmistakably described. IleTpo/coo-o-uc^os in

M. Gk, and probably Xaio:; in Aristotle, are names of the blue-thrush (Petro-

cichla cyanus), . which was probably Lesbia's sparrow, and the a-rpovOlov

(xovd^ov of the Psalms. 4>pvytXos may be rendered finch, but was perhaps

just a familiar name for a sparrow. 2i"tXa (M. Gk o-mVos) was a chaffinch;

xA(D/Dis (M. Gk KJiXiSpL) EL greenfinch
; xp^'o'OA'iVTpts, a goldfinch ; srvpaWts is

probably the bullfinch (M. Gk TrvppoCA.as). 'A/cav^i's is usually identified

with the linnet, but, together with such other words as aKaXavdk, aKavdvWis,

aiyi^os and avOo^, its meaning is somewhat doubtful and its use is chiefly

in poetry or fable. Tvpo.vvo<;, in Aristotle, is the tiny goldcrest, fUKpS,

p-u^wv oKpt'Sos, (jiOiviKovv \6cf)ov ^x'^^ > ^^^ ^^ ^^ doubtless mixed up with

the common wren, under such names as ySao-iXeu's, ^acrikia-KO';, opxi^os.

KejSXyjTTvpis may be translated redpoll, or we may follow Tristram in

rendering it goldcrest: the word occurs only in Av. 303. Of larks (Kopv-

SoXAos) several species occur, the commonest being A. cristata : it is the

crest of this species which is often alluded to, and through its crest the lark

comes into mythological relation with the solar hoopoe. *ap, or i/^a'pos

(M. Gk i/^apoVi), is the common starHrg, always coupled in Homer with

the jackdaw (koXoios) : its eastern ally, the beautiful rose-coloured pastor, is

described in later Greek and in Latin under the name of o-eXevKis. This bird

is well known in northern Greece, where it is called ctyioTroCXi on its spring

migration, when it destroys the grasshoppers, and StojSoXojroCXt in autumn,
when it devours the grapes. The raven (xopa^) was very common : it was
the messenger of Apollo, and, with his laurel-twig, figures on the coins of

Delphi. Kopoji-ry, the crow (including the carrion and hooded crows), was
also very common; it was hostile to the owl, and detested by Athena.
There was a crow-song, as there was a swallow-song, and an echo of it is

perhaps heard in Aristophanes {Pax, 1126). STrep/ioXo'yos was in all pro-

bability the rook, p.a.\6a.Ky]v l€VTa yrjpvv (Ar. Av. 233) : it is a resident in

northern Greece. KtWa, the jay, abounds in the olive-groves : the magpie
(M. Gk KapaKaia) is not mentioned by the older writers. KopaKias is

mentioned by Aristotle, and identified by its epithet ^otviKopuyxos as the
chough; the Alpine chough is common, the Cornish chough scarcer, in

Greece. The golden oriole (? xXwptW, M. Gk KiTpivonovXi) is not uncommon.
53. Six woodpeckers occur in Greece, four of them common. ApuoKo-

XaTTTjjs is in Aristotle the generic word, and he distinguishes

I^rparrots" ^''^^ spccies, of which one is certainly the great black wood-
pecker. neXcKas is another name of general application.

KcXeo's (Arist.) is the green woodpecker; and the other common forms are

the greater and lesser spotted woodpeckers, which may be the two smaller
kinds of SpvoKoXdin-rj^ referred to by Aristotle. "Ivy^, the wryneck (lynx
iorquilla), was sacred in Greece, as in Egypt and Assyria. It is admirably
described by Aristotle, It figures often as a love-charm, the locus classicus
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being Theocr. 11. ; and it was undoubtedly used in lunar rites. Its mytho-

logy is characteristically Greek, and not Latin. With the woodpeckers

Aristotle mentions KvciroXoyos, the little tree-creeper (lo-rt 8e koI tovto

^vXoKoTTOv). The parrot (ipiTraKos or ij/iTTaKri, /SirraKos (Ctesias), (rtTraKos

(Nearchus)) is mentioned by Ctesias and by Aristotle, and frequently by

later authors, such as Pausanias, Arrian and Athenaeus.

54. Two kingfishers (dXKvwv, M. Gk /Jao-iXoirovAt), very different in habit

and appearance, are common. The pied or Smyrna kingfisher . „
j^^^

{Ceryle rudis), found generally on the sea-coast, has been

identified with KT/puXos, which latter word, however, seems to be, like

aXnrop4>vpi';, but a poetic equivalent of dXKvoiv. The myth of the halcyon

days (dAKuovi8es T^/jt-ipai) ' when birds of calm Sit brooding on the charmed

wave,' the exaggerated or mythical descriptions of the halcyon's plaintive

song (cf. //. IX. 563 ; Eur. I.T. 1089), and the story in Aelian and Plutarch

of the female carrying the old male on her back, are mysteries not to be

explained by the zoologist.

55. Another bird of most ancient and complicated mythology is the

hoopoe (eVoi/f, M. Gk TZ[aXo7rcTeti/os), a passing migrant in

southern Greece, but very common in northern Greece, as it

is in Spain. Under Turkish rule it was reverently protected, as in ancient

Egypt. From its rayed crest it was of old a solar emblem, and its mytho-

logical relations, including the obscure and curious Tereus legend, are

manifold. Its note resembles that of the cuckoo, with which bird it is

associated or compared, as in German folk-lore (der Kuckuck und sein

Kiister) : and the Aeschylean or more probably Sophoclean fragment in

Aristotle (ix. 49 b), which describes the metamorphosis of the hoopoe (as

of the cuckoo both in Greek and English folk-lore) into a hawk, is con-

nected with the cuckoo's singular resemblance to the latter bird. K.ovKov<j)a

(Horapollo) was the old Egyptian name for the hoopoe.

56. KoKKu^ the cuckoo, was a harbinger of spring (Hes. Op. et D.,

489, etc.). Its singular habit of laying in an alien nest was
cuckoo et

well known, and is described by Aristotle. A second and

larger species of cuckoo in Greece, Coccystes glandarius (M. Gk Kpdvos),

lays in the nests of the jackdaw, jay, and crow : but accounts in Aristotle

(II.A. VI. 7) of a cuckoo which builds its own nest, and in the pseudo-

Aristotelian ' Book of Wonders,' of one which lays in the nests of doves

and turtle-doves, are not to be explained The bee-eater (fj-ipof, M. Gk
/neXio-croBpyos) is one of the most beautiful and abundant of summer visitors,

as is the roller {Coracias garrula, M. Gk xP^coKapaKo.^, xa-XKOKopmvrj) ; but

neither bird is mentioned in the early classics. Atyo^»/Aas, the nightjar or

goatsucker (M. Gk [aiJ-yiSoySuo-rpa, vuKTepiSa), had the reputation which its

name impUes, and which it still everywhere bears.,

57. Three pigeons, besides the domesticated varieties, are recognised

in Greek literature, the wood-pigeon (C palumbus), the rock- p; ^g

dove (C. livia), and the turtle-dove. The last, Tpvyutv, is
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a summer visitor, while the others are resident. rEeXcia, the Epic word, is

in Homer the wild rock-dove, 17 pa 6' vtt Ip-qKO^ kolXtjv da-iirraTO Trirprjv,

XW^-l^o"- ^°4' or ^ao-o-a is usually the wood-pigeon or ring-dove, with

which the stock-dove was compared ; (ftdrra (Jxitttj is Plutarch's version of

' as like as two peas.' Otms, often translated stock-dove, is a word of

Semitic origin (Heb. jonah, a dove). Ilepio-Tepa is more or less generic,

but is chiefly used for the domestic bird, Trepiarepav l^ianov otKerir re

(Soph. fr.). Carrier pigeons were early known, as in the pretty Anacreontic,

epao-p-in] TTcXeia. White pigeons, the sacred race of Babylon, were first seen

in Greece near Mount Athos, during the Persian wars (Athen. ix. 394).

Decoy pigeons were in common use, and were usually bHnded {H.A. ix. 7).

Dove-cotes (Trepia-Tep^wv) are mentioned by Plato (Theaet. 197 c), and elabo-

rately described by later writers. The dove is associated with Aphrodite,

as with the Syrian Ashtaroth, but not in the earliest Greek : its later

Christian symbolism is frequent in the Fathers. Deucalion's dove in

Plutarch, Ik rrj's XapvaKd a(j)iefj,evrjv, is drawn from a very ancient apologue.

58. 'AXiKTpvtov, aAeKTcop, the barn-door fowl (aXeKTopis, a hen, opra-

Ai;)(os, a chick), often mentioned simply as opvts, a fowl (as in

Game^-Wrds. ^- ^k Trcreivds, a cock, opviOa, a hen), is a native of India,

very early domesticated in the east ; it was long spoken of

as the 'Persian Bird.' It is first mentioned by Theognis and Pindar, by

the former as the ' cock that crows in the morn,' ap-o^ dXeKxpuoi/uv <f>66yyoi

iyeipop,€va)v. In Plato, likewise, we have 'at cock-crow,' dXeKrpvovav aSovrav.

Many breeds were known in antiquity ; among others the fighting-cock

;

and Themistocles instituted an annual cock-fight at Athens. The cock is

represented on coins of many Greek states, and the oldest representation,

on coins of Himera and Dardanus, closely resembles the wild Gallus

ferrugineus or bankiva of Northern India.

The pheasant, ^ao-tavds, or later TcVapos (the latter a Median word), was

introduced from Asia Minor before the time of Aristophanes. Aristotle

describes the eggs as spotted, and this is said actually to be the case with

wild pheasants in the Caucasus. Taw';, the peacock (Arab, tawus, etc.,

M. Gk Trayojvt), was known in Athens in the time of the Peloponnesian

wars (Athen. ix. 397 c). It was sacred to Hera, and its first home in

Greece was probably in her temple at Samos. McXeaypt?, the guinea-fowl,

was a sacred bird, kept in the Acropolis, and in various temples. The
Greek and Italian birds {Gallina afra or numidicd) differed, the latter

having a red wattle, the former a blue. This suggests that the /xeXeaypis

had sprung from the species now found in Abyssinia {N. ptilorhynchus) and
had come to Athens by way of Egypt ; while the afra avis was JSf. meleagris,

a Numidian or West African bird. 'ArTaya?, the francolin, a famous dainty,

is now extinct and rare in Greece, and said to be fast disappearing in Asia

Minor. IlepSif, the partridge, is often named, and two species are dis-

tinguished by their notes : ot p.lv KaxKa/Ji^ovcriv, ot 8c Tpt^oixrii' (Arist.).

The latter is probably our common partridge, the former is F. graeca or
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saxatilis, a bird very like the Indian ckukar. 'OpTvi, the quail, the most

abundant of the game-birds, was captured in nets and often decoyed by a

mirror : it was trained to fight, as still in Eastern Asia. The bustard, mtis,

is still common in Greece. Xenophon tells of its capture by coursing,

with horse and dog.

59. The crane, ye/Davos (M. Gk XeXeKi), still breeds in Macedonia
and Asia Minor. Its lofty flight, ovpavodi irpo, and clanging

cry are described by Homer and Hesiod, and its regular and^Heron!
migrations by Aristotle and many writers. The fight with

the pygmies (//. iii. 6) is an ancient tale, extant also in India (Ael. xvi. 22).

The stork, ireXapyos, is a summer visitor. It was reverenced, as by the

Egyptians, for its piety. It was common in Greece before the War of

Independence ; but, no longer protected by the piety of the Moslems, it

has become almost extinct. Various herons are included under the generic

eptuSios, e.g. 6 iriWos, the common heron, 6 XeuKos, the egret (A. alba and

A. gazeita) (including also A-cukc/dcoSios, the spoonbill, M. Gk KovKidpi,

i.e. cuillkre), and aarepia';, the bittern (Arist.). It was a symbol of Athena

on various coins, e.g. of Corinth and Ambracia, and was her messenger in

the /Had. 'AvoTraia (Od. 1. 320) is probably also a heron, but the word is

difficult and apparently foreign.

Herodotus mentions two species of ibis, the white or sacred ibis

(/. aethiopicus), and the black, or glossy ibis {Plegades falcinellus). The
ibis was sacred to the moon, and to Thoth or Hermes, as in a hymn of

Pherecydes, <3 'Epp.^^ Ifiip.op^'^ (cf also Plat. Sytnp. ix.).

60. Many waders are mentioned, more or less casually. 'K.pi^, though

often mentioned, is difficult to identify; the common identifica-
-^g^g^s etc

tion with the corn-crake rests mainly on the assumption that

the name is onomatopoeic. "EpvOpoirovs, the redshank, is common in Greece

in winter. XapaSpto's is generally taken to be the stone-curlew {Oedicnemus

crepitans), but its fabulous attributes are mixed up with eastern tales of the

stork (Heb. chasad). The Tpoyi'ko'i of Herodotus, which picks leeches

(iSSeXXas) out of the crocodile's mouth, is the Egyptian or black-headed

plover, Ptuvianus aegypUus. <5oiviKo7rTepos, a flamingo, is now rare in

Greece, but abundant in Egypt and Asia Minor. The purple coot or

gallinule (-tto/x^u/diW), .Porphyria hyacinthus, a large and very beautiful bird,

is or was lately found, according to Erhard, on Lake Copais and Lake

Dystos in Euboea. The common coot is abundant, and retains its ancient

name, cfiaXaph, <j>aXap[8a.

61. The common or mute swan, kiikvoi; (Cygnus olor), is a common
bird in the Levant, and was first brought to England from

Crete during the Crusades. From Homer downwards, it is n^cks^.
^°

frequent in poetry, and Euripides would seem to have had

a predilection for the bird. The swan's song, especially its dying song, is

continually alluded to, and Socrates spoke of it at the last. It is a myth,

and a very beautiful myth, and is not to be explained, as some would have
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it, by the loud trumpet-call of the northern whooper
(
C. musicus). Geese

(xiyV) are mentioned by Homer, wild geese in the Iliad (ii. 460) and tame

in the Odyssey (e.g. xv. 161). 'K-ijvaKwirr]^ was the Egyptian goose (cf. Ael.

X. 16), and both this name and irrjvkXoy^ are perhaps corruptions of one and

the same Egyptian word. Many wild ducks occur in Greece. Nijo-cra is

the generic word, and the common name for the domestic duck. Bo'o-Kas

or ^ao-xa's (Athenaeus) is a small kind, probably including the teal and

garganey {Anas crecca and querquedula). rXauKioi/ (Athenaeus), a duck

with yellow eyes, may very well be the golden-eye {A. clangula), a winter

migrant to Greece.

62. The gulls, Aa'/Dos (M. Gk yXdpo?, yXapovi), are not discriminated.

AWvia is a difficult word, but probably means a large gull,

Terns.^"*^ such as Larus fuscus, the lesser black-back, the commonest

large gull of Greek waters. The Kopto'vai etva'Xiai {Od. v. 66)

or daXdaa-ioL were probably shearwaters, Puffinus anglorum, which abound
in the Aegean.

63. Kopaf, spoken of as a sea-bird {H.A. vui. 3), is the cormorant,

and KoAotos the little cormorant {Phalacrocorax pyginaeus).

andTrebll! ncXcKivos, the pelican (M. Gk (raKKo.-;, the Turkish for a

water-carrier), is still common on the coasts of N. Greece,

KoXvju./3ts is a grebe, especially the little dabchick (Podiceps minor, M. Gk
fSovTyjKTcipa), very common in Greece, and apvevr-qp (II. xvi. 742) was

perhaps a larger species of diver or grebe.

64. The ostrich, a-rpovdo's 6 /ie'yas, in later Greek a-TpovOoKdfx.'qXos, is

Ostrich
mentioned by Herodotus from the Persian Gulf or the

,

country of the Bedouin : and Xenophon met with it near

the Euphrates. Aristophanes alludes to its beautiful white plumes (AcA.

1 1 18), and Aristotle describes many points in its appearance and structure.

C. REPTILES AND BATRACHIA.

65. The group of reptiles consisted, for the Greeks, of serpents (oc^euv

yivo's) and oviparous quadrupeds (reTpaTroSa woroKa), the latter including
the tortoises, crocodiles, lizards and frogs. Reptiles are abundant in

Greece : and some of the islands especially (e.g. Myconos), barren and
treeless, are very nests of snakes and lizards. Of African species there are

not a few, and common European snakes (e.g. Coronella laevis) grow to

twice their usual size.

66. The common land tortoises (x^\iLvf\, M. Gk dxeXwra), Testudo graeca

Tortoises.
^"'^ marginata, are extraordinarily abundant in Greece ; and
so also are several species of the little fresh-water tortoise,

e^v's. The turtle,
x«'^'">"7 V Oa-Xarna (Thalassochelys caretta), is not un-

common. All were well known to Aristotle, who carefully described their
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habits and reproduction. The tortoise or turtle figures on the coins of

Aegina, one of the oldest coinages of Greece : whence the proverb rav

aperav koX rav crotfiiav vLKavri, )(e\(Svai.

67. KpoKo'SetXos (Eg. y^a^Kif/a) usually distinguished as Kp. 6 iroTa'/xios,

is described by Herodotus. Kp. o x^pt^o'os is a lizard,

especially the large Egyptian Varanus nilotims, but in and^Uzards.
M. Gk KpoKoSeiXos is the common Stellio vulgaris (cf. Herod.
II- 59)- SaSpos (M. Gk cravpaSa) is the generic term for the smaller lizards,

of which many species occur in Greece. A large poisonous species,

Tropidosaurus algira, is dreaded in modern Greece (M. Gk /cwXoVo-avpos).

'Ao-KaXa^coTiys Or yaXewTijs is the little climbing gecko (Hemidactylus
turcicus, Tarentula mauretanica, and allied species). The chameleon,
Xap,aiXe'<ov, is common in Asia Minor ; there is but a single, doubtful,

record of its capture in Greece.

68. "O^ts is generic for a serpent, of which about a dozen species are

found in Greece. There are three poisonous vipers (e'x'?!

e^tSva), V. aspis, ammodytes, and lebetina. The horned
serpents of Thebes {H.A. 11. i) are Cerastes cornutus, the dangerous horned
viper of the desert. 'Ao-Trt's is applied to various venomous snakes, among
others to the Egyptian cobra, Naja haje. 'YSpos or v8pa is a harmless

colubrine snake, such as Tropidonotus natrix (M. Gk I'epo'c^iSoj'), but the

Hydra of Lerna is mythological. £i.pdK<Dv is some very large serpent, drawn
perhaps from outlandish stories of the python, like Aristotle's tales of the

immense serpents in Libya {If.A. viii. 8), or Strabo's of those in India

;

but legends of gigantic snakes, dwelling in neighbouring caverns, are still

rife among the Greek peasantry. The large serpents kept in temples, and
depicted on the coins of Croton and elsewhere, were probably Elaphis
quadrilineatus or perhaps Coluber longissimus. Another large but harmless

Greek serpent is C. acontites {Zamenis gemonensis) (M. Gk Xa<^tT77s), which
grows to six or even eight feet long, and has an unpleasant habit of unprovoked
attack. The sea-serpents of the Indian Ocean (e.g. Hydrophis pelamys) are

mentioned by Aelian, who describes their flat, rudder-like tails.

69. Barpaxos, the frog, was a favourite topic of the fabulist and of the

comic writers, as Aristophanes' Barpaxoi and the Battle of the

Frogs and Mice testify. Four species are common in Greece, xoads
^^^

R. temporaria, R. esculenta, Discoglossus pictus, and the little

green tree-frog, Hyla arborea. ^pvvrj, the toad, is represented by three

species, £u/o vulgaris and B. viridis, and Bombinator igneus. It is

especially the last (Lat. rubeta) that is an enemy to bees, and is detested

by the bee-keeper {H.A. ix. 19). It was doubtless the green tree-frog, a

celebrated weather-prophet, of which Hesychius speaks : /iaVrts- o iv Tot<;

K-qirois /SaTpaxos. The salamander, craXaij,dv8pa {S. tnaculata or atra), had

the singular reputation of immunity from fire. Tvpii-os is a tadpole, and

KopivX.o's was probably the large gill-bearing tadpole of a salamander

or newt.
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D. FISHES.

70. The fishes of the Mediterranean are very numerous, but for the

most part strange to our eyes. While the Mediterranean species come
more or less sparingly to our shores, our own staple food-fishes, such as

herring, cod, haddock, whiting and plaice, are northern fishes which reach

the Mediterranean rarely or not at all. Our food supply is drawn from

a few fishes such as these, while that of the Mediterranean countries is

drawn from a much larger variety, mostly of the ' spiny-finned fishes,' among
which none greatly predominate.

71. The eel, eyx^^^^ (M. Gk x^''^'-)'
i^ ^'""^ °"'y ^^^ specifically mentioned

by Homer, who indeed contrasts it with all other fishes. Its
Sea-fishes. -' .' i»-i 1,-.

generation was long obscure, and Aristotle speaks of it as

produced from y^s evrepa, the name still given, under another form, in

Sicily (casentule) to the actual larvae (Leptocephali) of the eel. 'Ey^eAets

Oripaa-Oai was a proverb (jE'^. 864)— ' to fish in muddy waters.' There were

tame eels in the fountain of Arethusa (Ael. viii. 4). The conger (yo'yypo?,

M. Gk jxovyypi) was also well known. The ix.vpa.iva. {Muraena Helena)

was a delicacy. Of the herring family, eyKpao-t'xoXos, the anchovy, was

the chief; o-apSti/os (Athenaeus) was probably the true sardine, or young
pilchard. 'A<pvr], p.i.p.fipa.';, were small worthless fish, or ' sprats,' the fry

or the smaller species of the herring tribe. The bright-coloured, shore-

dwelling, nest-building family of the wrasses (Labridae) are known
throughout the Mediterranean as the ' thrushes ' {tordi, grive), or by other

bird-names ; they appear in Greek as Ki'xA.at, Koara-vcfioi, etc. ; and their

nest is described by Aristotle. S'<apo5, the parrot-wrasse {Sc. cretensis), was

celebrated for its habit of chewing the cud, a habit which has not been

re-observed.

Among the mackerel family (Scombridae), we have the tunnies, Oiwoi

(M. Gk Towtm), the largest and most important food-fishes of the Medi-
terranean. Their routes of migration were attentively studied, and they

were caught, much as pilchards are in Cornwall, in nets, watchers or

'hooers,' Ovwoo-kottol, being stationed in watch-towers or on high places

ashore: but in the nets, the great fish were harpooned with a rpiaiva or

Oplva^. 'A/xt'a, TnjXa/xi;;, and opKvs, were other species of tunny or bonito; and
TTpLfudSe? and (TKopSvXai were the young of the same fish. Hi<^tas, the sword-

fish, is often captured in the tunny-nets. The smaller mackerels (o-KOyaySpos,

KoXi'as) were also valued, and were, and are, especially important in the

Black Sea. 'Ex€v»;t'9, the sucking fish {Echeneis remora), which attaches

itself by the head to floating objects, was believed to have the power of

stopping or delaying vessels : the phenomenon of 'dead-water,' by which a

vessel may be so arrested in her course, is now known to be due to a curious

action of submarine waves. The flying-fish (^Dactylopterus volitans) was
known as •jfikihwi. Various gurnards (kokkv^ were known, and Aristotle
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mentions the sound which they produce. The family of Sparidae or sea-

breams contains many important food-fishes, e.g. Cantharus lineatus

(KOLvOapoi), Pagrus Vulgaris (ipdypos:), Dentex vulgaris (a-waypU), Box boops

(/3(o^), Chrysophrys auratus (xpwVoi^piis), and Sargus sp. (o-apyos). The fish

KotXAix^vs, or KaAAi<i)vu/ios, is often mentioned, as is the LvQiwi, both being

sacred : the identification is uncertain. Grey mullets (Keo-rpevs, Kii^ako^,

;ut^u)v, Tepaias, \e\wv) were abundant and esteemed. The red mullet is

TpCykr}, which name it retains in modern Greek and in Italian (triglia).

Among the sea-perches are Xd/ipa^ {Labrax lupus), the bass, a much prized

fish, and opticus, a large species, probably Polyprion cernuus, but also applied

(in modern Greek) to Serranus gigas. yidwo. and ipvOpivo^ are two curious

fishes, among which, according to Aristotle, only males and no females

exist; they belong to the genus Serranus, which is known to be herma-

phrodite : x"'"'" being S. scriba or S. cabrilla, and ipv$p2vo^ the brilliantly

coloured ^. anthias or Anthias sacer. Of the flatfishes (Pleuronectidae)

the most prized was \j/rJTTa, the turbot, and jiovyXwa-a-ov (M. Gk yXmo-crd),

the sole. BeXovrj is the little pipe-fish (Syngnathiis), with whose singular

method of reproduction Aristotle was acquainted; the name is also

applied to the garfish, Scombresox saurus (M. Gk /SeXoviSi). The angler,

or fishing-frog (/JaTpa^os, o dXiciJs), is often mentioned by Aristotle, who
includes it among the selachians, or cartilaginous fishes.

72. Of the latter, sharks, dogfish, skate, many species were known, and

Aristotle's knowledge of these was peculiarly detailed. He
sjj3j.i,s.

knew, for instance, the remarkable viviparous reproduction,

and the anatomical structure of the ' placenta,' in the smooth shark, Mustelus

laevis, yaAcos 6 Xeios. 'kKavdCa'i is the spiny dogfish, Acanthias vulgaris
;

cTKTjXiov, probably Scyllium canicula. 'AXwtttj^ is the fox shark, or thresher

(M. Gk \ay.ia) ; Kopxaptas, a large species, such as the great blue shark.

Bart's is the skate or 'thornback,' and rpvywv is the dangerous sting-ray,

Trygon pastinaca ; vapKTj is the torpedo, whose power of shock is often

referred to (Plato, etc.) ; very explicitly by Aristotle, who, speaking (according

to an emended text) of tov Tpo/xov ov tx^i iv tw crco/xari, uses the very word

that Reaumur uses {tremblement), in an early modern description.

73. Few fresh-water fishes are mentioned, besides the eel. The

Salmonidae (salmon, trout, etc.), abundant in the Danube,

are not met with in Greece , but Aelian has a charming eshls."™^
"

account of fly-fishing in Macedonia, for certain 'speckled

fish.' Kuirpivos is the carp, whose ' tongues ' or rather fleshy palates were

a delicacy, and /JaXepos was perhaps the allied Prussian carp {Carassius

vulgaris, It. bulbaro). Herodotus mentions several fishes of the Nile, such

as XcTTiSajTos, a kind of carp, and ofuppuyxos {Mormyrus oxyrhynchus), a

sacred fish of the Egyptians. Herodotus also mentions the names of two

fishes of the Macedonian or Thracian lake-dwellers, Tra'jrpaKes and nXwvis

:

the former were probably perch, the latter (ti'Xwv, s. \j/t\o)v) may have been

the great silurus or sheat-fish (German Seilen), which is the o-iXoupos of
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Aelian (xiv. 25). It was probably the 'bad' fish {crairpa) of Matt. vii. 17.

A close ally of the last fish is the yXavis, whose care for its eggs and young

(as in the allied American catfishes) is carefully described by Aristotle

;

this is a remarkable fish, peculiar to Greece, now known as Parasilurics

Arisfotelis. The sturgeons {iXko\p, aKKiirrjo-iOi, or yaXeos ex 'PoSov, of

Athenaeus), including the little sterlet, are important fishes of Northern

Greece and the region of the Black Sea, migrating to the Aegean and

Mediterranean.

74. The Greek fishermen still use much the same methods of fishing,

by hook (ayKUTTpov), spear (rpLaiva), net {hinTuov), and trap

or creel (Kvpro's), as are described by Oppian (Halieut. iii.).

The nets, as of old, are of many kinds

—

p-vpla. 8' aloXa rota 8o\oppa<f>iwv

Xiva KoXirutv. Among these are the great tunny-nets {a-ay-qv-ij, M. Gk
dvvvi), the seine-nets (dfj^ipLpXrjcrTpa, yplcjioi), furnished with wings (n-rcpa),

weighed with sinkers (/ioXv/SStScs, Soph., Plato, M. Gk /loXv^-^dpei), and

suspended from a headline or buoy-rope (o-apSwV, a-apSoviov, Xen., M. Gk
o-apSovva';) : sometimes they are attached by bridles (^aXiva) to a sort of

otter-board (M. Gk araXiKiov). A small casting-net (M. Gk jrcfo'/SoXos,

0pp. jre^a, o-^at'puv) is used from the shore. Drag-nets or dredges

(yayya'/xr;, Strabo, ydyyap.ov, Oppian, M. Gk yayyd^a) are used for oysters,

sponges and sea-urchins.

Line-fishing is practised in various ways, e.g. with the rod (Ik BovaKmv),

with a single weighted line (Kaden]), or with 'long-lines' (op/iiat ttoX-u-

ayKio-rpot, Arist, 0pp.) (M. Gk -n-apayaSia). The scarus and mullet are

caught by using the female as a decoy (cf. Opp. Ha/, iv. 40). The
octopus, clinging to the rock, or to its nest (6aXa/u.i), is still compelled to

leave go by help of the Aristotelian Kow^a, or of a modern equivalent,

tobacco.

E. INSECTS (^To/io).

75. MiXara-a, the bee (K-q^-qv, a drone), was known and domesticated

from very early times, and its economy was well understood,

wasps?"^ save that the ancients took the queen-bee for a king (/Sao-iXtu's,

qyip.(av). The hive-bee of Greece is the 'Ligurian' bee,

a little smaller and lighter coloured than our own. The 'flowery hill

Hymettus ' is still celebrated for its thyme and for its bees. Enemies of

the bee are xX^pos, a little beetle (Trichodes apiarius), and the wax-moth,
Trvpav<TTr)<;, the tinea of Virgil {Galleria mellonella), whose caterpillars were

called T6p?y8oi/£s. Of other Hymenoptera, /3o/i/8i)Xios is a bumble-bee
{Bombus), of which many species are common. 20^f, avdprjvrj, a-iipriv

and Tev6pr]S(jJv, are species of wasps, or hornets : an avdprjvrj which catches

flies, cuts off their heads and carries their bodies home (Arist.), is Bembex.
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rosirafa. The Ixvf.vft.iLv, or ' hunting-wasp,' which kills spiders, is probably

Pelopaeus spirifex. A mason-bee {Ckalicodoma murarid) is described by

Aristotle. Ants (ij.vpij.rj$) are very numerous : they lay up food in summer,

and do not (as in colder climates) become torpid in winter.

76. The butterfly {^vxn) is conspicuous by its absence from the

poetry of Greece. Aristotle describes its metamorphosis, in
Butterflies

the case of a common 'cabbage white,' through caterpillar

(Kci/xTrr?) and chrysalis to perfect insect. Htji/Cov (spindle) and v-n-epov

(pestle) are chrysalids of moths, such as the common currant-moth {Abraxas

grossulariatd). %y]<i is a clothes-moth (Tinea sp.); (vXocjiopo's is the singular

caddis-Hke larva of the moth Psyche. The true silk-worm was unknown

until the age of Justinian ; but Aristotle describes a kind of silk-worm from

the island of Cos, producing cocoons (/Sofn^vXio?, vcKu'SaXos). This was a

large moth, probably Lasiocampa otus, a relation of our oak eggar.

77. Of beetles (KoAeoTrrepa, KavOapoi) the most celebrated were Kcipa^o^,

the .stag-beetle, fjLr;XoX6vdr], a species of cockchafer or (in

Arist.) a dung-beetle (e.g. Ateiichus sacer), the sacred Scarab Beetles,

of the Egyptians. Aa/ATrupt? or TruyoXajHTri? is a glow-worm.

78. Next to the bee the most celebrated of Greek insects is tctti^,

the cicada, of which several species exist, some more vocal
^^^^^^^

than others. The chief singer is probably C. plebeia, Scop.

The TCTTiyo'vioi' is a small species, e.g. C. orni. The male cicada (»?xeTJjs) is

alone vocal.

79. 'AKpi's is a grasshopper or locust, of which three or four migratory

and destructive species occur inGreece. Various names occur,

many of these foreign, and some referring to the larva rather ^^^^ &t/."^'

than the perfect insect (e.g. dTTcXa^os, -irapvoil/, rprofaXXts, etc.).

*j?v is the celebrated fig-insect
(
Cynips psenes, L.), by which the caprification,

or cross-fertilisation, of the fig-tree is effected.

Of flies (/xvia) many species are mentioned, e.g. ixvwxfr, a horse-fly (Tabanus),

and oTo-rpos, a gad-fly {e.g. Oestrus rufibarbis) : but the ola-rpo-; of the tunny

is a Crustacean parasite, probably Cecrops latreillii, while that of the sword-

fish is Pennella filosa. Of a certain gnat {ii^k), Aristotle describes the

aquatic larva (ao-zcapis); this is the common 'blood-worm,' the larva of

Chironomus.

Among small and offensive insects, not rare in Greece, are -^ddp, the

louse {Pediciilus), Kopi? {Cimex), the bug, and i/'uA.A.a {Pulex), the flea.

80. Of spiders {apaxv-o), several species are described. <S>aXd.yyi.a are

large venomous species, e.g. Galeodes araneoides. '^vXXa. is
gpiders.

a jumping kind, probably Aitus scenicus. The most skilful

spiders, whose webs Aristotle describes minutely, are such as Epeira

diadema. Scorpio europaeus {aKopmo?) is common in Greece. A curious

little allied, but tailless, form, found in books, is mentioned by Aristotle

(o-KopTTitSSes iv ^lySXiots, Chelifer cancroides, L.). "louAos and izoXvirovi are

centipedes and millipedes.

G. A. 4
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F. MARINE INVERTEBRATES.

8i. Crustacea (/jiaXaKocrTpaKa) are extremely numerous and abundant

in the Mediterranean, and many forms are mentioned by
rus acea.

^^^^^ Aristotle and Athenaeus. 'Ao-tokos is the common

lobster (Homarus vulgaris), now rare in the Aegean, and xapa^os (Lat.

locusta) is the much more abundant sea-crayfish or ' langouste,' Palinurus

vulgaris; but the names seem to have become interchanged in modern

Greek. The xapi'Ses are shrimps of various kinds, the Kv<^ai, or hunch-

backs, corresponding to the prawns {Palaeinon). Kpa-y-yuv is the modern

genus Squilla. KapKiviov and KvXXapos are hermit-crabs. KapKivos is,

generically, a crab, and various species are distinguished, such as Trayovpos

(M. Gk KajSovpi), C. pagurus ;
p.aZa, probably Maia sqiiinado \

iTnros, the

' horseman crab,' Ocypoda cursor ; h KOTo.fx.io'i, Thelphusa fluviatilis. TIivi/o-

Tjj'pYjs is the celebrated Pinnotheres veterum, the guardian of the pinna-shell.

82. The cuttle-fishes {ii.aka.Kia.) are an important article of food in the

Mediterranean, and were studied by Aristotle in great detail.

TeB^os and revets are large squids, or calamaries, the latter

probably Loligo vulgaris, and the former Todarodes sagitlatus. 2i?Tna is

the common Sepia officinalis and its near allies ; o-ijirtSioi/, the little Sepiola

rondeletii. IloXijjrous is the octopus ; iX^Siavrj, o^oXis and /3oXtraiva, the

allied Eledone aldrovandi and E. moschata. NauriAo9 is Argonauta argo,

sacred to Aphrodite (cf. Callim. i. 6).

83. The molluscan shell-fish (ocrrpaKoSep^a), includes the univalves

{p-ovoOvpa, a-Tpop.lSdSa';), and the bivah'es {SWvpa). Of the

former the purple-shell {7r6p<j)vpa) is the most important;

Murex brandaris, M. trunculus, and Purpwa haemastoma were the species

chiefly employed. All are found in heaps at Tyre and Sidon ; and Monte

Testaceo, near Tarentum, is said to be built of the first, which appears also

on Tarentine coins. Niypirrjs includes large species (e.g. Ranella gigantea),

and the small Trochi (It. naridole). Ki;pu^ or o-aA.7riy^ is probably Tritonium

nodiferum, still used as a horn or trumpet by Sardinian, and possibly by

Greek, shepherds ; it is one of the species which lays its eggs in a sort of

honey-comb (Kripid^eiv), Alfxappois (s. aTro'ppais) probably includes, with

Aporrhais pespelicani, the large Pteroceras. 2Tpo'/t/3os includes such large

forms as Valuta. Athenaeus and others mention the large Indian a-Tpo/iPoi

and }(o'-P^^°-'- (^'•^' cowries, M. Gk yovpowaKi). AcTra? is a limpet. Patella,

and 6a\a.TTLov o5s, the common sea-ear, Haliotis. Ko'^Xos is more or less

generic, as is Ko/caXia (It. guecciole) for the smaller kinds. Ko^Aias is a

snail. Helix, of which various kinds are referred to, e.g. 7rft)//,aTtas, H. pomatia.i<

"Siia-iko'i is a smaller snail, e.g. H. arbustorum. The Laconian <T£iJ,eXoi,

a snail, is a Semitic word. Among the naked Gastropods is Xayis

6a\a.TTLo<s, the celebrated sea-hare, Aplysia depilans.
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84. Among the bivalves, or Laniellibranchs, Ko'-yx'^ is generic. 'Ocrrpea

s the common oyster, but the meaning of Ai/ivoo-rpea is

mcertain. Krets includes /fe/^^yairc^a^z/j and allied species. bra™chiata.

%wXrjv is the razor-fish, So/en sp. Xi^/ii; includes such forms

iS Venus, and also Spondylus (xvf-O'i- ySao-iXtKat, s. ireXtuptai). M5s, ixvio-ko. is

the common mussel, Mytilus edulis. Iltwa is the great Pinna nobilis, cele-

brated for its j8i!cro-os, still spun into a fabric at Tarentum, and celebrated

also for the little crab which is domiciled in its shell (ito/vott/pt^s).

85. T-qOvov is an Ascidian, or sea-squirt, eaten in the Mediterranean.

Aristotle mentions two species, a red and a pale one, probably Cynthia

papulosa and Phallusia mammillata. Of the Echinodermata, da-Tijp is a

starfish, e.g. A, rubens. 'Exivos 6 eo-^to'/icvos is E. escukntus. Other

species are Ix- ° AewKo's, £;^tvo/A)jTpa, /Jpucro-os, o-irciTayyos, none of them

to be identified with certainty. Among the Coelenterata, the chief is the

precious coral, Corallium rubrum, KopdWiov, \i66StvSpov (Diosc.) : it is

probably alluded to in Pindar, Xeipiov avBefiov Trovrias Upaas. 'AKaXj;</)»^ is

a sea-anemone. Actinia, of which certain species were, and are still, eaten

in the Mediterranean : Kvi^ai are probably similar, but inedible forms.

nv€v/A(ui' appears to be a jelly-fish or Medusa. Several species of sponge

(o-TTo'yyos) are mentioned by Aristotle and others, e.g. Tpdyos, airXvcria, etc.

The fine-textured sponge of Achilles, used for lining or padding armour,

is probably the Turkey sponge.

Aristotle's Historia Animalium sums up the scientific zoology of the Greeks.

The chief annotated editions are those of J. G. Schneider (181 1),

Aubert and Wimmer (1868), and the recent Oxford translation

(191 1). The works of the older naturalists, from Albertus Magnus, through
Aldrovandi, Gesner, Belon, Rondelet, Jonston, Turner, Willoughby, to the days
of Linnaeus and Cuvier, teem with references to Aristotle. While allusions to

natural history run through the whole of Greek literature, the works of Herodotus,
Aelian (who transmits many fabulous and mystical tales, especially from Egypt),
Athenaeus and Oppian {Cynegetica and Halieutica, c. A.D. 180), are of particular

interest to the zoologist. Among lost works, of which small fragments remain
in Athenaeus and elsewhere, two are above all others to be regretted, the
Ornithology of Alexander the Myndian, and the jrfpl 'Op-olav of Speusippus.

O. Keller's Aniike Tierwelt {two vols., Leipzig, 1909, 1913) is the best account
of ancient Natural History, especially from the side of art and archaeology ; an
earlier work, ZJzV Thiere des classischen Alterthums (1887), is still useful. Imhoof-
Blumer and Keller's Thiere undPflanzenbilder auf Miinzen und Gemmen (1889)
is a good compendium of coin-types.

Among many other books and papers on classical Natural History, the
following are noteworthy : Apostolides et Yves Delage, Les Mollusques d'apris

Aristote, Arch, de Zool. Exp. et Gen., IX. 1881 ; Aubert, Cephalopoden des

Aristoteles, Z. f. Wiss. Zool., 1862; J. M. Boraston, The Birds of Homer,
J.H.S. XXXI. 191 1 ; Buchholz, Die drei Naiurreiche nach Homer, Leipzig, 1873

;

Cuvier, Espices d'dcrevisses connues des anciens, Paris, An I. ; Dedekind,
Purpurkunde, Berlin, 1898; Th. Gill, The remarkable story of a Greek Fish,

the Glaiiis, Washington, 1907 ; Groshans, Fauna Homeri et Hesiodi, Lugd.
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Bat., 1839-43; Hoffman and Jordan, Catalogue of the Fishes of Greece,

Pr. Ac. N.S. Philad., 1892; W. Houghton, Natural History of the Ancients,

London, n.d. ; Koerner, Homerisches Thierwelt, Berlin, 1880; Lacaze-Duthiers,

Mdm. sur la Pourpre, Ann. Sc. Nat, (4) Xll. 185 ; Lenz, Zoologie der

alten Griechen und Romer, Gotha, 1856; Locard, Hist, des Mollusques dans
PAntiquitd, Lyon, 1884 ; T. E. Lones, Aristotle's Researches in Natural Science,

London, 1912 ; Lorentz, Die Taube im Alterthume,'Wa.rze.n, 1886 ; E. von Martens,

Die classischen Conchyliemiamen, Stuttgart, i860; Joh. Muller, Die Haien des

Aristoteles, Berlin, 1839-42 ; Oder, Der Wiedehopf in der griechischen Sage,

Philol. 1888; Pischenger, Das Vogelnest bei den gr. Dichiern, Miinchen, 1907;
RoUeston, Domestic Cat of the Ancients, J. Anat. and Phys., 1868; Schlieben,

Die Pferde des Alterthums, Leipzig, 1867 ; J. G. Schneider, Die Krebsarten des

Aristoteles, Berlin, 1807; Sundevall, Thierarten des Aristoteles, Stockholm,

1863; DArcy W. Thompson, Glossary of Greek Birds, Oxford, 1895; John
Young, Malacostraca of Aristotle, Ann. Mag. N. H., 1865.

The following works constitute the chief part of our scanty modern literature

on the zoology of Greece : Geoffroy St Hilaire, ExpMition scientifique en Morde
(vol. III.), Paris, 1832-35 ; Edward Forbes, Mollusca and Radiata of the

Aegean, Br. Ass. Rep. (13), 1843; Von der Miihle, Ornithologie Griechenlands,

Leipzig, 1844; Erhard, Fauna der Cycladen {Wirbelthiere), Leipzig, 1858;
Lindermayer, Die Vogel Griecheizlands, Passau, i860 ; Kriiper, Zeiten des Gehe?is

und Kommens der Vogel Griechenlands, Schleswig, 1875 ; Heldreich, Faune de

la Grhe (Vert^br^s), Athfenes, 1878 ; Westerlund et Blanc, Faune malacologique

de la Grece, Naples, 1879; Apostolides, La Peche en Grece, Athens, 1907.

I. 4. FLORA.

86. The Mediterraneo-Oriental is one of the best defined of botanical

regions. It is bounded on the north by the high-lands which extend from

the Pyrenees to the Hindu-Kush, on the south by the deserts which

continue from the Sahara to Baluchistan. It has been the cradle of suc-

cessive civilizations which have transmitted westward the plants they had

domesticated and the products they had utilised. A so-called prehistoric

stream had flowed north of it from Central Asia carrying its primitive food-

plants and penetrating into the Mediterranean peninsulas.

Three continents contributed to the material equipment of Greece.

Asia gave its cereals and the vine already developed for wine-making,

Africa the ohve and flax and Europe its own pulses. But it possesses

little land available for grain and the necessity of importing it in exchange

for wine and oil demanded the command of the sea for which its forests

supphed the material. A widespread maritime commerce brought the

luxuries and refinements of urban life. The food of the rural population

was as frugal as it still is in Southern Europe ; that of the Arcadians was

proverbial ; every possible native plant was used for food, and the fact that

some were only eaten in time of famine tells its own tale. Incidentally a
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knowledge was acquired of other properties possessed by native plants and
an empirical medicine was built up which has descended to our own day.

Necessity made the Greeks botanists ; they possessed a name for every

conspicuous Greek plant, and the majority of these names have come
down to us. It may be due to a difference of national temperament but

nothing of the kind has survived from the Romans, if it ever existed.

Our knowledge of Greek botany begins with Theophrastus. A pupil and

friend of Aristotle he occupies a unique position in the history of science.

He stands alone without successor for two thousand years ; his method

was essentially modern and when the study of botany was resumed in the

middle ages it advanced simply from the point where Theophrastus left it.

His writings have the air of lecture-notes to be expanded on delivery; he

appealed to an interested and instructed audience, for in enforcing a point

he cites strings of mere names which must have been familiar. Alexander

like Napoleon took scientific experts on his expedition; their reports are

lost except what Theophrastus and Arrian have preserved ; their description

of the citron was borrowed by Virgil. Theophrastus reveals himself as

an accomplished gardener with little to learn from modern horticultural

practice; and he was keen to investigate its underlying principles. Market-

gardening was an important industry in the neighbourhood of cities.

On the revival of learning it was assumed that the secrets of remedial

medicine were to be discovered in the writings of Dioscorides alone. Vast

commentaries were devoted to the identification of the plants he described,

as the thread of tradition had been wholly broken. The result was vitiated

by the attempt to find them in Western and Central Eui:ope, the flora of

which has little in common with that of the Mediterranean region. The
diflSculty has continued to the present day. But Halacsy has now given

us a scientific enumeration of the native plants of Greece, and we can at

any rate do something to wed a Greek name to a plant actually Greek.

In the following pages it has only been possible to enumerate plants of

more than scientific interest with the briefest comments and identifications

which may be accepted with some certainty.

87. Oak, in a wide sense, Spv^ (which originally simply meant tree).

In Homer it is opposed to pines, ttcvkij and ttitus, who thus

recognises the distinction between broad- and needle-leaved '
'" '"^

trees (Kwvocfidpa). The different species (Spvos yivrf) received distinctive

names :—Valonia oak, 4>riy6s (Quercus Aegilops) ; sacred to Jove, \nvo <^i)y(u

Tre<f>vKviri Atos tpov, Hdt. II. 56. The name was probably first applied to the

edible acorns, which were, as still, eaten roasted, tj>rjyovi (nroStoCcrt Trpos to vvp,

Plato, and thence passed to the tree. BaXavos was acorn indiscriminately,

in Homer the food 'of swine, but the Pythian oracle called the Arcadians

PaXav-q^ayoL, and according to Galen they continued to feed on acorns

when all other Greeks were using cereals. Valonia derives from ^aXai/os.

Turkey oak, ocrirpis in Macedonia, alyiXuif in Anatolia {Quercus Cerris),

yielded bitter acorns and worthless timber. Holm oak, irpivos {Quercus
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Ilecc). The acorns {o.Kvko'i) were fed to swine in Homer; kalin is Armenian

for acorn. True oak, irvfjioSpv?
(
Quertus Rohur). Extended to Macedonia

and afforded swine-food. Scrub oak, TrXaru'c^uXXos {Quercus lanuginosa).

The prevalent species on both Aegean shores; modern experience confirms

the statement of Theophrastus, vrpos Se rrjv -xfiuav ttjv oikoSo/xik^i' ;^€t)oio-Toi'.

Cork oak, <^6\Xos {Quercus Stiber). First described by Theophrastus

but now ahnost extinct in Greece and probably never plentiful. Pausanias

ifound it in Arcadia without a name. 'AXt^Xoios (? Quercus Fseudo-suber),

Mt Ida. Gall oak, rjfjLepCs
(
Quercus infedoria). Described by Theophrastus

from Mt Ida but is not native of Greece. It produces 'Aleppo Galls,'

KTjKt'Se?, which were and are still used in tanning. Black Poplar, aiycipos.

Literally ' wool-tree ' from the fluffy seeds. Formed the oXcna. Hepa-ecjioveCr]';,

Hom., and grew with elms, olyupoi TrreXeai Te cuo-kiov aAcros eqbatvoi', Theocr.

Abele, X^vkyj (fabled from the nymph). Sacred to Heracles, XevKov 'HpaKAcos

Upov epi/os, Theocr., and hence used for wreaths, o^mv. . . Acvkijs 4>vX\oj3o\ova~/is,

Ar. JVud. 1007. Aspen, Kejo/cts, primarily a shuttle, applied to the tree on

account of its swaying leaves. Elm, TrreXia (Ulmus glabra). The species

characteristic of S.E. Europe and W. Asia. 'OTrdrav TrXaVavos TrreXea

ij/iOvpi^rj, Ar. IVub. 1008; nreXeaTLKov olvov, Theocr. VII. 65. Plane, TrAa-

ravos {Platanus orientalis). An Asiatic tree reaching its western limit in

Greece, often planted, Iv ayopa 8 av TrAaravoi' €V Sia<jiVT£vcrofj,€v, Ar. J^r. 162.

Beech, oivr]. A northern tree, only reaching Thessaly. Manna Ash, jticAia.

Used for spear-shafts, o/dektiJcti /xeAtgo-i, Hom. The ash proper, /3ov;«,£Aios,

is only in Macedonia. Maple, ^vyCa {Acer camfestre) and (T(j)ivBaijLvo<; (A.

monspessulanuni). Hop-Hornbeam, oo-rpva {Ostrya carpinifolid). Silver

Lime, i^ikipo. (Tilia argentea). 'Exoi/ 4>Xoiov...k^ ov tous o-TC^ai/ous irAe-

Kov<TLv, Photius. Nettle Tree, Awtos to SivSpov ( Cellzs australis). Identified

by Pliny with the Amtos tuSi/ A(DTo<^ayu)v ; the wood was used for flutes, AiySus

re AtuTos £KTijir£i, Eur. Tr. 544, statues, furniture and costly doors. Willow,
iVea

;
p.kXa.iva. (Salix amplexicaulis) ; XfVK-i) {S. alba). 'Ireat dXea-LKapiroi,

Hom., because they were supposed to shed their seed prematurely;
primitive shields were made of wicker-work, o-aKe'eo-o-i iTetvoimv, Theocr.
Crack Willow, iXUrj {Salix fragilis). Alder, KX-qOp-r) {Alnus glutinosa).

Grew in Calypso's Isle. Judas Tree, (n;/xu'Sa {Cercis Siliquastrum).
Storax, a-Tvpai

; yielded a fragrant resin still used for incense. T^v cr-rvpaKa

6vp.iwvTe'S TTJV es 'EAAijvas $oii/iK€S e|ayowcri, Hdt. Terebinth, rep/iiv^os

{Pistacia Terebinthus). Yielded repe/SifOivov IXaiov the original oil of

turpentine, whence the name; the wood jucAai/Tepov r^? i^ivov used for

knife-handles; the galls KwpvKwSr? for tanning.

88. Corsican Pine, invKT] or wltv^ in Hom. {Pi?!tts Laricio). Called
Corsican because ovllv etvai mo? ra eV rr, Ku'pvft), Th. H.P.

Conifers, ,r o tt j j- i • 1 -i t i ^ t; ,

KoiKo^dpa. ^°- I- Used for ship-buildmg, ttitus ^XmQpyf, ti;V t ovpeo-t...

vy]iov eii/at, Hom. Stone Pine, ttiVu? Kwvoc^opos, w(.vKt] ^/J.ipo';

{Pinus Pined). Probably of Asiatic origin and cultivated. Supplied crowns
for Isthmian games. The Bacchic 6'i;po-os bore the cone; the seeds irtrutSes
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were eaten, hence the inducement /SuXXei SIkoI a irirus v\p69e kojvous, Theocr.

Aleppo Pine, wcvkt] TrapaXia {Pinus halepensis). Oriental Spruce, -KeiKt]

'iSai'a {Picea orienialis). Yielded i/^aySas ('Idaea pix') used for flavouring

wine. Silver Fir, eXaVij (Abies pectinatd). Supplied masts for ships larov

elXdrivov, Horn. It was the e\a.Trj...iv'l8ri fiaKpoTd-rri irt^Dwa, //. XIV. 287,

and Strabo's KaXij TreuK-q. It furnished the material Sovpareos (secta abiete,

Virg.) for the Trojan Horse. Cypress, Kv-n-dpio-a-o^. An Asiatic tree early

introduced into Europe. The fragrant wood, eiiuSijs, Hom., was used for

ship- building, chests and coffins, XdpvaKas KUTrapio-cnVas, Thuc. It was

exported from Crete where it was thought to be indigenous, ij 8e kuXt] Kpifrij

RVTraptTTovToio-t^corcriv, Hermipp. Cedar, K&>po%(Jumperusexcelsa). A tree

of W. Asia, reaching 100 ft. Used in Syria for ship-building, xpOivrai vpos

ras Tptripw;, Theophr. Had the Greeks known the so-called ' Cedar of

Lebanon,' they would have called it irevKij. Prickly Cedar, o^wKtSpos {Juni-

perus Oxycedrus). A shrub, the fragrant wood is useless except for fuel.

It is the 6vov of Od. v. 60. Phoenician Cedar, apKcu^os (Jumperus
phoenicea). A shrub of which the wood was used in Egypt in embalming.

Juniper, KcSpk. Savin, Ppddv. Yew, plXoi. Its poisonous qualities were

recognized.

89. The rocky shores of the Mediterranean are clothed with a shrubby

aromatic vegetation called maquis. Its principal constituents

are :— Myrtle, fivpa-tvrj and fivpTo^ ; Mastick, o-xti'os ; Rosemary,
f^J^^^'

XiySavcoTis; Cistus, kiV^os ; French Lavender, o-roixas; Heath,

ipuKT] {Erica arborea) the bruyere of the ' briar pipe
'

; (juXvpia {Phillyrea

media), and acnra'Xa^os {Calycotome villosa) a spinous shrub which takes

the place of our gorse and Plato describes as the torment of tyrants in

Tartarus. Over these scramble Smilax, plXa.^ used for garlands, and do-Tra-

payos {Asparagus acutifolius) the young shoots of which were eaten as were

those of Butcher's Broom, pxpa-Cvq dyp'ia, and still in Sicily. Myrtle (not

mentioned in Hom.) was sacred to Aphrodite; a wreath in her honour

was o-T£<^avos vavKpaTiTYj';, their manufacture was an industry, <n€<l>avq-

n-XoKovcr' ifioo-Kov iv rais p.vpplvai's, Ar. Thesm. 448. At the festival of

Europa in Corinth a myrtle wreath, eXXwris, 20 cubits in circumference,

was carried, Ath. 678 a. Laurel, Sa^viy, was sacred to Apollo and wor-

shippers carried 8acf>vrj<fi6pov'; xXcovas ; the wood used as a 'fire-drill,' rpviravov,

in producing sacrificial fire, to t^s 8a^v7;s dpimov, Theophr. II.P. v. 9. 7.

Alexandrian Laurel, Sa<^vr? dXc^a'vSpeia {Pusctcs Hypoglossum). Ivy, kuj<j6%.

Sacred to Bacchus ; the thyrsus was wreathed with it : dva dvpcrov re

TLvd.a-au)v kictctcu t£ a-T€(j>avu)6eis, Eur. Bacch. 80. Chaste Tree, ayvos and

Xvyo% ( Vitex Agnus-castus), ov iv rots dea-p.oipopioi.'; virea-rpwvvvvTO al yui'aixes,

Schol. Nic. Ther. 71. Oleander, vi^'ptov and poSoScvSpov. Box, W^os. Wood
used for mule-yokes, Hom., writing tablets, Ar. Dane Wort, xa/xataKTij.

Goat Willow, cXe'ayi/os {Saiix Caprea). Literally ' marsh-lamb ' from the

woolly seed catkins ; hence ' Lamb's tails ' in Devonshire. Grew on the

floating islands in Lake Copais, Theoph. H.P. iv. 10. 2. Christ's Thorn,
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jraXioupos {Paliurus australis). ' Alaternus, ^ikvut] {Rhamnus Alaternus).

Tamarisk, /j-vpUr]. Honeysuckle, irepiKXv/ievov (Lo7iicera etrusca). Rest-

harrow, aiyiTTvpo's and -ov {Ononis antiquoruni), xaKoV, Anthol. Mistletoe,

v^iap ( Viscum album), 1^05 {Loranthus europaeus).

go. Few plants with attractive flowers are noticed in Homer and there

is no trace of their cultivation. The later Greeks had a keen

eye for them and Theophrastus, H.P. vi. 6, enumerates a large

number used for garlands many of which must have been

grown for the purpose. Cabbage Rose, poSi^ and po'Sov {Rosa centifolid).

Coronary
Plants,

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

Fig. I. The -udKivSos of Homer, reduced from nature. Fig. 2. Inflorescence

of vdKivSos 7paTrTa (Theocr.), reduced from nature; the detached petal is

drawn nearly natural size and inverted to show markings.

Of Asiatic origin ; the name is a loan-word from Semitic, only occurs in

Homer in epithets, first mention in Archilochus, poS^s re Ka\6v avdo?.

Subject to 'mildew,' aX/xd voa-rjfjLaTiKois wcnrep 1; poSaivia, Theophr. Lily,

KpLvov XtvKov, Xdpiov {Lilium candidiivi). Of oriental origin, represented

on a vase of pre-Mycenaean age ; name probably loan-word from Semitic,
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only Actpidets in Horn, and meaning merely white. Turk's Cap Lily,

KpLvov woptfjvpovv (Lilium chalcedonicum). Martagon Lily, T^fxcpoKaWh

{Lilium Martagon). Violet, lov p.i\a.v and iwvta, lov only once in Horn.

Gilliflower, XcvKoi'ov {Mattkiola incand). Narcissus, va/DXMro-os. (i) lamQai

TTop^vpoe.&i%,V>\o%c{Narcissuspoeticus); (ii) KaXKi^oTpv%{JSr. Tazefta), ap-^^alov

a-Tecj>a.vu)fM to Ceres and Proserpine, Soph. O.C. 682, also called Xeipiov.

Hyacinth Fig. i, vaKivOo^ (Scilla bifolia). This is the plant found by W.
Leaf on Mt Ida ; in the fifth century Codex of Dioscorides at Vienna the

figure represents the Anatolian Scilla cernua. There was therefore a con-

tinuous tradition that v. dypia, Theophr., was a blue Scilla. As early as

Columella no great violence was done by giving the name to the nearly

allied Hyacinthus orientalis, our garden plant of Syrian origin. The cult of

Hyacinthus transferred the name to the blue Larkspur, Fig. 2 {Delphinium

AJacis), V. cnrapr-^, Theophr., and .because the petals were marked with AI,

ypaTTTa, Theocr. Crocus, KpoKos.

The Greeks included under the

name the golden-flowered species.

That of Mt Ida, ' brake like fire,'

Tennyson, is Crocus gargaricus;

Xpva-avyrjs, Soph. O.C. 685 = 6".

Olivieri; •j^pvtro.vTa.vyiyi, Eur. Ion

890= C. chrysanthus. See also

Saffron. Corn Flag, ^i^iov

{Gladiolus segetuni). Rose Cam-
pion, Au^vts {Lychnis coronaria).

Wall-flower, </)A.d^, (j>X6yivov. Car-

nation, 8i6(Tav6os {Dianthus ino-

dorus), in fresco of Mycenaean age

in Crete. Anemone, av^p-mv-t)

XufKavLo. {Anemone coronaria).

Goldflower, k\ii6xpv<^o^ {Helian-

themum siculum). Drop-wort,

olvdvOrj {Spiraea Filipendula); ttooI-

Scs, Theophr. All these were

used for floral garlands, but others

were made of aromatic plants.

Such were :—Lavender, l^vov

;

Water Mint, <xi<yvp^piov ; Thyme,

epTTvXXos; Calamint, iXiviov and

Wormwood, a^poTovov. Some
other plants which were not co-

ronary may find a place here :

—

Asphodel, Fig. 3, ao-<^d8eXos {Asphodelus ramosus). The most conspicuous

feature in Greek meadows, ao-<^oS€A.os A.£i/xcuV, Horn., and so of the Elysian

Fig. 3. Asphodel, very much reduced,
reproduced from Bodaeus i Stapel,

Theophrastus, 871.
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fields. 'kv6ipiKo<; was the flower-stalk. The tuberous roots were eaten by

the poor with mallow. Hence Hesiod,

vijTnoi, ovh LcracTiv, ocro) irXeov fjfi.ura Travros,

oiS' ocrov iv jxaKaxQ Kat acr^oSeAw fiiy ovetap.

Epimenides is said to have lived upon these. They were planted on

graves for the benefit of the dead. Water-lily, criSr] (Nymphaea alba).

Peony, yXvKva-LSrj. Primrose, SoiSe/ca'^eov. Bear's-foot, aKavflos {Acanthus

mollis), dfj-cfA ScVas inpnriTTTaTai vypbs a.Kav6o% Theocr. Black Bryony,

/SpvdivM {Tamus communis). The young shoots were eaten like asparagus.

Grass-wracks, <^vkos, //. ix. 7 {Zostera marina and Cymodocea nodosa), op-oiov

Ty ayptacTTU, Theophr. Duckweed, ^a/cos o kirl TiX/idruyv {Lemna minor).

Of Ferns there were :—Maiden-hair, d.Kia.vTov and KoKvTpiyiov ; Oak-fern,

Spvoirrept^ {Asplenium Onopteris) \ Polypody, koKvtto^iov ; Male-fern, Trrepts,

a vermifuge; Bracken, OrjX.vTTTepC's; Milt-waste, -qfiLoviov {Asplenium Ceierach);

Hart's-tongue, o-KoAoirevSptov ; Water-wort, Tpi^o/iaves {Asplenium Tricho-.

manes). Other flowerless plants were :—Horse-tail, mvovpvi {Equisetum

maximum). Liverwort, Xct^'fi' {Marchantia polymorpha). Tree moss,

lipvov
{
Usnea barbata), used for bedding, Theocr. xxi. 7. Of marine algae

the Greeks distinguished about a dozen. Oyster Green, ^p-iov 6a.\a.(T<Tiov

(
Ulva Lactuca), is ubiquitous

;
^vKo<i ^otvtf (jDelessaria laciniata)

; ^Ckos

OaXda-o-Lov to TrXarv {Padina mediterraned).

91. The cultivation of the wheats, barley, oat and millets was pre-

historic. That of Spelt recent research has shown to be

^."pl'^'
modern and it was unknown to the Greeks. Of wheats

there were three kinds, all of Asiatic origin :—(i) Wheat
KaT iioxijv, Trvpo? {Triticum vulgare). No plant has played so large a part

in the destiny of mankind. Two races were distinguished : winter wheat,

Xet/io'o-TTo/Dos, o-t'Aiyvis (siligo) was a sort of Roman origin ; spring wheat,

Tpipft]vo<i and a-rjTavio';. Words have preserved the successive stages by
which it was made available for food. The primitive practice was to rub

the grain, x'Spa, from the ear, clOtJp, by hand ; it was roasted, !re<lipvyfjt.iva,

to make it more palatable, a still surviving Eastern practice. The use of

a mortar produced wheat-groats, dXeCara, but it required a mill to grind

a coarse meal Kpip.vov, meal dXtvpov, and flour cre/AtSaXis, which was a
Syrian export, ^oivt'/oj o-e/x,t8aAti/, Hermipp. From the latter bran, mTvpov,
was separated by ' bolting

'
; this was made into a sort of bread, iriTvpia?,

of little nutriment. Paste (Ko'XXa) was made from o-e/iiSaXts for mending
books. Kptp-vov was eaten in frumenty or porridge, ttoXtos. Bread in various
forms was a later development and was never the food of the populace,
(ii) Rice-wheat (Fig. 4 a), oXvpa, SCkokko? (^c'a) {Triticum dicoccum), played
an important part in antiquity though since little grown except in Germany
for the manufacture of starch. It is now identified as the Roman far, the
' primus antiquis Latii cibus.' It was an important cereal in Egypt where
according to Pliny it was made into a fine flour, dOdprj {ador). Bread made
from it was thought less nutritious than from ordinary wheat. Coarsely
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ground it was eaten as a frumenty. Ptisans were made from it, rpdyo's,

and when decorticated, xoi'Spos; this was an export from Italy, ek 8' 'IraAtas

XovSpov, Herraipp. ; it was produced of good quality in Megara, that of

Thessaly was inferior, (iii) One-grained wheat (Fig. 4d), Ti'^r/, olttXtj ^ea
(
Trifi-

cum monococcuni), now extends in a wild state from Achaia to Mesopotamia
but is little cultivated anywhere.

Schliemann found it at Troy. Used
much as Rice-wheat. It was the

Kussemeth of the O.T., erroneously

translated 'spelt' in the R.V.

Darnel, aXpa, was a harmful weed
amongst wheat as its grain was

K€<^aXaXy7;s. Barley, KpiOrj, dKOtrr^.

Of W. Asiatic origin. The chaff is

adherent to the grain (yvfivoKpiOov

was a naked kind); to make this

friable it was roasted, Kaxpvs, like

American 'pop-corn,' in a (jipvyer-

pov, and then reduced to groats,

aX(j)LTa. From this was made with

water and olive-oil a frumenty or

porridge, fj-d^a, which seasoned with

salt and other condiments was the

ST]ix,OTLi<yjv TLva Koi KOLVrjV TpO(prjv,

Plato calls it yewala ; the play on

the words in Ar. JE^. 55 may be

preserved by translating ^a^av /te-

/ia^oj?, 'mashed him a frumenty.'

Pliny notices the distinction

between the ordinary food of the

Roman and Greek peoples: 'Vide-

turque tam puis ignota Graeciae

fuisse quam Italiae polenta.' Barley

yielded a fine flour, Tza.\y\, but it

was thought inferior to wheat for

bread. Beer, ^i)5os and Kovpjxi,

was made from it, oivos Ik KpiBmv,

Hdt. Rye, Ppita, native of S.

Russia yielded an ill-smelling black

bread in Thrace and Macedonia.

Oat, jSpofio?, native of E. Europe. Eaten in porridge. In Mysia only used as

a famine food, but fed to draught-cattle. The name also includes the Wild

Oat (avena), a weed of cultivated ground {Avena barbatd). Rice, opvt,o.

(hellenized from an Indian loan-word), became known through Alexander's

expedition. It found its way to Greece but was dear and only used for a

n

Fig. 4 a.

Rice-wheat.
Fig. a,b.

One-grained wheat.

(From Engler and Prantl, Nat.

Pflanzenf. vol. ii. part 2, p. 84.)
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ptisan (ptisanarium oryzae, Hor.) ; 6piv8rj<; aproi in Sophocles reflects Old
Persian vrinda and refers to rice by vague report. Millet, Keyxpo^, milium

{Panicum miliaceum), conjectured to be of Arabian and Egyptian origin.

Italian Millet, eA.v/xo5 and fx-ckivq, patiicum, {Setaria italica). Their culture

of great antiquity only persisted amongst more northern races such as the

ueXivo^xiyoi in Thrace. They are only available for porridge and were

displaced in Greece by more valuable cereals ; the Lacedaemonians alone

continuing to eat cXv^os. Both are important food grains in India. Ragi,

jSdo-jaopos {Eleusine Coracand), a staple food of the poor in India was im-

ported into Europe at the commencement of the Christian era. Guinea

Corn [Sorghum vulgare) though of African origin spreading eastward was

unknown to the Greeks. But Theophrastus mentions a cereal without

name which poisoned their horses in India and this Guinea Corn is apt to

do when green. Sesame, ar/a-a/xov and a-rja-afirj. Apparently of African

origin spreading eastward ; it is t/ie oil plant of India ; with the Assyrians

it suppUed the place of olive oil, Hdt. i. 193. Thence it found its way

westward again but though its name is a Semitic loan-word (semsem) was

unknown to the Hebrews. The seeds were sprinkled on cakes, o TrXoKous...

o-iytra/i^ ^D/xTrAaTTerat, Ar. Pax, 869. Opium Poppy, fji-^Kiav. Of Mediter-

ranean origin. Seeds used for bread, Diosc. ; but only like sesamum, Galen.

92. Pulses serve as meat-substitutes and are an important food for

southern peoples. Mostly of local origin their use is of

^es'o^^'
great antiquity. Bean, Kva/xos. Eaten in various ways,

roasted, K.va.\t,ov . . .Iv wpl <^pv^et, Theocr. vii. 66, or boiled

especially green and immature. 'Pythagoricae sententiae damnata...quo-

niam mortuorum animae sint in ea,' Plin. iV!.^. xvni. 118. 'O Aiywrios k.

was not a leguminous plant, but Nelumbium, allied to water-lilies; the

edible seeds are buried in a broad receptacle, KtjSmpiov. Pease, Trto-ds.

Not mentioned in Homer but was in later ages used like the bean
;
pease

porridge was popular, tVi/os ye mricnvov €vxp<^y Koi KaXov, Ar. pi^. 1171.

Lentil, para's. Not mentioned in Homer but was much cultivated (and

improved) from a remote time in Egypt, and an important food in Greece.

^aKTJ also (^ttKot was a dish of lentils, which shows they were eaten whole;

but they were the food of the poor : cTreira ttXovtwv ovKe.6' rjSeTai (jy^-Kfj, Ar.

P/. 1004 ; Pherecrates objects toC o-To'/iaTos o^ei /caKoV, steeped in vinegar

they may have been more tolerable; ^ai<0TrT La-dvr] was a lentil soup.

Chick-pea, ipi/itvdo's. Coupled in //. xni. 589 with Kvaiiot (whence Hehn
identifies with irto-o's), but Plato does the same and from Theophrastus
onwards the identification is certain. Eaten boiled with salt or roasted,

KavBpaKitfov TovptjiivOov, Ar. Pax, 1136, but not in porridge. Calavance,

SoXt^o^ and (^acrtoAos {Dolichos sinensis). Of Asiatic origin now cultivated

in all warm countries. The pods were eaten whole with oil, either raw or

cooked. Vetch, opo^os ( Vicia Ervilia). Grown for fodder, but seed only

(found at Troy) used for famine food ; the 6p6/3ivov aXevpov was however
medicinal. Lupine, Oipfioi. Galen calls it iroAu;(p5jo-Tos ; the seeds were
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eaten boiled with a sharp sauce. Fenugreek, tijAis, /SovKepas. Seeds
eaten like lupine.

93. Dog's tooth grass, aypwcms {Cynodon Dactylon). Ubiquitous in

Greece. Lucerne, jjirj^iKri. Introduced apparently from Asia

Minor; the most important cultivated fodder crop. "OXy Se
J„°Ji|'"'

^'^°*^'

rfi TToa \p(2vTai ol KTrivOTp6<f)OL avri aypMcrT€(U5, Diosc. II. 147 ;

TjcrOiov 8c TOus Trayovpovi avrl irotas /i?;8iK^s, Ar. £f. 606, testifies to its

familiarity. Tree medick, kvtkto^ (Medicago arbored). A native shrub.

Amphilochus the Athenian wrote a treatise on it, only surviving in Pliny's

summary, 'miris laudibus praedicatur pabulo omnium,' N.H. xiii. 130,

KVTUjov...axyf.<i ISovTi, Theocr. Trefoil, Awtos (rpii^uXXog). 'Ev ^opTOKimioi%

ytvvu>p.aio%, Diosc. IV. Ill (Trifolium fragiferum). Awtos is a name applied

to a number of widely differing plants but the idea of edibility seems to

underlie them all. Carob, K^pMvia. Native of Western Asia. The pods
Kiparia were fed to swine in Syria, Luke xv. 16, and imported into

Greece ; Galen finding them indigestible wishes they had not been.

94. Vine, a/A7re\o5. Of W. Asiatic origin. Theophrastus knew that

it grew in the Hindu-Kush, opeiv-r] koL ap.TTfXov tx^i, H.F.
IV. 4. II. Neither the Greeks nor the Romans had any F™its,

definite name for it ; both a/iircXos and vUis like vine in

English were applied to other climbing plants. Whatever may be said of

vinum, oTvos is a loan-word from Semitic yayin which apparently always

meant wine, but oTvos was used for fermented drinks generally, ot in.

KpiOiov, Hdt., deer. The vine was grown in Europe in the age of bronze

and widely in Greece in the Homeric. The wild stock (
Ftfis silvestris)

has probably always existed in Southern Europe; it is more or less

dioecious and the flowers of the barren form, olvavdy], were dried and used

as a perfume. The cultivated grape-vine and its product travelled west

from Asia and found their way independently into the Italian and Greek

Peninsulas. In the Eastern Mediterranean it was not supported,
x^-f"^''''-'^,

though sometimes grown up trees, avaScvSpas. Oleaster, kotivos (Oka
Oleaster). Native of E. Mediterranean shores. The wild stock of the

olive, TO aypLov Trj% iXda?, Theophr., on which in later practice it was
grafted; used for crowns in Olympic games, kotivw cm'fidvM, Ar. I'/. 586.

Olive, iXaia. The traditions point to its being an introduced tree in

Greece and not developed culturally from the oleaster. Schweinfurth

traces it to Southern Nubia, AlOioTriKT] eXat'a, Diosc. Fabled to have been

first planted by Athena in the Acropolis whence the propagated de-

scendants were fj.opiai, cuttings. Fig. Native of E. Mediterranean

countries. The wild stock, ipiveo^, simply mentioned by Horn. ; its fruit,

oXvvOoi and ipivov, was worthless, ap^peios <3v h PpiUcnv, Soph. Fr. 190.

The cultivated fig, (rvKyj, came from Asia not earlier than Archilochus. It

bore two crops in the year, SiKJiopov ctwk^s, Ar., the earlier Trpo'Spoyuot. It is

bisexual, and figs without fertilisation do not mature seeds and cannot be

dried. To effect this, epivd^eLv, branches of the ipcveos were hung near;
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the fig-wasp, if/tjv, which lives in its fruit carried the pollen to the ctvkov.

Dried figs (Jcrxas) supplied an important food to the Athenians, 'A$rjvaioL

Se (TVKa, Ae\. Plum-tree, KOKKvix-qXia (jPrunus domestica). Of Asiatic origin;

the Damson-plum, Saij,aorKrjv6v, was the finest. The Bullace, irpovvr], and

Sloe, PpdftvXos, are European. Bird-cherry, Kepao-os {Prunus Avium). A
native forest-tree. Cornel, Kpdvua (Cornus mas). Native; wood used for

spear-shafts and bows ; the berries fed to swine in Homer. Pomegranate,

poa and crtSr; = irC^Sr]. Of Asiatic origin, o-t'Sr; = Persian sel>, first mentioned

in Empedocles (fifth century), the passages in Od. are suspect ; the flowers

were kvtivos and j3a\ava-TLov. Citron, ixrjXov /m/SiKov. Asiatic. Dioscorides

calls it Ki^popriXov, the fruits were imported into Greece, and not eaten but

used to preserve clothes from moths, hence supposed to be borne by a Ke'Spos;

this became citrus in Lat. which returned to Greece as Ko-pLov. Quince,

Kv8(avea. Native of W. Asia, first cultivated in Crete whence the name

;

fruit ia-irepiSiov fji.rj\a, KvStiviov and (TTpovOiov. Pear, aTrtos, oy^vj/, Hom.
European. Pears were exported from Eubcea, air' Ev/3oia<; dmovi, Hermipp.

Wild Pear, ax«pSos (Pyrus amygdaliformis). Native of S. Europe. A spinous

shrub, Horn., or tree; Koihq d. is a landmark in Soph. O.C. 1596; dxpd^ is

the fruit, t<Sv dTriiov ^.o^Gripd, Theophr., Aristophanes, Ecd. 355, jokes about

its astringency. Apple, fiT/jXea. Native of S. shores of Black Sea, but

naturalized in the Mediterranean region in prehistoric times. Sorb, or]

and 0117 (Sorius domesticd). A tree of S. Europe with an austere fruit

which was split, dried and ground into meal. Mulberry, crvKd/juvov later

fiLopea {Mbrus nigra), Galen scoffs at the use of names 600 years old.

Native south of the Caspian finding its way west through Syria. Often

confused on account of resemblance of leaves with crvKo/xopov which is a

fig ; both names have a common origin in Hebrew. The white mulberry

was not known to the Greeks. Mopoy seems used indiscriminately for the

fruit of mulberry and blackberry ; Aeschylus in Ath. 5 1 d describes the

successive colours of the latter. Nothing in the way of agrestia poma
apparently came amiss to a Greek peasant. Meo-n-iXov stood for several

nearly related trees : Medlar, iTtip.y]\k, and Oriental Thorn, dvSijSwv
(
Crataegus

orientalis). Blackberry, ySaros, Hom. {Rubus ulmifalius). Raspberry, /Saros

'ISata. Strawberry-tree, Ko/xapos (Arbutus Unedo). A native tree. Galen
speaks contemptuously of the mawkish fruit, pijxaiKvXov, and Dioscorides
says it was unwholesome. Dog-rose, Kwoa-paTo^ (Rosa canina). Theocritus
thought it could not compete with the rose of gardens. Galen says that

peasants got a poor nutriment from the ' hips.' The Strawberry was native

but no name for it has come down to us.

95; Chestnut, Aios /Sa'Aavos. A tree of Pontus which has spread west-

Nuts k6. va
^^'^ ""^ *^^ Mediterranean. Its fruit was Kaa-ravaiKov Kapvov
and SapSiavai /Sa'Aavoi ; that it was introduced is inferred

from neither tree nor fruit having any vernacular name. In its unimproved
condition it was little esteemed as a source of food. A superior sort, dm-
dripa-Ta Sairds, was exported from Pontus, ras St Aios ^aXdvovi HacjiXayovcs
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irapi^^ovcri, Hermipp. Walnut, Kapva, fruit, Kapvov. W. Asiatic, doubtfully

native in Greece. The nuts were little appreciated as food but yielded an
oil. Hazel, Kapva ripaK\e.uiTiKri. A native shrub. Galen says that it afforded

a better food than the Walnut; ra itovtiko, were probably larger nuts

(filberts) than the native Greek. Almond, d/xvySaA.^. A native of W.
Asia. The name supposed to be of Semitic origin; the Greeks had
p.vK-qpo<s. The nut was d/tvySaXov and Kapvov in LXX. Date-palm, <^otvtf.

Native from the Euphrates to N. Africa but fails to ripen fruit on the

northern Mediterranean shores. It is not mentioned in the Iliad, but the

(f>oiviKOi viov ipvos at Delos of the Odyssey seems to have made the fortune

of the island and its leaves became the symbol of victory. Cicero says

that the tree was still shown in his day. Herodotus knew, as did the

Assyrians, that the date required artificial fertihsation. The fruit was

<^otViKos ySdXavo?, Hdt. AttKTuXos, whence date, only occurs once in Aristotle

and is a loan-word from Arabic. KapuwTis according to Galen was a fine

kind which grew about Jericho. From fidvi, a palm-branch, we get through

hadius the colour of a ^aj-horse. Soivt^ ®r;/3aiKos also koi^ is the Doum
Palm of Egypt (Hyphaene thebaicd). ^olvi^ ^ap.aipi^iri'i is the Dwarf Palm

(
Cha?naerops humilis) which is frequent in the Western Mediterranean but

wanting in Greece. The ' heart ' of the leaves or terminal bud, c-yKe^aXos,

was eaten as still, hence Italian name cefaglioni; so also of the date, Xen.

An. II. 3. 16.

96. The Greeks were largely vegetarians and nothing escaped them
that was edible, even the young shoots of wild plants, dcnrd-

pa-joi. The more palatable were improved by cultivation f
°' **^5''^'

and the proverb, oo-cu Stai^cpct o-Sxa KapSd/xoiv, marks the

range from a generous to a meagre diet. Aristophanes, Ac/i. 478, jests

on the mother of Euripides being a greengrocer who palmed off an inferior

thing. Cabbage, pa^avos, later Kpdp.pri {Brassica cretica) ; ovX'tj was a

crisped sort like our Savoy. Little valued as a food but eaten as a relish.

Kpa/i/Sacrirapa-yos was ' Sprouting broccoli.' Ma Tr/v Kpdjxp-qv was a form of

oath; it was also called jxavrf;, Nic, perhaps from use in divination.

Turnip, yoyyuXis
;
yoyyvXocnrdpayou, ' turnip-tops.' Navew, /Sovvias. The

turnip of the south. Arum, dpov (Arum italicum). The tubers eaten

like turnips. Radish, pa^am. Parsnip, eAai^dySoo-Kov. Carrot, o-Ta^vAivos,

later xapcoroV a loan-word from Lat. Grape hyacinth, l3o\^6^ {Muscari

comosum), a common bulbous plant. Beet, t€vt\ov. Monks' Rhubarb,

XoLTradov {Rumex Patientid). Orache, a.vSpd<fia^s, dBpatpa^v?, Theophr.

Elite, ftXiTov. Galen calls the last two diroia. Mallow, fiaXdxri, later

fioXoxr). A common food among the poor, dvn p-lv dpruiv p.aXdx'i's, Ar.

Charlock, Xa/juj/dvrj. Wild Chervil, a-KavSii (Scandix Pecten- Veneris) and

€v6pv(TKov (& australis). Samphire, KpfiBp.ov. Asparagus, dcnrdpayo? (As-

paragus acutifolius\ Purslane, avSpap^i/ij. Stinging nettle, dKa\i]4>Vj only

a famine food. Galen records that the young shoots of various thistle-like

plants were eaten by peasants, as they still are; such were Cardoon, Kivdpa,
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and Golden Thistle, o-koXv/xos (Scolymus hispanicus). Of cucurbits there

were cultivated :—Cucumber, aUvos. Native of N. India ; the name is a

loan-word from Sanskrit ; in later Greek it was called dyyovpiov a word of

Sla-vonic origin, whence gherkin. Melon, n-cTroiv. Not without doubt, but

possibly of late introduction from India. The African Water-melon did

not reach Europe till the middle ages. Pumpkin, KoXoKwOa ; of African

origin. While pot-herbs were cooked and eaten with a sauce, yapos, or

vinegar, others Hke our salads were eaten raw. Such were :—Lettuce, dpiSa^.

It was thought insipid and the next two were eaten with it. Celery,

o-eXivov. Rocket, ev^iofjiov. Chicory, Ku^opiov. Endive, o-epis. Cress,

/cdpSa/xov {Lepidium sativum). Native of Persia where Xenophon found it

eaten with bread; the name is a loan-word from Arabic. Its pungency

was stimulating, hence the proverb, ItjQU KapSafiov. Cf. Ar. Med. 236,

7] (jipovrls eXKet ttjv iKjiiaS' £is to. KapSafia. Water-cress, KapSafiivrj.

97. Tree-fungi, dyapiKov, except the poisonous Fly Agaric, to /xtXav.

Mushrooms, Ground fungi, jScoXiVtjs. Fairy rings, ' champignons,' a/iaviTai.

(iuKijTes. Puff Ball, ircfts. Trufifle, vSvov and ltov.

98. A vegetarian diet such as that of the poorer Greeks taxed

digestion and copious use was made of ingredients to

P"""^""^"'^' stimulate it. As amongst all southern peoples alliaceous

plants held a first place :—Onion, Kp6fi.iJ.vov. k. ttotm

oi/fov, Hom. Largely grown at Megara, hence Meyapecov Sa/cpva,

' crocodile's tears.' Leek, Trpda-ov, the bulb was KetpaXiorov, the shredded

leaves ('sectile porrum,' Mart.), Kaprov; dfnreXoTrpaa-ov was the wild form.

Garlic, a-KopoSov. TeXyis was a 'head of garlic,' ^wty^ its membranous
investment, ayXis an individual 'clove.' It was largely grown at Megara,

Meyapijs oSwais Tri<j>v(7Lyyu>f).hioi, Ar. Shallot, aa-Kokiiviov also yr/Tuov; a

'clove/ yrjOvXXi's. Others can only be briefly enumerated :—Mint, i^Bvoa-fiov

and p,Lv6rj {Mentha viridis). Penny Royal, yXi^'^wv. Marjoram, wo-owros,

a loan-word from Hebrew^ Sweet Marjoram, a/jApaKo's and a-dfjLxj/ovxov^

(
Origanum Majorana). Native of N. Africa. Dittany of Crete, SmraiJ.-

vov {Origanum Dictamnus). Basil, wKifjiov {Ocimum basilicum). Asiatic.

Costmary, ySa'Acra/Aos {Chrysanthemum Balsamita). W. Asia. Savory,

Ov/ji-Ppa {Sattireia Thymhrd). Sage, eXeXio-^aKov. Rue, irrfyavov. Black

Cummin, p.{Xd\Siav {Nigella sativa). W. Asia. Mustard, a-iv^iri. The
'seeds' (really fruits) of various umbelHferous plants were used:—Dill,

dvTjdov. Anise, dvrjcra-ov. Caraway, Kapto; the roots were also eaten.

Coriander, Kopiov. W. Asiatic. Ajowan, ajut {Carum copticum). Native of

India, came to Greece from Egypt. Cummin, Kw'/xtvov. W. Asiatic. The
name is a loan-word from Hebrew. Kij/aivov and KapSa/xov seem to have been

the cheapest in each category and supply Aristophanes with a portmanteau

word for a skinflint, KVjjuvo-TrpKTTo-KapSaiJLo-yXvtjiO';, a fellow who would

split a cummin-seed and stint cress; cf. Theocr. x. 55. Fennel, ft-dpaOov.

1 In John xiv. 29 it is f.l.

' In Munro's Lucretius, II. 847, lampsana is a misprint for sampmchus.
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99. Little has come down to us about Greek gardens or gardening.

But it is clear that the cultivation of coronary plants and

'vegetables' must have been a considerable industry. i^JevT^i.^'

Theophrastus shows an intimate practical acquaintance with

gardening methods. 'ASmvtSos k^ttoi were small flower-pots, oa-rpaKa, in

which fennel, lettuce, wheat and barley were sown and withering quickly

symbolized the death of Adonis. Similar flower-pots were used for plants

which required care in raising them from seed. Baskets and larger pots,

Kepd/jua, were used for growing cucumbers and pumpkins and for early

roses which were forced with the aid of hot water. Aristotle gave his

Botanic Garden at Athens to Theophrastus who improved it with the help

of a wealthy friend, finally bequeathed it to trustees and desired to be

buried in it. He no doubt cultivated in it the exotic plants with which he

shows familiarity.

100. The Greek Pharmacopoeia was almost coextensive with the

vegetable kingdom and cannot be epitomized. Bat the

constant recurrence of eia-Tou.ayo's and cuKotAtos in Dios- ?™^^'

corides tells a story of Bva-vopM in no way surprising. Like

all southern nations they clung to purgatives ; the most violent was Herba
terribilis of the middle ages, still in vogue in the south, which was

euphemistically called oXvttov {Globularia Alypum). Squirting cucumber,

(TtKws ayptos and iXaTTjpcov (yEcballium Elaterium) ; a no less violent

purgative. The treatment of wounds unconsciously anticipates Lister.

Dittany, /SeAovAkos, ' cum tergo volucres haesere sagittae,' Virg. Aen. xii.

415, facilitated their extraction as an antiseptic, and Kok\i]TiKa. Tpav/jLaroiv

acted not mechanically but by excluding 'germs.' Squill, o-KtAAa (SaV/a

maritima). A plant with a large bulb still used in medicine ; <j-)(lvo% in

Attic, hence Pericles was called o-;(tvoKe0aAos on account of the shape of

his head. It was planted on graves ; the bulbs were hung before doors as

a charm and thrown by Arcadians at the statues of Pan if the god were

unpropitious, Theocr. Moly, p.Gi\v (Allium nigrum). Theophrastus states

that the Greeks identified the Homeric plant with one which grew in

Arcadia, had a bulb like an onion, leaves like a squill and was used Trpds

Te TO, aXe^KJidpfiaKa koI ras /u.ay«'as, but could be dug up without difficulty.

A characteristic feature of the Mediterranean flora is the occurrence through-

out its extreme range of Umbellifers producing odoriferous gums. Amongst
these were :—All Heal, Travaxes

(
Opoponax hispidus). The gum was o-n-oTrdva^,

smelt of crushed ivy leaves, and had in recent times a temporary vogue as

a scent. Of criX<^iov there were two kinds, the African and the Asiatic.

The trade in the former was so important {Ferula tingitana) that the plant

figured on the coins of Cyrene. The dried stems were exported, Aipv; re

KavAo? i^pa<riJ,€vos...(Ti\(l>iov, Antiph. BaTTou (tlX^hov was proverbial for

something costly. In Pliny's time it had been exterminated by sheep.

The Asiatic plant was an Asafoetida. The (riA<^iov found by Aristobulus

on the Hindu-Kush was Ferula alliacea. The gum, ottos (often used

alone), had a strong garlic flavour, hence o-KopSoAcicrapoi' in late Greek.

G. A. S
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It was eaten with grated cheese, ttjv TupoKvquTiv //.oi SoVo)- <^epe aiXtfuov,

Ar. Ammoniacum, d/xjuuvtaKoi/ {Ferula marmaricd). A bitter gum obtained

from the N. African plant, used as a Qv^ia^a, as still by Mahomedans.
loi. Hemlock, KujvEioi'. Ei^'iis yap dTroTTj^yi/wcri TdvTtKV7;/xia, Ar. Thorn-

apple, Trepcreiov (Datura StramoniuTn). Native of Persia.

S'apTi"!'
Owing to confusion with irepuaia (Mimusops Schimperi), an

African tree cultivated by the Egyptians, the myth arose that

this had been brought from Persia where it was originally poisonous.

Wolf's Bane, axovnov (Aconitum Anthora). Native of Pontus, not found

in Greece. Mandrake, jaavSpayopas (Mandragora officinarum). A narcotic,

p.. ^ jxiOrj (TvfjLTroSicrai, Plat.; given as an anaesthetic before operations.

Belladonna, crTpvxyov fiaviKov (Atropa Belladonna). Opium Poppy, iii,tjK<av.

Native of W. Asia, and cultivated for its seed, /j,. ivl Kijnia, Horn, and

Theocr. ; hence sacred to Ceres. It was doubtless early discovered that

the juice of the whole plant, jxt/jkuivlov, was soporific, but the collection of

the drug, otto's, in Asia Minor from incised poppy heads only dates from

about the commencement of the Christian era. Its use was spread by the

Arabs to whom it was a substitute for forbidden wine. Autumn Crocus,

ko\-)(lk6v (Colchicum latifolium), KreiVci Kara Trvcy/iov, Diosc. Black Helle-

bore, iXXejSopoi /ie'A.as (Helleborus officinalis). White Hellebore, I. Xedko's

( Veratrum album).

102. Skins were first made into leather with fat ; oil is now used.

Dyeing the skins probably led to the discovery of tanning

Dyeing, materials. The most important was :—Sumach, poCs {Rhus
PvpcroSei/,iKi coriario). The dried leaves were and still are largely used.

The fruits, ipv6p6v, were an oxj/ov. The rind, crtSiov, of the

pomegranate was also used. Of vegetable dyes the most important were:

—

Madder, ipevOiSavov and ipvdpoSavov {^Riibia tindoruvi). The roots were

used for dyeing wool and leather. Kermes, kokko^ /BatfuKi]. The female

Coccus of the Kermes Oak, ^ Trptvos tov <f>oiviKovi' kokkov <f>€pei, Theophr.

(Quercus cocci/era), native of N. shores of Mediterranean; a crimson dye

for wool and leather now displaced by cochineal ; it was called vo-yivoi/

from vo-yjj the Galatian name for the shrub. Litmus, ^Ckos {Roccella

tinctoria). A cosmopolitan rock-lichen. Used for dyeing wool, also as

rouge for women, <^. airo a-Kavas, Theocr. Alkanet, ayxovaa {Anchusa

tinctoria). The colour in the root, piftov, dissolved in oil used as rouge.

Saffron, xpoKos {Crocus sativus). The flowers are pale purple; the dye-

stuff consists in the orange-coloured styles and stigmas, dvotcra-av Wupav,

Mosch. Woa.di, l(jaTi':(lsatis tinctoria). Indigo, tvStKoV. Imported from

India, probably only known to the later Greeks.

103. The identification of the plants which supplied fibres for various

Textiles
purposes is not free from difficulty. The following are fairly

and Rope- clear :—Flax, \ivov {Linum usitatissimum). A W. Asian
materials, annual plant cultivated for linen from remote antiquity in
u^TovpyiKo..

g^^.^ ^^^ Egypt; the material for sails made maritime

commerce possible. Hermippus (fifth cent, b.c), Ik S' AiyuVrou to
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Kpefiaa-TCL Icrria, describes Egypt as supplying the world. Perennial Flax,

jSva-a-os {Linum angustifolium). The prehistoric flax of Europe still used

in Russia. Pausanias distinguishes it from Xivov {"EPpaiwv) as a textile at

Elis, where it still grows. The name is a loan-word from Hebrew and was
used for any fine fibre; o-ivSwos fivacrivr)';, Hdt., was linen mummy cloth.

Hemp, KOLVvajiL^. Of Central Asiatic origin and only cultivated in northern

latitudes ; it was unknown to the Egyptians and Hebrews and to the

Greeks till late. It was used for a coarse cloth in Thrace and Hieron II

of Syracuse obtained it from Gaul for his rigging. Hemp-mallow, Ko.wafii'i

aypia {AUhma cannabina). A native plant ; d% -kXoktjv o-xotvtW, Diosc. The
absence of a vernacular name imphes that its use was not early. Mallow,

afiopyi] {Malva sylvestris). A widely spread European plant which yields

a fine fibre. Its identity is fixed by tlSos (BoTavyjs -!rop<pvpa^, E. M. Spanish

Broom, cnrdpro'; {Spartium jimceum). A common shrub of S. Europe,
(Txoii'OTrA.oKaKT;, Strabo. The fibre was XevKala and XevKoXivov. A cloth

is still made from it in the S. of France. Palm-fibre, /?u/3A.tvos. While
/3)jySA.os was Papyrus of which the pithy stems supplied writing material,

its obvious want of tensile strength has led Eustathius and Wilkinson
to reject its use for ropes. The earhest Homeric rigging was made of

twisted leather; the opinion of Phny's day (JV.JI. xix. 25) that (nrdpTa

(navium armamenta) were like the sails made of flax was no doubt correct.

But a coarser material would be used for a cable. We further learn from
Pliny (xix. 31) that the Date Palm was early used by the Greeks for the

purpose and rope made from it has been found in an Egyptian tomb;
Pliny adds that it improved by lying in the water (xvi. 89). It might
well be used for the ottXov fSv/ikivov of Od. xxi. 391 and for the Egyptian
cable of the Hellespont bridge of Xerxes which was only half as strong as

XiVKokivov. Cotton thistle, aKavBiov
(
Onopordum Acanthium). To. aKcivOLva

were cloths made in Cappadocia from the down stripped from the leaves.

104. Giant Fennel, vdpB-q^ {Ferula communis). One of the most striking

of the characteristic umbelliferous plants. The tough stems
were used by schoolmasters as ' ferules ' and carried by '^^^^^^ =*=•>

Bacchantes, vap6riKO<popoi ; Prometheus brought in it from
heaven the spark, vapOrjKoirX-ijpuiTos Trvpos, Aesch. Pole reed, Sovai and
Kd'Aa/tos {Arundo Donax). Of W. Asiatic origin early introduced into

Mediterranean countries. Used for flutes aiAijTt/cos, arrows to^iko's, pens
eis ^L^Xioyparfitav, etc. Kdwa was a loan-word from Hebrew. Reed,

4>payfiijr)i {Phragmites communis). Native. Used for fences, -)(apa.Kia%.

Distaff-thistle, dTpaKTvXi% {Carthamus lanatus). A thistle, ws Se fiaOeiai

TaTpaKTvXiSei ivn, Theocr. ; the leafless flower stems were used for

distaffs.

105. Commerce supplied the luxuries of urban civilization mostly from

the East. Unguents, p.vpov, were of home manufacture, but

the more costly were imported from Syria and Egypt; the Sj'°J^'
name is a loan-word from Hebrew. The basis was oil which

has the property of extracting vegetable scents, apwiiara. They were

5—2
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believed to keep better if thickened with some powdered material, o-rv/x/ta,

such as the root-tubers of KuVetpos {Cyperus rotundus). BaKKapts was

Asiatic, )x.vpov XvStov, Hes. ; what plant, if any, was its basis cannot be

conjectured, but it was not /SaKxap, ' baccar,' Virg., which was Cyclamen a

coronary plant. Spikenard, vapSos {NardostachysJatamansi), Himalayan,

was a rootstock clothed with fibrous leaf-remains resembling roughly

a bearded wheat-ear, hence vapSdo-raxi";. Malabathrum, fidkapaOpov, is

helienized Sanskrit, tamalapattra, the leaves of Cinnamomum Tamala,

also called ^vWov IvZikov. There is no foundation for the absurd sug-

gestion of Salmasius that it was betel or for attributing indulgence in the

Indian vice to the Greeks. Pepper, Tviire.pi, from the Malabar coast is

mentioned by Hippocrates and Theophrastus but must have been too

costly for general use. The most important of all digestive stimulants,

its commerce played a great part in the middle ages ; it was even used as

a substitute for currency (hence our peppercorn rent) ; incidentally it led

to the discovery of the Cape of Good Hope and the consequent decay of

Venice.

The literature is extensive but it is mostly obsolete from the want of accurate

knowledge of the indigenous plants of Greece and of neighbouring
lograp y. p^^y^ This has now been remedied by E. de Halacsy, Conspectus

Flora Greece, Leipzig, 1901-4; and Edmond Boissier, Flora Orientalis, 1867-

88. Of modern works the following may be consulted : Victor Hehn, Kultur-

pflanzen...iti ihrer Uebergang aus Asien, ed. 8 (revised by O. Schrader and

A. Engler), Berlin, 1912; F. A. Fluckiger and D. Hanbury, F.R.S., Pharmaco-
graphia, ed. 2, London, 1879 ; Alphonse de Candolle, Origine des Plantes

Cultiv^es, Paris, 1883 ; Theodor von Heldreich, Die Nutzpflanzen Griechen-

lands, Athens, 1862 ; and Chloris Homerike, Athens, 1896 ; Karl Koch, Die

Bdume und Straucher des alien Griechenlands, Berlin, 1884; C. C. Lacaita,

Etymology of the words Crocus and Saffron, Appendix to George Maw,
A Monograph of the Genus Crocus, London, 1886; James Yates, Textrinum
Antiquorum, London, 1843.

Of older works, Harold Othmar Lenz, Botanik der alien Griechen undder
Romer, Gotha, 1859, is useful for the summaries of the passages in classical

authors, but the botany is taken second hand from C. Fraas, whose Synopsis

Planiarum Flora Classica, ed. 2, Leipzig, 1870, is uncritical and badly edited;

it borrows largely from Julius Billerbeck, i^/ijra Classica, Leipzig, 1824, which

is in turn based on Kurt Sprengel, Historia rei herbaria, Amsterdam, 1807;

K. Sprengel's edition of Dioscorides in the Medicorum Gracorum Opera,

Leipzig, 1829-30, with a commentary, is indispensable as a summary of the

work of previous authors, but the text is superseded by that of Max Wellmann,
Berlin, 1906-7. Galen, De Alimentis, is invaluable and it is surprising that

there is no available separate edition ; the great commentary of J. Bodseus k

Stapel on Theophrastus, Amsterdam, 1644, is a treasure-house of citations

relating to plants from classical authors, and the Pliniana Exercitationes of

C. Salmasius, Utrecht, 1689, is useful in the same way.



II. HISTORY.

II. I. CHRONOLOGY.

io6. The Greeks themselves believed they possessed sufficient materials

for constructing chronological tables of their history from

the earliest times. Eratosthenes of Cyrene (about 276— ^ona^cTrono-
194, head of the Alexandrian library 235 B.C.) aimed at logy.

creating a science of chronology in his treatise Trepi xpo^o-

ypat^tas. His investigations fixed the date of the principal epochs, on

grounds which he considered sufficient, as follows : The fall of Troy

1184-3 B.C.: the Dorian migration 1 104-3: the Ionian immigration

1044-3 • the guardianship of Lycurgus 885—4: the first Olympiad 776-5 :

and so on to the expedition of Xerxes, the beginning and end of the

Peloponnesian war, the battle of Leuctra, the death of Philip of Macedon
and of Alexander the Great.

The principles thus laid down were applied by Apollodorus of Athens,

who dedicated to Attains II of Pergamum a metrical work. Chronica,

in four books ; this became the popular handbook on the subject ; the

chief events from 1184 B.C. to 144 B.C. were strung together in comic iambics.

Though the works of Eratosthenes and Apollodorus are lost, much of

their contents has been recovered, chiefly through the Christian writers

Africanus, Eusebius, Jerome and Syncellus, who borrowed from them

in order to synchronize profane and Old Testament history. The received

chronology rests primarily upon Eusebius and Suidas, but in the main
it doubtless reproduces the conclusions of the great Alexandrine authorities,

although we are often left in uncertainty as to the grounds upon which

a given date was fixed.

Sextus luliua Africanus, a presbyter at Athens in the third century of our era,

included in his Tevri^i^Xoi' XP'""'^"!'-''"'' the entire history from the Creation, 5500 B.C.,

to A.D. -221. To this work Eusebius was indebted for the table of Olympic victors,

'OXv/iTiiSui' dvaypa.(paL. EuseftiUB Pamphili was bishop of Caesarea in Palestine A.D. 314
to 340. His Chronica consisted of two parts: (i) a short outline of universal history,

mostly excerpts, to serve as materials for (2) the second part or Canon, in which the

various eras were synchronized and the dates down to A.D. 334 brought under the era of

Abraham, 2017 B.C. Only a few fragments have reached us directly: the great task of

restoring the contents of the work, begun by Scaliger and only completed in the nineteenth

century, starts from (i) an Armenian translation, (i) a Syriac epitome, (3) Jerome's Latin

version (continued to A.D. 378 with Roman dates added), and (4) iKKoyj) ;^/)o»'O7pa0fas of

Georgius Syncellus (about A.D. 800), which was derived, though not directly, from Eusebius.

These various sources do not always agree ; even different manuscripts of Jerome some-

times differ as to a given date. Hence a new source of uncertainty wherever Eusebius is
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our sole authority. Snidas, in the tenth century A.D., included in his comprehensive
lexicon an epitome of literary history derived from Hesychius of Miletus, who compiled
his 6vo^To\i)yQ^ rj iriva^ Ttjiv h iratdtiq. di'ofj.a(yrojv from good sources in the sixth century

under Justinian.

107. An examination of the earlier and exclusively poetical literature

(Homer, Hesiod, the Epic Cycle, the oldest lyric poets)

dati'ng.'^^
°' yields hardly anything which will serve as a basis for chrono-

logy. When prose-writing began, it followed the example
which the poets had set in the narration of legends and pedigrees, but

an attempt was made to rationalize the old stories by reconciling conflicting

versions and supplementing what was incomplete. Without contemporary
records chronological accuracy is impossible. The oldest documentary
evidence in Greece, going back perhaps in some cases to the eighth century

B.C., consisted of official lists, especially lists of local magistrates, priests,

and victors in the games. These were inscriptions ; for to inscribe some-
thing in writing in a public place was always the official, and for long

the only, mode of publication. When brief notices of events came to

be appended to the names of magistrates there grew up annaUstic local

chronicles, such as Charon's ' Annals of Lampsacus,' technically called

(Spoi, (apoypa(f)iai : a branch of literature particularly prolific at Athens,

where the 'Ar^iSe? (i.e. town-chronicles of Athens) begin with Hellanicus

in the fifth century, while the most famous, that of Philochorus, was

written in the third century, B.C.

Throughout the historical period the Greeks dated events by the local

official for the time being : at Athens the first archon, at Sparta the first

ephor, at Argos the priestess of Hera, chosen for life. This may be
observed in the official designations of the years 432-1, 422-1, 412-1,

in documents cited by Thucydides v. 19; viii. 58, cf. 11. 2 and schol.

The names of the ephors are said to have been recorded from 757-6 B.C.,

of the annual archons at Athens from 683-2 B.C. : the list of the Argive

priestesses of Hera was published by Hellanicus. Occasionally striking

natural phenomena, eclipses or volcanic eruptions, served as landmarks in

the dim past. Family registers were carefully kept. About 500 B.C.

Hecataeus of Miletus traced his descent in 16 generations to a god.

Hippocrates of Cos, the father of medicine, born about 460, claimed

descent from Asclepius at 18 removes.

The method of dating by local officials must have been highly incon-

venient from the great number of independent states and the amount
of elaborate calculation and synchronism required to ensure accuracy

:

see Polybius xii. 11, Diodorus v. i. For literary purposes a common
basis was ultimately found in the Olympic festival, certainly used as an

epoch in the third century B.C. by Timaeus of Tauromenium, and later by

Polybius, Diodorus Siculus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus : indeed generally

amongst Alexandrine writers. It never came into use in ordinary life,

though it is found on a few, chiefly Olympic, inscriptions.
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The festival month at Olympia was the 8th of the Eleian calendar,

answering to Metageitnion, the second Attic month ; hence at Athens the

four-year period, called an 'OXv/iTria's, was adjusted to begin with the new-

year's day of the Attic year in which the games fell, i.e. with the first of

Hecatombaeon (the first new moon after the summer solstice, approxi-

mately July). Thus 01. I. I covers the twelve months beginning about

July, 776, and ending about June, 775 B.C. Hence the rule for converting

Olympiads into modern dating B.C.: multiply the number of the Olympiads

by four and if this can be subtracted from 780, the remainder gives the year

B.C. when the first year of the given Olympiad begins : for the second,

third, and fourth years respectively i, 2, and 3 must be added before

making the subtraction; for a date within the Christian era 779 should

be subtracted from four times the number of the Olympiad, e.g. 01. 75
begins in the middle of 480 B.C. (780-4x75=780 — 300 = 480): while

OL 293 begins in the middle of a.d. 393 (4 x 293 = 1172 and 1172 - 779 =

393). The first day of the Attic year, i.e. the new moon after the summer
solstice, falls about eleven days earlier each year than the preceding year

until the arrival of the intercalary year : the intercalated month makes it

about eighteen days later than the year before. It has been computed, on

such data as we have, that between 432 and 263 b.c. the first of Hecatom-

baeon fell as early as June 22, and as late as August 9, but in the great

majority of years in July.

Two modern dates are required in order to include the whole of any

Attic, or Olympic, year mentioned by our authorities: e.g. 01. 75. i = 480-

479 B.C. Wherever in the following tables a single modern year is given as

an equivalent of an Attic year, this is an abbreviation ; the following year

must be mentally supplied. Events within a given Attic civil year,

however, can repeatedly be referred with certainty to the autumn and
winter, on the one hand, or to the spring and early summer, on the other.

This is, from the nature of the case, comparatively easy in military

operations. An ordinary campaign would begin before and end after

midsummer, thus running into two ofificial years. Herodotus reckons

campaigns from spring to spring : Thucydides ignores the official dating

and, as he himself explains (v. 20), divides his year into a long summer,
(i.e. the period favourable for military operations ; including spring and
autumn about 8 months from the middle of March to the middle of

November) and a short winter (the four months about the winter solstice).

Ostracism was decreed in the sixth or seventh prytany, February or March,

the performance of a play at Athens took place in the spring ; the Isthmian

games about April: accordingly each of these events must be referred to

the latter of the two years B.C. which make up a given archon's year.

When there are no indications of the season, the double B.C. dating, though

clumsy, is approximately correct. It is indeed the only effectual way of

guarding against the false impression, which so many chronological tables

produce, that the Attic civil year (like the English civil year since a.d. 1752)
began on the ist of January.
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io8. In the tradition of the earliest times the main thread was genea-

Pedigrees.
logical. The reUgious rites and other privileges attach-

ing exclusively to the members of a priestly family (yeVos)

or clan (cjjparpia) were bound up with the belief in relationship through

a common ancestor, after whom the family or clan was called. This
ancestor was sometimes a god, more often a hero celebrated in story. All

over Greece in historical times such patronymics are found ; Aleuadae in

Thessaly, Branchidae at Miletus, Butadae at Athens, Asclepiadae at Cos
and in many other places. The pedigrees of the ruling families at an
earlier time were traced back to some famous founder, Cadmus at Thebes,

Cecrops at Athens, Inachus at Argos, Dardanus at Troy (occasionally to a

woman, as Aegina for the Aeacidae), while the Pelopidae descended from
Tantalus, a Lydian. The heroes described by the poets as taking part in

the Argonautic expedition, the Theban or Trojan war, or the return of

the Heracleidae must be considered contemporaries. Hence the divergent

genealogies could be brought into connexion, and chronologers were not

slow to avail themselves of the hint. Theoretically it is possible, at any

stage, to convert the family-tree into a history ' in skeleton outline ' of the

period elapsed since the eponymous ancestor. We find this done ten-

tatively in Homer {e.g. II. vi. 152 sqq.), more consciously in the Hesiodic

Catalogue and Eoeae (a list of famous heroines, each account beginning

^ oo]) : the process is carried still further in the genealogies presumed

or recounted by Pindar and Herodotus. A few of the leading families are

here presented in tabular form.

(I) Dardanus

I

Erichthonius

Asopus

I

Aegina

I

Aeacus

Peleus

I

Achilles

I

Neoptolemus

I

Molossus

I

(Kings of

Epirus)

Telamon
,

I

Tros

I

Ilus

I

Laomedon
I

Priamus

Ajax Teucer

I
I

Philaeus (Kings of

(ancestor Salamis in

of the Cyprus)
Philaidae)

Atreus

Hector Agamemnon

Orestes

Tisamenus

Tantalus

I

Pelops

Thyestes Nicippe

Aegisthus
Menelaus

I

Hermione

Penthilus

(the Penthi-

lidae kings
in Lesbos)
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(11) Aeolus
I

Salmo

I

Cretheus

Tyro
I

Aeson

r 1
Pelias Neleus Jason

Nestor

I

Antilochus

Pheres

I

Admetus
I I

Eumelus . Talaus

Amythaon

Bias

I 1

Pronax Adrastus
I

Aegialeus

Aeolus
I

Melampus

Antiphates

I

Oicles
I

Amphiaraus

Athamas
,

L

Perieres

Sisyphus

Glaucus

I

Bellerophon

I

'

1

Laodamia Hippolochus

Sarpedon Glaucus

Phrixus HeUe Aphareus Tyndareus
1.

Icarius

Idas Lynceus Castor Pollux Helen Penelope

(III) Inachus
I

lo

Epaphus

Libya

Agenor

Cadmus
I

Polydorus

Labdacus

I

Laius

I

Oedipus

I

'

1

Eteocles Polynices

I

1

Thersander Electryon

I

I

Tisamenus

I

Autesion
.

I
,

1

Belus
I

I 1

Aegyptus Danaus

I I

Lynceus Hypermnestra

Abas

Acrisius

Danae

I

Perseus

Proetus

Megapenthes Proetides

Alcaeus

Pelops Hipponous

Sthenelus=Nicippe Capaneus

I I I

cf. (I)

Alcmene Amphitryon Eurystheus

Alector

I

Iphis

Theras Argeia

Oeolycus

Aegeus
(Aegeidae

at Sparta)

(Kings
ofThera)

Heracles

I

Hyllus

I

Cleodaeus

I

Aristomachus
I

.

Iphicles

lolaus

Temenus
(Argive kings)

[Pheidon, seventh

from Temenus

:

Archias, founder of Syracuse,

tenth from Temenus]

Aristodemus
(Spartan kings)

Cresphontes

Aepytus
(Messenian kings)
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(IV) Heracleidae (other than the descendants of Hyllus).

Phaestus

(goes from Sicyon to Crete)

Rhopalus

I

Hippolytus, king of Sicyon

I

Lacestiades

Ctesippus

I

Thrasyanor

Antiraachus Temenus

1 I

Deiphontes= Hyrnetho

Orsobia= Pamphylus
(descendant

of Dorus)

Antiochus

I

Phylas

I

Hippotes

Aletes in Corinth

I

Ixion

I

Agelas

Prymnis

Bacchis
(ancestor of the

Bacchiadae)

TIepolemus
in Rhodes

Thessalus
I

Pheidippus
in Nisyra

Antiphus
in Cos

4 generations

ending with
Aleuas the Red

in Thessaly
(ancestor of

the Aleuadae)

Alcaeus

I

Belus

I

Ninus

I

Agron
(king of Lydia)

I

{22 generations

ending with
Candaules)

(V) Hesiodic Scheme for combining various Genealogies.
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(VI) The Kings of Sparta to the Persian Wars.
(Her. VII. 204, VIII. 131.)

Aglads
Eurysthenes

I

Agis
I

Lycurgus
[according to some]

Echestratus

Labotas

I

Doryssus

I

Agesilaus

I

Archelaus^

I

Telecles

Alcamenes"

I

Polydoras

I

Eurycrates

Anaxander [perhaps e. 651—620]

Eurycratidas

I

Leon

I

Anaxandridas

Eurypontids
Procles

I

[Sous]

I

Eurypon

I

Prytanis

Polydectes'^'

Eunomus

Charilaus

I

Nicander

Theopompus'

[Lycurgus guardian
according to Plu-

tarch and others]

Archidamus Anaxandridas
[never reigned}

|

r -r
Cleomenes Dorieus Leonidas Cleombrotus
c. S20—489 I

t48o
I

Pleistarchus* Pausanias

t468 t469

Zeuxidamus

I

Anaxidamus

I

Archidamus

I

Agesicles

Ariston

I

Demaratus
Sio—491

Archidamus

I

Anaxilaus

I

Leotychidas

Hippocratidas

Agesilaus

Menares

I

Leotychidas

491—469

' So Her. viii. 131, but Simonides made Eunomus (and Lycurgus) sons of Prytanis, see Plutarch,
Lye. I : and Polydectes is the son of Eunomus in Paus. in. 7. 2. In the conventional chronology of
Apollodorus Polydectes is dropped altogether, or identified with Eunomus.

According to some, a Menelaus reigned between Agesilaus and Archelaus.
' The first Olympiad, 776 B.C., falls in the tenth year of Alcamenes and Theopompus, according to

Apollodorus. But Theopompus is the conqueror of Messenia according to Tyrtaeus.
* The remaining Agiad kings are: Pleistoanax 458—445, Pausanias 445—426, Pleistoanax reinstated

426—^408, Pausanias reinstated ip^—^Cj^, Agesipolis 394—380, Cleombrotus 380—371, Agesipolis II 371

—

370, Cleomenes II 370—309, Areius I 309—265, Acrotatus 265, Areius II 264—256, Leonidas II 256—243,

Cleombrotus II 243—240, Leonidas II reinstated 240—236, Cleomenes III 236—223, Eucleidas 236—223,

Agesipolis III 221.
* His grandson Archidamus, who succeeded him, took part in the Peloponnesian war and died

about 427. The remaining Eurypontid kings are : AgIs II 427—399, Agesilaus 399—361, Archidamus III

361—338, Agis III 338—331, Eudamidas I 331—?, Archidamus IV c. 296, Eudamidas II 2—244,

Agis IV 244—240.
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(VII) Attic Kings.

Cecrops Cranaus Amphictyon

Erichthonius

I

Pandion I

I

Erechtheus

I

Cecrops II

I

Pandion II

I

Aegeus

I

Theseus

I

Menestheus

log. The Marmor Parium, an inscription (c. i. g. 2374) which gives dates

for various events from the earhest times, places Cecrops 13 18 years before

264-3, the archonship of Diognetus, i.e. 1582-r B.C., and makes the capture

of Troy fall in the 22nd year of Menestheus, or 1209-8 B.C. The marble

follows a scheme of its own, older than, and independent of, Eratosthenes.

Philochorus assumed 397 years between Cecrops and the Trojan era, and

likewise 397 years between the Trojan era and the accession of the first

archon for ten years (752 B.C.), a coincidence which is the key to the

construction of the table.

Later accounts, not earlier than Theopompus circa 350 B.C., made
Cecrops an immigrant from Egypt, but this contradicts the universal belief

of older Athens that her people were airdx^oves. Cecrops, Cranaus,

Pandion and Erechtheus are ancient figures in Attic traditions : the inter-

polation of Cecrops II, Pandion II, Erichthonius (variant of Erechtheus),

which goes back to Hellanicus, was due to chronological requirements.

(VIII) Athenian Families.

Fhllaidae. Cypselus=x=Stesagoras I

I

'

1

Miltiades I Cimon I (KodXe/xos) Olorus
(tyrant of Chersonese)

|

I

I

'

1 I

Stesagoras II Miltiades II = Hegesipyle
(tyrant of Chersonese) (the victor of Marathon)

+489
IAn Athenian of

, 1
1

1

the deme Halimus= a daughter Cimon 11= Isodice , Elpinice=Callias

I
(the victor of Eurymedon)

Olorus t449 I

I
Thessalus

Thucydides, the historian

I

Timotheus
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Eupatriaae. Cleinias I

I

Megacles III Alcibiades I

I

Hipponicus I Deinomache=Cleinias II t447 Axiochus
_l_

I I I
1 I 1

Callias Hipparete= Alcibiades II Cleinias III Cleinias IV Alcibiades III

I I

t404
I r——

1

Hipponicus II = a daughter Alcibiades IV

Alcmaeonidae.
Megacles I (a descendant of Nestor, like the Paeonidae and Peisistratidae,

{irp&ravis c. 632) and of Neleus, like the Codridae and JVledontidae)

I

Alcmaeon II

(general in the war with Cirrha c. 590)

— Cleisthenes of Sicyon

I I

Megacles II = Agariste I

(leader of the Parali, exiled as an opponent of Peisistratus)

I

1

1

Peisistratus= a daughter Cleisthenes Hippocrates Ariphron
(reformer of the |

—

^
1

|

constitution 507) Megacles IV Agariste II= Xanthippus

I I

I

(victor of
Megacles III Euryptolemus

|
Mycale)

I
I

Pericles I

Cleinias 11= Deinoraache Cimon II = Isodice (493—428)

Pericles II t4o6
(son of Aspasia)

iio. The account of the Theban, Argive, Spartan and Lydian kings in

Herodotus is instructive as illustrating the dependence which historians

placed on genealogies. From a comparison of v. 59 with iv. 147, it follows

that ten generations elapse from Cadmus to Theras, and Theras arrived in

Thera eight generations after Membliares, the Phoenician settler, whose
father Poeciles is obviously made to synchronize with Cadmus. Again,

seven generations separate Eurystheus and Procles from Amphitryon
(vi. 52), who is contemporary with Laius (v. 59). As the Argive list goes

back to Acrisius (vi. 53) and the Heracleidae continue to Leotychiidas

(viii. 131), a scheme of 26 generations is obtained. In the Agiad royal

family indeed there are 27, which is the reason why Ephorus and later

authorities inserted another king, Soiis, between Eurypon and Procles, of
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whom Herodotus, I.e., knows nothing. But when he gives his own date

for the Trojan war as 'eight hundred years before my time' (ii. 145) he is

at variance with the twenty generations which he allows between Ther-

mopylae and the return of the Heracleidae :—at least if we assume that

20 generations = 666f years (11. 143), and that between the fall of Troy and

the return only two more generations elapsed. At any rate, his date for

Heracles is the key to his Lydian chronology : for Agron (i. 7) was

the fifth in descent from Heracles, with whom was identified the Lydian

Sandon, while Ninus, the father of Agron, is the eponym of Nineveh and

the founder of the Assyrian dynasty.

III. All schemes based on genealogies have serious faults : they begin

to reckon downwards, from the presumed ancestor, instead
Critical

Qf upwards from known individuals : the number of links is
estimate. ^ .... .. , . . , .

not constant, tradition being susceptible of interpolations ;

the average of a generation is variously computed, as high as 40, or as low

as 25 years. The main facts of Greek history, however, are firmly

established, and the chronology from the time of the first contemporary

historian (i.e. from the fifth century) can be ascertained, even with the

imperfect means at our disposal, beyond all reasonable doubt. The mere

existence of documentary evidence is indeed no guarantee that the facts

attested must have taken place. For an inscription may be forged, as that

bearing the names of Iphitus and Lycurgus upon the quoit at Olympia, or

those seen by Herodotus (v. 59—61) upon tripods in the temple of

Ismenian Apollo in Thebes. Or part only of a record may be historical.

Thus there is an extant inscription, itself a copy of an earlier record, which

enumerates the priests of Poseidon at Halicarnassus, with the years of their

priesthood, from the foundation of the colony, beginning with Telamon,

son of Poseidon, the first of sixteen names covering 504 years (c.i.G. 2165,

Dittenberger, Sylloge' 608). Even the valuable register of the Olympic
victors, which goes back to 776 B.C., has not escaped suspicion. It was

first published by Hippias of Elis, the famous sophist, in the fourth century.

A similar list of the victors in the Carnean festival at Sparta from 01. 26,

676 B.C., had previously been published by Hellanicus. What Hippias did

was perhaps to reconstruct the Olympic register for the oldest time from

such material, monumental or traditional, as he could find : at least this

was the opinion of certain authorities known to Plutarch, Numa i : t&v

OXvfLTnoviKSiV . . .viv TYjv di'aypa<^i7i/ oif/e <^acrtv 'l-mriav exSoBi/at tov 'HXcioy

aV oiScvos opjxuijxevov dvayKaCov •jrpos Tta-Tiv. Hence the necessity of

submitting the materials to a rigorous criticism, a necessity fully recognized

by Thucydides, the greatest of Greek historians. His conception of

historical research may be gathered from the sketch of the earlier period

(i. I—23) which he has prefixed to his history. When the details can no
longer be recovered we must be content, like Thucydides, with a general

outline of social progress, to which inferences from institutions of a later

time contribute no less than the critical treatment of tradition. If we are
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now at all in advance of Thucydides it is in the recognition that much
which passes for tradition is really the product of reflexion, the direct

invention of a later and uncritical age, and in the assistance rendered to

history by archaeology and the science of language.

112. The racial origin of the Greeks is discussed elsewhere (§§ 31 ff.).

The Greeks themselves believed in the unity of their race

and appealed to their common language, religion, and Grlik°s'tock'^

culture (Herod, viii. 144). From an early time they recog-

nised a division of the race into Aeolians, lonians, and Dorians. This
classification probably arose in Asia, as it best accords with the distribution

of the Asiatic colonies. Hesiod's eponymous table of Hellen and his sons
takes in the Achaeans as well :. Table (V) § 108. Obviously these four
must have seemed the most important branches of the Greek race at the
place and time at which the table was constructed. For further evidence
see Chapter viii. i.

Partly from disparity of endowments, partly from their surroundings,
the branches of the Greek race had a very unequal development. The
splendid civilization of the Minoan and Mycenaean ages was overthrown
by an irruption of hardy invaders from the north. Subsequently Aeolian
and Ionian immigrants made extraordinary progress in Asia, while European
Greece was still backward and unenterprising: in the historical centuries
the contrast is as striking between the great commercial centres at home
and in the colonies, whether Ionian, Dorian, or Achaean, and the rude
half-civilized tribes of the north and north-west, which do not emerge from
obscurity until Macedonian times.

113. Thucydides (i. 3) has pointed out the late and gradual apphca-
tion of the national name Hellenes in contrast to the name
Barbarians for foreigners. In Homer, the Hellenes are Common

merely the subjects of Achilles from Phthiotis in southern GrSs.^"''
""^

Thessaly : the terms Danaans, Argives, and Achaeans, more
nearly approximate to a national designation. The term Graeci itself, by
which the race was known in Italy, was a traditional name of the Hellenes
when settled about Dodona in Epeirus (Arist. Meteor, i. 14, 352'' 2).

_
114. Thucydides (i. 2 sqq.) with wonderful insight has depicted the

primitive state in most parts of Greece as analogous to that

of barbarians, or the most backward Greek tribes, of his own
s^*"^'"^"*-

day
:
there were constant migrations, arms were carried, life and property

insecure, trade and free intercourse almost unknown. The prehistoric
invaders must have been nomads not unacquainted with agriculture,

weaving, and metal working, but fond of the chase, and depending mainly
for sustenance upon their flocks and herds. They had a highly-developed
system of family relationship, which was the basis of their clans and tribal

organization. As the new settlers advanced from the pastoral stage to
the agricultural, and from that to trade and commerce, these conditions
gradually improved. The pressure of narrow limits checked the nomadic
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instinct: the physical configuration of Greece tended to break up the larger

hordes into a multitude of isolated tribes, who settled down, clan by clan,

and family by family. They first lived in ' village fashion,' of which traces

remained throughout the historical period {e.g. Sparta and almost all the

north-west of Greece). Cities grew up (i) by the clustering of a dependent
population round a stronghold or citadel (tttoXis, TrroXUOpov) as at Mycenae,
Athens, Thebes, and (2) by the amalgamation of the village population at

a common centre. The change to a stationary existence gave rise to

private property in land : but the older system of common pastures and
rotation of ploughed lands left many survivals (e.g. the common meals of

Crete and Sparta, the peculiar legislation in Leucas, Sparta and elsewhere

on the alienation of land,—even the word KX.-rjpo's itself for an allotment).

Piracy itself attests increasing familiarity with the sea, and Minoan pottery,

found all over the Aegean, reflects the beginnings of home manufacture
and export trade.

115. The evidence of archaeology shows the wide diffusion of a

highly developed civilization in Crete and the Aegean
Islands and on the mainland of Greece (see §§ 283 ff.).

The bronze age in Crete has been divided into three main
'Minoan' periods, Early, Middle, Late, and each of these periods has

three subdivisions. The chief stages in the development are given in the

following table, in which the dates must be regarded as only approximate.

The traditional dates of legendary Greek history are appended :

Mycenaean
age.

The Earliest History of the Aegean.

Approximate
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Approximate
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Ii6. Many invasions and displacements of earlier populations were

dimly remembered in ancient Greece. The Dorians were
igra ions.

always proudly conscious that they were a handful of invaders

in Peloponnesus, holding down alien subjects by main force (Tyrtaeus,

Fr. 2). Homer tells of Dorians in Crete {Od. xix. 177), but ignores them

elsewhere ; the times he is describing are anterior to the movements which

determined the distribution of the population in historical Greece. In the

tradition three invasions appear to be distinguished, (i) The Thessalians

of historical times, coming from Thesprotia, conquered the country to

which they gave their name, and the Boeotians, expelled by the Thes-

salians 'from Arne,' occupied the country called after them Boeotia.

(2) The Dorians issued from northern Greece, overran Argolis, Laconia

and Messenia, and colonized by sea Crete, Thera, Melos, Rhodes, Cos,

Cnidus. This is the Dorian migration. (3) North-western Greece

—

Locris, Phocis, AetoUa, Acarnania—was overrun by invaders from Epeirus,

part of whom crossed the sea into lapygia, while an advanced guard seized

EUs. The first two of these movements Thucydides (i. 12), following

some accepted chronology, places 60 and 80 years respectively after the

fall of Troy.

117. With these migrations the legends connect the first great wave of

Greek colonization, by which the shores and islands of Asia
Expansion of Minor Were overspread. The Aeolian migration is the

establishment of settlers in Lesbos, Tenedos, and on the

Mysian mainland under oecists (Gras, Penthilus, Cleuas and Malaus) who

were said to be descendants of Agamemnon. Yet in historical times

the afifinities of the Aeolian and Lesbian cities lay rather with Boeotia and

Thessaly. Next, according to the legend, came lonians, originally the

inhabitants of Aegialea, i.e. the later Achaia, in north Peloponnesus. They

started, however, from Attica, and the most famous oecists, Neleus and

Androclus, were sons of Codrus, tracing descent (like some of the Attic

nobles) to Nestor. This is the Ionian migration, which occupied

Chios, Samos, the Cyclades, and the central part of the Lydian and Carian

coast of Asia Minor. Dorians again at various times settled in Crete,

Thera, Melos, Rhodes, Cos, and on the Carian coast at Cnidus and

Halicarnassus.

Earlier still in the traditional account Were settlements on the Pam-

phylian coast at Aspendus, Perge, Selge, the oecists being heroes returning

from the Trojan war :—in Cilicia, at Soli, Tarsus and Mallus, and at many

points in Cyprus, the oecist of Paphos being Agapenor, an Arcadian. As

the Cypriotes used a syllabary, their colonies were at any rate older than

the introduction of alphabetic writing into Greece.

The standard work on the astronomical basis of chronology is L. Ideler,

o- h
Handbuch der mathematischen und technischen Chronologie, 2 vols.,

lograp
• 1 825^5^ reprinted I S83 ; Yi. Yyxiss Civaxoxi, Fasti Hellenici,j,va\%.,
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1834/51 (3rd edition of Vol. II., 2nd edition of Vol. III.), needs revision. For
a detailed bibliography see A. Schaefer, Abriss der Q,uelle7ikunde der grie-

chischen und romischen Geschichte, Erste Abtheilung, griechische Geschichte bis

aicf Polybios, 4th edition, 1889, a good summary of the literary sources. For
subsidiary sources consult E. L. Hicks, Greek Historical Inscriptions^ 2nd
edition, 1901, and G. F. Hill, Sourcesfor Greek History between the Persian and
Peloponnesian wars, 1897. As to the data of the literary chronology, see

H. Diels, Chronologische Untersuchungen iiber Apollodors Chronika in Rhein-

isches Museum, Vol. XXXI., 1876, p. i ff., W. F. Wislicenus, Astroiiomische

Chronologie.

II 2. CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES.

A. THE EIGHTH AND SEVENTH CENTURIES B.C.

118. This period is marked (i) by the growth of commerce and the

foundation of colonies, especially in the Euxine and the west;

by the rise of commercial cities—Miletus preeminently, Eighthand
. . . ^-,, , . . . ^^ .

seventh cen-
other Ionian cities, Chalcis, Eretna, Aegma, Connth. turiesB.c.

(2) Agriculture is still the staple industry, but is beginning

to be supplemented by manufactures, as of woven cloth, pottery, armour.

The coining of money is adopted from Lydia and quickly spreads all over

Greece, working an economic revolution. The commercial rivalry of the

Phoenicians in the eastern Mediterranean tends to abate. Egypt, now
reviving under native rule (664), is at last open to Greek trade. (3) The
constitution, once monarchy, has at the outset of this period in most cities

become the rule of privileged noble families, which again is often over-

thrown, as trade and wealth increase, by a popular leader or 'tyrant.'

(4) In Peloponnesus two military and agricultural states are conspicuous :

Argos, long preeminent, subsequently to decline before the growing

strength of Sparta, a state organized exclusively for war, which succeeds

in conquering and holding down Messenia. (5) In intellectual progress

the lonians are the leaders. Writing began in Ionia; through Homer
Ionic becomes the literary dialect. Along with the epic, various branches

of lyric poetry flourish :—elegy, iambus, melos, and the choral ode.

There are scarcely any contemporary records. Of the dates preserved by tradition,

more than half concern the foundations of cities (kWo-eis), sometimes conflicting, some-

times precise and consistent, as for Sicily (Thuc. vi. i—4). The traditional data in the

case of the Sicilian colonies must have been combined and harmonized by a systematizer,

probably Antiochus of Syracuse. For the affairs of Asia Minor, Assyrian monuments
(presumably contemporary) afford some aid. Thus Gyges, king of Lydia, appears on an

inscription as a vassal of Assurbanipal about 660. Hence the date assigned to him by
Herodotus, 716—678, must be given up. This affects the dates of some early poets

(Callinus, Archilochus, Semonides) and of certain colonies which are vaguely referred to

' the times of Gyges.'

6—2
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The principal Greek Colonies before the Persian W^ar.

In the west (Italy and Sicily).

? Cymei (Cumae) in Italy founded

by Chalcis and Euboean Cyme
Parthenope (Neapolis) by
Rhodes

73B Naxos in Sicily by Chalcis and

Naxos
734 Corcyra by Corinth, expelling

earlier Eretrian settlers

734 Syracuse by Corinth (757 Parian

Marble)

c. 730 Zancle by Cyme in Italy and
Chalcis (757 Eusebius)

729 Leontini and Catana by Naxos
in Sicily

728 Megara Hyblaea by Megara
after a first settlement at Thapsus

721 Sybarisby Achaeansand Troezen

c. 717 Mylae by Zancle and Rhegium
by Chalcis

710 Croton by Achaeans
708 Tarentum by Parthenii from La-

conia

f. 700 Metapontum by Sybaris; Siris

by Colophon ; Locri Epize-
phyrii by Locrians; Caulonia
by Achaeans; Poseidonia
(Paestum) by Troezenians ex-

pelled from Sybaris

689 Gela by Rhodes and Cretans

664 Acrae by Syracuse

649 Himera by Zancle

648 Selinus by Megara
644 Casmenae by Syracuse
626-585 Ambracia, Leucas, Anac-

torium, Sollium, ApoUonia,
Epidamnus by Corinth

600 Massaliaby Phocaea
699 Camarina by Syracuse

581 Acragas by Gela
579 Lipara by Cnidus and Rhodes

(after a futile attempt to settle

at Lilybaeum)
568 Alalia in Corsica by Massalia.

(Other colonies of Massalia

:

Olbia, Antipolis, Nicaea, Agathe,
Portus Monoeci, Rhoda, Empo-
riae, Alonae, Artemisium, and
the most westerly Greek settle-

ment Maenace.)

B43 Hyele (Elea) by Phocaeans ex-

pelled from Alalia

In the north-east [Propontis and Euxine)^
the Aegean, and the south-east (Egypt
and Cyrene).

770 Sinope by Miletus (re-founded

after the Cimmerian invasion 631)
757 Cyzicus by Miletus (re-founded

676)
766 Trapezus by Miletus or Sinope

(Cotyora and Cerasus by
Sinope)

750-650 Many towns on the Thracian
peninsula of Chalcidice (Torone
by Chalcis; Mende by Eretria;

S c i o n e by Achaeans of Pellene

;

Acanthus(654),Stagirus(654),
Argilus, Sane by Andres; Ga-
lepsus and Oesyme byThasos)

712 Astacus by Megara
710 Parium by Miletus and Erythrae
696-2 Amorgosby Samos
689 Phaselis by Rhodes
677 Chalcedon by Megara

c. 680 Thasos by Paros
676 Abydus by Miletus

c. 670 Selymbria by Chalcedon
660 Byzantium by Megara
656 Istrus and Tyras by Miletus

c. 655 Acanthus, Stagirus, Argilus
in Chalcidice by Andros

654 Abdera by Clazomenae (re-

founded by Teians 545)
653 Lampsacus by Phocaea

c. 650 Milesian factory on the Bolbinitic

arm of the Nile

647 Olbia (Borysthenes) by Miletus

633 Cyrene by Thera (ApoUonia, its

port)

601 Perinthus by Samos
c. 600 Panticapaeum and Theodosia

in the Crimea by Miletus

c. 688 Tomi, Odessus and ApoUonia
in the Pontus by Miletus

before 585 Potidaea by Corinth

570 Naucratis (Miletus, Samos, Ae-

gina and numerous cities were

represented in the Hellenion)

560 Amis us by Phocaea
c. 550 Barca by Cyrene (also Teucheira

and Euesperides)

c. 645 Phanagoreia by Teos
538 Heracleia in the Pontus by Me-

gara (and Boeotians)

510 Mesambria by Chalcedon and

Megara

1 The date given by Jerome, 1052, rests on a confusion with the Aeolian Cyme. Straho makes it the

oldest Greek city in Italy or Sicily, and this statement may come from Ephorus.
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Civil Events^ Literature and Art

776/5 01. I. I Coroebus, the first victor in the stadium
at Olympia whose name is recorded.

762/1 01. 7. I Decennial archons at Athens.

748/7 01. 8. I Pheidon, king of Argos, is said by
Pausanias to have held the Olympic
festival. (Herodotus says that he in-

troduced the 'Pheidonian measures,'

i.e. the Aeginetan standard. Ephorus
attributed to him the first coining of

money.)
744 Tiglatk-Pileser II, king ofAssyria,

at this time the greatest power in the

East (

—

Til).
The first Messenian war. In the

twentieth year the Spartans under
Theopompus enslave or expel the

Messenians (Tyrtaeus).

First Assyrian invasion of E,S:yfii by
Sargon, the conqueror of Samaria.

709 Seven Cyprian princes do homage
to Sargon.

Ameinocles of Corinth builds triremes

for the Samians.
War between Chalcis and Eretria for

the Lelantine plain : Samos, Miletus

and other cities take sides.

Midas, king of Phrygia, dies by his own
hand in the Cimmerian invasion of

Asia Minor.
Nine annual archons at Athens.
681 Esarhaddon (—668). The As-

syrians in his reign conquer Egypt
which is held by twenty vassal princes.

679 Esarhaddon defeats the Cimme-
rians under Tiuspa.

Orthagoras tyrant of Sicyon (his family

rules for 100 years).

The Argives defeat the Spartans at

Hysiae, Paus. II. 24. 8 : Cynuria re-

mains Argive.

Sea fight between Corinth and Corcyra.

Accession of Psammetichus I, an Egypt-

ian vassal prince, who with the aid

of Greek and Carian mercenaries in

time shakes off the Assyrian yoke

(—610).
680 Gyges, king ofLydia (c. 680—660),

becomes a tributary of Assyria.

Zaleucus, legislator of (the Italian)

01. 30. i' Locri: author of the oldest written

code.

657/6 01. 30. 4 Sardis taken by the Cimmerians. About
this time the Ephesian temple of

Artemis burnt by the Cimmerians

and Magnesia on the Maeander de-

stroyed by the Treres.

^ Foreign events are printed in italics.

2 On what data, or combinations, these figures of Eusebius rest is not known.
8 Either in the 26th, 28th or sotb Olympiad the Pisatans are said to have wrested the festival from

Elis and retained it ' many years.'
* The Parian Chronicle gives 681, Eusebius 665, as the iXK/i.^ of Archilochus.

<. 725 01. 13.4

720 01. 15. I

704/3 01. 19.

1

C. 700 01. 20.

1

693 01. 21. 4

683/2 01. 24. 2

670/6901.27.

3

669/8 01. 27.4

664/301.29.1

Epic poetry flourishes.

776^ Arctinus of Miletus: the

Aethiopis and the S^^^of Troy.
765 ^ Cinaethon of Lacedaemon :

genealogical poems ; Heracleia

and Oedipodeia also ascribed

to him by some.
<r. 750—700 01ympus,thefounder

of Greek music, composer for

the flute [i.e. clarinet).

740^ Eumelus of Corinth; Corin-

thiaca, Europia, and Bugonia.
Other early epics; the Cypria

(attributed to Stasinus or He-
gesias), the Returns (NitrTot)

of the heroes from Troy (said

to be the work of Agias of

Troezen), the Thebais and
Epigoni dealing with Theban
legends.

c. 690 Callinus of Ephesus, the

earliest elegiac poet (he refers

to the Cimmerian invasion).

676/5 The Carnean festival at

Sparta at which Terpander is

victorious. The introduction

of the seven-stringed lyre at-

tributed to him.

c. 670 Floruit Archilochus^ of

Paros, one of the colonists of

Thasos : elegiac and iambic

poet. Mentions an eclipse of

the sun, i.e. April 6, 648.

c. 665 Thaletas of Gortyn in

Crete: lyric poet and musi-

cian.
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Civil Events Literature and Art

655/4 01. 3[. 2 Cypselus, tyrant of Corinth (—625). r. 660 The Little Iliad (as-

648/7 01. 33. 1 Myron, tyrant of Sicyon, victor in the cribed to Lesches of Lesbos)
chariot race at Olympia. and the Heracleia (to Peisan-

c. 646 Ardys, king of Lydia (called der of Rhodes).
Alyattes by Xanthus), a vassal of Also the earlier Homeric hymns
Assyria. His reign perhaps 652— {wpooliua) : e.g. to the Dalian
615. Apollo and to Demeter.

644/301.34.1 The Pisatans under King Pantaleon 540 Fl. Semonides^of Amorgos,
held the Olympic festival. iambic poet and satirist.

640/39O1.3S.I Cylon of Athens victor at Olympiad. ^.640—623 Fl. Tyrtaeus of A-
About this time Charondas legislator phidna, elegiac poet, who in-

ofCatana. spired the courage of the
c. 640 The second Messenian war, in Spartans in the second Mes-

which Aristomenes took part'. senian war.
631/0 01. 37. 2 Voyage of Colieus the Phocaean to 639 Birth of Solon.

Tartessus. Alcman (born at Sardis) migra-
626 Deaik of Assurbanipal (Sardana- ted to Sparta where he com-

palus). Babylon recovers independ- posed hymns and paeans in

mce. Doric.
625/401.38.4 Periander, tyrant of Corinth (Theagenes, c. 630 The chest of Cypselus

tyrant of Megara, and Procles of dedicated at Olympia (describ-
Epidaurus his contemporaries). ed by Pausanias v. 17—19).

621/0 01. 39. 4 Draco's written code at Athens. c. 620 Mimnermus of Colophon
c. 620 The Scythians (Sacae) invade flourished, elegiac poet: con-

Asia and weaken the Assyrian empire. temporary of Sadyattes ' : men-
616 Sadyattes, king of Lydia (—604). tions the defence of Smyrna
He attacks Miletus but ultimately against Gyges.
makes peace with its tyrant Thrasy- Rjje of Melic poetry; introduc-
bulus. tion of new lyric metres. In

612/1 01. 41. 1 Pittacus overthrows Melanchrus tyrant Lesbos flourished Alcaeus a
ofMytilene. leader in the opposition 'to

610 Necho becomes Pharaoh. Myrsilus the tyrant, and after-
c. 607/6 War between Athens and Mytilene for wards to Pittacus, author of
01. 43. 2 the possession of the Troad. Pittacus ffTananKd and (rv/xTTonKi {c.

slays Phrynon in single combat. gjg -gc)

;

606 FaU Of Nineveh. It was captured Sappho, famous for love poems
by Cyaxares the Mede and the Baby- and epithalamia ic. 610—565)

:

Ionian Nabopolassar. and
605 Alyattes, king of Lydia (—560). Erinna, a minor poetess in the
He continues to encroach on the school, or circle, of Sappho.
Greek cities.

c. 600 Arion of Methymna intro-
604 Nebuchadnezzar (-562). duced 'cyclic choruses' (con-

temporary with Cypselus).

B. THE SIXTH CENTURY B.C.

119- (i) The lonians reach the last stage of their development and
begin rapidly to decline. All the Asiatic Greek cities pass

under the protection of Croesus ; they entirely lose their

independence to the Persians. In spite of the destruction

of Smyrna and the emigration of the Phocaeans, material prosperity is as yet

hardly impaired. (2) Further advance is made by the commercial cities.

• In a subsequent Olympic year (636, 632 or 628) Cylon attempted, by seizing the Acropolis, to make
himself tyrant of Athens. His followers were massacred after surrendering and the Alcmaeonidae were
tried and condemned for this breach of faith.

2 The Parian Chronicle gives 665, Suidas 640—610, as the aK^^ of Semonides.
' The date adopted by Pausanias is 685—668. But, according to Plutarch (Apophthegm. Epam.

23), the restoration of Messene in 369 by the Thebans was 230 years after the conniiest of the country.

Sixth cen
tury.
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The growth of manufactures and the introduction of a currency bring

economic evils in their train ; loans, usury, mortgages and slavery for debt.

These evils favour the rise of tyrants and occasionally of lawgivers (aio-u|u,v^-

Tai): but at the end of the century the tyrants have all been deposed

—

except in Sicily and within the limits of the Persian empire. (3) The
military state, Sparta, now at the head of a Peloponnesian confederacy,

claims a vague headship of Greece and occasionally remonstrates with

powers outside Peloponnesus. Argos is humbled, but Athens steadily

increases in power. The Spartans about 600 B.C. are not yet stereotyped,

but fresh and vigorous, in touch with foreigners ; a people fond of poetry,

musical contests and art. (4) To epic and lyric poets must now be added
the Ionian philosophers and prose writers, gnomic poets and fabulists, with

the beginnings of tragedy. This century also saw the rise of plastic art in

bronze and marble, and the foundation of the most archaic temples.

Herodotus, though writing c. 430, is the one invaluable and primary authority for this

centur)'. Additional information can be gleaned from the fragments of other historians

and from Aristotle On the Constitution ofAthens (of date 329 B.C.).

Civil Events Literatzcre and Art

694/3 01. 46. 3
690/ 39 01. 47.

3

696/4 01. 46. 2 The first Sacred (or Cirrhaean) war
(—586/s), in which Cleisthenes of

Sicyon and Solon took part'.

695 Psammetichus II (—589). The
Abu-Simbel inscription (Hicks,

G. H. I. no. 3) by some of his mer-
cenaries.

legislation of Solon.

Pittacus, aesymnetes of Mytilene. (Re-

signs 580, dies 570.)

689 War between Lydia and Media
(ended by the eclipse of May 38,

585).
684 Astyages, king ofMedia (—550).

682/1 01. 49. 3 Damasias, archon at Athens, in power
for two years and two months.

First Pythiad''. The institution or re-

storation of the Nemean games.

681/0 01. 49. 4 Psammetichus, the last tyrant of Corinth,

expelled.

c. 680 Civil strife at Miletus for two
generations (—540).

The Sculpture of this century
represented by the metopes
of Selinus (? 600—580), the

Apollo of Tenea and of Thera,
the archaic female statues on
the Acropolis. ArcMteoture
by the temples of Selinus.

The Artemisium at Ephesus re-

built (Chersiphron of Gnossus).
696 Banishment of the Lesbian

nobles: Alcaeus goes to E-
gypt (his brother Antimenides
serves under Nebuchadnezzar)

,

Sappho to Sicily.

692 'Stesichorus' of Himera
(c. 610—550). He perfected

the choral song with strophe,

antistrophe, epode : chose
epic subjects for lyric treat-

ment.
682-78-74 Sacadas, poet and

musician, victor with the ' flute

'

in the first three Pythiads.

680 Rise ofthe Ionian school of

natural philosophy. Thales of

Miletus (c. 624—546) astrono-

mer and physicist (ijiu(rioX67os).

680/76 Dipoenus and Scyllis,

Cretan sculptors, employed

• Thus the Amphictyony of Pylae must date &om at least the seventh century.

a So the scholiast on Pmdar, confirmed by the Marmot Parium and the table of Olympic victors in

the Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Vol. II. n. ccxxil. Cf ii. pp. 85, 92. Others reckon the Pythiads to commence
with 586 as the first, Pausanias x. 7. 3.

3 Hence referred by Suidas to 01. 37, 632/28.
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57211 01. 52. I

566/5 01. 63. 3
661/0 01. 54. 4

553/201.56.4

551/0 01. 57. 2

618/7 01. 58. I

546/501.58.3

544/0 01. 59

639/S 01. 60. 2

Smyrna destroyed by Alyattes.

Phalaris, tyrant of Acragas.

570 Jiise ofAmasis, Apries dethroned.

Egypt thrown open to Greek trade.

Cyprus conquered by Egypt.
Between 570 and 565 Nisaea captured

by Peisistratus.

Games instituted at the Panathenaea.
Peisistratus tyrant of Athens. Expelled

' not long afterwards.'

660 Croesus, king of Lydia (—546).

All Greek cities on the mainland
reduced to dependence.

c, 560 Tegea acknowledges the Spartan
hegemony (Cheilon ephor 556).

553 Cyrus revolts from allegiance to

Astyages.

Camarina destroyed by Syracuse. (Not
recolonized until 493/2.)

Peisistratus for a short time again

tyrant, but, after a rupture with
Megacles, expelled.

550 Overthrow of the Median empire
by Cyrus.

The temple at Delphi burnt.

547 Spring, Cyrus sets out on an ex-
pedition against Lydia ^.

Capture of Sardis. The Lydian king-
dom absorbed in the Persian empire.

545 Spring. The Argives defeated by
the Spartans : Thyreatis conquered.

Reduction of the Asiatic Greeks and
the islands by Harpagus, the general
of Cyrus. Bias of Priene advises
emigration to Sardinia.

The Phocaeans, driven from Ionia, settle

first at Alalia in Corsica and then at
Elea (Velia) in south Italy.

Return of Peisistratus 'in the eleventh
year' of his exile ^.

538 October. Babylon taken by Cyrus.

upon marble and ebony statues

at Sicyon, Cleonae, Argos.

Archermus of Chios famous for

the oldest marble statues in

Delos or Lesbos.

Solon (c. 639—569) elegiac poet.

One of the Seven Wise Men
(with Thales, Pittacus, Bias

of Priene, Cheilon, Cleobulus

of Lindus, and Myson of Chen,
for whom Periander was sub-

stituted by others).

568/4 The Telegonia, an epic

poem ascribed to Eugammon
of Cyrene.

666 Glaucus of Chios fl., in-

ventor of the process for weld-
ing iron : he moulds the stand

for the mixing bowl sent by
Alyattes to Delphi.

Anaximander of Miletus fl., pupil

of Thales, geographer and
map maker. Wrote On Nature.

556 Pherecydes of Syros (c. 596—540) fl. Said to have been
the teacher of Pythagoras of

Samos. His treatise "^ttAiiv-

Xos partly a theogony, partly

philosophical.

660 Aesopus fl. A slave, who
invented the type of fable in

which animals act. Lived at

the court of Croesus.
Bathycles of Magnesia fl. He
wrought the reliefs on the

throne of Apollo at Amyclae.
Statues of victors first erected at

Olympia (01. 59).
c. 640 Hipponax of Ephesus fl.,

author of bitter lampoons in

scazons, i.e. limping iambics.

640 Anaximenes of Miletus,

pupil and successor of Anaxi-
mander, fl.

640/36 Phocylides of Miletus,

gnomic poet: author of politi-

cal and moralizing elegiacs.

636/2 Pythagoras of Samos fl.

Migrating to Croton in Italy,

in order to escape from Poly-

crates, he there founds a politi-

cal and religious order : becomes
distinguished as mathematician
and physical philosopher.

» This date, which practically determines that of the fall of Sardis, is from a cuneiform inscription,
^ There is a discrepancy in the authorities between the sum of the separate items and the total length

(17 years) which they assign to Peisistratus' tyranny.
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533/201.61.4 Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, master of

the sea.

529 Cambyses succeeds Cyrus on the

Persian throne,

627/6 01. 63. 2 Hippias succeeds Peisistratus.

525 The Persians conquer Rgypt.
524/3 01. 64. 1 A Spartan expedition against Polycrates

unsuccessful. The Etruscans attack
Cumae without success.

522 Death of Cambyses. The false

Smerdis-, a Magian, reigns for seven
months

J
but is deposed and slain,

621 Darius, son of Hystaspes, becomes

king, and suppresses various revolts

in the provinces (521— 519). He
organizes the satrapies of the empire,

620/1901.65. 1 Cleomenes, king of Sparta {—489).

619/8 01. 65. 2 Plataea, by the advice of Cleomenes,
seeks protection from Athens, 93
years before its destruction.

617 Conquest ofBarca by the Persians.

614 Scythian expedition of Darius,
Megabazussubsequently reduces Thrace
arid McLcedonia. Histicteus returns

•with Darius to Susa,

614/3 01. 66. 3 Murder of Hipparchus by Harmodius
and Aristogeiton at the great Pana-
thenaea (28th of Hecatombaeon, 514).

611/0 01. 67. 2 Destruction of Sybaris by Croton.

510 Spring. Harpactides archon.

Expulsion of Hippias by the Spartans

under Cleomenes. Hippias is settled

at Sigeum.

c. 610 The Carthaginians expel a

Spartan colony under Dorieus, half

brother of Cleomenes, from the

Cinyps in Libya.

608/7 01. 68. 1 Isagoras archon.

607 Spring, Cleomenes at Athens

:

he expels 700 families, but fails to

overthrow the Council. After his

departure Cleisthenes and his ad-

herents are recalled. Cleisthenes

reforms the constitution of Athens,

creating new local tribes with the

trittyes and demes. Athens applies

to Artaphrenes, satrap of Sardis, for

protection.

607/6 01. 68. 2 Alcmaeon (?) archon.

506 Spring. Peloponnesian invasion

of Attica. Owing to Corinthian op-

position and dissension between the

kings, Cleomenes and Demaratus,

the army retires. The Athenians

defeat the Thebans and Chalcidians

:

2000 cleruchs settled at Chalcis.

604 Aristodemus becomes tyrant of

Cumae. (Hicks, Gk Inscr. 15.)

604/3 Acestorides archon.

636/520 Anacreon of Teos, lyric

poet, and Ibycus of Rhegium
fl. at the court of Polycrates.

Besides love poems Ibycus

wrote choral hymns on epic

subjects.

634 Beginnings of Attic tragedy:

Thespis.

636/20 Theodoras of Samos fl.,

one of the earliest to cast

bronze. Also famous as an

engraver of gems, and archi-

tect (with Rhoecus) of the

temple of Hera at Samos.
^.630 Xenophanes founder of the

Eleatic school fl. Driven from
Colophon to Zancle, Catana
and Elea, he wandered 67 years

over Greece, Fr, 24 (?540

—

473). He wrote an hexameter
poem Ore A^a^wre, besides epics

and elegiacs on a variety of

subjects.

527—14 Onomacritus, an Athen-
ian, at the court of Hipparchus
fl. The Orphic theogony at-

tributed to him.

625 Birth of Aeschylus.

523 Choerilus of Athens, tragic

poet, begins to exhibit.

c. 622 Theognis of Megara, a

bitter political partizan, fl.

Author of elegies to Cyrnus.

(Mentions events of 506 and

492.)
618 Birth of Pindar.

616/2 Gitiadas of Sparta archi-

tect of the temple of Athena
Chalcioecus.

c. 604/0 Heracleitus of Ephesus,

the last of the Ionian physical

philosophers, wrote On Nature
in a style proverbial for ob-

scurity.

c. 604 Endoeus of Athens sculp-

tor fl. (a Ibuvov of Athena on
the Acropolis).
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The Persian
wars, 500

—

479-

120. The lonians begin an ill-judged revolt which ends in the destruc-

tion of Miletus and the more complete subjugation of all

Asiatic Greeks. Slight and ineffective aid had been given

them by their kinsmen across the Aegean, who are next

attacked. But Darius learnt to his amazement that the host

which had sacked Eretria was no match on the field of Marathon

for the Athenian hoplites charging with spear and shield. He did

not live to carry out the grand invasion for which he was making

elaborate preparations. Under Xerxes the whole resources of the Persian

empire are pitted against the Greek nation, while Carthage lends aid by an

invasion of Sicily. These attacks are repelled by the genius of Themisto-

cles, the heroic self-sacrifice of the Athenians, and the large forces under

the command of the Syracusan tyrant Gelon. In the struggle the Greeks

are compelled, as never before, to unite, however imperfectly and reluct-

antly, for combined action, and to recognize a community of interest. The
self-respect and enthusiasm of the victors receive a prodigious impetus.

Herodotus, V—IX, is the main authority for the period 500-479 (he was writing as late

as 430).

Civil Events Literature and Art

500/499 01. Naxian oligarchs apply to Aristagoras

70. I Myrus^ of Miletus.

499/8 01. 70. 2 499 Failure of the Naxian expedition.

The lonians persuaded by Aristagoras

to revolt, contrary to the advice of

Hecataeus.

The fleet at Myus won over : the tyrants,

who were in command of it, expelled.

Winter. Aid sought in Sparta and
Athens.

498 Spring. Despatch of Athenian
and Eretrian forces. Victory of the
Ionian fleet off Pamphylia.

Architecture at the opening of

the fifth century represented by
the temple ofAthenainAegina:
sculpture by the figures from

the pediment. Contemporary
schools of sculpture

:

(i) at Aegina, Gallon, c.

524—462: Onatas (the Black
Demeter at Phigalia; at Olym-
pia the colossal Heracles of

the Thasians, and votive offer-

ings of the Achaeans and

Hieron), c. 500—457:

' The names of the Athenian archons are appended to each year : the atchons for the years 499/8,
498/7, 497/6, 486/5 are unknown.

i
1

'

The following archons of the fifth and fourth centuries belong to years omitted from the chronological
tahle

601/0 Hermocreon
475/4 Dromocleides
442/1 Diphilus

439/8 Glaucinus
438/7 Theodorus
436/5 Lysimachus
434/3 Crates
402/1 Micon
393/2 Demostratus
392/1 Philocles

389/8 Antipater
388/7 Pyrgion
386/5 Mystichides
384/3 Dieitrephes

382/1 Evander
381/0 Demophilus
380/79 Pytheas
377/6 Calleas
374/3 Socratides

351/0 Theellus

350/49 Apollodorus
345/4 Eubulus
344/3 Lyciscus
328/7 Euthycritus

320/19 Neaechmus
315/4 Praxibulus

314/3 Nicodorus
313/2 Theophrastus
304/3 Pherecles

303/2 Leostratus.
Lacrateides, a contemporary of Darius, archon in a year memorable for its severe winter, has been

referred to one of the years 499-6.
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498/7 Ol. 70. 3 Sardis surprised and burnt. The Greeks
defeated near Ephesus on the return

march. Spread of the revolt from
Byzantium to Cyprus, where Onesilus
seizes Salamis. Athens refuses further

aid.

497 Spring. Operations of Daurises
on the Hellespont.

497/601. 70. 4 The Ionian fleet off Cyprus. Defeat
and death of Onesilus.

Revolt in Caria : battle of the Marsyas.
Flight of Aristagoras, who is slain near

Myrcinus.
496 Spring. Capture of Soli. Sup-

pression of the revolt in Cyprus.

496/5 01. 71.1 Reduction of Aeolis. In Caria, battles

Hipparchus of Labraunda and Mylasa. Histiaeus
arrives from Susa, but is discredited

at Sardis and flees to Chios.

496/401. 11."- Cleomenes destroys 6000 Argives in the

Philippus grove of Argos. The town defended
by the women under Telesilla'.

Battle of Lade.
494/3 01. 71.3 Siege and capture of Miletus 'in the

Pythocritus sixth year of the revolt.'

493 Spring. The Persians reduce
Chios, Lesbos, Tenedos.

Themistocles begins the fortification of

Peiraeus. Miltiades retires from the

Chersonese. Artaphrenes regulates

the affairs of Ionia, making a survey

and fixing tributes.

Hippocrates, tyrant of Gela, Anaxilaus
of Rhegium.

Expedition of Mardonius : the Persian

fleet is wrecked off Mount Athos, but
Thrace, Macedon and Thasos submit.

491 Spring. Envoys demand sub-

mission of the separate Greek cities.

Aegina complies.

Deposition of Demaratus at Sparta.

Leotychidas his successor (—469).

Gelon tyrant of Gela. Ten Aeginetan
hostages detained at Athens. Hence
Aeginetan reprisals and ultimately

war between Athens and Aegina
(perhaps later 488/7).

A fresh Persian expedition under Datis

and Artaphrenes having destroyed

Naxos and Eretria lands in Attica,

but is defeated at Marathon (Sept.).

489 Spring, Miltiades attacks Paros

without success.

489/8 01. 72.4 Trial and condemnation of Miltiades,

Aristeides who dies in prison of his wound.

493/201.71.4
Themistocles

492/101.73.1
Diognetus

491/001.72.2
Hybrilides

490/89 01.72.3
Phaenippus

(2) at Sicyon, Canachus
[Apollo with the stag at Bran-
chidae) :

{3) at Argos, Ageladas (Zeus
Ithomatas for the exiled Mes-
senians), c. 520—455.

c. 500 Hecataeus of Miletus,

traveller and geographer, and
Dionysius of Miletus, historian,

fl. Early Ionian prose-writers.

c. 600 Lasus of Hermione, lyric

poet and musician, teacher of

Pindar.

c. 500 Pratinas of Phlius, tragic

poet, the first to exhibit satyric

dramas.
499 Aeschylus begins to exhibit

at the age of twenty-five.

498 Pindar, Pythian ro.

c. 496 Charon of Lampsacus,
Xo7O7pcl0os, early Ionian prose-

writer, fl.

c. 496 Birth of Sophocles.

493 Phrynichus is fined for ex-

hibiting at Athens the Capture

of Miletus.

c. 492 Parmenides of Elea fl.

Qc. 520—455)2. A pupil of

Xenophanes who reduced the

Eleatic philosophy to a sys-

tem, expounded in an hexa-
meter poem On Nature.

490 Pindar, Pythians 6 and 12,

Simonides of lulls in Ceos (556—467) composed an epigram
on the victors at Marathon (as

later on Thermopylae, Sala-

mis, Plataea). He lived at the

court of Hipparchus, in Thes-
saly,and later in Sicily. Author
of hymns, paeans, dithyrambs,
elegiacs.

c. 490 Panyasis, epic poet, uncle

of Herodotus, author of a

Heradeia.
488 Pindar, Olymp. 14?

Theron, tyrant of Acragas.

1 These transactions are placed by Pausanias ' soon after the accession of Cleomenes.'
3 Plato, Parm. 127 A. But Diog. L. IX. 23 places his i/c/x^ in 01. 69.
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488/7 Ol. 73. I

Anchises

487/6 01. 73. 2

Telesinus

486/501.73.3

435/401.73.4
Philocrates

484/3 01. 74. I

Leostratus
483/2 01. 74. 2

Nicodemus or

? (Nicomedes)

481/0 01. 74.

4

Hypsichides

480/79 01. 75.1

Calliades

479/8 01. 75. 1

Xanthippides

487 Spring. Ostracism of Hipparchus,

son of Channus, the head of the

Peisistratid party at Athens.

Alteration in the appointment of

archons : the lot applied to the can-

didates proposed by the tribes.

486 Spring. Ostracism of Megacles,

nephew of Cleisthenes.

The revolt of Egypt delays the prepara-

tions of Darius for an invasion of

Greece.

Death of Darius. Accession of Xerxes

(-465).
Gelon master of Syracuse.

484 Spring. Ostracism of Xanthippus.

Egypt reconquered. Xerxes' prepara-

tions go on for four years (—480).
Proposal of Themistocles to devote the

profit of the mines at Maroneia to the

building of 100 triremes. The war
with Aegina {/a^yiaTos trdXefios:) con-

tinues (till 481)
482 Spring. Ostracism of Aristeides,

Xerxes winters at Sardis. Congress at

the Isthmus of cities willing to resist.

Envoys despatched to Argos, Crete,

Corcyra, Syracuse.

480 Spring. Xerxes marches unopposed
through Thrace and Macedonia into

Thessaly, the Greeks having aban-

doned the defence of Tempe.
Recall of ostracized and disfranchised

Athenians. Artemisium, Ther-
mopylae (end of August), Salamis
{Sept. zS). Xerxes withdraws with
the fleet.

Gelon and Theron defeat the Cartha-

ginians at HiMERA.
479 Spring. Attica reoccupied by the

Persians. Athens burnt.

Battles of Plataea and Mycale
(August).

Islands admitted to general Greek
alliance. lonians and Hellespontine

Greeks allied with Athens.

Siege and capture of Sestus.

487 Chionides, comic poet, be-

gins to exhibit ' eight years

before the Persian war.'

486 Pindar, Pythian 7.

c. 484 Epicharmus of Cos fl.

He perfects Sicilian comedy
and exhibits his plays at Syra-

cuse shortly before the Persian

war.

484 Birth of Herodotus.

481 Pindar Nemean 5 and Eac-

chylides 13.—Bacchylides (? c.

507—430 B.C.), a nephew of

Simonides, competed with

Pindar in the composition of

odes, paeans, dithyrambs.

Other contemporary lyric poets

:

Timocreon of lalysus in

Rhodes, bitter enemy of Si-

monides and his patron The-
mistocles : Corinna of Tanagra,

and Telesilla of Argos.

480 Pindar, Isthmian 5 (6) (for

Phylacidas).

Birth of Euripides and of Anti-

phon.

121. Not content with the repulse of the invader, the Greeks resolve

to continue the war and liberate their kinsmen in Asia from

contaet"'478—
^^ Persian yoke. Thus is formed a maritime league under

431. ' Athenian headship which succeeds in its immediate object

but gradually becomes transformed into the Athenian empire.

As the Peloponnesian confederacy continues under Spartan headship, the

national forces are divided. The two rival confederacies, at first united in

enmity to Persia, become lukewarm, jealous, and at last bitterly hostile,
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while the war against the barbarian is practically abandoned. In Sicily

the moderate rule of a Hieron is followed by the revival of free govern-

ment, while the career of Ducetius proves that the native Sicels are

assimilating Greek culture.

Throughout this period the Greeks put forth their full vigour in all

fields. Art and literature rise rapidly to perfection.

Thucydides (l. 89— 118) is almost the sole authority for the Pentecontaety, and
while he criticises the chronology of his predecessor Hellanicus it is remarkable that

he does not himself determine the dates, but only the succession, of events. The Thirty

Years' Peace and the revolt of Samos are the only dates given by Thucydides : but the

death of Xerxes and the disaster at Drabescus may be determined from data which
he supplies, and for other events [e.g. Eurymedon or the earthquake at Sparta) the

margin of conjecture may be reduced to a few years.

A few dates, independent of Herodotus and Thucydides, may be gleaned from
Aristotle, Constitution 0/ Athens.

Civil Events Literature and Art

Winter. Themistocles at Sparta justifies

the fortification of Athens.
478 Spring. Pausanias in Cyprus.

478/7 01. 75. 3 Hieron succeeds Gelon at Syracuse.

Timosthenes Pausanias in Byzantium. His arrogance
and correspondence with Xerxes.

li^inter. Recall of Pausanias on his

trial for treason: he is acquitted.

477 Spring. General disgust of the

allies at Spartan headship. Maritime
confederation organized by Aristeides

for prosecuting the war with Persia

:

Delos to be the treasury: 6 it/jwtos

Dorcis is recalled and Sparta retires

from the maritime war.
Pausanias again in Byzantium.
476 Spring. Leotychidas in Thessaly.

Leotychidas deposed : Archidamus king
of Sparta. Pausanias expelled from
Sestus and Byzantium. Cimon be-

sieges Eion.
Anaxilaus of Rhegium succeeded by

Micythus. Foundation of Aetna in

place of the Ionian cities of Catana
and Naxos.

475 Spring. Capture of Eion. The
recovery of the Thracian coasts takes

some years. Attempt of Athens to

plant a colony on the Strymon frus-

trated by Thracians.

474/3 01. 76. 3 Hieron defeats the Etruscans in a sea

Acestorides fight off Cumae.

477/601.75.4
Adeimantus

476/5 01. 76.

1

Phaedo

478 Pindar, Isthmian 7 (8).

Pindar, Simonides, Bacchy-
lides, and after 472 Aeschylus
at the court of Hieron.

Calamis of Athens active as a

sculptor after the Persian wars.

His most famous work the

Sosan^ra : admired for his

rendering of horses. Also
Myron of Eleutherae, whose

works, almost all in bronze,

were distinguished for lifelike

vigour and reality : e.g. the

Discobolus, Ladas, the Heifer,

afterwards taken to Rome.
Pythagoras of Samos, from 496

resident at Rhegium, famous
for his Philoctetes and for

athlete statues, e.g. that of

Euthymus after his third

Olympic victory 472.
Statues of the tyrannicides by

Critius and Nesiotes set up in

place of those carried off by
Xerxes.

476 Pindar, Olymp. i, 2, 3, 10

and I r : Bacchylides 5. The-
mistocles choregus for Phry-
nichus, who exhibits the Phoe-
nissae in honour of Salamis.

Simonides victor with the

dithyramb.
474 Pindar victor with the

dithyramb. Pindar, Fr. 76

—

78, Pythians 9 and II.
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473/2 Ol. 76. 4
Meno

472/1 01. 77.

1

Chares

471/0 01. 77. 2

Praxiergus

470/6901.77.3
Demotion

469/8 01. 77.4
Apsephion

468/7 01. 78.

1

Theagenides

467/6 01. 78. 1

Lysistratus

466/5 01. 78. 3
Lysanias

465/4 01. 78.

4

Lysitheus

464/3 01. 79. I

Archedemides

463/2 01. 79. 2

Tlepolemus

462/1 01. 79. 3
Conon

Between 474 and 472 Conquest of

Scyros. Ostracism of Themistocles.

Anti-Spartan movement in Peloponnesus

put down by a victory at Tegea over
Arcadians and Argives.

Reduction of Carystus in Euboea by the

Athenians. Treason and dealii of

Pausanias.

Revolution in Elis. Death of Theron.
Hieron deposes Thrasydaeus and an-

nexes Acragas.

Between 471 and 469 Defeat of Ar-
cadians by Lacedaemonians at Dipaea.
The Argives reduce Tiryns.

Outlawry of Themistocles who escapes

to Corcyra and Epeirus. SwoiKw/iis
of Elis.

Revolt and reduction of Naxos. The-
mistocles lands at Ephesus on his way
to Persia.

4G8 Spring. Athenian expedition to

Cariak

Autumn. Double victory of Cimon by
land and sea on the Eurymedon^.
The Carian cities join Athens.

Athenian decrees concerning Colophon
and Erythrae: c.I.A. I. 9, 10, 11.

466 Spring. Death of Hieron. His
brother Thrasybulus besieged in Or-
tygia and forced to capitulate. Syra-

cuse a free state (—405). Downfall
of tyrannies all over Sicily.

Cimon drives the Persians out of the
Chersonese.

465 Spring. Projected colony of Ennea
Hodoi on the Strymon. Revolt of

Thasos. Disaster of Drabescus : the
Athenian colonists cut off by the
Edonians^.

Death of Xerxes. Artaxerxes I (—424).

Earthquake at Sparta. Revolt of Mes-
senians. Occupation of Ithome.

463 Spring. Thasos capitulates 'in the
third year.'

Cimon impeached by Pericles on his

return from Thasos.
462 Spring. Expedition of Cimon, with

4000 men, to aid Sparta in the siege
of Ithome.

Revolt in Egypt.
Fall of the Areopagus: its political

functions restricted by the reforms of
Ephialtes. State pay for dicasts in-

stituted by Pericles.

472 The Persae of Aeschylus.
Pindar, Olymp. 6 (or 468)
Isthmian 7, (or later). About
this time comic choruses com-
pete at the Great Dionysia and
Lenaea.

?471 Thucydidesborn. Aeschy-
lus in Sicily. The Women of
Aetna.

The activity of Pheidias begins.

470 Hieron's victory at Delphi
celebrated by Pindar, Pythian
I, Bacchylides 4.

Pindar, Olymp. 12 (or 468).

469 Socrates born.

468 Sophocles' first victory.

Hieron's last Olympic victory

:

Bacchylides 3.

467 Aeschylus' Seven against

Thebes.

466 Corax begins to teach rhe-

toric at Syracuse.

Between 472 and 465 Polygno-
tus, the celebrated painter,

engaged in decorating the

temples of the Dioscuri and
Theseus, the Pinacotheca and
other buildings at Athens. His
most famous frescoes were the

Capture of Troy in the Stoa

Poecile and the IJmer World
in the Lesche of the Cnidians

at Delphi. Micon and Panae-

nus also adorned the Stoa

Poecile with frescoes of Mara-
thon and the battle with the

Amazons.
The temple of Zeus at Olympia

is said to have been built with

the spoil of the Pisatans, con-

quered by Elis before 470.
The sculpture of the pedi-

ments attributed to Paeonius

of Mende and Alcamenes, a

pupil of Pheidias (not finished

before 457).
464 Pindar, Olymp. 7, 9 and 13,

Fr. 107.

462 AnaxagorasofClazomenae,
physical philosopher, comes to

Athens. Pindar, Pythians 4
and 5.

* The battle is afti^r the reduction of Naxos and before the revolt of Thasos.
^ This was 29 years before the foundation of Amphipolis.
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461/0 Ol. 79. +
Euthippus

460/59 01.80.1

Phrasycleides

4B9/8 01. 80. 1

Philocles

458/7 01. 80. 3
Habron

457/6 01. 80.

4

Mnesitheides

4B6/5 01. 81.

Callias

465/4 01.81.2
Sosistratus

454/3 01. 81. 3
Aristou

Return of Cimon from Messenia, the

Spartans having dismissed his con-

tingent. Breach with .Sparta : alli-

ance of Athens with Argos and
Thessaly.

461 Spring. Ostracism of Cimon.
Assassination of Ephialtes.

460 Spring. Captmre of Naupactus by
the Athenians.

459 Early. Capitulation of the Mes-
senians', who are settled by the

Athenians in Naupactus. Megara
joins Athens.

The Persian army invades Egypt.
Summer. Battle of Papremis.
The Egyptian expedition decreed. The

Athenian fleet under Charmantides
moves from Cyprus to Memphis.

458 Spring. Battle of Halieis and
naval battle off Cecryphaleia (Hicks,

19) between Athens and Corinth.

Battle off the Aeginetan coast between
Athens and Aegina. Aegina besieged
by the Athenians.

Battle in the Megarid between Athens
and Corinth.

Law permitting zeugitae to become
archons.

457 Spring. The Peloponnesians in

Phocis : they defeat the Athenians at

Tanagra. Recall of Cimon. The
Athenians conclude an armistice with
Sparta.

The Athenians defeat the Boeotians at

Oenophyta. Submission of Boeotia

and Phocis. Capitulation of Aegina.

Mission of Megabazus to Sparta from
the Persian court.

Completion of the long walls to Peiraeus

and Phalerum. Capture of Troezen
by the Athenians. Megabyzus under-

takes to reduce Egypt.
455 Expedition of Tolmides round

Peloponnesus : Gytheium burnt.

The Athenians besieged in the island of

Prosopitis.

464 Spring. Athenian expedition to

Thessaly in favour of Orestes.

The custody of the common funds re-

moved by the Confederation from
Delos to Athens.

Annihilation of the Athenian army on
the Nile and loss of relieving squad-

, 460 Noted painters of the

Pentecontaety were Pauson,
whose forte was caricature,

Agatharchus and Dionysius of

Colophon.

c. 460 Pindar, Olymp. 8.

Hippocrates born. Democritus
born.

Fl. Magnes, a comic poet.

459 Thrasymachus born.

458 Aeschylus, Oresteia.

467 A shield dedicated by the

Lacedaemonians as acroterion

of the temple at Olympia in

honour of Tanagra.

456 Aeschylus dies at Gela.

Pindar, Olyinp. 4 and 5 ?

465 Euripides' Peliadae.

* * In the fourth year' reading Teraprw for SeKaro), Thuc. I. 103. If SeKara), which Diodorus read, is

right the revolt must have begun in 468, the date given by Philochorus. For the' surrender of Jthome must
have preceded the battle of Tanagra
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453/201.81.4
Lysicrates

452/1 01. 82.

1

Chaerephanes

451/0 01. 82.2
Antidotus

45O/49OI.82.3

Euthydemus

449/8 01. 82.4
Pedieus

448/7 01. 83. I

Philiscus

447/6 01. 83. 2

Timarchides

446/501.83.3
Callimadius

445/4 01. 83. 4
Lysimachides

Treaties made by Athens with Phocis

and Egesta: C.I.A. iv. pp. 8, 58.

Pericles in Sicyon and Acarnania.

Achaia joins Athens.

Law reviving local justices (oi Kmb.
d-fj^ovs dLKaarai) at Athens.

Annexation of Aethalia by the Syra-

cusans. Ducetius at the head of the

Sicels defeats the Acragantians and
Syracusans.

Law limiting the Attic franchise.

Peace for 30 years between Sparta and
Argos.

Defeat of Ducetius who surrenders to

Syracuse.

Truce for five years between Athens
and Sparta. Assessment of tribute.

[Recurs 446 and 439. Probably also

429 and 425.]

449 Spring. Cimon's last expedition:

to Cyprus.

Treaty between Athens and Miletus:

CI. A. IV. p. 6.

Death of Cimon.
448 Spring. ? The Greeks invited to

a congress at Athens with a view to

restoring the temples destroyed by
the Persians and securing the peace-

ful navigation of the sea.

Lacedaemonian expedition to Delphi.

Ducetius establishes himself at CaleActe.

War between Syracuse and Acragas.

Pericles restores to the Phocians the

care of the Delphian temple.

447 Spring. Cleruchies in Cherso-

nesus, Euboea, Naxos, Andros, Lem-
nos. About this time a convention

concluded with Persia (cited by the

orators as the Peace of Callias, or

of Cimon).
Revolt in Boeotia: the Athenians de-

feated at Coronea.

446 Spring. Revolt of Euboea and
Megara.

Peloponnesian invasion of Attica by
Pleistoanax.

Retreat of Pleistoanax. Recovery of

Euboea,
Winter. The Thirty Years' Peace:
Athens renounces her land empire,
giving up Nisaea, Pegae, Troezen
and Achaia.

445 New Sybaris founded. Middle
wall at Athens (after 445). Projected

colony at Brea in Thrace (between

446 and 443, Hicks and Hill 41).

The Sybarites expelled from New
Sybaris found a city on the Traeis.

Present of corn to Athens frort^ Egypt.

452 Bacchylides 6, 7

451 Ion of Chios begins to ex-

hibit tragedies.

450—420 Rise of Sicilian Rhe-
toric. After Corax and Teisias

the first authors of a handbook,
Gorgias of Leontini became
eminent as a teacher and
writer.

c. 450 Leucippus, founder of

the atomic theory, fl. (earlier

than Melissus and Diogenes
of Apollonia).

450—423 Cratinus nine times

victorious with comedies. He
attacked Pericles and Aspasia

and eulogized Cimon.
449—425 Crates, a comic poet.

c. 448 Birth of Aristophanes.

447 The building of the Par-

thenon commenced, Ictinus

and Callicrates architects.

446 Pindar, Pythian 8.

444 Empedocles of Acragas fl.

He was active in the over-

throw of Thrasydaeus and of

the One Thousand. Author
of philosophical poems On
Nature and Expiations.
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44*/3 01. 84. 1 Foundation of Thurii. 443 Herodotus of Halicarnas-

Praxiteles Ostracism of Thucydides, the son of sus, the historian, one of the

Mele^ias. colonists of Thurii. The last

443/2 01. 84. 1 443 Spi-ing. event noticed in his history

Lysanias (vil. :37) is of date 430.

442 or 441 Sophocles' Antigone.

441/0 01. 84. 4
Timocles

440/3901.85.1
Morychides

437/6 01. 85. 4
Euthymenes

435/4 01. 86. 2

Antiochides

433/2 01. 86.

4

Apseudes

432/1 01. 87. I

Pythodoius

440 Revolt of Samos. Help refused
by the Peloponnesian confederacy.

Battle off Sphagia : partial successes of
the Samians. Investment ofthe town.

439 Capitulation of Samos after nine
months' sie^e.

437 About this time Phormio takes
Amphilochian Argos (Thuc. II. 68).

436 Foundation of Amphipolis.
About this time the expedition of Peri-

cles to the Pontus. Athenian colonists

afSinope and Amisus.
Quarrel between Corinth and Corcyra.

Corinthian defeat off Actium.
Alliance between Athens and Corcyra.

Battle of Sybota (May 433).
432 Revolt of Potidaea.

The Megarians excluded by a decree
from commercial intercourse with
Athens and her allies. A Congress
of allies at Sparta resolves upon war
(October). Prosecutions of Aspasia,
Pheidias and Anaxagoras.

441 First victory of Euripides.

Cratinus, The Thracian Women.
440 Melissus, general of the

Samians in the revolt, the last

Eleatic philosopher.

440/39 Prohibition of personal
attacks in comedy (/a^ Kw^ip-

Selv e'^ ovdfjiaTQs). Repealed
in 437/6.

438 Euripides' Alcestis.

Completion of the Parthenon
and of the chryselephantine

Athena of Pheidias who goes
to Olympia, where he receives

a commission for the statue of

Zeus.

437 Pherecrates, poet of the
old comedy, victorious. The
metrum Pherecrateum called

after him.
436 Commencement of the Pro-

pylaea: Mnecicles architect.

Birth of Isocrates.

432 Publication of Meton's
cycle.

Diogenes of Apollonia, almost
the last physical philosopher
(alluded to in the Clouds, 423).

Archelaus, pupil of Anaxagoras.
Protagoras of Abdera {481—41 r)

the most famous of the profes-

sional lecturers and teachers,
called Sophists : and Prodicus
of Ceos, moralist and orator,

active about this time.

122. The Athenian empire by seeking to impose a partial unity upon
Greece had only provoked more and more the jealousy,

suspicion, and alarm of the Peloponnesian confederacy, ponneslaii

The struggle between these rival powers widened into a
™^''' '31—404-

conflict of race between lonians and Dorians, and a party warfare be-

tween democracy and oligarchy, in which the resources of Greece were
shattered, until by a disgraceful alliance with Persia and by the zealous
partizanship of Cyrus, Sparta secured the final decision in her favour.

G. A. 7
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The prosperity of the Sicilian Greeks was seriously impaired: the Athenian

expedition was repelled at a heavy cost to the victors; the Carthaginian

invasion destroyed five of the most flourishing states. Syracuse survived,

but it passed under the tyranny of Dionysius.

Meanwhile the intellectual development proceeded apace. Tragedy

had not yet passed its prime when the old comedy shot up to maturity;

close upon the natural philosophers pressed the humanists and rhetoricians,

the body of professional educators called sophists. In architecture, sculp-

ture and painting, a succession of great artists became famous.

For the years 431—411 Thucydides is a contemporary authority of the first order:

from 411 onwards Xenophon's Hellenica, I, H is a meagre supplement. Andocides'

account of the events of 415, given in 399, must be received with caution.

Civil Events Literature and Art

431 Spring. The Thebans attempt to

surprise Plataea {March).

431/0 01. 87. 1 War begins May 2 5th. First Pelopon-

Euthynus nesian raid into Attica (repeated in

430, 428, 427, 425).

First annual raid of the Athenians into

the Megarid (repeated every year until

424), and cruise of the fleet round
Peloponnesus. The Aeginetans ex-

pelled from their island and settled at

Thyrea.
430 Plague at Athens.
Winter. Potidaea capitulates.

429 Spring. Siege of Plataea.

Summer, Trial and fine of Pericles.

Phorniio gains two naval victories in

the Corinthian gulf
Autumn. Death of Pericles.

428 Spring. Mytilene and most of
Lesbos revolt.

Autiimn. Blockade of Mytilene by the
Athenians.

Winter. Escape of 212 Plataeans.

427 Slimmer. Surrender of Mytilene

:

execution of the ringleaders : confisca-

tion of the land.

Alcidas crosses the Aegean with a Pelo-

ponnesian fleet.

Surrender of Plataex
Faction at Corcyra.
426 Spring. An Athenian fleet in

Sicilian waters.

426/5 01. 88. 3 Foundation of Heraclea in Trachis by
Euthynus the Lacedaemonians. Demosthenes,

repulsed in Aetolia, with aid of the
Acarnanians defeats the Ambracians
and a Spartan auxiliary force at Olpae
and Idomene. (The war in this part
01 Greece virtually terminated.)

430/2901.87.3
ApoUodorus

429/8 01. 87. 4
Epameinon

428/7 01. 88. r

Diotimus

427/6 01. 88. 2

Eucles

431 Euripides' Medea.
Sculpture represented by Poly-

cleitus of Sicyon, pupil of

Ageladas, who settled at Argos
and decorated the Heraeum
after the fire of 423, and was
architect of the theatre at Epi-

daurus—most famous works:

a DoryphoruSy Diadumenus^
Amazon, Zeus Meilichius

(418), and chryselephantine

Hera. Architecture repre-

sented by the temple of Apollo

Epicurius at Bassae near Phi-

galeia ; architect Ictinus.

430 Hermippus comic poet fl.

429 Eupolis (aetat. 17) exhibits

his first comedy.
428 Euripides' Hippolytus.

Anaxagoras dies at LampsacuSi

427 Embassy of Gorgias of

Leontini to Athens.
Plato born (or 429).
The Banqueters of Aristophanes.

426 Aristophanes' Babylonians,
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425/4 01. 88.

4

Stratocles

424/3 01. 89.

1

Isarchus

423/2 01. 89. 2

Amynias
422/1 01. 89. 3

Alcaeus

421/0 01. 89. 4
Aristion

42D/19OI.90.1
Astyphilus

419/8 01. 90. 1

Archias

418/7 01. 90. 3
Antiphon

417/6 01. 90. 4
Euphemus

416/6 01. 91. I

Arimnestus

425 Spring. Fortification of Pylos by
Demosthenes : the Spartans attack it,

occupying Sphacteria. Proposals for

a peace refused by Athens on the
advice of Cleon.

Capture of Sphacteria and 292 Spartans
by Cleon and Demosthenes.

Massacres at Corcyra : the oligarchs

exterminated.

Tribute of the Athenian allies raised.

Darius II succeeds to the Persian
throne (—405).

424 Spring. Conference at Gela.
General pacification of Sicilian

Greeks.

Capture of Cythera and Nisaea by the

Athenians.

Brasidas marches through Thessaly:
Acanthus revolts to him. He cap-

tures Amphipolis and Torone.
Winter. The Athenians invade Boeotia
and are defeated at Delium.

423 May. Armistice for a year between
Athens and Sparta.

Brasidas in the service of Perdiccas of

Macedon.
422 Summer. Cleon recaptures Torone.

Cleon is defeated and he and Brasidas

slain outside Amphipolis.
Winter. Negociations for peace.

421 April. Peace of Nicias and alliance

for fifty years between Sparta and
Athens.

The terms refused by the allies of

Sparta : they mistrust Sparta and try

to form a new league.

420 Athens enters into alliance with
Argos and with Elis and Mantinea,
recalcitrant allies of Sparta.

419 Heraclea seized by the Boeotians.

Alcihiades in the Peloponnese.

418 The Spartans invade Argolis and
defeat the new formed alliance at

Mantinea. They recover the prestige

lost at Sphacteria. Oligarchies es-

tablished in Argos and Sicyon.

417 Spring. Ostracism of Hyperbolas.
417 Popular rising at Argos against

the oligarchy set up by Sparta. Re-
newal of the alliance with Athens.

416 An Athenian expedition conquers

Melos.
415 Spring. Envoys from Egesta,

asking aid against Selinus, determine
the Athenians to intervene in Sicily.

Summer. Mutilation of the Hermae.
Andocides banished from Athens under

the decree of Isotimides.

425 Aristophanes' Achamians.
Painters of this time (431—404)

:

Apollodorus of Athens (o-icia-

7/)d0os)

;

Zeuxis of Heraclea: an
Helen for the temple of

Lacinian Hera: he also deco-

rated the palace of Archelaus

of Macedon (413— 339)

;

Parrhasius of Ephesus: the

Demos of Athens;
Timanthes of Cythnus : the

Contestfor the arms ofAchilles

and the Sacrifice of Iphigenia.

424 Aristophanes' Knights.

Thucydides the Athenian general

in command of Thrace : on the

motion of Cleon he is banished.

He is collecting materials for

his history until the close of

the war [Xenophon] De Rep.

Ath. (not later than 424).

423 Aristophanes' Clouds. The
prize obtained by Cratinus

with the Wineflask.

422 Aristophanes' Prelude (IXpo-

oYiic), Wasps.

421 Eupolis' Flatterers (first

prize) and Maricas: Aristo-

phanes' Peace (second).

c. 421—417 Antiphon On the

death of Iferodes.
421 or 420 Euripides' Suppliants.

420 Birth of Isaeus.

c. 420 Hellanicus of Mytilene
fl., author of an Atthis and
other historical works.

Fl. Democritus, the greatest

Greek natural philosopher

(460—351). He developed
the atomic theory of Leucip-

pus.

417 Agathon wins the prize for

tragedy.

c. 415 Strongylion, sculptor in

bronze : the Wooden horse and
Artemis Soteira.

Pupils of Pheidias

:

Agoracritus of Paros : the

Nemesis at Rhamnus;

7—2
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415/401.91.2
Charias

(C.I.A. II.

1250 Add.)

414/301.91.3
Tisander

413/2 01. 91.

4

Cleocritus

412/101.92.

1

Callias

411/001.92.2
Mnesilochus

(for two
months)

Theopompus

410/9 01. 92. 3
Glaucippus

409/8 01. 92. 4
Diodes

408/7 01. 93.

1

Euctemon

407/6 01. 93. 2

Antigenes

406/5 01. 93. 3
Callias

The Athenian expedition sails for Sicily.

Alcibiades is recalled, escapes, is con-

demned in his absence.

414 Spring. Siege of Syracuse. Sum-
mer. Death of Lamachus.

Gylippus, having landed at Himera,
defeats the Athenian army besieging

Syracuse and saves the city.

413 Spring. The Lacedaemonians re-

new the war with Athens, and occupy
Decelea (—404). EiVotrT^ substi-

tuted for <f>bpos.

September. Total destruction of the

Athenian forces in Sicily, including

the relieving expedition under De-
mosthenes.

Probouloi appointed at Athens to super-

vise the administration.

412 Revolt of Chios, Miletus and other

allies of Athens.
Alliance between Persia and Sparta.

411 Spring. Blockade of Chios, revolt

of Rhodes.
May. Subversion of democracy at

Athens by the Four Hundred. Nego-
ciations opened with Sparta.

The army and fleet in Samos faithful to

the democracy.
Revolt of Euboea. Naval defeat of the

Athenians off the island.
September. Fall of the Four Hundred.
A moderate constitution set up.

Winter. Battles of Cynossema between
Athenian and Spartan fleets.

410 Spring. Battle of Cyzicus : de-
struction of the Spartan fleet.

410 (July probably). Restoration of
full democracy at Athens.

409 Pylos and Nisaea retaken.

Hannibal's invasion of .Sicily : destruc-
tion of Selinus and Himera.

408 Spring. Selymbria, Chalcedon,
regained for Athens; Byzantium taken
after a long siege.

407 Spring. Thasos reduced. Alcibiades
returns [May) to Athens. He is re-

appointed general. Death of Hermo-
crates of Syracuse.

Battle of Notium : Lysander defeats the
Athenians. Alcibiades deposed.

406 Spring. Second Carthaginian in-

vasion of Sicily. Acragas invested.

Callicratidas defeats Coiion and shuts
up the Athenian fleet in Mytilene.

Autumn. Battle of Argin USAE.
November. Trial and condemnation of

six of the Athenian generals. Mid-
winter. Acragas taken by Hannibal.

Colotes : chryselephantine
Athena at Elis;

Theocosmus of Megara: a

Zeus in the Olympieum;
Alcamenes : Aphrodite in

the gardens : Hecate triformis :

Heracles (forThrasybuluS403).

Also of the Attic school, Calli-

machus : Hera at Plataea and
Laconian Caryatides.

414 Aristophanes' Birds, second
to the Revellers of Ameipsias.

413 Hegemon's Cigantomachia.

412 Lysias and Poleraarchus

driven from Thurii to Athens.
Euripides' Helena.

411 Aristophanes'Zj'.rzj-/?-a?aand

Thesjnophoriazusae.

Antiphon (480—411), the most
eminent speech-writer of the

day and head of a rhetorical

school, executed for his share

in the Revolution of the Four
Hundred.

c. 410 Hippias of Elis—poly-

math (rhetor, sophist, mathe-
matician, astronomer, poet,

painter, sculptor and critic) fl.

410 Andocides, De Reditu.
409 Sophocles' Philoctetes.

408 Euripides' Orestes, Aristo-

phanes' Plutus.

Hippodamus of Miletus, archi-

tect and political theorist, lays

out the new town of Rhodes.
407 Plato, aetat. 20, comes

under the influence of Soc-

rates.

406 Death of Euripides and of

Sophocles.

405 Aristophanes' Frogs. Phry-

nichus second with the Muses.

Other poets of the Old Comedy:
Plato Comicus (fragments of

30 plays): Telecleides: Strat-

tis: Theopompus.
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405/401.93.4 405 The Athenian fleet surprised and
Alexias destroyed by Lysander at Aegospo-

TAMI (P^af.). Blockade of Athens.
Fall of Gela and Camarina. Dionysius,

tyrant of Syracuse, makes peace with

Carthage.

404 April. Surrender of Athens and
end of the war.

Destruction of the Long Walls, restora-

tion of exiles, surrender of the fleet.

D. THE FOURTH CENTURY B.C. TO THE BATTLE OF CHAERONEA.

123. The Spartans, who had professed at the outset of the Peloponnesian

war to be liberators of Greece from the 'tyrant city,' used supremacy
their victory so selfishly that their alHes were quickly dis- of Sparta:

gusted, and within ten years a coalition was formed to 't<'4—371-

break up their power. The attempt did not succeed, though it was

favoured by the Persians whose fleet destroyed the maritime supremacy

of Sparta at the battle of Cnidus. But Persia changed sides, and the

king's peace re-established Sparta in her old supremacy by land and

enabled her to oppress the weaker states with impunity until Thebes, at

first allied with Athens (now at the head of a new confederacy), stoutly

resisted, defied, and at Leuctra overthrew the oppressor. In the west

Dionysius I extended his power both in Sicily and Italy and waged

several wars with Carthage.

Xenophon's Hellenica, II—vi, is still our main authority. While his impartiality has

often been assailed—and he is an avowed champion of Sparta and Agesilaus—he is after

all a contemporary, and his sins are mostly sins of omission. The speeches of Lysias

throw light on the condition of Athens under the Thirty and for some years afterwards.

Diodorus Siculus is, in this century, the chief authority for Sicilian history.

As regards intellectual progress, we note the beginnings of the Middle

Comedy, but verse is becoming less important than prose; oratory and

philosophy develop side by side. In art there is undiminished activity

;

even greater technical perfection and a mellower loveliness are attained in

this century than in the last.

Civil Events Literatitre and Art

404/3 01. 94. I 404 May. The Thirty in power at 404 Critias of Athens, who died

{dvapxi-a, as Athens. 403, poet and critic (elegies,

Pythodorus Excesses of the Thirty. Execution of tragedies, political pamphlets).

was not Theramenes, the advocate of modera- ContemporariesofLysanderwere

recognized) tion. Antimachus of Colophon, epic

Winter. Thrasybulus with a band of and lyric poet: author of a

exiles occupies Phyle and advances Thebais and of Lyde^ a mytho-

to Peiraeus. The Thirty fortify logical poem

:

Eleusis. Timotheus of Miletus (447—357),
the reformer of music and
dithyrambic poet : one v6/ios

extant, The Persians : and
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403/2 01. 94. T.

Eucleides

401/0 01. 94.

4

Xenaenetas

400/399
01. 96. I

Laches
399/8 01.95-2
Aristocrates

398/701.95.3
Euthycles

397/6 01. 95.4
Suiiiades

396/5 01. 96.

1

Phormion

395/4 01. 96. 2

Diophantus

394/3 01. 96. 3
Eubulides

391/0 01. 97. 2

Nicoteles

390/89

01. 97. 3
Demostratus

403 Civil war in Attica. Critias

slain. The Thirty deposed and
succeeded by the Ten.

Peace restored at Athens by the inter-

vention of the Spartan King Pausa-

nias. General amnesty (Boedromion
September the 12th). Restoration of

democracy.
Expedition of Cyrus. His victory and

death at Cunaxa. Return of his

Greek mercenaries to Trapezus. (400,

February.
)

Sparta makes war upon Elis (—399).

Between 403 and 401 Dionysius subdues

the Ionic cities Naxos and Catana
and the Sicels.

War between Sparta and Persia (lasting

till 386). Thimbron in Asia Minor.

399 Spring. Accession of Agesilaus.

Dercylidas recovers the cities of Aeolis.

Conspiracy of Cinadon at Sparta.

397 Spring. Dionysius declares war
with Carthage.

Dionysius takes Motye.
396 Spring. Agesilaus in Asia.

Naval victory of Magon over the Syra-

cusans off Catana. Hirailcon besieges

Syracuse : pestilence decimates the

Carthaginian army.

395 Spring. Tithraustes, the suc-

cessor of Tissaphernes, through

Timocrates of Rhodes invites Thebes,
Corinth, Argos and Athens to form a

coalition against Sparta.

Spartan attack upon Haliartus: Lysan-
der slain.

Deposition of King Pausanias at Sparta.

394 Spring. Recall of Agesilaus from
Asia. The Corinthian war (— 386).

Victory of Sparta over the Corinthians
and their allies at Nemea (July).

Naval victory of the Persian fleet under
Pharnabazus and Conon off Cnidus
over the Spartans under Peisander
(end of July). The islands and
Asiatic cities relieved of Spartan
harmosts.

Agesilaus defeats the Boeotians at

CoRONEA [August 14).

393 Spring. Cythera taken by Phar-
nabazus and Conon. The long walls

of Athens restored by the help of the
Persians.

390 Spring. Destruction of a Spartan
mora by the peltasts of Iphicrates.

390 War between Evagoras of Cyprus
and the Persians (—380).

389 Spring. Expedition of Thrasybu-

Choeiilus of Samos, epic poet,

author of a Perseis: resident

at the court of Archelaus of
Macedon (413—399) as Aga-
thon and Euripides were.

403 Lysias' speech Against
Eratosthenes.

Proposal to give Lysias the

Athenian franchise defeated

by Archinus.

401 Lysias, Or. 32, Against
Diogeiton.

c. 400 Lysias, Or. 25, Defence
on the charge ofsubverting the

democracy.

Sophocles' Oedipus at Colonus
represented.

399 Socrates condemned and
executed on a charge of im-
piety and corrupting youth,

brought by Anytus, iWeletus

and Lycon.
Andocides On the Mysteries.

[Lysias] Against Andocides.

Lysias, Or. 30, Against Nico-

machus.
398 Ctesias of Cnidus, court

physician of Artaxerxes,

brought down his Persica to

this year.

hysias, Or. i^, Against Agoratus.
397 Isocrates, Or. 16, ZJe bigis.

c. 396 Lysias, Or. 18, On the

confiscation of the property of
Eucrates.

395/4 Lysias, Or. 14 and 15,

Against Alcibiades.

c. 393 Polycrates' Accusation of
Socrates. Followed by Xeno-

phon's Memorabilia and (per-

haps) Plato's Apology.

392 or 389 Aristophanes' Eccle-

siazusae. Gorgias' Olympic

Oration.

Between 392 and 378 Isocrates

active as teacher of rhetoric.

c. 391 Isocrates, Busiris, and
Against the Sophists.

392/1 Andocides, De Pace.

390 Birth of Lycurgus.

c. 389 Birth of Aeschines and

Hypereides.
389 The activity of Isaeus as

a speech-writer commences

(—353) : Or. 5.
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387/6 01. 98. 2

Theodotus

385/4 01. 98. 4
Dexitheus

883/2 01. 99. 1

Phanostratus

379/8

01. 100. 2

Nicon

378/7

01. 100. 3
Nausinicus

376/6

01. lOI. I

Charisander

375/4
01. loi. 2

Hippodamas

373/2

01. 101. 4
Asteius

372/1

01. 102. I

Alcisthenes

371/0
01. 102. 2

Phrasicleides

lus: Thasos, the Chersonese, Byzan-
tium, Chalcedon recovered for Athens.

Between 391 and 387 Dionysius makes
conquests in Italy including Locri,

Rhegium, and Croton.
Antalcidas with his fleet master of the

Aegean : the Athenian corn-supplies

threatened.

386 Spring. The King's Peace or
Peace of Antalcidas concluded be-

tween Persia and Sparta, and between
Sparta and the coalition. Autonomy
of the Greek cities proclaimed.

Mantinea broken up into four villages

by the Spartans.

A Spartan garrison occupies the Cadmea
at Thebes.

The Spartans make war on Phlius and
Olynthus (—379) and break up the

Chalcidian federation.

Midwinter. Liberation of Thebes by
Melon and Pelopidas. The Spartans
expelled and democracy set up.

378 Spring. Spartan invasion of

Boeotia (repeated in 377 and 376).
Sphodrias attempts to surprise

Peiraeus. Athens makes an alliance

with Thebes.
Financial reform at Athens.

377 Spring. Confederation, under
Athens as president, formed to resist

Sparta.

The Athenians under Chabrias defeat

the Spartans at sea off Naxos {Sep-

te?nber).

375 Spring. Chabrias wins adherents

to Athens in the Aegean. Timo-
theus sails round Peloponnesus,

secures the support of Corcyra and
defeats the Spartans off Alyzia.

Some Boeotian towns reduced by the

Thebans.
Battle of Tegyra in which Pelopidas

defeats the Spartans.

Spartan expedition against Corcyra
repulsed before the arrival of Iphi-

crates and his relieving fleet.

Destruction 01 Piataea by the Thebans,

Jason tyrant of Pherae reduces Phar-

salus and becomes tagus of Thessaly.

371 Congress at Sparta. Peace con-

cluded [June), from which Thebes is

excluded.
Battle of Leuctra [July). Jason nego-

tiates the retreat of the surviving

Lacedaemonians.

c. 388 Lysias, Or. 28 and 29,
Against Ergocles, and Against
Philocrates. Or. 33, Olytn-

piacus.

388 Aristophanes' Pliitus (second
edition).

387 Lysias, Or. 19, On the

property of Aristophanes.

Plato {aetat. 40) first visits Sicily.

386 Plato begins to teach in

the Academy.
385/1 Antiphanes first exhibits

at Athens (he wrote 260 come-
dies and gained 13 victories).

385 Plato's SymposiuTn not ear-

lier than this year.

384 Demosthenes and Aristotle

born.

381/0 Lysias' latestextantspeech,

the fragment For Pherenicus.

380 Isocrates' Panegyricus.

About this time the death of

Gorgias, Lysias, Aristophanes,

and Philoxenus of Cythera, the

dithyrambic poet. Birth of

Ephorus of Cyme and Theo-
pompus of Chios.

378 Prominent orators at

Athens : Cephalus, Callis-

tratus, Thrasybulus of Col-

lytus, Leodamas, Aristophon.
376—351 Second period of

Isocrates' school.

376 Death of Antisthenes.

Anaxandrides, of Cameirus
in Rhodes, victor at Athens
[perhaps with the Protesilaus,

in which the marriage of Iphi-

crates to a Thracian princess

is celebrated]. He vas, author
of 65 comedies, and gained
the prize ten times.

373 Isocrates' Plataicus. About
this time Or. 2 and 3 addressed
to Nicocles (successor of Eva-
goras in 374).
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124. After the sudden and complete fall of Sparta the cause of oligarchy

gave way in many states before a new democratic move-
The e«at- ment. In the Peloponnesus itself the genius of Epameinondas

and the rise dealt Spartan power fatal blows by the union of Arcadia and

°!,^~~x'^°'" the restoration of the Messenians. For the time Theban
370—330.

arms were irresistible. But deprived of her incomparable

leader, and unable to retain the allegiance of discontented allies, Thebes,

like Sparta, soon lost the prestige she had so suddenly acquired. Mean-

while a new power was growing in the north. Philip of Macedon, after

repelling foreign invasion, enforcing military service, and expelHng the

Athenians from the Macedonian seaboard, was prepared to interfere, as

opportunity presented, in central and southern Greece. He overran

Thessaly, destroyed Olynthus, invaded Phocis. In peace and war alike,

by intrigue and violence, he laboured incessantly to disarm and overcome

all opposition, until the victory of Chaeronea secured the fruits of a policy

which had raised up a Philippizing party in half the Greek states. What
Athens, Sparta, and Thebes had attempted in vain—the unity of Greece

—

was now effected, in spite of their opposition, under the headship of a rude

and only half Hellenic northern neighbour.

In the west the military monarchy which Dionysius I had founded in

Sicily is lost by the incompetence of his successor. After a period of

dissension and deplorable anarchy Timoleon, sent from Corinth with a

relieving force, liberates Syracuse, expels the Sicilian tyrants, and decisively

defeats the Carthaginians who had taken advantage of Sicilian troubles to

resume their encroachments.

In this period prose style was perfected : oratory and polite letters

preeminently flourished. The middle comedy is still prolific. The

progress of science—mathematics, astronomy, natural history, biology—is

remarkable. Sculpture in Scopas and Praxiteles attains to new perfection

;

every branch of art is assiduously cultivated.

To the year 362 Xenophon, Hellenica vr 5 and vil, is hardly better than a Pelopon-

nesian chronicle, so numerous are the omissions. Diodorus XV, xvi (from 362 the only

connected narrative) is most unsatisfactory : Plutarch (Agesilaus, Pelopidas, Demosthenes,

Dion, Timoleon), even Justin and Nepos, may be used as supplements. In marked
contrast to these late narratives the speeches of Demosthenes and Aeschines and the

pamphlets of Isocrates are invaluable first-hand authorities.
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370/69

Ol. 102. 3
Dysnicetus

369/8

Ol- I02. 4
Lysistratus

368/7

01. 103. I

Nausigenes

367/6
01. 103. 2

Polyzelus

366/5
01. 103. 3

Cephisodorus

365/4

01. 103. 4
Chion

364/3

01. 104. I

Timocrates

370 Spring. Ferment in Peloponne-
sus. Scytalism at Argos: 1200 oli-

garchs massacred. Disturbances at

Tegea, Phlius, Phigaleia, Corinth,

Sicyon. The walls of Mantinea
rebuilt.

Assassination of Jason of Pherae.

The Arcadian League founded.

Winter. First Theban invasion of

Peloponnesus.

Megalopolis founded. Messene re-

stored.

369 Spring. Alliance between Athens
and Sparta.

Second Theban invasion of Pelopon-
nesus: Sicyon and Pellene detached
from Sparta. Dionysius I sends 20
triremes to aid the Spartans.

368 Spring. Pelopidas in Thessaly.

Alliance of Macedonia with Thebes

:

Philip a hostage.

Defeat of the Arcadians by Archida-
mus and the mercenaries of Dionysius

at Midea (the tearless battle).

Congress at Delphi.

367 Spring. Epameinondas in Thessaly
procures the release of Pelopidas who
had been taken prisoner by Alexander
of Pherae. Death of Dionysius I.

Envoys sent by the principal Greek
states to Susa ; Pelopidas from
Thebes.

Winter. Congress at Thebes. Peace
on the terms of the King's rescript

refused.

366 Spring. Epameinondas invades

Peloponnesus for the third time. The
adhesion of Achaia secured.

Oropus occupied by a Theban garrison.

Alliance between Athens and Arcadia
Assassination of Lycomedes. Corinth

makes a separate peace vnth Thebes.

365 Spring. Timotheus conquers

Samos. Cleruchies assigned in Samos
and the Chersonese.

Outbreak of war between Elis and
Arcadia.

364 Spring. A Theban fleet sent out

under Epameinondas. Byzantium
joins the Theban alliance.

Death of Pelopidas in a battle with

Alexander of Pherae at Cynosce-

phalae (shortly after July 12). The
Arcadians exclude the Eleans from
the Olympic festival.

Destruction of Orchomenus as a punish-

ment for alleged disaffection to

Thebes.

Sculpture in the fourth century
represented by Cephisodotus
of Athens (Eirene and the

infant Plutus^ c. 371)

:

ScopasofParos(394—349?),
architect of the temple of
Athena Alea at Tegea

:

Praxiteles of Athens (the

Aphrodite of Cnidus, Eros^
Satyr and extant Hermes) :

Silanion of Athens, Damo-
phon of Messene.

Fl. Eudoxus of Cnidus, astro-

nomer and philosopher.

367 Dionysius I gains the tragic

prize at Athens. Plato visits

Sicily. Philistus of Syracuse
(<^- 4.S5—356) becomes the

adviser of Dionysius II. He
left a Sicilian History in two
parts (going down to 363/2).

Aristotle, aetat. 17, comes to

Athens as a student.

366 The assumed date of Iso-

crates' Archidamus (perhaps
not published before 356).

Fl. Anaximenes of Lampsacus,
rhetorician and historian (380
—320).

c. 366—360
Chalcis.

Deinarchus born at

364/3 Demosthenes' suit against

his guardian Aphobus, Or. 27,

28, 29.
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363 spring. A fresh Theban expedi-

tion to Thessaly : Alexander of Pherae

is defeated and deprived of all his

possessions except Pherae.

363/2 Division in Arcadia : the Ten Thousand
Ol. 104- 1 refuse to appropriate the sacred trea-

Charicleides sures of Olympia to the payment of

the troops.

Tegea now Theban, Mantinea Spartan.

362 Early Summer. Theban invasion

of Peloponnesus. Surprise of Sparta

attempted. Battle of Mantinea :

victory and death of Epameinondas
(i2 Scirophorion, beginning oljuly).

362/1 Peace concluded, from which Sparta is

01. 104. 3 excluded by her refusal to recognise

Molon the independence of Messenia.

Revolt of satraps in Asia Minor : Data-

mes, Ariobarzanes, MaussoUus of

Caria and Orontes (—359).

361/0 Death of Agesilaus on his return from
01. 104. 4 Egypt, where he had served as a

Nicophemus mercenary for the native kings Tachos
and Nectanebis.

360/59 359 Spring. Accession of Philip II

01. 105. I in Macedonia.
Callimedes

359/8 358 Spring. Assassination of Alexan-
01. 105. 2 der of Pherae. Accession of Darius
Eucharistus Ochus in Persia {—337).

358/7 357 Spring. Euboea recovered from
01. 105. 3 Thebes by the Athenians under

Cephisodotus Timotheus. Expedition of Chares
to the Chersonese : Sestus recaptured

from Cersobleptes.

357/6 Philip captures Amphipolis and Pydna.
01. 105. 4 He forms an alliance with Olynthus.
Agathocles War between Athens and Philip

(-346)-
Expedition of Dion to Syracuse to

expel Dionysius II.

Outbreak of the Social war. Death of
Chabrias.

366 Spring. Dion, master of Syracuse,

besieges Ortygia. Philip captures
Potidaea.

356/5 Outbreak of the Sacred war (—346).
01. 106. I Philomelus occupies Delphi.
Elpines Foundation of Philippi. Birth of Alex-

ander.

Chares fights without success against

the revolted Athenian allies off Em-
bata. For their conduct in this battle

Iphicrates and Timotheus are im-
peached and the latter fined.

356/4 An ultimatum of Ochus causes the

01. 106. 2 Athenians to recall Chares and make
Callistratus peace, recognizing the independence

362/1 Plato's last visit to Sicily,

in the interests of the banished
Dion.

Xenophon's Hellenica closes with

the battle of Mantinea, having

begun from 411.

Demosthenes, Or.^o, ii, Against
Onetor.

ApoUodorus sues Timotheus
(Dem. Or. 49).

360/69 Theopompus of Chios,

pupil of Isocrates, commenced
his history, the Philippica in

58 books, with this year

(-336)-

359/8 Demosthenes trierarch.

He writes. Or. 41, Against

Spudias, and Or. 55, Against

CalHcles.

Celebrated painters, c. 360 :

Aristeides of Thebes (fl. 380

—340)

:

Euphranor of Corinth, also

a sculptor (he painted the

cavalry fight before Mantinea

in which Gryllus, Xenophon's
son, fell)

:

Nicias of Athens, contem-

porary with
Praxiteles: also the school

of Sicyon, Pamphilus, Melan-

thius, and Pausias, famous for

encaustic.

Poets of the Middle Comedy

:

Alexis of Thurii, credited

with 245 plays (392—286)

:

Eubulus, Ararus, Archip-

pus and Amphis.
356/5 Isocrates, aetat. 80, pub-

lishes Or. 8, De Pace.

355/4 Isocrates' Areopagiticus.

Demosthenes, Or. 22, Against

Androtion, Or. 20, Against

Leptines.

Xenophon, On the Athenian

revenues.
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354/3

01. 106. 3
Diotimus

363/2

01. 106. 4
Thudemus

362/1

01. 107. I

Aristodemus

349/8
01. 107. 4
Callimachus

348/7

01. 108. I

Theophilus
347/6

01. 108. 2

Themistocles

346/6

01. 108. 3
Archias

343/2
01. 109. 2

Pythodotus

342/1

01. 109. 3
Sosigenes

of Chios, Cos and Rliodes: Lesbos

and Corcyra about the same time

secede.

Eubulus in power at Athens.
Philomelus slain in battle against the

Thebans at Neon.
363 Spring. A Theban force under
Pammenes sent to support the

revolted satrap Artabazus.
Onomarchus takes Orchomenus.
Dion assassinated by Callippus.

Philip in Thessaly: he is defeated by
Onomarchus but takes Pagasae.

Onomarchus captures Coronea and
defeats the Thebans at Hermaeum.

362 Spring. Philip again in Thessaly

:

Onomarchus defeated and slain,

Pherae taken.

Philip's advance southwards checked
at Thermopylae by an Athenian force.

A Theban force under Cephision sup-

ports Megalopolis against Sparta.

Philip in Thrace : submission of Cer-

sobleptes.

Philip at war M'ith Olynthus. Expedi-
tions sent by Athens under Chares
and Charidemus to its relief.

348 Spring. In Euboea Eretria,

Chalcis and Oreus revolt from Athens.
Phocion narrowly escapes defeat at

Tamynae. An Athenian detachment
captured at Zaretra.

Autumn. Fall of Olynthus before

the third expedition under Chares
arrives.

346 Spring. Peace of Philocrates.

Ten Athenian envoys sent to treat

with Philip. The terms agreed upon
accepted by the assembly (March) and
the envoys despatched to take the

oaths from Philip and his allies

return {June) a few days before

Philip reaches Thermopylae. Pha-

laecus retires under a convention.

The Amphictyons decree the destruc-

tion of Phocis as a state. Philip pre-

sides at the Pythian games.

Dionysius II recovers Syracuse.

Alliance of Megara with Athens.

Expedition of Timoleon to Syracuse.

Dionysius II capitulates: Ortygia

dismantled.

Philip occupies Oreus. Alliance of

Chalcis with Athens.
Winter. Philip in Epeirus: Arybbas
dethroned, Alexander his successor.

Diopeithes active on the Hellespont.

354/3 Demosthenes, Or. 14, De
Syiiimoriis.

363/2 Isocrates, Or. 15, De
Antidosi.

Isaeus, Or. 7, probably his latest

extant speech.

Demosthenes, Or. 16, For the

Megapolitans , Or. 24, Agahist
Timocrates^ Or. 15, Pro Rho-
diornni libertate.

362/1 Demosthenes, Or. 23,
Against Aristocrates and (351
Spring) Or. 4, First Philippic.

c. 350 In the contest for elo-

quence instituted by Artemisia

in honour of MaussoUus Theo-
pompus defeats Theodectes
and Naucrates. Theodectes
was victorious in tragedy.

350/49 Demosthenes, Or. 36,
For Phormion.

349 Antumn. Demosthenes,
Or. I—3 : the Olynthiacs.

348/7 Demosthenes, Or. 39,
Against Boeotus,

347 Death of Plato. Aristotle

and Xenocrates leave Athens
for Atarneus.

347/6 Demosthenes, Or. 21,

Against Meidias (not de-

livered).

346 April. Isocrates, Philip-

pus.

August. Demosthenes, Z?i? /"««.

345 Spring. Aeschines, Or. i.

Against Timarchus.

344/3 Demosthenes, Or. 6,

Second Philippic.

343/2 Hegesippus (?) De Halon-
neso [Dem. Or. 7]. Demo-
sthenes, Or. 19, and Aeschines,

Or. 2, On the Embassy.
Aristotle at the Macedonian

court as tutor of Alexander

(—340/39)-
342/1 Birth of Menander and

of Epicurus <Jan. 341).
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341 Spring. Demosthenes, Or. 8,

On the Chersonese, and Or. 9,

Third Philippic.

341/0 Demosthenes, Or. 10,

Fourth Philippic.

The Universal History of Epho-
rus of Cyme was carried as far

as this year. Diyllus con-

tinued it to 336.
c. 340 Anaximenes (?) Shetoric

[among Aristotle's worlvs

:

Rhet. ad Alexandrtini].

339 Isocrates' Panathenaicm
[begun in 342, aetat. 94]. Xeno-
crates succeeds Speusippus in

the headship of the Academy
(—314). Heracleides of Pon-
tus, a prominent member of

the school and prolific author,

was also a candidate.

338 Death of Isocrates.

341 Spring. Philip in Thrace, Cer-

sobleptes dethroned.

341/0 Oreus and Eretria liberated by Athens
01. 109. 4 and her allies.

Nicomachus 340 Spring. Philip attacks Perinthus

and Byzantium.

340/39 War declared by Athens. The siege of

01. no. I Byzantium raised. Demosthenes
Theophrastus reforms the trierarchic system.

339 Spring. Expedition of Philip

against Ateas, the Scythian king.

May. Timoleon gains a signal victory

over the Carthaginians under Mago
at the Crimesus.

339/8 Philip, as general of the Amphictyonic
01. no. 2 League against Amphissa, occupies

Lysimachides Elatea. Panic at Athens.
The Theoric Fund diverted to war pur-

poses.

338 Alliance of Athens and Thebes.

338/7 September. Philip's victory at Chae-
01. no. 3 RONEA.
Chaerondas Macedonian garrison in the Cadmea.

Peace of Demades. Archidamus falls

in Italy fighting for Tarentum
against the Lucanians.

E. THE END OF THE FOURTH AND OPENING
OF THE THIRD CENTURIES B.C.

125. Greece was nuw a dependency of Macedonia : its fortunes \yere

swallowed up in the broad stream of universal history.

Alexander destroyed the Persian empire, extended his con-

quests as far as India, and founded numerous Greek cities.

After his death, as no strong central authority arose to keep

his dominions together, the chief satraps of the provinces,

e.g. Ptolemy in Egypt and Cassander in Macedonia, assumed

the title of kings. Antigonus and his son Demetrius, the last aspirants

to universal rule, were successively overthrown by a coalition of their

rivals. Their fall paved the way for the ultimate establishment of three

great powers, Macedonia itself and the Macedonian kingdoms of Ptolemy

in Egypt and Seleucus in Asia, to whom fell the lion's sliare of the Persian

empire.

In literature the last efforts of oratory, the development of the New
Comedy, together with much activity in philosophy and history, belong to

this period. In art, sculpture, painting and engraving upon gems are

represented by celebrated works of undiminished excellence.

Arrian, who used the contemporary writers Ptolemy, Aristobulus, Nearchus, is the

chief authority for Alexander's reign ; Curtius, Plutarch and Diodorus being subsidiary.

Afterwards we depend upon Diodorus xvii—xxi (unabridged as far as the year 301 B.C.),

with scanty and irregular supplements from Plutarch (Phocion, Eumenes, Demelriits,

Pyrrhus), Justin, Pausanias and Strabo.

Fall of the
Persian
empire

:

foundation of
the Hellenistic
kingdoms

;

338—280.
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337/6
01. no. 4
Phrynichus

336/5
01. III. I

Pythodelus
33B/4

01. III. 2

Euaenetus

334/3

01. III. 3
Ctesicles

333/2

01. III. 4
Nicocrates

332/1

01. 112. I

Nicetes

331/0

01. 112. 2

Aristophanes
330/29

01. 112. 3
Aristophon

329/8
01. 112. 4

Cephisophon
327/6

01. 113. 2

Hegemon
326/5

01. 113- 3
Chremes

325/4
01. 113. 4
Anticles

324/3
01. 114. I

Hegesias

323/2
01. 114. 2

Cephisodorus

Death of Timoleon.
Assassination of Philip. Accession of

Alexander (—323) and of Darius III

Codomannus (—331).
336 Spring. Alexander's expedition

against the Triballi and Illyrians.

Autumn. Revolt and destruction of

Thebes.
334 Macedonian invasion of Asia

Minor. Battle of the Granicus.
The Greek cities in Asia welcome

Alexander, who sets up democracies.

Storm of Miletus : siege and capture
of Halicamassus.

Alexander the Molossian in Italy as an
ally of the Tarentines {—330).

333 Nffv. Battle of Issus.

332 Submission of Phoenicia except

Tyre and Gaza.
Nov. Capture of Tyre after seven

months' siege.

331 . Capture of Gaza. Foundation of

Alexandria. March to Nineveh.
Battle at Gaugamela, 30 miles west

of Arbela (Oct.).

Babylon, Susa, Persepolis occupied.

Darius slain by Bessus.

Rising in Peloponnesus. The Spartans

defeated by Antipater and Agis slain

in Arcadia.
Alexander marches from the Caspian to

Paropamisadae [Cabul].

Alexander invades Bactria and Sogdiana

[Bokhara] crossing Paropamisus

[Hindu Kush].
Invasion of India. Defeat and sub-

mission of Porus.

Dearth at Athens.
Alexander returns from the Hyphasis

[Sutlej] and marches along the Indus

to the Indian Ocean.
Land march, with heavy loss, through

Gedrosia [Baluchistan]. Voyage of

Nearchus to the Persian gulf.

Decree for return of the Greek exiles

announced at the Olympic games.

Flight of Harpalus, satrap of Baby-
lon, with treasure to Athens.

323 Death of Alexander (yKM«), aged

32 years and 8 months.

First settlement: Perdiccas regent for

Alexander's heir.

Revolt in Greece headed by Athens
and Aetolians. Antipater shut up in

Lamia. The Lamian war. Ophelas
established in Cyrene.

822 Spring. The insurgent Greeks
defeated by Antipater at Crannon.

Artists contemporary with Alex-
ander :

Lysippus of Sicyon, cele-

brated for his statues in bronze
(the Apoxyomenos, the colos-

sal Zeus of Tarentum, the

Poseidon 0/ the Isthmus) and
for portrait statues of Philip

and Alexander: the painters

Apelles of Colophon {Aphro-

dite Anadyotiiene) and Proto-

genes of Caunus (lalysus. Satyr
with double Jiute) and Pyrgo-
teles, engraver on gems.

336/5 [Demosthenes] Or. 17, On
the treaty with Alexander.

335 Aristotle settles at Athens
and teaches in the Lyceum
(—323)1 his philosophical

works being closely connected
with his activity as a teacher.

330 Lycurgus' Or. Against Leo-

crates.

Autumn. The case of the Crown
heard at Athens: Aeschines,

Or. 3, Against Ctesiphon, and
Demosthenes, L>e Corona.

330/29 Callippus published his

astronomy.

327 First victory of Philemon,
poet of the New Comedy (359—262). To him 97 plays were
attributed.

Death ofCallisthenes of Stagirus,

relative of Aristotle, who had
accompanied Alexander as his-

torian and was accused of con-

spiracy.

326/5 [Dem.] Or. 34, Against
Phortnion.

324 Death of Lycurgus. Dein-

archus' and Hypereides'

speeches against Demosthenes
in the affair of Harpalus. Con-
demnation of Demosthenes
and Demades. Exile of De-
mosthenes.

323 Epicurus, aetat. 18, comes
to Athens.

322 Oct. Death of Hypereides
and Demosthenes. Death of

Aristotle at Chalcis. Theo-
phrastus succeeds him in the

Lyceum.
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322/1

01. 114. 3
Philocles

321/0

01. 114. 4
Archippus

319/8
01. 115. 1

ApoUodorus
318/7

01. 115. 3
Archippus

317/6

01. 115.4
Demogenes

316/B

01. 116. I

Democlides

312/1

01. 117. I

Polemon

311/10

01. 117. 1

Simonides

310/9

01. 117. 3
Hiero-
mnemon
309/8

01. 117. 4
Demetrius

308/7

01. 118. I

Charinus
[or Caerimus
Mar. Par.]

Victory of Cleitus over the Athenian
fleet off Amorgos.

Change of constitution at Athens: the

poorer citizens disfranchised and
deported.

321 Spring. Resistance to Perdiccas

and Eumenes offered by Antipater,

Antigonus, and other satraps.

Death of Perdiccas in Egypt.
Second settlement at Triparadeisus in

Syria. Antipater regent : Antigonus
commander of the forces against

Eumenes.
Death of Antipater. War between his

son Cassander and his successor Poly-

perchon.

Polyperchon declares the Greeks
free.

317 Cassander recovers Athens. Death
of Phocion (April).

Demetrius of Phalerum in povifer at

Athens (—307) : further changes in

the constitution. Arrhidaeus, nomi-
nal ruler, put to death by Olympias.

Agathocles becomes tyrant of Syracuse.

316 Spring. Eumenes betrayed and
slain.

Coalition of the other satraps for war
against Antigonus (— 311).

Thebes rebuilt by Cassander, now
master of Macedonia.

Battle of Gaza; Ptolemy defeats Deme-
trius Poliorcetes, son of Antigonus.
Seleucus returns to Babylon. Era of
the Seleucids.

311 The satraps make peace with
Antigonus.

The freedom of the Greek cities recog-

nized.

Hamilcar lands in Sicily and defeats

Agathocles at Ecnomus near the
river Himera.

Siege of Syracuse.

Agathocles invades Africa (Aug. 15,

310) and captures Tunes and Hadru-
melum.

In Sicily Hamilcar is captured and
slain. Ophelas of Cyrene murdered

:

his troops join Agathocles.
Utica taken by Agathocles who returns

to Sicily, leaving his son Archagathus
in command.

Magas seizes Cyrene and maintains his

power tiU his death (—258).

307 Demetrius Poliorcetes drives out
Cassander's garrison and ' liberates

'

Athens 25 Thargelion (June).

321 Menander's first play. (He
is said to have written 105
in all.) His contemporary
Diphilus of Sinope also wrote
100 plays.

319 Execution of Demades, the

most fluent orator of the Mace-
donian party.

315 First victory of Menander.
314 Death of Aeschines and of

Xenocrates. Zeno of Citium,

aetat. 12, comes to Athens and

commences the study of phi-

losophy. Polemo head of the

Academy (—276).
312 Timaeus of Tauromeniura,

the historian of Sicily (345

—

249), removes to Athens, where

he settles until 362.

c. 312 Theocritus born probably

in Cos.

c. 310 Timon of Phlius born.

c. 310 Birth of Callimachus of

Cyrene.
307 Deinarchus of Corinth, last

of the ten orators, retires to

Chalcis (—292).

307/6 Law of Sophocles of Su-

nium against the philosophers

(rescinded the next year).

306 Epicurus, having taught

since 314 in Asia, returns to

Athens and opens a school.

306 Megasthenes, envoy of Se-

leucus at Palibothra, the court

of Sandracottus, j'.ft Chandra-

gupta (—298).

Rhinthon of Tarentum, authoi

ofburlesques (hilarotragoedia).
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307/6

01. ri8. 1

Anaxicrates

306/5
01. Ii8. 3
Coroebus

306/4

01. ii8. 4
Euxenippus

302/1
01. 119. 3
Nicocles

301/0
01. 119. 4
Clearchus

297/6

01. I 20. 4
Antiphates

296/S

01. 121. I

Nicias

295/4

01. 121. 1

Nicostratus

294/3
01. 121. 3

Olympiodorus
289/8

01. 122. 4
Aristonymus
or Telecles (?)

287/6
01. 123. 2

Diodes

286/5
01. 123. 3
Diotimus

281/0
01. 12+4

Urius

Agathocles, unable to raise the siege of
Tunes, abandons his son and his

army and escapes to Sicily. End of

his African invasion.

The 'four-years war' between Deme-
trius and Cassander for the possession
of Greece (—302).

Great naval victory of Demetrius over
Ptolemy off Salamis in Cyprus.

Antigonus and his rivals assume the

title of kings.

Agathocles makes peace with Carthage,
and after defeating Deinocrates at

Torgium admits him to a share of

power.
Demetrius lays siege to Rhodes.

Second coalition of the other kings

against Antigonus and Demetrius.

Antigonus defeated and slain at Ipsus
in Phrygia.

Seleucus and Lysimachus, the victors,

divide his possessions.

Agathocles conquers Corcyra.

Death of Cassander.

Lachares tyrant of Athens.

294 Demetrius, having expelled La-
chares, enters Athens in triumph
{March). He conquers the Spartans

and wins Megara and most of Pelo-

ponnesus.

Pyrrhus made king of Epeirus.

Demetrius becomes king of Macedonia
(—287). He holds Athens with a

garrison.

Death of Agathocles.

Demetrius driven by Pyrrhus from
Macedonia.

(Ultimately Demetrius becomes a

prisoner of Seleucus and dies in 282.)

Administration of Demochares, the

nephew of Demosthenes (—270).

Lysimachus defeats Pyrrhus and expels

him from Macedonia.
Ptolemy Philadelphus succeeds his

father in Egypt (—247).

Lysimachus is defeated and slain at the

battle of Corupedium by Seleucus,

who proceeds to Macedonia where he

is murdered by Ptolemy Ceraunus.

Pyrrhus is invited by the Tarentines

to aid them against Rome.

300/299 Epicurus completes
Book XV of his great work On
Nature (and four years later

Book xxvili).

297 Death of Euhemerus of

Messene, author of a rational-

ist explanation of the myths

295 Philetasof Cos(340—285),
elegiac poet, tutor of Ptolemy
Philadelphus (—292).

294 Zeno begins to teach in the

Stoa at Athens.

293/2 Fl. Hieronymus of

Cardia (360—260), historian

of the Diadochi and Epigoni
(Alexander's successors of the

first and second generations).

292/1 Death of Menander.
288 Poseidippus of Cassandreia

exhibits his first play. Con-
temporary dramatists ApoUo-
dorus of Carystus ; Philippides

of Athens, author of 44 plays ;

and Machon of Corinth or

Sicyon, who lived and wrote

at Alexandria.

288/4 Death of Theophrastus

;

Strato of Lampsacus head of

the Peripatetic school (—270).

287 Birth of Archimedes at

Syracuse.

285 Fl. Herophilus of Chalce-
don and Erasistratus of Ceos,

eminent amongst the ancient

physicians for their anatomical
discoveries.

At the court of Ptolemy Phila-

delphus flourished Callima-

chus, elegiac poet, and Theo-
critus. Alexander the Aetolian,

elegiac and tragic poet, Sosi^

phanes of Syracuse, Sositheus

of Alexandria in the Troad,
Homer of Byzantium, Lyco-
phron of Chalcis, Philiscus

of Corcyra and Dionysius of

Mallus (or Tarsus) were tragic

poets known as the constella-

tion, T] nXetci?. Hermesianax
of Colophon, elegiac poet,

Gotades of Maroneia in Crete.

281/0 Aristarchus of Samos,
originator of the heliocentric

hypothesis, makes astronomi-

cal observations at Alexandria.

The Histories of Duris of Samos
{c. 340—260) which began with

370 went as far as this year.

He also wrote a history of

Agathocles.
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126. The invasion of the Gauls was successfully repelled from Delphi.

Macedonia, which had suffered more from their ravages,
Federal ^^^ gradually consolidated under the rule of Antisonus
Greece to the „ ° , • , ^, i . ° ,

battle of Gonatas, who m the Chremonidean war, in spite of the
Seiiasia: vigorous resistance of Sparta and Athens, reduced Gieece

once more to complete dependence. Meanwhile the

Achaean League had grown from small beginnings to prosperity, and the

prudent policy of Aratus sought to extend it over Peloponnesus. But in

the struggle with Sparta, under the reforming king Cleomenes, it was

defeated. Thereupon Aratus called in Macedonian intervention, and

Antigonus Doson crushed the Spartan power at Seiiasia.

In the west, Pyrrhus of Epeirus had hoped to found a kingdom, either

in Italy or Sicily. He nearly succeeded in driving the Carthaginians from

the island, but by his return to Italy forfeited his influence with the Sicilian

Greeks. After the failure of his enterprise Rome completed the conquest

of Magna Graecia ; the Mamertines possessed themselves of Messana and

the Carthaginians reconquered the west and north of Sicily, but Syracuse

and the east coast enjoyed comparative prosperity under Hieron II.

This is the Alexandrian age in literature : the Rhodian and Pergamene

schools of sculpture become famous.

For this period Plutarch (Pyrrhus, Agis, Cleomenes, Aratus, Philopoemen'), Justin,

Diodorus xxil—xxv, Polybius, in the introduction to his own special period, Boolcs I—ni,

and the Epitome of Livy xii—xx, are the more important among numerous fragmentary

sources of information.

Civil Events Literature and Art

"iSi^ll^ The Achaean League revived by the 280/79 Chrysippus born.

01. 125- I union of Dyme, Patrae, Tritaea and 278/7 Chares of Lindus head of

Pharae. The Gauls in Macedonia and the Rhodian school of sculp-

Thrace : Ptolemy Ceraunus slain

:

ture : the Colossus his work,

anarchy. Pyrrhus in Italy defeats 277/6 Death of Metrodorus of

the Romans at Heraclea. Lampsacus, pupil of Epicurus.

279/8 Irruption of the Gauls into Greece: ArSLtas' Hymn to Pan. Theo-

01. 125. 2 Brennus defeated before Delphi. critus at Cos writes Id. 7.

Apollodorus tyrant of Cassandreia. 275/4 Birth of Eratosthenes of

Pyrrhus sails for Syracuse. Cyrene and Euphorion of

278/7 Victory of Antigonus Gonatas over one Chalcis (Ol. 126). Timon of

01. 125. 3 Gallic troop at Lysimacheia. Other Phlius (c. 320—230) settles at

tribes of Gauls cross into Asia, where Athens where he writes philo-

they enter the service of Nicomedes, sophical satires in the form of

king of Bithynia. epic parodies (SiXXoi).

277/6 Antigonus Gonatas becomes king of 272/l At the court of Antigonus

01. 125. 4 Macedon {—239). Gonatas flourish Antagoras of

275/4 Return of Pyrrhus to Epeirus. Rhodes, epic poet, Aratus,

01. 126. 2 author of the Phaenomem;
272/1 Death of Pyrrhus at Argos. Milo sur- Persaeus, favourite pupil of

01. 127. I renders Tarentum to the Romans. Zeno, and Menedemus of Ere-
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270169 Hiero II king of Syracuse (—216).

01. 127. 3
266/1 The Chremonidean war. Macedon

01. 128. 3 suppresses a revolt in Athens and
—01. 129- 2 Megara, which was supported by

Areus of Sparta and by Patroclus,

admiral of Philadelphus. Siege of

Athens which capitulates to famine

261 (Spring) and receives a Mace-
donian garrison (removed 255).

259/8 At Cyrene on the death of Magas
Demetrius the Fair rules until his

murder (some date this 250/47).

251/0 Aratus, aeiat. 20, liberates Sicyon and
01. 132- 2 unites it to the Achaean league.

c. 250 Rise of Arsaces and the Parthian

kingdom.
247/6 Accession of Ptolemy III Euergetes

01. 133. 2 (—222). Cyrene joined te Egypt.

243/2 Corinth and Megara join the Achaean
01. 134. 2 League. The Macedonian garrison

expelled from Acrocorinthus.

242/1 Agis IV attempts to restore the Lycur-

01. 136. 3 gean constitution at Sparta, and de-

poses his colleague Leonidas, who is

banished.

241/0 Return of Leonidas. Death of Agis

:

01. 134. 4 his reforms are abrogated. At Per-

gamum accession of Attains I (— 197).

End of the first Punic war: Car-

thaginian Sicily ceded to Rome.

239/8 Accession of Demetrius II of Macedon
01. 135. 2 (—229).

233/2 Lydiadas resigns his tyranny. Mega-
01. 136. 4 lopolis joins the Achaean League.

232/1 lUyrian raids in Epeirus and Acarnania.

01. 137. I Corcyra occupied by Demetrius of

Pharus.

229/8 Accession ofAntigonus Doson, guardian

01. 137. 4 of Philip V of Macedon (—221).

Athens liberated by Aratus. Rome
makes war on the lUyrians.

tria, philosophers. Theocritus

at Alexandria, /d. 14, 15, 17,

c. 273—269; afterwards he
returns to Syracuse, Id. 16.

271/0 Death of Epicurus (/an.

270). On the death of Strato

(Ol. 127) Lyco becomes head
of the Lyceum (— 226). About
this time Zenodotus of Ephesus
librarian at Alexandria pre-

pares an edition of Homer.
Sosibius the Laconian histo-

rian flourished under Ptolemy
I and II.

270/69 Death of Polemon who is

succeeded in the Academy by
Crates and shortly afterwards

by Arcesilas, founder of the

Middle or Sceptical school.

Bion of Smyrna, idyllic poet

in Sicily.

262/1 Philochorus of Athens
brings his Attic History in

17 books down to this year,

the accession of Antiochus
Theos. He is shortly after-

wards executed.

261 (after July) Death of Zeno
of Citium. Cleanthes of Assos
succeeds to the headship of

the Stoic school (—232).

261/0 Death of Timaeus of

Tauromenium. Manetho of

Sebennytus, the Egyptian his-

torian, and (?) Herodas or

Herondas of Cos, author of

Mimiambics, flourish.

247/6 Nymphis of Heraclea
brought his history of Alex-
ander and his successors down
to this year. Menippus of

Gadara, Cynic philosopher,

and author of satires in prose

and verse.

245/4 Callimachus of Cyrene,
long resident at Alexandria

upon the com-
the n£pa/ces in

Apollonius [c,

author of the
had probably
Alexandria for

Rhodes in consequence of his

quarrel with Callimachus.

243/2 Death of Persaeus.

241/0 Death of Arcesilas of the

Middle Academy.
c. 240? Neanthes of Cyzicus,

pilation of

120 books.
280— 200),
Argonautica,
already left

G. A.
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22SI7
01. 13S. I

227/6

01. 13S. 2

226/6

01. 138. 3

225/4
01. 13S. 4

224/3

01. 139. I

223/2

01. 139. 2

222/1
01. 139. 3

221/0

01. 139. 4

Sulimission of Teuta, the lUyrian queen.
Adhesion of Argos, Hermione and
PhUus to the Achaean League.

The Romans admitted to Hellenic

games and festivals. Cleomenes III

king of Sparta.

Cleomenes removes the ephois and
carries out the Lycurgean reforms at

Sparta. A new division of land

among 4000 hoplites.

Victory of Cleomenes over the Achaeans
at Dyme.

Continued success of Cleomenes : cap-

ture of Pellene and Argos ; secession

of Cleonae, Phlius and Corinth from
the Achaean League. Earthquake
at Rhodes.

Cleomenes besieges Acrocorinthus and
Sicyon. Aratus negotiates with Anti-

gonus Doson vfho sends a force into

Peloponnesus.
Antigonus conquers Tegea, Orcho-

menus, Mantinea. Cleomenes de-

stroys Megalopolis. Accession of

Antiochus III Epiphanes.
Utter defeat of Cleomenes by Anti-

gonus and the Achaeans at Sellasia.

Death of Antigonus Doson. Acces-
sion of Philip V(—178).

rhetor and historian, fl. He
wrote Hellenica, a Chronicle

of Cyzicus (i3pot) and a bio-

graphical work (ire/ji ivdo^uv

dvdpSjv).

236/4 Eratosthenes librarian at

Alexandria (— 195).

232/1 Chrysippus head of the

Stoic school (208—4 ; 01. 143).

227/6 Sphaerus of Bosporus,

sent by Cleanthes to Ptolemy
III, aids Cleomenes in his

reforms.

226/5 Antigonus of Carystus,

sculptor, art critic, and bio-

graphic historian of philosophy

at the court of Attalus I,

publishes his Lives about this

time.

222/1 Rhianus of Bene in Crete

published a new edition of

Homer, and wrote antiquarian

epics, e.g. Messeniaca.

221/0 The Memoirs of Aratus

ended with 220 : Phylarchus of

Naucratis wrote a history in

28 books, beginning at 272
and also ending with this year.

127. The Achaean League, now the dependent ally of Philip V of

The Roman Macedonia, was assisted by him against the Aetolian League

domination: in the Social war. The war came to an end because
220—146.

\,Q\}!\ sides wished to be free to wait upon events in the

second Punic war. Syracuse and Taientum both fell into the hands

of the Carthaginians and were afterwards retaken by the Romans.

Philip having made a treaty with Hannibal, Rome replied by raising

up enemies against him at home—the Aetolians, Rhodes, Pergamum.
After Zama, when their hands were free, the Romans humbled Philip : at

Cynoscephalae the phalanx gave way before the legion. While Macedonia
was in any sense formidable, Rome treated the states which from time to

time were allied with her—Aetolians, Achaeans, Rhodes, Pergamum—with
consideration and occasionally with generosity. When the final victory

over Perseus was gained at Pydna, these allies were no longer wanted.

Rome made no scruple to invade their rights and interfere with their

domestic affairs on any pretext. In the case of the Achaeans this policy

at last provoked the senseless outbreak of the Anti-Roman party which

ended in the destruction of Corinth and the dissolution of the League.

This is the classical age of Alexandrian and Pergamene scholars and

critics.
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Our chief authority for this period, directly or indirectly, is Polybius: Livy in the

Greek sections of xxi—XLV usually follows him ; so also does Appian. Subsidiary
sources are Plutarch's Lives of Philopoemen, T. Quinctius, Cato the Censor, and Aemilius
Pauhis, together with Justin and Diodorus xxvi—xxxii, as before.

Civil Events Literature and Art.

220/19

Ol. 140. I

218/7

01. 140- 3
217/6

01. 140. 4
216/5

01. 141. I

211/0
01. 142. 2

205/4

01. 143- 4
200/199

01. 145- I

198/7

01. 145- 3

197/6

01. 145. 4

196/4

01. 146. 1

192/1

01. 147. I

190/89

01. 147- 3

189/88

01. 147. 4
188/7

01. 148. I

186/5

01. 148 3
183/2

01. 149- 2

The Social war: the Aetolian League
with Elis and Sparta against the
Achaean and Boeotian Leagues, and
Philip of Macedonia.

Philip sacks Thermum. [Hannibal
marches into Italy,']

Peace made between the Leagues.

[ Trasimene. ]

[Cannae.'\ Philip's treaty with Han-
nibal (215).

212 Fall of Syracuse.

First Macedonian war (—205). Rome,
the Aetolian League, and Attalus of
Pergamum against Philip and his

Greek allies.

The Aetolians make peace with Philip.

202 [Zama.'l

Philip captures Abydos. Second Mace-
donian war (—197).

The Achaean League now allied with
Rome against Philip and the Aeto-
lians.

Flamininus defeats Philip at Cynos-
CEPHALAE. Peace made. The free-

dom of the Greek cities proclaimed
at the Isthmian games (196). Eumenes
II succeeds Attalus I at Pergamum.

Rome and the Achaeans make a joint

campaign against Nabis, tyrant of
Sparta.

Murder of Nabis. Sparta is won for

the Achaeans. Antiochus, at the in-

vitation of the Aetolians, crosses the
Aegean and winters at Chalcis. Out-
break of the Syrian war (— 189).

The Syrians are defeated at Ther-
mopylae and evacuate Europe.

After the battle of Magnesia the

Romans make peace with Antiochus,

who is confined to his dominions
east of Mount Taurus. Rhodes and
Pergamum, the allies of Rome, re-

warded with territory.

The Aetolians forced to accept heavy
terms.

Discontent in Sparta; Philopoemen
abolishes the last remains of the

Lycurgean Constitution.

Roman interference with the Achaeans.

The Messenians under Deinocrates re-

volt against the Achaean • League :

220/19 Polybius' history begins

here.

212/1 Death of Archimedes.
c. 210—206 Birth of Polybius.

Death of Chrysippus between
208 and 204 (01. 143). Zeno
of Tarsus the next head of the

Stoic school.

202/1 Birth of Nicander of

Colophon, didactic poet.

200/199 Fl. Hermippus of

Smyrna, biographer.

197/6 Attalus dedicated four sets

of figures (Giants, Amazons,
Persians, Gauls) on the Acro-
polis at Athens to commemo-
rate his victories over the Gauls
(by Epigonus, or copies of his

work).

195/4 Death of Eratosthenes.

Aristophanes of Byzantium
librarian at Alexandria.

190/89 The Pergamene school
of sculpture under Eumenes
and Attalus II : ApoUonius
and Tauriscus of Trail es; the

Farnese Bull.

Between 183 and 174 the great

marble altar at Pergamum
with the Gigantomachia.

8—2
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dealli of Jc'liilopoemen. Messene is

reconquered by the Achaeans.

180/79 The Romans insist on the restoration

01. ISO. I of the Spartan exiles: embassy of

Callimachus, the younger Aratus and
Lydiadas to deprecate this measure.

179/8 Death of Philip V and accession of

Ol. ISO. 3 Perseus (— 168) in Macedon.

177/6 Gradual interference of the Romans
Ol. ISO 4 with the Rhodians.

172/1 Third Macedonian war (

—

168).

Ol. 152. I

171/0 Success of Perseus. Licinius defeated

01. i-si- 1 near Larissa.

169/8 Pydna (Midsummer 168). End of the

01. IS7- 4 Macedonian kingdom.

168/7 In consequence of the Roman victory

01. isj. I Macedonia subdivided, Epeirus de-

populated, Eumenes humiliated,

Rhodes commercially ruined. One
thousand Achaeans, on suspicion of

Macedonian sympathies, are de-

ported to Italy.

156/5 Raid of, the Athenians upon Oropus.

01. is6. I Embassy of Carneades, Critolaus and
Diogenes to Rome on behalf of

Athens (ifS).

151/0 The survivors of the deported Achaeans
01. 157. « released.

149/8 War of the Achaeans against Sparta,

01. 1S7. 4 which appeals to Rome. Insurrec-

tion in Macedonia in favour of a
pretended Philip.

147/6 L. Aurelius Orestes sent by the Roman
01. is8. 1 Senate to Greece to authorize secession

from the Achaean League. Subsequent
mission of S. lulius Caesar: Critolaus,

at the head of the anti-Roman party,

induces the League to declare war
nominally with Lacedaemon, really

with Rome. Metellus defeats the
Achaeans at Scarphea. Mummius,
his successor, arrives and destroys
Corinth. Polybius after the defeat

exerts himself to procure for his

countrymen the best terms possible.

180/79 Death of Aristophanes

:

Aristarchus of Samothrace,
the grammarian, librarian at

Alexandria. Contemporary
geographer and antiquarian,

Polemon of Ilium. Sotion's

history of the philosophers

(between 200 and 170).

171/0 About this time Crates of

Mallus grammarian and critic

at Pergamum. A younger
Neanthes of Cyzicus must be
assumed to have written the

history of Attains I (241

—

197). Perhaps also a treatise

against the Asian school of

rhetoric (irepl fijXoruTrias).

167/51 Polybius the historian

at Rome becomes acquainted

with the younger Scipio and
Panaetius the Stoic.

c. 155 Carneades (213—129)

was the head of the New or

Sceptical Academy. Diogenes

of Seleucia 'the Babylonian'

was head of the Stoics, and

Critolaus of the Peripatetics.

151/0 Demetrius of Scepsis,

antiquarian, flourishes.

147/6 End of Polybius' histoiy.



III. LITERATURE, PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE.

III. I. LITERATURE.

A. EPIC POETRY.

128. The Homeric poems, with which the literature of Greece and of

Europe begins, are works of a matured poetical art. Little

is known concerning the earlier and ruder stages in the Greek pcTetry.

Greek development of that art. But three forms, at least,

of primitive Greek poetry are traceable.

(1) There were old folk-songs, connected with the natural phenomena
of the seasons, in which the yielding of spring to summer, of summer to

autumn and winter, was symbolised by the death of a beautiful youth, such

as Linus, Hylas, lalemus, Hyacinthus or Adonis. Their origin appears

to have been Semitic ; but they were congenial to that early phase of the

Indo-European mind which in India is represented by the Vedic hymns,

and in which religion was largely a sense of divinity in the forces of

external Nature. The local legends as to the personal relationships

of the youth who had perished show the distinctively Greek element.

(2) Then there were legends of early bards,—shadowy names of

ancient but vague renown, to which later composers attached their own
work. Among these we can distinguish : (a) a Thracian group, asso-

ciated with the Muses, the goddesses of memory or record, whose cult

spread from the northern coasts of the Aegean to the district of Pieria in

the north-east of Thessaly, and thence southward to the Boeotian Hehcon
and the Phocian Parnassus. To this group belonged Orpheus and his

disciple Musaeus, who was said to have passed from Pieria into Boeotia

;

also three bards associated with a mystic cult of Demeter,—Eumolpus (at

Eleusis), Pamphos (in Attica), and Philammon (at Delphi). Thamyris,

'son of Philammon,' figured as the latest of the Pierian poets; legend

linked him with Delphi, and sent him into Messenia. (i) A group devoted

to Apollo, and indicating a stream of influence which passed from Asia

Minor, through the Aegean islands, to Greece Proper. To this belonged

the Lycian Olen (ClXrjv), famed at Delos, and Chrysothemis of Crete.

The cult of the Muses and the cult of Apollo thus represent the two main

currents of primitive religious poetry in Greece. That sacred poetry took
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the form of hymns invoking and praising the deities. Apollo's worship

must have given the larger scope to progress in metrical and musical art

:

his was the cithara ; and his servant Olen was said to have ' invented ' the

hexameter. The hymn to a god gave type and model for the earliest lay

in praise of a hero.

(3) The Homeric poems mention lays about the deeds of heroes (kXco

aVSpcSv), the material out of which the maturer epic poetry directly grew.

They tell also of the hymenaeus, or marriage-chant, and the threnus, or

dirge,—not, as in ancient India, parts of a ritual, to be sung by priests,

but already secular, and sung by the people.

129. The idea of ' Epic ' poetry, as the Greeks understood it, is most

clearly expressed by Aristotle. It may be defined, in the
^ ^"''

first instance, by its differences from 'lyric' (or 'melic')

and 'dramatic' There was a time when epic poetry was chanted

to a musical accompaniment; but the Greeks of the fifth and fourth

centuries associated it with recitation, and distinguished it, therefore,

from lyric, as poetry which was recited, not sung to music. As dis-

tinguished from 'dramatic,' it was poetry which merely narrated (17 811;-

yyifiaTiKyj, Poet, xxiii), and ' imitated ' life by means of verse only (iv fiirpia

/jLifjiriTiKTi], ib.), without help from action (to irpdrTeiv). Aristotle calls Epic

poetry 1/ iwoTroua (the making of eVij as distinguished from that of fieXrj

or Spa/xara) : he does not use the word cTrtKos, which became current only

in later times. In an epic poem, Aristotle demands (i) a dignified theme,

(2) organic unity, and (3) an ordered progress. The events must form a

connected series, and must all conduce to the end. To Aristotle,

Homer is at once the earliest of poets and the most finished of epic

artists.

130. In approaching the //tad and the Odyssey, it is well to have in

mind the general plan of each poem, as it now exists. The

the'^Odyssey. I/iad (15,693 lines) derives its unity, not simply from the

person of the central hero, but from his wrath {fujviv aaSe,

Oid). The story falls naturally into three chapters, (i) Books I—ix:

Achilles is affronted by Agamemnon, and withdraws in sullen anger from

the war; the Greeks are discomfited, and finally sue to Achilles, who

remains inexorable. (2) Books x—xviii : after much fighting and varied

fortune, the Greeks are again reduced to extremities ; Patroclus takes the

field in the armour of Achilles, and, after driving the Trojans from the

ships, is slain. Achilles is stricken with sore grief; at the prayer of his

mother Thetis, the god of fire, Hephaestus, fashions new armour for him.

(3) Books XIX—XXIV : Achilles renounces his wrath, returns to the war-

fare, and slays Hector : Priam, led by the god Hermes, ransoms the corpse

of his son from the victor, and takes it back to be mourned and buried at

Troy.

The Odyssey (12,110 Hnes) derives its unity from the person of

Odysseus (dvSpa p,oi ivve-n-e, Movaa) ; and that unity is of a stricter kind
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than exists in the Iliad. The epic may be divided into groups of four

books, (i) I—IV. The adventures of Telemachus. (2) v—viii. The
adventures of Odysseus, after leaving Calypso's isle, till he reaches Phaeacia.

(3) IX—XII. The previous adventures of Odysseus. (4) xiii—xvi.

Odysseus at the hut of Eumaeus in Ithaca. (5) xvii—xx. The return

of Odysseus to his house. (6) xxi—xxiv. The vengeance on the suitors,

and the hero's re-estabhshment in his realm.

131. The Iliad is an epic of warfare and debate, full of energy, of

splendour, and of tragic pathos : the Odyssey derives its character of

charm from narrative of wondrous adventure, and from Homeric

description of social life ; in respect to each, it moves in a
po^^y-

region almost wholly foreign to the Iliad; it is picturesque, rich in fancy,

fertile in scenes of a tender and delicate beauty. But, with all their

differences, these two great epics have, in the larger sense, a common
stamp, which broadly separates them from all other compositions. They
are akin in their way of presenting ideal human types, such as Achilles

and Odysseus ; they are akin in their way of blending divine with human
action. And they are, further, inseparable in respect to certain qualities

of form and style, which no other poetry unites in the same manner or the

same degree.

This distinctively Homeric character consists, on the one hand, in a

certain freshness and simplicity which (for us, at least) represent the

poetical aspect of a primitive age ; and, on the other hand, in a com-

plete immunity from the defects which belong to the primitive stage in

literature. The best traits of the best old ballads are here, but without

their frequent rudeness of form, their occasional lapses into grotesque or

ignoble modes of speech, their want of sureness in the equable maintenance

of a high level. Here, also, are the dignity and the finished eloquence of

the literary epic, but without its artificialism, its besetting monotony, and

its sometimes slow movement. This was the character which Matthew

Arnold well summed up, when he said that the Homeric style has four

ever-present 'notes': it is rapid; plain in thought; plain in diction;

and noble.

The difficulty of uniting these qualities, as Homer unites them, is

illustrated by some of Homer's translators. Cowper fails to be rapid

;

Chapman, Homeric in many things, is too much imbued with the ' con-

ceits ' of his age to be plain in thought (e.g. he renders otov tvot

oKiaktj 'IXtos ipif, 'When sacred Troy shall shed her tow'rs, for tears of

overthrow ')
; Pope fails to be plain in diction ; William Morris misses the

Homeric nobleness, when he renders the first words of the Odyssey by,

'Sing me, O Muse, of the shifty.' The Homeric nobleness, it should be

observed, is a far more flexible and versatile quality than the majesty of

the literary epic ; it is as much at home, as unfailing, and as appropriate,

in the homeliest scenes of the Odyssey as it is in any passage of the

Iliad.
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132. There is no instance on record in which the educative power

. „ , of national poetry over a national mind has been so direct
Influence of

,
^

. •', r n tt • -r-.-

the Homeric or SO large as in the case of the Homeric poetry. Homer,
poems.

gg^yg pjato, was described by his admirers as ' the educator

of Hellas.' And there was a good deal of literal truth in the claim. In

Xenophon's Symposium (3. 5) one of the guests,—a fair type, it may be

supposed, of the ordinary Greek of his class and age,—is made to say :

—

' My father, anxious that I should become a good man, made me learn all

the poems of Homer.' In another chapter (4. 6) of the same piece we

read, ' Homer, the prince of poets, has treated almost all human affairs.

If any one of you, then, wishes to become a prudent ruler of his house,

or an orator, or a general, or to resemble Achilles, Ajax, Nestor, or

Odysseus,' let him study Homer. The Greeks of the classical age were

accustomed, indeed, to regard all poetry more or less from a didactic

point of view. To them, the poet was especially a teacher. Aristophanes

often expresses this view of his own work, and is true to orthodox Greek

sentiment when he enumerates the lessons, in one or another province,

which may be learned from the oldest poets (Frogs 1030 ff.). 'Homer,'

oldest and foremost of poets, was also the greatest of the teachers.

The Homeric influence is not only all-pervading in Greek literature, but

enters also into every part of Greek life.

Herodotus (11. 53) speaks of Homer and Hesiod as having created the

Greek theogony. The Homeric poems traced types of divine character

which had an enduring influence on the Greek imagination. They also

presented old legends about the gods in a form from which an artistic

instinct had purged away the grossest elements. And by that beauty and

majesty with which Homeric poetry often invests the greater deities, it did

the Greeks an inestimable service ; it made them conscious that their own

religious sense was higher than their mythology.

Further, it should not be forgotten that, for the Greeks of the classical

age, Homer was an historian. Such a view of him is common to minds so

different as those of Herodotus and Thucydides. Appeals to the historical

authority of Homer are not infrequent in Greek literature.

133. Besides the two famous epics, many other poems were commonly

,,, ,
attributed to ' Homer.' Callinus [circa 660 B.C.) believed

Works as- *> /

cribed to Homer to have composed the epic Thebais (Pans. ix. 9. 5).

Homer. Hcrodotus leaves it an open question whether Homer is or

is not the author of the Epigoni (iv. 32). Homer's name, apparently,

could easily be attached to any epic of sufficient merit, especially if it

concerned Troy or Thebes. But this was not all. The hymn to the

Delian Apollo is regarded by Thucydides as the work of Homer. The

satirical poem Margites is ascribed to Homer by Aristotle. The parody

called the Batrachomyomachia (probably written c. 490 B.C.) also passed as

Homer's. To him, too, were ascribed the Epigrams,—16 short pieces or

fragments, of various classes and ages, in hexameter verse; the places
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mentioned in them (except Arcadia in no. i6) all belong to the west coast

of Asia Minor. The opinion that the Iliad and the Odyssey are the only

genuine works of Homer dates only from the Alexandrian age, and perhaps

did not become fixed before the time of Aristarchus.

134. The ancient notices of Homer's life appear to have been founded

on poems attributed to him. This is clearly so as to the

legends about his birth-place ; e.g. the claim of Colophon Hom"r's ufe.

rested on the Margites, and that of Chios on the Delian

hymn. The extant Btot 'Ofji.ripov are in no case older than the Christian

era : that in Ionic, which bears the name of Herodotus, is a biographical

romance, written probably in the second century a.d. The earliest recorded

reference to Homer is that which occurred in a lost poem of Callinus, as

reported by Pausanias (above, § 133)- The earliest mention in extant work

is by Xenophanes, who settled in Italy c. 530 B.C. The earliest quotation

is by Simonides of Ceos (fr. 85, //. 6. 148).

, The term ' Homeridae ' occurs first in Pindar, Nem. 2. 2, 'O/Aijpi'Sat

paTTTcuv tjreWaotSot, referring to Homeric rhapsodists; where,

however, the scholiast says that 'originally the name was

given to descendants of Homer, who sang his poetry in hereditary succes-

sion.' The logographers Acusilaus {c. 500 B.C.) and Hellanicus (c. 440 B.C.)

spoke of them as a clan in Chios named from Homer (Harpocration s.v.

'OiJLTjpiSai,): so also Strabo xiv. p. 645. They are mentioned by Plato as

depositaries of the apocryphal poems (twv aTroficTaiv cttcuv) ascribed to

Homer (Phaedr. 252 b), and as upholders of his fame {jRep. 599 E,

Ion 530 d) ; by Isocrates (or. 10, § 65), as knowing esoteric traditions

of his life.

I35- 'Homer' had been a subject of philosophical or rhetorical dis-

quisition in Greece before any properly critical study of the Q^g^^ int^^-

poems began. Theagenes of Rhegium {circa 525 B.C.) is pretersof

mentioned as the earliest of the allegorizing interpreters,
Homer,

who excused Homer's imputations on the conduct of his deities by

explaining Hera as the air, Aphrodite as love, and so forth. Anaxagoras

attempted a like process ; the Homeric Zeus, he said, is mind, the Homeric
Athena is art. These allegorizers are 'the old Homerists' (ot dpxaioi

'Ofx,f)piKoi) of whom Aristotle says that ' they see small resemblances, but

overlook large ones' {Metaph. 13. 6. 7). Rhetorical and sophistical

ingenuity, such as that of Protagoras or of Hippias, also found ample

material in the Homeric text. Again, there were students of Homer
whose aim was to reduce his narrative to plain historical fact. Thucydides

(i. 9— 11) shows a leaning to a 'rationalizing' treatment of the Homeric

narrative of the Trojan war.

136. But it was at Alexandria that Homer first became a subject of

critical study. The great library contained texts (c/cSdo-cis)
Alexandrian

of Homer, which sometimes bore the name of the editor, criticism.
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e.g. 'the text of Antimachus,'

—

(aX ko.t avSpa); or the name of a

city, as ' the text of Massalia ' (ai Kara 7ro\«i.s). Besides these, there

were ' common ' or ' popular ' texts (Kotvat, Srj/xwSeis). All these were

probably derived from an older vulgate text, of which the sources are

unknown. This is a reasonable inference from the apparently narrow

limits of textual divergence. The Alexandrian critics refer to various

readings in particular verses, and to omissions or additions of a small

kind, but do not indicate large discrepancies or dislocations. And those

fragments of Homer which have recently been found in papyri of the third

century B.C. (or of a somewhat later but still early date) contain nothing

which invaUdates this view.

The earlier Homeric criticism of Alexandria (from about 270 to

150 B.C.) is associated with the names of Zenodotus, Aristophanes, and

Aristarchus.

Zenodotus of Ephesus, who became librarian of the Alexandrian

Museum in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus (281;

—

247 B.C.), pubhshed a recension of Homer, and a Homeric

glossary {'OfiripLKoi yXma-a-ai). He appears to have been a gifted man,

with a critical aim, but without an adequate critical method. Relying

too much on his own instinct, he made arbitrary changes in the

Homeric text ; but he was a pioneer, and the effect of his work was, to

some extent, lasting. Aristophanes of Byzantium (area 195 B.C.), a pupil

of Zenodotus, brought out a recension of Homer which
Aristophanes.

, , , , , . , ,

seems to have been sounder than his masters, inasmuch

as he had more respect for the evidence of manuscripts. His reading

seems also to have been wider. A story characteristic of the two men
has come down. Anacreon describes a fawn as forsaken Kepoia-trrjs mro

/iar/Do's. Zenodotus wrote ipoia-crrjs, on the ground that only the males

have horns. Aristophanes vindicated Kipoicra-q's by showing that poets

(Pindar, Sophocles and Euripides) ascribe horns to hinds as well as to

stags.

Aristarchus of Samothrace (a pupil of Aristophanes, and his suc-

cessor in the headship of the Library) flourished c. 180

—

Aristarchus. i_i- i j / \ / ,

145 B.C. He published (i) avy-ypap-pAXTa, treatises on special

questions connected with Homer : (2) vTroiJi.vrip.aTa, continuous com-

mentaries on the Homeric text : and (3) eKSoVcts, editions of the text

itself. Two such editions came from his hand ; the second seems to

have closed his labours on Homer. Previous grammarians had dealt

chiefly with rare or archaic words (yXcucro-at) : Aristarchus studied also the

Homeric usages of more familiar words. In forming his text, he gave due

weight to manuscript evidence. He also commented on the mythology,

the archaeology, and the topography of the poems. His recension was

never adopted in its entirety as a standard text, but had much more

influence than that of any other single authority. He was the best

Homeric critic, and the greatest scholar of antiquity.
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Almost all that is now known about the lost works of Aristarchus

comes through Didymus, a laborious grammarian of Alexandria, who,
circa 30 B.C., wrote a treatise on the Aristarchean text of Homer (irtpi. t^s

'Apta-Tapxuov SiopSojo-ews). The work of Didymus is itself known only

through the ' Epitome,'—a series of extracts from Didymus and three

other writers on Homer (Aristonicus, Herodian and Nicanor), compiled

circa A.D. 200—250 by some unknown hand. In the tenth century, a

transcriber of the I/iad copied this Epitome into the margin of his manu-
script. That MS. is the famous Codex Venetus A, now in the Library of

St Mark at Venice.

The division of the /had and the Odyssey into 24 books each seems

to have been firmly established at Alexandria as early as

circa 250 B.C., but its origin is unknown. Writers of the The division

fifth and fourth centuries B.C. indicate passages of Homer
merely by mentioning the persons or events prominent in them : thus

verses are cited as occurring iv vewv KaTaX.6y<o (11. book 2), iv Aio/x,ij'8ous

dpitTTeM (bk. 6), iv Xltol's (bk. 9) : iv 'AXklvov ctTroXoyM (Od. 8. 521), iv tois

viVrpots (Od. 19. 386 ff.).

137- The library founded at Pergamum in Mysia by Eumenes II,

early in the second century B.C., became a rival to that at

Alexandria ; and a rivalry in Homeric criticism followed. "^^^ Perga-
, . / . . mene school.

Crates, of Mallus in Cilicia, who was librarian of Pergamum
in the time of Aristarchus, wrote on Homer, and his emendations of the

text are sometimes mentioned. In the view of Crates, Homeric criticism

ought to include a mass of problems, philosophical, historical, and physical,

which Homer suggested. The Pergamene school was rather inclined to

despise the accurate grammarians of Alexandria ; its own efforts were

pretentious and sterile.

138. The most important scholia on the //tad are those in the

tenth century Codex Venetus A, and come mainly from

two sources, viz. (i) the Epitome already mentioned Ancient com-
'

; ,

'^ '
, mentaries.

(§ 136), and (2) a body of commentary compiled later

than the time of Porphyrins (circa a.d. 270), whose 'Homeric Problems'

were used. The most valuable scholia on the Odyssey are those in the

Codex Harleianus (13th cent.), no. 5674 in the British Museum.
Eustathius, archbishop of Thessalonica in the second half of the twelfth

century, compiled IlapeKySoXai eU rr/v Oixrjpov TAiaSa KoX 'OSixrcreiai', i.e.

' Excerpts ' bearing on Homer, which are taken from a very large number
of writers, and illustrate both the language and the subject-matter.

139. The Alexandrians had decided that the //iad and the Odyssey

were the only authentic works of Homer. But their

scrutiny into the authorship of the poems virtually stopped J.^'^^

there. From a few casual mentions we learn that in the

Alexandrian age there were, indeed, some persons who ascribed the //tad

alone to Homer, and the Odyssey to a different author. These were the
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'Separaters' (ol xu)pit,ovr€<;). Aristarchus wrote against this 'paradox,'

which never had any vogue in the ancient world.

140. A modern student of the Iliad and the Odyssey is at once struck

„. ,„ with two broad facts about them, (i) Each shows finishedine rio- . Aii^tii' 1*
meric poetic art. And Greek hterature begms with these master-
question.' pieces. We have no samples of the ruder work which must

have gone before. There is no parallel for such a phenomenon in the

history of any other literature. (2) Each forms, in a large view, an organic

and artistic whole. Yet each contains some parts which, on grounds of

language or of matter or both, seem irreconcileable with the belief that

one poet composed the entire epic. These two problems are the basis of

' the Homeric question.'

141. F. A. Wolf (born in 1759) published his Prolegomena at Halle in

1795- The critical study of the Homeric question began

with that book. Wolf sought to prove four main points,

(i) The Homeric poems were composed, about the tenth century e.g.,

without the aid of writing, which then was either wholly unknown
to the Greeks, or not yet in use for literary purposes. The poems

were handed down by oral recitation only, and in that process suffered

some changes. (2) The poems were for the first time written down
about 550 B.C., in the time of Peisistratus. They then underwent

some further changes at the hands of ' revisers ' (Siao-Kevaa-Tai), or learned

critics. (3) That artistic unity which belongs to the Iliad and (in a yet

higher degree) to the Odyssey is not mainly due to the original poems, but

has been superinduced by artificial treatment in a later age. (4) The
original poems, out of which our Iliad and our Odyssey have been put

together, were not all by the same author. But there was one poet, of

commanding genius (' Homer '), who made ' the greater part ' of the songs

afterwards united in the two epics. This great poet not only ' began the

weaving of the web,' but 'carried it down to a certain point.' The
' Homeridae,' who made the rest of the songs, ' were following the lines

traced by him.'

Wolf, while stating his view with great power, had the tact to re-

Deveiopments
^^^^^ ^''°™ making it too precise ; and its elasticity has

of Wolf's been one source of its influence. The genuine develop-
theory. ments of Wolf's theory have shown one of two tendencies.

One bent (represented by Lachmann) has been to make ' the first great

poet ' less influential than Wolf did ; the other (represented by Hermann)
has been to make him more so. Lachmann dissected the Iliad into

18 lays, and supposed that almost every one of them had originally been

independent of all the rest. Kochly, performing a like process with a

different result, found 16 such lays. Hermann, on the other hand,

conceived that the great primitive poet (' Homer ') had produced, in a

series of short unwritten lays, the original sketch of each epic (' Ur-Itias,'

' Ur-Odyssee'), which later poets merely filled in or developed.
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142. In contradistinction to the Wolfian view (held in common by

Lachmann and Hermann), that Homer was a primitive

author of short lays, G. W. Nitzsch (in works extending
^^go^gg

over the period from 1828 to 1862) set forth a radically

different conception. He regarded ' Homer ' as a poet who began a new
epoch—by composing a large epic out of the short lays of an earlier

period. This epic was the Iliad. The Odyssey, 'the work, perhaps,

of the same poet,' was built up from similar materials. In both epics,

some interpolations and changes were afterwards made by other hands

;

but each is the work, mainly, of one man.
Grote, accepting Nitzsch's fundamental proposition—that Homer was

the founder of epopee as distinguished from the epos of short lays

—

conceived that our Iliad has grown, by later additions, out of a poem
of more limited scope, an Achilleid, which originally consisted only of our

books I, 8, and 11 to 22 inclusive. Geddes, accepting Grote's general

view, has argued that the additions to the Achilleid were made by the

same poet (distinct from the original Homer) who composed the Odyssey,

W. Christ, in Prolegomena to his edition of the Iliad (1884), reverted

to a view more like Hermann's (§ 141),— viz. that Homer composed a

number of short lays, intended to be recited separately, but connected

in his mind by an organic plan. He finds in the Iliad 40 such lays, which

followed one another in the order of our text. This body of lays, the

original Iliad, afterwards received some additions by other poets, and by

rhapsodes.

143. The general result of Homeric study since the time of Grote has

been to strengthen the belief that the original nucleus of our

Iliad was a series of lays by a great poet who fixed the main fuits.— lUad.

incidents of the story, leaving room for others to expand and

to complicate it. Books i, 11, 16 and 22 probably contain the oldest

parts of the epic. The legends of Achilles and Agamemnon were Achaean,

belonging to Phthiotis in Thessaly, and the earliest lays about them were

probably Thessalian ; the prominence of Mount Olympus in the primary

books of the Iliad is a significant trait. Such lays may have been further

worked up by Aeolian bards in the colonies of Asia Minor. But the first

poet of our Iliad was an Ionian, applying matured Ionian art to Aeolian

material ; and the continuers of his work were also Ionian poets, whom
some critics associate with the Chian 'O/xrjpCSai. A well-nigh universal

belief in ancient Hellas connected Homer with the western coast of Asia

Minor, and especially with Chios. The Homeric dialect, as a whole, is

Ionic, mainly of an early stamp, but not such as can have been spoken at

any one time : it is composite, shaped by epic tradition, with an admixture

of Aeolic forms. As to the age of the Iliad, the range of conjecture is

still wide. A prevalent tendency of recent criticism has been to suppose

that 'Homer,' the first poet, lived about 900—850 B.C., and that before

750 the Iliad had grown into something like its present form; though the
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Doloneia (book lo), and several interpolated passages, are probably later.

It is impossible to accept Pick's theory that the Homeric poems existed

in a purely Aeolic dialect down to about 530—500 B.C., and were then

translated into Ionic by the rhapsode Cynaethus of Rhodes.

With regard to the Odyssey, special mention is due to the view

of Kirchhoff, which is briefly as follows. There was a very

ancient epic on the voo-tos 'OSuo-o-ecos, answering roughly to

our books 5, 6, 7 (greater part), 9, 11 (greater part), and 13 (to v. 184).

A later poet composed a sequel to this epic, consisting of books 13

(from v. 185) to 23 (v. 296) inclusive, excepting book 15. The original

'Return of Odysseus,' with this sequel added, is Kirchhofif's 'older

redaction' of the Odyssey—earlier than circa 800 B.C. About 660 B.C.

a third poet added books i—4 (the ' Telemachy
') ; books 8, 10, 12, 15,

23 (from V. 297), and 24. In doing this, he freely modified the 'older

redaction.' Thus arose the ' later redaction,'—our Odyssey, save for some

additions by later hands.

It is, at any rate, scarcely doubtful that the Odyssey was put together,

nearly in its present form, by one man, who used earlier Ionian poems,

and added to them. This may have been done in the seventh century •

but the older parts of the epic can hardly be later than c. 800—750.

Among the latest parts are the second vtKvia (24. i—204), and a passage

in the first (11. 565—621). The references to Athens (7. 80 and 8. 321

—

325) are probably Attic interpolations of the sixth century.

All that could be attempted here was to mark some of the more

Present
salient points in the modern ' Homeric question.' For a

position of the fuller discussion of it, students must be referrbd to special
question.

treatises. Careful inquiry has done much towards defining

the general limits within which a solution must be sought, and, as to those

limits, there is now a large measure of general agreement. But there is

less prospect of such agreement on the details of any precise theory ; one

reason of this being that the question necessarily leaves so large a scope

to the individual literary sense. Continued study of the Homeric text

itself, its contents, its language, and its style, is the only source from which

further light can be hoped.

144. The heroic saga of Troy, which furnished the material to the

Homeric poems, was also the source of several other epics, so

The Epic planned as to form preludes or sequels to the story of the

Iliad and of the Odyssey. The 'Ettikos kwXos was a body of

epic poems by various hands, arranged in the chronological order of the

subjects, from the origin and warfare of the Titans, down to the slaying

of Odysseus by his son Telegonus. When this Epic Cycle was first put

together, is unknown. The earliest notice of it is by a grammarian named

Proclus, whose date is uncertain, but may probably be placed about a.d. 140.

He wrote a 'S.fnqaTOfx.a.Oaa. ypafi/jLaTiKij, or ' Manual of Literature,' in which

he gave prose summaries of the poems comprised in the Epic Cycle.
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Extant fragments of the manual give his summaries of the poems in one
part of the Epic Cycle,—viz. that which concerned the Trojan war.

Arranged in the order of events, the series is as follows :

—

1. Kvirpia: 11 books. Origin and earlier part of the Trojan war. Ascribed to

Stasinus of Cyprus.

2. The Homeric Iliad.

3. Aiffioiris (so called from the Aethiopian Memnon) : 5 books. The Amazons at

Troy. Exploits and death of Memnon. Death of Achilles. Contest for his arms.

—

Ascribed to Arctinus of Miletus.

4. 'IXias ii.i.Kp6,: 4 books. From the contest for the arms of Achilles down to the

capture of Troy.—Doubtfully ascribed to Lesches of Mytilene.

5. 'IX£ou TT^/jcris: 2 books. Incidents attending the capture: story of Laocoon:
withdrawal of Aeneas to Ida.—Ascribed to Arctinus of Miletus.

6. Niffroi : 5 books. Adventures of heroes returning from Troy : Menelaus in

Egypt: murder of Agamemnon.—Ascribed to Agias of Troezen.

7. The Homeric Odyssey,

8. TT^Xe^oi^ia : 2 books. The slaying of Odysseus in Ithaca by Telegonus, his

son by Circe ; and what ensued thereafter.—Ascribed to Eugammon of Cyrene {circa

56s B.C.).

Of the KiJirpia we have about 49 verses in all, preserved in quotations : the earliest

citation is by Plato (Euthyphr. p. 12 a); but Herodotus (II. 117) mentions rot KuTrpia

l?rea, denying that the epic can be Homer's, since it contradicts a notice in //. 6. 289 ff.

Of the 'IXias ^lUKpd there remain 2 1 lines in all ; one of these is preserved by Aristophanes

(Eq. 1056 f.). Of the TX£ou wipcns we have but 12 lines in all, and of the NdffTOi only 3.

Nothing remains of the Aldioirls or of the 'H-riXeyovla.

These CycHc poerns imply a knowledge of the Homeric epics, and help

to fix a lower limit for their age. Stasinus, Arctinus, Agias and Lesches

are obscure names, of uncertain date. But the Cypria, the Aethiopis and

the Iliiipersis were probably as old as c. 775—700 B.C. The Little Iliad

and the Nosti can scarcely have been later than 700—600 B.C.

145. The fame of Hesiod, as an ancient epic poet, dates at least from

the early part of the seventh century B.C. From the literature .

of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. we can see that he was

then regarded as a great primitive teacher of practical and religious

lore, not unworthy, on this ground, to be named along with Homer.

The name 'Ho-toSo5, like "O/nrypos, became the symbol of a school,

and was attached to compositions of diverse origin. But there is

no reason to doubt that there was a poet named Hesiod, whose father

emigrated from Cyme, a town of Aeolis in Asia Minor, to the village of

Ascra, near Mount Helicon in Boeotia. The extant poems which bear

Hesiod's name are, the Works and Days, the I'heogony, and the Shield op

Heracles. The first two of these are the poems with which Hesiod's

name was chiefly associated throughout Hellas.

I. The "EpYo koX 'E.ix4pai., in its existing shape, consists of four parts, (i) Verses

I—382 : a piece addressed to the poet's worthless younger brother Perses, exhorting

him to work and to be just, (ii) 383—694, the 'Epya proper, in two chief sections,

viz. (a) precepts of husbandry, and {i) precepts of navigation, (iii) 695—764, a collection

of ethical and religious precepts on various subjects;—marriage,—friendship and its

duties,—ceremonial observances, to avoid the anger of the gods,—and actions which
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should be shunned as ill-omened, (iv) 765—828. A calendar of lucky and unlucky

days,—whence the second part of the title, 'B./J.epai..

It is impossible now to say with any exactness what the earliest form of this

composition may have been. But the nucleus of it, the practical lore and the proverbial

wisdom, must be as old as c. 750—700 B.C. It was always recognised by the ancients as

Hesiod's undoubted and characteristic work.

2. The Qcoyovia is in three principal sections, (i) i— 115. An introduction, in

which a hymn to the Muses (36—67) has been inserted. The author distinguishes

himself from Hesiod (22 ff.). (ii) 116— 962. Theogony proper: including (a) i—452,
Cosmogony : how the visible universe arose out of chaos. The eldest dynasty of gods,

Oceanus, Cronus, etc. {b) 4S3—880. The struggle between the dynasty of Cronus

and that of his son Zeus: defeat of the Titans, and victory of Zeus, (c) 881—962.

The supremacy of Zeus; the Olympian gods and their offspring, (iii) 963— 1022.

Goddesses who have wedded mortals, and their children. The last four verses form a

prelude to a KaraXoyos of illustrious women, piecing it on, for purposes of recitation, to

what precedes.

The Theogony is a compilation of temple-lore and popular tradition, which doubtless

had the sanction of Delphi, and remained a standard authority on the genealogical facts.

It may be as old as c. 700 B.C. : but, to judge by style and tone, of different authorship

from Works and Days.

3. The 'kattU ''BpaKXiovs, a short epic of 480 verses, tells how Heracles (for whom
Hephaestus made a shield) slew the robber Cycnus, son of Ares, at Pagasae in Thessaly.

In its present shape, it commences with 56 verses concerning the birth and previous life

of Heracles. This prelude begins with the words ^ oZi;, ' Or such as was... ' the hero's

mother Alcmena. It came, then, from the 'Hoiai—an enumeration of illustrious women
which was ascribed to Hesiod, and was so called because each heroine was introduced by

the words ij oIt). The Shield of Heracles is certainly of a later age than the Works and
Days or the Theogony. But it may be as old as c. 600 B.C. (Heracles has shield and
spear) : the use of p is more careful than in most of the Hymns. Other short epics,

also, were ascribed to Hesiod: either, perhaps, because their subjects (such as Dorian
legends) lay outside of the Homeric myth-cycle, or because the treatment seemed
Hesiodic, as dwelling on genealogy or on augural lore.

The distinctive note of Hesiodic poetry is the aim of imparting useful

stamp of knowledge, whether technical (as in Works and Days) or

Hesiodic historical (as in the genealogical poems). Further, it has a
poetry.

theological aspect: it stands in relation with the guardians

and expounders of sacred lore at Delphi. This connexion is illustrated

by the fact that a response of the oracle quoted by Herodotus (6. 86)

contains a verse of Hesiod {Op. 285) ; and also by that trait of Hesiodic

style which consists in substituting a descriptive epithet for the name of

an object (e.g. ^tpioiKoi for 'snail,' Op. 571); a trait well-known in Delphic

phraseology (Plut. Mor. 406 e). As seen in the Works and Bays, Hesiod's

style lacks the Homeric nobleness, and the Homeric rapidity. It is a

homely style, of slow movement; the small groups of verses are like

separate beads on a string. But there is an exquisite charm in the poet's

feeling for the sights and sounds of country life, and for the signs of the

changing seasons.

146. A collection of 34 pieces in hexameter verse has been handed
down with the title, ' Hymns or Preludes of Homer and the

H^mns'"^"'^
Homeridae.' Rhapsodists usually prefaced an epic recita-

tion by an address to some god; Pindar speaks of such
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' Homeridae ' as beginning Atos e/c Trpooifiiov {JV. 2. 3). Most of these

pieces were meant to serve as rrpooi/ua, as is shown by the formula at the

end, where the reciter says that now he will pass from the god to another

theme. The hymn eis 'AiroXXwva is composed of two originally distinct

poems, viz., one to the Delian Apollo (vv. i— 178), and one to the Pythian

Apollo (179— 546). The other hymns on a similar scale are those to

Hermes (Hymn ill), to Aphrodite (iv), and to Demeter (v). Each of these

five longer hymns is a small epic poem (though each could be used as a

irpooLixiov),—narrating, with picturesque detail, some legend of the deity.

There are many passages of great beauty, especially in the Delian Apollo,

the Detneter and the Aphrodite. The Ionian epic style is fairly well main-

tained, and sometimes recalls the Odyssey ; but the Homeric spirit and
impetus are lacking. Much of the work may be referred, probably, to the

sixth century B.C. (or the later part of the seventh). Didymus of Alexandria

(c. 30 B.C.) thought that the hymn to the Deliayi Apollo, which Thucydides
undoubtingly gave to Homer, was by the rhapsode Cynaethus of Rhodes
{e. 01. 69, 504 B.C., ace. to schol. Pind. N. z. 1); but this is unlikely. It

may be as old as the seventh century.

Next in interest to the five great hymns may be placed no. vii, on
Dionysus taken by robbers (59 verses), and no. xix, to Pan (49),—both,

probably, Attic, of the fifth century. Some of the smaller pieces in the

collection are mere scraps of inferior work. The short hymn to Ares
(no. viii) shows Orphic influences, as do also xiv {Mother of the Gods),

XXX {Earth), XXXI {Sun), xxxii {Moon).

147. Epic verse continued to be written after the great age of Ionian
epos was over. The Homeric model was followed by such men
as Peisander of Rhodes, who (in the sixth century B.C. ?) wrote "^^^ '^*"

an epic on Heracles ; by Panyasis, the uncle of Herodotus,
^°^'

who celebrated the same hero ; by Choerilus of Samos, the historian's

friend, who took the Persian invasion as the subject of the earliest historical

epic on record ; by Antimachus of Colophon, Plato's contemporary, who
wrote a Thebais ; and by many others. The Hesiodic tradition, too, was
conrinued, in genealogical lore, by those dim figures of the seventh century,

Carcinus of Naupactus, Asius of Samos, Eumelus of Corinth. Then
there was a mystic epos, imbued with the Orphism of the sixth century.

A philosophical epos, preluded by Xenophanes, is represented by Par-

menides and Empedocles. (The Alexandrian and post-Alexandrian epics

will claim a separate, though brief, mention.)

But, in tracing the development of Greek literature as a natural growth

and as the expression of a national mind, it is correct to say that the epic

period was closing when the lyric period began. The Greek epic, as

a chapter in the evolution of Greek poetry, is represented by the age

of creative activity in that kind. Its typical works are the Homeric
poems.
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B. ELEGIAC, IAMBIC, AND LYRIC POETRY.

148. The lonians, who had created epos in its highest form, were also

the leaders in developing the species of poetry which arose

^'efj^''
next after it. cXcyos (a word which has been conjecturally

referred to an Armenian origin) was used from early times by

the Asiatic Greeks to denote a dirge for the dead, accompanied by the flute.

Phrygia, the home of early flute-music, seems to be the country from which

the elegos came to the lonians of the coast. But flute-music was not only

funereal, and by the side of the funeral ' elegy,' festive or martial flute-songs

arose, to which the name ' elegy ' was extended. A new metre for such

songs was invented by Ionian poets familiar with the epic hexameter. This

was the 'elegiac' couplet (cXcyetoi'),—an hexameter followed by a pentameter.

A continuous flow of hexameter verse sweeps the mind onward with it : in

the elegiac couplet, the effect of the pentameter is to give a meditative

pause, a moment of reflection,—inviting our thought to return upon itself.

Epic poetry moved in an ideal region of heroic life. Elegiac poetry was

an utterance of the new age which was beginning for Hellas, and especially

for Ionia, in the eighth and seventh centuries,^an age of gradual transition

from monarchy to democracy, an age of enterprise and discovery, of

colonization and commerce, when fresh interests and widening experience

stimulated individual thought and feeling.

Greek elegiac poetry was universal in its range of theme : it could give

utterance to patriotic exhortation, to tender sentiment, to

duration!
^" social gaiety, to the thoughts of the statesman or the philoso-

pher, and to mourning for the dead. In martial elegy, we

have a few verses from Callinus of Ephesus (660 B.C.), the first elegiac poet

on record, who urges his countrymen to repel barbarian invaders ; and the

stirring 'exhortations' (vTroBrJKai) of Tyrtaeus (c. 640) to the Spartans, in

the time of the Second Messenian War. Erotic elegy has its earliest

exponent in Mimnermus of Smyrna {c. 620 B.C.). Gnomic elegy is repre-

sented in the sixth century B.C. by Solon, with his thoughts on Attic politics

and on hfe at large; by Phocylides of Miletus, with his moral precepts;

and by Theognis of Megara (the only Dorian elegist of note) in those

counsels, based on the maxims of Dorian aristocracy, which he addresses

to his young friend Cyrnus. Funereal or commemorative elegy is illustrated,

early in the seventh century, by Archilochus ; in the next, by Sappho

(fr. 119) ; and in the time of the Persian Wars, by Simonides of Ceos. In

the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. elegiacs were occasionally written by

many great masters of Attic verse or prose. No other form of Greek

poetry lived so long. It was still cultivated with ingenuity and elegance in

the reign of ] ustinian.
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149- Iambic poetry, like Elegiac, was an Ionian creation, and first

comes into view at the same period, viz., circa 700—650 B.C.

I'he word iambus has been connected with the Greek lajnia
iambic
poetry.

('to dart or 'shoot'), as the metre of early satire: but

another view makes it non-Hellenic and of Phrygiaa origin (H. Flach,

Gr. Lyrik, p. 222). Elegiac and Iambic poetry may be regarded as, in a

sense, companion forms, aUke characteristic of the period which followed

that of the great epos. Both alike were fitted for the utterance of individual

thought and feeling on any subject ; and neither demanded, of necessity,

any high poetical gift. But there is also a difference between their aptitudes.

The elegiac measure, derived from the epic, always suggests a circle of

listeners : even when one person only is ostensibly addressed, the tone is

social. The iambic measure, (the nearest, as the Greeks thouglit, to the

cadence of every-day speech,) being more colloquial, is more suitable when
the utterance is more personal, as in satire, or in controversy. Solon

writes of his reforms both in elegiacs and in iambics : but the iambic form

is that which he prefers for keen self-defence in detail. Satire was more

especially the purpose to which iambic verse was applied by its earlier

masters, as Archilochus {c. 650 B.C.), Semonides of Amorgos {c. 640), and

Hipponax of Ephesus (c. 540), the inventor of the 'scazon.' This side of

the iambic tradition was continued in Attic Comedy. The satirical vein

was not, however, the only one in which these writers used iambic (and

the kindred trochaic) metre. Solon's iambics, already mentioned, have an

energy and a dignity which render them a worthy prelude to the iambic

verse of Attic Tragedy.

150. Elegiac poetry and iambic poetry were both, in their earliest days,

Ivric, i.e. were wholly or partly sung to music; but before , .'' ,..., . , 1 Lyric poetry.
the fifth century B.C. their connexion with music vvas relaxed

or lost. Greeks of that century would have designated elegiacs or iambics

as hrq. The lyric proper, inseparable from music, was called /xeXos : a

lyric poet was /xeXoTroids. {XvpiKoi occurs first in the second century B.C.)

The rise of Greek melic poetry was necessarily preceded by some progress

in music, (i) The Phrygian Olympus, c. 750—700 B.C., developed flute-

music, a.v\y)TLKrj. (2) Terpander of Lesbos, c. 710—670, improved the

cithara. The story that he gave it seven strings instead of four is now

rejected : it was already a heptachord ; but he added a note at the top of

the scale {vr/T-q), leaving out the third from the top (rptTi/), so as to obtain

an octave with one note of the scale omitted. He developed the art of

singing to the cithara, KiOaptaSiKi], and wrote vo'/ioi for it, sacred hymns to be

sung by one voice.

Greek melic poetry had two main branches, the Aeolian and the

Dorian. The Aeolian was monadic, for one voice, and was essentially the

utterance of the singer's own feelings. The Dorian was c^ora/, and dealt

largely, though not solely, with themes of public interest, especially with

those suggested by acts of public worship.

9—2
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Terpander established in Lesbos a school of KidapifSoL The lyric

poetry which grew from these beginnings took its colouring

iyrfcf^"''^" f^'O'" ^^^ Lesbian temperament, in which Aeolian fire and
passion were joined to a fine sense of grace and beauty in

nature and in art.

These qualities find unique expression in the fragments of Sappho
(iT. 610—565), which combine intensity of feeling with exquisite melody.

She was the head of a school or group of pupils in Lesbos, maidens whom
she trained in the lyric art, and much of her poetry seems to have been

connected with events in their lives. A new fragment of five sapphic

stanzas (much mutilated), addressed to her brother Charaxus, was found in

Egypt in 1896. Her slightly older contemporary Alcaeus appears, in

the little that survives of his work, as a brilliant Lesbian noble, tried by

war and exile, cheered by love and revelry; a man of original force in

language and metre, possibly the inventor both of the ' alcaic ' and of the

'sapphic' stanza,—fitting measures for lyrics to be sung by one voice,

in social gatherings. Sappho and (at an interval) Alcaeus are the great

names of the Aeolian lyric : there is no third. In matter and form,

Anacreon of Teos (c. 550—500 B.C.), the Ionian poet of pleasure, is akin

to the Aeolians, but, instead of their passion, he has only a certain grace

and sweetness. His metrical forms were largely of his own invention.

The spurious Anacreontea,—some 60 short pieces, all in 'iambic dimeter

catalectic' metre,—probably range in date from c. 200 B.C. to c. a.d. 400

or 500.

151. The Dorian choral lyric first took an artistic shape at Sparta.

Terpander had brought thither his citharodic art. A little

Jho^r^°iyric. later, Thaletas of Crete {c. 670—640 B.C.) had brought the

paean, the 'dance-song' {v-n-opxqixa), and the choral dances of

the Cretan Apollo-cult. Alcman {c. 640— 600 B.C.), who is said to have

come to Sparta from Lydia, is the first recorded poet of the choral lyric.

His best-known pieces y^txt farthenia (odes for choruses of maidens): one

fragment, found in 1855, contains about 100 verses. Among his other

works were hymns, paeans, hyporchemes, and banquet-songs (o-/cdAia).

Stesichorus of Himera in Sicily {c. 640—555 B.C.) is the chief repre-

sentative of the Dorian lyric in its earlier period. Heracles, Orestes, the

Atreidae, Odysseus, Helen, and other persons of epos, were taken by him

as subjects for hymns,—a form of poem previously reserved for gods or

demigods. He was, in fact, a lyric interpreter of epic tradition; his

dialect was epic, with a Dorian tinge. It was he who established the

tripartite structure in strophe, antistrophe and epode as the norm for the

choral lyric : but whether he was the first to add the epode is uncertain,

Further, he broke new ground by his lyric treatment of love-stories in his

poems entitled Daphnis, Rhadina and Calyca—precursors of the Greek

novel.

Ibycus (c. 550 B.C.) passed the first pare of his poetical career at his
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native Rhegium in Italy, and wrote choral lyrics in the epic style of

Stesichorus. He afterwards went to the court of Polycrates tyrant of

Samos (533—522 B.C.), and there wrote love-poetry of an almost Aeolian

fire. He is the only poet who has this kinship with both the great branches

of the Greek lyric.

Simonides of Ceos (born in 556 B.C.), an Ionian, but of the Attic

type, took the Dorian choral form for his lyrics. Others had sung of gods

and heroes ; he is the first who is known to have won the ear of Greece

for i-TTLviKia, odes on victors in the national games. He also wrote lyric

iyK(6fua on notable men. His hyporchemes, too, were famed. Excelling

in pathos, he made the dirge (Oprjvos) an accepted form of lyric song.

A lyric epitaph on the defenders of Thermopylae, and some lines on Danae,

show the finish and charm of his versatile art. His elegiacs have already

been mentioned (§ 148). He died in or about 467 B.C., probably at

Syracuse.

152. Pindar was born near Thebes in 518', and survived the year 446.

His fragments represent almost every form of lyric poem,

—

(i) hymns to deities, (2) paeans to Apollo and Zeus, (3) dithy-

rambs to Dionysus, (^\) prosodia, or processional songs, {^) partkeneia, choral

songs for maidens, (6) hyporchetnata, choral dance-songs, (7) encomia in

praise of eminent men, (8) scolia for banquets, and (9) dirges. Some of

these fragments are magnificent. Parts of nine paeans have recently been

discovered. But the forty-four odes of victory, k-KwiKia. or IkLvikoi,— 14 Olym-
pians, 1 2 Pythians, 1 1 Nemeans, and 7 Isthmians,—are the poems by which

moderns best know him, and they are also those which the old world
held to be his masterpieces. The choral i-n-iviKiov was usually sung after

the victor's return to his home, either in a procession {Olymp. 14) ; or, as

more often, at a banquet {O. i); or at the doors of the victor's house

{Nem. I. 19) : rarely at the scene of the victory {O. 8).

Like all Greek lyrics, Pindar's odes had an instrumental accompaniment,

—that of the lyre (which he calls X-ipa. or <j)6pfiLy^, and once KiOapi<s), or of

the flute (avkoi), or both combined. The general character and tone

of the ode decided the choice of the musical 'mode' (ap/iovla) in which it

was to be set. (i) The Dorian mode was grave, strong, majestic; as

Pindar himself says (fr. 67 Bergk*), Aojpiov /*eA,os o-c/tvoVaTov. (2) The
Aeolian mode was joyous, animated, festal, breathing the spirit of chivalry;

hence it is associated with the hcivuoi vojxos (OL i. loi) and with the

Kao-To/Deioi/ {Pyth. 2. 69). (3) The Lydian mode, suited to the aiAo?, was

tender and plaintive ; it was used especially in dirges.

These musical modes have their respective affinities with certain metrical

rhythms. The rhythms chiefly used by Pindar are the following, (i) The
dactylo-epitrite, based on the dactyl, -ww, and the epitrite, -^— . This

' His birth, in the third year of an Olympiad (fr. 193), is placed by Suidas in Ol. 65

(520—517 B.C.). 01. 65, 3 corresponds to 518 B.C., and this date is accepted by Christ,

Wilamowitz, and Schroder. 01. 64, 3, or 522 B.C., is, however, preferred by Boeckh

and Caspar.
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grave and equable rhythm, sometimes called 'Dorian,' is naturally suited to

the Dorian musical mode, with which it is associated in Olymp. 3. It is

found in about one-half of the fourty-four odes. (2) The logaoedic rhythm,

based on the trochee, —^, and the light or 'cyclic' dactyl, -v^v^, in which

the morae are not 2 + 1 + 1, but i^ + ^+i. Having a brisk and airy

movement, this rhythm is congenial to the Aeolian mode, with which it

is joined in Olymp. i, Pyth. 2, Nem. 3. The Lydian mode is thrice

connected by Pindar with the logaoedic rhythm {Olymp. 5 and 14, Nem. 4),

but only once with the dactylo-epitrite {Nem. 8). (3) The paeonic rhythm,

based on the paeon, — wv^v/, and kindred cretic, -«— . This occurs only

in Olymp. 2 (the best example), Olymp. 10, and Pyth. 5.

Pindar's choice of mode and rhythm has, again, a certain influence on

the colouring of his dialect. The basis of his dialect is that which Stesi-

chorus adopted when he set the first example of treating heroic themes in

lyric form. It is the epic, a composite dialect gradually shaped by poets,

and not exactly corresponding with any spoken idiom. But Pindar tempers

this with a certain infusion of non-epic Aeolisms and Dorisms, in propor-

tions varying with the musical and metrical character of the poem.

Two general types of structure appear in the odes, (i) Thirty-seven

of the forty-four are written in triads. The triad consists of strophe and

antistrophe, with an epode. The number of triads in an ode ranges from

one (as in Olymp. 4) to thirteen {Pyth. 4), but is usually three, four, or five;

there is no ode of two triads. Some, at least, of the odes written in

triads were accompanied by rhythmical dancing. (2) Seven of them are

written, not in triads, but in a series of uniform strophes {Olymp. 14,

Pyth. 6 and 12, Nem. 2, 4, and 9, Isthm. 7). These were processional.

As to arrangement of subject-matter, Pindar's normal scheme is (i) a

proem, relating to tlie particular victory which he is celebrating, (2) a myth,

which has some connexion with the victor's family or city, and (3) an

epilogue, in which he returns to his immediate theme. But there is nothing

mechanical in his method, which is of infinite flexibility and variety. His

transitions are sometimes boldly abrupt, sometimes delicately skilful; e.g.,

in Olymp. i the relative toC (v. 25) is the link between proem and myth,

as Ivo. (v. 95 ) between myth and epilogue. The first condition of under-

standing a Pindaric ode is to study it as a symmetrical whole.

Pindar's general characteristics are, splendour and swiftness of fancy

and of language,—linking of present with heroic past by myths,—wise

counsel, as of Delphi,—and panhellenic range of imagination. He had

a matchless power of shaping magnificent phrases, and giving them their

right setting in the spacious framework of the Dorian choral lyric. He has

the keenest sense of what is grand or beautiful in nature. When he is

epic (as in Pyth. 4), he brings out chosen moments with more than epic

vividness, but curtails the story with more than epic boldness. His pictures

of the heroes, so full of brilliant life, are in the spirit of Olympia, and of

the generation which had repelled the Persians.
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153. Bacchylides of Ceos (;:. 507—430 B.C.?), nephew of Simonides,

known till lately by a few fragments only, is now repre-
, ,.^

, ,
. - ^ . . Bacchylides.

sented by nineteen poems or parts of poems, found m
Egypt in 1897 : the date of the papyrus is probably c. 50 B.C. Of the

thirteen epinikia in this collection, three (iii—v) are for Hieron of

Syracuse. The other six poems are hymns about divine or heroic persons,

collectively called hi6vpap.l3oi in the large Alexandrian sense. Two of these,

both relating to Theseus, are of especial interest : viz. xvi [xvii], a paean

for the Delian Apollo, to be sung by a Cean chorus; and xvii [xviii], a

unique example of a dithyramb in the form of a dialogue. Bacchylides

was an elegant and facile poet, with a special gift for picturesque detail.

154. A yet more recent addition to the literature of the Greek lyric

illustrates the last stage of its decline. Timotheus of Miletus {c. 447—357),

musician rather than poet, was a popular composer of 'nomes,'—not grave

hymns, like Terpander's nomes, but of a more florid and dithyrambic type. A
papyrus found near Memphis in 1902 contains 253 verses, in free rhythms,

from his nome called the Persae. Here we have 214 lines from the

middle part of it (o/x^aXos),—which describes the sea-fight at Salamis,

—

and the end (o-^payt^), in 39 lines, where he names himself. It is the

oldest extant Greek ms. {c. 320—290 B.C.?).

C. DRAMA.

155. The origin of tragedy is discussed elsewhere (§ 424). The 'dithy-

ramb,' first mentioned by Archilochus {c. 6sob.c.), was afestive

song in honour of Dionysus. The name seems to be a com- development,

pound of St--(the root of Sios, cp. 8i7ro'A.ia) with a modified

form of BpiafxjSo's {triumphus), a word used by Cratinus (c. 448 B.C.), denoting

some kind of hymn to the wine-god. Out of the ' dithyramb,' drama was

developed by a gradual process, in which we can trace three principal stages.

(i) Arion of Lesbos {c. 600 b.c.) produced dithyrambs at Corinth

which were sung by a chorus, probably of 50 persons. Further, the

chorus of Arion was a rpayiKos xop"''- This meant ' a chorus of satyrs,'

the attendants of Dionysus : Aeschylus uses rpdyos in the sense of ' satyr

'

(fr. 207). The 'goat-chorus' may originally have been connected with an

Arcadian cult of Pan; but from Arion's time, if not from a still earlier

date, it was associated with Dionysus (cp. Herod, v. 67). The dithyrambic

chorus, personating satyrs, became a principal feature of the Dionysia at

Athens in the second half of the sixth century B.C. Satyrs, companions of

the wandering god, might naturally sing of his adventures, and the leader

of the chorus might take the part of Dionysus, or of some one related to

him as worshipper or as foe.

(2) In Attica an early stage of its development is associated with

the name of Thespis, a native of Icaria. At the Dionysia of 534 B.C.

he produced a dithyrambic chorus of satyrs, but with an improvement.

As leader of the chorus, he held a dialogue, not with the chorus, but with
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a person appointed for that purpose, who was called the answerer

(v-n-oKpLTij';, afterwards the word for 'actor'). There was now a dialogue,

there was narrative of action, and comment ; but there could be as

yet no drama. Here matters rested in the space between Thespis and
Aeschylus. The foremost name of that interval is Phrynichus. One
of his pieces was the Capture of Miletus (on the disaster of 494 B.C.):

another, the Phoenissae (476 B.C.), on the Greek victories of 480—79.

In the latter piece, the scene was at the Persian court : the chorus repre-

sented the wives of the king's Phoenician sailors. Phrynichus, as we know
from Aristophanes, was famed for the simple sweetness of his lyrics,

—

' native wood-notes wild,' which he warbled as if the birds had taught

him. To the same period belong Choerilus, an Athenian, and Pratinas,

a Dorian who came to Athens from Phlius. Both made their mark in

the development of the satyr-chorus, but little is known about them.

(3) Aeschylus, born in 525 B.C., is said to have first come forward

as a poet about 500, and to have gained his first victory
^ ' at the Dionysia in 484. His development of the choral

TpaywSia which he had received from Thespis and Phrynichus is thus de-

scribed by Aristotle (Poetics iv. 13):
—'Aeschylus first introduced a second

actor; he diminished the importance of the Chorus, and assigned the

leading part to the dialogue.' Aristotle had studied the history of Greek

drama; writing at Athens circa 330 B.C., he had access to the whole literature,

and to those records of the performances which he used in his lost

AtSao-KaXiai. No fact in Greek literary history rests on firmer authority than

his statement just quoted. Yet it has recently been alleged, without

evidence, that the addition of the second actor cannot have been the

work of Aeschylus, but must have been the official act of the State.

The archon was paymaster ; but the idea must have been the poet's.

The general ordering of the Dionysia was, indeed, subject to the State.

But in those early days, when the originally lyric rpaymSla was being

developed, each step in the development was due to the free initiative

of the poetical artist. Arion took one step, at Corinth ; at Athens,

Thespis took a second step ; Aeschylus took a third, the most important

of all, and thereby created drama. Instead of the single actor, not a

member of the chorus, with whom its leader held a dialogue, there were

now two actors, both separate from the chorus. An actor might take more

than one part. Thus in the Supplices, for which Aeschylus used only two

actors, there are three parts, Danaus, Pelasgus, and the Herald,—the first

and the third being played by the same person. A story could now be

told in action.

156. The words TpiKoyia. and Terpakoy'ia. cannot be traced back beyond
the Alexandrian age, but the things date at least from

V^xAozy. Aeschylus. A tragic poet, competing at the Dionysia,

produced a 'tetralogy,' or group of four plays, viz. three

tragedies (a ' trilogy '), and a satyr-play. The number of the tragic chorus

was at first 12: and the origin of 'tetralogy' is probably traceable to the
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fact that four such choruses approximately represented the old dithyrambic

chorus of 50. The collective tribute to Dionysus thus remained roughly

the same, but gained variety and interest by being made in four separate

parts, of which the last (the craTvpiKOV SpS/ta or craTvpoi),—a Trai^ovcra

TpayoiSta,—directly recalled the old rpayiKos xopos- The 'tetralogy' was
the regular form of tragic competition down at least to the close of the

fifth century, and perhaps longer. The year 340 B.C. is the earliest for

which a departure from the rule can be proved ; in that year the com-
petitors produced two tragedies each.

157. Among the seven extant plays of Aeschylus, the Supflices has the

most marked affinity with the earlier time when the TpayaBia

was essentially lyric. Its date is unknown, and has been Aeschy°us.
placed as late as 461, or as early as 492 : it must be older, at

least, than 472; possibly of 491 or 490. The distinctive feature is the

great importance of the Chorus, representing the fifty daughters of Danaus,

who have fled to Argos to avoid marrying their cousins, the sons of

Aegyptus. It was the first play of a trilogy; in the second (Aiywrtoi, or

©aXajiioirotoi?) the victorious pursuers forced on the marriage, and in the

third (AavaiSes) Hypermnestra was tried and acquitted for disobeying her

father Danaus by sparing her husband.

The Persae (472 B.C.), also largely lyrical, seems to have been prompted

by the Phoenissae of Phrynichus ; it was the second piece of a trilogy

which began with Phineus and ended with Glaums ; and it is the earliest

play taken from contemporary history by a poet who had shared in the

deeds which he celebrated. The Seven against Thebes (467 B.C.), that

Spa/itt "Apews p.€(rToV (Ar. Ran. 1022), breathes the soldier-spirit which

appears in the poet's epitaph on himself at Gela (Athen. 627 c), but is

not one of his best plays : it was the third piece of his Oedipus-trilogy,

following a Laius and an Oedipus. The Prometheus Bound (probably

later than 468) is an immortal masterpiece of creative imagination, moving,

with Titanic power, amidst supernatural beings and elemental forces, yet

presenting that vast and weird spectacle with unfailing obedience to the

Hellenic instinct for clearness and for measure. It was followed by a

Upo/uidevs Awo/xEi/os : whether the Ifiipc/iopos was first piece or third, is

doubtful.

In the Oresteia (458 B.C.), the only extant trilogy, each play is a whole,

within a larger unity ; the Erinys of the house prompts the murderess in

the Agamemnon, menaces the avenger in the Choephori, and is reconciled

with the spirit of mercy in the Eumenides. The character of Clytaemnestra,

—the vision of Cassandra,—the presentment of the Furies in bodily shape,

announcing and interpreting their own dread prerogatives,—these are

among the things which best illustrate the subKme force of the poet's

genius. The total number of plays written by Aeschylus is given by Suidas

as 90, by others as about 70 : the lower figure, so far as we can judge from

ascertained titles, is nearer the mark. This would represent the work of
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some 44 years, from circa 500 to 456 B.C., when he died in Sicily, at Gela.

We have about 45 1 fragments.

Aeschylus uses iambic verse with equal mastery for vigorous narrative,

as in describing the battle of Salamis ; for declamation, as in the stately

speech of Athena ; for invective, as when Apollo expels the Furies ; for

controversy, as in the trial of Orestes; or for descriptive passages of quiet

beauty, as when Prometheus depipts the change which he wrought on the

primitive life of man. The poet's lyric style, again, is altogether his own;

it has an epic tone, of Homeric nobleness ; it is boldly imaginative, with

an almost Pindaric rapidity in the succession of images ; and it is re-

flective, not in Pindar's gnomic or didactic manner, but in a way that

suggests a deeply-brooding mind, tinged with mysticism, grappling with

dark problems of life and fate.

But his dominant thoughts, at any rate, stand out in grand, simple

lines. He had seen vfipis overthrown in battle by the jealousy of the

gods ; he was an ardent lover of the freedom which he had helped to win

;

but it must be a freedom based on order, and secured against vj8/)ts : his

ideal is to //.i/V avapxov jj.i]t€ Seo-TTOToi/'/Acvov. Sin will be expiated by

suffering {SpdcravTi Tradelv) : but Zeus has shown men the way to wisdom,

and has ordained that by suffering men shall learn. Zeus, 'whosoe'er he

be,' is a power in harmony with reason, and working for righteousness.

158. The great founder of Attic drama was defeated at the Dionysia of

468 by a competitor some thirty years his junior, Sophocles

of Colonus (born c. 496), who then gained the earhest of

many victories. Ancient writers connect Sophocles with some improve-

ments in the external form of tragedy. He added a third actor (Arist,

I'oei. iv. 15); and raised the number of the chorus from 12 to 15 (auct.

vit., and Suidas). It was he, too, according to Aristotle, who first

employed the art of the scene-painter (crKrjvoypacf>La). We do not know
how much this means. But one thing is evident. Aristotle names

a-Kr]voypa<jiia and 'the third actor' as the two inventions distinctive of

Sophocles. Athenian tradition, then, which Aristotle had the amplest

means of knowing, must have clearly associated Sophocles with some

marked advance in the mode of producing plays.

More important, perhaps, than any matter of that kind was the

change which Sophocles made in the method of tragic composition. The
trilogy of Aeschylus consisted usually (if not invariably) of three tragedies

connected in subject, so as to form three chapters of one story: and the

satyr-play which completed the tetralogy had also (as a rule) some bearing

on that theme. Sophocles introduced the practice of writing a trilogy in

which the three tragedies had no link of subject with each other or with

the satyr-drama which made up the tetralogy. This change suited the

bent of his genius and the stamp of his art. The linked trilogy was a

fitting instrument for Aeschylus, a dramatist of spacious imagination, who

loved to express character by great strokes of action, and to trace the
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gradual working of nemesis up to some goal of divine reconciliation.

But the unconnected trilogy was more congenial to Sophocles. The
moral interest is the central one in his plays. When the single tragedy

has a final unity of its own, that more limited framework invites the

spectator to concentrate his attention on the finer touches of ethical

portraiture.

The Antigone, which may probably be referred to the year 442 or

441 B.C., is the earliest of the extant plays, as is indicated by some points

of internal evidence ; e.g. it is the only one of the seven which contains

no instance of 6.vTika^r\ (the division of an iambic verse between two
speakers), or of an anapaest in the first place of the trimeter. This

beautiful tragedy is typical of its author's method. A play of Sophocles

always involves some central issue so contrived as to prove the characters

of the chief agents to their depths. In the Antigone, that issue is the

conflict between the heroine's resolve to obey the unwritten law of the

gods, and the resolve of Creon to enforce his edict. The march of the

drama is in unison with the strength and clearness of the central con-

ception ; every incident, every speech, contributes to the progress ; at

each step the tragic interest rises towards the climax. The Antigone well

illustrates, too, the Sophoclean use of the Chorus, which with him is less

active than with Aeschylus, yet always directly assists the development.

It does so by attuning the thoughts of the spectators to successive moods
in sympathy with the action. In the Antigone there are six choral odes,

and each of them has a direct bearing on the dramatic moment at which

it occurs.

The Ajax, though its date is uncertain, clearly comes next in age to

the Antigone; the parodos is of the early type found in the Aeschylean

Sufplices, Fersae, and Agamemnon,—an anapaestic march followed by a

lyric ode. Ajax dies at v. 865, and then more than a third of the play

concerns the question whether he shall be buried. Athenians, familiar

with the cult of Ajax, would find the true climax of the play, not in his

death, but in the decision that he should receive funeral honours,—the

necessary preliminary to his consecration as a i7p(os.

The Oedipus Tyrannus, of uncertain date (perhaps circa 429—420),

has justly been regarded, from Aristotle onwards, as a model of excel-

lence in the construction of a tragic plot; it contains, too, scenes of

unsurpassed tragic power,

—

e.g. the abrupt exit of locasta, who sees the

worst before it is seen by her lord. The Trachiiiiae (written probably

between 420 and 410) has an imperishable charm in its Deianeira, one of

the most exquisite portraits in all drama. Heracles, when he comes on in

the last third of the piece, is less effective. The Electra may also be

placed, on internal evidence, among the later plays {circa 420—414?).

The avenging Orestes of Aeschylus and of Euripides is menaced by the

Furies : the Sophoclean Orestes acts in calm rehance on Apollo, and

there is no hint of trouble to come. The vengeance is regarded, as by
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Athena in the Odyssey, in the light of a simply righteous deed; and in

this sense the Sophoclean treatment of the story is characteristically

Homeric.

In the Philoctetes (409 B.C.), a theme treated by the two other

dramatists, the distinctive invention of Sophocles lay in associating the

young Neoptolemus with Odysseus, and thus providing a new source of

moral interest. No Greek play is superior to this in subtle character-

drawing or in pathos. The Oedipus at Colonus was first brought out, after

the poet's death, by his grandson and namesake, in the archonship of

Micon (402— i), at the Dionysia in March, 401. It is a patriotic play,

intensely Attic in feeling, with scarcely any plot, but of the highest interest

and charm : the passing of Oedipus, at the sacred Colonus, is of a sublime

beauty. A fourth actor is employed ; this, and the choice of subject, are

the only clear hints of date ; but there is no doubt that the play was one

of the poet's latest works. Aristophanes of Byzantium is said to have

known 130 plays ascribed to Sophocles, and to have been allowed 113 as

genuine. About 109 titles of lost plays are extant, and about 1012 frag-

ments. A large part of a satyr-drama, the Ichneutae, has been recovered.

According to Plutarch (Mor. p. 79 b), Sophocles spoke of his own
style as having passed through three successive phases, (i) In the first,

he had imitated the majesty, the pomp,—oyKos,—of Aeschylus. (2) The
second was marked by to TrtxpoV KtCi KaTa.Tf.yyav,—'incisiveness' (the

'sting' of style, not 'harshness'), and artificialism—an art which too

little hid itself. (3) The third was r)QiKuna.Tov Ae^cois elSos,—the kind of

diction which is most expressive of character,-

—

koX /ScAtio-toi/, and there-

fore best for his purpose,—fittest to make the persons of drama seem

real. (We do not know whence Plutarch got this : possibly it was from

Ion of Chios.) Our earliest play, the Antigone, is 26 or 27 years later than

the date at which Sophocles gained his first victory; and it is not surprising,

then, if we find no clear trace of the first, or Aeschylean, phase. But in

the Antigone there is more of visible and masterful art in language,

—

to

KaTOLTexvov,—than (e.g.) in the Philoctetes, where we certainly find to -^diKti-

Tarov. In his later years, Sophocles was influenced by Euripides in some

details of language and versification. But, in all essentials, the style of

Sophocles and the general character of his work remained, to the end,

thoroughly distinctive, and totally unaffected by the younger poet, to

whom, indeed, he everywhere presents a contrast. Thus the prologue of

the Trachiniae is Euripidean only in so far as it is historical ; it is totally

unHke the typical prologue of Euripides in being dramatic.

Aeschylus was a great creator ; Sophocles, pre-eminently a great artist.

He took the legends, and presented them in a harmonious and beautiful

form, suitable to the material, and intelligible to all men. Piety and

sympathy conspired to interest him in character,—in the motives and

feelings of men, and the effects on them of the disciphne administered by

the gods,—and he had seen that suffering might be a blessing. Sophocles
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is essentially an Athenian of the age of Pericles. The impress of that age
appears in his manner of reconciling consecrated tradition with newer and
larger thoughts. He invests the conceptions of the popular religion with

a higher spiritual and intellectual meaning. And the artistic side of the

age is expressed by him in poetry, much as in architecture and sculpture

it is interpreted by the remains of the Parthenon : there is the same sanity

and wholeness of work
;
power joined to purity of taste ; self-restraint

;

and a sure instinct of symmetry.
159- Euripides, born in 480 (16 years after Sophocles), began his

career as a tragic poet in 455, and gained his first victory

at the Dionysia in 441. Excluding the Rhesus, which is
"""" '^'

now generally allowed to be the work of some inferior hand (probably of

the fourth century B.C.), we have 18 of his plays. Earliest among these is the

Alcestis (438 B.C.), which stood as fourth play of a tetralogy in the place

usually held by a satyr-drama (with which, in vv. 747—802, the revelling

Heracles gives it a touch of kinship). To the same tetralogy belonged
the lost Telephus, in which the poet broke with tragic convention by pre-

senting that hero in the guise of a wandering beggar. The Medea, one of

the greatest, and perhaps the most faultless of its author's works, appeared
in 431. The Hippolytus (428 B.C.?),—distinguished as a-Te<j>avrjcf>6po'; (in

allusion to a wreath offered by the hero to Artemis) from an earlier

form of the play which had offended Athenian feeling,—is notable for

the psychology of Phaedra, and the skill which conciliates a certain

sympathy for the sinning woman with pity for the innocent youth whom
she brings to death. In the Andromache (probably earlier than 425 B.C.),

Hector's widow, now the concubine of Neoptolemus, and her son Mo-
lossus, are rescued by Peleus from the malice of Hermione and Menelaus,

while her lord is slain at Delphi through the intrigues of Orestes: a poor
play, mechanically closed by the intervention of Thetis. The Heracleidae

(also of the earher period) is a patriotic piece : the sons of Heracles,

persecuted by the Argive Eurystheus, are received and sheltered at Athens
by Demophon, son of Theseus.

The Hecuba (earlier than 423 B.C.), in which the widowed queen of

Priam wreaks her vengeance on the Thracian Polymestor, lacks unity of

design, but has a cleverly woven plot. The Supplices (421 or 420) is, like

the Heracleidae, patriotic, and commendatory of an Athenian alliance with

Argos. Creon king of Thebes has refused burial to the Argive warriors

slain there. Their widows come as 'suppliants' to Eleusis. Theseus de-

mands funeral rites from Creon, who is obdurate ; the Athenians vanquish

the Thebans in fight, and the Argive dead are brought to rest in Attic

earth. Like the last two dramas, the Mad Heracles (circa 420—416) tends

to exalt Athens,—the home to which Theseus brings the afflicted hero, to

seek pardon from the gods for the deeds done in his Hera-sent frenzy. In

the Ion (not later than 412), picturesque beauty and ingenious plot are

combined with a severe treatment of Apollo. Ion, the young temple-
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servant at Delphi, proves to be the god's son by Creusa—the child whom
he had left to perish. Athena decrees that Ion shall be king of Athens,

and progenitor of the four Attic tribes. The Troades (415) depicts

the sufferings of Trojan dames, Hecuba, Andromache, Cassandra, after

the fall of Troy. It is scarcely a drama, but rather a series of pathetic

scenes.

The Ekdra (413) is a notably original work, unsuccessful as a

tragedy, but deeply interesting as a characteristic treatment of a theme

handled by both the elder masters; here, too, the criticism of Apollo is

unsparing. The Helena (412) is based on the legend that the real Helen

went to Egypt, and only her wraith to Troy. Menelaus rescues her, by a

ruse, from the Egyptian Theoclymenus, and brings her back to Greece.

Some of the lyrics are fine; but the subject was ill-suited to tragedy, as

the comic poets did not fail to see. The Fhoenissae (c. 411—409) concerns

the same subject as the Seven against Thebes (which is glanced at in

vv. 751 f),—the war of Polyneices, supported by the Argives, against his

brother Eteocles. The 'Phoenician maidens' of the chorus are supposed

to be on their way from Tyre to Delphi, and to have been detained at

Thebes by the outbreak of the war. The play is not impressive as a

whole, but there are brilliant passages and effective scenes. The Orestes

(408) deals with a sequel to the slaying of Clytaemnestra and Aegisthus,

—

the madness of Orestes,—his peril, and Electra's, from the wrath of the

Argive assembly,—their final deliverance,—and, at the close, the rescue

of Helen by Apollo from the sword of Orestes. Despite much that is

inartistic or even absurd, this play enjoyed great celebrity.

Iphigenia among the Tauri (brought out probably between 418 and

412) is excellent both in plot and in character-drawing. Goethe's

Iphigenie is at least its equal in the latter quality, and has a more

effective close ; but the Greek poet was bound by the motive of the

myth to end with the founding of the Artemis-cult at Brauron. The

Iphigenia at Aulis, produced after 406, a beautiful play which the poet

left unfinished, forms, in subject, a prelude to the other : Artemis rescues

the maiden, the betrothed of Achilles, from the altar at Aulis, and carries

her to the Tauric land. The genuine play ends at 1508; a spurious epi-

logue, of wretched workmanship, has been tacked on to it. The Bacchm

(finished, though not acted, before the poet's death in 406) was written at

the court of Archelaus, and designed for performance in Macedonia, to

whose traditions of orgiastic worship the subject was congenial. In

picturesque splendour the play has no Greek rival. It is unique in its

sustained glow of Dionysiac enthusiasm, to which keen irony lends the

force of contrast, and in its sense of natural beauty lit up by fancy.

The Cyclops, the only extant satyr-drama of Euripides, is founded on

the Odyssey (book 9) ; though not a strong piece, it has the interest of

showing that the genre which it represents was not farce, but Traxtfivaa.

Tfiaytuhia. Of 92 plays current under the name of Euripides, 75 (including
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8 satyr-plays) were held genuine by the Alexandrians. We know about

50 titles of lost plays, and have about 11 06 fragments.

The genius of Euripides was at discord with the form in which he
worked. He received tragedy with its primary conditions fixed :—three

actors ; a chorus ; and, for material, the heroic legends. Aeschylus and
Sophocles had felt, each in his own way, that the treatment must be ideal

;

i.e. a certain nobleness (of that Homeric kind which Eumaeus shares with

Achilles) must be preserved to the persons of the heroic saga. Euripides

broke this convention (i) by often making his persons the exponents of

modern subtleties, sometimes of his own thought; (2) by touches of
' sophistic,' and of the new rhetoric

; (3) by realism in the treatment of the

myth, e.g. by presenting Telephus in the guise of a wandering beggar.

Taking the ideal tragedy as his norm, Aristophanes insists in the Frogs,

and quite truly, that Euripides had robbed that tragedy of to. /ieyio-ra

(v. 1494), i.e. of its idealism. On the other hand, Euripides brought in

new elements of romance and melodrama, which have constituted one
of his charms for later ages.

In his technical method three points claim notice, (i) His choral

odes often have nothing to do with the action. The chorus of the two
elder masters was an organic part of the drama; between their dialogue

and their lyrics there was continuity of thought and tone. Such continuity

ceased to be possible when the myth was treated in a more reaHstic and
modern spirit. Euripides could not get rid of the chorus ; he was right,

then, from his own standpoint, in making it a free lyric adjunct, a source

of variety. Further, he admitted in his later lyrics the more florid music
which was coming into vogue; and he also introduced solos of that stamp
(/KovcjSiai) for actors, (ii) He made the prologue serve, like a play-bill, to

tell who the persons were, and where the story began. Though sometimes
inartistic, this was useful in days when fewer people were at home in the

myths; especially when he took them into the by-paths of legend, (iii) He
made a large use of the 6eos awo fi.-qxa-vrj's to close the play. The device

is sometimes effective (as in the Hippolytus and Bacchae), sometimes
clumsy (as in the Andromache and Orestes).

Certain thoughts on religion, conduct, and society pervade his work.

He resented the popular mythology which made gods immoral. He was
not, however, a mere agnostic or a pure rationalist. He recognised super-

natural forces. He recognised human instincts and emotions above, as

well as below, reason. Welcoming moral nobleness wherever he found it,

in ruler, in virgin-martyr, in peasant, or in slave, he was troubled by

the drift towards wrong and folly which he saw in public and social life.

Mental loneliness and unrest are felt in him. Shrinking from no problem,

and striving to reach the core of every situation, he makes his persons

throw out such sayings as rj yXiSa-a 6/i(Oju,ox', rj Se 4'prjy arto'/x.oTos, or «' S'

a'urxpov, rjv /ii? Toicrt xP"'/>*^°'5 Sony; These were seized on as immoral.

And his influence on the multitude in his own day was perhaps, on the
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whole, not good ; for he blurred those Hellenic ideals which were the

common man's best without definitely replacing them. The charge of

misogyny brought against him, the Greek poet who has treated women with

most sympathy and insight, is a gauge of the extent to which he was

popularly understood. But his human pathos has a universal appeal ; he

is, as Aristotle says (^Poet. xiii. 6), rpayiKwraTO's, the most moving of poets.

Though as a metrist he is inferior to both the elder masters, some of his

lyrics are unsurpassed in splendour of fancy (if.^. Bacch. 135—169), and

in dreamy charm {e.g. Hippol. 732— 755). In language he is an exquisite

artist who can veil his art. He was the idol of later antiquity; and is the

favourite of countless modern readers who care less for the ideal drama of

Aeschylus or of Sophocles.

160. After 400 B.C. tragedy declined : there were many tragic writers,

but no new master arose. Already in the fourth century the

of^Tragedy. work of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides was classical,

and it was prescribed that some piece of theirs should always

be acted at the Dionysia along with the new plays. Athens remained the

metropolis of tragedy till about 300 B.C. ; then Alexandria became so, and

in the reign of Philadelphus (285—247 B.C.) could boast of its seven poets

known as 'the tragic Pleiad.' In a.d. 217 the edict of Caracalla abolished

theatrical performances at Alexandria.

161. Tragedy sprang from the dithyramb ; Comedy from the songs at

rustic festivals of vintage and harvest, where the repro-
Ongin of ductive forces in nature, of which Dionysus was one type,
Attic Comedy. ' -' £^r '

were the objects of a rude symbolic worship. [Arist. Poet.

iv. § 12 77 Ko)fX(^Sta...d7ro tiZv to. (f>aWiKd (e^ap^^ovrcuv).] Thus Comedy, like

Tragedy, had an original kinship with the Dionysiac cult ; as, on the other

hand, the earliest Tragedy, like the earliest Comedy, was largely an im-

provisation {avToa-xeSiaaTLKTJ, Arist. Lc). But there was also a vital differ-

ence. Tragedy sprang from a form of lyric poetry which was already

artistic, and.already a recognised part of Dionysiac ritual at public festivals.

The germ of Comedy was a kind of mirth-making which had no similar

pretensions. Starting with this advantage. Tragedy preceded Comedy by

some 30 or 40 years in attaining its mature Attic shape.

Dorians, who had a turn for rough satire and broad drollery, were the

earliest comic entertainers. Megarian ' comedy,' first associated with the

name of Susarion (area 580—562 B.C.), seems to have dealt in jests of an

order which Attic wit soon learned to scorn. At Syracuse, in the first half

of the fifth century, Epicharmus advanced from the crude farce to a

riper comic drama, drawn sometimes from common life, and sometimes

from mythology. It is not known whether he used a chorus. The prose

fju/xoi of his Syracusan contemporary Sophron were scenes from everyday

life, classed, according to the sex of the persons, as dvhpeioi and yvvaiKHou

At Athens the course of development is supposed to have been some-

what as follows, (i) After the institution of the 'Great' or 'City' Dionysia
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(perhaps c. 475 B.C.), a merry procession called a Kw/ios had become a

feature of that festival. A troop of mummers marched into the sacred

precinct, to the accompaniment of flute and pipe, and sang a song in the

god's honour: after which, one of their number addressed the audience

in a humorous speech, turning on topics of the day. This comus was at

first voluntary and unofiScial. (2) Somewhat later, but probably before

460, the comus began to be organised with aid from the State : there was

now a •)(opTi]y!.a. for Comedy. (3) Between c. 465 and 431 B.C. the form

of Attic Comedy, as we know it, was evolved by a process of which the

details are unknown. KujawSta is thus 'the song of the kuJ/xos,' and pre-

sumably a term of Attic mintage; though the Dorians, according to

Aristotle, supported their claim to the invention by maintaining that it

was 'the song of the Ka>j«,-)j' (their equivalent for the Attic S-^/ios: Arist.

Poet. iii. § 3). Tragedy furnished the general model of the development.

Cratinus {c. 450) is said to have limited the number of comic actors to

three, and that number suffices for every play of Aristophanes (allowance

being made for the assignment of small parts to ' supernumeraries ' who
are not required to be absolutely mute). The number of the Chorus,

however, which in Tragedy was 12, and afterwards 15, was in Comedy
24 (as may be verified by the list of birds in Ar. Av. 297 ff.). In the

fifth century Comedy was the chief feature at the Lenaea (held in Game-
lion, at the end of January or beginning of February), but was acted

at the Great Dionysia also. The number of competing poets in the comic

aywi' was then three, but was raised in the fourth century to five. Each

poet exhibited only one comedy.

162. First among his predecessors, Aristophanes names Magnes {flor.

c. 460), who catered for the public with choruses of harp-

players,—of birds,—of frogs,—of Lydians, and what not, but qm comed^
failed to keep their favour. Then came Cratinus {c. 450

—

422),—the real founder of the Old Comedy,—who lived to defeat the

Aristophanic Clouds with his Wine-flask (nvrivrf),—boldly inventive, im-

petuous as a torrent,—-once the rage, and at last a poor unheeded dotard.

Next Crates (c. 449—425),—who turned from aggressive satire to more
elaborate character-drawing {jPoet. v. 3),—distinguished by his ' dainty

conceits' and delicate style; but he had only a wavering success.

Pherecrates (e. 438—410) imitated the manner of Crates, but without

wholly renouncing pohtical satire. Eupolis (c. 429—411), the con-

temporary and rival of Aristophanes, united a singular elegance of fancy

and diction with fierce and bitter satire, such as he levelled in his BaVrat

against Alcibiades, and in his MapiKas (Ar. JVu3. 553) against Cleon.

Cratinus, Eupolis and Aristophanes formed the representative Alexandrian

triad for the Old Comedy. Among its minor poets may be named Phry-

nichus (c. 429—400), who preferred literary or imaginative themes (thus

his MovoTpoTTos, or 'Solitary,' depicted a sort of Timon); and Plato comicus

(c. 420—390), who was mainly a political satirist; his Hyperbolus was

brought out in 415.

G. A. 1°
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163. Aristophanes, born c. 448, began his career with three plays ex-

hibited in the names of other persons. The Banqueters
ns op anes.

(^atraXeis, 427) is a Satire on the New Education, followed

in 426 by the Babylonians (subject-allies of Athens whom Cleon sets to

grind, like foreign slaves, in his mill). The Acharnians (425) is a plea for

the peace-party. Undeterred by the angry men of Acharnae, Dicaeopolis

makes peace with Sparta on his own account, and forthwith presents an

enviable contrast to the warlike Lamachus. In the Knights (424),—the

first piece which the author brought out in his own name,—Nicias and

Demosthenes, faithful slaves of Demos, extricate their master from the

clutches of his rascally Paphlagonian steward (Cleon); the onslaught on

the demagogue shows the Old Comedy in its most reckless mood of

unsparing satire. The Clouds (a revised form of a play first produced

in 423) is an attack on the new spirit of intellectual inquiry and culture

rather than on a school or class,
—

' sophist ' being used in a sense which

would comprehend (e.g!) Heracleitus and Anaxagoras no less than Pro-

tagoras and Prodicus,—and Socrates is taken as the type of the entire

tendency.

The Wasps (422), Racine's model in Les Plaideurs, is a satire on the

average citizen's delight in being paid to serve on the huge juries of the

law-courts, and the mad hunger for victims which it bred in him. The
Peace (421) resumes the purpose of the Acharnians. Trygaeus, a woe-

begone Athenian, soars to heaven on a beetle, and finds the gods

pounding the Greek states with the pestle and mortar of war. He frees

the goddess Eirene from a well in which she is imprisoned, and marries

one of her handmaids. In the Birds (414), two Athenians ('Plausible'

and 'Hopeful') persuade the birds to build a city in the clouds, to which,

having found wings, they migrate. The gods, cut off from earth by the

new settlement, send envoys to treat for peace, and 'Plausible 'marries

Basileia (' Royalty ') daughter of Zeus. The play is essentially a flight of

free fancy, an escape from the troubles of earth. It is a triumph of

imagination and of lyric melody.

The Lysistrata, brought out at the Lenaea of 411, shortly before

the Revolution of the Four Hundred, is reticent on politics, but

interprets the popular desire for peace. The women take the question

into their own hands, occupy the acropolis, and force the men to

capitulate. The Thesmophoriazusae appeared a little later, at the

Great Dionysia of 411, when the oligarchic conspirators had established

a terrorism, though they had not yet struck their blow. The play

eschews politics. Euripides is tried and condemned by the women
at their festival, the Thesmophoria. In the Frogs (405), produced soon

after the death of Euripides and of Sophocles, Dionysus goes to Hades
to bring back a poet: Aeschylus and Euripides contend in the shades

for the tragic throne, and the god's choice falls on Aeschylus. The play

is of unique interest as a contemporary criticism of Attic Tragedy by a

poet who thoroughly understood it, but was detached from it. In the
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Ecclesiazusae (392) the women, disguised as men, make their way into the

ecclesia, and decree a new constitution, disfranchising the other sex. The
Plutus (388) shows how Asclepius restores eyesight to the bhnd god ot

wealth, who thereupon enriches the good and impoverishes the unjust.

The Chorus has no lyrics, but merely takes part in the dialogue.

The Trapa'ySao-is was a characteristic feature which the Old Comedy
inherited from the comus. At some moment of pause in the action,

—

usually towards the middle of the play,—the Chorus turned round so as to

face the spectators, and 'came forward' a Httle towards them (hence

'parabasis'),—when the coryphaeus addressed the house in the poet's

name, setting forth his merits, his grievances, or his views on things in

general. The Acharnians, Knights, and Wasps have the parabasis in its

most complete and elaborate form. The Lysistrata, Ecclesiazusae and
Plutus have no parabasis. The full vigour of the Old Comedy (of which
the parabasis is a symbol) did not much outlive 420 B.C. In his political

satire Aristophanes scarcely affects to portray the real men ; he gives a few
of their superficial traits; but, for the rest, his Cleon and his Socrates are

almost as much types of tendencies as his personified 'ASt/cos Aoyos. It

was his bent of mind, indeed, to clothe the abstract with a concrete form

;

and this is a mental link between the rolhcking satirist of the Knights and
that poet of brilliant and delicate fancy who soars in the Birds.

164. Attic Comedy is traditionally divided into three periods. The
O/i/ Comedy, first matured by Cratinus, maintains its slashing

censorship of civic life in the earlier plays of Aristophanes, after Aris-

but becomes less pungently political in the work of his
t°pf>anes.

middle time (414—405), betraying the pressure of circumstances which
imposed caution and reticence. The Middle Comedy (to which the
Ecclesiazusae is akin, and to which the Plutus distinctly belongs) covers
the period from c. 400 to 336. Political and personal satire has well-nigh

vanished. The comic poet deals with types of characters or callings,

which furnish his titles {e.g. 6 Aw'o-koAos, 6 STparwuTj/s), criticises philosophy
or literature, parodies serious poetry, or travesties the myths. Scurrility

{alcrxpokoyia) has given place to innuendo (iirovoia: Arist. £t/i. iv. 8. 6).

The representative names of this period are Antiphanes and Alexis. The
New Comedy (vigorous from c. 336 to 250) is a mirror of ordinary life

and every-day interests—chiefly of eating, drinking, and intrigue. The
stock persons are those familiar to us from the Latin transcripts by Plautus
and Terence. Menander (^or. 321

—

c. 291) was the greatest master in

this kind. With an art at once powerful and delicate, he made his

characters live. But his recently recovered plays have not enhanced his

reputation. His yv^jxai, each forming an Iambic trimeter, are couched
in a diction often hardly distinguishable from that of Euripides,—who
was indeed, an inspiration to the New Comedy. Philemon, Diphilus,

Apollodorus, Poseidippus, are other prominent names.

But the ' Middle ' Comedy really shades into the ' New ' by gradations

which defy a hard-and-fast line. The distinction of ' Middle ' from ' New

'
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dates only from the age of Hadrian. The Alexandrians were content

to distinguish between ' Old ' and ' New.' And here, at least, a clear

line can be drawn. The 'Old' political comedy ceased when the

chorus (with its parabasis) dwindled and perished. In the second half of

the fifth century we hear of several short-lived or futile laws against

personal satire (/xij KM/xwSeTi' oVoyuao-Ti). But by the beginning of the

fourth century the dead set made against the comic xop'^ya by aggrieved

persons (like the dithyramb-writer Cinesias, whom the comic poet Strattis

called xopoK'''0''0';) had prevailed, and the chorus was doomed. The chorus

once silenced, the old political Comedy was gone ; and, though political

satire was still occasionally heard, the ' New ' Comedy, in the larger sense,

had begun. The further changes between 400 and 250 B.C. were not

organic, but merely reflected gradual alterations in the tastes and manners

of Athens.

D. HISTORICAL PROSE.

165. The earliest traceable Greek prose, in the sixth century and the

first half of the fifth, is that of chroniclers who put together

pro^se

^"^ ^ '•^^ local records of cities ; compilers of myths or genealogies

;

writers on the geography and traditions of countries outside

of Hellas ; and speculative thinkers, who sought briefly to set forth their

views on the origin of the physical world. These earliest prose-writers

were mainly Ionian ; but our knowledge as to most of them is very

scanty. Cadmus of Miletus {c. 550 B.C. ?), said to have written a kti'o-is

M.lXtJtov, is a wholly obscure name. Eugeon of Samos (c. 510?) wrote

annals of his island (wpoi SafitW). Charon (yfor. c. 470) did a like work

for his native Lampsacus (cSpoi Aa/ii/zaKi/vaJi/), besides writing on Greek

and on Persian history ('EXX-ijviKa, Hepa-iKo), and on the origins of cities

(KTto-eis). Xanthus, a Lydian (_fior. c. 450), wrote on the history of that

country (AwStaKa). Pherecydes of Leros {fior.-c. 450 B.C.), called an

Athenian because Athens became his home, compiled a large work on

mythology. Acusilaus {Jlor. c. 500), a native of Argos in Boeotia,

wrote 'genealogies' in which he drew on the Hesiodic. poems. Among

the early Ionian thinkers who committed their views to written prose were

Anaximander of Miletus (c. 611—547), his follower Anaximenes, and

Heracleitus of Ephesus {^flor. c. 500). In quasi-historical prose-writing

before Herodotus, the two most prominent names are those of Hecataeus

and Hellanicus. Hecataeus of Miletus {c. 550—478), who wrote a Ilepio&s

y^s, long remained an authority on geography : he was also a compiler of

genealogical and other legends. The Lesbian Hellanicus lived c. 482—397:

he compiled (i) local myths, (2) works descriptive of countries, as Ucpo-iKa,

'ApyoXi-Ko., and (3) lists of victors in games, etc. Thucydides (i. 97) men-

tions his 'Attikt] ^yypacjir] (the earliest Atthis), finding fault with its

chronology.
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In contradistinction to the eTroTroio's, or maker of verses, the writer of

prose narratives was called Xoyoiroio's, as Hecataeus is termed by Herodotus

(11. 143), or Xoyoypd.<f>o^, the name by which Thucydides (i. 21) describes

the earlier chroniclers generally.

These writers, with all their varieties of subject and treatment, had,

as regards form, one trait in common. They made no pretension to

charm of style. With them, the business of the 1/^1X05 \6yoi was strictly

practical,—to instruct. Hecataeus began his work on genealogies thus :

—

ExaTaios MiAijcrios wSe fivOiirai- TciSe ypd^xj), <os ynot ahqOia SoKeei tlvai- ol

yap EX.\rjvtiiv \oyot ttoXXol re Koi yeXoloi, <js i/J-oi <j>aivovTaL, ucr'iv (Demetrius

De elocut. § 12). Dionysius, in his general estimate of the ' logographers

'

{De Thuc. 5), notes also that they simply compiled, without sifting or

criticising.

166. Herodotus of Halicarnassus (born c. 484 B.C.) fought to free his city

from the tyranny of Lygdamis ; fled to Samos, but returned

after the tyrant's fall ; then went forth on wide travels, in-

cluding a visit to Egypt (between 449 and 445); found a welcome at

Athens, where he became the friend of Sophocles, perhaps of Pericles;

and finally made himself a new home in Magna Graecia with the Athenian
colonists at Thurii (443). He was again at Athens after 432, if, as is

generally assumed, -TrpoirvXaia. in v. 77 are the Propylaea completed in

432. He alludes to the surprise of Plataea by the Thebans (vii. 233),
and the expulsion of the Aeginetans by the Athenians (vi. 91), in 431:
to the execution at Athens of the Spartan envoys bound for Persia

(vn. 137), in 430: and to the devastation of Attica by the Lacedaemonians
(ix. 73). It is certain, then, that the History was under his hands till about

429 or 428. He probably died c. 425, leaving book ix unfinished. The
present division into books (perhaps older than the naming after the Muses)
is a good one, showing insight into the structure, but is certainly not the

author's own. When he wants to say that he will mention something
further on in his work, he uses such phrases as iv aXXw \6yio (vi. 39), iv

ToTo-i oTTiorOe Xdyoio-t (v. 22): and it is in this general sense that we should
understand ev tw ttjowto) twv Xoyiov (v. 36), referring back to i. 92.

The History derives its unity from the idea of collision between East
and West, between Asiatic and Greek, culminating in the Persian wars.

The first six books are, as it were, prefatory, leading up to the last three,

in which the work reaches its climax. Book i is the career of Cyrus, the

founder of the Persian Empire. Book 11, opening with the accession of

Cambyses, describes Egypt ; in book iii, the new king conquers the Nile-

laud, dies, and is succeeded by Darius. Books iv and v give the Persian
campaigns in Scythia and Thrace, with an account of those countries ; the

Persian expedition to Libya, with some notices of that region and its

Greek colonists ; and the Ionian revolt to 498. Book vi, after finishing

the Ionian revolt, relates the Persian expedition against Greece of 492, and
that of 490, repelled at Marathon. Then comes the crown of the work
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the great narrative of ra MijSiKa in books vii, viii, ix, from the invasion of

Xerxes in 480 to the retreat of Mardonius, and the capture of Sestos by the

Greeks, in the winter of 479/8. It is possible that these last three books

were the first which Herodotus planned and finished, and that he after-

wards wrought his other material into the form of a large and varied

proem to the Mr/Sixa. However that may be, the History, in its present

shape, has a true unity,—not marred by book u, the part most obviously

suggestive of an independent origin.

The sources used by Herodotus were manifold and various;—such

records (chiefly monuments and inscriptions) as were accessible in cities

or in temples, especially at Delphi; oracles; popular oral tradition; par-

ticular facts learned from specially informed persons (e.g. in. 55, iv. 76,

VIII. 65, IX. 16) ; Greek writers, whether poets or XoyoTrotoi (vi. 52, 55, 137,

etc.). He went about inquiring {Imopiiav), and tried to make out what

was the truth. When there are two versions of a story, he sometimes

gives both, either with an indication of his preference (in. 9), or without

it (hi. 47). He is perfectly fair, without personal or national prejudice

or malice : see, e.g., his remarks on the charge of medism against the

Argives (vii. 152). If in parts of the M»78tKa (e.g. the story about the

Corinthians at Salamis) he has reflected the Athenian feelings of his day,

that proves nothing against the man's own temper of mind, as seen in his

whole work. The treatise ascribed to Plutarch, Trepi t^s 'HpoSdroD KaKo-

yfido.'i—which includes (§ 12) the amazing charge that he was ^i\o/3ap;8apos

—is aptly characterised by Stein:
—'These assaults by an inordinately

vain patriotism—which had no conscience in regard to historical fact

—

prove in the most significant manner the uncorrupted and undaunted

integrity of Herodotus.' He never pretends to an accuracy or certainty

which he knew to be unattainable. In Egypt he had to rely chiefly on

priests and local guides, and this is his warning to his readers (11. 123):

—

' The stories told by the Egyptians can be adopted by anyone to whom
such things are credible. As for myself, my principle throughout the

history is this,—that I record as I heard it what was told on each occasion.'

Such warnings occur elsewhere also. When he criticises, the test is usually

subjective,—his own sense of probability or fitness (otKo's). He is pious

;

he treats the temple-legends with respect, often, too, with caution and

reticence. He hints that men can know nothing of ro. 6ela (11. 3): but

he clearly believes that supernatural agencies are potent over mankind;

indeed, he relies on them overmuch to explain what mortals do or suffer.

The painstaking good-faith of Herodotus—manifest on every page—is

indisputable. But he was not, of course, a critical historian : in his

materials, fact was mixed with myth and folk-lore in varying proportions,

and he was not competent to sift them. In regard to credibility, his

History cannot be judged as a whole : every separate statement must be

tried on its own merits. Akin to the Ionian writers of his own or an

earlier day in describing countries geographically and socially, he is novel
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in the massive epic-like unity of his plan, in the dramatic life of his

narrative, and also in the desire to amuse while he instructs, as seen

in his admirably-told stories. He is the earliest artist in his kind, the

Homer of European prose.

167. Thucydides, son of Olorus, an Athenian whose family was con-

nected with that of Cimon, and derived wealth from gold-

mines at Scaptesyle in Thrace, was born, according to one
^

account, in 471 B.C. ; but some think a date nearer to 460 more probable.

He is said to have been the pupil of Anaxagoras and of the rhetor Antiphon;

he was at any rate a disciple of the new intellectual movement, with its

scepticism of tradition, its cultivation of a popular dialectic, and its study

of rhetorical style. In the autumn of 424, when holding a military com-
mand on the coast of Thrace, he failed to save Amphipolis, and (probably

to avoid a death-penalty) went into banishment. During twenty years of

exile, he visited Peloponnesus, Sicily and Magna Graecia, and perhaps the

court of Archelaus in Macedonia. In 404 he returned to Athens. He
seems to have passed the last years of his life in Thrace. A conjecture

regarding the date of his death has been founded on his silence in book m,
ch. 116, as to an eruption of Etna which occurred in 396.

Throughout the Peloponnesian war, from its beginning in 431, he was

collecting and sifting material for his work,—doubtless, too, gradually

writing the first draft of it. But there is internal evidence that the History

did not take its present shape until after 404. His plan was to carry it

down to the capture of Athens in 404 (v. 26); but book viii breaks off

shortly after the Athenian victory at Cynossema (411). The Bios, of

composite authorship, which bears the name of Marcellinus (4th or 5th

century A.D. ?), says (§ 58), T-qv fxiu irpayfxaTuav avTov ot fi.lv KCLT£Te/j,ov eh

Tpcts Kol ScKtt ((TToptas, (xAAot 8e aXXws, adding that ' the current and re-

ceived division' (1; ttXcio-tij koI tj Koivrj) into eight books 'has prevailed' If

Thucydides had divided his work into eight books, the division into

thirteen, and the 'other' arrangements here mentioned, could scarcely have

found vogue. The division into eight books was presumably Alexandrian.

Book I opens with an outline of Greek history from the earliest times

(i—23), designed to bring out the incomparable magnitude and signi-

ficance of the war in which all Hellas (practically) was enlisted on the side

of Athens or of Sparta. Despite the inevitable attempt to rationalise

myth into history, this dpxatoXoyla shows an insight and a grasp un-

matched in the writings of the age. A survey of the irevTrjKovTacTM

(4yg—431) fills book I. 89— 117. The ' Archidamian ' or ten-years' war

(431—421) is concluded in books 11—v. 24. The rest of book v (25—116)

opens the story of the years of nominal peace (421—413), carrying it from

the spring of 421 to the autumn of 416. The formula in c. 26 marks the

author's sense that this is a distinct chapter of the war (yiypacj^e Se Kal

ravra 6 avros ®ovKvSC8rjs), and announces that the history will go down to

'the capture of the Long Walls and the Peiraeus' (in 404). Events in
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Greece Proper between the autumn of 416 and the autumn of 413 are

incidentally noticed from time to time in books vi and vii. Had the

author lived to finish his work, these notices would perhaps have been

incorporated, with additions, at the end of book v, which is incomplete.

The narrative of the Sicilian expedition in vi and vii, which has a unity of

its own, may have been written before v; thus it is noticeable that

Alcibiades, who figures largely in v, is introduced in vi. 15 as if mentioned

for the first time. Book viii contains the events of about two years (Nov.

413—Sept. 411),—the beginning of the AcKcActKos iroXe/^os or 'Ionian'

war (413—404). It ends abruptly in the middle of chapter 109. The

unrevised state of book viii may be inferred from various small defects of

style, but is less conspicuous than it has sometimes been represented.

The absence of speeches in vin cannot safely be regarded as a proof of

incompleteness.

In contrast with \oyoypd<j>oi who compiled uncritically and wrote for

effect, Thucydides claims that his history rests (a) on his own knowledge

as an eyewitness and hearer, and (d) on laborious and accurate research.

His ruhng principle has been strict adherence to carefully verified facts

(i. 21). We have only his results; but the lucid, judicial, severely earnest

mind which is seen in the History makes it easy to accept his own

account of his method. His use of ofificial documents is noteworthy. In

nine instances he gives the text of a treaty. Two of these affect Pelo-

ponnesian States only, and belong to the year 418 (v. 77, 79): to these

he may have had access, as an exile, through Sparta or Argos. One

(v. 47) is a treaty between Athens and the Argive confederacy, which he

may have seen at Athens after his return in 404. Three are agreements

between Sparta and Persia in 412 (viii. 18, 37, 58), which neither power

would have cared to publish ; how he obtained these, it is hard to say,

unless (as has been suggested) Alcibiades was the channel. The remaining

three, agreements between Athens and Sparta, are of the years 423

(iv. 118) and 421 (v. 18, 23). These last three, it is assumed, he must

have consulted at Athens after his return in 404 : though it is not evident

why he should not have seen them at Sparta. On the ground of some

apparent discrepancies of a small kind between these three documents

and his narrative, it has been supposed that the latter was composed

first, and that the documents were inserted in a revision made by him

after 404. The important point is that he desired to incorporate the

evidence of the documents themselves. That marks an approach to the

idea of critical history which places a wide interval between him and

his predecessors.

With regard to the speeches, which constitute between a fourth and a

fifth part of the History, he tells us (i) that he never introduces such a

speech except when he had reason to know that one had been made;

(2) that he does not pretend to give the exact form ; but (3) that he has

faithfully reproduced the speaker's general line of argument, the purport
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and substance of his speech, whenever it could be ascertained. With
Thucydides, a speech or debate reported in the direct form always

signalises a noteworthy point in the inner or mental history of the war, as

distinguished from the narrative of its external facts. It brings into relief

those thoughts and arguments which the writer wishes to make distinct

and vivid in their bearing on some political or strategic moment. The
style of Thucydides, most elaborate in the speeches, reflects the rhetoric

of the day in its verbal artifices, such as antithesis and the discrimination

of synonyms : so far it resembles the style of Antiphon. But it expresses

Thucydides himself in its most characteristic features,—the eager crowding

of thought on thought within one distended sentence, and the indifference

to strict grammar so long as the idea is forcibly brought out. A theory

has been put forward that the present complexion of the text is due
to wholesale interpolation in late times, and that the real Thucydides

was far more lucid, almost a Greek Macaulay. This view demands a

violent and unscientific handling of the text ; nor has it any support from
external testimony. There has been, no doubt, some interpolation, but

not in this sense or to this extent. A papyrus of the first century a.d.

lately found in Egypt contains Thuc. iv. 36—41 ; and the text is sub-

stantially the same as that of our mss., varying from it only in small details.

The genius of Thucydides is seen especially in the vivid power with

which he interprets the tempers, motives, and policies of states and
leading men. It is characteristic of him (in contrast, e.g., with Herodotus)

that supernatural agency finds no place in his work : the causes with

which he deals are rational and moral. Joining experience of war to

grasp of principles, he illustrates the military art on land and sea. Intel-

lectually and politically he is the greatest historian of the ancient world.

168. Xenophon, born about 431 B.C., of a good Athenian family, came
as a young man under the influence of Socrates. In the spring

of 401 he went to Sardis, on the advice of his Boeotian
^""'^

friend Proxenus, and there joined an expedition, including upwards of

10,000 Greek mercenaries, which the young Persian prince Cyrus was
about to lead inland,—nominally to Cilicia, but really into Persia, for the

purpose of overthrowing his elder brother, Artaxerxes II. In a battle

fought at Cunaxa, about 50 miles from Babylon, Cyrus was killed (Sep-

tember, 401). Soon afterwards the Greek leaders were treacherously

seized by the satrap Tissaphernes, at a parley to which he had invited

them, and put to death. The Greek troops, left leaderless, were in

dismay, when Xenophon (hitherto neither officer nor private soldier, but

merely an unattached volunteer) put heart into them by a spirited

speech, and caused new generals to be chosen, of whom he himself was

one. Fighting their way along the Tigris northward, past the site of

Nineveh, and then through the mountains of the Carduchi (Kurds), in the

fifth month (early in 400) they heard their vanguard cry, ' the sea, the sea !'

From Trapezus (Trebizond) on the Euxine, they made their way to
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Byzantium. After two months' service with the Thracian chief Seuthes,

the remnant of the Ten Thousand was incorporated at Pergamum with

the army of the Spartan harmost Thibron. There, in March 399,
Xenophon left them. If he then visited Athens, it was probably before

the death of Socrates in May. Later in 399 he was again on the coasts of

Asia Minor. In 396 he took service in Asia Minor with Agesilaus, and

was present at Coronea (394), when his favourite hero defeated the

allied Athenians and Thebans. Not long afterwards he was sentenced at

Athens to banishment and confiscation of goods, as the penalty of

'Laconism.' The Spartans gave him an estate at Scillus in Elis,

about two miles from Olympia, where, for many years {circa 387—371),

he passed his hfe in country pursuits (especially hunting), and writing.

This was his great literary period. Soon after the Spartan defeat

at Leuctra (371), he was driven from Scillus, and settled at Corinth.

After the new alliance between Athens and Sparta in 369, the Athenian

sentence on Xenophon as a ' laconizer ' was rescinded. His two sons

then went to Athens, and served in the Athenian cavalry at Mantinea

(362), where one of them (Gryllus) was killed. Xenophon's literary

labours were continued at Corinth, and partly, perhaps, at Athens. He
probably survived the year 355.

The writings of Xenophon may be classed as I. historical and political;

II. ethical or philosophical ; and III. technical.

I. The Hellenica, in seven books, takes up the history of Greece at the

point in 41 1 where Thucydides breaks off, and continues it down to the battle

of Mantineia in 362. The first part of the work (i—11. iii. § 10) completes

the design of Thucydides by carrying the narrative of the war down to the

capture of Athens in 404. This part has certain traits which mark it off from

the rest of the Hellenica, viz. (i) the Thucydidean arrangement of events

by years, (2) the absence of reference to sacrifices before and after battle,

(3) the abstinence from criticisms of a personal kind, (4) the annual

summary of Sicilian affairs. Dionysius {Ep. ad Cn. Pomp, iv), and Mar-

cellinus ( Vit. Thuc. § 45) speak of Xenophon's supplement to Thucydides

as a distinct work, to which he pieced on his 'EAXt^viki) la-ropia. The part

of Book II which begins at iii. §11 forms a connecting link. The rest of

the Hellenica falls into two chief portions, the first ending with the Peace

of Antalcidas (v. i). The supplement to Thucydides was doubtless

written first ; the two subsequent portions were probably separated both

from it and from each other by an interval ; Xenophon was still working

on the latter portion in 358. The History is full of instructive and

picturesque detail. It has not, however, the higher unity either of art

or of systematic thought. We miss the political insight and the in-

tellectual grasp of Thucydides. The chronology, too, is often obscure.

But the most serious defects appear referable to the writer's prejudices

(especially in favour of Sparta, and, above all, of Agesilaus). Thus the

Theban revolution of 379 is narrated without a mention of Pelopidas (v. v).
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Neither he nor Epameinondas is named in connexion with the battle ot

Leuctra (v. iv. § 3). The foundation of Megalopolis passes unnoticed

(VI. v).

The Anabasis comes chronologically between Helknica 11 and iii,

and accordingly in iii. i Xenophon refers us, for that expedition, to

the account ' written by Themistogenes of Syracuse.' This account is

no other than his own Anabasis, which was first published, it is clear,

under the name of the Syracusan. His motive may have been to avoid

the appearance of self-praise. In the Anabasis Xenophon is at his best

;

he tells his thrilling story with that freshness which a man of action often

commands where a literary artist might fail ; the style is plain, fairly

concise, never rising much, but full of lively detail. It is a memorable

book ; that march opened the eyes of Greece to the inner weakness of

Persia, and prepared the way for Alexander's invasion. The Agesilaus,

a panegyric on the Spartan king, is largely put together from the HeUenica

(books III and iv), and has been suspected as spurious, but without con-

vincing reason. The essay on the Lacedaemonian Polity commends the

institutions ascribed to Lycurgus, while admitting (c. xiv) that in modern
Sparta they have broken down. The IIcpi tto/dwv, suggesting means for

enlarging the revenues of Athens, is probably genuine. As appears from

c. V. § 12, it was not written before 355.

II. The 'A7roju.v)j/iov6v/xaTa {Memorabilia), recollections of Socrates,

exhibit him chiefly in the aspect which impressed the writer's practical

mind, as one who did moral and mental good to his associates. All

the principal features of the master's thought and method are brought out.

Xenophon, a Boswell, is probably truer to the life than Plato. The
Apology of Socrates, seemingly meant to supplement or correct Plato's

piece of the same name, is, if genuine, scarcely worthy of Xenophon. In

the interesting Oeconomicus, Socrates exchanges views with a typical

Athenian KaXos Kctya^os as to the management of his household and

land. In the Symposium, a suggestive picture of an Athenian supper-

party, Socrates discourses on the higher and lower i'pcos. There are

parallelisms with Plato's dialogue, but the question of priority is doubt-

ful. The Cyropaedia describes the education and life of the elder Cyrus,

regarded as an ideal ruler; it is Socratic in tone, and highly finished

in style, with a romantic colouring (as in the episode of Abradates and

. Pantheia, the first love-story in European prose). The Hieron is a

dialogue in which Hieron, tyrant of Syracuse, dwells on the advantages of

a private station, and the poet Simonides on the possible beneficence of a

Tupavvos.

III. The treatises on Horsemanship (Ilcpt hnriKrj%), the Cavalry

Officer (iTnrapxiKoi), and Hunting (KwryyeTiKO';) are practical manuals

rich in the interest of technical detail. But the Hunting cannot, in its

present form at least, be Xenophon's. The style in some parts (as in

i. I— 17) is not his.
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In the wide range of subjects covered by Xenophon he appears as an

Athenian of practical bent and shrewd common-sense, familiar with many
phases of non-Attic Hellas, a man who had seen and done much; a

writer without rhetorical ambition, but too genuinely simple to affect

simplicity; not wholly free from narrow prejudices, but of honest and

pure aims, and with a plain Attic charm of his own.

169. The short and mutilated 'kO-qvaimv XIoXtTtia, in three chapters,

Treatises on wrongly ascribcd to Xenophon, is by an unknown author,

the Polity of who Wrote circ. 424—420 B.C. It is thus the oldest extant
Athens.

piece of literary Attic prose ; in style not rhetorical, but

colloquial, terse and pointed. The writer (who has been dubbed 'the

old oligarch') dislikes democracy, but does not see his way to a change,

and argues, with much candour and lucidity, that the Athenians, having

adopted democracy, take the right means to maintain it,

—

e.g. by making

the subject-allies bring their lawsuits to Athens.

The 'AOijvaiwv TloXiTeia found in Egypt in 1890, and first published in

1891, has a preponderance of evidence in favour of its Aristotelian origin,

whether its present shape is due to Aristotle or to an editor. It contains

(I) a sketch of Athenian constitutional history to the restoration of the

democracy in 403 (cc. i—41), and (II) a description of the constitution

existing in 328—325 B.C., under the heads of (i) franchise, (2) legislature,

(3) administration, and (4) judicature (cc. 42—63). The first part raises

several problems, where it differs from other authorities; the entire trust-

worthiness of the second part is unquestionable ; and the historical interest

of the whole can hardly be overrated.

170. The earlier Greek historians had been travellers, soldiers, men of

Literary affairs ; in the second half of the fourth century we hear of

compilers of bulky histories compiled by purely Kterary men, whose forte
'^ °'^^'

was rhetoric. Ephorus, a pupil of Isocrates, wrote a history

of Greece (from the 'Return of the Heracleidae' to 340 B.C.), which was

valued by Polybius, and was freely used by Diodorus Siculus. Theopompus
(also an Isocratean) wrote Hellenica in twelve books, dealing with the

years 411—394; and a colossal Philippica (with Philip of Macedon for

its central figure) in fifty-eight books, covering the period from 362 (where

Xenophon leaves off) to 336. The period covered by his Hellenica was

also chosen by another continuator of Thucydides, Cratippus; and a

recently discovered narrative of the events of 396—5 has been variously

assigned to Cratippus or Theopompus, or Ephorus. With these writers

may be ranked Timaeus of Tauromenium, who carried the history of Sicily

to the year 264 B.C. In contrast with works of this ambitious scope, special

treatises on Attic history and archaeology {Atthides) employed a series of

writers from Cleitodemus or Cleidemus {circ. 360 B.C.) onwards. The
Atthis of Philochorus, which carried the history to 262/1 B.C., is the most

important of which fragments remain.
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E. RHETORIC AND ORATORY.

17^- The earliest Greek writer on the art of rhetoric was Corax of

Syracuse (c. 466 B.C.), whose T£';(i'»j Xoywi/ was primarily

meant to help the plain citizen in speaking before a law- lu^t^^''^

court. He divided a speech into five parts,—proem, narra-

tive, arguments (ayuves), subsidiary remarks (irapeK/Sacris), and peroration.

He also illustrated the topic of general probability (eiKo;), showing its

two-edged use : e.g. if A, a puny man, is charged with assaulting B, an
athlete, he can say, 'Is it likely?' If B is charged with assaulting A, he

can say, ' Is it probable that I should have done so, when my superior

strength was sure to create a presumption against me ?
' This topic of

ekos (says Aristotle, Hhet. 2. 24. 11) was the staple of the Art of Corax.

It was further developed in the rex"!; of his disciple Tisias (cp. Plat.

Phaedr. 267 a), who led a wandering life, and is said to have taught

Lysias at Thurii and the young Isocrates at Athens. Gorgias of Leontini,

when he visited Athens in 427 as an envoy from his fellow-citizens,

captivated the Athenians by his oratory, which had a poetical character,

and was especially marked by florid antithesis. It is doubtful whether he

wrote an 'Art': diction (Xe'fts), not invention or arrangement, was his

chief study. While the Sicilian school thus developed the technicalities or

graces of rhetoric, the Sophists of Greece Proper dwelt especially on the

minute proprieties of language ; as Prodicus on the discrimination of

synonyms (o'/j^ott;? oVo/naTuv, Plat. Euthyd. 277 e), and Protagoras on
correct grammatical forms (op^oeVeia, id. Phaedr. 267 c).

172. Antiphon, the earliest of the ten Attic orators in the Alexandrian

canon, was born c. 480 B.C., and put to death in 411 by the
11 r -1 •, • , , 1 , Antiphon.

restored democracy, on account of the part which he had
taken in organizing the oligarchy of the Four Hundred. His work as a

theorist and teacher of rhetoric is represented by three TcrpaXo-yiai, each

consisting of four skeleton-speeches in an imaginary trial for homicide

(a and y by the accuser, /8 and 8 by the defendant). Of his three extant

speeches in real causes, the most important is a defence for a man
charged with the murder of an Athenian, Herodes, in Lesbos (irepi

ToC 'HpuSou (j>ovov, c. 421—417 B.C.): another, a defence of a choregus on a

charge of homicide, arising from the death of a youth in training for a

chorus {^^pl Tov )(pp£tnov): the third, a speech in which a young man
charges his stepmother with poisoning his father (/caTiyyopia ^ap/xaK£ias).

Antiphon is the earhest professional writer of forensic speeches (Xoyo-

ypd<^os). He represents the 'austere' or 'rugged' style of early prose

(avo-T»;pd dp/iovio), as distinguished from the 'smooth' (yXa<^vpd) of

Isocrates, and the ' middle ' {fi^a-r]) of Demosthenes (Dionys. De comp.

verb. 22—24). It is dignified, weighty, slow in movement, and prone to

contrasts of single words (e.g. yvoypuTrai, SiKaurrai, So^ao-rat, Kpirai, De caede
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Herod. § 94). The ' periodic ' structure of sentences (Xe'^is KaTea-Tpajx/jiivrj)

is seen in the earlier and stifFer phase of its development from the
' running ' style (eipo/xeVrj) in which clauses are simply strung together.

173. Andocides, born c. 440 B.C., gave evidence in 415 as to the muti-

lation of the Hermae ; was sentenced in the same year to

partial disfranchisement for alleged acts of ' impiety 'j and
went to Cyprus. Revisiting Athens in 411, during the oligarchy, he was

imprisoned; returned to Cyprus on being released after the fall of the

oligarchs ; and again coming to Athens in 410, addressed the ecclesia in

the extant speech On his Return (jr^pl t^'s eavrov Ka668ov), praying for the

removal of his 'atimia.' His appeal was rejected, and then he spent

some years in visiting various parts of Hellas. The general amnesty of

403 finally enabled him to return to Athens. In 399 he was brought to

trial for ' impiety,' on the ground that he had attended the Mysteries at

Eleusis though disquaUfied by 'atimia' from doing so, and defended

himself in the most important of his extant speeches. On the Mysteries.

He was acquitted. In the winter of 391—390, during the Corinthian

war, he was one of the Athenian plenipotentiaries sent to treat for peace

at Sparta, and in 390 made at Athens his extant speech On the Peace with

Lacedaemon, urging that the terms offered by Sparta should be accepted.

His advice was not taken. According to the pseudo-Plutarch {Lives of

the Orators) he was again banished. The speech Against Alcibiades which

bears his name is a late rhetorical forgery. Andocides is a vigorous speaker,

generally plain in style and method, and relying but little on rhetorical arti-

fice. The best example of his excellence in lively and graphic narrative is

afforded by De Myst. §§ 34—69.

174. Lysias, a native but not a citizen of Athens, was the son of a

Syracusan named Cephalus, who had settled there as a

/teroiKos on the invitation of Pericles. The date of the

orator's birth is uncertain: ancient authorities place it in 459/8; but

recent critics, circ. 450—440 : his extant work belongs to 403—380.

After his father's death, he left Athens, while still a boy, for Thurii,

where he passed his youth and early manhood. Driven from Thurii

after the Athenian reverse in Sicily, he returned to Athens in 412, with

his brother Polemarchus. In 404 the comparative wealth of the brothers

marked them out for plunder by the Thirty Tyrants, who put Pole-

marchus to death. Lysias escaped ; and returning in 403 with Thrasybulus

and the exiles, settled down to work as a writer of forensic speeches. His

industry seems to have been great. Upwards of 230 compositions bearing

his name were recognised as genuine by the Augustan Atticists. We
have 34 speeches (3 fragmentary, and 8 more or less mutilated), of which,

however, six are spurious, viz. the Epitaphios (or. 2), Against Andocides

(or. 6), To his companions (or. 8), For the soldier (or. 9), the seconi

speech Against Theomnestus (or. 11), and the defence For Polystratus

(or. 20). Of the 28 genuine pieces, the most important and brilliant
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is the speech Against Eratosthenes (or. 12), spoken in 403 by Lysias

himself against the man (formerly one of the Thirty Tyrants) who
had been chiefly instrumental in the murder of Polernarchus. The per-

oration, on the crimes of the Tyrants (§§ 92—100), was famous. Next in

historical interest stands the speech Against Agoratus (or. 13, c. 399/8),

an informer who had slandered away the lives of many citizens during the

tyranny in 404. The defence For Mantitheus (or. 16, c. 392) is a good

example of the skill with which Lysias could adapt a speech to the ^Sos of

the person who was to speak it—in this case, a high-spirited young
Athenian. The ' deliberative ' oratory of Lysias is represented only by a

fragment of a speech written for delivery in the ecclesia, a Plea for the

Constitution (or. 34 Trept toS /f^ KaTaXCo-ai k.t.A., 403 B.C.) : and his

' epideictic ' oratory, only by the brilliant fragment of his Olympiacus,

spoken at Olympia (388 B.C.).

The qualities for which Lysias was especially admired by the best

ancient critics were, a delicate mastery of Attic, subtle expression of

character (^Sottouo), vivid description (evapyeia), and a certain flexibility of

mind which gives him almost unfailing tact and charm
(x°-P'-^)- Techni-

cally, he represents the ' plain ' style (lo-^vo? x"-paKTrip, Ait'^ or d^eXijs Xe|ts,

tenue or subtile genus dicendi), as opposed to the ' stately ' (//.cyaXoirpcTrjj's)

and the 'middle.' He was the first rhetorical writer who reconciled

literary finish with the Attic idiom of ordinary life.

175. Isocrates, born in 436 B.C., lost his patrimony in the later years

of the war, and after teaching rhetoric at Chios for about

a year (404—3), became a professional writer of forensic

speeches at Athens. This period of his activity (403—393) is represented

by six extant orations, among which the Aegineticus (or. 19, 394—3) is

the best. In his later writings he speaks slightingly of such work for the

law-courts,—evidently regarding it as a mere accident of his early life.

His true career began in or about 392, when he opened a school at

Athens near the Lyceum. The nature of the disciphne which he sought

to impart is best gathered from his discourse Against the Sophists (or.

13, c. 391 B.C.), and from the speech On the Antidosis (or. 15, 353),—the
latter being an apologia ('an image of his mind and life,' § 7), thrown

into the shape of a forensic speech against a man who had challenged

him to undertake the burden of the trierarchy or submit to an exchange

of properties {antidosis'). The art which he professes to teach is, briefly,

that of speaking or writing on large political subjects, considered as a

preparation for advising or acting in political affairs. This is -q t<Sv

Xdycui' TTatScta,—his ^iXotrot^ia., or theory of culture, as he sometimes

calls it {Antid. § 50). He distinguishes this art (1) from all studies which

have no direct bearing on the higher political life, and (2) from studies

which, though practical, are narrow in scope {e.g. forensic rhetoric). Cen-
suring teachers who claim too much for their method {Adv. Soph. § 10),

he emphasizes the need of natural aptitude (<^wis) and of hard work in
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the learner. His aim was to develope the faculty of his pupils through

their own efforts {Antid. §§ 186—191). Many of them stayed with him
three or four years (Antid. § 87). His school was famous throughout

Hellas. Monographs have been written on the ' disciples of Isocrates,'

a long and varied list of eminent names, including Timotheus, Leodamas
of Acharnae, Lycurgus, Hypereides, Isaeus, and the historians Ephorus

and Theopompus.
Twenty-one speeches or discourses (besides nine letters) bear the name

of Isocrates, and all are probably genuine. Six (as noticed above) are

forensic. Nine may be classed as scholastic ; viz., three hortatory letters

or essays (To Demonicus, To Nicocles, and Nicodes, oratt. i—3); four

' epideictic ' pieces (Evagoras, Encomium on Helen, Busiris, Panathenaicus,

oratt. 9— 12); and the two essays on education already mentioned

(Against i}ie Sophists, and Antidosis, oratt. 13 and 15). The remaining

six pieces are political. Two of these concern the relations of Greece

with Persia. The Panegyricus (or. 4, 380 B.C.) urges the Greek states to

unite in an invasion of Asia : this is the author's masterpiece, on which he

is said to have spent ten years. The Philippus (or. 5, 346 B.C.) exhorts

Philip of Macedon to lead a Panhellenic war against Persia. The other

four pohtical discourses deal with the internal affairs of Greece. The
Plataicus (or. 14, 373) is a Plataean appeal to Athens for aid against

Thebes. The speech On the Peace (or. 8, 355) exhorts Athens to abandon

dreams of empire (apx'^'), and content herself with ijyey.ovLa of a free

league. The Archidamus (or. 6, 366) purports to be spoken at Sparta by

Archidamus III, in protest against the Theban proposal that Sparta

should recognise the independence of Messene (restored by Epamei-

nondas in 370). The Areopagiticus (or. 7, prob. 355) contrasts the

Athens of the fourth century with that of Solon and Cleisthenes,—dwelling

much on the old power of the Areopagus.

Isocrates died in 338, at the age of ninety-eight, just after the battle of

Chaeroneia. He is said to have starved himself to death. If that is true,

the cause can scarcely have been Philip's success : rather, perhaps, the

breach between Philip and Athens. But in Epist. m, purporting to be

written after the battle, Philip is still his hope for Greece. If that letter be

a forgery, it is a skilful one.

The work of Isocrates was to establish a standard type of literary

rhetorical prose. His style is marked by a smoothness due to studied

avoidance of 'hiatus'; i.e. a vowel at the end of the word must not be

followed (as a rule) by a vowel at the beginning of the next (cjxuvrjevTa fi-ij

a-v/jLTTLTTTeiv). In the rhythm proper to prose (evpvOfjLia? /cat ixovcrtKoi^ ehrelv,

or. 13, § 16) he was the earliest artist, as Cicero, his disciple in this,

recognises (Brut. § 32). His period is not rigid, like that of Antiphon,

nor terse and compact, hke that of Lysias, but ample and luxuriant

(vTraywyiK-fj, ' leading one on,' like a winding river, Dionys. Dem. 4). The

Isocratic prose had had a wide influence on Greek writing in his own
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day, and later; it contributed to mould the style of Cicero (cp. Ad
Att. II. i); and through him, or directly, it has influenced modern
literature.

176. Isaeus, born probably c. 420 B.C., was a professional writer of

speeches for the law-courts, chiefly in private causes. The
branch in which he chiefly excelled is represented by the

eleven extant KXrjpiKol Xoyoi,—speeches connected, directly or indirectly,

with will-cases. These are of great interest for the history of Greek
testamentary law. There is also a large fragment of a twelfth speech,

belonging to a different class,—a case of appeal (e(^eo-ts) from arbitration

to a jury. These belong to the period f. 390—353 B.C. The eighth speech,

vepl Tov Kipwvos kXt^pov, is the most characteristic, both in narrative and in

argument, and shows Isaeus at his best. He is the earHest master, not,

indeed, of forensic rhetoric, but of close forensic argument. His art is

not, like that of Lysias, an art which conceals itself, but open, vigorous,

and confident. There is no reason to doubt that the young Demosthenes
studied with him {c. 366—363). 'The oratorical power (SctvoVrjs) of

Demosthenes took its seeds and beginnings from Isaeus,' says Dionysius

{^Tsae. 20). This is probably true in the sense that Demosthenes was

indebted to Isaeus for hints (i) in versatile arrangement, (2) in elabora-

tion of systematic proof, and (3) generally, in the method of grappling

with an adversary's case point by point.

177- Demosthenes, born in 384 B.C., the son of a well-to-do Athenian,

was left an orphan in childhood. His guardians, false to

their trust, handed over to him when he came of age

only a fraction (some £^,0 or ;£6o a year) of his patrimony. In 363 he

brought an action against one of them (Aphobus) and obtained a

verdict, but not the money; and, after some more fruitless proceedings,

set about making his living as a Xoyoypat^og for the courts. His

political career was preluded by four speeches in public prosecutions,

which are as many pleas for a high standard of public life {Androtion 335,
Leptines 354, Timocrates 353/2 and Aristocrates 352). Of these the

Leptines alone was spoken by Demosthenes himself: the other three

were written for cHents. The speech Against Meidias (347), who had

assaulted him, was never delivered, and remains a mere sketch. Ad-

dressing the ecclesia during the same period, he propounded a scheme
of naval reform in his speech On the Navy Boards (354); spoke For the

Megalopolitans against Sparta (353/2), and For the Rhodians (352 or 353?)
when they sought the help of Athens to throw off the Carian yoke.

His nine speeches against Philip of Macedon fall into two groups. The
earlier group consists of the First Philippic (351) and the three Olynthiacs

(349), spoken when Philip was still a foreign foe, threatening Greece

trom without. The second group comprises the speeches made after

Philip had become a Greek power by admission to the Amphictyonic

Council (346) ; viz.. On the Peace (346), the Second Philippic (344), On the

G. A. II
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Embassy (343, a forensic public speech), On the Chersonese (341), and the

Third Philippic (341). In 336 Ctesiphon proposed that Demosthenes
should receive a golden crown from the state. Aeschines then gave notice

that he would proceed against Ctesiphon for having proposed an un-

constitutional measure, but took no action till 330, when he delivered his

speech Against Ctesiphon, an attack on the whole public hfe of Demos-
thenes. Demosthenes gained a decisive victory for himself, and for the

honour of Athens, in the most finished, the most brilliant, and the most
pathetic oration of antiquity, the speech On the Crown. In 322 he was

one of the patriots whose surrender was demanded by Antipater. He fled

to Aegina, and thence to the islet of Calauria, on the coast of Argolis,

where he was found by his pursuers, and took poison.

The traditional collection of Demosthenic speeches, probably founded
at Alexandria in the third century B.C., contains 61 pieces (including the

Letter of Philip, no. 12). There is a large proportion of spurious matter;

but in regard to many particular pieces the critics are much divided.

Among the cm/xySovXeuTiKot Xdyot ascribed to him, the following may be

rejected:

—

On Halonnesus (or. 7), the work of Hegesippus, 342 B.C.: On
the Treaty with Alexander (or. 17), 335 B.C., by some unknown con-

temporary: and three rhetorical forgeries of later date,—viz., the Fourth

Philippic (or. 10), On Financial Organisation (Trepl cruvTa^eo);, or. 13), and
the Answer to Philip's Letter (or. 11). [The Letter of Philip, printed as

or. 12 among the Demosthenic writings, may be genuine.] Among the

St/caviKoi Adyot, the following in public causes (Sr^judo-iot) are spurious ;

—

Against Neaera (or. 59, c. 343—339 B.C.), Against Theocrines (or. 58, c. 340),

and the two speeches Against Aristogeiton (or. 25, 26—rhetorical forgeries).

The following speeches in private causes (iSwoTtKot),—arranged in the alpha-

betical order of the names of those against whom they were spoken,—are

spurious, but all or most of them were probably written between 369 and

322 B.C. :

—

Apaturius (or. 33), Boeotus 11 (40), Callippus (52), Dionysiodorus

(56), Euergus and Mnesibulus (47), Lacritiis (35), Leochares (44), Macar-

tatus (43), Nicostratiis (53), Olympiodorus (48), Phaenippus (42), Phormio

(34), Polycles (50), Stepha7ius 11 (46), Timotheus (49), Zenothemis (32).

The two cTTiSeiKTiKot A.dyot, Epitaphius (or. 60) and Eroticus (61), are

spurious. Quintilian (x. i. 107) knew letters of Demosthenes which he

thought genuine. The extant six letters (or some of them, especially nos.

2 and 3) have had defenders, but seem to be forgeries. The 56 irpooifua,

exordia or sketches for poHtical speeches, have been compiled from De-

mosthenes or other classical models by various hands and at various

dates.

Demosthenes is the greatest artist in Greek prose, commanding all the

resources of technical rhetoric, and blending the best traits of earlier

styles in new combinations, without a trace of conscious effort. He has a

great variety of tones, and no less diversity in his arrangement of topics,

which (in the political speeches especially) is often intricate, yet always
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leaves an impression of organic unity. He does not allocate one section

of his speech to narrative, another to argument, a third to emotional

appeals, and so on ; they are skilfully intermingled ; facts are connected

with principles ; thought is penetrated by feeling ; and the whole is fused

together by the fire of a powerful and ardent mind. Like Burke, he is a

representative of impassioned reason. No orator is more sparing in the

use of ornament for its own sake : in all his work it would be hard to

find a ' purple patch.' As John Bright found a well-spring of eloquence in

the plain and noble diction of the Bible, so Demosthenes uses the

simplest language without loss of distinction, and gains a persuasive

naturalness without falling into commonplace.
One of his characteristic qualities (in which he resembles but excels

Isaeus) is his manner of grappling with his adversary in close argument,

animated by lively question and answer, pointed with incisive irony, and
driven home with cogent vehemence. His pathos is of that austere and

reticent kind which marks the seventh book of Thucydides, a writer with

whose genius study and nature had placed him in the most intimate

sympathy. Demosthenes on the desolation of Phocis (or. 19, §§ 65, 66)

might be contrasted with Burke on the devastation of the Carnatic. It

would not be easy to surpass the indignant irony of the Third Philippic

(§§ 65, 66), or the restrained sarcasm which marks the earlier part of

the speech On the Chersonese ; and there are occasional touches of grim

humour, as when, in the speech On the Crown, he compares Aeschines to

a physician who prescribes after the funeral. His perorations are usually

quiet, in that Attic taste which preferred that a speech, like a Tragedy,

should close calmly ; and he often concludes with a wish in which the

final word is &}^y]\t,ov,—as in the First Philippic,—vikwtj 8' o rt irSo-ii' vfjuv

jW.eA.\€t o'VvOLO'eiV.

The ' private ' forensic speeches—which he occasionally wrote, amidst

the stress of his political career, down to at least 345 B.C.—are nearly all

for plaintiifs ; and he puts forth his strength in attack with the open art

of Isaeus. It is but seldom that, as in the speeches Against Conon

and Against Callicles, he portrays, like Lysias, the ethos of the 'plain

citizen ' who delivers the speech.

Laborious premeditation was his rule (cp. or. 21, § 191 i(XK€<l>9ai—
)u,6/teXeT»7KeVat

—

fiepifivija-a's). Careful composition is indicated by the

Isocratic avoidance of hiatus, though this rule is less strict in the later

speeches ; and by the unique rhythm governing those subtle harmonies

which modern criticism has sought to analyse. We may accept the

tradition that he rarely extemporised,—distrusting, perhaps, his own
impetuosity. Of his dehberative speeches, none would have taken

much more than an hour to speak: a limit which is natural, seeing

that they were to be spoken in the open air, and to an audience of

many thousands. It is possible that the written speech was sometimes

amplified in delivery : but in one instance, at least, which can be roughly
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tested—the speech On the Embassy, as compared with the reply

Aeschines—the written text must be nearly that which was spoken.

The form of Demosthenic oratory is inseparable from the spirit of 1

man and the statesman. His aim was to revive public spirit at Athens,

purify the administration at home, and to invigorate the foreign poll

Athens was to him a noble but wayward person, of a generous charact

with some dangerous faults (to t^s n-o'Xeios ^^os, or. 20, § 13). A stati

man must be sincere, fearless in speaking out, and mindful that he

responsible (v?r€v6wos) to the state. The only stable national power

that which rests on truth and justice (or. 2, § 10). ' Beware not to exhi

as a nation conduct which you would shun as individuals ' (or. 20, § 131

The struggle against Philip, which Demosthenes maintained, almost sing

handed, for thirteen years, must not be judged in the hght of evei

which he could not foresee. He was right, on every ground, in holdi

that Athens should stake her existence, as the champion of Greece,

defending the best thing that Greeks had known, the life of the free ci

To fail in that cause was better than not to have striven (or. 18, § 20S

not merely because, in the event, Athens fared better than the cowar

and traitors {ib. § 65), but because the Athenians had been true to thei

selves and to Greece.

178. Aeschines, an Athenian born in 390 or 389 B.C. (as or. i, §

,

shows), began life in narrow circumstances, and was for

time a tragic actor,—a calling for which he had the qualifi(

tions of a fine appearance and a magnificent voice. He afterwards becar

clerk (ypa/i/xaT«!s) to the Ecclesia. In 346 he was twice an envoy

Philip. His speech Against Timarchus (345) aims at showing that tl

man^who was about to charge the orator with misconduct on tl

embassy in 346—was disqualified by an infamous life from speaking

the Assembly. The speech On the Embassy (343), a defence against \

fellow-envoy Demosthenes, is extremely able, and contains some admirab

passages of narratives ; it just won him an acquittal. The speech Agak

Ctesiphon, attacking the whole career of Demosthenes, was an ignorainioi

failure. He then withdrew to Ephesus, and afterwards opened a school

rhetoric at Rhodes. The date of his death is unknown. Aeschines hi

brilliant natural gifts for eloquence. In the art he was deficient; li

style is uneven, and can fall low : but it often exhibits the ' splendou

which both Dionysius and Cicero recognise. He can be edifying '

lively ; his attack is vigorous and adroit ; he has wit and pathos. It

the riBiK)] ttiVtis that is lacking ; he fails to inspire trust.

179. Lycurgus (born c. 390), a member of the noble priestly clan

the Eteobutadae, served Athens from x-xZ to 326 B.C. :

minister of finance and of public works ; the precise title

his office (or offices) is uncertain. His only extant speech is that Again

Leocrates (c. 331), who had fled from Athens after Chaeronea, and

indicted as a traitor. It is a solemn and lofty protest on behalf of pub!
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spirit, blending the luxuriance of Isocrates (the author's master in com-

position) with something of the archaic stateliness of Antiphon.

180. Hypereides (born c. 389 B.C.), also a pupil of Isocrates, is now
represented by portions of six speeches, found in Egypt

between 1847 and 1890. i. Against Demosthenes, in the

Harpalus affair (324) ; a fragment, much mutilated : papyrus of second

century A.D., found in 1847. 2. For Lycophron (before 338); a fragment

of the earHer part, much mutilated : same MS. 3. For Euxenippus

(c. 330—324); almost entire: same MS. 4. Against Philippides {c. 336);

the latter part: papyrus of first century B.C., found in 1890. 5. Against

Athenogenes (c. 328—326); the greater part, but the beginning is lost:

papyrus of second- century B.C., found in 1888. This typical speech is

coupled by the author of the treatise ' On the Sublime ' (ch. 34, § 3) with

the orator's defence of Phryne as an example of his fine tact and skill.

6. Epitaphios (322) on Leosthenes and his comrades who fell in the

Lamian war ; imperfect at the end (but partly supplemented by Stobaeus

Flor. 124. 36) : papyrus of late first or early second century a.d., found in

1856. Hypereides unites the most varied qualities; a smooth fluency,

joined to force, rapidity and fire ; keen wit and sarcasm ; a diction now
lofty and now colloquial; the subtlest art, veiled by an easy grace. He
was not a statesman, nor a man of estimable character ; but a supremely

brilliant and versatile Athenian.

181. Deinarchus (born c. 365—360), a native of Corinth who lived at

Athens as a aeTocKos, wrote speeches for the law-courts, of., ., *.
-TN 1 A- Deinarchus.

which three remam,—those agamst Demosthenes, Ansto-

geiton, and Philocles, when they were accused of taking bribes from

Harpalus (324 B.C.). He was called (according to Hermogenes) a

kpl6woi ATjfj,o(TO€vrji, perhaps because his coarse imitation was to the

original as beer to wine. His name completes the Alexandrian decade

of Attic orators.

182. From about 300 to 280 B.C. the new settlements in Asia Minor

were the places where the study of oratory chiefly flourished. ... .

The old eloquence had been a fine art ; the new was little versus

more than the practice of set declamation, with a bent 'A"icism.'

towards bombast or forced point. This tendency has been called

'Asianism,' in contrast with the classical Atticism. A reaction in favour

of the Attic standards began towards the close of the second century B.C.

The maturity of the 'Attic revival' is represented at Rome, in the

Augustan age, by the best literary critic of antiquity, Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus.
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F. PHILOSOPHICAL PROSE.

183. Philosophical prose-writing began in Greece with the Ionian

monists of the sixth century, Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Hera-

cleitus. Their views, and the later developments of Greek Philosophy,

are set forth in another section of this book. Here we have only to note

the relation in which Plato and Aristotle respectively stand to the literature

of Greek prose.

184. Plato (born c. 429—427, died 347) is the greatest master of the

Dialogue, as he is also the earliest whose work survives.
Plato

Three chief aspects of his style may be distinguished,

(i) His mode of representing conversation is easy, flexible, urbane, with

a lightly playful wit and a delicate irony; shades of character and of

manner in the persons are often marked with subtle skill. Some of the

best examples occur in the opening scenes of dialogues (e.g. Phaedrus,

Gorgias, Protagoras, Republic). (2) Another phase is seen in passages

of continuous exposition. Some of these, especially such as speak of the

philosophic life [e.g. Theaetetus pp. 173— 175); or of the soul in its relation

to the quest of truth {e.g. Symposium 201 d—212 a), exhibit his style in

its highest elevation ; the language is remarkably copious, sometimes,

indeed, verging on redundance (see e.g. Synipos. 211 b— c) ; it flows on

in a stream of eloquence which is never rhetorical, though at times of

a poetical cast ; an intense earnestness, a certain glow and rapture, can be

felt in it. (3) Then there are the passages of narrative or description.

The chief examples are the four longer myths, concerning the destiny

of the soul after death {Gorgias 523 a—527 a, Phaedo 109 a—114 c,

Republic 614 A—621 b), or its experience before birth [Phaedrus 246 a—
250 c). In these we note the strength and clearness of the sublime

imaginative vision ; the great simplicity of language ; and the use (in a

manner resembling Dante's) of homely images to render particulars

distinct. Plato's power as a literary artist can, however, be adequately

appreciated only by studying one of his dialogues {e.g. the Phaedo) as

an organic whole. His prose is unique
;

partly because he alone conveys

a notion of the manner in which intellectual Greeks of that age talked

among themselves ; and partly, again, because his style so often moves

in a borderland between prose and poetry {/xeraiv 7ro«;'/AaTos...Kai in^ov

Xoyov, as Aristotle said, according to Diogenes Laertius iii. 37).

185. Aristotle (384—322), in his treatises as they have come to us,

shows small care of literary form. It is indeed probable

that (in many cases at least) they are merely sketches for

lectures, or summaries based on notes taken by hearers. They are ex-

amples of a strictly scientific prose, in which the first aim is precision

of statement. A marked characteristic of Aristotle's writings is the frequent

use of philosophical terms (such as vkyj, ova-la, to tl rjv eti'ai, hntKi)(iui.,
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Svvafjiis, etc.), either invented or made technical by himself. There are,

indeed, passages which are impressive in a literary sense, though more
by the thought than by the form («.^. that on the ^em/dijtikos /8tos in

Ethics X. vi) : there are also many striking sentences or phrases {e.g. the

precept oo-ov ev8e;)(eTai dOavarL^uv in £tk. XII. vii). In his lost Dialogues

(written perhaps c. 362—347), which were of an 'exoteric' or popular

character, he is said to have used the embellishments and graces of literary

art. This is attested by Cicero {Acad. Prior. 11. 38. 119, veniet flumen
orationis aureum fundens Arisioieks), Dionysius {^Vet. Script. Cens. iv. 1),

Quintilian (x. i. 83), Themistius (or. 26, p. 385), and others. The tradi-

tion is illustrated by at least one extant fragment (no. 40, p. 1481) from

Aristotle's dialogue entitled Eudemus.

Two of his works have a direct bearing on Greek literature.

1. In the Rheforica (composed c. 330), he treats that art as the

popular branch of dialectic. It is the method of ' dis-
.1 -111 r - » Rhetorica.

ceinmg m every case the available means of persuasion
;

and these are of two classes. (i) There are the 'proofs external to

the art,' arcfQ/oL Kiare.i^, such as depositions of witnesses, or documents.

(2) Then there are the proofs furnished by the art itself, eWexvot, which

are of three kinds; (i) XoyiKrj irlcrTf;, proof, or seeming proof, by argument;

(ii) i^6lkij, when the speaker persuades the hearers that he is trustworthy

;

and (iii) vaOrjTiKt], when he works upon their emotions. Books i and 11

concern the method of providing these proofs (eupco-ts). Book iii begins

with remarks on delivery (vTroKpio-is), regarded chiefly as management of

the voice. It then deals with expression (Xe'^ts, diction and composition),

and arrangement (ralis). Aristotle fixed the main lines on which Rhetoric

was treated by most of the later technical writers.

2. The present form of the Poetica is incomplete. The first book (in

26 chapters) alone is extant, and its text has been much
disturbed : of the second book, which dealt with Comedy,
only fragments remain. Imitation (says Aristotle), /ntynrjo-is, is the principle

common to Poetry with Music, Dancing, Painting and Sculpture. All

these arts are imitative, while the means, objects and manner of imitation

differ in the several arts, as also in the several branches of Poetry (i—iii).

Tragedy and heroic epos imitate the nobler aspects of life ; satire and
comedy, the lower (iv, v). Poetry can generalise; it can express the

universal through the particular {e.g. Achilles is a typical or ' ideal ' hero)

:

and therefore ' Poetry is a more philosophical and a higher thing than

History' (ix. § 3), which tends to express only the particular. Tragedy

is defined and analysed, with profound insight (vi—xix). The function

of Tragedy consists in 'effecting, through pity and fear, the proper

purgation {Ka.6a.pcri';) of these emotions ' (vi. § 2). The metaphor is

medical : Tragedy excites pity and fear ; and, in doing so, affords a
wholesome outlet to those emotions, attended by a pleasurable sense of

rehef : in the words of Milton's comment (preface to Samson Agonistes),
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it tends ^ to temper and reduce them to just measure with a kind of de-

light.' Some critics, from the sixteenth century onwards, found in Aristotle

a doctrine of the so-called 'Three Unities.' But this was incorrect.

Organic uniiy of action is the only dramatic ' unity ' enjoined in the

Poetics (viii, ix). The sole reference to a unity of time is in v. § 4:
' Tragedy endeavours, as far as possible,' to confine the duration of the

action to one day of twenty-four hours : i.e. this was the ordinary practice,

—

sometimes, however, neglected (as by Aeschylus in the Agamemnon and

Eumenides). As to unity of place, there is not a word : that, too, was

usually observed on the Greek stage, but not always. From Tragedy the

treatise passes to the subject of poetic diction at large (xx—xxii; here

there has been a good deal of interpolation) : and closes with a briefer

treatment of Epic Poetry, chiefly in its relation to Tragedy. Fragmentary

though the work now is, it is a contribution of lasting value to the theory,

not only of Poetry, but of Fine Art in general.

G. LITERATURE OF THE ALEXANDRIAN AND
ROMAN AGE.—POETRY.

186. The latter part of the fourth century B.C. is the moment at which

Character of
*'^^ '^^^' P£"od of Greek literature,—that which is more

the ' classical ' especially called ' classical,'—may be considered to end.
period; Down to that time Greek literature had been creative.

No pre-existing pattern guided the great artists who first shaped the

epos, the elegy, the various forms of iambic or lyric poetry, and the

Attic drama ; no tradition prescribed the form adopted by the first

great historians and orators. From ' Homer ' to Demosthenes, every

one of these men was a true 'maker.' And this creative literature,

throughout the course of its spontaneous and natural growth, was in

touch with life. Epic poetry was heard in the halls of Achaean chiefs, or,

later, by the crowds that thronged around the rhapsode. Elegy, iambic

verse, and the Aeolian lyric, were social. The choral lyric had its place

at religious festivals and at the national games. Drama belonged to the

cult of Dionysus in his theatre. The orator addressed himself to the

jurors in the law-court or to the public Assembly. The historians, such

as Herodotus, Thucydides or Xenophon, were men who drew on their

own practical experiences, and whose most attentive readers would be

men of action, fain to gather lessons useful in politics or in war. The

great literature of Greece was animated by the political freedom, the

popular faith, and the social interests of the Greek city.

There is thus a twofold justification for the line commonly drawn

between the Hellenic and the Alexandrian period. First, all the principal

types of literature had been created before the earUer period closed.

Secondly, all the conditions of literary production were changed. The

Athenian poet of the fifth century, composing for the benefit of his
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fellow-citizens at the Dionysia, was in a totally different case from the

poet writing at Alexandria, with its motley and polyglot

population of 800,000. The Alexandrian was a man of ^""^ °^^^^.
^ ^ ' Alexandrian.
letters, usually dependent on patrons, or on the favour of *

some literary clique among ' the reading public' The Alexandrian litera-

ture never makes on the modern imagination that special demand which is

made by the Hellenic ; one has not to conceive, as inspiring and welcoming

it, a form of civic life that has vanished. It is a literature of the study.

But, while there are these plain grounds for drawing a line between

Hellenic and 'Hellenistic,' it is all the more needful not value of the

to misapprehend or undervalue the later Greek literature, later Greek

It was a prolific and a versatile literature, which lived on
for some seven centuries, producing a marvellous amount of permanently

valuable and interesting work. It was, in the main, imitative and re-

productive, not creative. The great moulds of artistic Greek composition

had been made once for all. But there was still abundant scope for

personal originality, for the expression of individual genius, for the

exercise of taste and humour in modifying the traditional forms of poetry

or prose by local colouring or characteristic style. Originality, in the

sense thus defined, appears from age to age in almost every branch of

the later literature. It is enough to name four writers, in each of whom
the distinctive excellence is of an original stamp,—Theocritus, Polybius,

Plutarch, and Lucian.

187. The course of the later literature from about 300 B.C. to a.d. 500
or 600 might be treated as consisting of two principal

. , , °
, • , ^1 ? ^1 A Relation of

periods, between which the opening 01 the Augustan age the Aiexan-

is the point of division ; and there is much to be said ''"^" *° *=
. , . . , ,

Roman period.
for such an arrangement as a convenient aid to the

memory. It does not, however, correspond with any break of inner con-

tinuity. A new era might more truly be said to date from the completion

of the Roman conquest of Greece (146 B.C.), after which the Greek

literature of the West gradually passed more decidedly under Roman
influences, being more and more occupied with its function of educating

the conquerors. Yet even here we cannot speak of an epoch assignable

to a definite date ; it is rather a new set of tendencies, which, by degrees,

become more marked. For the purposes of a sketch like the present, it is

better to take simply (i) the literature of verse, and (2) the literature of

prose, and to trace each from the beginning of the Alexandrian age to

the later times of the decadence.

188. Callimachus (c. 260 B.C.), a learned critic and scholarly poet, is our

best representative of the prevailing Alexandrian taste in his

day. His hymns to Zeus, Apollo, Artemis, Delos, and his \^i^l\°i'^^^

Calathus of Demeter are pedantic and frigid. The elegiac second cen-

AovTpa rrjs IlaXXaSos is his best extant piece (it relates the cammachiiT
bHnding of the seer, so splendidly told in Tennyson's
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Tiresias). Catullus translated his lost Lock of Berenice; Ovid imitated his

Ibis, and took hints for the Fasti from his Atrta ('origins' of sacred tradition

and usage). Part of his Hecale (an idyllic epic) was recovered in 1893. Some

of His 74 epigrams are good ; one of them, on the death of Heracleitus, is

familiar to English readers through William Johnson (Cory)'s version, which

in beauty comes near to the original. His ideal was the short, highly-polished

poem,—in his own phrase, wt'SaKos ef ttp^s b\i.yf\ XtySas, aKpov auiTov.

189. The proverbial /xeya fiipXiov yoieya KaKov was his saying,—

a

pointed allusion to the Argonautica, in four books, by his

Rhodrus"^ younger contemporary, Apollonius of Rhodes, who found

his motive (one can hardly say his model) in Homeric epos.

Apollonius uses an imitative epic diction ; in place of the old epic life

and fire, he has elaborate picturesqueness, many touches of true obser-

vation, and sometimes a vein of dreamy pathos. His mingling of these

with an epic manner produces much the same sort of effect as the

blending of medieval with classical elements in William Morris's Jason.

The Argonautica seems to have been coldly received ; but it lived to be

studied by Virgil.

190. Theocritus, born at Syracuse, to which he returned in his later

years, flourished at Alexandria in the reign of Ptolemy

Philadelphus (285—247). His bucolic idylls, the oldest

extant examples of pastoral poetry and the patterns of nearly all later

work in that kind, are inspired by a true feeling for the rural life and

scenery of his native Sicily. There was, doubtless, in Sicily some bucolic

folk-poetry to build on ; the ancient, like the modern, shepherds of Greece

must have had their songs. Then the Dorian Sicilians Epicharmus and

Sophron had dramatised little scenes from real life, some of them, pro-

bably, rural. The idylls of Theocritus are not sham pastorals, of the kind

which 'royal goatherds in silk and lace' sang and danced in the seventeenth

century; they are not even conventional in the sense of Virgil's Eclogues:

they make one breathe the air of the Sicilian uplands and coasts, and the

rustics in them, even if somewhat idealised, are alive.

The word dhiWiov was used to denote a cabinet-picture in verse, a short

poem with local colour and pretty detail. When it came into use, we do

not know : Pliny was familiar with it (' sive idyllia sive eclogas,' Ep. iv. 14).

Some think that it meant merely 'style,' a qualifying epithet being added;

e.g. a pastoral piece might be headed PovkoXikov d^vXXiov : but, in that

case, it would be strange that the distinctive epithet should have been

dropped, and the colourless word used with a specific meaning. The

collection of 'idylls' bearing the name of Theocritus includes pieces of

various classes. Five, at least, to judge by internal evidence, are not his;

viz. XIX, XX, XXI (beautiful in itself), xxiii, and xxvii.

The famous Adoniaztisae (xv) is a scene from common life which

approaches to the character of a fti^tos : the same might be said of xiv.

There is a group of poems in which some phase of love is the leading
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motive ; including the two lyric pieces in the Aeolic dialect, modelled on

Alcaeus (xxviii, xxix). Then there is a series of short poems in which

the material is epic or mythological (Heracles, Hylas, Pentheus, Dioscuri,

etc.) ; where Theocritus is seen more under the influence of Alexandrian

taste, yet nearly always rising above the tame pseudo-epic method by a

certain alertness of fancy and vivacity of treatment. Of the epigrams

ascribed to him, several are pretty, but some at least are spurious

:

nos. 7, 9, II, 15, 16, 20, 21 are attributed in the Anthology to ' Leonidas

of Tarentum or Theocritus,' or to the former alone. Theocritus is the last

genuinely inspired poet of Hellas, a fresh and living voice in an age of

literary mannerism ; one of the most beautiful and lovable of the world's

poets.

igi. The Europa of Moschus of Syracuse (c. 150 B.C.) is a little gem

of descriptive poetry, genuinely Alexandrian where it shows

its indebtedness to some painting of the maiden riding the and^Bion.

bull (verses 125— 129). Bion of Smyrna (c. 100) is now best

represented by his brilliant but rather florid Lament for Adonis ('ETrtra^tog

'ASuvtSos). His death (c. 80) is mourned by an anonymous pupil in the Lament

for Bion, once ascribed to Moschus, a piece of exquisite music and pathos.

Moschus and Bion are always classed as ' bucolic
'

; but, so far as their re-

mains show, they would be better described by the more general term 'idyllic'

192. Here may be noticed two characteristically Alexandrian pro-

ductions, one akin to tragedy and the other to comedy.

The 'AXc^avSpa ( = Kao-o-dvSpa) of Lycophron, a tragic poet
Tf^"^*^"""

(c. 260 B.C.), is a monologue by Cassandra in 1474 iambic

trimeters, prophesying all that would come of her brother Paris going to

Sparta. It is a display of recondite learning in diction and mythology.

Every device which can darken language, metaphor, and allusion is con-

centrated in this prodigy of exulting pedantry. Timon of Phlius (c. 280),

a disciple of the sceptic Pyrrhon, satirised the non-sceptical schools of

philosophy in poems called aiWoi. Lucian uses the word o-tWos in

the sense of ' squinting.' As applied to satire or lampoon, the term may
have arisen from the notion of presenting a subject in a humorously dis-

torted view. These o-iXXoi were in three books of hexameter verse, of

which II and iii took the form of a satiric NeViita, where Timon spoke with

the shades of the wise. Only fragments (about 140 verses) remain.

193. Aratus of Soli in Cilicia (c. 270 e.g., or perhaps somewhat later)

has left two poems, (i) 4>aivo/x€i/a, in 732 hexameters, an

unscientific and inaccurate description of the constellations leLmedpoetry.

and the circles of the sphere, versified from a prose work by

Eudoxus of Cnidus (c. 360 B.C.); and (2) ^ioa-r\\i.ii.a., in 422 verses,—

a

supplement to the former,

—

Prognostics of weather, which he seems to

have taken chiefly from Hesiod and Theophrastus. Cicero and other

Romans translated Aratus. St Paul quoted at Athens tov yap yeVos k<Tjt.iv

from Phaenom. 5 (Acts xvii. 28).
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Nicander of Claros, a physician (<:. 150 B.C.), wrote (i) ®rjpiaKa., in 958

hexameters, on venomous animals and the wounds which they inflict, and

(2) 'AA.e^i<^ap/xaKa, in 630 vv.. Antidotes to poison; works noteworthy for

some points of zoological or old medical lore.

Akin to these are the much later poems which bear the name of

Oppian {c. A.D. 180), viz. (i) 'AXicvtikci, an epic in five books, of which

I and II deal with the natural history of fishes, and iii—v with the art of

fishing
; (2) K-uv?;yeTtKa, an epic on hunting in four books,—inferior to the

other as a composition, but of some interest for zoology. It has been held,

not without strong reasons, that these two poems are of different author-

ship; but the personaUty of Oppian is utterly obscure. A third epic

which bore his name, but is now known only through a prose paraphrase

of part of it, is 'I^£VTiKa {Fowling).

There was also a learned epos of mythology and of history, represented

by Rhianus (220 B.C.) in his lost 'HpaKA.eta, 'k.ya.iKa., Meo-o-iji/iaKa, etc. ; and

by Euphorion of Chalcis {flor. c. 235 B.C.), also an elegiac poet, one of

whose epics, called Moi^oTrt'a (an old name of Attica, according to Suidas),

dealt with various Attic myths.

194. After the second century B.C. the graver and more ambitious

forms of Greek poetry almost cease. Quintus of Smyrna

heroic or (formerly called Calaber, because first known to modern
mythic epos,

gcholars through a MS. found at Otranto) cannot be placed

much before 400 a.d., and was possibly somewhat later. His Ta /ie6"'0/tijpoi',

a sequel to the Iliad in fourteen books, carrying the story to the capture of

Troy, is smooth and tame,—but not without antiquarian interest and value.

Nonnus (c. 425 a.d. ?), an Egyptian Greek, wrote an epic Dionysiaca, in

forty-eight books, on the adventures of the god. Chaotic in matter and

turgid in style, it is curious for some metrical peculiarities in the structure

of the hexameter which seem to indicate that the older Greek ' pitch-

accent' had become (or was tending to become) the modern 'stress-

accent ' as seen in the Byzantine ttoXltlkoI o-tcxol. Orphic mysticism, too,

is represented by poetry which may probably date from the second or

third century A.D., and may have been the work of Egyptian Greeks; viz.

(i) Ta 'Op^e'tos 'ApyovavTiKa, in 1384 hexameters, making Orpheus, bard,

prophet and enchanter, the central figure of Jason's world
; (2) the

AlBlko. (768 vv.), on the talismanic virtues of rare or precious stones; and

(3) the eighty-seven 'Orphic' hymns, with which the eighth 'Homeric'

hymn (to Ares) is not unreasonably classed by Hermann.

195. The 'mimes' of Herodas (first published in 1891, from a

papyrus containing seven nearly complete poems, besides

^poetry'"'^ fragments) represent a species of composition which was, no

doubt, popular, but of which we had hitherto possessed no

example. They are little scenes from common life, dramatised in chol-

iambic dialogue ((u.i,|U,iap.^ot) : 'The Schoolmaster'—'A jealous woman'—'A

visit to Asclepius.' etc. The realism is sometimes rather repulsive, but
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there is rare dramatic skill, much humour, and some pathos. Nothing is

known about their author. He was familiar with the island of Cos, which

is the scene of at least two mimes (ii and iv) ; and probably lived c. 300

—

250 B.C. [See the edition by J. A. Nairn, 1904, p. xv.]

Babrius (an Italian, to judge by the name), who is now generally

placed c. a.d. 100, turned into choliambic verse 137 fables, mostly of the

'Aesopic' kind,—using, probably, some late collection in prose. These

ft-vOiajijioi kla-ia-rruoi are of much literary and linguistic interest, but the

naive spirit of the old Greek beast-fable (aT^os) is overlaid with modern

scepticism and 'sophistic'

196. One modest rill of poetry runs through the entire course of the

later literature,' beginning before Alexandrian days, and
continuit

long outlasting the fall of the Western Empire. This is ofeiegiac

the elegiac,—descended, without a break, from the age of poetry-

Calhnus and Mimnermus. Erotic elegy more especially flourished in

Macedonian and Roman times. Hermesianax of Colophon (c. 320 B.C.)

was one of its exponents, but far less famous than his younger friend

Philetas of Cos (c. 300 B.C.), whom Ovid imitated, and whom Propertius

preferred to CalHmachus. Other elegists of note were Asclepiades of

Samos {c. 290 B.C.); Euphorion of Chalcis {c. 235 B.C.); Antipater of Sidon

{c. 100 B.C.); Meleager of Gadara {c. 60 B.C.) ; Crinagoras of Mytilene

{c. 20 B.C.); Palladas of Alexandria {c. a.d. 400); Paulus ' Silentiarius

'

{c. A.D. 540, chief of the sikntiarii or secretaries of Justinian); and

Agathias {c. a.d. 580).

197. The short l-Kiypa^jxa. of from one to four couplets was the

favourite form of elegiac composition. These 'epigrams'

are of various classes, such as the amatory (epuTiKa) ; con- gram.^'''"

vivial (crv/x^roTtKa) ; satirical (crKtoTTTiKa) ; dedicatory, especi-

ally inscriptions on works of art or votive offerings {dva6rifji.ariKa) ; hortatory

(TrpOTpe-TTTLKa) ; sepulchral (eTrtrv/i^ia).

Collections of ciriypa/u/xaTa (chiefly of inscriptions on avadrnxaTo)

were made in the Alexandrian age, the earliest on record , ., , ,

1 -n 1 \ rr'^ Anthologies,

being that of the geographer Polemon {c. 190 B.C.). Ihe

first collection of epigrams on all subjects was the ' Garland ' (Sre'e^avo;) of

Meleager {c. 60 B.C.), which represented forty-six poets, from the earhest

times onwards. The title 'AvdoXoyia seems to have been first used by

Philip of Thessalonica (c. a.d. no?). The next important collection was

the Kvk\o<; imypaixjxdTwv by Agathias {c. a.d. 580), in seven books. Using

these and other materials, Constantinus Cephalas (who appears to have

flourished c. 920 a.d.) put together the great corJ>us (representing upwards

of 320 writers) now known as the Palatine Anthology, because it was found

in the Palatine Library at Heidelberg by Salmasius (Saumaise), about the

year 1606. The Planudean Anthology, in seven books, was compiled by

Maximus Planudes, a monk of Constantinople {c. 1300), who appears to

have done little more than abridge and re-arrange the work of Cephalas.
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198. The foregoing sketch will have served to show that the Greek

poetry written after c. 300 B.C. attains to excellence only in
ummary.

^^^ form,—that of elaborate finish, with beauty or prettiness

of detail, within a small framework. This excellence is raised to its

highest level by the genius of Theocritus. But the general conditions are

the same in the hymns or epigrams of Callimachus, in the mimes of

Herodas, and in the various phases of elegy from Philetas to Agathias.

In the epics, on the other hand, whether heroic or didactic, art fails to

compensate for the lack of inspiration.

H. PROSE OF THE ALEXANDRIAN AND ROMAN AGE.

199. Meanwhile, in contrast with this narrowly limited sphere of merit

in verse, the Greek prose literature of the Alexandrian and
Prose Roman age is full of varied energy. It finds scope in

almost every branch of knowledge and every form of compo-

sition. A general view of this literature can best be given by taking

separately the main lines of development, and indicating some of the

principal works in each.

200. For Greek mathematics and astronomy the third and second cen-

turies B.C. were almost such a period as the fifth century B.C.

Science and T^^^ been for literature,—a time of original work by men of
Learning. . ^ , . , . ° '

.

genius. These men are dealt with m a separate section of

this book. But one of them, Eratosthenes {c. 234 B.C.), the successor

of Callimachus in the headship of the Alexandrian Library, was eminent in

letters as well as in science. In addition to his mathematical writings, he

was the author of poetical, philosophical, historical and critical works, thus

meriting the title of ire'vTa^A.os. His treatise On the Old Comedy, in

at least 12 books, seems to have dealt with every part of the subject,

—

theatres, scenery, actors, dresses, poets, their themes and their styles.

201. The labours of the Alexandrian critics were fruitful in revised

texts (cKSoVei?) of the best Greek writers, especially the
Criticism poets, and in commentaries (uVouvniiaTa) upon them. The
and exegesis. ^ '

.

^
.

' '-

older of the extant scholia on Homer, Pindar, the dramatists,

Theocritus, Thucydides, Demosthenes, Plato and Aristotle are largely

indebted to these labours, and are now the principal sources from which

some idea of their scope and metliod may be gleaned. Reference has

already been made (§ 136), in connexion with Homer, to the work of

Zenodotus (c. 280 B.C.), Aristophanes of Byzantium {c. 195 B.C.), and Aris-

tarchus {c. 180—160 B.C.). The poet CaUimachus {c. 260 B.C.), who succeeded

Zenodotus as head of the great Library at Alexandria, was best known as a

critic by his catalogue, in 120 books, of the chief writers in every branch ot

literature (n-tVaK€s t<uv iv Ko.a-Q ko.&uo. SiaXa/juj/avTiov Kal <uv a-vviypaij/av).

The enormous industry of Didymus (c. 30 B.C.), the latest of those
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Alexandrian scholars whose writings were a mine for the scholiasts,

seems to have been largely employed in digesting and abridging the

work of his predecessors. [Cp. De Demosthene commenta, ed. 1904.]

202. Besides endeavouring to discriminate authentic from spurious

writings, the eminent Alexandrian critics of the third and

second centuries B.C. exercised a kind of censorship by "^^^ Aiex-

selecting the best writers in each kind from the enormous Kovivii.

mass of literature, good, bad, and indifferent, which had

come down to them. Thus they chose out four heroic poets (with

Homer at the head), three iambic, four elegiac, nine lyric; nine historians,

ten orators, and so on. The term for including an author in one of these

select lists was ly/c/DiVetv: e.g. the orator Deinarchus is described by Suidas

as T(3v fhera. A-^yaocrfievous eyKpidevrtov eli- Quintilian renders this term by

in numerum redigere (x. i, § 54), or in ordinem redigere (i. 4, § 3). As each

writer so selected was, in his way and degree, a norm of excellence

(Ko-viisv), the select lists themselves were called KavoVes. Aristophanes and

Aristarchus probably bore the chief part in framing these lists, so far, at

any rate, as the poets were concerned {jioetarum indices. Quint, x. i, § 54).

These ' canons,' while merely confirming the fame of great authors whose

popularity was already secure, doubtless had some influence in condemning

to relative obscurity such lesser writers as the critics ruled out (exemerint

numero. Quint. I. 4, § 3), and, so far, must have affected their chances of

survival. The definite line thus drawn by the Alexandrians between

writers who are, and who are not, of the first rank is the earhest expression

of the idea involved in the later phrase, a 'classic' But that term (it may
be noted in passing) has nothing to do with lists or classes formed by the

Alexandrians. Roman citizens of the first classis in respect to property

were distinctively called dassici, while all others were infra classem. Hence
the term was transferred to literary rank. This metaphor occurs first in

the Nodes Atticae of Gellius {c. a.d. 150) : dassicus adsiduusque {= locuples)

scriptor, non proletarius (xix. c. 8 : cp. vi [vii] c. 13).

203. The Alexandrian study of mythology, which has left its impress on

the Alexandrian poetry, was represented in prose by Apollo- ..

dorus of Athens (c. 140 B.C.), a pupil of Aristarchus. He
wrote a work ' On the gods ' (Ile/Dt Q(.Siv) in 24 books, a survey of traditions

and opinions concerning them, treated from the Stoic point of view. He
was also the author of 'Annals ' (Xpoi/iKa), in 4 books of iambic trimeters,

beginning from the fall of Troy. These works are now known only from

fragments. The extant BL/SXLodijKi] in 3 books (now supplemented by an

epitome found in codex Vat. 950), wrongly ascribed to him in the mss. and

by Photius, is a concise handbook of mythology, compiled under the

Empire, probably from a lost manual of the first century B.C.

204. The attention bestowed at Alexandria on textual criticism and on

exegesis naturally led to the gradual development of syste-

matic grammar. Dionysius Thrax (born 166 B.C.) wrote a
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Te'xvij ypafxixariKri which seems to have been the first work of its kind, and

was certainly the first to find wide acceptance ; it remained in use down to

the Renaissance. ApoUonius Dyscolus {c. a.d. 130), surnamed re^i'tKo's,

and designated by Priscian, some three centuries later, as ' grammaticorum

princeps,' was the founder of a systematic syntax. Two of his treatises

survive, viz., Trept o-uvTa^cms t(3v tov Xoyov /jLepwv, and irepl avroji'Tj/xtas (' on

the pronoun '). His son, Aelius Herodianus, was the author of the once

celebrated KaOoXiKTJ li.pocrw8ia, or ' General System of Accentuation,' in 20

books,—the chief source used by later Greek writers on the subject. It is

lost, and what we know of it is derived from a corrupt and mutilated

epitome (made perhaps by the grammarian Arcadius, c. a.d. 200), a few

extracts preserved by Porphyry, and the numerous references of the

scholiasts. The epitome was adopted by Chandler as the basis of his

work on Greek Accentuation.

205. Along with grammar, lexicography was much cultivated. Julius

Pollux, a Greek of Naucratis, compiled an 'Oi/ouao-TiKoV of
Lexicography. , . , ,

. , ._,,,,...
which the approximate date is fixed by the dedication prefixed

to each of the ten books ('Io-uA.ios TloXvSevKrj^ Kop.iJ.68io Kaio-api )(a.ipeiv), since

the young Commodus received the title of Caesar in a.d. 166, but the

higher title of Augustus in 177. The work is of great value as a storehouse

of words and technical terms (often illustrated by quotations) relating to

various branches of knowledge. Valerius Harpocration (whose date

is doubtful between such wide limits as c. a.d. 150 and 350) is the

author of Ae'|eis t<3v Scko prjTopav, an alphabetical list of words and

proper names used by the orators, with explanations which are often

valuable, especially in regard to legal (or other technical) terms. From

Moeris (Moipts), known as the 'Attikictttj; (c. a.d. 200 ?), has come down a

list of Attic words and phrases, with their equivalents in other dialects

(chiefly in the kolvij), entitled Xe^eis 'AttlkiSv koi 'EWijvaov. Each article

is simply a brief entry ; e.g. dpovv 'ArriKoi- aporpiav "EXXi^ves (i.e. the

KOLvrj SidXeKTo^). Other noted lexicographers, whose works have perished,

were Pamphilus (c. a.d. 50 ?), and Diogenianus (c. a.d. 130). All this

material, and much more of a similar kind, was available for the later

compilers of comprehensive dictionaries, such as Hesychius, the author or

authors of the Etymologicum Magnum, and Suidas.

The study of metre is represented by Hephaestion (c. a.d. 150),

whose chief work, Ilepi ixirpwv, in forty-eight books, is lost.

But we have his own epitome of it, ''Eyx^ipiSiov •jrept fieTpav,

which was thenceforth the standard manual on the subject, and which

indeed is of permanent value, not only for the information which it

contains, but also for its citations of poets.

206. Geography, on its mathematical side, profited by the progress of

Greek science. Eratosthenes (c. 234 B.C.) was the first who

approximately measured a geographical degree. Hipparchus

(c. 120 B.C.), the astronomer, invented the method of determining position
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by latitude and longitude. Ptolemy (Claudius Ptolemaeus, c. a.d. 150)

was the author of a Teuiypa<f)LKT} 'Yc^r/'yijo-ts, long the standard text-book on
the subject, in which latitude and longitude were used to determine the

position of many thousands of places. Meanwhile the literary treatment of

geography had been continued in works of which the general type was
derived from earlier writers such as Hecataeus. Scylax (c. 350 B.C. ?) was
the author of a Ilt/DtTrXovs, still extant, describing parts of Europe, Asia

and Libya. Scymnus (c. 80 B.C.) wrote a ncpHfyryo-ts which is lost : the

extant poem in nearly a thousand iambic verses which bears that title, and
which was formerly ascribed to him, is of unknown origin.

207. A new method and aim distinguish the TiwypatjuKo. of Strabo,

who lived under Augustus, and in the earlier part of the

reign of Tiberius. The reader whom Strabo had in view

was the educated Roman, more especially the Roman who might be called

upon to bear some part in provincial administration. Such a man ought

to know, at least in outline, the physical and political geography of each

country, and the principal events in its history. This is the knowledge
which Strabo seeks to furnish, while omitting, as a rule, descriptive or

local detail of the minuter kind. Of his seventeen books, the first two are

introductory, dealing with the principles and science of geography. Eight

books are then given to Europe; six to Asia; and one to Egypt and
Libya. At the end of book vii, the part which dealt with Macedonia and
Thrace is lost ; and for that part we have to rely on a meagre epitome of

the whole work made probably towards the close of the tenth century.

The permanent value of Strabo is in respect to history no less than to

geography.

208. Pausanias, a native of the region about Mount Sipylus in Lydia,

wrote his 'EAXaSos Trepwfyrjcris in the latter part of the second '

century. One clue to the date is given by the latest event

noticed, viz., the incursion into Greece of the Koo-TOySmKoi (x. 34, § 5),

a Sarmatian tribe, which occurred somewhere between a.d. 166 and 180

(perhaps in 176). The work is in 10 books: i. 'Attlkoi, with Megara

:

II. KopLv6i.aKd., with Sicyonia, Phliasia and Argolis : in. AaKutviKo. -.

IV. Mco-o-iyvittKa : V. and VI. 'HXeia/ca : Vll. 'A-^aiKo. : VIII. 'A/DKa8tKa :

IX. BoMOTiKtt : X. ^wKiKci. It is a guide-book, combining a record of

memorable traditions with a description of notable objects. For the

historical part, the writer has consulted a large range of Greek literature,

both verse and prose, besides occasionally using inscriptions or other

documents. As to the descriptive part, he states in several instances that

he has seen the things which he describes; and, generally, he gives it to be

understood that his account rests on personal inspection. Nor is there

the slightest reason to doubt this. A theory has, indeed, been set up that

Pausanias slavishly copied a much earher ' periegete,' Polemon of Ilium

(c\ 170 B.C.). Hence, it is said, (i) he describes things which, in his own

day, no longer existed; and (2) ignores monuments subsequent in date

G. A. 12
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to Polemon. But the first charge has never been proved ; and the second

is untrue. For example, Pausanias describes the new Corinth, which

dated only from 44 B.C. : he also describes works produced in the

reign of Hadrian, as the Olympieion at Athens and its works of art

(i. 18. 6—9); and the images dedicated by Herodes Atticus in the temple of

Poseidon at the Isthmus (11. i. 7—9). The fragments of Polemon (Miiller

III. 109 ff.), so far from supporting the accusation, indicate that Pausanias

either did not know the writings of Polemon, or else disregarded and

sometimes tacitly controverted him. The extant monuments of Greece are

the best proof that Pausanias described Greece as he saw it. Thus his

accuracy has been confirmed by excavations made in 1895 at the sanctuary

of the AeWoiva at Lycosura in Arcadia. [See J. G. Frazer's Pausanias,

vol. I. pp. Ixxxix ff., and vol. v. p. 622.]

209. Polybius of Megalopolis was born towards the close of the third

century B.C. (probably c. 210—206), and lived to the age

pTb^^' °^ eighty-two. The son of Lycortas, one of the leading

men of the Achaean League, Polybius was in youth the

political disciple of his father's friend and colleague Philopoemen, whose

ashes he carried to the grave in 183 B.C. In early manhood he was

himself a magistrate of the League. From 167 to 151 he was a political

prisoner at Rome, living m the house of Aemilius Paulus, whose two sons,

Fabius Maximus Aemilianus and Scipio Aemilianus (Africanus minor),

were his pupils and friends. He was present with Scipio Aemilianus

at the destruction of Carthage in the spring of 146 B.C. Later in the same

spring, he was at Corinth, either during or just after the sack by Mummius.

When the Roman province of Achaia had been organized, the Roman
commissioners assigned to Polybius (in 145) the duty of visiting the several

cities and 'arranging the local details of the new settlement.

The subject of his History (lo-Topiai, usually called by him irpayixanw),

as originally planned, was the period from the beginning of the Second

Punic War to the conquest of Macedon (219-167 B.C.). But he afterwards

enlarged this plan, continuing his narrative to the fall of Carthage and the

final subjugation of Greece (146 B.C.). He also prefixed an introductory

sketch (books i and 11) of the events from 264 (where the Sicilian

History of Timaeus ended) to 22 1 B.C., including the First Punic War (264-

241 B.C.) The History was in forty books. Only the first five (going

down to 216 B.C.) have been preserved entire: but of the remaining

thirty-five we have extracts, made by various Byzantine compilers, and

fragments. The ruhng idea of the work is the recognition that the power

of Rome is irresistible ; and that this central, all-subduing power has

given unity to the history of the Mediterranean States. His subject is

tv epyov, tv Oia/xa (ill. i).

The period from 220 to 146 B.C. 'corresponds,' he says, ' partly with

our own days, and partly with those of our fathers ;...some of the events

happened before our eyes, and of the rest we heard from those who had
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seen them' (iv. 2). Polybius spared no trouble in visiting sites and
examining documents ; nor did he fail to use earlier writers where they
could help. He was a careful student of laws, institutions and customs.
His chronology, as Cicero noted (Ue off. iii. 32), is exact. Above all, he
is a man of large mind, thoughtful and fair. He is not a first-rate writer.

He has not the grasp, the piercing insight, or the literary force of Thu-
cydides. But he is a historian of the same class, a man at once of action

(both political and military) and of research. Nor can Thucydides him-
self be placed above Polybius in respect to complete equipment of

knowledge, or to those moral qualities which assure the value of

narratives and judgments.

210. The history of Rome, or universal history with Rome for its centre,

employed a number of learned compilers from the Augustan
age onwards. Their idea of scope and scale was taken, not Compilers of

from the example of Herodotus or Thucydides, but from tory!^

the forty books of Polybius ; and their writings have shared,

more or less, a like fate. Few copies were in circulation; Byzantine readers
had recourse to epitomes or excerpts ; and the original works have reached
us, for the most part, only in a fragmentary form.

211. The BlPXioOtqkt) 'IcTTopiKT) of Diodorus Siculus (^. 40 b.c.) is a
general history of the world, grouped around that of Rome,
and carried down to Caesar's conquest of Gaul. It was in Diodorus

forty books, of which we have only the first five (the

mythical history of Egypt, Assyria, Aethiopia, and Greece), and books
XI—XX (480-302 B.C.), with some fragments. Diodorus was essentially

a compiler, without much critical faculty, and he certainly is not a lively

writer ; but we owe him a debt for the facts which he has preserved.

212. Dionysius of Halicarnassus {c. 25 B.C.)—whose excellence as a
literary critic has already been noticed (§ 182)—composed a
Pu/iaiKij 'ApxaioXoyia in twenty books. This was an ' Early Dionysius of

History of Rome' to 264 B.C., meant to form an intro- sus.

duction to Polybius. We have books i—x (complete)

and XI (imperfect), going down to 441 B.C.; also excerpts from xii—xx.

Polybius had said that Tvxyj, in giving empire to Rome, had been 'an

honest umpire ' ; and Dionysius develops this thought by tracing Roman
dominion to the inborn abilities and virtues of the race. Moreover,

the Romans, he argues, are not 'barbarians,' but of Greek descent.

Dionysius was evidently painstaking in research ; he did not understand

the constitutional history of Rome ; but he gives us a great deal of useful

information. He is a literary man of alert and graceful mind, with certain

ideas which he wishes to work out in a historical form. His style is good;

and the fictitious speeches in his history are sometimes excellent of their

kind.

213. Appianus of Alexandria (c a.d. 140) wrote a general history of

Rome ('Fofj-aiKal 'laroptai) from the earliest times to the

accession of Vespasian (a.d. 70), in twenty-four books.
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Book I, entitled Bao-tXtKj; {sc. ia-Topia), treated of the regal period. The
wars of Rome were next narrated as follows, each book (as a rule) taking

its title from the country concerned:—ii. 'IraXtK};' (Wars in Italy other than

the Samnite) : iii. SauviriKi; (Samnite wars) : iv. KeXtikt; : v. %iKikiKyj ku
vqaiwriKyj : VI. 'IfirjpLKii] : VII. 'AvviftaiKrj (Second Punic War) : vin. KifivKri

(beginning with a general sketch of the Punic Wars) : ix. MaKcSovixi;

:

X. 'EXXijvtK^ KoX 'loiviK-i] : XI. 'SivpiaKT] : XII. MiBpaBdreio?. Nine books

(xiii—xxi) then dealt with the civil wars (FoifiaiKa 'Ep-tj^v^ia) from the

times of Marius and Sulla to the battle of Actium (31 B.C.). Book xxii

('EKaTovTaeTi'a) covered the century from 30 B.C. to 70 a.d. : xxiii {'IWvptiaj)

and xxiv ('Apa;8tos) comprised the lUyrian and Arabian Wars. We have

(i) excerpts and fragments from books i—v and ix : (2) the whole of

books VI—VIII ; xi ; xiii—xvii (the Civil Wars, to 34 B.C.,—the most

valuable among the extant parts of the work) ; and xxiii. Books x,

XVIII—XXII, and xxiv are wholly lost. Appian was a compiler pure

and simple; he is weak in geography and chronology, but writes a plain,

clear style.

214. Dion Cassius (c. a.d. 200) wrote a 'Pco/xatKij laropia from the

foundation of the citv to a.d. 220 (the seventh year of

Alexander Severus). It was in no less than eighty books.

The first thirty-five of these are now represented only by a considerable

body of excerpts and fragments (filling about 98 8vo. pages in Bekker's

edition). Books 36—60 are extant in a practically complete state. The

last 16 chapters of book 60 however (cc. 29—35) have come down to us

only in the abridged form given to them by John Xiphilinus, a Byzantine

scholar in the eleventh century. These twenty-five books (36—60)

comprise the period from the campaign of LucuUus against Mithradates in

68 B.C. to the death of the Emperor Claudius in a.d. 54. For the series of

books from 61 to 80 (inclusive) we have only the epitome of Xiphilinus,

occasionally supplemented by excerpts, or fragments of other abridgments.

These books cover the period from a.d. 54 to a.d. 222. The distinctive

merit of Dion Cassius consists in his familiarity with the details of Roman

administration. The son of a senator, he had himself filled the offices of

quaestor, aedile, praetor, and consul. He is equally at home, as Niebuhr

observed, in constitutional or legal matters and in military tactics. So

far as can now be judged, he possesses the merit which he claims (frag. I.

2) of having used his sources with discrimination and care. His chief

model in method and treatment was Polybius ; he was also a student of

Thucydides ; and he seeks, in their spirit, to trace causes and motives.

He is a valuable authority, especially for events in or near his own time.

215. Herodian {c. a.d. 240) wrote a history of the Emperors from

odian
Cornmodus to Gordian III (a.d. 180—238). Taking the

death of Marcus Aurelius (180) as his starting-point, he

called his work T^s fxerd M.<j.pKov BacnXeCas l(TTopiai, and divided it into

eight books, which have come down entire. The period of fifty-eight years

comprises fifteen reigns. His narrative is clear and vivid. This history
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was made popular in the later times of the Renaissance by Politian's

Latin version (1493).

216. Apart from the Greek compilers of Roman history, two remarkable

men enriched the historical literature of the Greek language
I0S£DX1US.

in the Imperial age. Flavius Josephus [c. a.d. 80), a Jew of

noble descent, wrote a ' History of the Jewish War ' (Ilepi tov 'lov^diKov

iroXifiov) in twelve books, from the capture of Jerusalem by Antiochus

Epiphanes in 170 B.C. to its capture by Titus (at which he was present) in

A.D. 70. A statesman and a soldier, Josephus has so far a certain kinship

with the classical historians of an earlier time. The Greek into which he

translated his work from the Hebrew in which he first composed it is often

marked by a certain graphic liveliness (ivapyeia) : but, in styHng him
'the Greek Livy,' St Jerome did less than justice to his solid historical

merits. He wrote also an ' Early History of the Jews' (lovSaiKi^ 'Apxaio-

Xoyia), in twenty books, going down to a.d. 66. His aim here was to do
for his nation what Dionysius of Halicarnassus had attempted for Rome.

217. The literary activity of Arrian (c. a.d. 150) was curiously

dominated by the idea of a parallel between his own relation .

to his master in philosophy, the Stoic Epictetus, and that of

Xenophon to Socrates. One portion of his works formed a manifold

counterpart to the Memorabilia. He edited the ' Lectures ' (AtaT/Di/3ai) of

Epictetus (in eight books, of which the first four are extant) : compiled his

' Discourses ' ("O/itXiai) in twelve books, now lost ; and, besides a Life of

the master (also lost), the extant ' Manual' ('Ey^f'-p'S""') or summary of his

teaching, which was much read alike by pagans and by Christians. Then
at the side of Xenophon's Anabasis he placed his own 'Avd/3ao-ts 'AXc^av-

Spou, also in seven books, of which we have the whole, except a passage

lost at the end of vii. c. 12. Setting out from Philip's death in 336 he
goes down to Alexander's in 323. Arrian is a critical historian, who has

carefully sifted his documents. He has also the merit of clearness in

describing military matters. His extant 'IvStK?; (or to. IvSiku) forms a kind

of appendix to his Anabasis. It is a description of parts of India, based,

so far as the interior of the country is concerned, on Megasthenes {c. 300
B.C.) and Eratosthenes, while in regard to the coasts he used the XlapdirXous

of Alexander's admiral Nearchus. The treatise is written in Ionic, like

the IvStKot of Ctesias {c. 400 B.C.),—for whose work, however, he had small

esteem {Anab. v. 4, § 2). As if to complete his claim to be called Wos
Sei/oc^cuv, Arrian wrote a treatise on hunting (KwiyyeriKos), a sort of supple-

ment to that which passes as Xenophon's.

218. Plutarch, who was born at Chaeronea in Boeotia not later than

A.D. 50, and probably died soon after 120, is chiefly famous
as the author of the Bi'oi. In the extant collection there are Biography.

, /
Plutarch.

two elements. {a) A series of Biol wapaXX-rjXoi. Plutarch

narrates the life of an eminent Greek ; then the life of an eminent Roman
who in some way resembled him ; and subjoins a short comparison
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{(rvyKpicn<;). There are twenty-two such couples. In one instance, he

takes a pair of Greeks (Agis and Cleomenes), and sets them over against

a pair of Romans (Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus), adding a collective

'comparison.' There are thus forty-eight Parallel Lives in all. In four

instances (Themistocles and Camillus ; Pyrrhus and Marius ; Alexander

and JuKus Caesar; Phocion and Cato minor) the o-vy/cptcris is wanting.

(6) There are also four single lives :—Artaxerxes II (Mnemon) ; Aratus

(the founder of the Achaean League) ; and the emperors Galba and Otho.

These were originally independent pieces.

As a biographer, Plutarch may be said to have three principal traits.

(i) He sharply distinguishes biography from history. ' I am a writer of

lives,' he says, ' not of histories. ...A small matter, a saying, or a jest, often

brings out character {en<j)acnv rjOov; iwocrjcre) better than battles... or sieges'

{A/ex. i). Hence he often passes lightly over events important in them-

selves, particularly when they have been well told by others. (2) His

aim being vivid moral portraiture, the authorities which he consulted

were especially such as could supplement the greater historians by supply-

ing personal details. The historical value of the Lives, so far as it can

now be tested, has been justly estimated by Heeren :—Plutarch generally

went to the best sources available ; he used them with intelligence and

fidelity ; and his standard of biographical work was a high one. (3) As

he is strong on the ethical side, so is he weak on the political. He seems

to have no measure of the difference between the conditions of life in the

free Greece of the fifth century B.C. and in the dependent Greece of

a later age. Thus the 'liberty of Greece' proclaimed by Flamininus in

196 B.C. rouses in him an enthusiasm {Flajnin. c. 10 f ) which Trench has

justly contrasted with Wordsworth's truer estimate of it, as ' A gift of that

which is not to be given.' In the Roman Lives {e.g. those of Sulla and

Cicero) the lack of poHtical insight is especially apparent.

The 'H^iKci {Moralia) form a collection of some eighty pieces, many

of which are essays on points of conduct, while others relate to questions

of history, antiquities, letters, or science. In the miscellaneous and

delightful gossip of these pieces Plutarch appears, to use Joubert's phrase,

as the Herodotus of ethics. The natural piety of the man, his moral

dignity, and his geniality are felt throughout. It is' good to know, through

him, another aspect of his age than that depicted by Suetonius, Juvenal

and Tacitus. As to mere style, Plutarch is one of the very few popular

writers who have more to gain than to lose from a good translation;

he was too fond of long compound words and involved sentences.

219. Diogenes Laertius (whose date is uncertain, but may perhaps be

placed c. a.d. 200—250) wrote a work on the lives and

Laertius!
Opinions of philosophers, which is quoted by various titles,

as Soc^MTTwv Btoi (Eustathius), ^ikocrocjjoi Bioi (Photius).

The first seven of his ten books contain the philosophers of Ionia, begin-

ning with Thales. Under this head he includes the Socratic schools,
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which he divides into three groups: (i) Plato and the Academic^;

(2) Aristotle and the Peripatetics
; (3) the Cynics and the Stoics. He

then devotes his last three books to the philosophers of lia/y (and

their followers) ; beginning with Pythagoras and ending with Epicurus.

The work is a mere compilation, uncritical, and somewhat careless

:

the author's main object was to collect entertaining anecdotes. But it is

of immense value for the history of philosophy : about forty writers, now
lost, are quoted in it.

220. The name Philostratus was borne by a series of ' sophists ' who
came from the island of Lemnos. I. The first of these,

said by Suidas to have lived in Nero's reign, is obscure. p^^ j

Some critics ascribe to him the dialogue Ne'poiv which has

come down among Lucian's writings. II. Flavius Philostratus (c. a.d. 210),

known as ' the Athenian,' was the author of Bioi So^io-riuv,—sketches of

rhetoricians and orators, as well as of some men who might 'lay claim

to philosophy,' from the days of Protagoras to his own. The chief value

of the work is for the later history of rhetoric. He also wrote To. eU rov

Tuavea 'AttoXXwvlov, a Life of that wandering Pythagorean and mystic

(born c. 4 B.C.), whom many then regarded as a supernatural being.

III. A third Philostratus, called 'the Lemnian,' nephew and son-in-law

of the second, was 24 years old in Caracalla's reign (a.d. 211—217 : Fit.

Sophist. II. 30). His 'H/3U)iKos is a dialogue on the heroes of the Trojan

war, largely indebted to the cyclic and tragic poets, and censorious of

Homer, especially for exalting Odysseus at the expense of Palamedes.

In his Vvjx.varTTiKo% he exhorts an enervated age to revive athletic contests.

But his most popular work was the E6Koves. In these he purports to

describe a variety of pictures in a portico at Naples. IV. A fourth

Philostratus {c. a.d. 300?), the maternal grandson of the third, wrote

another set of EikoVc? (of which only part remains), in avowed imitation

of the earlier series, but with inferior grace and spirit. Elegant description,

in which language vied with the works of the painter's or sculptor's art,

was a literary fashion of the time.

221. Rhetoric had been placed on a new fooring by Aristotle, who

had laid down principles or general rules, and so con-

structed an intelligent art (see § 185). Hermagoras of
ffter Aristotle.

Temnos {c. no B.C.), whose works are lost, treated the

subject in a manner less abstract than Aristotle's, but more scientific

than that of the pre-Aristotelian writers, who had dealt mainly with the

practical requirements of the law-courts. Hermogenes {c. a.d. 170),

building partly on Hermagoras, made a complete digest of rhetoric,

which is contained in five extant treadses. He is clear and acute.

Among other extant works, once popular, may be mentioned the ' Art of

Rhetoric ' by Cassius Longinus (c. a.d. 260) ; the ' Exercises ' {-Trpoyvfj.v-

ao-jtiara) of Aphthonius (c. A.D. 315), long a standard text-book, which

again came into use at the Renaissance; and the 'Exercises' of AeUus
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Theon (c. a.d. 380). The remarkable essay on the sources of 'Sublimity'

(Trepl vtj/ovs)—meaning what we should rather call ' impressiveness in

style ' generally—is ascribed in the oldest MS. to ' Dionysius [of Halicar-

nassus] or Longinus,'—showing that the authorship was doubtful. The
internal evidence points to a date earlier than that of Longinus

; perhaps

to the first century a.d.

222. During the first four centuries of the Empire there was an

extraordinary demand for rhetorical accomplishment. The
The New ^j.(-g gf panegyric and of adulation played a prominent

part in every phase of public life. Forensic speech had

an enlarged scope, especially in the provinces. Rhetoric, as the most

useful, became the most popular form of Greek culture. The name
o-o^icTTjys, which Isocrates had accepted for himself, now became a quasi-

professional title. Under Hadrian and the Antonines, the 'sophists'

reached a high degree of dignity and influence. Marcus Aurelius estab-

lished at Athens a school of Philosophy, with four Chairs {dpovoi),—

Platonic, Peripatetic, Stoic, and Epicurean; and, at its side, a school

of Rhetoric, with two Chairs,—the Sophistic (in the theory and art

of rhetoric), and the Civic (ttoA-itikos, concerned chiefly with forensic

speaking). The ' sophistic ' Chair held the superior rank. Similar posts

existed in many of the greater cities, and were objects of strenuous

ambition.

223. The abundant examples of ' sophistic ' literature which have

come down to us contain much that is tedious and inane,
Dion chry- jj^^ a.lso not a little that is interesting and curious. Dion

Chrysostom {c. a.d. 100), who enjoyed the favour of Nerva

and Trajan, has left a collection of discourses (Xoyot) which are partly

orations, partly essays on philosophical, political, or literary themes.

In his best-known piece, the 'PoStaKos, he censures the custom, adopted

in Rhodes, of inscribing ancient statues with new names, and then erecting

them as memorials of modern men. Dion's style is easy and pleasant.

Aristeides
Publius Aclius Atisteides {ob. c. a.d. 180) represents the

rhetoric of display at the zenith of its glory : in the opinion

of his age, and in his own, he was at least the equal of Demosthenes.

His most ambitious Aoyot are in praise of cities {e.g. his Panathenaicus, on

the model of Isocrates), or of deities (as his Ets Ai'a). His six lepoi

Adyot relate to incubations in temples of Asclepius.

224. Three noteworthy sophists belong to the fourth century. Liban-

ius of Antioch (born c. a.d. 314) was more than a successful

wntury""'' thetorician. His Life of Demosthenes, and his ii7ro0€'cras to

sophists. the orator's speeches, have a lasting interest. Among Ms

Libanius. Letters are some which he wrote to Basil and to John

Themistius. Chrysostom (his pupils), to Athanasius, to Gregory of Nyssa,

and to the Emperor Julian. Themistius {c. a.d. 360), a

student of Aristotle (on whom he commented), and in style an imitator of
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Plato, had a great reputation for eloquence, but, unlike most of the

sophists, disclaimed the power of extemporary speech.
TT- • r -t

• •
~T ^* ,

Himenus.
Himerius, after becommg emment as a teacher of rhetoric

at Athens, was invited by Juhan to Antioch in a.d. 362. In his extant

Xdyot, which are largely 'displays,' he often imitates Aristeides, not without

ingenuity and spirit. Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil were among his

pupils.

The Emperor Julian (born a.d. 331, died 363) has a link with the

'sophists' through his encomia on Constantius and on
Eusebia, his discourses on pagan deities, and other

rhetorical compositions. These are, however, less distinctive than his

two satirical pieces. The Kato-apes -^ crvjiiTrocrtov is a witty dialogue on his

predecessors, among whom Marcus Aurelius fares best. When Julian

visited Antioch in 362, the streets resounded with insolent songs, which

(as Gibbon says) ' derided the laws, the religion, the personal conduct,

and even the deard of the emperor.' In his 'AvnoxiKO's yj /tto-oTrwycov

he retorts by castigating the manners of that dissolute city. But it is the

large collection of his Letters which gives the best and most interesting

view of his genius, his character, and his tastes.

225. The study of rhetoric, by cultivating expression as an art, en-

couraged those lighter forms of literature which depend
•1 IT- ^ r o /

Lucian.
mamly on style. Lucian, a Syrian of Samosata (c. a.d. 120

—

200), began life as an itinerant sophist, visiting Ionia, Greece Proper,

Italy, and Gaul. Settling at Athens when he was about forty, he gave

himself to the literary work which made his fame ; in later years he was an

official of a law-court in Egypt. A sceptic and a wit, placed in an age of

shams, Lucian has at least a negative zeal for truth : he does not

believe that man can know, but he is a vigorous enemy of pretence in

religion, philosophy, and literature. The Ais KaTrjyopovfievoi intimates his

distinctive claim ; he is the founder of satiric dialogue. Rhetoric there

upbraids the ' Syrian ' with forsaking her, his first love, for ' the bearded

Dialogus
'

; while Dialogus complains that the Syrian has dragged him
from his philosophical heaven to earth, and given him a comic instead of

a tragic mask. Lucian's dialogues blend an irony, which he had studied

in Plato, with an Aristophanic mirth and fancy. His satire ranges over

the whole life of his time ; but among his more conspicuous butts are the

Olympian deities (as in Zeiis TpaywSos, ®€(3v SiaXoyoi, etc.), the philosophers

(as in 'Epy«.oTi/ios, Btwv irpScris, 'AXteiJs), and the pedantic stylists (Ae^t<^ai'?js,

SoA-oiKio-Dj's). In thought, he is of no school, but chiefly admires Epicurus,

who to him, as to Lucretius, is the great emancipator from superstition.

Lucian makes us feel, not (as Aristophanes often does) that he is modern,

but rather that he is a detached observer of the ancients : this is due

to his mental separateness from his time, and to a certain tone which

suggests that he wrote for the few, or to please himself only ; here he

sometimes resembles Swift. He has furnished some prototypes of later
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work (e.g. the 'Ak-r]drj<; Icnopia, relatively to 'Gulliver,' and like books; the

NeKjoiKoi hioXoyoi, to Landor's 'Imaginary Conversations'). As to his

purely artificial Attic Greek, it is easy to find blemishes in the grammar •

but as a whole, in general texture and in spirit, it is the most remarkable

and the best-sustained tour de force ever achieved,—not to say by a

foreigner (xai raDra ISdp^apos avTOS elvai SoKuiv, Bis Accus. § 34),—but by
any post- classical writer of the language.

226. The composition of fictitious letters (such as the ' Episdes of

Phalaris') was a favourite exercise. From Alciphron (f. a.d.

200—220?) we have three books of such letters, supposed

to pass between Athenians of an earlier time ; they are little sketches of

common life, drawn largely from Comedy. The imitative Attic dialect

shows in some traits a study of Lucian.

227. The stores of literature in the greater libraries invited discursive

readers to compile extracts illustrative of their favourite
Miscellanies, gubjects. Athenaeus, of Naucratis in Egypt, wrote at the

Athenaeus. ^nd of the second or early in the third century a.d. The
date must be subsequent to the death of the Emperor

Commodus in 193 (p. 537 f). But the Ulpian whose peaceful death is

noticed at p. 686 c cannot be the jurist, who was murdered by the soldiery

in 228. Athenaeus has thrown his collections into the form of a con-

versation among twenty-nine erudite guests who meet at dinner on

several successive days. The title of this work (in fifteen books), Deiptio-

sophistae, would more naturally mean ' connoisseurs in dining,' but is

intended to signify 'learned men at dinner.' The talk rambles over a

wide field,—the pleasures of the table, and everything connected with

them,—literature, music, natural history, medicine, grammar, the usages of

public and social life. The compilation is a mine of antiquarian lore ; in

particular, it is a rich source for fragments of Greek poetry (especially

Comedy). Quoting upwards of five hundred authors who would other-

wise be unknown, Athenaeus gives us a glimpse into the wealth of the

Alexandrian Library which he used.

228. Claudius Aelianus {c. a.d. 220) has left a large budget of anecdotes

on various subjects (TloiKiXy\ laTopia), in fourteen books; and
Aeiian. ^ mass of notes or stories about the characteristics of animals

Poiyaenus. (Hcpt ^tiwv iSioTijTos). Polyaenus, a Macedonian (c. 170

A.D.), is the author of STpaTij-yT^/xara, in eight books, a series

of stories describing the stratagems of famous men (and of some women),

chiefly in war, but partly also in civil affairs. He writes well, and the

work is of considerable interest for history and biography.

^29. Stobaeus (John of Stobi in Macedonia) is a compiler to whom

we owe no small debt. Two works (parts of one plan) bear

his name : (i) 'EKXoyai ^vo-ikoi StaXeKxt/cat Koi -qBiKai,—ex-

tracts from prose-writers in several branches of philosophy; and (2) 'kv&o-

XoyLov,—a collection of extracts both in prose and in verse, arranged
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under topics. Many precious fragments, especially of poetry, are known
through him alone. As he quotes the Neoplatonist Hierocles {Ed. Phys.

c. 7), who wrote in the latter part of the fifth century, he may be referred

to the end of that century, or to the earlier part of the sixth.

230. Galen (Claudius Galenus) was born at Pergamum in a.d. 130,

and is said to have survived the accession of Caracalla (211).

He was not merely a great physician, but a man learned in ** j'^p^",^

all the philosophy and science of his age. One of his sophy.

distinctive aims (as seen especially in his treatise on the Galen.
' Opinions of Hippocrates and of Plato ') was to correlate

medicine with psychology. ' The best physician,' he held, ' is also a

philosopher.' The compass of his writings was very large. He seems to

have written at least five hundred treatises, of which more than eighty

(excluding spurious or doubtful pieces) are extant. His commentaries on

Hippocrates (the founder of Greek medicine, _/?<?n c. 410 B.C.) have been

invaluable to all later students.

231. Sextus Empiricus {c. a.d. 220?) was a physician,—his surname

denoting that he belonged to the sect of physicians called

kjiTTupiKo'i, who insisted on practical experience as the
|f^*"^i us

paramount guide in medicine. Two of his works are extant,

(i) In one he gives 'outlines' of the Sceptic philosophy of Pyrrhon

(c. 320 B.C.): Ilvppcoi/iai wOTUiriocrcis i) ^KeirriKd VTrofjivr/fJiaTa. (2) The
Other work is a refutation, in 11 books, of all non-sceptic teachers, who
are collectively called fj-adrjuanKol, as representing various positive /xady-

juara (grammar, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, astrology, music ; logic,

physical philosophy, ethics). The title is, IIpos to-us (xadrjixanKovi avrippTj-

TiKoi Sextus is valuable as an authority on the Sceptics, and also for the

light incidentally thrown on other systems or disciplines.

232. For the rise and progress of Neoplatonism, and a notice of its

chief exponents in the third and fourth centuries (Plotinus and Porphyry),

the reader may be referred to the section on Greek Philosophy (§ 277).

Stoicism, the other school of thought which was mainly influential

in this period, has as its chief representatives Epictetus (c. a.d. no) and

the Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (a.d. 131-— 180). How the Stoic

teaching of Epictetus was recorded by Arrian, has already been mentioned

(§217). The Meditations (Ta Trpos eaurov) of Marcus Aurelius

were written, amidst the labours of court or camp, in a Marcus Au-

private journal, and were first pubHshed in 1550 from a MS.

now lost. His chosen master is Epictetus, whom he follows in fixing his

attention upon practical ethics. The point of view is, throughout, that of

the station which defined his sphere of duty,—the Emperor's. This ' most

human of all books ' (as Renan called it) is a complete picture of the

man's inner life. Remembering the character of the age in which Marcus

lived,—^remembering also the nature of the trials, public and domestic,

which he endured,—we shall not think Matthew Arnold's estimate of him
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exaggerated :
' he is one of those consoling and hope-inspiring marks

which stand for ever to remind our weak and easily discouraged race how
high human goodness .and perseverance have once been carried, and may

be carried again.'

233. We have now traced the development of Greek prose literature

from the Alexandrian age down to the period of its decline. The more

prominent works in each of the principal departments have been in-

dicated. But, before concluding this sketch, a brief notice

The Greek is duc to a form of composition, slight indeed in its early

writers^' cssays, and even actually a symptom of decadence, yet of

much interest for literary history, as being the prototype of

the novel. The Greek writers of prose romance in the Imperial age are

called epwTiKoi, because the romance was uniformly the story of a hero and

a heroine, the chief motive being love, and the next, ad-

Literary venture. The oldest Greek examples of such stories were
pedigree of the .,, ,. , .^.
Greek novel. suppucd by some lyric poems, now lost, of Stesichorus

(see § 151). In Greek prose the earliest love-story is that

of Abradates and Pantheia in Xenophon's Cyrqpaedia. The Greek writers

of romance under the Empire took much of their scenery, sentiment,

and imagery from the pastoral poets and love-elegists, Greek or Latin;

in plot and situations they gave free rein to their fancy, unchecked by

regard for probability. Parthenius of Nicaea {c. 30 B.C.) compiled a little

treatise (extant in an epitome) Ilepi ipwTLKMv iradr^ft.a.Ttav,—thirty-six short

love-stories, all tragic, dedicated to Cornelius Gallus, and intended as

material for elegiac poetry.

234. Photius, writing in the ninth century, has preserved {cod. 94 and

166) outhnes of two compositions which were, no doubt,
The first among the earliest specimens of the Greek prose romance.
recorded . ,

^
. f , .

, ,

novelists. lambuchus [c. A.D. iio),—not to be confused with the

Neoplatonist,—was the author of a love-story called Ba;8u-

XwvLo.Ka., which Photius describes as a Spaf^artKov, i.e. a tale of action, with

dialogue. Antonius Diogenes (of uncertain date, but probably earlier

than A.D. 300) wrote ' The marvels beyond Thule ' (Ta v-rrep ©ovkrjv

ama-ra),—in which Deinias met the heroine, Dercyllis, in Thule, and

shared with her many wondrous adventures.

235. The extant representatives of the pre-Byzantine romance are

five in number, (i) Xenophon of Ephesus (probably not

Ephesus.""^ later than a.d. 250) is the author of T^l Karh. 'kvBmv

Heiiodorus. «"' 'AftpoKofi.rii',—the Scene being laid at his native city.

(2) Heiiodorus (c. a.d. 275) is the author of AWwiriKi,—

the adventures of Charicleia, a priestess of Delphi, and the Thessalian

Theagenes, with whom she flies to Egypt, and to whom she is finally married

in Aethiopia. Though inferior in poetic fancy to Longus, Heiiodorus is on

the whole the best of these writers. (3) Under the name of
ongus.

Longus, we have Ta Kara Ad^viv kol XX6r]v,—a pastoral
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romance of much grace and beauty; the scene is in Lesbos. Nothing is

known of the writer, but on literary grounds it may be conjectured that he

lived before a.d. 300. (4) Achilles Tatius, who sometimes

imitates Heliodorus, and lived not much later than a.d. 300,
Achilles

wrote To. Kara AevKimrrjv kol KXeiToifiwvTa. In tone and taste chariton.

he is inferior to the three preceding authors. (5) A similar

remark appHes to ' Chariton of Aphrodisias ' in Caria,—probably a name
assumed by a writer of the fifth century. The scene of his story, To, Kara

Xatpeav koX KaXXLpporjv, is laid at Syracuse, towards the end of the fifth

century B.C.,—the heroine being the daughter of the Syracusan statesman,

Hermocrates.

236. At the period when feeling and fancy which had once inspired

drama, and then pastoral or elegiac poetry, thus found an

enfeebled utterance in prose romance, the life of Greek
literature was rapidly waning. During the fourth and fifth centuries that

process was hastened by two principal causes. The divergence of

colloquial from literary Greek was becoming more marked. The estrange-

ment of Christians from those Hellenic writings which they associated with

paganism was also progressive ; though, even then, not a few of their own
greatest teachers were among the foremost masters of Greek style and
eloquence. In a.d. 529 the edict of Justinian closed the schools of heathen

philosophy. A hundred years later the stream of Greek literature, which
for some fifteen centuries had been practically continuous, might be said

to have ceased. Hellenism gave place to Byzantinism. But the work of

that creative mind, first revealed in the //tad, which had moulded the great"

monuments of Hellenic thought and imagination, was to remain as a

permanent inheritance of mankind. After a long age of partial obscuration

or oblivion, the intellectual and spiritual forces which ancient Hellas had
transmitted to Rome were revived in Europe at the Renaissance. By
helping humanity to find itself again, and by diffusing ideas which are still

fruitful in every field of knowledge, those forces determined the transition

from the medieval to the modern world.

I. Histories of Greek Literature.—K. O. Miiller (vol. l), continued by

J. W. Donaldson. 1858.—W. Mure, J vols. (l and II, Epic

poetry : xil. Lyric and Elegiac : iv and v. Prose, to Xenophon.)
bibliography.

i860.— G. Bernhardy, Grundriss d. gr. Litteratur. (Poetry.) New ed. by
Volkmann, vol. I. 1892.—Th. Bergk, Griech. Litteraturgeschichte. Ed. by
Hinvichs and Peppmijller, 4 vols. 1872-94.—R. Nicolai, Griech. Literatur-

geschichte. 3 vols. 1878.—W. Christ (in Iwan von Miiller's series of handbooks),

Gesch. d. Griech. Litteratur. To the age of Justinian. 5th ed. 1908-12.—U. von
Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, Die griechische Liieratur des Altertums in Kultur der

Gegenwart, I. 8. 3rd ed. 191 2.—A. and M. Croiset, Histoire de la littdrature

grecque. To the seventh century A.D. 5 vols. 1887-99.

—

Shorter Histories.

A. and M. Croiset, Maiiuel d'histoire de la litterature grecque. 1900. (English

trans, published by Macmillan & Co. 1904.)—F. B. Jevons. (To the death of

Demosthenes.) 3rded. 18S9.—Gilbert Murray. 1897.— Mahaffy. 3rd ed. iSgof.
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II. Works illustrating' special departments or periods. This list is limited

to a small number of books, such as are likely to be found useful by students.—

J. A. Symonds, Studies of the Greek Poets. 2 vols. 1883.—R. C. Jebb, Growth

and influence of classical Greek Poetry. 1893.—S. H. Butcher, Some aspects of

the Greek genius. 1894. Harvard Lectures on Greek Subjects. 1904.—W. R.

Hardie, Lectures on Classical Subjects. 1903.—R. C. Jebb, Introduction to

Homer. 6th ed. 1898.

—

'W.'L&a.i, Companion to the Iliad. 1892.—R. Volkmann,

Geschichte undKritik der Wolfschen Prolegomena zu Homer. 1874.—G. Finsler,'

Die Homerkritik, pp. 341-443 ol Ho7ner. 2nd ed. 1913.—H. Flach, Geschichte

d. gr. Lyrik. 1883.—G. S. Farnell, Greek Lyric Poetry. 1891.—J. W. Mackail,

Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology. 2nd ed. 1906.—A. W. Schlegel,

Lectures on dramatic art and literature. E. T. 1861.—R. G. Moulton, The

ancient Classical Drama. 1890.—L. Campbell, A Guide to Greek Tragedy for
English readers. 1891.— The Students Manual of Greek Tragedy, ed. A. W.
Verrall. 1891.—J. T. Sheppard, Greek Tragedy. 191 1.—A. CoiiaX, Aristophane

et I'ancienne ComMie grecque. 3rd ed. 1902.—J. Denis, La Comedie grecque.

2 vols. iZZj.— Hellenica, ed. E. Abbott: including essays on Aeschylus, Sopho-

cles, Thucydides (the speeches), Xenophon, Polybius, etc. 1883.—R. W. Macan,

Introduction to ed. of Herodotus iv, v, vi (vol. I, pp. i—cxviii), 1895, andvii,

VIII, IX (vol. I, pp. i—xcvii), 1908.—J. Classen, Einleitung to Thucydides I,

pp. xi—Ixxxiv. 4th ed. 1897.—W. H. Forbes, Introduction to ed. of Thuc. I

(pp. i—cxxxii). 1895.—H. G. Dakyns, Translation of Xenophon, with a Life of

the historian. Introductions, and notes. 3 vols. 1890-97.—E. S. Shuckburgh,

Translation of Polybius, with Introduction and notes. 1889.—R. Volkmann,

Die Rhetorik d. Griechen und Romer, 2nd ed. 1874, and in Iwan von Miiller's

series, vol. 11, pp. 455-489, 1885.—F. Blass, Die Attische Beredsamkeit. 3 parts

in 4 vols. New ed. 1887-98.—R. C. Jebb, Attic Orators from Antiphon to

Isaeus. 2nd ed. 1893.—W. Rhys Roberts, Longinus on the Sublime, 1899;

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the three Literary Letters, 1901 ; Demetrius on

Style, 1902.—B. Jowett, The Dialogues of Plato translated, with Analyses and

Introductions. 3rd ed. in 5 vols. 1892.

—

Aristotlis Rhetoric, Introduction by

E. M. Cope, 1867 ; Text and Comtnentary by E. M. Cope (ed. by J. E. Sandys),

1877; Translation by R. C. Jebb (ed. by J. E. Sandys), 1909.—S. H. Butcher,

Aristotles Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, with a critical text and translation

of the Poetics. 4th ed. 1907.—I. Bywater, Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, a

revised text with critical introduction, translation, and commentary. 1909.—

A. Couat, Poisie alexandrine sous les trois premiers PtoUmees. 1870.—

F. Susemihl, Die alexandrinische Litteratur. 2 vols. 1891-92.—E. Rohde,

Der griechische Roman und seine Vorldufer. 1876.

Further bibliographical details may be found in Paul Masqueray, Biilio-

graphic pratique de la Litterature grecque, 1914.

III. Texts of newly discovered fragments of Greek poets. Archilochus,

Alcaeus, Sappho, Corinna, Pindar in Sujiplementum Lyricum, ed. Diehl(Bonn)i

1908.—Pindar in Schroder's 2nd ed. 1914, and in J. E. Sandys' text and trans,

1915.—Sophocles and Euripides in Tragicorum Graecorum Frag?nenta nuper

reperta, ed. A. S. Hunt (Oxford), 1912.—Timotheus, Persae, ed. Wilamowitz

(Berlin), 1903.—Menander, four plays, ed. Van Leeuwen (Leiden), six plays, ed.

C. Robert (Halle), 1908.—Callimachus (including his Hecale), ed. Wilamowitz

(Berlin), 1897.
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III. 2. PHILOSOPHY.

PRESOCRATICS.

237. At a time when Central Greece had not yet won itself the

leisure necessary for intellectual development, philosophy, the study of

first causes or principles, was already cultivated in the colonies of the

East and the West. As early as 600 B.C. the Greeks of Ionia asked

themselves 'What is this world in which we live?' and as early as 500
the Greeks of Italy and Sicily echoed the question : but it was not till

about 450 that the mother-cities, now prosperous at home and abroad,

began to interest themselves in speculative inquiry. Thenceforward, until

A.D. 529, when the schools were closed by Justinian, philosophy found a

congenial home at Athens. Early in the sixth century B.C. certain legis-

lators, rulers, and statesmen—Thales, Solon, Periander, Cleo-

bulus, Cheilon, Bias, Pittacus—were styled in recognition

of their practical ability the seven wise men (a-ocfioC). One of them, Thales
of Miletus (624—546), was celebrated also for his mathematical attain-

ments, as well as for a theory of the material cause of the universe. On
the strength of this physical speculation he was known to after ages as a

philosopher (<^iXocro(^os), that is to say, 'a lover of knowledge for its

own sake.' Assuming that the various sorts of matter are modifications

of a single increate and imperishable element, but making no attempt to

explain why and how the single element variously modifies itself, he

affirmed that all things are water. Next, Anaximander of Miletus

(611—547), accepting Thales' assumption, took for his principle ia.px>])

the indefinite (a-n-eipov), that is to say, a material something, which, not

being any one of the four elements commonly recognized, was intermediate

between earth and water on the one hand and air and fire on the other.

From this intermediate (yaera^' ti), which he may have conceived as mist

or cloud, he supposed the four so-called elements to develop themselves

(EKKpivEo-Sai), and into it he supposed them to return. A generation later,

Anaximenes of Miletus, following closely in the steps of Anaximander,

chose for his principle air, whence, he added, development takes place

by thinning (/xavwcrts, dpaiuxri';) and thickening (tvkvwo-is). The Ionian

succession ended about 500 with Heracleitus of Ephesus, whose

teaching is summed up in the propositions, (i) fire is principle, (2) all

things are in flux (Travra p6i). Of these propositions, the former—the

declaration that all the sorts of matter are stages in the combustion of

elemental fire—connected him with his predecessors, while the latter—the
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assertion that the modification of the principle is not occasional but

perpetual—marked a new departure and carried an important corollary.

For Heracleitus recognized that there can be no knowledge of that which

is in flux, and his disciples were not slow to draw the sceptical con-

sequence. Thus, whereas hitherto men had inquired 'What is Being?'

henceforward they found themselves constrained to ask also 'What is

Knowledge?' In short, the Ionian henists of the sixth

henism. century, postulating a single material cause, took severally

for their respective elements, Thales, water modifying itself;

Anaximander, cloud or mist modifying itself in two directions; Anaxi-

menes, air modifying itself in two directions by thinning and thickening;

Heracleitus, fire modifying itself perpetually in a recurrent cycle.

238. Meanwhile, after Anaximenes, but before Heracleitus, two Eastern

Greeks who about 530 settled in Italy, not being themselves in the strict

sense of the term philosophers, were nevertheless preparing the way for new

philosophical developments. One of them, Pythagoras, originally of

Samos, afterwards of Croton, a mathematician and a musician, an educator

and a social reformer, founded a sect or order, which, when it ceased to be

a poUtical force, diverged into philosophy and propounded a fanciful theory

of numbers immanent in things. The other, Xenophanes, originally of

Colophon, afterwards of Elea, the reputed founder of Eleaticism, in his

rhapsodical crusade against the anthropomorphic and anthropopathic

polytheism of his contemporaries, gave currency to the antithesis of the

One and the Many, and in his moraHzings upon the vanity of things

emphasized the distinction between Knowledge and Opinion. A new era

began with Parmenides of Elea, the father not only of the

philosophy of the fifth century, but also of its science and of

its scepticism. This great thinker, a later contemporary of Heracleitus,

embodied his teaching in a poem called Nature. Noting the incon-

sistency of the lonians, who to their material principle, ex hypothesi

universal, ascribed the specific characteristics of water, mist, air, fire, he

first affirms, in the epigrammatic formula the ent (ov) is, the nonent

{fXTj ov) is not, the distinction which they had imperfectly apprehended

between the One which is and the Many which become and are not.

Then under the heads of Truth and Opinion he deals separately with ent

and nonent. In Truth he ascertains, by the exclusion of variety and

change, that the ent, the only object of knowledge, is increate and

imperishable ; whole, sole, immovable, determinate ; neither past, nor future,

but ever present ; a homogeneous all, one and continuous, like to a well-

rounded and evenly-balanced sphere. These propositions, the results of

thought, are the objects of knowledge. In Opinion—which, since vanety

and change are nonent and cannot be known, has no pretension to

certainty—he rests a cosmological theory upon the assumption of a duality

of elements, light or fire and dark or earth, of which phenomenal things

consist, and from which they derive their characteristics. In a word.
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Xenophanes' antitheses, One and Many, Knowledge and Opinion, enabled

Parmenides to combine in his strikingly original system the metaphysical or

philosophical henism of the lonians and the physical or scientific dualism

of certain Pythagoreans.

The philosophy and the science which Parmenides had joined together

were sundered by his immediate successors. On the one part, his pupil

Zeno of Elea, neglecting or abandoning the theory of the Many, gave

himself to the controversial defence of the theory of the One. Of the

arguments which he employed to disprove the existence of plurality, the

most famous are certain paradoxes of space, time, and number. But

his paradox of predication, cited in Plato's Parmenides, had weightier

consequences, inasmuch as its premiss, ' unhke things cannot be like, nor

like things unlike '—the precursor of Antisthenes' dogma, ' no predication

which is not identical is legitimate'—raised the question 'What is,

Predication?' Zeno was not a great logician, but he must have credit

for his recognition of the need of a logic, as well as for his invention of

dialectical argument. Eleaticism proper, the theory of the existent One,

ended with Melissus of Samos, who translated Parmenides' poem into

prose.

239. On the other part, Empedocles of Agrigentum, Anaxagoras
of Clazomenae, and Leucippus of Abdera, all of them
contemporaries of Zeno, rejecting the theory of the One, j-isu.

^^''

devoted themselves to the study of the Many, and devised

cosmogonies and cosmologies having for their basis the assumption that

so-called generation and destruction of things are in truth the commixture

and the dissolution of a plurality of elements. First, Empedocles
(495—43S), postulating four roots (pt^oj/iara) or material causes, fire, air,

water, and earth, supposed the universe to be governed by two moving
causes, alternately predominant, namely, love or attraction and hate or

repulsion. Love, when it ousts hate, produces a complete aggregation

of the interspersed elements in a unity called the sphere (cr<^atpo9).

Hate, when it ousts love, separates the four elements the one from the

other. In the intervals between these crises, love and hate by their

joint action give rise to cosmic or particular existences. At the beginning

of our own epoch, when hate returned and brought about the disruption

of the sphere, first, air, fire, earth, and water, discovered themselves ; then

trees ; then animate organisms,—limbs, limbs conjoined, animals, and,

finally, animals having the power of reproduction. Bone, flesh, muscle,

and blood,—which last is the seat of intelligence,—consist severally of

elements united in determinate proportioiis. The subject of sensation,

receiving into appropriate pores films or effluvia given off by the object,

apprehends the elements of the object by means of the corresponding

elements contained in itself : for like is known by like. The evidence of

the senses cannot be implicitly trusted. Aristotle's complaints, to the

effect that Empedocles does not explain the relation of his causes, moving

G. A. 13
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and material, to one another and to the universe which we know, woulc

seem to be just : but the modern reader notes with interest Empedocles

recognition of the law of the survival of the fit, and with surprise Aristotle'i

rejection of it. Secondly, Anaxagoras (500—428), who, though born afev

years before Empedocles, was later in his intellectual activity, took for hii

elements an infinity of seeds (o-Trep/iara), which, while they have determinatf

characters, are by reason of their smallness severally imperceptible. Hencf

in the beginning, when they were indiscriminately mixed, the totality Oj

seeds (TravcnrepiJ.ia) was wholly destitute of perceptible form or quality. Thei

mind (voCs), the rarest and finest of things, external to the formless chaoi

and independent of it, communicated to it a motion of rotation (Trcpi.

Xu>py](ji%). Thereupon like seeds came together in appropriate regions and

produced perceptible aggregates : and so the orderly universe began.

Bone, flesh, marrow, and generally what we know as homogeneous bodies,

are homoeomerous concretions of the corresponding seeds : or, more

exactly, they are concretions in which the corresponding seeds predomi-

nate ; for in each thing, together with the predominant seeds from which it

derives its present character, there are also seeds of all other kinds, isolated

and therefore unperceived, which, when they severally come together,

bring about appropriate changes. Fire, air, water, and earth, are not

elemental. That is to say, there are no seeds corresponding to them ; they

derive their natures from the joint predominance of a plurality of kinds.

Sense is fallible. Plato and Aristotle agree both in commending Anaxa-

goras for making his moving cause intelligent, and in censuring him for

limiting its activity to the communication of an initial impulse. The chaos

of seeds and the creative mind of Anaxagoras are plainly equivalent to the

sphere and the hate of Empedocles, and were probably derived from them.

Thirdly, Leucippus, a contemporary of Anaxagoras and Empedocles,

propounded a thorough-going atomism, which his successor Democritus

(460—351) developed and enforced. The elements of things are, said the

Atomists, the full (wX-^pe?, a-repeov) and the empty {kcvov, pavov), the full

being an infinity of immutable atoms (aropa, aropoi), differing from one

another in s^ape (as A from N), in order (as AN from NA), and in inclina-

tion (as N from Z), while the empty is the vacuum or space without which

motion would be impossible. Falling through space with velocities pro-

portioned to their size, the atoms overtake and impinge upon one another,

A vortex {Slvti), resembling the rotation of Anaxagoras, ensues, and in the

course of it like atoms congregate in perceptible groups. In this way

worlds, infinitely numerous, of which our world is one, come into being.

The magnitude, the weight, and the resistance of bodies, depend upon the

atoms and the spaces of which they are composed. Sensations, such as

hot and cold, sweet and bitter, are affections which the object produces in

the subject. Soul or mind, like fire, consists of atoms which, being fine

and spherical, are conspicuously mobile. There are two sorts of know-

ledge : genuine knowledge which has for its objects the atoms and the void,
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and dark knowledge which has for its objects the impressions of sense.

Thus whereas Anaxagoras attributed to his seeds all the qualities which we
find in things, Democritus tried to express the qualities of things in terms

of atom and void : and whereas Anaxagoras ascribed the creative impulse

to an external mind, Democritus conceived the universe as the necessary

and accidental (that is to say, undesigned) result of the descent of atoms

through space. The coevals of Democritus hardly appreciated his pains-

taking attempt to devise a cosmology, and to his later contemporary Plato

his unqualified materialism was nothing less than odious. Nevertheless at

a later period Epicurus was glad to borrow his science, and to graft it upon

his own unscientific, unphilosophical, system.

240. These one-sided developments of Parmenidean Eleaticism—that

is to say, the doctrine of Zeno, which recognized a One philosophy

without a Many, and the doctrines of Empedocles, Anaxa- superseded by

goras, and Leucippus, which recognized a Many without
umamsm.

a One—led the way to sceptical conclusions which were formulated and
maintained by Gorgias of Leontini (483—376), and Protagoras of

Abdera (481—411). 'Nothing is, nothing can be known, nothing can be

expressed in speech,' said Gorgias : so he turned to the study and the

teaching of rhetoric. ' Man is the measure of all things, of what is, that it

is, and of what is not, that it is not,' said Protagoras : so he turned to the

study and the teaching of literature. Thus philosophy fell into disrepute :

and, under the guidance of certain professional teachers, commonly called

sophists, who, frankly abandoning the pursuit of truth as elusory, claimed

to communicate culture, accomplishments, and aptitude for affairs, the in-

tellectual energies of Greece took the direction of Humanism. Sophistry
flourished for about a hundred years, from the middle of the

fifth century to the middle of the fourth. Two lines of descent,

and five phases or varieties may be discriminated. In the one line, (i) the

sophistry ofliterature, begun by Protagoras who came to Central Greece about

450, and continued by Prodicus of Ceos and Evenus of Paros, gave rise to

(2) polymathic sophistry, professed by Hippias of Elis, which sought to

popularize literature, learning, science, and art, and from this again sprang

(3) the eristic sophistry of Euthydemus and Dionysodorus, which claimed

to teach an art of disputation applicable to all subjects. In the other Kne,

(4) the sophistry of forensic rhetoric, beginning at Syracuse with Tisias

and Corax about 467, and brought to Central Greece by Gorgias in

427, was succeeded in the early years of the fourth century by (5) the

sophistry of political rhetoric, which, ably represented by Isocrates (436

—

338), was in possession of the field when Plato in the character of an

educational reformer returned to Athens and established the Academy.
The sophists had no doctrines in common : nevertheless they agreed in

disliking philosophy. They were not conspirators against morality: but

the ethical principles which some of them taught, if they did not fall lower

than the low contemporary standard, did not rise above it; and the

13—2
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exclusive study of style and method, and the persistent practice of orator

and debate, may well have encouraged both in teacher and in learner
.

dangerous disregard of truth.

B. SOCRATES AND THE MINOR SOCRATICS'.

241. As Gorgias and Protagoras, despairing of philosophy, had betakei

... themselves, the one to rhetoric, the other to literature, S(Socrates : lile t,.,. , ...
and person- Socratcs Under like circumstances devoted himself to thi

^''*y- study of conduct. Born at Athens in 469, he was bred as i

sculptor. He served with distinction at Potidaea in 432—429, at Deliuri

in 424, and at Amphipohs in 422. He gave conspicuous proof of in

dependence and resolution in his refusal to bend before the demos in 4o(

and in his contemptuous defiance of the tyrants in 404. A representativ(

of the ' moderate ' party in poHtics, he was brought to trial and put to deatl

in 399 by the restored democrats, who disliked, not so much his supposec

heterodoxy in religion and education, as rather his reactionary politics, whicl

at this juncture were all the more dangerous because they were not extreme

Socrates' outward appearance, which was grotesque and even repulsive

contrasted strangely with the moral virtues and the intellectual gift!

which warranted Plato in pronouncing him ' of all whom he 'had known

the best, the wisest, and the justest.' His perfect self-control did not makf

him self-righteous, nor his amazing powers of endurance, censorious

He was scrupulous in his performance of duties to his God, to his

country, to his fellow-men. He was a genial companion and a faithfa

friend. Naturally observant, acute, and thoughtful, he had acquired a

remarkable tact in handling questions of practical morality, and in the

course of a life-long war against vagueness of thought and laxity 01

speech, had made himself a singularly apt and ready reasoner. Ir

the humorous affectation of dulness which his contemporaries knew as

' Socrates' accustomed irony,' there was nothing ill-natured, nothing

insincere. He was truthful in deed, in word, and in thought. Ii

pursuance of what he accounted his divine commission, Socrates speni

his days in the market-place, the streets, the gymnasia, cross-examininj

all comers about their affairs, their occupations, their principles ol

action, and convincing them of an ignorance which mistook itself foj

knowledge. For himself, he was, perhaps, as the oracle had said, wisei

than others, but only in so far as, whilst they, being ignorant, supposed

themselves to know, he, being ignorant, was aware of his ignorance,

Of his hearers many, regarding his curious questionings with indiffer

ence or irritation, shunned Socrates as a bore or worse. Others, seeing ir

the society of so acute a disputant a good preparation for public life,

attached themselves to him temporarily as they might have attached them-

' This section is based upon the writer's article on the same subject in the ninth editioii

of the EncycloJ>ceclia Britannica, vol. xxii.
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selves to any ordinary sophist. To others he was a wise counsellor and
a perfect ensample of civic and domestic virtue. Finally there was a little

knot of intimates who, having something of his enthusiasm, entered more
deeply into his principles, and in due course transmitted them to the

next generation. Yet even those who belonged to this inner circle were

united, not by any common doctrine, but by a common admiration for

their master's character and intellect.

242. Socrates' theory of education had for its basis a reasoned

scepticism. Whereas Protagoras, holding that ' man is the

measure of all things ' and accordingly despairing of philo- educaHon.

sophy, held himself notwithstanding free to dogmatize

,and instruct in another field, Socrates, more consistent in agnosticism,

not only condemned the search for causes as a futile attempt to

transcend the limits of human intelligence, but also plainly affirmed

that no man has authority or power to impose any opinion upon another.

Nevertheless, opinions are, he thought, good or bad, according as, when
translated into act, they are more or less serviceable : and it is possible

by systematic questioning to lead a respondent to substitute a better

opinion for a worse, just as a physician by appropriate remedies may
enable his patient to substitute a healthy sense of taste for a morbid one.

Dialectic, 'question and answer,' was then the only method open to him in

the performance of his divinely-appointed duty as a physician of souls. In

the appUcation of the dialectical method two processes are distinguishable,

the destructive process by which the worse opinion was eradi-

cated, and the constructive process by which the better opinion '^ ^"^ "^'

was induced. In the former, the so-called eXcyxos, taking his departure

from a seemingly remote principle to which the respondent readily assented,

Socrates would draw from it some unexpected but undeniable consequence

inconsistent with the opinion impugned. In this way the respondent was

brought to pass judgment upon himself. If, as often happened, having

been thus reduced to a state of doubt or perplexity (airopta), the re-

spondent at this point withdrew from the inquiry, something had been

gained, inasmuch as he was now more or less conscious of his ignorance.

If however he was willing to make a further effort, Socrates would direct

him to suitable instances, and so help him to frame a generalized opinion

which did not depend upon the passions and the prejudices of the moment.
In this constructive process, though the element of surprise was no longer

necessary, the interrogative form was carefully retained, because it secured

at each step the conscious and responsible assent of the interlocutor.

The generalizations to which Socrates led (l-n-avrjyiv) his hearers were

sometimes rules of conduct. Thus in Xenophon's memorabilia iv. i. 3
he argues from the known instances of horses and dogs that the best

natures stand most in need of training, and then applies the rule to the

instance under discussion, that of men But more frequently the end
of his loose induction was a definition (Adyos). For example, in iv. 6 he
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brings his interlocutor to a definition of 'the good citizen/ and then

uses it to decide between two citizens for whom respectively
Definitions.

superiority is claimed. Moral error, he conceived, is largely

due to the misuse of general terms, whereby in the heat of the moment we

commit ourselves to inconsistency of action : and in order to exclude error

of this kind he steadfastly sought, and studiously encouraged others to

seek, the what (to rt), or the definition, of the various terms by which the

moral quality of actions is described. The definitions which he had thus

collected formed, not perhaps a system of ethics, but at

any rate a body of ethical doctrine. Blessed with a will

of unusual strength, he had learnt to ignore its operations and to

regard knowledge as the sole condition of well-doing. Where there.

is knowledge,—that is to say, practical vnsdom (<^/doVi>o-is), the only

knowledge which he recognized,—right action, he thought, followed of

itself: for no one knowingly prefers what is evil. Virtue then is know-

ledge. 'Piety,' 'justice,' 'courage,' and 'temperance,' are the names

which 'wisdom' bears in different spheres of action, and, as such, can be

acquired by education and training, though one soul has by nature a

greater aptitude than another for the acquisition of it. The object of this

knowledge is the Good, that is to say, the useful, the advantageous.

Utility thus becomes the measure of conduct and the foundation of moral

rule and legal enactment.

243. Regarding 'the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake' as a

delusion and a snare, and steadfastly affirming 'the autonomy of the

individual intellect,' Socrates had no pretension to be the founder of

a school. Yet he bequeathed to posterity an example of

Socratic unswerving obedience to duty, a cogent dialectical method,

and the principle that, though knowledge is unattainable,

opinion may notwithstanding be bettered : and no fewer than four schools,

divergent in doctrine, but in greater or less degree animated by his spirit,

were established by his immediate followers. The Cynic School—so called

in the first instance from the gymnasium of Cynosarges,
The Cynics.

^jjg^g Antisthencs of Athens, the founder, was in the

habit of teaching—chiefly occupied itself with the practice of an austere

morality. Virtue, said Antisthenes, is the supreme end of human life, and

of itself, given the strength of a Socrates, suffices to happiness. It can be

taught, and once learnt can never be lost. The virtuous man, who alone

is wise, has few wants, and despises the world, its ambitions, its censure,

and its praise. Pleasure is no better than madness. From a logical stand-

point resembling that of Zeno of Elea, Antisthenes maintained that nothing

can be called by any name but its own, and on the strength of this axiom

he denied the possibility of definition other than enumeration of parts, of

predication which is not identical, of falsehood, and of contradiction. In

a controversy with Plato about the theory of ideas Antisthenes seems to

have shown acumen rather than insight. He had been a pupil of Gorgias,
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and was himself a stylist and a rhetorician. His asceticism and indepen-

dence were caricatured by his follower Diogenes of Sinope, a ' Socrates

Furens,' who ostentatiously set at naught the elementary duties and the

ordinary decencies of civilized society. In pronounced contrast to Anti-

sthenes, Aristippus of Cyrene found the end of existence in

the pleasure of the moment. Happiness is the aggregate of
c'^renaics

such pleasures. Virtue is good in so far as it is a means to

them. One pleasure is as good as another. Nevertheless the wise man
will so enjoy, that he shall never be the slave of enjoyment : he will use

pleasure, but he will not be carried away by it. With this ethical scheme

was connected the psychological theory that pleasure is a smooth move-

ment, discomfort (ttoVos) a rough one. He is said to have been a disciple

of Protagoras ; and on insufficient grounds critics have attributed to him

the theory of sensation propounded by Plato in Theaetetus 156 a ff. The
Cyrenaic school, by which Aristippus' not altogether consistent system was

variously interpreted and developed, numbered amongst its members the

mathematician Theodorus, the pessimist Hegesias, the morahst

Anniceris the younger, and the rationahst Euhemerus. Like the

philosophies of Antisthenes and Aristippus, the philosophy of Eucleides

of Megara was predominantly ethical : but his presentation

of the Socratic morality was influenced by his previous '^'^
^ ^^^

familiarity with the Eleatic metaphysic. The good, he said,

howsoever called, whether wisdom or God or reason or whatever else, is

One. But this principle was doomed to infertility : and accordingly the

later Megarians Eubulides, Alexinus, and Diodorus Cronus, gave

themselves to the elaboration of the method of indirect proof by which the

founder had recommended it, and were chiefly notorious for the invention

of fallacies akin to those of the Eleatic Zeno. In Stilpo (fl. 320), who

shared Antisthenes' logical extravagances, his indifference to pleasure, and

his hostility to Plato, Megarianism joined hands with Cynicism. Since

Schleiermacher, it has been customary to identify the idealists mentioned

by Plato in his sophist with the Megarians, and on the strength of this

identification to attribute to them a theory of ideas: but this is ante-

cedently improbable- and, as the phrases which describe the doctrine of

' the friends of ideas ' are all of them borrowed from the Phaedo, it is

obvious to suppose that Plato is here criticizing his own earlier teaching.

The Eleo-Eretrian school, founded at Elis by Phaedo, and transferred to

Eretria by Menedemus, had ethical and critical tendencies

similar to those of the Megarians. The members of these
EretrilnV.

four schools are commonly spoken of as 'incomplete

Socratics,' inasmuch as they severally appropriated a part, but only a part,

of Socrates' teaching. Contrariwise, Plato, 'the complete Socratic,'

accepting it as a whole, and developing it harmoniously, evolved from his

master's agnosticism a comprehensive system of metaphysical, physical,

and ethical philosophy.
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PLATO AND THE OLD ACADEMY.

244. Aristocles, surnamed Platon, son of Ariston, was born at Aegina,

429.Plato's life.

according to some in 427, according to others in

Having previously studied Heracleiteanism under Cratylus,

he became acquainted with Socrates about 407. After Socrates' death

in 399, Plato with other Socratics retired to Megara. A journey to Egypt,

Cyrene, Magna Graecia, and Sicily, followed. At Syracuse he provoked
the enmity of Dionysius the elder, who caused him to be sold as a slave

at Aegina. Having been bought and liberated by Anniceris of Cyrene,

he returned to Athens about 387, and established, first in the gymnasium
of Academus, afterwards in his garden hard by, the school or college'

known as the Academy. He visited the younger Dionysius at Syracuse

in 367, and again in 361. He died at Athens in 347.
Holding with Socrates that the teacher should elicit and suggest

Writin s
rather than inculcate and dogmatize, and consequently pre-

ferring question and answer to continuous exposition, Plato,

while he deserted his master's example so far as to resort to written

discourse, was careful still to retain the conversational form. Hence, with

the single exception of the apology of Socrates, all the Platonic writings are

dialogues. In general, Socrates—an idealized, Platonizing, Socrates—is

the chief speaker : but in the Parmenides, the sophist, the politicus, and the

Timaeus, he takes a subordinate position, and in the laws he does not

appear. The discussion—itself sometimes lively and dramatic, sometimes
severely dialectical—is now and again broken by imaginative interiudes

called myths, which, making no pretension to exactitude of detail, claim

notwithstanding to be true in substance {Phaedo 114D), and, where science

fails, serve to bridge the gap. For example, the making of the universe,

prehistoric society, the day of judgment, and the future state, are mythically

described.

245. For the purposes of this article the principal dialogues may be

r! ci 1

roughly characterized as follows. The Euthyphro, the Char-

d^afogues. mides, the Laches, and the Lysis, which exemplify Socrates'

method of ethical definition, together with the Crito, which is a

sort of supplement to the apology, show little, if any, advance upon Socrates'

doctrine, and may therefore be called Socratic. The Protagoras, the

Euthydemus, the Gorgias, and the Phaedrus, in which the principal phases

of sophistry, past and present, are sharply criticized, together with the

Meno, which indicates at once the merits and the Hmitations of Socrates'

1 The schools, which in the eye of the law were religious brotherhoods [Uwoi) for the

worship of the Muses, were foundations for the encouragement of education, study, and
research. Together with its chapel {/Mova-elov), each school commonly possessed a hall,

a library, lecture-rooms, chambers for teachers and students, a garden, and walks. The
society included a head, lecturers, and students, who dined together at a commemoration
feast and on other stated days.
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teaching, and the symposium, which exhibits the effect produced by it

upon his hearers, afford a comprehensive survey of current educational

theories, and may be thought to form an 'educational' group. In the

masterpiece called republic, which has for its thesis ' that justice is better

than injustice,' Plato propounds a theory of an ideal state, and recommends a

scheme of education, which may, he thinks, under favourable circumstances,

supersede law and give a new sanction to morality, and in any case will

fit the recipient for the citizenship of 'the heavenly city'.' The curriculum

proposed—which presumably represents that pursued in the Academy

—

has for its keystone dialectic, the science of ideas or real existences. The
theory of ideas is used in the Phaedo to prove the immortality of the soul,

and in the Cratylus is opposed to the Heracleitean doctrine that knowledge

of names is knowledge of things. The Far?nenides, the Philebits, the

Theaeteius, the sophist, and the poHiicus,—in which Plato, writing as a

philosopher for philosophers, investigates Being and Becoming, Knowledge

and Opinion—may be described as 'professorial' dialogues. The Timaeus

is at once a cosmogony and an ontology. Lastly, in the sober, serious,

treatise called the laws, he legislates for a best state possible, that is to

say, for a state less repugnant to Greek tradition and practice than the

ideal city of the brilliant and speculative republic.

246. Of the order in which these writings may be supposed to have

succeeded one another, something, however inadequate, must
now be said. It is generally acknowledged, though not dialogues.

^

universally, that the so-called Socratic dialogues represent

the earliest period of Plato's literary activity ; that the dialogues here styled

educational preceded the republic, which again is confessedly earher than

the Timaeus; and, on the strength of ancient testimony, that the laws was

Plato's last work. All else is matter of dispute. In particular, there is an

eager controversy about the Parmenides, the Philtbus, the Theaetetus, the

' See by all means the peroration at the end of the ninth book. The first book,

which is introductory, defends the 'civic' morality of the day against the attaclcs of

certain sophists. The principal argument—which includes descriptions of the ideal state

and its degradations, together with the theory of philosophic virtue—occupies books

II—IX. The tenth book consists of two appendices, (a) on imitative poetry, supple-

mentary to what has been said about /lowi/c^ in the third book, [b) on rewards and

punishments' in a fiiture life, a matter expressly left out of account at the beginning of the

second. The ideal state is an aristocracy, in which there are three classes: (i) the

artisans and husbandmen, who have no share in the administration ; (2) the auxiliaries,

who, having been selected in infancy, and trained to philosophy under the eye of the

state, act, from the age of thirty-five to that of fifty, as commanders in war, and subordinate

magistrates at home
; (3) the guardians, who, continuing at the age of fifty to be

distinguished in knowledge and in action, rule their country, their fellow citizens, and

themselves, in accordance with the good. It would seem that Plato hardly hopes to

introduce into the contemporary Greek state the three communities, of wives, of children,

and of property, but that in recommending the establishment of a standing army and

certain mitigations of the severity of war between Hellenic states he ofiers positive con-

tributions to contemporary politics.
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sophist, and the politicus, some^ regarding these dialogues as dialectica]

exercises preparatory to the dogmatic teaching of the republic, whilst

Professor L. Campbell and others find in certain of them a style later than

that of the republic, as well as an advanced doctrine approximating to that

of Aristotle. The present writer, who holds that the dialogues in question

look back to the republic, forward to the Timaeus, and, together with the

Timaeus, represent Plato's philosophic maturity, would arrange the prin-

cipal writings in five groups corresponding to successive stages of Plato's

intellectual development, namely, (i) Socratic dialogues, (2) educational

dialogues, (3) republic, Phaedo, Cratylus, (4) Partnenides, Philebus, Theae-

tetus, sophist, politicus, Timaeus, (5) laws.

247. Bred in the unqualified scepticism of the later Heracleiteans,

Plato found a temporary refuge from it in the 'dialectical'

ideas'^
"'^

theory and the educational practice of Socrates. But it

soon appeared that education itself, if it was to do all that

might be expected of it, should have for foundation, not consistency, but

truth. Where then was truth to be found? Not in objects of sense; for,

as Heracleitus had shown, the object of sense is in perpetual flux : not in

universals ; for, as Socrates had admitted, the universal, that is to say, the

one-in-many described in a Sociatic definition, has only a subjective being.

If there is any truth, there must needs be existences other than phenomena:

and to a Socratic, trained in 'adductive reasoning and general definition/

it was obvious to suppose that each such existence was a perfect unity

imperfectly represented by and in a plurality of homonymous particulars.

In this way Plato arrived at the hypothesis that beside pluralities of

phenomena, transient, mutable, imperfect, which become, and are objects of

opinion, there are unities, eternal, immutable, perfect, which really exist, and

are objects of knowledge. This hypothesis, generally known as the theory

of ideas, Plato never abandoned.

248. But what are the contents of the world of ideas ? and how is each

idea related to its particulars ? Plato himself acknowledges
s p ases.

(joubts and difficulties in regard to these manifestly important

details, and Aristotle expressly distinguishes the original' conception of the

doctrine from its maturer form. It is therefore advisable, if only by way

of precaution, to discriminate Plato's several presentations of the theory of

being. First, in the Pkaedrus, there are, we are told, certain selfexistences,

such as justice, temperance, knowledge, beauty, of whose transcendent

perfection, known to us in a previous life, we are reminded by their

earthly counterparts : and in the symposium, the lover of beauty rises from

the sight of beautiful things, through the apprehension of the corresponding

universal, to the knowledge of the eternally existent self-beautiful. In

' According to Professor Zeller the sophist (which confessedly follows the Thiaeietus

and is followed by the politicus) is referred to in the Parnienides, the Parmenides in the

Philebus, and the Philebus in the republic, which was separated from the Timaeus and

the laws by a considerable interval of time.
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short, Plato postulates really existent unities, known to us through universals

by means of reminiscence (di/a/xi/ijo-is), of which unities phenomenal

plurahties are imperfect likenesses : but he neither explains the particular's

participation (/itSefis) in the unity, nor determines the content of the supra-

sensual world. Secondly, in the republic and the Phaedo the fundamental

dogma is supplemented by two subordinate propositions: (i) wherever a

plurality of particulars are called by the same name, there is a corresponding

form or idea (eTSos, tSe'a), republic 596 a, compare Phaedo 65 d, and (2) it is

the presence, immanence, communion (Trapovaia, Koivtavia), of this form or

idea which makes participant particulars what they are, Phaedo 100 d,

compare republic 476 a. Furthermore, at the head of the ideas stands the

idea of good, the av-ro ayaddv, and it is by ascending to it through definitions

(Xdyoi) collected from particulars, that those definitions, hitherto provisional,

are to be converted into, and certified as, adequate representations of

corresponding ideas, republic 509 b if. Here the doctrine is not only a

theory of being and a theory of knowledge, but also a theory of predication,

available to explain the paradoxical attribution of different, and even

inconsistent, epithets to the same particular, Phaedo 102 a ff., compare

republic ^22, a ff. Thirdly, the professorial dialogues investigate a theory

of being (Parmenides 1 28 e ff., sophist 246 b f , 248 a ff ) apparently identical

with that of the republic and the Phaedo, and object to it

—

{a) that, if the

idea is immanent, its unity is sacrificed in the world of sense, Parmenides

130 E ff., compare Philebus 15 b; ib) that, if, wherever a plurality of

particulars are called by the same name, there is a corresponding idea, its

unity is sacrificed in the world of ideas, Parmenides 132 a b; {c) that,

whereas the theory professes to account for predication, it confessedly

does not deal with any proposition which has an idea for its subject,

Parmenides 129 e, sophist 248 d. But while the two subordinate pro-

positions—(i) every synonymous plurality has an idea corresponding to

it, (2) the idea is immanent in particulars—are thus called in question,

the fundamental dogma—beside pluralities of phenomena, which become,
and are opined, there are eternal immutable unities, called ideas, which
are, and are known—is steadfastly maintained, Parmenides 135 b. Fourthly,

in the Timaeus there are ideas (eiSij aira koB^ avrd) of animates (that is

to say, of the world, of each of the stars, of mankind, of the animal and
vegetable kinds), and of the four inanimate elements, 51 b, but apparently

of nothing else. These ideas neither participate in one another, nor are

participated in by anything, 52 a. Particulars become, or come into being,

in space, by imitation (/iiyajyo-ts) of the ideas.

249. What then shall we think of these various statements ? Do they

describe one and the same theory, steadfastly and consistently

maintained from the Phaedrus to the Timaeusf or do they ^Sfodo
represent the several stages of a progressive doctrine?

Modern authorities, ignoring or explaining away those assertions of the

idea's immanence, by which the teaching of the republic and the Phaedo
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seems to be differentiated, on the one hand from that of the Phaedrus and

the symposium, and on the other from that of the Timaeus, and conjecturing

that the doubts and difficulties indicated in the professorial dialogues were

raised only that they might be summarily set aside, for the most part

incline to the former of the alternatives offered. As for Aristotle's

assertions, to the effect that Plato, in his later years, rejecting ideas of

relations, of things evil, and of the products of art, recognized ideas of

natural kinds only, and attempted to explain the relation of idea and

particular by their resolution into common elements, these are put down

to misunderstanding and misrepresentation: or, if they are hesitatingly

and grudgingly allowed, the changes in question are treated as arbitrary

modifications of the system, made at a serious sacrifice of general consistency,

and nowhere acknowledged in Plato's writings. In short, modern ortho-

doxy, herein agreeing with popular sentiment, assumes that Plato in his

later dialogues restates and applies, but does not substantially alter, the

doctrine propounded in the Phaedrus and the symposium.

250. The present writer cannot persuade himself, either that Plato

rested in this vague though beautiful speculation, or that,

heresy? having abandoned it for something more philosophical, he

omitted to record his change of front. Nor can he think

that the later doctrine was 'a fog of mystical Pythagoreanism' (J. S. Mill).

On the contrary, he finds in the six dialogues

—

Parmenides, Phikbus,

Theaetetus, sophist, politicus, Timaeus—not only criticisms, nowhere met

or withdrawn, of the teaching of the republic and the Phaedo, but also

proposals for the reconstitution of the system on a securer basis. It

now appears that ideas of relation {Parmenides), of quaUties {Phikbus),

of things evil as such (Philebus), and of artificial groups (sophist), may or

must be dispensed with : and accordingly in the Timaeus there are

substantial forms (airo. Koff" avra. eiSij) of 'naturals' only,—that is to say,

of the universe and the heavenly bodies, of animal and vegetable species,

and of the four elements, fire, air, water, and earth. Further, whereas in the

republic—where every common name has an idea corresponding to it—all

the ideas were separate unities, and yet, by a palpable inconsistency, were

participated in by phenomena, in the six dialogues substances (aira Koff

o.\n£), such as man, horse, ranunculus, being unities, are not participated

in, but imitated by, or reflected in, particulars, while attributes, such as

equal and unequal, great and small, hot and cold, being participated in by

particulars, are not unities. As it is the substantial unity, and not the

attributed plurality, which here represents the idea of the republic and the

Phaedo, this result—which effectually disposes of the difficulties raised in

the Parmenides and the Philebus—is in exact agreement with the testimony

of Aristotle.

251. The system is completed in the Timaeus, which explains the

relation of idea and particulars by means of what may be

The idealist ^.^jj^ ^ Universal idealism. 'In the Timaeus! says Mr
cosmology. . '

^

.

R. D. Archer-Hind, 'Plato teaches that the entire universe
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is the self-evolution of absolute intelligence, which is the same as absolute

good. This is differentiated into finite intelligences, subject," through

their limitation, to the conditions of space and time. Sensible perceptions

are the finite intellect's apprehension, within these conditions, of the idea

as existing in absolute intelligence. Thus the perception is the idea, as

existing under the form of space.' To prove that the hypothesis thus

formulated is sufficient to explain the apparent dualism of our universe,

—

in other words, to show that what we call mind, and what we call matter,

can both of th^m be expressed in terms of the thought of one universal

intelligence,—is, in the opinion of the present writer, the purpose of the

cosmogonical myth. It may perhaps be interpreted as follows. The one

infinite, universal intelligence, in virtue of its intrinsic perfection, thinks

primarily, on the one part, the several grades of psychical existence—stars,

animal kinds, vegetable kinds—as yet unembodied, and, on the other

part, certain regular geometrical figures—pyramid, octahedron, eicosa-

hedron, cube. From these primary, separately existent, thoughts or ideas,

whereof some are psychical, others geometrical, the supreme mind builds

up a universe of thoughts, whereof some are animate, others inanimate.

First, pluralizing in thought the regular geometrical figures aforesaid, the

supreme intelligence furnishes to the world of its thinking four inanimate

elements— fire, air, water, and earth. Secondly, conjoining in thought the

ideas of the several stars with appropriate portions of the four elements,

the supreme mind embodies and localizes the ideas of the stars as animate

unities enduring throughout time. Thirdly, these animate thoughts of the

supreme mind, conjoining in thought the ideas of the animal and vegetable

kinds with appropriate portions of the four elements, embody and localize

the several sorts of animals and plants, not as animate unities enduring

throughout time, but as animate pluralities of transient individuals. Thus

each star is a secondary thought in which an idea or primary thought of

the supreme intelligence is locally and corporeally conceived throughout

time by the supreme intelligence itself: while each animal or plant is

a tertiary thought in which an idea or primary thought of the supreme

intelligence is locally and corporeally conceived, not, throughout time, by

the supreme intelligence, but, for a brief space of time only, by one of

its secondary thoughts, the stars. In this way, infinite mind develops

within itself a complete universe of thoughts. Now this universe of

thoughts is, as seen from within by one of the finite intelligences included

in it, a universe of things. For that which superior mind conceives as a

subjective thought, inferior mind perceives, however imperfectly, as an

objective thing. That is to say, the stars, which are to us eternal sensibles,

are what they are, and where they are, because infinite mind so conceives

them throughout time ; and animals and plants, which are to us transient

sensibles, are what they are, where they are, and when they are, because

finite minds, of a superior grade to our own, so conceive them inter-

mittently. In a word, infinite intelligence, thinking in accordance with

the laws of its own perfection, creates our animate universe, and the
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several grades of animates which it contains, in and by the act of

thought

252. If then each particular animate is the presentation in time and

space of a corresponding idea or immutable law of the

kinds"^^'
thought of infinite mind, particular animates which have their

common origin in a given idea form a distinct group or

natural kind, and, as members of it, in virtue of their specific or common
characteristics, become the objects of scientific study. It is the function

of science to ascertain the resemblances and the differences of the natural

kinds, and to classify them according to their mutual relationships. But

it is the idea, and not the members of the natural kind, which being

eternal exists, and being immutable is the object of knowledge. The

study of groups which do not originate in ideas and consequently are

indeterminate,—for example, the several metals and minerals, which are

indeterminate combinations of the four elements,—though a rational and

innocent amusement {Timaeus 59 d), is not to be accounted scientific.

253. Plato was a moralist before he became a metaphysician : but his

ontological speculations in their successive phases necessarily

affected his theory of ethics. In the Socratic dialogues,

while to the collection by which his master had obtained definitions he adds

division by which to test them, his ethical aims and principles are those

of Socrates In the educational dialogues, while against certain sophists

and others he steadily upholds the morality of society, he desiderates a

philosophic morality having for its basis something better than opinion:

and in the republic he conceives himself to have such a morality in prospect.

For when once the dialectician of the future has arrived at the knowledge

of the good, that knowledge will be for him a sufficient incentive to virtuous

action, and henceforward rewards and punishments, by which 'civic'

morality, Syjijlotiki^ tc koI ttoXitikt) dperij, is maintained, will be superfluous,

In the professorial dialogues, howsoever they are related to the republic,

the knowledge of the self-good is confessed to be unattainable. Accordingly

the Phikbus finds man's good, now no longer identified with the self-good,

in a life of contemplation attended by its appropriate pleasure. Finally,

in the laws, despairing, as it would seem, of 'philosophic' morality, Plato

makes a vigorous attempt to reform the ' civic' morality of contemporary

Greece.

254. Whereas Plato had been mainly occupied in laying ontological

foundations, his nephew Speusippus, who in 347 suc-

Academy. cecded him in the headship of the school, was principally

concerned with the rearing of a physical superstructure.

Indeed he is said to have renounced the theory of ideas. That is to say,

abandoning the idealism which Plato had propounded as an explanation

of natural kinds, Speusippus was content to postulate their existence and

to give himself to the study of classificatory biology In 339 Speusippus

was succeeded by Xenocrates, a man of high character, keenly interested
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in ethics, who however attempted to represent, and in reality obscured,

the metaphysical theory of the founder. Misconceiving the term ideal

number which Plato in his dislike of crystallized technicalities had used

to describe the idea, Xenocrates interpreted the phrase arithmetically, thus

exposing himself to a laborious and crushing rejoinder in the concluding

books of Aristotle's metaphysics. Polemo, who followed Xenocrates in

314, took definitely the ethical direction. With' Crates, who succeeded

Polemo in 270, the so-called Old Academy ended.

D. ARISTOTLE AND PERIPATETICISM.

255, Born in 384 at Stageira in Chalcidice, Aristoteles, son of Nico-

machus, came to Athens in his eighteenth year, and entering

the Academy, was attached to it as learner and teacher for at jj^^^
o e b

least twenty years. After the death of Plato in 347, Aristotle

spent three years at the court of Hermeias of Atarneus. A visit to

Mytilene followed. In 343 or 342 he was called to Macedonia to

undertake the education of Alexander, and there he remained until his pupil

was about to start upon his expedition into Asia. In 335 or 334 Aristotle

returned to Athens and established in the Lyceum the so-called Peripatetic

school. Twelve years later, having been accused of offences against

religion, he retired to Euboea, where he presently died in 322. It would

appear that, had he been at Athens in 339, he, and not Xenocrates, might

have succeeded Speusippus as scholarch of the Academy.

Whilst Plato in his dialogues had provided for his pupils elaborate

exercises to be first studied in private and afterwards, perhaps,

supplemented by oral examination, Aristotle appears to have

relied upon dogmatic discourses addressed to a small class of students, and

to have used his pen chiefly in the preparation of notes and syllabuses.

In this way, and seemingly in this way only, certain characteristics of his

writings are explicable: absence of literary form; obscurities, brevities, and

redundancies of expression ; unconventional illustrations ; loose references

to remarks previously made ; familiar allusions to members of the school.

These laxities are the more significant, because his published works, of

which only fragments remain, had a reputation for style. Happily the

philosophical writings, whether schemes of lectures prepared by Aristotle

himself or notes taken by attentive hearers, were treasured up in the school,

and used as texts by his successors. The principal treatises, under their

medieval titles, may be classified as follows :

i. logic: the organon, including categoriae, de interpretatione, analytica

priora, analytica posteriora, topica, de sophistids elenchis.

ii. philosophy : metaphysica.

iii. physics : physica, de caelo, de generatione et corruptione, meteorologica.

iv. biology : historia animalium, de partibus animalium, de incessu

animalium, de generatione animalium, de anima, parva naturalia.
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V. ethics and politics : ethica Nicomachea, ethica Eudemia, magna
vioralia, politica.

vi. literature : rhetorica, poetica.

256. It has been seen that Plato's theory of ideas carried with it a

theory of cosmic kinds which should make the study of

pfato!""*" nature possible. But it was the eternal immutable idea

which alone he accounted existent and knowable : the study

of nature was, he thought, the means by which man's finite intelligence

might approximate to the knowledge of the transcendental unities. Thus

the theory of kinds, as originally conceived, depended upon and subserved

the theory of ideas. But the two theories were not inseparable, and

Aristotle, whose positive intellect was attracted by the one, repelled by

the other, peremptorily and impatiently dismissing the theory of ideas,

addressed himself to the reconstitution of the theory of kinds. There

are, he held, in nature certain determinate kinds of animate existence,

namely, animal and vegetable species (metaphysics Z ii etc.). Apart

from accidents or attributes which are not common to all the members

of a kind, each of its several members is, in thought, though

ftrnTai'causes. '^o' '^'^ ^^^t, resolvable into two constituents, or has two

causes (atrta), namely, matter (vXrf), recipient of form, and

form (cTSos, ij.op<f>ij), determinant of matter. Of these, matter—out of which,

by combination of the primary quaHties, hot and cold, wet and dry, the

four elements are developed {de gen. et corr. B ii, iii)—is, in the last

analysis, a purely indeterminate substratum or potentiality; form is the

sum of the characteristics which distinguish the member of the kind as

such. Hence, while it is in virtue of its matter that the particular exists

in time and space and that it becomes perceptible, it is in virtue of its

form that it is what it is and that it is known. From this point of view

the specific form is spoken of as to rt ypi civat, the what makes it so,

the true what, of the particular. Thus, whereas Plato had recognized

a primary, transcendental form, the idea, which alone exists and is know-

able, and, together with it, secondary, imitative, forms, which 'having their

entrances and their exits' {Atjimna. re koI i^iovra Timaeus 50 c) are localized

in matter and immanent in particulars, Aristotle, rejecting the transcen-

dental form as a superfluous hypothesis, retained the immanent form, and,

as will presently be seen, attributed to it an objective reality.

257. But beside the material cause and the formal, which together

constitute the particular (ro'Se rt) or composite (<rovoKov),

finaTcSises. Aristotle required, to complete his conception of animate

existence, a moving cause (apx'i) Kivifo-cws) and a final cause

(ov tv^Ko). For these he looked, proximately, to a previous member of the

species, which member as moving cause, having the continuance of the

species for its final cause, transmits the specific form to its offspring

(metaphysics Z viii) ; for 'man generates man' (afOpwiroi av6po>Trov ycwa):

and, ultimately, to the prime unmoved movent (wpiorov kivovv a.Klvtfov),
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namely, God or mind, who, existing apart as pure form, energizes

continually (ivepyei ex"") i" the contemplation of himself, and attracts

(KLvei uSs ipiifjiivov) the universe {metaphysics A vii). In this way, mind,

the prime unmoved movent, together with its thoughts,—for these also are

unmoved move?its,—originates and maintains the orderly motions of the

earth and the heavenly bodies and the orderly successions of animal and
vegetable life. Inasmuch as mind and its thoughts are one, the government

of the universe is monarchical {metaphysics A vii and x) : but Aristotle

does not attempt, as Plato had done, to identify the governor and the

governed.

258. In the single instance of the prime unmoved movent, mind
exists apart from matter : soul however can never do so.

By soul (i/'vx'f) Aristotle means ' the first actuality of a
^^'

natural organized body': that is to say, the activity which, whether dis-

played or not, is implicit in the living body, and distinguishes it from

the body which is lifeless {de anima B i, ii). In plants soul is nutritive.

In animals it is at any rate nutritive and sensitive, and may be appetitive

and motive also. In man alone it is not only nutritive, sensitive, appetitive,

and motive, but also intellectual. Sensation—in which sense receives the

form of sensible objects without their matter, as wax receives the impress

of a seal— implies a ratio between object and subject, and requires an

intervening medium {de anima B iii—xii). Beside the five special senses, of

which touch is primary, Aristotle seemingly recognizes a common or central

sense, which (i) is conscious of sensation, and (2) distinguishes the

impressions received by one special sense from those received by another

{de anima P i, ii : de somno ii : de iuventute iii). But it is not easy to say

how this common or central sense is related to the passive mind or

Tra6riTiKos voC; which receives from the senses their impressions and submits

them for interpretation to the active mind or so-called vovs ttoiijtikos. It is

the active mind which alone is capable of existing apart from soul and

from body. When it so exists, it is ' independent of external objects, has

no inessential attributes, is essentially operant, is immortal, is , eternal

'

{de anima V v). This it is which appears in metaphysics A vii as the

prime unmoved movent.

259. What is it then which Aristotle accounts primarily existent

(TrpuTois 6V)? It is not Plato's transcendental idea. It is

not the universal {Ka96\ov), the common characteristic or fxutence.

characteristics by which species are combined in a genus,

or particulars in an artificial group. It is not the purely receptive

substratum called matter. It is not the particular in which form and
matter are conjoined. It is the form, and nothing but the form. That

is to say, the primarily existent is the sum of the specific characteristics of

the particular, in contradistinction to its recipient matter and to attributes

which accidentally belong to it : and these specific characteristics of the

particular, in so far as they are available for purposes of classification.

G. A. 14
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constitute the object of knowledge. Thus what exists and can b

known is species. But the species exists only in its members, and therefor

it is in them that it must be studied. Such is the doctrine explicitly statei

in metaphysics Z. Nevertheless, in the categories, a treatise, commonly, bu

not universally, attributed to Aristotle, primary existence is ascribed to thi

particular or composite of form and matter. This terminological dis

crepancy does not however imply inconsistency of thought. For thi

primarily existent form, of which we hear in the metaphysics, is forii

immanent in a particular : and the primarily existent particular, which i

spoken of in the categories, is the particular in so far as it represents thi

species to which it belongs, and no further.

The Peripatetic metaphysic differs less from the Academic thai

might be at first sight supposed. Aristotle's specific form, conjoined wit)

matter and immanent in the particular, is Plato's eio-iov tc koX i^iov, thi

reflexion, in matter, of the transcendental idea: and Plato's transcendenta

idea reappears in Aristotle's scheme as a thought of the prime unmovec

movent, which thought is, not the form of the species, but its origin anc

its consummation. The theory of natural kinds is common to the tw(

systems. Plato showed the way to classificatory biology and Aristotli

walked in it.

260. When he had settled his philosophical position and his relation!

to Plato, Aristotle was free to address himself to his propei

function, that of making sciences ; and accordingly hii

extant writings deal, not with metaphysic only, but also with logic

physics, biology, psychology, ethics, politics, and literature.

Of all Aristotle's achievements, the greatest perhaps was the in

vention of logic. The group of treatises generally knowi

as the organon includes an enumeration of categories 01

heads of predication ; a study of the quality, quantity, and conversion,

of propositions ; a detailed investigation of the syllogism and its figures

a summary discrimination between adduction {iTraytayrj) or generalization

from known particulars in regard to those particulars, and examph

(TrapaSeiy/ua) or inference from known particulars in regard to unknown

particulars, effected by means of & general more or less perfectly certified;

a theory of scientific research; a treatise on disputation ; and a classificatior

of fallacies. In dealing with these matters, Aristotle distinguishes between

dialectical debate, by which the premisses of demonstration are provisionallj

justified, demonstration, by which the consequences of given premisses are

ascertained, and sophistry or eristic, pursued, irrespectively of truth, with

a view to argumentative success. In the main, logic still is what Aristotle

made it. In physics and biology his work has been superseded : for, here

at any rate, iravToiv euperijs xp"^"^- But his physical specu-

f^fences.
lations Occupied the field for more than eighteen centuries

:

and modern biologists speak with respect of his insight and

his powers of observation.
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261. Three treatises on ethics are included in the Aristotelian canon

:

(i) the Nicomachean ethics, said to have been so called

because edited by Aristotle's son Nicomachus, or (less ueati^is.

probably) because dedicated to him, (2) the Eudemian
ethics, now generally acknowledged to have been written by Eudemus on

the basis of Aristotle's exposition, (3) the magna moralia, a comparatively

short treatise, so called because each of its two books or volumes is

considerably larger than each of the ten books and the seven or eight

books into which the Nicomachean ethics and the Eudemian ethics are

respectively divided. Books v, vi, vii of the Nicomacheans are word

for word the same as books iv, v, vi of the Eudemians. That these three

books properly belong to the Eudemians and have been transferred to the

Nicomacheans to fill a gap, has been argued on the grounds that (a) the

theory of pleasure and pain in our vii is inconsistent with the theory of

pleasure in x, and at x. v. 6 is explicitly rejected ; (S) the statement made
at X. vii. I, OTi 8' l<n\ OetapriTiKT) [sc. t; tov vov ivipyua Kara Trjv otxetav

dpenjv], eipTjTaL, is not true of our vi ; (c) the investigation of the intel-

lectual virtues in vi, while it does not give to speculative wisdom the

precedence affirmed in x, is not inconsistent with the Eudemian doctrine

of the supremacy of KaXondyaOia. In fact, the life of the /caXos koX dyado's,

which in the Eudemians takes the first place, can hardly be said to differ

from the practical life, o Kara t'^v aWr/v dper^v pio<i, which in the Nico-

macheans is accounted Scureptos tvSaijj.<av.

262. Aristotle's ethical teaching had for its aim, not to establish the

distinction between right and wrong, nor to investigate the

means by which right and wrong may be discriminated, nor

to formulate moral rules, nor to improve moral rules already existing,

but—on the assumption that current morality, whether capable of improve-

ment or not, justifies itself theoretically and explains itself in practice—to

ascertain what scheme of life is, for an individual duly qualified by nature

and by circumstances, the most desirable and the best. According to the

Nicomachean ethics, matins highest good (o.vQpiLirivov dyaOov) or well-being

((.vla.ip.ovia) consists in the discharge of his appropriate function, and is

therefore to be found in an energy of soul characteristic of the best and

completest of virtues, such energy being sustained throughout a complete

period of existence (i. vii. 15) : whence it follows that external goods are

not pa^ts of well-being, but, in so far as they are necessary to the display

of the energy aforesaid, conditions of it. Now virtue is of two sorts,

moral and intellectual. Moral virtue—the virtue of the semi-rational

division of soul, that is to say, of the appetites and emotions, which results

when that division is obedient to the rational division—is 'a deliberate

habit belonging to a mean which is relative to ourselves and defined by

judgment in such manner as a man of practical wisdom would define it'

(11. vi. 15). The chief moral virtues are couraga, temperance, liberality,

munificence, magnanimity, self-respect, gentleness, justice. The intel-

14—

2
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lectual virtues are, practical judgment (i^po'vijcris), the virtue of that sul

division of the rational division which controls the semi-rational divisioi

and speculative wisdom (a-ocjiia), the virtue of that purely intellectui

subdivision of the rational which may perhaps be called reason (vols

Since reason is obviously the best part of the soul, its virtue, speculativ

wisdom, which has for its appropriate energy contemplation (deaipia), i

the best of virtues. Whence it follows that the highest good attainabl

by man is to be found in the life of contemplation or philosophy, th

practical life of moral virtue ranking second to it. Nevertheless, th

philosopher will loyally do his duty as a member of society. The highes

good, being an energy, brings with it the highest pleasure.

263. Such being the question proposed, and such the answer returnee

to it, it remains to enumerate briefly the subjects deall

m^chean ethics.
^^^th in the Several parts of the Nicomacheans. In i, having

stated his subject and settled preliminaries, Aristotle formu-

lates in general terms his conception of human happiness, and indicates

a popular psychology sufficient for his immediate purpose. Book u

defines moral virtue and enumerates the moral virtues. The voluntary

and the involuntary are investigated in in. i—v, so far as is necessary

for the understanding of the term 'deliberate,' used in the definition

of moral virtue. In in. vi—xii, iv, and v, the conception of moral

virtue as a mean is justified by a detailed examination of the moral

virtues and of the corresponding vices or formed habits of excess and

defect. Book vi has for its subject the intellectual virtues, and concludes

with an emphatic assertion of the intimate relationship which subsists

between moral virtue and practical wisdom. In Book vii are included,

first, an account of the imperfect moral states called continence and

incontinence, and secondly, a treatise on pleasure and pain, which are

respectively identified with unimpeded and impeded energy. Books viii

and IX deal with friendship, which is entitled to consideration both

because friendliness is a social virtue, and because friends are the most

important of external goods. Under this head Aristotle handles the

relations of the citizen to his neighbour, a matter which does not fall

directly within the scope either of the ethics or of the politics. Book x

contains (i) a theory of pleasure, which is here regarded as the con-

comitant of an energy, (2) the interpretation, in the light of results

obtained, of the general formula propounded at i. vii. 15, to the effect

that the contemplative and practical lives rank respectively first and second,

and (3) a disquisition upon the relations of private well-being to public

institutions, which serves to connect the present treatise with ihe politics.

264. As in the ethics Aristotle is concerned with the well-being of

^^ _ ^.^. the individual, so in the politics he treats of the well-being
The j>ahttcs. ^ , . ,„, -'^

. , , s J
of the community. The city or state (ttoAis), as opposea

to the horde (t^vos), is a complex organism developed out of the

village (Kco/iij), which again springs from the family {ohda). The city
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is then the end or consummation of society, and man is a civic or

political animal. Within the family there are three principal relations

—master and slave, man and wife, father and children—which relations

subsist each for the benefit of its correlative members. The first book,

which deals with these matters, and the second, in which certain polities,

ideal and real, are criticized, together form a sort of introduction to

the work. In Book iii Aristotle propounds his theory of polity. The
best of cities would be one in which absolute power was exercised for

the benefit of all the citizens by one person, or more persons than

one, superior to the rest in mind and in body. But this is an unattain-

able ideal. In default of it, right polities {6p6ai TroXiTuai) are those

in which the sovereign (kvplov), whether one, few, or many, rules for

the benefit of the community : perversions (irapeK/3ao-£ts) are those in

which the sovereign, whether one, few, or many, uses its power for its

own advantage. Of the right polities—aristocracy, monarchy, and polity

proper—aristocracy is the best (iii. xv. 1286, but compare eMcs viii. xii.

1 160), because the aggregated virtue of several is better than the solitary

virtue of one : and polity proper (TroXtTeta), in which all rule and are ruled

in turn, is the least good. Of the perversions—democracy, oligarchy,

and tyranny—democracy, which has the smallest power for evil, is the

least bad, and tyranny, which has the greatest power, is the worst. Two
principles hold for all the right polities. First, neither birth nor wealth

nor virtue has a claim to the exclusive possession of power : all the

excellences which operate in the state are entitled to consideration : and
consequently all free men must be admitted to a share in the adminis-

tration. Secondly, irresponsible authority is too great a temptation even

for the best of men ; and therefore, whether in aristocracy or in monarchy
or in polity proper, the sovereign must submit itself to the 'passionless

intelligence ' of law. In Books iv (vii) and v (vrii) we have the scheme

of a perfect or ideal state, in which the virtue of the man and the virtue of

the citizen are identical. The life of the perfect state is one of practical

action. But practical action does not imply aggression and conquest.

For the perfect state, the end is not war but peace, just as for the best

man, the end is not business but leisure. Unlike Plato, Aristotle did not

hope to realize his ideal : but an impracticable scheme may carry practical

lessons, and accordingly Aristotle proceeds to plan the institutions of a

new Callipolis. Unluckily this part of the treatise is incomplete : but at

any rate we learn what he had to say in reply to Plato about the use and

the abuse of music in education and otherwise. The investigation of (1) the

ideal state, is then theoretical or speculative. In the three books which

remain Aristotle addresses himself to practical applications, and on the

strength of a careful study of the several known forms of polity proper,

democracy, ohgarchy, and tyranny, inquires (2) what is the best of prac-

ticable constitutions, (3) what sorts of constitution are suitable to given

sorts of people, (4) how a constitution may be established and maintained
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in accordance with given assumptions or conditions, (5) what is the best

constitution for the generality of states, (6) what circumstances tend to

change, to overthrow, and to maintain, the several sorts of constitution.

Polity proper, in which, as all rule and are ruled in turn, the middle class

is influential, is, he thinks, not only the most stable of constitutions, but

also for the generality of states the best, being indeed inferior only to

the unattainable ideal. For its maintenance he would rely, as Athens did

and the United States do, upon supreme or constitutional laws (vo/ioi),

unalterable, or alterable only with special formalities, to which con-

stitutional laws, upheld by courts of justice, all ordinary enactments

(il/rjrfiia-ixaTo.) must conform. Oligarchy, the polity of the rich and well-

born who are few, and democracy, the polity of needy freemen who are

many, (to say nothing of short-lived tyranny,) are vastly inferior to polity

proper ; but these perversions admit of many varieties and combinations,

which Aristotle takes duly into account. The citizen population of a

Greek state was very small, so that Aristotle knew nothing of representative

government. Once indeed, vii (vi). iv. 13 18'', he mentions a trifling

application of the principle, but it is plain that he does not perceive its

significance. On the other hand, the number of slaves was, in com-

parison, very great, and in consequence a Greek democracy had some of

the characteristics of aristocracy. The eight books of the politics are

commonly read in the order i, 11, in, vii, viii, iv, vi, v : but it is possible

to regard vi as a supplementary study of composite constitutions, and

accordingly to make no further change in the traditional order than the

transfer of vii and viii to a position between i, 11, in and iv, v, vi.

Presumably vii and viii were placed at the end on account of their

unfinished condition. Aristotle's learning, tact, and wisdom, are nowhere

seen to greater advantage than in this masterly treatise.

265. It is a familiar paradox that, whilst Plato and Aristotle are

commonly regarded as 'the two poles of human intelli-

Academicism gence,' Cicero speaks of Academics and Peripatetics as

teticism. 'agreeing in fact, differing only in appellation.' There

is truth in both appreciations. The two philosophers

started from different standpoints : for, to the metaphysician Plato, that

which is actual in time and space was ipso facto unreal, whilst, to the

physicist Aristotle, that which is actual in time and space was the only

reality. But they joined hands over the theory of natural kinds. And,

when the followers of Plato abandoned the theory of ideas, and the

followers of Aristotle lost something of their master's eagerness in the

study of nature, the difference between the two schools was inconsiderable,

especially in ethics, the subject of which Cicero was principally thinking.

The greatness of Aristotle was not fully understood until the middle

age, when the whole of civilized Europe acknowledged his intel-

lectual supremacy, and rightly saw in him 'the master of those who

know.'
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266. Aristotle's successor was Theophrastus, head of the school

from 323 until about 288, author of numerous treatises in

almost every department of inquiry. Of these there are
^trcf^"""*'

extant two botanical works and fragments of a valuable

history of physical opinions, a storehouse upon which subsequent epito-

mators have drawn largely : also a fragmentary discussion of metaphysical

problems and the graphic sketches known as the Characters. Eudemus,
to whom the Eudemian ethics is ascribed, rivalled Theophrastus in erudi-

tion. Both these philosophers showed little independence in speculation,

adhering to the main lines of their master's system. But Strato of

Lampsacus, who was for eighteen years head of the Lyceum, in succession

to Theophrastus, made an attempt to carry physical research farther and to

develope Aristotle's cosmology into a system of naturalism. He rejected

the transcendent deity as the first cause of motion, and accounted for all

phenomena by the operation of natural necessity. In psychology he

ignored the distinction between intellect and the sensitive soul. He
referred all sensation to the central principle of the soul (ijye/AovtKov), which

he located in the brain. After Strato the Peripatetics popularized ethics or

devoted themselves to historical, rhetorical, and philological studies to the

comparative neglect of logic, physics, and metaphysic. When Andronicus

of Rhodes had published a new edition of Aristotle's writings, circa 70 B.C.,

the arrangement and exposition of the master's doctrine generally became
the occupation of the school. Alexander of Aphrodisias {circa A..T). ig8—211)

was the most celebrated expositor: his commentaries on thttopica, meteora,

de sensu, and parts of the analytica and metaphysica are preserved, together

with dissertations of his own on many disputed points of doctrine.

E. LATER SCHOOLS: EPICUREANS, STOICS, SCEPTICS.

267. By this time the original impulse of curiosity in Greek inquirers

was well nigh exhausted. The organization and growth of charactens
the sciences which had proceeded so vigorously in the fourth tics of the

century were followed by a marvellous development, particu-
^^*^'' Schools,

larly of mathematics and astronomy, in the Alexandrian age : but the great

men of science—from Archimedes and Eratosthenes to Galen—even when
adherents of this or that school of philosophy, troubled themselves httle

about metaphysics, so engrossed were they with their own special investiga-

tions. Political and social changes, the loss of Greek freedom, the opening
of the East to Greek culture under Alexander's successors, the decay of

patriotism, similarly tended to discourage speculative thought. Philosophy

to obtain a hearing must offer the individual what he most needs, and just

then the search for truth had less attraction than the search for happiness.

In the accepted threefold division of philosophy, practical ethics on a basis

of reasonable certainty was held to be more important than the other two
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sciences, viz. logic and physics (including cosmology and psychology).

In all three departments the later schools make free use of the ample

materials which their predecessors had accumulated, and as a rule decline

to hazard a new solution of the old problems. Materialism, in one or

other of its phases, was the prevailing tendency. Whatever exists acts and

is acted upon, but to the thought of the age action through contact was

alone conceivable. Thus the corporeal nature of mind and mental pheno-

mena became a presupposition of their reality.

268. Born in 341, son of an Athenian schoolmaster who had settled as

Epicurus ^ colonist in Samos, Epicurus began early the study of

Life and philosophy under Nausiphanes, a Democritean. In after
writings.

j^yg j^g boasted that he had been self-taught, and was a

merciless critic of all other philosophers. Having made disciples in

Mytilene and Lampsacus, he removed in 306 to Athens and there founded

a school. The scene of instruction was his garden : the society which met

there was united by close friendship and veneration for the master; it

resembled a church rather than a philosophical school. In this peaceful

retirement Epicurus wrote some 300 separate treatises, the most important

a work On Nature in 37 books, which had reached Book xv in 300/299,

while Book xxviii was finished in 296/5. A voluminous writer, he was

careless of the graces of style, and aimed solely at clearness. He died in

270, having outlived his two ablest disciples, Metrodorus of Lampsacus

and Polyaenus. His doctrines were passed on almost unaltered from

generation to generation by his followers, of whom the Roman poet

Lucretius alone has any claim to distinction. An epitome of the system,

in three epistles, ascribed to Epicurus, has been preserved by Diogenes

Laertius, with a famous collection of some 42 excerpts, known as the

Fundamental Tenets (Kvpiai So'^ai).

269. To this eminently practical thinker, the one thing needful was

wisdom for the conduct of life ; experience was the only
General As- basis of Certainty and the study of nature desirable only in

so far as it freed men from superstitious terrors. Hence

Epicurus headed a reaction against science. The logic and metaphysic of

Plato and Aristotle he distrusted as dealing with words, not things. For

logic he substituted ' canonic,' an inquiry into the Canon, or test of truth.

The exact sciences, mathematics and astronomy, rested, he thought, on

unproved assumptions. Historical and literary studies were superfluous

intellectual luxuries. ' Keep clear of all liberal culture ' is his advice to

a young friend. Sick of the verbal logomachies of his predecessors, hostile

to a priori argument and suspicious of abstract terms, he appealed to the

common sense of the plain man. He made sensation the standard of

truth. Internal feelings and the perceptions of sense are
Canonic.

, ,
°

, „ "^ , ^ , . •

always true and trustworthy. Even beyond momentary im-

pressions, certainty extends to ' preconceptions ' (vrpoXij^/'eis), i.e. the fainter

'ideas' resulting from previous 'impressions,' the vague and blurred
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images stored up in memory, and further to the mental impressions (<j>avTa-

oTLKol €7rt^oA.at T^s Stavoias) whence we derive our belief in the existence of

the gods. For whatever we feel to affect us—our minds or our senses

—

must be real in virtue of so affecting us. The senses, then, are infallible.

Scepticism is self-contradictory. What possible means have we of checking

the evidence of sense ? One sense cannot convict another, for they all

have different objects. Reason cannot be invoked as umpire, for reason

depends for its data upon the senses. Thus Epicurus is forced to explain

error as the result of mental activity : opinion and fancy, movements in

the mind consequent upon and distinct from the movement of sensation,

mix false with true : our judgment is often deceived, our senses never.

Yet even in everyday life, much more in physical inquiries, it is necessary

to go beyond the direct testimony of the senses and frame opinions

respecting the unknown. Epicurus had grasped the problem of inductive

logic, that what we do not see has to be explained on the analogy of what

we do see, the unknown by famihar and observed fact. Here a new canon

is required. An opinion or explanation, he holds, is true if it is supported

by observed facts and not contradicted by them ; if unsupported or contra-

dicted by facts, it is false.

270. In the belief that ignorance and superstition were the chief

obstacles to happiness, Epicurus aimed at presenting such .

a physical theory as would exclude divine interference and
render absurd the supposition of design in the arrangements of the world.

Accordingly he reproduced the atomism of Democritus. But there is an

enormous difference in the spirit of the two systems : for Epicurus was

supremely indifferent to the accuracy of scientific results so long as his

practical object was attained. In regard to celestial phenomena, such as

thunder and eclipses, he refused to be restricted to one out of several

admissible conjectures. When he has suggested possible causes which

involve no supernatural intervention, enough has been done : in the pains-

taking research of the ' system-mongers,' in truth for its own sake, he took

no interest (he called it tStoXoyia and kevj? So^a). Again, while in general

appropriating Democritus' principle that ' every event has a necessary cause,

a principle indispensable if divine interference is to be excluded,'

Epicurus spoiled the consistency of his system by a violent protest against

invariable natural necessity. ' It were better,' he says, ' to believe the

tales concerning the gods than be the slaves of inexorable fate.' The
protest is apparently intended to justify (i) freedom of the will (cf to -irap

ij/ias aSt'triroTov), which he in some sense assumed, and (2) the spontaneous

deflection (TrapiyKXicns) of the falling atom so that it swerves slightly out of

the perpendicular, an expedient to account for collisions of the atoms and

world-making which would otherwise be in his view inexplicable.

However, in spite of these inconsistencies, Epicurus deserves credit

for preserving faithfully the main outlines of the atomistic theory. All is

either body or empty space ; everything real is corporeal, the properties of
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bodies having no independent existence and time itself being an 'accident

of accidents ' (o-u/Airrio/ia o-vfnrToifjLdTtov). The atoms are immutable,

although possessed of parts which are mentally distinguishable ; the

changing properties of bodies are due to the motion of their atoms. Soul

is a corporeal thing, a compound of fragile delicate atoms kept together by

the body enclosing them, to which they in turn transmit sensation. Besides

a nameless substance, which is the seat of sensation, atoms of air, fire and

wind combine to constitute soul : irrational soul (anima, which feels), if

spread all over the frame, rational soul (animus, mens, thought, passion, will),

if close packed in the breast. Perception and imagination are due to the

impact, in the one case upon the senses, in the other upon the material

mind, of the films or husks (eiSwXa) which are continually thrown off from

the surface of bodies (a-repefjivia). It is a corollary of this doctrine that the

mental images of the gods have real causes, and hence is inferred that the

gods are immortal and perfectly happy beings, constituted of the finest

atoms and dwelling in the lucid interspaces , between the worlds (/leTo-

KoV/xia) : with the working of that ' vast automatic mechanism,' the uni-

verse, they have nothing to do.

From such a school scientific discoveries could hardly be expected;

it is, however, surprising to find with what wonderful imaginative insight

Lucretius, following doubtless in the footsteps of his master, has sketched

the earlier stages of human progress and the origin of language and the

arts.

271. Epicurus held, with Aristippus and Eudoxus, a disciple of Plato

_,.

.

whose views are combated by Aristotle, that pleasure is the

sole good, pain the sole evil. By pleasure may be under-

stood (i) the positive and exciting 'pleasure of motion' (?? iv kii/t/W), or

(2) the negative and calm state, 'pleasure of rest' (?? KaracTTyifiaTiKij), of which

freedom from pain is the condition. Upon comparison of the two, since

every positive pleasure is conditioned by a painful want which it removes,

Epicurus pronounced pleasure in the second sense to be the end, herein

differing from Aristippus. ' When all discomfort has been removed pleasure

may be varied but cannot be heightened.' The body is the original source

of all pleasant sensation—nor could Epicurus conceive of a good wholly

independent of sense : but mental pleasures are of higher value as extending

into the past and future by memory and expectation. Actual bodily pains,

however severe (and experience shows that the pains of disease, if chronic,

are tolerable ; if violent, do not last long), may be allayed and outweighed

by ideal mental pleasures recalled or anticipated. This was one considera-

tion making for the attainment of happiness. Another was the inculcation

of an almost ascetic plainness of living : the simplest and easiest satisfaction

of 'natural and necessary' desires, the neglect of the 'natural but not

necessary ' wants to which luxury ministers and the extirpation of those

other vain desires ' unnatural and unnecessary ' which rest on a mere senti-

ment. Virtue again, though not an end in itself, is valuable as a means
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to pleasure : no one can live pleasantly without living wisely, well and
justly. It seems clear that Epicurus aims at a neutral state of feeling, like

the evdviua of Democritus, and that pleasure is a misnomer for such
tranquil enjoyment. To explain the origin of civil society Epicurus falls

back upon the fiction of the social contract. Natural justice is a compact
of expediency for the prevention of mutual injury, and the wise man is a

gainer by observing the compact. The great deterrent from wrong-doing

is the alarm and sense of insecurity attending it. Friendship should be
cultivated as a means to enjoyment. If in the process favours are

bestowed unsought, such apparently disinterested conduct resembles that of

the sower who commits the seed to the soil in expectation of a future

harvest.

The Stoic school took its name from the fact that its founder, Zeno of

Citium in Cyprus (perhaps 336/5 to 264/3), lectured in the

Stoa Poecile, a colonnade of the Agora at Athens adorned
with the frescoes of Polygnotus. Zeno is said to have been of Phoenician
descent : attracted to Athens by his taste for philosophy, he studied under
Crates the Cynic, Stilpo the Megarian, and the Academics Xenocrates and
Polemo, before he opened a school of his own. He was held in great

respect in his later years by the Athenians and by Antigonus Gonatas,

King of Macedon. His successor in the headship of the school was
Cleanthes of Assos who died in 232/1 ; to him succeeded Chrysippus
of Soh in Cilicia (circa 280—01. 143, 208/4), who completed and consolidated

the Stoic doctrine, adding largely on the logical side, and surpassing even
Epicurus in the number of his treatises or 'articles,' 705 in all. Of these

three philosophers only fragments survive, except the Ifymn to Zeus of

Cleanthes. The Stoics were preeminently moral philosophers, proud to be
reckoned among the Socratics. Zeno began as a Cynic';

indeed Aristo, one of his early pupils, never advanced Relation to

beyond this stage. The Cynic mode of life, though not

inculcated in the school, was always tolerated as a justifiable protest against

prevalent corruption. In the end, dissatisfied with Cynic contempt for

theoretic knowledge and culture, Zeno came under other influences. From
the Old Academy he took the conceptions of 'natural objects of desire'

and ' life according to nature.' The Peripatetics he followed in a mass of
physical details and, with a difference, in his distinction between active

force and passive, inert matter. But Pantheism, the chief feature of Stoic

physics, was learnt not from Aristotle but from Heracleitus, whose own
doctrine of Logos or Reason has been completely obscured for us by its

^ See § 243. The later Cynics carried still further the contempt of Antisthenes for

theory and attacked unsparingly Greek culture, civil society and religion. Some like

Diogenes and Crates acquired notoriety by their mode of life, half mendicants, half

preachers of morality. The main ideas of Cynicism which Zeno adopted are, the self-

sufficiency of virtue, the strength of the moral will, the distinction of things good evil and
indifferent, the ideal of the wise man, and cosmopolitanism.
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transference to the later system. Out of these multifarious elements Zeno

and Chrysippus endeavoured, with more success than their contemporaries,

to construct a comprehensive theory of being and knowledge as the basis

of conduct.

272. Their system also included formal logic, in the main as laid down

by Aristotle in the analytics, with some modifications, e.g. an
°^"^"

elaboration of the hypothetical and disjunctive judgment

and syllogism. The Stoics described the whole subject-matter of formal

logic as A.eKToV (literally ' the meaning of spoken words, the thought or idea

capable of expression by language ') : this they asserted to be incorporeal,

and to differ in this respect (i) from the activity of thinking, a mode of the

corporeal mind, and (2) from the spoken word, also corporeal. Judgments

(d^to);u,aTa) and abstract generic notions {ivvoij/jLaTo)—^to the Stoics the

Platonic ideas are examples—fall under the head of Acktov^. So too time

and space, whether filled {plenum) or in part, if not wholly, empty {vacuum),

were pronounced incorporeal and therefore unreal. Again, innovations were

made in the treatment of the categories. Aristotle, whose object was to

tabulate the various predicates attaching to a given concrete subject (a

(jvvoKov of form and matter), framed ten 'heads of predication' (ye)'?;,

or crxwa-Ta, Toiv KaTrjyopioiv) : these might be reduced to four, substance,

quantity, quality, and relation (which the other six illustrate), or in the last

resort to two, substance and attribute : further, Aristotle made these heads

of predication all coordinate. The Stoics replaced this coordination by a

succession. The four highest genera {yevLKwrara) are special determinations

of the widest conception, Something (ri), each in turn being more precisely

determined by the next. They are (r) substratum or subject-matter, im-

KUjxevov, (2) essential quality, woiov, (3) mode or accident, ttms
£X'"'i

(4) relation or relative mode, wpo's ti irajs cxo"- Tl^e subordination of all

to a single substratum, implicit in each, indicates a definite view as to the

general formal relations of real existence.

273. With the Epicureans the Stoics maintain that the corporeal alone is

. real, since only that which can act and be acted upon really

exists. Hence the qualities of bodies (conceived as forms or

shaping elements) and mental states (to yjyejxoviKov ttws ex°'') ^.re necessarily

corporeal. But while the Atomists hold that the qualities of organized

matter—life, sense, intelligence—are absent from atoms, and conceive

motion as obeying rigid mechanical laws, the Stoic affirms the adaptation

of means to ends and takes the teleological view of nature as the outcome

of intelligence. His fundamental tenet is the unity of the world, which is

not an aggregate of unrelated existences—not a fortuitous concourse of

atoms—but a living thinking being, an organic whole animated and informed

by reason, its parts united by ' sympathy ' and its development proceeding

by an inner necessity according to unalterable law. Various lines of

argument converge in demonstrating the existence and penection of this

^ Universals are unreal; only particular things actually exist.
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great First Cause, and the absolute dependence of all particular things upon
it. This one reality is known, in its various relations, by various names

:

Zeus, Nature, Providence, Destiny, Reason, Law, Fire, Aether, Breath

{irvevfia). Analysis discloses, it is true, iwo factors or principles (dpxai) in

all existence : that which is active, or God ; that which is acted upon,

matter void of quality (airotos vXrj). But since they are inseparable they

must not be regarded as coordinate, but as the two-fold aspect of the one
reality. Matter—extended, continuous (not discrete, like the atoms),

infinitely divisible—is taken in a positive sense, as the material oiti of
which particular things are shaped : it is also called substance (oia-ia).

Thus it stands in sharp contrast to Plato's 'receptacle of generation, in

which things become' (Timaeus) and to Aristotle's potentiality, which so

long as it is indeterminate is sheer negation ((nkpy\ari.%). The active principle

or moving cause (the sole cause which the Stoics recognized, and necessarily

corporeal) has the all important property of tension (to'vos), which is

manifested in different grades in the different classes of particular things :

as a principle of continuity (e'^is) in inorganic bodies, of growth in plants

((^iJo-is), as the vital principle of animals (i\i-uyri) 3-nd the reason (A.dyos) of

man. The properties of things depend upon the tension of air-currents

penetrating their substance, and entirely commingled with it (K/Dao-ts 8t'

oXwv). Here, it should be observed, Aristotle's specific forms are material-

ized and the axiom that two bodies cannot simultaneously occupy the same
space is denied. The life of the universe recurs in a never ending series of

cycles, each exactly reproducing its predecessors. At first Zeus and the

world were identical. Out of his eternal substance (conceived, with a

distant anticipation of the nebular hypothesis, as a mass of fiery vapour or

warm breath) the orderly universe was evolved by successive stages, the

four elements separating from the homogeneous mass and proceeding on
their 'way up and down' in Heracleitean phrase (086s avco xaVo)). The
world and all its parts are stages in the transformation of the primitive

substance: as they have grown up, so they will decay and the end is a

general conflagration (tKTnjpuo-is) when the world is reabsorbed in Zeus.

While upholding the unity of the divine nature, the Stoics felt free to

ascribe divinity to its manifestations : thus they accepted, and rationalized,

the popular mythology, usually assigning a physical interpretation to the

legends, and defended the belief in omens and the practice of divination.

274. Man is a microcosm ; his soul is an emanation from the soul of

the universe. This fiery breath appears in its greatest refine-

ment in the ruling part (ijye/xoj'iKoi/), or inner self. All soul,
"^ ° °^'

as such, has the faculties of perception and activity. The human soul has

also an intellectual faculty (Stavota, voSs). In the ruling part, or centre of the

soul's life, the psychic functions first become actual. What are called
' parts ' of the soul—the five senses and the powers of speech and repro-

duction—are better regarded as functions of the one central soul : they are

defined as means of communication (Trreu'/iaTa voepa) between the ruling
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self and the sense organs. By the possession of reason even the lowe

faculties of perception and desire which man shares with the brutes, ar

raised to a higher level, and become rational faculties ; in perception mai

is self-conscious ; his activity is self-determined. All vital processes

thought included, are physically conditioned by exhalation from the blooi

(avaOv/j.laa-i';). The soul survives death, but in the most favourable casi

only until the end of the present cycle. Thus the Stoics reject absolute!

the Platonic assumption of irrational faculties. The unity of the soul i

their main tenet—in fact, the key to their psychology : man feels, knows

wills with the whole soul.

Such a psychology favours an empirical theory of knowledge. Per

caption is conditioned by the presentation ((jiavTao-ia) of an externa

object, upon which the percipient subject has then to pass judgment

Cleanthes crudely explained this presentation as an imprint (tuttcoo-is), lik<

that of a seal upon wax : Chrysippus preferred the vaguer term modifica

tion (cTepoiwcri?) of mind, which, be it remembered, is material. Thf

content of sensation is not always valid : here the Stoics joined issue witi

Epicurus and sought to lay down the conditions of possible hallucination

Right reason (opSos Xdyos) was made the standard of truth by the oldei

Stoics, t'.e. Zeno and Cleanthes. For this Chrysippus substituted percep-

tion and preconception (TrpoA.rjt/'is) : the one applying to sense-presentations,

the other to presentations of reason. He found in common notions, spon-

taneously and uniformly developed in all men (or rather, the analytic

notions which all alike bring to experience) the norms of rational know-

ledge. The standard of true perception can be more precisely stated as

the ' apprehending ' presentation (KaTaXrjimKi^ (jxxvTd&la), whereby the mind

grasps the properties of the object : a presentation of peculiar clearness

and distinctness, extorting assent from the percipient, provided he is sane

and in good health. Under the pressure of controversy with the sceptics

of the New Academy, further conditions were accepted as necessary; other-

wise the perception is not of the true ' apprehending ' or cognitive kind.

In perception as such no knowledge is contained : the mind's activity by

tension and assent converts sensation into apprehension (KaTdXrifi^) and

knowledge. In Zeno's simile these stand related as open hand, bent

fingers, and clenched fist.

Here it is convenient to notice two sections of Stoic ethics, treat-

ing (i) of desire', (2) of emotion, whose importance is mainly psychological.

As the unity of the soul was emphasized by the denial of a division into

rational and irrational parts, so under the single head of desire (op/j-ij) were

included all the springs of action, animal instincts as well as the impulses

of reason or passion. The Stoics contended, against Epicurus, that the

original impulse of all sentient creatures is not to pleasure but to self-

preservation, the maintenance of the organism unimpaired. This appetite

is anterior to, and presupposed in, all desire of particular pleasures. In

^ Or 'impulse,' or 'appetition' (op/iij).
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rational beings desire, moulded by reason, is directed to that order and

harmony of nature and of human society, which is moral good (KaXo'v,

honesturri).

As the Stoics recognized no irrational faculty and attributed to the

one inner self all mental processes, even impulses from which vicious

acts proceed must be functions of reason, although of reason perverted.

Such impulses are the emotions or passions (mental pain and pleasure in

the present, fear and vicious desire in regard to the future). They may be

roughly described as unnatural, irrational movements of soul, or more

precisely as impulse in excess (op/iij irXeova^ovo-a). The excess appears in

a false judgment, or over-hasty opinion (So'^a 7rpoV</>aTo?), and in the con-

sequent unnatural excitement. Hence by confusion of intellectual error

with its effects emotion is said itself to be false judgment, e.g. fear to be

the belief that an impending misfortune is an evil. Holding these views

the Stoics were unable to acquiesce in the mere regulation of emotion,

and demanded its entire suppression. As false judgments are under our

control, so also are their effects the emotions. The Stoics were firm in

upholding human responsibility : Cleanthes expressly excepts from divine

agency the evil wrought by men through their own folly. On this ques-

tion the Stoics tried to harmonize opposing tendencies. Their physical

principles made everything determined, human action being a link in the

chain of causality. In their ethics, however, they assume that man can of

himself realize happiness : all things obey the law of the universe; it is for

him to comprehend it and to cooperate with it by willing obedience. His

freedom consists in and is restricted to this.

275. On the basis of Stoic physics was constructed a moral idealism,

remarkable for rigid consistency and absolute severance from
Ethics

everyday life. The end which as a rational being man
chooses for his proper good, is activity and not mere passive feeling, is

consistent and harmonious, is further a life in agreement with nature (Xrjv

o/AoXoyov/ieVtos rij <^ucrei). Here (i) the nature of the universe, or (2) the

individual nature of man may be intended ; on either interpretation the

agreement of part with whole can only mean the subordination of the indi-

vidual to the order of the universe : the Greek conception of good to be

pursued making way for that of law to be obeyed, though a law of which

man himself as a rational being is the giver. Good then is moral good

alone, decried by opponents as an abstraction or chimera, but to the Stoic

an ideal to be realized in a life of moral virtue. Virtue is good in itself,

apart frorn all consequences, an indivisible whole which we possess entirely

or not at all, incapable of increase or diminution, an abiding condition

(Sta^co-is) of soul, not a temporary attribute (t^ts), inalienable, so long as

reason lasts, one and the same, however various the circumstances under

which it is manifested. While each virtue is defined as knowledge of a par-

ticular region of fact, yet so closely are they connected that where one exists,

the rest are also to be found. Right intention, the essential characteristic

of all, may be described as force of will due to the tension or bracing of
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soul-substance. These principles imply a revaluation of objects and of the

actions directed to their attainment. There is no mean between rational

and irrational, virtue and vice, good and evil : all vice and all vicious

persons are at an infinite remove from virtue, as he who is a hand's-breadth

beneath the surface and he who is a hundred fathoms down will alike be

drowned. While moral good and moral evil stand thus apart, the world

of intermediate objects, which are means, not ends, still admits of classifi-

cation according as they are relatively natural (xara (j>va-Lv), or unnatural

(irapa (^u'crtv), the former being preferred in comparison with the latter,

e.g. health is desired and not sickness, though neither is in itself a good,

Zeno expressed this by calling the one class ' promoted ' and the other

' degraded ' (irpoijy/u.cj'a, aVoTr/aoTjy/xEi/a), and by ascribing to them value,

positive and negative (a^ta, dTra^ia) respectively. So too with conduct

:

besides truly virtuous action, technically called righteousness (Karopfioi/ta),

its opposite, vice, being sin, Zeno recognized a wider sphere of natural and

proper conduct, for which he coined the term KaOrJKov, very inadequately

rendered by external or relative duty. This was variously defined as that

which admits of rational defence, as action appropriate to our natural con-

stitutions, or as congruity in life : apparently it included acts of prudent

self-regard {e.g. the care of health) and the superficial observance of other

elementary moral rules. This at any rate is true of intermediate 'duty'

(jxidov KadrJKov) : duly performed, with full knowledge and right intention,

this becomes perfect duty which is indistinguishable from righteousness.

Ethical doctrine assumes a concrete form in the description of the wise

man, who is alone free and happy, never led into error or hurried into

emotion, endowed with true wealth and beauty, in no way inferior to

Zeus himself, since length of time cannot increase the perfect happiness he

realizes by right conduct. In contrast with this picture is the universal

depravity of the actual world, wliere none are righteous and sin is folly and

madness. Applied ethics, recognizing the real condition of mankind,

endeavours to alleviate and remedy it. Later Stoics urged men to

commence a progress or pilgrimage to virtue. The moral improvement of

individuals and the cure of souls diseased became ever more important

aims. Stages of progress were distinguished and the highest stage approxi-

mated to the unattainable ideal.

While respecting the independence of the individual and holding the

wise man self-sufficient, the Stoics taught that men are born for society.

We are all members one of another, citizens by birth of that universal

state the city of God, of which families and canton states are adumbrations,

with a single government and mode of life for all the world, where is

neither Greek nor barbarian, bond nor free. Cherishing such aspirations,

which even the Roman empire mocked rather than satisfied, the Stoics

could hardly take a hearty interest in the politics of small Greek com-

munities. But if the ties of patriotism were loosened, the obligation to

justice, universal benevolence, and humane treatment of slaves was

enlarged and enforced.
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276. Widely as the two systems differed, Epicurus and the Stoics

agreed in regarding philosophy as essentially a practical

pursuit and happiness as its end. The same practical aim

was followed by the Sceptics : negative conclusions and renunciation of

the search for truth were to them only means of attaining peace of mind.

Pyrrho of Elis {circa 365—275), the first in the Sceptical succession, pro-

pounded quietism empirically from observation of the contradictions in

sense perceptions and in opinions and customs. Of the nature of things

we can know nothing : our attitude therefore should be a cautious sus-

pension of judgment {iTroxri), whence results mental calm, freedom from

passion (aira^cia), and absolute indifference (a&i.a.Kftopia.) so far as outward

things are concerned. In the affairs of life the Sceptic should follow

custom; whenever in so doing he pronounces an opinion, it is with the

mental reservation that this opinion is not more (ovSev /aSAAov) true than its

opposite. Pyrrho left no writings : his views are known from a satirical

poem (S1A.X01) of his follower Timon of Phlius. Of later Pyrrhonists

Aenesidemus, who reduced the sceptical arguments to ten heads or tropes

(rpoTroi), and Sextus Empiricus {circa a.d. 200) are the most important.

The works of Sextus which have come down to us are the Pyrrhonean

Hypotyposes in three books and Against the Mathematicians in eleven

books, of which the first six are concerned with the different branches of a

liberal education, grammar, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy and

music, while the other books vii—xi deal with philosophy proper. These

writings present not merely a complete exposition of the sceptical argument

but also a mass of invaluable information respecting contemporary schools

of dogmatists. Meantime Scepticism had gained an independent footing in

the Academy, whereArcesilas of Pitane in Aetolia(«>irffl 315—240) engaged

in vehement controversy with the Stoics and their head. The question at issue

between them was chiefly the basis of certitude, and Academic scepticism

retained this polemical and dialectical character throughout with conse-

quences profoundly affecting all contemporary schools. Arcesilas used to

argue both sides of every question : he contended (i) that for every true

presentation of sense there is a corresponding false one which cannot be

distinguished from it : (2) that for conduct a reasonable probability is as

safe a guide as knowledge. This last suggestion received its full develop-

ment from Carneades of Cyrene (214— 129), the ablest of all the Post-

Aristotehans, and the only philosopher of any originality in the four

centuries after Chrysippus. His acute and persistent criticisms forced many
Stoics to modify their doctrine. His contributions to a positive theory

start with the observation that perceptions do not occur in isolation, but

that each perception forms part of a group, the members of which may be

separately investigated. Hence he distinguished three grades of proba-

bility. A perception may be (i) probable in itself: or (2) it may derive

support from the probability of the other perceptions, occurring along with

it. If all the concomitants are present, this is so far a guarantee of truth.

Or (3) not satisfied with testing a single perception we may examine each

G. A. 15
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member of the group to which it belongs : the absence of contradictic

throughout will lend a cumulative effect to the probability of each. Thi

Carneades was careful to distinguish the subjective from the objectii

standpoint ; for the Stoic division of objects into cognizable and i

cognizable he substituted one into probable {i.e. apparently true) ar

improbable. Without relaxing the rule that we must suspend our jud

ment he could allow probable opinions to be formed, and claim for

high degree of probability that for all practical purposes it was as usef

as the certainty of the dogmatists.

277. For centuries the four leading schools, Academics, Peripatetic

„ , . Epicureans, and Stoics, continued to teach and to disput
Eclectics. _-r , ' , . . . , , . .,

';The result of their controversies was in the end insensibly 1

modify opposing views. After 156 B.C. the study of philosophy was intr

duced at Rome, and changes were made to suit the needs of the rulir

class, keenly interested in literary culture and willing to make acquaintanc

with the new subject for which they had little or no aptitude themselve

Panaetius of Rhodes (185

—

no) and Poseidonius of Apamea (130-

46) took an active part in popularizing Stoicism for the Romans. Neithi

was orthodox : Panaetius denied the general conflagration, and disbelieved i

divination : Poseidonius gave up the unity of soul by admitting an irrationi

faculty: both were students and admirers of Plato. Even orthodox heads

(

the school in the second century B.C., like Diogenes of Babylon, recast tl

formula for the ethical end in order to meet the objections of Carneade

Stoic influences in turn encroached upon Peripatetic physics (as may I

seen from the spurious Aristotelian treatise de mundo) and ethics. Nc

did the Academy, which had offered such vigorous opposition, maintai

its independence. After Philo of Larissa (circa 88 B.C.) had admitte

that in their own nature things are cognizable, although not by the Stoi

criterion, Antiochus of Ascalon {circa 78 B.C.) terminated the long coi

troversy by accepting nearly all the distinctive Stoic doctrines and boldl

asserting in defiance of plain fact, that they had always been doctrines t

the Academy and had originally been borrowed by Zeno. Antiochus thu

professed to restore the Old Academy; later there arose a school c

Neo-Pythagoreans who professed with no greater truth to have revived th

teaching of Pythagoras. But the most famous of these revivals and th

last strange vicissitude in the fortunes of Plato's foundation, was the rise c

Neo-Platonism. Plotinus, an Egyptian {circa a.d. 250), who never sue

ceeded in writing Greek idiomatically, once more resumed the consideratioi

of the metaphysical problems which had long been persistently ignored

Fifty-four of his tracts were collected by his pupil Porphyry and have com

down to us arranged in six Enneads or sets of nine. He began with i

refutation of materialism and substituted for it an idealistic theory of thi

universe, systematically elaborated; although incorporating much from Plat(

and something occasionally from Aristotle he was in the main original

He defended the freedom of the will, distinguished three grades of virtue

of which the lowest was cathartic or moral virtue, and defined the enc
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which the philosopher should realize as the union of the soul by ecstasy

with the divine. The acumen and sobriety of their founder did not long

satisfy the Neo-Platonists, who ran riot in fantastic speculation as they grew

more absorbed in magic and oriental superstition, until in a.d. 529 Justinian

closed the school at Athens and a small band of recusant philosophers

took refuge with Chosroes of Persia.

Each of the later schools stands not merely for a body of reasoned

doctrine, but primarily represents a certain mental attitude or

theory of life. The Epicurean ideal includes much more than M^'Antoninus.

the contented enjoyment of tranquil pleasure. There is the

elation which springs from conscious enlightenment and the sober mind
freed from prejudice, that greatest bane of our peace. The Sceptic found

congenial occupation in the examination of intellectual problems and the

refutation of all possible knowledge ; Carneades, like Hume, conducted a

fruitless inquiry into every phase of opinion, with the keenest logical subtlety.

The Stoics on the other hand, with unwavering faith in reason, claim for the

actual order of things the distinctively religious emotions of men. Such, at

least, is the teaching of the two great Stoics whose works have come down
to us. Epictetus of Hierapolis (circa a.d. 90) first a slave and afterwards a

freedman, was an earnest teacher of morality whose life was an embodiment
of his doctrine. He wrote nothing himself, but from his disciple the his-

torian Arrian we have four books of the Discourses of Epictetus and the

Encheiridion or manual of excerpts. They inculcate the autonomy of the

will, the duty of absolute submission to the divine order of nature. Man's

fellowship in the rational system of the universe implies a privileged position

of sonship, whereby he can grow into the mind of God and make the will of

nature his own. The great aim of life should be the formation of right

judgments, universal benevolence, endurance and apathy, 'to bear and

forbear.' The famous meditations of the emperor Marcus Aurelius
Antoninus (a.d. 120

—

180) To himself. To, eU lauroV, in twelve books,

breathe the same spirit tempered at times by eclectic tendencies, passing

doubts and tender melancholy.

The most important hand-books are perhaps the following : E. Zeller, Die

Philosophie der Griechen, 5 vols. Leipzig. E. Zeller, Grundriss
gj^^j;^ ^.^ ^

der Geschichte der Griechischen Philosophie, loth edition, 191 1,
' '°^"'' ^'

Leipzig. F. Ueberweg, Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie, revised by

M. Heinze, Part I, loth edition, 1899, Berlin. T. Gomperz, Griechische Denker,

3 vols. Leipzig. (Zeller's Grundriss, Ueberweg's Grundriss, four volumes of

Zeller's Philosophie der Griechen, and Gomperz's Griechische Denker, have been

translated into English.) H. Ritter et L. Preller, Historia Philosophiae Graeco-

Romanae ex fontium locis contexta: curavit E. Wellmann, 9th edition, 191 3,

Gotha. H. Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 2 vols. 3rd edition, 191 2,

Berlin. For the pre-Aristotelians, the first book of Aristotle's metaphysics is

all-important. R. D. Hicks, Stoic and Epicurean, 1910, and E. V. Arnold,

Roman Stoicism, 191 1. For the post-Aristotelian period the following contain

valuable materials : H. Diels, Doxographi Graeci, 1879. H. Usener, Epicurea,

1887. A. C. Pearson, Fragments of Zetio and Cleanthes, 1 89 1. J. von Arnim,

Stoicorum veterum fragmenta, 1903. Cp. also J. Adam's Texts. ..on Greek

Philosophy after Aristotle, 1902. For detailed bibliographies, see F. Ueberweg's

Grundriss.

15—2
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III. 3. SCIENCE.

The history of Greek science falls into two periods, which may be

divided, with sufficient accuracy, at the year 300 B.C. In the first, which

may be called the Hellenic period, science was ancillary to speculative

philosophy, and some knowledge of its progress is necessary for under-

standing the philosophical literature of the time. In the second, which

may be called the Alexandrian period, science passed into the schools, and

was studied for its own sake, and its history is recorded in many books

written by professors for the students of their faculty, and unreadable to

anybody else. In a manual such as the present, it seems proper to give

more space to the first period than to the second, and to say more of

geometry, the Greek science par excellence, than of the other sciences.

Arithmetic requires a few preliminary lines to itself.

278. The Greeks never at any time possessed a good set of arithmetical

symbols. When writing became a common art, they used

arithmeHc
^°'^ S' ^°' '°°' ii°°°) io,o°oo the initial letters of the names

(Xcryto-Ti/c^). of those numbers, viz. : 11 (ireVre), A {hiKa.\ H (eKOToV),

X (xiAiot), M (fnvpLoi). Upright strokes indicated units under

5, and there were compendia, p, F, F for 50, 500, and 5000. Thus

MXXXrHH|AiAniII stood for 13,768. These symbols were used, at least

in public inscriptions, for some centuries after the alphabetic signs, with

which we are more famiHar (a=i, ft =2, s" = 6, t=io, k=2o etc.), were

invented. The latter are found first on Ptolemaic coins and papyri of the

third century B.C. They are not, as is frequently said, of Phoenician origin,

and seem to have been the invention of some Alexandrian savant, who knew

the proper places of the obsolete letters F and Q, but not that of ^. Both

these sets of symbols are excessivelyclumsy for actual operations in arithmetic,

as anybody can see who attempts to multiply MHAII by MMP, or a.fii by

fi^ , and it is probable that all sums were done on the a.^a.i, d^duov, or

' reckoning-board,' which was divided into columns for units, tens, hundreds

etc., while, in each column, the digit (so to say) required was represented

by so many beans or pebbles (not exceeding nine). Obviously, with such

a table, operations in all the four rules can be managed, though multiplica-

tion and division must have been very awkward, especially if the multiplier

or divisor were high numbers. Fractions were a standing difficulty, and

the Greeks did not operate with them until they had reduced them to

a series of submultiples {i.e. fractions of unity). Thus the fraction || would

be treated, in calculation, as i + 1 + tV + A- Hence, no doubt, for astro-

nomical purposes, sexagesimal fractions (our minutes and seconds) were used

(as in Babylonia), for 60 is divisible by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30; so

that a fraction of which the denominator is 60 can be easily reduced to sub-

multiples. But if a fraction was very difficult to handle, some convenient
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approximation was used instead, for great nicety was seldom required.

Calculation was taught in Greek schools as early as there were any schools

at all, and it was a favourite subject of the sophists, among whom Hippias

of Elis was the most eminent professor of it. It is probable that merchants

and bankers were assisted in their calculations by a complicated finger-

symbolism, but clear references to this do not occur before the Christian

era. (See Mayor on Juvenal x. 249.)

A. THE HELLENIC PERIOD.

279. Investigations into the nature of number were undoubtedly intro-

duced into Greece by Pythagoras, who, finding that many
qualities, e.g. form, size, stability, beauty, harmony, depended V'^"^ °s

on arithmetical relations, conceived that possibly all qualities UpiBiuinK-fi).

might depend on subtle combinations of numbers, and hoped
to find, in arithmetic, the key to the universe. His father was a lapidary,

and Prof. Ridgeway has ingeniously suggested that he was first led to

mathematical enquiries by the observation of crystals. He lived some
time in Egypt, and here probably the particular bent of his studies was

determined : for the Egyptian priests had long been familiar with some
facts to which he afterwards attached great importance. They knew, for

instance, that the circumference of a circle is about 37- of the diameter :

that a triangle of which the sides are in the ratio 3:4:5 must contain

a right angle, and that the square on the hypotenuse of (at least some)

right-angled triangles was equal to the squares on the sides. Pythagoras

discovered for himself, apparently, that the fifth and the octave of the note

given by a string can be produced by stopping the string at |- and ^ of its

length respectively : and possibly he was led to the study of proportion by

its obvious utility in architecture. From these beginnings it became the

favourite pursuit of the Pythagoreans, and, through them, of other philo-

sophers, to classify numbers according to their properties, to find numbers

which satisfy given conditions, to find arithmetical analogues for geometrical

facts and vice versa, and to discern all the other symmetries which are

implied when three given magnitudes are in the proportion {avakoyia)

a ; b :: b : c. From Plato, who was profoundly impressed by Pythagorean

learning, and from Aristotle and later writers we learn a great deal about

Pythagorean nomenclature and theories ; and Euclid in his Elements

(o-Totx"") has preserved all the best discoveries of his predecessors. A few

specimens must suffice here. Numbers were classified as even {aprioi), or

odd {iT€pi(T<Toi) : numbers which have no factors but unity are prime

(irpairot) : products of three numbers are solid {a-Tf.ps.oV), and some of these

are cubes {icv/3oi) : products of two numbers are plane {k-w'an^oC), and some
of these are squares {TeTpdywi'oi), the rest oblongs (trepo/uTyKeis or TrpoixiJKm).

The odd numbers, being the differences between successive squares, were

also called gnomons (yi/ra'/ioves). A triangular number (jpt-ycDvos) was half
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the product of any two successive numbers. The root of a square numbe

was called its side (irXevpa), the root of any other number was itself inix.

pressible {appyyro^), but both the root and the square were sometime

called the Sui/a/Ais of each other. Those numbers are perfect (reXaoi

which are equal to the sum of their factors, and two numbers ar

amicable (<^tA.iot) to one another when each is the sum of the factors o

the other. It was known that a right-angled triangle could be con

structed by taking sides in the ratio of 3 : 4 : 5. Pythagoras and Plat

invented other arithmetical formulae for the construction. Pythagoras

beginning with an odd number, gives the sides as 2n+x and 2fi^ + 2fi

the hypotenuse as 2n^ + 2« + i. Plato, beginning with an even numbei

gives the sides as 2« and «*-i, the hypotenuse as n^+i. Almos

all the propositions of Euclid's 2nd Book are geometrical proofs

arithmetical equations : his sth Book deals with proportion in all magni

tudes : in his 6th Book, propositions 28 and 29 are geometrical solutions

quadratic equations to which Plato alludes in the Meno : his 7th, Sth am

9th Books treat of numbers specially; and incidentally he shows how to fine

the G.C.M. and L.C.M. of two or more numbers (vii. 2, 3, 36, 38), and hov

to sum a geometrical series (ix. 35). His loth Book is devoted to thi

great mystery of incommensurables (acrv/x./xeTpa) ; and here especially thi

great advantage of geometrical symbols appears, for the diagonal of <

square is always incommensurable with the sides, and hence any incom

mensurable quantity can always be represented accurately by such 1

diagonal. The facts that the diagonal of a square is incommensurable witl

its side and that the square root of 2 is an inexpressible number wen

among the earliest secrets of the Pythagorean school : but the furthe

investigation of incommensurables seems to have begun with Theodorus

Cyrene, Plato's mathematical teacher.

280. An elaborate history of geometry before Euclid was written b;

Eudemus, the pupil of Aristotle, about 330 B.C. This worl

is lost, but is frequently cited by later historians and scho

liasts, and Proclus, about a.d. 450, gives what appears to be, a summary

it. The summary begins :
' Geometry is said by many to have beei

invented among the Egyptians, its origin being due to the measurement

plots of land. This was necessary there because of the rising of the Nile

which obliterated the boundaries appertaining to separate owners.' It goei

on to name the chief geometers, in the following order : Thales, Mamercus

brother of the poet Stesichorus, Pythagoras, Anaxagoras, Oenopides

Chios, Hippocrates of Chios (who first wrote an ' Elements'), Theodorus

Cyrene, Plato, Leodamas of Thasos, Archytas of Tarentum, Theaetetus

Athens, Neocleides, Leon (author of an ' Elements '), Eudoxus of Cnidus

Amyclas of Heraclea, Menaechmus, and Deinostratus his brother, Theudiui

of Magnesia (also author of an ' Elements '), Cyzicenus of Athens, Hermo

timus of Colophon, Philippus of Mende. Some hints as to the services

each of these geometers are given by Proclus, but none of their works ii
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now extant. Many isolated proofs and solutions, however, have survived,

and these have been carefully discussed by Bretschneider and Dr AUman.

There is evidence to show that the Greek geometers arrived with some

difficulty at general proofs. Thus we are told that the proposition, that the

interior angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles, was at first proved

separately for the equilateral, the isosceles and the scalene triangle, and

that the sections of the cone were at first obtained from three different sorts

of cones : it is probable also that the Pythagorean theorem (Eucl. i. 47) was

known for isosceles triangles (in which it might have been suggested by a

tiled pavement) long before Pythagoras proved it for all right-angled

triangles. The propositions expressly attributed to Thales and Pythagoras

would seem to show that, before the time of the Sophists (say 450 B.C.), the

main contents of the first two books of Euclid and part of the 5 th and 6th

were known. The orderly statement of enunciations and proofs is ascribed

to Pythagoras, and the various o-roi^eta, issued from time to time, are not

to be regarded as mere ' elements,' but as ' systematic arrangements ' of the

whole subject. It is true that Euclid, in his o-roixeta, omits much that was

known in his day ; but his book was not ' elementary ' when it was written,

and his omissions are mainly due to the fact that he confines himself to the

use of the ruler (kovwv) and compasses (Sia/JijTTjs). Plato certainly seems

to have favoured this limitation, though he is said to have invented a

machine for the solution of the duplication-problem (to be presently

mentioned). The geometry of the circle was not much studied by the

Pythagoreans, but was a favourite study in Athens. And here it should be

said that Eudemus and Proclus, an ardent Platonist, seem to be unfair to

the sophists, of whom the summary names only one, Hippocrates of Chios.

There is reason to believe that Hippias of Elis, Antiphon and Meton, if

not more, were excellent mathematicians. The progress of geometry in

Athens was largely due to the absorbing interest of three problems, viz.

quadrature of the circle, trisection of an angle, and duplication of the cube.

These led to the invention of new methods of proof and of new mechanical

contrivances, and also to the investigation of many new curves and to the

geometry of loci. For instance, Menaechmus, a contemporary of Plato

and the founder of the geometry of conic sections, invented solutions

of the duplication-problem in which both the parabola and the hyperbola

were used. It was apparently in regard to methods of proof that Plato

made his chief contributions to geometry. He added to the legitimate

processes the method of analysis, of which the rednctio ad absurdum is

a particular form. The method had no doubt been used before, but Plato

seems to have examined it thoroughly, distinguished its types and pointed

out its defects. The oldest definition of Analysis as opposed to Synthesis is

appended to Euclid xm. 5, and was perhaps framed by Eudoxus {ob.

355 B.C.), to whom that proposition is attributed. It states that 'Analysis

is the obtaining of the thing sought by assuming it, and so reasoning up to

an admitted truth : Synthesis is the obtaining of the thing sought by
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reasoning up to the inference and the proof of it.' In other words, the

synthetic proof (of a theorem) proceeds by showing that certain admitted

truths involve the proposed new truth : the analytic proof proceeds by

showing that the proposed new truth involves certain admitted truths : but

there are some necessary differences between analysis applied to theorems

and analysis applied to problems. The steps of the analysis taken back-

wards should constitute a synthetic proof, and the Greeks always gave the

synthesis after the analysis, lest some condition should have been over-

looked or some proposition should not be convertible. Again, a problem

may be under some conditions impossible, and this fact is likely to be

overlooked in analysis. Hence to the synthetic solution, the Greeks

added, if necessary, a diorismus or statement of the conditions under which

the problem is possible. The invention of the diorismus seems to be

ascribed, by Eudemus, to Leon the Platonist, but Plato himself uses a kind

of diorismus in the Meno (86 d—87 a), and it is certain that he imparted

his discoveries freely to his pupils. Thus he gave the method of analysis

to Leodamas of Thasos, and may well have given the diorismus to Leon,

who merely illustrated it by copious examples. The introduction of the

method of analysis is regarded, by competent judges, as one of the greatest

advances in the history of mathematics.

281. Next after geometry, the science to which the early Greeks con-

tributed most was astronomy. Here they were assisted by a

considerable collection of observations made by the Chal-sciences.

daeans, who had discovered, for instance, the period of i8

years (or 223 lunations) which brings round the order of eclipses. Thales,

who knew of this discovery, is said to have known also the following facts

;

that the solar year is 365 days, that the intervals between the equinoxes are

not equal, that the moon is illuminated by the sun, and that the earth

is spherical. The Pythagoreans are said to have held that the earth

revolved round the sun, and Leucippus that the earth had a rotatory motion,

though he also held that the sun revolved round it. Other astronomical

speculations may be read in Aristotle's book Trepi oipai/oO. The actual

work done seems to have lain chiefly in observations with a view to obtain-

ing more exact measurements of time and space. The credit of inventing

a rude sundial is shared between Anaximander and Anaximenes. Eudemus,

the pupil of Aristotle, whose history of geometry was alluded to in the last

section, wrote also a history of astronomy, in which the inclination of the

ecliptic was given as 24°, but it is not known who made this measurement.

Pytheas of Massilia is said to have made observations on solstitial gnomons

in various places, and to have concluded that Massilia and Byzantium are

on the same parallel of latitude. Several other attempts at exact measure-

ment are also recorded, but the chief interest lay in the estimation of the

exact length of the solar year and the lunar month, and the invention

of cycles in which the years and the months should finally coincide. The

most celebrated of these cycles are those of Meton of Athens (circa 430 B.C.)

and Callippus of Cyzicus \circa 330 B.C.). Meton calculated 19 solar years
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= 23s lunar months = 6940 days. This cycle was found, by the time ot

Callippus, to be slightly erroneous. He therefore improved it by correcting

the solar year to 365^ days, and inventing a cycle of 76 solar years = 940
lunar months = 27,759 days. (This is merely the quadruple of Meton's

cycle, less i day.) Observation of the stars led also to observation of the

weather, and most of the weather-lore of antiquity is derived from the

^aivo/j-eva, a lost work of Eudoxus. There are some signs also of the study

of mechanics. The lever and the wedge had been known from a very

remote age. Archytas is said to have invented the screw (KoxA.tas) and the

pulley (rpoxtXaia). Aristotle appears to have had some notion of the

theory of the lever and of the parallelogram of velocities. Some very

careful observations must also have been made in optics, for the architec-

ture of the Parthenon and other temples shows many exact optical

corrections, and there was sufficient interest in the subject to induce Euclid

to write a book (still extant) about it. In the inductive sciences, apart

from medicine, the chief work was done by Aristotle and his pupil Theo-

phrastus, whose treatises on natural phenomena (fieTempoXoyiKo.) and zoology

and botany have come down to us. In these subjects very little further

advance was made for about 1,800 years.

B. THE ALEXANDRIAN PERIOD.

282. Alexandria was founded, in B.C. 332, by Alexander the Great, who,

in pursuance of his plan for breaking up nationalities, deported into it a

mixed population of Egyptians, Greeks and Jews. On Alexander's death,

it fell to the portion of Ptolemy Lagi (322 B.C.), who founded the famous

library and schools. These continued to exist till the city was taken by the

Arabs in a.d. 640, and almost every scientific man of any note in the inter-

vening centuries either was a professor or had been a student in Alexandria.

A rival school, with an excellent library, was founded by Eumenes II (circa

197 B.C.), in Pergamum, but this school was never distinguished for original

research, except perhaps in medicine. The first savants whom Ptolemy
invited to assist him were Demetrius Phalereus, a distinguished Athenian,

and Euclid, whose native place is unknown. Demetrius was succeeded, in

the management of the library, by Zenodotus, Callimachus, Eratosthenes,

Apollonius, Aristophanes, Aristarchus. Of these, only Eratosthenes, a man
of many talents, and Apollonius were distinguished in mathematical

sciences. ' The rest were philologers, devoted to textual criticism, the

preparation of commentaries and lexicons, and the determination of gram-

matical nomenclature. The first complete Greek grammar was written by
Dionysius Thrax, a pupil of Aristarchus, about 120 B.C. The mathe-

matical school founded by Euclid was continued by Conon of Samos, who
added Berenice's Hair to the named constellations : Eratosthenes of Gyrene,

who measured a geographical degree, and probably invented the four-year

cycle that we now use with the Julian calendar : Apollonius of Perga, who
exhausted the geometry of conic sections. In the second century B.C. the
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best known mathematician is Hypsicles, who added a 14th Book (on th

regular solids) to Euclid's Elements: but there were others, Nicomedes

Diodes and Perseus, who wrote on various new curves, and Zenodorus

who wrote on figures of equal periphery. Archimedes, the greatest mathe

matician of antiquity, lived in Syracuse {ob. 212 B.C.), but he correspondec

with Conon and Eratosthenes, and there is other evidence which makes i

probable that he was once a student of Alexandria. A large collection

his works is extant, comprising treatises on statics and hydrostatics, 01

a symbolism for very high numbers, on the quadrature of the circle anc

other curvilinear areas, and on the cubature of the sphere, the cylinder, anc

other solids. He was busy also with astronomy and with many ingenioui

mechanical contrivances, of which the water-screw is still in use. But thi

greatest astronomer, before the Christian era, was Hipparchus, and th(

greatest mechanical engineer was Heron, both of whom lived abou:

120 B.C. Hipparchus, who worked perhaps at Rhodes and not at Alex

andria, is known to us from his commentary on the ^aivoixeva of Aratui

and from many allusions to him in Ptolemy's Almagest. He invented

among other things, trigonometry, both plane and spherical, the method 01

stereographic projection, and the method of determining the position 01

places by reference to latitude and longitude : and he discovered, among

other things, and estimated very nearly, the precession of the equinoxes,

Very little advance was made on his learning till the time of Copernicus

and Kepler. Heron of Alexandria was perhaps an Egyptian by birth, but

he wrote in Greek on arithmetic and mensuration, on the dioptra, a sort ol

theodolite, and its uses in civil engineering, on the simple machines (lever,

wedge, screw, pulley and windlass), on engines of war and on many

ingenious contrivances, mostly toys, in which the pressure of air or water

was utilised. One of his inventions, now called Barker's mill, is still in use.

After the first century B.C. only a few names are worth recording. Nicoma-

chus of Gerasa and Theon of Smyrna wrote on the theory of numbers, in

the Pythagorean manner. Serenus of Antissa (date unknown) and Mene-

\a.\is (iemp. Trajan) faintly adumbrated some of the most recent develop-

ments of geometry. Claudius Ptolemaeus, who certainly observed in

Alexandria in a.d. 139, produced later the MtydA?; ^vvTa^c; (afterwards

called Almagest by the Arabs), the exposition of that famous astronomical

theory which remained unchallenged for 1400 years. It contains, of

course, incidentally a great deal of geometry and trigonometry; and

Ptolemy's merits, as a mathematician, are thought by the best judges to

entitle him to rank with Euclid, Archimedes and Apollonius. At the end

of the next century (circa a.d. 300) lived Pappus of Alexandria, author of

Mathematical Collections (o-uvaycoyTj), a professorial work of great interest,

containing notes on all the mathematical books then studied. Theon, who

edited Euchd, and his daughter; the famous Hypatia (ob. a.d. 415), are the

last important mathematicians of the Alexandrian school. One only

remains to be mentioned, Diophantus of Alexandria, a writer of uncertain

date, who seems to belong to the third century. He is the author of a work
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called 'ApiOfiriTiKa., which is a series of exercises in the solution of algebraic

equations. He does not say that his algebraic symbols were new or that

he himself contributed anything to the methods that he uses, but the book

is unique among Greek mathematical works, and Diophantus will always

have the credit of being the inventor of algebra. The work in geography

and chartography begun by Eratosthenes and Hipparchus was continued

(though not in Alexandria) by Poseidonius (area 80 B.C.), who had clear

notions on tides; by Strabo (circa 20 B.C.) and others; and culminated in

the celebrated map and index of Claudius Ptolemaeus, in which latitude

and longitude were assigned (not correctly, of course) to every considerable

place in the inhabited world. The Alexandrian school of medicine was

admirably equipped, and remained, in the fourth century of our era, the most

famous and fashionable. The study of medicine involved some study of

botany and of the art of distillation (in the aixpUa, whence alembic); but

zoology remained where Aristotle left it. The fact is that the inductive

and applied sciences, except in so far as they were ancillary to medicine,

do not seem to have been subjects of the lecture-room but to have formed

part of the traditional lore of the professions that required them. We can

judge of their progress not by the aid of specific treatises but only by

inference from isolated and incidental remarks of writers who are deahng

with some other subject. The treatment of ores, for instance, and the

making of alloys and of glass, perhaps led to some theory of heat and of

chemical combination, but there is no extant work on these subjects ; nor,

though the Greeks were certainly acquainted with the magnet and with the

electrical properties of amber, is tliere any evidence of a profounder study

of these phenomena. Similarly, there are indications of some careful study

of forestry, and Aelian's book (circa a.d. 150) is testimony to some continued

interest in zoology ; but the facts known are insufficient for the con-

struction of a history, still less of a summary account, of progress in these

sciences.

Abundant references will be found in the following works: (a) On the

whole subject: S. Giinther in Iwan von Miiller's Handbuch der

Klass. Altertumswissensch. Band v. Abth. i. {b) On mathe- '
"ograp y.

matics: G. Friedlein, Die Zahlzeichen der Griech. u. R'dmer: M. Cantor,

Vorlesungen iiber die Gesch. der Math. Vol. I. : J. Gow, Short History of Greek

Mathematics : J. G. Smyly on Greek Arithmetic in Melanges Nicole : Sir T. L.

Heath's full studies of Diophantus, Euclid, Apollonius, and Archimedes, {c) On
Plato's Mathematics, B. Rothlauf, Die Math, zu Platons Zeiten ; and S. H.

Butcher in Journal of Philology, xvil. p. 219. {d) On Astronomy, R Wolf,

Geschichte der Astronomic and Sir T. L. Heath's Aristarchus of Samos. {e) On
Geography, Sir E. H. Bunbury, Ancient Geography, and H. F. Tozer's smaller

book with the same title. (/) On Mechanics and Physics, R. Poggendorff,

Geschichte der Physik. (g) On Mineralogy, Lenz, Mineralogie der alten

Griechen. {h) On Botany, E. Meyer, Geschichte der Botanik. (i) On Zoology,

Corus, Geschichte der Zoologie, and Hofer's works in. French on the history of

the Sciences.
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IV. I. PREHISTORIC ART.

283. Our knowledge of Prehistoric Greece is comparatively recent.

Schliemann, who worked from 1870-90, with his ardent

faith in the historical basis of the Greek legends, gave us the

first glimpse of early Greece and Asia Minor by his epoch-making excava-

tions at Mycenae, Troy and other sites. Later the work of Sir Arthur

Evans and of the Italians revealed in Crete, as Schliemann suspected,

the beginnings and the centre of the so-called Mycenaean civilization.

Following them a host of scholars have devoted themselves to the study

of the origins of Greek art and civilization.

The history of Greek culture begins with the polished stone (neolithic)

age, for no remains of the older stone (palaeolithic) period have yet been

found. Since, as is only natural, the development of civilization in the

Greek area was not uniform it is better to take the several districts separately.

The districts in which prehistoric remains have been found are Crete,

the Cyclades, South-Eastern Greece, North-Eastern Greece (Thessaly,

Phocis, etc.), North-Western Greece (Elis, Aetolia, and the Ionian Isles)

and the Trojan area. Of the material remains of the prehistoric period the

pottery as a rule takes first place, because in most excavations more frag-

ments of pottery are found than of any other class of object. For this

reason the history of an inhabited site, if properly excavated, can usually be

read in its pottery. The comparison of the pottery sequences from the

different sites has made it possible for archaeologists to sketch broadly the

main lines followed by the development of civilization in the Aegaean

basin.

284. At present little is known about the neolithic period in Crete

and our principal knowledge is derived from the deposits

NMilthic Age. t)elow the foundations of the palaces at Cnossus and Phaestus.

The earliest remains are those of coarse hand-made house-

hold vessels, basins, bowls and plates. They have wide mouths and simple

flat bottoms; there are neither long narrow necks nor elaborate bases.

The ware was polished by hand both within and without. Later, as some

progress was made in the rudiments of civilization, this pottery was decorated

with simple geometric patterns incised in the clay and filled with white
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pigment. In pottery not so decorated a certain refinement was obtained

during the polishing process by rippling the surface, which naturally

increased the glitter of the burnishing. With this pottery figurines of

clay or stone, tools such as polished stone axes (celts) and chisels, and
bone pins and awls are found, while flakes of obsidian, imported from

Melos, served as knives and razors. It is of course impossible to define

the chronologicallimits of the neolithic period; all that is clear is that from

about 3400 B.C. there was a gradual transition from the use of polished

stone to bronze which began to be adopted for cutting instruments. But

of course since bronze was rare and valuable the use of heavy stone

hammers and axes and obsidian knives was not immediately abandoned.

285. The bronze age in Crete is divided by Sir Arthur Evans into

three main periods which he calls Early, Middle and Late

Minoan. Each of these is subdivided into three phases, EiriyMinoan
Early Minoan I, II and III. These periods and phases

give us an archaeological chronology for the finds in Crete and other

finds related to them, and their approximate dates according to our era

are shown in the table above (§ 115).

Little is known of the first phase of the Early Minoan period. The
pottery is still of a primitive type. The heavy polishing and the decora-

tive incisions of the neolithic period are abandoned ; but the shapes of

the vessels show more conscious design. We find vases with wide

bodies and narrow necks, fitted with caps or lids and provided with small

knobs so pierced that the vessels could be hung up. A goblet with a tall

foot is also evidence of the same tendency towards more careful design,

but in fabric all the vases are rough and hand-made. The first advance in

technical skill seems, as often, to go hand-in-hand with a decrease in

the desire for decorative effect. In the second phase of this period there

first appears one of the two methods of painting pottery which were
alternately dominant in the Cretan bronze age, the dark-on-light and the

light-on-dark styles. The former, which is the earlier, is represented by
vases with dark geometrical designs on a hand-polished buff ground. With
this is found a peculiar type of ware covered with a hard paint of good
quality which, owing to the firing, has a mottled surface varying in colour

from orange-red to black. In the third phase this mottled ware still con-

tinues, but it is gradually replaced by a light-on-dark style in which

geometrical patterns in white are applied to a ground of blackish glaze

paint. Here spiral and curvilinear elements begin to appear in the designs.

In all these fabrics the vases are on the whole well made and well designed,

for there is a great variety of shapes, among which jugs with tall beaks and
bowls with long side spouts are common. The last two phases also show

a distinct and rather sudden advance in civilization. Typical of them are

beautiful stone bowls which present a charming variety in material, size,

design and colour. The skill and good taste which they show foreshadow

the later artistic excellence of Minoan Crete. Much gold work in a simple
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but delicate style has also been found. Sprays of leaves, pendants, beads

decorative strips, hairpins with daisy-shaped heads and similar ornaments

in this metal occur in tombs and with them gems and beads in ivory,

steatite, crystal and other precious stones. The use of bronze is attested

by the discovery of short leaf-shaped daggers and double axes. Signs of the

pictographic script are to be recognised on some seals of the period which

are the earliest traces of any form of writing yet found in Greek lands and

antedate the famous aiyxara Xvypd of Homer (//. vi. i68) by many centuries.

Since at the close of the neolithic age Crete had made no greater

advance in civilization than any of her neighbours, one might well enquire

how it was that she so soon outdistanced them. The answer is simple.

The main impulse, which generated the Minoan culture, as evidenced by

the difference between neolithic and Early Minoan Crete, undoubtedly

came from pre-dynastic Egypt. The stone vases from Mochlos find their

Fig. 5. Polychrome vase of Middle Minoan II style.

best analogy in those from the tombs of Naqada, and it is possible that

during the troubled times, which marked the beginning of dynastic Egypt,

some of the older population, then expelled, may have settled in Crete.

286. In the Middle Minoan age the pottery again takes first place,

The dark-on-lisht style survives continuously, but is

Crete. Middle j , . r , •,• , 1 , i • j 1.

Minoan. r^re and latent, for the light-on-dark style is dommant.

This latter style culminates in the second phase with the

beautiful polychrome cups of egg-shell fabric, some of which imitate

metallic forms. The decoration, which is occasionally barbotine, is

painted in white, yellow, cherry-red and deep red on a ground of black

glaze paint. These light-on-dark polychrome wares— often known as

Kamares from the scene of their first discovery—reach a very high

level of artistic excellence both in technique and design (Fig. s).
The
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patterns are mainly curvilinear, very often floral and strongly naturalistic.

The fine fabric, the polychrome technique and the free and original

naturalistic motives all combine to make this the most striking of all

prehistoric wares. As might be expected from the refinement of the

pottery this age, especially in the last two phases, shows a great progress

in all the arts that increase the comfort or luxury of life. The architecture

of the earlier part of the Middle Minoan age is represented by the first

palaces at Cnossus and Phaestus which perished in a general catastrophe

at the end of the second Middle Minoan period. To the succeeding

phase (Middle Minoan III) belong the later palace at Phaestus and large

parts of that at Cnossus, including the original plan of the domestic quarter.

The walls of the palaces were adorned with brilliant polychrome frescoes.

The charming painting of a boy gathering crocuses from Cnossus is the

Fig. 6. Faience plaque from Cnossus.

earliest Middle Minoan (M. M. II) example. The use of hard stones for

seals and gems becomes common and the designs have a naturalistic

character, especially in the treatment of animals, and stone lamps and

vases are found. In metal work a great advance is made. The bronze

swords or rather elongated daggers are more workmanlike than those of

the earlier period. Works in the precious metals are scarce, but a few

specimens have been found (for instance a silver vase from Gournia),

which give the metal prototypes of some of the egg-shell pottery. The
workers of this and the Late Minoan period were trained craftsmen and

almost all materials were alike in their skilled hands. Their work in ivory

and crystal is as delicate as their work in paint. We have no examples

of their modelling except perha]js the votive terracotta statuettes from a

rustic sanctuary at Petsofa near Palaikastro. These, which fall in the first
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phase of the period, with their quaint polychrome decoration, are im-

portant as showing the male and female costumes of the age. But

the most remarkable objects are the faience figurines and plaques from

the repositories of the palace shrine at Cnossus. The art of making

faience was obviously learnt from Egypt, but it became firmly established

in Crete. Moulds for making figures in faience have actually been found

in the island, and the designs and technique are typically 'Minoan' and

not Egyptian. The most striking of these figurines are the Snake Goddess

(Fig. 140) and her votaries and other ritual objects, such as sea-shells, flying

fish, flowers and fruit, belonging to her shrine. One plaque (Fig. 6)

represents a wild goat with two kids. In its fresh and delicate naturalism

it is unsurpassed by any monument even of the great age of Greek art.

The Snake Goddess herself and a series of crocus buds are most realistic-

ally modelled with little if any regard for conventional artistic designs.

Other objects in the same material include a large series of tesserae,

perhaps intended to form a mosaic with crystal, representing the fagades

of houses, which are interesting as showing the types of the houses of the

age. The script develops also and the pictographic signs become more and

more conventional and from them arose a linear system.

287. In the first two phases (Late Minoan I and II) of the third and

last period we reach the final climax of the greatness of

Minoan^^ii. Crete in art and culture. The style of the pottery changes

from light-on-dark to dark-on-Kght. At first in Late Minoan I

naturalistic patterns continue, and favourite designs include lilies, sprays of

ivy and simple scrolls. Then marine motives come into fashion, and they

prevail in the next phase. On the vases are represented rocks covered

with waving sea-plants and among them are seen octopuses, sea-urchins,

anemones, molluscs and various kinds of fish (Fig. 7). The decorated

vessels are as a rule most elegantly designed, even the large store jars.

Graceful jugs of an aiguiere type and long fillers or strainers are, two of the

most characteristic shapes. Naturalism, however, was not confined to

painting for the decoration of pottery ; the art of fresco painting was also

highly developed. The cat fresco from Hagia Triada is in this respect

perhaps unsurpassed. This represents in a masterly manner a cat crawling

stealthily through waving plants in order to spring upon an unsuspicious

pheasant. Typical too are the cup-bearer and the portrait of a girl from

Cnossus (Figs. 142, 143) which give us likenesses of the men and women of

the mysterious 'Minoan' race which produced this civilization. Animation

of style is shown in some scenes illustrating bull-baiting and one in which a

number of fashionably dressed ladies of the court are attending some great

function (Fig. 8). This belongs to a series of slightly rococo miniature

frescoes, some of which are remarkable for their representations of

shrines (cf. Fig. 22). In addition to the painting of figures in life-

size, as in the great frescoes, we have similar figures in high relief in

painted stucco and others in lower relief like the bull's head (Fig. 9)
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which represent the highest achievements of Minoan art. Fragmentary as the

remains are, they give indications of groups and of friezes on a vast scale.

Fig. 7. Strainer of Late Minoan II style.

The knowledge of anatomy displayed would be wonderful in any age or

country. Equally striking are the carved steatite bowls—originally probably

G. A. 16
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Fig. 8. Miniature frescoes from Cnossus.

Fig. 9. Bull s head in relief in painted stucco from Cnossus.
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covered with gold-leaf— representing a harvest home, warriors, boxers and

similar subjects. The low relief, the complexity of some of the scenes such

as the harvest home, and the comparatively small size of the vases thus orna-

mented, combine to emphasize the skill of the artists in depicting such sub-

jects in detail with strength and spirit. Well-carved bowls and lamps of stone

prove that the lapidaries of the period were also accustomed to combine

Fig. 10. Ivory figurine from Cnossus.

practical utihty with decorative art. More delicate are the ivory figurines

from Cnossus and elsewhere with their graceful and flowing movement of

the hmbs (Fig. 10). For all their elegance they are full of strength, and

the careful modelling of anatomical detail reflects the skill and observation

of the artists. The making of faience continued in this period, but no

striking examples have been found, and the terracotta statuettes, as for

16—

2
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Fig. II. Seal impressions of Minotaurs from Zakro.

instance those from the shrine of the double axes, are rude and formal,

characteristics perhaps due to rehgious convention. On the other hand

gem-cutting is on the same high

level as the carving of the steatite

bowls. Favourite motives, belong-

ing to the transitional Middle Minoan

III—Late Minoan I period, are fan-

tastic animals such as the Minotaur

types from Zakro (Fig. ii), and

pairs of heraldic animals, especially

lions (Fig. 12). Metal working is

illustrated by the bronze bowls and

ewer from Cnossus, also probably of

the transitional period. As a tour

de force of decorative workmanship

mention must be made of the royal

gaming board with its elaborate

mosaic of crystal, ivory, gold, silver

and blue glass-paste. Finally we may

note that the pictographic script is definitely replaced by the linear signs

which indicate a great advance in the art of writing.

288. At the end of the second Late Minoan period in Crete the palace

of Cnossus was sacked and burnt, and the same fate over-

took most of the other great centres of art and civilization in

Crete. But in spite of this the culture of the next and last

phase (Late Minoan III) is the same, for there is no break in its develop-

ment, and the old sites continue to be inhabited. Yet as might be

expected this phase, which is the period of the widest diffusion of Minoan

and Mycenaean civilization, is artistically degenerate. The most repre-

sentative group of objects are those found in the tombs of Cnossus. The

Fig. 12. Seal impression with
heraldic animals from Crete.

Crete. Late
Miuoan III.

L
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long bronze swords, often with delicately engraved decoration, show that

the metal workers' skill was devoted to the arts of war as well as to those

of peace. But the ivory plaques carved in low relief, the finely engraved

gems, the gold jewellery and many other similar minor objects of art,

indicate that the great Cretan tradition was still alive. Typical of this

period are the terracotta sarcophagi painted with interesting scenes or

symbols. The most important is the famous example from Hagia Triada

which is of soft limestone covered with a thin coat of stucco. On this are

painted ritual scenes. A terracotta specimen from Palaikastro is of the

house type with a gabled roof and may have been influenced by wooden

chests brought from Egypt. It is painted with various symbols, amongst

which a double axe erected between the horns of consecration is con-

spicuous. Such sarcophagi show that the tradition of painting continued,

but the pottery on the other hand shows the greatest degeneration. Here

the dark-on-light style is preserved, but the fine marine designs of the

previous phase have become stylized and conventional. The octopus is no

longer treated naturalistically, but is converted into a conventional decora-

tive pattern, and the same fate befalls lilies and other floral motives. The
most typically shaped vase is the so-called stirrup vase or false-necked

amphora, a round bodied vase of moderate size with a_ small narrow neck

which is, however, closed at the top and so made false. Instead there is

on one side on the shoulder of the vase a small circular projecting spout.

Attached to the false neck on either side are loop handles which together

have the appearance of a stirrup. Towards the end of the period another

new shape appears, a wide two-handled crater which is characteristic of the

final stages of Minoan culture. But though there was degeneration in art,

yet the continued presence of the linear script shows that the practical side

of the civiUzation still flourished. After this comes the period marked by

the first introduction of iron, which had apparently been known for some

time, and the beginnings of geometric pottery, which is at first strongly

influenced by the shapes and the painted designs of the latest Minoan

wares. But this is the beginning of the Iron Age, and since the pre-

historic age may be said to end with the Bronze Age we have no concern

with it here.

289. In the Cyclades little or nothing is known of the Stone Age

and the history of civilization begins with the Bronze Age, ^ , ^
. , , Cyclades.

which as far as we can judge seems to have been con-

temporaneous with that in Crete. But, while Crete is a large and fertile

island, the Cyclades are small and on the whole have not sufficient soil to

be fertile, for they are the tops of a primeval mountain chain now sub-

merged in the Aegean. From this lack of natural advantages we should

not expect the prehistoric culture of the Cyclades to be so flourishing as

that of Crete. Melos and Thera, which seem to have reached a higher level

than the others, are the nearest to Crete and possess natural volcanic

products which were very valuable to primitive man. Melos is rich in
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obsidian, which is the best material for making cutting tools when bronze

is rare, and thus might be called the Sheffield of the Aegean. Naxos and

Paros, two of the more fertile islands, are rich in marble and they con-

sequently seem to have been more civihzed than some of their neighbours.

For the sake of convenience it is best to consider the Bronze Age in the

Cyclades as divided into three periods, Early; Middle and Late Cycladic

parallel with the corresponding Minoan period of Crete and having similar

subdivisions.

In the Early Cycladic period the pottery is at first of a simple type made

and polished by hand and decorated with elementary linear

patterns incised in the clay. Then follows a dark-on-light

painted ware with simple geometric designs in matt black, and

the dark-on-light style remains dominant in the Cyclades, although from time

to time we find attempts at a light-on-dark style. Of the early incised ware

the most striking vases are those shaped like frying-pans, with elaborate

Cyclades.
Early Period.

Fig. 13. Marble figurines from the Cyclades.

patterns of spirals, fish and primitive boats on the outside. Of the

dark-on-light ware a common type at the end of the period is a tall

jug with a beaked spout and two small breast-like projections on the

upper part of the body. Some of the vases of this period, which are

covered with a thin semi-lustrous paint shading from black to chestnut,

may be akin to the mottled ware of Crete. But, as in Crete, the most

striking objects of this period are the well made and polished marble

bowls, some with tall bases and thin sides. With these are found small

figurines, also of marble, which usually represent women (Fig. 13). Many

of these are of the rudest type, being flat fiddle-shaped figures; others are,

definitely carved into the likeness of the human figure, but the legs are not

separated (in all the arms are folded across the chest), and there are others

of a more developed style, for the legs are separated and fairly well

modelled. All the figures however are flat and the heads are elongated

with only a rough representation of a face. In addition there are a few

exceptional specimens such as those of men playing a double flute or
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seated on a stool playing harps. Though all are very primitive, yet the

obvious attempts in some cases at delicate modelling and the clear desire

of the maker to find expression in a material, which was not yet thoroughly

mastered, are exceedingly interesting, for these are the earliest examples of

marble sculpture found on Greek soil. Bronze was scarce and is repre-

sented only by a few small knives, chisels and double-edged axes, but

lead seems to have been known, for models of boats in this metal have

been found. Of gems there are a few rudely cut examples in steatite and

other soft stones, and gold work is rare and of the most elementary type.

290. In the Middle Cycladic period the islands fall definitely under

the influence of Crete. The native dark-on-light style con-

tinues and curvilinear designs, which began to appear at the M^dlTie^eriod.

end of the last period, now become common. The tall

beaked jugs and small cups with decoration confined to a panel on the

front are typical shapes, as well as low shallow bowls with a small spout.

But, as the islands came under the influence of Crete, the native potters

began to imitate the naturalistic designs of Middle Minoan ware, and lilies,

crocuses and other floral motives were popular. Further in Melos, at the

very end of the period, vases occur with well drawn floral patterns in

red-brown and black, in imitation of the polychrome Middle Minoan ware,

and many of these, except for the inferior technique, almost deserve to

rank with the best products of Crete. The native clay, especially in Melos,

is soft and porous, and ill-adapted for fine pottery or good painting.

With these local fabrics are found many specimens of the typical light-on-

dark ware of Crete, and vice versa some Melian jugs have been found in

the temple repositories at Cnossus, and the close relations between Crete

and Melos are thus demonstrated. During this period there are also found

in Melos specimens of another ware usually known as Minyan. It is wheel-

made of grey clay with a characteristically smooth soapy surface. To this

ware, which occurs from Middle Cycladic II to Late Cycladic II, we shall

return below. Lack of material makes it impossible to attempt to estimate

the advance in culture made in other respects, but the pottery is enough to

show that for artistic taste and a true appreciation of nature the Cyclades

were worthy neighbours of Crete.

291. In the first two phases of the Late Cycladic period the same

dependence on Crete is noticeable in the pottery, in fact if

anything it is even more marked, for the best productions of Late^'period.

the Mehan potters are imitations of Late Minoan I and II

vases. A bronze statuette from Phylakopi in Melos and some fragments of

ivory point in the same direction. Lastly, the painted frescoes found

in the ruins of the earlier palace at Phylakopi, especially the splendid

example of the flying fish (Fig. 14) with its brilliant colouring and fine

naturalism, almost force us to conclude that they were made by Cretan

artists. In the last phase of this period a change comes over the scene.

The destruction of the Cretan palaces seems to have coincided with
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the overthrow of Cretan supremacy in the islands, for in place of Cretan

wares we find Mycenaean pottery imported from the mainland of Greece,

probably from Argolis. Similarly the local wares, which naturally still

continue, are imitated from Mycenaean and not from Cretan examples.

Minor objects of art are not common except seal stones bearing the

usual Minoan or Mycenaean devices, and in Melos at least the artistic

tradition which produced these gems seems to have lasted through the early

Iron Age into the first phase of archaic Greek art. The end of the Bronze

Age in the Cyclades is marked by some great disturbance which over-

threw the old seats of civilization although it did not entirely destroy the

tradition they followed. The city at Phylakopi was destroyed at the end

r "v '

Fig. 14. Fresco of flying fish from Phylakopi.

of this period and never again inhabited, and the centre of life in Melos was

transferred to the site of the classical city.

292. For the early archaeological history of South-Eastern Greece little

evidence has yet been found which is older than the Late

South. Minoan period. Some isolated finds of stone implements in

Greece. the Pcloponnesc show that the land was inhabited in the

Neolithic Age. But even for the early Bronze Age in that

region the available evidence is insufficient. In the lower strata at Tiryns

below the Mycenaean palaces is found a hand-made ware covered with

a thin semi-lustrous paint that resembles the Cycladic fabric already noted

and the mottled ware of Crete. This ware, which is known by its German

name of Urfirnis, has also been found in the second stratum at the Boeotian
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Orchomenus and in the Spercheus valley. But in both cases it lies above

an earlier layer containing neolithic pottery similar to that common in the

first period in Thessaly. Thus it seems that the people of South-Eastern

Greece, under pressure perhaps from still further south, extended their

influence over certain districts of Central Greece. When this took place

we cannot say with any certainty, but it possibly occurred during the

Middle Minoan age. The great age of South-Eastern Greece in prehistoric

times begins with the establishment of Cretan influence on the mainland in

Argolis and the adjoining districts. This was apparently at the end of the

Middle Minoan age, for a few samples of the polychrome light-on-dark

ware have been found at Tiryns and Mycenae. These, though in the style

of Middle Minoan III or Late Minoan I, do not seem to be of Cretan

fabric, and it seems therefore that the mainland folk, like the islanders,

began at a comparatively early date to imitate the products of Crete. The
Cretan culture quickly took firm hold of the mainland where its principal

focus was in Argolis, and it also flourished in Attica, Boeotia, Laconia and

Triphylia. But though the Mycenaean art of the mainland ultimately

depends on Crete and progresses on similar and parallel lines, yet its

development seems to have been independent. The mainland frescoes

can be differentiated from those of Crete, and the script, though of Cretan

origin, differs from the contemporary type in Crete.

293. For the sake of convenience we may divide the period of

Mycenaean culture on the mainland into three phases,

Mycenaean I, II and III, corresponding with the three sub-
l"^*

^"^

divisions of the Late Minoan period in Crete. For the first phases,

two phases the most important finds are those from the shaft

graves at Mycenae and from the beehive tombs at Vaphio in Laconia and
the Triphylian Pylos. The pottery presents exactly the same characteristics

as that of the corresponding period in Crete, and there is the same love of

naturalistic floral and marine motives (Fig. 15). The differences to be

observed are those of quality, especially in the clay and the paint, rather

than those of style. Fresco-painting is represented by some fragments

from Mycenae and Tiryns, and one from the former site, showing a group

of court ladies looking out of an upper window, recalls the miniature

frescoes of Cnossus. Bronze work is plentiful ; there are the huge bronze

pots and bowls from Mycenae and the splendid series of long swords.

The blades of the latter are often engraved and their hilts are made of

ivory, gold and inlaid work. The dagger blades inlaid with designs in

different metals such as gold and silver, show how high a point had been

reached by the Mycenaean metal workers. One scene represents panthers

hunting aquatic birds on the banks of a stream full of fish and edged

with lotus. On another hunters armed with spears and protected by large

shields are seen attacking three huge lions. Gold work is exceedingly

plentiful ; there are thin discs adorned with the nautilus, cuttle fish or

bees, personal ornaments such as hairpins, some with elaborate heads
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Fig. 15. Reconstructed Vase of second Mycenaean period from Mycenae.

Fig. i5. The gold cups from Vaphio in Laconia.
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representing a lady beneath a palm tree, and thin plates decorated with spiral

and lily patterns used to encase wooden boxes. In all this work motives

drawn from nature are usually employed for decorative purposes. Of the gold

cups and vases mention can only be made of the two famous specimens

from Vaphio (Fig. 16). The scenes on these show men engaged in

catching wild bulls, probably for the bull-baiting sports of which we have

evidence in the frescoes of Cnossus and Tiryns. The spirit and strength

of the design and the naturalistic execution, in spite of the primitive

perspective, make these cups the masterpieces of prehistoric art. So like

are they to Cretan work that it is possible that they may have been made
in Crete and imported into Laconia. The siege scene on the silver vase

from Mycenae shows that metal chasing was not confined to gold. Here

we see a band of slingers and archers posted on broken ground below a

city wall defending themselves with desperation, while on the walls a group

of women is seen encouraging them to further efforts. There is also

Fig. 17. Gold ring from Mycenae.

a graceful flagon of silver and a bull's head of the same metal with horns

of gold. Perhaps the most remarkable piece of Mycenaean goldsmith's

work is the ring representing a cult scene (Fig. 17). On this is seen the

goddess of the double axe, which is placed near her, seated under her

sacred tree receiving women who come to bring her offerings. In the

sky above are the sun and the crescent moon. The exquisite work on

such a small scale, the detail of the women's costumes and the interest of

the cult scene render this one of the most interesting of the treasures of

Mycenae. The gems and sealstones show the same tendencies as the

contemporary specimens from Crete. One or two rings of iron indicate

that this metal was known but precious ; and there are minor objects of

art in crystal, faience and amethyst. This latter material and objects

in ivory and ostrich eggs point to trade relations with the East and

Egypt
J

while on the other hand amber beads show contact with
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Central Europe. In sculpture in hard stone the artists of Mycenae were

not so skilled ; the Lion Gate is imposing by its size and rough vigour,

and the ceiling from Orchomenus and the door of the treasury of Atreus

are excellent, but merely decorative. Lastly, the low relief of the tomb-

stones from Mycenae, if they belong to this period, is rude and lacking in

strength.

294. In the last phase of the Mycenaean power its culture spread

generally over the greater part of continental Greece.

Thessaly for instance and the Ionian Islands were now

definitely brought within its sphere, and far eastern islands such as Rhodes

and Cyprus seem to have been flourishing centres of civilization. In the

Last Phase.

Fig. 18. Scene on the Warrior Vase from Mycenae.

material objects themselves there is little change except that the rococo

element grows stronger and there is, as in Crete, a distinct artistic degenera-

tion. In the pottery the fine designs of the preceeding period become

meaningless and conventional. The tall kylix and the stirrup vase are the

common shapes and, as in Crete, at the very end of the period, in what

might almost be called a sub-Mycenaean age, the wide two-handled crater

makes its appearance. This becomes the most prominent type of vase and

is often decorated with scenes representing men and animals. Chief-

tains driving chariots, warriors, as on the famous vase from Mycenae

(Fig. 18), and large birds are common patterns. But the quality ot the
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paint and the technique are inferior to the vases of the previous period.

Pottery was no longer an art, but an industry. The female terracotta

figurines are rude and primitive in modelling, vi'ith their bird-like faces and

with horn-like projections for arms. In contrast to the pottery the frescoes

still show good work ; the procession of women and the spirited boar hunt

from Tiryns fully maintain the traditions of earlier periods in their boldness

and their observation of nature. Ornaments of gold are common, but in

many instances gold work is replaced by cheap ornaments in blue-glass

paste, covered with thin gold leaf. Amber beads and sealstones carved with

facile, but roughly executed designs, are frequent. Ivory, however, is more

in evidence than before : the tombs at Menidi and Spata in Attica have

Fig. 19. Vase of red on white ware from the Spercheus valley.

yielded innumerable plaques and other objects of ivory carved with many

different designs, especially lions and sphinxes. Bronze weapons were

still commonly in use, but towards the end of the period weapons of iron

are found and also fibulae of bronze. This is the first appearance of the

safety-pin brooch which is so typical an object in the archaic period of

Greek art. Late groups of tombs, such as those from Salamis and isolated

finds of a similar character, show that after the Mycenaean power was

overthrown, most probably by an invasion from the north, the degenerate

Mycenaean culture passed gradually into that of the early Iron Age, marked

by the introduction of geometric pottery.
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295-

North-
Eastern
Greece.

In North-Eastern Greece we have more evidence for the Neolithic

Age than in other districts of the mainland. But this is due
merely to the fact that in Thessaly the Stone Age lasted on
after most of the rest of Greece was already in the Bronze

Age. This was probably caused by the isolation of Thessaly,

which seems to have been surrounded by a forest belt. The Prehistoric

Age in Thessaly may be divided into four periods ; the first and second are

Neolithic, the third is the transition from the Stone to the Bronze Age, and

the fourth, which is approximately contemporary with the three Mycenaean
periods, is the full Bronze Age. In the first Neolithic Period the remains

of the rude hamlets which are found about the plains of Thessaly, Phocis

and Boeotia, are characterized by an abundance of good hand-made ware

with rather elaborate linear designs in red on a white ground (Fig. iq).

There are many local varieties of this ware, but its essential features remain

the same throughout the whole region. Some of the pottery, especially a

plain red ware, is thin, well made, and highly polished. With it are found

stone implements of the usual types, axes, hammers and chisels, and pins

and awls of bone. The only sign of contact with the outside world is

shown by the presence of knives and flakes of Melian obsidian. The
statuettes, which are usually female, although primitive and steatopygous,

by their painted decoration and rude modelling

indicate a desire to render the human form (Fig.

20). The presence of cereals in some of the

settlements and the bones of sheep and the antlers

of deer, show that the people lived a simple agri-

cultural and pastoral life, varied by the pleasures of

the chase. The culture of the Second Thessalian

Period is confined to the regions north of Mt
Othrys, for Phocis and Boeotia seem to have been

overrun by the more advanced people of South-

Eastern Greece. The original inhabitants do not

seem to have been entirely driven out, for in Phocis

and even as far south as Corinth, pottery typical

of the second and third Thessalian periods has

been found. In Thessaly itself the culture is

no longer as uniform as in the first period. In

Eastern Thessaly a new class of pottery appears,

which may perhaps have been brought in from

still further to the north-east. This is decorated

in a wonderful manner with elaborate patterns,

comprising both linear and spiral elements, painted

in dark brown on a cream ground. The vases,

which are well polished and of a simple open

type, are not of quite so good a fabric as the earlier wares. In Western

Thessaly the pottery shows by its patterns that it is developed from the red

Fig. 20. Reconstructed
drawing of steatopy-

gous statuette from
Thessaly.
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on white ware, but is now usually painted in brown-black on a polished

ground that varies from red to buff. But in both regions the most striking

vases are those decorated with geometrical and curvilinear designs in

brown-black and orange-red on a cream ground. Apart however from the

changes in the pottery, the character of the culture seems to have remained

much the same. The Third Period is marked by a distinct artistic degenera-

tion, for the bulk of the pottery is coarse and unpainted. A monochrome
black polished ware, often decorated with simple geometric patterns in

white or with incisions, makes its appearance and some of this ware is well

made. There are also many vases of a coarse fabric which are painted or

rather crusted with thick and dusty-white or pink paint. The technique is

unsatisfactory, but some of the spiral patterns are rather elaborate. The
same degeneration is visible in the terracotta statuettes. These have

long flat stone heads painted with rude representations of a human face,

tapering to points which are inserted in formless bodies of clay. A few

figurines all of stone have also been found, which, however, are not so rude

as the acrolithic figurines. In this period the use of bronze seems to have

been first introduced, though few actual traces of it have been discovered.

In the Fourth Period the degeneration of the local culture is even more

apparent, for the pottery is very coarse, thick and rough, so that an advance

in technical skill shown by the introduction of bronze is accompanied by

an artistic decline. Two male seated figurines in terracotta show improve-

ment in modelhng, for their execution,

though rough, is not without spirit

(Fig. 2i). But now for the first

time we have definite signs of out-

side influence at work in Thessaly.

Hitherto the only signs have been

the Melian obsidian and a few sherds

of Urfimis ware from the south-east.

The beehive tomb at Kapakli near

lolcos has yielded pottery, gold work
and similar objects of the second

Mycenaean period, and there are

other examples from tombs at Pagasae

and in Perrhaebia. In the Third

Mycenaean Period towards the end

of the Fourth Thessalian Period the

Mycenaean culture spread thinly all

over Thessaly, but without displacing

the old local culture, which continued

in a degenerate form. This invasion of the Mycenaean culture and perhaps

the intrusion of some geometric type of ware from the north-west com-

bined with the local tradition to produce a geometric style of pottery of a

peculiar character. Wares of a similar character are found also in Attica,

Fig. 21. Terracotta statuette from

Thessaly (Fourth Period).
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the Cyclades, ArgoHs and Crete, and apparently mark the transition from

the Bronze to the Iron Age.

With the Mycenaean objects there is also found a large amount of

the fine grey wheel-made ware called Minyan. This is the typical ware

at Orchomenus in the third stratum, which is very thick. Its presence

there is perhaps contemporaneous with its first appearance at Melos in

Middle Cycladic II. So much has been found at Orchomenus that we

may consider it the centre of this ware on the Greek mainland. That

found in Thessaly falls into two classes, firstly, proper Minyan ware im-

ported from Orchomenus or elsewhere, secondly, local Thessalian imitations.

This ware occurs in the cist graves at Dimeni and other sites, which contain

in addition bronze weapons and some simple jewellery in gold and silver.

These graves seem to be of about the same date as the two beehive tombs

at Dimeni, which yielded rich finds of the third Mycenaean period. Thus

as regards the development of art and civilization Thessaly stands apart

and seems to have been isolated till the Mycenaean age.

2g6. North-Western Greece seems to have had a similar fate. In

Leucas painted neolithic pottery, perhaps akin to the Thes-

North- salian, has been found. All the other finds are of the latest

Greece. Mycenaean period, except those from the beehive tombs at

the Triphylian Pylos, which are of the Second Mycenaean

Period. In places such as Cephallenia and Leucas and even in Acarnania

and Aetolia the Mycenaean culture which was spreading northwards by

coastwise routes, did not displace the local cultures, but came amongst

them as the product of a far higher civilization. But the true meaning

of the finds in this region cannot be understood till much more excavation

has taken place there.

297. The only other prehistoric finds that remain for consideration

are those from the Trojan area. These are of less importance

for our purpose than those from Greece, for Troy is not a

Greek but an Asiatic city. Except in its last two phases the prehistoric

Trojan culture seems to have remained outside the sphere of the Aegaean

civilization and its nearest analogies are to be found in Phrygia. The first

city at Troy, whose date lies between 3000 and 2500 b.c, belonged to the

early Bronze Age. The walls of the houses are rudely built of small stones

and the pottery is of a rough fabric decorated with incised lines. The

second city, which dates from the second half of the third millennium B.C.,

was much more imposing, and to judge from the evidence of buildings,

which had undergone alterations, was in existence for a long time. The

fortifications are strong and the walls of the houses consist of mud, brick

and timber, laid on a foundation of stones, thus showing a striking resem-

blance to early Greek architecture. There need, however, be no connection,

for all the world over the earliest efforts of man in such things are similar.

In this city much pottery was found, and some of the vases were made to

resemble the female figure with quaint faces, breasts and rough arms,
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Bronze was in common use as is shown by the finds not only of bronze

vessels, knives and axes, but also of moulds for casting them. The
figurines in stone are flat and shapeless, with owl-like faces ; and the

culture of this city, apart from the richly decorated axes and the gold work,

does not seem to show a very high stage of art. The gold and silver

vases of the great treasure, called by Schliemann Priam's Treasure, if it

does belong to this city (for there is some doubt on the point), shows in

some of its spiral ornamentation on bracelets, hairpins and the like, a

resemblance to early Mycenaean work. This might point to trade relations

with the Aegaean, but otherwise there is little or nothing to connect Troy

at this period with Greece, for other objects such as pottery and knives

of Cypriote type and the famous axe of white jade point to relations with

the east. Further, the material used for arrowheads and small knives is

flint and not Melian obsidian, and the ordinary pottery finds its nearest

analogies in Phrygia. The fourth and fifth settlements at Troy were small

and of no importance. To them succeeded the sixth city, which was

fortified with strong walls well built of worked stone and was con-

temporaneous with the end of the Mycenaean age, as is indicated by the

finding of vases in the style of the last two Mycenaean phases. But

the typical culture of Troy is not Mycenaean. The bulk of the pottery is

of local manufacture and prominent amongst it are a number of vases of

the fine, wheel-made, grey fabric called Minyan ware. If, as has been

suggested, this ware might be called the typical ware of Troy, then its

presence at Mycenae, Eleusis, Orchomenus, Melos and other centres in

Greece would point to Hellespontine influence in prehistoric Greece.

Further, two of the gold cups from the fourth shaft grave at Mycenae are

of a type that might be called Trojan. The seventh city stands at the

beginning of the Iron Age, and in this together with much Minyan ware

and other pottery were found a number of weapons, especially axes of

bronze which have a striking likeness to finds from Servia and the

Danubian area, and such finds may possibly reflect the Thraco-Phrygian

invasion.

298. There is little that is striking in the architecture of prehistoric

Greece, for, as might be expected, so technical an art remained,''..? ..K '
. Architecture.m rather a prnnitive con dition. 1 he most mteresting remams

are those of the great palaces at Cnossus and other sites in Crete and at

Tiryns and other mainland sites, and those of the houses in the different

regions. These will be found described briefly in Ch. vii. 8.

Prehistoric temples or shrines do not exist except for the shrine of the

double axes at Cnossus, which is a small chamber six feet

seven inches long by four feet eleven inches wide. The so- shrines!
^""^

called temple in the sixth city at Troy, if it is a temple, is

Asiatic and not Greek. But some fragmentary frescoes from Cnossus

(Fig. 22), together with a gold model from the fourth shaft grave at

Mycenae, give us the probable appearance of the fagade of a Minoan

G. A. 17
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temple. There is a high foundation of good masonry, on which stands the

shrine itself with three portals. It seems that the temple consisted of a

main chamber with smaller chambers as wings on either side ; an arrange-

ment that recalls that of Etruscan temples as described by Vitruvius. The

roof was flat, but in the model an altar of the typical Minoan type is seen

above the central portal. In each of the chambers and visible through the

open doorways are baetylic pillars with the horns of consecration. But

the buildings shown in these illustrations do not seem to have been large

and should perhaps be called shrines rather than temples. The foundations

of a shrine similar to that shown in the reconstructed fresco (Fig. 22) have

IBHlllliSl'SWPiM

Fig. 22. Reconstructed drawing of Minoan shrine on a fragment

of fresco from Cnossus.

been recognised on the west side of the central court at Cnossus, and in

this the wings were open. Completer knowledge of Minoan shrines and

temples can only be obtained by the finding of the actual remains of more

such buildings.

299. The wall of the cities do not show any particular features unlike

those of early fortifications elsewhere. The only exceptions

are the great underground galleries in the thickness of the

walls at Tiryns with a series of side chambers attached, which were prob-

ably used as storerooms. The walls show a variety of styles ; the Cyclopean

style with huge blocks of stone roughly fitted together, ashlar work with

Fortifications.
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blocks hewn into a more or less rectangular shape, and lastly polygonal

work, in which the stones are cut into irregular polygons and fitted neatly

together. The portions of the walls of Mycenae which were built in

this style need not necessarily be prehistoric, for Mycenae existed till the

fifth century and the polygonal style is found in walls of the early classical

period. The ashlar work is seen at its best in the walls of the great

Cretan palaces, where the friable gypsum is used for covered walls

and limestone for walls exposed to weather. Both Mycenae and Tiryns

have two gates, a main entrance and a small postern. The main gate at

Tiryns is set obliquely so that those who approach it have the wall on their

right or shieldless sides. At Mycenae the approach to the Lion Gate has

the city wall on the left, and on the right just in front of the gate a strong

bastion is thrown out to help to guard the entrance. This has the effect

that anyone who attacked the gate would find himself enclosed in a small

court barely thirteen feet square and exposed on three sides to missiles from

the citadel. The Lion Gate itself is slightly over ten feet high and between
nine and ten feet wide. The sockets for the double gates are still visible

in the threshold, and behind the gates a strong wooden beam ran into

sockets in the gate-posts. The gate is roofed with a massive hntel and
over the centre is a triangular relieving space to lighten the weight on the

lintel, which is filled with the lion relief The postern gate is built on the

same principle, but there is no relieving space over the lintel because

the gate is barely six feet wide. At Troy the walls of the sixth city have a

scarped substructure six to seven feet high to carry the perpendicular upper

walls. Three gates can be made out clearly : two of these are on the same
principle as the Lion Gate, and the third runs at right angles through the

wall with a big square tower overlooking it on the left. The large square

towers at Troy, of which three can be seen clearly, are a feature which has

so far not been recognised at Tiryns, Mycenae, or any other Mycenaean site.

300. The most remarkable monuments of prehistoric architecture in

Greece are the beehive tombs of the Minoan and Mycenaean
civilization. The three best examples are the tomb at Isopata Tombs*
near Cnossus, the so-called Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae,

and the tomb at Orchomenus. These tombs are built in an excavation

cut in a sloping hillside, so that the tomb proper must be approached

by a cutting which runs straight into the hill. The Treasury of Atreus

is the best preserved (Fig. 23). The approach is twenty feet wide

and one hundred and fifteen feet long, and at the door of the tomb
the depth of the cutting, which is faced with ashlar masonry, is about

forty-five feet. The door of the tomb is twenty feet wide, is three

inches short of eighteen feet high, and in width varies from eight feet nine

inches at the bottom to eight feet one inch at the top. The lintel is com-

posed of two gigantic slabs (29 ft. 6 by 16 ft. 6 by 3 ft. 4) which are

estimated to weigh one hundred and twenty tons. Over the lintel is the

usual triangular relieving space, once filled with ornamental slabs of reddish

17—2
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stone, and before the door on either side stood two columns of green

marble richly carved with zigzag and spiral patterns. The columns, which

like all Mycenaean columns are thinner at the bottom than the top, rest on

simple square plinths. At the top is a capital also richly carved and of a

simple torus shape separated from the shaft by a neck ornamented with a

lotus leaf pattern. Above the columns there seems to have been a cornice

of alabaster slabs. The door was double, to judge by the socket holes still

visible. Within is a great chamber shaped like a beehive, fifty feet high

and formed of thirty-three horizontal courses. Each of these courses is a

circle superposed one upon another corbel fashion. Bronze nails in the

interstices of the courses show that the walls were once decorated with

Fig. 23. Section of the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae.

rosettes or similar ornaments in bronze. The tomb proper is a square rock-

hewn room, once Hned with masonry and alabaster and connected with the

beehive by a double door about ten feet high. A pit in the floor of this

side chamber was probably the burial place. The wonderful stone ceiling

from Orchomenus, with its beautiful decoration of spirals and rosettes, was

the roof of the square side chamber of the tomb. But such side chambers

are not a constant feature and seem only to occur in the larger and more

elaborate examples. In others the interments seem to have taken place

in pit graves in the floor of the beehive.
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IV. 2. ARCHITECTURE.

[For prehistoric architecture see §§ 298 ff.]

301. The later and more complete architecture was to a great extent

evolved from the works of the primitive period. The Greek genius was

indeed ever ready to adopt new ideas, yet when once a recog-

nised type had been formed, the new ideas were brought into survival of

harmony with the old; for instance, the stone architecture type.

of the Greeks demonstrates to a very great extent that its

decorative features were founded upon the type of wooden construction.

That they recognised this fact themselves is evident from Vitruvius (iv. 2),

who drew his information, as he continually tells us, from Greek sources

—

but it is also capable of being proved from modern investigations. The
Lycian tombs, and some which have lately been discovered in Cyprus,

show in the plainest manner that forms proper only to timber have been
copied by way of ornament in stone. This imitation can be followed

through the whole of the entablature, that is, the upper horizontal members
of a Greek fagade of the complete period. It can hardly be doubted that

the timber type grew out of the real construction of this primitive period.

Not only do the columns and entablature prove this, but it may also be
seen in the wooden casing provided for doors, etc., even in marble buildings

of the fifth century, a survival from the time when inferior materials, such

as unbaked brick, made such an arrangement necessary. The extensive

use of terracotta facing in Greece and Sicily, sometimes even on stone

buildings, is evidently derived from a wooden structure.

302. The Dorian immigration, traditionally attributed to the eleventh

century B.C., introduced many new elements into Greek architecture,

especially, in all probability, the gable form of roof; the Mycenaean
buildings seem to have been flat-roofed. But other elements

of the Doric order seem to be influenced by Mycenaean Development
01 Xjonc

models. The date of the earliest Doric buildings has not order,

indeed been determined, but it was probably subsequent to

the Dorian invasion of the Peloponnesus. It may also be affirmed that

on the whole this species of architecture largely prevailed in the colonies

attributed to the Dorians, whilst the rival and contemporary Ionic order

was the favourite on the eastern side of the Aegean. There were, however,

sufficiently numerous exceptions to prove that these two orders did not

show an absolute line of demarcation between the states of Dorian and
Ionian extraction. The earliest Doric building in Greece is the Heraeum
at Olympia. Its walls are an example of the Mycenaean practice of

building only the lower portion of the wall in stone, and the upper

of mud-brick and timber. In its colonnade we can trace the gradual
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substitution of stone columns for the wooden tree-trunks that had originall

served the same purpose; for the varying sizes of the shafts and profiles c

the capitals show that they were set up in succession, at considerabl

intervals of time. In the Opisthodomus, Pausanias records that one of th

columns was of oak—doubtless the last survivor of the original woode
ones.

The earliest Doric columns are fluted, as were also the stone column

at Mycenae. The origin both of this practice, and of the essential forr

of the column, is very obscure. The column is made extremely eifeclivs

both structurally and aesthetically, by the contrivance of a projecting abacii

connected with the circular shaft of the column by a conoidal echinui

The profile of this echinus is bulging, almost bowl-shaped, in earl

examples, and gradually becomes flatter, with so great regularity of de

velopment that a temple can be approximately dated from it. The shal

of the column diminishes upwards, in contrast to Mycenaean examples

which diminish downwards. Even in the earliest examples wliich hav

been discovered it is found to be a very accurate conic section, ellipti'

or sometimes parabolic in the earlier, and hyperbolic in the later and mor

refined examples.

303. Another beautiful refinement is the very slightly curved outline

the shaft called the evraai^. This is found even in the earl

Refinements Doric columns HOW Standing in the temple of Corinth, whicl
in the Doric

, , t r i • i rx,, i

order. date probably from the sixth century B.C. There are, how

ever, remains of fallen columns probably of a still earlie

date, from which by careful measurement the existence of an entasis cai

be deduced. The Doric order at its first introduction was very solid, boti

as regards the shaft of the column and the proportionate height of th(

entablature; but it gradually became more slender. The height of th(

Doric columns of the temple at Corinth was about three and a quarte:

times the breadth of the abacus and four and a quarter times the diamete;

of the shaft at its base: in the Parthenon the height was five times th(

breadth of the abacus and five and a half times the diameter of the shaft

So long as it retained its massive character the simplicity of its detai

harmonized admirably with the general effect. The long series of refine

ments, culminating in the Parthenon, which is by overwhelming authoritj

admitted to have exhibited the highest rank of architectural achievement

took place before it lost the qualities for which it is most admired; bui

when afterwards it became attenuated, not only in the slenderness of thf

column but also in the massiveness of the capital, as in the Portico 0:

Philip in the island of Delos, and some other late examples, the result nc

longer satisfied the eye, and the order was found to be ineffective anc

ill-adapted for the recovery of what it had lost in dignity of form by thf

introduction of further enrichment. In many early temples the wooder

entablature was covered by painted terracotta mouldings, of which man)

beautiful specimens have been found in Sicily, at Olympia, and elsewhere.
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304. There is no reason to suppose that the Ionic order was
developed later in time than the Doric. It has this much
in common with the Doric, that the entablature exhibits a Pa^iiei

, . . rrii 1
• development

wooden ongm. 1 he most conspicuous early remams are of the ionic,

those of the huge temple of Hera, at Samos, and those of

the equally huge early temple of Artemis, at Ephesus, but these enormous
temples had many precursors of smaller size; and it is not unreason-

able to hope that when circumstances shall allow of the investigation of

sites in the Turkish provinces as complete as has taken place in Greece
and the Grecian sites in Italy, more of these earher essays may be found.

Unlike the Doric, there is no evidence that the Ionic column of the earliest

examples was more massive than those of later times. In Ionic columns
of early period the height is ten times the diameter. The origin of the

Ionic capital has been much discussed. Dr Puchstein, in his treatise on
the Ionic capital, points out that while volute capitals are known in

Assyrian and other oriental architecture and decoration, the essential

feature of the Ionic order, the combination of the volute with a cymatium
or torus, belongs exclusively to Greece. And from whatever quarter its

elements were derived, its extreme elegance was due to its treatment at

the hands of the Ionian Greeks. The peculiarity of the Ionic fluting is

the adjustment of a iillet separating the flutes. The two orders under
discussion met one another on common ground, at Athens, which had
been spared by the Dorian invasion, and so retained more of the old

civilization than any other important city in Greece proper.

305. The invention of the Corinthian order is traced by some
from the palm-leaf-capped columns in Egypt, although the

resemblance between such columns and those of the Corin- Derivation of

thian order is extremely slight. The modern habit of order.""^'"

rejecting traditions, justifiable no doubt in many cases, is

often carried too far, and we may accept the statement of Vitruvius (iv. i)

that Callimachus was led to the invention by seeing an acanthus plant

which had twined itself round a basket of sepulchral offerings, particularly

as the date of the building of the temple at Bassae, where the earliest

known example of such a capital was found, accords perfectly well with

the era of Callimachus. It may also be remarked as favourable to the

theory of its being a personal invention, that the new feature seems to have

taken its place in architecture very gradually, and it was not until the

Doric had become so attenuated as to have lost its character for sublimity,

and the Ionic had been so frequently repeated as to have led to the desire

for some novelty, that the Corinthian order obtained general acceptance.

Probably the first great work in which it took the prominent place was the

Olympieum at Athens. It had been used in subordination with Doric

and Ionic, as already related, at Bassae, and about the same time or very

shortly afterwards with Doric in the Tholus at the Hieron of Epidaurus

and in the great Milesian Ionic temple at Didyma. It had also, according
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Fig. 24.
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to Pausanias, been combined with both the more ancient orders at Tegea.

In Roman times the Corinthian and the modifications derived from it

were used almost exclusively.

306. The essential parts of a completed Doric building may be seen

upon the accompanying diagram. The whole structure

usually rests upon three steps, aaa, of which the uppermost Architectural

11 J 1 11 I \ n t \ mi 1
members or a

IS called the stylobate {o-TvAofBaTrj's). These steps always Doric building,

show a slightly curved convex surface, sloping towards the

o-ias

Fig. 25. Doric order (Aegina).

ends and the sides. Directly upon this stylobate, with no intervening base,

rests the shaft of the column, i (o-tBXos or kichv) ; this shaft is either monolithic

or composed of drums (cr<^dv8v\o() ; it is fluted (pa;88<i)To's), the top and

bottoms only of the flutes being finished before the column was set up;

in unfinished temples the rest of the shaft remains unfluted, as at Segesta.

Doric flutes intersect at sharp angles. The neck of the column, c (vtto-

Tpa\-q\i.ov) is usually surrounded by fillets (Lat. annuli). On this rests
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the curved ecliinus, d (ex'>'os) forming a transition to the square abacus e

{irXivdo';). These members, c, d, e, together form the capital (/ctoi/oKparoi/

or KioKpoMov). The upper part resting on the columns, f-
—m, is together

called the entablature {l-m^ok-rj). Its lower portion is the plain architrave

/ (iirmTv'Kiov). The frieze is divided into triglyphs, i {rplykw^oC), so called

because they are divided into three bands by two vertical channels, and

metopes, h (ixeToirai), or holes between the triglyphs. It is generally

supposed that the triglyphs represented the ends of the horizontal beams

in a wooden prototype. Either some or all of the metopes might be

Fig. 26. Ionic column (Priene).

decorated by sculpture. Below the triglyphs come the regulae with guttae,

^. There is usually one triglyph over each column and one over each iuter-

columniation. Above the frieze is the cornice {yexa-ov), /, crowned by the

sima (/cv/xa, KVfxaTiov), m ; its under surface has, over each metope and

triglyph, a modillion or mutulus, k, with guttae, which probably represents

a slanting beam of the gable roof The roof itself was covered with tiles

(Kepanoi) either of pottery, or more often, in large temples, of marble; they

were in alternate rows of flat tiles with raised edges, p (artoXyjve^), and ridge-

tiles, ^ {KaKvTrTyjpes) : the ridges terminated below in antifixes (avdijuo.), 0,
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and above, on the ridge of the roof, in coping tiles ()7y€ju,oves), r; lions'

heads, n, usually served the purpose of gargoyles. The gable end or

pediment (a'crds) viras often filled with sculpture ; and it also had acroteria,

s, above it whether figures or conventional ornaments, on the centre and

at each end.

The Ionic order differs from the Doric both in column and entablature.

The Ionic column is of two kinds, the Ionic proper and

the Attic (see the diagrams); both alike have a base

(o-Treipa), and a volute capital; but the base in the Ionic

consists of a torus, u, resting on a lower member divided

by two channels (Tpox'A.o(), t, while the Attic base has an upper and lower

Architectural
members of an
Ionic building.

Fig. 27. Attic column (Erechtheum).

torus, uv, divided by one channel, t; the upper torus is often fluted. In

early examples, the base varies considerably in form. The base sometimes

rests upon a square plinth, s, but this member is often omitted, especially

in the Attic form. The shaft is fluted, but the flutes do not intersect,

being separated by flat fillets. The neck of the Attic column is enriched

by a band of honey-suckle ornament {ivQiihiov). The capital consists of a

torus or echinus, w, surmounted by a channel, x, which ends on either side
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in volutes, y, and a low abacus, z. In the Ionic form the channel is plain

;

in the Attic it is divided by a deeply profiled incision. The Ionic form

may be seen in most of the temples of Asia Minor, and the Propylaea and

Temple of Nike Apteros at Athens ; the great example which gives the

name to the Attic form is the Erechtheum. The entablature has an

architrave divided into three bands or fasciae; above this, in what is

usually regarded as the normal form of the order, is placed a continuous

frieze (^ox^opos), not divided into metopes and triglyphs, but often adorned

with sculpture. The frieze is, however, omitted entirely in several of the

best-known examples from Asia Minor, and the cornice comes immediately

above the architrave. Below the cornice is a row of dentils in the Ionic,

but not in the Attic form ; modillions also are found ; but where they

occur they are always below the dentils, not above them as in Roman
architecture. The Corinthian order is identical with the Ionic in every-

thing except the capital.

307. The earliest temples were probably simply shrines, consisting

of four walls, carrying the roof, with a doorway usually

of?em*l'ies.°° '"^ ^^^ eastern wall. This simplest type was followed by

a succession of structures, the classification of which,

according to Vitruvius (who evidently uses Greek sources), was as

follows

:

1. In the temple in Antis (Iv Trapaa-Toicnv, Fig. 27% i, i a) the walls

of the cella were prolonged a little beyond the doorway and terminated each

with a pilaster. Between these antae as they were called might be placed

two columns, so that a porch having three entrances was thus formed in

front of the door. The roof, with its shallow gable or pediment, rose above

this, supported by the two columns and the antae. Sometimes a similar

porch was added at the back also.

2. The Prostyle temple (Fig. 27=^, 2) marked a considerable advance

on the temple in Antis. Two columns were added, one in front of each

of the antae, and these with the columns between them formed a portico

in front of the entrance.

3. In the Amphiprostyle temple (Fig. 27% 3) the prostyle portico

of the front was reduplicated at the back. A familiar example is that of

the elegant little temple of Nike Apteros, near the entrance to the

Acropolis at Athens. The front porch so formed was called the Pronaos

and that in the rear the Opisthodomus or Posticum.

4. The Peripteral temple. (Fig. 27% 4, 4(1:.) According to the defi-

nition of Vitruvius this form was developed from the Amphiprostyle temple;

but in the great majority of extant examples it appears as an adaptation of

a temple formed of a cella, with a porch at each end like that of the temple
,

in Antis. Round this centre was built a complete colonnade, forming a

covered ambulatory on each side of the cella. This arrangement, which

marked an enormous advance on the amphiprostyle temple, was probably

an invention of Greek architects. In Egypt there were open courts with
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W O
li I. Temple in Antis (smaller

j, temple at Rhammis).
[a. Temple in Antis with

posticura (Temple of
Artemis at Eleusis).

a. Prostyle temple (Temple at

Selinus).

# 1
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colonnaded ambulatories against the external walls, but the effect of these

was so different from that of the Greek temples that they could hardly

have been taken as models. The Greek form appears to have been a

native development, and was probably invented very early, since it

appears in the Heraeum at Olympia, but remained in favour to the

very last.

5. The Dipteral temple required a double range of columns round

the cella. A variety of this class, called by Vitruvius the Pseudodipteral,

omitted the inner row of columns on the flanks but retained its space,

the cella wall ranging with the second column from the corner. The great

temple at Selinus is pseudodipteral.

6. The Hypaethral temple was identical with the Dipteral, except

that it had an entrance at each end, and in the midst a kind of open court

surrounded by a portico of two ranges of columns, one above the other..

Vitruvius' example of this is the Olympieum at Athens. But it should be

observed that the plan of this temple as derived from excavation does not

closely agree with the definition ; the great Milesian temple at Branchidae

is its best representative.

Vitruvius takes four as the normal number of columns at each end_^of

an amphiprostyle temple ; the normal peripteral, formed by placing i

colonnade round such a tetrastyle temple, is hexastyle, and the dipteral or

pseudodipteral octastyle. But where the amphiprostyle temple itself is

hexastyle, of course its peripteral form is octastyle, as in the case of the

Parthenon ; Vitruvius says that the normal Hypaethral is decastyle ; but

the example he quotes is octastyle. For the peripteral temple with six

columns in the front, he gives 1 1 as the usual number for the sides, and,

for an octastyle temple, 15 ; but in this respect the temples varied con-

siderably, the earhest temples being usually the longest in proportion to

their width : the Parthenon had 17.

308. Of the monuments of Greek architecture, few have come down to

us in a condition calculated to exhibit their original beauty,

Existing re-
i^yj; imperfect remains and particularly underground founda-

mains of Greek .
^, ^

, » -i i i r j
architecture. tions cxist to a great extent. Much has already been found,

and fresh additions to our knowledge are being continually

made. Of the works left standing in a more or less perfect state, temples

and theatres supply the largest list. Temples have in several instances

been preserved to us in consequence of their having been converted into

churches. At Athens this circumstance has preserved to us the Parthenon,

the Erechtheum, the Theseura, and the larger portion of what now re-

mains of the Olympieum. The temples at Paestum have been saved by

the insalubrity of the site. Theatres have been protected partly by their

prolonged use during the early centuries of our era and partly by the

extreme solidity of the masonry of their enclosing walls. A similar con-

dition has in many cases preserved to us important remains of ancient ^
fortifications, to which end their lofty sites have often contributed—a.;
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favourable condition shared by some of the finest temples, such as the

temple in Aegina, and the temples at Sunium and Bassae. Of strictly

secular buildings, the Thersilion, or 'Hall of the Ten Thousand,' at

Megalopolis, lately discovered by the British Archaeological School, though

recovered in plan only and by means of excavation, is too important not

to be specially mentioned. The Treasuries exhumed at Olympia and

Delphi are also valuable recoveries. Private houses have also been foundi

especially at Delos and at Priene ; for these see Ch. vii. 8.

309. The principal site on which Doric temples are to be seen is

Athens, where the Parthenon and Theseum represent the

Existing re- architecture of the best period. The date of the Parthenon
mains of Doric . ,_ , . i i- i • r^ r^,
temples. IS well known : it was dedicated m 438 B.C. The archi-

tectural features of the Theseum seem to indicate a slightly

earlier date. At any rate it exhibits all the refinements of beauty and skill

of the best period. The Propylaea, coeval with the Parthenon, is a

building belonging mainly to the Doric order in its most perfect period,

while the gate called that of the new Agora, dated about the beginning of

our era, exhibits the same order in its decadence. The proportion of the

height of the column to the diameter in the former of these two is about

the same as in the Parthenon, namely 5^, in the latter it is a little more

than 6, but the chief sign of inferiority is seen in the contour and want of

projection of the capital. There are also, at Athens, important fragments

of Doric structures of a much earlier period, in particular one which has

the appearance of being the most archaic that has yet been discovered.

Its discovery in a city which claimed chief relationship with the lonians

goes to prove that employment of this order was not exclusively a question

of race. The next most complete and important example of the Doric

order is the Temple of Poseidon at Paestum, which preserves the whole of

its peristyle complete. It is a magnificent building, of archaic character,

possibly belonging to the sixth century B.C. It is the only instance

remaining of what was probably not an unusual form, having in the

interior two ranges of colonnades, one above the other, for the purpose of

supporting the roof. It is known by written records that this was the case

in the Parthenon, and by unmistakable fallen fragments that it was so in

the temple at Aegina. In the temple at Paestum the capitals are larger

in proportion than they are in the Parthenon, being intermediate between

the latter and the example at Corinth. Two other ancient buildings form

a group with the Temple of Poseidon, but are in themselves of greatly

inferior interest, one called the Temple of Ceres and the other, which may

be a secular building, called the Basilica. They are still standing, with

their peristyles complete, on an unencumbered site, and the effect pro-

duced by them is very striking. Next to the remains at Athens and

Paestum, Acragas (Girgenti), and in a lesser degree Syracuse, present the

most important examples of Doric temples. There are numerous ruins at

Selinus, Olympia, Delphi and Delos, which furnish valuable material for

study.
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310. The most refined and beautiful examples of the Ionic order
are at Athens. Of the complex and elegant Erechtheum on
the Acropolis substantial remnants exist, and that exquisite Existing re-

gem, the Temple of Nike Apteros, is still preserved ; both of temples,

these have been to a great extent reconstructed out of the

original materials ; but the memory of the small temple which formerly

existed on the banks of the Ilissus, not far from the gigantic columns of

the Olympieum, is only preserved to us in the carefully executed plates

of Stuart (vol. i.). The internal Ionic architecture of the temple at Bassae

Fig. 2g. Temple of Nike Apteros.

should be also specially mentioned. As regards size, the palm must be
assigned to the temples of Asia Minor. Some of these are enormous, and
amongst them are the two oldest known to us, the Temple of Hera, at

Samos, and that of Artemis, at Ephesus. The excavations at the latter

place disclosed different layers of foundations. The uppermost and latest

foundations belong to the time of Alexander the Great, when the earlier

temple, of the time of Croesus, had been destroyed by fire. The latest

was 342 feet in length and 163 feet in width, and the sixth-century temple
was nearly the same size. The temple at Samos was very nearly as large.

G. A. 18
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The temple of Artemis at Sardis had columns 60 feet high, and was 340
feet long and 150 feet wide; but the largest temple of all was the temple

at Didyma, near Miletus, which has been already mentioned. In addition

to the above there were Ionic temples of great beauty and importance at

Magnesia, Priene, Teos, and the Smintheum in the Troad. The Ionic

order, though much rarer in Magna Graecia than the Doric, was not

unknown there. The temple built by the Locrians near Gerace was of

this order, as was the small temple ' of Empedocles,' at Selinus. Mention

^iS- 31- Choragic Monument of Lysicrates.

should also be made of the fine internal columns of the Propylaea at

Athens, and various elaborate tombs, especially the Nereid Monument
and the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.

311. The invention of the Corinthian order by Callimachus has

already been spoken of, as well as its first employment at

Bassae and Epidaurus. A very beautiful and early example

remains to us in the Choragic monument of Lysicrates, at

Athens (date about 335 B.C.), now sadly mutilated but for-

Existing
examples of

the Corinthian
order.

iS-
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tunately seen and recorded by Stuart when in a fairly perfect state. The
capitals of the example from Epidaurus are well preserved. For a long

time this order was used with much reserve, but after its employment by
Antiochus Epiphanes, about the year 174 B.C., as the ruling order in the

great temple of Olympian Zeus at Athens, it became almost exclusively

used both in religious and secular buildings.

312. Finally, the characteristics of these orders may be thus stated.

The Doric on account of its gravity and simplicity is by far

Character- the most Solemn : it received from Greek architects ereat
istics of the _ . ._ , . . , S*^'*'-

three orders. refinements, of a scientific and artistic character, particularly

in the mathematically adjusted profiles of the mouldings and

the curvatures of the main vertical and horizontal lines applied as delicate

corrections of an optical nature, together with a rigorous but very practical

scheme of proportion, which undoubtedly contributed to the perfection of

the works of the best period. These principles had indeed been long

applied in a greater or less degree before they reached their climax in the

Theseum, Parthenon, and the Athenian Propylaea, but afterwards they

were gradually neglected, and the Doric order in its last representations

having become flat and degenerate, went out of favour and almost ceased

to be practised. The Ionic order of the best time partook of all or most

of the refinements which were applied to the Doric, and had the same

beauty of outline and the same studied accuracy of proportion. It ad-

mitted of more ornament than the Doric, but when subsequent fashion

demanded still more elaborate decoration, it was of too pure a nature to

admit it with advantage, and it yielded its place to its successor the

Corinthian, which was ready to accept from the hands of the Romans
all the superabundant enrichment which they looked for.

313. As the Parthenon (Fig. 27% 4a) may be taken as the type of all

Greek temples in their full development, a general notion of

Parthenon. ^^^ appearance and object of such structures may be obtained

from a short description of that building. The main purpose

of a temple was to enshrine the statue of the deity to whpm it was dedicated,

and this function was performed by the vaos or cella. The statue was placed

looking towards the east, in the central axis of the temple ; and care was

taken in this shrine, as in most other temples, that there should be an

unobstructed view of the local horizon ; in this case the ridge of Mt

Hymettus was seen through the lofty eastern door. The object of this

arrangement was that on certain particular days of the year the rising sun,

and on all occasions the first bright eastern glow, might lighten up the statue,

and there can be but little doubt that when the temple was first founded

the orientation was so chosen that on the principal feast day at least it

should be illumined by the rising sun. On the occasion of festivals the

main body of the worshippers stood without; the interior was not intended

to receive a congregation, as except in the early morning the light there

would have been obscure. Apart from the great doors, a certain amount
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of light would reach the cella through the semi-transparent marble tiles

of the roof. It has been suggested that there were other arrangements

in the larger temples to introduce some light from the roof; but there

seems no necessity for anything of this kind in the Parthenon. The raos

in the Parthenon was about 100 feet in length, and so it was able to

inherit from the earlier temple that it replaced its official title of the

Hecatompedon. The total interior breadth was 63 feet, divided into

three aisles by colonnades, the central division being 34 feet wide. The

flanking colonnades were returned on the west, but the eastern end was

almost entirely occupied by the great entrance doorway. There were no

galleries, but the two ranges of Doric columns were connected by archi-

traves, the architrave of the upper range giving support to the roof. The

statue stood at 60 feet from the entrance. At the back, that is westward

of the vao's, another apartment 63 feet north and south by 43 east and

west, was formed ; the name Parthenon, in official documents, belongs to

this chamber only, though it is often loosely applied to the whole building.

The chamber had originally no door of communication with the raos. Its

ceiling was supported by four lofty columns in the middle of the apartment,

and it was entered from the west by a door of the same size as that which

entered the vaos from the east. Each of these doors was faced with a

portico of six Doric columns. The eastern porch was called the Pronaos,

the western the Opisthodomus. Thus these two chambers with their

porches formed a complete amphiprostyle temple. The whole was then

surrounded by an ambulatory called the peristyle, supported by forty-six

Doric columns. Both pronaos and opisthodomus were furnished with

gratings reaching from floor to roof between the columns ; and so all the

compartments of the building were suitable for storing precious offerings

and treasures ; we have many inventories of their contents. The opistho-

domus and Parthenon were used as treasuries. The total length on the

upper step, called the stylobate, which carried the columns of the peristyle,

was 228'i4 English feet, and the breadth, also on the upper step, 101-33.

It will be seen that this forms very nearly the proportion of 9 to 4 [it would

be exact if the breadth had been ioi'395]. It was almost invariably the

case that a Greek temple was so planned that the length and breadth of

the stylobate formed with each other a ratio in low numbers (it was not

always the upper step that was taken, but one of the steps of the stylobate,

which were generally three in number). There is scarcely an exception to

this rule of proportion. This is not the only instance of proportion in low

numbers found in contiguous portions, both horizontally and vertically, in

this temple ; but the subject would be too extensive to follow here in

detail. The total height of the temple to the apex of the roof, measured

from the bottom of the stylobate, was 65 feet, to which the columns con-

tribute 34"25. This temple, built entirely of white marble, was also very

richly adorned with sculpture. At the two ends the triangular spaces

enclosed between the horizontal cornice and the sloping lines which
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indicated the roof, were filled with magnificent sculptures. There were

also other important sculptures in the metopes under the great cornice,

and in the frieze which surmounted the cella wall, and these were carried

roimd its whole extent, within the peristyle. For these sculptures, of which

the greater part are now in the British Museum, see § 324.

The chamber called the Parthenon is almost if not quite peculiar to

this building ; in the more usual form the cella with its pronaos and

opisthodomus and external peristyle would complete the temple. There

is also some evidence of decorative painting, but the scantiness of this

evidence is consistent with the view that colour, which was applied largely

to temples built of soft stone and coated with a fine stucco, was used with

great reserve on marble structures, being employed only in details and on

narrow mouldings, while the broader surfaces were left plain.

There is no full and systematic modern work on Greek architecture. The
following are either very brief or deal only with portions of the

subject : Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de tArt dans PAntiquitd^

vol. VI. Grice primitive—Architecture ; Borrmann and Neuwirth, Geschichte der

Baukunst ; Anderson and Spiers, Architecture of Greece and Rome ; B. Fletcher

and B. F. Fletcher, History of Architecture (useful for its numerous diagrams)

;

Penrose, Principles of Athenian Architecture ; Marquand, Greek Architecture.

See also the publications, too numerous to quote, of different sets of monu-
ments, such as those of Olympia, Delphi, Athens, Sicily, Asia Minor, etc.

IV. 3. SCULPTURED

A. ARCHAIC PERIOD {circa 650—500 B.C.).

314. Ancient tradition regarded Daedalus as the first maker of statues.

Whether Daedalus be an entirely mythical character or not,
Cretan and

his name is associated with the earliest schools of sculptors. Peioponnesian

The tradition which makes Crete the centre of early progress
Schools,

in sculpture is borne out by the discovery of statues (Eleutherna, Prinia),

which are evidently the work of a native school deriving its conventions

from Egypt. A statue of cognate style found at Tegea in the Peloponnese

illustrates the statements of ancient writers about work executed on the main-

land by Dipoenus and Scyllis, Cretan pupils of Daedalus, who carved

both in marble and in wood and ivory. From about 600 onwards we can

' The following are convenient divisions: (A.) the Archaic period (circa 050

—

500 B.C.), (B.) a period of transition {circa 500—460 B.C.), (C.) the period of maturity

{circa 460—400 B.C.), (D.) the great sculptors of the fourth century (400—s^o B.C.),

(E.) the Hellenistic period (320—31 B.C.), (F.) the Graeco-Roman period (31 B.C.

onward).
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trace the existence of a distinct Peloponnesian school and of less important

centres in Attica and Boeotia. Most of the early statues which survive are

nude male figures standing erect in a traditional Egyptian pose, the left

foot advanced, the hands hanging rigidly at the sides. Such are the statues

Fig. 33. Statue by Polymedes of Argos, one of a pair representing

Cleobis and Biton, found at Delphi.

of Cleobis and Biton, set up at Delphi to commemorate their filial piety

(lierod. I. 31). The inscription by which they have been identified gives

the name of the sculptor, Polymedes of Argos. One of them is shown m

Fig. 33. Their sturdy proportions and exaggerated muscles foreshadow the
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athletic ideals which were to characterize the Argive school of the fifth

century.

Similar male figures, formerly known as 'Apollos' but more con-

veniently described by the generic name of Kouroi, were

produced by archaic sculptors over a very wide area. Be- female types

sides the Continental centres already named, we find them

in a large Ionian region, notably in Cyprus, Rhodes, Samos and Chios, and

Fig. 34. Marble statue dedicated by Nicandra, from Delos.

an Insular area with active seats of production in Naxos and Paros. The

uniformity of type must be explained by radiation from a common centre

such as Crete. For female figures, which were always draped, there was
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at first no uniform convention. Fig. 34 shows a very primitive votive

statue from Delos, fiat and meant to be viewed only from the front, which

may be contrasted with a cylindrical type represented by statues from

Samos and Athens. Like the Kouroi, these Korai do not necessarily

represent divinities; some were votive offerings set up in sanctuaries,

others were monuments over tombs.

315. The exploitation of marble quarries, first in Naxos and afterwards

Insular and '° Paros, which yielded a much finer quality, gave a great

Ionian Impetus to the insular schools and carried their products to
Schools.

^j]^ parts of the Greek world. A colossal sphinx on a high

Ionic column, dedicated at Delphi, is a good example of the laborious but

clumsy workmanship of Naxos. In Ionia the great sanctuaries of Miletus,

Samos and Ephesus, with their demand for new buildings and votive

offerings, fostered the growth of many different arts. Wonderful stories

were told about Rhoecus and Theodorus of Samos, architects, sculptors

and pioneers in bronze-casting. The Samian school experimented with

the draped male form both standing and seated. The examples found in

the island have much in common with the heavily draped seated figures

from Didyma, now in the British Museum; both the type of the statues

and their arrangement in an avenue betray Egyptian influence, a result of

the close intercourse between Miletus and Naucratis on the Nile. The

Ionian artists were also stimulated by the patronage of the Lydian court.

Early in the sixth century Alyattes dedicated at Delphi a masterpiece by

Glaucus of Chios, who is said to have invented the art of welding iron

;

it was an open-work iron-stand, chased with animal and floral designs,

supporting a silver bowl. Croesus contributed to the cost of the sculptured

columns in the Artemisium at Ephesus; fragments which survive have been

claimed as works of the Chian school, founded by Micciades about 600 and

continued by his son Archermus and his grandsons Bupalus and Athenis.

Archermus was said to have originated the winged type of Nike; just such

a figure has come to light at Delos, and near it a base signed by Micciades

and Archermus. The grandsons seem to have perfected the draped female

type. Pliny notes that much of their work was to be seen in the islands,

particularly Delos, and we may recognise their influence in the later Korai

found there.

In the second half of the sixth century the Ionian style in sculpture

j^i^jgj^
enjoyed a vogue almost as wide-spread as Ionian commerce,

sculpture It took root in Lycia (reliefs of the Harpy Tomb) and pene-

outside Ionia.
^^^^^^ ^^ Cyprus, where it modified but failed to break down

the conservative local tradition; it was carried to the shores and islands of

the northern Aegean, to Black Sea colonies, to Etruria, and even to Spain

where it helped to produce the hybrid Iberian style exemplified in the

Elche head (now in the Louvre). Ionian artists executed important

commissions on the mainland, such as the Throne of Amyclaean Apollo

made for the Spartans by Bathycles of Magnesia and known to us through
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Pausanias' description, and a series of Treasuries at Delphi, dedicated by
Siphnos, Cnidus and Phocaea, of which we have extensive remains

—

exquisite miniature temples with porches borne by caryatids and friezes in

which a variety of subjects, including a Gigantomachy and groups of seated

deities, are treated with growing mastery of composition and high technical

skill. The pediment of the Cnidian Treasury represents Apollo and
Heracles in dispute over the tripod; Athena stands between them, Artemis

and other figures at either side; next the chariots of the two rivals, and in

the angles first a kneeling and them a recumbent man. Here for the first

time we have several of the motives which were used in the great pediments
of the fifth century. On the other hand the pedimental sculptures of an
early sixth century temple, recently brought to light in Corfu, are neither

coherent in subject nor harmonious in scale—in the centre a bogey-like

Gorgon flanked by her children Pegasus and Chrysaor and by two couchant
panthers, and in the angles, where they seem puny by comparison, two
detached groups of gods in battle with giants ; this may be Peloponnesian

work.

316. It is on the Acropolis at Athens that the interaction of various

schools can best be studied, owing to the preservation of much
early sculpture in the layers of debris buried after the sack architectural

of the citadel by the Persians. They must have found there sculptures in

_ poros.
a veritable museum of works of art dating from the seventh

century onwards, and our own generation has succeeded in piecing

together many of the statues which they wrecked. An earlier stratum

yielded sculptures in poros (local limestone), mostly remains of stiffly

composed groups in high relief which adorned the gables of early temples

—chiefly combats of heroes and monsters, among them the so-called

Typhon, whose three human bodies spring from a coil of snaky tails.

There are also some life-sized groups of lions tearing bulls. The gay
colouring of the poros sculptures pays no regard to nature, and their effect

must have been somewhat barbaric. None seem to be earlier than about

575 and all must have been discarded before the beginning of the earlier

Parthenon about 508 B.C., since they were found under a terrace formed at

that time.

Although marble did not replace limestone for architectural sculpture

until late in the century {c. 530), it had long been in use for

single statues. The earliest specimens of Attic marble-carving
^orai'^

are primitive images of the seventh century, and a numerous
series of Korai and other works enables us to follow its growth down to

about 540, when under the rule of Peisistratus Ionian art came into fashion

and the simple native handiwork in Pentelic marble (Fig. 35) was eclipsed

by imported statues of Parian. The school of Chios supplied some of

these exotic models; the signature of Archermus occurs on a base on the

Acropolis, and figures of flying Nikai have been found there which resemble

the Delian figure mentioned above. The imported Ionian Korai are fine
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ladies, tall and slender, in clinging transparent dresses which are gathered

up in the left hand and drawn tight round the lower part of the body.

The complexity of the dress, enriched with painted borders and sprinkled

Fig. 35. Kore of Attic workmanship on the Acropolis. '

•*

patterns, and the self-conscious beauty of the face with its expressive, inlaid

eyes and smiling lips, mark a great technical advance and justify the ancient

fame of the Chian school, if not tlie story of the caricature which enraged

Hipponax. The Attic sculptors copied and varied the type, learning much
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Fig. 36. Kore showing Ionic influence.
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in the process (Fig. 36); but they did not lose their independence and
vigour. One of the best of the Korai fits a base bearing the signature

of the Athenian Antenor ; after the fall of the Peisistratids the same

sculptor made a bronze group of the Tyrannicides, of which, however, no

copy survives. Thenceforward Ionian influence receded and Attic art

became more virile. In the opening years of the fifth century it rendered

nude male figures, horses and hounds, with a truthful simplicity and a

delicacy of modelling which foreshadow the achievements of the Pheidian

age.

B. PERIOD OF TRANSITION {circa JOO—460 B.C.).

317. The second half of the sixth century B.C. had done much to

General
emancipate Art from archaic traditions. The splendour-

impulses to loving tyrants, from Polycrates of Samos to the Sicilian
progress.

rulers, were the patrons of artistic enterprise. Peisistratus

above all was conscious of the forces at work and eager to direct them.

Religion followed and expressed the movements of the time: sculpture

was employed to realise the ideals of mythology. The development of

architecture introduced the adornment of metopes and pediments, which

helped the sculptor to free himself from the trammels of hieratic tradition.

The decoration of interiors by means of paintings taught the sculptot

to attempt and the public to appreciate a more natural treatment. This

emancipation from artistic conventions was most directly encouraged

by the custom of erecting statues in commemoration of athletic victories

at the great games. The first of these statues, carved in wood, were

erected, as Pausanias tells us, to Rhexibius and Praxidamas, about 536

B.C., and the custom was henceforth universal. The sculptor aimed at

representing the perfect development of the human body; the palaestra

became his school and supplied him with models. The artists of the

transitional and all subsequent periods were influenced by this naturalism

in the treatment of ideal subjects, such as the gods and heroes of the

temple statues which attained perfection in the works of Pheidias and the

other sculptors of the Periclean age.

318. The artists of the period of transition made advances in three

directions: in acquiring greater freedom of technique, in

maie'typ^e. establishing types of beauty, and in informing their works

with ideal grandeur. The advance in technical skill may

be realised by comparing one of the more advanced Kouroi, the 'Apollo'

of Tenea (Fig. 37), which though found near Corinth seems to be the work

of an Ionian sculptor, with the Choiseul-Gouffier Athlete in the British

Museum. In the Tenea 'Apollo' the feet are close together, one advanced
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before the other: the body rests on them in mechanical equilibrium, each
half of the figure being identical with the other: the neck is erect; the

F''S- 37- 'Apollo' of Tenea.

head manifests the same mechanical balance and the arms hang sym-

metrically at either side. On the other hand in the Choiseul-Gouffier
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statue (Fig. 38) the weight of the body is thrown upon one leg, while the

other is lightly bent; the body and the legs are naturally joined, the head

Fig. 38. The Choiseul-Gouffier Athlete.

is inclined slightly downwards to one side, and the arms are freely extended.

Some small bronzes of an early date, representing a discobolus, furnish
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a striking illustration of the advance made in this period, if they are con-

trasted with the Discobolos of Myron, which shows the greatest freedom

in the rendering of a complex pose.

319. A similar improvement is marked in the modelling of the surface

and in the truer anatomy of the human figure. In the early

Kouroi the structure of the body, the appearance of the anddrapery.

muscles, the elasticity of the surface are incorrectly or inade-

quately rendered : the later types manifest a most accurate knowledge of

the body and great freedom in treating pose or movement. The Choiseul-

GoufSer athlete and the Discobolos of Myron (Fig. 40), in spite of their

faint suggestions of archaic convention, rank very high as examples of

perfect modelling. In the treatment of drapery we may contrast the series

of draped figures from the temple of the Didymean Apollo (now in the

British Museum) with the draped figures from the pediments of the temple

of Zeus at Olympia. In the former the folds of drapery are indicated

by the mechanical incision of a few straight grooves, which scarcely

suggest the body beneath: in the later statues we find that variety of

planes and lines which enabled the Greek artist successfully to represent

softness and pliancy of texture. The statues already men-

tioned will serve to illustrate the growth of the sense of beauty"

beauty. The earlier and late metopes from Selinus illustrate

the same process. One of the best instances illustrating the last stages in

this transition to the highest and freest art is the Charioteer from Delphi

(Fig. 39), whose date would fall about the year 470 B.C.

320. The schools of sculpture which effected the emancipation from

the trammels of archaism were those of Argos with Ageladas as the chief

artist, Sicyon with Canachus, Aegina with Onatas, Rhegium
with Pythagoras, and Athens with Critius and Nesiotes, Schools of

Hegias, Myron and Calamis. Argos and Sicyon were closely Aegina.
"^^°°'

related to one another. The sculptors of Argos were con-

servative and ' practised Art as it had been handed down to them.' The
fame of Ageladas rests on the tradition that he taught the three greatest

sculptors of his time, Myron, Pheidias and Polycleitus. His own works,

which included statues of Zeus, of Heracles and of Olympian victors, are

not especially praised by ancient authors. Canachus of Sicyon worked

in gold and ivory as well as in wood, bronze and marble. His famous

Apollo at Miletus is probably reproduced on a Milesian coin as well as in

the small Payne-Knight bronze in the British Museum. Still greater

importance attaches itself to the school of Aegina, of which Onatas was

the chief representative. He executed numerous bronze statues, some of

them in groups, and probably contributed to the advance of sculpture in

freedom of attitude and of modelHng: qualities which distinguish the

famous pediment sculptures from the temple of Aphaea at Aegina (now in

Munich). This temple, built soon after the Persian wars, was thrown down
by an earthquake when the colouring of its sculptures was still well

G. A- 19
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Fig. 39. The Charioteer, from Delphi.
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preserved, so that it has been possible to recover the colour-scheme as well

as the grouping of the figures. In both gables there was a

battle-scene, with Athena in the centre, groups of combatants p^jiments^

at either side, kneeling archers and fallen men in the angles.

Each figure is an independent marble statue, worked in the round and so

Fig. 40. The Discobolos of Myron.

balanced as to need no extraneous support. The sinewy forms and
energetic attitudes may reflect the style of the Aeginetan bronze-workers.
Although the two pediments have much in common, they seem to have
been designed by different artists, one more advanced than the other, and
a comparison of their work illustrates in a vivid way the speed with which

19—

2
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the art of this age progressed and the sense of beauty grew. In the west

pediment the faces are distorted by the so-called 'archaic smile,' in the

east they are set and serious; again, the attitude of the wounded man is

cramped and grotesque in the one, movingly lifehke in the other.

321. The most important work produced at Athens in the decade after

Schools of Salamis was the second group of Tyrannicides, made by
Rhegium and Crltius and Nesiotcs to replace Antenor's, which Xerxes

had carried ofif. The two colossal figures survive in a marble

copy at Naples, which can be completed from other sources. The heavy

expressionless face of Harmodius with its exaggerated chin shows little

advance upon the fine statue of an ephebus from the pre-Persian stratum

on the Acropolis, but there is a new energy in the movement and greater

skill in the handling of the robust muscular forms. The statues of athletes,

as we have seen, promoted a freer and truer treatment of the human body;

and in this branch of art Pythagoras of Rhegium and Myron of Eleu-

therae had attained a high level of excellence before the middle of the fifth

century. Although Pythagoras won praise for some heroic statues, and

Myron's groups of gods, and above all else his famous heifer, are cele-

brated by ancient authors, the fame of both artists rests chiefly upon

their statues of athletic victors: the most noted of these are the boxer

Euthymus and a Pancratiast by Pythagoras, and those of the famous

runner Ladas and a Discobolos (several copies of which are extant) by

Myron. Pliny tells us that Pythagoras primus nervos et venas expressit

capillumque diligeniius, Diogenes Laertius speaks of him as irpiurov

SoKouvTa pv6fj.ov Koi a-vfiixiTpiai i<TTO)^d(rdai, and these passages confirm

the impression gained from his works that in the modelling of details as

well as in the freedom and balance of his figures Pythagoras marked a

new departure. Myron's Ladas was invoked as e^uirvoc Aa8o, and Quin-

tilian, in exemplifying the freedom and' variety of pose in statues, says

of the Discobolos, quid tam distorium et elaboratum, quam est ille discobolus

Myronisi These testimonies, confirmed by the extant copies of the

Discobolos, show how successfully Myron emancipated himself from

archaic constraint in the treatment of the nude male figure. In the

Disc-thrower the moment chosen is one of arrested movement. This

is also true of the bronze group representing Athena and Marsyas,

which can be reconstructed since both figures survive in marble copies,

The story ran that Athena invented the flutes, but threw them away

because her face was distorted in the act of playing ; thereupon Marsyas

picked them up. Athena has dropped the flutes and is moving away,

but turns to wave the satyr back (Fig. 41), while Marsyas, checked in

his advance, stands poised on tiptoe between desire and dread. Myron

made his Athena a sUm girl, thus heightening the contrast with the satyr

whom she overawes. I

Calamis of Athens, whose Hermes Criophorus and Sosandra are

possibly extant in reproductions, seems to have made some progress m
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representing the draped figure. The beautiful bronze statue of a charioteer

from Delphi (Fig. 39) is ascribed to him by some authorities, by others to

Pythagoras. This figure and some finely modelled fragments of horses are

Fig. 41. The Athena of Myron.

all that remain of one of those groups commemorating a chariot-victory

which were much in fashion at the time Paeonius of Mende and
Alcamenes of Athens, if the eastern and western pediments of the temple
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of Zeus at Olympia are rightly attributed to them, excelled in the bold and
harmonious composition of large groups. They just fall below the work of

the best period by a certain vagueness in the modelling of detail and by
many traces of archaism. In the only certain work of Paeonius, the winged
Victory floating in the air from her high pillar, archaism is almost eliminated.

C. PERIOD OF MATURITY {circa 460—400 B.C.).

322. The predecessors of Pheidias had gradually surmounted the

technical difficulties which impeded freedom of artistic exe-

Pheidias: cution. It was his great achievement to attain the perfection
his achieve- . , „ .

°
, , . .

t- v^w vu

ment. of art by effectmg a complete harmony of form and matter.

He applied the sculptor's materials to express the greatest

and deepest ideas and emotions of man. The perfection of physical

beauty in a healthy and normal type was already established as the

artistic ideal. This ideal he adapted to represent the gods and heroes

of Hellas, developed through centuries of time by the imagination of a

people at once simple and artistic, fixed in type by the epic poets and

made more real by the great tragic poets. Through Pheidias Greek Art

received those permanent qualities, described by Winckelmann as 'the

noble naivete and quiet grandeur of the Greek statues.' Pheidias was

thus heir to all the artistic advances made by his predecessors. Born

about 500 B.C., he was in the age of greatest receptivity when the victories

over the Persians thrilled the hearts of the Greeks. The unity of feeling

evoked by the common danger was strengthened by the intercourse

between the citizens of different states, refugees from Ionia and the islands

as well as Greeks of the mainland. And the Attic people after the great

victories, ' forced, as it were, to recolonise their own country,' were moved

to give to their city the most splendid adornments of Art. It was in

accordance with the character of the Periclean age that Pheidias informed

his statues with the grandeur and sublimity which all ancient writers ascribe

to them.

On the description of these writers we are obliged to rely for our ideas

of his greatest works ^ No adequate reproduction of the

Parthenos.^ colossal gold and ivory statue of Athena Parthenos has come

down to us : the various statuettes (the Lenormant, Varvakeion

Athenas, etc.) are late Roman copies. The coins of EHs do not enable us

to realise his masterpiece, the figure of the seated Zeus at Olympia, the

work which moved Quintilian to say that Pheidias had added something

to the received religion. This statue of gold and ivory, rising over forty

' Fuvtwangler's suggested recognition of the Lemnian Athena' by Pheidias in the

statue at Dresden combined with the Bologna head remains an hypothesis.
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feet high, represented Zeus as seated upon a throne, every available part

of which was adorned with smaller statues in the round or filled with

large designs of repousse relief in gold. The colour in the

gold enamels and the soft ivory tones of the nude flesh, ^f^mT^"^
the paintings on the base, had effects of their own, which

were yet subordinated to the overpowering unity of the sublime figure of

the god. To form our impression of the artistic spirit in which Pheidias

worked we must turn to the sculptures of the Parthenon. We must
remember that in them we have, not great temple statues, but parts of

a scheme of architectural decoration. Even so we are not justified in

ascribing these works to the hand of Pheidias with absolute certainty,

though we can at least claim for them that they represent Attic sculpture

of the time when it was guided by the genius of Pheidias.

323. We can distinguish the earlier from the later works of Pheidias.

The first were probably executed to Cimon's orders, when
Pheidias had not fully and independently developed his Earlier and

rrii -1111 1 • t~ 1 1- -.
later periods

gemus. They included the thirteen figures dedicated at of pheidias.

Delphi in honour of Marathon, Miltiades in the centre,

flanked by Atliena, Apollo and a row of tribal heroes, a monument
reminiscent of the Argive school. An Athena of gold and ivory at Pellene,

another Athena at Plataea, the colossal bronze statue of the same goddess

on the Athenian Acropolis (called on doubtful authority 'Q.pofi.o.yoi), also

belong to the artist's earlier period, none of them perhaps falling later than

460 B.C. About the later period of Pheidias' life there is considerable

uncertainty, as there are contradictory accounts of the prosecution for

sacrilege directed against him by the enemies of Pericles. It seems most
probable that he had already finished his great statue of Athena, which was
dedicated in 438 B.C., and was supervising the erection of the Parthenon

when the prosecution took place. He then went to Elis and made the

statue of Zeus for the temple of Olympia in 438 and the following years.

To the years of his absence from Athens must be ascribed the statue of

Aphrodite Urania at Elis and the Anadumenus at Olympia, and to un-

certain periods of his life the beautiful Lemnian Athena, a Hermes at

Thebes, the figure of an Amazon at Ephesus, and other works which PHny
saw at Rome.

324. The sculptures of the Parthenon consist of metopes in high

relief, a frieze in low relief, and pediment sculptures in the

round. No works of classical antiquity represent more fully
ff'^J'^e*"'^^^

the blending of monumental repose and simplicity with Parthenon,

vitality and grandeur, whether we regard the composition of

the entire frieze and pediments or take the individual figures one by one.

The metopes, representing a variety of subjects, among which the battle

with the Centaurs and the taking of Troy can be distinguished with

certainty, are the earliest in date. In the pediments there is no uncertainty

of touch, no trace of early influence. The compositions in both pediments
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make Athena the centre of interest. In the east pediment the birth of the

goddess, in the west pediment the struggle with Poseidon, are represented

Fig. 42. 'Theseus' from the East Pediment of the Parthenon,

Fig. 43. The Fates, or Hestia, Gaia and Thalassa, from the Parthenon,
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The figures on either side in each pediment have been identified by some
archaeologists with divinities or Greek heroes; others regard them as

personifications of nature and of localities. The groups are full of varied

life and movement, while they are harmonious and restful in their unity

and concentration of idea, as well as of design. The single figures, the

so-called Theseus (or Olympus, or Dionysus) (Fig. 42), the Fates (or

Hestia, Gaia and Thalassa) (Fig. 43) from the east pediment, the river-god

Cephissus from the west pediment, are instinct with life in their natural

pose, in the modelling of the nude and of the flowing draperies; at the

same time they are simple and grand in execution. They are types of

human life, which will ever remain, through all changes of fashion or taste,

Fig. 44. Horsemen, from Frieze of the Parthenon.

the classical instances of sculpture. The frieze which ran round the outer

wall of the cella or nave of the temple was 524 feet in length and repre-

sented the Panathenaic procession (Fig. 44). The technique of low relief,

in which two and three layers of figures are shown one above the other,

the rise from the background never exceeding 2\ inches, marks the highest

skill. In the western frieze the horsemen are preparing to mount or slowly

moving off; the north and south sides give the procession of horsemen,

chariots, lyre-players, men and maidens with offerings, the hecatombs of

cows and sheep dedicated to the goddess by Athens and the colonies.

The eastern frieze, over the entrance of the temple, represents the ascent

to the Acropolis in the presence of the assembled deities to whom the
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hecatombs are to be offered. The central scene shows preparations within

the temple; the priestess receives two stools, like those on which the deities

sit, from girl attendants, and a priest aided by a boy folds the old peplos

removed from the image to make room for the new robe which is to be
brought by the procession.

Fig. 45. Doryphoros of Polycleitus.

325. Polycleitus of Argos, whose activity falls in the second half of

Polycleitus.
^^^ ^^^^ Century B.C., though his work did not attain the

sublimity characteristic of the masterpieces of Pheidias,

rivalled him in grandeur and simplicity. While continuing the traditions
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of Argos, he was strongly influenced both in spirit and technique by the

work of the Attic school. The criticisms of ancient authors and the works

ascribed to him combine in presenting him to us in two contrasted aspects.

On the one hand he appears as the 'academic' artist, whose Doryphoros

establishes a canon of human proportion,,and whose works, at once severe

.and large in .character, incline towards monotony and merit the title of

Classical in the restricted sense of that term. His canon of proportion is

Fig. 45. Diadumenos of Polycleitus.

massive (guadrata signa), not lithe and graceful, and his choice of poses is

restricted, according to Pliny

—

-proprium, eius est uno crure ut insisterent

signa excogitasse. Quintilian quotes the opinion that his deities lacked

majesty, and that even in his ideal representation of human forms he

avoided those ages in which character was most manifest. On the other

hand, ancient criticisms and extant works testify to the exceeding beauty

as well as to the high finish in the modelling of his statues. I'hese
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contrasts can best be reconciled if we assume that the more sober and
restricted character belongs to the works of his earUer period, when the

influence of the Argive school was dominant, while the beauty and finish

variety and softness, mark a later period, when Attic models had impressed

him. The Doryphoros (Fig. 45), with square massive body, broad modell-

ing, and oblong head with close mass of finely-carved hair, represents the

first period; the Diadumenos, especially as it appears in the replica

recently discovered at Delos (Fig. 46) and in a head now in the British

Museum, has a more graceful pose, a more detailed modelling, a freer

treatment of the hair, and represents the second period. The same

characteristics appear in the vigorous attitudes and the supreme finish

of the metopes from the temple of Hera at Argos'. These, as well as

the female head, probably from a pedimental statue of Hera, bear the

same relation to Polycleitus as the Parthenon sculptures do to Pheidias.

The gold and ivory statue of Hera, which Polycleitus made for the

temple of that goddess built in place of the older temple burnt down

in 423, enjoyed a fame in antiquity second only to that of the master-

pieces of Pheidias. We hear also of his statue of Hermes, and that he

was victorious over three competitors, Pheidias, Cresilas and Phradmon,

with an Amazon statue for the temple of Artemis at Ephesus. Polycleitus

appears to have fixed the type of the Amazon which exists in so many

replicas in the museums of Europe. Some of the other works ascribed to

this artist should probably be adjudged to the younger Polycleitus, who

flourished nearly a century later.

326. Both Pheidias and Polycleitus were succeeded by important

. . ^ schools. Persistent as was the influence of Polycleitus, no
Transition to . . . ,

."^ _ „
the fourth artists of great emmence are mentioned among his followers,

mastera
Phcidias had as companions or pupils men of great fame,

Agoracritus, Alcamenes, Colotes and Theocosmus; his

influence can be traced also in the frequent reproduction of types of Zeus

and Athena, as well as in the Attic sepulchral reliefs, which follow in style

and technique the frieze of the Parthenon. An age of transition came

between the age of Pheidias and the great revival of Art under Scopas

and Praxiteles in the fourth century B.C. A typical work of this period

is the statue of the goddess Eirene with the infant Plutus (Fig. 47), the

work of Cephisodotus, who was probably the father of the great

Praxiteles. The statue stood in the Agora of Athens, and may be

associated with the worship of the goddess Eirene, instituted after the

battle of Leucas (375 B.C.). A repHca of this work is probably to be

recognised in a statue now in the Munich Museum, and it admirably

represents the transition. The pose of the figure, the simple and almost

severe folds of the robe, suggest the art of the fifth century; while the

subject, the goddess carrying the infant son on her arm, like a Madonna

with the Saviour, and the downward turn of her head toward the child,

mark the introduction of a sentiment which belongs to the fourth century
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and which found expression again in the Hermes with the infant Dionysus

of Praxiteles.

Fig. 47. Eirene with infant Plutus.

D. GREAT SCULPTORS OF THE FOURTH CENTURY
(circa 400—320 B.C.).

327. The leading masters of the fourth century, Scopas, Praxiteles and

Lysippus, substitute for the majesty and sublimity of the

Periclean age more graceful and familiar aspects of art ^^°^^^°^

which appeal to human sympathies and emotions while century.

they succeed better in portraying individual characteristics.
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This tendency, natural in the development of all arts, traceable in the

literature and philosophy of the period, was furthered by the change in 'the

social and political spirit Of the age. In sculpture the

suhjecit! change can be distinguished both in subject and in treat-

ment. In the choice of religious subjects for sculpture

Zeus, Hera and Athena make way for Apollo, Aphrodite and Artemis

and in these deities the youthful and almost passionate side is accentuated.

Other deities such as Dionysus and Hermes (hitherto bearded) are re-

presented as types of attractive youth and thus lose their aspect of divine

reverence and grandeur. New deities are developed out of older forms or

evolved from some quality of an existing god (Nike, Eirene, Plutus): and

the minor deities or attendants on the great gods (Eros, Maenads, Satyrs)

form the subjects of single statues. The influence of the drama, more
especially the greater freedom of comedy, and the development of painting,

encouraged naturalism and individualism in sculpture, characteristics which

find expression in the grave-monuments alluded to above. This class of

sculpture served to bridge over the transition from religious to domestic

art, as it represented in solemn and religious form figures and scenes and

ideas of actual life (Fig. 48). Thus attitudes suggestive of sentiment, the

expression of various moods and the appeal to emotion in the spectator,

were introduced into sculpture. With the technical advance of painting

in colour and form, light and shade (§§ 350 f ), the sense for finer work in

texture and modelling was increased in the sculptor, and the art of colouring

statues was carried to its highest perfection. Thus subject and treatment

combine in producing, not the severe grandeur of Pheidias, but the ex-

quisite beauty of form and charm of expression which are found in the

Aphrodite or the Eros of Praxiteles.

328. The chief artists of the period, Scopas and Praxiteles, show

a difference in their treatment of individual sentiment
copas.

Scopas expressed passion and movement by obvious physical :|

methods; Praxiteles suggests feeling by subtler and less direct appeals.

Scopas was a native of Paros, probably the son of the sculptor Aristan-

der, who gained some repute as a worker in bronze and was also employed

on a group which the Spartans dedicated at Amyclae to commemorate

the victory of Aegospotami. Polycleitus is also said to have taken part in

executing this group, and we may perhaps infer a direct connexion between

the Argive school as represented by Polycleitus and the artists of Pares.

The artistic activity of Scopas falls within the period from 394 to 349 B.C.

The pediments of the temple of Athena at Tegea, the eastern representing

the hunting of the boar of Calydon, the western the battle between.

Telephus and Achilles in the plain of the Caicus, were executed from the

designs of Scopas, if not by his hand. Fragments of the eastern pediment

have been excavated : and two male heads (Fig. 49) show the qualities of

pathos, which we regard as characteristic of that artist. The faces are

turned on one side and looking upwards. Details of modelUng and'
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Fig. 48. Sepulchral monument of Hegeso at Athens.
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expression confirm the effect of violent emotion. The cheekbones and
brows are accentuated by the deep furrows round the nose and mouth'
the forehead is not smooth, but shows bumps and depressions: the upper
eyeUd of the eye is drawn up, and is scarcely visible in profile, while the

hollow ridge under the lower eyelid is deeply sunk. Thus in the pose of
the head and in the elaboration of details alertness and vigour are suggested

One of the most important works of Scopas, which the rhetoricians delighted

to describe, was his raving Maenad, of which a mutilated copy and various

adaptations exist. The Maenad was represented in the height of Bac-
chanalian frenzy: her head thrown back with flowing hair, her drapery

blowing in the wind, and her hand holding part of a mangled kid. The
effect of movement was intensified by the expression of the face. We have
no means of distinguishing with certainty the individual work of the four

Fig. 49. Heads from Tegea.

artists (Scopas, Bryaxis, Timotheus and Leochares), who worked together

on the famous Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, the remains of which are now

in the British Museum. But the figure of the charioteer from one of the

smaller friezes, with the massive drapery flowing back and the body inclined

forward, seems eminently characteristic of the art of Scopas. His most

ambitious composition, a vast group of sea-gods and sea-monsters, was

transported to Rome. It represented the apotheosis of Achilles, Poseidon

and Thetis escorting him with a train of Nereids riding on dolphins,

hippocamps, Tritons and many other creatures of the sea: a masterpiece

of tempestuous movement, echoed in many later designs. Other works of

Scopas from their subject or character may not have possessed this quality

of movement or passion. Such were the Apollo Smintheus, the Apollo at

Rhamnus, the statues of Asclepius and Hygieia, the Hecate at Argos, the
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Leto and Ortygia, and the famous Aphrodite, which Pliny preferred to the

Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles. In the Aphrodite Pandemos, riding on

a goat, which is reproduced on coins of Elis and in other works of minor

art, the typical style of Scopas may have found expression. If we assign

that masterpiece of ancient sculpture, the huge drum from the temple of

Artemis at Ephesus, now in the British Museum, to Scopas (and one of

the pillars was ascribed to him by Pliny), we have an instance of more
subdued sentiment, approaching the character of the work of Praxiteles,

though the upward gaze in the nude Thanatos and in the Plermes reminds

us of other works of Scopas.

329. The sculptors associated with Scopas in the decoration of the

Mausoleum were themselves of high repute in antiquity.

Timotheus, we learn from inscriptions, was appointed to Jn?Leochares.

make models for sculptures at the temple of Epidaurus, and

we may therefore recognize his work in some interesting sculptures found

at that site, representing Nereids, Victories and Amazons. A group of Leda
sheltering the swan, preserved in Graeco-Roman copies, resembles them

in the bodily forms and the clinging draperies. Leochares was a famous

sculptor of Athens, employed by the general Timotheus to make the statue

of Isocrates and by Philip of Macedon to produce the gold and ivory

portraits of his family for the Philippeum at Olympia. Statues of Zeus

and of Ares were also attributed to him; while his bold attempt to

represent Ganymede carried off by the eagle, a replica of which can be

recognised in the Vatican, shows that he was an artist of originality. (For

Bryaxis, see § 333 below.)

330. In Praxiteles, the younger contemporary of Scopas, the art of

the fourth century finds its fullest expression. The more

sentimental and sensuous character of his work is revealed

in his choice of subjects; ten of the forty-one works associated with his

name by ancient authorities represent human figures, while among the

divinities whom he represented neither Zeus nor Asclepius occur: Hermes
and Poseidon only once. Of the male gods, Apollo and Dionysus were

most frequent, conceived no doubt in their more youthful and sensuous

aspect; while the boy Eros was represented in three of his most famous

statues. Among the goddesses Artemis appears four times either in groups

or singly; but Praxiteles' fame was founded above all on his five statues of

Aphrodite, which served to found the type of nude female beauty in Greek

art. Praxiteles showed also a preference for figures from the Dionysiac

cycle, maenads and satyrs, and in the two groups, the one representing

Agathodaemon and Agathe Tyche, the other Peitho and Paregoros, he

shows the tendency of his age towards allegorical art. In choice of subject

Praxiteles is thus in marked contrast to the sculptors of the fifth century,

who represented the great divinities in severe and impressive style. The
contrast is made more manifest when we consider the artistic qualities of

his work, as revealed in the description of ancient authors or in extant

G. A. 20
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monuments. His statue of the Cnidian Aphrodite, for which king Nicomedes
offered to cancel the public debt of Cnidus, was set in a small temple.

Coins of Cnidus show us the positipn of the figure, and marble copies at

Munich and in the Vatican (Fig. 50) give some idea of pose and outline.

Fig. 50. Aphrodite of Cnidus, Vatican.

The goddess was represented as completely nude and about to enter the

bath. The flesh was delicately tinted, the eyes and the hair and the

drapery by her side were coloured by encaustic painting, a process which

Praxiteles applied to all his marble statues and in which the famous Attic

painter Nicias frequently cooperated with him. The exquisite beauty and
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the perfect finish of the work gained the unbounded praise of the ancient

world. The group excavated at Olympia, Hermes carrying the infant

Dionysus (Fig. 51), enables us to appreciate the delicacy of his modelling,

which is so inadequately represented in the copies of his works and which

Fig. 51. Hermes witli Infant Dionysus by Praxiteles.

cannot be reproduced even in a cast from the original. The wonderful

indication of texture, the treatment of the hair and of the drapery hanging

over the tree stump, combine with the soft grace of outline and the gentle

pose and expression of the face to show us the qualities on which rested
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the fame of Praxiteles. A fortunate discovery of the French excavators at

Mantinea has given us three slabs, representing Apollo, Marsyas and the

Muses, which are described by Pausanias as decorating the base of statues

by Praxiteles. With their help we may claim for his school certain draped

figures of tall and dignified women which inspired some of the best Tanagia

figurines and were imitated by portrait-sculptors down to

S"e staui'es.
Roman times. Thtflens matrona, mentioned by Pliny, may
have been a monumental statue like the Mourning Lady

recently acquired by the British Museum from the Trentham collection,

Of his Parian Eros we gain some impression from a coin of Paros as

well as from the copy at Dresden and a torso in th'e Louvre. His

Apollo Sauroctonos and his Satyr are also represented in copies. All

his works have in common a softness of outline and repose in expression

;

and we may generally notice a downward droop of the head and a down-

ward glance of the eye, in contrast to the upturned gaze in the works of

Scopas.

331. Lysippus, who became the favourite sculptor of Alexander,

owned no master; but his native place, Sicyon, had a well-
ysippus.

established artistic tradition and was the seat of a progressive

school of painting (§ 350), in which his colleague at Alexander's court, the

painter Apelles, had studied. Lysippus was one of the most prolific artists

of antiquity : Pliny's statement that he completed 1500 works in his lifetime

is doubtless exaggerated, but he worked almost exclusively in bronze, and

the casting of bronzes did not of course demand so much labour on the

part of the artist as the carving of marble. The passion and sentiment,

predominant in Scopas and Praxiteles, are not manifest in Lysippus.

Though the individual element in Art reaches its height in his portrait

statues of Alexander, yet the greatness of his subject invests his work with

a healthy idealism, and raises it to a plane in which personal passion and

introspective sentiment have no place. In choice of subject Lysippus

approaches the spirit of the fifth century. Aphrodite is not found among

his works, but Zeus was represented four times. His statue of that God,

made for Tarentum, was a colossus (sixty feet in height). It is probable

that the stern-browed type of Zeus with wavy hair, shaggy beard and a

naturalistic treatment, such as we see in the Zeus of Otricoli and other

copies, owed its origin to Lysippus. Lysippus also delighted in the

representation of the heroic world. He represented Heracles five times,

in the colossal statue at Tarentum as well as in the statuette of Heracles

Epitrapezios. Probably most of the statues of Heracles in the museums

of Europe were derived from the type established by Lysippus.

332. He represented Alexander in so many statues that he almost

created an ideal type. We are told that he succeeded in

Alexander": combining the lion-like energy of the great monarch with a

statues of certain languid softness of the eye. We cannot identify any

of the extant busts of Alexander with the work of Lysippus,
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but the busts in the Louvre and the Capitol may reflect his influence.

Lysippus also represented the king on horseback, with his generals, in a

pig. 52. Apoxyomenos, attributed to Lysippus.
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great group illustrating the battle of Granicus. In collaboration with

Leochares he represented Alexander at a lion hunt. It is probable that

the beautiful marble sarcophagus found at Sidon and now in Constantinople

contained the body of one of Alexander's ofificers, and that the reliefs were

directly influenced by the groups mentioned above. The statues of athletes

mentioned as the work of Lysippus, were probably faithful portraits. We
learn that his brother Lysistratus, in his desire for truthful rendering, took

plaster casts from the faces of his sitters. The bronze head of a pugilist

found at Olympia seems to illustrate the characteristic treatment of athletic

statues in this age. The Apoxyomenos (Fig. 52), the nude youth scraping

from his arm the oil and dust of the palaestra, represented for us by a

marble now in the Vatican, is sometimes regarded as a type in which

Lysippus embodied his canon of art as Polycleitus embodied his in the

Doryphoros\ In contrast to the square and massive proportions of the

earlier artist, Lysippus, we are told by Pliny, ' made the head smaller, the

body more lithe and dry, so that the slimness of the figure appeared

greater': and 'whereas the ancient sculptors represented figures as they

were, Lysippus represented them as they appeared to be.' This indi-

cation points to an improvement in technique as well as to the influence

of painting, which reached its highest development in this age.

E. HELLENISTIC PERIOD (circa 32O—3 1 B.C.).

333- The commissions executed by Praxiteles arid Scopas in Asia

Minor foreshadow the change that was brought about by Alexander's

conquest. Athens retained her prestige and produced original work for

a time, but her artists became more and more retrospective, and finally,

under Roman domination, occupied themselves mainly with the com-

mercial production of copies or imitative works. After the division of

Alexander's empire the centres of progress shifted to the Hellenistic king-

doms, which enlisted the best workers of the day. Bryaxis, one of the

sculptors of the Mausoleum, made temple-images for two of the new

capitals: an Apollo for the famous sanctuary of Daphne near Antioch,

and a Serapis for the artificial cult which Ptolemy Soter established at

Alexandria. Of the pupils of Lysippus, Eutychides broke fresh ground

' The question has been complicated by the discovery at Delphi of a marble statue,

the ideal portrait of Agias, a famous athlete, which is thought to be a contemporary copy

of the bronze statue of Agias made by Lysippus and set up in Thessaly. Its proportions

recall those of the Lansdowne Heracles and other statues hitherto assigned to Scopas,

and it lacks the advanced anatomical knowledge shown in the Apoxyomenos. We may

either suppose that the Agias was an early work and that during Lysippus' long life he

developed new methods, which is quite likely : or we may post-date the Apoxyomenos

and regard it as a work of one of Lysippus' followers who had benefited by the anatomical

studies which were first undertaken in the Museum of Alexandria.
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with his bronze Tyche of Antioch, which survives in small copies, showing

the city-goddess enthroned on a mountain, and the river Orontes, per-

sonified as a strong swimmer, at her feet. Another, Chares of Lindos,

made the bronze Helios at Rhodes, which was over loo feet high, and even

after its overthrow by an earthquake was reckoned one of the Seven Wonders.

The noblest work of this age which has come down to us is the Nike

Niobid in the Vatican.

of Samothrace, which probably commemorated the naval victory of

Demetrius (306). The colossal marble figure stood on the prow of a

galley, her draperies blown back by the wind, a trumpet raised to her

lips; and the effect was enhanced by the romantic scenery in which she was

placed. In the same way the famous group of Niobe and her children,

preserved for the most part in enfeebled Roman copies, was designed for
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exhibition in wild natural surroundings. We possess a Greek version

perhaps the original, of one superb figure, and can understand wh}' Roman
critics thought the work worthy of Scopas or Praxiteles (Fig. 53).

334. The most important centres of Hellenistic art were Pergamum
and Rhodes. Before describing the works of these and minor schools it

will be convenient to deal with some general characteristics.

The majestic types of the Olympians had been fixed by fifth-century

The gods ^^^- ^^^ fourth century, pushing characterisation further,

in HeUenistic distinguished the mild Asclepius from the stern-browed Zeus,
^'^'

and Zeus from his brother of fickle moods, Poseidon; and

touched the goddesses with a human tenderness which is seen at its best

in the Demeter of Cnidus. It remained for the Hellenistic age to invest

these divine figures with a pomp of drapery and attribute analogous to those

which distinguished the deified rulers of earth from their subjects. The

sculptor of the Belvedere Apollo shuns the muscular athletic type which

had contented democratic Greece, and substitutes slender aristocratic

proportions and a theatrical pose of conscious authority. To enhance the

splendour of rich draperies, the Pergamene sculptor insists that they are

new by indicating the creases, crossing one another at right angles, that

would be left in a freshly unfolded mantle. Phases of baroque extrava-

gance alternated with returns to classic simplicity. Sometimes the imitation

or modification of older types, combined with a heightened mastery of

technique, resulted in such a masterpiece as the Aphrodite of Melos; the

unknown sculptor of this type of noble womanhood, working as late as the

second century, drew his inspiration from the grand style of two or three

hundred years before.

Where all else is shadowy, one maker of colossal temple-images stands

out as a distinct personality

—

Damophon of Messene, who worked in his

native city, at Megalopolis, and in Achaia, during the brief spell of

freedom which followed the downfall of Sparta (191 B.C.). We have con-

siderable remains of an ambitious group, seen and described by Pausanias,

which almost filled the little temple of Despoina near the modern Arcadian

vill-ige of Lycosura: four colossal figures about fourteen feet high, Despoina

and Demeter seated, two others standing, The modelHng of the bodies,,

built up in many pieces, does not bear a close inspection, but the boldly

chiselled heads have a breadth and grandeur which at one time led good

judges to assign them to the early years' of the fourth century.

335. Most of the Greek portraits in our museums are copies made for

decorative purposes in Hellenistic and Roman times. Their

of Portraiture, usual form is that of the herm, in which the head and upper

part of the chest rise from a square shaft; the bust was evolved

by Roman art; but it must be remembered that in most cases the original

was a complete statue, and that much of the character expressed in pose,

gesture and dress, is lost in the abridgement. The series opens in the

fifth century with helmeted heads of Attic strategi. That of Pericles is
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probably derived from the bronze statue by Cresilas which stood on the

Acropolis ; only the turn of the head and slightly parted lips suggest the

energy of the complete statue. Another Attic work of this time, the

Anacreon Singing, exists both as statue and herm. The fourth century

witnessed a gradual advance. In the well-known Sophocles (Fig. 154)

we have the conventional, idealised exterior of a somewhat pompous
citizen; the sculptor has not penetrated beneath the surface to reveal the

poet's soul. The head of Plato, ascribed to Silanion, is a literal tran-

script from life; a later age found this and the cognate head of Socrates

insipid and recast them in a more dramatic mould. We have already

noted the portraits by Lysippus and Leochares, and the greater realism

introduced by Lysistratus. Their influence may be seen in the life-like

head recently identified as Aristotle, and the somewhat later Menander.

The Demosthenes of the Lateran is an important landmark, for it almost

certainly reproduces a statue by Polyeuctus set up in the agora at Athens

in 280. It has gained in impressiveness through the discovery that the

hands, formerly restored as holding a roll, were tightly clasped, in a pose

expressive of failure and resignation. The realism of the worn, mobile

face prepares us for later masterpieces of characterisation, such as the

so-called 'Seneca' of the Naples Museum, the head of a literary recluse,

haggard and unkempt. The sculptors of this period represented the

sorrows of old age with special insight and sympathy, as in the Euripides,

now at Copenhagen, whose deep-sunk eyes and cheeks tell of a sensitive

nature long buffeted by the world, or the blind Homer, haunting in its

pathological realism.

Very different are the portraits of men of action, for which the

Lysippian heads of Alexander set a fashion; the leonine brow and cluster-

ing locks, the turn of the head and challenging upward gaze, became royal

insignia among the Diadochi. Two bronze statues in the Museo delle

Terme may be Hellenistic originals. One represents an unknown dynast

in heroic nudity, leaning on a spear, the other a boxer of singularly brutal

type, who sits resting after a bout.

336. The reliefs of preceding centuries, other than architectural pieces,

were for the most part grave-reUefs, representing the dead
person often attended by kmsfolk or servants, or votive reliefs,

reliefs, representing deities either alone or approached by
worshippers. The rich series of Attic grave-reliefs was cut short by a

sumptuary law, passed under Demetrius of Phalerum (317—307), at a

moment when sculptors were beginning to introduce a personal note,

individualising the features and allowing freer play to emotion. The develop-

ment of the votive reliefs was in the same direction; localities are more

fully indicated and particular incidents recorded. It was only a step to

the landscape and genre reUefs, akin in subject and treatment to the

cabinet-pictures designed for private houses, which are common in Hellen-

istic and Graeco-Roman sculpture. The subject might be mythological or
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drawn from real life, but in both cases the treatment was idyllic and there

was often a landscape background. These rural scenes with their rocks

and fountains, old gnarled trees and quaint roadside shrines, are the

counterpart of the pastoral poetry which became popular in the third

century. They have been claimed as Alexandrian, but there is at least as

much reason to connect them with Asia Minor. Nor is it easy to dis-

tinguish the genuine Hellenistic examples from works in the same spirit

executed in Campania or Rome in the first two centuries of the empire.

337. Pergamum is better known to us, thanks to excavation, than any

other Hellenistic city except Delos. From 283 B.C. onwards
School of

jjjg genius and wealth of its princes transformed a petty hill-Pergamura. °. iTi.i^t r J

fortress into a splendid capital. Sculptors were attracted

Fi^. S4. The Dying Gaxil.

from Athens and elsewhere to execute monuments of which we can form

a good idea both from remains on the spot and from copies found m

Italy. Attalus I (241—197 B.C.) adorned the city with bronze groups

commemorating his victories over the Gauls, who for a generation had

exacted blackmail from the states of Asia Minor. Some of them survive in

excellent, perhaps contemporary, marble replicas; such are the Dying Gaul

(Fig. 54), now in the Capitol, and the group representing a chieftain killing
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his wife and himself, now in the Museo delle Terme. They are marked

by an insight into racial characteristics and a sympathy for the heroic

qualities of a barbarous foe which are new in Greek art. Attalus also

dedicated a series of smaller bronzes on the Acropolis at Athens which

showed the overthrow of the Gauls as the climax of successive struggles

between civilization and barbarism. Copies of a dozen of these figures

have been recognised in various museums; the subject is always a defeated

Giant, Amazon, Persian, or Gaul, resisting with fiery energy or prostrate in

death. Pliny names four sculptors as responsible for these groups, the

most notable being Antigonus, who was also a pioneer in art-criticism;

for the Attalids formed a collection of sculptures and paintings by great

masters, which encouraged the critical study of art, just as the famous

library fostered literary research. Among other works which may be

assigned to the Pergamene school of the third century is a reconstructed

group representing the punishment of Marsyas, who is shown hanging by

his arms from a tree, while Apollo sits waiting and a slave sharpens the

knife. This Scythian knife-sharpener, now in Florence, is treated with the

same ethnological realism as the Gaulish warriors. The Marsyas, of which

there are various replicas, is a masterpiece of anatomical detail; but the

later versions betray that morbid interest in bodily pain which sometimes

mars Pergamene and Rhodian sculptures.

338. The most important works of Hellenistic sculpture that have

come down to us are the two friezes, now in Berlin, of the ^he Great

Great Altar built by Eumenes II (197—159 B.C.) on the Altar of

acropolis of Pergamum. The principal frieze, from the
^"g^™"™-

exterior of the podium, represented the war of the gods and giants in

high relief and on a very large scale, the height of the slabs being 7^ feet,

and the combined length about 350 teet, of which nearly three-quarters are

preserved. The traditional episodes of the saga are woven into a crowded

battle-piece of surpassing energy. The allied forces of heaven include

the Olympians and many lesser deities, Rhea and Cybele with their Hons,

furies and gorgons, nymphs and satyrs in the train of Dionysus, Sun and

Moon and other powers of the sky, the gods of the sea led by Poseidon

and Oceanus, even the hounds of Artemis and the eagles of Zeus. Of the

giants some are youths of superhuman beauty and strength, some winged,

some semi-bestial with head of lion or bull, but most have human bodies

with snakes in place of legs. The sculptors used to the full the oppor-

tunities offered by the varied forms and equipment of the combatants, the

steeds and chariots and heavy robes of the gods, the spreading wings and

scaly coils of the giants. The swift free movements of the victors are

contrasted with the impotent writhings of the earth-born. One of the

best-preserved groups (Fig. SS) shows Athena triumphant over Alcy-

oneus, whom she drags by the hair; Victory hovers beside her and from

the ground Earth raises her head in piteous appeal for her children. The

key-note of the whole is the victory of mind over brute force. From this
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breathless scene of vengeance the spectator passed up a great flight of steps

to the actual place of sacrifice, enclosed by a screen-wall on which the lesser

frieze unfolded the story of Telephus, reputed founder of Pergamum in a
series of calmer scenes, enriched with suggestions of landscape.

339. The influence of Pergamene art was felt far beyond the limits of

the kingdom. The Attalids undertook costly public works

^hooist^'**'*'
^^ Athens and sent gifts to the great Hellenic sanctuaries.

At Cyzicus, the native place of the wife of Attalus I, a temple

built in her memory contained famous reliefs illustrating filial piety, which

are described in the Anthology. Otherwise we know little of art at Cyzicus

and can only suspect its influence in the Thracian and Euxine area; certain

Hellenic types, current there at this time, afterwards passed by way of

Danube and Rhine into the common stock of Roman provincial sculpture.

Fig. 55. From the Frieze of the altar of Pergamum,

Bithynia produced a native sculptor in Doedalsas, who worked in the

latter part of the third century. His Zeus Stratios, the chief cult-image of

Nicomedia, is only known through coins, but his Bathing Venus has been

identified in the well-known statues of the goddess crouching as though

under a fountain ; there is a good copy in the Louvre. Another Bithynian,

Boethus, will be discussed among the sculptors of Rhodes, since he seems

to have settled there.

340. The arts as well as the sciences were encouraged at the splendid

court of the Ptolemies, and we have evidence of original

Aieian"dria,* achievements in painting, mosaic, and lapidary's work. But

our ancient authorities have less to say of sculpture, and the

specimens found in Egypt are for the most part works of modest scale, suit-

able for the decoration of private houses. They include marble statuettes,
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remarkable for the liquid softness of their modelling, and some bronzes and

terra-cottas which treat genre subjects with a realism verging on caricature.

The colossal figure of the Nile, now in the Vatican, may reproduce a public

monument of Alexandria ; the bearded river-god reclines in tranquil medita-

tion, one arm propped on a sphinx, seemingly unconscious of the swarm of

children, personifying the sixteen cubits of the Nile-flood, who sport about

him or climb over his body (Fig. 56). A broader humour animates the reHefs

on three sides of the base, which show the adventures of pygmies among
hippopotami and crocodiles.

Mention has been made above of works executed by Bryaxis and

Eutychides for Antioch. The kings of Syria were more

dependent for the embellishment of their realm upon Greek
Antioch

art than were those of Egypt, where a monumental native art

already held the field ; and the contributions of Syrian Hellenism to early

Fig. 56. The Nile.

Christian architecture and sculpture were not less important than those of

Alexandria. But until Antioch and other Seleucid cities have been

explored, we cannot trace the early stages of this development.

341. From the second century onwards the chief centre of Hellenistic

art was south-western Asia Minor and in particular the republic

of Rhodes. The wealth of sculpture which adorned both the
Ih^'oTis"*

capital and the old sanctuary of Athena at Lindos is attested

by Pliny and Dio Chrysostom and by numerous inscriptions. A native

artist, Philiscus (second century b;c.), produced a group of Apollo with

Leto, Artemis and the Nine Muses, which was afterwards in Rome. For

his Muses he originated types which became popular in later antiquity.
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They appear for the first time on a relief by Archelaus of Priene, the

Apotheosis of Homer, now in the British Museum. Boethus of Chalce-

don, who worked at Rhodes in the first half of the second century, produced

genre works such as the boy wrestling with a goose, of which several

versions exist. The same playful spirit appears in an archaistic bronze

herm, bearing his signature, recently discovered in the sea oflf Tunis ; it is

crowned with a loosely knotted scarf, which is treated with the utmost

naturalism so as to form a piquant contrast to the solemn bearded face

of the old god. About many of these works there is a fluent, almost

rococo, elegance which links them with the contemporary terracotta

figurines of Asia Minor. A different spirit was brought into Rhodian art

by sculptors trained in the Pergamene school. The group called the

Farnese Bull, representing the vengeance taken by Amphion and Zethus

upon Dirce, is derived from one carved by Apollonius and Tauriscus of

Tralles; their adoptive father, Menecrates, seems to have worked on the

Pergamene frieze. The extant group, found in the Baths of Caracalla, is a free

copy of the Antonine age. It is pyramidal in composition, skilfully built up

on a rocky background, but overloaded with accessory figures ; the original

was certainly simpler and more effective. We possess the original of another

group, removed from Rhodes to Rome, representing the death of Laocooh

and his sons (Fig. 57) ; it was the joint work of Agesander, Athano-
dorus, and Polydorus, members of an artist-family mentioned in several

Rhodian inscriptions, and may be dated about 50—30 B.C. This, the last

great achievement of independent Greek art, portrays the extremity of

physical and mental anguish with every refinement that the accumulafld

craftsmanship of generations could suggest. The marvellous techniqufe

and profound if exaggerated anatomical realism go far to justify its fame.
'

342. On the mainland the sculptor's art tended to become hereditary.

Continuity of
^on% and pupils carried on the traditions of the Lysippian

the Athenian school at Sicyon and the Praxitelean at Athens. Both
^"^ °° devoted themselves to portraits (see § 335 above), for which

there was an increasing demand even in impoverished states, and furnished

versatile recruits to the Asiatic capitals where there was work to be done on

a larger scale. The Sicyonians produced athlete statues for Olympia and

can be traced far into the third century, down to Xenocrates, whose treatise

on sculpture was one of Pliny's sources. The Athenian school preserved

a certain continuity of academic tradition until the second or third century

after Christ, resisting the extravagant tendencies of the Pergamenes and

Rhodians, and transmitting to the Roman world an accurate knowledge of

older styles. A sculptor-family, in which the names Eubulides and Eucheir

alternate, can be traced for five generations {circa 300— 150 B.C.); frag-

ments of a colossal group by Eubulides III have been found at Athens. In

the same way Polycles and his desc^dants are known for four generations

as makers of portraits and temple-statues {circa 200—80 B.C.); members of

this family made images of Jupiter and Juno for the Greek temples built by
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Q. Metellus Macedonicus in Rome, at some time between his triumph in 146

and his death in 1 15. It is mainly to Athenian sculptors that we owe the won-

derful series of portraits of philosophers, men of letters, and other worthies

Fig. 57. Laocoon.

which were used to adorn Hellenistic and Roman libraries. Athens in the

last century before our era was at once a centre of literary pilgrimage and

a market for works of art, where copies, sometimes called Neo-Attic, were
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turned out in great variety. Attic work of this age is seen at its best in the

famous Belvedere torso, signed by Apollonius, son of Nestor, a colossal

seated figure of surpassing force and technique, which many good judges

regard as an original. The Farnese Heracles, signed by Glycon of Athens

and the marble vases by Sosibius and others are typical of the commercial

side of the industry, which adapted and combined older themes. For

altars, well-heads, candelabrum-stands and similar pieces, on which archaic

designs were thought appropriate, Neo-Attic art evolved a bastard hieratic

style, afterwards transplanted to Rome, where it diverged still further from

its prototypes and was often employed for statues of the gods.

343. The Romans first became familiar with Greek art from Etruscan

Greek
sources, then by direct intercourse with Sicily and Magna

sculpture Graecia, which was intensified by the conquest of Campania.
in Rome. rpj^^

bronze Wolf of the Capitol is an Ionian work of the

later sixth century, and we hear of Greeks modelling figures in terracotta

for the temple of Ceres in 493. As Rome brought under her sway the

cities of the Greek world, she seized their accumulated treasures. The

spoils of Syracuse (212 B.C.), Tarentum (209), and Eretria (198), were

followed by the collections of Pyrrhus (187) and Perseus (168). Mummius
in 146 plundered Corinth and Thespiae, Sulla shipped many masterpieces

from Athens and other cities in 84. What the conquerors left was gleaned

down to the close of the Republic by governors of the stamp of Verres.

Even before the acquisition of the Pergaraene kingdom in 133,' statues by

Pheidias, Scopas, Praxiteles and Lysippus were to be seen in public places

in Rome. Romans of the governing class began to pride themselves on

Greek culture and to form collections under the advice of Greek experts.

Hitherto Roman buyers had sent their commissions to Athens. The Tunis

Museum has recovered from a wreck of about 80 B.C. what may have been a

typical cargo, perfunctory copies of statues in marble, decorative marble vases,

some relics of an earlier age looted from temples near Athens, fine bronzes

and miscellaneous furniture. But a few years afterwards some eminent

Greek sculptors had their studios in the capital. Arcesilaus, the friend

of LucuUus and Varro, whose group of Cupids playing with a lioness is

praised by Pliny, received enormous prices even for his sketches in plaster.

Pasiteles, at once a sculptor and writer on art, qui et quinque volumim

scripsit nobilium opeium in toio orbe, modelled all his works in clay, as is the

modern practice, and made conscientious studies from life. We may per-

haps recognise his influence in the marvellously life-like modelling of the

later Republican portraits, and may certainly credit him with raising the

standard of connoisseurship. An extant work signed by ' Stephanus, pupil

of Pasiteles,' is an accurate copy of a Peloponnesian athlete-statue of the

early fifth century.
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F. GRAECO-ROMAN PERIOD (3 1 B.C. Onward).

344. Under Augustus the stream of classical art divides. On the one

hand it enters a new region, leaving academic traditions

behind, and broadens out to mirror the life of the new empire trad "on
*

in that Roman imperial sculpture which excelled in portraits under the

and historical reliefs^. On the other hand there is an ina"eased

Fig. 58. Marble Relief of Antinous.

' The independent development of Roman Sculpture is treated in the Companion to

Latin Studies, § 835 (if.

G. A. 2T
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production of copies and imitative works; extant replicas of popular

pieces, such as the Satyr of Praxiteles, which were in demand for the

decoration of houses or gardens, can be counted by the dozen; and the

admiration felt for works of primitive style continued to inspire ' archaistic

'

imitations. The copyist's art was at its best under the Julio-Claudian

house and gradually deteriorated. There was a brief revival under Hadrian;

some of the numerous sculptures which record the beautiful melancholy

features of Antinous have a dignity and grace worthy of Hellenic traditions

(Fig. 58). The leading sculptors were still men of Greek or Asiatic

blood, and it was in the old seats of Hellenistic culture that Christian art

was destined to have its birth.

Text-books : E. A. Gardner, Handbook of Greek Scidplure, and Six Greek

.... . Sculptors; a. 'B.'WaXte.rs, The Art of the Greeks. Longer works

:

M. CoUignon, Histoire de la Sculpture Grecque, 2 vols. ; A. Furt-

wangler, Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture ; W. Klein, Geschichte der Griechischen

Kunst, 3 vols. Illustrations : Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdler griechischen und
romischen Skulptur (over 700 large photographs, in progress, the recent parts with

critical text) ; Hirth, Das schone Mensch, Part I. Altertum, with critical text by

Bulle; S. Reinach, Repertoire de la Statuaire grecque et romaine (small outline

drawings forming an index of almost all known statues), and Repertoire des Reliefs

grecs et romains; Conze, Die attische Grabreliefs ; Th. Schreiber, Die hellenist-

ische Reliefs ; A. Hekler, Greek andRoman Portraits
; J. J. Bernoulli, Griechische

Ikonographie, 2 vols. ; R. Delbriick, Antike Portrdts. For the sculptures found

at Delphi, Olympia and Pergamum the official reports on the excavations should

be consulted. For Athens, G. Dickins, Catalogue of the Acropolis Museum;
A. S. Murray, Sculptures of the Parthenon ; Sir C. Waldstein, Essays on th

Art ofPheidias ; and the British Museum publications. A useful survey of the

sculpture in the Roman Museums is given in H. Stuart Jones' Classical Rome;

see also the same writer's Catalogue of the Sculptures of the Mitseo Capitolino,

and W. Amelung', Die Sculpturen des Vaticanischen Musetuns. The ancient

authorities are collected in Overbeck, Die antiken Schriftquellen zur Geschichte

der bilderiden Kiinste, and H. Stuart Jones, Ancient Writers on Greek Sculpture.

IV. 4. PAINTING.

345. As we possess no first-rate examples of Greek painting, gur.knpw-

ledge of the subject is chiefly derived from the statements

knowledge. °f ancient writers, of whom Pliny is the most Jmpprtant.

His short sketch of its history {N. H. xxxv) is supplemented

by incidental notices in the works of other writers, such as Pausanias_and

Lucian, who is perhaps the best of ancient critics. The statement_s of

these authorities are, however, supplemented and corrected by „cert5'i>

existing works of art, which, though they belong to the humbler.foriM of
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painting, often give_vaiuable__eyid£iice. Of these the jnosLiiapjartant are

GreeFvase^aintings and Roman and Etruscan wall-paintings. Vases, since

many of them date from the best period of Greek art, are our most trust-

worthy witnesses, but for obvious reasons thei]L_£yJdence_is restricted Jo.

matters^ of composition and drawing. In these the best of them are

inirnitable, bu^ of colour they tell us nothing, and for this reason their

value decreases with the advance ot^paintingy and after the fifth century they

diverge too far from independent painting to be safe guides. The Roman
wail-paintifigs, on the other hand, are rernarkatiLe_.fQr_their_cplouring, and

a^ they follow Greek tradi^tkins, and often reproduce, with more or less

freedom, Greek originals of an earlier period, thex_ofeLUseful evidence for

the study of pure Greek painting. Besides these two classes there have

lately been discovered a number^f portraits on Egyptian inummy-cases,

which are Greek in style, though, like the Pompeian paintings, they belong

to the Roman period, most of them probably to the second century a^d.

Many of these are encaustic, and give us a high idea of the capabilities of

that process.

Finally our materials have lately been increased by the discovery

of a large number of painted stelae at Pagasae in Thessaly. Nearly a

hundred of these retain considerable traces of painting and many are well

preserved. They apparently belong in date to the third century e.g. and
are executed in encaustic directly upon the marble. InjuBjectj^^ com-
positionjhey reflect, vmh_some jnodifications, the sculptured monuments
of AtticajlEd'TEeiiifore can hardly_beJaken_as direct representatives of
independent painting, eveiTfhough their discoverer believes, on the evidence
of the subjects represented, that some of them may be derived from works
of the Sicyonian school mentioned in literature. Their artistic value in

most cases is not great, but they furnish fresh evidence as to the nature of
the encaustic process. In them the paint appears to have been laid on
with a spatula, not with a brush. Iji_style_and treatmentthey appear, when
allowance is made for their monumental character, to_c&nfirm_ the, conxlusions
reached from other sources. But a final judgment is not possible till they
have been more adequately published.

346. The Greeks appear to have employed three methods of painting,

fresce,_j£mpexa,-and. encauatic. The first of these, fresco,

or painting on wet plaster (which fixes the colours when it
Technical

J—r-^ '^""^ ^^^^*T""V '1 f \
methods.

dries without the aid of any other medium), was^ employed
forjthe decoration of walls. There are many examples of it at Pompeii and
elsewhere which show a degree of skill in the manipulation of this difficult

process fully equal to that of the mediaeval Italian painters. The date at
which this process was discovered is however uncertain. The existing

remms of the fifth century {e.g. the Lesche at Delphi) are executed on the
dry plaster, and after that encaustic is the method usually employed.
Nevertheless the skill of the Greco-Roman painters shows that the fresco

process was no new invention. The usual process for easel pictures appears
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to have been tempera. The practice of ancient painters in this process

probably differed in detail from the mediaeval, but was essentially similar,

in that both used a ^ticky_m_edium,..such- as yoik of egg, and not oil. The

encaustic process. is no longer employed, and its nature is uncertain. Its

peculiarity was that the colours were mixed in wax, which, soinetiraes at

least was heated before apjplicatiqn to render it fluid. Besides the brush atT

instrument called a 'cestrum,' probably a kind_pf_s£atula, was u^ed for

laying on the stiff pigment. This process appears to have been slow and

djfficuh:,_ but it had the advantage,of depth and richness of colour, and

may in some measure have filled the place of modein^oil-painting. The

eajiiei^ Greek jjainters used fe:K4JJgments, but by the time of Apelles they

possessed a very adequate palette. Taking all the evidence together, jKg_

cannot place their technical resources very. much. below those of the gtgat

paJnTers, of the Renaissance.

, The history of Greek painting may for convenience be divided into

/five periods, (i) the Primitive, before 500 B.C., (2) the Polygnotan, to the

//time of the Peloponnesian War, (3) the Transition, about the last quarter

'/ of the fifth century, (4) the Fourth century, (5) the Hellenistic period.

The reasons for this division will be apparent later.

347. The first of these periods maybe dismissed briefly. Theso-called

Mycenaean period was until lately represented by fragments

period'^*
of wall-paintings at Tiryns and Mycenae, executed in several

colours on a white ground. The best of these, representing

a man catching a bull, is spirited, in spite of incprrect„drawing. But

recent excavations at Cnossus in Crete have revealed several frescoes more

perfectly preserved than any on the mainland. They embrace a variety of

subjects, and are said to show a naturalistic freedom even more remarkable

than that of the other works of this period. Unfortunately they have not

yet been reproduced in an accessible form. Then comes a j[ap in our

records only filled by vases and a few terracotta plaques and some shadowy

names of artists. None of the latter appear to have lived eariier than the

seventh century B.C., and the stories told of them are untrustworthy. In all

probability their work differed little except in size and finish from vase-

paintings, and through vases we may trace the gradual advance to the freer

style of Polygnotus, in whose great works painting first took rank witb

sculpture as an independent art.

348. Polygnotus, whose father Aglaophon was himself a painter, was

a Thasian by birth, but came to Athens in the time of Cimon,

Poiygno^tui'"'' Here he adorned the walls of several public buildings

with paintings of mythological subjectg,_among_others a

Sack of Troy in the Stoa Poecile, and a Rape of the Leucippidae inJk.„

shrine of the Dioscuri. But his most famous works were two in the

Lesche at_Delphi, the ...Sack of Troy, and Ulysses in the Underocrld.

These were large compositions, each containing at least seventy figures, and

probably covered the walls of the building. There was in these no.
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complete landscape background to the scene, but only slight indications of

locairfy, such as a rock, a tree, a house, or the like ; and the unity of effect

depended therefore on the balance of groups and single figures, which were

arranged with careful symmetry. The conception was grave and serious as

befitted the subjects and the monumental character of the work. The

greatest advance made by Polygnot^s was in the treatment of the human

face, which he freed from Ae rigidity of earlier Art, giving it for the first

time life and expression. In this he^jjiticipated sculpture, and there can

be no doubt that he and the other great painters of his time strongly

influenced the sculptors of the succeeding Periclean period. His skill in

the treatment of the face enabled him to become a master in the expression

of character, for which he is praised by Aristotle and other writers beyond

Fig. 59. Vase illustrating the style of Polygnotus.

all other painters. His colouring was simple and without any play of

light and shade, but must have been skilful, for Lucian selects for special

praise the complexion of Cassandra in the Sack of Troy; he was also

admired for hii refined and studied treatment of drapery, a trait which is

illustrated by many vases of the period. The two most famous contem-

poraries of Polygnotus were Micon and Panaenus, the

brother of Pheidias, for whom he executed the paintings panaenu"'!

on the throne of Zeus at Olympia. Micon and Panaenus

seem to have shared the painting of the famous Marathon of the Stoa

Poecile. In the same place Micon executed alone an Amazonomachia, in

which the Amazons appeared on horseback. In style these painters pro-

bably resembled Polygnotus, but in the opinion of all critics he stood

alone in grandeur of conception. All of them however were inspired by

the patriotic enthusiasm which was called forth by the Persian Wars (Fig. 59).
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349. Ai,Qia-thfi_endxiiJt]ie_Mh.cerLtur.y^th£re was a transfom

characteLof Greeks painting. Large monumental comgosi-

TrantSfon!'^' tions gavc Way to easel pictures, and with this change came

a great advance in the treatment of colour and chiaroscuro.

The figure was given relief by means of light and shade, and the stii3y~

of perspective made possible a more natural treatment of the landscape"^

background. Thus the painter was able to attain to a much closer imitation^

of natural effects. There was also a change in spirit. Mythological subjects

still predominatedj but the artistes first aim was no longer to tell the story

but to produce a beautiful picture from the elements which it offered. The
way had been prepared for this change by previous artists, notably by

Apollodorus of Athens, but the first great masters of the new manner were,

^euxi^s of Heraclea and Parrhasius of Ephesus, who

ParriiL^uf. l'vs<i ^t *^1^2 time of the Peloponnesian War and probably

till the early years of the fourth century. Both ahke showed

ihe characteristics of the new school, but Zeuxis was noted more especially

for the^novelty of his- conceptions and the wonderful beauty of his female

figures; Parrhasius for .his- fine drawing, his exquisite care in the treatment

of the face, and his power of rendering the emotions. Th^ Helen of

Zeuxis in the temple of Hera at Croton, which was famous for the incom-

parable beauty of the nude figure, is characteristic of his art. No less so

is the 'Centaur Family' described by Lucian (Zeuxis). Among the works

of Parrhasius the picture of the Athenian people was admired for the skill

with which the artist had expressed in the single figure of Demos all

the conflicting qualities of thatmconstant personage. The subjects of his

other pictures, e.g. The Madness of Ulysses, Philoctetes, Prometheus,

offered scope for the subtlety of expression which marked his art. A
contemgorar^_and, rival of these painters was Timanthes
of Cythnus (or possibly of Sicy on), who on one occasion

carried away the prize from Parrhasius. His^masterpiece was the

sacrifice of Iphigenia, a work highly praised by ancient writers for the

wonderful expression of different degrees of grief in the faces of the

spectators. It is possibly the original of a picture discovered at

Pompeii.

350. This period is n.Qt_sharply_distmguished-irom-the..fwecedi»g, but

Fourth period
'^ marked by the rise of separate, schools whick.in_difiei£flL

Fourth cen- ways developed the new manner and added to the-stnrk ,nL

4"'y- „„„ technical knowledge. These schools were the SicyQiiiaD,

Attic, and Ionic. In painting, as in sculpture, the pirynnian sr.hnpl ^yas ^

marked by th.e_ca.t:fe£i.iJ-_ati]dy nf the thpQrpt-irjil and technical

Sch'ooL^" parts oXArt. It was founded by Eupompus at the beginning

of the century. His pupjLPaui-philus, celebrated for his

varied attainments and particularly for his profound study of artistic tli''"7i

was the. teacher of three greaL in asters, _A.pelles,,- Melanj:liii^_a.nd_£auaiai:—-

Only the ts^olatter belong ^properly to the Sicyonian school, and of
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Melanthius we know little. Pausias was an encaustic painter and

excelled in small pictures, especially of flowers and children. His strength

lay in colouring_and chiaroscuro, and the most famous example of his skill

in this was the black bull in a picture of a sacrifice. It stood facing

'Ji^)

-y/--

Fig. 60. Painting on marble from Herculaneum, signed by Alexander the
Athenian. Probably after an original of about 400 B.C.

the spectator, but in spite of this and the added difficulty of its colour, he
succeeded perfectly in giving it due relief He seems to have sought out

such problems, and no doubt the encaustic process, of which he was
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the first great master, helped him in their solution. He is noteworthy as

the first painter of genre pictures. Pausias left several pupils, of whom we
know little, and the .SicvQnian-.achQQl,maintained its reputation,.till the

time ^of Aratus in the middle of- the third century. Its continuity of

tradition and the soHd technical training, which Plutarch describes by the

word yfiy\<no-^po.^io., preserved it from decay longer than the rest.

As our_authOTities „are._not„_explicil: on _ this, point .there .is..Aj(laiiht

. „ , , whether alL.the_painters now to be mentioned belongto one
Attic School. , ~~T i~ 1 • T •

o '>'

school, but they..poss.ess certain qualities m common which

makes it convenient to treat them together. Ancient writers ascribe many
paintings to a painter Aristgi^es, but as they appear to have confounded

two_2aintej:s of this name, of whom one lived at the beginning of the

fourth century, the other in the time of Apelles, we can form no distinct

idea of either. One of the pictures so ascribed however deserves notice.

It represented the sack of a town, and the leading motive was the figure of

a dying woman with an infant at her breast. The choice of such a subject

is characteristic, and shows that the love,.Qf.a dramatic situation, manifested

already by Parrhasius and Timanthes, grew inpre powerful in. the fourth

century. Nicomachus, son,..and. pupil .of ,thg elder Aristeideg, was a

painter of repute about the middle of the century. He seems to have

preferred mythological subjects, especially those which offered scenes

of vigorous action, e.g. the Rape of Persephone. Hsj«a^-G^l>rated. for

rapidity, of. execution. Another pupil of Aristeides, equally famous in

sculpture and in painting, was Eaphxanor, who is constantly cited asJhe-.

type of versatile genius. It is remarkable at this date that his most famous

works were wall-paintings. They were in the Stoa of Zeus Ejgutheriu
^.
at

Athens, and represented Democratia and Demos, the Twelve Gods, and

the cavalry battle before Mantinea. Plutarch praises the last highly for its

vigour and life. Euphranor said of his Theseus, who appeared in the first

of the series, that he was fed on beef, whereas the Theseus of Parrhasius

was fed on roses, a remark which illustrates the increased realism of the

time. Of Eughranor's many pupils we know little, but one of them,

Antidotus, was the teafiber of iNlicias. an Athenian and one of the greatest

painters at the end of the fourth century. He excelled in female figures, and

two of his paintings of mythological heroines, arilo and "ajiTAndromeda,

are perhaps reprodA]£gd..in...yaiigus Pompeian frescoes, jvliieh~-gi«e-Ji^^

high idea of the grace and refinement of their original. He also painted,

like Polygnotus, the Underworld, but his treatment was doiib,tkss_sa3L.

different, especially as we hear that he was a master of chiaroscuio. It is

to be observed that the paiiiters of this school showed a preference for

mythological and dramatic subjects. So much may be inferred from the

lists of their works furnished by Pliny and others. Moreover the praises

accorded to them by ancient critics relate chiefly to q"^1itiffl of expression

ratlier- than techniqiie. In these two points lies their difference fromjhe

painters of the Sicyonian school.
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351. The two chief painters of the Ionic school were Apelles and

Protogenes. i^gelles, the greatest of allj,ncient painters, was

born at Colophon^ probably betw"e^ejr37o_and 360 B.C. He
Xpeufs'!''""'"

studied first at Ephesus under Ephorus,-and,later_at Sicyon

under PamphiTus. It was no doubt here that he acquired that perfection

of execution which was one of the charms of his work, but he was not

conEced_^the_rules.,of any.^gle .school, but took from each what was

needed fbr_ his development. The subjects of his pictures mark a new
d^arture, for most of Them were portraits , a branch of painting little

cultivated before. It became popular now through the influence of the

Macedonian court, the chief memBers of which he frequently painted.

These appear, however, rarely to have been simple portraits, but received an

additioiiaL-digaity-and interesi froiji the introduction of artistic motives.

Apelles was fond of placing his figures on horseback, and in his portraits

of iSlexander he often presented him in the company of divine persons or

personifications. Thus he painted him with the Dioscuri, and riding in

triumph with War in chains beside him, and again wielding the thunder-

bolt ; the wonderful relief of the hand which held the bolt was specially

admired. He seems to have had a taste for allegory and personification,

which he carried ' lar in the elaborate picture of Calumny described by

Lucian. Herein he anticipated the taste of the next age. His mytho-
logical pictures were few, but lys Aphrodite Anadyomene was by far the

most famous picture of antiquity. Its motive is uncertain, but its chariri

lay^in the beauty and grace of the nude Aphrodite, who was wringing .from

herhairjhe wateLX3f--the_.sea.Jrom_which she had just risen. It seems to

have resembled in spirit the Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles. The distinctive

qualities of Apelles' work appear to have been perfection of finish combined
with the perfect ease which came of absolute mastery of technique, and
above all a certain grace and charm peculiar to himself. This quality

of x«V« was claimed by^Apelles himself

,

as his peculiar rnerit, and his

ju3gment was confirmed by critics. He does not seem to have been
remartable for creatiYe_iro,agination and cannot therefore be called the

greatest of painters in quite the same sense that Pheidias was the greatest of

sculptors. Indeed it was impossible for any painter to combine the highest

technical skill with the highest imaginative qualities, for painting only
reached technical completeness when the creative power of Greek Art was
already declining, grotogenes , a painter of the same period and also a
native of Asia Minor, was declared by Apenes_egiml_to_himself. in all but

ease_flf execjution. He^orkedLcbiefl-y at Rhodes, and his masterpiece_was
a_£i_cture of lalysus, the eponymous hero of the Rhodian city, on which he
is said to have spent seven years. Another- picture^quallyiam2us,presented
a^yrleaning at ease against a .^ijlar-with a shepherd's-pipe. in. his-hand,
a pose which recalls the satyr of PraHtg.le.s, the so-called ' Marble Faun.'
He also painted portraits, including an Alexander with Pan. His work
was extremely Hfelike_ and marked by extraordinary finish, but the intense
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care he spent upon it rendered the ^ect.so_mew-hat,la]3Gur£4 If we may
trust the story which connects him with Demetrius Poliorcetes, he must
have lived at least to the end of the fourth century. 1

352. The great age of Greel^ painting ended with ApellesVbut there

were some interesting developments in the time of the

Hlii'enfs'ti'/'
Diadochi. We notice the beginnings of these in the work

painting. of Antiphilus, a painter whose tendencies connect him

with this period, though he seems to have lived earlier, for

he painted portraits of Philip and Alexander. He worked both in encaustic

and tempera and was versatile also in the choice of subjects, for he painted

mythological scenes, portraits and genre. One instance of the latter was

a picture of a boy fanning a fire, the light illuminating his face and the

room about him. In another picture he painted women spinning. These,

and a picture of the death of Hippolytus, a somewhat sensational subject,

mark his connexion with later artists. He was remarkable for facility of

execution. Theon of Samos, called also Theorus, was famous for pictures

of a highly realistic and sensational character, which were called 4>o-vTaaicu.

One of these represented a hoplite charging, and before exhibiting it the

painter always caused a trumpeter posted near to sound the charge, upon

which the curtain was suddenly withdrawn. This desire to produce

illusion by a sudden and overpowering effect was new in Greek Art, but we

find the same spirit in the sculpture of the later period, especially in the

Pergamenian frieze of the Gigantomachia.

Another characteristic of this period is the development of genre, the

popularity of which is attested by many Pompeian paintings based on

Greek originals. Of the artists who practised it the best known is

Peiraeicus, who painted 'barbers' and cobblers' shops, asses, eatables

and the like,' and was called ' rhyparographus,' a mahcious perversion of

pwTToypa^os. These humble subjects, which must have owed their attrac-

tion mainly to the execution, mark an increased love of realism, when

compared with those of the earlier genre painters, Pausias and Antiphilus,

whose subjects had an interest apart from the treatment. But even so

Greek painters, to judge from existing remains, never lost their love of

representing the type, rather than the individual, and thus differed from

later realists.

These were the two most important new growths in later Greek

painting. Even as late as the early Roman Empire painters retained

a high degree of technical skill, but they did little more than vary

the motives of earHer artists. Two painters only deserve mention.

Timomachus of Byzantium, whom Pliny ascribes to the age of Julius

Caesar, though some modern writers would place him earlier, seems to have

reverted to the severer spirit of the painters before Alexander. His master-

pieces were pictures of Ajax after his madness, and of Medea meditating

the murder of her children, in which he seems to have expressed powerfully

the dramatic and psychological interest of the subjects. The Medea is
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probably reproduced by a picture at Pompeii, one of tlie finest discovered

there. The subject is treated with much restrained power. All centres in

the highly expressive face and pose of Medea, who stands quietly with her

hands painfully pressed together. Besides these and other mythological

pictures, Timomachus also painted portraits. Another painter, Ludius
(or perhaps Tadius), a contemporary of Augustus, deserves a passing

mention. He introduced a new style of decorative landscape for the

adornment of walls. The subjects of these were ' villas, porticoes,

gardens, groves, hills, lakes, harbours,' and similar scenes. These were

mingled together in profusion and enlivened by the addition of figures, the

whole producing a light and cheerful effect. The many examples of such

scenes in Pompeian painting perhaps reflect his style. They are pleasing

Fig. 61. Woman's head from the Crimea. Late fourth century B.C.

and effective as decoration, but show little regard for truth to nature and

none for perspective. Landscape had already been employed for a similar

purpose by the Greeks, and we do not know wherein Ludius' innovation

lay. The earHer Greek style of decorative landscape is probably repre-

sented by the fine paintings of scenes from the Odyssey discovered in

a house in the Esquiline. These and some of the landscape backgrounds

in pictures after Greek originals show a considerable knowledge of natural

effect, but the Greeks seem never to have cultivated landscape as an

independent art.

Any account of an art based, as that of Greek Painting must be, chiefly

upon literary records, is inevitably unsatisfactory; for it cannot enable the
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reader to visualize the works described. Yet the records here summarized,

when compared with the monuments, suggest certain conclusions which

it will be useful to collect.

We see in the first place that Greek Painting followed the same course

of development as Sculpture. It is at first, in the hands of Polygnotus and

his contemporaries, monumental, dealing with heroic and mythological

subjects, usually on a large scale, but relying for its effect on the beauty

and dignity of the individual figures, with at most a linear symmetry, as on

a rehef.

The figures, though ranged at various altitudes and not merely in

rectilinear rows, and though sometimes overlapping, or partly concealed by

the background, are still virtually conceived on one plane. The principle of

composition is not yet truly pictorial; there is no serious attempt to express

a third dimension; the background is quite subordinate, and effects of light

are unknown. It is still coloured drawing; probably of great delicacy and

dignity, but not different in principle from sculpture in relief.

In the next period we have the beginnings of a more pictorial style.

It is clear that Zeuxis and Parrhasius, in their innovations, though some of

these, as Sculpture shows, were dictated by the spirit of the times, were in

part guided by artistic motives. They desired to give reKef to their pictures;

they become conscious of light, and of a third dimension. Colouring

becomes more naturalistic, and the background and accessories more

important. And these characteristics are carried further by Pausias and

later painters. It is probable that even they, to the modern eye, would

seem a little sculpturesque. The human figure always predominated, and

its beauty or expressiveness is the chief theme of praise; light and atmosphere

and landscape are usually subordinate. But on the other hand literary

records and monuments, so far as they go, alike prove that before the period

of decline Greek Painting had developed beyond the stage of coloured

drawing. The knowledge of perspective, linear and atmospheric both, is

still incomplete, but the principle of composition is now more truly pictorial.

The painter attempts to give his picture depth and conceives it in a

definite light. Light and space, in other words, become positive elements

in composition. It would even appear that in some cases the painter's

interest centred rather in light and colour than in form. Some modern

writers indeed believe that this stage was not reached till late in the Greco-

Roman period, but the evidence seems to prove conclusively that the Greek

painters of the fourth century were already more conscious of light and

colour as living elements in a picture than any painter of the Italian

Renaissance before Leonardo, though in scientific knowledge of perspective

they may have been inferior. The change of style, here ascribed to the

fourth century, is illustrated to some extent by a comparison of Figs. 60

and 61. The characteristics of the later period are still better illustrated

by the Pagasaean stelae, of which no good reproductions are accessible.
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The most complete modern account of Greek painting is to be found in

Bibliography.
Brunn's Geschidite der griecliisclien Kiinstler, Vol. II. A popular

sketch is given by M. Paul Girard, La Pei7iture Antiqtie. The
English translation of Woltmann and Wormann's History of Paintings and the

ardcle 'Pictura' in Smith's Dictio?mry of Aniiguiiies, contain useful information,

and the latter a Bibliography of the subject.

On the Pompeian paintings, which should be studied by all who wish to form

a definite idea of the powers of ancient painting, the standard publication is still

Helbig's IVandgcindlde dcr vet'schdlterUn Stddfe Cainpaniens (Leipzig, 1868).

Of reproductions the best is the series oiDeiikmdler der Malerei, ed. P. Hermann,
Bruckmann, Munich (in progress). Of the Pagasaean stelae the best accounts

yet published are to be found in the Ephenieris Arcliaiologike for 190S (Arvani-

topouUos) and the Ath. MittJieiluiigcn 1910 (P. Rodenwaldt). Upon questions

of technique Greek and Rotnaiz Pamting, A. P. Laurie, Cambridge 1910, maybe
consulted.

IV. 5. VASE PAIiN'lING.

353. Mycenae.\n art and culture decayed and died out, at an uncertain

period, about 1000 B.C. The traces of an artistic tradition sur-

viving into later times are doubtful and local (as at Tiryns and

Salamis), and on some sites there is evidence of a continuous occupation.

Fig. 62. Pyxis of Geometric Ware.
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The period of change and political disturbance, represented by the

Dorian Migration, was followed by a new development of art. In pottery

the new style is known as Geometric, since the predominant decoration is

of a linear and geometric character. In particular, it is rich in variations

of the Maeander (or Greek Key) pattern, which does not occur in

Mycenaean art. The surface of the vase is apt to be closely covered

Fig. 63. Vase of Geometrical Style. Subjects: a funeral

procession and mourners. A procession of chariots.

with rich designs, arranged in panels, symmetrically disposed (Fig. 62),

Vases of the style in question were first found in numbers near the

Dipylon gate at Athens, and are hence called Dipylon vases.

In the later examples of the group there is a gradually increasing use of

human and animal figures, at first in panels and afterwards in bands. The

figures are mechanically drawn, according to a conventional system, the
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heads and bodies being little better than triangles, and the limbs black

strokes. The highest level of achievement is represented by certain large

vases, with scenes of funeral processions and mourning (Fig. 63). The
geometric style is believed to have survived as late as the eighth century

B.C. In its later development (known as the Phalerum style, because

examples were found on the road from Athens to Phalerum) the geometric

ornament becomes subordinate, and preference is given to figures of

animals, and the like.

354. Oriental influence had before this date begun to have its effect

on Greek art. In part by the agency of the Phoenicians

(whose activity has been underestimated by some recent ^pe"'^'
writers) and in part through those communities that were

most in touch with the East, such as Ionia, Cyprus and Rhodes, oriental

Fig. 64. Corinthian Pottery.

types were introduced. We meet with winged figures and animals such as

Chimaeras, Gryphons, Pegasi, and Sphinxes. To some extent these types,

especially Gryphons and Sphinxes, had been familiar also to the artist of

the Mycenaean period. How far historical Greece inherited them, and
how far it borrowed them afresh from the East cannot yet be stated with

certainty.

It was also characteristic of many of the early vase painters that these

types, together with panthers, lions, cocks and the like, were combined in

closely packed friezes, in which the interspaces of the field are filled up
with rosettes, wheels, lotus buds, and other decorations. An explanation
of this system of decoration has often been sought in the supposed designs

of oriental embroidery.

In its extreme form, this style is represented by the ' Corinthian ' wares
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(Fig. 64). This name has long been given to a well-defined group of

pottery, of which some leading examples were found in the neighbourhood

of Corinth. But a similar tendency towards irrelevant decoration is also

found in other early wares such as the early Attic 'Vourva' ware, the

Rhodian wares (Fig. 65) and in the so-called Proto -Corinthian group,

which is rather a series parallel to the Corinthian wares, though earlier on

the whole.

Fig. 65. Rhodian Plate. Subject: Winged Gorgon.

As these vases develop in style the oriental element recedes: they

approach in character the black-figure vases, and thus form a transition to

the vases of fully-developed historical art.

355. During the seventh century B.C., the potters of many different

localities were working on independent lines. They were

Schoo/.''^""' gradually attaining to a fuller power of expressing the human

figure, and of representing incident. They also began to
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connect their artistic types, many of which had been inherited in an

impersonal form, with subjects derived from the epic poems or mythology.

At some period which cannot be exactly dated, but probably about the

beginning of the sixth century B.C., the Athenian and Corinthian potters

introduced a series of improvements, and by degrees the Attic school took

the lead. Hitherto it had been one school among many rivals, whose

mutual relations are singularly difficult to trace, but it now assumed an

easy supremacy. The various local schools became insignificant, while the

Athenian export trade increased. It was only at a much later time, when
Athenian industry began to decay, that the manufacture was seriously taken

up in South Italy and other outlying districts.

356. The material improvements, fully developed by the Athenian

potters, were two. They introduced the use of the fine
Black-figure

clay, coloured to the familiar tint intermediate between red style.

and orange ; and they perfected the equally characteristic '' °^^'

lustrous glaze, rich black at its best, but sometimes tending towards olive

green or brown. With the introduction of the brilliant glaze came the

careful study of lines engraved with a sharp metal point in the black

glaze so as to show the ground colour below. Occasionally in older wares,

especially in those of Corinth (Fig. 64), the lines are incised in the dark

figures to add internal details, or to define parts of the outline. For the

most part, however, though there are some notable exceptions, the incised

work is singularly rough and hasty. The Athenian painters began to practise

the use of a point, worked with the careful precision of an engraver, and
acquired both the skill of draughtsmen, and the power of expressing

minute details in the internal drawing of the black figures. Other colours

were also added after the firing of the black, and were fired at a lower,

temperature, for which reason they have often disappeared. White was
freely used for such objects as linen garments, etc., and especially for the

flesh colour of women. For while the artist was ready to accept the

convention of black, marked with incised lines, for the male figures, he

seems disinclined to use it for the women. Finally, a ruddy purple was
freely used for helmets, draperies, etc., and in a quite conventional manner
for hair, beards, and parts of animals (compare Fig. 66).

357. The productions of the Athenian black-figure potters may be
briefly described as belonging to the following classes : Black-figure
(i) a period of archaic simplicity; (2) a period of com- style,

parative freedom, followed by (3) alternatively, an affected
Subdivisions,

conventionalism, or an attempt at freehand treatment, of which neither

the artist nor his methods were capable. In (i) the draperies and figures

are alike conventionally treated. Especially the women's dresses hang in

stiff straight lines to the feet, without creases. The figures are either in

profile or straight to the front. The composition is elementary, with

numerous small figures. In (2) there is greater freedom in the action,

and considerable power of representing the nude male form in varied and

G. A. 22
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vigorous position. The draperies reflect something of the movement of

the figures. The composition is less mechanical. At the same time it

becomes simpler and more dignified, with a reduced number of figures

represented on a larger scale. In (3), which appears to represent the

Fig. 66. Black-figure Amphora. Subject : Hermes leading the

goddesses to Paris.

latest period, two tendencies are at work. Either there is an affected

formahty which seems to reflect the earliest period, combined with an

extraordinary elaboration of small details expressed by the incised line

(compare especially the vases of Exekias) ; or the execution becomes
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careless and rough. In part this occurs on small vases of slight and hasty

work, but in part it seems to be due to a school seeking freedom by a

wrong path.

358. In one considerable class of vases, namely the Panathenaic

amphorae, the conservative influence of religious custom

preserved the use of the black-figure style for more than
^asi's!^^"^^'^

150 years after it had ceased to be practised for ordinary

purposes. These vases, which contained the oil won by victors in the

Panathenaic games, were of a fixed type. On the one side were an archaic

figure of Athena, standing, usually between two Doric columns, and
the inscription, written columnwise, t<Sv 'kB-qvtfiev oBXwv. On the other

side is an agonistic scene. Some of the vases are genuinely archaic, but

others can be dated between the years 367 and 313 B.C. by the names of

the Archons, which are also inscribed.

359. The range of subjects represented on the black-figure vases is

not large, when considered in relation to the number of
-qxaq^l a ure

vases, on account of the frequency with which the painters style,

repeated the established types. The subjects include figures
Subjects.

of deities singly or in groups, especially Dionysus and his following;

special myths connected with deities, such as the birth of Athena ; the

labours and adventures of Heracles, and his final apotheosis, all rigidly

following the typical schemes ; certain episodes connected with the Trojan

and Theban cycles ; also numerous scenes of combat, often over the body
of a fallen warrior, presumably an epic hero, but not definitely named.
Of scenes of daily life, the most common are those connected with

athletic games and the exercises of the palaestra. Scenes from the life

of women are less common, but they are occasionally represented bathing

or at the well. Scenes of trade, industry and agricultural operations occur,

but only rarely on the black-figure vases.

360. The Greek potters who practised the black-figure style of painting

succeeded in reaching a considerable height of artistic _, , .
. ^, ° . ° Black-figure

achievement. The story from mythology or the epic poems style. Artistic

is told with vivacity and directness. Attention is concen-
capabilities,

trated on the essential points by a singular economy of all accessories

independent of the figures. Thus in the language of the vase painters a
single column may stand for a temple, and a tree or a plant may show
that the scene is out of doors, while a dolphin or a fish may represent the

sea. At the same time much of the drawing is strictly conventional, and
a certain amount of grotesqueness is always present, being inseparable
from the method employed of black silhouettes. The vases of this class

have that interest which always attaches to the productions of a primitive

or early art. Owing however to the inherent limitations of the method,
which led to its abandonment, the black-figure vases do not reach the

highest level. The release of vase painting from its shackles could only be
effected by the introduction of another and freer style.
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361. Towards the close of the sixth century B.C. a complete reversal

The Red-
''^'^^ effected in the system of vase painting, when the artists

figure Style. seem to have become aware of the advantages of leaving the
Methods.

figures in the ground colour of the vase, standing out upon

the dark glaze. The illustration (Fig. 67) shows part of a vase at Palermo by

the transitional painter Andocides. By a whim, the artist has painted the two

halves of the vase in the two styles. By the new method the grotesqueness,

which seems inseparable from the black-figure vases, was eliminated, and the

changes of technique made advances in drawing possible. The methods

employed in the new style were the following. While the clay was still

somewhat soft, the artist made a sketch of his design with a blunt point,

lightly marking the clay, 'i'he figures are thus sketched out, sometimes

Fig. 67. A part of a vase by Andocides.

after repeated trials, the draped figures being sketched in the nude, and the

draperies afterwards added. Next a line of black glaze, about an eighth

of an inch wide, is carefully drawn round the outside of the figures for

which vacant spaces are thus left. The background is filled up by painting

over the interstices which are bordered by the broad lines, but, nearly

always, in sucli a way that the borderline can be distinguished if examined

at an oblique angle. The interior details of the figures are next drawn

with fine hnes of the glaze, and freehand drawing takes the place of the

incised lines of the preceding style. For special portions, such as the

profiles, a thin black line is often drawn along the boundary of the subject

in order to give it better definition and fineness of outline. Occasionally

some of the interior details, such as the abdominal muscles, are drawn

with the glaze thinned out to a light brown, and are only faintly visible.
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In rare cases this lighter glaze is also used as a local wash. To separate

a black piece of the figure, such for instance as the hair, from the black

ground an incised line is first used ; later a space of light ground was left

along the margin of the black part of the subject. Accessories which

overlap the glaze are sometimes painted in red. Nor did the practical-

minded Greek craftsman omit to use such mechanical aids

as he found suitable. Circles, such as those that frame the ^^^^"^"'"^^

interior of a kylix, are drawn while the vase revolves on the

wheel. Straight lines, as for instance for a spear, are drawn with the aid

Fig. 68. Red-figure Kylix. Subject: Young warrior.

Small circles are struck with a pair of compassesof a flexible ruler,

(cf. Fig. 68).

362. The recent excavations on the Acropolis of Athens have proved,
contrary to what had previously been supposed, that the red-

j.^^ g ^^.^

figure style was fully developed at the time of the Persian style. Begin-

war. Countless fragments of pottery were found in the
"'"^^'

strata of rubbish levelled for the purpose of rebuilding the Acropolis

temples, and amongst them were numerous signed fragments by well-known
masters of the greatest period of red-figure painting, such as Hieron,
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Chachrylion, and perhaps Euphronius. Since the red-figure style had been

brought to perfection by the time of the second Persian invasion, it follows

that, as some years, perhaps a generation, must be allowed for its develop-

ment, the introduction of the style cannot have been later than the latter

part of the sixth century—say 510 B.C. On the other hand, the excavations

that have been made in the tumulus of Marathon yielded numerous black-

figure vases, but only one red-figure fragment. We thus obtain definite

evidence that about 490 B.C. the black-figure fashion still prevailed for

funereal usages although the red-figure vases must have been coming into

common use for dedications in the temples of the Acropolis. For a

certain time, which cannot at present be accurately defined, the two styles

were practised simultaneously, in some cases by the same artists. A small

group of painters are known (Nicosthenes, Andocides (of. Fig. 67), Hischylus

and Pamphaeus) who painted vases in each of the two styles, and also used

both styles on the same vase, either for its inner and outer surfaces, or for

different parts of the same surface.

363. The flourishing period of Attic red-figure painting seems to have

fallen nearly within the limits of the fifth century B.C. The

style. ^ Vases painters of this century may be divided into the following

of the fifth groups: (i) 'The group of Epictetus,' (2) 'The group of

Euphronius,' or the masters of the 'Strong' style, (3) The

masters of the later Athenian or ' Fine ' style, i. The group of Epictetus,

so called from one of its most prominent artists, consists of certain early

red-figure masters. The service they performed was to develop the new

technique. Artistically however they continued to work in the spirit of

the black-figure school, carrying on its stiff mannerism not refreshed by a

renewed study of nature. As a rule their subjects are weak in composition.

Where groups are introduced the figures are but slightly related. 2. The

group of Euphronius is composed of a series of masters whom we know

to have been active about 480 B.C. The activity of Euphronius himself

is placed between 500 and 450 b.c. To this group we owe the vases of

what is called the ' strong style.' The drawing becomes large and ideal,

and the artist obtains complete mastery of the human form (Fig. 69).

3. The later Athenian masters, such as Meidias, working in the 'fine style,'

have greater freedom in their treatment of the figure and more elaborate

systems of composition. At the same time their themes tend to become

more trivial, the mythological subjects are neglected, allegorical names

(such as Eunomia) are assigned at random.

364. With the introduction of the red-figure style, the range of subjects

represented becomes wider, and instead of repeating the

Red-figure accepted type of a particular incident, such as one of the

jec'ts!'
" ' labours of Heracles, the artists seek to vary their treatment

of a subject. Theseus becomes prominent on the vases at

the same time that his cult was being developed at Athens. Subjects

from daily life become more frequent, and scenes occur from life in the
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palaestra, the banquet-room, the street, the school, and the women's apart-

ments. Towards the close of the period children are also introduced.

365. A frequent addition to Athenian vases whether black- or red-

figured is an inscription such as KaAo'?, or more fully o Trais

KoXo's, or with a proper name as Ae'aypos KaXo?. In such ^^^'^^
'"'"^

cases the painter has followed the current Athenian custom,

Fig. eg. Red-figure jar (Stamnos). Subject: Combat of

Horseman and Foot-soldier.

by which lovers and admirers thus wrote the names of the objects of their

admiration. Aristophanes, VesJ>. 97, alludes to the custom

Kac VTj At Tjv 'l&i] ye ttov yeypafijxlvov

vlhv TlvpiXoLfXTTOv? €v Ovpa ^rjfXQV KaXoVy

tujv Trapeypaij/e TrXqaiov *' K/y/xos KaXos."
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Where the name is given,' it is doubtful in some cases whether the person

named was specially related to the potter, or whether he was of con-

spicuous station, and well known to the Athenian pubUc. Several attempts

have been made on the latter hypothesis to identify the Kd,Xds-names with

those of known persons, and thus to obtain fixed points in the chronology

of vase painting, but in most cases such identifications are extremely

doubtful. In another direction, the xaXo's-names are important, since they

point to a synchronism of the artists who use the same name, and in some

cases suggest the author of an unsigned vase. Occasionally, but not often,

the inscription is feminine (as ij xaTs KaXy). In certain cases it applies to

figures on the vase, probably in a sense equivalent to Bravo ! a humorous

expression of admiration for the figure.

366. With the decay of the Athenian potteries at the close of the fifth

century, the manufacture of the red-figure vases passed to

Red-figure other places, especially to the Greek districts of South Italy.

Schools.
^ '^" The vases of this period are often very large and highly ornate,

but the treatment becomes conventional. The range of sub-

jects is narrower, and such themes as a woman at her toilet accompanied

by Erotes (cf. Fig. 70), become more numerous than any others. When

mythological and heroic subjects are introduced, the painter makes con-

scious reference to works of literature, and there is no longer an independent

system of traditional types handed down in art. In several cases the

designs are directly borrowed from plays of Euripides. There is also a

tendency to introduce farcical subjects, and a considerable number of the

South Italian vases represent scenes from unknown comedies.

367. At the beginning of this period it is hard to distinguish between

vases produced at Athens and at Italian centres under Athen-

Red-flgure jan inspiration. Later the Italian works become more

te'^niquer
'^"

distinct in their technique. There is a growing use of white,

which occurs but little on the Athenian vases. Upon the

white there is an attempt to show shade and detail with yellowish brown.

The palmette and other ornaments under the handle become large and

coarse. The red-figure style probably died away in Italy in the third

century B.C. About the time that it came to an end an attempt

The end of vjras made to producc a somewhat similar effect by simpler

flgure^tyie. means. There is a class of vases which are covered all over

with black glaze and have the figures painted in white upon

the glaze. In another class of vases figures are altogether abandoned and

the decoration consists of subjects moulded in relief. In some cases

copies of coins are thus inserted, while in others we have subjects which

are known to recur in silver.

368. Through all the earlier periods of vase painting, side by side with

^^.jg the conventions of the black- and red-figure styles, there had

Athenian existed scliools of painting whose technique consisted in

Vases.
figures drawn in outline upon a light ground, the space
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within the outlines being more or less filled in with washes of colour.

These methods had been practised at Naucratis and Rhodes, and, to a

certain extent, at Athens during the time of the black-figure vases. They

became important however at Athens at the beginning of the fifth century

with the introduction of the red-figure style. We have a series of fine

vases, one of which is signed by Euphronius, with figures thus drawn in

delicate line upon a white ground. But the most familiar use of this

Fig. 70. Late Red-figure Amphora, Apulian shape. Subject:

Toilet scene.

method is upon the numerous class of vases known as the White Athenian

Lekythoi. These we know to have been painted for the use of persons

making offerings at a tomb. The only reference in Greek literature to the

vase painters concerns this group. Aristophanes {Ecd. 995) speaks of

Tov T(3v ypafjieiov apicTTOv

OS TOLS viKpoLcri ^(i}ypa(f>ei Tas \rjKv9ovi.
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The subjects are for the most part connected with the tomb. Sometimes

the tombstone is shown, and sometimes mythological scenes connected

with the tomb, such as a meeting between the deceased and Charon.

Sometimes scenes from daily life are represented in a manner corresponding

to that of the marble reliefs (cf. Fig. 71). As regards technique the vases are

usually of red clay with glazed necks and feet, while the body is covered

with a fine coating of white. After a preliminary marking, the subject is

Fig. 71. White Athenian Vases.

drawn in fine lines, at first of black glaze, later of glaze thinned to a

golden brown, and finally with dull red lines. The surfaces of the figure

and draperies may then be covered with washes of colour usually transient

and therefore, often lost or difficult to trace. Many of these vases are

very beautiful, and all are pervaded by that feeling of placid and gentle

melancholy which marks the sepulchral reHefs. Dealing, however, almost

exclusively with the tomb and its surroundings, the vases, like the reliefs,
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lack variety, and, when they are examined in masses, the treatment of the

later vases is felt to be monotonous.

For general accounts see Smith, Diet, of Antig., 3rd ed., s.v. Vas ; Bau-
me.\sx.^r's Denkinaler, s.v.y&itnkanA.^; a. 'B.'WaXttxs, History of
Ancient Pottery, Greek, Etruscan and Roman, based on the work ' '"^"^^P ^"

of Samuel Birch. The best introduction to the subject is a study of a catalogued
collection, e.g. The British Museum, catalogued by C. H. Smith and H. B.

Walters ; the Ashmolean Museum, Catalogue of Greek Vases, by Percy Gardner;
the Fitzwilliam Museum, Catalogue ofthe Greek Vases, by E. A. Gardner. General
collections of vase paintings :—Gerhard, Auserlesene griechische Vasenbilder;

Furtwangler and Reichhold, Griechische Vasenmalerei ; \he Journal of Hellenic
Studies and other archaeological periodicals. Books on special classes : Graef,

Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen \ Klein, Vasen mit Meister-
signaturen; Klein, Euphronios; A. S. Murray and A. H. Smith, White Athenian
Vases in the Brit. Mus. ; Riezler and Hackl, Weissgrundige Attische Lekythen.
A very convenient re-issue of a large number of vases, published before 1892,
is supplied by Reinach's Repertoire des Vases peints, grecs et etrusqices.

IV. 6. TERRACOTTAS.

369. Works in Terracotta or baked clay have been preserved to us

from all periods of classical antiquity. For the most part

such objects are of small size and were originally of trifling ^f^^y''^
"^^

value. While the ease with which clay could be obtained

and worked favoured copious production, its fragility and want of value

made it unsuited for the permanent and serious work of the sculptor.

Clay was widely used by the Greeks for many artistic purposes, in archi-

tectural decoration and in sepulchral monuments as well as in the

manufacture of terracotta statuettes.

It has been shown above (§§ 286, 295) that the use of clay for

sculptured images, albeit of a very rude kind, was well known
in primitive times, and besides stiff conventional representa- statuettes,

tions of deities we also find clumsy figures of human beings century,

and animals. The use of the word irXaa-TiKij for sculpture

points to the practice of modelling or moulding (irXacro-eii/) in wet clay as

one of the earliest methods in this art. The earliest clay statuettes found

in Greek tombs of the historic period, as in Cyprus, Rhodes, and Boeotia,

are of two types, corresponding to the principal types of primitive statues

:

they are either flat like boards (o-avcSts) or columnar in form (/ctoves).

,They date from about the seventh century B.C. ; the limbs are hardly

modelled, and they are often decorated with red and black paint, like the

contemporary vases.
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They are followed in the sixth and fifth centuries by statuettes, archaic

but showing more development in style, with modelled limbs

fifth'cemuries
^^^ drapery, of which two types almost exclusively prevail.

These are the standing and seated female figures, which

again present a close analogy to the contemporary types of Greek statues.

Such figures were probably intended to represent deities, especially those

of the underworld, Demeter and Persephone ; but the same types appear

to have been used indiscriminately for votive offerings in temples and for

funeral purposes. In the latter case they were originally regarded as

embodiments of the souls or ghosts of the departed, as well as representa-

tions of the protecting deities of the nether world j a confusion of the

Fig. 72. Greek Statuettes from Rhodes and Sicily (Archaic period).

deity with his worshipper was a common feature of primitive Greek beliefs,

and finds frequent reflection in early art. Another favourite type is the

funeral mask or bust, usually feminine; a type probably derived" from

Egypt, where the upper part of the coffin was often modelled in the form

of the deceased. The Greeks converted these into busts, hollowing out

the back, and adding a veil and the high cylindrical head-dress which

typified the underworld deities. Archaic terracottas of another class are

obviously only children's playthings, buried in their tombs for their use in

a future existence. These comprise dolls with jointed limbs, figures of
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horsemen, animals, and even fruit. An epigram in the Greek Anthology

tells how Timarete dedicated to Artemis her dolls and other playthings of

her childhood. Here the word used for doll is Koprj, ' girl ' or ' maiden,'

a word in general use for the terracotta figures of girls in later Greek times.

The contents of the tomb of a girl, dating from the fifth century B.C.,

recently acquired by the British Museum include a figure of the deceased

seated in a high chair or throne, as if deified, surrounded by a pair of

shoes or boots, a spinning implement, a bridal vase, and other objects.

It has often been remarked that Greek terracottas do not exhibit,

like other branches of art, a continuous and gradual development from

archaism to perfection, followed by a similar decadence, but that there is

an abrupt break in the fifth century during which this art is almost un-

represented. At the same time the Tanagra figures are sufficient evidence

that there was a ' finest period ' for Greek terracottas, but as they date from

the latter half of the fourth century and the first half of the third, they are

widely separated from those of the archaic period which have already been

described. In the tombs excavated at Tanagra, terracotta statuettes are

commonly found in those of the sixth century, but in those of the fifth

they are almost entirely wanting ; the fourth-century tombs which yielded

so many thousands are dated by means of the plain black-glazed pottery

which they contained. This seems to indicate that at Tanagra at least

there was a fashion in tomb-furniture, and that in the fifth century, as

always at Athens, painted vases had the preference. But in Rhodes and

other places where terracottas have been found in large numbers, it is

probable that another influence was at work. This was the hieratic

tendency so often manifested in Greek art; the terracottas conform to

an archaic style for religious reasons. In Rhodes archaic terracottas were

often found with fifth-century red-figure vases. On the other hand some

sites, such as Athens, and Larnaka in Cyprus, have yielded terracottas of

distinctly fifth-century style ; but these are exceptional.

370. In order to know the characteristics of the best Greek work

in terracotta, we must therefore turn our attention to the

Tanagra statuettes of 350—250 B.C. In comparison with
1^"^^J^

those of archaic or hieratic style we are now confronted with

a startling change. The seated and standing feminine types are still in

a majority, but it is their meaning that has changed. In short they are no

longer mythological but genre figures; they are no longer suggestive of

religious beliefs, but only of secular daily Hfe. The change however must

be considered to be due to artistic rather than to rehgious development

;

the art-types became secularised, and conceptions originally religious were

adopted almost unconsciously for subjects drawn from daily life. Hence

we find an almost unlimited variety of feminine standing types. All with-

out exception wear the long tunic or chiton and the mantle or himation

which with the addition of a large shady hat formed the typical dress of

the Greek girl or matron. They usually hold a fan, a mirror, or a ball.
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or their hands are simply employed to hold together their draperies; the

seated types are similar, but more rare, and are usually placed on a rocky

base to add picturesqueness to the composition.

The place which these figures occupy in the history of art certainly

corresponds rather to the conceptions of the Hellenistic Age than to

those of Praxiteles and his contemporaries. It is not improbable that

the true source of their inspiration is to be sought in painting rather than

in sculpture ; and it may be recalled that during the fourth century there

was an influential local school of painters in Boeotia, which chiefly devoted
itself to genre subjects. In the terracottas of Myrina in Asia Minor, which

Fig. 73. Greek Statuettes from Tanagra (third century B.C.).

in artistic merit stand next to those of Tanagra, Hellenistic characteristics

are even more strongly marked. These figures break more completely

with tradition, and are hardly earlier than the second century B.C. There
*

is a much greater variety of subject, and figures of Aphrodite and Eros,

Dionysos, Victory, and other deities are of frequent occurrence, as are

also comic and grotesque subjects. But the influence of Tanagra is also

apparent, and in fact the Tanagra types are found repeated, with varying

success from an artistic point of view, all over the ancient world. In Asia

Minor, in Cyprus, North Africa, and Southern Italy a large proportion of

the terracottas found on each site are mere repetitions of the favourite
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poses and motives. Generally speaking, the terracottas found in different

parts of the Greek world exhibit strongly-marked differences, each having

their peculiar local features. In Rhodes and Cyprus, for instance, the

terracottas are mainly archaic or hieratic in style ; at Myrina in Asia Minor
and in the Cyrenaica nearly all date from the Hellenistic Age. Large
numbers of votive terracottas were found by Sir Charles Newton at Cnidus
and Halicarnassus ; at the former, in the precinct of Demeter and Perse-

phone, they were packed in layers in a subterranean chamber, 'assorted

like articles in a shop.' They usually represent the goddesses to whom
they were dedicated. At Naucratis in the Egyptian Delta and in the

Fayfim numerous terracottas have been found which manifest Egyptian
influence both in style and subject ; these belong mostly to the Ptolemaic

period. The terracottas of Sicily show a marked individuality, and a

quite independent development, from the richly-coloured votive figures of

the archaic period found at Selinus to the Erotic and Bacchic types of the

Hellenistic Age, often coloured with a peculiar enamel-glaze of various

hues.

371. These statuettes and other small objects in terracotta are, as

has been noted, obtained from tombs, or less often from the

shrines of divinities. Though in earher times the original Use and

intention may have been to bury them as substitutes for Tta'tuettes.

better offerings for the use of the dead or as votive offerings

to the gods below, in later times such a purpose must have been almost

forgotten. The dainty and playful statuettes which have been found in

great numbers in the cemeteries of Tanagra in Boeotia and elsewhere, can

only be supposed to have been regarded as part of the accustomed

furniture of a grave, without special religious or other significance. Terra-

cottas obtained from shrines are of a votive character, consisting of figures

of the divinity or of representations of acceptable offerings. Plato alludes

to the practice of hanging up small figures (Ko'pai) in shrines, but other

passages in classical authors speak of ' makers of clay figures for the

market ' or of those who ' make little images of clay for children.' Thus
we see that many of these figures can only be regarded as children's toys.

Doubtless, too, the figures found in tombs had already served their purpose

in this way, or as household ornaments. While the terracottas of the

archaic period are mainly votive or religious in character, the later ones

show by their illimitable variety of subject, pose, and conception, that no

special meaning was intended; and the transformation of hieratic types

into mere genre creations was brought about partly by the growth of artistic

taste, partly by the general rationalising tendency of religious beliefs.

372. The principal methods employed for the production of terracotta

figures are as follows.

(i) Figures of horsemen and the like of a rough ap- ^odu°tfo°^
pearance are produced by rolling and pinching soft clay

with the fingers. Such figures are found chiefly in Cyprus, but also occur
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elsewhere. They are primitive rather than archaic, since the same methods

would at any time produce the same results.

(2) Statuettes and reliefs are worked directly in the soft clay, with the

ordinary modelling tools.

(3) Subjects are cast in clay, from clay moulds. Most of the smaller

terracottas were made thus, and numerous moulds are extant (Fig. 74). From

the original figure, which might be in wax or clay, a mould was prepared,

by pressing soft clay upon the front of the figure. This mould was baked,

Fig. 74. Mould for Terracotta figure, from Tarentum.

and could then be used for the production of copies. As a rule only the

front is moulded, the back being hastily shaped by hand. In rare cases

moulds are also found for the back. The figure thus prepared was painted

and fired.

In the manufacture of an ordinary terracotta statuette five distinct pro-

cesses were usually employed : (a) the preparation of the clay; (/') moulding

and modelling; (c) retouching and adding details; (d) baking; and

(e) colouring and gilding. The earlier terracottas are usually produced

by one of the two methods described above, i.e. by modelling by hand
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or with tools; but subsequently the use of a mould became invariable.

Although a whole series of figures might be cast from one mould, there

were many devices for avoiding monotony, by varying the pose of the

head or the position of the arms, or again lay different attributes or variety

of colouring, all this being achieved in the process of retouching. The

colours employed to decorate the figures are usually red and blue, laid on

a creamy-white slip, with which the whole figure was coloured. These

pigments are usually appHed to the drapery, black or deep yellow being

employed for hair, features, and other details, and gilding for ornaments.

373. The use of terracotta for architectural or structural purposes also

forms a very important branch of the subject. In early

times unburnt or sun-dried brick was in general use for
Jr"hite°cture?

building purposes ; but burnt brick though universally em-

ployed at Rome, was rarely used in Greece, owing to the abundance of

marble and good building stone. On the other hand terracotta orna-

mentation for buildings was in general use down to the end of the sixth

century B.C. Except in Sicily and Italy, however, its employment became
gradually more restricted, and in the more important buildings its place

was taken by marble for tiles and architectural ornaments. Terracotta

was generally .used for roof-tiles, which were of two kinds—flat and covering-

tiles, for cornices and the rows of water-spouts along the eaves, and for the

antefixae or ornamental terminations of the covering-tiles along the gables

and sides of the building. Among the last-named we find many choice

examples of decoration in relief at all periods. In the sixth and fifth

centuries these terracotta ornaments were usually adorned with bright

colours, such as red and blue, and numerous painted specimens have been

found at Olympia and elsewhere. In Sicily and Italy it was a common
practice to nail slabs of terracotta over the stone-work, and these were

either painted or decorated with patterns in relief. The antefixae or

terminal roof-tiles played a large part in the decoration of temples, and

were adorned with all kinds of subjects in relief; they were especially

popular in the archaic period. Pausanias mentions early specimens which

he saw in Athens, representing Theseus slaying Sciron and Eos carrying

off Cephalus. Two similar groups were found in Delos on the site of a

fifth-century temple. Terracotta was also largely used for coffins and
sarcophagi, of which the most remarkable examples, covered with painted

decoration, have been found at Clazomenae in Asia Minor; and for

sepulchral urns and large vases made for placing in the tomb.

374. Apart from the architectural terracottas just described, relief-

work in this material is comparatively rare; a remarkable

exception however is formed by the so-called ' Melian ' and
' Locrian ' reliefs, and others from the Acropolis of Athens. The Melian
reliefs, many of which have been found in Melos and on neighbouring

sites, are usually of open-work, cast in a mould and often repeated ; they

date from the end of the archaic period, about 480 B.C. The subjects are

G. A. 23
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usually mythological, such as Perseus slaying Medusa or Bellerophon and

the Chimaera (Fig. 75). On the other hand the reliefs found at Athens

and Locri (in Southern Italy) are votive in character, with figures of the

deities to whom they were dedicated or other appropriate subjects ; they

are in the form of rectangular plaques, intended for hanging against a wall.

Fig. 75. Archaic relief from Rhodes (about 480 B.C.).

Pettier, Les Statuettes de Terre cuite dans VAntiquM, Paris (Hachette),

1890. C. Pi..Yivi\.ton, Greek Terracotta Statuettes,'LonAon[S&t\e.y\
Bibliography.

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^_ Catalogue of Terracottas (1903). R. Kekuld,

Dieantiken Terrakotten, 1880, etc. (Stuttgart). Vol. III. Typen der griechischm

Terrakotten, by F. Winter (1903). Walters, Art of the Greeks (1906), chap. X.
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IV. 7. GREEK BRONZE-WORK.

375. Although to a great extent partaking of the nature of sculpture

and bound up with its history, Greek bronze-work is suf-

ficiently important for separate treatment. Not a few of ff^bronlr
"°^

the great sculptors, notably Lysippus, worked exclusively or

mainly in bronze, and there are a. few existing masterpieces, such as the

Charioteer at Delphi (Fig. 39), in that material. But nearly all the great

statues in bronze have perished, or are only represented by heads and

other fragmentary remains. On the other hand there are extant in-

numerable specimens of decorative art in bronze, and there was no

material on which the Greeks lavished so much skill and attention. It

is difficult at the present day to realise the extensive use of bronze in

antiquity, even after the introduction of iron. The ancients always em-

ployed bronze for locks and keys, knives and other tools, and for defensive

armour and weapons, where we now use iron or steel. It was also largely

used for furniture, such as chairs or couches, for mirrors and toilet articles,

and for vessels of all kinds where we should employ wood, glass, clay, and
other materials. Bronze moreover is a material which easily lends itself

to decoration, by means of modelling, chasing and engraving, and thus

gave ample play to the marvellous decorative instincts of the Greeks.

Many of the bronze objects in our museums take high rank as works of

art; and we have besides an enormous number of bronze statuettes, used

for adorning domestic shrines or for attachment by way of ornament to

articles of furniture, which are often of great merit, or of interest as copies

from masterpieces, though hardly of sufficient importance to call for notice

in a history of Greek sculpture. Greek bronze-work may be considered

under two heads, for each of which distinct technical pro-

cesses were required : (i) Statuary, produced either by solid pr^Ys^s
casting, by riveting together beaten plates, or by the hollow-

casting process known as are perdu. The two former processes are

practically confined to the earliest periods, and hollow-casting is almost

universal from the sixth century onwards. (2) Decorative work, orna-

mented with chased, engraved, or repousse designs.

All the earliest bronze statuettes are cast solid, and for smaller objects

this process was always retained, but the waste of valuable material and
inconvenient weight of larger figures soon brought about the introduction

of hollow-casting from Egypt. The alternative early process of riveting

beaten plates together (<T^vpr{Ka.Tov) was often applied to the lo'ai/a or

primitive cult-statues when it was desired to cover them with a repre-

sentation of drapery. It was also largely used for decorative work,

ornamentation and figures in relief being produced by beating up from

behind with a blunt instrument, and the details being engraved with a

sharp point in front. Of this kind of work the best examples are a series

23—2
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of early reliefs from Olympia, the Acropolis of Athens, and other sites.

They date from the seventh century B.C., and are variously attributed to

a Corinthian or Argive, and to a Chalcidian school. Chalcis in Euboea

was the only town in Greece possessing copper-mines of importance, and

was a great commercial centre in the seventh and sixth centuries B.C., but

so far no remains of early art have been found here.

The attribution of the invention (or rather introduction) of hollow-

casting to Rhoecus and Theodorus of Samos about 600 b.c. may be not

without a germ of truth. They probably learned the art in Egypt and

introduced it into the Peloponnesus. They were probably also the first to

utilise clay figures as material for bronze statues. Pausanias mentions a

Fig. 76. Bronze foundry, from a vase-painting at Berlin.

Statue of Night by Rhoecus at Ephesus as the earliest hollow-cast statue.

The cire perdu method which henceforward became customary was in the

main identical with that in use at the present day. The name refers to

the manner in which a wax model was disposed of and replaced by molten

bronze ; its essential features were the clay or plaster model roughly re-

producing the whole conception with which the sculptor began to work,

and the thin coating of wax kid over it in which all the details were

accurately executed. Over this an outer mould of clay was employed,

and the wax being melted in a furnace ran out through holes, the molten

bronze being introduced in its place. Finally the surface of the bronze

was prepared by touching up or by such adornments as colouring,
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lacquering, or gilding. A vase-painting in tlie Berlin Museum (Fig. 76),

dating about 500 B.C., represents a bronze foundry with statues in process

of completion ; it shows that the casting was often done in several pieces,

the parts being afterwards welded together.

376. Existing Greek bronze statuettes of the archaic period are mostly

of small size, and reproduce the types familiar from the larger
^^^^^^^ works

works of the period, such as standing male or draped female

figures. Of the fully-developed style of the fifth century there are com-

paratively few examples in bronze, though the art of Pheidias and

Polycleitus is reflected in some statuettes of later date. When we reach

^ w ^^X

Fig. 77. Bronze relief from the river Siris.

the fourth century the reproductions of famous sculptures become more

numerous, and this period seems to have been the golden age of the art

in Greece, not only for the statuettes, but also for decorative bronze-work.

Among the most remarkable bronze works of this period are two in

the British Museum, the colossal head of Aphrodite from the Castellani

collection which reflects the spirit of Scopas, and the lovely head of

Hypnos in which Praxitelean quaUties are most apparent. The great

worker in bronze of this century was the sculptor Lysippus, and there

are many existing bronzes which belong to his school, notably the
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exquisite heroic figure from the Lake of Bracciano in the British Museum
in some respects the finest bronze in existence. It is cast solid with a

flat back, having been attached to a piece of furniture, and therefore

belongs rather to the category of reHefs than to that of figures in the round.

Equally reminiscent of the style of Lysippus are the famous Siris bronzes

from the shoulder-pieces of a cuirass, which from a technical point of view

are a truly marvellous piece of work (Fig. 77). The figures are beaten out

from behind in repovss'e work, and are hammered out to such a degree of

fineness that they are almost in the round, and the bronze is hardly thicker

than paper. The details are worked with extraordinary care and delicacy.

The influence of Lysippus is also apparent in another group of bronzes in

the British Museum, found at Paramythia near Dodona; they represent

various deities, and date from the third century B.C.

The tendency of the Greeks to lavish decoration on ordinary articles

of household use is nowhere better exemplified than in their mirrors and

mirror-cases, which were invariably of bronze. The archaic form of the

Greek mirror was that of a circular polished disc, often with a handle

sculptured in the form of a figure, such as Aphrodite. The back of the

disc was sometimes engraved with a group of figures, but the Greeks for

some reason did not favour this method of decoration, and it was left for

the Etruscans to bring it to perfection. Many of these archaic mirrors

have been found on the Acropolis at Athens and elsewhere in Greece;

but they were supplanted about the end of the fifth century B.C. by plain

circular discs without handles, enclosed in flat boxes or cases with hinged

covers. The outside of the cover was usually adorned with a relief

{lli.^\y]ix.a) attached separately. Many of these designs, which cover the

period 400—200 b.c, are exceedingly beautiful, the repoitssi work being

often most elaborate. The subjects are very varied, many being mytho-

logical or from heroic legend. One of the most beautiful, representing

Aphrodite and Anchises, was found with the Paramythia bronzes mentioned

above; among the engraved designs which are occasionally found on the

backs of the mirrors themselves, the finest is a group of personifications of

the city of Corinth and the island of Leucas. Another in the British

Museum represents Pan and Aphrodite playing with knucklebones (Fig. 78);

the drawing is very fine and the conception is of great beauty. But the

style of the reliefs is by no means uniform, some being of very inferior

workmanship.

Although engraving on bronze was never so popular in Greece as in

Etruria, and seems to have gone out of fashion entirely by the end of the

fifth century, there are yet sufficient examples of fine work in this style to

call for mention. Its history can be traced from the Geometrical period

(eighth century B.C.) when large brooches {fibulae) were made in Boeotia,

to the bow or foot of which large flat pieces of metal were attached,

engraved with elaborate designs, of animals, ships, etc. One in the British

Museum actually has a mythological subject, the slaying of the hydra by

Heracles. The style is however rude and conventional. As a specimen
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of sixth-century work we have a bronze cuirass found at Olympia, engraved

with the subject of a lyre-player and chorus, Sphinxes, and various animals.

The style is somewhat affected, and recalls that of some black-figured vases

of the period. The transition from the archaic to the ' fine ' period is well

illustrated by two bronze discs, one in the British Museum, the other at

Berlin, dating about 500—480 B.C. In both cases the subjects engraved

are single figures of atliletes engaged in the contests of the TrivraOXov ; the

style corresponds to that of the earlier red-figured vases and may be a

reflection of the work of the sculptor Myron. Of the later instances of

Greek engraving in bronze the best are those on the mirrors already

Fig. 78. Greek minor with engraved design.

described. Allusion has also been already made to some of the most
noteworthy examples of Greek bronze-work in repousse relief, both of the

archaic and of the fine period. The archaic period is best represented by
the reliefs from Olympia and Athens, the later by the mirror-cases. An
interesting specimen of the transitional period of 500—480 B.C. is a curious

little figure of Athena found on the Acropolis at Athens, which is formed
of two rehefs placed back to back, so as to show both sides of the figure.

The style though archaic is full of grace, and may be compared with that

of the female figures in marble found on the same site.

Bibliography
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IV. 8. GOLD AND SILVER WORK.

377. Greek ornamental work in metal includes work in gold or silver

as well as in bronze, and the former may be considered under two heads:

Jewellery or personal ornaments of all kinds, such as finger-rings, earrings,

necklaces, or pendants ; and Chasing, which includes vessels of gold and

silver or ornaments of furniture, etc. Ornamental work in the precious

metals appears at a very early stage, as has been noted above (§§ 285 ff.), and

that at quite an advanced stage of technical development. In the later

products may be traced the whole development of Greek art down to

Roman times. The ordinary Greek term for gold and silver

work was ropevTiK-rj, though in strict accuracy this word

denotes chasing, as opposed to i/j-TraKTriKij or work in repoussL It may

however be employed as a general term for all processes of stamping,

chiselling, or engraving, which could be applied to metal, with the ex-

ception of casting and moulding, which belong to the art of irXa^TiKq or

sculpture, and y\v7mi<->] or engraving of gems and coin-dies.

During the period of the dawn of Greek history there is a gap of

several centuries after the decadence of Mycenaean art, during which the

jeweller's art is at a very low ebb, and specimens of metal-work hardly

exist; although the contemporary series of 'island-gems' shows that the

gem-engraver's hand had not lost its cunning. We are forced to turn for

the metal-work of this period to literary records, such as they are, and to

seek in the descriptions of the shields of Achilles and Heracles the achieve-

ments of the goldsmiths and silversmiths of this age. The less mythical

chest of Cypselus, in which the decoration was largely plated with gold, is

also instructive for our purpose. The method of decoration, if not the

technique, of the Homeric shield may be reflected in a series of bronze

and silver bowls found in Cyprus and Italy, which belong to the eighth

and seventh centuries B.C. (Fig. 79). They are unquestionably of

Phoenician workmanship, richly ornamented with engraved designs of

hunting-scenes, pastoral scenes, and decorative patterns ; but they must be

regarded rather as influencing Greek art than as actually illustrating its

development. Some gold plaques found at Cameirus in Rhodes, now

in the British Museum, which date from the seventh century B.C., have

quasi-Oriental repousse designs of the Asiatic Artemis, Centaurs, and

similar subjects.

The metal-work of the archaic period is really better illustrated by the

products of Etruscan art ; the processes employed by these

worif."^"
people were largely identical with the Greek, and their

achievements hardly inferior in style or technical merit,

while gold ornaments have been found in the richest profusion in Etruscan
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tombs of the sixth and fifth centuries. Towards the end of the seventh

century B.C. a great wave of Oriental and Greek influence swept into the

country, and in this we may possibly find a verification of the tradition

that when Demaratus was expelled from Corinth in 665 B.C. he took with

him a body of craftsmen who introduced various arts into Italy. Traces

both of Greek and Oriental influence are to be found in the contents of

the Polledrara tomb at Vulci, which included a bronze bust with reliefs

of Greek style round the pedestal, and a richly-embossed gold diadem.

The contemporary Regulini-Galassi tomb at Cervetri was very rich in gold

Fig. 79. Phoenician metal bowl.

ornaments. Silver is always much rarer, but the series of reliefs found at

Perugia form a notable exception. In point of style these may be com-
pared with the Ionic Greek vases of the sixth century ; and it is probable
that much of what has hitherto passed for Etruscan metal-work must have
been actually imported from Greece, and especially from Ionia. The art

of the Etruscan goldsmith manifests itself in various forms ; in necklaces,

brooches, earrings, and diadems, often richly ornamented with filigree or

granulated work; but these soon degenerate into pretentious vulgarity

or hasty fragile work only produced for funeral purposes.
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It is therefore to Etruria that we must chiefly look for information as

to the achievements of Greek workers in metal down to the fifth century.

Even when the technique is of purely native origin the Etruscan jewellery

of this period is largely inspired by Greek feeling and Greek ideas. This

rarity of early Greek jewellery in Greece is the more remarkable, because

although Greek taste would at all times have avoided any tendency to

vulgar display of ornament, yet statues, vase-paintings, and other works of

art give evidence that jewellery and ornaments were worn by Greek women
throughout the period. We know from the description of Pausanias that

the statue of Athena Parthenos was adorned with much jewellery. Other-

wise the goldsmith's art can only be illustrated by a few finger-rings or

pairs of earrings, or by the quasi-Oriental objects found in profusion in

the tombs of Greek cities in Cyprus, such as Amathus, Curium, and

Marion.

378. In the fourth century B.C. the goldsmith's art in Greece reached

a pitch of magnificence and beauty, combined with delicacy

Greece. and fertility of invention, which has never been surpassed,

century. In HO class of omaments is it better illustrated than in the

wonderful treasures obtained in the excavations of the

Russian government in the Crimea and along the northern coast of the

Black Sea. , The chief finds have been made at Kertch, the ancient

Panticapaeum, a remote outpost of Hellenic civilization in the Cimmerian

Bosporus ; it was a colony of Miletus, and had close commercial relations

with Athens in the fourth century. A tomb explored in 1831 at Koul-Oba

contained a rich array of gold ornaments, silver vessels and other furniture.

A woman's skeleton was adorned with a diadem of electrum embossed

with monsters and floral patterns, and on her breast were two large gold

medallions representing the head of Athena Parthenos, evidently copied from

the famous chryselephantine statue by Pheidias (Fig. 80). Her companion,

a male, wore a gold tiara, a torque ornamented with figures of Scythian

horsemen, and bracelets, and his armour was plated with gold. From the

sumptuous contents of this tomb it has been supposed to contain the remains

of a local ruler and his queen. In 1862 the tomb of a Scythian ruler was

excavated at Nicopolis; it contained a silver-gilt amphora (Fig. 81) which

has been described as the finest extant specimen of Greek repouss'e work in

this material. The body is ornamented with birds and floral patterns and

on the shoulder is a frieze of Scythians grooming or breaking in horses.

The composition is extremely spirited and life-like. Besides this the tomb

contained many gold ornaments, including gold-plated scabbards and bow-

cases with reliefs. In 1864 the remains of a priestess were found at

Bliznitza, her ornaments forming a treasure of richness and beauty beyond

description. They include frontlets, necklaces, bracelets, and a huge pair

of earrings or rather pendants hung over the ears, the last-named orna-

mented with medallions representing nymphs with the armour of Achilles.
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The contents of these tombs may be dated about 350—320 b.c, and the

series of ornaments has generally been regarded as forming the finest

extant specimens of ancient jewellery. The gold is wrought with exquisite

BrcaSmou-riatR!:. ferck.

Fig. 80. Gold ornaments from the Crimea.

delicacy and mastery of modelling. It is an open question whether they

are of local workmanship or importations from Athens ; but it is probable
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Fig. 8i. Silver chased vase from the Crimea.
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that in the fourth century many Athenian artists migrated to the Crimea,

where they found a favourable opening for carrying on their trade among
an opulent and friendly people.

Fine gold-work of the fourth century is not however confined to these

regions. The British Museum possesses very beautiful specimens of neck-

laces and earrings from Melos and other sites round the Aegean Sea, in

which the principle of decoration is a combination of elaborate chain-work

with pendants modelled in the form of Cupids, Sirens, or Victories, or of

simpler forms. Some of the finger-rings of the period are also engraved

on the bezel (which is plain without any stone setting) with designs of

great merit. In all this Greek gold-work of the finest period the guiding

principle is to regard the workmanship as of more importance than the

iCercK.

.

Gold V
blue .

Fig. 82. Greek earrings from Kertch.

material, as is also the case with engraved gems. In the succeeding

century the delicacy of workmanship preserves almost the same high level,

but simplicity of taste gives way to over-elaboration.

379. Greek work in chased silver is comparatively rare, at least in

comparison with that of the Roman period ; but the fact

appears to be that it was little used for works of art before ^ork!"^
^'^''"

the Hellenistic Age. That was the time when painted vases

began to go out of favour, and with the increase of wealth and luxury vases

of metal came into general use for domestic and decorative purposes.

Thus a new industry arose, and in Asia Minor there sprang up an im-

portant school of caelatons or silver-chasers, of whom Pliny gives some
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account. The first place he assigns to Mentor, a silver-worker of about

350 B.C., who made two cups for which the orator Crassus paid four hundred

pounds. Other famous names were Acragas, Boethus, and Mys, who made

cups decorated with mythological subjects, which were preserved at Rhodes.

There were also famous cups with scenes from heroic legend, made by

Zopyrus and Pytheas. After the conquest of Asia in 189 B.C. Lucius Scipio

carried off gold and silver-chased vases of the respective weight of fifteen

hundred and fourteen hundred pounds.

Besides chased vases there are some good extant examples of statuettes

in silver, among which may be mentioned a group of a boy
^''^^^ and goose in the British Museum, dated by coins found with
statuettes. o

^ ^. . . , . , j

it, about 240 B.C. Its mterest lies m its being a reproduction

of the well-known genre types associated with the sculptor Boethus of

Carthage. Greek silver vases are distinguished by the simple refinement

of their form and the delicate chasing of the ornaments. The Romans

were great collectors of such objects, and closely imitated them. Hence

in the vases of the famous Bosco Reale and Hildesheim treasures (at Paris

and Berlin respectively) we see the spirit of the Hellenistic Age reflected

as faithfully as in the Pompeian wall-paintings.

Three methods of decoration are employed in the silver vases with

reliefs. Either the figures are in repoussi, which is the general rule, or

they were chiselled out like sculptured reliefs; sometimes these two

methods are combined. Or thirdly, they were made separately and

soldered on, like the Siris bronzes, in which case they were known as

eju,/3\7;/iara (crustae). The great silver vase from the Crimea described

above is an example of the chasing process, except for the heads of

animals which were made separately in repoussi.

Brit. Mus. Catalogue of Jewellery (191 1). E. H. Minns, Scythians and

Greeks, Cambridge, 1913. E. Fontenay, Les Bijoux Anciens
Bibliography.

^^ Modemes, Paris (1887). Daremberg and Saglio, Diet, des

Antiqs., s.v. Caelatura. Walters, Art of the Greeks (1906), chap. Xlll.

IV. 9. ENGRAVED GEMS.

380. All races ascribe magical powers to crystals and other stones of

striking form or colour, and employ them as potent amulets. In fact

all jewellery has its origin in magic rather than in aesthetic. The

Babylonians used stones in the form of cylinders, at first plain, but after-

wards inscribed with a sacred subject to augment the virtue inherent in the

stone (Fig. 83). The cylinder was the earliest form in Egypt also, but
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it was soon superseded by stones cut in the form of sacred beetles.

Finally such engraved amulets were found convenient for stamping clay

Fig. 83. Impression from an early Babylonian cylinder ; with the name of the

owner and his deity, between two representations (reversed) of the same subject

:

real size.

or wax. There is no mention of engraved gems in Homer, although there

are many passages in which we might expect to find the

signet used, if it had been employed, as in the letter of qJ^s"*^*"
Proetus, and in the opening and closing of treasure-chambers

and coffers, which in classical times would certainly have been secured with

seals. On the other hand engraved gems, usually bean-shaped or glandular

and pierced for suspension, are characteristic of the tombs of the Mycenaean
(Bronze) Age. From the frequency of their occurrence on the Greek

islands they are commonly termed ' Island-gems.' As might naturally be

expected, these early gems are usually of soft materials, such as steatite

and slate, but the engraver had mastered hard stones, such as hematite,

green jasper, and even rock crystal. The designs are almost invariably

naturalistic, lions, stags, bulls, cows and hinds suckling their young, cuttle

fish, dolphins, and the like. A gem from Mycenae bears a design very

like the bull fresco from Tiryns, another shows a man leaping on to the

back of a bull. The most characteristic Mycenaean motive is that of two

animals ranged like heraldic supporters (Fig. 84). One such from Mycenae

Fig. 84. Example of a lenticular gem of heraldic type, in

rock crystal: real size.
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(Lower Town) repeats the design of the Lion-gate; another bears two

grififons on either side of a column. This principle survived in the types

of certain archaic coins, e.g. two calves with a tree between them (Mytilene),

two boars facing (Methymna), two rams' heads facing (Delphi), two goats'

heads (Delphi). These gems were suspended from the neck or wrists, and

were probably primarily worn as amulets; for which purpose they are still

used in Melos and Crete.

381. The lenticular and glandular gems were gradually superseded by
those shaped like scarabs (Figs. 85, 86), or scaraboids, pierced

for suspension. It is on these that there appear the best

productions of the Greek engraver (Fig. 87). Naturalistic

designs characterize the earlier gems, whilst in the fifth century B.C. appear

heroic subjects corresponding in design and treatment to the sculpture of

Later
development.

Fig. 85. Greek scarab of the sixth

century B.C. of the finest archaic
style : one and a half times the real

size.

Fig. 86. Gem of the fifth century
B.C. : one and a half times the real

size.

Fig. 87. Greek scarab-gem of the best period of Art :

one and a half times the real size.

the same period, e.g. a gem with a nude warrior in a Corinthian helmet,

fitting on a greave. The low-relief characteristic of the bas-reliefs is also a

feature of the gems of the same period. Portraiture on gems first appears

in the same century; a gem signed by Dexamenus bears a portrait head. It

is also probable that in certain gems which bear designs corresponding to

well-known Attic funeral stelae, we have instances of portraiture rather

than of idealism; thus there is a gem signed by Dexamenus bearing an
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Athenian lady seated on a chair, an attendant in front offers her mistress

a wreath and a mirror ; another shows a youth caressing his dog.

But it is from the time of Alexander that on gems, as on coins, portraiture

becomes fully developed (Fig. 88)- By far the greater number of extant

Fig. 88. Fine portrait gem of the third century B.C. : real size.

gems belong to the Hellenistic period. Their subjects are of the most

varied description—divinities, portraits of famous personages, quadrupeds,

birds, and insects. In Theophrastus' time the stones used for signets were

(T/iapa-ySos (emerald, beryl, and aqua marina), av^paf (carbuncle = garnet),

Kp-JoraXXos (rock crystal), d/xidva-ov (amethyst, purple rock crystal). These

four are crystalline, the rest are amorphous : vaXoctSe's (chalcedony),

trapStov (said), Xvyyovpiov (yellow carnelian), ovvxtov (onyx), a^arijs (agate),

laoTTTis (green jasper), o/<,(^a^ (chrysoprase), o-airc^eipos (lapis lazuli). The

vast majority of extant gems are of sard. The device was often adapted

to the particular stone, e.g. Dionysus was cut on the amethyst, which was

supposed to ensure its wearer against the effects of wine.

382. The names of only two engravers have reached us from the

sixth century B.C., Theodorus and Mnesarchus, both
^

. Engravers.
Samians; the former, who was also a famous sculptor,

engraved the signet of Polycrates : the latter was the father of Pythagoras.

To the succeeding century probably belongs Dexamenus of Chios,

known only from four splendid works signed with his name, two of which

have already been mentioned : two others bear cranes, one flying the other

standing. Pyrgoteles engraved portraits of Alexander, whilst later came

Pasiteles, Cronius, and Dioscorides, who engraved the head of Augustus,

which the latter used as his signet to the close of his life, and which was

used by his successors (except Galba) down to Pliny's time. To the

Ptolemaic period belong Satyreius, who engraved on crystal a head of

Arsinoe {Anfh. ix. 776), and Tryphon, who cut in aquamarine a swimming

figure of Galene {Anth. ix. 44).

C. W. King, Antique Gems (1866), Antique Rings and Gems (1S72), The

Gnostics and their Remains (1887); J. H. Middleton, The En-
Bi^uo ^y

graved Gems of Classical Times (1891) ; The British Museum
Catalogue ofEngraved Gems (1888); W. Ridgeway. The Early Age of Greece.

G. A. 24
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IV. lo. MUSIC.

383. In the following brief account of the art of music as practised

by the ancient Greeks all that can be attempted is a general
ntro uction.

outline bringing into prominence the chief points of differ-

ence between Greek music and our own. One striking initial difference

is the importance the Greeks assigned to music as a means of education.

Thus Plato frames stringent regulations concerning the musical education of

youth ; and Aristotle, though differing from him in detail, entirely agrees in

principle. But although music was thus recognised as necessary to a liberal

education, yet with the Greeks it was more closely fettered to poetry than

now. The staple of the Greek art was vocal composition with instrumental

accompaniment : there is no trace of any such independent development

of instrumental composition as we possess in our concerted chamber and

orchestral music. Greek music was developed from the hymn addressed

to a deity by a priest or a band of worshippers : the instruments, at first

a mere adjunct, ultimately indeed attained a separate artistic existence, but

never rivalled in importance the human voice.

384. The earliest Greek students of acoustics of whom we read were

Pythagoras and his followers, who by ascertaining the mathe-
Diatonic

rnatical ratios of various intervals found a basis for the
scale.

construction of a scientific scale. But Greek musicians

already had their scale, whether scientific or not ; and there is no evidence

that Pythagorean research influenced the practice of musicians. A diatonic

scale derived from the natural harmonics has three intervals : a greater tone

of f , a lesser tone of y^, and a semitone of yf . Plato however gives a

scale consisting of two intervals only, a tone of f and a semitone of |||

:

but whether either scale was in actual use does not appear. Aristoxenus,

some half-century later, divides the octave into 12 equal semitones, as in

our own system of ' equal temperament
'

; and we may perhaps assume

that this represents the practice of musicians at least about the end of the

fourth century.

385. The smallest interval recognised by the Greeks as a true con-

sonance was the fourth : the tetrachord thus is the basis of

fhTscaTe!
°*^ *e scale. We start then with the four notes E F G A; the

intervals being semitone, tone, tone. This is extended by

superimposing a second tetrachord, which may be done in two ways ;
either

by making the highest note of the first tetrachord the lowest of the second,

or by starting the second independently on the fifth above the lowest

note. In the former case the second tetrachord was said to be 'conjunct

{<xvvqn.ii.ivov), and we get a heptachord E F G A Bt? C D. In the latter

the tetrachord is 'disjunct' (Ste^evy/xeVoi/), and we have an octachord

EFGABCDE: the Sia^eu^ts being the interval A : B. That the hepta-
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chord was the older system may be gathered from the names given to the

notes, viz.

:

E

f
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This system does not represent the extreme range of Greek music. The
acutest notes of the higher instruments and of boys' voices were far further

removed from the lowest register of men's voices and of bass instruments

;

but probably no melody exceeded the compass of two octaves.

386. The Greek composer used a number of apfxaviai or scales. The
nature of these dpiiovtat is the battlefield ofmodern expositors

:

some mamtammg that they differed m the position occupied

in the scale by the semitones, others that the difference was of pitch only.

It is impossible here to enter into the arguments : in this article Westphal's

view is adopted, that the difference was in the position of the semitones,

that the apfiovLai were really modes, differing as much as our major and

minor. For a lucid statement of the other side the reader is recommended
to Mr D. B. Monro's Modes of A?ideni Greek Music. It is affirmed by

'

Plato, and on all hands admitted, that the original Greek mode was the

Dorian, Scopto-rt. But besides this we have cj^pvyia-TL, AuSio-ri, ixi^oXvhmi,

koKpia-Ti, and others. The Dorian mode has for its octave EFGABCDE,
the p.iar) or tonic being A. It is identical with one form of our minor

mode, in which the minor seventh occurs instead of the leading note. The

octave is from E to E, not A to A, because according to rule the melody

must end on the fifth. The fx.i<T7j of SwpiaTl is the /j-earj of the diatonic

double octave given above. AoKpia-Ti is another minor mode, but has for

its /jiia-rj D, the vrapavifrj; Ste^tvy/xcVwv of the above scale ; so its octave is

ABCDEFGA. It differs then from the Dorian in having one of its

semitone intervals between 6th and 7th instead of sth and 6th, and from

our minor in having a major 6th and minor 7th. ^pvyiarC is a major scale

with G for its /teo-ij ; the octave is D E F G A B C D. It differs from our

major in the absence of a leading note. AvSio-tl is a major scale with

nicrt] F, and octave CDEFGABC, differing from our major in having

B instead of Bb. Mi^oXuSto-ri is perhaps a minor scale with /teVi; E and

octave BCDBFGAB, differing from our minor in its minor second and

seventh. In all the above scales the melody ends on the fifth, which the

Greeks must have regarded as the most natural ending, since the modes

ending on the tonic seem to be derivative from the former. These are

vjroSojptcrrt (atoXta-rt), v7ro0/DvyicrTi, vTroX.vSiaTL. There were also, according

to Westphal, modes in which the melody ended on the third, such as

avvTovoi laa-Ti (a form of cfipvyicrTi) and (TvvTovoXv8i.(rTi. This view, which is

strongly controverted by C. von Jan, must be regarded as doubtful.

387. Besides the modes aforesaid there were keys, as they would now

be called. These were once five in number : twos Aupios

(Bb minor), vTroSojpios (A minor), <j>pvyio? (C), Xd'Sios (D)

and /ii^oXv'Stos (Et^ minor). By the time of Aristoxenus F minor and

G minor were added. Aristoxenus increased the number to 13, by

adding the keys with sharps in the signature, E minor to G| minor, and

F minor in the higher octave. Other higher octaves were subsequently

added; but of these additions only E minor and B minor seem to have
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come into practical use ; while for vocal music only the old seven were

used.

388. So far we have dealt only with the simple diatonic scale, Starovov

avvTovov, in which no intervals occur that are not familiar in ,vpoai.
modern music. But in Greek music the diatomc scale was

frequently altered by introducing intervals unknown to ours. Taking the

Dorian octave as an example we find the scale appearing in the following

forms :

1. ivap/xoviov. In this scale a note is interpolated between E and F
equidistant between them, forming intervals of one quarter-tone from E to

E', and another from E' to F. Whenever this is done, the next note G is

omitted. The same happens in the higher tetrachord between B and C,

and D is omitted : the scale then runs as follows E E' F A B B' C E ; where

E' and B' denote sounds higher than E and B by a quarter-tone or StWt?,

the smallest interval found in Greek music.

2. Stdrovov fiaXaKov. Here we have after F a note higher than F# by

a quarter-tone : E F F#' A, and again B C C#'E. Thus we get f tone from

F to FS' and |- from F#' to A. Again G and D are omitted.

3. XP"/"'' rjfJuoXiov. Here the new interval is f diesis = f tone.

E E" F'A, where the double dash denotes that the note is raised f tone.

Here we have two successive intervals of f diesis and then 7 StcVtis.

4. XP™/'*" /laXaKov. The new interval is ^ diesis = ^ tone, and the

tetrachord runs E E" F' A, where " denotes that the note is sharpened by

I diesis, ' by f diesis : there are two successive intervals of ^ diesis and

then 7^ Ste'o-cis.

5. XP""/*" (TvvTovov or TovLoiov. This had no interval foreign to our

scale but merely inserted F# and omitted G. In each scale the series of

small intervals was called ttvkvov, e.g. E E' F. The itvkvov might be

introduced in one or both tetrachords : also two sorts might be com-

bined : e.g. the XP'^f-"^ avvrovov might borrow its irapvirirq from the 'xp^^.a.

jUaXttKOv, etc.

389. Alypius has preserved the Greek symbols denoting musical sounds

;

and they are exemplified in the fragmentary hymns to Apollo

recently discovered at Delphi. From the end of the fourth

century the Ionian alphabet current at Athens was used for the notes in

vocal music, while a more archaic alphabet represented instrumental notes.

The characters were written in different positions to represent such modifi-

cations in pitch as we denote by sharps and flats.

390. It was formerly maintained that all Greek music was performed

either in unison or in octaves. And so far as concerns the

voices this is indisputable. But there is clear evidence that

other parts were added by the instruments, which accompanied the voices

with a kind of simple counterpoint : also that the instruments themselves

took more than one part. Two-part composition is said to be as old as

Terpander; to Lasus is attributed the introduction of polyphonic writing.

Aristotle states that the melody was always below the accompaniment.
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391. The Greeks used both wind and stringed instruments. The
Homeric names for stringed instruments are (jiopixiy^ and

KiOapi^ ; later we find Xvpa and KiOdpa. Apparently there

was no essential difference between these instruments, though the Ki6dpa

seems to have had a larger sounding piece and a somewhat fuller tone : but

no stringed instrument sustained the tone as our violin does. They were

mostly played with a plectrum, though sometimes, it would seem, with the

fingers also. The number of strings is said to have been originally four,

but in historical times there were at least seven. The disjunct octachord

required eight, and more were soon added : the /idyaSis, with which

Athenaeus identifies the tt-^ktii, is described as having 20 strings. Tptyoroi'

is also mentioned by Plato as an instrument of large compass and con-

trasted with the few-stringed Xvpa and Ktddpa. The only important wind

instrument was the avAds. This was not a flute, but an instrument of

deeper and fuller tone, more reserabUng our clarinet. It was made of wood,

metal, or reed ; sometimes, according to Pollux, of horn or bone. Pollux

says it had originally but four perforations : subsequently it had a more

extensive compass than any other instrument. It was regarded as a

specially exciting instrument, rivalling the human voice in its effect. The

uSpauXts, a wind instrument consisting of one or more rows of pipes,

played by keys and supplied with wind by water power, though invented as

early as the second century B.C., becomes prominent only in the time of

the Roman empire. Such metal instruments as the a-akiny^ were confined

to military use : and the o-upiyl, a row of reed-pipes fastened together with

wax, was not used by musicians, but, as Plato says, by rustic herdsmen.

392. It must be borne in mind that our knowledge of Greek music

is derived almost entirely from the statements of ancient
ut onties.

theorists, which, in the alosence of musical illustration, are

often exceedingly perplexing. The few examples of musical composition

which have survived, including the lately-discovered Delphian fragments,

are too limited in extent to aid us materially, and in no case do they

appear to belong to the best period of Greek Art. The chief sources of our

information, besides what can be gathered from Plato and Aristotle, are

Aristoxenus, from whom Plutarch's treatise irepi juouo-ik^s is largely derived,

and the other authorities included in Meibom's Antiquae Musicae Auctons

(Elzevir 1653).

Among works which have appeared since Meibom it may be sufficient to

refer to the following: Boeckh's great edition of Pindar, 1811-
lograp y. ji ; F. Bellermann, Die Tonleitern unci Musiknoten der Griechen,

1847; R. Westphal, Geschichte der alien und miitelalterlichen Musik, 1865;

F. A. Gevaert, Histoire et Thdorie de la musique de I'antiquM, 1875-81

;

R. Westphal, Die Musik des griechischen Alterthumes, 1883 ; Westphal and

Rossbach, Theorie der musischen Kiinste der Hellenen^ 1885-9 ; D. B. Monro,

The Modes of Ancient Greek Music, 1894; H. S. Macran, The Harmonics oj

Aristoxenus, 1902. The Delphian fragments, discovered in 1893, were published,

with facsimiles and interpretation, by Th. Reinach, Paris, 1894, and are to be

found in Smyth's Greek Melic Poets (Macmillan, 1900).



V. MYTHOLOGY AND RELIGION.

393. The religion of Greece, though in its essential character it was

intimately connected with the nature of the Greek people, was

also, especially in details, greatly influenced by political con- introduction

;

ditions. Just as every little state had its own independent tions.

constitution, so also it had its own recognised cycle of gods,

and its own manner of worshipping them. There was indeed a common
basis of custom and belief underlying most of these varying rites ; many
groups of states met in religious confederations at a common shrine, and

a few centres of worship came to be recognised and attended by all of

Hellenic race. But these tokens of unity, however conspicuous, were the

exception, not the rule. In a comprehensive account of Greek religion it

is often necessary to speak as if there were a common and uniform system

of mythology or of worship throughout Greece ; but it must always be

remembered that any such system or arrangement, however true in its

application to Greece as a whole, would not apply in all its details to any

one of the little states into which the country was divided.

394. There have been and there probably will be much controversy and
many opinions as to what part of the religion of Greece was
brought by the Greeks as their version of the common Aryan National and

inheritance, and what part they adopted from the earlier in religion,

inhabitants of the lands, or borrowed from foreign neighbours.

It is generally admitted that the Greeks were not the first inhabitants of

their country; and immigrants or invaders are usually influenced by the

religion of those whom they drive out or subjugate. The notion of the

omnipresence and omnipotence of a deity is usually unknown in an early

stage of belief; the power of any god often has local or tribal limitations;

and it is natural, under such circumstances, for the invaders to credit the

aborigines with a more intimate knowledge of the nature and worship of

the gods of the land, and accordingly to adopt many of their beliefs and
customs. The same thing happened again, though in a less degree, when
the various successive waves of Greek immigrants supplanted their prede-

cessors, and also whenever a Greek colony was established

among barbarians. The methods and degrees of adoption Methods of

vary. Sometimes the ancient cults remain as popular super- divinit?fs."'^

stitions, receiving no recognition from the official religion of
the ruling caste, yet often resorted to when that offipial religion has failed

m its function of maintaining friendly relations with the local gods, and
plague or disaster has followed. Often the power of effecting a reconcilia-

tion lies with the survivors of the earlier race, who however are regarded as

sorcerers rather than as priests. More frequently, however, the necessity

for such special measures was averted by the formal adoption of the earlier

gods and their worship into the State religion of the immigrants ; this might
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be done in two ways; either the local god was officially added to their

pantheon, as a new god with a new name ; or, more often, he was identified

with some god whose worship was already recognised, and whose name
was perhaps amplified with a new title, while new customs were incorpo-

rated with his official ritual. The consequent concretions and modifications

can alone explain how, for example, two conceptions so apparently incom-

patible as the 'queen and huntress, chaste and fair' of the usual mythology

and the many-breasted mother-goddess of Ephesus were both called Artemis

by the Greeks, while on the other hand, the identical myth and ritual

ascribed in one place to Zeus is ascribed elsewhere to Dionysus. In the

first case, the goddess, without changing her name, has absorbed the nature

and attributes of another goddess, who, though in many respects dissimilar,

yet had enough resemblance in her functions to suggest the identification

;

in the second a ritual, probably identical in origin, has been adopted by

different families or amid different surroundings, and has consequently been

assigned to the official province of different gods. Thus there was a con-

stant tendency for all the various local cults to be absorbed into the worship

of a limited number of recognised gods and goddesses, into whose person-

ality the various local divinities were merged. And it was natural that the

gods chiefly worshipped by each state or race should absorb the greatest

share of these various accretions, and so extend almost without limit their

attributes and their functions. On the other hand, there was a contrary

tendency, inspired by the feeling of a common nationality, encouraged by

the oracles and other centres of common worship, and influenced by a

common literature and art, to introduce system into the chaos, and to

assign to each deity his province, not so much in the patronage of a

special city or race, as in the fostering and protection of certain physical,

intellectual, . or moral quaHties or attainments.

395. The main difficulty in the study of Greek religion does not,

however, lie so much in local variations as in the various

Various strata of ritual and of belief which we find side by side, not

and ritual.^ ' Only in Sporadic survivals, but also as part of the official

worship of various cities. At first sight this variety is ob-

scured by the prevalent custom of affiliating all kinds of ritual to the

worship of the official gods of the state, and incorporating many primitive

customs in their regular festivals. When we come to examine in detail

the local cults of any state, we find that they include many elements which

cannot readily be explained in relation to the worship of the Olympian

gods, as distinguished by the anthropomorphic imagination of the Greeks,

but find an easy explanation in relation to more primitive beliefs and

customs. For example, the Anthesteria at Athens, officially connected

with the worship of Dionysus and the opening of the wine-jars, is evidently

concerned to a great extent with the tendance or exorcism of ghosts ;
and

the dramatic performances in honour of the same deity, whether we assign

their origin to the commemoration of dead heroes or to the orgiastic cult

of the year-spirit, or to other primitive sources, probably have no original
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connexion with the god of the vine. Again a festival such as that of the

Bouphonia or Dipolia at Athens, with its ritual murder of the ox, its con-

demnation of the axe, and its simulated resurrection of the victim, finds

an analogy in many primitive rites that have nothing to do with the

Hellenic Zeus. Such ceremonies, and the beliefs or superstitions that

underlie them, can only find more or less accidental mention in a systematic

account of the state worship of the Olympian gods ; and in that worship

they often acquire a meaning as far removed from their original intention

as in the case of pagan customs or ceremonies adopted by the Christian

Church. For example, magic rites, intended originally to promote the

fertihty and growth of the crops, seem to have become associated, at

Eleusis and elsewhere, with the belief in immortality and in communion
with the gods. In such cases it is the acquired meaning which is of chief

interest to the scholar, as helping him to understand Greek literature and

thought. But at the same time it is often necessary to go back to the

original intention of a rite in order to understand much that would

otherwise seem incongruous or incomprehensible.

It is often suggested or implied by writers on Greek religion that there

were in it two main strata, roughly classified as the chthonic ,„. ^. . , .
' ° J 'Cntnonic ana

and the Olympian, the religion of fear and the religion 'Olympian'

of service, and that these two belong respectively to in-
'^''S'on.

digenous or primitive inhabitants, and to a conquering or immigrating

race. At the other extreme is the theory stated by Herodotus, and
commonly held by the Greeks themselves, that it was Homer and Hesiod

who first assigned to the gods their names and their functions. This last

view is held in a modified form by some modern mythologists, who think

that the great change from a consciousness of mysterious powers in nature

to a belief in certain definite and personal gods, from fetishism or poly-

daemonism to polytheism, was not due to any immigration or foreign

influence, but to a development in Greece itself of the anthropomorphic

imagination which finds expression in the Homeric poems. It is not to

be supposed that these poems represent the religion of the common
people ; this doubtless preserved many primitive elements that later came
to be adopted into official cults; but the predominance and human
character of the Olympian deities, which we find in Homer, is also the

main characteristic of later religious beliefs. It is also probable that the

artistic representations of the gods, based on this anthropomorphic

imagination, reacted very strongly on the beliefs of the people.

395 a. The worship of sacred stones and trees is found in Greece as

well as in other neighbouring countries ; it is especially Worship of
attested by Cretan and Mycenaean gems and by survivals stones and

in historic times. Stones, said to have fallen from heaven, *''^'^

may have been of meteoric origin ; the Dioscuri were worshipped as two
beams at Sparta, and Dionysus at Thebes as a log, later plated with

bronze. Probably such stocks and stones were originally regarded as

having some magic properties in themselves, and later came to be regarded
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as the seat of a superhuman power or the symbol of a deity. A
familiar example of sacred trees is offered by the oaks of Dodona; at

Temnos the image (aya\/ia) of Aphrodite consisted of a growing myrtle

(Paus. V. xiii. 7). The worship associated with rocks, springs, and trees

survived throughout the country in the cult of Pan and the Nymphs; river-

gods also were worshipped as givers of fertility to mankind as well as to the

fruits of the earth.

We find many traces of sacred animals. Mythologists still hesitate to

allow that there is evidence for anything like a totemistic

system of beliefs and practices in Greece, though some

tribal names suggest it. Nor is there any record—apart from the horse-

headed Demeter at Phigaleia—of any Greek deity being worshipped in

a wholly or partly animal form. But epithets such as yXauKWTris, /Joiutis,

may be significant survivals, and so may the animals who are often

associated with some god as his peculiar attribute, the owl with Athena

for example, and the eagle with Zeus ; a similar origin may underlie the

tales of the various transformations of gods into animals, Zeus into a bull

or eagle or cuckoo, Poseidon into a horse, and so on. There were also

rites in which the worshippers were called animals or imitated their shapes,

as in the bear dance of Athenian maidens for Artemis Brauronia, or the

men called iiriroi in the worship of Dionysus. The snake, too, was often

regarded as an embodiment of chthonic deities or heroes, for instance, of

Asclepius and of Erichthonius at Athens.

The cult of ancestors, or of the dead generally, is to be seen not only

in the recognised custom of offerings at the tomb, but also in

survivals which vary from the worship of heroes to magic

rites for the exorcism or propitiation of ghosts. The latter is most con-

spicuous in the Attic festival of the Anthesteria, where it is strangely

mingled with a Dionysiac festival. Hero-worship is sometimes preserved in

a simple form, as in the case of the founder (otKio-rr/s) of a colony; but

frequently ancient local divinities come to be degraded to the rank of hero,

as in the case of Trophonius at Lebadea, and in this case they often came

to be associated with the worship of an Olympian god. On the other

hand, heroes such as Amphiaraus and Asclepius sometimes attained almost

divine honours.

It is clear from what has already been said that we must expect to find

Greek mythology and ritual compounded of elements belonging to various

strata of religious belief and custom. In the most primitive stage, a god

is actually identified with some sacred object or animal, or

survivals.
^^^^ ^ human being; he must naturally require peculiar

care and observances, and may be amenable to direct punishment by

human agency if he fail in his duties. Even when religious ideas have

reached a higher plane, and the god is regarded as having an independent

existence, but becoming incarnate or immanent in his sacred emblems, the

same ritual would be applicable. But the almost infinite subdivision of

the divine power, by which each divinity was restricted to a very narrow
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class of objects or functions, yielded by very slow degrees to the generalising

tendency which developed polytheism out of polydaemonism. With a

higher and more worthy conception of deity the interpretation of rites and

customs would also be given a higher meaning, and this might in time

affect the rites themselves. A sacrifice, at first regarded as an actual meal

provided for the god, would next become an offering of which only the

more ethereal portion, the savour, was actually received by him; and finally

would be regarded as a symbolical dedication to him of what was useful to

the life of man, and so acceptable as homage, though not necessary for

his sustenance. And again, those arts of sorcery and magic, which in an

earlier stage were employed by men to force or persuade their god to do

their will, gave place to the art of divination, by which men tried to learu

the will of the god in order to conform to it. In Greek religion we find

side by side traces of all these various stages, some of them probably

surviving from the primitive inheritance which they brought with them from

their original home, some adopted or borrowed from those whom they con-

quered or with whom they came in contact, some due to the development

in Greece itself of new religious conceptions, mainly under the influence of

poetic imagination.

V. I. MYTHOLOGY.

396. The origin of myths has always been a matter of keen and often

unprofitable controversy ; it is now generally admitted that .

no one system of interpretation is universally applicable, but tems of inter-

that Greek mythology was derived from many different potation of

sources.

Many religious customs and ceremonies exist of which the true meaning
and origin are either entirely forgotten or preserved only by

a vague and uncertain tradition. Stories naturally grow up ?• ^''y* ^?.,., f . . I'll interpretation
to explam the reason of such ceremonies, which then come of ritual,

to be explained as derived from the myth which has grown
out of them. For example, because the mystae wandered about fasting in

the dark at Eleusis, it was said that Demeter herself had done the same.

This is a principle of very wide application ; but where the Greeks them-

selves had lost all knowledge of the origin and meaning of a custom, we
cannot expect to arrive at any satisfactory results by mere conjecture.

Here the comparative method of study is invaluable. When we find

similar customs prevalent among all European peoples on certain occasions,

such as spring or harvest, we are justified in concluding that the meaning
and origin are probably in all cases the same ; and it is very often possible

to find some examples among primitive or conservative peoples which show
that meaning with a transparent simplicity. We may safely apply this

interpretation to more complicated ceremonies also, and to the myths
which have grown out of them. And sometimes, even when no such direct

relation or influence can be assumed between similar ceremonies among
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different peoples, the ceremonies of a civilised race may be explained on

the analogy of those observed by a primitive or savage one. But this

principle must be applied with the utmost caution : it rests on the

justifiable assumption that the working of the human mind is usually

similar under similar conditions
;
great care must however be taken in

investigating every particular case, to make sure whether the nature and

intention of the ceremony are really analogous.

Ceremonies connected with human employments, such as seed-time and

harvest, are dependent on the course of nature, and thus the

rived ^rom^' myths belonging to them also reflect the succession of the
natural sym- seasoiis Or of Other natural phenomena. But there is another

class of myth derived more directly and obviously from these

natural phenomena ; the clearest case is that in which some natural object

is actually personified ; for example, Helios (the sun), or river-gods. This

principle of interpretation has been applied by some mythologists with so

little discrimination as to have brought it into undue discredit ; the solar

myth, in particular, has become almost a byword from its unlimited use to

explain almost every kind of story. Great caution is necessary in this case

also; we must especially avoid attributing to primitive religion fanciful

interpretations such as belong to a later age. Here too the comparative

method is a help. It is safer to investigate how other primitive peoples

speak of the powers of nature, than to exercise our ingenuity in imagining

how the ancestors of the Greeks may have conceived of those powers. And

while we may rarely be able to place the fundamental conception of any of

the chief Greek deities in a mere impersonation of a natural object or

phenomenon, we may yet admit that an association with such objects

or phenomena has had a considerable influence upon their character and

attributes.

There is another system of explanation of which an extreme application

was made by the philosopher Euhemerus (about the end of

tran'^formed the fourth century B.C.), who suggested that the gods were

historical tra- merely men who had been accorded divine honours for their

exploits or beneficence ; thus even Zeus was merely a great

conqueror, who died and was buried in Crete, and afterwards came to be

deified. Few, if any, would now apply such a system as this to the inter-

pretation of all mythology, although some mythologists regard ancestor-

worship as the most important element in early rehgion. But the line

between gods and heroes is clearly marked in Greece, although some

individuals seem to hover between the two categories ; and although many

heroic legends, such as those of the siege of Troy and the return of the

Heracleidae, doubtless contain a nucleus of historical fact, the same origin

cannot often be assigned to the mythology of the gods. In some cases,

however, the stories told about a god may be influenced by the history of

his cult ; thus the wanderings of Apollo or Dionysus are often thought to

reflect the route by which their worship had spread.
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The extreme theory that ' myth is a disease of language ' would hardly

now meet with much acceptance, and even the stock example

that Apollo's association with the wolf is due to a misunder- rived from
^'

standing of the epithet Xu'kios or Xvk«os cannot be allowed, verbal resem-

But there are doubtless many instances in which an attempt

to explain some name or epithet has either led to the existence of a myth
or modified its form : the various explanations given by ancient authorities

of the epithet Tpiroyevcia suffice to show how this might happen.

Artistic types had a considerable influence on Greek mythology, at

least in its later, classical, form. In an early stage, Art is

very rarely original, except in detail, and is most conserva- s- Myth due

tive in the repetition of a limited number of fixed types, both tions^'in Art.^"

for the figures of the gods and for the representation of

mythical scenes. And where a mythical person or scene had no recognised

artistic type, it was very common for some other accepted type to be

modified and adapted to fit it. Thus various myths influenced one another

through their artistic representations ; and sometimes a type, at first almost

fortuitously chosen, came to meet with wide acceptance. Thus the

Sphinx and the Sirens, for example, owe their form in later myth to their

being first rendered in Greek Art by purely decorative forms borrowed

from the East.

Elaborate and fanciful allegories, such as may be seen in the myth of

Cupid and Psyche, are not earlier than the Hellenistic age. But
a simpler and more direct kind of allegory is to be traced in ^; Myth de-

earher mythology. The personification of moral forces, such allegory,

as Ate and the Erinyes, partakes to some extent of this

nature. But we must guard against such excessive appeal to allegory as

was used by the Neo-platonists in the interpretation of myths.

397. Besides the sources of mythology, we must also notice a classifi-

cation which, though it cannot be followed systematically, we
must not altogether overlook. This classification depends to of myths^

'°"

a great extent on the class of the population to which certain

myths especially belong, and also has a relation to the circumstances which

have led to the preservation of so much of Greek myth as has been

recorded. We may divide mythology into (r) popular,

(2) official, (3) poetical, and (4) philosophical. The first
"''" ^''

is of course the basis of all the others, and if we could get at it directly, our

study would be greatly facilitated. But mere folk-lore was not often likely

to be preserved in its natural state, either by literature, inscriptions, or art

;

and so we are usually obliged to deal with its indirect reflexions, according

as it is taken up into the system of organised State religion, or made a basis

for the imaginative tale of the poet, or for the allegorical application of the

philosopher. Sometimes, however, a myth may happen by some accident

to have been recorded in its popular and primitive form ; more often that

form can be inferred from the official or literary version, by comparison
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1

with similar rites or stories preserved to the present day either in Greece or

among other peoples. Official mythology, as recognised
'^'

' by the various cities of Greece, has naturally been recorded

to a great extent both by literature and inscriptions, though not always in

such a way as to allow us to distinguish the purely local myths from those

which were more generally accepted ; later compilers have done much to

increase the confusion. Poetical mythology is what we
3

oe ica
.

g^j^g^yg spcalc of first when we speak of Greece ; within it

there are many degrees of relation to popular mythology, on which it also

had a decided influence. Homer has been called 'the Bible of the

Greeks,' and although the works known under Homer's name did not claim

any special divine sanction or infallibility in matters of ritual and belief,

their universal acceptance had a great influence on Greek religion, and

even on the popular conception of the gods. In later writers we meet with

every variety in the treatment of myth, from attempts to arrange and to

record the true mythical tradition to poems in which the mythological

names are mere pegs on which to hang studies of contemporary life and

character In reading ancient mythologists we must be on our guard

against an apparent uniformity and system which is often introduced by

the compiler rather than inherent in his subject. The philo-

<'t) F^'^?' sophical, and especially the mystical form taken by some
^ '

' myths, mostly in later times, is really outside the domain of

mythology, and is not likely to mislead a cautious student.

398. The conception of a god existing before the world and creating

it is entirely foreign to the mythology of the Greeks. To
Cosmogony, them Zeus and his Olympian colleagues, the present rulers
Theogony, etc. ,, . ,, '^. ,. i, •• , ,,

of the universe, had not existed from the beginning, but had

predecessors. In Greece the myths of the origin of the world and of the

earlier divinities are of a very complex nature. Some of them represent

crude physical theories as to the origin of the universe ; others may refer

to the earlier inhabitants of the country and their deities, who were actually

superseded by the Greek pantheon. The miscellaneous and heterogeneous

elements were gathered together and brought into an apparently consistent

system by works like the Theogony of Hesiod ; a good deal of this system

must be regarded as the theory of professional mythologists rather than as

genuine mythology.

Homer makes Ocean the origin of all things, including the gods.

According to Hesiod, Chaos was the first of things; then

Origin of the came Earth, Tartarus, and Eros—a conception clearly em-
^° ^'

bodying some early philosophical speculations like that

parodied by Aristophanes, who joins Eros with such primaeval abstractions

as Chaos, Night and Erebus in the origin of the universe. In the Hesiodic

system Erebus and Night follow as the children of Chaos, and from this

pair proceed Aether and Day. Earth produces Heaven ; and then from

this pair, Uranus and Gaia, comes the brood of the Titans, the
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youngest of whom is Cronos. Gaia stirs up her children against their

father, and provides for Cronos the sickle with which he mutilates Uranus.

Where his blood fell on the earth, arose the Giants, and the Erinyes

;

from that which fell into the sea proceeded Aphrodite. Cronos and his

sister Rhea are the parents of Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon,

and Zeus. Cronos swallowed all his elder children, but when the turn

of Zeus came, Rhea substituted a stone. The rest of the principal Greek

gods were the children of Zeus ;—Athena, Apollo, Artemis, Hephaestus,

Ares, Hermes, and Dionysus. Zeus and the other children of Cronos

fought long against the Titans, and prevailed finally by

the help of the Hecatoncheires, monsters which Gaia had
°j^t^''T°tIns

borne to Uranus, and which their father had bound beneath

the earth. The story of this contest has left but few traces in literature and

art; but another variation on the same theme, the battle

between the gods and the giants, which cannot be traced and of the

back in mythology beyond the sixth century B.C., gained

a much greater hold on popular belief, and is one of the commonest
subjects for art in all periods. It was regarded as typical of the triumph of

Greek over ' Barbarian,' of civilization and culture over brutality and
violence. The Titanomachy and Gigantomachy were not unnaturally

confused by the Greeks themselves in later times, even the names of the

combatants sometimes being transferred from the one to the other. The
prevalence of order in nature over destructive or irregular powers

was also associated with this myth, and it was accordingly localised in

regions noted for rugged scenery or volcanic phenomena, such as Pallene,

earlier called Phlegra, or the Phlegraean plains near Cumae in Italy. All

the gods, including Heracles, took part in the fight ; Poseidon hurled the

island of Cos (or Nisyros) upon his opponent ; according to another tale a

Giant or Titan was buried beneath Etna.

The most interesting among the Titans are the family of lapetus ; the

stories about them have to do with the origin or earliest

history of mankind. His wife was a daughter of Ocean, manidnd.

either Asia or Clymene, and among his children were Atlas,

who held up the sky above the earth, Prometheus, and Epimetheus.

Prometheus, according to Hesiod, took the part of men, cheated Zeus over

his share of sacrifices, and stole fire from heaven. To requite him, the

gods fashioned Pandora, who was the first woman. The origin of man-
kind is here left in confusion. It was a common belief that the human
race had arisen from the earth, especially in the case of ' autochthonous

'

races or heroes, or had proceeded from rocks or trees ; some families

claimed direct descent from the gods and from nymphs. According
to the most accepted genealogy, Deucalion was the son of Prometheus

;

he and his wife Pyrrha were the sole survivors of the Flood ; after it

they cast stones behind them which became men and women—a myth
which evidently attempts to reconcile the two versions. Deucahon's
son was Hellen, who was the ancestor of all the Greeks through their
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eponymous ancestors Aeolus, Dorus, Achaeus, and Ion. The belief that

men were made out of clay by the gods seems to be found in the fifth

century; later it is Prometheus who thus moulds both men and beasts.

3gq. In any organised system of polytheistic mythology, it is almost

necessary that a certain limited number of gods and god-

The principal desses should be recognised as the principal divinities,

number.
^"^

These were often grouped together in certain definite num-

bers, such as the triad of the often-recurring Homeric

formula, ZeCs re irarrjp Koi AOr/vairj koI AttoWiov, and each state usually had

its special group that was invoked in oaths and solemn ceremonies. The
recognition of twelve as the proper number of the chief divinities seems to

be early and widespread : but there were great discrepancies among the

Greeks themselves as to what gods should be included in the number. On
an archaistic altar of later period, which however may go back to an Attic

original, we find, grouped in pairs, Zeus and Hera, Poseidon and Demeter,

Apollo and Artemis, Hephaestus and Athena, Ares and Aphrodite,

Hermes and Hestia (Dionysus being omitted). But the twelve deities on

the Parthenon frieze, consisting of seven gods and five goddesses, imply

a different selection. The altar of the twelve gods at Olympia included

Cronos, Rhea, Alpheus, and the Graces ; and in groups of the gods upon

vases, even where the number twelve is found, it is sometimes made up of

pairs of consorts, such as Poseidon and Amphitrite, Dionysus and Ariadne;

so that the selection often seems arbitrary. Except Hades, all the rest

seem to be regarded as habitually present at the court of Olympus, to which

Heracles was also formally admitted, though he does not usually appear

there in artistic representations, except in those which refer to the occasion

of his admission.

400. The monarchical system of government was prevalent among the

Greeks at the time when their mythology was settling into its

I. Zeus, su- accepted form ; and hence it was no violation of their
preme god,

, , . . . .

polytheistic beliefs to acknowledge one supreme ruler over

gods and men. Such a supremacy was generally attributed to Zeus by all

the Greeks, even in states where some other deity was the chief object of

worship, as Athena was at Athens ; and thus he came to absorb into himself

all the essential characteristics of the supreme god, which often varied

greatly from place to place.

(a) As supreme ruler of all above the earth, Zeus has control over the

weather : the thunder is his sign ; the rainbow (Iris) and the
rulerofheaven, ,•,^ /,/t- j

eagle are his messengers ; he is vecfieAriyepeTa, cpiyooviros, and

also ovpios and evdve/j.O';.

{b) In relation to mankind, he is the giver of victory, irresistible

in battle whether waged by gods or men. Beside the thunder-

lordofman- bolt, the aegis is his peculiar attribute in this capacity;
hood and

i i 1 - . , , n ah ^ 1. n
battle, he lends it to Athena and occasionally to Apollo ; but Zeus

is pecuUarly atytoxos. This aegis was said to be the skin

of the goat Amalthea ; but an association with the word Karaiyii (d«ro-o)),
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early affected its' symbolism (see also § 402). Zeus is also the god of

prowess in battle and of all manly excellence (opeios, (rOivios) ; hence two

out of the four great athletic festivals of Greece were in his honour, the

Olympian and the Nemean, besides many others, such as the Sthenia at

Argos and the Arcadian Lycaea.

(c) Zeus, as supreme ruler, is the source of all moral order ; in this

capacity his consort is Themis, and he delivers the
„, , 1 1 . 1 ^.- -,01 moral order,
defiLom, those universal and unwritten laws of right and

wrong which are the origin of all human law and custom. He is therefore

the punisher of guilt, especially blood-guilt, and also the purifier (aXtTiy-

(Dios and KaSa/Dcrios or /ieiAixios) ; he is the especial protector of suppliants

(iKeVtos). To find out his will as a guide to conduct is the object of

oracles and of divination.

(d) As king and father of gods and men, Zeus presides over all social

and political ties and organisation. The altar of Zeus

IpKelos stood in the court of every house; as reXeios he of political and
'^

. ,
' ' social order,

presided over marriage, and as KTrjo-io? over the prosperity

of the household. Passing beyond the family to the clan, he is 4>p<lTpi.o<;,

and as /Samkevs he is head of the State. The king rules not only as his

priest but as his representative, often by hereditary descent ; a symbol of

this power was the sceptre, sometimes, as at Chaeronea, itself an object

of worship. As governments became more democratic in form, they

still owed their sanction in council and assembly to Zeus, /JovXaios

and dyopaios and opKios. He is especially the common god of all of

Greek race, as "EXXijvio? or IlaveWrjvios, and in an even wider sphere, as

^e'l/ios, he enforces the universal rights of hospitality. He was worshipped

as orwTiyp and eXev^epios, especially after a great deliverance like the

Persian wars.

(e) Lastly, to those who had advanced to a monotheistic stage of

belief, Zeus was the name of the one god, the beginning

and end of all things ; in mystic, pantheistic philosophy he monotheistic

becomes a mere abstraction, as in the Orphic poems.

The Greeks themselves attributed the origin of the worship of Zeus, like

that of the Hellenic race, to Thessaly ; and Mount Olympus
was his chosen home. The Olympian cult came to be cu"t^Thessaiy.

universally recognised as the orthodox form of the worship Olympian

of Zeus ; it found a centre at Olympia in Elis, which in later ^
'^'

times almost superseded its original home in northern Greece.

Dodona possessed the oracle already famous in the time of Homer, who
attributes it to the Pelasgian Zeus, and mentions the service

of the primitive priestly race, the Se'AXot. See § 426.
Dodona.

In the Peloponnese we find the worship of Zeus established, in a
primitive form, upon several conspicuous mountains. Chief worship on
among them is Lycaeum, which also had the name Olympus, mountains.

We are but imperfectly informed as to the ritual at this place; it seems to

have been very primitive and probably to have included human sacrifice.

G. A. 25
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The worship of Zeus in Attica also preserves many primitive features

He was worshipped as voXievi on the AcropoHs, and there
Attic wor- ^^g ^jgQ g^jj ^YtsLT of Zeus uTTttTos near the Erechtheum, of

which the foundation was attributed to Cecrops. A primi-

tive sacrifice to Zeus (probably at the threshing season) was at the Dipolia

or Buphonia ; this was no common sacrifice but a murder (i^o'i/os), for

which the axe used was ultimately condemned and banished; the hide

of the bull sacrificed was stuffed and set up again. The worship of Zeus

Olympius at Athens cannot be traced back beyond the time of Peisistratus

who, however, probably founded the Olympieum on the site of an earlier

temple of Zeus.

The legends of the birth and childhood of Zeus, which are generally

adopted in later mythology, appear to belong in their origin

^/^^^^^^'^^ to Crete, where also their scene is usually placed, though
of birth of ,^-, -r, . . 1,
Zeus. the Cretan Ida sometimes gives place to the Phrygian

Ida, which seems in many ways to be closely connected

with it in mythology. In a cave on mount Ida, or elsewhere in Crete,

the infant Zeus was concealed by his mother Rhea, with the help of the

Curetes, whose dance in armour, interpreted as a device to drown the

cries of the child, was probably in its origin intended as a more direct

defence against dangerous powers. The death of Zeus was also a theme

of Cretan legend, and was quoted by Euhemerus in support of his famous

theory, though it need cause us no surprise in the case of a god so closely

identified with the powers of nature.

Hera was generally acknowledged in later organised mythology as

the consort of Zeus. But in some early centres of his

zeus°'^^
°^ worship we find another consort, Dione, for example, at

Dodona and at Athens ; and Leto seems to claim also the

position of a legitimate wife. Apart from allegorical unions, such as those

with Mnemosyne, mother of the Muses, or Themis, mother of the Hours

and Fates, we also find many tales of the love of Zeus for nymphs or for

mortal women. These stories occupy a very prominent part in literary

mythology, on account of the scope they offer for poetical description.

Their origin is not in all cases similar. In some instances the nymph

was the chief goddess of the place, and has sunk into a subordinate position

before the jealousy of Hera, of which she often is the victim in the story;

in others, the ancestress of a heroic race is merely a genealogical invention,

and her union with Zeus is the result of the ambition, common to so many

of the princely families of Greece, to derive their lineage in a direct line

from ' the father of gods and men.'

Zeus is represented in Art as the ideal of ripe manhood, bearded,

with a face full of majesty and benignity. In early times he

tatfonln^Art ^^ often represented standing or advancing, with a thunder-

bolt in his hand; but this conception of his power was

superseded by the more dignified conception of the god enthroned, which,

after the great statue made by Pheidias at Olympia, came to be so
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universally accepted that it was difficult for a Greek to conceive of Zeus

under any other form. In earlier Art the thunderbolt is his usual mark of

identification ; and, especially in later times, he is frequently accompanied

by the eagle.

401. Hera is in orthodox Greek mythology the legitimate consort of

Zeus, and this conception seems to underlie all her functions.

She represents the female principle in nature, as Zeus does ' ^"^<

the male; hence the popular spring festival of universal

occurrence, which celebrates the union of the two as essential to the con-

tinuation of life in plants and animals, finds its obvious recognition in the

Upos yajnos of Zeus and Hera. She presides over the life of women
as Zeus over that of men, and is in particular the goddess of marriage

(ya/iTj/Xia, TcXeta) and of childbirth ; in this last capacity she is elXeWvia, or

Eileithjria, sometimes the Eileithyiae, her daughters, are associated with her.

The classical worship of Hera seems also to have absorbed the worship of

a primitive goddess worshipped in the form of a cow—a worship of which

we may notice many survivals in her cult and myth, especially in the

•Homeric epithet /Jowirts, and in the Argive legend of lo, who is trans-

formed into a cow by the jealousy of Hera, and is probably to be regarded

as a mythical double of the goddess herself

In Homer (//. iv. 51) Hera claims Argos, Sparta, and Mycenae as

her especial cities ; and it seems probable that the earliest , , ,

,- , 1 ^ 1 TT , • 1 n-
Local cults.

centre of her worship m Greece was the Heraeum which lies

between Argos and Mycenae, nearer to the latter. Hence her worship

appears to have spread to Samos, and to the Lacinian promontory near

Croton in S. Italy, both of which became especially famous for it, as well as

to many other sites in Greece. The most prominent festival in the majority

of these places seems to have been the lepos ya/ios, and it is connected with

other ceremonies easily paralleled in popular custom, such as the carrying

of the image of the goddess down to the seashore, hiding it in a bush,

seeking for it, and conducting it back in festal procession when found.

In the case of Hera, these ceremonies were especially associated with the

bridal bath and the marriage procession ; in the spring of Canathus, at

NaupUa, she yearly renewed her virginity. Games of prowess, especially

races, for girls only, were held in honour of Hera at several places,

especially at Olympia, where her temple was of very ancient foundation.

To this Olympian festival women only were admitted, as men only at the

games in honour of Zeus. Hera appears also as the protector of heroes,

especially in the legend of Jason and the Argonauts, but her association

with a Minyan tale is curious, for little early evidence of the cult of Hera has

been found in Northern Greece. Like all divinities whose cult is closely

connected with the changes of nature, she. also had an offended or sullen

aspect; at Stymphalus she was worshipped as virgin, wife, and widow; the

darker side of her worship was developed in poetical mythology in the

various tales of her quarrels with Zeus and her jealousy of his other

25—2
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consorts, which may also represent in some degree the jealousy of the

orthodox worship of Hera against other local goddesses who took her

place as consort of the chief god.

In Art Hera appears either as a dignified matron or queen, or in her

more youthful aspect as the bride of Zeus; in either

tltk>n^in"Art.
capacity her special attributes are a high decorated crown
(crT£ct)dvr] or ttoAos) and full rich drapery ; she usually carries

a sceptre, often a pomegranate ; in the Heraeum at Argos her seated

statue by Polycleitus, in gold and ivory, was the most famous of all ; her

sceptre there was surmounted by a cuckoo, because Zeus was said to have

visited her in that form. Among the earliest remains of Greek sculpture is

a colossal head from the temple statue in the Heraeum at Olympia ; the

Famese head at Naples, and others in the Ludovisi collection at Rome are

the best known examples of her type. Her sacred bird, the peacock, stood

in her temple, and is reproduced on coins of Argos,

402. Athena appears in early times as the chief deity of many places,

giving increase to the fruits of the field and of trees and also to

3- Ati^^"*' the youth of her people, and bestowing prowess and victory in

war and skill in the arts of peace. In later times the brighter

and more intellectual side of her character came into prominence, and,

especially as the patron goddess of Athens, she came to be regarded as

representing the pre-eminence of the Greek genius in art, literature, and

science. Athena was said to have been born from the head of Zeus, with

the help of an axe-stroke given by Prometheus or Hephaestus

birth^ etc
(Zeus, according to some legends, having previously swallowed

her mother Metis, daughter of Ocean, because of a prophecy

that her offspring would be stronger than its father). Many places claimed

to be the scene of her birth, especially such as had a river or lake Triton or

Tritonis (cf. TpiToyeVcta). She is often spoken of as Kop-q Aio's, and she

alone shares many of his functions and powers ; her special attribute is

the aegis, in which is set the head of the Gorgon, which she either slew

herself (according to the Attic legend) or by the instrumentality of Perseus

(the Argive version). Her commonest epithet is yXavKWTn's, of which the

exact force is doubtful, though it cannot be dissociated from the owl, which

constantly appears in Athens and elsewhere as the companion or the

symbol of the goddess. Her poetical name Pallas is not easy to explain

;

it may probably be associated with her worship in the Attic district Pallene,

and also with Pallas, a giant or Titan whom she slew ; some etymologists

derive it from ttoAXco. Her name in Epic Greek is 'KOrjvq, 'kdrjvaiq; in

Attic, 'Kd-qva.

The worship of Athena in her chosen city, Athens, was of pre-

dominant influence : in connexion with this two stories are

most prominent—that of the birth of Erechtheus (or Erich-

thonius) and that of the contest of Athena and Poseidon for the land, when

Athena produced as her symbol the sacred olive tree in the Erechtheum,
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and Poseidon either the salt spring in the same building or the horse. In

honour of Athena the Panathenaic games were celebrated at Athens ; they

included athletic, musical, and warlike sports ; the chief ceremony of the

whole festival was the dedication of the peplos, woven for the goddess by

maidens and women in her service. Her statue was also taken down to

the sea and bathed once a year, in early summer, at the plynteria.

The more warlike aspect of the goddess was prominent in Athena

Itonia, worshipped in Boeotia and Thessaly, and was not

unknown in Athens. Thus too she is the protector of heroes °*Jl'''
'°'^^'

in war (cr^ei'ias, apeia) ; she is Athena vikt] or viKT]cj>6po^

;

she is also the tamer of the horse {iTnria, x^'^'i'tTt";), and she teaches

men how to make ships, especially the ship Argo. In her more peaceful

aspect she is KovpoTp6<f>o^, iyt'eia, and presides over the city at Athens and
elsewhere, as toXioCxo?, /SouXaia. As Ergane she is the patroness of all

kinds of crafts and handiwork, especially weaving (epya 'Adrjvavq'^. She

protects agriculture, and especially the olive, and is honoured by musical

and orchestral performances ; she invented the flute. Especially she is the

goddess of enlightenment, of reason and thought, and so of art and science,

and in her own Athens the clearness of the air and of the intellect were

associated with and attributed to her. In later Greece she represented

Attic culture, and her statue was set up in libraries.

In the earliest representations Athena is represented as fully armed and
striking with raised spear, sometimes with a distaff in the

other hand as representing the other nature of the goddess. Represen-

TT r .1 1 1 . n T
tation in Art.

Her most famous statues at Athens were the colossal gold

and ivory statue within the Pa.rthenon and the colossal bronze statue (some-

times wrongly called Trpd/xaxos) outside it, both by Pheidias.

403. Apollo, as familiar to us in his poetical and artistic representa-

tions, is the god of light (Phoebus) and youth and music,

often too the god of the sun, and sometimes consciously identi- * Apoiio,

fied with Helios. But, though this side of his character is

most prominent in historical times, and especially in literature, it is a mere
perversion of ingenuity to attempt to derive from it all his mythological

functions. Apollo was the chief god of several divisions of the Greek race,

and as such was the protector of youth (TraTpoios, Kovporpotpos), the leader

of colonies {apxqyiT-qi), the fosterer of flocks and herds (vo/iios), the guardian

of streets (ayucevs), and especially the god of expiation and purification,

and the lord of oracles. Several of his festivals are clearly of primitive

origin, and celebrate the renewed vigour of the spirit of vegetation in

spring.

Leto, the mother of Apollo and Artemis, was associated with them in

worship in many places. She wandered long before their

birth, and according to a Boeotian legend was changed into ^fbirthTnd''

a wolf; a cause was found by later mythology in the jealousy origin of wor-

of Hera, as the legitimate consort of Zeus. The wandering ^'"'''
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island of Delos was fixed, and became the birthplace of the god, who was

born the seventh day of the month, therefore sacred to him. Such was the

Delian myth, which came to be universally accepted, and even the Delphic

worship was said to have been founded by the god after a journey from

Delos, though many other places claimed his birth by ancient legend.

Many places have the legend of the i-nhrnjiLa and aTro^jxla of the god, who

spends his summers among his worshippers, his winters elsewhere, usually

with the Hyperboreans.

Apollo, though worshipped by the Dorians, does not belong exclu-

sively to them in origin. Miletus and Delos were Ionian,

and his earliest Peloponnesian worship at Amyclae, where

he was associated with Hyacinthus, is earlier than the Dorian immi-

gration, though adopted by the Spartans as their national cult. The
Hyacinthia, a festival of three days in the middle of summer, included

mourning over the death and rejoicing in the revival of Hyacinthus. The

Carneia at Sparta were musical and military games. The Peloponnesian

rites as celebrated by the Dorians were doubtless influenced by the

Delphic worship which was also predominant in the north of Greece.

At Delphi, the return of the god in spring was celebrated at the Theo-

phania; in the following month, at the Theoxenia, Apollo
e p ic cu

. ^^^ entertained with a sacred banquet by the Delphians,

and received the other gods as his guests. The greatest of the Delphic

festivals, the Pythia, were held in summer every fourth year, and celebrated

the victory of Apollo over the Python. The worship of Apollo Pythius,

derived from Delphi, is found throughout Greece. In or near the Delphic

temple was the navel of the earth (6/x^aXo's), and here too the oracles

were given by the Pythian priestess. Apollo had many other oracular

shrines, notably those at Miletus (Branchidae), at Abae in Phocis, and

at Mt Ptous in Boeotia. Every eight years—probably at every other

celebration of the Pythia—the death of the dragon Python and the

blood-guiltiness and flight of Apollo were commemorated in the a-eTrrfipiov;

a boy representing the god had to fly to Tempe ; there he was purified,

crowned with the sacred bay, and escorted back in the Sacj>vri4>opia to

Delphi. The great ApoUine festivals at Athens were the 6apyij\i.a on the

first day of which two men, the <j)apfxaKoi, were led out as if to be

sacrificed as an expiation ; and the Trvavofjia., a rejoicing over the first-fruits

of the harvest, which were carried round on a branch called dp^a-uivq. The

time of the Theoria or sacred embassy to Delos was also regarded as a

specially sacred season in Athens.

Special forms of Apollo which appear to be of a primitive nature are

AvKtos or AvKeios, sometimes associated with Lycia, but

with'ln*imais
evidently implying that the god took the form of a wolf, as

in Argive myth and on Argive coins. Epithets like a-fuvdim

and TapvoVios find a more plausible explanation in the warding off of pests

such as field-mice and locusts. Apollo was frequently invoked as the
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sender and consequently also the stayer of plague (aXeftfcaKos), and the

giver of sudden death. As healing god (Traiiftov, •jraiwvtos) he is the father

of Asclepius. He is especially the god of supphants seeking purification,

as in the case of Orestes.

In early times he is often represented as bearded; later he is the

ideal type of youth and was set up with Hermes and

Heracles in gymnasia ; the effeminate type of later Art is a Represen-

mere degradation. His constant attributes are the bow and

the lyre; the tripod and bay are especially connected with his Pythian

worship, the gryphon with his journey to the Hyperboreans.

404. Artemis figures in later mythology and art as the feminine counter-

part of Apollo, the virgin huntress and type of vigorous

maidenhood, and also as goddess of the moon ; but here 5- Artemis,
.

° ,' . , ,
character.

more than m any other case the name was used to include

many different and even inconsistent conceptions. Many ancient local

goddesses were either identified with Artemis, or associated with her as

attendant nymphs. She shares with Apollo the myth of her birth, but

it was said to have happened in Ortygia, a name assigned in this con-

nexion to various cities, such as Ephesus and Syracuse, and later to

Delos. She also shared the worship of Apollo in most of his sacred places :

but her separate cult is evidently more primitive. She appears as the

goddess of free and wild nature (dyporipa) especially in connexion with

mountains, groves, and springs. Thus in Arcadia Megisto and Callisto,

the ancestresses of the Arcadian race, were forms of the goddess herself;

with the name Areas we may compare the bear-dance performed in honour
of the Brauronian Artemis at Athens. She gives increase to all wild creatures

and protects their young {ttotvm O-qpiav) ; and extends the same protection

to flocks and herds and to mankind : in this connexion, and as a lunar

goddess, she is especially the goddess of women, their protector in child-

birth {Xoxio), and the giver of life and death. Maidens frequently made
offerings of dress to her before their marriage (-xLTuivr], Xvo-i'^wvos). She was
the patroness of hunting and hunters, and honoured with gifts of the chase

(SiKTuiTa in Crete, Xat^pLa in Calydon). Human sacrifice to her seems
preserved in the tale of Iphigenia (herself a form of the goddess) and in the

scourging of Spartan boys till their blood ran on the altar of Artemis
Orthia. The Tauric Artemis, whose worship was said to have been brought
with her image from Thrace by Orestes and Iphigenia, was also propitiated

with human sacrifice ; her name seems to imply a connexion with herds.

Artemis appears also as the protectress of civil and political life {iVKXeta,

(r(u(rnroA.ts).

Several other goddesses seem to be regarded as little more than
varying names for Artemis ; such are Bendis in Thrace, Brito-

martis in Crete, and others. Hecate is the goddess of roads identifi-

and passages, and her image was set up at places where three

ways met (tjoioSitis = trivia) ; her triple form is said not to be older than
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Alcamenes (end of fifth century). She is the goddess of night, of goblins

and of magic, and of the underworld ; also of the moon and of other

functions of Artemis. Nemesis, or Upis, of Rhamnus, was also regarded

as a form of Artemis. The name Artemis was also given to some of the

great mother-goddesses of Asia Minor, notably at Ephesus, where her many-

breasted image shows a conception far indeed removed from the ideal

Greek huntress.

In early Art, Artemis is often represented with a high crown or

TTo'Xos on her head, and grasping a wild beast, leopard or
Represen- jj^jj qj. gj^g jjj Qjjg qj. Jjj ga,ch hand: this is clearly an
tationinArt. ... ? , , i , • i. • ,,

imitation of oriental models, but survives traditionally even

till late times : in statues she appears either in full flowing drapery, or in

short chiton and often hunting boots; she carries the bow and quiver;

sometimes also a torch, especially as Hecate.

405.. It was the current notion of Hermes, from the time of Homer,

that he was the herald and messenger of the gods (Sia-

6. Hermes, KTopos). But he has another aspect as a giver of increase,

especially to flocks and herds. As such he was especially

worshipped in Arcadia, where his mother, Maia, bore him in a cave on

Mt Cyllene. His image, here and elsewhere, was the symbol of generation

in its crudest form ; and this character was constantly present in the

conventional images of the god (Hermae). The Homeric hymn to Hermes

represents him as the inventor of the lyre and as the thief of Apollo's

cattle; in both tales there may be a reflexion of the rivalry between the early

cults of two similar deities, and their partition of functions in orthodox

mythology ; the two were often worshipped side by side. Both alike are

patrons of youth (Kovporpocjios) and of the palaestra ; both protect flocks

and herds [vo/xw;), and Hermes evoSios, like Apollo ayuteus, has his statue

in roads. Rude statues of Hermes were constantly set up also as

boundaries, over which he especially presided. In the Argive legend,

Hermes was sent to slay the many-eyed giant Argus, the guardian of lo

when transformed to a cow; hence his constant epithet apycK^oVn)! ; he

beguiled Argus with music, and then cut off his head with the apTnj, the

same weapon, which, with his winged sandals, he lent to Perseus to slay

the Gorgon. In Boeotian legend, he gave the flying golden ram to

Phrixus, and the lyre to Amphion, who drew beasts and stones by its

power. At Tanagra, where his birthplace was claimed by Mt Cerycion,

there was an annual ceremony in honour of Hermes Kpio4>opo?, when a

youth representing the god bore a ram on his shoulders round the town.

This was said to be in memory of a plague he stayed. As god of wayfarers,

Hermes was represented by rude or unwrought stones along the roads;

he was the god of commerce, and also of all cunning and even theft ;
and

also of luck and treasure-trove (epiowios). As herald, he gave skill in speech,

and he was also the conductor of wayfarers on their last journey to Hades

{)(66vioi, tj/v)(OTrop,Tr6's).
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Besides the rude images already mentioned, we find Hermes usually

represented in early Art as a bearded man; later, as beard-

less. The herald's staff (Ky]pvKeiov) is his constant attribute,
^tfon^n^Art

and he also has wngs on his feet, or winged sandals, and

a winged cap. In later Art he is usually the swift messenger of the gods;

sometimes the god of commerce, with the purse, or, represented as speaking,

the god of oratory (Aoyios). Calamis made a statue of him at Tanagra

as Criophorus, and Praxiteles as carrying the infant Dionysus at Olympia.

In the beautiful Naples bronze he sits ready for flight.

406. Dionysus or Bacchus is in later poetical mythology the giver

of wine and of its pleasures, the leader of the rout of

maenads and satyrs, and the patron of the drama. This sus_ character,

is however only one side of his real mythological character
;

more than in the case of any other Greek deity, the worship of Dionysus is

bound up with primitive and popular customs and ceremonies, in which he

is worshipped as the god of vegetation (SevSpirjjs); and even the orgiastic

dances in his honour are not so much the results of intoxication as magic

invocations of the god at critical periods. Dionysus is barely mentioned

in Homer ; his official and poetical recognition belongs to a

later time. His introduction from abroad is a constant feature °"^',° ^""^

myths.
in myth ; but although some of the orgies celebrated in his

honour may be traceable to Thrace or Phrygia, his worship is not entirely

of foreign origin, and even his name appears to be Greek, and must pro-

bably be connected with Nysa, the mountain where he was brought up

;

but the original Nysa was shown in innumerable places, including Naxos,

Euboea, Thessaly, Thrace. Thebes Was the chief centre of the myths con-

cerning Dionysus in Greece. Here his mother, Semele, one of the daughters

of Cadmus, was burnt up owing to her rash prayer to see her lover Zeus in

his divine glory ; Zeus took her son, yet unborn, and sewed him up in his

thigh, whence he issued in due time. Hence the epithets iJ,ripoppa<j)7ji,

SilxrJToip, SicTo-oTOKos. Hermes took the child Dionysus, and gave him to

the nymphs of Nysa. These nymphs, the satyrs, and the old Silenus, or

the Sileni, guarded his youth, and after became his attendants. The stories

of the opposition to his orgiastic worship by kings like Lycurgus of Thrace
and Pentheus of Thebes, who attacked the maenads and met an evil fate

at the hands of the god, probably preserve in part a tradition of official

opposition to the cult. But they also contain elements borrowed from the

ritual itself; such as the tale that Pentheus was thought to be a wild beast

and torn to pieces. Such wild hunting, ending often in the destruction

of the god or his victim, and often showing traces of human sacrifice,

is almost universal as one side of the worship of Dionysus (Zaypevi,

'Aypimvtos, Aa<j!)ijo-Tios, 'Clfii,r]crTijs), it is contrasted with the milder aspect

of the god (MeiXt'xtos, Avcrios). Dionysus in this connexion often appears

in the form of a bull or a goat (ravpofioptpos, MeXavatyis). In the Aegean
islands Dionysus was worshipped not only as a god of vegetation and
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of the vine, but also as a sea god, for example in the story of the

Tyrrhenian pirates whom he changed to dolphins. In Naxos his consort

was Ariadne, associated with Theseus by Attic legend. His expeditions to

the far east appear early ; after the time of Alexander they were extended

to India. One of the commonest scenes in early Art is that in which

Dionysus brings Hephaestus back to Olympus. (For the Attic festivals and

the drama see § 425.) At Athens every spring the marriage of Dionysus

with the Basilinna, wife of the Archon Basileus, was the ofiicial recognition

of a common country ceremony.

Dionysus is represented in early Art, and often later, as bearded and
in rich drapery ; later he is usually represented in a youth-

Represen- f^J ^^^ somewhat effeminate type. His early images were

often mere masks, affixed to posts or to trees. His rout of

satyrs and maenads was a favourite subject at all times, but was treated

with especial skill by Scopas. His great gold and ivory statue at Athens

was by Alcamenes, who made him bearded and enthroned, with a wine cup

in his hand. His special attributes, beside this, are the thyrsus, the ivy-

wreath, and the panther.

407. Demeter and Persephone were worshipped together in many
temples throughout Greece as the Great Goddesses (Mcya'Xnt

8. Demeter Q^ai Or simply Tu) ^ew, also 'Xefivat, XIoTi/iai) ; Persephone

phone"^^' was frequently called simply Koprj, sometimes 'kyv^ or

Aea-iroLva. According to the generally accepted legend, Per-

sephone was the daughter of Demeter by Zeus ; while she was gathering

flowers with her companions, she was seized by Pluto and carried off to his

realm below. Her mother wandered in search of her, and was uncon-

solable ; in her anger no corn or fruit was brought forth by the earth

:

at length a reconciliation was effected, on condition that the daughter

should divide her time between her husband below and her mother on

earth. Such is the main outline of the story, though there are many

variations in its details The scenes of its episodes were claimed by many

places. According to an Arcadian version, the father of Persephone was

Poseidon ; Demeter was changed into a mare, and her anger was for

the violence done to herself not to her daughter. Hence she was called

'EpLvv?, MeAaiva. Homer knows none of these stories, but refers to the

union of Demeter with the mortal lasion in a new-ploughed field. All

these tales are clearly derived from primitive popular rites connected with

harvest and seed-time, such as are still found throughout Europe. They

were most fully developed in connexion with the Eleusinian legend as

recorded in the Homeric hymn to Demeter. Mother and daughter alike

are impersonations of the corn spirit. Accordingly, Demeter is repre-

sented as the giver of corn, through her favourite Triptolemus ; in this

connexion also she is KovpoTp6<j>os. As Thesmophorus, in Attica, she

appears also as the guardian of civil hfe, especially marriage, worshipped

by matrons only at the Thesmophoria. The sacrifice of pigs, there and
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at the Eleusinia, was explained from the enmity of the pig to crops. For

the mysteries see § 428.

Persephone was united with Pluto as ruler of the realm below

and of the dead. Pluto or Hades has no very distinct

mythological personality, except in connexion with his

consort, and most of his duties are deputed to others.

408. Poseidon is the god of the sea and of water generally ; this

restriction of his functions is generally recognised (though

the first part of his name means simply ' lord
') ; what is

preserved to us of his mythological character is more than usually tinged

with the poetic conception, which here seems often to coincide with

the popular one. As god of the sea, Poseidon lives in his palace

beneath the waves at Aegae, a mythical locality ; the name suggests

the Aegean; he rides over the waves in his chariot drawn by horses or

sea-horses, accompanied by his consort Amphitrite, his son Triton, and the

monsters of the deep. He is also the god of springs and rivers ; in this

character he is conceived of under the form of a bull, as river-gods often

are ; and he gives the moisture necessary for vegetation ((^uraX/iios). The
sea-god is also thought of as the holder of the earth and the shaker of

it in earthquakes (yati7o;^os, ewocrtyaios). He is also IVirios, god of horses

and of chivalry. The great centre of the worship of Poseidon in historical

times was the Isthmus of Corinth, where the Isthmian games included

not only athletic contests and horse and chariot races, but also races for

ships. The temple at Calaureia was also the centre of an early amphictyony

in his honour. In Arcadia, he was the god of horses, especially in his

union with the horse Demeter. At Athens his early worship is. preserved

in the tale of his contest with Athena for the land, when he produced the

salt spring on the Acropolis, or the horse. But he became identified with

Erechtheus and sank to the position of a mere protegi and attendant of

Athena. As linTio<i he still retained his position at Colonus. Sacrifices,

especially of horses, were cast into the sea for him in several places.

Poseidon no less than Zeus was regarded as direct ancestor by many
princely families. Poseidon is usually represented in art as standing, with

trident and dolphin or tunny. He frequently in later times has one foot

raised on a rock or other support. In gigantomachies he usually hurls

the island of Cos or Nisyros on his opponent. His train of Nereids and
Tritons was a favourite subject with Scopas and later artists.

409. It is generally admitted that the worship of Aphrodite in

Greece has been inflluenced to an exceptional degree by

various oriental cults ; but these have been so thoroughly " Aphro-

assimilated by Greek mythologists and poets that it is im-

possible to distinguish them from what is really of Hellenic or local

origin. She is the goddess of love and sexual passion, alike in the

highest and in the lowest form. Her worship and that of her constant

attendant Eros served alike as a ratification of the ordinance of marriage, as
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a pretext for unbridled licentiousness, and as a subject for philosophical

speculation about unions and affinities ; she is the giver of all grace and
beauty, especially to women. She also has a connexion with the growth of

vegetation which is found in oriental cults such as that of Adonis, and in

the corresponding Roman goddess Venus. She was also worshipped as a

goddess of the sea and giver of fair weather (tuTrXoia).

There are two distinct and inconsistent accounts of her birth-

according to Homer and others she was the daughter of Zeus and Dione

according to Hesiod she was the product of the mutilation of Uranos by

his son Cronos, and was born of the foam of the sea, whence she arose and

landed at Cythera or at Paphos in Cyprus (KvOrjpua, Kvirpi^ ; the Greeks

connected the name Aphrodite, rightly or wrongly, with this legend). Her

worship, in its oriental form, was spread from Cyprus and Cythera, and

from Eryx in Sicily; it also had a centre in Corinth. Much confusion

has been caused by the varying use of the epithets Urania and Pandemos.

Originally Aphrodite Pandemos was probably the Greek goddess of

marriage, and Aphrodite Urania corresponded to the Syrian Astarte, queen

of heaven, who was worshipped with licentious rites. But Plato and later

mythologists inverted the relations of the two by associating them respec-

tively with ' heavenly ' and ' earthly ' love. At Elis the symbol of Urania

was the tortoise and that of Pandemos was the goat, in statues made by

Pheidias and Scopas respectively. At Corinth and Sparta Aphrodite was

represented as armed, and she was the legitimate consort of Ares (dpeia) at

Thebes and Argos. The blending of this tradition with the other common
myth regarding her as the consort of Hephaestus led to scandalous stories

like that sung by Demodocus in the Odyssey. The identification of

Aphrodite with various goddesses, mostly of oriental origin, leads to

much confusion. Upis, or Nemesis, at Rhamnus was sometimes identified

with her, and the statue is actually said to have been designed originally as

an Aphrodite. Venus and Adonis, originally Syrian, find a counterpart in

a similar pair throughout the East, Cybele and Attis in Phrygia, Aphrodite

and Cinyras or Cyris in Cyprus. The 'garden of Adonis' and his festival

generally take a prominent place in late Greek worship, especially at

Alexandria. Aphrodite was from the earliest times recognised in statuettes

of oriental workmanship; but the Greek goddess was usually draped until

the fourth century; and even then Praxiteles found in the bath a pretext for

her nudity, which later became normal, though the severer and more dignified

aspect of the goddess was continued in works such as the Venus of Melos.

410. Hephaestus is the god of fire, whether elemental, as in

volcanic phenomena, or applied to human use, especially

stiis."^''*'"'
^°^ metal-work and handicraft generally. He was the son of

Zeus and Hera, and was hurled down from heaven either

by his father or his mother ; he fell in the sea, where he was brought up by

Thetis and Eurynome, or else into Lemnos; his lameness, appropriate

to the smith, is given either as the cause or the effect of this fall.
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His consort is Charis in the Iliad, probably following the Lemnian
mythology ; in Hesiod, Aglaia, youngest of the Charites ; in the

Odyssey, Aphrodite. In early Attic myth he was associated with

Athena in the parentage of Erichthonius ; but the worship of the

virgin goddess modiiied the legend. He was worshipped at Athens with

Prometheus and Athena at the x"^«"a and other festivals, especially as

the god of artificers, and torch races were held in his honour; in this

connexion he was associated too with Daedalus, possibly originally

identified with him. Lemnos was the great centre of his worship ; here

the Sinties, a people specially devoted to him, had received him on his fall;

he had his smithy under the volcano Moschylus ; Cedalion was his

instructor and henchman. Every year there was an expiatory rite, when
all fires had to be extinguished in the island for nine days, till fresh fire

was fetched from Delos. He was also associated with Dionysus, especially

in the tale of the chain with invisible fetters which he sent to his mother.

Dionysus made him drunk and conducted him back to Olympus with his

satyrs and maenads, the scene forming a favourite subject in art. In the

west his workshop was assigned to Aetna or Lipari, and he was associated

with the Cyclopes. Many mythical works of art were assigned to him, such

as the necklace of Harmonia, which brought ill-luck. In Art, he is repre-

sented in the guise of a smith, with conical cap, hammer, and pincers,

and with a limping gait.

411. Ares was the god of war and sometimes of pestilence, and has

the special functions assigned to many other deities as apeios

or ap«a; he was worshipped in Thrace, but the Greeks often

looked on him as a barbarian, and he had no very honoured place in their

pantheon. He was consort to Aphrodite in Thebes, Athens, Argos, etc.

He had a temple on the Areopagus at Athens, which was by some accounts

founded in his honour by the invading amazons; according to another

version, he was tried by the court of the twelve gods there for his murder
of Halirrhothius, son of Poseidon, who had done violence to his daughter

by Agraulus, Alcippe. His son Oenomaus at Elis was conquered by
Pelops, as others of his sons elsewhere were destroyed by Heracles or other

more popular heroes. He appears usually as an armed warrior, and the

spear and the torch are his symbols.

412. Hestia has a more important position in cultus than in myth.

She was sister of Zeus, and chose perpetual virginity. She
is the goddess of the hearth, whether of the house or of the

'*'

city, like the Roman Vesta; she receives the first and last offering at every

feast. Her symbol is the hearth, ea-ria, in the house, and the KOiv-ij ecrria

in the Prytaneum. She is often associated with Hermes, typifying the life

of the family within, as he its communication with outside. At a sacrifice

to Hestia, nothing might be taken or given away. In Art she is seated or

stands in rich drapery, usually veiled, and often leads the procession of the

gods.
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Minor and 413- ^^ minor deities not even an enumeration can be
attendant attempted here, but an indication may be given of the
^"^'^^-

classes into which they fall.

First we may mention the attendants and messengers of the gods,

such as Iris, Nike, goddess of Victory, Hebe, Ganymede,
ympian.

gjjgjtjjyja^ ^]ig. Graces, the Horae, etc. Some are cup-bearers

or attendants, others either communicate directly the will of the gods to

men, or are mere personifications of the favours and functions of the

deities they accompany.

Next come the nymphs, satyrs, and sileni, whom we have already

met as the attendants of Dionysus and other gods. Pan
was an Arcadian god, the son of Hermes and protector of

flocks ; he was essentially the god of the country, but was introduced into

Athens, where he was worshipped in a cave under the Acropolis, because

he was supposed to have helped the Athenians at Marathon by casting

'panic' terror into the Persian ranks. He invented the pan-pipes, or

syrinx, which was personified as a nymph ; Echo also, as well as other

nymphs, were his companions. He appears in Art either as a youthful

shepherd, with A.ayu)/3o'Aov and syriiix, or in the more familiar form with

goat-legs and goatish face and horns. Priapus was especially the god of

vegetation and gardens, and his image symbolised in the coarsest manner

the reproductive energy in nature. The centaurs, who in origin offer

many analogies to the satyrs, are also country creatures ; most of them are

typical of wild and unbridled savagery ; a few, such as Cheiron, are the

trainers of heroes, skilled in medicine and country lore.

Beside the recognised dynasty of Poseidon, his consort Amphitrite,

and his attendants, we find many other deities of the
3. of water. .

-^

water. Oceanus, and his consort Tethys, is httle more

than an abstraction. Nereus is the father of fifty daughters, the Nereids,

among whom Amphitrite and Thetis are the most conspicuous. Leucothea

and her son Melicertes were identified with Ino the daughter of Cadmus

and her son Palaemon. Proteus, more than any other, is typical of

the power of sea-creatures to transform themselves into various shapes,

Glaucus is another demigod of popular myth. Triton, sometimes the

son of Poseidon, is also the 'old man of the sea,' with whom Heracles

wrestles. All these and many others are merely variations on the same

conceptions. Every river has its own god; but Achelous is the chief

of all. Helios plays a part, usually a subordinate one, in several myths;

he was especially worshipped at Rhodes; he has rarely a

4. Meteoro- clear mythological character apart from Apollo ; a similar

fications.'^'^^""'' Statement may be made as to Selene, especially in purely

Greek myth. Eos, in her pursuit of Cephalus, and her

union with Tithonus, seems to have a clearer personality. The stars,

the winds, and other phenomena are also personified ; and Aeolus, father

of the winds, is familiar to us from Homer.
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Some ethical personifications, such as Themis and Nemesis, have a

distinct cultus and are sometimes identified with other

deities ; we also find temples to the Erinyes, or Furies, who ^'5^^*^"'.

are more than a mere allegory. Death, Sleep, the Fates, tions.

Fortune were all represented in Art, and even a conception

like AiSuJs or 'EXeos had an altar. Eirene and her child Plutus are a trans-

parent allegory, as are many others that could be mentioned. The fortune

of cities was a favourite form of personification in Hellenistic times, as in

the well-known statue called 'Antioch.'

Many foreign deities have already been spoken of as identified with

recognised Greek deities ; others who retain a separate

individuality are Rhea Cybele, the Phrygian mother of the
^^iif""'^"

gods, the Cabiri, the Egyptian Isis, Serapis, and others,

and Mithras and other oriental deities in later times.

414. The worship of the dead, and the offerings made at the tomb,

formed a prominent feature of Greek ritual. Some demi-

gods or heroes were represented as of mortal origin,

especially those connected with healing, such as Asclepius, whose position

is intermediate between gods and heroes ; some others, such as Amphi-
araus, who had oracles where they were consulted, had been seers in life.

Even the Dioscuri and Heracles were regarded as men who were deified,

though Heracles only was admitted to Olympus. But practically any man,

when he died, might be said to become a hero, though the word was not

so generally applied until comparatively late times. Conspicuous examples

are offered by the oecists of the various colonies, and the heroic honours

given them.

V. 2. RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS.

415. The various stages in the growth of belief and of ritual which have

been noticed in the general introduction to this section have

left their traces throughout Greek religious institutions. It tion; various

is however impossible, in the present state of our knowledge, stages in

to treat the subject in a strictly historical manner, though in

some cases it may be possible, within certain limits, to distinguish the more
primitive rites from their later modifications. We must also remember
that there are many intermediate steps between popular tradition and
custom on the one hand, and the official and recognised ritual of great

centres of worship on the other; and that what is preserved to us,

especially in the former case, depends often on doubtful or indirect

evidence, or on fortuitous and often isolated records.

For convenience in systematic treatment, we may classify the

subject according to the following table, which must not
ciassifi

be regarded as scientifically complete or accurate, since tion of the

some cross divisions are possible. subject.
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(A. Ordinary

Ritual -

Persons
Places

Manner
Times

iB. Extraordinary

ra. in celebration

(Festivals)

A in manifestation

Athletic

Musical

Dramatic

Oracles

Healing

Mysteries.

416.

A. Ordinary
ritual.

I. Persons
employed in
Tvorship.

Head of
family or State

In the ordinary ritual of daily life no priest was necessary

as an intermediary between men and gods. Alike in the

time of Homer and Hesiod and in historical Greece, every-

one could make sacrifice and prayer for himself on ordinary

occasions. Such functions naturally belonged to the head

of the family, and were performed at the hearth; similarly,

when they were performed on behalf of the State at the

common hearth of the city, they devolved upon the head of

the State—the king in early times ; under repubhcan institutions they either

belonged to the chief political magistrate, or to another officer, sometimes

given the special title of 'king,' who was the head of the State for this

purpose, but held none the less an essentially political office, and was

eligible under the same conditions as a civil magistrate.

Thus Aristotle Fol vii. (vi.) 8 refers to the officers who perform dvmai

Tas Koivas watras, oeras jJ-rj toIi lepcCtriv airoStSwcrtv vo'juos, aXX airo rrj's

Koiv^i IcTTias c'xouo-i TTjV TtixTJv, Siud says they are variously called apxovm,

ISaa-iXeL's, or Trpwraveis. The right to share in such common State sacrifices

was a privilege exclusively belonging to citizens, and ahens were excluded

from them. On the other hand there were many religious ceremonies,

whether for the State or for individuals, which required

certain skill or knowledge beyond those of the ordinary

layman, and which therefore had to be performed by a special priest; and

others which only the members of a certain family, or persons possessing

peculiar qualifications, were privileged to perform. This was particularly the

case with oracles, mysteries, etc. (^ 426, 428) ; but also with more ordinary

public priesthoods ; for example, the chief priestess of Athena and the high

priest of Erechtheus at Athens were always from the sacred family of the

Eteobutadae. In many instances also a family or clan

kept up a special worship, in which other citizens did not

participate, but which nevertheless was recognised as part of the official

religion of the State ; such were the rites of the Clytidae at

Cos. In later times associations for rehgious purposes

became very common (Oiacrot, cpavoi) ; they admitted all

classes to membership, including women and slaves ;
sometimes they

were devoted to the worship of a recognised deity of the State ;
more

Priests.

Religious
associations.
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often to the celebration of foreign rites, frequently of an orgiastic

character.

Though there was no distinct priestly caste in Greece in early times,

priesthoods were often hereditary ; some remained so

;

others, in common with other political offices, came to be ments and

elective or decided by lot. In later times they were very privileges of

commonly sold. The perquisites of the priest of a frequented

shrine were fixed by law or custom ; he often had, for example, a certain

prescribed share of all victims, including the skin. A considerable revenue

resulted from the sale of these proceeds of sacrifice, which in some cases went

to the State j the custom of selling priesthoods was virtually a part of the

system of farming taxes and revenues. Often too, in more private cases, the

founder of a shrine retained certain privileges, often as priest, in dedicating

it to a god for public use. But the State always kept a control over such

dedications, and at Athens and elsewhere it was illegal to introduce the

worship of any foreign divinity without the express sanction of the people.

417. Although a sacrifice or other reHgious service might be offered

anywhere, it is obvious that in all stages of religious belief

certain places would be regarded as either more pleasing to ^'

pJ^"^^^

°'

the gods or more likely to attract their attention. The two

main causes which led to the selection of such places were physical and

social ; to these may be added, though much less frequent, historical.

Physical conditions would vary with the stage of behef; thus in a

primitive stage, conspicuous trees or springs or other natural _. .^
j

objects would be regarded as the abode of a special deity, if reasons for

not as his embodiment, a notion which survived to later ^^^'^'^'y-

times in the local shrines of Pan and the nymphs throughout the country

;

it was an advance towards generalisation when Poseidon or other marine

deities were invoked by the sea-shore, or even at a river; sacrifices to

Poseidon continued to be thrown into the sea in many places. When
heaven was regarded as the abode of the gods, it was natural to get as near

to them as possible in high places, such as the tops of mountains ; many
gods were so worshipped as waTos, aKpaios, etc. Extraordinary phenomena
also naturally evoked worship ; thus Hephaestus was specially worshipped

in volcanic Lemnos.

Among social conditions the first and most universally prevalent

was the necessity for a recognised centre for the worship of „ .

,

the family and of the State. Every, house had its hearth reasons for

(lo-ri'a) in its midst, the seat of the i<j>icrTioi or fj^vxtoi 6eoL,
sanctity.

and also its altar of Zeus 'EpKetos, the protector of its enclosure, in its

fore-court. . When the king was, for reHgious purposes, the head of the

State, it was natural for the hearth of his palace to be the centre of worship

for the State. Thus the house of Erechtheus at Athens was identical,

according to Homer, with the earliest temple of Athena. Usually in

later times the common hearth of the town had a separate existence, in

G. A. 26
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connexion with the Prytaneum, the centre of State hospitality in the Agora-

often this hearth was represented by a tholos of round shape, recalling the

hearth of an early house ; of such a nature was the temple of Vesta ('EaTi'a)

at Rome. The temples of the gods of the agora, the dyopaloi 6iol who
presided over the political and commercial activity of the State, were

naturally in the most crowded parts of the city, near the centre of civic life.

Other temples were usually placed in conspicuous positions in the town

sometimes on sites hallowed by old associations, and perhaps originally

consecrated from physical causes, though it was the growth of the town

that occasioned their importance. Socrates indicates the ideal arrangement

of historical times when he says (Xen. Mem. iii. 8. 10) vaois ye ijcrjv nal

jSwixols )((^pav €<pr] tlvai TrpeTr(ii8ea-Ta.Tr]v, y^rii ifK^avea-TaTT) ovcra acTTiySeoTa™

ur)- jySv /Jiiv yap iSovTas Trpocreviaa-dai, tJSv 8e dyvcos Ixovras Trpocriivau Such

conditions were perfectly fulfilled by the temples on the Acropolis of

Athens, which, while visible from every part of the city, could only be

approached by a devious ascent.

Historical conditions also in some instances determined the site of

Historical ^ dedication; the commonest examples were the tombs

reasons for of heroes and the trophies set up on fields of battle ; but it

sanctity. ^^^ usual for the memorials of great victories to be set up

not on the spot where the event had occurred, but within the precinct of

some deity to whom the glory was ascribed ; thus, although trophies were

set up at Marathon, Salamis, and Plataea, the real memorials of the defeat

of the Persians were to be found at Athens, Olympia, and Delphi.

In a place set apart for the worship of the gods (lEpdv), the essential

thing was an altar (ySw/ios, ia-xapa) for sacrifice, and an

and'buiidfngs,
enclosure or precinct (tc/xcvos) ; to these might be added

precincts, a temple (vao's), which was regarded as the abode of the god,

temples.
^^'^ contained his image or symbol. The temple was in no

case regarded as a place of assembly for worshippers ; they

met in the temenos outside ; most sacrifices too were offered at the altar

which stood outside the temple, usually in front of it, though a small

altar, mostly for incense or symbolical offerings, might be placed inside it

In course of time other buildings came to be added. A temple could

possess property, consisting of dedicated objects, of slaves, of money in

specie, of money invested, and of real property; this was

tempiH^
°^ administered and audited by officials appointed by the State,

and we possess numerous inscriptions recording such adminis-

tration, or giving inventories of the possessions of the god. From temple

funds came the money expended on keeping up sacred buildings, on

performing the regular sacrifices and other acts of public worship, and on

the salaries of officials. A special privilege possessed by

fs'^tum^
some temples was that of asylum, which often extended

to a considerable distance around, as at Ephesus; this-

privilege was especially used by slaves to escape from the cruelty of their
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masters. Some temples were in particular repute for political offenders •

for example, the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea.

418. Sacrifice, actual or symbolical, was the central and essential point

3. Manner °^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ worship in Greece
;
prayers and hymns, curses,

of worship; oaths, and purifications are all inseparable from it. We may
sacrifice. divide sacrifice into three kinds, tributary, piacular, and

mystic, though it is often impossible to draw a rigid Hne between them

and their signification is often confused in historic times.

Tributary sacrifice is natural as soon as worship is differentiated from

sorcery, and the gods are regarded as higher powers, and on
Tributary friendly terms with mankind : the tribal or national eod issacrince. , . , .^ . ,., to " ^*»

honoured with gifts just like an earthly king; At first

sacrifice is regarded as a contribution to his actual needs; he consumes

the offering, or, if it is burnt, he at least imbibes its savour j and even

in a more advanced stage of thought, the notion of a pleasing service is

never lost. All kinds of human food may thus be offered, whether blood-

less, fruits, milk, honey, wine, etc., or the flesh of animals.

Piacular sacrifice is due to the notion that if an offence is committed

the god requires a life in atonement ; if the criminal himself
Piacular cannot be slain, then the whole people is under a curse till

a substitute is found. This is not only the case with special

and discovered offences, but with such constantly recurring offences or

pollutions as are unavoidable, and must be atoned for by a periodical sacrifice.

A survival from a primitive belief in mahgnant powers, which must be pro-

pitiated in order that they might leave the worshipper alone, also led to

similar rites. In such cases the victim was not eaten in a sacrificial banquet

by the worshippers, but was completely consumed, thrown into a sacrificial

pit, or cast out, sometimes into the sea; or, in some cases, consumed by the

priests only.

Mystic sacrifice is not intended to please the god or to avert his

anger, but to have a certain magic effect upon his personality;

^y^}^ thus it belongs to the earliest stage of religious beUef, and its

original meaning is often lost or obscured in historical times.

Its motive lies in the belief that the god is incarnate in some person or

animal, upon whose physical vigour his activity depends; it is therefore

necessary that this person or animal should not be suffered to decline

gradually with age, but should be slain while in full vigour, so that his

powers may be transmitted unimpaired to his successor. This notion is

especially prevalent in connexion with spring or harvest festivals throughout

Europe, and distinct traces of it can be found in Greece ; the god who

is also victim is regarded as embodying or typifying the spirit of vegetation

and natural reproduction. The chief characteristics of this kind of sacrifice

are mourning, often succeeded by rejoicing, on the part of the people,

blood-guiltiness on the part of the sacrificer, a pretended resurrection or

re-incarnation of the god, and a solemn sacramental banquet in which his

flesh is eaten by his votaries ; or, if the sacrifice is regarded as an atoning
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one, his blood is sprinkled over them. Sacrificial rites have been explained

by some modern mythologists upon totemistic principles; but as it is not

yet proved that the Greeks or any Aryan people ever had

totemism, it is safer to avoid such explanations. The victims T"'?™/^"^

or offerings proper to different gods varied from place to Greece,

place ; as a general rule we may expect the offering of like

to like ; for instance a female victim to a female deity, a black sheep to

chthonic deities, etc. ; but no universal rules can be made.

The local ritual and offerings were usually prescribed in
offeru^es^^^

detail in each shrine, and are often recorded in inscrip-

tions.

The proceedings at the actual sacrifice were usually the same. First

came the preparations
; garlands were worn by priests and

by the victim, whose horns were often gilded. Then it
Ki'"ai of

Ti 11 -r • 111 11-- sacrifice.
was led to the altar ; 11 it struggled, the omen was bad ; if it

bowed or shook its head, the omen was good. Next a bowl of water was
sanctified by plunging in it a torch from the altar, and all present were puri-

fied with it (x^pvifia vi/jiuv), and the altar sprinkled. In the sacred silence

which followed {(.v<finqfx,La) came the prayers. Then came the sprinkling, on
and around the victim, of the ovXoxvrai (grains of barley) brought in a flat

basket {Kavovv), which was therefore among the essential implements of

sacrifice. After this began the sacrifice itself; first some hair was cut from
the victim and thrown in the fire (Karapfao-^at) ; then it was stunned with

an axe or club ; its throat was cut, and the blood caught in a vessel, the

head being turned down for Chthonian gods, upwards for others ; the blood
was poured on the altar, or sprinkled over the worshippers if the rite was
piacular. During these proceedings was kept up an 6XoA.vy/ios, or, in later

times, flute-playing. • Then the victim was skinned and cut up ; the entrails

were inspected for the purpose of divination (§ 426), and the portions

set apart for the god were burnt on the altar. Usually they were the

thigh-bones and fat, and portions of each joint, and the tail. The rest

was cooked on spits, and divided among those present.

Prayer, as an accompaniment of regular sacrifice, usually followed

a set formula known to the priest ; or of course any special

petition might be introduced, especially if the sacrifice were
^^y^^-

made for the purpose. When separate from sacrifice, prayer often referred

to past offerings, or was connected with a vow promising future sacrifice.

The Greek worshipper prayed standing, with his hands raised, palm
upwards, to heaven ; if he addressed the gods below, he might stretch his

arms downward, stamp on the ground to call their attention, or kneel to

touch the ground with his hand ; but kneeling in prayer, except with this

motive, was regarded as barbarian and unworthy of a free man. Kissing
the hand to the god {irpoa-Kweiv) was not unusual. Prayer was usually

made aloud (eiixeo-^at) unless there was some special reason for conceal-

ment. Curses (apai), which are clearly only a form of

prayer, are especially addressed to the gods below ; they,
Curses.
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more often than other prayers, were written and attached to an image

dedicated in a shrine, or buried ; they were used as a means of private

revenge or a protection against injury, and were especially inscribed on

tombs. Oaths owe their force to the curse implied or ex-

pressed in case of their violation, and so are regularly made
over sacrifice {Ka6' lepoiv reXeLinv, iirl TOjXLiav Ofj-vvvaL, opKia Te/ii/eii/, etc.), the

person swearing touching the victim, the altar, or the symbol of the god;

they were the regular confirmation of treaties and of all responsible

political offices. Zeus opKtos was the special president over such oaths;

but every State had its prescribed list of deities whose names made an oath

especially binding ; and certain shrines were regarded as giving a peculiarly

inviolable sanction to an oath.

419. Religious observances and ceremonies entered into almost

every act of the daily life of a pious Greek. We have already

4. Times of gggjj ^j^^j. j^q nieal was eaten without offering some portion

of meat and drink to the gods—a custom equivalent to

the modern practice of saying grace before and after meat. A special

sacrifice would be held in a private house on festival days. Sacrifice and

prayer were also necessary at the beginning of any important enterprise,

and on the occasion of any of the chief events in the course of life. Thus

birth, marriage, death, each was accompanied by its pecuhar rites (see

§§ 632 ff.) ; and sacrifices were held at the opening of any pubhc function,

such as an assembly, council, or law-court (da-iTTJpia).

420. If we include all festivals, small as well as great, we shall find that

they make up a considerable proportion of the year ; and
B. Extra- most of them were probably kept as holidays; they
ordinaryntual. F , ^ - ., ^

(a) Festivals. appear to have occupied about 70 days in the year at

Athens. The Greeks regarded these hohdays much as we

regard our days of rest; thus Plato (Laws 11. p. 653 d) says that 'the

gods, pitying the laborious nature of men, ordained for them, as a rest

from their labours, the succession of religious festivals.' The proportion of

holidays to working days was not very different from what it is with us; but

their irregular intervals and grouping together round the great festivals

must have caused them to interfere more with the routine of daily life.

Beside the division of festivals already indicated (§ 415) we may

Civic festivals
^^^° classify them as civic, confederate, and national. Of

civic festivals we may get a notion from our compara-

tively complete knowledge of the Attic calendar. The majority of these

were probably in some degree common to all Greeks, especially spring

and harvest celebrations, and others which depended on the course

of nature, though varying in their official recognition and their dedi-

cation to a particular deity. They did not however coincide in time

at various places, chiefly owing to the erratic nature of the Greek

calendar, which usually adopted some device, such as three intercalary

months in an eight-year cycle, to reconcile the solar year with the period of

twelve lunar months, and consequently often varied considerably in its
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relation to the seasons (see § 630). Such devices varied from place to

place in their application, and so the correspondence of the local months

and their festivals varied also. Certain days of the months were observed,

varying locally ; thus at Athens it appears that the third and seventh days

were sacred to Athena and Apollo respectively.

The Panathenaic games, which were celebrated with especial magnifi-

cence every four years, and were, if not in religious

significance, in pomp and fame, the greatest of all Athenian "^^^ Panathe-

festivals, were essentially of a civic character. The Great

Panathenaea, celebrated in the third year of each Olympiad, occupied six to

nine days. The great procession and sacrifice, and the offering of the

peplos, took place on the 28th of Hecatombaeon (t/diti; c^^iVovtos). It

was preceded by games which included not only musical and athletic

contests, but also warlike exercises, and competition in evavSpta, between

the tribes. There was also a torch-race, and boat races at the Peiraeus on

the last day. The prizes accorded to competitors consisted of jars of the

oil of the sacred olives, varying in number from 140 to one ; ornamental

vases, with a figure of Athena on one side and a representation of the

special contest on the other, were also given.

421. Confederate festivals were common in early Greece ; a group of

states, either connected in race or neighbours in position,

joined in a common worship of some divinity, usually at a Confederate

centre which had no independent political existence; well-

known examples of such amphictyonies, as they were called, were those

which united in the worship of Apollo at Delos, and of Poseidon at

Calaureia, and the greatest of all, which met at Anthela near Thermopylae

in honour of ApoUo, and was afterwards transferred to Delphi. The
description of the Delian festival in the Homeric hymn gives the best

notion of such an assembly in early times, telling how the long-robed

lonians gathered themselves together, with their children and their wives,

to celebrate in honour of Apollo contests in boxing and dancing and
song. As national festivals there were four canonically recognised in

Greece, the Olympian, the Pythian, the Isthmian, and the .

Nemean. It is very difficult to understand how these four, festivals ; the

and no others, came to be selected for such special honour. f°"'' s'^^^t

The Pythia originated in the meetings of the Delphic

amphictyony, and the famous oracle of Delphi doubtless led to their

universal recognition. Olympia had a primitive shrine and oracle, and
came early to be recognised as the chief centre of the worship of the

Olympian Zeus in Greece. The Isthmia and Nemea probably owe their

celebrity to the early importance of Corinth and Argos, which respectively

presided over them. The recognition of all these four games as national

or Hellenic cannot be traced back beyond the sixth century; the Olympian
indeed claim an uninterrupted celebration from 776 B.C., as well as an

earlier mythical origin; but the name Hellanodicae, and the recognition
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of Hellenic sanction which it implies, are probably not earlier than the

seventh century; and the historical foundation of the Pythian dates only
from 586 B.C., of the Isthmian from 582 B.C., and of the Nemean from

573 B.C. It seems likely that their recognition as a bond of union among
all of Hellenic blood was not so much of spontaneous growth as due to the

encouragement of far-seeing politicians, especially the enlightened tyrants

of Argos, Corinth, Athens, and other cities. There is no doubt that both
by the close relation of athletic to military prowess, and by the feeling of

Hellenic unity which they fostered, they contributed very materially to the

result of the great struggle between Greeks and barbarians at the beginning

of the fifth century.

422. These great games, though differing as to various details in the

nature and manner of their contests, were in the main conducted upon the

same principles ; it will therefore suffice here to describe in more detail one

of them only, the Olympian. The Olympic tradition, which attributed

a mythical origin to the games, and regarded any innova-

festiva'is- t'0'1 ^s 3- revival of a forgotten practice of primitive times,

oiympia; in- claimed continuous celebration from 776 B.C. for the stadium

games. alone, and stated that all the other contests had been added

to it by degrees. The judges, who were called Hellanodicae,

were at first two in number ; in later times the normal number seems to

have been ten. The administration of the games originally belonged to

Pisa, but was transferred to Elis in historical times. Most of the events

for open athletic competition are said to have been instituted by the

beginning of the seventh century, except the pancratium, which was not

introduced till 648 B.C. Towards the end of the same century were

instituted the various competitions for boys. The hoplite race was not

added till 520 B.C., and then probably with a distinct military purpose.

Four-horse chariot races were introduced in the 25th Olympiad (680 B.C.),

and ridden horses in 648 B.C. Various other experiments, such as mule

chariots, were introduced and dropped again in the fifth century. Colts ran

after 384 B.C. A contest of trumpeters and heralds was introduced in the

96th 01. (396 B.C.).

The Olympian festival was held every fourth year ; the sacred month,

in which it was celebrated, was alternately the second or the

°','^u °J- „ third after the summer solstice, a season when the extreme
celebration. '

heat must have been trying both to competitors and to

spectators. The games themselves took place in the middle of the month,

so that the sacred truce (iKex^ipia) would last a fortnight before and after

them, and enable visitors to travel in safety to Oiympia and home again.

Its beginning was proclaimed throughout Greece by the o-Toi'So(/)opoi,

heralds sent out from Elis. An immense concourse gathered together

from all Greek towns and colonies ; the festival was not only religious

and athletic, but afforded a fair for commerce, and an opportunity for

emulation in display among the Bempiai or sacred embassies sent to
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represent the various states, as well as among individuals. It gave an

opportunity for the publication to as wide an audience as possible of literary

productions, such as the history of Herodotus, which is said to have been

read there ; and also of addressing the assembled Greeks upon some topic

of vital interest, as in the Panegyric orations of Lysias and Isocrates. The
sacred precinct of Zeus at Olympia was situated on a piece

The Aitis at ^f jg^gj ground at the junction of the Cladeus with the

Alpheus ; it was called the Altis ; since the excavation of

1876-81, its plan is completely known to us. It was surrounded by

a wall with several entrances ; in the southern part of it stood the great

temple of Zeus, containing the gold and ivory statue of the god by Pheidias,

and ornamented by the sculptures now in the Olympian museum. N. of

the temple was the Pelopium, or grave of Pelops. N. of this again, just

at the foot of the hill of Cronos which overhung the Altis, was the Heiaeum,

the most ancient of the temples that still partly survive. Near the Pelopium

was the great altar of Zeus, made of the ashes of victims. Further east, on

a terrace cut out of the hill, was a row of treasuries, built to testify to the

glory of the various cities which dedicated them, and to hold the offerings

which they made to the god. In front of them stood the Zanes, a set of

statues made from fines inflicted on athletes for violation of the rules. In

addition to other buildings, the whole space was filled with altars, dedica-

tions, and statues, mostly of victors, of which many of the bases still

remain, and the enumeration of which occupies the best part of two books

of Pausanias. At the N.E. corner of the Altis was an arched passage

leading into the stadium, where the starting-place and goal of the athletes

may still be seen. S. of the stadium was the hippodrome, where the

chariot races took place, and all around the Altis were grouped the houses

for priests and officials, and for the entertainment of official or distinguished

guests, porticoes to house the crowd of ordinary pilgrims, a gymnasium for

the competitors, and the prytaneum, bouleuterium, and other public build-

ings connected with the games. Women were not admitted to the great

festival of Zeus, but had a separate one of their own in honour of Hera;

a peplos was offered to the goddess, and games were held in which the

competitors were girls.

A victory at the Olympian games was the highest honour which a

„ ,.„ Greek athlete could desire, and formed the culmination of
Qualinca- , .

'
, , t j

tions, re- all his trammg. Every competitor was obliged to prove

wards and
jj^^^j j^g ^^g ^f jjellenic parentage, that he suff'ered under

competitors. ^ ° '
i t i i j J

no political or moral disqualification, and that he had under-

gone ten months training ; in later times he had also to train for a month

in the gymnasium at Elis, under the eyes of the Hellanodicae. When

he formally entered as a competitor, he and his relatives had to take

a solemn oath over the sacrifice of a boar-pig at the altar of Zeus opxios

in the bouleuterium at Olympia that he had complied with the conditions,

and would keep the rules of the contest. After this he was not allowed to
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withdraw, and any unfair proceeding or breach of the rules was punished

by a fine. No ofificial prize was given to the victors, except a crown of

wild olive (koVh/os) and a palm-branch and the right to erect a statue in

the Altis.

The absence of any prizes of intrinsic value distinguished the four

great national games as o-Tec^avTrat from others, like the Panathenaea ; at

Delphi the crown or garland (o-Tc^avog) was of bay, at the Isthmus of pine,

or earlier of parsley; and at Nemea also of parsley. But the victor's

friends and his city added to these honours many others, some of a more
substantial nature; they celebrated his victory both at Olympia and on his

return home with festal procession and song; it was for such occasions as

these that Pindar wrote the odes that have proved 'a monument more
lasting than bronze.' At Athens, the victor was awarded, by the law of Solon,

a sum of 500 drachmas and food in the prytaneum for the rest of his life;

everywhere he had the place of honour in war and peace ; and, at Sparta,

the right to a place in battle near the king. Such honours testify to the

belief in early times that a victorious athlete was not only a man specially

favoured by the god in whose service he had distinguished himself, but

that his physical prowess proved his qualification for the highest services

to his country, and was a sign of the most perfect manhood. But,

about the end of the fifth century, a change came about for the worse.

It was found that the healthy and abstemious diet and

all-round development which had so far distinguished the Decline of

athletic
Greek athlete could not hold their own, in actual contest, honours,

against a heavy meat diet and a special training; and
from that time athletes tended more and more to become a special class,

with muscles developed at the expense of their brains. Still, the honour

given to victors was by no means omitted in later times, and the

greatest ambition of an athlete, to be a victor at all the four games

(irepioSovtKTjs), always remained a distinction which was held in the highest

honour.

The programme of the Olympian games is said to have been got

through in a single day in the earlier period; in later

times it was spread over five days. The stadium was the of games™^
first event to be decided, and its victor gave his name
to the Olympiad. The Olympic stadium can be exactly measured, as

the starting and finishing line are both preserved ; the

length of the course -is iust over 210 yards; there is of The sta-

r 11 1 iTrni 1
dmm ; run-

course a free space beyond at each end. It follows that ning.

the SiaiiXos was very nearly equivalent to the quarter-mile;

the exact length of the SoAi^os is not known for certain; probably it

was between two and three miles. At the starting-point a line of

stone slabs was let into the ground, which contained sockets for posts,

to mark off the space assigned to each runner, and also two shallow

grooves adapted for him to get his toes into for the start; as these
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two grooves are only about six inches apart, it seems clear that the Greek

runner must have started with his feet close together, a position which

Fig. 91. Starting-place in Stadium at Olympia.

must have been prescribed in order to secure a fair start. The posts must

either have served to stretch the lines along the course to divide the tracks

assigned to the various competitors or else to act as guides to the runners

in the broad course. No arrangement for a curved turn was found, so that

it seems probable that in the 8tavA.os the athlete had to turn sharply and

come back after turning the post assigned to him. In the long race a

different arrangement may have been made. In the hoplite race each

competitor carried a shield, and it is clear from vases that the skill of

the runner consisted in swinging this so as to aid his start and turn. In

earlier times this contest may have been a race in full armour, and training

in it may explain the Athenian charge at Marathon. It was a SiavXos.

The pentathlon, or contest of five events (aX/xa, jroSaiKeiTjv, SuTKoVi

ixKovra, TraXyjv), consisted of contests in the long-jumpi

throwing the disc, throwing the javelin, running and wrest-

ling ; the first three of these appeared only in the pentath-

lon, while the last two existed also as separate contests. The way in which

the victory in these five events taken together was decided is not recorded.

In the aX}i.a, or long jump, weights Uke dumb-bells {akTTJpes) were held in

the hands ; from the pictures on vases, the jump appears to

umpin .

\y2cyfe been preceded by a few steps ; the swing of the weights

was used, as now sometimes, to assist the spring, the arms being thrown

The pent-
athlon.
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forward as the jumper took off, and swung far back before he ahghted.

A ' garden ' (o-Ko/i/xa ; to. iiTKafi.ii.iva is probably identical, not, as L. and S.

say, to be distinguished) or piece of dug earth was prepared to show the

marks of the jump and to break the jar of ahghting. The use of weights is

known by modern practice to increase considerably the distance that can

be covered ; but it is quite inadequate to explain a record such as that of

Phayllus, whose jump of 55 feet rests on no good authority. As to the

method of throwing the disc we are well informed by vase-paintings and
statues, especially the copies of Myron's famous discobolus

;

the competitor took his stand with the right foot slightly in
Hie^isc"^

advance and the disc in his left hand ; then he transferred it

to his right, swung it back as far as possible, and discharged it by an

underhand throw, bringing all the weight of the body into play, at the same

time bringing the left foot forward so that his weight rested on it at the

moment of throwing. The throwing of the javelin, which was thrown either

by the hand alone or by the help of a thong wound round
the shaft and held in the fingers so as to impart a revolving Throwing

11 , ^, ,. ,• the javelin.
motion to the throw, was apparently at Olympia for distance

only ; elsewhere throwing at a mark was also practised.

In Greek wrestling three throws were necessary for a victory {rpiayfxo';).

It took place on prepared ground, to give foot-hold and
-vvrestiin

break falls {a-KdiJ.fi.a). The competitors were free to get

their grip as they could, and much of their skill was devoted to this object.

Boxing, in earlier times, was not considered unworthy of gods and
heroes, and was practised by men of high rank ; the i/xavres

jnetXi'xat then used consisted merely of thongs of leather
°^'"S-

wound round and round the fists, as constantly represented on vases.

These were totally different from the brutal instrument made of solid

leather which was used in later times (t/ias ofus, ixvpfirj^, Lat. cestus)

when professional boxers were a special class. The pancratium was
a contest in which fighting of any sort was allowed ; this and boxing

went on until one of the competitors acknowledged him-

self as beaten. These contests were all, probably, held ^"°
'^^'^°^'

in the stadium ; in the hippodrome the chariot and horse races took
place.

423. Musical festivals were not usually held separate from athletic

festivals, but formed a part of them. At Olympia, indeed,

the musical contests either did not exist at all or took a very M"?'<:ai..... -' festivals.

subordinate position ; but in the Panathenaea, at Delphi,

and elsewhere, they formed a prominent part of the games. There were
usually four principal kinds of contest in what we should call music; lyre

playing, flute playing, and singing to the accompaniment of the lyre or flute

{Ki6api<jTai, avXf}Tai, Ki.6apiaSoi, a-uXuSot) ; to these may be added competitions

between pa.ij/iaSoi, men who recited the Homeric poems. At Delphi singing
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to a flute was early abolished, as being too wild and melancholy in

character. The great feature of the Delphian musical festival was the

Pythian strain (IIu^ikos vojuos), which was what we should call a piece of

programme music, representing in five movements the fight of Apollo and

the Python, the death of the monster, and the triumph of the god. It is

evident that here narrow limits were laid down within which the art of the

composer and the executant (who were apparently the same) must be

confined. Closely allied to these musical contests were those in choric

singing and dancing, for both men and boys, which formed part of many
festivals ; these continued to exist in many places, side by side with the

more elaborate form which had been developed from them, the drama.

Of choric singing without dancing we have no record; but dancing without

singing was common, as well as the combination of the two.

424^ Dramatic Festivals.—The most conspicuous development

of the drama in Greece was in connexion with the worship
Dramatic r-r^- ic-' -i- i-i .

festivals. 01 Dionysus ; but bp(ii/x(va, or ritual actions, which occurred
Origin of

jjj tjjg (,^l( Qf other gods, were more or less dramatic indrama. , ,

character; for example, in the Eleusinian mysteries. Similar

customs occur in many places as a part of the magic rites associated with

the year spirit, with the death and revival of vegetation, or with human

activities at seed-time, harvest, vintage, or other seasons ; these survive in

the performances of mummers or their equivalent in many parts of Europe,

notably in Thrace. Wherever such rites came to be regarded as the

dramatic repetition of a myth, it was natural that they should develop into

drama, and that they should be used to commemorate other myths than

those originally associated with them. It was not uncommon for the

participants in these rites to masquerade as animals. It is an obvious

suggestion that the 'tragic' chorus originated in such a dance of goat-men;

but the satyrs who form the rout of Dionysus have more characteristics of

horses in early art. The origin of the various forms of play, tragedy, satyr-

drama, and comedy has been the subject of endless theorising from the

time of Aristotle to the present day ; but the facts about the early develop-

ment of these various forms are extremely obscure, and it is impossible

now to trace with certainty their relation to the primitive rites or dances

from which they were respectively derived. It is even uncertain how far

the difference between them is essential, how far due to more or less

artificial differentiation. It has been suggested that the origin of drama,

especially of tragedy, is rather to be sought in the commemorative rites

performed over the tombs of dead heroes, as in the case of the tragic

choruses commemorating the 'sufferings of Adrastus' at Sicyon, which

Cleisthenes transferred to the service of Dionysus. But even if we admit

that some characteristic elements of Greek drama may be traced to such

^ For the literary history of the drama see § 155 to § 164.
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a source as this, it is not therefore necessary to derive all dramatic

performances from it.

425. The conventional forms taken by tragedy and comedy at Athens

were developed in the sixth century B.C. from local Attic

celebrations which, whatever the origin of some of their ele-
?^^Xth°en's

^°*

ments, were at that time dedicated to Dionysus; and it is this

brilliant development at Athens to which dramatic festivals owe their chief

interest. The two festivals in Athens at which plays were performed were

the Great or City Dionysia (Aiovvata to, iv aa-Tu), about the

end of March, and the Lenaea (im K-qva'iia lyiiv) about the ^"ii^n^J^^^
end of January. At both alike the plays were performed in

the great Dionysiac theatre. The Great Dionysia formed one of the chief

festivals of Athens ; they were held at a time when the city was full of

strangers as well as citizens, and were celebrated with great pomp and
magnificence. They appear to have included a festal procession and
sacrifice, and also choric dances in honour of the god ; the festival of

Lenaea was probably of earlier foundation, and of a similar nature, though

in the days of the drama it had sunk to a subordinate position, and was
only a local festival of the Athenians. Tragedies seem to have been

performed in Athens before the middle of the sixth century, though their

state recognition at the Great Dionysia did not take place until some years

later. It is uncertain when tragedies began to be introduced into the

Lenaea; it was probably not long after the middle of the fifth century;

but the festival was never on the same footing as the Great Dionysia in this

respect. In the fourth century and later, when it was recognised that the

great days of tragedy were past, it was customary to add to the dramatic

contests of the Great Dionysia, after the Satyric play, and of the Lenaea
also, a revival of an old tragedy ; and the new plays to be performed
came to be less in number. Comedy was not adopted so soon as tragedy

into the religious festivals recognised by the State. New plays were brought
out both at the Lenaea and at the Great Dionysia ; especially at the

latter, if they were tragedies ; but in the case of purely political satires,

such as the Acharniatis, the Lenaea offered an opportunity for addressing

the Athenian citizens alone, without holding them up to the ridicule of

their neighbours {avToi. yap etr/xev ovttX Ar^vat'o) t' a.yMV Ach. 504). New
comedies continued to be produced at both festivals throughout the fourth

and probably the third century, while the ' middle ' and ' new ' comedy
were flourishing. In the second century we find that the same custom
had come in as in the case of tragedy ; the representation opened with an
old comedy by a well-known poet, before the new ones were brought on.

Such revivals were, as was to be expected, mostly from the ' new

'

comedy of Menander and Philemon ; the ' old ' comedy, with its political

allusions and ephemeral jests, did not interest the later Greeks, at least on
the stage.
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The celebration of the Dionysiac festivals was, of course, like all other

religious ceremonies, under the control of the State ; the

ceiebratLn.
arrangements were presided over at the Great Dionysia by

the Archon Eponymus, at the Lenaea by the Basileus. The

production of plays, the hire of the chorus, the provision of dresses and

accessories, formed one of the chief liturgies in the fifth and fourth

centuries, and was discharged by the richer citizens in turn ; it was called

choregia, and the man who undertook it was called a choregus. After the

fourth century the wealth or the public spirit of the Athenian citizens had

so far decreased that the system of choregi had to be given up; the State

undertook the expense of production and an agonothetes was appointed to

administer it. The audience consisted of both Athenians and visitors;

special places were reserved for priests and officials, the central one of the

front row being assigned to the priest of Dionysus Eleuthereus. Common
people had to pay for their seats, but the fee was provided by the State for

needy citizens. There is no satisfactory evidence that any distinction of

class or sex was made in the right of admission. It has been much dis-

puted, on grounds of probabihty, whether women were admitted, especially

at comedies ; but the evidence seems to show conclusively that they

were.

The tragic actor's dress and make up was confined in later times to

a limited number of recognised types ; though the descrip-

act"rs
°^

'•'°'^^ ^® ^^^^ °^ these are of late date, it is probable that

they were stereotyped in accordance with the practice of the

earlier period. All alike wore high buskins {KoOopvoi) to increase their

apparent stature, and huge masks with a wig surmounting a conical

erection above them (oyKos) enclosing the whole head ; their bodies

were also padded in proportion. The masks and dress of comic

actors were taken from ordinary life, and conformed, at least in later

times, to a certain number of easily recognised types. The masks, how-

ever, in this case, were more grotesque and exaggerated in expression,

even in the ' new ' comedy of manners where they seem to us so much

out of place.

'I'he theatre buildings of the Greeks are known to us not only from

the descriptions of Vitruvius and other writers, but also from

buildings. many extant examples which, on the whole, confirm those

descriptions. In no case, however, have we any satisfactory

evidence of the arrangements as they existed during the fifth century,

when the extant plays of the great dramatists were written. These must

therefore be inferred from the evidence supplied by the plays themselves,

by extant remains of later date, and by various other literary records. In

the earliest times choric dances in honour of Dionysus were held on

. .
any convenient spot, usually in or near his sacred precmct.

When an actor was introduced, he is said to have mounted
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on a table or a cart so as to be visible over the heads of the chorus

to the surrounding spectators. The first improvement was probably a

low and rough platform or stage for the actors, and a booth {aKrjvr}) to

serve as a dressing and property room ; the stage would naturally be placed

close to this booth, which would also serve as a background; and the

spectators would group themselves on the further side of the dancing-place,

6pxV<'"^P'^t which would be chosen, if possible, in such a position that a

natural slope of a hill would enable a crowd to see and hear well what was

going on. Such are the essential parts of a Greek theatre at all periods,

though they were later given a permanent and .elaborate architectural form.

In early times it was customary in Athens for the actors to set up

their booth and dancing-place in a part of the agora which History of

later retained the name of the orchestra : but the physical the theatre at

advantages of the great precinct of Dionysus south of the

Acropolis soon led to its being preferred for all theatrical performances.

Here an early circle of stones may still be traced, partly underneath the

orchestra of the present theatre, partly under its stage buildings, which

doubtless formed the border of the old orchestra on which, in the earliest

period, the Attic drama was played ; the booth and stage, and also the

spectators' seats, were probably temporary erections of wood. It is said that

the temporary structure of the theatre at Athens gave way in 499 B.C. when
Aeschylus and others were competing; but the stone theatre which took its

place was not completed until the time of Lycurgus, shortly before 330 B.C.,

so that all the plays we know must have been first performed in a temporary,

or at least an unfinished theatre. The theatre of Dionysus, as completed by

Lycurgus, consisted of an auditorium (Oiarpov), partly cut out of the Acropolis

rock, partly built on massive substructures and supporting walls. Its lines,

especially in the lower part which bordered the orchestra, followed the

shape of a semicircle prolonged towards the stage by tangents. It was, as

in all other theatres, divided by a horizontal gangway (8ia^o)/xa) and by

staircases (KXi/naKts) into wedges of seats (KtpKiSes), and in the lowest row

were thrones for priests and officials. Leading out of the orchestra on

either side were the irdpoSoi, by which the chorus entered. All that is left

of the stage building is the foundation, consisting of a massive wall between

two projecting towers : the space between these probably served for the

erection of whatever stage or scenery was required. In later times a

proscenium with a front consisting of short columns was substituted

;

such a proscenium is better preserved in other theatres.

At Epidaurus the theatre, designed by the younger Polycleitus in

the fourth century, was a marvel of symmetry. The audi-

torium is almost elliptical in its curve, being drawn from
{J,*"es''°''

three centres; it is well preserved, as also is the circle of

the orchestra, bordered by a line of white stone. The stage buildings

can be restored from the extant foundations and architectural fragments

;

it is, however, a matter of dispute whether they are contemporary with

G. A. '27
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the theatre; similar constructions, some of them better preserved, are

found in many other Greek theatres, but none of them can be assigned

with certainty to a date earlier than the second century B.C. In all alike

there was an oblong building, the a-Kiqvrj, at least two stories high, often,

probably, considerably higher. In front of this was a platform carried

by a row of columns, the irpoa-iojviov or Xoyelov ; it is usually about 1 2 feet

high and 10 feet broad, and corresponds to the Greek stage as described

by Vitruvius. In some theatres, as at Sicyon and Megalopolis, there are

indications that a wooden proscenium, probably of similar form, preceded

Fig. 93. Theatre at Epidaurus.

the stone one. The space between the columns was usually filled in

with slabs of wood (iriVaKcs) ; and there were also, in most cases, doors
leading between them on to the orchestra. The top of the platform was
approached by doors leading through the wall of the a-Ki]vrj; it was
also accessible at each end, either by a door in a projecting tower (Trapa-

o-K-i^viov), a ramp, or a return of the platform round the side of the

o-Ki^vrj. These side-entrances had, both for actors and chorus, a con-

ventional meaning derived from the position of the theatre at Athens

;

those entering from the west, on the actors' left, were supposed to come
from the city or harbour, those from the east, the actors' right, from the

country. Where this statement as to right and left is reversed, it is made

27—

2
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from the spectators' point of view. The stone o-Krivrj of later Greek times

usually had an architectural decoration which served without modification

or addition to represent the palace or other building in front of which the

action took place. Illusory scene painting, such as exists on the modern

stage, was not attempted ; the scene painting for which Agatharchus was

famous in the fifth century was probably a kind of architectural per-

spective which took the place later supplied by solid architecture. Changes

of scene were indicated in a purely conventional manner by triangular

prisms called TrepCaKToi, which could be turned so as to show different

objects or symbols painted on their various sides. Other appliances

connected with the crKr]vij were the €/cKVKX»;/Aa, a kind of movable platform

or turn-table that could be revolved as a conventional manner of repre-

senting the interior of a building, the fj.rjxav-i], a sort of crane on which

deities and others appeared suspended in the air, and the OioXoyuov, a high

platform for the appearance of the gods. The x'lp'^i'"" KXt/taK€s served

for the entrance of infernal deities or ghosts, probably through a trap-

door. It has been proposed to recognise them in the steps leading to

the subterranean passages that have been found below the orchestra in

some theatres ; but as no such arrangement existed at Athens or Epi-

daurus, it cannot have been indispensable to the performance of a Greek

drama.

It has hitherto been generally assumed that the proscenium served as

a stage upon which the actors appeared, and that a raised

The stage stage was usual in the Greek theatre. This has, however,
question. o

t i •
i

been disputed most cogently by Professor Dorpfeld, mainly

on the following grounds :

(i) That a stage of such proportions, about 12 feet high and 10

feet broad, would be inconvenient and even dangerous for the actors.

(2) That actors on such a stage would be partly invisible to the

nearer spectators in the lowest tiers of seats.

(3) That the extant dramas imply a ready communication, and even

a possibility of actual contact, between actors and chorus, such as is

precluded by a stage 12 feet high.

(4) That according to the old view the stage was at first low, then

became higher in Hellenistic times, and lower again in Roman theatres j

and that such a broken development is improbable.

It is accordingly suggested that the proscenium was a background, not

a stage, and that the actors appeared on the orchestra level in front of it.

In addition to avoiding the above objections, Professor Dorpfeld main-

tains that we thus obtain a continuous development. The table or cart,

if it ever existed, was soon discarded, and the actors wore high cothurni

instead, to raise them above the chorus. The TTpoa-Krjviov was merely an

ornamental front to the o-ktjvt?, and formed a background to the actors;

the platform above it may have served as the 6e.oXoydov. In the Roman

theatres the actors remained in the same position, but half of the
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orchestra was sunk to a depth of five feet or so, leaving them on a low

platform.

The objections to this view are very serious. The chief one is that

it provides no adequate reason for the presence of the platform in front

of the o-Kijvij in all extant theatres. The use of the OioXoyiiov was too

rare to justify so universal an arrangement ; and, if not wanted for a stage,

such a platform spoils the architectural form of the aurjvrj, as representing

a palace. We know, moreover, from inscriptions that its official name
was not only ir/)oo-K»;i'iov but also \oyiiov. This nomenclature also upsets

the theory of continuity, for in the Roman as in the Greek theatre, the

name proscenium or logeum is given to the platform, not to the orna-

mental front of the scena. The objections to the old view may be met
as follows

:

(i) A stage of similar height existed in the theatres of Asia Minor,

where the actors certainly appeared, as Professor Dorpfeld himself admits,

on the top of it ; it cannot then be impossible for Greece.

(2) A high stage would be optically inconvenient only to the

occupants of a very small number of seats, those at the ends of the front

rows, probably minor officials ; and even they would lose very little of

the action.

(3) The absence of communication between actors and chorus is far

the most serious difficulty ; in extant plays such communication is certainly

not uncommon, and it is difficult, if not impossible, to believe that the

plays were written to be performed on stages such as are now extant.

These, however, are all of a date much later than the plays ; and it has

been suggested that in the fifth century the stage was lower and more
accessible from the orchestra. It must however be admitted that a stage

of this description cannot be inferred from any architectural evidence. It

is possible that the arrangements at Athens in the fifth century were quite

different in character ; but even if the o-ktjci; was a temporary construction,

it must have followed some conventional scheme ; for the intervals between
the plays did not suffice for the erection of a special setting for each.

The raising of the stage and its separation from the orchestra is in

conformity with the literary development, in which the chorus was either

separated from the action of the drama or entirely suppressed. The later

form of proscenium must, however, be considered in relation to the revival

of earlier plays. Many of the plays in which a proximity between actors

and chorus is required may never have been revived; we have, for example,

no instance recorded of the revival of a play of Aristophanes ; but when
communication was necessary, we are informed that temporary steps like

scaling ladders were used. Such a device may well have been tolerated in

a revival of an old play.

(4) The development of the stage in the Greek theatre is continuous,

if it became steadily higher. The Roman theatre need not be considered
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in this connexion ; it was a new arrangement to meet different con-

ditions.

426. The second class of extraordinary ritual is that in which the

essential thing is a revelation made by the god or a special

rTtuaf"
'"^"^^

exercise of his power for the benefit of the worshippers; the

(b) in mani- ceremonies practised by the worshippers on these occasions

are important not so much in themselves as for the sake of

the immediate result which they produce, since the worshippers thereby

acquire either a declaration of the will of the gods (Oracles of conduct),

or a physical or moral change in their own nature (Shrines of healing and

Mysteries).

In the most primitive stage of religion, we find various occult

practices used by sorcerers and others so as to compel the

divination. S^'^^ t° ^° t^^ ^i'l of ™sn > ^'th a higher conception of the

power and nature of the gods, their place is taken by the

art of divination or soothsaying, of which the object is to find out the

will of the gods, in order that men may act in accordance with it, or at

least so govern their conduct as not to clash with it, in order to obtain what

is good and to avoid evil. Hence it is especially employed when any calamity

or plague shows the gods to be displeased, or when any project, of which

the issue is doubtful, is contemplated. The foretelling of the future is

often incidentally involved, but is not the essential thing. Calchas, best

of seers, knew by his prophetic skill 'what is and what shall be and what

was before.' There were many means of divination in Greece (/iai/Tui/)

;

they may be divided into direct and indirect ; and also into spontaneous

and artificial (re^viKov). Direct divination comes in inspiration, usually

accompanied by madness or phrensy, or in dreams ; in some cases the

meaning of this might be obvious, but more often it required skilled

interpretation ; and means are said to have been taken to induce it, such

as inhaling mephitic vapour, chewing bay leaves, drinking blood, or sleeping

under conditions likely to excite dreams. Indirect divination consisted in

observing natural phenomena, the flight of birds and the proceedings of

other animals, or in listening for chance utterances overhead. Here too

the application might be obvious; but more often skilled interpretation was

necessary, as it also was in the case of divination over sacrifice ; both the

state of the chief organs in the victim, and the manner in which the fire

burned on the altar, were taken as an indication of the will of the god, and

of his acceptance of the offering. One of the commonest forms of divination

was by sacrifice ; if the result was favourable, the iepd were said KaWupeiv,

or the same verb was sometimes used of the sacrificer.

All these kinds of divination were used by the various oracles of

Greece, though they might also be practised on any spot. Such oracles

were numerous, though some of them came to exceed others in reputa-

tion, from the sanctity of their worship or the skill with which

they were administered. The best known of all were those
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of Dodona and Delphi. At Dodona the shrine seems to have been served

by the primitive and barbarous tribe of the Selli (called by Homer avi-n-To-

iroSts )(aixauvvai.) ; the priestesses were called ireXeiat or doves. In early

times the response was obtained by listening to the rustling of the sacred

oak-tree ; later bronze, caldrons were set up, which gave various sounds to

the wind ; and a statue of a boy, dedicated by the Corcyreans, held in his

hand a whip with astragali, which hit against a caldron. All these sounds

were doubtless interpreted after certain codes known to the priests. Many
questions, written on sheets of lead, have been found at Dodona, but no

responses ; they are of various nature, from questions of state policy, or of

the success of private commerce, to enquiries after lost property or a wife's

fidelity.

At Delphi the Pythia, after drinking of the sacred spring, delivered the

responses, which were recorded and interpreted by the pro-

phetes, who reduced the answer into hexameter verse, until
e
p

i.

the time of Pyrrhus ; later they were in prose. The tale of the cleft and
its intoxicating vapour lacks early authority. The influence of the Delphic

oracle was very great, owing in great degree to the skill with which it was

managed by the officials ; it is not to be supposed that the whole system

was a pious fraud; doubtless the prophetes honestly attempted to make
sense and metre out of the ravings of the Pythia; but clearly a good deal of

discretion in editing was left to him. When consulted on matters of fact

or future events, the oracle usually kept on the safe side, with the help of

obscurity or ambiguity ; e.g. Kpoio-os "AXui/ 8ia/3as jncyaAijv apx^v KaraXva-ei.

In matters of ritual or religion it was constantly referred to, and it probably

contributed in a great degree to the assimilation and systematisation of the

great mass of floating myths and customs which existed in Greece. In

spite of a political bias which weakened its authority during the Pelopon-

nesian war, Delphi continued to have an authority on religious matters,

which it shared with Dodona; few new departures in religion, even in

matters of detail, were taken without consulting some oracle of high

credit.

427. Some of the places resorted to by invalids in search of health are

of the nature of oracles, and in that case cannot be rigidly

distinguished from oracles of conduct; such were that of shrinesf

Amphiaraus at Oropus and that of Trophonius at Lebadea.

In the Amphiaraeum the custom was for the person consulting the Hero
to sleep in his sanctuary on the skin of a sacrificed ram ; the dream that

came to him was the response, and was interpreted by the priest. Much
the same was the custom at Lebadea, where, however, the preliminary

ceremonies were more complicated and awe-inspiring, and where the

worshipper was let down into a hole in which he saw visions. In both

cases the communication of the god was given to the worshipper himself

directly, not through a professional medium; this is the main distinction

from oracles such as Delphi.
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The cures worked by Asclepius at his especial precinct at

Epidaurus, and also at Athens and elsewhere, partake to
pi aurus.

some extent of the nature of these dream-oracles. The

patient always slept in a special building called at Epidaurus the

ajSaTov; and sometimes, especially in later times, the priestly inter-

pretation of his dream may have amounted virtually to a medical

prescription. But in the lists of earlier cases the cure is almost always

represented as instantaneous. These lists are not contemporary with the

cures they record, but they are probably based to some extent on

dedicatory tablets and other documents, and are not entirely apocryphal.

Some surgical cases may be explained as a slight exaggeration of actual

operations; but many of the cases may well be perfectly authentic

' miracles,' such as those which are known to occur at Lourdes and at

Tenos at the present day. The cure effected usually follows the same

formula. The patient sleeps in the abaton ; he sees an appropriate vision,

in which the god or one of his sacred animals, especially the snake, touches

the part affected ; and in the morning he goes forth whole. An excel-

lent, though burlesque, description of the scene in the portico where the

patients slept is to be found in Aristophanes' Plutus.

428. Mysteries were rites in which certain privileged worshippers

were admitted, after due preparation and under a bond of
ys enes.

sccrecy, to certain sights and ceremonies which were

calculated to have a permanent effect on their character both on earth and

in the other world. Such mysteries existed in several places in Greece,

but the most important by far were the Eleusinian, which were imitated

elsewhere. Those of Samothrace were also of high repute. The source

from which the Eleusinian Mysteries were derived is a puzzle;

Eieusis

;

tradition attributed them to Thrace and to Orpheus. Like the

mysteries. Olympian games, they are unknown to the composers of the

Iliad and Odyssey; but we cannot imagine the Mysteries,

like the games, to be a purely Hellenic growth of later times. Their

foundation is assigned to Eumolpus, whose descendants always supplied

the Hierophant, or chief official of the Mysteries; he was assisted by

other Eleusinian officers : the Daduchi, or torch-bearers, from the family of

Triptolemus (to whom Demeter first gave the corn), the Herald, and others.

Probably in Solon's time the Eleusinia were taken into the recognised

State religion at Athens, and the Lesser Mysteries were founded at Agrae,

a suburb of the city. Under Pericles they were raised to a Panhellenic

festival, and their importance grew more and more as faith in the

State religion declined; they were especially encouraged by mystic

philosophers and others as a rival to the growing power of Christianity,

and therefore are much reviled by early Christian writers.

The first stage in initiation took place at the Lesser Mysteries at

Agrae, in Anthesterion (February) ; in the following Boe-

°/,ebra°tfon.
dromion (September) the worshipper was admitted to the

lesser initiation at Eieusis (jnuijo-ts); another year must elapse
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before he was allowed full participation (eiroTrreia). New participants

had to be under the direction of a mystagogue. The ceremonies of the

Eleusinia began in Athens on the isth of the month, when the mystae

assembled at the Stoa Poecile (dyvp/ids); on the i6th they bathed in the

sea (aXaSe /ivuTttt) and also washed a pig which they sacrificed next day at

the Eleusinion at Athens. On the 19th the great procession to Eleusis

started, and arrived after sunset. There the mystae fasted, roamed about

the shore, and sat on the stone where Demeter mourned for her daughter

(aye'Xoo-Tos ireVpa). When worked up to a state of religious excitement

by wandering in the dark and fasting, they were admitted to the brilliantly

lighted hall {reXecrT'ijpiov) ; then the final ceremonies of initiation were

performed, the sacred fast was broken, and the sacred drama was per-

formed, on the nights of the 22nd and 23rd. On the 24th followed games
and theatrical performances ; on the procession back to Athens the mystae

SCALE Of FEET

Fig. gC. Hall of the Mysteries at Eleusis.
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were met by the rest of the people at the bridge over the Cephisus, and

interchanged jests with them (ye^vpi^eiv). Recent excavations at Eleusis

have shown that the reXco-Tifptov was a great hall, surrounded

te^fon^'^^' ^y ^^^P^ °" which the mystae sat to observe the sights and

sounds provided for their edification. As to what actually

happened in the reXeo-Tifptov, we are imperfectly informed ; some have

wondered that the Mysteries kept their secret so well; but in reality

there probably was no secret to keep. The essential thing in the

Mysteries was not the imparting of any doctrine or revelation of mystic

truth, but the production of a certain mental state, induced by fasting

and religious excitement, in which the partaking of the sacred food and

drink, the handling of certain sacred objects, and the hearing and seeing of

the sacred drama and chants (Spco'/xeva and Xcyo'/xeva) made so great an im-

pression on the excited imagination as to leave a permanent effect on the

character. The drama doubtless represented scenes connected with the

Great Goddesses of Eleusis, Demeter and Core or Persephone. In earlier

times, as represented by the Homeric hymn to Demeter, it was probably

the well-known tale of the sorrow of Demeter and her search for her lost

daughter, and the return of Core. Dionysus and lacchus were certainly

prominent in the myth and ritual under Athenian administration, and in

Hellenistic times the Zagreus story was introduced. The allegory of the

death and resurrection of the corn, and its application to human life, was

probably never lost sight of. But what is most striking is

and influence the moral effect on the mystae, attested by so many of the

°{^^^
. greatest and most respected of classical writers, who always

speak with the utmost reverence of the Mysteries though

many of them are by no means slow to condemn what they think unworthy

in the popular religion. In common belief, too, those who had been

initiated had a happier lot after death. All the symbolism employed may

not have been in accordance with modern notions of decency or dignity;

but it cannot be doubted that the general impression produced on the

worshippers was similar to that now attributed to the most sacred and

solemn religious observances.

For Mythology and Religion :—Farnell, Cults of the Greek States ; Preller,

Griechische Mythologie (4th ed., by Robert); Roscher, Lexikon
lograp y. ^^^ griechischen und romischen Mythologie ; Harrison and

Verrall, Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens ; Frazer, The Golden

Bough ; Pausanias
; J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to Greek Religion. For

Athletic Festivals :—E. N. Gardiner, Greek Athletic Sports and Festivals.

For the Theatre :^Haigh, The Attic Theatre; A. Mtiller, Griechische

Biihnenaltertiimer ; Dorpfeld, Das griechische Theater ; Puchstein, Die

griechische Biihne ; W. Ridgeway, The Origin 0/ Tragedy ; F. M. Cornford, The

Origin of Comedy. For Eleusinia :—Lenormant, in Daremberg and Saglio,

Dictionnaire des Antiquites; Philios, Eleusis. For Epidaurus :— Cavvadias,

Epidaure et ses ricines.



VI. PUBLIC ANTIQUITIES.

VI. I. CONSTITUTIONS.

A. DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTITUTIONS.

429. The origins of the political institutions of the Greeks are to be
found in the different elements which made up the Greek race

(see §§ 31 fif.). From the civilization which excavations
J^opie^'''^^'

have revealed in the Aegean islands and above all in Crete,

we can form some idea of political conditions. The rulers lived secure,

fearing neither attack from without nor insurrection from within. Their

fleets which held the seas protected their coasts, while within the islands

they commanded the service of their subjects to produce great buildings, to

develop to a high degree arts and crafts, to maintain peace between the

great men of the land. As far as may be deduced from the material

evidence, the idea of the State was triumphant over the resistance of

the family unit, which retarded and at the same time strengthened the

political growth of the Indo-European peoples. The dwellers in the islands

lived in little towns which clustered under the shadow of palaces ; their

religion was of the race or state rather than of the family. Government was
almost bureaucratic, with careful accounts and regular officials. The nobles

were courtiers rather than country barons ; and in the little towns was
found the centre of the people's social life and interests. Thus in a measure
the political development in Crete is an anticipation of the city State of

later times.

The mainland of Greece shows an early civilization apparently of the

same origin but faced by different natural and political conditions. Here
we find not open towns and palaces but great fortresses such as Tiryns

and Mycenae. The fortresses are like the castles of Norman barons

standing among a subject, often hostile population. The subjects must
have been half-serfs, for no voluntary labour would have piled up the great

fortifications and palaces in that rocky country. No doubt what was
civilization in the islands became oppression on the mainland. Meanwhile
Greece proper, from Thessaly northwards, stood aloof from this development
and remained in a comparatively primitive condition at a time when the
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Peloponnese was enjoying advanced' material culture. Of the political

institutions of Thessaly and Northern Greece at this time we can form no

clear idea. They may have been those of the Northern people who were

to make an end of the ordered life of Southern Greece and the islands.

430. Of the ending of this period of what may be called Aegean
civilization we have no certain knowledge. In the second half

of the Second Millennmm the centre of power appears to have

shifted from Crete to Mycenae in Southern Greece. But before the end of

the Second Millennium people of Indo-European race from the North

broke into this ordered world. Throughout the whole of the Aegean area

there were movements of peoples, and the result of the dislocation thus

caused was the collapse of the older civilization and social order, though

the material culture rather waned than was extinguished. The newcomers

brought with them a political system in which the family was all-important.

In their wandering the members of a family had learnt to render absolute

obedience to their head, and, when they settled down in the new land, this

order continued. Moreover as newcomers they felt distinctly the bond of

race which united them as much as it separated them at first from the older

people. Their political life consisted of two forms of loyalty, to the head

of the family and to the larger racial unit the tribe (^nA-ry)—with the leader in

war at its head. The northern peoples moreover were not town-dwellers,

and did not as a rule occupy the towns of the older inhabitants but pre-

ferred to live scattered in villages without elaborate fortifications. Even in

historical times the Aetolians and some other peoples in Western Greece

are described as living Kara Kio/xas dTei)(icrTOV^ tuJ TraXaiui TpOTTO). The

relations of the newcomers towards the older people varied according to

the conditions of their settlement, but in general the older people, if they

were not driven out, occupied a subject position. But from the very

beginning the older people and the newcomers from the North began to

be fused together, and there slowly arose a new form of society in which the

ideas which were found strongly marked in the northern people guided the

political development, while most of what material culture there was seems

to have been the legacy of the older race. This fusion of people produced

what we know as the Greek race and with the history of its political

development begins Greek constitutional history.

431. The main source of evidence for the early stages of this political

growth is to be found in the Homeric poems, for the Greek

GreecT"^
Epic looks back to an Heroic Age, and this age seems to

correspond to the early days when the fusion of races in

the Greek peninsula was fairly complete and the political order was being

developed. While the picture which the I/iad and Odyssey present is

romantic in colouring, we receive from the poems a clear impression of

political and social conditions. They show aristocracy established. The

chiefs (paaiXrjt's) settled in different districts in Greece, formed with their

kinsmen a class of nobles (their rank impHed in the use of such terms
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as apio-Tot, apioT-^e^) raised in dignity and power above the rest. Many of

the chiefs had taken as their seats fortified castles (TroAicr/ia or TTToXUBpov),

which had been built for the rulers of the earlier people, and Homer
depicts a court life of wealth and lavish feasting and minstrels singing of

noble deeds. The chiefs were foremost in battle, followed by their hmpoi

(who recall the comites of the Germans and the followers of the Mace-

donian kings). Below the privileged class of chiefs and warriors come
the class called Sr]fi,iO€pyol, craftsmen or small farmers cultivating their

own lot of land, and last of all the poor freemen (Ogre's) working for

hire. Of slaves there were but few. The heroic kingship is described

by Aristotle as heroic rule willingly accepted : the kings claimed divine

descent (Sioyeve'es, 8ioTjO£<j!>€Es) and were under the special protection of

Zeus. Their powers, which included leadership in war, judgment of

disputes and mediation with the gods, were limited by the custom of

consulting other orders in the State. Thus it was usual for the king to

seek the advice of a council, composed of certain chosen chiefs (called

yipovTK povkri^opoi though they were not necessarily old men) ; and the

commons might be summoned to the ayopd to learn the decisions or to

hear the discussions of their chiefs. There they might express approval

or dissent by shouting, but they were powerless to alter the resolves of

their masters. In the ySacriXevs, the jSovXt] and the dyopd we may recognise

the germs of later political authorities, magistrates, council and assembly.

The Iliad has for its scene the camp of an army on foreign soil in which

many princes, each the ruler of his own domain, are combined under

the leadership of Agamemnon, who enjoys a higher degree of kingly

rank implied in the titles ^ao-iXeurcpos and ^acriXevTaTo?. The Odyssey

represents a number of chiefs assembled in Ithaca, recognising no rule

in the absence of Odysseus and claiming equal dignity. Telemachus

admits that in default of Odysseus another might be king, though he

claims lordship over his own estate and dependents.

The very character of the Homeric poems makes it certain that they

over-emphasise the difference between gentle and simple. When allowance

is made for this it remains true that the idea of the personal dignity of

the freeman which has so large a part in the thought of Indo-European

races was potent from the beginnings of the Greek people. The power of

this element was increased by what is called the Dorian Invasion which

apparently took place after the age reflected in the Homeric poems. This

so-called invasion was the immigration of a new group of northern people

into the Greek world which caused much dislocation and scattering of

the Greek people. The newcomers gave a fresh vitality to the northern

element in Greek poUtical life, while they destroyed or impoverished much
of the civihzation which was growing up on the ruins of the older Aegean
culture. This crisis in the history of the Greeks is hidden from us, but to

it is no doubt due much of the difference which is seen when we turn from

the Greece of the Epic to the Greece of historical times.
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432. When we are first able to trace the poHtical institutions of the

Greeks at the beginning of the eighth century, they ar&

stTtJ"''^' found to be based on organisations widespread throughout

the great mass of the people, and not limited to an aristo-

cratic class. The most important factors in society were the sense of

solidarity of the family and the looser bond of the tribe {(jivhj). In some

cases the tribes felt themselves part of a larger racial unit, thus the three

tribes of the 'ATro'Swrai, 'O0ioi/£ts and EvpvTcives were all AircoXot. The
larger national unit was called an e^vos, which in early times reflected rather

a distinction from surrounding peoples than any real inner organisation.

The true political boundary of the early tribal State is the point at which

the sense of the tribal bond becomes weak. Within these tribal-groups

there were families each with their headman : and one of these men was

the chieftain (generally called /?ao-t\€vs) who led the tribesmen in war,

then almost the only business of a State. In general the /Sao-iXcw was

assisted by a Council of elderly experienced chiefs called yepovma or

/SovXrj. With settled life in Greece and the islands smaller organisms

arose. The country of Greece is so broken up into little glens and

valleys, and the tendency to live in little villages was so strong, that

local needs and interests tended to produce smaller political unions.

Besides this the strong sense of the family-bond which the newcomers

brought with them caused a family solidarity more clearly felt than the

bond of common descent within the tribe. When both ties between pros-

perous and related families were sharply realised the result was a yeVos or

clan ; when the feeling of union rested rather on local solidarity and mutual

help in war the union took the freer form of the ^parpia or brotherhood.

These groups were not mutually exclusive, though both were usually local in

character. It must not be assumed that the larger political unit, the tribe,

was artificially built up of local units of village communities and the like.

Membership of a ytVos or <f>pa.Tpia bore a social meaning, the political

position of a man in the State rested on his birth within the tribe. Race,

not residence or clan-membership or brotherhood-membership, is the test

Later Greek political speculation conceived of the primitive State as

arranged in concentric rings, beginning with the family and ending with

the tribe, but this artificial theory is not borne out by the historical

evidence. The Greeks conceived of common race as descent from a

common tribal ancestor and carried this idea of common descent into

unions where it could only be fictitious. Thus members of a (ftparpM,

originally a free association for mutual help, began to regard themselves

as in a sense related and to worship a fictitious ancestor. Moreover, as

religion was to the Greeks the obvious sanction of all unions and the

Greek religion was in great measure ancestor-worship, the associations

took a religious form. Thus in the earliest days of the Greek race there

was the great political institution of the tribe (<^uA)f) sometimes forming part

of an 6^1'os, and the unit of the family (oTkos), together with two forms
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of association, the ycVos and the (j>paTpia, all of these supported by the

sanction of religion and resting on real or fictitious ties of birth.

These primitive tribal communities were subject to influences, economic,

religious and military, which had varying effects in diflferent

parts of Greece. Many of the cities of the earlier people fh°eTi?y stafe.

ceased to be centres of population after the great immigra-

tions from the North. But there were districts such as Boeotia where the

mixed race of newcomers and earlier people continued the city-life in the

old cities, and made them the home of such political life as they had. But
throughout the greater part of the Greek world there was no real town-life.

The people lived in homesteads and villages (xaTci Kco/uas) over the face of

the country. From the beginning however the inhabitants chose some
defensible spot where they might take refuge in sudden stress and partially

fortified it. This place of refuge was a iroXis, and was often the seat of the

ruler of the tribal community. In many cases it coincided with an old

town of the earlier people. Gradually in many parts of Greece these 7r6Xei,9

exerted a powerful attraction and awoke an instinct for centralised political

life (o-wotKKT/ios). Where this was aided by other influences the result was
a city State in which keenly felt political association took the place of the

old dimly felt bond of race.

Thus in Lacedaemon the military need for union against the older

population, here hostile because not absorbed, led the Spartans to make
their political centre a city on the Laconian plain. Economic reasons

were powerful in inducing the people of the Isthmus to form the city of

Corinth which grew up beneath the shadow of the old place of refuge.

A combination of causes, together with a strong political instinct led to

the formation of Athens, the greatest Greek city State. The people of

Attica, while in great measure continuing to live scattered over the country,

made the city of Athens their place of government. In these instances the

old tribal State based on common birth passed into the new city State

based on community of political life. A member of the community is now
7roA.iT»js, the man who shares in the n-oXis. This new institution found

expression in the colonies which were planted on the coasts of Asia Minor
and also in Sicily and S. Italy. The colonists were crowded together on

the coast, hemmed in by enemies in the interior : in many cases they

were not all of one tribal stock but adventurous spirits from diverse tribes.

Thus none of the conditions of the old tribal State were fulfilled and
almost perforce the colonists formed themselves into city States. And as

commercial intercourse became more and more common between the

colonies and the motherland, the colonies did much to quicken the growth

of the city State within Greece proper.

433. The city States thus formed showed in a sense a renascence of

the town-life of the older people in the Second Millennium.

But there was found in them a vigorous political spirit which the^cfty^state.

was probably the heritage of the northern people. The iroXis

G. A. 28
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stood to the Greeks for freedom {l\ev9epia) and the right to govern them-

selves as they would (avTovofi.la). As a jtoXitijs the Greek felt that he was a

member of the community with rights and a will of his own. That was the

principle of eXevOepia. By avTovofiia was meant the right of the ttoXk to

govern itself according to the will of the TroXTrai; it was the extension of

the idea of iXevdepia in terms of the State. This right could only be

maintained by complete independence. No alien body must have the

least power over the iro'Xis. No form of coalition can be tolerated which

infringes the amovojxia of the State. The only thing which cities can have

in common is religion, for that is of the race. Such associations of States

as necessity enforced were regarded as reHgious associations, and thus

the complete political independence of the city State was never in theory

abandoned. This third principle, the safeguard of the other two, is the

principle of airapKeia; the city must be self-supporting.

The result was that in those parts of Greece where the city State was

highly developed, the idea of citizenship, of membership of a community,

superseded the older ideas of race, or of residence. A man who lived at

Marathon or Sunium conceived of himself as a citizen of Athens rather

than as a man born of Attic parents within the borders of Attica, or as an

inhabitant of a particular village. It was now the common citizenship and

not the common ancestor in which the bond of union was found. The

head of the city State might still be a chief (jSaariXevs), his authority might

still rest on membership of some ancient family which seemed to be half-

divine. But the idea of the city State rested on the will of man ; the

irdXis was to the Greeks a projection of the will of the TroXlrai, and it soon

became clear that a ttoXis could exist without a king. The tribal State, on

the other hand, needed a tribal head, for to the Greeks it appeared a family

on a large scale and the Greeks could not conceive a family without a single

personal head. For all these reasons Greek constitutional history is in the

main the history of the city State, which rested on the will of the ttoXih;?

guided by the rival or complementary tendencies of aristocracy, oligarchy

and democracy.

434. But til ere were large parts of Greece which either did not

„ . , , develop a city State or retained much of the more primi-
Survivals or ^ . '^.

. ^„. -,,. j xi i. »t

the tribal tive tribal mstitutions. Thus Elis remamed througti most

state. Eii3.
pf ^j^g Classical period a tribal state. The Eleans were

immigrants and conquerors surrounded by people of the older race who

retained partial independence and among whom the Pisatans formed a city

State at Pisa. There was not sufficient reason, military or economic for

centralisation, for the subjects were not capable of rebellion and the country

was given over to agriculture and pasturage. Thus in the valley of 'Hollow

Elis' there remained an old-fashioned tribal State, the central point of which

was the great sanctuary at Olympia—a religious but not a political capital.

The true bond of union was a strong racial feeling which was reflected in

the dialect of the country which clung tenaciously to its northern character.
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There were local units called Ba/xoi which had grown out of the need for

some kind of local control, most probably for the management of common
pasturage, but it was not till the fifth century B.C. that these Sa/xoi. were

correlated by any kind of strong central government. At first the Eleans

had been content to be led by a king, but monarchy was superseded by a

kind of agricultural oligarchy of the men powerful in the SS/aoi.. The social

organisations of the old tribal State flourished in full vigour. The free

brotherhoods appear as Trarpiai, the clans as ycvcai. All free-born Eleans

were fully privileged citizens ; whoever was by birth avr/p faXeios belonged

to the community. If he held any position of authority he was TcXco-ra,

otherwise he called himself feras. Had it not been for the fact that all

Greece came to Olympia for the festivals, Elis might have remained for

ever untouched by the political progress of the city States. But there

gradually grew up some of the forms of democracy and in the fifth century

a kind of city State.

In Thessaly, where northern immigrants ruled over an earlier people

whom they had reduced to serfs (Trci/eo-rat) the country was
j

divided by the mountain ridges into cantons (Thessaliotis,

Pelasgiotis, Hestiaeotis, Phthiotis), and these formed tribal communities

bound together by common race. In general the cantons were quite in-

dependent of each other, but important decisions affecting the whole of

Thessaly were referred to a gathering of all free Thessalians (ol ©cTraXoi,

TO Koivbv Tcuv ©cTTaXiov). Also in time of war the Thessalians united their

forces under a generalissimo (ra-yos), apparently appointed for life by the

whole people. Thus in general Thessaly presented the appearance of a

tribal State of the old type. But within the cantons there were cities, most
of them the townships of the old people, now occupied by the conquering

race. These cities were self-governing, striking coins of their own in quite

early times, and carried on political life quite independently of the tribal

organisation of the cantons in which they were situated. Here then was
presented the singular phenomenon of active city States planted like

islands among the usually dormant institutions of the tribal cantons.

435. In the position of the rayds and to koivov of Thessaly is seen

a union of tribal communities. Such unions were not so

easily formed among city States jealous of their independ- union

ence. But there are cases where, despite the formation of g!*^'^"

cities, a sense of race kept alive a shadowy kind of union.

Thus in the Argolid in the seventh century there was a league of cities

united in the worship of Apollo Pythaeus, based on the sense of Dorian

solidarity. This league had no political capital, and broke up as the

various city States developed their political life. So too in Arcadia, where
there was a mixture of city States such as Tegea and Mantinea with small

tribal communities such as the liappacnoi, a racial union existed which

found a religious centre in the sanctuary of Zeus Lyaeus. There was here

too an early federal coinage but no definite political union. In Boeotia

28—2
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also there was from early times a league of cities with a religious centre at

Onchestus. By the sixth century the political federation of the country

was definitely realised under the leadership of Thebes. This federation

was forcibly broken up in the fifth century but reconstituted after 445 b.c.

In the Oxyrhynchus fragment of a lost historian (§ 170) is an account of

the constitution which had been developed by the beginning of the fourth

century. The federal principle is shown systematically applied on a logical

basis of representation. The cities of Boeotia, some with smaller places

dependent on them (xoJp'i (rvvriXr]), were divided into eleven units of

government (/xcpij). Thebes and her dependencies formed four /ispjj,

Tanagra one, Orchomenus and Thespiae, each with dependencies, two.

Other units were formed by the combination of three smaller States. Each

fiipoi appointed one federal governor (BotuTupx'??), and contributed an

equal number of councillors and dicasts, equal contingents of troops, equal

taxes to the federal government. Political privilege rested on a property

basis. The chief organ of government was the Federal Council (koww

o-weSpiov) of 660 councillors. From Thucydides (v. 38) we should assume

that this body was divided into four /SouXat on the principle applied to the

government of the single States (§ 438). The federation was broken up by

Sparta for a short time but was revived after Leuctra on a democratic basis.

Thebes was the place of meeting of the sovereign assembly (8a/ios) and

from its general preponderance had a dominant position in the league.

436. Though the tribal State persisted in backward parts of Greece

. .
and some cities united in federations, the main political

progress of the Greeks was shown in the development of

the independent city State. The formation of cities was associated both

as cause and effect with the institution of aristocratic government. The

transition to aristocracy meant nothing more than the transference to the

class of nobles of the sovereignty hitherto entrusted to one of their number.

Hence the change did not of necessity involve any break of continuity, it

was often gradual and, as the title of ySao-tXevs might be retained for the

chief magistrate, it was sometimes imperceptible. In some cases special

causes contributed to lessen the kingly power. As kings were appointed

to lead in war, their failure in the field, or even an interval of peace

might weaken their authority. City life, which brought the nobles

together and fostered political discussion, must have had the same

effect, and in particular the union of smaller communities to form

cities abolished the monarchic powers of petty chiefs, who were com-

pensated by the position assigned to them on an aristocratic Council.

Though the united State might still have a kingly head, his power was

modified by the rights gained by the nobles. Whatever the cause of

the transition to aristocracy, the constitutional changes involved were

neither many nor important. The king, if his privileges were not

entirely abolished, shared his power with others and became a magistrate

responsible and liable to render account. It was an essential consequence
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that the Council should gain importance, for it was in the Council that

the nobles expressed their will. On the other hand the commons usually

suffered by the institution of many rulers in place of one, and the Assembly

in an aristocracy rarely enjoyed serious consideration. Power became

centred in a class ; the nobles alone had a knowledge of law and religion
;

they were divided into clans (yevrf) (§ 432) and this organisation generally

served as the basis of political divisions. Sometimes the nobles married

only within their own order, as Herodotus tells us of the Bacchiadae at

Corinth. The land was held in great part by the ruling class, and in many
States the possession of a lot of land was a necessary qualification for

privilege. As special forms of aristocracy may be noted the aristocracy

of the kingly family (as at Corinth and in some of the colonies), the

aristocracy of landholders (as the ya/xopoi at Syracuse), the aristocracy of

knights (iTTTTets in Colophon, Imro^oTaL in Chalcis), the aristocracy of the

conquering race (as in Sparta).

437. Aristocracy succeeded to the hallowed prescription which monarchy

had enjoyed, but it could not permanently withstand the

general progress of the race. The commercial activity of the aniTfyrams.
Greeks, due in part to their expansion over the Aegean,

and the introduction of money as the medium of exchange (see § 584)
had political effects. Men of the lower classes rose to wealth and yet

were excluded from the government. On the other hand the small farmers

and labourers became indebted to the great landowners, and under the

harsher application of the laws of debt forfeited their lands or their

freedom. Thus great inequality of property resulted ; and the nobles,

who still strove to keep power in their hands, administered the laws, the

kTowledge of which was the secret of their class, in their own interest. A
period of political ferment ensued ; the social and political disorder called

for reform or revolution. In some States lawgivers (atcrv/x.v^Tai) were

appointed to revise and to publish the law (as in the seventh and sixth

centuries b.c. Zaleucus at Locri, Pittacus at Mytilene, Draco and Solon

at Athens). In many instances they broke the exclusive privilege of

aristocracy, wealth took the place of birth, and the characteristic principle

of oligarchy was introduced. Often, however, the discontent was so

deeply seated that more violent remedies were required. The oppressive

government of the nobles or the rich, the concentration of landed property

in a few hands, and the consequent impoverishment of the peasants, the

exclusion from all privileges of the artisans and traders, prepared the way
for ambitious men to seize the tyranny.

In Greece tyranny began early in the seventh century, and the last

tyrant was overthrown before the end of the sixth century (Hippias of

Athens, 510 B.C.): but tyranny lingered later in some of the eastern and
western colonies, where also it was revived in the fourth century. The
Greek conception of a tyrant was that of a man ruling without law or

responsibility, with a view more to his own interest than to that of his

subjects. It was not essential to the idea that he should use his power
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harshly or oppressively ; later ages, reflecting on the evils of unconstitu-

tional rule, associated with the early tyrants a character that was often un-

deserved. Some tyrants rose from the unprivileged classes, as Cypselus at

Corinth and Orthagoras at Sicyon ; more of them were discontented nobles.

All gained their position by demagogic arts, by championing the people

against the nobles or the oligarchs. Their sway rested on force: they

were usually attended by a bodyguard, often employed mercenaries and

sometimes raised large armies and engaged in foreign wars. Generally the

constitution was suspended and the government was administered by the

tyrants. They used their power to break the ascendancy of the former

ruling class by banishment and taxation, while they fostered, to some

extent, the interests of the commons by colonies, great public works and

the encouragement of trade and industry. Tyrants were greatly influenced

by the progressive tendencies of the age : they broke with the past and

introduced innovations : they favoured new religious cults, in their desire

to break down the old worships of the nobles : they sought the sanction

and support of the great shrines, such as Delphi and Olympia. They

maintained brilliant courts, where artists, poets and painters were welcomed;

architecture and lyric poetry owed much to their patronage. The dominions

of their States were increased by colonies and foreign conquests. For

many reasons tyrannies were usually of brief duration : tyranny had no

prescription, the tyrant gained his position by his own efforts, maintained

it by force and put down opposition with violence. The Greek instinct

for lawful government resented such a negation of constitutional forms:

and the repeated expulsion of Peisistratus shows that even a paternal and

benevolent administration could not reconcile the citizens to usurpation.

The tyranny at Sicyon, it is true, lasted for a hundred years, but in most

places tyranny was of brief duration. In some States oligarchy was

restored. In others the liberal tendencies of tyranny had emancipated

and educated the lower classes and prepared the way for democracy.

438. Oligarchy, in its widest sense, is the government of a minority.

Most of the oligarchies of Greece made wealth the qualifica-
igarc y.

^.^^ ^^^ political rights : but some States restricted privilege

to birth. Thus in Thessaly (§ 434) the different towns were governed by

predominant noble families, a narrow form of oligarchy called Swaorei'a.

In Sparta, as in Crete, compliance with the course of training (ayurpi)

was required from those who were entitled by birth to citizenship. The

oligarchies of wealth varied in the assessment required and in the number

admitted to privilege. The constitution based on the hoplite census,

such as was instituted at Athens after the fall of the Four Hundred, differed

little from a moderate democracy and was sometimes denoted by the term

iroXiT€ia. The oligarchy of fixed number limited privilege to a definite

number of citizens, who themselves elected fresh members in case of a

vacancy occurring. The constitution of the Five Thousand, projected at

Athens but not realised, would conform to this type : and constitutions

of a Thousand existed in several of the colonies. Of the government of
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the oligarchies we know but little. Generally speaking the chief power

was vested in a Council (/SovXif, yepovcrla) composed of men who had the

highest qualifications of birth or wealth, appointed in some cases for Ufe.

The cities of the Boeotian federation (§ 435) were governed by four ^ovXaC,

membership of which depended on a property qualification. Each of them

in turn had the preliminary consideration of business, but the ultimate

decision rested with all the Pov\ai, acting collectively. In oligarchies

generally the magistrates, subordinate and responsible to the Council, were

entrusted with greater power than was usual in democracies and sometimes

enjoyed a longer tenure. In States where an Assembly existed as a separate

institution it usually had a restricted competence.

439. Democracy was the government of the people (o Srjfios:) in which

the many (ol ttoWol, to TvXijdos) exercised political rights and

in which the voice of the majority was decisive. Democracy
emocracy.

was of gradual development and varied with the qualifications required for

full citizen rights and with the powers directly entrusted to the people. In

the moderate form all citizens were admitted to the Assembly, but a

property qualification was required for office, and the Assembly was limited

in its functions to the election of magistrates, the exercise of certain

judicial powers, and the decision of certain important questions. In the

more advanced forms all free men of citizen descent had practically the

same privileges. The principle of equality was asserted in the admission of

all citizens to most offices (some usually required a money qualification), in

the application of the lot to the less important offices, and in the provision

of pay for public services. The cardinal principles of democracy were thus

equality (io-oTijs, la-rjyopLa, iarovofiLta) and liberty (i\ev6epia) manifested in

the freedom of life and conduct, which was greater in democracies than

in oligarchies. In the organisation of government the Assembly (e/cKXr/o-ta)

was the most important element, and exercised a constant control over

administration and policy. The direct powers thus entrusted to the

majority made oratory important and gave opportunity to the demagogues,

one of whom assumed a leading position as the champion of popular

rights (jrjoocTTaTjjs tov Sif/iou). Usually the Assembly had not itself powers

of legislation, the ultimate decision on changes of law being reserved to

the law courts; and the democracy was then regarded as a government

under the reign of law. Other powers also were, of necessity, delegated.

The preparation of business for discussion by the Assembly, the administra-

tion in detail, and in part the execution of the measures adopted by the

Assembly were left to a large popular Council (ySouXif). Democracy tended

to weaken the executive, except in the case of military magistrates. Powers

of administration were subdivided among a number of officials, appointed

by lot, who were subject to popular control and responsible at the end of

their term. The law courts were regarded, equally with the Assembly, as

the normal sphere for the exercise of collective power by the people. Hence
their action was not subject to the revision of the Assembly : they were
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regarded rather as the means by which the other elements in the State,

including even the Assembly, might be compelled to act in accoidatice

with the laws and to observe the principles of the constitution. But the

popular constitution of the large jury courts disqualified them for the

proper discharge of this function : they tended in fact themselves to

override the laws, until there resulted the degenerate democracy, de-

scribed by Aristotle, in which the many are sovereign and not the law,

Of the character and development of democratic institutions Athens, as

the leading democracy, forms the best example ; and of democracies in

other States we have little detailed information.

440. With the establishment of democracy at Athens began the

j^ J
conflict of oligarchs and democrats, not only between States,

veiopmentof but between factions within single States, as in the signal

Constitutions, instance of Corcyra. Sparta and Athens, the two great

powers of Greece, opposed in character, policy and constitution, favoured

and protected States in political sympathy with themselves, and sought by

supremacy or confederation to advance the political principles which they

professed. The overthrow of Persian rule and the rise of Athens to

empire promoted the cause of democracy, and before the outbreak of the

Peloponnesian War the States of the Delian confederacy were with few

exceptions democratic, as the allies of Sparta were with equally few

exceptions oligarchic. The war was, in great measure, a struggle between

democracy and oligarchy. The decline of Athenian power in the Aegean

was followed by the revolt of many allies and the institution of oligarchies

in many States : and Lysander used his final victory to establish narrow

oligarchies of his partisans (StKapx'"') throughout Greece. With the re-

action after Cnidus and Leuctra democracy regained ground, and for

the time the accession of Thebes strengthened the democratic cause, but

after the Social War many States of the Aegean reestablished oligarchy. If

we may believe the philosophers, both democracies and oUgarchies intensi-

fied their characteristics, and the extreme forms {ox^oKparCa or Sj^/uoKparia

icrxdrr] and Svvaa-Teia. or oXiyapxio. aKpoTos) were common. In Sicily the

'new tyranny' arose, a military government, based on military necessities,

and in Thessaly, Epeirus and other backward States of Greece certain

chieftains established a similar government. In Macedonia, where the

vague powers of the king recalled the heroic monarchy, Philip established

a domination which united his own land and brought Greece to subjec-

tion. The Macedonian monarchs were indifferent to the war of constitutions

in the Greek States, but political considerations sometimes caused them to

establish oligarchies or tyrannies in their own interest. The break-up of

Alexander's kingdom resulted in the establishment of great monarchies,

more or less oriental in character. Within Greece Macedonian ascendancy

was maintained by tyrants in the different cities; to oppose this subjection,

the smaller States sought to gain strength by uniting in confederations, and

in the Achaean and Aetolian leagues something resembling federal govern-
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ment was developed. These leagues lasted until Greece was absorbed in

the Roman Empire, after which time the Greek States lost their political

importance and enjoyed little more than a municipal independence.

B. ATHENS: HISTORY OF THE CONSTITUTION.

441. Athens and Sparta are the only States of whose constitutions we
have a detailed knowledge. Athens pursued a more normal course in the

development of her government. Sparta was, in many respects, different

in type from the other States of Greece and maintained her old institutions

with a rigid conservatism.

The early history of the Athenian constitution is legendary. The
Athenians, who counted themselves as belonging to the

Ionian stock, claimed to have been undisturbed in their history oZ
land, and it is probable that Attica escaped conquest by the Athenian

invaders from the north. The early legends reflect the

gradual union of Attica, which was originally divided into a number of in-

dependent townships, under the sway of different families. Some of these

communities combined in religious leagues, and with the name of Cecrops
is associated the union of the inhabitants in twelve TrdAeis. We may
assume that at some early time smaller communities were grouped round
fortified centres, each with its own government of chieftain and council,

and that all recognised some common bonds of kinship, although the

7roXei9 were so far independent as to make war on each other. Ion, who
was called in to help the Athenians, was said to have introduced the four

Ionic tribes. If, as is probable, each tribe had a local unity, this measure
further promoted the union of Attica. The different ttoXeis were now
grouped in four tribes (<f>v\ai}, of which each was ruled by its 4>v\ofia(Ti\ivs,

while all recognised the authority of a single chief, whose seat was
Cecropia, the original city of Athens. The final union of the country

(trui'oiKttr/io's) was ascribed to Theseus, who put down the separate

governments of the different iroXeis, induced the nobles to settle in

Athens, and made that city the capital and seat of rule. Theseus was
said to have divided the people into three classes, Ei-n-aTpiSai, •yetu/x.opot

(also called •yeoipyoi, aypoiKoi) and 87j/iiovpyoi ; classes which probably

existed before in the separate iro'Aeis, and assumed political importance

in the new constitution.

442. The four tribes into which the Athenians were divided, TtKiovrfs,

'ApyaSeU, AlyiKopeis and 'OTrXijres, were found in other Ionian

states. Whatever the original meaning of the names we can
organisation,

trace no difference of privilege between the tribes, and pro-

bably at an early date all Athenians were admitted to membership of them.

Each tribe was divided into three ^parptai. The grammarians preserve

traditions, which cannot be accepted, that there was a fixed number of yivrj.
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thirty to each <l>paTpia and even a fixed number of members in each yeVos.

It is probable that the yivr] and tpparpiai (which had their origin in kinship)

formed religious unions, at first open only to Eupatrids. But at some
time before Solon the other classes seem to have gained admission

and the members of the yeVos (yfwrJTai) included both the original

Eupatrid members (o/xoyaXaicTes) and those admitted to share in the

rites of the yeVos (opyewves). These conclusions are disputed; in any

case the early social organisation was aristocratic ; and political privileges

were dependent upon birth.

443. Of the government in early times we have no detailed know-

ledge. According to the legends, the kingship, which

go^lrnment. gradually established its sway over Attica, was not strictly

hereditary. Its powers were modified by the institution of

other officers and by the o-uvoikkt/aos attributed to Theseus, by which the

Eupatrids settled in Athens as a privileged class. The traditions of the

transition from monarchy to aristocracy are not consistent. Aristotle who

in some cases based his account on inferences from later institutions, says

that the polemarch was appointed (on the coming of Ion) to share the

duties of the king. The /Sao-iXeus still continued to be the head of the

State and was chosen from the family of the Medontids. Later (according

to the traditional chronology in logo or 1070 B.C.) the apx<av was appointed.

At first all these magistrates were chosen for life, later in 752/1 their tenure

was limited to ten years and in 682/1 to one year. Lastly the board of six

^ecT/no^erat was instituted, six magistrates, chosen like the rest from the

rich Eupatrids, 'to record the judgments.' The nine magistrates did not

form one college until a later time. The division of power among several

magistrates of limited tenure led to the establishment of aristocracy. The

Council, which met on the Areopagus, was composed of ex-magistrates

sitting for life. It had vague and extensive authority, appointed the

magistrates, directed all important matters of administration, exercised

a censorship over the citizens, watched over the laws and exercised such

judicial functions as were not expressly left to the magistrates. From the

great powers thus entrusted to the Council, and from the influence which

a body of ex-magistrates sitting for life must possess, we may assume

that, as usually happened in aristocracies, the government of the State

was centred in the Council. Of other magistrates the KuXaKpcVat were

probably an early institution and the vavKpapoi are mentioned as existing

in the seventh century.

444. Naturally the nobles ruled in the interests of their own order and

the classes excluded from the government were oppressed

soTon".^"'*
and discontented. The economic changes of the seventh

century led to distress and injustice. Most of the land

was held by a few rich men; the smaller landowners had fallen into

debt and had mortgaged their land, while the poorer peasants were

cultivating the land of the rich, and default in payment of the rent reduced
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them and their families to serfdom,- as the debts were secured upon their

persons^ Meanwhile a commercial class must have arisen, excluded from

all share in the government. These elements of social and political dis-

content, and the divisions and rivalries between the great houses prepared

the ground for a tyrant. After the attempt of Cylon (between 636 and

624 B.C.) the nobles felt obliged to make concessions, and in 621 Draco

was appointed lawgiver. Aristotle {Ath. Pol. 4) describes an elaborate con-

stitution as the invention of Draco. This is in conflict with his statement

in the Politics that Draco only drew up a code of laws, and on other

grounds it is doubtful whether the Draconian constitution should not be

regarded as the invention of a later age. It is described as entrusting

power to all hoplites, it anticipates in many institutions the work of Solon,

and contains arrangements of a complex and artificial character, which

seem unsuited to a primitive polity. In any case Draco drew up and
published a code of laws but made no attempt to heal the social disorders.

The necessity for drastic reform was as great as before, and in 594/3 B.C.

Solon was appointed SiaWaKT?)? koX a.p^v, with full power to relieve the

social distress and revise the constitution (§ 437). His social reforms

(o-tio-a'x^eia) cancelled debts and thus cleared the land from mortgages and

set free debtors from serfdom; others, who had been sold as slaves, he

ransomed from abroad, and he enacted that for the future no one should

be allowed to pledge his liberty. Solon then repealed the laws of Draco
and proceeded to reconstruct the constitution. He organised the citizens

in four property classes (Tt/uif/tara), based on the produce of corn, oil or

wine from their land. The members of the different classes were called

TrcvTaKOa-w/JL^SifivoL, 'nnrrji, ^evylrai, and dfJTi'S. Only members of the first

three classes were eligible for offices of State, only members of the first

class for the highest offices. The Thetes, who were exempt from hoplite

service, were admitted to the assembly and the law courts, but had no
other privilege. Aristotle attributes to Solon the appointment of magis-

trates by a combination of lot and election (KXifpoxng Ik irpoKpirwv). This

is difficult to reconcile with other evidence, with other parts of Aristotle's

narrative and in itself seems improbable. Solon instituted a new (iovXij of

Four Hundred. The Assembly had the decision of war and peace, and
perhaps of some other important questions. Solon introduced the right of

appeal (l^eo-is) from the sentence of the judicial magistrates to the law

court, and this was regarded as his most important democratic institution.

The people probably conducted the eidwat of the magistrates (§ 453) in

the Assembly or the law court. The Council of the Areopagus was left in

possession of its extensive powers to watch over the laws and the constitu-

tion, to supervise the administration and to exercise a censorship over the

citizens. Solon divided each of the four tribes into three rpLTTves, and each

TptTTu's into four vavKpaplai., which formed local administrative units. He
drew up a comprehensive code of laws and founded the system of private

^ They were called iKT'/i/wpoi. There is a conflict of evidence and opinion as to

whether they paid one-sixth or five-sixths of the produce as rent.
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law. He encouraged trade by altering the system of weights, measures

and coinage.

445. Solon was often regarded as the founder of democracy and he

first gave political rights to the Thetes, but privilege was proportioned

to wealth and the aristocratic organisation of the State left great in-

fluence with the nobles. His work was a compromise, which left most

„ . . citizens discontented. Faction ensued, based on the local
Peisistratus. .. ^ , . 1 i •,, / « -

divisions of plain, shore and hill men (ireSieis, vapaXoi,

SmKpioi). Each of these divisions was headed by an ambitious noble

and the field was open to a tyrant. After three intervals of anarchy

Damasias, archon in 582, endeavoured to make his office into a per-

manent tyranny. On his fall ten archons were appointed, five from

the iVTrarpiSai, three from the yeoy/iopoi and two from the 8i?/*ioDpyoi.

The disorders of the State continued until Peisistratus, the champion of

the poor hill men, made himself tyrant in 560. Tyranny lasted, with two

interruptions, until 510. After his second restoration Peisistratus esta-

blished his power and ruled with a wise moderation. The constitution

was not changed, but the tyrant took care that the chief offices should be

held by his friends. He relied on the support of the commons and his

reign was celebrated as the age of gold. He promoted agriculture, under-

took great buildings, introduced new religious cults and festivals and

secured the support of poets for his dynasty, and extended the power

of Athens in the Aegean. Hippias succeeded his father in 527, and after

the assassination of Hipparchus became a harsh and suspicious despot,

until the Alcmaeonidae, who had been exiled by Peisistratus, gained the

support of Sparta and overthrew the tyranny.

446. In the confusion which ensued Cleisthenes, the Alcmaeonid,

cieisthenes
adopted the cause of democracy, triumphed over his rivals,

and in 508/7 B.C. was given authority to revise the con-

stitution. The tyranny had broken the power of the nobles and thus

prepared the way for democracy, but the laws of Solon had in great part

fallen into disuse. The aim of Cleisthenes was to give free play to the

democratic elements in the constitution of Solon, to prevent the domi-

nation of the nobles or the usurpation of tyrants. To effect this end, he

took measures to abolish the political importance of the old divisions

of <l>v\ai, ^pwrpiai and yeVi; based upon birth, and to substitute new artificial

divisions, so arranged as to obviate the possibility of local factions. He
enrolled the citizens in ten new tribes, which superseded the four Ionic

tribes for political and administrative purposes. Further the whole of

Attica was divided into thirty rpiTTuts, ten of which included the city and

its neighbourhood, ten the coast and ten the interior. Each tribe was

composed of three rpiTrJes, chosen one from each of these sections.

Each TpLTTV's contained a number of townships {Bijixoi,y. Both tribes and

demes had their own officers and administered their own affairs (§ 452).

' Theie is reason to doubt the statement of Herodotus (v. 69) that there were a

hundred demes in all, ten to each tribe. In later times the number was certainly larger.
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The tribes served for military purposes, each furnishing contingents of

infantry and cavalry ; and in the administration of the State, magistrates,

appointed in general to form boards of ten, were appointed one from

each tribe or one for each tribe. Solon's Council of Four Hundred was

increased to Five Hundred, and fifty members were chosen from each

tribe. A revision of the roll of citizens (Siai/^j/f^wr/xos) is said to have

been carried out after the overthrow of the tyrants. Cleisthenes ex-

tended the bounds of citizenship by the admission of metics and freedmen.

Ostracism (§ 460) was introduced to guard against tyranny (though within

a few years it was employed to remove politicians who had no designs

against the constitution). It is possible that Cleisthenes made other

changes of which we have no record. Aristotle tells us that in 501

the generals were chosen one from each tribe, and the organisation of

the board of ten generals (under the chief command of the polemarch)

may have been the work of Cleisthenes. The measures of Cleisthenes

succeeded in breaking the power of the great families and of local

factions, while the new tribes and demes encouraged the citizens to play

their part in political life. But the constitution, based on the support of

the middle classes, retained many restrictions on full democracy. Property

qualifications were required for the higher offices and the Council of the

Areopagus still exercised wide powers of control.

447. The victory over Persia, the rise of Athens as a power at sea, her

relation to the confederacy at Delos, and the general.de- changes in

velopment of trade and industry strengthened the force of the fifth

democracy. In 487/6 a combination of lot and election was '^'" ^'^^'

introduced for the appointment of the archons. This change must have

greatly diminished the power and importance of the archons, and it may
have been the occasion for the transfer of the chief command to the

generals, who in the first half of the century ceased to be tribal officers

and became the most important magistrates in the State (§ 456). The
Council of the Areopagus was assailed in 462/1, and its powers were

transferred to the Council of Five Hundred, the Assembly and the Law
Courts. The ypa<f>rj irapavofji.oiv may have been instituted to give to the

law courts the duty of controlling legislation : in any case the popular

dicasteries gained in power and importance : and, as the dicasts were

recruited from all classes, it was natural that Pericles should institute pay
for them. The democratic principle of payment for public duties, which

tended to equality of privilege between rich and poor, was applied also to

the Council, to many of the magistrates, and to citizens serving in the

army and fleet. In other ways provision was made for the poorer citizens

by the system of cleruchies (§ 548), and by public distribution of corn. In

458/7 the archonship, which had since Solon been opened to the second

class, was opened also to the Zeugitae (the fourth class were never formally

admitted to the office, but in later times their disqualification was ignored).

It is possible that the introduction of the lot, without preliminary election

of candidates, for the administrative (but not for the military) offices
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dates from this time. All citizens were thus given an absolute equality

of chance, though SoKi/iaa-ia (§ 453) was applied to exclude the incom-

petent. In some respects aristocratic traditions were maintained : men

of family filled the boards of generals and played a leading part in

politics; and in 451/0 those who could not show descent from citizens on

both sides were excluded from citizenship. Pericles, at last left unopposed

in the direction of policy and elected general sixteen years in succession,

obtained so complete an ascendancy in the State that Thucydides describes

the government as the rule of one man. With his death the conditions

were changed : men of less ability and of lower social position competed

for the favour of the people ; the war intensified feeling, and political life

became more violent and more vulgar. Cleon, the most prominent of the

new demagogues raised the dicasts' pay to three obols, and was probably

responsible for the tyrannous raising of the tribute in 425 (§ 513). After

the disaster at Syracuse a reaction set in against the democracy. In 413

ten jrpo/iovXoL were elected to supersede, in part, the democratic Council.

They prepared the way for the oligarchy of Four Hundred, instituted in

411 and overthrown after a few months' rule. For a brief time a govern-

ment of mixed democratic and oligarchic elements, with the franchise

limited to those who could serve as hoplites, held sway, but in 410 full

democracy was restored, and boards of o-uyypa^cis and avaypai^eis were

appointed to revise the laws. After the disastrous end of the war, the

oligarchs with the support of Lysander procured in 404 the appointment of

thirty legislators (crvyypa<f>ii^), who, neglecting the purpose of their appoint-

ment, established a reign of terror, which caused them in later times to bear

the name of the Thirty Tyrants. They were overthrown by the democratic

exiles and democracy was restored under the mediation of the Spartan

king in 403. The archonship of Eucleides in this year marks an era.

The revision of the laws then undertaken most probably involved the

introduction of some institutions, which cannot be traced before this date,

and the constitution, as revised, lasted without serious change until Athens

lost her independence.

448. There is no doubt that in the fourth century the constitution,

The consti- which was supposed to be a democracy, ruling in accordance

tution in the with law, became relaxed in its working ; that in the age of
cen ury.

Dgn^Qsthenes the people exercised an absolute power in the

Assembly and the law courts. The principle of dividing the State revenues

among the citizens was extended by the introduction of pay for the assembly

and the increase of the theoric distributions (§ 512). The jealousy of the

sovereign people was shown by the constant control of the magistrates

exercised in the Assembly or the law courts. The responsibility of the

individual citizen was enforced by the ypa<^j; irapavo/jLtav. The power of

oratory increased ; the demagogue and the professional accuser (<tvko-

^dvriys) gained in importance, while the citizens, disinclined for military

service and relying on professional generals and mercenary armies, were

not ready to make the efforts which the pursuit of an independent and
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consistent policy demanded. Hence Athens fell inevitably before the

organised strength of Macedonia.

449. The Athenians, after Chaeronea undisturbed in their govern-

ment, provoked interference by revolt. Antipater occupied

Munychia with a garrison and limited the franchise to those the Macedo"
who had not less than two thousand drachmae. Twelve "'^ns and

out of twenty-one thousand lost their political right. In

319 B.C. the Athenians rose and restored democracy, but next year they

surrendered to Cassander, when the franchise was limited to those having

not less than one thousand drachmae. Demetrius Phalereus, entrusted

with the control of the city, allowed the forms of democracy to remain but

instituted the important board of seven vojuo^uXokcs, who controlled the

Council and Assembly as well as the magistrates, whose number and
importance were diminished. He also reformed the judicial system and
superintended the finances. In 307 Demetrius Poliorcetes delivered

Athens and restored her democracy, but in 295 he found it necessary to

control the Athenians by garrisons. Athens made several attempts to

recover her freedom, and in 229 with the help of Aratus she got rid of

the Macedonian garrisons, but refused to join the Achaean league, seeking

support from Egypt, Pergamum and Rhodes. The relation of Athens with

other powers was reflected in the honours paid to foreign monarchs. In

307 two new tribes were created called Antigonis and Demetrias, in

honour of the Macedonian king and his son. It was probably after the

liberation of Athens that a thirteenth tribe, the Ptolemais, was instituted

in honour of the Egyptian king. When Rome took up arms against

Macedonia in 200 the Athenians abolished the Antigonis and Demetrias,

but instituted a twelfth tribe, the Attalis, in honour of the Pergamene king.

Almost from the first the Athenians declared for Rome, and in T46 B.C.

Athens became an autonomous civitas foederata. Her independence was
however little more than municipal, and, though the forms of the democracy
survived, Rome, provoked by the accession of Athens to Mithradates and
later to the cause of Pompey, strengthened the aristocratic elements in the

constitution. The o-Tparryyos en-i Tct oTrAa absorbed the powers of all the

generals and, with the chief archon, ranked as an eponymous magistrate.

His duties were connected with the peaceful administration of the State,

the corn supply and the studies of the €<f)rj^oi. The archons ranked as the

highest officials. They were elected, and even foreigners such as Domitian
and Hadrian held the office of apx^i' cttuJi'ii/xos as a mark of honour. Four
ETTi/ieXrjTai twv SiKavrqpiwv presided Over the judicial administration. The
Council (whose numbers varied at different times from three hundred to

seven hundred and fifty) was appointed by lot. It was superseded in

importance by the Areopagus, which, recruited from the elected archons,

had an aristocratic character and was entrusted with wide powers. From
the time of Hadrian an imperial curator (Xoyio-Ti;s) superintended the finances.

The shadow of the old constitution lingered on and Archons and Areopagus
survived the fall of the Roman Empire.
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C. ATHENS: THE CONSTITUTION IN ITS DETAILED
ORGANISATION.

Aristotle's systematic account of the constitution (Adrivaiav iroXmla.

cc. 42 if.) refers to the Athens of his own day, and our knowledge of

constitutional details is generally fuller for the fourth century than for any

other period. The following account deals therefore with the constitution

in its fullest development, though many of the institutions doubtless dated

from the reforms of Cleisthenes, and much that is said will therefore apply

equally to the fifth century.

450. Besides citizens, the population of Athens included resident

aliens and slaves (§§ 534 if.). The resident aliens {(leroiKoi)

were encouraged to settle in Athens, on account of the part

which they took in trade and industry, and the service which they performed

in the fleet. A metic had to register himself with a citizen as his irpo-

o-Tanys, who, in some degree, represented him in the law courts, and

otherwise protected his interests. The metic paid a special tax of 12

drachmae a year (/AeTot'Kiov), and was liable also to the taxes which fell

upon citizens, to the d<r(fiopd indeed at a higher rate. He might by

special privilege be ranked with the citizens for purposes of taxation

(l<roTeX.ij?) or even be granted the right, otherwise restricted to citizens,

of owning land and houses in Attica (eyKnjo-is y^s Kai otKias). The

metics were liable to military service.

451. Citizenship was derived by birth or creation. Foreigners who

had deserved well of the State might be given citizenship

by vote of the Assembly (ttoiijtoi, Sij/xoiroiijToi). Citizenship

by birth in the strict theory of the constitution required descent from

citizen parents on both sides. This condition, relaxed in practice at

different periods, was asserted by laws enacted or revived on several

occasions, when a revision of the citizen roll (Siai/ijf^Mris) in accordance

with this principle was carried out. The child was at an early age enrolled in

his father's (^parpta. In his eighteenth year he was admitted to his father's

deme and then enrolled in the Xrj^iap^iKov ypa/i/naTctoi/. For two years

he ranked among the £<^?y;Soi and went through a course of military training

under the discipline of elected officers ((ru><f>povi<TTa.l and Koarfi-riTai). In his

twentieth year he was enrolled on the iriva^ cKKXijo-iacrrtKos and entered on

the full rights of citizenship (eiriTi/xia), so far as these did not depend

on conditions of age.

452. The old corporations, superseded politically by the reforms of

Religious Cleisthenes (§ 446), continued to exist for religious purposes,

and political The lonic tribes, four in number, each headed by a ^vKo-
corpora ions.

^acrtXeus, retained a ceremonial character. The ^prnfua,

in which all citizens were enrolled, headed each by a ^parpiapxo's, held

assemblies (dyopai) and passed decrees. More important was the political
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organisation of the State in demes and tribes. The demes were local divisions

of the city or the country districts of Attica; some bore place-names

(as Acharnae, Eleusis, Marathon), others patronymics (as Butadae, Cotho-

cidae). Originally the residents in each deme were enrolled as members
(St/jhotoi); but as membership was hereditary a man might belong to a

deme in which he did not reside. Men owning property in demes to which

they did not belong were called iyKeKTrifiivoi and paid a tax iyKTrp-iKov.

The deme had its own magistrates, of whom the Sijinapxas was the most

important, and its assembly (dyopa), which maintained local cults, passed

decrees and administered its property. The demes served also for various

purposes of State : they formed the units from which the men for the army

and the fleet were raised, and candidates for membership of the fiovXtj

were chosen from the demes in proportion to their population. The
demes were combined in thirty Trittyes, and each tribe (<^t)Xi;') was com-

posed of three Trittyes. From the time of Cleisthenes to the year

306 B.C., there were ten tribes, which were named after Attic heroes and

arranged in the following order: Erechtheis, Aegeis, Pandionis, Leontis,

Acamantis, Oeneis, Cecropis, Hippothontis, Aeantis, Antiochis. Other

tribes were instituted at later epochs in honour of foreign princes (§ 449).

The eponymous heroes had their temples and special cults. The tribes

were entrusted with selfgovernment : at the head of each tribe were

the «rijU,eXijTai t^s KJivXrjs, elected every year, who controlled the admini-

stration, managed the property with the aid of a Ta/jiia^, and called

assembhes of the tribe (ayopai). These assemblies passed decrees,

appointed xop-qyoi and yvixvaa-LapyoL, and elected magistrates such as

TtixoToiot and ratjipoTroLOL, who superintended the share of the public

works that fell to each tribe. The tribes were important political

divisions : the Council was formed of ten TrpvTaveiai, one from each tribe,

almost all magistrates formed boards of ten, appointed one from or one

for each tribe. Each tribe supplied contingents of cavalry and infantry,

commanded by <jiv\ap^^oL and ro^tap^oi.

453- The organs of government were the Magistrates, the Council

of Five Hundred, and the People (exercising its power
in the Assembly or the Law Courts). The principles of in genera*!^

democracy were realised in the general rules affecting the

magistrates. With few exceptions the administrative magistrates were

appointed by lot and for a single year and a second appointment to the

same office was forbidden. The multiplication of magistrates ensured at

once the admission of a large number of citizens to office and prevented

the officials from becoming too powerful. The control of the executive

by the people was enforced by the scrutiny of candidates before they

entered on their duties (Soki/jmo-lo), by the review of their conduct while

in office (imx^ipoTovia), and by the strict audit and account to which
they submitted on retiring (evdwaL). The generals and other military

officers, certain of the more important financial officers as well as the

G. A. 29
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officials of the tribes and demes, were appointed by vote {xeiporovriToi or

aip€Toi), the rest were appointed by lot (kXt/pcotoi). Magistrates were

appointed in the early spring, and entered office at the beginning of the

Athenian official year in July. The interval allowed time for the SoKi^iao-ia

which, in the case of the archons, took place first before the PovX-q, then

before a law court, and, in the case of other magistrates, before a law court

only. The scrutiny was partly concerned with the formal qualification of the

candidate, but it was open to any citizen to bring an accusation against

a candidate and secure his rejection. On entering office the magistrates

took an oath. During their term magistrates were Uable to be suspended

and deposed. At the Kvpia eKKkyjcrCa of every Prytany (§ 460) a vote on

the conduct of the magistrates was taken {imx^ipoTovia) : if the vote were

unfavourable (diroxeipoTovla), the magistrate was suspended and brought

to trial. On retiring from office all magistrates had to render account of

any funds administered by them as well as to submit their official conduct

to review (Adyov Koi evOvva^ StSoVai). The officials concerned with this-

examination were the Xoynrxai, avvTjyopoi and evdwoi, each board ten in

number and appointed by lot. The magistrates had to receive their

discharge from a jury court, where the process must have been sum-

mary and in most cases formal, but the Xoyio-rat might lay a specific

charge against them or any citizen might proffer an accusation, in which

event a regular trial took place. JMost of the magistrates formed boards

of ten, and it was probably usual that one of their number should act

as president (w/juxavis), whether by rotation or by special appointment.

Subordinate officials, such as treasurers (ra/itai), secretaries (y/Dayn/iaTeis),

and heralds (kt^'/dvkes), were attached to most boards. To enforce their

authority and punish offences within their own sphere of duty magistrates

generally were qualified to impose fines to a limited amount (em/8o\oj

impdWiiv) or to bring the accused directly before a law court in which

they presided (§ 482).

454. For the offices appointed by lot a preliminary selection was first

made by lot in each tribe among those who offered them-

Archons. selves as candidates, and from the men thus chosen the final

appointment was made by lot. To provide for the death of

a candidate or his possible rejection at the SoKi/xaa-ia reserve candidates-

were chosen (eTriXaxovm). Of the administrative magistrates the nine

archons were first in dignity and importance. With the secretary of the

Thesmothetae they formed a board of ten and were chosen one from each

tribe. At the end of their term they became members of the Council of

the Areopagus (§ 459). Collectively they took part in the appointment of

magistrates by lot and the allotment of dicasts to the SiKaa-Ttjpm. For

the most part the duties of the Archon, the King, the Polemarch and

the Thesmothetae were separate, and were mainly judicial or religious.

The chief archon (0 ap^wv) was the formal head of the State, his name

serving to date the year in muster rolls and decrees. He conducted the
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Great Dionysia and some other festivals, assigning choruses and appointing

Xopijyoi. His judicial duties were connected with the law of the family

(§ 482). The King (6 /3ao-iX€v's) was the religious chief of the State,

superintending the Mysteries, the Lenaea, and the torch race. His judicial

duties included cases of a religious character and he presided over trials

for homicide (§ 491). The Polemarch (o iroXe/xapxos) had lost his position

as commander-in-chief He conducted certain ceremonies and sacrifices,

and presided over lawsuits in which non-citizens were concerned (§ 482).

The duties of the six junior archons (01 Oea-ixoOeraL) were exercised

collectively and were almost exclusively legal or judicial. They had a

general superintendence over the law courts, and they presided in many
public and in some private trials (§ 483), and they were concerned with

the revision of the laws.

455. The Eleven (ot evScKo), chosen one from each tribe with a

secretary, were police magistrates, having jurisdiction over other admi-
malefactors and looking after the prison. The duties nistrative

judicial and administrative of the minor magistrates (all
magistrates,

of whom were arranged in boards of ten) are sufficiently implied in their

names, oxttwo/wi, ayopavo/jioi, fjierpovofioi, <rtTO<^vAaK£s, i/iTropCov iiTLfieXrjTai.

Of magistrates appointed to control public works (cTno-TaTai tmi' h-qp-ocriuyv

(pyiav) five oSoirotoi and ten Up(Sv iTna-KevacrTai were appointed by lot, while

the more important office of superintending the water supply was held by

one man (Kprjviov eirt/itXijTrJs) elected by the people, as were such extra-

ordinary officers as the dTroo-ToXets, who superintended the despatch of

a fleet, o-tTwvat, who purchased corn for the State in time of famine, and
the i,r]Tt)Tai, commissioners to undertake a special inquiry, such as were

appointed after the mutilation of the Hermae.
For religious duties there were many boards of magistrates such

as the lepcis, the itpoiroioi and dOXodirai, the En-tucXwrat „ ,. .

' J ,, ,* , „ t
Religious

TO)!/ iiAXTTrjpiiav and the efiyyijTai, as well as many menials magistrates.

attached to the different temples.

For the financial magistrates see § 518.

45^. The most important officers in the State were the ten generals

(a-rpaTqyoi). Appointed originally to command the contin-

gents of the tribes, they were elected by the tribes, but when, magistrates,

in the fifth century, the chief command passed to them from

the polemarch they were elected from all the citizens, but with such regard

to the tribes that there were rarely two generals elected from the same tribe.

It does not seem likely that there was any regular division of duties

or difference of rank between them in the fifth century, although it was
usual for the assembly to nominate particular generals for each expedition

and to determine which of them should hold the command-in-chief.

The superior power thus given is implied in the phrases 6 Setva rpiToi...

oiros or 6 Setva koL 01 crvvdpxovTe^. Further one general might be given

a position which raised him above all his colleagues (o-TpaTijyos BiKaTot

29—

2
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avTo's). Occasionally extraordinary powers were conferred on generals,

which enabled them to act independently of their colleagues, or, to some

extent, of the Council and Assembly (avTOKpaTopes). It is thus obvious

that there were means within the constitution of conferring great executive

power on a magistrate, who gained the confidence of the Assembly.

Pericles and Alcibiades are both described by Thucydides as entrusted

with full power in the State. At some time in the fourth century a division

of duties was introduced, and when Aristotle wrote, five of the generals had

specific functions, the o-Tpanjyos irri TO. oirXa holding the first place on the

board and commanding on active service.

The normal powers of the generals were at all times great and

extensive. They were not merely commanders-in-chief, they controlled

the military and naval administration, provided for the defence of the land

and the provisioning of the city. They conducted the levy, nominated

trierarchs and superintended the raising of the property tax, and presided

in suits connected with these duties as well as in trials for military

offences. As the chief magistrates they took a prominent part in negotia-

tions and in the ratification of treaties with other States. They had

a right of access to the Council and could submit motions to be brought

before the Assembly (yvuifxij a-rparqyiav). They could get extraordinary

meetings of the Assembly summoned by the prytaneis, and in all Assemblies

they could claim precedence for their proposals. Subordinate to the

generals were the ten raltapxoi, each commanding the infantry contingent

of his own tribe. Below them ranked the Xoxayot. The cavalry was

commanded by two Linrapxoi,, with <jivXapxoL and Se/caSapxot subordinate

to them. The ships of the fleet were each assigned to a trierarch, a rich

citizen called upon to undertake the duty, who prepared the ship for

service and commanded it in war (§ 5x6).

457. The Council from the time of Cleisthenes contained five hundred

„^ „ ., members, and its full official title was 17 BovXt] 01 irei/TaKotrioi.
The Council ',

r i i • u i i- t
of the Five Every citizen over the age of thirty was eligible, but no one

Hundred. might scrve on the Council more than twice. The coun-

cillors were appointed by lot, fifty from each tribe, and were so chosen that

the demes composing each tribe had a number of candidates proportionate

to their population. The Council was thus representative of the different

districts of Attica, and the ballotting for candidates in small communities

like the demes left room for intrigue on the part of those who desired

a seat on the Council. Reserve candidates were chosen (eiriXaxoVres). The

councillors designate submitted to a SoKifiaa-ia before the old Council
:
in

case of rejection an appeal to the law courts was allowed. The councillors

entered office just before the beginning of the official year and took an

oath. During their term they were exempt from mihtary service and

received pay ; and on leaving office they were individually liable to render

account (evdwai).

The numbers of the Council made it desirable to have some smaller body
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which would always be accessible. Hence the fifty councillors of each

tribe formed standing committees {TrpvTaviiai), each acting for a tenth of

the year in an order settled each year by lot The members (TrpvTaveis)

met every day in the 66X0^ ; they received foreign envoys, despatches from

officials or foreign States, and informations of serious offences. They
prepared business for the Council, and, by means of a written Trpoypafifna,

summoned both Council and Assembly. A president (cTrio-TaTijs twv -irpv-

rdveaiv) was chosen by lot every day to hold office for a single day and
night, during which time he remained in the doXo's with a third of the

prytaneis chosen by himself. He kept the keys of the State treasury and
archives and the State seal, and in the fifth century he was the actual

president both in Council and Assembly, the prytaneis helping to maintain

order. In the fourth century a change (first traceable in 378/7 B.C.) was
introduced. Before every meeting of either Council or Assembly the im-

(TToTiji T(3v trpvTaviayv drew by lot from the councillors of the nine tribes not

forming the prytany nine irpoeSpoL, who maintained order, brought forward

business and counted the votes in the Council or Assembly. From their

number one was chosen as president {ima-To.Trj'; twv irpoiSpav). The Council,

summoned by the irpo-ypa/xixa, met on all days that were not festal or un-

lucky, usually in the ^ovXemripiov. The sittings (eSpai) were usually public,

but private citizens (and magistrates other than the generals) could only

address the council if introduced or called upon to do so.

458. The Council had extensive powers, deliberative, executive and
administrative, but alike from its constitution and from
its real subordination to the Assembly, its independent

^"^^"^^"'-i
authority was not great. As a deliberative body it pre-

pared all business for consideration in the assembly (Trpo/SovXeveLv),

and it was unconstitutional for any business to be submitted to the vote

of the people, before it had been discussed in the council and formally

entered on the Trpoypap-im. As an executive body it had a limited power
of fining and could pass decrees of honour, but the Assembly, after

deciding on a course of action, often delegated the execution to the

Council, which appointed special commissioners for the purpose. The
administrative powers of the Council were most important Aristotle

asserts more than once that the Council shared with the magistrates the

general administration of the State. It exercised some control over the

magistrates, especially over those who had public monies in their hands

;

it took part in the hoKip-aa-la. of the archons and of the candidates chosen
for the new Council. It looked after the building and the repair of the

fleet, reviewed the cavalry, inspected public buildings, and took a most
active and important part in financial business (§ 517). In the sphere of

rehgion it had the supervision of sanctuaries, festivals and ceremonies. It

gave audience to foreign envoys and swore to treaties and alliances. In
the fifth century it was concerned also with the control of the Delian con-
federacy. It took part in legislation (§ 462), and it had certain judicial
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functions (§ 489). Certain ofificials were appointed by the Council from

its own members to discharge special duties, ten Xoyio-rai to receive the

accounts of magistrates in every prytany, a ypafifxaT^v^ t^s /Sovkiji, and in

the fourth century a second ypa/i/xarciis 6 Kara t^v irpurai/etav, responsible

for the drafting and inscription of decrees and the keeping of the archives,

and two raficat, to look after the funds of the Council.

459. The Council of the Areopagus, officially termed 1/ j8ou\^ 1; i^

Th Council
'A-p^^ov irdyov, was composed of ex-archons, admitted on

of the Areopa- passing their evOvvai, and subject to a SoKi/jMcria before the

s"=- Areopagus. Archons during their year of office seem pro-

visionally to have been allowed seats on the Council. The members sat

for life, but were liable to cvOvvai. The sittings of the Council were

private. In earlier times it had important political powers, which were

taken from it by the reforms of Ephialtes and Pericles ; it retained a certain

supervision in matters of religion and important judicial duties (§ 491), and

it was sometimes commissioned to conduct judicial investigations in the

case of grave crimes (as after Chaeronea and in the affair of Harpalus). At

particular crises it was given political authority, as at the end of the Pelo-

ponnesian War. From the end of the fourth century its powers were

gradually extended, and in the time of the Roman supremacy it was an

important organ of government.

460. The Athenian people (d Siy/ios, to ttXtjOo^ twv 'A6r)val(ov) exercised

a direct sovereignty. Administrative and executive functions
The Assembly. ^ ^ j i . t .

• ^ •, ,

were of necessity delegated to magistrates or Council, but

both authorities were jealously controlled. The powers of the Assembly

(iKKXrja-ia) were indeed limited by the law courts, which exercised a final

decision on changes of law and a power of revision over the decrees of the

Assembly (§ 461) : but this was no derogation from the supremacy of the

people. For the dicasts were regarded not as magistrates but as citizens

assembled for special duties, acting as irresponsibly as in the Assembly

but with different procedure. With this qualification the Assembly had

unlimited powers, and settled matters of policy or administration by

discussion and vote. The decision of war, peace, treaties and alliances,

the election of generals and other military officers, the assignment and

despatch of forces, the conduct of military operations, the raising and the

apportionment of funds, were all within its province.

All citizens of age and in possession of their civic rights were qualified

to take part in the Assembly: usually only a small proportion actually

attended, composed in the main of the poorer classes living in or near the

city. Four regular meetings were held in each prytany and extraordinary

meetings (cru'yKXijToi) were called, when they were required. In the fifth

and fourth centuries B.C. the Pnyx was the usual meeting-place, except

for vd/xoi €t' dvSpC, for which the dyopd was used. The meetings were

summoned by the prytaneis, who for the ordinary meetings published

a Trpoypanim five days before. Extraordinary meetings were called in
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emergencies by a trumpeter. Six Xrj^iapxoi, assisted by thirty o-uXXoycis

ToC Sj/jLtov, controlled the attendance. Pay for the Assembly was introduced,

probably early in the fourth century : at first one obol, it was soon raised

to three, and in Aristotle's time it was actually one and a half drachmae

for the KvpLa iKKkqa-ia and one drachma for the other meetings. At

the first Assembly of each prytany (kvplo. cKKXrycrta) the iTrL^iipoTovta of

magistrates took place (§ 453), the provisioning and security of the State

was considered, and formal notice of certain judicial proceedings was given.

The business of the other three ordinary meetings was also prescribed.

The Assembly opened with sacrifice and prayer: the presidents brought

forward the business on the Trpoypafip.a. On each question the -irpo/iov-

Xev/jM of the Council (§ 458) was read out by the herald. The 7rpo/3ovX£w/x.a

might contain a definite proposal, might offer alternative courses or might

serve simply to introduce the business for consideration. A preliminary

vote (wpoxeipoTovba) was taken to decide if the Trpo^ovXevfxa should be

accepted as it stood or discussed. If it were not immediately accepted the

herald asked ns dyopeveiv /SoijAerai ; Naturally the proposal of the Council

would find advocates, but anyone could propose to reject or amend it, or

could make counter proposals. All proposals had to be put in writing. It

was also open to a citizen to bring forward some subject which had not

been considered by the Council. If the Assembly approved, the subject was
referred to the Council, which was directed to prepare a n-poPov'Kevp.o..

When the discussion was concluded, the citizens voted by show of hands

{xapoTovia). At the conclusion of the business of the day the Assembly
was dissolved, in rare cases it was adjourned until the next day. In case

of unfavourable signs from heaven (8iocr7j;«,iai), earthquakes, eclipses or even

rain, the session was suspended. For vofioi iir avSpl (ocrTpaKurpM'}, ela-ayyeXia,

aSeia and grant of citizenship) a quorum of six thousand was required, and
voting took place by ballot. In the Kvpia cKKXijo-ia of the sixth prytany

every year a vote was taken whether recourse should be had to ostracism.

If the Assembly so decided, in the eighth prytany an extraordinary Assembly
was called in the dyopd, when the citizens wrote on potsherds the name of

the man they wished to ostracise. If six thousand voted in all, the man
against whom a majority of votes was cast had to leave Athens for ten years.

Although the preliminary vote was taken every year in the time of Aristotle,

the last instance of ostracism recorded is that of Hyperbolus in 417 e.g.

461. Besides the purely judicial functions of the dicasts (§ 487) they

had other duties, which, if judicial in form, had great consti-

tutional importance. Their control over the magistrates by tionli' position

8oKip.a(TLa, £7rix«poTov«i and evdvvai, has been already men- "f the law

tioned : they were also the ultimate authority in legislation.

Further, it was a principle of the constitution that the decisions of Council

or Assembly should conform to the laws of the State, and so far as they did

not do so they were liable to be quashed. The ypa<j>y] irapavop.wv, the

safeguard of the constitution in the fifth as well as in the fourth century.
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could be brought against any law or decree, on the ground that it conflicted

with some law still in force. The citizen bringing the suit made a wu/iotria,

which had the effect of suspending the force of the law or decree until the

trial, which took place before the court of the Thesmothetae. Aristotle

tells us that a law could be attacked merely as inexpedient, biit, even in

the case of decrees, although the legahty of the form or substance was the

issue, it was impossible to exclude arguments based on expediency, and

the widest Ucense was allowed in practice.

462. The Assembly was competent to pass decrees {il/rjcjyia-fjiaTo.), which

must conform to the existing laws (vo'/aoi), but a special

k"siation
procedure was adopted for legislation. In earher days

lawgivers such as Solon and Cleisthenes were appointed

to draft reforms, which were presumably accepted by the Assembly.

In the fifth century legislative commissions (o-vyypa^cTs) were, on

occasion, appointed to frame proposals, whicli were then referred for

ratification to the Council and Assembly. In the fourth century we find

a formal and elaborate procedure in force, the clearest idea of which

we gain from Demosthenes zn Timocratem §§ 20—33. Once a year

in the Kvp'ia kKK\'t]ui.a. of the first prytany (which was always held on

the nth Hecatombaeon) the laws were passed in review (eTrcxEipoToyia

v6\x.uiv). If any laws were challenged and if the assembly voted pro-

visionally for reform, definite proposals were drafted by the citizens

interested, published (with a copy of the existing law) and handed in

writing to the ypaixfiaTevi t^s /SouA^s to be read to the Assembly. At the

fourth assembly of the prytany, after consideration by the Council, the

Assembly voted for the appointment of vofiodirai, who seem usually to have

been a thousand in number and were chosen by lot from the dicasts. The
assembly appointed five o-vi/Swot to defend the existing laws. With the

vofjioOirai, presided over by TrpoeSpoL with an €7rio-TdT»;s, as if they were

a deliberative body, the final decision lay. After speeches on both sides

the TrpoeSpoL put the question whether the old law should stand, or the new

law supersede it {hia^uporovLa), and the vote of the majority decided the

issue. Even if the new law was carried, it was liable to the ypa<j>'rj

irapavofuwv, not merely on grounds of informal procedure, but even on the

broad issue that it was inexpedient. Apart from the proposals of private

individuals, it was the duty of the Thesmothetae every year to see whether

there were contradictions or other anomalies in the existing laws, and if

they so determined, to propose and publish amendments, which were

submitted in the same manner to the vote of the vo/xo^cVau
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D. THE SPARTAN CONSTITUTION.

463. While Athens presented in her constitution a type of rapid and

complete development, Sparta was celebrated for her conservative ad-

herence to old traditions. Secluded from the rest of Greece, untouched by
the influences which elsewhere produced Hellenism, Sparta maintained for

centuries her primitive order. Her institutions, based on the domination

of a conquering race, had some parallels in other States : in some respects,

and above all in her long continuance of the military system and of her

empire," Sparta was unique. While other Greeks admired the stern con-

sistency of her traditions, they knew little of her constitution in its working,

and as Sparta had no literature, we have to rely on the vague idealisations

of writers like Xenophon and Plutarch, corrected by the less favourable

account of Aristotle in the Foliiics.

The legends traced the origin of the State to the invasion of the

Dorians, a hardy race of warriors from the north, who History of

conquered the previous inhabitants. The struggle was the constitu-

protracted, until in the eighth century B.C. the conquered
*'°°'

were reduced to submission and the rulers concentrated themselves in

Sparta, an unfortified city in the plain of the Eurotas, from which, as

from a camp, they ruled their dominions and extended their conquests.

Tradition from the time of Herodotus made Lycurgus the author of the

constitution. Diverse accounts of his descent and of his date have led

some modern writers to disbelieve in the reforms or even the existence of

Lycurgus, but it is not improbable that in the long struggle the Dorians

found in Lycurgus a leader who reorganised their military power, perhaps

introduced their peculiar system of training and society (/co(r/ios), and
adapted their existing polity to the necessities of sovereignty over a subject

population. Plutarch quotes the so-called prjTpa, which Lycurgus is said

to have received from Delphi. It is an archaic ordinance, which enu-

merates the different elements in the Spartan constitution, the apxayerai,

yepova-ia and direWd, and asserts the sovereignty of the Sa^uos. Two changes

were ascribed to the reign of Theopompus (c. 750 B.C.): the first, by an

addition to the prjrpa, diminished the powers of the Assembly by giving

the kings and the Senate power to set aside any ' crooked ' decision of the

people : the other instituted the ephors, but this tradition is doubtful, and
their origin is attributed by Herodotus to Lycurgus. Henceforth the

development of the constitution was arrested ; a prjTpa of Lycurgus was

said to have forbidden the use of written laws, and the Spartans depended
on traditional observances {v6iji,ifx,a) and prided themselves on the immunity
of their constitution from change or revolution. Their institutions, un-

changed in form, survived long after they had ceased to correspond to the

real forces or needs of the State : and to this cause we may trace the

rapidity of Sparta's fall, after the first impulse was given.
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464. The division of classes was a result of the original conquest. The

Classes of
population consisted of Siraprtarat, the ruling class, Trepi'oiKoi,

population. a class free but in political subjection, and EiXmtcs, serfs
Perioeci.

attached to the soil (§ 532). Foreigners were debarred from

settling in Lacedaeraon by ^evryXao-tat, and bought slaves were rare. The
perioeci, who must have far outnumbered the Spartiates, dwelt in the small

towns of the uplands and coast districts of Laconia and Messenia. Besides

cultivating their own land they carried on trade and industry, which were

forbidden to the Spartiates. They served in the Lacedaemonian armies as

heavy armed troops, and in the fleet, and were sometimes entrusted with

the command of divisions. They paid tribute from their land^ to the

kings (/3a<ri\iKos <^OjOos), and though they were probably left free in the

administration of their towns they had no political rights, and were subject

to the arbitrary control of the ephors (who could put them to death with-

out trial), and perhaps also to the supervision of Spartan officials called

apixotTTai Their feelings towards their rulers tended to an increasing dislike

and disloyalty.

465. The ruling class bore the name of ^irapTiarai to distinguish them

„ . from their subjects, while ot AaKeSaifnovioi (used sometimes to

include Spartiates and perioeci) denoted the State. Originally

the Dorian invaders had taken possession of the fertile plain of the Eurotas,

and are said to have divided it in lots (kX^poi). Plutarch's statement that

there were after the conquest of Messina nine thousand lots, is the invention

of a later time (§ 527). The lots, which were cultivated by Helots, formed

at once the privilege and the qualification of citizenship : for the revenue

from his KXi^pos enabled the Spartiate to contribute to his mess and perform

his duties in peace and war. The sale of the lot was forbidden. The theory

of the State implied equality of property among the Spartiates, but from

early times there were rich and poor among the citizens, and the law for-

bidding the possession of gold and silver was broken and ignored. It has

been thought that there was a class of nobles, but the KaXol Kciyadol (§ 467)

seem to have been men superior in dignity rather than privileged by birth.

Citizenship required, besides descent from citizens, participation in the

system of training and contribution to the messes (§ 471). Those who

fulfilled these duties were called ' peers ' (o/totoi), while those who failed to

do so and lost their political rights seem to have been called xnroiidova.

The division of the citizens is obscure. It is usually assumed that the

Spartiates were divided into the three Dorian tribes ('YXXeTs, AupSi/es and

na/i<jiuXot), which were found in other Dorian States as well as in Spartan

colonies, and the twenty-seven (l>paTpiai mentioned by a late writer may

have been subdivisions of these tribes. There were also five local tribes,

taking their name from the five villages, which made the town of Sparta,

subdivided into (JySat.

466. The constitution recalled the heroic age in the division of authority
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between kings, Council and Assembly. It had, however, special character-

istics of its own. Ancient writers were in doubt how to describe it, as

it was regarded as combining different elements—monarchic, aristocratic

and democratic. In the spirit of its administration and in the real powers

exercised by the Spartiates in the Assembly, or by means of their repre-

sentatives the ephors, we must rank the constitution as an aristocracy

of birth.

(From the earliest times there were two kings (apxayiraL), from the two

dynasties of the Agiadae and Eurypontiadae, each of which

traced descent from Heracles. The origin of the double king-

ship, ascribed by legend to the division of authority between the twin

sons of Aristodemus, may have been due to the rival claims of different

houses, or possibly to the union of two Dorian communities, in which both

chieftains, like Romulus and Tatius, retained their sway. The kingship

bore an heroic character, and originally the kings must have enjoyed the

dignity of the Homeric monarchs as priests, judges and generals. In

the sphere of religion the kings offered sacrifice for the State and held

certain special priesthoods, while each selected two Uij^ioi, as envoys to

the Delphic oracle, which was always in close sympathy with Sparta. In

judicial affairs most of the civil jurisdiction had passed to the ephors, but

Herodotus tells us that the kings decided disputes about heiresses, adoption,

and public roads. The kings commanded the army in the field, and
originally they could make war on whom they wished, and the com-
mand was shared between them : from the end of the sixth century the

right of declaring war passed to the Assembly, and it was ordained that

only one king should take the field. The king's power of command was
absolute, but he was usually accompanied on a campaign by two ephors,

and he might subsequently be called to account. The kings had seats on
the Senate, and probably at first presided in both Senate and Assembly,

until the duty passed to the ephors. Special honours and privileges were
accorded to the kings and certain revenues and perquisites assigned to

them. The kingship involved more honour than power. Aristotle de-

scribes their office as an absolute generalship held for life : their authority

was limited by the other powers of State, such as the Senate and the

ephors, with whom they had to exchange oaths every month (§ 469).
Further, their power was weakened by division. One king could not

act against the veto of the other, and it was regarded as salutary to the

State that the kings should be at discord. Naturally the influence of a
king depended in great part on his individual character. Agesilaus directed

the policy of Sparta throughout his reign ; but the State was fearful of
tyranny, and retained the power of controlling and deposing the kings.

467. The kings were assisted in the government by a Council of elders

{yepova-la). This Senate consisted of the two kings and
twenty-eight members over sixty years of age, who held

office for life and were irresponsible. They were chosen from the
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KoXoi KoyaOoL (§ 465) by a process, in which the shouts of the people

in the Assembly decided the election. As the method of their ap-

pointment left room for intrigue, so their irresponsible tenure made
them liable to corruption. The two kings, if absent from the meeting,

could vote by deputy. The ephors probably presided. The Senate

deliberated on all important business and prepared questions for the

consideration of the Assembly, whose decisions it was competent, in

conjunction with the kings, to set aside. It acted also as a criminal

court, before which even the kings could be brought to trial. In general

it had large and probably undefined powers, and Plutarch says it checked

at once the absolutism of the kings and the independent action of the

Assembly.

468. The Assembly (d'TreXXa), which resembled in functions and pro-

cedure the Homeric dyopd, in accordance with the ptjTpa,
ssem y. ^^^ every month between Babyca and Cnaceum (within the

precincts of Sparta). All Spartiates over thirty years of age might attend.

Originally the kings, later (before the fifth century) the ephors, summoned
and presided over the meetings. The Assembly was only competent to

express its opinion on proposals previously considered by the Senate or

the ephors, and discussion seems to have been usually limited to kings,

ephors and senators. Votes were given by shouting, in case of uncertainty

by formal division. The Assembly elected magistrates and senators, de-

cided disputed succession to the throne, voted on peace, war, alliances and

other questions of foreign policy, determined which king should take the

field on a campaign, and decreed the emancipation of Helots. No doubt

any proposed change of law was submitted to the assembly, but legislation

was rare at Sparta. The authority of the Assembly was diminished by the

addition to the pifrpa, empowering the kings and Senate to set aside any

of its decisions : but the Spartiates at any rate enjoyed greater influence

than the commons in the Homeric assembly, and they were further com-

pensated by the powers wielded by the ephors, whom they elected to

represent them.

469. The legends are at variance about the origin (§ 463) and the

E hors
original duties of the ephorate; the institution was at least

as early as the eighth century B.C., and probably from the

first the ephors had important powers. The ephors, five in number, were

elected yearly from all Spartiates (by a ' childish ' process, perhaps similar

to that employed for the choice of senators), and entered office at the

beginning of the Spartan year (about the autumn equinox). They had

a common dwelling-place, and acted collectively in accordance with the

votes of the majority. One of their number presided over the board and

gave his name to the year. On entering office they issued a proclamation to

the Spartiates, Kupicrdai tov juvo-TaKa koi 7rpo(T€)(tiv tois vo/Aots. The archaic

character of this proclamation makes it likely that from the first the ephors

were concerned with the maintenance of discipline over the Spartiates;
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they seem moreover to have represented the rights of the Spartiate body

as against the kings, at whose expense their powers were subsequently

increased. In conjunction with the Senate they had practical control of

the government : it was a tradition that when the kings were at variance,

the ephors should decide. They wielded the most important executive

authority in the State : they summoned and presided in Senate and

Assembly, in foreign affairs they negotiated with the envoys of other States

and introduced them before the Assembly, whose decrees on war, peace

or alliance they carried into effect. In the event of war, the ephors called

out the troops {<f>povpa.v ^aiVeiv), stating the years required for service, and

ordered the despatch of the army. Two ephors accompanied the king in

the field to observe and report on his conduct. As the maintainers of

the State discipline (Koa-fios) the ephors had supervision not only over

Helots and Perioeci, but also over Spartiates. They superintended the

education of the young, and they had general powers of control and
punishment over the citizens, which extended to other magistrates and
even to the kings. They could suspend, arrest and bring to trial the

other magistrates, who were also accountable to the ephors at the end of

their term. The limitation of the kingship was expressed in the oaths

exchanged between kings and ephors every month, the kings swearing

to observe the laws and the ephors guaranteeing their power on this

condition. The kings were bound on the third summons to appear before

the ephors, who had a general right of control over their life and conduct.

They presided in State trials before the Senate, where even the kings might

be prosecuted, and they executed the sentence. They had general powers

of civil jurisdiction. Their direction of policy, their control of all ranks,

their executive power gave the ephors a position, which, modified though

it was by the Hmitation of their tenure and the liability to render account

to their successors, made the ephorate the dominant element in the

constitution.

470' There were no other civil magistrates of importance.' The iroiSo-

vo/ios superintended the education of the young, the dp/ioo-ui/ot

supervised the conduct of the women. There were doubtless °ates
'"^^'^'

many minor officers, such as the e/xTreXcopot, stewards of the

markets, of whom we know nothing more than the name. In the army
there were many officers subordinate to the king, while, when Sparta

undertook operations at sea, the vavapxo'; had to be entrusted with inde-

pendent command, which gave him almost the position of another king.

471- More important than the formal institutions of government was

the system of education and discipline to which the Spartans Education
submitted. The Spartan State owed its origin to conquest : and

its preservation required the subjection of the conquered. ^^"^ "'^'

Hence, as Aristotle says, their whole system was directed only to efficiency

in war, and their city was like a standing camp. The State regulated the

whole life of its citizens, who from the age of seven began their course of
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training (dywyTJ). The boy was entered in a ^ova (each fiova being sub-

divided into Ikai). The members were called iraiSes (7 to 18 years old),

/xeXXtpav£s (18 to 20) and ipaves (20 to 30). From the ipavEs the jSouayoi'

and the ikapxoi were chosen, and at the head of the system was the

TraiSovo/xos. The education was mainly physical : with a minimum of

learning the youths were trained in discipline, endurance and courage,

suffering privations in food and clothing. From the age of twenty

the Spartans became liable to military service, and entered military messes

(<Tv<TcrLTia, called in Sparta dvSpeia or ^tSiVm), to which the members (about

fifteen in number) contributed their share of food and wine and money,

as a necessary condition of citizenship.

The Spartan ideal was narrow. The State demanded the sacrifice of

the family as of the individual. While the system ensured a living to the

Spartiate and leisure to train himself for war, it put the most galling

restrictions on his liberty; he was forbidden to engage in any trade or

art, forbidden to leave his country without permission, forbidden to own

property, while he passed his life in a training school and his manhood in

a barrack. The ideal was impossible of attainment : the system was hollow

and effete long before the corruption and decay were revealed by the fall

of Sparta's power.

472. The long wars of the fifth century which culminated in the final

Decline of
Struggle with Athens, service in foreign lands, the influx of

Sparta and wealth, the introduction of luxury, threatened the old order,
revolution.

vvhile the same causes led to the decline of population (§527)

and the disfranchisement of many citizens, who could no longer fulfil their

obligations. The kingship had been weakened during the Peloponnesian

War, when Agis had to submit to the advice of the a-u/Aj8oi;Xot. The power

of the Ephors had increased; the ambition of Lysander aimed at tyranny;

the attempt of Cinadon revealed the internal corruption of the State.

Agesilaus by skilful policy revived the power of the kingship and the

prestige of the state, but the attempt of Sparta with Persian support to

dictate to the rest of Greece was shattered in the disaster of Leuctra, which

broke her power for ever. Messenia regained her independence, and the

loss of this fruitful domain must have deprived many Spartiates of their

kX-^Pol and increased the inequality of property. Other causes contributed

to the same result. At some time in the fourth century a law of the

ephor Epitadeus gave the Spartiate liberty to dispose of his (cXijpos, which

had hitherto been regarded as State land allotted for individual use; and

landed property came into the hands of a few, two-thirds of it in Aristotle's

time being held by women. Apart from the serious dechne of popu-

lation, many, who would have been qualified by birth for citizenship, must

have lost their rights through lack of property. By 250 B.C. in a total of

seven hundred Spartiates only one hundred were still in possession of land,

The corruption of the State led two kings in succession to attempt a revo-

lution. With the pretext of restoring the Lycurgean institutions, Agis III
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(242 B.C.) proposed to create new citizens by granting privileges to perioeci

and foreigners, to make a fresh distribution of land and to introduce again

the old training and discipline. He was opposed by the ephors, whose
domination was threatened, and who represented the vested interests of the

few Spartiates still possessed of citizenship, and he met with a violent death.

Cleomenes III (235—221 B.C.), a king of the rival dynasty, resumed the

aims of Agis. Seeing the necessity of supporting his policy by force,

he created an army of mercenaries and carried out a revolution. The
ephorate was abolished (the ephors being replaced by TraTpovofioL), the land

re-distributed and the number of Spartiates increased to four thousand.

Cleomenes ruled as a tyrant and made his brother the other king. His

military ambition brought him into conflict with the Achaean league, and his

defeat at Sellasia led to his flight from Greece. His reforms were annulled

and the old corruption restored. Lycurgus, a Spartiate not of Heraclid

birth, was raised to the kingship, and after expelling the other king

reigned as a tyrant. Other tyrants succeeded, and after Nabis had been

conquered by the Romans (195 B.C.), the coast towns were organised as"

a separate federation (ro koivov twv AaKeSaijuoi/tcov). Sparta was forced to

join the Achaean league and later received the position of a civitas foede-

rata in the Roman province of Achaia. The kingship was abolished, the

TTwrpovotioi becoming the chief magistrates. In other respects old forms

were maintained, and even the Lycurgean institutions were supposed to

survive.

The best text-books dealing with the subject as a whole are K. F. Hermann,
Lekrbuch der griechischen Staaisaltertumer, sixth edition (the _.. ,.

first and second parts, dealing with Athens and Sparta, edited by
V, Thumser, the third part, giving an excellent account of constitutions in

general and the principal leagues, edited by H. Swoboda): G. Busolt, Die
griechischen Staats- und Rechtsaltertiimer (second edition) ; G. Gilbert,

Handbuch der grieckischeti Staatsaltertiimer (the first volume (second edition),

dealing with the Constitutions of Athens and Sparta, has been translated into

English) ; B. Keil, Griechische Staatsaltertiimer (in Gercke and Norden's
Einleitung in die Altertumswissenschaft, second edition). Other books that

may be consulted are F. W. Newman, Politics of Aristotle
; J. E. Sandys,

Aristotle's Constitution of Athens ; L. Whibley, Greek Oligarchies.
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VI. a. LAW.

A. EARLY LEGISLATION AND THE LAWS OF GORTYN.

473. The Homeric poems reveal surprisingly little about the character

of the unwritten customary law of early Greek communities

i^"'""' under the rule of kings. The king was judge in peace as

well as captain in war; 'to thee Zeus has entrusted (says

Nestor to Agamemnon, //. ix. 99) o-KijirrpoV t jJSe Oefiia-rai,' i.e. the symbol

of political power and the knowledge of law, Oefua-rei being apparently the

various concrete manifestations of ^e/*ts, Right, and embracing both judicial

sentences and established usages. The king, however, was not the only

judge. A scene on the shield of Achilles (//. xviii. 497 sqq.) showed

• ' elders ' (yepovTes) sitting in the agora ' on polished stones in the holy

circle,' to give judgment in a dispute about the 'price of a man slain.'

Judges were conceived as upholding Right and Justice by divine com-

mission (see //. I. 238, XVI. 385 sqq., Od. xix. 109 sqq.) j but jurists search

in vain not only the Ik'ad and Odj/ssey but even Hesiod to discover the

forms and conditions under which justice was sought and obtained, and the

accepted rules of right in particular relations, e.g. as regards succession or

debt or the taking of life. Although we read of the duty of avenging

a slain kinsman (Od. xxiv. 433), of homicides driven to fly their country

(Od. XXIII. 118), of the acceptance of blood-money (//. ix. 631), it is not

possible to define the law of murder and the attitude of the community

and its organs towards the blood-feud.

474. Law was first written and published in the seventh century B.C.,

after the downfall of monarchy, in the course of the political

Ueisiators.
^^^ economical struggle between nobles and commons, land-

owners and serfs, rich and poor; and probably by the opening

of the sixth century there was no considerable Greek State, Sparta excepted,

which had not advanced beyond the stage of unwritten usage (aypaijia

vo/ti/xa) and absolute (avroyvtoyaoi/cs) judges. The change in each case was

carried out by a legislator {vofx.oOer-q'i; note that the word vo'/aos is first found

in Hesiod), some distinguished man, not necessarily a citizen, commissioned

with absolute authority to draw up and issue a code, which was accepted

by the community without modification. The demand for definite rules

binding judge and magistrate seems to have been first successful in the new

communities of the West, which had developed rapidly, and were not

restrained by traditional reverence for an ancient landed aristocracy.

The laws made by Zaleucus for Epizephyrian Locri about the middle of

the seventh century B.C. were traditionally regarded as forming the earliest

Greek code. Charondas of Catana, called by some authorities a disciple
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of Zaleucus, was lawgiver not only for his native town but also for the

other Chalcidian cities of Sicily and Italy. In later ages both Zaleucus

and Charondas enjoyed a high reputation, at any rate with thinkers of

a conservative bent, but little is recorded of the details of their legislation.

Ephorus asserts that Zaleucus' principal 'innovation' was to limit the

arbitrary caprice of judges by stating in his laws the punishment for each

offence. According to Aristotle, Charondas introduced the procedure

called ima-Krjxj/is, and recognised in his laws Courts of Judges, to which

poor men as well as rich were admitted (see FoL vi (iv). 13. 1297 a 23).

Other ancient legislators were Aristeides of Ceos, Pheidon of Corinth

(Arist. /*<?/. II. 6. 13), Philolaus of Corinth, who made laws for Thebes,

and in particular laws regulating adoption {vofioi OctlkoC), ' to preserve

unchanged the number of the lots of land' (icX^poi, Arist. Fol 11. 12.

10), and Androdamas of Rhegium, who legislated for the Chalcidians in

Thrace and was the author of laws about homicide and heiresses {iirUk-qpoi).

More light falls on the development at Athens. The laws framed by Draco

in 621 B.C. were a concession wrung by the discontented classes from the

governing oligarchy. The Athenian nobles (eiTrarptSai) were the sole

depositories of the secrets of tus and fas, civil law and religious precept,

then hardly distinguishable, while the nine Archons drawn from their ranks

were, at any rate in civil disputes, the sole administrators of justice, con-

trolled, if at all, by nothing better than the intervention of the Council of

the Areopagus composed of ex-archons. It is doubtful whether Draco

did more than formulate and put in order existing practice ; he did not

meddle with land-tenure and the hard law of debt, although these were

the main sources of trouble. Still it was a great advance to substitute a

public code with fixed penalties in place of a mysterious body of custom
interpreted and applied by the nobility. The only part of this code that is

now known is the law of murder and homicide. The rest was abolished

or absorbed by Solon in 594 B.C. in his vast attempt to reform the

economy, constitution, and laws of his country. Even in the age of

Demosthenes, after all the changes of the fifth and fourth centuries, it

was Solon, not Draco nor even Cleisthenes, whom Athenians revered as

the founder of their legal and judicial system.

475. The development of law and jurisdiction is better shown by the

archaic inscriptions found on the site of the Cretan city ,

Gortyn than by literary tradition. The older of these in- Gortyn: ist

scriptions are separated by peculiarities of alphabet and p="°''-

writing into two groups, belonging to two distinct periods. The fragments

assigned to the first period cannot well be regarded as older than the fifth

century B.C. Fines are estimated in 'cauldrons' (Xe;8j?Tes) and in 'tripods,'

while the obol (oScXo's) occurs only twice in a newly-found fragment. It

was supposed that the reckoning in cauldrons and tripods points to a time

when coined money was as yet unfamiliar, but in fact coins oi the fifth and
fourth centuries bearing a small badge of a cauldron or a tripod have been

G. A. 30
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found in Crete, and so the reckoning may be referred to these coins.

Other considerations combine to make the fifth century the most probable

time for this first code. The early legislator or legislators of Gortyn, as

the broken stones reveal, did not omit to deal with the powers of the

magistracy (the Cosmi) and the observances of rehgion. Thus we have

the remains of a calendar for public offerings. But most of the fragments

are concerned with details of private law, i.e. inheritance and succession,

adoptions, dowries, blood-money, rural offences, barter and sale. There

are also some rules for funerals. Unfortunately these laws are too frag-

mentary for us to form any clear idea of their scope and their underlying

principles. A scale of fixed penalties was clearly a feature of this legislation

as of the code of Zaleucus, and the motive may have been the same in both

cases. It is probable that all these early laws were engraved on the walls

of the temple of the Pythian Apollo, on the site of which the fragments

were discovered.

476. The most important relic of the second epoch is that famous

Laws of
monument of ancient law, which has been given the somewhat

Gortyn : 2nd misleading title of the Twelve Tables of Gortyn. This in-

P^"""*' scription was originally engraved on the round interior wall

of some kind of court-house in the market-place of the city. Besides the

Twelve Tables there are remains of other collections of legal inscriptions,

including a group, seven columns in length, which clearly once belonged to

a connected whole. There are also many separate fragments, both of laws

and of decrees of the Assembly, which throw some light on the laws and

their administration. These various inscriptions may be grouped together

to represent the second period of Gortynian legislation. But there are at

least one hundred years between the earliest and the latest of them. The

most important seem to fall within the limits of the fourth century B.C.

The matter of the laws is a strange amalgam of barbarism and civilization,

of old institutions and new ideas. The principle that the State should

supersede the private action of the individual had been realised at Gortyn

to a greater extent than at Athens even in the fourth century ; on the other

hand there are traces of ancient procedure which had vanished from

Athenian practice. In fact Crete, like Sparta, is a type of arrested

development, the social and political organisation of its cities abounded in

archaic survivals even in the age of Ephorus and Aristotle. The Gortynian

legislators of the first period are not Ukely to have dealt with property and

the family in a revolutionary spirit ; they were content, we may guess, to

collect and publish the ancient rules and customs of Gortyn. The laws

attributed to the second period look like a restatement, with additions and

amendments, of articles and chapters of the prior code ; they allude to an

existing body of written law, and prescribe occasionally that this or that

provision shall not be retrospective. But the foundations on which the

new laws rest are gone. The nature and extent of the innovations cannot

be fixed with precision, and the aims of the reformers are unknown.
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477. An Athenian of the Periclean age would have scoffed at the old-

fashioned and simple procedure. It is entirely oral, yet free
j^^^^ „f

from the punctilious foitaalism and technical incumbrances Gortyn

:

often found in primitive law. Documentary proofs are not Procedure,

used. There is no written record of the verdict, and a past judgment is

proved by the testimony of the judge and his ' remembrancer ' (6 /ivaynwi/).

The ' remembrancer ' still speaks from memory : in the age of Aristotle the

title had come to denote a ' registrar.' Oaths and testimony are the only

forms of proof Ordeal has vanished, but the oath, in origin a kind of

ordeal, retains much of its primitive significance. At Athens the 'challenge

to an oath' (n-poKXjjo-is eis opKov) degenerated into a piece of chicanery.

At Gortyn the oath of purgation is sometimes prescribed by law; it is

final, and binds the judge. There is one instance of the use of oath-

helpers, the 'Eidhelfer' of early Germanic law, men who swear not to

a relevant fact, but to support the oath of the principal party by sharing

the perils of perjury, ' four for a freeman, two for an aireratpos (probably a

freeman degraded from his Iraipia), the lord (Trao-Tas) for a serf (FotKevs).'

Kinsmen as ' oath-helpers ' in trials for homicide seem to have survived at

Cyme in the fourth century B.C. ; Aristotle confusing them with witnesses

cites the practice as absurd. The fragments of the first period preserve

their title, o/iw/ioVai, ' co-jureurs.' Witnesses proper (fnaiTvpe^) are either

ceremonial or evidential. In general they only make a declaration

(airoiriavLovn), but cases are distinguished in which their statement must

be fortified by an oath. The number and quality of the witnesses required

for the valid performance of certain processual and contractual acts are

fixed by law. In some cases the law determines that if both parties affirm

their contention on oath, the plaintiff's oath shall prevail against the

defendant's oath (opKiorepov ^^v).

478. The large tribunals, so eloquent of the Greek fear of corruption

and intimidation and found in oligarchies as well as in demo-

cracies, have not yet invaded Gortyn, at any rate in civil tynTjudg^'
suits. All cases mentioned in these laws are tried before a and Arbitra-

single judge, but the judge differs according to the suit.

Thus we find ' tAe judge of the kraipiai ' and ' whosoever judges concerning

pledges^ (os ko. tQiv ive.Kvpix>v SLKaSyji), and in more general terms, ^ The com-

plainant shallplead where it is proper, before the judge, as is written for each

case.^ The classification of actions and jurisdictions is not preserved, nor is

it stated how the judges were selected. It is possible that in some cases

they were executive magistrates, members of the College of Cosmi, who at

Gortyn had taken the place of the king. We see that one of this body,

6 Ko-eVios K6<rft.o%, had jurisdiction in disputes affecting the status of freed-

men, as the Polemarch had at Athens; and Aristotle asserts that the power
of the Cosmi in Crete was identical with that of the Ephors at Sparta, who
certainly had judicial functions. If the judges were really members of the

executive, Gortyn was at the same stage as Athens in the years between the

30—2
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legislation of Draco and the reforms of Solon, when the archons were

bound by a code but had not ceased to be judges with full powers.

However this may be, the growth of written law' has not entirely effaced

the features of the early 'doom-giver.' In part the Gortynian judge

has become only the mouthpiece of the law, obliged to 'give judgment'

(StKa'^eiv) according to the witnesses or the oath of purgation, wherever the

law prescribes these forms of proof, but he still retains a province in which

he has great latitude of decision, where he ' takes oath and decides ' (d/iviis

Kpivu) 'in view of the contentions of the parties' (iropTi to. /xoiXto/icva) as dis-

tinguished from 'the declarations of the witnesses' (ra d;ro?ra)vio/A£va), where,

in short, he combines the freedom of the arbiter with the dignity of the

iudex, ' not necessarily affirming or denying the respective pretensions of

the parties, but deciding according to his solemn conviction of what is

right in the circumstances.' Judgment generally takes the form of an

award of damages, calculated either in money (o-TaT^pes, BdpKvai, oSeXoi) or

according to the value of the property in dispute (the double, the triple,

etc.). The judge can also declare a right and issue an order to act or

abstain, but contempt of such a sentence does not provoke of necessity

the immediate intervention of the executive; the sanction is again a fine,

proportional or progressive, and payable to the injured party. The

period within which sentence must be given is occasionally specified, and

the penalty for refusing to give judgment seems to have been confiscation

of the estate of the recalcitrant judge. Appeal from a judgment is not

mentioned, and execution is apparently left to the energy of the successful

litigant, who, within certain limits, may enforce his rights by seizing not

only the goods but the person of his adversary.

Arbitrators appear on one mutilated fragment, from which we discover

that they were sometimes required under penalties to pronounce the award

within three days from the appearance of the parties. Their name and

their place in the general system are unknown.

479. In surveying the contents of the laws the archaic elements, as is

LawsofGor natural, seize first the attention of the reader. Rape and

tyn : archaic adultery are regarded simply as matters for private compen-
eiements.

satioH, and the law lays down a graduated tariff of composi-

tions. The treatment of adultery is a particularly instructive example of

the caution with which in rude societies the State interferes to check private

vengeance and self-redress. The composition for adultery is still the

Homeric /xoixa'ypta, i.e. the ransom of an offender caught in the act and

detained by the injured family. The exposure of infants appears a matter

of course, of which the law takes notice only in order to protect the rights of

the father, if the child is free, or of the lord, where serfs are concerned. The

law of debt is primitive, though apparently milder than that of early Roman
history. At Gortyn, though it is unlawful to arrest before trial a slave whose

ownership is disputed, or a freeman whose status is in question, a special

clause guarantees the rights of the creditor :
' the man convicted in court (»
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i/ci/tKaju.c'i'bs, who has some resemblance to the Roman addictus) and the man
whose person is pledged (d KaraKft/ievos, the nexus) may be arrested with

impunity.^ The debtor is conceived as in temporary custody, bound to

work at the mandate of the creditor to whom he has pawned himself (o

KaTa0«/t€i/os). He may still be sued, like any other citizen, for injury done

to a third person, and cast in damages, but Hf he has not the means to pay,'

the successful prosecutor and the creditor who holds the man as security,

have to come to some arrangement, the particulars of which are lost. On
the other hand, if the debtor suffer wrong, the creditor must sue for him,

and claim the indemnity due to a freeman, which, when recovered, is to be

shared equally between the two. The rights of the creditor are also

protected by a law that acts of gift are not valid if they conflict with the

claims of a creditor.

480. The law of the family which includes the law concerning slaves

is comparatively modern in principle. In a sense the family
^^ ^ ^j

at Gortyn is the antithesis of the family at Rome. Patria Gortyn: new

potestas is unknown. Sons can hold property of their own tendencies,

acquired either by their own exertions or by inheritance, and the father is

not responsible for their debts. The separate rights of women and of

children are recognised to a degree which neither Attic Law nor Roman
Law ever reached. So in the case of married women the husband has

only the usufruct of his wife's estate. When she dies he has no right of

inheritance. If there are children, the property is theirs. If there are not,

her heirs at law recover not merely ' the goods she brought with her,' into the

marriage, but also half of the 'fruits ' of the property, and half of all ' that

she has woven in the house.' A like principle obtains, when marriage is

ended by the death of the husband or by divorce. On the other hand,

testaments are unknown, even in the rudimentary form introduced at Athens

by Solon. The code seems to be combating the tendencies which produce

the testament ; it seeks to protect heirs at law by fixing a maximum for

gifts (apparently donationes mortis causa) by a husband to a wife or by a son

to a mother. The order of succession resembles in the main that at Athens.

One remarkable innovation, foreign to ordinary Greek practice, deserves

notice ; daughters are conceded a right of inheritance by the side of sons.

The aim, however, of this reform is apparently rather to limit dowries than

to protect daughters ; it is also provided that a dowry must not exceed the

daughter's proper share of the estate. - As parts of the estate the law specifies

houses in the city, cattle, and 'goods' {Kp-q/j-aTo). Land is not mentioned

;

perhaps the territory of Gortyn consisted of common pastures, over which

the citizens had grazing rights and of inalienable 'lots' of arable land,

which were occupied and cultivated by the serfs. These lots apparently

remained undivided, but probably the eldest son acted as lord (TraVras)

over the serfs. The slave is regarded as an integral part of the family and

comes under the protection of the law, which shows a tendency towards an

increasing recognition of his right. Thus the slave is protected from injury
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by a third party though the right to recover damages is vested in his master.

Even against his master the slave can claim protection from outrage and

even proceed at law against him. The slave may own property and may

contract a legally recognised marriage. Some clauses in laws of the second

period regulate the position of children born of the marriage of a slave and

a freewoman. The children are free if the slave goes to live in the house

of the freewoman, they are unfree if the freewoman goes to the slave.

A later decree does away with this distinction and makes the children of

any freewoman free. Children born of a free man and a slave woman
were already regarded as free. So, too, the position of freedmen is defined

and legally protected. They are placed under the especial care of officials

called Ttrai. The elaborate provisions made to secure the proper marriage of

an ^heiress' (TrarpwiojKO's) have travelled far from the primitive conception of

the sacred duty of the kin to raise up a son of the blood of her father. It

is plain that the pecuniary interests of the relatives overshadow their obli-

gations to the 'heiress'' and her father's house. Thus the law forces an

unmarried girl, if an 'heiress^ either to marry e.g. her oldest paternal uncle,

if he profess willingness, or to indemnify him by the surrender of part of

the estate. But the estate might be little or nothing. The law does not in

this case force any relative either to take the girl or provide a dowry, as was

the rule at Athens, and yet it still holds to the old principle that married

she must be, and with speed. Adoption, again, is an example of an old in-

stitution in a state of transformation and decay. The procedure is of antique

simplicity, the act being public and oral, as the name denotes (avTravo-is, an-

nouncement). 'Announcement shall be made in the agora, when the citizens

are assembled, from the stonefrom which speeches are made. And the adopter

shall give to his haipla a victim and a pitcher of wine.' There is no hint

that the citizens are anything but witnesses, that the eraipia can refuse to

admit the new member to their fellowship. The original design of the

practice was to supply the want of a male heir in the direct line and to

secure the continuance of the family with its sacra, and this view is the

source of the Athenian rule that a father of children cannot adopt. It is

not clear that this restriction survived at Gortyn. The main concern of the

law is to depose the artificial son from a position of equality with natural

heirs. In the presence of children he is not permitted to inherit more than

the portion of a daughter. Here too the Athenian law keeps closer to the

primitive idea ; at Athens, if after the adoption children were born to the

adopter, the adopted heir still retained the full rights of a son. Moreover

the bond is easily dissolved; the son may be 'renounced' (i-KofivwCw) by a

declaration from the stone in the agora before the assembled citizens,

receiving as consolation a gift of ten staters formally delivered by the

'remembrancer of the Cosmus of strangers' (d ^kx/acov d tw naoim).
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B. THE ATHENIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM IN THE
FOURTH CENTURY.

481. The system of jurisdiction developed under the Athenian de-

mocracy had its origin in the legislation of Solon. Before _

Solon the nine Archons exercised full judicial power, not of the Demo-

merely receiving plaints and examining the parties, but pro- "^^"^ courts.

nouncing final judgment. Solon (Arist. 'A^. UoX. 9) introduced ' tke

reference to the dicasterion ' (tJ eis to SiKaorj^ptov l^co-ts) : in other words,

he allowed an appeal from an Archon's sentence to a court of judges,

which represented the nation, and, in theory at any rate, included

members of every class, even the poorest. At first this court was probably

a meeting of the Srjfio?, like the ecclesia, without any elaborate organisation.

It is not possible to fix a certain date for the beginning of that elaborate

organisation of dicasteries which is reflected in the literature and inscrip-

tions of the fourth century. Such a system with magistrates dependent on

it presupposes constructive legislation, and of this no record survives. We
only know that Pericles introduced the practice of paying these judges, and

so the dicasteries became effective democratic organs.

482. The remarkable feature of the system is the sharp distinction

between a court of judges (SiKaxrT-ijpiov) and a president of

such a court (ijye/xwv hiKaa-T-qpLov). All magistrates, not ^'V'H-o'' «

merely those whose duties were primarily judicial, but execu-

tive officials like the Eleven or the Generals, and even Financial Boards

such as the Receivers-General (a:ro8€KTat), might act as jj-yc/xdi/es St/cao-TTjptW.

Two cases must be discriminated. On the one hand magistrates retained

from an earlier and non-democratic age the right of punishing offences

within the sphere of their administrative activity by the imposition of fines

{fmPokai); but the maximum of such fines was fixed by law and, though no

doubt varying with the office, was never large, so that officials had no inde-

pendent power of dealing with acts of contumacy or illegality, when the

legal fine was inadequate. They could, if they chose, lay a ' denunciation

'

((IcrayyiXia) before the Council or Assembly, but probably the ordinary

course was to bring the offender before a court. We do not know the rules

of procedure in such a case. It is not likely that the magistrate was both

president and prosecutor. The charge may have been delegated to a

deputy. The second and more important case was when a magistrate did

not come before a court of his own motion, but introduced plaints and

claims of private persons concerning matters which belonged to his special

department. His role resembled that of a court officer. He received the

charge, saw that legal rules were observed, prepared the materials on which

the judges had to decide, settled with the Thesmothetae the day of trial,

presided in court, and sometimes was responsible for execution of the
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sentence. The law and practice of the constitution left him small authority

during the preliminaries of a trial and no influence at all on the

judgment. This separation of judicial and ministerial functions followed

in the main a simple and intelligible principle. An executive magistrate

was not competent to entertain charges unconnected with the laws he had

to apply and enforce. His ' hegemony ' was defined by his office. . As the

First Archon (o apx*^") guarded the interests of orphans, heiresses, and

widows, so he had cognizance concerning the family rights of citizens. A
charge of murder or sacrilege had to be presented to the Second Archon

(d ^acnXevs), who retained both the name and the religious duties of the

primitive king. The old military functions of the Third Archon (6 no\e-

/nap^os) explain why he received a variety of actions, public and private,

affecting freedmen and resident aliens. A prosecution, however, for a

military offence, e.g. falling out of the ranks in battle (AototoIiou), was

brought before the Generals, because the control of the Army and Navy had

passed to this board. If merchants were suspected of not conveying from

the port to Athens the prescribed proportion of a grain cargo, the Superin-

tendents of the Emporium (oi eTrifjieXrjTal Tov ' ifHTTopLov) were the proper

persons with whom to lodge an information (<^aVts).

483. This principle of distribution, which is easily applied to ad-

ministrative posts, fails us when we come to the magistrates
^

whose work was primarily or entirely judicial, i.e. the

Thesmothetae (the six Junior Archons acting as a College), the Forty, and

the Introducers (da-aywyeis). Roughly stated, the difference between

their provinces is that the last two boards received nothing but private

actions, the Thesmothetae little save public actions. As administrators the

Thesmothetae were answerable for the annual revision of the laws, the

arrangement of the time and place of trials, and the ratification of the inter-

national compacts (to. irpos ras iroXus o-u/*;8oXa) which sometimes regulated

the conduct of suits between foreigners and citizens. Their 'hegemony'

embraced a few private actions, e.g. mining cases (St'/cai iieraXXiKai, in which

the State as lessor of the mines often had an interest), 'mercantile' cases

and 'treaty' cases (StVat i/jiiropiKaC and StKot dno avix^oXav, one of the

parties in the first kind of suit being frequently, and in the second

necessarily, an alien), but their principal task was to preside over public

actions, and especially actions to punish crimes directly , assailing the

constitution or administration of the State, e.g. ' denunciations ' (ei'cray-

yeAiai), 'presentments' (jrpoPoXai), 'informations' (evSei^ets), indictments of

the presidents of the Council and Assembly (ypacj^ai irpoeSpiKal koI eTruTTaTi^

Ktti), indictments for illegal proposals (irapavdyatov), prosecutions of officials

for taking bribes (Sioptov), and for other offences, e.g. wrongfully entering

a name on the list of State-debtors ({j/tvSeyypatjirj's), prosecutions of

aliens for usurping, the rights of citizens (^enos), and of citizens fpr false

citation (il/evSoKXrjreia's). Further, they prepared for trial some public

actions of a different- kind, in which the individual, not the, State, was
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immediately injured, e.g. ypa.<^ax v^piia% but the principle on which these

were selected is not now apparent ; why, for example, did Athenian

legislators assign prosecutions for adultery (^pa^dx /*oix«''as) to theThesmo-

thetae rather than to the First Archon, the protector of the family ?

484. The Forty were more prominent in the ordinary life of Athenians

than they are in the records of literature and inscriptions.

The office seems a democratic creation, being the descendant '"' '''""P"'"

of the thirty itinerant judges (SiKoo-Tai Kara h]\t.ovi), esta-

blished in 453/2 B.C. Their number after the fall of the thirty tyrants

(403 B.C.) was raised to forty, four members being drawn by lot from each

tribe. They were divided into ten sections, according to their tribes, and
each section received suits brought against members of its own tribe. This

was the tribunal that had jurisdiction in the bulk of private suits, par-

ticularly suits about rights of property, sales, debts, contracts, leases, etc.

The Forty were to some extent real judges; their sentences in disputes

involving less than 10 dr. were final. Further, unlike the magistrates

hitherto considered, they did not prepare for trial the more important

actions which they were not permitted to settle on their own authority, but

selected by lot a public arbitrator and remitted the case to him.

485. These public arbitrators (ot SiaiTijrai) were an organised body,

composed of all Athenians in their sixtieth year, i.e. the , . .

last year of military service. The individual appointed

by the Forty was compelled to discharge the task allotted on pain

of disfranchisement (aTt/.iia), unless in that year he held another office or

happened to be abroad. Any complaint brought against an arbitrator by

an aggrieved suitor was heard by the whole body in session, and the legal

consequence of an adverse verdict was disfranchisement, though the con-

demned arbitrator was allowed an appeal to a Si/cao-nfpioi/. The first duty

of the arbitrator was to seek to effect a compromise. If this proved

impossible, after due hearing of the arguments and evidence he gave his

award on an appointed day (ij xupta, sc. rjti-epa) and confirmed it by a

solemn oath at the 'stone of swearing' in the agora. If the litigants

acquiesced, the suit was ended. If, however, either side 'appealed to the

court ' (€<^i£Vttt £ts TO SiKaixT-tjpLov), the arbitrator placed in two caskets

(ix^voi), one for each party, the depositions, oaths, challenges, in short

all the material on which his sentence was based, attached a written note

of his decision, and gave the caskets under seal to that section of the

Forty from which he had received his commission. These then brought

the case before a court, and presided over the trial. The judges were 201

in number, if the sum involved was under 1000 drachmae; 401, when the

amount was larger. In the pleadings it was riot permitted to appeal to any

depositions or laws or challenges except those contained in the caskets and
already used before the arbitrator.

The public arbitrators are one of the most interesting products of

Athenian (i^rnocracy. The design of the institution was excellent, to
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procure the settlement of private suits by experienced and impartial men
whose first aim was to make peace. How far it was successful, and what

amount of business was terminated without an appeal, cannot now be

discovered. The arbitrator was designated by the chance of the lot, and

the weight of his judgment with the litigants and the court must have

varied according to his personaHty. But in appreciating the democracy

it is important to remember that in a large number of disputes the

constitution did not compel two quiet citizens to face the ordeal of a trial

in court, but provided a cheap and simple and reasonable means of getting

justice.

486. The 'Introducers' (01 eio-aywycTs) were a special board in

, , . charge of certain actions in which a speedy decision was

desirable. They were five in number, one for two tribes,

and were appointed by lot. All suits assigned to them were e/Uftiji/oi,

i.e. were brought to trial in a court within a month from the reception

of the plaint, but their 'hegemony' did not cover all 'monthly' suits;

thus StKat £/tiropiKai were £/i/x,r)voi, as were various actions brought by and

against the Tax-farmers (reXoSvat) before the Receivers-General (affoSe/trai).

They prepared actions for the recovery of a wife's dowry, actions against

certain classes of debtors, actions for assault (aiKetas: so 'A^. IIoA,. 52, but in

346/5 B.C., according to Dam. xxxvii. 33, these cases went before the Forty),

actions to recover what were called ipavoi, i.e. loans not bearing interest

and consisting of joint-contributions from friends associated ad hoc by the

borrower or some other person (Stxat ipaviKaC), actions in which bankers

and partners were concerned (SiKot rpaire^LTiKai, KowiaviKai), actions arising

out of a trierarchy.

487. The all-powerful judges of the democracy, oJ SiKoo-Tat or 01

. qXiaa-raL (an archaic name, rare in the Orators and of

uncertain origin), whose courts controlled the appointment

and conduct of the executive and eventually curtailed even the authority

of the Assembly, were nothing but a body of ordinary citizens, over thirty

years of age and not in any way disqualified, i.e. not in debt to the State

and not under sentence of Atimia. No record survives of the manner in

which this body was recruited and subdivided during the fifth century.

As to its size we have no better evidence than Aristophanes who, writing

in 422 B.C. {Wasps 661), sets down 6000 as a maximum that had never

been exceeded, and Aristotle (A6. IIoX. 24) who, in describing the

results of the imperial and democratic policy of Athens after the Persian

wars, mentions 6000 judges as an item in a total of more than 20,000

citizens who received pay from the State. The pay, introduced by Pericles

(probably soon after the overthrow of the Areopagus in 462/1 B.C.), was

increased by Cleon in 425/4 B.C. to 3 obols (rpiw^oXov) for a day's sittmg,

and this rate was retained throughout the history of the institution. Little

is known about the organisation of the judges even in the fourth century,

until we reach the age of Aristotle. The Ecdesiazusae and Plutus of
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Aristophanes show that in the first quarter of this century they were

drafted into ten sections, marked by the letters A to K. The system

cannot be reconstructed from a comedian's allusions, but it is different

from that described by Aristotle in the Constitution of Athens. Even
Aristotle's account contains obscurities which are not entirely due to the

imperfections of the MS. Here only the leading features can be noticed.

Appointment to the office of judge must be carefully distinguished from

appointment to serve at a particular trial. As to the first we learn that

the judges were distributed into ten sections, numbered from A to K,

and that each section contained approximately the same number of

members, and included representatives from every tribe ; but we are not

told how or when judges were chosen, nor whether there was a fixed

number. Each judge on appointment received a ticket (TrwaKiov) of

boxwood, on which were inscribed the letter of his section and his full

style as a citizen, i.e. his own name together with the names of his father

and of his deme. The process of forming a court (StKao-rifpioi/) to hear

a case was singularly elaborate. The Thesmothetae determined what

trials should be taken, and what court-houses ~used,~on a given day,

the Tot decidinglsetween the competing claims of magistrates who had

busmesTready. The aggregate of judges required was easily made out by ^

the authorities, since the law or special decrees {i^f]^i<j^a.Ta) determined

the number that should sit in each suit. Early in the morning the judges

assembled at the allotment-chambers (KXijpw-n/pta), one for each tribe (not,

as might have been expected, one for each section), and the nine archons

and the Secretary (ypa/t/xareus) of the Thesmothetae proceeded to the

sortition, each presiding over his own tribe. The first business was to

settle who among the judges present were to serve that day, the number
to be drawn in each allotment-chamber being one-tenth of the total

needed. The peculiarity of the process or sortition consisted in the in- 1/

genious arrangements directed to ensuring the selection of representatives

from each of the ten sections into which each tribe was divided. Why
such pains were taken Aristotle does not explain. The next task was

to allot to the various trials the judges who had been nominated for the

day. The Thesmothetae chose the court-houses to be used, and marked
each by a letter from A onwards, assigned by lot. Moreover the door

of each court-house bore on its lintel (o-i^i^kiVkos) a distinguishing colour.

Let us suppose that only two courts were to sit, one of 200 judges, one
of 400, and that A was allotted to the green court (to ^arpayiovv), M to

the red court (to ^oivikwvv). Then in each allotment-chamber twenty

acorns (fiaXavoi) marked A, forty marked M were deposited in an urn

(uSpta), and twenty green batons {fia.KTt)f>LaC), forty red batons were placed

at the entrance. The sixty judges already selected were called up one

by one and drew an acorn from the urn. The acorn determined each

man's court. A judge who drew A was given a green baton, and armed
with acorn and baton went off to the green court. Before entering he
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probably gave the acorn to an official, and received in return a ticket

{(TVfjL^okov) which he had to present at the end of the day in order to

get his three obols. Pay was not distributed by tribes but by sections.

The aim of this complicated system was to prevent bribery, intimidation

and packing. Accident alone determined where an individual would sit

and no man could get admission to a court to which he had not been

allotted. Further, each court was made an image in miniature of the

nation, containing an equal contingent of judges from each tribe.

Courts of 201, 401, 500, 700, looi, 1,500, 2000, 2,500 are mentioned

by authorities of the fourth century. A court of 6000 occurs once only,

in Andocides, Mysf. 17, but the text is justly suspected. The even

numbers in the authorities, such as 500, 700, etc., are probably inexact

and mean courts of 501, 701, etc. Courts of looi and more are only

found in great political trials.

The judges were sworn once a year, possibly when appointments were

made and the sections recruited. The entire oath cannot be reconstructed,

but the following clauses can be recovered from scattered references in

the Orators. ' I will vote according to the laws and according to the

decrees of the Athenian People and the Council of the 500, and where

there are no laws, according to my most honest judgment, without favour

or animosity.' 'I will vote on nothing but the matter of the charge.'

' I will hear impartially both the prosecutor and the defendant.'

488. The democratic theory that it was the duty and privilege of every

citizen to take part in the work of government was every-

th'e''courts.°*
where applied by the Athenians with excellent logic and

much fertility of contrivance, but nowhere with more

thoroughness and ingenuity than in the constitution of their tribunals.

The complex organisation we have described rests on two very simple

ideas, that law ought to be intelligible to the average man, and that the

common sense and moral instincts of large bodies of ordinary citizens are

the best guarantees of a pure administration of justice. There is no

evidence that the Athenian judges were often bribed or terrorised or

intentionally dishonest. Neither did the discretion granted them in the

absence of a statute become an instrument of oppression. This danger,

though real enough, was diminished by the number and representative

character of the judges, who were not likely to treat as criminal acts

tolerated by public opinion. But the speeches of the Orators are a

convincing proof, if proof be needed, of the vices inherent in such a

system. The amount of injustice done cannot now be; estimated, but

it is sufficient condernnation of the courts ,that appeals to pasSion and

political prejudice, insinuating sophistry, and outrageous misrepresentations

of law were judged by shrewd and experienced observers suitable means

to win a verdict. No development of law was possible j nothing excited

the suspicion and mistrust of the judges so much as a display of legal

subtlety. No body of precedent to supplement or interpret the.written
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code could be formed from recorded judgments. The conclusions of a

court were bare affirmations or negations, not discriminating between law

and fact, applicable only to a particular case, and based on reasons,

which were known only to the individual voters, and perhaps not always

to them. And these decisions, such as they were, could not bind

another court, for in theory and practice the courts were equal and
independent, each being a committee of the Sovereign People, supreme

and irresponsible.

489. The steady growth of the authority of these courts left ultimately

little room for judicial activity on the part of the Council
jurisdiction

and the Assembly. There was a time (probably not before of the Council

the curtailment of the prerogatives of the Areopagus in
and Assembly.

462/1 B.C.) when the Council of 500 could not only fine and imprison, but

even inflict capital punishment. In the fourth century we find the supremacy
of the dicasts definitely established by statute. The Council was only

empowered to imprison traitors and conspirators against the democracy,

and defaulting tax-farmers with their sureties and collectors. It could

not impose a fine above a certain amount, apparently 500 dr., and was
compelled to refer to the courts all grave offences brought under its

notice. The judicial functions of the Council, like those of a magistrate,

were of two kinds. It was an administrative as well as a deliberative body,

and was responsible for the proper conduct of certain branches of the

public service, e.g. finance and the navy. In this capacity it could

intervene ex officio to investigate, and punish or get punished, offences

within its province. But it had another and a wider

sphere ; the bulk of the ' denunciations ' (eio-ayycA.tai),
^

whether brought by a magistrate or private citizen, were laid before the

Council. If the Council voted that the charge should be investigated,

the Presidents (TrjovTavets) arranged a time for trying the case and had
power to imprison, or hold to bail, the accused according to the gravity of

the alleged defence. If after hearing both parties the majority voted for

acquittal, the accused was released and the business ended. If on the

contrary he was declared guilty, the Council had next to decide whether

a fine, such as it was competent to inflict, was an adequate punishment,

or whether the matter should be referred to a body with greater judicial

powers.

Denunciations might also be submitted to the People at that Assembly
in each Prytany which was called r) Kvpia. The people first voted by show of

hands {x^iporovLa) whether the information should be accepted or not. The
acceptance of a denunciation brought about the same position as the

prehminary investigation by the Council. In either case it was possible

for the Assembly to act as a court and try the case on its own reference or

at the instance of the Council, or for the Council or Assembly to refer the

matter for trial to a dicastery. At the beginning of the fifth century it

seems to have been the practice to refer all such cases to the Assembly.
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From about the middle of the fifth century to the first decades of the

fourth century these cases were sometimes submitted to the Assembly,

more often to a dicastery, from early in the fourth century onwards always

to a dicastery. The Thesmothetae acted as Presidents of the court in these

matters and there were legal provisions to ensure a speedy trial.

The offences which might properly be prosecuted by an eicrayycXia were

not clearly defined until a point about the middle of the fourth century.

Before that date the eto-ayye\ta was used to enforce an ancient law which

punished with death anyone who deceived the people with false promises.

So also treason (TrpoSoeria), whether in its widest sense or in particular, the

betraying of a fortress, etc., might be made the object of a 'denunciation.'

In fact the eto-a-yyeXta was used to punish political defeat as was impeach-

ment in EngUsh poUtics, except that at Athens the procedure was simpler

and much more commonly employed. Also the Council might entertain

a 'denunciation' on any subject over which they exercised a general

superintendence, e.g. finance.

About the middle of the fourth century, however, when the €i<rayye\io

had become no more than a means of bringing an offender before a

dicastery and the part played by the Council or Assembly was little more

than a formality, the offences for which a ' denunciation ' was the proper

procedure were strictly defined and grouped together in a vo/*os AirayyA.

tik6<s. The offences in question were (i) an attempt to overthrow the

democracy, (2) the betrayal of a city or army or fleet to an enemy, or any

treasonable dealings with an enemy, or (3) corrupt bad advice given by an

orator to the people (edv ns pifrcup w ixrj A-eyj; TO. apicTTa t(3 B-^/jiio riav 'kOrfvaim

•)(firiit.ara Xan/Sdvuiv). According to Hypereides prosecutors sought to bring

very various offences within the scope of this law and irregularities were

permitted, but the law itself was clear. These political ela-ayyeXiai should

be distinguished from two other kinds of 'denunciation.' (i) ela-ayyeXm

KaK<oo-e(i)s (maltreatment of parents, orphans, heiresses, or widows) which

were laid before the First Archon and always tried by a dicastery, (2) eio-ay-

ycA-tai 8iaLTr]T<3v. The use of the term in these cases is due to the general

sense of ' denunciation ' in the word before the procedure was appropriated

for definitely political offences.

490. A 'presentation' (Trpo^oXy) was a criminal information laid before

. , the people. On certain fixed days citizens could present to

^P P 1-
ji^g Assembly the names of sycophants (not more than six

at a meeting) and of persons who had deceived the demos by false

promises or, like Meidias, violated the sanctity of a festival. The procedure

did not aim at securing a trial either conducted or commanded by the

people, but at testing public opinion as a preliminary to an action in

court. The people heard the charge and the defence, and a show of

hands was taken on the guilt of the accused. If the decision was against

the complainant, it was injudicious, possibly illegal, for him to go further.

If the accused was condemned, the assailant profited by the moral effect
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of the vote, if he went before a court, but he was not obliged to bring an

action, and if there was a trial, the judges were in no way bound by the

verdict of the Assembly.

491. Only one domain escaped to some extent the encroachments

of the popular courts. The Athenians were singularly

conservative in their treatment of homicide. The prin- h^icide.

ciples and rules of Draco's code were still venerated in the

age of Aristotle, after three centuries of profound change. The law

abolished the blood-feud and blood-money, and discriminated degrees

of guilt, but never, as at Rome, came to rank the taking of human Hfe

with other offences against the community. Plato's Laws prove the

vitality of the old religious conception of bloodshed, that the murderer

was polluted and spread pollution, that the angry spirit of the victim

called on his kindred for vengeance. The part of the State at Athens

was to control and regulate the methods of this vengeance, and to

prescribe the conditions on which the offender should receive the

'forgiveness' (aiSeo-ts) of the avengers and be purified of the stain of

blood. Trials for bloodshed were held at five different places, always

in the open air: on the Areopagus, at the Palladion (a

sanctuary of Pallas on the E. side of the city outside the comtsT^

walls), at the Delphinion (a sanctuary of Apollo Delphinios,

also on the E. side of the city and outside the walls), in Phreatto (a tongue

of land overlooking the sea near the harbour of Zea), and at the Prytaneum,

the official residence of the First Archon, on the N. slope of the Acropolis.

It is supposed that the first three places were originally refuges where the

shedder of blood found asylum.

Cases of voluntary homicide (^ovos Ikowios or Ik Kpovoia%), of wounding

with intent to kill (rpav/ia ex Trpoi/oias), of arson {irvpKaia), and of poisoning

(^apynaxa) were heard on the Areopagus. The judges were the ex-archons,

who composed the Council of the Areopagus. The penalty of murder

was death and confiscation of property; of malicious wounding, banishment

and confiscation.

In the age of Draco and Solon fifty-one judges called e^bcrai sat at

the Palladion, the Delphinion, and Phreatto. The significance of the

title is unknown, and all that is handed down to us about the mode of

appointment is that cc^eVai were ' chosen according to merit ' {apia-TivSrjv,

i.e. not by a property qualification, ttXovtlvStjv, and not by lot). Whether
this ancient institution survived at all under the developed democracy is

doubtful; at any rate early in the fourth century it seems to have disappeared,

for examples are found of large courts (e.g. 700) of dicasts trying cases of

involuntary homicide, which Draco's laws assigned to the icfierai.

The court at the Palladion took cognisance of involuntary (aKowios)

homicide, of conspiracy (/So-uXeuo-ts, procuring or counselling another to i^

wound or kill), and of the killing of a slave or resident alien or foreigner.

The punishment of unintentional manslaughter was banishment for a
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limited period without confiscation. Apparently, if the next of kin granted

' forgiveness ' according to certain rules, the exile could return before the

expiry of the legal terms.

The court at the Delphinion heard those who confessed to homicide,

but pleaded that it was lawful (8iKatos). The principal cases exempted

from punishment, but not from ceremonial purification, were these : if the

deed was done in self-defence, if the slain man was an adulterer taken in

the act, if a competitor in an athletic contest or a comrade in war was

killed unintentionally.

The court in Phreatto cannot have sat very often. It was required

if a man, already banished for unintentional homicide, sought to clear

himself of a further charge of murder or malicious wounding. The exile

was obliged to conduct his defence from a boat that he might not pollute

the soil of Attica, and the judges heard him from the shore.

The proceedings at the Prytaneum were even more archaic. Here the

King (the Second Archon) and the Tribe-Kings ((^ijA-o/Sao-iXcis) solemnly

tried and sentenced undiscovered murderers, and animals or inanimate

objects that had caused the loss of human hfe. The condemned objects

were cast beyond the bounds of the State.

492. The magistrate to whom all prosecutions for homicide were

brought was the King, the representative of the State-

religion. None but the next of kin were entitled to

prosecute. A murderer was secure from molestation, if he received the

pardon of his victim. A person accused of homicide was not arrested,

but on receiving the plaint the King issued a proclamation (irpoppijo-is)

forbidding him to enter the agora or sacred places. Even after the

•beginning of the trial the defendant could escape the death-sentence by

withdrawing from Attica. Once outside the country he was guaranteed

from violence on condition of avoiding the Panhellenic games and the

Amphictyonic festivals; it was unlawful to pursue or arrest him across

the frontier.

493. The distinction between public and private wrongs was recognised

Public and
*" ^^^ '^°'^^ ^"'^ judicial practice of Athens as early as the

private age of Solon. In the fourth century actions were classified

actions.
g^g either public (aymvcs Srj/Ao'o-tot, StKai Stj/wo-uu, or simply

ypa<j)ai) or private (aycovcs 18101, StVai iSiai, or simply StVai) according to the

nature of the offence or matter in dispute; but the line of division be-

tween crimes and civil injuries was naturally not the same as that drawn at

Rome in the days of Gaius, or in England at the present time ; and of course

there were occasions when an Athenian had the option of proceeding either

'publicly' or 'privately.' Moreover, if the archaic rules of 8tW <^owoi

be set aside, no essential difference can be discovered between civil and

criminal procedure. In both the preliminaries conducting to a trial were

\ generally the same, a summons (7rpdo-K\ijtris) and a statement of the

charge before some magistrate. In the trial, it is true, there might be a
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difference, for all public actions (except certain St/cat <f}ovi.KaC, and such

eitrayyeXiaL as were decided in the Council or Assembly) were carried

at once before dicasts, whereas many (but not all) forms of private

action went in the first place to a public arbitrator, and probably

were often settled without an appeal to the supreme tribunal. The
principal peculiarities of a public suit sprang from the absence of a Public

Prosecutor and showed themselves in the position and liabilities of the

person bringing the action, (i) Any Athenian in possession of the

full rights of a citizen was entitled, although not directly wronged or

injured, to institute any public action, provided it was not one of the

SiKoi <j>oviKaC; in a private suit the plaintiff could be no one but the

person whose rights were immediately affected, or the legal representative

(/oJptos or irpocTTa.TTj'i) of such person, if a woman or minor or resident

alien. (2) In public actions the punishment or fine was regarded as

satisfaction due to the State, and there were only a few public actions,

e.g. KJida-is and diroypacfn}, in which the prosecutor received any por-

tion of the pecuniary penalty awarded on condemnation ; in nearly all

private actions the object in dispute or the compensation went to the

plaintiff; we know in fact only three forms of private action in which
the State exacted a penalty over and above the private damages, i.e.

BIkoj, Piaimv (forcible seizure of chattels and rape of a free person),

itov\r]% (ejectment), eiaipiaeia^ (uindicatio in libertatem, when the plaintiff

claimed a person as his slave and the defendant maintained that the

alleged slave was free). (3) In a public action the prosecutor incurred
a fine of a thousand drachmae (ai yikMi), and a modified aTiixia, forfeiting

the right to bring a similar public action in the future, if he either withdrew
before a trial or failed at the trial to obtain a fifth of the judges' votes

;

in private suits the State, as the system of arbitration indicates, did its

best to encourage compromises out of court and peaceful settlements.
In certain private actions (e.g. St/cat ifiTroptKai and irapaypai^aL) a
litigant, generally but not always the plaintiff, failing to obtain a fifth

of the votes incurred an additional penalty, being condemned to pay to
his successful opponent one obol for every drachma of the sum at issue,

i.e. one-sixth of the whole (17 iirw/SMa). (4) In private suits in which the
damages were estimated at more than 100 dr. both parties paid court-fees
(irpvTavua), 3 dr. for damages from 100 to 1000 dr., 30 dr. for higher
sums. A deposit {irapaKaTa/3oXij) of a tenth part of the amount claimed
was required from a person laying claim to a disputed inheritance,
a deposit of a fifth from a person asserting rights in property confiscated
by the State {iveTna-Kij-n-Tecrdai). In a public action the prosecutor generally
paid nothing but a trivial fixed sum called Tapa'o-Tao-ts (a drachma ?), and
even this was not always demanded, e.g. in ciorayyeXiai KaKwVews, but
if the action was a <)iatris or an airoypatfi-q, in which success brought
pecuniary profit to the prosecutor, court-fees on the usual scale were
obligatory.
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494. Another division of actions, into Blkm irpo? nra and SUai Kara

Ttvos, is to be distinguished from the preceding classification
SUai irpos

^ gjj(j i,as jjj yig^ only tjjg punishment or non-punishment of

Tivos^"
''''™ ^^^ defeated party. Nearly all public actions are obviously

SiKai Kara Tivos, but a ypa<j)rj Trapavofiiav brought against

the author of a law at a time when he was no longer hable to penal

consequences, was ranked among SiKat Trpo's nva, ; hence the speech written

by Demosthenes against Leptines' law (or. xx) bears the title irpos Actthtjv,

whereas Aeschines' indictment of Ctesiphon's ip^^ia-fm is inscribed Kara

Ktj;o-i^<3vtos. Among private actions, a suit to recover damages for breach

of contract or injury to property (Sikij fiXap-qi) is a good illustration of

a hiKy) Kara tivos, a SiaSt/cacrta of a SIkt/j irpos TLva : in a Sia8iKa<r6a the parties

were properly neither plaintiffs nor defendants, but rivals and competitors,

and the proceedings were a contest either to shift the responsibility for

a public burden such as the xop'/y'o., or Tpi-qpapx^, or a State-debt, or to

secure a right or privilege, as when several persons claimed an inheritance,

or when families or individuals claimed a priesthood (leptaa-vvq), or its

honours and emoluments (yepa).

495. Again, all actions were either aycovt"; dri/jiriToi, i.e. not requiring

TI/J.1JO-IS or assessment of penalty or damages by the judges,
uvioves arc-

^j. ^^umg( requiring such assessment. There were two
itnToi. and

, r • - > / / \ t , .•

TiuriToC.
classes 01 ayoives arip-riToi. (i) In some actions, public and

private, the penalty (rifi.'qp.a) was determined before trial,

either by law or by special decree {if/rjcjiiafjLa), or in consequence of covenant

between the parlies, e.g. when proceedings were on a contract to which

were annexed penalties for non-performance. (2) In many private actions,

e.g. in recovery of debt or to establish title to property, no rt/iijo-is was

necessary after award of judgment on the fact or right.

496. 'ATraycoyi;', itjiVyW-^i evSei^ts. These actions were distinguished by

Some special
two peculiarities of procedure, (i) The prosecutor was not

forms of public obliged to summoH his opponent to appear before the corn-
action,

petent authority on a certain day, but either himself seized

the criminal and carried him before the magistrate, as in aTt-ayayri, or con-

ducted the magistrate and his officers to the spot where the culprit was to

be found, as in £<^»;'y7jo-is, or lodged with the magistrate a written information

(cVSei^is), leaving him to effect the arrest. (2) The magistrate took steps

to secure the presence of the prisoner at the trial either by committing him

to gaol or by requiring three sufficient sureties (iyyvrrrai) for his appearance.

The law only permitted such an invasion of the liberty of a citizen in the

case of certain gross and notorious offences. 'ATrayuyj; was allowed

(i) against 'malefactors' (KaKovpyoi) in the technical application of the

term, i.e. against thieves (/cXeWat), clothes-stealers (\o)7ro8urai, specially

active in the gymnasia), cut-purses (;8aXavTtoTo'j«,oi), house-breakers (Totx"*-

pu'xoi), kidnappers {avSpairoBia-TaL, formidable in a slave-holding society);

(2) against persons labouring under any kind of disfranchisement {wnnia),
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if detected exercising the rights from which law excluded them
; (3) against

persons banished either for homicide or political crimes, if they unlawfully

returned to the country (KarieVoi). Probably dirayiDyr] was not strictly

legitimate, unless the offender was caught flagrante delicto (cV avro^copai).

'Malefactors' who confessed before the magistrate were executed without a

trial. The Eleven had jurisdiction over classes (i) and (2), the Thesmo-

thetae over class (3). It is noticeable that attempts were sometimes made

to use aVaywyj; as a swifter and easier method of prosecuting for murder,

the accused person being apprehended on a charge of violating law by

trespassing on pubhc or sacred places when stained by bloodshed; but

we have no means of determining how far this interesting innovation was

supported by law or public opinion. So, too, in moments of public excite-

ment the Athenians were very ready to have recourse to this summary
form of procedure to punish offences quite outside its original scope, e.g. to

punish metoecs who left Athens at times of pubhc danger. Little is known
about «i^ifyij(7is. It could be employed against thieves, and probably was

sometimes necessary, for a private citizen was not allowed to enter forcibly

another man's house, even in pursuit of a criminal, and IvSei^is was ap-

parently not applied to ' malefactors.' The range of IvSei^is was thus

narrower than that of aTrayuiyrf. In our authorities we only read of its use

against the second and third class of offenders enumerated above. An
'information' was given either to the Eleven or to the Thesmothetae.

497. The distinctive feature of ^ao-is and a.iroypa(f>ri was the reward

accruing to the prosecutor (for a possible exception see , ,

below), and the court-fees required in consideration of this ad-

vantage. Procedure took the normal course of summons by the prosecutor

and appearance of the parties before some magistrate. A ^ao-ts could be

instituted (r) against those who infringed the laws regulating export and
import, the customs, the corn-traffic, the silver mines of Attica; (2) against

guardians mismanaging wards' estates (<^a<Tis 6p<^avtKoi) o'Uov). The pre-

siding magistrate varied according to the offence, e.g. cases concerning the

mines and customs went to the Thesmothetae ; offences against import

and export laws to the Superintendents of the Emporium (01 tTrt/ieXijTai tov

iixvopiov) ; while the First Archon protected the interests of orphans.

498. The application of the word d'7roypa<j>ij to denote an action is

derived from the meaning 'written inventory.' (i) Any , , ,

citizen believing another to be in possession of State-property

could enforce either surrender or proof of title in court by submitting to

the Eleven a 'specification' of the said property. (2) The process was
extended to assist the State in recovering debts, particularly debts on
judgments in court. A State-debtor was not only ipso facto a.Ti\i.o%, but

on failure to pay by a certain date (generally the 9th Prytany of the year

in which the verdict was given) his debt was doubled and could be exacted

by confiscation ; at this stage any private person could help or stimulate

the action of the executive by presenting an (hroypacfirj of property alleged

31—

2
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to belong to the debtor, but a trial only ensued when the articles of tlie

inventory were contested wholly or in part, or the debt denied. A share

of three-quarters was the recompense of the informers according to [Dem.l

Liii. 2, but this seems a surprisingly large proportion.

499. The first task of a litigant was to catch his adversary in some
public place and summon him (Trpoa-KaXeto-Oai, KaXeicrflai).

courae^ofan A summons (TTjodo-KXr^cris, kA^q-is) at Athens was an oral

action, public request to appear at a stated time before the magistrate
or private.

-within whose province the suit lay, and was delivered by the

plaintiff or prosecutor in the presence of witnesses, generally two ((cAi/T^pes).

The regular interval between citation and appearance is thought to have

been five days. An alien (but not a citizen) could be taken at once to a

magistrate (the Polemarch) and either imprisoned or held to bail. If on

the appointed day the defendant did not attend, and service of summons
was duly attested, he was liable to suffer judgment by default («>)?/ii;i'

64>yi<TKa.viiv), which however might be reversed by successful prosecution of

the K\r]Trjpe^ for false citation (ypa<j>ri \jrev8oKXriTda's). If both parties ap-

peared, the magistrate had first to consider the plaint or bill of indictment

{X-fj^i's, eyKXiyjiia), which was submitted in writing. No doubt in theory

Athenian magistrates had power summarily to dismiss an accusation for

errors in form or law; but they were untrained men, with no special legal

knowledge, and the danger of deposition during office and of prosecution

on the expiry of their term made them apprehensive of the consequences

of denying a suitor, or of appearing to trespass in any way on the pre-

rogatives of the dicasts. They were naturally disposed to leave technical

difficulties to be raised by the defendant at a later stage, and the cases, we

may suspect, were not numerous in which to quash a suit was clearly safer

than to entertain it. If the magistrate professed himself satisfied with the

plaintiff's statement, he proceeded to require court-fees from the complainant

—whether the defendant paid now or later is not known—or the TrapaVrao-is

from a public prosecutor, or the deposit (TrapaKaTajSoXyj), when this

was necessary ; and on payment made arrangements for the examina-

tion (dvaKpia-Ls), in which the case on both sides was to be fully set forth

and scrutinised. The Forty sent all suits within their jurisdiction to be

examined by a public arbitrator, but otherwise the magistrate who ad-

mitted the plaint superintended the preparation of the case for trial before

Heliasts. He also saw that the charge was copied out on a whitened

board (cravis, XevKuifia), and exposed for public inspection in his office or

some appropriate place. The appointment of a day for the examination

ended the first stage of proceedings.

500. The avaKpicris probably began with the parties taking oaths to

the truth of their declarations (avTuy/xoo-Lai, Swoyitoo-iai). The
avaKpitris

. defendant, being called upon for his defence, handed in a
'^

' written plea. If instead of meeting the charge by a direct
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denial he alleged that the action was not maintainable {ovk da-ay(iyifio<s) on

grounds of law or fact, e.g. because the magistrate was not competent, or

because the time for legal proceedings had expired, or because the matter

had been already settled by a judgment of a court or an arbitrator's award,

or because a release and discharge (a-TraXXayij, a<^e(ris) had been given, the

objection raised, if not allowed by the plaintiff, was referred to a court of

Hehasts, thus giving rise to an action distinct from the original suit, which

was meanwhile suspended. An exception to the plaint might take the

shape of a 7rapaypa<t)t] or a Siafiaprvpia. The Kapaypa.tj>ri, a written state-

ment, as the name imports, was the more convenient form of special plea.

The burden of proof lay with the defendant, who at the trial of the issue

spoke first. If he failed to convince the judges—and they were impatient

of formal and technical objections—the primary action was resumed ; if he

succeeded, the plaintiff was or was not barred from further proceedings,

according to the substance of the special plea. In a trial on a Trapaypatf)^

both parties were liable to the iiriopeXia on failure to obtain a fifth of

the votes.

501. A Sta/toprvpta was a more complex and certainly older procedure.

If the defendant pleaded that the action was not maintain-

able, the plaintiff had the prior right to produce a witness,
^"aKpio-is

.

who deposed the contrary, that the action was maintainable,

for reasons specified. The contest was then transformed into an action for

false testimony {Slkij ^evSoft-apTvpioiv), brought by the defendant against the

witness put forward by the plaintiff. But it might happen that the plaintiff

did not choose to exercise his right. It was then the turn of the defendant

to put forward a witness to testify that the action could not be brought into

court, and of the plaintiff to take the offensive and bring an action against

the defendant's witness. The effect of this secondary trial on the original

suit depended, of course, on the character of the exception taken. The
procedure was allowed both in public and private suits, but in our authori-

ties is commonest in cases of disputed succession. In these, however, it is

somewhat simplified. When e.g. sons in possession of an estate (KXrjpos)

availed themselves of the Stafiaprvpia to shut out claimants alleging them-

selves to be the rightful heirs, there was strictly neither plaintiff nor

defendant. The StayuapTvpta always took the same form, the declaration of

the witness being that 'the estate cannot be claimed at law (ovk icmv
CTi'SiKos), there being lawful sons.' We find no example of a contrary

declaration emanating from the other side. The burden of disproof fell on
the claimants. And the consequences of the secondary action were more
decisive. If the witness was acquitted, the claimants necessarily abandoned
their pretensions. If he was convicted, the estate was as good as lost to

the sons, but not as yet secured by the claimants, who had still to establish

their own rights in court, and might in the end be ousted by new com-
petitors.
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502. If the defendant took the ' straightforward ' course {^OvSikU

, ,
eio-tcVai), denying the charge without demurrers and evasions

documentary ^^^ magistrate's work was to collect all the articles of proof
proofs and wit- and see that they were in the proper shape, for nothing was
nesses.

admissible at the trial that was not in writing and had not

been disclosed at the avaKpum. Law was proved by authenticated extracts

from statutes, decrees, and public records. Copies of bonds {a-mdfiKai,

(Tvyypa<j>ai), wills, accounts, etc. had to be certified by witnesses. An action

was allowed to compel an adversary or any third person to produce

relevant documents (S1K17 ets ifjt.<j>aviSv Karao-Tao-tv). All testimonial evidence

was presented in the shape of written depositions. It was usual, but not

necessary, to bring the witnesses to the office to confirm their declarations.

An oath, though common, was not obligatory, and was administered by the

parties, not by the magistrate. At the trial, however, no depositions could

be read to the Judges, unless the witnesses were present in court to signify

their assent. If a witness was abroad or ill, his statement was committed

to writing in presence of persons appointed for the purpose, who were

required to testify to the accuracy of the document (called an eK/xnprupia)

before the evidence was admitted. A citizen was bound to give testimony

when requested; and reluctant witnesses could be compelled by a solemn

summons (KAjfrevo-is) either to depose or to take a public oath (at the stone

of swearing in the agora) that they knew nothing of the matter (iioixwadai);

the penalty for contumacy was 1000 dr. A witness who broke an engage-

ment to attend in court was liable to prosecution (SUrj XmofiapTvpiov).

Hearsay evidence {dKorjv jxapTvpeiv) was inadmissible, except the declara-

tions of persons deceased. Women, minors, and disfranchised citizens

were incompetent to give testimony. Neither of the parties could be

witness in his own case; but they could cross-examine each other, and the

answers were taken down and used at the trial.

503. The evidence of slaves could only be given under torture, and was

,
not admitted without the consent of both parties. Hence the

''"'b 'T'^ov
frequent use in legal proceedings of the 'challenge to torture'

{TrpoKXrjcrt^ eU /Sda-avov). Slaves were often in possession of

valuable information, and one of the regular artifices of litigants was to offer

to give up their own slaves for examination (TrapaStSdvai, eKSiSovai) or to

ask the surrender (e^aireiv) of slaves belonging to their adversaries, A
formal document was drafted, stating the conditions and consequences of

the inquiry, e.g. whether the statement extracted should only decide some

particular point in dispute ; or should be taken as a final verdict ending the

whole controversy and disposing of the necessity for a trial. Challenges

were not serious attempts to reach a settlement, but were designed to

influence the dicasts. The aim of a challenger was to construct such a

proposal as would be refused, in order to be able to denounce his opponent

in court for concealing the truth from fear of revelations; the opponent

sought to turn the tables by an inconvenient counter-challenge, and both
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sides recited to the judges commonplaces on the use of torture as an instru-

ment to elicit truth. It is not likely that freemen were in the habit of

staking important interests on the word of a slave on the rack.

504. The 'challenge to an oath' (ttpo/cXtjo-i? ek opKov) was a relic

of an ordeal. Trial by oath originally was an alternative to

trial by witness. The Gortynian code sometimes directs 'T''"!'
'''^'^

that an oath of exculpation shall decide a cause. But at

Athens in the fourth century this method of decision was not controlled by

a magistrate, but had sunk to a matter of private arrangement between the

parties. The challenge was a written proposal that the dispute should be

settled, wholly or in part, by a peculiarly solemn oath to be taken, accord-

ing to circumstances, either by the challenger himself or by his opponent

or by some third person, who might even be a woman. Such offers were

rarely sincere and rarely accepted. The risk was too great, and the

' challenge to an oath ' generally indicated that the challenger had no

witnesses or documentary evidence to produce. But if oratorical capital

might be made out of a refusal, the recognised manoeuvre was to devise a

counter-challenge that would be rejected by the adversary.

Other challenges of various kinds might be made before the hearing in

court, but the two described are most prominent in the Orators.

505. As soon as both parties had marshalled their proofs or ex-

hausted their stratagems, the examination was closed, and
.^j^^ j^..^,

.

the magistrate took over all the papers and kept them date and ad-

sealed and secure until the trial. The date was settled with Jo^rnments.

the Thesmothetae. The law prescribed that some suits {e.g. all cognizable

by the cio-aycoycts and mining and mercantile suits received by the

Thesmothetae) should be introduced into court within the space of a month
from the lodgment of the plaint, whence the name efj-fir/voi SiKai, but in

general no limit was fixed, and a trial might be long delayed by the

pressure of business on magistrates and dicasts, or by the success of a

litigant in procuring adjournments of the avd/cpio-is and postponements of

the hearing. The magistrate or magistrates who had superintended the

examination (for examination before arbitrators see § 485) presided also at

the trial, supported by police, heralds, clerks, etc., and were responsible for

the orderly conduct of business. When the judges were in their places and
all was ready, the president called on the parties to come forward. A suitor

who did not answer the summons, whether plaintiff or defendant, suffered

judgment by default, unless some satisfactory explanation of his absence,

such as sickness, the death of a near relative, or public duties, was presented

in proper form. A person unable or unwilling to appear procured a friend

or agent to swear to the truth of the alleged excuse (iTrw/ioo-io) and pray for

an adjournment; the other side was allowed to offer a counter-oath (dvOvTrm-

/uotrta), denying the facts alleged and opposing the apphcation, and the

dicasts, after hearing arguments and evidence, voted whether the petition

should be granted.
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506. If both suitors were present, the clerk of the court read out the

plaint and the rejoinder, after which the parties were called

Jp*'eeche\'.'
^pon to address the judges, the plaintiff first, and after him

the defendant. In some cases each side spoke twice. Hired

advocates were expressly forbidden, every citizen being presumed by the

law capable of pleading his own cause. This was too hard a rule even for

Athenians, who generally had some familiarity with public affairs, and

whose law aimed at simplicity, and was certainly accessible. A nervous

and inexperienced speaker, after a few prefatory words, could get permission

from the judges to call a friend or relation to support him {a-m-qyopiiv). But

these 'friends' never developed at Athens into professional advocates;

they had always to satisfy a suspicious audience drawn from a small society

that their only motive was personal feeling, even if it was nothing better

than hatred of the side they opposed,; and to speak often branded a man as

a (TVKo^a.vrq's. One profession only, and one peculiar art, was produced by

the Athenian system, the profession and art of the Xoyoypdtfioi, men who

made a business of composing speeches to be learned and delivered by

others, and who also, no doubt, gave advice on niceties of law and pro-

cedure. But the name was a reproach, and the perfection of the composer's

art was to mask his identity and disguise his legal learning. A fixed time,

varying of course according to the case, was allotted to the speeches, and

an official (o icj) ^8<^p) checked the speakers by a water-clock (/cXei/^Spa).

When the orator had occasion to appeal to his proofs, the clock was

stopped (cTTtXajSetv TO v8(i)p), while the clerk read out the deposition or

challenge or oath referred to, and the witnesses were called up. Witnesses

were never cross-examined, but a speaker could interrogate his adversary,

and the judges could interrupt and question the speaker.

507. The speeches ended, officials distributed among the judges tjnj^oi

for voting. The nature and use of the i/i^^os differed at

tiieTvoting. different periods. The comedians of the fifth century speak

of shells (xoipiVai), and of a vessel of acquittal (xaSia-Kos

oLTToXviiiv) and of condemnation (aTroXXv^). In the last quarter of the fourth

century, according to Aristotle, each judge received two bronze discs with a

cylindrical axis (aiXio-Kos) running through the centre. One had a hollow

axis, was called t] Terpun-rifjiivT] (i/njt^os), and was for condemnation ; the

other, in which the axis was solid, was called -^ whjpri';, and was for

acquittal. Two urns (a/i(^opas) were set on a platform {Prjfu)), one of

bronze, called ' the decisive urn ' (d Ku'ptos), because the judge dropped into

it through a narrow slit the i/'^^os which expressed his verdict, the other of

wood, called 'the inoperative urn' (o a/cupos), for the reception of the

second i/fij^os, which was nugatory. The aim of these arrangements was to

prevent frauds and ensure secrecy. It was impossible to put two i/'^<^ot

into the same urn, and spectators could not detect how a judge voted.

The i/zijc^ot in the bronze urn were publicly sorted and counted, and the

number of votes on each side was proclaimed by a herald. Victory went
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to the suitor who had the larger number ; if the votes were equal, the

defendant was acquitted. When the verdict was guilty and the case an

ayav Tifi-qro^, a second vote was necessary; the judges had to decide the

penalty, personal or pecuniary (rtfj-av tC XPV Ta^av rj aTroTeTa-ai). A penalty

(niiriiui) was always named in the plaint, but a prosecutor after the

announcement of the votes was sometimes induced by pity or policy to

propose (Tifiaa-Oai) something more lenient. Thereupon the defendant

made a counter-proposal {avrLTifn-aadai), naming the punishment he was

content to suffer, and the judges simply voted in the same way as before,

for one or the other proposal. This unsatisfactory method of awarding

justice was inevitable in courts constituted on the democratic model, in

which the president was not a judge; if every judge out of a body of 200

or more had been allowed to suggest what he considered a reasonable

sentence, the result would have been disputes, confusion, and waste of time.

In a few cases the law gave the judges the discretion of imposing a specified

additional penalty (Trpoo-rtjuryfta), such as confinement in the stocks (iroSo-

KaKKri) for five days and five nights, when a person had been found guilty of

theft and condemned in damages, but here there was no difficulty ; a judge

moved to inflict the legal extra penalty, and the rest voted yes or no on the

motion.

508. In public actions the punishments were either personal, i.e. death,

selling into slavery (not used against citizens), deprivation

whole or partial of civil rights (oTt/iia), or pecuniary, i.e. fines

and confiscation. Imprisonment was not used as a separate and independent
punishment, though decreed as an additional penalty in a few cases, either

to accelerate payment of debts due from tax-farmers (rcAwvai) and lessees

of public property (01 fxurOovfievoi to, STj/j-ocna), or as a public stigma for

petty theft. Athens had only one prison {to Sea-fioiTypiov, in familiar

language to olK-rnxa, ' the House '), and that not very secure ; and to keep
convicted criminals in confinement, unless they were to be speedily

executed, would have seemed to Athenians expensive and superfluous.

No public feeling against capital sentences existed, and disfranchisement,

followed, if necessary, by confiscation, was ordinarily an effective way of

coercing State-debtors.

Penalties in private actions were pecuniary only, with one exception;

imprisonment could be added in ' mercantile suits ' (e/iiroptKoi Stxai)

in which one of the parties was commonly a travelling foreign merchant
(l/iTTopos), who, if defeated, might slip away to avoid payment, and, if

victorious, could not be expected to stop at Athens to combat the delays
of a fraudulent debtor.

509. In public cases the sentence was carried out by magistrates, e.g.

the Eleven superintended executions, the 17(0X17x01 sold con-
fiscated estates, the irpaKTopcs registered and got in debts.

^^«'=""°°-

In private cases the rule was self-help ; no public officer gave assistance in
execution of judgment. The court or the law named a period within
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which the damages were to be paid or the property surrendered (ij jrpo-

Beafua sc. -qixipa). If the defendant did not comply by the appointed day,

he was said to be inrepijiji.epo';, and his adversary bad the right to seize and,

if necessary, sell movables (e^xvpa Xa/Stlv, tj/exvpa^*"') in discharge of the

debt, or to take possession of real property by formal entry (e/t/JaToJciv).

A remedy against resistance was given in an action for ejectment (Si'kij

elovXijs). A judgment-debtor condemned in this action was treated as

a public offender; he incurred a fine to the State equal in value to

the damages or property the plaintiff was seeking to recover, and could

escape the painful disabilities attached to a state-debtor only by satisfying

both the plaintiff and the State. Some scholars think that an action for

ejectment could also be brought as a substitute for proceedings by way of

distraint or entry, non-payment being interpreted to constitute ejectment,

and that this was the only course open, if no visible effects existed, execu-

tion against the debtor's person being unlawful.

510. There was no appeal from dicasts, for no superior jurisdiction

existed. But their decision could be set aside on two pleas.

fudgmelt!^ (0 ^ litigant who had lost his case through non-appearance

in court, might within two months apply for a new trial

(t^i' Ifyrifiov avTiXayi^aveii', but, when an arbitrator's award was assailed, riji/

/*>; ouo-av dvTi\ayxa.veiv). (2) A judgment might be suspended and eventu-

ally annulled by prosecuting witnesses for false testimony (St'/oj il/ivSo/mp-

Tvpiayv), provided that notice of prosecution (i-Tna-KTjTrTea-dai rais fiaprvpiaK,

to ' denounce ' the evidence) was given in court before the judges began to

vote.

Der attische Process, by M. H. E. Meier and G. F. Schomann, re-edited by

J. H. Lipsius. Berlin, 1883-87; in four books, the first three
lograp y. superseded by J. H. Lipsius, Das attische Recht und Rechts-

verfahren. Leipzig, 1905-12. Recueil des Inscriptions Juridiques Grecques,hy

R. Dareste, B. Haussoullier, Th. Reinach. Paris, 1891-1904. Histoire du

Droit Privi de la Ripubliqne Athinienne, by L. Beauchet. Paris, 1897. 4 vols.

(A systematic exposition of the contents of the law.) Lehrbuch der griechischm

RechtsaltertUmer, by Th. Thalheim. Leipzig, 1895. Le Droit pdnal de la

Rdpublique Athdnienne, by J. J. Thonissen. Brussels and Paris, 1875. Das

Stadlrecht von Gortyn und seine Beziehune;en zum gemeingriechischen Rechte,

by J. Kohler and E. Ziebarth. Gottingen, 1912. Also articles in Pauly-

Wissowa, Real-Encyklopddie and Daremberg et Saglio, Diet, des Antiquitis.
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VI. 3. FINANCE.

511. It will be convenient to review the methods of Greek finance

under the following heads : I. City States. II. Federations.

III. Territorial monarchies. IV. Temples. city states.

I. Although we do not know in detail the financial principles,

practice of any city State except Athens, the information

supplied by Aristotle, by the author of the pseudo-Aristotelian treatise on
Economics, and by a large and growing stock of inscriptions, makes it

possible to assert certain principles which underlay the general usage of

city State finance.

Except in a few States which maintained a large staff of paid officials,

or a fleet in permanent commission, the normal expenses of government
were small. These expenses, moreover, were frequently curtailed by the

custom of transferring certain pubUc obligations or Hturgies from the State

to individuals (see § 515). Hence the revenue required in ordinary times

was inconsiderable. In view of the smallness of the sums involved,

comparatively little care was bestowed in most city States on financial

administration. It was an uncommon thing to appoint a special ministry

of finance, or to take a general survey of income and expenditure in the

form of -annual budgets ; and hardly any attempt was made to accumulate

reserve funds against a time of crisis. The imposts were for the most part

of a simple character, so as to offer no great difficulty in assessment or

collection. A large proportion of the revenue was usually derived from

indirect taxes such as market dues and customs. These were frequently,

though not invariably, levied at a uniform low rate, 2
"/_, being a common

figure. No distinction was made for fiscal purposes between imports and

exports, arid differential tariffs for the protection of home industries are

altogether unheard of As a source of ordinary revenue direct taxation

in the form of a land tax or of a general property tax was avoided,

but percentages were frequently levied on the profits of trades. Some
States also derived a large revenue from rents accruing from State pro-

perties, such as lands, houses and fisheries, and from royalties on the

produce of mines. The collection of taxes was for the most part left to

companies of contractors, to whom the right of collection was assigned by

pubhc auction, usually for the term of one year. On the other hand much
care was bestowed on the keeping of accurate accounts, so that mis-

appropriations of public money must in theory at least have been very

difficult of execution.

There is no clear evidence of taxes being fixed at progressive rates, so

as to place a relatively heavier burden on the rich. But it is probable that

the poorest class of citizens at Athens and elsewhere were exempt from the
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general property-tax (§ 514). Moreover the liturgies which the wealthy had

to perform, and the free contributions (eirtSocreis) which they were expected

to offer in times of special need, more than made up for the absence of

progressive ratings. Additional burdens in the form of a poll tax or trade-

licence were laid on foreigners. It will also be noticed that the selection

of taxable objects was generally so contrived as to favour the small land-

owners as against the traders. The payment of taxes in kind, which was

still in use during the sixth century (as in the case of the 10 °/^ impost

levied by Peisistratus on the produce of Attica), had in the following

century been generally superseded by money contributions.

Extraordinary expenditure, frequently necessitated by the fondness of

the city States for war, and by their improvidence in not building up

reserve funds, was sometimes met by the imposition of a general property

tax (d<T4>opa). But recourse was often had to expedients which purchased

a momentary convenience at the price of much ultimate harm. Of these

devices the most reputable were a loan from another State or, more often,

from a temple treasure (§ 521), an appeal for special subscriptions by rich

citizens, or the creation of State monopolies. But the list of financial

rnakeshifts also includes depreciation of coinage, compulsory loans, con-

fiscations and other ruinous exactions.

512. Among Greek city States the finances of Athens are at once

Athens. most important and best known. The principal charges

Expenditure. upon the public purse were as follows

:

(i) The maintenance of the army and navy. Although the upkeep of

the warships was made a liturgy and so did not devolve upon the State, the

provision of new vessels and the payment of the crews, which absorbed

I— I talent for each ship in every month, constituted a heavy item of

expenditure, even in times of peace (about 250 t. per annum in the time

of Pericles). The army was a less costly institution, as only a small

fraction of the total forces was permanently embodied. But the large sum

of 40 talents was expended yearly on the horsemen. In times of war the

cost grew disproportionately, owing to the high rates of pay (i— 2 drachmas

per day). The campaign of 440—39 B.C. against Samos is computed to

have consumed 15— 1600 t., and the siege of Potidaea (432—30 B.C.)

absorbed 2000 t. (2) The upkeep of fortifications, harbours and other

public works. Much care was bestowed on these even in normal

times. The special expenditure of Pericles on new constructions was

enormous : his buildings on the Acropolis alone cost over 2000 talents.

(3) Payment for public service. In the fifth century wages were paid to

500 members of council, to 6000 jurors, and to 1400 public officials. About

390 B.C. a fee was also paid to citizens attending the Ecclesia. The amounts

were at first small (i—3 obols a day for jurors), but the pay for attending

the Ecclesia, which was the most considerable item, was raised to 6 and

for some meetings to 9 obols. The expenditure eventually grew so high

that one of the first measures of reform introduced after the Macedonian
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conquest (321 or 317 B.C.) was the reduction of public salaries. (4) The
celebration of public festivals. The outlay upon these was largely defrayed

by means of Hturgies (§ 515). But a serious expenditure was incurred in

the distribution of pocket-money from the public purse to holiday-makers.

In the days of Pericles, who introduced these ' theoric ' bounties,

payment was made at a low rate (2 obols a day) and was confined to

the Dionysia, in the fourth century disbursements were made at most
or all of the festivals, which were specially numerous at Athens. Thus
Demosthenes (i. 19) could argue that the diversion of the 'theoric' funds

into the war chest would constitute a decisive increment to the military

resources of Athens. In 321 or 317 B.C. 'theoric' pay was abolished.

(5) Minor expenses, which included the maintenance of 300—-1200 public

slaves as a police force ; the payment of poor-law relief (2 obols a day

;

the St<i)j8eA.ta instituted by Cleophon c. 410 B.C. was a temporary ex-

pedient) ; and the graving of public inscriptions.

513. The ordinary items of revenue were :

(i) The royalties on the mines of Laureium, which were
worked intensively since the time of Peisistratus and from a*''^"^-

... . Revenue.
483 B.C. contributed substantial sums to the exchequer.

(2) The duties levied at Peiraeus on imports and exports, at a normal

rate of 2°/^ (Trai-x-qKoaTq). In 401—400 B.C. these brought in a net

revenue of 30—36 t. But in periods of commercial prosperity the proceeds

may well have stood at double or treble this amount. (3) Market dues

(cTrmVta), usually at the rate of 1°/^. The yield of this tax must have been

considerable, for Athens in the fifth century had become an emporium
for the produce of half the Mediterranean and of the Black Sea. (4) A
harbour toll (cAXi/icVioi') of unknown amount. This impost must also have

produced a large sum, for practically all the trade of Athens was water-

borne. (5) An octroi (SiaTrvAioi/), probably levied at the gates of Athens.

Perhaps this served as a substitute for customs duties on the land frontier.

(6) Various minor imposts, such as the poll tax on resident aliens (fjieToUiov)

at 6— 12 drs., the fees paid by non-citizens for the right of trading {^evLKov

TeXos), and the proceeds of judicial fines and confiscations. The yield of

the iieroiKLov Stood in 309 B.C. at not less than 20 t., for in this year io,ooo

aliens were officially registered, and this total probably comprises adult

males only ; the yield in the fifth century cannot be determined, but was

probably not less. (7) Fines and confiscations must at times have pro-

duced a large revenue, and it is even alleged that Athenian juries dealt

severely with prisoners in the hope of thus easing the public finances.

In addition to these sources of income, the Athenians during the second

half of the fifth century had at their disposal the tribute from

the members of the Delian League. The transference of the

federal treasury to Athens in 454 B.C. soon led to the fusion of imperial

arid Attic finances, and appropriations of federal funds to Athenian

purposes became a regular practice. The amount of the tribute, which in
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477 B.C. is said to have been 460 1, subsequently fluctuated a good deal;

but eventually it underwent progressive augmentations, and in 425 b.c. it

was assessed at 960 t. After the peace of Nicias the yield is stated to

have exceeded 1200 t. (Andocides 3. 9). In 413 B.C. a system of indirect

taxation was introduced in place of the tribute (§ 519) in the hope of

increasing the income from the allies, but the gradual disruption of the

League soon cut off this source of revenue. A further imperial impost

may be found in the SeKarij, which was probably a tithe levied on all ships

passing through the Bosporus. Taken altogether, these imperial exactions

more than doubled the income of Athens.

514. In times of emergency the normal revenue was supplemented by

various expedients. During the fifth century the commonest

Revenue'"^*^^
practice was to contract a loan from a temple treasure (§ 521).

Failing this resource, appeals were issued for free contributions,

to which both Athenians and foreign sympathisers sometimes contributed.

But the chief extraordinary source of income was the property-tax (eiV(^opa),

the first levy of which is recorded in 428 b.c. (Thuc. in. 19), when a sum

of 200 t. was collected by this means. In 378—7 B.C. improved arrange-

ments were made for the assessment of the burden, which had hitherto

been left to be settled between the individual tax-payer and a board of

assessment commissioners (eiri-ypac^ets). A census of land, houses and

other property in Attica was taken, so tliat the Ecclesia in fixing the amount

of the Eisphora might know what percentage of the national wealth it was

exacting, and so might save itself from imposing an excessive rate. The

total declared value was 5750 t. (Polyb. 11. 62. 7, confirmed by Dem. r4. 30).

The property of the poorer citizens was probably not included in this valua-

tion, and no doubt much wealth was concealed or undervalued. Further-

more the work of individual assessment was now made to devolve upon

groups of tax-payers (o-ti/ifiopiai), 100 in number, each of which possessed an

approximately equal aggregate of wealth and contributed an equal quota of

the sum required. The members of each group were left to distribute the

burden imposed upon it among themselves, for this purpose they ap-

pointed a president {tjyefn.wv), usually their richest member, and a registrar

(Staypae^eus) who made out the amount due from each individual. The

collection of the Eisphora, which at first had been in the hands of State

officials (cKiXoyels) was made over about 374 B.C., as a liturgy, to the 300

richest citizens, who paid in advance {irpoiia-<i>op6.) the full amount of the

tax and recovered as best they could from the other members of their

respective symmories. The list of the 300 was originally drawn up by the

Council ; subsequent alterations in it were probably effected by dmSotris

(§ 515). In the fourth, probably also in the fifth century, both real and

personal estate was taxed, and corporate property was also subject to the

impost, but the poorer citizens were exempt. The question whether the

Eisphora was a uniform or a progressive tax cannot be answered definitely.

Probably differential rates were in force, and in the fifth century at least the
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Solonian classes were no doubt used as a basis, but the method of diffe-

rentiation is quite uncertain.

The total revenue of Athens amounted in 431 B.C. to 'not less than

1000 t' (Xen. Anab. vii. i. 27). In 422 B.C. this total

had been nearly doubled (Ar. Vesp. 660). By 346 B.C. the

public income had sunk to 400 t. and in an unspecified year of the fourth

century only 1301. were collected (Dem. 10. 37). On the other hand in

338—326 B.C. not less than 1200 t. were levied annually, and in 317

—

307 B.C. the same total was attained. In times of war the revenues often

fell far short of requirements, but under normal conditions they covered all

necessary expenditure, and in the age of Pericles they usually provided a

handsome surplus.

515. The various 'public services' {\riTovpyiai) may be considered

under the head of revenues, in so far as they relieved the

exchequer of considerable expenditure. The best known
ut'urg^M"^'^^

regular ' liturgies ' are xoprjyia, yv/jLvacriap^^ia, itTTLacri's, a.px€-

dewpia. The first was the obligation to collect, maintain, instruct, and

equip one of the many choruses needed for the dramatic and musical and

orchestic competitions at the great festivals. For example, at the City

Dionysia 3 tragedies, 5 comedies, and 10 dithyrambs were performed, so

that 18 choregi had to be found. The expense varied according to the

nature of the competition and the ambition of the choregus ; we read of

3000 dr. spent on a tragic chorus, 1600 dr. on a comic chorus, 1500 dr.

and 300 dr. on a cyclic {i.e. dithyrambic) chorus. The task of the yvfuva-

criopxo5 was to keep and train a team of men to represent his tribe in the

torch-races (Xa/i7raSr;Sfio/Aiai) associated with some festivals, e.g. the Pan-

athenaea and the Hephaestiaea ; 1200 dr. might be spent. The ea-TiaTuip

had to feast his tribe, doubtless on some religious occasion ; what this cost

is not recorded. The apxeOetapo^ was the head of a sacred embassy sent in

the name of Athens to some festival outside Attica, e.g. to Delos or Olympia,

or to consult the oracles at Delphi and Dodona. The expense of such

embassies was partly borne by the State, but prominent men sometimes

spent lavishly to maintain the dignity of their country. In the age of

Aristotle the choregi for tragedies and the a.pxeOe(npoi were appointed by

the Archon ; the rest were nominated by their tribes. These burdens were

only laid on men whose property was 3 t. or more. No one could be

compelled to take more than one ' liturgy ' in the same year, or the same
' liturgy ' twice, or to serve in two successive years. Anyone who thought

his nomination unfair had a remedy (called 'exchange' (ai'Ti'Socris) from one

incident in the procedure), provided he could fix on some definite person

on whom the burden ought to have been imposed. He could challenge

that person to take the ' liturgy ' or exchange properties. If no compromise

was reached, the dispute was taken before a court of judges, who heard

inventories and arguments, and assigned the burden to the party whom
they considered more fit to bear it.
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516. The duties attached to the office of trierarch are a remarkable

illustration of the demands made by the Athenian democracy

^^chy.^' °" *^^ patriotism of the rich. The State provided the ship

and all necessary equipment (ra a-Kevrj), and was supposed to

pay the crew and petty officers. The legal obligation of the trierarch was

to get the vessel launched and ready for service, to keep it efficient while

at sea, and on the expiry of his term to hand over everything, hull, fittings,

and tackle, in good condition, or pay damages, if he could not prove in

court some valid plea, such as storm or battle. In practice trierarchs

often did more, from ambition or public spirit, or because the State

failed in its duty. The responsibility and dangers of such a post were

serious enough in themselves, apart from the expense, which normally

ranged from 40 to 60 minae for a year's command. At the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war the Generals were able to nominate annually 400 men
rich enough to maintain one ship each for a year. After the Sicilian

disaster it became necessary to allow two persons (a-vvTpL-ijpap^oi) to divide

between them the service and the charges. In 357—6 B.C. the law of Peri-

ander adapted to the trierarchy the system of companies already used for

the el(r(j)opa.. The 1200 richest citizens were distributed into 20 companies

of 60 members each. The poorer members in each company were formed

according to their means into contributory groups (o-uvrcAciai) of 3, 5, 6 or 7,

each set of contributors (o-wtcA-cis) being responsible for one ship. The

actual commander was chosen from the group by the Generals in conjunc-

tion with 'The Twenty,' who were probably the superintendents (tTijtieXijTai)

of the companies. The plan was a failure, according to Hypereides and

Demosthenes. The richer members, who had been put at the head of the

companies, arranged themselves in groups in their own interests, so that men
wealthy enough to undertake a ship by themselves escaped with a payment

which was only |-th or Jg-th of their proper share. Demosthenes in 340

—

39 B.C. carried a law to remove this abuse, and to secure that each member

should contribute in proportion to his property, but the details of his scheme

are unknown. The census required for the trierarchy in its various forms is

nowhere stated. wrtSoo-ts was allowed, and in the fourth century no one

could be compelled to serve more than once in three years.

517. The administration of the finances was chiefly vested in the

Council. This body usually possessed no expert knowledge,

mMstration" ^^'^ Owing to the annual changes in its membership it could

not ensure continuity of policy. But its duties called for

little exercise of discretion. The distribution of revenue was largely regu-

lated by means of appropriations which in the fourth century at least were

estabhshed by law (I. G. 11. 38, 11. 20—22), e.g. court fees and fines were

set apart for the payment of Jurors. Since 435—4 b.c. surpluses were paid

automatically into the treasury of Athens (Hicks and Hill 49, 11. 49—51-

in spite of repeated attempts to assign this inscription to 420—417 B.C., the

date given above seems well established) ; in the fourth century they flowed
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either into the theoric or (from 339 B.C.) into the military chest. The chief

discretionary functions of Council were to adjudicate contracts to tax-

farmers, and to advise the Ecclesia about the levying of Eisphora and
about the disposition of unappropriated funds (i-n-iTua). On the other

hand its routine work was heavy, for it supervised the operations of all

financial officials and was ultimately responsible for the proper auditing of

all accounts (see § 458). During the fourth century the control of finance

tended to pass into the hands of individual citizens who had made a

special study of the subject. From 354 and probably on to 339 B.C.

Eubulus assumed a general supervision of the various financial officials

(Aeschines 3. 25), and from 338 to 326 B.C. Lycurgus wielded a similar

power. Eubulus probably exercised this authority as a member of the

theoric board, and Lycurgus as a treasurer of the military chest, for the

holders of these offices possessed a co-ordinate control with the Council

over financial policy (AtL Pol. 47, § 2 ; 49, § 3). In 321 B.C. the control

of all finance was centralised under one or more magistrates hci rfj

SioiKT]cret, whose office survived into the second century B.C. (I. G. 11. 453).
All the above-mentioned officials were appointed by election, and as their

term of office was frequently renewed, they were able to acquire a continuous

experience in administration.

518. The departmental officials, who were appointed by lot and there-

fore seldom consisted of specialists,were numerous and varied.

The collection of revenue was indeed largely left over to fmcer"^'
tax-farmers, through whose agency all indirect imposts were
received, and the levying of Eisphora was eventually made into a liturgy

(§ 514). On the other hand no attempt was made to reduce the financial

staff by the institution of a central exchequer in which all public monies
might be kept. Each spending department possessed a chest of its own,
the keeping of which required a special official. Hence the number of

departmental treasurers (ra/itai) defies computation. It will suffice here to

mention the most important of these functionaries. Ten Hellenotamiae
received the tribute from the Delian League in the fifth century. Ten
(cajAa/cpe'Tai collected the court fees of litigants. Ten irpaxTopes levied

the fines imposed by the courts. Ten irtoXi^Tat received the rents and
royalties on the State property, and the instalments (Kara/SoAai') of purchase-

money from the tax-farmers. The same officials also sold confiscated

property by auction. The monies taken in by these and all other

collectors were paid over to ten receivers-general (aVoSe'icTat), who
proceeded to apportion the revenue among the various departments ac-

cording to the statutes on appropriations and the disposition of the
Council, which supervised the entire work of distribution. Disbursements
from the departmental chests were made by the respective treasurers

according to standing orders, or by special authorisation of the Council
or Ecclesia. The ra/xta^ tijs j3ovX.rjs and the ra/nias tov Sif/iou defrayed
the petty cash expenses arising out of the meetings of these bodies. The

G. A. 22
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theoric board paid the State contributions to the national holidays.

Military expenses were charged in the latter half of the fifth century

upon the Hellenotamiae ; in the fourth century they seem to have been

paid by the diroSiKTai until about 338 B.C., when a special keeper of

the war chest (ra/xuxs tuJv crrpaTiwTiKwv) became the paymaster of the

Strategi.

A remarkable feature of Athenian finance was the care bestowed

upon the control of accounts. Every official who handled

accounts"^
public money was required to keep a record of all his receipts

and expenses and to submit them to account (§ 453).

519. XL The finances of the federations were simpler than those of

the city States, for their expenditure could almost be com-

prised under a single head, the maintenance of armies and

navies. In the more rudimentary leagues, such as the Peloponnesian

League, no regular financial authority is found until the end of the fifth

century : presumably each federating State paid the expenses of its con-

tingent out of its communal funds. In the Boeotian League of the fifth

century B.C. the federal government had acquired the right of imposing

taxes on the federating districts (§ 435).

Peculiar conditions governed the finances of the Dehan League.

Owing to the scale of its military operations it required a revenue of

exceptional size. Until 413 B.C. taxation took the form of a fixed

impost {(fiopo's) levied on all members of the League save a small and

diminishing number who contributed men and ships in Heu of money.

The rates of the tribute were determined in the first instance by the

general assessment of Aristeides; subsequently they were revised by special

commissioners (raKTai) appointed as a rule at intervals of four years. The

collection of the tax was left in the hands of the local authorities. In 413 B.C.

the <^opos was commuted into a 5 °/^ duty on imports and exports, which

was levied by special federal officials (elKocrToXoyoi) in the ports of the

various States (§ 513). At the foundation of the League the disposition of

this revenue rested with the federal parliament at Delos. But from the first

the assessment of tribute was in the hands of Athens, and the Helleno-

tamiae or treasurers of the federal chest were always Athenian officials.

After the transference of the treasury from Delos to Athens in 454 B.C.

control of the League's funds was usurped by the Athenian Ecclesia, by

whose decree henceforth all federal taxes were imposed and all payments

were made. Accordingly the Athenians were enabled without any constitu-

tional hindrance to appropriate the handsome surpluses which eventually

accrued to the League (§ 513).

The finances of the second Athenian Confederacy in so far resembled

those of the first League that a common treasury was again established at

Athens. But the control of the funds and the assessment of contributions

(o-wToi^ets) was under the joint control of the Athenian Ecclesia and the

Congress of the allied cities. Moreover the effective revenue of the League,
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barely sufficed to cover expenditure, so that appropriation of surpluses by

Athens was no longer possible.

In the Achaean League a federal treasury was established for the

maintenance of a permanent army. Considerable disbursements out of

this chest are recorded (Polyb. v. i. ii), and mention is made of an

Eisphora (Polyb. iv. 60. 4) and of fines as means of raising revenue. The
method of collection was probably by requisition and not by direct levy,

and it is doubtful whether any special financial magistrates were appointed

except a board of Accountants (SoKi/iao-r^pes).

520. III. The finances of the territorial monarchies in the post-

Alexandrine age were on a far higher scale than those of .,

the city States. The upkeep of large fleets with heavy

tonnage, and of highly paid and well equipped armies, the maintenance

of luxurious courts and the lavish patronage bestowed upon artists and

men of learning, caused a great rise in expenditure. But the revenues

more than kept pace with this increase. Antigonus Monophthalmus
enjoyed an incomeof r 1,000 1., and Ptolemy Philadelphus raised 11— 14,000 1.

yearly. The public income was derived from customs dues, rents

from crown lands, which in the empires of the Seleucids and Ptolemies

were very extensive, taxes or tithes on freeholds, royalties from mines

{e.g. in Macedonia), and the sale of monopolies in banking operations

and in the production of oil and paper (in Ptolemaic Egypt). In the

kingdoms of Syria, Pergamum and Macedonia regular contributions were

also exacted from the dependent cities (<^opos, ela-cjiopa., o-uvra^is), and

special levies were imposed for the conduct of wars {e.g. TaXaTiKo.) and

the celebration of notable events. In Egypt petty imposts, direct and

indirect, were estabhshed in great variety: some 218 different kinds of

payment are recorded. Lastly, certain public obligations, such as the

maintenance of canals and dykes, were met by 'liturgies' of compulsory

labour. Little is known of administration, except in Egypt. Here the

finances were under the supervision of a central Siotxip-ijs, one of the king's

chief ministers. The officials under his control were not co-ordinated in

many separate departments, but constituted a hierarchy of three grades, viz.

village, district and county functionaries. Revenue, which was partly paid

in kind, according to the old Pharaonic system, but consisted mainly of

money payments, was mostly collected by farmers. The residue was

levied by public collectors {oIkovo/jlol). The money proceeds were paid

over into the government bank or one of its numerous district branches,

and this in turn paid out at the order of the central or district SioiKijryj's.

The central bank received all district surpluses and either paid them into

the treasury {drjcravpos) or lent them out on interest. These operations

were facilitated by the extensive use of money of account, which largely

superseded cash payments. The movement of public monies was con-

trolled by an elaborate system of audits. The revenue accounts of the

farmers were overhauled by the oiVovo/xot, and general accounts were drawn

32—2
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up by a central £K\oyicrT)?s and by district officials of the same name. The
king's ' civil list ' (18105 Xoyos) was kept distinct from the government monies,

and was administered by a special functionary.

521. IV. Many Greek sanctuaries derived a considerable income

from domains, State subventions, dedications and offertories,

and their funded wealth grew to such dimensions as to require

a special board of administrators. As most Greek States exercised a right

of borrowing from temple-monies for public purposes, the treasurers were

commonly appointed by the community and stood under State control.

But the accounts of the sacred funds were always kept separate. The
discovery of many such accounts at Athens, Delphi, Delos and elsewhere

has made it possible to study temple finance in detail.

At Athens vast wealth accumulated during the fifth century in the

shrine of Athena Polias. The ordinary revenues of the

goddess, which consisted of rents, fines and tithes of con-

fiscated property, and amounted to some 50 t. yearly, were then greatly

augmented by tithes of booty . from the Persian Wars. From 454 B.C.

Athena was endowed with /|yth part of the Delian League tribute ; about

435—4 B.C. she received 3000 t. (Hicks and Hill 49, 1. 3), probably as

a repayment from the League funds of loans previously made ; and from

the same year she took on deposit the annual surpluses of tribute {ibid.,

1. 51) and (perhaps also since 435—4 B.C.) any other unallocated revenues

(I. G. I. 188, 1. 3). In 431 B.C. her treasury contained 6000 t. in specie alone

(Thuc. II. 13). On the other hand Athena's funds were always liable to

be diverted to profane purposes, for by means of a special vote of indemnity

(aSeia) the Ecclesia could empower itself to borrow sums at a low rate of

interest (the computations in Hicks and Hill 62 indicate an annual rate of

1-2°IJ. In the Peloponnesian War full use was made of these powers.

Between 433—2 and 423— 2 B.C. 4750 t. were borrowed (I. G. i. 273, fr. h.),

and soon after 412 B.C. a special reserve of 1000 t. was exhausted. The

failure of the Athenians to repay these loans, and the loss of her special

revenues after the war, reduced Athena to comparative poverty. The

finances of the goddess were administered by ten rajxCai t^s Btoxi, who

were appointed by lot out of the entire citizen body {Ath. Pol. 47, § i).

The treasuries of the other gods of Athens, which were consolidated in

435—4 B.C. under a board of ra/xiat tSsv oXKwv Oiwv (Hicks and Hill 49,

11. 12— 18), were also well endowed, for between 433—2 and 423—2 b.c.

no less than 768 talents were borrowed from this fund. The office of the

ra/xiaL tmv a\\u)v GeSv appears to have been merged after 343— 2 b.c. in

that of the ra/xiat t^s Oeov. The sanctuaries of Eleusis contained a fund

under the management of seven iTna-Tdrai and two ra/Aiai, who were elected

by the Athenians for terms of four years. Towards the end of the fifth

century 10 talents of coined money had accumulated.

At Delphi Apollo enjoyed a large revenue from the rents of pasture

lands, from highway tolls (SeKarai), and above all from the offerings of
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pilgrims. The administration of the funds was entrusted to eight -TrpvTdveis,

who apparently acted as receivers and paymasters-general,
, . , , ,- 1 ^ ; n -r^ 1 r Delphi.

subject to the control of the Council and iLcclesia of

Delphi town. In 369 B.C. their functions were partly transferred to a

board of vaoirotot appointed by the constituents of the Amphictyonic synod.

The chief duties of the vaoTroioi were to collect subsidies for the rebuilding

of Apollo's temple and with part of the proceeds to construct and maintain

the new shrine. From 339 to about 326 B.C. a further board of ra/jLiai was

instituted by the constituent cities in order to collect the fine imposed
in 346 B.C. upon the Phocians, and to supplant the Trp-vrdveL^ as paymasters-

general. Thus the tendency at Delphi in the fourth century was for

the temple finances to be emancipated from the control of the secular

authorities.

The management of the treasury of Apollo at Delos is illustrated by

a long series of inscriptions ranging from 315 to 166 B.C.

These include inventories, contracts, departmental accounts

and general balance sheets, and taken altogether afford a fairly complete

conspectus of temple finance. The chief sources of Apollo's income were

(i) rents of houses and plough land, amounting in all to 8700 drs. per

annum
;

(ii) customs, harbour and fishing dues, which had been conceded by

the city of Delos to the sanctuary and were farmed for the latter by reAuIi/ai;

(iii) interest on numerous loans issued to public and private borrowers at

a uniform rate of 10 7„ for a five years' term; (iv) special subsidies paid

from the municipal chest of Delos; (v) dedications by Hellenistic kings

and others. The main items of expenditure were the upkeep of the temple,

payment of salaries, the performance of sacrifices and the celebration of

festivals. The treasury was also obliged to lend out money, apparently

without interest, to the city of Delos, and although securities were exacted on
this as on other loans, it is doubtful whether repayment could always have

been enforced. But in normal years the revenue, amounting in all to

27,000 drs., exceeded the expenditure by 6000 drs. Hence we find that

about 200 B.C. a fund of 60,000 drs. had accumulated. The administration

of the chest, which in the fourth century had been under Athenian oflScials

(Hicks and Hill 104), was entrusted from 315 to 166 B.C. to two Delian

magistrates known as UpoTroioi, who were appointed, probably by election,

for one year at a time. The business of the UpowoLoC was extensive, for

they received and paid out all monies and had the sacred chest (which

consisted of a number of earthenware jars) in their keeping. But their

discretion was strictly limited. No money could be deposited or with-

drawn by them except in the presence of their secretary, the Secretary

of State, and the Council of State as represented by the Prytaneis. The
Council sitting in pleno supervised the annual taking of stock and checked
the accounts of the outgoing treasurers. The Ecclesia had the sole power
of authorising disbursements not sanctioned by standing orders. In Delos,

as in Athens, the 'sacred' and 'public' chests were kept apart for purposes
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of accounting, but in practice the sacred chest might be regarded as a

State bank whose chief function was to lend its funds to the government

in times of emergency.

Boeckh-Frankd, Staatskaushaltung der Athener (Berlin, 1886) ; Riezler, Uber

Finanzen und Monopole im alien Griechenland (Berlin, 1907)

;

lograp y.
pj-^ncotte, Lesfinances des ciUs grecques (Paris, 1909) ; Swoboda,

Uber griecMsche Schatzverwaltung {Wiener Studien, 1888, pp. 178-307; 1889,

pp. 65-87) ; Guiraud, Etudes ^conomiques sur I'antiquiU (Paris, 1905), pp. 77-

120 ; Szanto, Anlehen griechischer Staaten {Wiener Studien, 1885, pp. 232-52;

1886, pp. 1-36); Gilbert, The Constitutional Antiquities of Sparta and Athens,

pp. 328-76; Cavaignac, Etudes sur Vhistoire financiire d'Athines (Paris,

1908); Yiahxi'fA^X., Forschungen (Berlin, 1910), pp. 207-33; Ed. Meyer, i^sr-

schungen, II. (Halle, 1899), pp. 88-148; Wilcken, Ostraka, I. (Leipzig, 1899),

chs. 4-6 ; Grenfell and Mahaffy, The Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus

(Oxford, 1896); Steiner, Der Fiskus der Ptolemder, vol. I. (Leipzig, 1913);

Bourguet, Dadministration financiire du sanctuaire pythique (Paris, 1905);

HomoUe, Les archives de I'intendance sacrde cL Ddlos (Paris, 1887); and the

financial inscriptions in the Bulletin de Correspondance Helldniqueior i&Z%i^()i,

1903-51 1907-8, 1910-11.

Nature of the
evidence.

VI. 4. POPULATION.

522. It is not possible to form a very accurate estimate of the

population of the ancient Greek States. The modern con-

ception of statistics was unknown to them : such records of

population as were kept had a practical, not a scientific aim:

they showed how many persons in a given district were possessed of ceitain

rights or liable to perform certain duties. We learn the numbers of fully

qualified citizens or heavy-armed men in a particular State : but as to the

numbers of the women and children, of the slaves, and of the free men not

included under the heads mentioned, we get little or no reliable information.

Again, a frequent cause of error is introduced by the Greek system of

numerals, which was such as to lead easily to mistakes in copying {e.g.

fi stood both for 40 and for io,ooo, and 8, the symbol for 4, is apt to be

confused either with 8vo or with ScKa). Conclusions must therefore be

based on the evidence as a whole rather than on particular passages : and

any view which may be adopted will leave discrepancies in the authori-

ties which cannot be satisfactorily explained. The nature of the evidence

and the difficulties involved will appear from a statement of the question

as to the population of Attica, with regard to which we have considerably

fuller information than is forthcoming in the case of the other Greek

States.
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523. From at least the fifth century onwards official registers of various

kinds were kept at Athens, as was no doubt the case __
j

.

elsewhere in Greece. The most important of these were registers at

(i) the <l>paTepiKov ypa.ixjj.aTiiov, a register kept by the
a*^^"^-

<f>paTpiat, in which the names of all children born of citizen parents were

inscribed soon after birth; (2) the Xij|iap;^iKoi' ypa/Ayaaretov, a register kept

by the officials of the denies, in which the names of all male citizens who
had reached the age of 17 were inscribed, and from which was compiled

the hst of citizens entitled to vote in the assembly (iriva^ eKKXrjo-iao-TiKo's);

(3) the KaTaXoyos, a register of the male citizens between the ages of 18

and 60 who belonged to one of the three higher property classes, and were

therefore qualified by their wealth to serve in the cavalry or heavy-armed

infantry. The statements made by Thucydides as to the military strength

of Athens were derived no doubt from the /caraXoyos, and other statements

purporting to give the total number of male citizens may perhaps be

referred back to the -n-Lva^ eKKXTjo-iaortKos. From the latter part of the

fourth century onwards (4) lists were kept showing the number of et^jy/Joi,

or youths of the wealthier classes who entered yearly on a course of

preliminary military training. Considerable fragments of the lists of

e^ijySot have been preserved, but these are of little use for determining the

total population, as the proportion of citizens who underwent this special

training is unknown, and probably varied from time to time. Finally it is

recorded that under the rule of Demetrius Phalereus (317—307 B.C.) a

census was taken which included not only the citizens and the metics,

but also the slaves.

524. The census of Demetrius is said to have shown 21,000 citizens,

10,000 metics, and 400,000 slaves (Athenaeus, vi. p. 272 b). N^^^er of

The number of citizens here given is in agreement with the Athenian citi-

statement of Plutarch that in 322 B.C., when the franchise ""^"^^

was withdrawn from citizens possessing less than 2000 drachmas, 12,000
were disfranchised, while 9000 retained their rights. Other notices from
the latter part of the fourth century agree in fixing the number of citizens at

about 20,000, and this may be accepted as approximately correct. The
number of Athenian citizens in the middle of the fifth century B.C. would
appear to have been considerably larger. The most important evidence
for this period is derived from Thucydides (11. 13), who states that at the

opening of the Peloponnesian War the Athenian forces included 13,000
hoplites ready for service in the field, and 16,000 hoplites, consisting of

the oldest and the youngest citizen-soldiers and of the metics, who were
available for garrison duty in Attica. The number of the metics who
served as hoplites was at this date about 3000 (Thuc. 11. 31). It thus

appears that Athens was able to provide from her own citizens a heavy-
armed force of 26,000 men, divided into a field army and a reserve army
of equal strength. If to these are added the cavalry, and the citizens

of hoplite census who were engaged in garrison duty abroad, or were
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exempt from military service through age or through physical infirmity, it

would seem that the total number of male citizens of the three upper

property classes may have amounted to about 35,000. The number of

citizens of the lowest property class, the Thetes, can only be conjectured.

It is probable however that they formed less than half of the whole

population ; and it has been suggested with some plausibility that a state-

ment of Philochorus (quoted by the Scholiast to Arist. Wasjis, 728, and

Plutarch, Pericles, c. 37), according to which the total number of claimants

to Athenian citizenship on the occasion of a distribution of corn among
the citizens in 445 B.C. amounted to 19,000, should be interpreted as giving

the generally accepted number of the Thetes at that date. The whole free

male population of Attica of the age of 18 and upwards in 431 e.g. may
thus be estimated at about 55,000 citizens, with an additional 10,000 or

15,000 for the metics. Some modern writers, however, estimate the

number of Athenian citizens at the opening of the Peloponnesian War as

30,000 or 35,000. This number agrees with the loose statement now and

then made that the number of citizens was 30,000 (rpicrfjivpioi) ; but it can

hardly be reconciled with the passage of Thucydides referred to above, or

with his further statement that Acharnae, which was only one, though

considerably the largest, of the Attic demes, was able to supply 3000

hoplites. The number of citizens was no doubt greatly reduced by the

plague in 430 B.C. and the following years : and throughout the Pelopon-

nesian War there was a heavy drain of men, and also a loss of wealth,

which must have diminished the numbers of the richer classes in com-

parison with the Thetes. It is therefore conceivable that in 411 the

number of male citizens able to provide a hoplite's equipment at their

own expense was no more than 9000, as seems to be implied in the speech

of Lysias for Polystratus (§ 13); though it is possible that in this number

the citizens serving with the army in Samos are not included. It is at any

rate probable that by the end of the war the number of male citizens had

sunk to between 20,000 and 30,000, and that it remained at some such

figure throughout the fourth century B.C.

525. We have no statements as to the numbers of women and children;

Women and these Can only be estimated from the number of the adult

children at males. Such evidence as is available appears to show that
Athens.

jj^g ^^^ above the age of 18 probably formed about one-

third of the population. At this rate the total free population of Attica

(including metics) would have been about 200,000 at the beginning of the

Peloponnesian War.

526. The census of Demetrius Phalereus referred to above is said to

have shown a slave population in Attica of 400,000. This

fa«on.^°''"' figure must be considered in connexion with a further state-

ment made in the same passage of Athenaeus to the effect

that Aegina at one time possessed 470,000 and Corinth 460,000 slaves.

That Aegina, a barren island which was never of importance after the first
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half of the fifth century B.C., should ever have contained 470,000 slaves, is

quite imp.ossible: the number given for Corinth is hardly less so: and both

statements are now generally rejected. The statement as to Attica is less

incredible : but doubt is thrown on it by its context, and economic con-

siderations are so strongly against it as to make it probable either that the

passage is corrupt, or that the number is a mere conjecture. It is not

likely that the number of slaves in Attica can ever have exceeded 200,000,

and the estimates given by most modern writers for the number of slaves

in the fifth century are considerably smaller than this.

527. The evidence as to the population of Sparta is more scanty, and

the various notices are again difficult to reconcile with

one another. It is doubtful too whether statements as to
^^'^ ^'

the number of Spartan citizens refer only to the o/noiot (the fully privileged

citizens) or include also the vivojj.dovs's (the disfranchised citizens), but it is

probable that in most cases the o/xoiot only are intended. According to

the tradition which was usually accepted in later classical times, but which

perhaps dates no further back than to the reforms of Agis in the middle of

the third century, the Laconian territory was divided in early days into

9000 lots, one for each Spartan citizen, and 30,000 lots, one for each of

the Perioeci. The number assigned to the Spartan citizens by this

tradition agrees sufficiently with the statement of Herodotus that there

were 8000 Spartan citizens at the time of the Persian War. But if these

accounts are correct, there must have been a rapid decrease in the number
of citizens during the fifth and fourth centuries. Xenophon states that at

the battle of Leuctra 700 Spartiates were present, and it appears from his

account that two-thirds of the Spartan array took part in this battle. It

would seem therefore that at this date the number of citizens (probably of

the o;u.oioi only) was about 1,500. Aristotle gives the number of Spartiates

as less than 1000, and at the date of the reforms of Cleomenes it was
reduced to 700. As to the number of the various subject-classes of Lace-

daemonia we have no means of forming an estimate : but it seems clear

that the Perioeci considerably outnumbered the Spartans, and that the

numbers of the Helots were larger still.

528. A rough calculation as to the population of some of the other

leading Greek States may be derived from the notices given

as to the forces which they could put into the field. At the
gtaus'^'^^^''

end of the fifth century B.C. Argos appears to have possessed

about 20,000 citizens, Thebes about 20,000, Corinth about 12,000. It

has been estimated that the total population of the Greek mainland,

including Macedonia, at the end of the fifth century may have amounted
to 3,000,000, 2,000,000 of these being free and 1,000,000 slaves or serfs

:

but these figures of course rest very largely on conjecture. Many Hellenic

States outside Greece proper were of considerable size : Syracuse was in the

fifth century the equal of Athens, and in the fourth the largest of all Greek
States. It is, however, useless to attempt any estimate of the population
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of the colonies, as we have no means of learning what proportion the

Greek population bore to the barbarian or semi-barbarian population in

each case.

529. It is possible with somewhat more confidence to give a sketch of the

general movement of population in Greece. That there was a

popu!S^on.° rapid increase during the eighth and seventh centuries B.C. is

shown by the number of colonies founded during this period,

and in particular by the remarkably rapid growth of the cities of Magna
Graecia. During the sixth and fifth centuries the colonizing movement
became less active, largely no doubt because the best land available had

already been occupied : but colonists were still forthcoming in large

numbers whenever there was an attempt to found a new settlement. In

the fourth century Plato and Aristotle felt it necessary to discuss remedies

for the danger of overpopulation, and Isocrates advocated the conquest of

Asia as an outlet for the expansion of the Greek race. The pressure felt

was probably due not entirely to increase of population, but also in part to

the replacement of free labour by slave labour, which was in progress all

over Greece at this time. It is, however, clear that Greece was still in

a position to send large quantities of mercenaries and settlers to the East

during the reigns of Alexander and the early Diadochi. But soon after-

wards the tendency towards a decrease in the free population, which had

made itself felt in Attica in the fourth century, began to spread through

the rest of Greece. Polybius {c. 150 B.C.) is the first writer to notice the

decrease, which continued with increasing force : under the early Empire

the cities of Greece, with a few exceptions such as Athens and Corinth,

had sunk to the position of villages, and Plutarch, writing in the first

century a.d., estimates that the whole country could hardly produce 3000

hoplites.

The first attempt at a critical treatment of the question as to the population

of the ancient world was Hume's Essay on the Populousness of

Ancient Nations. The figures for Greece have been examined

more in detail by Clinton {Fasti Hellenici, vol. II.), Boeckh {Staatshaushaltung

der Athener, Book I.), Wallon {Histoire de VEsclavage, vol. I. pp. 221-83), and

Biichsenschiitz {Besitz und Erwerb, pp. 138-42). The most comprehensive

treatment of the subject is contained in Beloch's Bevolkerung der griechisch-

romischen Welt. The numbers of the population of Attica are discussed by

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristoteles und A then, 11. 9, and Meyer, Forschungen

zur alten Geschichte, vol. II. pp. 149-89. A mention of the most recent

estimates is to be found in Zimmern, The Greek Commonwealth, pp. 169-

73, 393-
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VI. s. SLAVES AND SLAVERY.

530. Slavery is found in Greece under two different forms, (i) In

certain districts there existed from early times a system of

praedial slavery or serfdom, somewhat similar to that which ^°J^ry°^
prevailed in mediaeval Europe. Such serfs were members
of a more or less organised subject community, were attaclied to the soil,

and were recognised by the State as possessing certain rights against their

masters. (2) The other form, which eventually became prevalent over the

whole of Greece, was slavery of the Roman or modern type. The slave

was regarded merely as a piece of property to be disposed of at pleasure,

and stood in no relation to the State except through his owner. The word
SoIA-oi is applied to both of these classes, but belongs more strictly to the

latter: no generic word was used to describe the serfs, who were known by

different names in different parts of Greece.

531. Personal slavery existed to some extent in the society known
to us through the Homeric poems. Slaves (called S/xwei,

slavery in

oiiajt<s, or more rarely SouXot) are found in the houses of Homeric

nobles, who obtained them by war or piracy or by purchase *""'^-

from Phoenician slave-traders. But slavery was not at this time general,

and even in princely families much of the household work was done by the

sons and daughters of the house. The master had no doubt absolute

power over his slaves : still the relationship between master and slave as

described by Homer is in many cases close and friendly. No trace of

serfdom is found in the Homeric poems : for the 6rJTK who are mentioned
as the lowest class of society were free labourers working for hire.

532. At the beginning of historic times serfs are found existing in

different parts of Greece, but so far as we know only in those

States which are recorded to have been invaded and con- fe"Som*
quered by Dorians or other immigrants from northern Greece.

It was generally believed by the Greeks, and is probably true, that the

institution of serfdom was due to the Dorian migration and kindred move-
ments, and that these subject-classes represented the descendants of the

original population of the districts in which they were found. The most
important of these serfs are the Helots (EiXturcs), who
formed the subject-population of Laconia and Messenia.
They were a Greek-speaking people, and are said to have been descended
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partly from the pre-Dorian population of Laconia and partly from the

inhabitants of Messenia, who were successively conquered and enslaved

by the Spartans : we have no definite information as to their numbers,

but they certainly far outnumbered their Spartan masters. They were

attached to the landed estates (xX^pot) of the Spartans, and were bound to

pay to the proprietors a yearly rent, which was fixed in early times at a

definite proportion of the total produce, and might not be increased. The

proprietor might not deal with his serfs in any way which involved their

separation from the estate, he might not either sell them or set them free

or put them to death. He had, however, a certain claim, not clearly

defined, on their personal services, which was probably not usually burden-

some, as the Spartans resided not on their estates but in the capital.

Subject to these conditions the Helots retained their property and family

rights : they kept for themselves what was left of the produce of the estate,

and must in some cases have been comparatively well-to-do : in the time

of Cleomenes 6000 were able to purchase their freedom at the price of

five minas {£20) apiece.

The Helot thus possessed considerable freedom as against his master,

but as regards the State his slavery was absolute. It was a custom for the

Ephors on entering office each year to declare war against the Helots, thus

expressing the fact that the State was bound by no obligation towards them;

they might be put to death without form of trial : and a special corps of

Spartan youths (Kpvn-Tua) was employed to keep watch on them and make

away with any who appeared dangerous. The State could also override

the rights of the individual Spartan proprietor, by emancipating the Helots

attached to his kA'^joos or withdrawing them for service in the army. It was

the practice from early times to employ Helots as light-armed troops, and

on the formation of a navy they were employed as rowers and marines:

sometimes, though not often, they served as hoplites. Helots who had

distinguished themselves in war were occasionally given their freedom:

such emancipated Helots were called veoSa;u,(u8cis, and received the status

of TrtpioiKoi. The /Ao^ttKcs or /jLoOwve^, children of Helot or half-Helot birth,

who had been brought up with Spartan children, formed another semi-

privileged class : they could, at any rate under certain circumstances,

rise to high office. Gylippus and Lysander both came from this class.

By this policy of either putting to death or promoting possible leaders of

revolt, the Spartans were able to maintain their rule, in spite of their small

numbers and the hatred with which they were regarded; and they had

only once to deal with a serious Helot revolt that was not encouraged

by foreign invasion.

533. Of the serfs existing in other parts of Greece much less is known,

but such information as we have seems to show that their

o/serfs!^'"" position was similar to that of the Helots. The Thessalian

serfs were called Trevea-rai : they cultivated the estates of the

Thessalian nobles, paying a fixed rent : their masters were forbidden to
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put them to death or sell them out of the country. In Crete again there

was a Dorian aristocracy ruling over non-Dorian subjects, who were divided

into fivanrai, serfs belonging to the State, and o^amiuTat or KXapaJrai, serfs

attached to the estates of private individuals. Other subject-classes existed

in early times in other Dorian States under such names as yv/jivrja-mi at

Argos and Kopvvrjcj>opoi or KaTu)vaKo<j>6poi. at Sicyon. Nothing is recorded

of these but the names, and it is probable that in many States serfs ceased

to exist as a distinct class at a comparatively early date. In Laconia

serfdom continued until the third century B.C., when its abolition was

begun by Cleomenes (240—220 B.C.) who enabled many of the Helots

to buy their freedom, and was completed by Nabis (tyrant of Sparta,

207—192 B.C.).

534. Slavery in the stricter sense of the word existed to some extent, as

has been said, in the Homeric period, but it did not become
Qrowth of

generally prevalent in Greece till much later. In historic personal

times it is first mentioned in Ionia : Chios is named as the
^'^"^'y-

earliest centre of the slave-trade, and is said in the fifth century to have

possessed more slaves than any other Greek State except Sparta. A law

against keeping slaves is said to have been passed by Periander (tyrant of

Corinth about 600 B.C.), and it would appear therefore that slavery was at

this date practised to some extent on the Greek mainland, but was hardly

a recognised institution even in the most advanced States. By the middle

of the fifth century slaves were no doubt common in the most important

cities, but even in these many forms of industry were still carried on by

free men. Thucydides describes the Peloponnesians at the opening of the

Peloponnesian war as avTovpyol: the expression can hardly be meant to

apply to commercial towns like Corinth, but must mean that foreign slaves

were not employed in the rural districts. Even in the middle of the fourth

century slavery was not general in Boeotia, and was almost unknown in

Phocis and Locris: but by the beginning of the third century it was

probably prevalent all over Greece.

535. Slaves were occasionally of Greek, but more often of foreign race.

It was a rule of Greek international law that prisoners taken

in war became the property of the conquerors, but in the fifth
ff"G^e^^T°"'

and fourth centuries B.C. it was the almost universal practice

to exchange prisoners of Greek race or to allow them to be ransomed : the

treatment of the Athenian prisoners by the Syracusans is one of the

rare exceptions. Instances are rather more common in which a captured

city was destroyed and the whole of the inhabitants sold into slavery : this

was allowed by Greek sentiment as a punishment for the revolt of a subject-

city : it was- occasionally practised in other cases (as at Plataea, Melos,

Olynthus), but was then strongly condemned. Athenian law did not, at

least from the time of Solon, allow enslavement for debt, nor the sale of

children by their parents : in some other parts of Greece both were possible.

The child of a free man by a slave woman took the position of a slave in
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Athens. Children exposed at birth became the property of anyone who
cared to bring them up: and cases of kidnapping occasionally happened.

It is not known how far the freedom of a Greek citizen was protected by

States other than his own : but such an incident as the selling of Plato into

slavery by the tyrant Dionysius was certainly exceptional. The proportion

of Greek to barbarian slaves was small, and probably tended to diminish.

536. Barbarian slaves were drawn in the main either from Western
Asia (Lydians, Phrygians, Syrians, etc.) or from the tribes

fiaves"^" round the Black Sea, who were known by the generic name
of Scythians. Aristotle defends the enslavement of both

classes as natural, on the ground that the Orientals possessed intelligence

without courage and the Northerners courage without intelligence. Bar^

barian slaves were obtained by means of a regularly organized slave-trade

of which Byzantium and Delos are named as centres. Slaves were

occasionally home-bred (oiKorpiyScs) : but on the whole it was found more

economical to buy them at maturity. The great majority of the slaves

must have been adult males : those employed in the mines, agriculture,

and other industries were naturally in most cases men, and men seem to

have been more used than women even for domestic service. (For an

estimate as to the total number of the slave population of Attica see

§526.)

537. Aristotle speaks of the slave as being merely a machine {tfi\j/vxov

opyavov, Krrjiji,d. tl €ix\j/v)(ov) : and this was on the whole the

tTon^o/sraves. ^^^^ taken by Greek law and public opinion. A slave could

be bought and sold at pleasure, could be given in pledge or

taken in distraint, just like any other commodity. His family relations were

not recognised by the law : he could not own property, and any money

that he might earn belonged not to him but to his master. But as regards

his personal position, Greek law, or at least Attic law, did not carry out its

theory with the same severity as did the law of Rome. A freeman who

assaulted a slave was liable, not only to an action for damages (Swi;

j8Aa/8»;s) on the part of the owner for injury to his property, but also

to a criminal prosecution {ypatfirj u^SpEws). A freeman -who killed a slave

was punishable for manslaughter, though not for murder. Even the owner's

rights over his slave's person were limited by Athenian law: the slave

might not be put to death, and in the case of gross ill-usage he might

take sanctuary and demand to be sold to another master {irpaa-iv oiTav).

Slaves could not appear as parties in the law-courts, and at Athens their

evidence was not as a rule admitted except under torture : in the fifth

century the practice of torturing slaves seems to have been a reality, but in

the fourth century, though frequently proposed in the law-courts, torture

seems rarely to have been employed. Slaves could be manumitted, and in

such an event the slave often paid a certain sum to the master as price of

his liberty : he could not, however, claim the right to buy his freedom, as

indeed the purchase money was in the eye of the law his master's property.
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Since the slave could not enter into a contract recognised by law, manu-
mission often took the form of a fictitious sale by the owner to some god

:

registers of these sales were preserved in the temples, and many specimens

have been found at Delphi and elsewhere. At Athens manumitted slaves

(aireXivOepoL) received the privileges of fiiroLKoi, but remained under the

obligation to regard their former master as their patron (7rpoorTaTr;s), and to

perform certain duties towards him : in case of neglect of these they

were liable to a Sikij awoa-Taa-Lov, and might, if convicted, be again sold into

slavery.

538. The average price of an able-bodied unskilled slave such as would

be employed for work in the mines was about 2 to i^

minas (;^8 to ^£6). Slaves possessed of special skill or
fjaves"^

personal qualities might of course fetch much higher prices

:

the highest recorded is a talent (;!f240), which Nicias is said to have paid

for a mining overseer. Demosthenes' father owned 32 swordsmiths, who
cost in all 190 minas (;£76o, or on the average ^£24 each), and 20 couch-

makers, who cost in all 40 minas (_j^i6o, or an average of ;£8 each).

539. As to the conditions under which slaves were employed, our

knowledge is almost confined to Attica. Slaves were

employed by the Athenian State for several purposes. A by™the^stat"e

force of Scythian archers (^KvOai or ToloVat) was maintained

to keep order in the Assembly and public places : and slaves were also used
for the subordinate work of the government offices. A writer of the fourth

century proposed that the State should purchase slaves to work the silver

mines at Laureium, but this plan was never carried out. The Athenian
warships were rowed to some extent by slaves, who were not the property

of the State but were suppHed by the trierarchs : but free men were

preferred for this service. Slaves who had served with the fleet were
sometimes emancipated, or even enfranchised, as after the battle of

Arginusae. A proposal was made to arm the slaves after Chaeronea,
but it was rejected, and Hypereides its mover was impeached for making it.

540. Slaves were employed by private owners (i) as domestic servants

and (2) as workers for profit. It is not clear how far down ^ ,

,
^ ' ^ Employment

m the social scale the employment of slaves for domestic by private

purposes extended, but it was probably confined to the richer
°'«'"^"-

classes. At any rate it was not the practice at Athens, as it was at Rome,
for a single individual to own a large number of slaves for purposes of

luxury. Even in well-to-do households only about five or six slaves were
usually employed. It would seem that in Attica in the fifth century the

small farmer was not a slave-owner, and that agriculture was mainly
carried on by free labour. Slaves were, however, employed at this period
in various industries. Inscriptions dealing with the payments made by
the State for the building of the Erechtheum in 407 B.C. show that slaves

worked as masons side by side with free labourers and received the same
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wage. Again the names of several of the Attic vase-painters indicate that

they were or had been slaves. In such cases as these the slave probably

worked directly under the control of some small master-craftsman by whom
he was owned. Another practice was for the owner to set up the slave as

an independent worker in some business on condition of receiving regularly

a stipulated payment (aVo^o/ja) out of his profits. Slaves working on these

terms were described as x<"P'5 olKovvres. It was not uncommon for an

owner to promise a slave his freedom at the end of a definite period in

order to stimulate his energies. Slaves who were employed in business

could sometimes attain to considerable wealth and importance; thus

Pasion, who is referred to in several orations of Demosthenes, rose from

being a slave to be an Athenian citizen and the leading banker in Athens,

and on his death bequeathed his business to a former slave of his own.

Cases such as this represent one end of the scale ; at the opposite end we

find the slaves who were employed in the silver mines at Laureium. The

work here was carried on exclusively by slaves, owned by capitahsts who

had leased concessions in the mines from the State. The slaves were

chained and worked underground in gangs under slave overseers; the

labour was exhausting and incessant, and the death rate was high. It

would seem that this was the earliest industry in which slave labour was

employed on a large scale ; we are told that Nicias, one of the richest

Athenians of his day, had 1000 slaves engaged in these mines.

541. Slavery, as it existed at Athens in the fifth century, differed in

some important respects from slavery as it existed later in

S'Jiavery^"' the Greco-Roman world. In the first place, Athenian

society in the fifth century was still in the main a society

of free workers, though slaves had begun to form a considerable element

in the population. The view sometimes held that Greek civilization was

fundamentally based on slavery does not correctly represent the facts as

regards this period. Secondly, as a natural consequence of a state of

things in which slaves and free men worked together at the same employ-

ments, the distinction between the slave and the free man, though sharply

drawn by the law, was less marked in ordinary intercourse than it became

in later times. It is noted by several writers as a feature of Athenian life

that the slaves shared to some extent in the general liberty. They were

not compelled to wear a special dress, and in appearance and manner

they were often indistinguishable from the citizens. Access to the gym-

nasium and ecclesia was forbidden to them ; but they were allowed to

enter the temples and to take part in pubHc and private religious rites.

The Attic drama shows how intimate and human the relation between

slave and master could sometimes be. The familiarity allowed the slave

in Latin comedy represents the manners of the Athens of Menander rather

than those of Rome; Plautus indeed mentions it as a pecuHar feature

in Greek society that the slaves were permitted a certain amount of
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enjoyment and recreation. But in course of time the position changed as

regards both the points mentioned above. The proportion borne by the

servile to the free population increased, and during the fourth and following

centuries industry and manual labour came to be carried on more and

more entirely by slaves. Along with this development came a vi^idening

of the gulf between the slave and the free man, and a deterioration in the

conditions of life to which slaves were subject. In the second and first

centuries B.C. Attica and Greece in general became, like other parts of the

Roman Empire, the scene of slave revolts and servile wars, which were

unknown in earlier times.

542. Slaves were named at their master's pleasure. It is said that

names of certain heroes and names with religious associations

might not be used for slaves, but this rule does not seem to ^,^!^T
°^

have been very strictly observed. Apart from this there

seems to have been nothing to prevent slaves from bearing the same names
as free men, though they usually received one of certain stock-names which

came to imply a servile position. Among those commonly used were

names expressing or implying the race of the slave, as Geta or Manes

:

names descriptive of personal appearance, as Xanthias or Pyrrhias : and
names expressing some quality which the slave possessed, or which was

thought desirable in a slave, as Dromon, Sosias. The name was often

changed on manumission.

Wallon, Histoire de PEsclavage dans PAntiquiU ; Boeckh, Staatshaus-

Bibliography.
haltung der Athener (3rd ed.). Book I. c. 13 ; Hermann-Thumser,
Staatsalte7'ihiimer, § 114; Biichsenschiitz, Besitz und Erwerb,

pp. 104-208 ; Zimmern, Greek Commonwealth, Part III. c. vii, xv, xvi.

VI. 6. COLONIES.

543. The first beginnings of Greek colonisation may fairly be traced

to the migrations, through which the political geography

of Greece itself was materially changed, and a primary ^pin^^on.
expansion of Greek settlers over the Aegean islands and
the west coast of Asia Minor was set in motion. Slowly, but surely

—

history has not recorded the stages—the civilization of Crete and of

Mycenae was undermined, and Greek cities of Aeolian, Ionian, and
Dorian origin superseded the settlements of Phoenicians, Leleges, and

G. A. 33
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Carians. This expansion was followed, throughout the Greek world, by

a period of internal development, political and economic; until there

ensued, by a natural reaction, a second age of expansion, which lasted

from the middle of the eighth to the middle of the sixth century, and

resulted in the foundation of some 250 colonies (aTroiKiai), supplying an

almost continuous circuit of Hellenic influence round the Mediterranean

and the Euxine. The geographical distribution of these cities may be

seen by a reference to § 27. Viewed chronologically, they fall into two

main divisions: (i) those of the period 750—700, and (2) those of the

period 650—550. To the former belong Corcyra, Sinope and Trapezus,

and the chief colonies in Italy and Sicily, and in Chalcidice : to the latter

the colonies of colonies, and such important foundations as Massilia and

Agrigentum, Cyrene, Chalcedon and Byzantium, Olbia and Panticapaeum.

In the first period the Ionian Chalcis and Miletus (herself the mother of

75 cities) were the leading colonists: in the second Miletus, Megara,

Corinth and Phocaea, and among the later colonies themselves Syracuse

and Massilia—all trading or manufacturing cities, be it noted.

544. The colonies of the second epoch were the results partly of

necessity, partly of enterprise. Sometimes colonisation

c<fion1sation became necessary for political or economic considerations,

as a relief from foreign or domestic tyranny, from deadlock

between parties, from over-population, debt and slavery. More often,

the enterprise of a person (Cypselus of Corinth) or of a State (Miletus)

discerned in colonisation a means of commercial gain. The Italian

and Sicilian colonies, many of which owed their origin to political

causes, became agricultural and pastoral communities for the most part,

though some gained an added importance from their situation {e.g. Sybaris)

upon regular trade-routes between East and West : the colonies of the

Propontis and the Euxine were distinctly commercial from the first.

545. In cases of enforced emigration the colonists were members or

subjects of the same State {e.g. the Parthenii at Tarentum);

whereas colonies of enterprise were often heterogeneous,

including invited contingents from friendly States, and chance adventurers.

In the original ' colonies ' lonians had sometimes combined with Dorians,

and in the later foundations also, though nominally Dorian or Achaean,

the lonians often had a considerable share. It was usual to commit

the whole expedition to the care of a 'founder' (oiKiorifs), entrusted

with plenary powers and assisted generally by seers and surveyors

{yvuvonoC) : his duty it was to lead the way to the selected region, to

direct the apportionment of lands, and to frame the constitution of the

colony. In most cases he would secure the authorisation of the Delphic

Oracle ; and without unduly magnifying its influence in this connexion,

it is quite clear that the Oracle was sagacious enough to utiUse the political

and geographical resources of its intelligence department in the best
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interests of a larger Hellenism, and its colonial policy justly redounded

to its credit. The Oracle, in fact, confirmed rather than initiated

;

for the formal foundation of cities could only have followed the

tentative efforts of explorers, whose successful traffic or piracy among
unknown tribes encouraged more peaceful visits and more permanent
settlements.

546. The relations of a Greek colony with its mother-city deserve

attention, for though somewhat indeterminate, they cotdd
character

exercise no mean influence upon history, as a few prominent istics of the

examples {e.g. Corcyra and Corinth) showed. Politically
=°'°"y-

the colony was independent (Potidaea, with its Corinthian iiriS-rjixiovpyoi,

is an exception), but the sentiment of filial loyalty was everywhere

manifest. It appeared in a desire to reproduce the conditions of Ufe

in the metropolis (from whose irpvTaveLov it was customary to carry fire

to the colony) ; in the mission of representatives and victims to great

home festivals, and in special honours shown to the representatives of

the mother-city at colonial celebrations ; in the request for an oecist

from home when a colony wished to found a colony of its own ; in a

reference to the mother-city at seasons of distress, and in a general

avoidance of war and misunderstanding with her. Sometimes a closer

commercial connexion may be seen, as in the coinage of the Corinthian

colonies, where one type was preserved, with the addition of an initial

letter to mark each city ; or in the Greek trading companies at Naucratis,

which were in direct communication with their several parent-states ; and
to a less formal degree in the Milesian colonies, which served as trading

agencies round the Euxine.

In some cases the Greek settlements (e.g. on the Etruscan coast, where
considerable opposition was encountered) were never able to develop

beyond the factory-stage ; but as a general rule the conditions of a city-

state were faithfully reproduced, for the Greek colonist, with all his love

. of travel, loved his home also. So in Sicily, in Italy, and along the Euxine
sea-board, the settlers occupied first the spots most similar to the home-
country— a country of bays and harbours, of citadel-hills, and clear natural

boundaries. And as in topography, so in politics ; colonies of co-citizens

tended to become oligarchical, the original settlers forming the body
politic, while communities of merchant-adventurers were often timocratic

after their kind. As a general rule, political development in the colonies

was more rapid than at home; thus the codes drawn up by Zaleucus
of Locri and by Charondas of Catana anticipated those of Greece proper.

In religion the imitative tendency was again apparent; but the worship of
local deities (e.g. of Ammon in Cyrene) was frequently incorporated, and
divine honours were paid after death to the oecist—or, if his name had
been forgotten, to some god or hero (usually Apollo Archegetes or

Heracles) chosen as official founder of the colony.

33—2
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547. The colonial life had its shortcomings : successful trade led to

money-worship, and an acuter antagonism between rich and
°'^*^'

poor, while luxury wrought frequent disintegration. Never-

theless, a distinctly Greek nationality was everywhere maintained, and

confirmed from time to time by participation in the great national

festivals, or by a renewal of filial obligations. Even in Egypt, where

the sphere of their influence was limited by the government, the Greek

settlers left a lasting impression : and elsewhere each colony taught the

' barbarians ' around the lessons of a higher humanity, in private and in

public life, learning meanwhile those arts of accommodation to which

the Ionian temperament so readily lent itself. Where it rested upon

trade, the intercourse was usually of a peaceful nature : but the deter-

mined opposition of Carthage in the West obliged the Greeks to show

that they could fight as successfully as they traded. From their constant

contact with 'barbarians' the colonists were brought to a fuller apprecia-

tion of their Greek heritage, religious, social, and political, finding in it

a means of mutual understanding j and in the Amphictyonic associations,

whether of lonians (Ilaviuviov) or Dorians (Tptoirtov) in Asia Minor, of

Itahots at Croton, or of Sicehots at Naxos, we may perhaps foresee the

elements of an international law which posterity was to develop.

The history of Greece and of Europe has repeatedly brought the

colonies into prominence : Syracuse, Olynthus, Byzantium have determined

the fate of nations. In literature, too, 'Greater Greece' deserved well;

but it was in philosophy that the colonial intellect found fullest expression.

After Pythagoras took up his abode at Croton Italy became the mother

of philosophers—Parmenides, Xenophanes, Zeno, Empedocles; Abdera

claimed Democritus and Protagoras, Sinope Diogenes, and Stageira

Aristotle. It is no exaggeration to say that the Greek colonies have

been in large measure responsible for the continuity of western civilization,

for the Greek model of city-life, perpetuated by such examples as Neapolis,

Byzantium, and Massilia, became the foundation of much that is best

in the civic systems of to-day. The colonies have been treated as the

secondary expansion of Hellenism : after the lapse of two centuries it

fell to the lot of Alexander the Great to inaugurate a third era of

expansion, in an eastward direction, and by land. Whether his half-

military foundations were conscious copies of the earlier colonies or not,

the fact remains that he clearly comprehended the importance of estab-

lishing Greek centres throughout his vast and various dominions : what

history owes to him and to his successors Alexandria, Antioch and Seleucia

bear witness.

548. Though traditionally regarded as the metropolis of the Ionian

cities, Athens took no prominent part in the larger coloni-
cieruchies.

^j^^ movements, preferring to concentrate her resources at

home : but under Pericles a few State colonies were sent out {e.g. to Brea
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and Araphipolis in Thrace, and to Thurii), generally with the double object

of decreasing the city populace and of securing some point of vantage

in ' barbarian ' territory. More often, however, the Athenians relieved

domestic distress, controlled their allies, and secured their conquests, by

means of KXrjpovxia-i. A party of citizens, chosen by lot from all who
offered, was conducted by a State official to a selected spot in Greek,

not ' barbarian,' territory, and was there forcibly or peaceably estabhshed

upon allotted portions after the ejection (Scyros, Hestiaea) or subjection

(Naxos, Andros) of the previous inhabitants. The allotments were not

regarded as private property, for the State reserved the freehold. As
propugnacula imperii these State-organised settlements practically corre-

sponded to Roman colonies. The first instance occurs at Salamis about

570 B.C., a second in 506 at Chalcis, where 4000 lots (kXtjpoi) were

apportioned; subsequently the same policy was adopted in Scyros, Lemnos,

Imbros, Lesbos, Chalcidice and elsewhere. No citizen was compelled to

become a cleruch, but every cleruch became, if he was not already, an

Athenian citizen, and the advantages offered attracted numerous candi-

dates from the poorer classes. The cleruchs retained their Athenian

citizenship ; their votes might lapse by absence, but their names remained

on the registers of tribe and deme, and they were still liable for military

service. Constitutionally, the cleruchies were miniatures of Athens, with

local jurisdiction and finances ; but all important cases were referred to

the Athenian courts, and (in the fourth century) the accounts were audited

by Athenian e7ri/A€A.ijTat'. Part of the allotted territory was reserved for

the gods, part sometimes for the State also. This profitable system of

occupation was naturally popular with the Athenian democracy, but often

oppressive for the subject States : indeed, its abuses contributed to the

downfall of the Athenian Empire in the Peloponnesian War, so that we

are not surprised to find ' no cleruchies ' insisted upon as one of the

conditions of the Second Confederacy of 377 B.C.—a condition broken

after the Athenian reduction of Samos in 366.

Article Colonia in Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionary ; Busolt, History

of Greece, chapter ii. §§6, 7 ; Holm, History of Greece,
Bibliography,

volume I. chapter xxi. ; Zimmern, Greek Commonwealth, part iil.

chapter vi.
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VI. 7. COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY.

549. The heroes of Homer are represented as the lords of pastoral and

Pioneers of
agricultural communities, wherein the merchant (c/uiropos)

Mediterranean had no existence, and the craftsman (Srjfx.iovpyo's) compara-
commerce.

tively little Importance. Navigation was carried on with

considerable skill, but chiefly for hostile purposes : still, in the Odyssey,

we can trace the beginnings of more peaceful voyages. But as far

back as 3000 B.C. the Cretans seem to have sailed and traded in the

Mediterranean : much later—probably not before 1200 B.C.—came the

Phoenicians, establishing their factories and settlements along its shores.

There were other traders also, but not so enterprising or far-reaching,

Taphians, Carians, Lemnians, Phaeacians, Thesprotians, and Sicels. The
general method of traffic was probably barter. At first only a simple

exchange was practicable, but gradually some sort of currency came to be

arranged upon the basis of generally accepted units such as the ox, of

which the local units—such as the package of silphium at Cyrene, and the

tunny at Olbia and Cyzicus—could be conveniently reckoned as sub-

multiples. The traders brought in their vessels, and set out on the beach

the attractive products and manufactures of the East—ivory, purple stuffs,

glass, metals, tools, weapons, jewellery; and took in exchange whatever

they could get—sheep and oxen, wool and hides, and corn (afterwards oil

and wine also). Slaves, too, were a staple commodity on both sides, and
in many cases the early traders were kidnappers also, so that their visits

were frequently regarded with suspicion.

550. But it was obvious that the Greeks, with their natural affinity for

the sea, their geographical advantages, and their imitative

propensities, could not long remain merely passive partnersexpansion.

in these rough and ready transactions. The successive

expansions of Dorians, lonians, and Aeolians over the peninsula of Greece,

the islands of the Archipelago, and the west coast of Asia Minor, began

a new chapter in commercial history, in which the Greeks were to play the

leading part. Slowly they ejected or subjected the previous occupiers,

and made the Aegean their own ; commerce abroad was sustained and

soUdified by the development of special industries at home. But the era

of expansion was not at this stage complete : the Greek followed the

Phoenician all over the Mediterranean, especially northward and westward.

Greek colonies in the eighth and seventh centuries supplanted or supple-

mented Phoenician factories, until the whole sea-board was connected by

a chain of some 250 trading-centres, by which the products of the civilised

and uncivilised world were brought into circulation. In this commercial

development Aegina, Corinth, the cities of Euboea, Delos, Miletus, and
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Megara were conspicuous. In the sixth century B.C. the chief commercial

centres were Miletus, Samos, Sinope, Byzantium, Phocaea, the cities of

Rhodes, Ephesus, Aegina, Corinth, Athens, Chios and Corcyra : in the

fifth century Athens was indisputably the leader, though the Ionian cities,

with Corcyra, and Corinth, were still of first-rate importance. The result

of the Peloponnesian War ruined at once the political and the commercial

pre-eminence of Athens. Corinth still enjoyed a considerable prosperity,

and Athens recovered somewhat during the fourth century ; but the con-

quests of Alexander, while they widened the sphere of commerce, and

brought East and West into closer relationship, diverted Greek trade to

fresh centres, Alexandria, Antioch, Seleucia, and Rhodes, large towns of

the modern type which held their own up to and during the Roman
supremacy.

551. The chief commodities which formed the basis of the Greek

export-trade were the oil of Attica ; the wine of Chios,

Naxos, Lesbos, and Thasos; the agricultural produce of and^cent"es.^

Megara and Boeotia ; the purple of Cythera and other

coast-places ; the copper of Euboea and Cyprus ; the silver of Laureium

;

the gold of Thasos ; the iron of Laconia ; and the tunny of Byzantium.

The chief manufactures for export were the woollens, purples, and carpets

of Miletus, Chios, and Samos ; the metal-work of Corinth, Chalcis, and

Argos ; the trinkets of Aegina ; the pottery of Chalcis, Corinth, and

Athens. The principal import was corn, obtained from the Black Sea,

Magna Graecia, Sicily, and Egypt : other articles shipped in large quantities

were salt, salt fish, wool, timber and skins.

552. The positions of the Greek colonies enable us to determine with

fair accuracy the direction of the principal trade-routes,

since the ships of the Greeks (who were not more ad-

venturous sailors then than now) commonly followed the coast-lines.

The most important route led northwards from Aegina, Corinth, and

Athens, by way of Euboea, Pagasae, Chalcidice, Thasos, Samothrace,

Imbros, Lemnos, Tenedos, Lampsacus, Cyzicus and Byzantium, to the

Black Sea. Here the leading traders were Miletus and her sister-cities,

with Megara, Athens, and, later, Rhodes. Another important route crossed

the Aegean N.E. by Euboea, Chios (the great slave-mart) and Lesbos,

and so reached Clazomenae and Phocaea; another, bearing eastward

by the Cyclades to Miletus and Ephesus, was associated with branch

lines connecting Athens and the Peloponnese with Crete, Rhodes,

Cyprus, Phoenicia, and Egypt. To the west the most important route

circumnavigated the Peloponnese to Leucas and Corcyra, and thence

struck across to Italy, Sicily, and beyond. (For the speed of merchant

vessels see § 625.) The connecting agents between so many different

ports must have derived no little advantage from the carrying trade

alone, as we may gather from the importance to which Phocaea and
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Sybaris attained. And the natural result of this inter-connexion appears

also in the establishment of sound systems of coinage, weights and

measures, in the improvement of ship-building (especially at Corinth

and Phocaea), and the use of rowing as a surer method of transport than

sailing, and generally in the growth of a certain consciousness of trade

responsibilities.
,

553- On land, there was a network of roads intersecting the Greek

peninsula j these, though perhaps intended primarily for

religious ends, could be used for trade. Thus Sparta was

connected with the coast east and south, and with the adjacent States

west and north ; Argos with its own coast, Mantinea, Orchomenus,

Sicyon, and Corinth ; and all the roads in the Peloponnese found a

focus at Olympia. A highway ran from Corinth past Megara to Plataea

and Thebes ; and the latter was in its turn connected with the coast

and with Delphi, Thessaly, and the north. Commercial intercourse

between the Adriatic and the Euxine was maintained by land from the

earliest times : and each of the chief Euxine cities represented the

terminus of a land-route, Olbia from the north, Phasis from the east,

and Sinope from the south, while in Ephesus the great caravan-lines from

the east were concentrated.

554. The chief centres of the wool-trade were Asia Minor (Miletus),

Export
Attica, Megara, and Magna Graecia (Tarentum). The wool

industries. in its rough State (cpioi/, iroKos, oto-uTTos) was first washed
(a) Wool.

(TrXwco), then beaten (papSi^uy), combed (IA-kw), and carded

(fatVft)), after which it was ready for the dyer {J3a4>evs). The next process

was that of spinning (vew, k\<60o)), by which the natural
Spinning.

thread was drawn off the bundle (to-VuVij) on the distaff

(jiKaKaTq), twisted in the fingers into a continuous thread (v^/xa, a-Trnim),

either coarse (ttvkvos) or fine (to-xvo's, dpaio's), and attached to the spindle

(oirpaKTo';, ovos). Unevennesses were taken off with the teeth (kpokdSi'^o)),

and the wool-bound spindle {kXoictttJp) was put into a basket (KtiXadoi,

TttXapos). The qviestion of weaving (vcfiaivu)) is complicated by difficulties,

due to a confusion of two looms (upright and horizontal)
eaving.

^^^ ^ different use of terms by different authors. The

earlier Greeks employed the upright loom (io-tos), with its two side-poles

(lo-TOTToSes, K€A.€ovT€s) and cross-piccc : subsequently the horizontal loom,

of similar design, was introduced, probably from Egypt. In using the

upright loom the threads of the warp (o-Ti/'/ioji') were laid on and fastened

(8ia^o/iat, ttTTo/xai) to the cross-piece, being kept vertically parallel

(fjLrjpvoixai) by heddles or loops {fxiToi) half-way, and by other loops {Ka.lpoi)i

and weights (ayvv6i<;, Xalai) of stone or clay, at the bottom. The heddles

were fastened alternately to two cross-rods (Kavoi/es), and the method of

weaving consisted of drawing forward each set in turn, thus leaving a

passage for the horizontal cast of the shuttle ((cepKi's), which carried the
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thread of the woof (kpokti) wo).ind into a bobbin {ir-qviov). The Greeks

wove downwards, and used a spattle (a-n-aOi]) to pack (xpoija), (nraOaw) the

woof upon the warp, and a comb {ktu%) to smoothe the texture and the

surface before cutting out (eKTe/ivo)) the piece of work. The details of

the horizontal loom are quite uncertain : in the hand-looms of later times

pedals have been used to effect the raising of the alternate threads of the

warp, and it is reasonable to suppose that the Greeks had some similar

contrivance.

The products of Greek looms (v^ao-/ia) eventually became celebrated

for technical and artistic excellence, exhibiting every variety of colour

and pattern {e.g. pa^SwTo's, ' striped,' itoXv/xitos, ' damask '), into which

gold and silk threads were not infrequently woven (xpuo-oVao-Tos).

Spinning and weaving continued as in early times to be the special

employment of female slaves (xepvrjm) in large households : but the

better methods of wholesale manufacture, and the special skill required

for such operations as dyeing and cleaning, soon invested the woollen

industries with a technical character. As was natural, some of the

manufactories confined themselves to one branch of work; for instance,

one at Athens supplied x^^/^^Ses only, another at Megara e^co/iiSts for

workmen.

555- Wine and oil were important articles of export. The vine was

probably a foreign introduction, and found a home in

many of the islands, in Sicyon, Chalcidice, Asia Minor, and ^*^ ^'"^ ^^^

Magna Graecia. (For the cultivation of the vine and the

manufacture of wine see g§ 686, 691.) The producers or wholesale mer-

chants sold by sample (Sciy/ia) to retail dealers in the markets : for the

purposes of carriage pitched skins (do-xot) were used. The olive, which

was probably indigenous in the Aegean area (there was an olive press

in the Palace at Cnossus), early became associated with Attica : it was
also cultivated at Gyrene, Cyprus, Massilia, Clazomenae, and Sinope.

(For the manufacture of oil see § 686.)

556. Greek mining owes its introduction to the Phoenicians, who
probably copied Egyptian methods : these were often / \ m t 1

irrational, from an ignorance of geology. The exacting lurgy.

labour of the mines (/ieraAXa) was carried out by gangs ^'^ Mmmg.

of slaves, by whom the ore (fiiraWeiov) was extracted from the richest

veins (^Xe/Scs, pa/JSot) : from the pit's mouth (ffTo/iioi/) galleries (vttoVo/xoi,

oTjptyycs) were hewn out, pillars (op/ioi, /uccroKpivers) being left for support.

Hard by outside were furnaces (Ka/xivo^, ^(o'avos) and workshops (epyaa-Tijpio),

where the processes of crushing (tuVtod), washing (ttXvi/ci)), sifting {Siacnj6u))

and smelting (efo), otttoo)) were carried out, until the metal was freed of

slag (/ct'/JSos, cTKiopia). Diodorus Siculus (in. 11 et seqq.) and Agatharchides

(c. 24 et seqq.) have given vivid pictures of gold-mining in their own
times ; and the other metals seem to have been similarly worked. Besides
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the simple metals various alloys were commonly used : e.g. of gold
(^XeKTpov, dSa/tas); of silver (XiOdpyvpo's, K€yxpoi, KaS/ieia) ; of copper
(xaXKo's) ; while from iron a kind of steel {xa>^v^, Kvavo?, aSa/jLai) was made
by tempering the red-hot metal in water. Of the numerous metal-working

centres Corinth attained a special pre-eminence by excellent
^^'

work!'
workmanship : the evidence of terminology shows us to what
an extent this industry was elaborated and subdivided.

Gold was principally used for jewellery ; silver for the vessels of the table

;

bronze or copper for larger vessels, or works of art ; and iron for general

purposes. The methods of working fall into three groups, according to

the condition of the metal : (i) pliant, (ii) liquid, (iii) hard, (i) To this

class belong the processes of plating, turning, and punching : the oldest

and commonest practice was to hammer (eXawto, o-^upT/'Xaros) plates

(XcTrt's, -ireraXov) of metal into the required shape, sometimes by means
of a block, and to join them together afterwards; ornamentation in

relief or the reverse was effected by the use of the punch, (ii) When
casting was invented is doubtful : tradition ascribes it to Rhoecus and

Theodorus of Samos (flor. 600—550 B.C.), and iron-soldering {(riSrjpov

KoXXijcris) to Glaucus of Chios (fl. 490), though in this case similar methods

had long been in vogue, as is proved by the golden relics of Mycenae.

Sometimes moulds and models {TrpoTrXaa-p-a, XtySos) were formed of clay

alone, sometimes of clay and wax spread over a wooden core (Kava^os)

with an envelope of clay, the molten metal eventually replacing the wax.

(iii) The art of cutting and graving metal {ropivTiK-q) was elaborately

developed, till it included many varieties of chasing and damascening,

chiefly employed in the manufacture of weapons.

557- Under ceramic industries are included (i) bricks and tiles;

(2) pottery, plain or ornamented; (3) statues and models.
^"^

fnduSries. (0 Bricks {TrXivdoi) were more often sun-dried (w/ioi) than

baked (oTrrai) : tiles (Kepafiot) were made either flat or

curved. (2) In the manufacture of earthenware (Kt/oa/ios, oa-rpaKov) the

clay was first kneaded and tempered (cXkw, opyd^m), next manipulated

(iXavvo)) upon the wheel (rpoxos Kepa/xiKos), then dried or burnt (oTrrao));

the soundness of the vessel was tested by knocking (Kpovu)), after which

in most cases some form of ornamentation was added. (For methods of

vase-painting see §§ 353 ff.) At first there was little specialisation among

potters, but as time went on the development of taste and technique

rendered this inevitable. Individuality appeared in various ways : in the

nature of the clay; in the shape of the ware; in the treatment of the

groundwork; in the subjects chosen for the ornamentation; in a prefe-

rence for outline, silhouette, or relief; in the addition of new colours,

locally procured or admired. (3) The works of art in which clay was

used consisted of (i) statues large or small—the latter being the familiar

terracotta figures manufactured in great numbers (especially at Tanagra)
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for purposes of religion or ornament (see §§ 369 ff.)—or (ii) clay reliefs,

designed with or without the aid of moulds, for the external decoration

of public and private buildings. Moreover, artists in stone or metal

commonly used clay models or designs : and the manufacture of clay

dolls (xopai) for children became a special branch of the potter's trade

(icopoTrAa^oi),

558. The interchange of ideas and commodities which resulted from

the increase of commerce raised the standard of comfort,

and complicated the city life—a development which may be ^^8==""

.

11 , •- • .- , ,-
industries.

illustrated by a classification of the numerous arts, crafts,

and trades of which there is evidence, (a) The house itself implied

quarrymen, brick and cement makers, stonemasons, builders, bricklayers,

foresters, sawyers, carpenters and joiners, with a supervising dpx'TeKTwv

;

the manufacture of furniture and utensils occupied a host of workers in

stone, clay, metal, wood, wool, glass, and other substances, with a

terminology so complete that almost every article gave its name to a

particular craft (^e.g. kXivottoloi, KaSoTroioi, XrjKvdoTroLoi). (Ji^ The supply

of food, drink, and household necessaries occupied flour-merchants, millers,

bakers, bread-sellers, confectioners, butchers, fishmongers, poulterers,

greengrocers, fruiterers, vintners, salt-boilers, spice-sellers, cooks, torch-

makers, oil-merchants, (c) Articles of apparel engaged spinners, weavers,

dyers, tailors, fullers, cleaners, glovers, hosiers, hatters, tanners, leather-

sellers, shoemakers, {d) The manufacture of arms was a distinct industry,

with special craftsmen after their kind {e.g. Kpavo-rroioi, dtnnSoTroioi).

(e) Under the head of conveyance may be included shipwrights, oar-,

sail-, rope- and tackle-makers ; horse-dealers and saddlers ; cartwrights

and wheelwrights. (/) Personal luxuries were attended to by barbers,

perfumers, and unguent-sellers ; stick-, umbrella-, and camp-stool-makers

;

goldsmiths, silversmiths, jewellers ; workers in horn, bone, ivory, tortoise-

shell, amber; paper and pen makers, booksellers: for entertainments

and amusements there were flower and garland sellers, flute and lute

players, jugglers and acrobats, trainers of game-cocks and quails, trained

cooks, furniture-brokers, doll-makers, musical-instrument-makers.

559. Wholesale trade was developed comparatively late among the

Greeks, but the progress of commerce and the verdict of

society rapidly differentiated it from the retail business (a^whoiesaie.
conducted by producers (airoTroiXai) and petty tradesmen

(/camjXoi), just as wholesale manufactories (ipyauTrjpia) were distinguished

from the workshops of single craftsmen. Wholesale traders (l/inropot)

frequently did not confine themselves to one commodity, but shipped

various cargoes for colonial ports ; they would often accompany their

goods in person (ot TrXe'ovres, (ru/ATrXeoi/Tes), unless they had some authorised

traveller, or agent abroad. At most large ports a spacious hall (Seiy/na)

was provided at public expense for the purpose of displaying samples
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(StiyixaTo), while commission-agents and interpreters facilitated the re-

lations of seller and buyer. It was customary to purchase a return-cargo

with the proceeds of sale, as foreign moneys might involve a loss on

exchange at home : on the other hand it is to be noted that the coinage

of Athens was accepted everywhere. At the ports of call on the voyage

merchants usually contrived to ascertain where the prices were best, and

sometimes they resorted to questionable artifices in order to rig the

markets.

560. The centre of trade in each city was the market-place (dyopo),

(J) Retail where most of the retail establishments were to be found,

trade— though shops were scattered over the rest of the city as

well. At Athens, which city we may take as a type,

business was carried on in permanent bazaars and colonnades (o-roai),

under the wicker roofs (yeppa) of temporary booths (a-KTjvai, KKrjvai), or

under umbrellas (o-KiaSeia). Here the various trades and crafts were

grouped, so that the separate corners (kvkXoi) came to be called after the

articles sold—fish, meal, wine, pots, or slaves. (Cf. the phrases ek ras

XyTpas, irpos TovXaiov, ets Tovij/ov, iv Tots Aaii^avois.) Special importance

attached to the monthly market, at which slaves were generally sold. The

shops and show-rooms in the market were places of common resort for

the citizens during the forenoon (dyopas 7rA.r;^oiJo->ys) : hither it was customary

for the master of the house (or afterwards a special slave, dyopao-n/'s) to

come and make the necessary purchases ; the presence of ladies or female

slaves as customers was not generally approved, though a good deal of

the selling was done by women (e.g. dproTruyXiSes, Xexi^oTroXtSe?). Porters

(TrpovveiKoi) might be hired to carry home purchased goods. Besides the

regular markets, there were occasional fairs (jravrjyvpct?), and the great

religious and athletic festivals incidentally furthered commercial trans-

actions on a large scale.

561. The control of all that went on in the Athenian market was

entrusted to the ten ayopavo/xot, five of whom were assigned

of'^frade.'"" t° ^hc Peiraeus, and the ten fiiTpovofnoi, similarly distributed:

for the supervision of wholesale trade the ifj^-jropiov ewijueXi/Tai

and (TiTO(jivXaKe<; were appointed. The legal processes (included among
the ifi/x'/jvoi. SiKai) for the settlement of trade disputes were various and

comprehensive (e.g. rpairtliTiKai, /ieraWtKai, KOLvuiviKai): how complicated

these suits might be, appears from the elaborate legal terminology contained

in the Private Speeches of Demosthenes. So far as the State exercised any

control over matters of business it did so ostensibly in the interests of the

whole body politic {e.g. to secure the food-supply), and not in those of a

particular trade: it was this motive which prompted, for example, the

Athenian ordinances regulating the import of corn and the export of oil

and shipbuilding materials, and the prices of millers and bakers; or for-

bidding tanners and cheesemongers to exercise their odorous callings in
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the denser parts of the city. Harbour-dues, customs, and tolls, with so

many communities set so close together, must often have proved a heavy

burden on the trader, by sea and land : our information on the subject is

unsatisfactory, but we may form some idea of the general system from those

at Athens, of which the principal ones were : irevTijKoo-TTf (2 p.c. on exports

and imports), e\Xi;u,€'i'ioi' (harbour-due, perhaps charged on passengers, not

on goods), eKarocTTj;
, (perhaps identical with the last), i-TTwviov (i p.c. on

sales), SiaTrvXiov (gate-money)
i
and lastly, the SexaT*; put on in 409 B.C.

for all ships entering or leaving the Euxine.

562. Taken as a whole the most important commercial class were

the bankers (TpaTrc^iTai), whose functions were threefold:

(fl) money-changing; (d) money-lending; (c) the receipt of
busi'ness!"

deposits {TrapaKOTad-qKyj) for safe-keeping or for investment

in their own or other concerns, (a) For the business of money-changing
and testing (hence SoKi/jLaa-rai, dpyvpoyviofi.ove's) they kept by them scales

(hence the nickname o/JoXoo-Tarat), touch-stones (jSao-avos), and a counting-

table (aftai) : a small commission or agio {KaraWayij, koXXv/Bo's) was

charged. (6) A loan might be friendly (xp^fis), or formally contracted

(8avei(r/ios, Sdvuov), the latter class being divided according to the security

{Sdveiov lyyEiov, vavTiKov). With no rate of interest fixed, there was room
for abuse (hence ijixepoSaveia-Tai, joKoyXvcjjoi) : for the calculation of interest

two methods were in vogue—by the first a certain fraction of each mina
lent was charged each month (so cttI Spax/u.?? = yj jt P^r month, or r2 p.c.

per annum), by the second a certain fraction (e.g: tokoi e^eKroi) of the

whole sum lent became payable at the end of a year, or of a specified

period, and this was the method employed for vavriKa Savua-fiaTa. In

ordinary loans the commonest standards of interest were 12 and 18 p.c.

per annum, payable on the last day of the month to the creditor or his

representatives ; sometimes the place of payment and class of coin were

specified. In the case of a defaulter (vTreprjfxepo^) the creditor had the

right to seize (c/x/Jarevu)) the pledge (ivix^pov) or mortgage (inrodijKT]) on
which the loan was secured, with or without an action of ejectment (StVij

efouXijs), according to the bond. In earlier times the temples (e.g. at

Delphi and Ephesus) had served as the principal storehouses of money
and valuables, but as business developed the bankers undertook this

charge, and such deposits frequently formed a large proportion of their

trading-capital (ac^op/x?;). Again, bankers were constantly employed, like

our lawyers, as confidential intermediaries or guarantors {lyyvrjTaL) in

all money matters. Their accounts must have been carefully kept, by

themselves and a staff of clerks, chiefly freedmen and slaves : the details

would be copied down from memoranda {ypap.p.aT€ihia) into day-books

(e</)»/jii£piS£s) and ledgers (ypafi/iaTeia, /JtySXtSta), in which credit and debit

accounts were shown on separate pages. Besides receiving deposits at

home, the bankers were often able, by means of agents or fellow-bankers
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residing in distant places, to save their clients the trouble and risk of

conveying large sums in cash; in such cases the banker's order authorizing

the payment of the sum in question was accompanied by a proof of

identity in the shape of a token (o-u/a/SoXov) or tally {a-KVTdXri), and the

payee, if not personally known to the banker on whom he drew, was

required to produce a third party nominated in the original bond {a-vy-

ypa<l>-q). Drafts of this kind, though common enough between bankers

and clients, never became so widely negotiable as the modern cheques

and letters of credit, since there was no real ' fiduciary circulation ' in

Greek business.

563. Associations for religious, political (Iraipetai), social and benevolent

(epavoi) objects were so usual in Greece that the formation
Companies, r - jj.j- •/€», /

of various mming and tradmg companies (ot cts iinropiav

olxo/xevoi.) on the analogy of these was but natural. Some such companies

existed in the fifth century, though the evidence as to their conditions and

legal rights is very vague : the fourth century witnessed a considerable

development, and companies were formed for privateering, for insurance

(after Alexander's time), and other objects, but banking seems never to

have been one of them.

564. As a general rule the Greek theory of capital was quite ele-

mentary: indeed, as a modern scholar has remarked, 'dans

ces societds on ne capitalise pas, on thesaurise.' Yet the

principle of the loan was not uncommon among the Athenians—it was

by this means that demes, phratries and temples disposed of their surplus

of capital, and made it effective (cVepyos). The most frequent, and

certainly the most lucrative method of investment was the bottomry loan

(vavTiKov SaVcio-jua, IkSoo-k), which corresponds more or less to the

' pacotille ' contract in the Middle Ages. The borrower made repayment

conditional upon the success of his undertaking : in many cases therefore

the loan answered the purpose of maritime insurance, but with greater

risk to the underwriter than in our day. As a compensation for the

risks involved, which were greatly increased by war, piracy, and unsea-

worthy vessels, a high rate of interest

—

e.g. tokoi cirdySooi for a short

voyage, cViVpiroi for a longer one—was charged; the advance was made

upon the ship, tackle, cargo, profits, conjointly or separately. As a

precaution against depreciation, the borrower was bound to show goods

of greater value than the loan (sometimes twice as great). If the money

was lent only for the outward voyage (iTtpoTrXovs), the lender would have

a representative at the destination, or he would go himself, or send an

agent : in this way it was convenient for merchants to advance money

on a vessel in which they had occasion to travel themselves. In the

case of a double voyage (d/i<^oT£po'ir\ous) equivalent goods had to be

loaded at the foreign port, as a security for final payment. The loan

was a written contract {<rvyypa(j>-^) in a formal style, with detailed
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specifications, sometimes in duplicate : the terms qi the bond gave the

capitalist the right, in case of non-payment, to distrain the property

offered in security, or, if that was inadequate, the remaining property

of the defaulter. The actions arising out of these contracts belonged

to the class called ifi-n-opLKaC : complications frequently arose from the

fraudulent action of shipowners and captains, by which the letter of the

charter-party was evaded for the sake of illicit gain.

565. We may distinguish three classes engaged in commerce and

industry, (a) citizens, {l>) non-citizens, (c) slaves, {a) The
commercial

first class was in many cases diminished, in some altogether and industrial

non-existent, by reason of political prohibition or social
'^''^ss^s.

discountenance. The Dorian States especially hated the idea of manual

labour for their citizens, and the Spartiates were absolutely forbidden to

engage in agriculture, trade, or industry : on the other hand the Phocians,

as late as 360 B.C., complained that one Mnason, with his 1000 slaves,

was keeping an equal number of his fellow-citizens out of work. In the

mercantile and manufacturing cities also the proportion of burgesses

directly occupied in commercial and industrial concerns varied consider-

ably, according to the degree of intellectual and artistic development

or of political pauperism. Misfortune or necessity often compelled

citizens to labour for a livelihood, as for example at Athens after the

Peloponnesian War, where in better days public business had afforded

both employment and remuneration. The commercial instincts of Greek
citizens more often found an outlet in indirect ways, such as the invest-

ment of money or slaves in mines, banks, or factories : and many leading

men derived their incomes from such sources. {i>) The partial or com-
plete abstention of the citizens from trade and industry left opportunities

which their so-called inferiors—whether conquered races, resident aliens,

or freedmen—were not slow to utilise ; at Sparta the Perioeci, at Athens
the Metics, were intimately associated with all kinds of trade, and the

latter almost monopolised the business of banking : the most eminent
banker of Greek history was a metic, Pasion, whose credit was every-

where accepted, and whose public services eventually procured for

him the citizenship. At Athens, besides the poll-tax (/xctoikioi'), metics

had to pay for the right of sale (ievLKov reXos), while burgesses were
exempt. Freedmen fulfilled important duties as managers or chief

clerks for citizens or metics, or engaged in business independently with

slave-workmen, (c) But it was upon slave-labour, though more costly

and less productive, that Greek commerce and industry chiefly depended
from the beginning. (For the industrial employment of slaves see § 540.)

566. Although there seem to have been no proper guilds or

corporations of workmen until the Roman supremacy,
there were instances of association, whether local, such as

Associations

,

' ' of workmen.
the settlement of similar workmen (a-vvepyol) in distinct

quarters {e.g. Kepa/^ciKo's), and the concentration of /tcVoiKoi at Peiraeus,
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and of Jews at Alexandria ; or commercial, such as the frequent

combination of kindred trades, tanners and shoemakers, fullers and

tailors, innkeepers and vintners. Except in certain cases {e.g. the heralds,

cooks, and flute-players at Sparta) there was no obligation on the son

to take up his father's trade or craft, though this would naturally be a

frequent occurrence. Certain terms of apprenticeship obtained, for which

a definite fee (^ihaKTpov) was paid to a master of the craft (0 iTrib-TaTijs njs

tpyacrias).

567. The cheapness of food-stuffs and the existence of slave-labour

combined to reduce the wages obtainable by free labourers.
^^^^' Some difficulty is involved in the study of this question,

as it is often uncertain whether the wages recorded in inscriptions and

elsewliere include rations or not. The unskilled labour of porters,

scavengers, farm-hands, was paid at the rate of 3 or 4 obols daily;

the better class of workman received about 2 drachmae 3 obols, the

lower class i drachma 3 obols (to include rations in both cases), and

even an architect earned sometimes no more than i drachma a day,

an instance of the confusion of artist and artisan. Single services were

naturally paid for at a somewhat higher rate; for example, the porter

in the Frogs demands 2 drachmae, and refuses 9 obols. A bath could

be had for 2 obols, a cloak cleaned for 3 : 20 or 30 drachmae were paid,

according to size, for engraving an inscription, no for grooving a column.

Far greater sums were realised by the State-physicians (and their trained

slaves), artists of special repute, musicians, actors, and hetaerae : it is

reported that Polycrates of Samos gave as much as 2 talents to secure

the services of Democedes of Croton, and that Amoebaeus the actor

was paid i Attic talent for each appearance. Teachers of the best class

were able to obtain 500—700 drachmae yearly : a fencing-master received

300 drachmae for 2 months' instruction. Protagoras and Gorgias, the

Sophists, charged 100 minae for a complete course of lectures; afterwards

Sophists accepted less, even taking a fee (from i to 50 drachmae) for

a single lecture, and we find that Isocrates learnt rhetoric of Evenus of

Paros for 5 minae.

568. The Greeks cannot be considered an industrial race in the true

tatus
sense of the term, for history shows that as they advanced

of Commerce politically they severed themselves from direct industrial

and Industry, employment. In the Homeric age personal labour was

considered no degradation for free men, and even rulers possessed more

than an elementary acquaintance with such useful arts as house- and

ship-building. But the spread of commerce and colonisation wrought

a change : culture increased, but so also did slavery ; the one depreciated

trade, the other diminished the dignity as well as the market value of free

labour. There were exceptions : at Corinth, for instance, the industrial

class was respected—for on industrial activity depended the production

of commodities for exchange in foreign trade, and for the purchase of
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necessaries—and the good understanding thus brought about was largely

responsible for the long-continued prosperity of the city. The intro-

duction of a money-economy in Greece, and the efforts of legislators like

Solon, secured the traders and artisans political recognition, though still

leaving abuses, which the tyrants readily turned to account : these in their

turn, for reasons political and economic, deliberately favoured commerce
and furthered industry by colonisation, public works, and other means.

The prejudice against trades and handicrafts was most pronounced in

Sparta: elsewhere, though the pohtical disabilities might be reduced or

removed, the social stigma was scarcely diminished—indeed, even the

fullest development of democracy at Athens did but stereotype the

conventional horror of hard work, and proclaimed leisure, and not labour,

to be the citizen's privilege. The philosophers took the same view,

branding as mean (^dvava-os) and unworthy of citizens the necessary, if

humble, occupations on which society rests, and discountenancing the

principle of loans. Intellectual labour was hardly considered at all on

its merits, and the artist often suffered with the artisan ; the marvel is that,

amid all this depreciation, mechanical skill and artistic taste should have

attained so high a standard of excellence. The capitalist was generally

exempt from adverse criticism, but usury met with special disfavour

:

doubtless there was some justification for this in the unscrupulous methods

and exorbitant percentages to which lenders sometimes had recourse, and
often the natural animosity between citizens and aliens was the real cause

;

but the truth remains that even the best-intentioned Greeks had no

conception of the real significance of money and capital, and in their

short-sighted superiority discouraged a free circulation, thus deliberately

courting economic ruin.

Agriculture and other 'natural' branches of industry ranked some-

what better in social estimation : but even here the development of

city-life tended to a disparagement of the countryman, so that ao-Teios

became irreconcilably opposed to aypoiKos. The consummation of the

city-unit may have been brilliant, but it was hopelessly unbusinesslike

:

and against it« literary, philosophic and artistic excellence has to be set

a commercial and industrial system which rendered political economy an

impossibility, and material prosperity a degradation. Fortunately the

conquests of Alexander the Great inaugurated a new order of things : in

the large towns of the Hellenistic period society grew more tolerant,

commerce more cosmopolitan; and to Rhodes belongs the honour of

establishing a system of mercantile law which has formed the basis of our

modern codes.
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G. A. 34
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VI. 8. MEASURES AND WEIGHTS.

A. MEASURES.

569. The ancients held that the simple measures (/xiTpa.), such as the

finger, foot, palm, span, cubit, and fathom, were derived

standard's
^'°'™ ^^^ various parts of the human body (Heron Alex,

tab. I., Vitr. iii. i, 5). Among primitive and unmixed races,

where all live under the same conditions, there will be little variation in

stature, and consequently a foot of average size will give a standard

sufficiently accurate for practical needs. When, however, different races

come into contact, or when different habits of life cause variation in

stature among various classes of a single race or a single community,

variations of the foot and cubit will naturally be found. As the progress

of civilization demands greater exactitude, the inter-relations of various

standards will be carefully ascertained by the use of some natural object

of uniform size, such as the barley-corn of the English hnear system.

Lastly, with the advance of science efforts are made to get some general

units fixed with greater accuracy, and to bring these into relation with the

measures of capacity and standards of weight.

Measures of capacity are first obtained from natural products of a

uniform size, such as the hen's egg used as their unit by the ancient

Irish and the Hebrews, the small gourd now used at Zanzibar, and the

joint of the bamboo, and the cocoa-nut employed by the Chinese and

the Malays. The cochlear (from cochlea, a mussel-shell) is the smallest

Roman measure, whilst it is not improbable that the Greek xva^os

originally meant a gourd. In measures so derived there are naturally

many local variations, and universal standards, such as those established

in this country in 1824, can only be set up by a strong central authority.

In Greece we have two notable instances of such legislation : Pheidon

of Argos fixed the standard measures used by the Peloponnesians, and

Solon fixed the Attic standards of measures and weights. On such

occasions it is possible that an attempt may be made to fix certain

relations between the standards of length, capacity, and weight. From
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what has been said, there is no need to suppose that the Greeks had

to go to Babylonia or Egypt, as has been generally held, to obtain a foot

standard.

570. In Greece proper there were three different foot standards—Attic,

Olympic, and Aeginetic. The Attic (=2957 mill.) is

almost identical with the Roman (296 mill.), and a httle less standards

than the English (301 mill.): the Olympic (=320-5 mill, as

calculated from the measurement of the Stadion) was derived, according

to tradition, from the foot of Heracles. The Aeginetic foot (as taken

from the temple measurements) was 333 mill. A foot used at Pergamum
and named irov'i 4>i\eTaipeio^ after king Philetaerus, measured 330 mill.,

and was thus practically identical with the Aeginetic. The three last

named are much larger than the Attic, and were probably derived from
a people of larger stature than the indigenous Athenians, an inference

confirmed by the fact that the pes Drusianus used in Germany and Gaul
at the time of the Roman conquest was 330 mill., i.e., the same as the

Philetaerean and the Aeginetic foot. As the Olympic foot is inferred

from the measurement of the stadion in its present state, it may not have
differed from the Aeginetic and Philetaerean. Certainly it is unlikely that

it was smaller, as the 'foot of Heracles' is spoken of as the largest

standard known. The foot measure is mentioned in Homer (iKaro/iTreSos),

but of course its length is unknown. Homer has also palm {Suipov,

probably = later TraXato-nf), cudlt (Trvyiov, Trvyova-ios), fathom (opyma),

irXiBpov (TrikeOpov). The iruyoiv was a short cubit, the distance from the

point of the elbow to the knuckles, tt^x^s does not occur as the name
of a measure in Homer. The smallest linear unit of which we hear is the

finger-breadth (SoktuAos), (Lat. digitus), but this was apparently subdivided
into five barley-corns. 2 fingers = 1 kovSvXos, the middle joint of the

finger ; 4 fingers = i handbreadth or palm (TToXaidrq, Hom. ScS/dov)
;

8 fingers = 2 palms = l Si^a? or ijijuttoSlov ; 10 fingers = i span (a-iTSap.yj)
;

id fingers = X foot (iroCs); 20 fingers = miywv (Hom., Herod. 11. 175), the
distance from the point of the elbow to the knuckles ; 24 fingers = i n-ijx'J!,

cubit, ell, the distance from the point of elbow to the tip of middle finger

;

2\ feet = I I3rjfi,a (Lat. gradus), pace ; 6 feet = i fathom {opyvia), the space
which a man can stretch with both arms. TrXiOpov, orig. the breadth of the

ymis, acre, the space lying between the ovpa or boundary stones, which
formed the longer sides of the patch = 100 feet; its square became the
regular unit of land-measure with the Greeks of classical times.

571. For the higher measures of length convenience demanded higher
denominations, one of which was regarded as a new unit,

although continuity with the rest of the system was pre- '*°^''

J 1
... , . , -

^ ^ measures.
served by makmg it a multiple of the foot. These larger

measures may be regarded as independent in origin; for as the smaller
measures are based on natural objects, so the larger were derived from
nature and from distances which occur in ordinary life. Homer expresses

34—2
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distances by a stone-cast (//. iii. 12, cf. Thuc. v. 65 ; Polyb. v. 6), a quoit-cast

(//. XXIII. 431), a spear-cast (//. xv. 358), by the distance which a man can

reach with a spear {//. x. 357), and by the still more indefinite phrase 'as

far as man can be heard when he shouts' {Od. v. 400), and by standards

derived from agriculture (//. x. 352, the breadth of the acre-piece of ground

ploughed in one day by mules). Time was made the measure of the

longest distances (a method still much employed for measuring distances),

e.g. a day's journey by an active traveller (ciJ^coi/os a.vr]p), or a journey of a

day and a night, or on horseback, or in a merchant-ship. The practice

of measuring by stations ((naBfx.01) falls under this head, as such distances

were fixed with reference to the endurance of man and horse long before

they were actually measured out by stades.

The o-TaStor (Dor. <T7ra8ioi/) always contained 600 feet, no matter what

the length of the foot might be. The Doric o-TraSioi/ {uiraw) indicates that

it was the distance traversed in a single draught by the plough. It was the

length of the yvqi;, plough-gate, from •yu'i?!, plough, just as the TrXWpov was

its breadth. The stadioti always contained 100 opyviai or 600 feet, no

matter what the size of the foot might be. As the Homeric yu'ijs was

10 opyvtai in breadth, the stadion was thus ten times the breadth of the

yvi)<i. A similar proportion exists between the length {furlong, furrowlong),

of English and Irish acre-strips. As the Greeks had provided themselves

with the other measures by purely empirical means, it is not likely that

they went to the East to borrow the stadion, as has been commonly held

;

it is possible that they derived it from their own system of agriculture,

which was not of eastern origin. The stadion was in historical times the

length of the race-course, and was the regular unit of road measure,

and in later times the regular unit of geographers and astronomers.

SmuXos (or Sio-Ta'Siov), so called from aiXos (= av\a^, the old name of the

stadion, probably meant originally 'double furrow,' and then came to

mean a course up and down the stadion. hnriKov, the course for horse-

race, = four stades, as they ran twice up and down the stadion ; irapao-ayyijs,

a Persian road measure (mod. farsang), used by Greeks writing on Asia

Minor, =30 stades.

572. Measures of surface are necessarily employed in every community,

as soon as it begins to cultivate land. Tradition says that

measures. f"^"-"" iMiOh a necessity geometry arose (Herod. 11. 109). As

with the itinerary measures, the original unit of the system

was not a specific number of feet, but some natural quantity, which at a

later date was harmonized with the smaller measures. These measures are

essentially measures of surface, though often used as measures of length

(e.g. plethron). A natural measure of this sort was a strip of land of

considerable length and moderate breadth, being the amount ploughed

in one day by a yoke of oxen (cf. yvrjs = ' plough ' and ' acre,' and Lat.

iugum = ' yoke ' and 'acre'). The later Greeks used the square plethron =

10,000 feet, which was also the size of the Italian versus. The yu'ijs of the
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Heraclean tables probably represents a piece of land 5000 feet long and

100 feet broad, i.e. ^o plethra. In Sicily and Cyrene land was measured

on a system common in various parts of the mediaeval and modern world.

The medimnus as a land measure in each region represents as much land

as could be sown by a medimnus of seed, but in each case the system was

probably native and not introduced by the Greeks. In Egypt (ruiKapwv

leKoopyvLov, a term derived from the amount of seed required, = square of

10 opyviai.

573. The most important products of Greek agriculture were on the

one hand wine and oil, on the other various kinds of corn,

whence naturally arose two kinds of measures

—

liquid and capacity.^
°

dry. The smaller units are common to both. The Kva6o%

cyathis (possibly originally a kind of gourd), was the common unit containing

about 4 centilitres = "08 English pint; 6fu/?a<^oi/ {acetabulum) = 1^ cyathi;

KOTvXii in Attica, a sort of bowl (= rpv/SXiov, in other parts of Greece and

Sicilian qiJ.lva) = 6 cyathi ; ^ia-rris =12 cyathi (a loan word from Roman
sextarius). The systems now diverge.

Liquid (vypa) : the x"''? (Lat. congius, from Gk Koyxq) = 12 KoruXai ; its

half, T^'/it^ovs, is also found ; -qfi-iaixijiopov (or iJ/xiKa'Stov), Lat. urna ; ctfK^opeus

(Hom. a/A(^i<^opeu's), amphora, the large two-handled wine-jar, being used

for the storing of wine, was the chief unit of liquid measure. The Roman
amphora — ^id cyathi; fx.eTp-r\Tr)% commonly = a/x,^op«)s, though properly

larger.

Dry i^ripd) : the xo'vcf=4 KorvXai, at Athens was a day's allowance for

a man. 4 choenices = qp.Un.Tov ; 8 choemces = e/creu's (or /xoSios) : its name
shows that it is properly one-sixth of the chief unit /neSi/Avos (= 48 choenices),

but at Athens iJ.eSip.voi = 8 p.68101.

B. WEIGHTS.

574. Man does not begin to use the balance and weights until he

has learned to use gold, this and copper being the first
origin of

known of the metals. When he first barters these metals, weight stan-

he appraises them by measures based on the parts of the "^^''*^-

human body, a method which continues to be employed for copper and

iron long after the art of weighing has been invented, or he estimates

his gold dust by certain natural units of capacity, e.g. the goose-quill (cf

Herod, in. 97 xo''''^ -xpya-iov), and finally fixes the amount of gold equiva-

lent to different kinds of cattle, weapons, etc., by setting gold-dust in

a rude balance against a certain number of the natural seeds of plants. As

the cow was the chief unit of barter, its value in gold became the chief

metallic unit. In all systems of weight except the French decimal system

the smallest unit is some natural seed, wheat-grain, barley-corn, rice-grain,

siliqua or keratioii. (carat), the seed of the carob, the ratti (seed of abrus
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precatorius). The English pennyweight is based on 32 wheat grains

= 24 barley-corns or 24 Troy grs. But as 4 wheat-grains = 3 barley-corns

a relation well known to the ancients, the Troy grain was simply the

barley-corn.

575. The Greeks like all other peoples based their weight system

Weights for °" natural units, their smallest being the barley-corn

gold and (kX&^crrov Se y'lverat, Kpidij, Theophr. Z,ap. 46).
^' ^"' The Attic weight-table for gold and silver is as follows :

Grams.

I barley-corn ... ... ... ... ... ... ... o'o6o

i^ „ = KoXkajSoi ... ... ... ... ... o'gog

3 „ =T€TapTrjfi.6piov (quarter-obol) ... ... ... o'iSi

6 J)
= »?/xicoy8oAos (half-obol) ... ... ... o'363

12 „ = 6/3oA.os (obol) . .

.

... ... ... ... 0*728

72 „ = 6 obols = 8/DaT(/ii7 (drachm) ... ... ... 4'373

144 „ = 12 obols = 2 drachms = cTTaTif/o ('weigher') ... 8747.

The difference between the old Greek barley-corn and the English

barley-corn (Troy grain) is less than '004 gram. As its name implies the

siater was the true unit of the system, its weight in gold being equivalent

to a cow. (See§ 578.)

Later on the /xi/a (mina) and the rdXavTov were added.
Grams.

7200 barley-corns = 50 staters = /;iv5 (mina) = ... ... 437'3S
432,000 barley-corns = 3000 staters = 60 minae = ToXairo;' (talent) = 26241.

The ixva (cf. Sanskr. mana, Hebr. maneh) was originally not a weight,

but a measure of capacity, probably based on the gourd. It does not occur

in Homer, the only weight there mentioned being the little gold raXavrov

(ox-unit). The /oiva was translated into a weight-unit by weighing its

contents, as has been the case with the Chinese and Cambodian pound

(catty), based on the cocoa-nut, and the English bushel and quarter. Thus

Darius melted down the gold-dust brought as tribute and poured it into

jars (Herod, iii. 94) ; as the capacity of the latter would be known, the

measure of capacity could be converted into a higher weight-unit. The

mina was adjusted to the original stater (ox-unit), as the Chinese and

Cambodian catty has been fitted on to the tale (ounce).

576. Among barbarous and semi-civilized peoples the highest

weight for merchandise universally employed is the load,

mer'5iandise, ^^^^^ i^' ^^ amount which a man of average size and strength

can carry. The load varies in different parts of Africa and

Asia, but the Chinese have introduced the picul (load) into their com-

mercial weight system, fixing it at 100 catties, whilst the Cambodians have

even added both catty and picul to their silver weight system. The Greek

commercial raKavrov of classical times had a similar origin. The Greeks

used the load as a unit (Ar. Ach. 214 <l>opTiov avOpaxatv) and a ship's

burden was reckoned in loads {^loprLa, Hes. Op. 641), and so too in
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later times (Athen. v. 44 ipeiSv rdXavra Sio-jj-vpia /cat Irepa Bk t^opria

Surixvpia, cf. p.vpi.6(j>opTO';, ixvpiot^opo^, used of ships). The load and the

talent were thus the same, and both were equal to the amphora, in

which tonnage was commonly reckoned in Roman times.

577. Athens did not strike money till long after Aegina, and she

appears to have used the didrachms of that island, and thus

the Aeginetic standard came into use there for silver and ^^s?em!"^

other less valuable commodities, serving much as our

avoirdupois weight, but the ancient ox-unit always remained the standard

for gold. When Solon for the first time struck money at Athens he made
a new standard for his coinage based on this old unit (Arist. I'ol. Ath. 10).

He made 60 new minae out of 63 old ones. But as the post-Solonian

stater =135 grains Troy, the pre-Solonian stater =i28'5 grains Troy. It

would thus appear that the ox-unit at Athens was slightly lower than that

at Mycenae in the Bronze Age. As the standard was fixed by 144 barley-

corns, and the barley-corn was liable to slight variation, it was but natural

that differences should occur between one state and another, as was the

case between different towns in England before the fixing of the standard

in 1752.

But though Solon used a revised form of the ancient standard for his

silver coinage instead of adopting the Aeginetic, the latter standard was not

Fig. 97. Attic Half-mina (Roman period)

belonging to the wyopav6ii.os (' Clerk ' of
the Market).

Fig. g8. Cyzicene Stater
weight.

IrS L^S^!

Fig. 99. Aeginetan Hemitet-
arton (\ Mina).

Fig. 100. Cyzicene Half-
stater weight.
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expelled from Athens but continued in use for commercial purposes in the

buying and selling of less valuable commodities, as is proved not only by

various weight-pieces which have survived but by a decree of the second

century B.C. (c.i.G. 123, 4), which fixes the commercial mina at 138 drachms

(aycTO) hi koX "q /J-va »; i/j^TropLKT] ^Teijtavrjfftopov Spa^as CKarov TpuxKovra Kal

oKTia Trpos Ttt aTadp-La to, iv tw apyvpoKOTreiw). The drachms here mentioned

are the ordinary silver drachms struck in the mint, which was attached to

the shrine of Theseus Stephanephorus, where, as the inscription shows,

the standards were kept. But 138 Attic drachms = 9315 grains Troy
= 50 Aeginetic didrachms (i mina) of i86'3 grains each, the normal

weight of the Aeginetic didrachm at that period. The Aeginetic talent

therefore = 558,900 grains, or about nearly 80 lbs. avoirdupois.

Many ancient weights survive; they are of very various forms (Figs. 97—
100), but commonly bear the stamp of the State, e.g. tortoise of Aegina

(Fig. 99), tunny for Cyzicus (Fig. 100), axe for Tenedos, etc.

Hultsch, Reliquiae Scriptorum Metrologicorum, Metrologie: W. Ridgeway,

Mensura (Smith's Diet, of Antig.); Origin of Stadion {four.
lograp y.

qJ }{^ii_ Stud., 1888); Origin of Metallic Currency and Weight

Standards.

VI. 9. MONEY.

578. In the Bronze Age the peoples of the Aegean, though possessing

j^ ^
gold and even silver, and having copper in abundance, were

and Homeric yet in the barter stage, when every kind of property is used
^^^'

for the purchase of other commodities, the precious metals

themselves being treated like every other article. Not a single coin has

been found in remains of this period, though the discovery of two pairs

of gold balances in a shaft-grave at Mycenae, and the fact that the gold

rings found in the shaft-graves were made to a standard of about 135 grs,

Troy, show that gold was appraised and exchanged by weight.

In the early Iron (Homeric) Age the Greeks were still in the barter

stage. Wherever the cow has been domesticated, it has been always the

chief unit of barter, in terms of which the values of other commodities are

appraised, as is still the case among the Ossetes of the Caucasus and many

other tribes. Not only between animals of different kinds, but also

between animals of the same kind but of different ages is there a well

defined relation and an accurate adjustment to the common standard unit

of the full-grown cow. Thus among both ancient Romans and modern

Ossetes a cow = 10 sheep. So was it with the Homeric Greeks, for all

values—whether of slaves, silver bowls, bronze caldrons, or arms such as

those of Glaucus—are estimated in cows. As amongst other nations,

the slave served as an occasional higher unit, the ordinary slave woman
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being worth about three cows. But though all Homeric values were

reckoned in cows, gold was in use with a unit of its own called rd^-avTov,

'weight.' As no values are stated in talents of gold, it is plain that this

metallic unit came into use later than the cow, and the cow unit was

earlier in origin than the gold unit.

There is distinct literary evidence that the Homeric talanton was

the same as the gold aTaT-qp of the classical period, and in the temple

ritual at Delos, if a man offered a stater of gold, he was said to have

offered a cow (/Sows). Again, in the foot-race the second prize is an ox,

the third a half-talent of gold (//. xxiii. 750-1). The half-talent was thus

less in value than an ox, and it is therefore probable that it = half-ox, and

the talanton = ox. This is confirmed by the fact that in all countries where

a ready-made metallic unit has been borrowed, it has to be adjusted to

the older barter unit, e.g. the Russian rouble to the reindeer of the

Samoyedes and the cow of the Ossetes, the Roman silver uncia to the

Irish cow, and the Roman gold solidus to the cow unit of the Teutonic

peoples.

579. That the nations on the north, east, and south of the Aegean

had like the Greeks used the precious metals long before

the invention of coinage is certain, but (as in the Bronze Jf^coin^e.

Age of Mycenae and in the Homeric Age) all dealings were

at first effected either by weighing or by measure, or by some rough means
of appraisement as in many parts of Asia to-day. For convenience gold

was commonly kept in small lumps of the weight of the talanton or half-

talanton. Two round bullets of gold with punch marks weighing respectively

72 and 7
2
'5 grs. (probably half-talents) have been found in a late 'Mycenaean'

tomb in Cyprus. In Asia Minor and Egypt gold had long been weighed

on what was practically the same unit as in Greece, as was but natural,

since the gold unit in each region was based on the cow, the oldest

Egyptian gold unit known being termed 'cow-gold.' It is probable that

gold and silver in these countries, as in Cyprus, were kept in small lumps
of the weight of a shekel (' weight ') : thus Abraham gave 400 pieces of

silver 'current with the merchant' to Ephron. But these pieces of metal

were in no sense coins, for there was no stamp to guarantee the purity

of the metal or the weight of the lump. The introduction of such a

stamp was the great step taken by the Lydians, who according to

Herodotus (i. 94) and Xenophanes of Colophon were the first to coin

money of gold and silver.

Now, in the time of Darius and probably for a long time before, gold

was to silver in part of Asia Minor as 13 : i, a very inconvenient relation

for purposes of exchange. The Babylonians especially seem to have felt

this difficulty, and readily obviated it by making a new standard for silver

by which (as gold : silver = 13 : i) 10 pieces of silver of 169 grs. each
= I gold shekel (ox-unit) of 130 grs. This standard was known in Asia

Minor and Greece as Babylonian, the talent of which = 78 Euboic minas, a
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proportion which, if the Euboic stater is taken as 130, gives 169 grs. Troy

as the weight of the Babylonian silver shekel. There was also another

standard used like the Babylonian exclusively for silver, of which we have

no literary evidence, but which is abundantly proved by the weights of

coins in classical times, and which has been termed Fhoenidan by metro-

logists. As the name implies it seems to have arisen along the coast of

south-western Asia Minor. The Phoenicians had in their hands much
of the trade of Cilicia, the source of the chief supplies of silver in

western Asia (Herod, iii. 89), whilst from about 1200 B.C. they had

got control of the rich silver mines of Spain, and accordingly silver was

very plentiful in Palestine in the time of Solomon (950 B.C.). It is most

probable that the relation between gold and silver was very different

from that which held in Babylonia and other parts of western Asia. If

gold : silver = 17 : r in Phoenicia, the gold shekel of 130 grs. = 10 silver

pieces of 220 grs. each, which is practically the actual weight of the coins

themselves. The Lydians possessed great stores of gold in Mt Tmolus

and in the sands of the Pactolus, but this gold was not pure, for it was a

natural alloy of gold and silver, and was accordingly called by Herodotus

A-evKos xP^o'o's and by Soph. {Ant. 1038) 'electrum from Sardis' in cdn-

trast to the 'gold of Ind,' i.e. the pure gold from the Oxus. Analysis

has shown that the ordinary electrum contained about 27 per cent, of

silver, and 73 of gold : hence it stood to pure gold as 3 : 4, and to silver

as 10 : I (gold : silver = 13 : i).

580 When the Lydians invented the art of coining, their issues were

, ,. . in their native 'white sold,' for it was in this metal that
Lydian and °

.

Persian coin- the great Wealth of the Lydian kmgs down to Croesus
^^^- consisted. The first Lydian coins were rudely executed

staters and smaller denominations struck on the Babylonian and Phoeni-

cian (silver) standards, the staters weighing about 167 grs. and 220 grs.

respectively. The two series were probably struck to coincide with the

silver in use in the interior and on the seaboard of Asia Minor. As electrum

was to silver as 10 : i, it was a very convenient proportion for exchange, a

single standard serving for both metals. Ten silver pieces of 167 grs. each

= I electrum piece of 167 grs. = i pure gold shekel of 130 grs., and 10 silver

pieces of 220 grs. each = i electrum of 220 grs. = 167 grs. (i^ stater) of pure

gold. The division into thirds and sixths is a regular feature in the coinage

of the Asiatic coast towns. The earliest Lydian coins have been commonly

assigned to Gyges, who according to the chronology of Herodotus usurped

the Lydian throne about 700 B.C., and according to the Assyrian evidence

was reigning as late as 650 B.C., but there is no reason why coins may not

have been issued under his predecessor Candaules or even earlier. Indeed,

the literary tradition makes it probable that the invention of coinage took

place soon after 800 B.C. This harmonizes with the date for the earliest

coinage in Greece (747 B.C.) and with the fact that by the eighth century

the Cypriotes had made little ingots with a rude mark on them.
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The earlier Lydian coins are simply bullet-shaped ingots (like the old

Japanese bean-money). What is termed the obverse is plain, or rather

striated, as a series of lines in relief run across its face, whilst the reverse

has three incuse depressions (Fig. loi), that in the centre oblong, the others

Fig. loi. Lydian electrum coin.

square. A stater (219 grs.) bearing in central incuse a running fox, in the

upper square a stag's head, and in the lower an X-like device, may be

regarded as the earliest coin yet known. A series of coins showing a lion's

head with open mouth, and on reverse incuse sinkings, has with great pro-

babihty been assigned to Alyattes the father of Croesus (568—554 B.C.). The
latter introduced a double currency of pure gold and silver instead of the

primitive electrum, and issued a pure gold stater long remembered as the

Kpoio-€ios a-Tarrjp (just as the famous gold stater of Philip II of Macedon
was termed *tXiWeios). This stater bears on obverse the foreparts of a

lion and a bull facing each other, on reverse an oblong incuse divided into

two parts (Fig. 102). The silver coins have the same types. These coins

Fig. 102. Coin of Croesus.

probably continued to circulate under Cyrus and Cambyses, for neither of
them seems to have struck money. When Darius Hystaspes (522—485 B.C.)

organized the Persian empire, he struck a gold stater on the cow-unit like

that of Croesus, and which was named after him the AapuKos (just as

later the stater of Ptolemy was called BroXefmLKos:). These Darics became
the gold currency of all the Greek towns not only of Asia Minor, but also
in the Islands, and made their way in large quantities into the cities of
the mainland of Hellas, and wrought as much harm in disuniting the
states of Greece as did the staters of Philip II later on.

They bear on the obverse the king of Persia bearded, crowned and clad
in a long robe ; he kneels towards right on one knee ; on his back is a quiver,
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in his right hand a long spear, and in his left a bow (Fig. 103), whence the

Greeks called these coins 'Archers' (TofoTat). The chief Persian silver

coin was the siglus (crtyXos or o-tyA.os Mi78iKds). This was struck on the

Babylonian standard (168 grs.). The sigius was the half of this shekel,

and accordingly weighed 84 grs. Xenophon says that it = 7^ Attic obols,

i.e. 84-3 grs., which is about the normal weight of the numerous existing

specimens. The type is the same as that of the Daric, the latter name

being even sometimes applied to the silver coin.

581. The essence of a coin is its type, which guarantees its purity and

weight, though amongst primitive peoples it only guarantees

the quality of the metal (as was the case in Japan down to

the last century). The devices in the incuses of the early Lydian coins,

the type of lion's heads on the series of later electrum, and the forepart

of a lion on the coins of Croesus, were doubtless stamps guaranteeing the

quality of the metal, though not necessarily the weight of the coin. The

lion was the device on the royal signet. Other types were probably the

devices on the signet of the king or on those of officials responsible for

the issue. This is fully borne out by the type on the Daric, for as his

signet found at Babylon shows Darius himself, so his coins bear his own

image. Thus Augustus placed on his coins issued in Asia a sphinx, which

was the device on his own signet, and Seleucus, whose signet bore an

anchor, placed that device as a symbol in the field of the coins which he

issued in Syria during Alexander's life, and later on placed it as the main

type on the coins struck in his own name. The connexion is thus very

close between the signet of a king or potentate and the type of his coins,

for a coin is nothing more than a piece of metal impressed with the

signet.

582. The great cities of Ionia soon adopted the Lydian invention, and

Electrum
coins of elcctrum were issued by Miletus (couchant lion with

coins of the head tumed back), Ephesus (stag and bee), Clazomenae
Ionian cities.

. (forepart of winged boar), Phocaea (seal), Chios (sphinx),

Samos (forepart of bull looking back), etc. The staters of southern Ionia

are usually about 220 grs., whilst those of Phocaea and all towns as far

north as the Propontis are on what is called the Phocaic standard (252 grs.).

The earliest coin with a Greek inscription is an electrum stater (2i6'5 grs.)

found at Halicarnassus, but probably of Ionic origin. It bears on reverse
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three incuse depressions, in shape like those on Lydian and Milesian coins,

on obverse a stag feeding and the legend, which clearly refers to the stag,

#avos ifu cnjiJia, ' I am the badge of Phanes.' (So an archaic gem with

a dolphin is inscribed, 'I am the device of Thersis ; do not break me.')

Phanes was probably some potentate, who issued coins stamped with his

own badge, but why he used such a device we cannot say. Hectae of

electrum, issued in great numbers by the mints of Phocaea and Mytilene,

formed the chief currency of the coasts of western Asia Minor during the

whole of the fifth and a large part of the fourth century B.C. To secure

uniformity in coinage these two cities made a monetary convention about

410 B.C., in which it was agreed that each city should mint in alternate

years coins of identical fineness and weight. The Phocaic staters are

mentioned (Thuc. iv. 52; Dem. xl. 36, and in inscrr.). Cyzicus struck

from an early date a numerous series of electrum coins with various types,

but always bearing a tunny. These Cyzicenes of electrum and the pure
gold Darics formed the chief gold currency of the Aegean and Greece
until both were superseded by the gold staters of Philip II. The Cyzicene

(258 grs.) contained about equal proportions of gold and alloy and was
equal in value to the pure gold Daric.

583. Croesus had struck silver pieces, but silver may well have been
coined still earlier, for there are silver coins which seem
more archaic than the silver of Croesus, or even than the

®"^^'' '^°'"'

Lydian electrum coins of some of his predecessors. The
great majority of these archaic coins belong to Aegina and the Aegean
isles—Carteia in Ceos (with the type of amphora), Siphnus (dove), Delos ?

(two dolphins), Naxos ? (cantharus), Paros (goat and dolphin) ; but others
were probably issued on the coast of Asia and the adjacent islands, e.g.

Miletus (forepart of lion looking back, Uon's head), Cyme (forepart of
horse), Cyzicus (head and tail of tunny), Dardanus (cock), Chios (sphinx),

and Cos (crab). It seems therefore certain that there was a silver cur-

rency on the coast of Asia Minor and in the Aegean islands very early.

There can be no doubt that from the middle of the sixth century B.C. and
onwards silver coins were issued by various towns on the coast of Asia
Minor with types which in many cases continued down into the Roman
period, though others again did not begin to strike silver until the begin-
ning of the fifth century. The chief types in this area are Miletus (forepart

of Uon turned back, lion looking back at star, etc.), Ephesus (bee and stag).

Colophon (lyre), Clazomenae (forepart of winged boar, swan, Anaxagoras),
Erythrae (club and bow in case), Cnidus (forepart of lion, and head of
Aphrodite): in Lesbos the chief towns issued silver and also potin;
Mytilene (calf's head, silver, two calves' heads facing, tree between) (Fig.
lo/it) potin, Methymna (boar and head of Pallas, silver; two boars' heads
facing each other, potin) ; of uncertain mint is negro's head, potin. The
potin coins, which contain only 40 per cent, of silver, were adjusted to the
pure silver coins. Chios (sphinx and amphora), Naxos (head of satyr,
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cantharus), Tenedos (janiform head and double-axe), Grynum (oyster),

Calchedon (ox standing on ear of corn), Cyzicus (tunny), Byzantium (ox

standing on dolphin), Olbia (sea-eagle carrying off fish), Panticapaeum

(lion's scalp facing).

Fig. 104. Potin coin of Mytilene.

584. As there were close trade relations between the coast towns of

Coinage on
^^'^ Minor and the chief emporia of Greece Proper, the art

the mainland of Coining quickly made its way across the Aegean. As the
of Greece.

earliest issues of the Ionic cities were in electrum, so was it

with the earliest mintages of Greece, for there is an unique electrum coin

of Aegina, and the earliest coins attributed to Chalcis and Eretria in

Euboea are also in that metal. All tradition is unanimous in representing

Pheidon, the despot of Argos, as the first to coin money in Greece, and
to have done that in Aegina. Strabo (following Ephorus) says that

Pheidon devised the measures known as ' Pheidonian ' standards of weight

(see § 569), and coined money 'both the other kind and that in silver'

(koi vo/xta-(iia Kexapayi^evov to tc aWo /cat to apyvpovv). It has been
pointed out above that there exist many Aeginetan silver coins far more
archaic in appearance than the silver struck by Croesus and even the

electrum coins issued by some of his predecessors. There is likewise an
unique Aeginetic coin of electrum. From these two facts it follows that

coinage in both electrum and silver took place at a very early date in

Aegina, and that it is to the issue of electrum that Strabo's phrase—'the

other kind'—refers. Pheidon's date is a matter of dispute. Pausanias

(vi. 22. 2) says that the Pisatans in the eighth Ol. (747 B.C.) brought to

their aid against the Eleans Pheidon of Argos and that along with him
they celebrated the festival. On the other hand Herodotus (vi. 127) says

that amongst the suitors of Agariste, daughter of Cleisthenes despot of

Sicyon, came Leocedes, ' son of Pheidon, the despot of the Argives, that

Pheidon, who had made their measures for the Peloponnesians, and who
had of all Greeks waxed most violent, and had expelled the Elean presi-

dents of the games and himself held the festival.' Both writers plainly

refer to the same despot, but the dates are irreconcilable, for as Cleis-

thenes the Athenian lawgiver was son of Agariste, her wooing cannot have

been much earlier than 560 B.C., and consequently Pheidon would have

reigned about 600 B.C. It has been proposed to read 28th 01. for eighth

01. in Pausanias, but this would make Pheidon help the Pisatans in
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668 B.C., which does not suit the passage in Herodotus. On the other

hand Strabo (after Ephorus) says that Pheidon was tenth in descent from

Temenus, according to which Pheidon's date ought to fall about 750 B.C.,

and this shows that the text of Pausanias is sound. The statement in the

text of Herodotus is due either to a mistake of the historian himself, who

may have confused a Pheidon who was father of Leocedes, with the elder

and more famous Pheidon, or it may be that the words, which explain

who Pheidon was, are due to a marginal note of some ancient scholar.

In any case the explicit statements of Ephorus and Pausanias must out-

weigh an incidental allusion in Herodotus. If Pheidon, as is most pro-

bable, lived in the middle of the eighth century B.C., he preceded

Gyges, who is credited by modern writers with the first striking of

money, but as it has been pointed out above, there is no reason why
Candaules, the predecessor of Gyges, or some still earlier king of Lydia,

should not have invented the art of coining. If Gyges had been the

first to do so, it seems strange that this invention should not have got

attached to one whose name was so familiar to the Greeks, yet no ancient

writer attributes it to him. We may infer that the reason why this was so,

was that the art of coinage was known before the time of Gyges. If

money was struck in Lydia before 750 B.C., Pheidon could have borrowed

the invention, and struck not only electrum like the Lydians, but also silver.

There is therefore no reason for refusing to credit Pheidon with coining

money in Aegina in the middle of the eighth century B.C.

585. It has been commonly held that the Greeks borrowed their

weight standards along with the art of coinage from Asia ^^. j^^.

Minor in the seventh century B.C., but it is absolutely certain standards of

that they habitually weighed gold many centuries earlier,
coinage,

and that too on the standard known as Euboic by Herodotus, and termed

Euboic-Attic by modern writers. Thus in one of the shaft-graves of My-
cenae two pair of balances were found along with vast quantities of gold

objects, whilst the gold rings and one silver ring there found are clearly

made on a standard of about 135—140 grs. Troy. So silver, when it came
into use in prehistoric times, was weighed on the same standard as gold.

In historical times, though silver money was struck on special standards

in some parts of Greece, gold was universally weighed on the ancient

unit, which always continued to be employed for silver in the Euboic

system, a circumstance which caused this primitive weight unit to be
termed Euboic by Greek writers, even when referring to its use in Asia

(Herod, iii. 89). It is certain that gold was being weighed on the ancient

ox-unit in Aegina before the introduction of coinage, for the gold orna-

ments from a prehistoric grave in Aegina are made upon that unit like

the rings of Mycenae.
But a standard never used for gold, but only for silver and less valuable

commodities, originated in Aegina, hence termed Aegi?tetic. Gold was scarcer

in Greece than in Asia, for even in the second half of the fifth century B.C.,
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when Athens possessed the gold mines of Thrace and Thasos, gold : silver

= 14 : 1. Hence it is highly probable that, at an earlier date, the ratio

was 15:1. Pheidon was said to have made weight standards (Strabo) as

well as measures (Herod.) for the Peloponnesians. The earliest silver

didrachms of Aegina weigh about 202 grs. If gold: silver = 15 : i, the

ox-unit (Homeric talanton and Mycenaean ring standard) of about 135 grs.

= ten silver pieces of 202 grs. If the gold unit= 130 grs., it would = ten

silver pieces of 195 grs, each, the normal weight of Aeginetic didrachms

in the sixth century B.C. This didrachm contained two drachms of 98 grs.,

and 12 obols of about 16 grs. each. The terms drachm and obol are due

to the old barter system, when small bronze rods (o^SoXos) passed as money

(cf. iron money of Sparta and Byzantium). Six of these made a handful

(8pa;(/i,i;). The bronze rod and the handful were replaced by the silver obol

and silver drachm.

586. By the beginning of the fifth century B.C. almost every important

State in Greece, as well as the Greek towns in Italy and

Sicily, were issuing silver coins impressed with a distinctive

badge, whilst by the middle of the fourth century bronze coins

similarly stamped were practically universal. Solon struck the first silver

at Athens, making his drachm equal to a sheep, a goat, or a raediranus

of corn, the old barter units used as sub-multiples of the cow. The chief

types are: Athens (head of Athena; reverse, owl) (Fig. 105), Corinth

Coin types
in silver.

Fig. 105. Tetradrachm of Athens.

(Pegasus, head of Athena on staters, head of Aphrodite on drachms),

Argos (wolf, forepart of wolf, wolf's head), Sicyon (chimaera, dove), Arcadia

(Zeus), Mantinea (bear), Elis (head of Zeus, head of Hera, eagle with prey,

thunderbolt). Phocis, Boeotia, and Thessaly issued federal coinages:

Phocis (bull's head facing), Boeotia (Boeotian shield) (Fig. 106), Thessaly

Fig. 106. Coin of Boeotia (shield and mill sail incuse).
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(horse, youth struggling with bull), Euboea (nymph, cow's head) (Fig. 107).

Other types are Eretria (Gorgon-head, bull's head), Carystus (cow suckling

Fig. 107. Coin of Euboea.

calf, bull lying down, cock), Histiaea (vine, bull, head of Maenad),

Corcyra (cow suckling calf), Opuntian Locrians (Ajax Oileus), Ozolian

Locrians (evening star), Tarentum (Taras on dolphin, horseman), Croton

Fig. io8. Coin of Croton.

(tripod, cuttle-fish) (Fig. 108), Sybaris (bull), Thurii (bull) (Fig. 109),

Fig. 109. Coin of Thurii. Fig. no. Coin of Metapontum.

Metapontum (ear of corn) (Fig. iro), Poseidonia (Poseidon), Rhegium and

Fig. III. Coin of Messana.

Messana (mule-car, hare) (Fig. in), Syracuse (quadriga, biga, celes, head
of local deity (so-called Arethusa), head of nymph Arethusa, cuttle fish,

G. A. 35
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dolphin), Leonti'ni (lion's head), Gela (forepart' of' man-headed bull), Agri^

gentum (eagle, crab), Selinus (leaf of selinon, wild parsley). Segesta (dog),

Fig. 112. Coin of Cyrene.

Cyrene (Zeus Ammon, silphium plant) (Fig. 112), Rhoda (nymph, inverted

rose) (Fig. 113), Rhodes (rose). Males (apple, fx/qkov).

Fig. 113. Coin of Rhoda in Spain.

587. As kings placed their signets on their coins, so states put on

their mintage distinctive badges, often those cut on the

coTn'types
public Seal, e.g. the Ozolian Locri (called ia-iripioi}, whose

public seal bore the star of Hesper (Strabo 418), put a

Star on their coins. But these state badges were adopted for various

reasons and often alluded to the principal product of the place, used in

barter before or even after the invention of coinage. To such Aristotle

refers when he says that the type on the coin is a mark of value. Hence

the constant occurrence of the cow, e.g. on the coins of Croesus along

with the lion (the royal signet), in Samos, Calchedon, Byzantium, Euboea,

Thessaly, etc;j the tunny at Cyzicus and Gades, where that fish was the

chief staple, and where accounts were probably kept in fish, as in modem

Iceland. At Olbia coins in shape of a tunny were used (Fig. 114); the

Fig. 114. Coins of Olbia, in the form of tunny fish.

oyster (Grynum), the silphium (Cyrene), the wheat ear (Metapontum) j

other instances of natural productions or manufactures are the tortoise
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(Aegina), shield (Boeotia), axe (Tenedos) (Fig. 115), sheep (Salamis in

Cyprus and various towns in Palestine) (Fig. 116). As such natural and

Fig. 115. Coin of Tenedos. Fig. 116. Coin 01 Salamis in Cyprus.

manufactured products served as sub-multiples of the cow before coinage

began, and as the gold unit was based on the cow, thus silver units at

various places were adjusted to local sub-units; thus Solon (Plut. Sol. 15)
adjusted his drachm to the Trpo/SaTov and /aeStjuvos. The Olbian coins in

shape of a tunny show the influence of barter units ; so in modern times

barbarians, when they begin to use silver, make it in form of old barter

units—fish-hooks, shells, etc.

Other types are merely punning allusions to the names of the towns
of issue, e.g. the seal {<t»iKri), apple (/i^Aov), bee (/neA-m-a), rose {poSov),

lion's head, selinon leaf, sickle (SpcTravoi') on the coins of Phocaea, Melos,
Melitaea, Rhodes, Rhoda, Leontini, Selinus, Zancle, etc. Other types
allude to local cults, myths, famous men, etc. After Alexander kings
began to place their own portraits on their coins.

Gold was not coined in Greece or Italy till the end of the fifth century,

when Thasos, Athens, Rhodes, Syracuse, Tarentum, etc., and finally

Philip II and Alexander struck gold. The gold unit never varied, though
the silver fluctuated constantly, due to an endless effort after bimetallism.

588. Table of Attic Coins.

Troy.
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VI. lo. WAR.

ARMS AND ARMOUR.

589. From the earliest times of which we have any knowledge the

most important part in Hellenic warfare was played by

equipment ^^^ Hoplitc. His equipment varied but little between the

days when the Homeric poems were written and the days

when Greece fell before the power of Rome. It consisted of helm, cuirass,

greaves and shield, with spear and sword as offensive arms. The helm

(ko'pvs or Kvvirj) was normally of bronze, though occasionally
Defensive

^f jgatijg]- j^g character varied somewhat at different epochsarmour. ... . ,

but we can distinguish three main forms, (i) The Corinthian

helm when drawn down covered the whole head as far as the chin, and only

showed the wearer's eyes through two eye-slits : it could however be worn

tilted backwards when an engagement was not in progress, and then

exposed the whole face. This form of headpiece was often destitute of

crest or plume. (2) The Athenian helm was of a more open type ; it

left the face visible, though the cheeks were sometimes protected by

moveable plates which could be turned up or down. It was usually

furnished with a crest, consisting of a metal ridge in which was set a tall

ornament of leather, horsehair, or feathers. The crest was occasionally

triple, consisting of a larger decoration in the middle and two smaller ones

on each side. (3) A simpler form of headpiece was a plain pointed

steel cap (iriXos) without any vizor, cheek-piece, or crest : it seems to have

been specially common among the Spartans. We have no space for the

description of the many minor varieties of helm. The cuirass (Sdpa^)

generally consisted of a breast-plate and back-plate of bronze, joined by

thongs or by straps fastened by a buckle. The earKest form of body-

armour was short, and only reached down to the hip-bone : to supplement

it the warrior wore the /iiVpa, a broad girdle of leather and bronze, which

covered the stomach and hips, and was girt on before the cuirass was

donned. From the fifth century onward the shape of the breast-plate

and back-plate was improved, so that they came down lower and more

adequately protected the lower parts of the body. For the fiirpa was

substituted a single or double fringe of leather strips, strengthened with

metal studs or edging, called irrepvycs, which hung down half-way to the

knees. Warriors whose means were narrow often substituted for the

cuirass a tight-fitting jerkin of leather (o-TroAas) more or less strengthened
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with metal in its more important parts. We also hear occasionally of

body-armour composed of linen quilted, or stuffed with felt. The
greaves (kvij/aiSes) were thin pliable plates of bronze adapted to the shape

of the leg : they opened at the back, and when slipped on were fastened

below the knee and above the ankle with thongs or straps. In arming

himself the warrior first assumed his greaves, then his cuirass, and lastly

his helm.

Fig. 117. Hoplite with Corinthian helmet, and Boeotian shield.

Bronze statuette.

The hoplite's shield (dcnrk) was round or oval, and varied from

three to five feet in length. It was composed of several
shield

thicknesses of leather, and had a metal rim and boss. In

early days it was managed by means of a single strap grasped by the left-

hand (vopirai) and of a broad belt passed round the left shoulder (TeXa/naJv),

so as to throw much of the weight on the body and thus relieve the arm.

In later days shields were generally somewhat smaller, and were managed
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by two handles (oxava) instead of a belt and a strap, the left hand being

thrust through the first so as to grip the second. Only the Macedonian
phalangite, requiring both hands to manage his long pike, was compelled

to hang his shield on his left arm by a single handle through which passed

hand, wrist and forearm. The custom of painting devices upon the shield

seems to have prevailed from the earliest times : in the fifth and fourth cen-

Fig. ii8. Combatant warriors, from a fifth century vase.

turies the hoplite bore not his own personal cognisance but one chosen by the

state, either the initial letter of its name or its regular badge. Thus the

Sicyonian shield was blazoned with a large 2, and the Theban with a club ;

the shield of the Macedonian infantry was painted in a peculiar concentric

pattern of crescents and stars which is easily recognizable on coins and

monuments.

590. The hoplite's lance (So'pv) was a stout weapon about six feet long,

employed mainly for thrusting : in the Homeric poems the

heroes are often introduced casting their lances as missiles,

but this practice was rare in historical times, when the

weapon was generally used only as a pike for close combat. Very

diiferent from the normal Greek lance was the (rdpia-tra of the Macedonian
phalangite, an enormous spear of eighteen feet in length, requiring both

hands for its management. Owing to their vast size the heads of five

sarissae projected beyond the front line of the phalanx, which seemed
utterly impenetrable to the enemy as long as its order remained unbroken.

The Greek sword (|i<^os) was a comparatively short and ineffective

Lance and
sword.
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weapon compared to the 'Roma.n g/adius. It seldom exceeded 25 inches in

length, and very often fell short of 20 inches. It was straight, acutely

pointed, and double-edged for both cut and thrust work. The guard or

cross-piece was small, in some of the ancient types almost non-existent.

Occasionally a short curved sabre {fj-dxaupa, kottls, hpi-rmvov), only fitted for

hewing and not for thrusting, was used, but it was much less common than

the straight sword. Spear and sword were the hoplite's only weapons : the

axe, mace and halberd were essentially foreign weapons and never became
naturalized among the Greeks.

591. The Greek horseman bore the same arms as the hoplite save that

he very often dispensed with the use of a shield, needing his

left hand for the reins. When the shield was carried it was

round, and somewhat smaller than that of the foot-soldier. The lance

was naturally used much more than the sword by cavalry : the latter

weapon was too short for efficient employment on horseback. The lance

was used both over-hand and under-hand, and was occasionally thrown as

a missile. It was not a long weapon needing to be placed 'in rest'

under the arm like that of the mediaeval knight. The only trace of the

use of a lance of considerable length is found in the army of Alexander

the Great, where there were certain 'aapLcra-otfiopoL tTTTrets.' The horseman

had neither stirrups nor saddle, sitting on a mere ei^iVirtov of felt or skin,

fastened round the horse's belly by a strap. The inefiSciency of Greek
horse is largely to be accounted for by their want of a sufficiently long

lance, and by the fact that the shock of the individual rider was lessened

owing to his being destitute of stirrups or saddle. His thrust was delivered

with the force of his own arm alone, not with that of man and horse

together, and was therefore less than that of a rider sitting tight in his

saddle with his lance in rest. If a Greek horseman, depending on his

balance and the grip of his knees alone, had delivered a charge with the

same impetus as a mediaeval knight, he would have been carried backwards

over his horse's tail when his lance struck his adversary. From the fifth

century onwards the Greeks were acquainted with the use of light horse,

destitute of armour and using the missile dart (cikoVtiov) as their chief

weapon. They seem to have been developed on the plains of Apulia and
Sicily, being first heard of in the army of the Syracusan tyrant Gelon.

The Tarentines were most noted for their strength in this arm, and from the

fourth century mounted javelin-men were often called 'Tarentines,' what-

ever their nationality'. Horse-bowmen on the other hand were of dis-

tinctly barbarian origin, and only prominent in the armies of Alexander
the Great and his successors.

' They are first mentioned in 316 B.C., but the Tarentine coins contain an admirable
set of representations of them, armed with a large round shield and three darts, from about

420 onwards. These troops sometimes were furnished with two horses, and leapt from
one to the other.
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592. The arms of light infantry were the dart, bow and sling. They
wore no metal armour, being at the most protected by

inSmrv leather or quilted jerkins, and wearing (in Northern Greece at

least) a broad felt hat (Trcrao-os). The javelin-man (aKovTicm;?)

carried a small bundle of his weapons and a light shield : the darts (dKovnov)

were light and ranged from three to five feet in length. The bow (rofoi/)

was very short, sometimes not more than half the length of the English

six-foot weapon of the Middle Ages. It was made generally of an elastic wood,

but sometimes of two pieces of horn soldered into a central handle. Greek

archery seems never to have been very good or efficient : such as it was,

it flourished most In Crete. Its poorness is best shown by the fact that

those two very inferior weapons the dart and the sling continued to exist

alongside of the bow to the very last days of Greek history. Really

competent archery drives slingers and javelin-men out of the field. The

most famous employers of the sling (crc^cvSo'i/jj) were the Rhodians and

Cretans, with some of the peoples of Northern Greece. Their most

common missile was an almond-shaped lump of lead, but pebbles and even

clay-balls were used in default of a proper provision of metal.

B. TACTICS.

593. The descriptions of battles in the Homeric poems must not be

taken as accurately reproducing any real stage of the Art of

warfare"^
Wsi.1, either in the Heroic age or in the time when the poems

were composed. Objectless single combats in front of the

line, and protracted scuffles over the corpses of fallen heroes can never

have constituted the main part of an engagement. An army, whose solid

portion consisted of warriors heavily armed with helm, cuirass and shield,

must fight in more or less orderly array. The best description of a hoplite

force in Homer is that in Iliad ^vi. 210—216, where the battle-Hne of the

Myrmidons is compared to a wall reared by a skilful builder, shield touching

shield all down the front. The exigencies of poetry cause the narrative to

neglect the main heart of the fight in order to describe the dpia-Teta of

chiefs. There is no reason to doubt that at an early stage of Greek warfare

the chariot was used in battle, as we see it employed in Egyptian or

Assyrian monuments. Corroboration of the native tradition on the subject

is supplied by representations of war-chariots in Mycenaean art. But in

the prehistoric days when they were employed by the chiefs, the main mass

of the host must still have consisted of half-armed and untrained retainers,

not of the hoplites described in the I/iad. The poet in short was mixing

the half-remembered tactics of antiquity with those of his own day.

594. Aristotle (^Politics vi. (iv.), 13) is probably right in stating that in

the normal Hellenic state there was a time when the main

Tnce o?'"'
fighting force consisted of a cavalry furnished by the nobles,

cavalry. Traces of the long lost predominance of the mounted chief
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are to be found in the existence of a class known as i^rTrets in states which

in historic days no longer employed cavalry. Athens had no organized

force of the kind till the middle of the fifth century, but the 'knights'

occur in the legislation of Draco and Solon. At Sparta the 300

who bore the name always served on foot as the body-guard of the

kings. In the Greece of the fifth century the only region where the

knightly class still retained its ancient preponderance both in politics and

on the battle-field was Thessaly, where a cavalry composed of nobles was

the ruling power, and the hoplite was only of secondary importance. In

Boeotia, the only other land whose mounted force was in all ages very

important, the heavy infantry was in historic times the main battle-force.

595. The day of the preponderance of cavalry came to an end when it

was discovered that a solid body of mailed hoplites, standing

shield to shield, without flinching, could turn back a charge
J^ct^jcs^

of horse. Except in flat regions like Thessaly and Boeotia,

the mounted arm disappeared for a space from the battle-field. The
tactics of the hoplite-array which thus superseded the knighthood were very

simple. Drawn up in lines generally about eight deep, the troops advanced

with level front against their adversaries and tried to bear them down
by the heaviness of their impact. The charge of the hoplite-array being the

decisive point in a battle, the all-important aim was to keep the line

unbroken, as its strength lay in its continuity, and gaps were fatal. The two
things to be feared were that the line might be broken, or that it might be
outflanked. The latter disaster had a tendency to happen upon the left

wing of an army, for (as Thucydides remarks in describing the battle of

Mantinea) the extreme right-hand man of every host was apt to edge away
to the right, in order to avoid exposing his unshielded right side to the

enemy. His comrades instinctively followed his example all down the

line, each striving to get close under his right-hand neighbour's shield.

Thus the extreme left-hand end of the line was drawn out of its original

place as the advance continued, and if two arrays of exactly equal strength

started precisely opposite to each other at a mile apart, it was found that

each, at the moment of contact, would be slightly outflanking its enemy on
the right and slightly outflanked by him on the left wing. It was of course

unlikely that two armies would be precisely equal and show an identical

length of front : where they did not, the host whose superior numbers
enabled it to outflank the other had the better chance of victory. Hence
came a tendency on the part of armies numerically inferior to their

foes to choose for battle a position where there was some natural obstacle,

covering one or both flanks, and preventing the enemy from turning
the wings. In Greece, a land of passes and ravines, such positions

abounded: the ideal one for a small force was a defile like that of

Thermopylae, where it could draw itself up with both flanks safely

protected, and so prevent the superior numbers of the enemy from
telling.
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596. Competent generals, though placing their main reliance on their

hoplites, took bowmen, slingers and javelin-men into the

^med^^troops.
^^^'^' because they knew that their adversaries would also be
furnished with such troops, who would be able to annoy the

hoplites from a distance, unless kept in check by bands armed like them-

selves. These formed a subsidiary force, ' furtive hoverers on the edge of

battle,' as one ancient writer calls them. It is significant that in many
engagements, where large numbers of light-armed troops were present (as at

Plataea and Delium), there is little or no mention of their doings during

the fight. The best-known instance of a victory won by light troops over

hoplites in the fifth century took place in 426, when the Athenian general

Demosthenes was routed by the Aetolians. Having advanced without any

sufficient provision of archers or peltasts into a rugged region, his men were

continually harassed from a distance by the evasive foe, till after severe

losses they grew demoralized, turned, and fled for the coast. Hotly pursued

by their nimble adversaries they only escaped with the loss of half their

numbers. Battle-tactics remained almost unchanged down to the fourth

century. The hoplites stood in the centre in a continuous line : the

cavalry (if any was present) was drawn up on one or both flanks, while the

light troops made play in front till the lines closed, and then drew aside.

Ambushes were occasionally set, from which select detachments ran in on

to the flank or rear of the enemy, e.g. by Demosthenes at the battle of

Olpae in 426. There are few traces, if any, of some of the commonest
military practices, such as the retention of a reserve, or the drawing up of a

second line to support the first, or the ' refusing ' of part of the battle-line

by placing it where it could not be easily reached by the enemy. The last-

named device was impossible so long as generals sacrificed all other

advantages to the necessity of keeping a level front all down the line, and

throwing in all their troops simultaneously. It often occurred, of course,

that the fight did not open at the same moment on all parts of the field,

(e.g. at Plataea and Delium), but this was the result of accident, not of

design.

597. The late development of tactics among the Greeks is all the more

^ ... . curious because professional soldiers were known from a
Drill and i,, _ . , , ,

organisation Very early age. The Spartans most certainly deserve that

Spartans
name, and it is equally appUcable to the mercenaries, who

are found serving in great numbers as early as the seventh

and sixth centuries. But the Spartans seem to have excelled mainly in the

handiness under arms which comes from perpetual drill, and in the power

to make rapid and orderly movement which results from subdivision into

small tactical units. Their array was stereotyped, and new military devices

were not to be expected from such a conservative race. Their mobility

came from the fact that they had a complete system of field officers and

subalterns, forming a hierarchy down which orders were easily and rapidly

passed. In an ordinary Greek state the host was divided only by ' tribes

'
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or suchlike large divisions, and the command was passed down the line by

the shouts of the general's herald. Among the Spartans on the other hand

the smallest unit, the Enomotia, was only some 32 or 36 strong: four of

them made a Pentekostys, and four Pentekostyes made a Xoxos of some

500 spears. Each of these bodies had its officer {ivw/j.oTo.pxri';, Xoxayos, etc.),

responsible to his superior till the Polemarch or King was reached at the

top of the ascending scale of responsibility. It is curious to find that not

even a Spartan training could secure complete discipline in the field : the

first battle of Mantinea (418) was almost lost by gross disobedience on

the part of two officers, who neglected to move up to the left at the

king's orders.

598. The origin of mercenary troops in Greece is lost in the mists of

extreme antiquity. In the Homeric poems exiles and adven- .,
lucreGHAFICS*

turers are often found hiring themselves out to serve as the

henchmen of warlike princes. In a later age a large band of foreign spear-

men was part of the necessary equipment of a tyrant. Princes like Periander

and Polycrates hired hundreds of such retainers, while the great Syracusan

t3Tants of the early fifth century counted their mercenaries by the ten

thousand. The more adventurous of the Hellenic soldiers of fortune went

to the East or Egypt; King Apries and King Amasis in the last-named

country are said to have maintained no less than 30,000 Ionian and Carian

troops. Nor did the Persian Satraps disdain in a later age to strengthen

their disorderly hordes by a solid core of Greek hoplites. By the fourth

century we find permanent bands of mercenaries led by noted condottieri,

^€vayoi, wandering from land to land in search of employment. The
Athenians of Demosthenes' day suffered much trouble from their inveterate

habit of employing these hirelings, instead of calling out their citizen levy.

The mercenary chiefs, to whom they entrusted the conduct of their

campaigns, preferred (as was natural) their private interests to those of

their employers. They were always set on plunder rather than on fighting,

and often committed deeds of actual treachery. Aristotle remarks that the

mercenary kept his head better in situations of ordinary danger, but that

he was quite incapable of the occasional acts of desperate devotion which

were not infrequently to be found among citizen troops fighting for their

own hearths and homes.

599. The fourth century saw a profound modification of the methods of

war, connected with the names of Iphicrates, Epameinondas,

and the two great Macedonian kings Philip and Alexander. Deveiop-

The first-named oflScer somewhat improved the reputation J^urth'"**'
of light troops by organizing a corps of peltasts who bore century,

light body-armour of quilted linen, and carried not only

darts but also a spear and sword for close combat, so that they were able

on occasion to join in hand-to-hand fighting. His great achievement

however, the destruction of a Spartan mora near Corinth in 391, was
accomplished not by bidding his men close, but by pursuing the same
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harassing tactics by which the Aetolians had routed Demosthenes in 426.

The name of Epameinondas marks a much more important landmark in

miUtary history. The chief device which he invented was that of strengthen-

ing one wing for offensive purposes and ' refusing ' the rest of his battle-

line till the strong wing had already made a breach in the enemy's array

and shaken his confidence. At Leuctra (371) he destined his left wing for

the offensive, contrary to the ordinary Greek custom which placed the

best troops on the right, the post of honour. Here he massed the Theban
contingent in a solid column fifty deep, while his centre and right were

composed of the other Boeotian levies drawn up in the usual line-

formation. The Peloponnesians faced him in a continuous array twelve

deep, the Spartans taking the right as was their wont. Epameinondas

hurled the Theban column at the Lacedaemonians, while bidding the

other Boeotians hang back and refrain from closing. In spite of the

desperate resistance of king Cleombrotus and his men, the column broke

right through them and split the Peloponnesian host in two. The allies

who formed the left and centre of Cleombrotus' army would not stand firm

when they saw their masters beaten and the king slain : almost before the

Boeotians had come into contact with them they gave ground and retreated

in good order to their camp. This is the first example of a deliberate

advance en echelon in Greek military history. At Mantinea (362 B.C.) Epamei-

nondas adopted the same order of battle (Fig. 119): he massed his Boeotian

troops in a deep column on the left, flanking them with the best part of his

cavalry, in order to prevent their being charged by the horsemen of the

hostile right wing. His Arcadian, Argive and Messenian contingents on his

centre and right were destined only to hold the enemy employed, while

the Boeotians dealt the decisive blow. A detached body, mainly composed

of light troops, was thrown out far to the right, to threaten the hostile left,

and prevent it from delivering a counter-stroke. When the lines closed the

result was much the same as at Leuctra, but the Spartans on the right wing

of their host strove so desperately to hold their ground that Epameinondas

had himself to lead the ' sacred band ' to the head of his column to strike

the final blow. He broke the hostile line and won the fight, but was slain

in the moment of victory.

600. We are unfortunately very ill-informed as to the details of the

battles of Philip of Macedon : we know enough however
Tactics of

J.Q jjg ^^j jQ conclude that he owed his success to two

main devices. He used his cavalry far more that any

general before him, and he trained his infantry to work in very close

and solid columns and to use far longer weapons than their enemies,

so that they bore them down by sheer force of impact. His celebrated

phalanx was armed with spears more than twice the length of those of the

previous generation : when the pikes were brought down to the charge,

those of the second, third, fourth, and fifth ranks all projected in front of

the men in the front line, so the thicket of shafts was so close as to
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seem absolutely impenetrable. The Greek hoplites with their six-foot

spears could never stand against the five rows of eighteen-foot sarissae

I
A. Mantineans and Spartans.

B. Eleans and Achaeans.

C. Athenians.

D. Boeotians.

E. Arcadians, Messenians etc.

F. Argives.

G. Euboeans etc.

Fig. iig. Battle of Mantinea (362 B.C.).

projecting in front of the Macedonian phalanx. The core of Philip's

infantry was composed of the six rafeis of native Macedonian foot armed
with the sarissa, but he also employed many mercenaries equipped in

the ordinary Greek fashion, as well as a large corps of viraa-iria-Tai, whose
main duty was to cover the flanks of the phalanx. They were a light

form of infantry of the line, bearing shield and pike, but wearing only a

broad felt hat instead of a helmet, and a linen or quilted jerkin instead
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of a cuirass. It was however by means of their cavalry, even more than

by the sarissae of their phalanx, that Philip and Alexander won their

victories. The native Macedonian horse was itself numerous, and to

this after 344 Philip added the Thessalian cavalry, the most formidable

body of the kind in Greece. It seems probable that the good service

which he got out of an arm hitherto somewhat ineffective in Hellenic

warfare was the result partly of using horsemen in larger bodies than

had ever been seen before, partly of training the men to charge home in

close order instead of endeavouring to perform feats of individual prowess,

Perhaps he may have given them a longer lance than they before

possessed, but this is uncertain. It is at any rate clear that Philip used

his cavalry in masses for delivering fiank attacks on the hostile line,

while the phalanx assaulted it in front. We should gather that he was

the first who relied upon it for striking the decisive blow in battle:

Epameinondas seems only to have used it to drive the enemy's horse

away and to cover the flanks of the hoplites. It would appear that in the

armies of Philip and his greater son the cavalry generally formed a sixth

or a seventh of the whole force, whereas in earlier days they seldom rose

to a tenth or a twelfth.

601. The details of the battles of Alexander the Great are far better

known to us than those of his father's victories. Alike at

Battles of
^jjg Qranicus, at Issus and at Arbela he concentrated his

best cavalry on the right wing, which he headed in person,

and with it delivered the decisive attack. The phalanx in the centre kept

the enemy at bay with its long spears, while the left wing, composed of the

Thessalian and mercenary cavalry, covered the flank of the infantry and

maintained a ' defensive-offensive ' attitude. At the Granicus, where the

enemy was not possessed of any crushing numerical superiority, and at

Issus, where the Persians threw away their advantage by cramping their

host into the short two-mile front between the hills and the sea, Alexander's

plan succeeded without much difficulty. But at Arbela (Fig. 120), where he

was enormously outflanked on both wings on a treeless plain, he had to

take special precautions. Preserving the general character of his array,

he told off a considerable body of men to form flank and rear guards, in

case the enemy might swing round his wings and try to attack him from

the side. Thus he advanced with the army formed in a sort of hollow

square, of which the front was solid, and destined for offensive work, while

the sides and rear were weak, and intended only to hold off the enemy

till the main line should have done its work. The outflanking movement,

which Alexander had feared, actually took place and caused some con-

fusion : moreover a body of Indian cavalry which shpped in between

two of the brigades of the phalanx also did mischief. Nevertheless the

attack of Alexander's right wing was so decisive that the Persian King

saw his centre pierced and turned to fly. When he had departed his
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whole army, even those parts of it which had not been unsuccessful,

melted from the field. Alexander may be styled pre-eminently a cavalry

general. It was always with his horse-guards (ayij/ia), followed by the

other squadrons of the native Macedonian horse, that he delivered the

decisive blow. But he also knew thoroughly well how to handle his

infantry, especially the ' Hypaspistae ' and other light troops, and in

mountain campaigns, where cavalry could not be employed, showed
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himself as brilliant a commander as at the Granicus or Arbela. In his
last days he set on foot an experiment which was destined never to be
carried into effect ; he began to reorganize the phalanx, and to incorporate
in it numbers of Asiatic archers and other light troops, who were to form
its rear ranks, while the Macedonians bearing the long sarissa were to
stand only four deep in front of them. Apparently the orientals were
to sally out on the flanks, to cast their missiles, and then to take refuge
behind the Macedonians when the enemy proceeded to charge, just as
the arquebusiers of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were wont to
take shelter behind their pikemen.

6o2. Alexander's successors led armies far inferior in military value
to that of their great master: the contending generals after

his death enlisted orientals in great hordes, sometimes f
"^'^^sso'-s of

n • .1 , 1 - .
Alexander.

allowmg them to keep their own weapons, sometimes giving
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them the Macedonian equipment of sarissa and shield. They fought with

unwieldy masses of inferior troops rather than with the small but highly

trained army which Alexander had used at Issus or Arbela. Their

tendency to sacrifice quality to dead weight of numbers is well shown

by the fact that they doubled the depth of the phalanx, thus making it a

much more unwieldy weapon to handle. For some time after Alexander's

death the normal battle consisted of an attempt by each side to break

through or turn one of the hostile wings by furious cavalry charges, and

then to roll up the infantry centre by attacks from the iiank. In response

the phalanx was made denser in order to be able to beat off all cavalry

attacks by mere solidity. Under Philip and Alexander it had still some

mobility, and its various ra'^ets could act independently of each other and

execute individual movements. But in the third century it became a

single clump of spears of most unwieldy size, which could well maintain a

passive defensive, but for offensive purposes could only move straight

forward in a slow and lumbering fashion. Pyrrhus seems to have been

the only general among the Epigoni who tried to keep the phalanx mobile:

in his Roman wars we read that he drew it up in a row of small columns,

not in one mass, placing bodies of Italian troops, armed in their native

manner, between each of its brigades. After two victories he failed to wear

down the Roman legions, whose superiority lay in their flexible array and

in the fact that the individual legionary carried both the missile ///«»? and

the broadsword instead of the unwieldy sarissa. Where he was beaten it

was not likely that kings like PhiUp V and Perseus, who used the phalanx

in its densest form, would succeed. Even more certainly doomed to

failure were adversaries of Rome who, like Antiochus III, employed armies

marshalled in the Macedonian fashion, but consisting of mere orientals

destitute of Macedonian steadiness and obstinacy.

C. FORTIFICATION AND SIEGE-CRAFT.

603. Greece is a land of sharply-cut rocks and ravines, where fortification

was easy and attack difficult. There are many isolated and

citade'isT^
prccipitous hiUs, on which strongholds of a formidable kind

might easily be constructed by building rude walls of unhewn

stone, along the fronts most accessible from below. Hence the early type

of fortress in Greece was a rocky citadel, like the Acropolis of Athens or of

Corinth. Where a position entirely cut off from neighbouring high ground

could not be found, the culminating point of a ridge or the end of a spur

would be chosen, and only the 'saddle,' where the stronghold joined the

rest of the high ground, would require elaborate fortification. Only a few

places, such as Thebes, lay on the plain and required a firm and complete

ring wall to form their primitive citadel. There is no reason to doubt the

extreme antiquity of many of the Hellenic fortresses, of which Mycenae
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and Tiryns may serve as types. In them we find a hill crowned by a

plateau, surrounded by a strong wall of large irregular blocks carefully

fitted in with smaller stones. At the points most open to attack it was built

of enormous thickness, and sometimes swells out into large bastion-like

projections, some of which are hollow and contain casemates. Not

infrequently the rock was scarped down outside the walls to make it more

precipitous. There was only one gate, the approach to which was so

contrived as to expose the assailants to the fire of missiles from the wall

:

and as it turned in to the right, anyone drawing near was compelled to

present his unshielded side to the besieged.

604. As towns grew in size an unfortified lower city often grew up at

the foot of the Acropolis. In case of invasion this would

be abandoned to the enemy ; but the citadels, which offered cities.

a refuge to all the citizens, were practically impregnable, if

proper watch against escalade were kept at the accessible points. Year-long

blockade, which a citizen army has rarely patience or leisure to undertake,

or treachery from within, could alone subdue them. When Greek coloni-

sation spread to East and West, a favourite desire of the colonists was to

seize a headland and fortify the neck by which it was joined to the mainland.

The island city of Ortygia at Syracuse and the old town of Tarentum are

examples of such strongholds. Walls round the sea-front were only needed

when wars between the Hellenes themselves, in a later generation, exposed

the cities to attack from the side of the water. The growth of wealth and
population ultimately induced the Greeks to surround their lower-cities

with walls, and not to trust merely to the strength of the Acropolis. The
sixth century was the great period of such building, and the tyrants were

often the undertakers of this serious task. With the attempt to render

impregnable localities protected by no natural obstacles, and often situated

on perfectly fiat ground, scientific fortification began. Walls had now to

be built of regular masonry : towers (generally quite small) projected from

them at intervals, so as to give a flanking fire on the ground in front of

the straight spaces of 'curtain' between them, and to prevent the close

approach of the besieger. Where the character of the soil allowed, ditches

were often cut round the foot of the walls. Stone was so easily procured

in most parts of Greece that good ashlar masonry was generally employed

:

but where stone was scarce, or the city too poor to pay for it, bricks were
sometimes used. Mantinea, it will be remembered, fell in 385 because

the Spartans were able to turn the river Ophis against the face of a wall

built of nothing more than sun-dried brick, which crumbled and fell when
exposed to the moisture. Occasionally a mere ditch and earth-wall, topped
by a palisade, was all that a small town could afford.

The fifth century saw the commencement of building on a really

ambitious scale. Gelon's great wall round the mainland suburbs of Syracuse,

and still more the Themistoclean fortifications of the Peiraeus and of

the whole city of Athens were both enormous undertakings. They were

G. A. 36
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thoroughly successful in their object—no serious attempt was ever made
to breach them, and enemies who attacked Syracuse and Athens only

tried to work by blockade or by suborning treachery inside the city. The
Periclean 'Long Walls' from Athens to Phalerum and from Athens to

Peiraeus were a further step in advance in the way of fortification : they

included such a large extent of ground that the whole population of

Attica with their belongings and probably their cattle (so far as it was not

sent over to Euboea) could get within them. Syracuse again supplies the

best parallel: the tyrant Dionysius by walling round the whole plateau

of Epipolae enclosed a vast space, much of which was never covered with

houses, and only served as a refuge in time of need for the inhabitants of

the whole Syracusan territory. Attacked a dozen times this great entrenched

camp (for such in fact it was) never fell by force (though it was often

taken by treachery) till the day when it was stormed by the legionaries of

Marcellus, nearly two centuries after its construction.

605. As the fifth century saw the development of scientific fortification,

so also it witnessed the beginnings of scientific siege-craft.

How primitive they were can best be judged by glancing

through the numerous sieges detailed by Thucydides. It was still the

rarest of events for a city to be taken by other means than starvation or

treachery, but we begin to hear both of engineers (like the celebrated

Artemon whom Pericles employed at Samos) and of firixa-vaL or siege-

machines. These seem to have been no more than the ram {i/ifioX'^),

the scaling-ladder, mantlets for the protection of men working near the

walls, and sometimes no doubt peculiar devices like the great fire-machine

with pipe and bellows, by which the Thebans burnt their way into Delium

in 424 B.C. The best commentary on the effectiveness of such engines

is supplied by the time taken by the Athenians (who passed as being

skilled in siege-craft) to reduce Thasos (463), Samos (439) and Potidaea

(429). These places, as well as Plataea which was besieged by the

Thebans for nearly three years, were all reduced by famine. Thucydides

gives a long account of the devices employed against Plataea. The

attempts to build a mole overtopping the city wall, to take the city by

a general attack with rams, to burn a way in by heaping faggots below the

wall, were foiled by the counter-devices of the Plataeans : and the besiegers

then built a double wall of circumvallation, strengthened with towers at

intervals, round the whole city. After eighteen months they reduced the

starving garrison to surrender.

606. Plataea was but a small place, its garrison was too weak to make

sorties, and no attempt was made to reheve it from outside.

Syracuse. ^^^ ^^^r was the case of the Athenians before Syracuse in

414—13 : there the besiegers had to deal with a great city

containing an army able to meet them in the open field, while they had

at their backs many hostile communities which might at any moment

endeavour to help the besieged by attacking the beleaguering force in the
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rear. We note that the Athenians made no attempt to concentrate their

attention on one part of the Syracusan walls for the purpose of breaching

or escalading it. They simply sat down to starve out the place, by running

lines of circumvallation from sea to sea parallel to the city wall (see Fig. 121)

o"The Lesser Harbour

Fig. 121. Plan of Syracuse to illustrate the siege.

The Athenians landed on the north side of Epipolae, stormed the heights

by surprise, erected a fort at Labdalum, and set to work to lay out lines

across the plateau, on which they established their camp. The first reply

of the Syracusans was the building of a counter-wall (irapaTeixta-fjui),

' enfilading ' the direction of the projected Athenian circumvallation : it

ran out from Achradina to the middle of Epipolae at right angles to the

wall of the former [H]. This counter-wall was stormed by the besiegers,

36—2
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who thus gained possession of the southern side of the Epipolae plateau.

The besieged threw out another counter-wall [I] in the low ground by

the harbour, starting from the wall of the lower city. This wall also the

Athenians took after a hard-fought action, and now proceeded to build

their lines of circumvallation at leisure. The southern section [F, G] was

completed with a pair of walls facing inward and outward. The northern

portion [E, F] had not even a single wall completed when Gylippus

appeared with a relieving army, and as Nicias sent out no ' containing

force' he was able to enter Syracuse through the gaps in the Athenian

lines. Nicias shirked a general action, which alone might have enabled

him to re-occupy the northern part of their lines. Gylippus then stormed

the fort at Labdalum, encamped his whole army on the northern side of

Epipolae and threw out the third counter-wall [J]. The Athenians allowed

it to be completed, and made no attempt to storm it, standing on the

defensive in the southern part of their lines. The siege was now practically

impossible, since Syracuse had a free access to the open country behind

Gylippus's new wall. Nicias would have done well to sail home at once

;

but he lingered on in his lines, with the disastrous result that we know.

It is curious to note how entirely the whole series of operations round

Syracuse had turned on the idea that a besieger, to have any chance of

success, must necessarily wall in his enemy for the purpose of starving

him.

607. The ease and rapidity with which the Carthaginians a few years

later effected the capture of four great cities in Sicily, Selinus,

Carthaginians Himera, Agrigentum and Gela, marked a new era in the
anil

. history of Greek siege-craft. The predominance of the
lonysms.

defensive over the offensive, which had prevailed for so long,

seerned shaken by such catastrophes. The Carthaginians' success however

was largely due to the reckless expenditure of human life in which their

generals were able to indulge. They threw their mercenaries at the walls

with a disregard for loss of which no Greek citizen general would have

dared to dream. But they prepared the way for the stormers by keeping

down the fire of the besieged with thousands of archers and slingers, some

of whom they placed on wooden towers erected close to the walls ; they

attacked many places in the enceinte simultaneously with the ram, and they

also practised mining at several points. When the walls were shaken, they

sent in their hordes with a rush, to attack every weak spot, and even to try

intact places with escalade. That great genius Dionysius the elder, on

whom the brunt of the Carthaginian attack ultimately fell, showed himself

quite able to deal with it. To him is due a great advance in Greek siege-

craft both offensive and defensive. He is perhaps best remembered for his

invention of the catapult (KaraTraXTTys), which in its original form was a

large crossbow for the shooting of heavy bolts, which would pierce shields,

mantlets, and palisading, and had a range of at least twice that of the

ordinary arrow. By a slight alteration of principle it could also be made
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to throw stones or lumps of lead heavy enough to smash battlements or

walls that were not too soKd. At the siege of the Carthaginian fort of

Motye in 397, we find Dionysius overwhelming the besieged by the

concentrated fire of his catapults, which he mounted on towers of wood
so as to command the walls. His contribution to defensive siege-craft

may be gathered from the construction of his great wall round Syracuse,

whose projecting point at Euryelus is perhaps the strongest known Hellenic

fortification. This angular castle is protected by no less than three ditches,

one behind the other; between the second and third is a strong 'horn-work'

which has to be stormed before the main fort can be reached. The latter

is strengthened with bastion-like towers, and flanked by a high keep

commanding the whole structure. In short the system of 'successive

interior lines of defence ' is scientifically carried out.

608. All through the fourth century the devices of attack and defence

were steadily developing, any advance in the destructive

power of one being rapidly answered by an improvement Alexander,

in the resisting power of the other. By the time of the

Macedonian conquest the siege by blockade had been superseded by the

siege with regular approaches, ending in the breaching of the wall by the

action of rams, borers (rpvTrava) and mines (opuy/iara), after the defenders'

missile-discharge had been silenced by the use of catapults of all kinds

playing either from the trenches or from moveable towers. This method
of procedure was often successful against places protected by nothing more
than the simple ring-wall. Philip and Alexander both achieved many
victories by employing it : some of the sieges which the latter brought

to a triumphant end were very notable for the difficulties overcome—and

specially those of Tyre and Gaza. In the case of the former the only

approach to the island city was along an artificial isthmus, formed by a

mole thrown out into the sea. The Tyrians repeatedly stopped the mole

and destroyed Alexander's machines and covered ways. It was only when
their attention was distracted from the main attack by naval diversions

against the sea-wall, that, after seven months, the chief point of assault was

breached and stormed.

6og. But improved methods of attack were always answered by

improved methods of defence. By the third century every

fortress, except rocky fastnesses like the Corinthian acropolis veloyme^nts.

which could defy all the devices of ancient siege-craft, had

to strengthen itself. Ditches were widened and deepened, and out-works

(TrpoTeixtcr/iara) erected in front of the enceinte, which had to be taken

before the main wall could be assailed. They were composed, like the

mediaeval 'lists' which served the same end, of banks topped with

palisading. Still more effective was the application of the new system

of attack to the defensive, i.e. the concentration of quantities of catapults

against the enemies' machines and covered ways, and the use of counter-

mines against his mining. When the besieger had erected wooden towers,
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the besieged shot fire-arrows at them, or slung pots of burning pitch or oil

against them. But if the structures were protected (as was commonly the

case) with raw hides or iron plates, the best chance of setting them on fire

was to make a sortie, and thrust combustibles below and behind them,

on their uncovered sides. Another plan was to drive a countermine under

the track on which the moveable tower was advancing, and excavate a

hole two or three feet underground. When the machine came over this

pit-fall it sank in, and became immovable, or better still, upset sideways.

The best remembered leaguer of the post-Alexandrine period was that

of Rhodes in 305 B.C. by Demetrius the son of King Antigonus, who won

from his skill in siege-craft the name of 'Poliorcetes.' All the approved

methods of attack were used against the strongly fortified port. The sea-wall

was battered by machines mounted on galleys lashed together, and over-

topped by towers built on rafts. But the Rhodians beat off the attack and

the floating towers were sunk by a storm. The prince then turned against

the land-wall, which he battered with numerous catapults, undermined, and

finally approached with an enormous 'Helepolis' or moveable tower of the

largest size, 150 feet high and garrisoned by 3,400 men. Demetrius

twice got up to the foot of the walls and breached them, but the Rhodians

sallied forth at the critical moment and burnt his enormous tower. After

repeated attempts to storm the breaches had failed, the assailant was

compelled to withdraw, after wasting nearly a year on the abortive under-

taking. Numberless other sieges could be cited from the times of the

Epigonij.but they only illustrate the details of the system of attack and

defence which had been already developed in the fourth century. Nor

have we space to speak of the progressive improvements of the two sorts

of catapult (KaraTraATai ofu/JcXcts and KaTawaXrai n-erpo^oXoi), the bolt-

shooting and the stone-throwing varieties, of which elaborate accounts are

to be found in the surviving works of the engineers Philo and Hero, to

which the reader may be referred for further information.

The reader may consult Rustow and Koechly's Geschichte des griechischen

Kriegswesens, Aarau, 1852 ; Droysen's Heerwesen der Griechen,
Bibliography,

pj-gji^^^g, 1889 ; Delbruck's Geschichte der Kriegskunst, I. Berlin,

1900; and Kromayer's Antike Schlachtfelder in Griechenland, I. 1903.
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VI. SHIPS.

610. As early as the third millennium B.C., crescent-shaped ships with

high prow and stern were common in the Aegean. The
prow sometimes resembled an open beak, the stern forming ships""^"*^

a bifurcate tail. The single mast was supported by forestays

and backstays. Ships were also equipped with oars and steering-paddles.

Our knowledge of them is derived from Cretan seal-stones, etc. (Fig. 122).

Fig. 122. Ships on early Cretan seal-stones.

Smaller craft too were used. In a grave at Palaikastro in eastern Crete

dating from the 'Early Minoan' (circ. 3400—2200 B.C.) or 'Middle

Minoan ' {circ. 2200—1580 B.C.) period there was found a small-sized clay

model of a flat-bottomed boat with a raised prow and the remains of two

Fig. 123. Terracotta boat (coracle ?) from Phylakopi. (From Excavations at

Phylakopi in Melos, London, 1904, p. 206, fig. i8o.)
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thwarts. During the 'Late Minoan' {circ. 1580—1200 B.C.) and sub-

' Minoan ' periods similar vessels were in use. The mast was stepped into

a four-sided mast-box amidships, and could apparently be lowered into a

large rowlock at the stern. There was a small decking aft for the steers-

,

man. The oars were attached to the gunwale by leather loops or bights

;

and at either end of the ship were hawse-holes for cables. These details

we gather from models found in Cypriote tombs. The legend that

Cinyras, king of Cyprus, promised a fleet to Menelaus, but sent clay

boats with clay crews, is recalled by the fact that small terracotta ships

and boats are frequent in the graves of Amathus. A terracotta boat

from Phylakopi in Melos (Fig. 1 23) is of special interest. It is painted inside

and outside with vertical black bands probably meant for wooden ribs.

Its gunwale forms a series of short curves, perhaps to denote the sagging of

hides stretched over the ribs (cp. Verg. Aen. 6. 413 f. cumba
|
sutilis,

Plin. nat. hist. 24. 65 sutiles naves, Strab. 308 paTrrois irXoiots). It has

also a painted eye on either side of the prow.

611. The Homeric poems are our main source of information about

early Greek shipping. According to them ship-timber (So/)«

Homeric
i/ijtoi/) included oak, pine, fir, alder, poplar and white poplar.

Masts and oars were usually of fir. The woodwork of the hull

was erected on shipbuilders' stocks i^pvoypi), and held together by pegs or

trenails (yofKJjoi) and dowel joints (dp/xoviai). The keel (TpoVis) thus laid

down curved up fore and aft, so that ships were crescent-shaped {opOoKpaipai,

KopwviSe^). No mention is made of a separate stern-post, and the cut-water

{(TTuprj) may have been merely the forepart of the keel. Ribs (o-Ta;niv€s)

covered with long planks (iTnjyKevCSes) formed the sides (toixoi) of the hull.

From different statements in the I/tad and Odyssey it appears that the

Homeric ship had either 20 or 50 oarsmen. Where a crew numbers 52,

a couple of officers are perhaps included. More than 50 rowers need not

be assumed : for the epithet licaTo^uyos describes proverbially a ship of

unheard-of size; and, though Boeotian ships carrying 120 men apiece are

mentioned in the Catalogue, we are not told that all were rowers. There

is then no reason to suppose that the men rowing were arranged in more

tiers than one. Their oars (eper/xa), with blade (TnjSoV) and handle (kuVij),

somewhat resembled winnowing shovels, and were fastened to the gunwale

by means of leather loops (rpowoi). No reference is made to thole-pins

(o-KaXftot), which probably were not used, though they were known to the

later Greeks and appear in the Homeric hymn to Dionysus. The view

has been held that kXijiSes were tholes : but a consideration of the evidence

leads to the conclusion that kXijiSes, like ^vyd, denotes thwarts. These

thwarts served the double purpose of beams and seats—an arrangement

commended by its simplicity and confirmed by the ^vyirai of a later time.

Each thwart probably seated two rowers, one on the port and one on the

starboard side (cp. Od. XIII. 76 toI Si Ka6lt,ov iirl kXtjio-l 'iKaa-TOi
I

Koajuo).
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The compound euo-o-cX/xos means perhaps ' well-planked' rather than ' well-

benched.' The hold (avrXos) below the beams was not decked, but there

were raised deckings (iK/oia) fore and aft. The forecastle could be used as

a look-out post. The poop had space for the helmsman, and could

accommodate a passenger for the night. In //. xv. 729 Ajax, defending

the stern of a vessel, quits the poop (ixpta) and retires Oprjwv i<j> eTTTanoSrjv.

The word ^p^vus elsewhere in Homer means ' a foot-stool,' and CTra'jroSj;?

in Hesiod means 'seven feet iong,' not 'seven feet Atg-A.' Probably, then,

the 6prjvv? iTTTaTToSrjs was a fixed stool or bench extending across the vessel

at the forward end of the poop, in such a position that the helmsman

(KvfiepvTJTTjs, KvPepvYjTijp) as he sat on the poop working the handle {olijiov,

oiiy'w) of the large steering oar (irr;SaXiov) could rest his feet upon it.

A poop of this kind, with two steps or stages, actually appears on 'Dipylon'

ware (Fig. 127, cp. Fig. 128). Over the poop towered the tail- piece {a.Kpa

Kopvix^a) of the vessel, an ornamental prolongation of the keel at the stern,

which seems to have been regarded as inviolable (a.<j>kacrTov from (j>\d<a =
6Xa.(i>): to cut ofiF the enemy's tail-piece was to secure a trophy. This

ornament began by resembling the tail of a fish (Fig. 122), but came to

look more like that of a bird with an increasing number of plumes falling

gracefully towards the poop (Fig. 125). On Egyptian ships it had the form

of a lotus-bud or flower. The waist of the Homeric vessel, being much

lower than forecastle or poop, was provided with wattled screens or

bulwarks : these are shown on later vase-paintings (see the Rhodian

pinax Fig. 125). When Odysseus made them for his craft, 'he laid much
brushwood thereon,' so as to have a stout fence to keep out the spray.

The single mast (io-to's) was probably stepped into the keel. Its heel

was supported by a prop (lo-TOTre'Sjy), which, to judge from the expression

KoiXrjs tvTocrde /*€o-o8ju.)js, was a box whence the mast could be lowered

aft into a rest (lo-roSoKiy) : the whole arrangement is seen in the ' Cypriote '

models mentioned above. The mast was secured by two forestays (Trpo-

TOTOi) and one backstay (iTrtroi'os). On it was a yard (iirlKpiov) that carried

a lugsail {Io-tIov, la-Tia perhaps because made of several pieces) of white

canvas {(nreipov) or cloth (tjidpia). Halyards would be necessary for the

operation of hoisting sail ; and sail would be shortened by means of brailing-

ropes (icaXot). The inripai or ' upper ropes ' are probably braces for moving

the yard horizontally. The iro'Ses or 'lower ropes' are sheets attached to

the lower corners of the sail. The ropes in general were made of twisted

ox-hide or the fibres of the papyrus-plant. Ships were moored by cables

from the bows and stern. Heavy stones (evvai) were cast out at the

bows in lieu of metal anchors. And mooring-cables {Trpvp-vr^aca, Trela-p-a,

iT(.!.(jp.a.Ta) were run out from the stern to the shore, where they were

attached to a rock or a holed stone. After mooring the ship the crew

could disembark. If small boats were not used for the purpose—and

there is no allusion to them— this may have been effected by reeving
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a double rope through the mooring-stone (hence rpijTos Xtflos) at one end

and the anchor stones at the other : it would then be possible to haul in or

haul out either from the ship itself or from the quay. A long pole (kovtos)

would assist in the process. When beached, the vessel was supported by

blocks or shores of stone (ep/iara iiaKpd, exjuara).

6i2. The characteristic feature of merchantmen was their breadth (Od.

Details of ^^- 3^3 ^"PT'^o? €vp«'ijs). Odysseus' raft ((r;^e8tij) resembled

Homeric them in size and apparently also in structure. War-ships, on
^^^P^- the other hand, were distinguished by their speed {Ooal vrjes).

In sea-fights, bronze-shod pikes of enormous length, made of pieces of

wood glued together, were employed : op. the huge spear on an Etrusco-

lonian krater figured below (Fig. 133). Homeric epithets for ships refer to

their colour, form, speed, or skilful build. The tarred hulls (/tcXaivai) were

often painted at the bows with blue {KvavoTrpwpos, Kvavoirptopao?), or crimson

(^oiviKOTrapgos), Or vermilion (/itXroTrapTjos). These colours, together with

their inevitably beautiful lines (KopwviSes, opOoKpaipai, and perhaps d/n^ie-

Xio-aat), appealed to the eye. Their speed {6oai, wKciai, lOKvnopoL, wxvaAoi,

irovTOTTopoi) and ingenious construction (yXa<f>vpai, KoTXat, evep-yT^s, Ivira^iun,

ew'^uyot) made a similar appeal to the imagination.

613. The Hesiodic poems {arc. 700 B.C.) make use of the traditional

epithets and add a few practical directions. There are two
Hesiodic ships. '. . ii /? j •

i r
sailing seasons : the first and more risky one in spring after

the rising of the Pleiads ; the second between midsummer and autumn

;

between the two the northerly Etesian winds are blowing in the Aegean.

When the Pleiads set, the ship is to be beached and a stone fence built

about it to keep off the wind and rain : the plug (xiip-apo's) must also be

pulled out lest the rain rot the bottom : tackle, sail, and steering-oar are to

be carefully stored at home till winter is over. The wise man will bestow

his cargo aboard a big merchantman, and will have nothing to do with

a little ship. This allusion to small craft and the phrase vija^ Tr-qyvvaQai

a.paLa.% recall the graceful little vessels depicted on Boeotian bronzes of the

' geometric ' period (eighth or seventh century B.C.). K fibula in the British

Museum shows a ship of the sort handled by two men (Fig. 124). Besides

the high stem and stern, the small deckings fore and aft, the a<^Xao-Tov, and

the single mast in its step, there are several new features to be noted. The

horizontal timbers project at either end so as to form teeth ; and there is

a substantial spur at the bows—an innovation that eflfectually changed the

crescent appearance of the earlier hulls. Cabins of lattice-work are shown,

and perhaps a lantern at the mast-head. The steersman is plying the paddle

over a rowlock with the instep of his foot—a departure from Homeric

custom which may be witnessed in the Mediterranean to this day.

614. During the seventh and sixth centuries the prevaihng types of

war-ship were fifty-oared vessels (irci/TrjKovTopot) and long-boats,
entecon ers. r^-^^

latter were called TrAota jxaKpa or v^is iw.Kpo.i as contrasted
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Fig. 124. Ship on a Boeotian fibtda.

not with the former but with the TrXoia a-rpoyyvXa. or i/^es o-rpoyyuXat,

'round' ships or tubs, i.e. merchantmen {yavkoi, oX/cdScs) broad of beam.

We must not therefore assume that the penteconters were shorter than the

long-boats. In all probability they were the direct descendants of the

Homeric ships of 50 oars—long vessels with small decks fore and aft,

carrying one tier of rowers 25 a side. A good illustration of such a boat,

despite the deficient number of oars, may be found on a Rhodian pinax

now in the British Museum (Fig. 125). It is approximately of the same
date as the Boeotian bronzes, but shows a much longer vessel. The
curved keel is prolonged upwards at the bows and bears a fine a<^Xao-Tov

at the stern. The hull terminates forwards in a formidable spur. Small

decks or cabins are visible fore and aft, bulwarks of interlaced hoops
between them, a couple of steering paddles and eleven oars. Another
vessel on a similar pinax has her bows shaped like a boar's head with

projecting snout. According to Herodotus this form of prow was
characteristic of the Samian navy in the time of Polycrates (532—522 B.C.)

;

and Plutarch states that the 2a/u.aiva or ship of Samian build was invented

in Samos during his reign. But it is probable that the boar's-head prow
was in vogue in the Aegean at an earlier date and was not confined to
Samian vessels : cp. Theseus' vessel on the Frangois vase, which is of
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Fig. 125. Ship on. a Rhodian pinax.

Fig. 126. Ship on the Fran9ois vase.

Long-boats.

Athenian fabric and dates from the first half of the sixth century B.C.

(Fig. 126).

615. Long-boats may be recognised in the war-galleys depicted on

the ' Dipylon ' ware of the eighth or seventh and on the

black-figured Attic vases of the sixth century. These classes

of pottery enable us to trace an advance in ship-building. Of the

fragments found near the Dipylon at Athens one represents a vessel much

like the Rhodian penteconter, except that the foredeck forms two stages

while the bows are marked with a wheel-shaped patch (cp. the later eye).

Others give a view of both gunwales in primitive perspective (Fig. 127),

The waist is fitted with a treUis-work of cross-bars, which served as row-

locks, the oars being presumably attached to the vertical and passed

beneath the horizontal bars. The mast, where present, carries an oblong

sail ; and the position of sheets, braces, and halyards working through

hooks can be determined. Fragments that appear to show two distinct
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Fig. 127. Ship on a 'Dipylon' vase.

tiers of rowers must not be taken to represent triremes, but long-boats

seen in the same crude perspective, the further set of rowers being figured

above the nearer set. A large terracotta lebes found near Thebes and now
in the British Museum affords a very complete picture of such a galley

(Fig. 128). Nineteen men on the one side and twenty on the other are

pulling their oars over a couple of horizontal rails connected with the

gunwale by means of uprights. The oars are fastened to single thole-pins,

though the straps are not shown. The artist has made the further oars

stop suddenly on reaching the nearer oars, presumably to avoid complica-

tion of lines. The rail projects beyond the stem-post, thereby forming

a tooth, and the keel is similarly prolonged into a spur. The a^Xao-rov is

simple and less decorative than the recurved ornament (? a horn) above

the cut-water. A shield is slung on the poop, from which the helmsman
plies two large paddles ; and it is a fair inference from the shield that the

expedition represented is one of a warlike character. The captain, clasping

the wrist of his wife, is about to step on board. An ivory relief from the

sanctuary of Artemis Orthia at Sparta (circ. 600—550 B.C.) represents a

war-ship ofsimilar build using a sail instead of oars (Fig. 129). Three warriors

are seated on deck ; three sailors are occupied with the rigging ; one man
fishes from the raised prow ; another crouches on the long spur ; the

steersman sits at his paddles ; and the captain, as before, bids farewell to

his wife.

The black-figured vases attest a change. In the 'Dipylon' galleys

(eighth or seventh cent.) the rowers were exposed to view (? a^paxroi) and
plied oars attached to tholes. In the 'black-figured' galleys (sixth cent.)

they row through ports and are no longer visible (? KaroLtppaKToi) ; for the

space once covered by the cross-bars has become part of the vessel's side.

A vase by the painter Aristonophus (arc. 650 B.C.) marks the transitional

stage : the rowers, though still exposed to view, are rowing through ports.

Other details of the long-boats may be learnt from the black-figured vases, on
which they frequently figure. The keel sweeps upwards in a gradual curve at
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the stern, and sometimes ends in a goose-head ornament (later called

XijvtV/cos). As a rule there is no poop, because the waist of the ship has
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been raised to the height of the former poop. A gangway or landing-

ladder is sometimes slung aft; for it was by the stern that vessels were

moored to the quay. Forward there is an elevated stem-post, which rises

above a forecastle of considerable size. The forecastle is occasionally

in two stages, and sometimes adorned with a diaper pattern. Below it

projects a long spur, commonly shaped like the head of a boar or fish.

Sometimes a large eye is added on the bows. Usually a railing of some

sort extends as a bulwark from forecastle to stern. Where oars are shown,

they are arranged sometimes in one tier starting from rowlocks on what is

now the gunwale, sometimes in two tiers (cp. Aesch. Ag. i6i'jf.) of which

the upper starts from rowlocks on the gunwale, the lower from ports

diagonally or vertically below the upper oars. The number of oars visible

varies (e.g. 14 in one tier, or 9 -^ 9, 9 -(- 10, 11 ^- 12). One, or more often

two, steering-paddles appear at the stern. There is always a mast and an

oblong sail. But in vessels prepared for action they are cleared out of

the way; or at least the sail is brailed up to the yard. The mast has

sometimes halyard-hooks. The yard is formed of two pieces lashed

together (hence Kepalai). And the rigging includes, as before, halyards,

brailing-ropes, braces and sheets. A sample long-boat of about 500 b.c.

may be seen on a Ay/tx from Vulci now in the British Museum (Fig. 130).

Fig. 130. War- vessel on a iy/tx from Vulci.

616. In round-boats as contrasted with long-boats the waist was

continuous with forecastle and poop. The prow, instead
Roun^.^oatj.

of being shaped into spur or snout, formed a curve roughly
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corresponding with that of the stern (Fig. 131). ' Sails were used in pre-

ference to oars, though a score of the latter might be carried for occasional

purposes. These differences are explained by the fact that the round-boat

was built for a cargo, whereas the long-boat was built for ramming the

Fig. 131. Merchant-vessel on a kylix from Vulci.

Fig. 132. Model of ship with turrets from Amathus.

enemy. On vases of the sixth century merchant vessels have bulwarks of

railings or lattices : later wooden walls (7rapa<^payj«,oTa) and turrets (Tvpyot)

were used as a protection against pirates. These turrets, which projected

overboard, might be as many as eight in number and of considerable

height. The earHest evidence of them is a terracotta model (sixth cent.)
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from Amathus, now in the British Museum, which has two near the stern

(Fig. 132). Merchantmen had a mast and sail of the usual pattern. In
addition to the foregoing there were doubtless many types

of vessels to be seen in Greek waters before 500 B.C. Small " ^^^^'

craft of all kinds (aKarot, kcXt^tcs, KepKovpoi, iiraKTpiSe?, etc.) must have

been very numerous. If the vase paintings found in Italy and Sicily may
be trusted, ship-builders affected more or less grotesque animal forms : the

whole boat was made to resemble a boar (Fig. 133), a shark (cp. later

TrpcWeis), a bird (Fig. 1 34, cp. later kvkvoi,), etc., and the outline was some-

Fig. 133. Boar-shaped vessel on an Etrusco-Ionian krater.

times completed by awnings or by more permanent structures erected

on deck (Fig. 133).

Fig. 134. Bird-shaped vessel on an Etrusco-Ionian kraier.

G. A.
37
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617. Clement of Alexandria preserves the tradition that the Sidonians

were the first to invent a three-banked vessel (rpiKpoTov mw).

Siremes!
Herodotus says that triremes (Tpiiypees) were used on the

Mediterranean and the Arabian Gulf by Necos, who was

king of Egypt in 600 b.c. They seem to have been adopted by the Greeks

at an even earlier date, though a couple of centuries or more elapsed

before they superseded all other types of vessels as men-of-war. According

to Thucydides (i. 13), 'The Corinthians are said to have been the first to

adopt something like the modern style of ship-building, and the oldest

Hellenic triremes are said to have been constructed at Corinth. A
Corinthian shipwright, Ameinocles, appears to have built four ships (vam)

for the Samians; he went to Samos about 300 years before the end of the

Peloponnesian War.' If Pliny {If. N. vn. 206) was right in understanding

Thucydides to assert that Ameinocles made four trire?nes for the Samians,

we must suppose that the historian dated the introduction of triremes into

Greece at about 700 B.C. This is usually regarded as an anachronism, but

is by no means impossible. Thucydides goes on to mention the navies of

Corinth and Corcyra about 664 B.C., that of the lonians between 559 and

521 B.C., that of Polycrates between 546 and 538 B.C., and the Phocaean

fleet that colonised Massilia a few years later than 600 B.C. 'These,' he

continues, 'were the most powerful navies, and even these... appear to

have consisted chiefly of fifty-oared vessels and galleys of war with but

few triremes.' It is surely implied that here and there triremes were to

be found as early as 664 B.C. If so, Ameinocles may have built four of

them in 704 B.C. However that may be, Thucydides adds that about

490 B.C. the Sicilian tyrants and the Corcyraeans had triremes in con-

siderable numbers at a time when the Aeginetan and Athenian fleets were

small and composed mainly of penteconters. It was Themistocles who

inaugurated (483 B.C.) the policy of maintaining a large permanent fleet

by building one hundred triremes, which were used at Salarais ; and these

triremes, unlike later triremes, were not decked throughout.

618. The word rptifpr;; means 'trebly-equipped' {Jap of dpapla-xa,

cp. the cognate Tpia.pp.evo'; applied to three-decked sailing-

usuai theory
giiipg) and docs not itself denote that the vessel had three

of the trireme. . ^ '
t t i i.

tiers or banks of oars. It is, however, commonly held that

such was the case, the rowers of the lowest tier being termed daXapirai,

6aXap.a.KK or OaXap-ioL, because they sat in the hold (? 6aXa/Aos), those of

the middle tier |;-i;ytTat or ^u'yioi, because they sat on the beams (^uya),

those of the highest tier Opavlrai, because they occupied benches analogous

to the Oprjvvs of the Homeric steersman. This view, while satisfying the

literary allusions, is supported partly by the a priori consideration that,

just as the long-boat with two banks was an improvement upon the

penteconter with one, so the trireme with three would have been an im-

provement upon the long-boat with two; partly by archaeological evidence,
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which must be briefly summarised. A relief (Fig. 135) found on the

Acropolis at Athens and dating from about 400 B.C. shows part of a ship,

whose details have been explained (Torr, Anc. Ships p. 45, n. 109) as

follows. The hull is marked by five parallel bands. The two lowest

are waling-pieces (later ^wo-rijjoes), that is, projecting timbers forming

Fig. 135. Waist of a war-vessel on a relief from Athens.

horizontal lines round the vessel. Between them are the ports of the
BaXa/uTaL. The third band is the gunwale: between it and the upper
waling-piece are the ports of the {uyiTat. On seats raised slightly above
the gunwale the dpavlrai are represented rowing oars that are attached
to tholes and seemingly pass under the fourth band, which may be a
gangway (-TrapoSo;). Above the Opavirai is a structure resembling a modern
hurricane-deck supported on uprights. The same arrangement of waling-

pieces, gunwale, gangway and hurricane-deck recurs on coins of Cius in

Bithynia about 300 B.C. Again, a trireme on Trajan's column has three
tiers of oars, the OaXd/xiaL coming through ports between two waling-pieces,
the t,vyiaL through ports just below the gunwale, the OpavinSes through
lattice-work above the gunwale. With regard to the internal arrangement
of BaKajilrai, ^vyirai and Opavlrai, it is held that each rower sat below
but a little to the rear of the rower above him, so that 6a\afj.LT-i]s ^vyLxr]^

dpaviTYi^ formed an oblique, not a vertical line: this would economise
space and facilitate their movements. Others think that the OaXaplrai
sat close to the vessel's side, the ^u-ytrai higher up were distant from it

the breadth of one thwart, the dpavlrai still higher were removed by the
breadth of two thwarts : the oar of each rower would then pass over the
head of the rower below.

37—2
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619. The difficulties attached to all hypotheses based on the assump-

Another ^^°^ °^ Superimposed tiers of oars become impossibilities when
theory of the we advance from triremes to ships with 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and
trireme.

^^^^ ^^ banks of oars. In fact, the only escape from them
lies in the direction of a very different theory. Col. Yule {Travels of
Marco Polo i. pp. Ix.—Ixix.) remarks that the mediaeval fleets had galleys

termed by Italian writers biremes, triremes and quinqueremes, the dis-

tinction between which depended on the number of rowers that sat on
one bench pulling each his separate oar, but through one rowlock port.

The system of grouped oars was in vogue down to the sixteenth century.

The width of the galley was much increased by an outrigger deck

projecting beyond the ship's side and supported on timber brackets.

This framework was the rowlock upon which the oars rested and to which

they were fastened by strap and thole pin. In the centre line of the deck
ran a raised gangway clear of oars. Each galley had from 25 to 28

benches a side arranged as in the diagram (Fig. 136), where a, b, c mark the

Gunwal&.

C o r s i a or Central Gangway.

Fig. 136. Arrangement of rowers in a mediaeval trireme.

position of the three rowers. In front of each bench was another lower

bench or stretcher: the stroke was given by the rower mounting upon

his stretcher and letting himself fall back in a sitting posture on the

rowing-bench. Mr H. F. Brown (Academy, Sept. 29, 1883, p. 219 f.)

suggested that this arrangement of rowers might explain the Greek

trireme. And Prof. Ridgeway inclines to the same view, adding that

in all likelihood the traditional build of Greek and Roman galleys

descended through the Byzantine fleets to those of Ravenna, Venice, etc.

The Greek trireme on this showing had rowlock-ports, through each of

which passed three oars plied by three men seated on one bench. We
thus obtain for the first time an adequate explanation of Aeschylus' strange

periphrases rpia-KaXjxoi vSies, Tpia-KaXfuoi /SapiSes (Pers. 679, 1075): a vessel

with three tiers of oars superimposed could not be described as 'a three-
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tholed barge' any more than a building with three stories as 'a three-

windowed house' ; but if each porthole had three thole-pins for its three

oars, then the distinctive feature of the ship is well expressed by the word
TpicKaA./j.os.

As to the terms daXa/xLTrj^, ^vytVij;, BpavcTrj?, two possibilities present

themselves, (i) On the one hand Mr W. W. Tarn, who accepts the

system of grouped oars, argues well {Journ. Hell. Stud. 1905, xxv. 139 fif..

Class. Rev. igo6, xx. 75 ff.) in defence of the view that these terms had
nothing to do with the horizontal rows or banks of oars, but denoted three

divisions or squads of rowers, the ' thranites ' being astern, the ' zygites

'

amidships, the 'thalamites' in the bows. He contends that the 'tha-

lamites ' got their name from the SaXa/ios or ' cabin ' in the bows, the

'thranites,' as Prof. Ridgeway {Class. Rev. 1895, ix. 266) suggested, from

the Qpriw^ or ' raised step ' of the helmsman astern. This explanation is

certainly tenable, though it does not agree with all the statements of the

ancient scholiasts and lexicographers. (2) On the other hand, it may be

held that the 6aXafji.LTr]'s was the man who rowed nearest to the porthole

{6akaf).iri Hdt. v. 33, cp. Ar. AcA. 553, Reace 1232); the ^uyiVijs, he who
sat next him originally on the beam (^uydv) ; the 6pavvTr}% he who worked

the longest oar by rising on a stool (OpS.vo's) to gain force for his stroke.

If we suppose that the rowers' bench was in three steps or levels, we can

satisfactorily account for all passages cited in proof of superimposed

rowers e.g. Schol. Aeliani quoted by Graser de re na-vali §41; ixovtjprj';

Kol Siyp-qs Koi i(f)e^rj'; (Xeycrai) Kara Toy's UTiy^ovi Tois Kara to vi/'os eir'

aWriXoi'S, EtyM. Mag. s.V. ^aXa/itat Kwiraf ...b KarMTaros epirrji 6aXa.jxio%

Xeyerai, 6 Sc /j-icroi ^vytos, 6 Se dvuiTaTOS BpaviTr)^. If again we suppose that

the bench was bent aft as in the mediaeval galleys, we can understand such

passages as Schol. Ar. Ran. 1074 Bpavir-q^ ovv 6 tt^os riji/ irpvixvav fvytVrjs

6 /AOTos- 60X0.11.10% 6 TTpbi rriv Trpiopav, for c is nearer to the stern than

l>, b than a. The trireme would still be TpiKpoTo^ vavs, propelled by three

(TToixot of oarsmen ; for if we stood at the prow and looked aft, we
should see three ascending files of men on port and starboard side

respectively'.

Neither view excludes the employment of two tiers of rowers. Marino

Sanuto (a.d. 1300—1320) speaks of two-deckers in which each deck

was occupied by groups of three or foir men to a bench. Similarly

the acropolis relief may be taken to represent two tiers of daXa/juTai

with their oars, the lower tier rowing through ports just above the

lowest waling-piece : the other sloping lines may be strengthening

timbers of some sort, if not brackets supporting an outrigger-deck like

that of the Venetian galleys. The vessel on Trajan's column has two

' See Classical Review XIX. 376 for the elevation and cross section ol a model trireme

arranged on this hypothesis.
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possible tiers of oars rowed through port-holes in her side, and one

admittedly impossible tier rowed through lattice-bulwarks. In short, this

theory satisfies all the literary and archaeological evidence hitherto adduced.

It has also the great advantage of showing—as will be seen later on—how

the trireme-system developed into that of the many-banked vessel. It may

be added that in 1883 Rear-Admiral Fincati of the Italian navy made

practical experiments with Venetian barges arranged in the two conflicting

methods, the superimposed and the side by side. He found that, while

the former was almost unmanageable, the latter gave the surprising

speed of nine miles an hour.

620. Concerning Attic triremes of the fourth century valuable infor-

mation is afforded by inscriptions containing inventories of

the*trireme. *^^ Athenian dockyards between 373 and 323 B.C. (c.i.a.

II. nos. 789—812). From these we gather that triremes

commonly had as many as 200 oars, viz. 54 6a\a.fiiai,, 54 t,vyuu, 62 Opavi-

TiSes, 30 irepiveto, though lower numbers also are found. Two questions

arise. Why more OpaviTiSes than 6a\a/xtat or ^wyiai? And what were

the Tr€piv€(o? To neither question can a certain answer be returned.

It is probable that, where the converging lines of the gunwale left

insufficient room for benches of three rowers each, a couple of dpavhai,

seated one in front of the other, were accommodated on either side of

the vessel fore and aft: the space altogether beyond the oars at the

bows and stern was called the Trapiieipea-M. It is also probable that the

TTipLveta were simply ' spare oars ' for use in case of accident. The oars

were of no great size; for they could be shouldered gear and all on a

forced march. Thus the irc/oiVew measured only 9 or 9^ cubits in 373

—

372 B.C. All the oars were worked against tholes (o-KaX/xoi), to which they

were fastened by leather loops (rpoTrcuTiypes, KcoinjTijpes). The port-hole was

fitted with a leather flap (aa-Kuifia), probably to protect the woodwork from

friction. When a trireme was used as a transport for cavalry (lirnriyoi,

iTTTraycoyos) her oars were reduced to sixty in number, and the hold was

occupied by the horses. On either side of the bows one, or sometimes two

large eyes {6(f>0a\.iJ.oC) probably served as hawse-holes. Just behind these

were massive projecting cat-heads (eTrwTiSes), which served a double pur-

pose. From them the anchors (ayKvpai) of iron weighted with masses of

stone and lead, later of lead throughout, were slung; and, in ramming an

enemy's ship, the cat-heads would protect the oars from damage. They

were sometimes enlarged and strengthened by props (ai/rr^ptSes) in order to

inflict injury on the hostile prow. Gunwale and gangway ended at the

cat-heads. The projecting spur carried a ram (e/ty8oXos) with an auxiliary

ram (!rpoey./36\iov) above it. Rams had three teeth and were of wood

sheathed with bronze, they were sometimes twisted or torn off from the

trireme's nose (o-t/iw/ia) by the shock of the collision. So great was this

shock that the timbers of the vessel ramming had to be secured from
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starting by means of two or more girdling cables (viro^wfJiaTa) passed

horizontally round the entire hull. Above the ram rose an elevated stem-

post; and ship was distinguished from ship by a badge {<nr)fx.iiov), which

might be a carved figure-head {ima~qiJ.ov) or a relief or painting on the bows

{irapa.a-rjfji.ov). The Stern still terminated in a curved tail-piece : hence coins

of Phaselis in Lycia show the hinder part of a war-ship with an ac^Aao-Toi/

bent towards the mast. The stem and more often the stern ornaments

(aKptarripia, later aKpofXToXia) were lopped and kept as trophies. The
steering apparatus consisted, as before, of two large oars (ir7j8a'A.ia, some-

times TrXrJKTpa) tied between two pegs just below the gunwale with a loop

(^evyXrj). The term o'a^ properly denotes the handle of a steering oar, but

was also used of the entire paddle including the blade (irTepuf). The two

handles were perhaps connected by a tiller (Plat. Politicus 272 e Trv^SaXiW

oittKos a.(j>efjievos, cp. Lucian, navig. 6 Imo XiTTTy Ko.fxaKi to. TqKiKama irTjSaAia

Trepiaipitjimv).

Two kinds of sails, lo-Tt'a fieydXa and aKareia, were used on Athenian

triremes about 400 B.C. In prospect of a sea-fight the former were put on
shore and the latter were hoisted. Corresponding to these two types of

sail, two types of mast (io-tos ^e'yas, io-tos ctKaretos) and yard (Kepaiat

jucyaXai, Kepalai aKciTctai) are entered on the inventories about 350 B.C.

Many ships carried a mast and yard of each kind for alternative use. Two
timber supports (irapaa-TdTai) were employed for one or other Of these

masts. The ropes (roTreia) about 350 B.C. were Jjuavrts or halyards (?), -jrdSes

or sheets, iirtpai or braces, dyKoiva or fore-stay (?), ^aXivos or back-stay (?),

KctAws or brailing-ropes (?). Not long afterwards the second or lighter

rigging was discarded in the Athenian navy; for the inscriptions show that

in 330 B.C. and the following years triremes had simply mast (io-to's), yard
(Kepaiai), sail (icrTtov), and lOpes (roireLa) : these last included p.r)pvfX.aTa.

KoXwSiW or loops of brailing-ropes (?) in place of the earlier k<x.\o>'s; but

other details are wanting. The sails were commonly of Unen, and about

330 B.C. a finer and a coarser variety of sail-cloth were in use. The ropes

were mostly made from flax or papyrus-fibre. Protective awnings of sail-

cloth or horse-hair were spread over the open spaces on board before a

fight. Triremes in 406 B.C. carried Trapappv/jLaTa, in 405 and again about

377 irapa^kriixaTa. In 357—356 each trireme had two 7Tapa.ppvp.aTa XiVKoi,

two irapappvjxaTa rpixiva, one KaTdjiX-qpa, and one VTr6p\rjixa, In 325—324
triremes still had these four varieties, but by 323—322 the viropXrjpara had
been dropped. Some such coverings are carried on the poop of a black-

figured long-boat now in the British Museum. Gangways (awo/^ddpai),

ladders (KXi/j.aKiS£9, KXi/xaKis), and poles of various sizes (kovtoi) also formed
part of a war-ship's equipment. Attic long-boats and triremes were built of
fir, or failing that of pine : for merchantmen pine was preferred. Triremes
had, however, a keel of oak, since they were frequently hauled ashore

:

merchantmen had a keel of pine, with a false keel of oak or beech. The
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remains of the ship-sheds at Zea and Munychia, each built to contain one

trireme, show that the sheds were originally about 20 feet broad by more
than 144 feet long: the beam of an Attic trireme was therefore about

one-seventh of its length.

621. Quadriremes (reTprfpcis) were first built by Dionysius I of Syracuse

_ , . in ^q8 B.C. according to Diodorus, though Aristotle ascribed
Quadriremes , . .

, r^ . . . ^ ° . . .
,

and quinque- the innovation to the Carthaginians. Inscriptions of 330/329
remes.

^^^^ 325/324 B.C. mention quadriremes at Athens. The
number and management of their oars is unknown. If triremes were

rowed by three men to a bench, quadriremes were probably manned on the

same principle, like the Venetian galleys of a.d. 1316 with four rowers to

each bench. Quinqueremes (irevTijpm) also were invented by Dionysius I

in 398 B.C., if Diodorus is to be trusted: Pliny states that they originated

at Salamis. Dionysius II had some in his fleet, and they appeared in the

Athenian inventories in 325/324 B.C. At the battle of Ecnomus in 256 B.C.

the Roman and Carthaginian quinqueremes carried about 300 rowers and

120 combatants apiece. In 212 B.C. we hear of 400 rowers aboard a

quinquereme, and of the same number in a.d. 40. Of their distribution we

know nothing. But again the probability is that ancient, like mediaeval,

quinqueremes were rowed by five men on each bench pulling five oars

through one rowlock-port.

622. Throughout the latter half of the fourth and the whole of the

j^^j.
third century b.c. the kings of Sicily, Macedonia, Asia and

exceptional Alexandria rivalled one another in constructing enormous
='^=- men-of-war. Ships of 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and is-fold

equipment (ll^fpeis, eTrxTjpeis, k.t.X.) were successively multiplied. And

even larger vessels were launched. Demetrius Poliorcetes in 288 B.C.

built certain eKKaiSeK»/pci9, which were regarded as portents. One of them,

or one like them, in the Macedonian fleet of 197 B.C. was expressly

mentioned in a treaty with Rome: she sailed up the Tiber in 167 B.C.

and gave her name to one of the Roman docks. Archimedes is said to

have built an (iKoa-rjprj's for Hieron of Syracuse, and Ptolemy Philadelphus

to have possessed one ciKoo-jjpr/s and two rptaKovTijpu^. The existence of

such gigantic craft is proved by an inscription from the temple of the

Paphian Aphrodite in Cyprus, which commemorates the builder of a 20

and a 30-fold vessel. Finally a recra-apaKovT-ijprj'; vaCs was constructed by

Ptolemy Philopator (222—204 B.C.). It has sometimes been regarded

as mythical: but Athenaeus v. 37 cites the description of it given by

Callixenus of Rhodes, a contemporary of Philopator, and Plutarch, Demetr.

43, probably draws upon the same source. According to them its length

was 280 cubits. Its beam (from TrapoSos to irapoSos) 38 cubits. The stem

towered up 48 cubits above the water; the stern-ornament, 53. The

draught was less than 4 cubits. It had a double prow carrying 7 rams,

and a double stern. There were 4 steering-paddles 30 cubits long. The
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oars (kuttoi dpaviTLKai) were weighted with an equipoise of lead at the

handle end: the largest of them measured 38 cubits in length. Twelve
girdling cables 600 cubits long strengthened the fabric of the boat. It

held more than 4000 rowers, 400 sailors, 2,830 soldiers on the deck, besides

servants, stores, etc. Callixenus' account of this leviathan throws some
light on the other colossal vessels enumerated above. It could be floated

in a dock 4 cubits deep; it had high stem and stern; it was 280 cubits

long. These dimensions suggest comparison with a Nile-barge built by

Sesostris, which also had a length of 280 cubits (Diod. i. 57). Probably

Philopator's boat was a similar flat barge with but one tier of oars. It is

noticeable that the Tecro-apaKovTJ/'prjs, the TptaKovr-qprjs, and one of the

eiKocrifpcts, were built by kings of Egypt, and might therefore naturally be
modelled on the ordinary Nile-barge. The other tlKocnjprj^, the cKKatScKTj'pets,

TTCVTC/caiSeKifpcts, Tpia-KaiSeKijpei'S, ScoSfKifpEis, IvSeKijpets, SeKijpets, and ivvijpei's,

were all built either by the Ptolemies or by those who had come into

frequent connexion with them, so that they too may well have been barges

:

the SeKtjpus under Antony at Actium are expressly said to have stood only

10 feet above water (Orosius vi. 19). The oktt^'/dijs, eTrrifpet?, I^r/'pcis in all

probability were of like pattern. We must not, however, suppose that these

exceptional vessels were rowed on the trireme system. Forty men on one
bench pulling forty oars through one port is only less absurd than forty

tiers of oars in a ship drawing four feet of water. The fact is that tiers of

oars superimposed would very soon become impossible ; and even grouped

oars have a comparatively narrow range. The latter method which, as we
have seen, was practised during the Middle Ages was in the first half of the

sixteenth century superseded by the use of long sweeps plied by from 4 to

8 or even more men apiece. The Greek k^-qpu^, etc. may have been rowed
on the same system. This explanation squares with all that we know of the

barges in question. Memnon, a historian of about Hadrian's time, describes

{ap. Phot. p. 226) an oKTrjprjq called iy A€ovTo<j>6po's, which belonged to the

fleet of Heraclea on the Euxine in 280 B.C.: he tells us that it carried

1,600 rowers, 1,200 fighting-men, and 2 steersmen; also that 100 men rowed
each file ((TTot;^os). Now 100 rowers to each o-Tor^os and 8 (ttoI)(ol on port

and starboard side respectively amount to 1,600 rowers all told. Similarly

the Tecra-apaKovTr/prji must have been a big barge with, say, 100 sweeps, each

worked by 40 men. Of these 40 it is probable that 20 pulled, while 20

pushed: Babylonian boats of very considerable size were propelled in this

manner (Hdt. i. 134).

The ships termed qp.ioXl.ai. or TpLrj/jnoXiai from about 350 B.C. onwards
were presumably manned by 'once and a half or 'thrice

half their normal crew. This may have been managed by
i'^',°^[ol°al.

doubling the rowers abaft the mast, as was the case with the

fusie or lighter galleys of the Venetians, which had their oars in pairs from
the stern to the mast but singly from the mast forward.
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623. It will be seen that three distinct stages can be traced in the

evolution of the Greek war-ship, (i) The penteconter and

war-sh\ps.°^ long-boats had a single tier of oars, each oar being pulled

by one man. Increase of motive power could as yet be

secured only by lengthening the boat so as to accommodate more rowers.

(2) Triremes, quadriremes, and quinqueremes made an advance by multi-

plying the number of rowers on each bench, the several rowers pulling

their several oars through the same port-hole. (3) 'Eiijpw; k.tX further

multiplied the oarsmen, while they economised the oars, probably by
employing a single tier of sweeps, each of which was worked by from

6 to 40 men. Mediaeval galleys were evolved in precisely the same

way, every successive stage being the result of practical experience and

experiment.

624. The Greeks themselves distinguished between {a) an old and

{d) SL new method of naval warfare.

(a) The old method aimed at making the sea-fight
Naval war-

resemble a land-fight. The vessels engaged had their decks

crowded with hopHtes and light-armed troops: these, as

soon as they were within striking distance, attacked the enemy with spears,

bows, etc., while the ships remained stationary; so that the issue was

decided, not by the manoeuvres of the rowers, but by the quantity and

quahty of the fighting men on board. This elementary method, which is

illustrated by Figs. 133, 134, was still in use towards the close of the fifth

century B.C. Thucydides describes the battle between the Corinthian and

Corcyraean fleets off Sybota (432) as follows: 'The decks of both were

crowded by heavy infantry, with archers and with javeUn-men: for their

naval arrangements were still of the old clumsy sort. The engagement

was obstinate, but more courage than skill was displayed, and it had

almost the appearance of a battle by land. When two ships once charged

one another it was hardly possible to part company, for the throng of

vessels was dense, and the hopes of victory lay chiefly in the heavy-armed,

who maintained a steady fight upon the decks, the ships meanwhile

remaining motionless.... Brute force and rage made up for want of tactics'

(Thuc. I. 49). Later, such fighting was exceptional: e.g. Nicias' fleet in

the harbour at Syracuse (413) were forced to contend airo t<5v vcuJr ttc^o-

/xaxt'a; and, when the Syracusans cut down their prows and strengthened

their cat-heads (en-uriScs) with additional timbers to increase the effect of

their charge, the Athenians responded by the use of iron grapnels (x"pes

<7i8j?/DaT) to prevent the ship which had charged from sheering off (Thuc.

VII. 62).

(d) The new method, brought to perfection by the Athenians in the

course of the fifth century B.C., involved a wholly different principle. The

customary weapons of land-warfare were almost entirely discarded. Instead,

the trireme itself was now regarded as a missile to be launched with sudden
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violence against the vulnerable parts of the enemy's vessel and again as

suddenly withdrawn by means of dexterous rowing. Especially charac-

teristic of this method were the two manceuvres named SieKirXous and
ircpiVXovs. The 8tEK7r\ovs, practised e.g. by the Ionian fleet at Lade (494)
and mentioned in connexion with the Greeks at Artemisium (480), meant
that a single line of ships passed between the ships of the opposing line,

turned swiftly, and charged them from behind. The irepiTrXous consisted

in out-flanking the enemy ships so as to charge them beak to broadside.

It was in order to avoid the SieWXous that the Peloponnesians in the Gulf

of Corinth (429) 'arranged their ships in the largest circle possible without

leaving an inlet, turning their prows outwards and their stern inwards:

within the circle they placed the smaller craft which accompanied them,

and five of their swiftest ships that they might be close at hand to row
out at whatever point the enemy charged them.' To meet this the

Athenians under Phormion 'ranged their ships in a single line and sailed

round and round the Peloponnesian fleet, which they drove into a narrower

and narrower space, almost touching as they passed, and leading the crews

to suppose they were on the point of charging' (Thuc. 11. 83 ff.). Both

the SieKTrXous and the Tre/DtTrXous involved making an i/jL^oXtj or charge with

the beak (l/njSoXoi/) : but Athenian ships were too light in the bows for a

direct prow to prow charge (e/iySoX-^ avTtVpwpos). As distinguished from

these definite manoeuvres a chance collision or unsystematic attack was
termed wpocr/SoXi;.

625. The trireme was much faster than the merchantman; for, though

both were rigged alike, the former could supplement its „ ,
,

sailing powers by means of a large number of oars, whereas ancient

the latter carried only a few for occasional use. Besides, the vessels,

lines of the trireme were designed with a view to rapid movement, those of

the merchantman with a view to storage-room, (i) Xenophon states (an.

VI. 4. 2) that it was a very long day's voyage for a trireme with the help of

its oars to go from Byzantium to Heraclea in Bithynia: the distance is at

least 120 nautical miles; and, reckoning 'a very long day' at 16 hours, we
thus obtain an average rate of at least 7^ knots. The same author else-

where {Ile/l. II. I. 30) says that Theopompus of Miletus, who brought the

tidings of victory from the Hellespont to Sparta in 405 b.c, reached his

destination on the third day: now from Aegospotami to Gytheium, where

he would land, is certainly not less than 330 nautical miles; Theopompus
must therefore, at the lowest estimate, have covered no nautical miles per

day. From Thuc. iii. 36 ff. we learn that, on the voyage from Athens to

Mytilene (at least 186 nautical miles), it was possible for a trireme making

the passage at its topmost speed almost to catch up one that had started

about 24 hours earlier but was in no particular hurry. (2) According to

ApoUonius Rhodius i. 601 ff., the distance trom Mt Athos to Lemnos,

i.e. about 30 nautical miles, is as much as a well-equipped oXicas could
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traverse between dawn and midday: this gives about 5 knots as a good

pace for a merchantman, and a total of some 60 per day. In Thuc. 11. 97
it is asserted that 'the voyage round (from Abdera to the mouth of the

Ister) can be made by a merchant vessel, if the wind is favourable the

whole way, at the quickest in 4 days and as many nights ' : the distance in

question is at least 460 nautical miles, i.e. 115 for each day + night.

Herodotus observes (iv. 86) that a sailing-vessel (vijSs) in the course of a

long day can go 70,000 opyutai = a fraction over 69, and in a night 60,000

= a fraction over 59 nautical miles ; nearly 130 in all, therefore, in a long

day and a night. In Lycurg. c. Leocr. 60 we are told that from Athens to

Rhodes was a four days' voyage : the distance is at least 264 nautical

miles, which allows an average of 66 per day. A greater pace became

possible in Hellenistic times. Pliny, H. N. xix. prooem., quotes some

examples of exceptionally rapid passages. Arrian too speaks of traversing

500 stades, i.e. nearly 50 nautical miles, between sunrise and noon. In

fact, ancient sailing records compare by no means unfavourably with the

average rates of our own day.

For further details see A. Cartault, La trilre aMnienne, Paris, 1881, C. Torr,

Ancient Ships, Camb. 1894, and in Daremberg-Saglio, Diet. Ant.
lograp y. ^^ 'navis' (Paris, 1904), pp. 24-40. Cp. also the able articles

of W. W. Tarn on 'The Greek 'Waxah.vp,' Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1905, xxv.

pp. 137-56, 204—24, on 'The Fleets of the First Punic War,' ib. 1907, xxvii.

pp. 48-60, on ' The Dedicated Ship of Antigonus Gonatas,' ib. 1910, XXX.

pp. 209-22, and on 'Thranite, Zugite, and Thalamite' in the Class. Rev. 1906,

XX. 75-7.

*5lf* The theory of the trireme here advocated will be found set out (with

illustrations of a model made under the direction of Mr Wigham Richardson)

in The Classical Review, Oct. 1905, xix. pp. 371-7.
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VI. 12. THE CALENDAR.

626. The civil or calendar day {i.e. our day of 24 hours), called by

the Greeks riiJ.ipa, or, for more exactness, wxdrnxepov, was

reckoned from sunset to sunset. The period of darkness,

vv^, was divided into kcnripa, \v-)(yii>v d(^ai, wpoSTOS virvos, fjieaai vvktk, and

opdpo's. The period of light, ij/xepa in a restricted sense, was divided into

trpiisi (later op6po%), ixicrr] -qfnepo. or fj,€(Trjiji./3pLa, and SuXrj. But rrpwi is often

contrasted (meaning ' early ') with oi/fe ' late,' and SciXt; Trpwia with SciAi;

oi/fi'a. The dawn, ecus, was reckoned by Homer as part of the day, later as

part of the night. These periods were never exactly defined. A more

careful measurement of time was introduced when Anaximenes (about

520 B.C.) borrowed from the Chaldaeans the ttoXos or yvwfjiuiv, a kind of

rude sundial, in which a perpendicular staff threw its shadow on a measured

table. The daylight was then divided into twelve equal parts (f-^pr], after-

wards (Spat), which varied in length, of course, at different periods of the

year. Another contrivance, which could be used in the dark, was the

KXapvipa, a bronze cistern fitted with a tap which would emit a measured

quantity of water in a given time. On a campaign, the night was divided

into three or five equal ^vXaKai, measured by a KXeij/vSpa. As the nights

and the <f>vXaKaL grew shorter, the tap could be plugged to restrict the flow

of water. Only astronomers regarded the day as a period of 24 equal hours

((upai ia-qfiipLvaC).

627. Occasionally the year was regarded as divided into two seasons

only, ^£005 and yau-uiv. In this case, 6epos is sometimes
' '^

,
•

1 r ,1- r The Seasons.
meant to cover the six months from the morning rising of

the Pleiades to their morning setting (mid-May—mid-Nov.) : but, more
often, it is the ' open ' season (March—Nov.) when campaigning and
voyaging were possible. Generally, however, the year was divided into

three seasons xup-uiv, lap, Oipos. The hottest part of the summer was called

oKwpa, and (after 450 B.C.) a fourth season, called (jiOivoiroypov or p-eToirapov,

our 'autumn,' was commonly admitted. Various dates were assigned for

the commencement of spring, but, since the morning-rising of Arcturus was

always regarded as the beginning of autumn, probably the evening-rising

of the same star was the most generally recognised commencement of

spring.

628.' The natural duration of a month, or moon-period (p^ifv), is 29 days

12 hours 44 min. 3 sec. The Greeks, who never knew this

measurement exactly, estimated the month at 29^ days, and
avoided the fraction by assigning 29 and 30 days to alternate months.

The- month of 29 days was called 'hollow' (xotAos) : that of 30 days 'full'

(-/rA.i;pr)s). Each month was divided into three periods, 8cKaS«, though in

a 'hollow' month the last tiecad had only nine days. The periods were
commonly named Sexas irpwri] or p.ijv6s ia-raixtvov, ScKas Sevrepa or //.eo-i? or
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fjir/vo's juecrovvTos and Sf/cas Tpirq or fi-qvo^ <^9ivovto%, e^iovro';, XyjyovTO^. But

the error in the estimate of a lunation was so great that, in early times, the

months cannot often have corresponded with the moon and there was little

reason to adhere to any precise rule in the naming of the days. Hence,

in Hesiod ((?/. 765—828), the days are numbered sometimes continuously

from I to 30, sometimes by their place in a decad. But, after Solon's

time, the method of intercalation was such that the month did correspond

pretty nearly with the moon and most days were named according to their

place in a decad, those of the last decad ((^^tVovros) being usually counted

backwards. Hence, in Attic writers, the names of the days are as follows

:

I, vovfxrjvia. 2, 3, 4) S€VT€pa Itrrafjiivov, Tpirr] 'uTTa/jiivov, T£Tpas ifrTajXiVOv

(k.t.X.)— 10, ScKaTjj IcTTa/jLevov. 11, evScKaTrj. 12, ScoSeKCtTTj. 13—ig, irpwrrj

—iva,Ti] /j.eaovvro'; or Trpwrrj eirt ScKa

—

evarrj tTrl ScKa. 20, etKCis or eiKaSe;.

21, heKarr] (J^Olvovto'; or SeKaTrj va-repa. 22, ivdrrj (J>6lvovto^ or (in the 4tb

century) Sevrlpa p,e.T EiKciSas. 23, oySoij (JjOlvovto's or TpiTrj /jut eixaSas.

24, lySSdju.77 <f>6ivovT0i or Tcrpas /xet' ciKaSas, and SO on to 27, rerpas <j>divovTos

or i^Sofirj p-er ci/cciSa?. 28, rpirq t^OivovTO^ or oyBoTj /x.€t* eiKaSas. 29, (in a

full month) Sevrepa <j>divovTOi or ivdrfj p.er eticaSas. 29, in a hollow month.

or 30, in a full month, rpiaKots or Ii/tj koi via (' old and new moon '). The

name Seicanj Trporlpa also occurs, but it is uncertain whether it refers to the

loth or the 20th. It will be observed that there was no Seurepa ^Oivovros

in a hollow month. Theoretically, the months consisted of 29 and 30 days

alternately, but (owing to the neglect of the odd minutes in the true

lunation) an extra (e//.;8oA.t/Aos) day was required every 32 or 33 months.

This day was apparently inserted as ievripa 4>0ivovTo<; in a hollow month,

so that occasionally three months of 30 days each occurred together.

629. The natural duration of a year, i.e. of the revolutioi? of the earth

round the sun, is 365 days 5 hours 48 min. 48 sec. This

period may be measured from a solstice or from an equinox.

The Attic year began, theoretically, with the summer solstice, but the civil

or calendar year began with the first day of Hecatombaeon, which fell

always more or less near Midsummer. The following is a list of the Attic

months ;

—

1. "EiKaTop.po.mv (about July).

2. McTayetTi'iiov (Aug.).

3. Boij8po/i«oV (Sept.)

4. Tlvavopimv (Oct.).

5. Matp-aKTYipuav (Nov.).

6. noo-eiSewi' (Dec).

7. ra/i5j\i(ijv (Jan.).

8. Av6e(TTripiiDV (Feb.).

9. 'EXacjir/lioXLiav (March).

10. MovwxMv (Apr.)

11. ®apyrjXLwv (May).

12. 'SiKipo<j>opi(av (June).

Different places had different names for the months and began the civil

year at different times. Those Laconian months of which the names are

known appear to stand in the following order: 6, 'Aprc/tio-ios (March).

7, repao-Tios. 8, 'EKaT0;ix/3cus. 9, $Xta(rios. lO, 'Hpatrios. II, Kapveios

(August). The names and order of the Delian and Delphian months are
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known and the names but not the exact order of the Boeotian months.

In Delos, Elis and Boeotia the year began with the winter-solstice : in

Sparta, Achaia and Aetolia with the autumnal equinox. Universally only

12 months were named and the intercalary month (to be presently

mentioned) repeated the name of the month after which it was inserted.'

630. Twelve months, of 29 and 30 days alternately, contain only 354
days, so that a twelve-month was short of a year by 1 1 days

interca a ion.
^^^ ^ fraction, which fraction the Greeks never estimated

exactly. The deficiency was supplied by inserting, every two or three

years, an extra month of 30 days. In Athens, this month was inserted in

winter after IXoctciSeiov, and was called UocrctSemi' SevTcpos'. In a cycle of

8 years (oKTaerrj/Dt? or cvvacTr/pts) three intercalary months were inserted, but

so that there should never be thirteen months in two consecutive years.

Eight years of 354 days contain 2,832 days, and three intercalary months

of 30 days each raise this total to 2,922 days. This is equal to 8 solar

years of 365;! days. But 99 lunar months of 29I days contain 2,923J days,

so that, by the end of 8 years, the vovivqvla fell i-J- days before the actual

new moon. Three intercalary days were therefore inserted every 16 years;

but obviously these additional days, which made the months coincide with

the moon, prevented the year from coinciding with the sun. The regula-

tion of the calendar thus involved perpetual difficulties, and Meton, in

432 B.c, proposed a new and more satisfactory cycle of 19 years, in which

there should be 7 intercalary months (see § 281). A modification of this

cycle was introduced at Athens about 340 B.C., but afterwards the old

oKTaeTTjpts was adopted once more. It should be observed that the import-

ance of a correct calendar was brought home to everybody by the

recurrence of certain fixed agricultural festivals. For instance, the wpo-

yjpoa-ia, a festival which preceded the autumn ploughing, was fixed for

a date in Boedromion, and the Panathenaea, a festival held on the

conclusion of harvest, was fixed for a date in Hecatombaeon. It would
have been absurd to hold these festivals on the given dates, if the dates

did not coincide nearly with the agricultural operations thus celebrated.

It may be inferred, therefore, that the charge of the calendar was com-
mitted everywhere to certain i€pojj.v)j/xov€<;, whose duty it was to secure

the regular performance of proper rites : but very little information is

obtainable on this point (cf. Aristoph. JVul>. 615—626).

The chief modern authorities are A. Mommsen, Das Kalenderwesen der

GnVc/^^^j, 1883; G. F. Unger in Iwan v. Miiller's //«?z^i5Kir/z, 1886;

and Schmidt u. Riihl, Handbuch der griech. Chronologie, 1888.

The main outlines of the subject, given above, are undisputed: but endless

difficulties arise in the details.

' It is obvious that the insertion of this month would disturb the sequence of 39 and

30 days for alternate months, so that the same month might be ' hollow ' one year and
' full ' the next ; moreover, the intercalary month was itself sometimes nominally ' hollow,'

though it contained 30 days (in which case one day was treated as intercalary).
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VII. I. A TABLE OF THE RELATIONSHIPS OF A MAN.

§ 631.
•jrpoyovoi

TTfioiraTUip— TrpofiriTbip

I

6 rirapros yove^s

I

TrpoTraTTTTos

,1
7ra7r7ros= Tr}9if}

iraTpofiiiTWp

fiTJTpOirdTOJp— flTJTpOfXTjTiap

trdinros 6

irpds fiTjTpos

Oela v4vvQ%

T'qBU TraTpws

Trarpcidekcpos

deTos 6 TTpbs TraTp6s

iraTTjp = ^t) firiTrip

(2) fiTjrpvtd

dueipLos dve^id

vivvos

flijTpWS

/jLTjTpddeXtpos

deios 6 irpds fiijTpds

Tljdls

iKvpos = ^KVpd
Trevdepide^S 7r€v6ep6s=ir€v6€pd

I I I

yafjL^pos = dd€\(fi^ dSe\(f>6i ANHP= yw^ yvvaiKa5€X<pos yvvaLKadi\<piij— di\ios

ddfiap vdepbs

ddeXtptdovs ddeXtpcdij
\

vios = vvos 6vya.T7}p= yafi^p6s

Trevdepos

vldovs

^yovos

I

^KyovoL

vhdrj dvyaTpi5ov% duyarpLdij

N.B. /tti/rpwos or Trarpuios stepfather is necessarily omitted from the above Table.

KairiyvTiTos brother^ KO.GiyviyT'q sister^ and compounds of these {as Tra.rpoKa.a'iyvtyro^) are also

omitted. Some terms are doubtful: e.g. Pollux (Onom. III. i6. li) restricts vivvoi to the

mothei^s brother or mother^sfather, (See Liddell & Scott, s.v.)

It will be observed that a man's relations by marriage seem to be called in-

discriminately ircvBepol or ya/i^pot, but usually in prose irefdepSs means 'father-in-law'

and ya/i^pis ' son-in-law.'

A woman had some special terms of relationship, viz. ydXws husband's sister,

darip husband's brother, ebdrrip brother's wife or husbands brother's wife. It does not

appear that a man had any special name for his brother's wife.
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VII. 2. RITUAL OF BIRTH, MARRIAGE, AND DEATH.

632. The Greek woman was attended in child-birth by a midwife {iJi,ala,

juaievT/Dia) or a female slave, not by a doctor. The birth of

a boy was advertised by the hanging of an olive wreath to the

house door, of a girl—regarded as unlucky—by a woollen fillet. The new-
born child was laid on the ground to gain strength by contact with Mother
Earth and with its buried ancestors. The father, by lifting it up, acknow-
ledged its legitimacy. The child was at once bathed in water or water mixed
with oil or (at Sparta) with wine. It was then swaddled in swathing bands
(a-irdpyava), and laid in a XtKvov or winnowing basket for cradle. The usual

head-gear of a child was a pointed cap, and it was customary to hang about
its body /Sao-Kavta or charms. As soon as practicable, i.e. on the fifth or seventh

day, the first formal rite was performed, the afntpiSpo/ua. House, mother and
attendants were purified, and someone, probably the father, stripped of his

clothes (yu/ivo's), ran round the hearth carrying the child, a rite intended to
make the child walk and run quickly. The scholiast on Aristoph. Zys. 757
says that at the a/i^t8po'j«ia the name was given, but this seems usually to
have been postponed to the more public ceremonial of the tenth day (SeKarri),

to which relations and friends were bidden. On this occasion took place

a sacrifice and feast, the guests brought presents (among them a-rjmai and
TrXeKTavai, to give the child a good grip of things), and the father, if such

was his intention, formally recognized the child. A male child frequently

took the name of either paternal or maternal grandfather. Public opinion,

except at Thebes, countenanced the occasional exposure (l/c^ccns) of

children. Mythological stories show that in heroic times it was not in-

frequent. Tokens for recognition (yvoipCcrfjiaTa) seem sometimes to have
been attached. The duties of a well-to-do mother were shared by a nurse

(rpo<j)6i), sometimes by a wet-nurse {tit6i]), and the relation between child

and nurse seems to have been close and enduring.

633. Marriage among the Greeks was arranged by the parents or near

relations, often with the help of a match-maker (irpoixvij- „ .

o-rpia). The necessary preliminary was the betrothal (eyyv-

i)o-is or iyyvrj), in which the woman was handed over by her Kvpio's, her

nearest male blood-relation. If this ceremony were neglected or performed

by the wrong person, the marriage was null and the children illegitimate.

It was usual, though apparently not prescribed by law, that a dowry {irpoti

or <l>^pvq) should be settled on the wife, a very necessary arrangement in

view of the great facilities for divorce. The meaning of the term ihva,

wedding-gifts, seems to have fluctuated, denoting in Homer gifts given by
the husband for his wife, and later wedding presents given as now by
the guests. The month most in favour for marriage was Gamelion, and
certain days, e.g. the fourth day after the new moon, and the day of the

G. A. 38
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full moon, were regarded as specially lucky. As regards the actual ritual of

marriage, the preliminary ceremonies to propitiate the gods (TrpoyaVio)

seem to have been separately performed by each family, and at no fixed

date. Both bride and bridegroom propitiated the local gods (fitoi cyxwpiot)

by some form of personal dedication, either by the offering of a lock of

hair, or in the case of a river-god by bathing. The primitive meaning of

the ceremony is placed beyond doubt by the formula in use among Trojan

girls, Aa/8e ft-ov, 'SiKoifrnvSpe, ttjv n-apBo'Lav. The river-bath was later repre-

sented by the ante-nuptial bath in water brought from a sacred spring at

Athens, Callirrhoe. The vessel used was called the Bath-Carrier {-q

X.ovTpo(j>6po^), and sometimes appears in effigy in the graves of those who
died unmarried. A sacrificial feast {OoCrri yafj-iKt]} was given by the

Fig. 137. Carrying Liknon in marriage procession, from a black-figured amphora.

bride's father, and probably at some other time another feast known as

the ya/tijAia was given by the father of the groom to his tribesmen. To
this feast it was customary to subscribe {yap.rjXlav da-(f>ipuv rots ^panpari).

At the doLvq yafiLK-rj sacrifice was made to the household gods, and the

sesame wedding-cake (a-rjcraijurj), made of pounded grain and honey, was

eaten. Women were present with the bride, but sat apart. The bride

was then taken home by the groom ; she was veiled, and sat between the

groom and his best man Trapai/v/ti^os or ira'poxos, who drove the bridal

chariot. She was accompanied by her mother, who bore torches lit at

the father's hearth, and with them went a crowd of revellers and flute

players. If we may judge from vase-paintings, the mother of the groom,

isearing lighted torches, also awaited her at the door of her new home.

In Boeotia the axle of the wedding chariot was burnt on the arrival of
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the bride. If the groom was not married for the first time the Trapavvfjicfios

alone brought the bride. At her entry into her new home the bride was

greeted with a shower of grain, fruit and sweetmeats (KaTaxva-fj-ara), and

Solon prescribed that within the bridal chamber she should eat a quince with

the groom. At Athens it was the custom at marriages that a boy, both

of whose parents were alive (a'^^t^aA^s irats), should carry a Xikvov (Fig. 137)
full of loaves, and then pronounce the words, Bad I have fled, better have
I found (l^uyov KttKoV, evpov afteivov). At Athens the priestess of Athena
at some time not stated carried the aegis into the house of the newly
married. Festal hymns had probably accompanied the whole ceremony,
but the actual epithalamia were sung by the bridesmaids outside the bridal

chamber, those sung in the evening being known as the KaTaKot/i7;TtKa,

those in the morning as the Sti/ycpTi/ca.

634. After death the eyes and mouth were closed by the relatives, and
the head veiled. The women of the family washed the

dead man and anointed him, clothed him in white, decked P^^"?
^""^

1 • • 1 11 /-n 1 1 - burial.
him With woollen fillets, and crowned him with flowers or

vine-leaves. Aristophanes specially notes that the 6pl.yavo% was in use.

So decked he was ready for the Trpodimi, or lying in state. He was placed
on a couch, his face toward the door. In his mouth, where the Greek
keeps his small change, was placed an obol, not originally as a fee for

Charon (vavkov), but as a minimum precautionary sum for the dead man's
use. Its connexion with Charon was a bit of popular myth-making,
possibly due to the joke hazarded by Aristophanes. The honey cake
(/icXtToScrcra) placed in the dead man's hand, originally the normal offering

to the underworld gods, was later in like manner associated with Cerberus.

An oil flask (kT]Kv6oi) was placed at the dead man's head, and friends and
relations gathered round to say farewell, while a dirge was sung by hired

mourners {dp-qvwSoi). A vessel of water was placed at the house door, that

each departing guest might purify himself from ceremonial uncleanness
contracted by contact with the dead. On the day after the irpoO^a-ii took
place the actual funeral, the eK<f>opa,, which had to be finished befoie sunrise.

At Athens no woman under sixty years of age might enter the room from
which the dead man had just been removed unless she were one of the next
of kin, a regulation obviously due to a desire to keep the dead man's
soul, released by death, in the family. The same desire explains the
regulation that women relatives should walk behind the bier in its passage
to the grave, to catch the soul should it flutter away. The body was laid

on a bier and borne either on a car or on the shoulders of friends ; hired
mourners and flute-players as well as friends and relations accompanied
it to the grave. The ceremonies at the grave varied of course according
as the body was buried or burnt. Cremation was practised by the
Northern immigrants, the Achaeans, inhumation and occasionally embalm-
ment in honey by the indigenous primitive population. Cremation is

therefore the uniform practice in Homer, but inhumation reemerges in

38—2
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classical times, e.g. in ^schylus. When the body was burned, a more
expensive and tedious process, a pyre {Tcvpa) had to be erected; as the

fire burned down, wine or water was poured on the ashes to extinguish

them, and the bones and ashes of the body were collected in a vase

(oa-ToXoyiov). In the Case of burial, as the grave was filled up friends and

relations threw in vases, terracotta images and the like, not wholly out of

sentiment, but from fear that the dead man, if not pacified, might return to

claim his goods. Save in the case of a public funeral, we hear of no

oration nor even of any spoken ritual, but the dead man was thrice saluted

by name in a loud voice (rpis avaKak^lv, jioav), and the funeral proper

was over. The funeral company went straight back to the house of the

nearest relative, where a feast (TrepiSctTrvoi/) was given. On the third and

ninth days sacrifices (ei/ayiV/tara) were offered at the tomb (rph-a, hwra),

and again on the dead man's birthday, and the anniversary of his death,

also at the public festival of the veKuVta, the All Souls' Day of the Greeks.

The dead man became a chthonic Saifioiv, potent for good or evil His

natural symbol as such, often figured on tombs, was the snake. Regulations

about suicides and unnatural criminals, e.g. fratricides, were based, then as

now, on the belief that they were potential vampires, and must so far as

possible be incapacitated. The fear of the vsimpue-revenani grew with

the practice of burial in place of burning.

Fig. 138. Scene at grave-mound surmounted by a stele, from
a black-figured lekythos in the Naples Museum.

635. The funeral monument was ordinarily a mound (ru/t/Sos) or simple

slab- (cTTijKr]), or column (klwv) to mark the place of burial

(Fig. 138). Occasionally it took the form of a hero chapel

(i]pmov). Primarily, no doubt, the dead man was buried

within his own family precinct; later the custom arose of burying the

Funeral
monument.
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dead by the sides of public roads. The inscription was ordinarily just so

much as was needed for identification, i.e. the name, father's name, deme.

At Sicyon no more than the dead man's name and that of his father appear
;

at Sparta even the name was forbidden. In later days eulogistic verses came
into fashion, and the salutation xdxpf., and when faith declined and sacrilege

was dreaded, elaborate curses are invoked on the intruder. When sculpture

is used to adorn the tomb, the subjects represented are usually simple scenes

of human life, but cast in somewhat hieratic mould; not unfrequently a

mourning Siren is sculptured on a tomb; otherwise, save for the occasional

appearance of Hermes Psychopompus, mythology is conspicuously absent.

Cenotaphs were erected for those whose bodies had disappeared, and over

the grave of a murdered man a spear was set up and watched by relations

for three days.

Greek mourning usually prescribed black garments and close shaven

hair; at Argos white was worn. It was customary then as now to observe

a certain amount of seclusion during the period of mourning. This varied

in various places; at Sparta it was only twelve days, at Athens and Argos

thirty.

Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopddie, sub voc. ifufuSfiofiia, etc. for Classical

references; F. B. Jevons, 'Greek Burial Laws and Folklore

Customs,' Classical Review, June, 1895, p. 247, for theories as to

the origin of ritual and for many details ; Ridgeway, Early Af^e of Greece,

1901, Chap. VII. 'Inhumation, Cremation and the Soul'; Harrison and Verrall,

Mythology and Moiiuments ofAncient Athens, 1890, sec. D ; Harrison, Prolego-

mena to the Study of Greek Religion, 1903, Chapter Vll. ; E. Samter, Geburt,

Hochzeit, Tod, Leipzig, 1911 ; A. Dieterich, Mutter Erde, Leipzig, 1905.

VII. 3. EDUCATION.

636. For the time of Homer we have only sKght glimpses at the

methods and aims of the training of children. Phoenix, we
learn, taught Achilles ixvOwv re py^rrjp ijxevai irprjKrrjpd re Homer,

ipy<av, from which we see that the power of effective speech spaAa^"
was even then made an object of education. But for the

most part the intellectual training was limited to the use of the lyre and to

singing. Dancing, wrestling, swimming and other athletic exercises were
practised, but no hint is given as to any general teaching of them. The
education of the boy in morals and religion was doubtless given by the

father, and mainly by his example : while the girl learnt her household
duties and the rules for her conduct in daily life from her mother. The
first trace of any educational institutions is to be found in Crete, where
gymnasia existed at a comparatively early date, and are said to have been
maintained by the State. But these were not intended for youths under
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seventeen years of age (Hesych. s.v. a-n-aycXoi) ; up to that time they learnt

at home reading, music and the laws of their country ; it was only when
they were taken from their parents' care, and placed under military

disciphne in ayc'Aat, that the State training began : and though it included

music and dancing, the aim was simply to make them the better soldiers.

The same may be said of the famous Spartan discipline. The greatest

care was taken to train boys in hardihood, and in skill in the use of

weapons, as well as in obedience and good discipline. They perhaps

learnt to read, and certainly were taught music and singing : but on the

whole it was a physical and moral, not an intellectual, training which was
given to the young Spartans.

637. Schools, in the modern sense, appear first in the Ionian colonies

of the islands and of Asia Minor, where first the use of writing

Schools. for hterary purposes became general. Herodotus (vi. 27)
tells us of a school at Chios, the roof of which fell in shortly

before the battle of Lade (494 B.C.), crushing all but one of the 120 pupils

who were assembled in it. A year or two earlier a similar mishap befell a

school in the island of Astypalaea. Laws for the regulation of schools are

ascribed to Solon (Aeschines Ti?n. §§9— 11), and if these are genuine,

schools must have existed at Athens early in the sixth century. The general

prosperity which followed the Persian wars must have given them a large ex-

tension. But it is only at a later date that we find any traces of either State

support or private endowment. The earliest instance of the former is when
during the Persian occupation of Athens, the Troezenians, who had given

shelter to the Athenian women and children, resolved that the latter should

carry on their education in the schools of the town at the public cost.

Later on we find endowment quite common : e.g. at Rhodes in 162 B.C. the

State accepted a large donation of corn from Eumenes, 'that its value

might be invested, and the interest devoted to pay the fees of the tutors and

schoolmasters of their sons,' for which Polybius rather sharply censures

them : and an inscription of the first century at Teos shows that there were

there three salaried teachers of literature, two of gymnastics, and one of

music, whose income was in part at least provided by endowment. But at

Athens schools were entirely ' private ventures.' Nor was there any State

control other than that secured by the laws. In some Dorian States there

were officers called TratSoi/d/ioi, who were charged with the oversight of the

training of boys : but probably they did not concern themselves with any-

thing but the gymnastic exercises. We read in Plato {Crit. 50) that the

laws required parents to train their children in ' music ' and ' gymnastics,'

but we have no knowledge how these laws were enforced. Apparently the

court of Areopagus had a general power of supervision, in the days when its

functions were unrestricted. After the reforms of Ephialtes, it is probable

that the Sophronistae, whom we find afterwards charged with educational

duties, took up this office. Naturally the character of the schools varied

greatly. Demosthenes taunts Aeschines with having been an assistant in a
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school of no repute, kept by his father, where he discharged the humblest

and most menial functions, while he himself had been going cis ra

Trpo(rrJKOvTa StoacTKaXeta,

638. Up to the age of seven years children remained at home under the

charge of their mother, or, in well-to-do houses, of a nurse

(rpoi^os), who was almost invariably a slave. From her lips Home train-

they would learn stories of the gods and heroes, and fables ga^es.
'

of animals ; and sometimes tales of ghosts and hobgoblins,

such as those which aroused the disapproval of Plato, to scare them into

good behaviour. Healthy occupation was found for their restless activity in

many kinds of games, most of them such as are still familiar to our

nurseries :—the rattle (irXaTayTj or KpoTaXov), an invention of the philosopher

Archytas, ' in order that having the use of this, they may not break any of

the things in the house, for Httle creatures cannot keep still ' (Arist. I'o/.

V. 6. 2), toy carts, boats, beds, tables, cooking utensils, dolls of clay and
wax, and dolls' houses. Other recorded games were perhaps better suited

to a later age, such as ball-playing {o-rfiaipa), the hoop {rpoxo?), top

(po/ij8os), and swing (auipa) ; blind man's buff (xa^^i? fji,v2a), the tug of war
(IXkuo-tiVSo), and many others. Especial favourites were knuckle-bones
(ao-TpayaXoi), and jumping or standing on an inflated and well-greased

wine-skin (a(TKU)Xia(r/ios).

639. The girls continued to receive at home such training as was
thought needful, which doubtless varied greatly in different

cases. There are certainly instances in which Athenian 51^""*'°"°^

women knew how to read and write : and there is a charming
terra-cotta (not, it is true, of Athenian origin) which represents a girl seated

on her mother's knee and learning from a roll which she holds. Probably
too they learnt dancing : music seems more doubtful among those of good
repute : and few had any kind of intellectual training. The newly-wedded
wife of Ischomachus in Xenophon's Oeconomicus knows nothing but the

labours of the loom, and habits of temperance, modesty and teachableness.

She has been trained 'to see, to hear, and to ask as Httle as possible.'

And when her husband takes her education in hand, it is Hmited to the

duties of a good housewife. It was one of the boldest of Plato's proposals

that women should have the same training as men (Rep. v. 451 f ). Teos
is the only place where girls are spoken of as going to school along with

boys, and even there the education of the former ceased at an early stage.

In some Dorian States the girls were allowed to take part in gymnastic
exercises and contests. In Sparta the girls were thoroughly trained in

athletic exercises, especially in dancing, running and wrestHng; and
whether they practised entirely naked, as some authorities imply, or only
lightly clad in the short chiton, as seems more probable, their freedom is in

striking contrast to the seclusion usual in most Greek States. But the
testimony, not only to the splendid vigour and beauty of the Spartan
women, but also to their high tone of morality and their influence in the
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State, proves that the perilous experiment under the existing conditions

was by no means unsuccessful.

640. As soon as the boys were too old to be managed by their mothers

or the nurses, they were placed under the care of •n-aiSaycoyoi.

Jogues
^' These were invariably slaves, and too often slaves who were

unfit from age or some physical defect for ordinary work.

But though often rude and boorish (if we may argue from the way in which

they are usually depicted in works of Art), they were, so far as possible, of

high and trustworthy character. Their main duty was to look after the

morals of the children. They kept them under constant supervision;

taught them what was becoming in eating, drinking, dress, bearing and

general behaviour ; and corrected faults, at times with considerable severity.

They regularly accompanied the boys to school, but took no part in the

teaching. It is commonly said that they waited during the hours of lessons

in a room called TraiSaycoyetoi/. The principal objections to this view,

which is strongly supported by the derivation of the word, are (i) that the

school kept by the father of Aeschines, with reference to which we find this

term used, was not one likely to have had anything but the barest neces-

saries ; and (2) that on vases and the like iraiSaytoyot are depicted as present

in the schoolroom itself

641. The purpose of education, especially in the earlier time, was not

to stimulate or gratify intellectual curiosity, but to develop in

*aSon"
^'*""

the future citizen the physical, mental, and moral excellence

which might fit him to do good service to the State. The
religious element was, to our notion, singularly lacking : but it was to some

extent provided, partly by the religious observances of the time, partly by

the frequent public festivals in honour of the various deities, and mainly, so

far as definite beliefs were concerned, by the study of the national poetry,

especially the hymns. The two main branches of education

trafning. were yvfj-vaaTiKT) and fwva-LKTj. Plato lays it down that boys

should begin with the former : but we have no definite in-

formation how far this was usual in practice. There are indications that

they went on to some extent side by side, the latter naturally occupying the

earlier part of the day, while the later hours were given to physical recrea-

tion. Gymnastics were taught by a 7rai8oTpt/3-i7s, in a TraXaLuTpa. There

has been much discussion as to the precise distinction between a yvixvaa-iov

and a Trakaia-Tpa : but two facts are clear. The term yv/Avacriov is never

used with reference to education, until a very late date : and a iraXaitTTpa is

often found as a term for a part of a yvp.vd<TLov. Hence it is safe to say

that a TraXato-rpa is either a training school for boys, or that part of a

gymnasium specially devoted to wrestling (iraXaUii') and boxing. In the

former sense it commonly bore the name of the owner or the original

builder. The palaestra was an enclosed place, if possible near a running

stream, and open to the air, that boys might be accustomed to bear the

heat of the sun : eo-Kiarpae^iyKok, like the Latin umbratilis, was a term of
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disparagement, as contrasted with qXnafi.e.vo';. In wrestling, skill and supple-

ness of limb were of not less importance than strength: and ali kinds

of tricks were encouraged {e.g. viroa-KeXi^eiv) : but we can hardly believe

that the ferocious practices which marked some contests (Avyifeiv, rpa-^Xi-

t,iiv, ayx^i-v, EKfcXav tov SaKTvXov) were permitted to boys. In the TrdXr/

opO-q a wrestler was vanquished if he was thrown thrice by his opponent

(cp. Aesch. Eum. 589 iv pkv to8' ijSij tuJc t/d«3v iraKa.i.tTp.a.TUiv) : in the

aKivh]iTi,% or KvKiiyvs the struggle was continued, as the wrestlers lay on the

ground, until one confessed himself beaten. Boys wrestled naked, having

first anointed themselves with oil, sprinkled with sand. After the contest,

the oil, dust and sweat were scraped off with a a-TXeyyi's (sti-igil), and a cold

bath was commonly taken, in the form of a plunge and a swim, if a river

was near. Warm baths {j3aX(xvtla) were not unknown, especially in the

luxurious Ionian towns ; but they were always looked upon with some dis-

favour (Ar. Nub. 991). Next in importance to wresthng was running. We
learn that at Olympia boys were only allowed to contend in the short race, a

single course of the ard^iov (about 200 yards) : it is probable therefore that

school training was limited to this : and the distance may have been further

graduated according to age. Leaping, both the high and the broad jump,
with and without a run, and usually with the aid of weights (dXr^pcs),

throwing the quoit (Sio-KOySoXia) and the spear (aVovTio-;aos) were also

practised. As to the place of boxing in the training of boys, we have little

information ; but as there was a prize for boxing open to boys at Olympia
as early as 616 B.C., it was probably not neglected, though it could hardly

have held a prominent place.

642. In fi.ov(TiKri the first stage was the study of ypa/i/iara, i.e. reading

and writing, under the ypap.jxa.Ticm^';. Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus {De Comp. Verb. c. 25) gives the following wrfttng^
*'"*

account of the method pursued in his time (ist cent, a.d.)

' First we learn the names of the elements of speech (o-Toixfta t^s

cfxavrji), that is the ypafxp-aTa, then their several forms and values

(ruirous Koi Swafxeii), the syllables and their modifications (ra irtpt ravra

TrdOr)), and finally names (ovo/aara) and verbs (pTj/xara), and connecting

particles (a-uvS^o-fjiovs) and the changes which they undergo (to. crvp-fie.-

/SijKOTa TovToi.%), contractions, expansions, acute or grave pronunciation,

cases, numbers, inflexions, and the like. Then we begin to read and
to write, at first syllable by syllable, very slowly, and the more rapidly, as

we acquire some familiarity.' Some have supposed that Dionysius here
describes the method of acquiring the power of reading, not by learning

the names of the letters first, but by learning their powers, so combining
them at once into syllables. But this is hardly consistent with his language,
and is directly contradicted by a passage in Athenaeus, which tells how
there was a kind of chant used in schools :

—

jSyjra a.Xrf>a fia, /BrJTa ei ,8e, etc.

A terracotta plate found in Atrica, doubtless intended for use in schools,
contains a number of syllables ap fdap yap Sap ep j3tp yep Sep ktX, The
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study of grammar which Dionysius describes was of course common only at

a later date, when the Sophists had brought this into fashion. In learning

writing the pupil had to follow lines {ypamxai) drawn by his master with a

sti/us on a tablet : it seems to be uncertain whether these were straight

lines drawn to regulate the size and evenness of the letters as in our copy-

books, or letters to be traced over by him. The former is the more natural

meaning for ypa/i/tiat, but the latter course was known to and approved by

Quintihan (i. i, 27). For writing they used at first boxwood tablets (iruft'a)

covered with wax, on which letters were scratched with a stiVus (ypa<^ts or

ypa<f>LSiov, not cttCXos) : afterwards papyrus was employed, with a reed pen

(KaA.a/Aos) and ink (/xikav). Tables or desks were never used in schools

:

the tablet or paper was rested on the knees, as is usual still in

the East.

643. Whether arithmetic was taught in the schools, as Plato would have it

taught in his ideal State (Zaz«/j VII. 819), seems doubtful. It

and drawing. ''^^^.s never regarded as a part of TraiSeia, but probably from

its practical value it was not wholly neglected. Reckoning

on the fingers (eVi SaKTvXwv oru/iy8aA.Aetr6ai, irefiTrd^eiv) or with the help of

pebbles {onro ij/TJ<j>u>v Xoyia-acrOai) or an abacus (dlSaKwv) may have been

picked up at home, or as part of the ordinary business of hfe. Later on,

when the educational value of mathematics was better understood, and

when the training of children was less exclusively directed to the develop-

ment of character, some elementary teaching of arithmetic and geometry

became usual : but we cannot say whether this was given by the ypa/iixa-

ria-TTJ^, or by a special teacher. We learn that drawing (ypat^iKij) was made
a school subject, and to some extent combined with mathematics, first by

Pamphilus, the head of the Sicyonian school of painting, early in the fourth

century (Plin. H. iV. xxxv. 76 f.). The purpose of teaching it was partly to

train the eyes to the appreciation of beauty, partly to help in judging

works of Art, that, as Aristotle rather quaintly puts it (Fol. v. 3. 7), they

might not be cheated in the purchase and sale of household goods.

644. Plato allows three years for the mastery of the rudiments of read-

ing and writing, but doubtless before this was completely

Literature. achieved boys began the study of the poets. At first this

consisted mainly in learning verses by heart, and we find on

vases pictures of boys standing before the teacher, who is seated, and who
reads from a roll. Afterwards the matter was more carefully explained, and

the poets served as manuals, not only for mythology and for morals, but

also for geography and history. The chief text-book was Homer : it was

not uncommon for Athenian boys to know the whole of the I/iad and the

Odyssey by heart. Hesiod and the cyclic poets were also studied ; and the

gnomic poets, Theognis, Solon, Mimnermus and Phocylides, as well as the

lyric poets like Tyrtaeus were learnt, mainly in selections and chresto-

mathies. We have a very interesting specimen of the illustrations used in

teaching poets in the tabula Iliaca of Theodorus, now preserved in the
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Capitoline Museum at Rome, which contains scenes from the Iliad, with

brief descriptions appended.

645- For fjLova-iK-ij in the narrower sense there was usually a special

teacher called KiOapia-njs, though there are instances of the

same master teaching both ypaix/xarLKTij and fj-ova-iKij. Boys Music,

were taught at the same time to play on the lyre and to sing.

The instrument used was commonly the simpler Xvpa, not the more
elaborate KiOdpa preferred by professional musicians. The pipe (aiAds)

was not unknown in schools, as we see from the instructive representation

of a school in the famous vase of Duns (Fig. 139) ; but it was in fashion at

Fig. 139. Vase-painting by Duris, on a cylix.

Athens only for a short time after the Persian wars, though it was always
much used m Boeotia. It naturally could not be played by a smger it was
supposed to disfigure the face, and its music was thought to be unduly
exciting. Music was studied partly as a graceful accomphshment for hours
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of leisure, partly as adding pleasure to festive gatherings, at which every-

one was expected to play and sing in his turn, but especially for its influence

upon the temper and character. The Greeks always attached immense

importance to the moral effect of music, and distinguished the influence of

the various keys or modes in a manner which our ignorance of the exact

nature of Greek music precludes us from realising or appreciating very

clearly. The Dorian mode, for example, was regarded as moral and manly,

the Lydian as effeminate, the Phrygian as orgiastic, the Ionic (a subdivision

of the Phrygian) as suited only for drinking-songs. Such of the Greek

tunes as have come down to us seem to our modern ears very unattractive.

Undoubtedly the training in singing would be accompanied by a careful

study of rhythm and metre, and also of pronunciation, in the widest sense,

including tovo?, irvAjxa, and xP°^°^- Also the language of the lyric poets

would suggest more thorough instruction in poetic diction and dialect, as

well as in a wider range of mythology and history.

646. At the age of fifteen or sixteen yv/xvao-TiKT] claimed a greater part

of the time of the pupil, though the attention which he con-

Gymnastics, tinued to give to ixova-iK-q would doubtless depend upon his

own tastes and the social position of his parents. The earlier

gymnastic exercises were probably (as Aristotle held that they should be)

light and easy, such as might develop the grace and vigour of the body,

without putting too great a strain on it. But three years or so after the

date of puberty the time came for more severe training, both in diet and in

exercises. Yet the wisest teachers always drew a sharp line between the

training which made men vigorous and brave soldiers, and that which led to

professional athleticism. The term 'trainer' (iratSorpi'iSiys) came to be

distinguished in the later time from that of 'teacher,' and his profession was

less esteemed. The difficulty of carrying out high intellectual training

along with excessive physical exertion was recognised, and the brutalising

effects of pure athleticism deplored (§ 422). Dancing was apparently

but little practised by any but those who were in training for the chorus at

public festivals. It was more general perhaps in the case of girls ; and at

Sparta it was usual for all, especially in the form of the warlike Pyrrhic

dance.

647. A wide extension was given to the traditional basis of education

by the influence of the Sophists. The common feature of

The Sophists, this class of teachers, widely as they differ in many respects,

was a dissatisfaction with the narrow limits of the ordinary

culture, especially as failing to satisfy the demands of a legitimate intel-

lectual curiosity. They offered, to all who cared to pay their fees, instruction

in subjects either entirely new, or largely developed by their efforts.

Protagoras, for instance, taught systematic grammar, and correctness of

diction {opBoi-Kua), Prodicus the distinction of synonyms, Hippias the rules

of rhythm. Generally speaking, dialectics and rhetoric (as developed by

Gorgias), the elements of physical science, mathematics and philosophy
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were the subjects which attracted students of leisure from all parts of

the civilised world to Athens. But our limits prevent us from dealing with

these higher and purely voluntary studies. It is only needful to observe

how the extension which they gained must have had its influence on the

range and method of the work of the ordinary schools, so that we have to

be careful in applying the abundant information which we have as to the

first and second centuries after Christ to the fifth and fourth centuries B.C.

648. It may, however, be worth while to notice the origin of what has

been called ' University life at Athens.' From seven to

eighteen years of age, a boy learnt at Athens what his father's The Ephebi.

wishes or means prescribed for him. But at the latter age

the State took the control of him for a period of two years. We learn

about the institution of e^ij/Jei'a mainly from inscriptions (§ 750), and from

Ar. Pol. Ath. c. 42. It was probably instituted in the year 336 B.C. ; the

earliest inscription dealing with i<^-r)^oi dates from 334—3 B.C. At first it

was purely a military organisation. All sons of citizens at eighteen years of

age, after passing a SoKi/iacria, were placed under the charge of cxux^povixnaL

and Kocr/iijTat, and trained to military duties. They were maintained at the

public cost, and wore a uniform dress (at first dark, or even black, after-

wards white) : for the first year they served as a garrison to Munychia or

the Acte of the Peiraeus : in the second, after receiving a shield and a spear

from the State, they patrolled the country or garrisoned the forts. By
degrees the service seems to have become voluntary ; the recorded numbers

greatly diminish, and finally strangers are admitted. Naturally it became

more and more restricted to the rich, and the age of entrance was not defi-

nitely fixed. In the third and following centuries before Christ the military

and gymnastic exercises are supplemented, and the former ultimately

replaced, by elaborate courses in literature, rhetoric and philosophy ; and at

the same time the regular period of study is limited to one year. The
professors, on whose lectures attendance was compulsory, were not paid or

appointed by the State : they were probably selected by the officials, and

remunerated by the fees of their students. There were numerous students'

clubs and reunions, and a common library in the Ptolemaeum, a fragment

of the catalogue of which still exists. Of course the attendance on lectures

was not restricted to the Ephebi : from all quarters students came to com-

plete their education at what thus became the premier University of the

Roman Empire.

Grasberger's Erziehung und Unterricht im klassischen Alterthume (Wiirz-

burg, 3 vols., 1864-81) is a complete storehouse of information. . .

Cp. also P. Girard, ^Education AthMenne (Paris, 2nd ed. 1891),

and his articles Education and Ephebi in Daremberg and Saglio's Diet. ; also

Becker-Goll, Charikles II. 19-83 and 213-50 (Berlin, 1877); J. L. Ussing,

Erziehung undJugetidunterricht bei den Griechen und Romern (Berlin, 1885);

J. P. Mahaffy, Old Greek Education (London, 1881) ; K. J. Freeman, Schools of
Hellas (London, 1907, etc.); E. Ziebarth, Aus dem griechischen Schulwesen

(Leipzig, 1909) ; J. Oehler, Epigraphische Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Bildung

im klassischen Altertum (Wien, 1909).
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VII. 4. BOOKS AND WRITING.

649. The vehicle by which Greek literature was preserved and trans-

mitted from the earliest times until perhaps the second or

rou.
''^^^'^"^

third century after Christ was the papyrus roll. Alike in

respect of form and of material, this was an import from

Egypt, where it had been in use from a very remote time. A detailed

account of the way in which the papyrus was treated in the Egyptian

paper-factories is given by Pliny {N. H. xiii. 74 sqq.), but it is obscure

in many points, and has given rise to a great deal of discussion. Without
going into the minuter details of the process, it may be said here that the

material used was the pith of the papyrus-reed {Trdirvpos, ^vfiko^, fiC^Xo's

:

botanically Cyperus papyrus), cut vertically into slices. In order to make
a sheet of paper, these slices were laid some vertically and others trans-

versely, pressed together, and dried in the sun : unevennesses were then

smoothed or pressed away, and the sheets glued together into a roll.

The writing was arranged in columns, in which the lines of writing

ran parallel to the long side of the roll. Only one side of the paper was
used in books meant for sale. Those written upon both sides (oitkt&o-

ypa(j>a) were for private use, and were in the nature of rough copies. In

order to read a roll, it, or rather the wooden cylinder on which it was
wound, must be taken in the right hand. It was then opened with the left

hand, and the reader began with the first column : as he proceeded further

and further towards the right, he rolled up with his left hand the portion he
had now read.

The length of the early rolls was very considerable. We are told

of some that were 150 feet long, and would contain the whole I/iad or

Odyssey. Clearly this great bulk must have been a grave inconvenience,

and we have evidence that the discomfort of it was felt. The well-known

saying of Callimachus

—

f/.cya ^ipXiov fiiya KaKov—alludes to this matter and

to nothing else. Callimachus was speaking, not as a poet or as a literary

critic, but as librarian of the great Alexandrian library, whose contents and

catalogue he arranged. He must have had to deal with enormous masses

of the unwieldy old rolls, and have suffered as much as we do now from

a large folio book without an index. The theory of Birt is that we owe to

Callimachus in a great measure the subdivision of ancient Greek works

into dooks. It is at least clear that from a fairly early period authors were

influenced by the size of the papyrus rolls ordinarily manufactured, and

divided their works into such portions as could conveniently be contained

in single rolls. The manufacture of papyrus had its head-quarters at Alex-

andria, and all matters relating to its size, quality, and price were carefully

regulated in Roman times. In Pliny's day the standard quantity of a roll

was twenty sheets. The best quality of paper (at first called hieratica, but
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subsequently Augusta) was about 9^ inches wide, though there was a kind

of ' large paper ' \macrocollum) as much as a cubit wide. The inferior sorts

decreased in width, down to about five inches. It should be borne in

mind that the slices of pith from the centre of the papyrus stalk were alike

the largest in size and the best in quality. The papyrus-trade was carried

on by the Arabs after their invasion of Egypt in the seventh century a.d.,

and ceased altogether, it is believed, about the year 950.

650. Side by side with papyrus, another material was in use for several

centuries, which was destined entirely to supersede its older „ ,
', , , , \ 11 I • Parchment.

rival. This was parchment \pergamena) or vellum (j)itu-

linutn). Rolls of skin were used by the Egyptians in quite early times,

though rarely in comparison with papyrus : and the Jews probably

employed skins throughout their history for the reception of their sacred

books, as indeed they do at the present day. Herodotus, too, tells us that

the Ionian Greeks wrote upon skins {Si<f>9epaL), and Diodorus Siculus

speaks of the Sicjidepai on which the ancient records of Persia were

inscribed. The place which has given its name to parchment—Pergamum
—was in later classical times the centre of the parchment trade. Pliny

quotes from Varro a story that Eumenes II, king of Pergamum (rgy

—

158 B.C.), was forced to use parchment for his library because the Ptolemies,

jealous for their own library at Alexandria, forbade papyrus to be exported.

The story is not generally believed, but it contains the truth that Pergamum
was particularly important in connexion with the development of the use of

parchment. From Pergamum the article must soon have made its way in

some quantity to Rome; and once at Rome, its diffusion over the whole
civilised world was assured. Its superiority to papyrus consisted, firstly

in its greater durability, and secondly in the fact that it was procurable in

any country, while the papyrus-reed could only be cultivated in one very

limited area. For all that, it did not make its way to the front at once.

We have no clear evidence as to the comparative value of the two
materials. At least we know what the determining influence was which
eventually gave to parchment its well-deserved supremacy. It was that of

the Christian Church, which, influenced no doubt by the practice of the

Jewish Church, chose parchment to write their sacred books upon. As was
natural, the Christians soon extended its use, first to the reception of their

own theological literature, and then to that of literature in general.

651. The form of the earliest parchment mss. was naturally that of the

roll. We have now to consider the development of the book-
lorm ; an improvement almost comparable in importance to of°^^e'°BMk"'
the invention of printing It is agreed that the book was
evolved out of the tad/et. Single wooden tablets were used in Egypt and
in Greece as early as the fifth century B.C., for such purposes as the keeping
of accounts, and the writing of models for schoolboys to copy. These
tablets were of plain wood, or had a thin coat of glaze. But the more
important and more usual form which they took in the Greek and Roman
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world was that of the set of small tablets which could be carried on the

person, and were used for notes and correspondence, or for wills and other

legal documents. These were usually of box-wood, covered with w^ax, on

which men wrote with a metal stylus: they were hinged together with

rings, and according as they consisted of two or more ' leaves,' they were

described as StVT-up^a, tpiVt-ux^j etc., or TroXvn-Tvxa.

Take such a set of tablets, and for the inner leaves of wood substitute

leaves of papyrus or of parchment, and you have at once something

very like the modern book. Let the further step be taken of using a book

so formed for the purpose of transcribing some short literary work, and the

thing is done. The size and bulk of your book can be increased at will.

How much more convenient for continuous reading, and more especially

for reference, a book is than a roll we do not need to be told : but in the

ancient world natural conservatism and the traditions of the book-trade

were not overcome at once. Towards the end of the third century a.d. the

supremacy of the book-form was probably assured if not attained. There

were books before that date, and rolls continued to be used for literary

works long afterwards : but the former were on the increase and the latter

falling off in numbers.

The earliest extant specimens of books must be looked for among

recent Egyptian discoveries. The third-century papyrus-leaf, containing

the ' Sayings of the Lord,' is from a book, not a roll : while a parchment

leaf with a fragment of the Melanipfe of Euripides is of the fourth century

or earher. Of complete books it would not be easy to find earlier ex-

amples than the two fourth-century Bibles, known as the Vaticanus and

Sinaiticus.

Alike in books and in rolls the writing was arranged in columns.

The reader of a roll would probably find it convenient to have from two to

four columns exposed before him at once. Some of our earliest books

bear traces of their descent from the roll in the number of columns which

each of their pages shows. Thus the two famous Bibles mentioned above

have respectively four and three columns on a page. The normal number,

however, in mss. where the lines are of uniform length, is two. Where

they are sense-lines—divided, as the phrase goes, per cola et commaia, as in

the Codex Bezae—we find but one column on the page. The columns

were in Greek called o-eXtSes—a word which originally meant the gangways

between the banks of rowers in a trireme. This was transferred to the

spaces between the columns of writing, then to the columns themselves,

and finally, when the book-form had ousted the roll, to the pages of the

book itself. Greek papyrus books have not survived outside Egypt save in

scanty fragments.

652. The arrangement of the leaves of ancient mss. is often important.

The construction of the earliest books was essentially the
Quires of a same as that of the most modern ones. They were com-

posed of a series of quires lastened together, and each quire
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consisted of a number of sheets of vellum or papyrus, folded down the

middle and placed one inside another. The most usual number of sheets

composing a quire was four, which made eight leaves or sixteen pages, and

was called a TerpaSiov or quaiernus (= cahier = quire). We also find quires

of six, ten, and twelve leaves. The number of leaves of which a quire

consists is ascertained by looking between each pair of leaves until a string

is found passing down the middle of the crease between them. The sheet

in which this string is must be the innermost sheet of the quire, and there

ought to be an equal number of leaves on each side of it. If there is not,

the reason must be either that a leaf in the quire was cancelled and cut out

by the original scribe, or that it has been subsequently lost. We can best

find out which is the true reason by noticing whether the text of the ms.

is continuous throughout the quire. If a gap in the sense appears between

one leaf and the next, we shall be sure that we are dealing with a case of

mutilation.

653. We are familiar with the fact that Egyptian works, notably the

BooA of the Dead, were copiously illustrated. But we have

no evidence that the Greeks adopted this fashion in early of Brooks. ^

times. The first Greek ms. which is illustrated in any way

is a papyrus of the astronomical Te^vvj of Eudoxus, now at Paris, dating

from 165 B.C. It contains some rude diagrams. Our earliest specimen

of real pictures in Greek books is afforded by the illustrated fragments of

the Iliad in the Ambrosian Library at Milan. These are 58 pictures cut

from a complete ms. of the Iliad. They are themselves as old as the

fourth century, and go back to yet earlier models. The Vienna Dioscorides

of the sixth century preserves a remarkable series of pictures of plants

and other illustrations.

654. As to the writing materials ordinarily used by scribes, something

must be said. A number of epigrams in the Palatine Antho-

logy (vi. 62—68, 295), mostly late, but all variations on an ^"eriais.
ancient theme, give lists of the implements in question.

They are as follows :

(i) The /xoAt/88os, a disc of lead with which lines were ruled;

(2) Kavtov, the ruler which served to keep the lines and columns straight;

(3) crirdyyos, the Sponge to obliterate mistakes ; (4) KiVijpts, the piece of

pumice to smooth the nib of the pen, and to rub away roughnesses in the

paper; (5) yXv(^ai'ov or <sjt.L\f\, the penknife to sharpen the pen; (6)
^kkXcai, the ink, either that of the cuttle-fish, or else a mixture made from

oak-galls or the like ; (7) ^ucXavSoKov {^(.\o.vio-)(Aov, etc.), the inkstand

;

(8) KaXafi.0% the pen, which, as the name shows, was at first a reed, later

on exchanged for a bird's quill. We first hear of the latter in the sixth

century, but no doubt it was in use before that. The metal stylus was only

employed for writing on wax tablets. It is perhaps worth while to add
the term d/i0aA.ds, which was the name given to the projecting ends—often

gilt and decorated—of the cylinder on which a papyrus volume was rolled.

G. A. 39
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655. As to the methods of storing books, we are not perhaps so well

. informed as we are about the books themselves. It is clear

alike from literature and from monuments that the small

collection of an ordinary individual would be contained in a series of

circular boxes in which the rolls stood vertically. Reference to them was
rendered easy by the o-t'XXvySos, or label of coloured parchment or other

material, attached to the 6fi4>a\6s of each, on which the title was written.

Larger libraries, such as that found in r752 at Herculaneum, required to be

accommodated in presses, usually shallow cupboards arranged round the

walls of a room. In these the rolls would lie horizontally on the shelves.

Each press or series of presses would have to be provided with a catalogue.

Callimachus is known to have compiled what are called irivaKa for the

Library of Alexandria ; the work was clearly in the nature of a catalogue

;

and the most probable interpretation is that the catalogue there and else-

where took the form of a number of wooden tablets, one for each press,

inscribed with the titles of the books contained in that press. The Greek
names for the book-boxes or book-cupboards are not of very common
occurrence. The word jStySAio^ijKi; must have originally meant a receptacle

for a small number of books, though its meaning was speedily extended,

and KijSuTos and Tevxoi had also this signification : the things themselves,

however, took firm root at Rome, and survived into later mediaeval times

throughout the West. Of the book-trade in Greece, again, and of the

methods which an author employed to get his works published, we really

know nothing. Judging from what went on at Rome, we should conjecture

that the trade was carried on by men who employed slaves to write from

dictation, and that in this way copies of books were quickly multiplied.

From a passage in Xenophon's Anabasis (vu. 5. 14) we gather that there

was an export trade in books from Athens, and that they were packed in

wooden boxes for the purpose.

Th. Birt, Das antike Buchwesen ; Buck und Rolle ; W. Wattenbach, Das
Schriftwesen im Mitteldlter

\ J. W. Clark, The Care of Books;
lograp y. ^ ^ Kenyon, The Palaeography of Greek Papyri; Sir E. M.

Thompson, Manual of Greek and Latin Palaeography.

VII. s. THE POSITION OF WOMEN.

656. The position of women in Greece varied, at different periods

and in different States, from a condition of dignity and honour almost equal

with men, to one of subjection and seclusion somewhat resembling that

existing among Oriental nations. The earliest notices of Greek women

are found in Homer. Both in the Iliad and in the Odyssey

v/omen in (.]^g wives and daughters of chieftains are treated with respect,

and have much freedom of intercourse with men. Helen,
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attended by her two a/ti^iVoXoi, goes openly through the streets of Troy,

admired by all who meet her. Penelope holds court at Ithaca in the

absence of her husband, and is respected even by the insolent wooers,

who do as they will with the slaves of the household. It appears to be
understood that though Telemachus acts as his mother's guardian, the

sovereignty of Ithaca will pass to the suitor whom she accepts (as also in

the case of Clytaemnestra). Nausicaa, daughter of the Phaeacian king,

goes through the city with only her handmaids attending her, and her

behaviour to Odysseus is a pattern of maidenly courtesy. No nobler
picture of a wife is to be found than that of Andromache the wife of

Hector. Hecuba, the aged wife of Priam, keeps the house in royal

dignity, and is the friend and counsellor of her husband. Helen, when
restored to Menelaus after her ten years' sojourn at Troy, resumes her
place at the side of her husband without loss of credit or position. This
honour paid to women does not however extend to those who were slaves

either by birth or by the fortune of war. A king's daughter, like Cassandra
or Andromache, becomes the property of her captor, and no consideration

is paid to her or her children in regard of her former condition. Exceptions
are found. Chryseis and Briseis are held in honour in the Grecian camp.
Tecmessa, the TraXXa/o; of Ajax, is raised above her servile estate by the

favour of her master. But in most cases the chance of war seems to

have effaced all claims based upon former prosperity. The woman whose
husband has fallen whilst leading his countrymen to defend their city is

beaten with spear-shafts and sent to herd with the slave women, to stand

at the loom and bear the pitcher for a foreign mistress. Though monogamj-
was the universal custom in Homeric times, unwedded connexions with

women were not considered disgraceful to either party. Odysseus is the

accepted lover of Calypso and Circe, Peleus of Thetis : and Penelope has

no reproaches to her husband for his unfaithfulness (cf. Eur. Atidr. 213 sqq.).

In Homeric Greece there is no instance of a royal harem such as that

maintained by Priam in Troy.

657. Marriage was the rule for all, men as well as women. Parents

could dispose of their children of either sex in mariiage.

A widow was expected to marry again if of marriageable j^Honf^
age. We find no mention of divorce. Connexion by blood

or by affinity was a bar to marriage : but marriage with a niece or an aunt,

though rare, was lawful: Helen was successively married to two brothers

{fid. IV. 276); and in regard to degrees of kin many distinctions were

observed, connected with primitive marriage law. The wife came into her

husband's hand by purchase. A sum of money or a present of othei

valuables, gold, silver, oxen, houses, slaves, etc., passed from the husband
to the family of the bride. This payment was no doubt originally a com-
pensation to the father for the loss of his daughter's services. The Greek
term for it is tSi/a, «8va. Sometimes the price was remitted by the father

of the bride. Sometimes there was also a contribution from the family of

the bride, to furnish her outfit and provide the marriage feast, e.g. Andro-

39—2
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mache and Penelope are aX.o^oL n-oXvBiopoi (II. vi. 394, Od. xxiv. 294).

It is easy to see how a gift on both sides to the married couple might

supersede the ancient form of sale, and thus give rise to the custom of a

dowry in the usual sense of property passing with the wife from her family.

658. It is of course possible that the picture drawn by Homer is

coloured to please his audience, and that that given by

i^deaofwoman
Hesiod is truer. A wife is counted in the Works and Days
(as in the Tenth Commandment) with a house and an ox

:

oiKov /iei/ TTpuiTLCTTa, yvvaiKa, t€, /3ovv t dpoT^pa. (405).

The two pictures are probably not far removed from each other in

date. The discrepancy between them may be partly explained by the

consideration that Hesiod describes the manners of the country folk as he

knew them, Homer those of kings and warriors, heroes of romance like the

paladins of mediaeval epic.

659. Professor Mahafify adduces the Danae of Simonides as a picture

Women in
'^^ maternal love of a very high order, and mentions a

the lyric love-story in an epigram by Stesichorus, in which a maiden
''°^'°'

dies for love, and certain fragments of Sappho, to show that

love among the Greeks of this age could be not only pure but romantic.

The instances of Sappho, Corinna, and Erinna, and what is known of their

lives, point to a freer and more equal intercourse of women with men than

we find existing at a later date : but the notices of women in the lyric

poets are few, and are chiefly in praise of the conventional seclusion,

'home-keeping' habit, e.g. Theognis ixOaipw SiywaiKa irepLSpo/jLov, Phocylides

oiKovo/AOS T dyaOi] Koi tiriVraTai ipyd^ecrOai. Equal and happy marriages

must have existed in all states of society, and we do not need the

authority of Greek poets to assure us that ' nothing is sweeter or better

than when a wife loves her husband till old age, and the husband his

wife, and there is no strife between them
'

; or on the other hand, that a

man who married a rich woman might find himself the servant of her

fortune. The development of civilization among the Ionian Greeks must

have been affected by the neighbourhood of Oriental nations ; and the

idea of political life as connected with that of a ttoXis tended to the

comparative isolation of the mothers of citizens, since children born of

slaves or concubines were not born citizens.

660. At Sparta, and generally among the Dorian nations, a greater

freedom was enjoyed by women than among the lonians.

Sparta. Young people of both sexes could meet each other without

restraint. Girls were present at athletic contests in the

stadium, to which matrons were not admitted. They wrestled, boxed and

ran races, sometimes even with young men. The object of the law permit-

ting this, according to Xenophon, was to provide, not slaves to sit at home
and spin, but mothers of brave men. This freedom is said not to have

had any bad moral results ; the chastity of Spartan women was generally

acknowledged. It should however be remarked that Aristotle {Fo/. 11. 9)
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speaks of the licence and parade of the Spartan women, produced by want

of State-regulation, as having been a blot upon the institutions of the city

from the first. They live (he says) in every kind of unrestrained luxury.

Plato too {Laws 780, 781) uses similar language; and Euripides (Androm.

S9S sqq-) says that no Spartan girl, even if she wished it, could ever be

modest. Yet the idea that a noble progeny was the aim of marriage so far

prevailed that in certain cases married persons exchanged partners, and

some women had more than one husband and household. Only one instance

of a similar licence to a man is recorded, that of King Anaximandridas.

Marriage at Sparta followed the fiction of a violent seizure : and for some
time the married couple met only in secret. The wife was not merely, as

in Athens, a superior housekeeper. She was called SeWotva, as in Homeric
times, and the credit of her husband depended in part upon her conduct.

Many instances are given of the devotion of Spartan women to their

husbands. The wife and mother was expected to be not only a careful

housewife, but a patriot, and to sympathise with all that made Sparta

great. ' Return with your shield or upon it,' ' If your sword is too short,

add a pace,' and many like sayings are characteristic of the Spartan women

;

and the mothers whose sons fell at Leuctra were thought more happy than

those who received the survivors on their return. Daughters often shared

equally with sons in the settlement of property by will, or even received a

larger share. Dowries were also large. Hence it came that in the fourth

century B.C. nearly half the land in Laconia was owned by women.
Daughters were given in marriage at their father's will, as universally in

ancient time ; the king had the assignment of orphan heiresses to the

kinsman who had the best claim. (For the special rules of marriage and

inheritance at Gortyn see § 480.)

661. Generally speaking, in Greece marriage was a matter of con-

venience, and settled by the parents of the parties, care being taken to

choose a wife of respectable origin, and in most cases of similar fortune.

The wife was usually younger than the husband. Aristotle and Plato

reckon the years from thirty to thirty-seven for the man, and sixteen to

twenty for the woman, as the most suitable ages. The first step towards

marriage was the solemn cyyvrjo-ts or betrothal by the Kvpios,

i.e. the father or other person standing in loco parentis to the Mamage
-i<-i i/i /-I ^"" divorce.

woman, (e-yyvav IS said of the parents, eyyvaa-Oai of the

husband.) In the terms of the eyyuijo-ts was included the amount of

the irpotf (money in settlement) and <l>(.pvr'i (personal ornaments and
outfit). In all Greek cities it was easy for a man to divorce (cKTre/nirciv,

diroTri/jiTTeLv) his wife ; and in the case of adultery he was bound by law

to do so. No legal process was necessary beyond the presence of wit-

nesses. The law only took cognisance of the wife's property, which,

with the custody of herself, was vested in her nearest male relation or

Kwpios. Both at Athens and at Sparta a wife could lawfully leave (aTroXcHretj/)

her husband, and take her property with her to her Ku'ptos. Infidelity, or

ill-usage, on the part of her husband, was a ground for the aTro'Aeti/fis of
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the wife. In leaving her husband, she had to make a written statement to

the archon ; whose general duty it was to protect the interests of married

women, and who kept a register of divorces.

662. At Athens the wife's dowry

—

i.e. what she brought with her,

. whether outfit {^tepv-q) or property in settlement (ttpol^)—
tion of women did not, according to Greek ideas, become the husband's
at Athens.

property. The husband had to give security (a-7roTtju,ij/ia)

for it, usually in real property (eyyeios ovum). He had the administration

and enjoyment of it during his married life, and if the wife predeceased

him, till his death (if she left children) or remarriage ; in either of these

events it went to her children, or if she had none, reverted to her guardian

(/cu'pios) : and accordingly the husband could not alienate or mortgage it,

and in certain cases might have to account for it. During widowhood,

the dowry was administered by the widow, if she remained in her husband's

family (/ievovo-Tjs Iv tiS ot/cu) ; but her sons received their portion on

attaining their majority, subject to a claim for alimony (o-itos) ; the

daughters had no claim, if there was a son. If the widow married again,

her property went from the estate of the first husband to that of the

second. If her husband divorced her, her dowry reverted to her Ku'ptos,

or the husband paid interest on it at 18 °/^ and provided alimony in

addition. In all matters respecting the property of married women, the

intention of Greek law appears to be to preserve property in famihes as

far as possible, and principally with a view to prevent the extinction of

families, and so the disuse of family sacra. In the case of an heiress

{iiriKXrjpoi)—or rather where a woman represented property in default of

male heirs, for the heir was her husband or son—her father or other Kv'pios

might (i) bequeath his property to anyone he chose and his daughter with

it, such person being bound to marry the heiress (if necessary divorcing his

own wife) or to forego the inheritance : if he died intestate (2) her nearest

relation could claim her : if the claim was disputed (dfi<j)L(rf3rjTe'ii'), a trial

(eTTiStxao-ta, SiaStKacrta) was held by the archon, who adjudged (cTrtStKa^eii')

the iiTLKX.rjpo';, according to the laws. If she was already married, she

might have to leave her husband and marry the claimant ; for in such a

case the wishes of the persons concerned were not regarded in comparison

with the legal disposition of the property. Women at Athens were subject

to other disabilities besides those attaching to property. They could not

(e.g.) give evidence {fjiapTvpeiv) in a court of law, though in certain cases

they were capable of taking an oath upon a challenge (Trpd/cXijcris) ; nor be

parties to a contract.

663. When married, the wife was expected to live at home and give

General
'^° trouble. She had to keep the house, to govern the large

position of establishment of slaves, to have in her custody all the house-

pe^aUy at' ^°^^ stores and valuables, to set the women-slaves to their

Athens, work. Spinning, weaving, etc. But her principal duty was to
(i) at home.

bj-ged citizens to keep up her husband's house; and to

educate the boys till the time came for them to go to school, and the girls
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till they were married. The best woman, says Pericles, is she of whom
her neighbours know least for good or evil report. The evidence of

the Athenian orators and comedians points the same way. Her limit,

says Menander, is the house door

:

Trepa? yap avXio^ Ovpa

eXivBepa yvvaiKi vevop.KTT oiKtas.

It IS to be observed that few, if any, of the notable instances of

female virtue are from Athens. Plutarch {De mulierum virtutibus) gives

no Attic examples ; nor does Athens furnish any names famous for genius

or learning, such as Erinna and Corinna the Theban poetesses, Sappho of

Lesbos, Damophila the Pamphylian and others of the Lesbian school, and

Arete, the mother of Aristippus of Cyrene and herself a philosopher. Aspasia

was from Miletus.

There are indeed noble types of womanhood depicted in the tragedians,

Antigone, Iphigeneia, Electra, Alcestis, and Andromache, and in the Oeco-

nomicus of Xenophon the wife of Ischomachus ; and such pictures were no

doubt drawn from Athenian experience. The influence of Euripides would

be in the direction of emancipation. But the women of Greek tragedy

receive the common inferiority of womankind as part of the law of life, to

be accepted with the pains of child-bearing and the chances of war and
slavery. Wives were present at their husbands' meals. The wife sat on a

chair (KaOlSpa), the husband reclined on a sofa (kXiVi;). Of social intercourse

between women and men not of their own family hardly a trace is to be

found. Men, except the father of the house and a few near relatives, did

not enter the ywaiKmvms : and it was not decorous for a woman to speak

to any man in the street.

664. There were occasions on which women might appear out of

doors without losing reputation, and married women had

some duties and amusements outside the house. They position of

took part in certain religious services and processions.
'^?'^broad

They were admitted to the theatre when tragedies were

performed; and in some parts of Greece they frequented the public

baths. They sometimes went marketing, attended by a servant, and

paid visits to each other at luncheon time {apitnov) and in the morning

or afternoon. Unmarried women also took part in rehgious rites, such as the

dpprjfopia and the Panathenaic procession. They were also admitted to

iravvvxiSt's, a common occasion for lovers' meetings in the New Comedy
(cf. Cic. de Legg. 11. xiv.). Terence's Andria makes hero and heroine first

meet at a funeral. It would be a mistake to suppose that women were

discontented with this state of seclusion. To them, no doubt, as to the

men, it appeared the only way of hfe which was consistent with modesty,

and they had no wish for the freedom enjoyed by women whose reputa-

tion for uui^pouvvr) stood lower: but Euripides {Med. 213—251 and

elsewhere) has much to say of the hardships entailed upon women by their

domestic imprisonment. The wives of poor men, as in the East, were
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unable to live in entire seclusion : and the conditions of country life lead

everywhere to greater freedom. But it must be remembered that most of

the hard work, in towns and country, was done by slaves, and that few

citizens were so poor as not to possess slaves.

665. Where meeting with the other sex is forbidden, life must be

dull; and besides the domestic work which must have

of^o^mTn"'^ occupied much of every day, the amusements of the

yvvaiKwvLTL? were chiefly conversation, telling stories, and
games such as ball (cr<^aTpa), swing (aiuypa), dolls (SayBSes, Kopal), knuckle-

bones (da-TpayaXoi), morra (Sto. SaKTvXwv), draughts (-TreTTela), etc., and the

care of pet animals {6pifx.ii.aTa). In the well-known dialogue of the Syracusan

women (Theocr. Id. xv.) it must be remembered that the women are

Dorians, and that so much freedom would have seemed in bad taste at

Athens.

666. Irregular unions with eraipai were common at all times, and were

not looked upon as discreditable. Some of these women, as

nlxAoTKoii. for example, Lais, Phryne, etc., the kralpai fi.iya\6iJi.L<T&oi, lived

in great splendour by themselves or two or three together.

Others were maintained by their lovers : the largest class were slaves, who
often practised the art of music (av\yp-piSe? and KidapitrTpiai) and were
hired to play and dance at wine-parties. These women were kept by their

owners in separate lodgings, or private iropveia. The lowest class of all

(TTopvat) were to be found in the public Tropvua. Another class, of whom
Aspasia is the most famous instance, led irregular but not dissolute Hves,

and according to Greek ideas were almost without reproach. Such women
were sometimes highly educated and held salons frequented by all the wits

of the day. Married men as well as bachelors frequented the company of

kraipai; and without much blame, provided that they did not neglect

their wives, or outrage public decency. There can be no doubt that the

institution of slavery, in Greece as elsewhere, degraded the relations of the

sexes ; and that as the condition of slaves was improved, some conscience

of their claims as human beings came into existence, and had its influence

on the habits of their masters. Concubines (TraXXa/cai) occupied a place

between wives and iroLpaL. The relation was recognised by law and the

children born, if the mother was a citizen (dar^), were free {iX^vOepoi), but

not legitimate (yfijaioi), i.e. they were not members of the father's family

and cjjparpLa. The father could, if he chose, legitimatise them (7rotcio-6ai).

IlaWaKat had no dowry (wpoi^—but in a case where the Kv'pios of a

young woman gave her to a citizen im, jraXXaKia, as happened in poorer
families, some kind of settlement was made to protect her from being

turned away without maintenance.
667. The late Mr E. F. M. Benecke in his interesting book on

Change of Women in Greek Poetry (Sonnenschein, 1896) gave reasons

sentiment for believing that the position of women, considered from

the point of view of sentiment, underwent a considerable

change in the period covered by Greek literature. During the time of
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the earlier poetry, sentiment was chiefly reserved for kraipai, and was not

of an elevated character. Love between a youth and a maiden was

impossible when youths and maidens never met : and in fact sentiment

played a larger part in the intercourse of young men with boys than in the

relations of men and women. Marriage was a matter of convenience, not

of affection; and the love of husband and wife was not assumed as part of

the arrangement. At a later time, and partly in consequence of the con-

quest of Greece by the Macedonians, a people among whom something of

the Homeric simplicity would seem to have survived, a higher tone may be

observed. Women are not so often spoken of as 'a necessary evil,' nor

marriage as a calamity. Romantic feeling between men and women is

first observable in the writings of the Alexandrian School and in the later

Comedy, in which a love-story of the modern kind is a common motive,

and marriage is regarded as the natural end of a love-story, much as in the

plays of Moliere. This change must have come about by a corresponding

change in social life, in the direction of greater freedom for women. The
affection given to kToipai and slave-girls seems to have passed into a more
romantic feeling, directed towards women of equal rank and that of the

lover. ' Instead of the ircupa, the New Comedy introduces us to the

wapdevos; instead of marriage being the stock subject of ridicule, it

becomes the hero's ideal\' There is much refinement in the love-

passages of Terence and even Plautus. Love is not only legahsed, but

becomes a part of virtue ; and the excesses of young men are excused on
the ground of youth, and not carried on into mature age.

Becker-GoU, Charikles ; E. Guhl and W. Koner, Das Leden der Griechen

undRomer; Sm\i}s^% Dictionary ofGreek andRoman Antiquities,

s.v. Matrimonium, Thesmophoria, etc. ; H. Bliimner, Privat-

altertiimer, being Vol. IV. of 'B.e.ria.zxiV^^ Lehrbuch der griechischen Antiquitdten;

Baumeister, Denkmaler des klassischen Altertums (list of articles on ' Leben und
Sitten' on p. 2184); J. P. Mahaffy, Social Life in Greece. Cf. also G. Lowes
Dickinson, The Greek View of Life.

^ Benecke, p. 217.
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VII. 6. DRESS.

668. Our knowledge of prehistoric dress is mainly based on

archaeological evidence derived from the excavations of

Dr Schliemann and others on the mainland and from

those of Sir Arthur Evans and others in Crete and the islands.

Minoan Dress.

^^rr^^
Fig. 140. 'Snake goddess' from Cnossus.

The essential feature of male and female dress throughout Minoan

and Mycenaean civilization is the loin-doth, a garment worn by people of

the same race and of a still earUer age on the borders of the Neolithic

period. The loin-cloth rolled round a girdle, with loose ends hanging in

front, is sometimes triangular in shape, having the apex of the triangle

drawn up between the thighs to form 'bathing-diavvers,' and tucked into
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the belt in front. A short kilt is sometimes arranged over it which,

by degrees, develops into baggy breeches, not unlike the breeches worn

by the Cretans now-a-days. The loin-cloth of the women undergoes trans-

formation at an earlier stage than that of the men, who are found in

Minoan art wearing the loin-cloth dress alongside of ladies attired in a

later and more developed fashion. Yet the elaborate skirt of the ladies

of the Middle and Late Minoan periods of Crete is but a fashionable

Lady of the Palace ol Hagia 'friada.

development of the original loin-cloth. Men, in the ' Miniature Fresco,'

Cnossus, wear, as part of their loin-cloth dress, an apron-like garment
identical with the polonaise or short double apron of the ' snake goddess,'

Cnossus (Fig. 140), while the women of the 'Bull-grappling Fresco,' Cnossus,
wear a belted loin-cloth identical with that of the men both there and in the
'Miniature Fresco.' Seal-impressions, found at Zakro and Hagia Triada in

Crete, show women wearing the belted polonaise by itself without skirt or
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bodice. The dress of the 'snake goddess' (Fig. 140) is a reduphcation and

multipHcation of the loin-cloth polonaise, retaining the primitive feature of

an upward curve over the hips at each side. In the costume of the lady

of the Palace of Hagia Triada (Fig. 141) it is uncertain whether we have

a representation of a multiple petticoat or a series of divided skirts. To
the loin-cloth skirt a 'peasant bodice' with sleeves to the elbow was, in

time, added. Minoan art represents both sexes wearing a thick belt or

girdle, tightly drawn to a narrow waist. Into this girdle men stick a

dagger. The girdle of the women sometimes takes the form of a sash,

rising to a large bow in the middle of the back (Fig. 142).

With the loin-cloth men wear high boots or buskins. They are quite

naked above the waist while women retain a partial nakedness of the body,

the bodice, when adopted, being open in front, exposing the breasts. In one

instance a dancing girl from a wall-painting at Cnossus, seems to wear a

Fig. 142. Fresco painting of girl from Cnossus.

chemisette (Fig. 145). A high collar rising to the back of the neck adorns

a female figure from Petsofa, Crete. Long robes are occasionally worn by
men, in Minoan art, but they appear to be ceremonial in character. Skins

of animals may have been the wear of very early times, but spinning whorls

are found in the later NeoKthic deposits of Crete and the forked distaff is

recognised by Sir Arthur Evans among the pictographs of Cretan script.

In Middle and Late Minoan times dress was of rich materials carefully

cut and fitted. The men's loin-clothing (Fig. 143) and the dresses of

women (Figs. 140, 141 and r45) are characterised by fine decoration in

embroidery.

By the close of the Middle Minoan period the laced corsage is found

and sleeves, puffed above the shoulders, appear. A fragment found at

Petsofa shows a painted hand with a bracelet fastened by a button and
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loop and this method of fastening may have been used in dress. The
general effect is very modern, stylish rather than graceful. The
colours depicted are vivid ; red, blue, yellow, black, etc. are found.

Evidence has been found at Leuke on the S.E. coast of Crete and on

a site near Petsofa of the extraction of the colour of the ' murex ' shell

for dyeing purposes as early as 1600 B.C. Sir Arthur Evans thinks that

yellow may have been obtained from the crocus-flower {crocus sativus

graecus) depicted on early Cretan pictographs.

Fig. 143. Cupbearer from Cnossus.

The hair of Minoan man is long, sometimes coiled round the head but

generally falhng on the shoulders even with a helmet. He wears no beard.

Women's hair is long and flowing. The snake-goddess (Fig. 140) wears

a fringe. Fantastic knots and curls are worn on the head, above the

brow, by both sexes. Hair-pins are constantly found, some from Mochlos,

Crete, being of gold terminating in daisy-flowers. Men's heads are often

bare. They sometimes wear conical caps with or without tassels while a

head-dress of feathers occurs. Women wear high hats (Fig. 140) or around
'plate-hat' pinched into shape here and there and trimmed with rosettes.
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Jewellery of gold welded together takes the form of bracelets with a

signet (Fig. 143), armlets, earrings, necklaces, chains, and seal rings either

plated in gold over an engraved bronze core, or set with gems. Beads of

steatite, amethyst, carnelian and rock-crystal have been found on Cretan

sites. Cretan gold work is found on the mainland of Greece. The men
on the gold cups from Vaphio are Cretans with small waists, thick girdles,

loin-cloths and high boots. The lady on the gem, also from Vaphio

(Fig. 144), wears the Minoan dress. The jewellery found at Mochlos,

Crete, shows a close analogy to that of later date from Mycenae and is

evidently its prototype. There is no essential distinction of race, as

indicated by dress, in the civilization reflected by remains at Tiryns and

Mycenae and that of Crete in Late Minoan times.

Fig. 144. Gem from Vaphio.

669. The Homeric poems took their characteristic shape in the

period of transition from the use of bronze to that of
Homeric ^^^^ 'pj^g 'Age of Homer,' more recent than anything

that can be called Minoan or Mycenaean, was an age

when the great cities of which the poet sang were heaps of ruins and

when men of a different race were dominant. In Homeric story the

garments of a household are woven by the lady of the house and her

maidens. Athena herself is pre-eminent in this art. The garments, each

made as a thing separate and complete in itself, are a valuable possession

and take a high place in the enumeration of the treasure of a house.

The material of which they are composed would seem in many cases

to be wool, sometimes linen.

The chief under-garment of men in Homer is the x'l"'"'', apparently a

sewn shirt-hke garment not fastened by pins and probably
Dress of men ^^^q gf li^gn as its slossiness is insisted upon. Under
in Homer. °

_ . ,
-

armour men probably wore a kind of jerkm of rough wool

or leather to prevent abrasions of the skin. The outer garments of the

men in Homeric times comprised wraps made of the skins of animals

or of wool These the ^Aatia, Xui-n-y], etc., were oblong pieces of stuff
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folded shawl-wise over the x""wv. They were early varieties of the Ifxanov

of historic times and were 'contrived a double debt to pay,' serving

as bed-coverings as well as clothes. To this class belong the cna-vpa, the

j8atTij and others of the historic period.

Fig. 145. Wall-painting from Cnossus.

The x'TwV, both of wool and linen, seems to have been of two kinds.

That worn by Menelaus appears to be shoit, but the lonians are specially

mentioned as 6AKe;)(iTa)V€s. A girdle was worn with the short variety ; the

traihng kind seems to have been ungirdled, a custom preserved down to

historic times for solemn occasions.

Ladies in Homer seem also to have confined themselves to two kinds

of garments, one under, one upper. They wear as an under- Dress of

garment the TreirXos, probably the equivalent of the ' Dorian' women in

chiton of later Greece (Figs. 146, 150). As distinguished
k°'"="-

from the sewn chiton of the men it was a piece of stuff fastened with pins.

It was probably left open at one side and without sleeves, as the white

arms of the women are mentioned. It is evidently long; IXKco-tVcTrAos

is an epithet of the Trojan dame. The women's outer wrap was a veil-like
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Dress of his-
toric times.

piece of stuff, Kp-rjSefivov, KoXvTnp-q. This was no doubt an oblong piece of

fine woollen or linen material thrown on and
off at will.

670. In the dress of the Historic period in

Greece we find the evSv/xara and
«7rtj8Aif/xaTa forming the chief

classes of garments, with the sub-

divisions of the Dorian and the Ionian modes.
For literary evidence as to the dress of these

times we must rely especially on the statements

of Thucydides concerning the men's garments

and of Herodotus concerning those of the

women.
Thucydides notices (i) the oldest period

Thucydides when armour was universally

on the dress of wom—a fashion surviving in tne
e men (1. ). historian's own day only in the

wilder parts of Greece; (2) the succeeding

period when flowing robes of Oriental fashion

were the mode, and (3) the ' present fashion

'

{circa 431 B.C.) of simple woollen garments of

the Dorian kind. In the first period the armour
may have been worn over a leather or woollen

Fig. 146. Dorian chiton
open at the side^.

Fig. 147. Women wearing the Ionian chiton.

' Figs. 146, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153 are reproduced from F. Studniczka, Beitrdge

zur Geschichte der altgriechischen Tracht, by permission of Carl Gerold's Sohn Verlag.
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j(yrwv as we gather from Homer. The second period recalls the 'laoves

IXkcX'''""'*^ °f Homer when long trailing robes of linen in the Ionian

mode were worn. The third period witnessed the practical and useful

revival of the short woollen x'tojV—called ' Dorian,' which had been pre-

served from early times among such Dorian people as the Spartans, and
was eagerly adopted throughout Greece in the burst of Hellenic patriotism

and the reaction against things Oriental that set in with the victories over

the Persians. But at the same time the long Ionian robes were not

altogether discarded, but worn as a dress for religious and ceremonial

occasions and by certain functionaries as flute-players, charioteers, etc.

Herodotus (v. 87) gives an account of the Athenian women changing

their Dorian garments for the Ionian dress, a sewn garment requiring no pins.

When we come to the more valuable evidence of the monuments we
may conclude that in historic times the earlier form of Evidence of

women's dress is generally of a sewn kind, while after the the monu-

Persian wars (490—479 B.C.) the Dorian or pinned kind ™^""-

appears (Figs. 146, 148, 150, 151). In Athens, probably about the first half

of the sixth century B.C. the Ionian kind came into vogue (Fig. 147, 153)
and was worn contemporaneously with the Dorian till about the time
of the Persian wars. Then, when anything savouring of Orientalism fell

into disfavour, the Dorian fashion was more generally worn : although
even then, the Ionian garment does not seem to have been absolutely

discarded by women any more than by men.
671. It is now time to describe in detail, from the evidence of the

monuments, the garments worn near or next the skin—the Garments of
evSv/iara of historic times—the Dorian and the Ionian chiton historic

both of men and women. As the difference between these °''=='^=-

garments for both sexes is but trifling they may well be considered together.

Fig. 148. Scheme of the open
Dorian chiton.

G. A.

Fig. 149. Scheme of the closed
Dorian chiton.

40
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The ' Dorian ' or woollen chiton of the women (corresponding in the

The Dorian main with the ttcttAos of Homer) was composed of a large

chiton of the square piece of material ABCD (Fig. 148), which in the
women.

direction AD and BC was about a foot longer than the

height of the wearer, and in the direction BA, CD as wide as the span

from tip to tip of the hands with the arms stretched out to their greatest

extent ; e.g. for a woman of 5 ft 6 in. tall, the size would be about 6 ft.

6 in. X 5 ft. 6 in. To form the chiton this piece is taken and the upper

edge of it folded over (aVoirTuy/ia, StirXois, SiTrXotSiov) about the depth of the

space from the neck to the waist AE, BF. Then the whole piece is

doubled at GH and the lengths FG, EG are divided into three. It

is generally assumed that these were three

equal parts, but in practice, this leaves too

much for the neck. The Greeks of a later

period (200—168 B.C.) got over this defect

by introducing 'gathers.' In the earlier

period a pleated fold is introduced in the

middle section KM and may have been

secured by a pin. The points /, Z, K, M
being taken the garment is folded round

the body, these points are made to corre-

spond and are fastened together on the

shoulders by pins. Thus one side of the

garment, GH, is closed and the side AED,
BFC is left open (Fig. 148). After putting

on the chiton the wearer stands with ex-

tended arms and a girdle is passed round

the waist from behind, the superfluous

length being pulled up through the girdle

and allowed to hang over it in a kind of

bag (koXttos). The open side was frequently

closed by sewing or pins either partially at

DN, CO (Fig. 148) or wholly (Figs. 150,

149). Sometimes the piece of apoptygma
falling down the back was drawn over the

head veil-wise.

Another way of dealing with the square

of material is to omit the folding over of

AE, BF and to take points parallel to IL,

KM in the upper edge of the unfolded stuff,

thus having no apoptygma, and then to draw

the whole superfluous length through the

girdle. Or the piece folded over at AE,
BF may be so deep that no girdle is required, since there is no extra

length left to be drawn through it. A third method, which goes by the

Fig. 150. Girl wearing the

closed Dorian chiton.
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name of the 'peplos of Athena' is given in Figs. 151, 152. In that

case the girdle is put on outside a larger apoptygma than in Fig. 148,

and no hanging ko'Xitos is drawn up. The ' Dorian ' chiton was made of

iine wool. The sleeve was formed, as desired, by placing buttons or pins

at intervals from IKLM downwards to the elbow. Elaborate girdlings of

extra cords crossed on the breast and attached to the waist girdle often

appear in Art. It is not always easy to distinguish sharply on monuments

between the closed Dorian chiton and the Ionian variety. A large class of

examples seems to fall somewhere between the two. These may have

been adapted for artistic purposes and not necessarily be an exact

reproduction of the dress of daily life. The distinctive feature of the

' Dorian ' chiton consists in the pins seen on the shoulders. From this

feature it received the name irepovaTpi's.

The Dorian chiton for men was on the same lines as that for

women, but not so wide and reaching only to the knee or

calf It had no StTrXoi^. The part below the girdle was
°f°he m'e''n*°"

sewn together, the upper part was connected on the shoul-

ders by fibulae or buttons. Slaves and workmen only fastened it oa

one shoulder, l^u/nts, eT£jOo;u.ao->(aXos
x'''"'"''-

The original pin used for

the fastening of garments among primitive peoples was made from the-

Fip-1- 151- From the Varvakeion
statuette.

Scheme of the peplos
of Athena.

small bone of an animal's leg, hence its name ' Trepo'vT; ' or ' fibula.' This
was next introduced in metal, mounted with a bronze head and decorated
with balls of bronze. The point may have been bent back to prevent it

40-
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from slipping out, and from this bending back the developed form of

'fibula,' of which the modern 'safety-pin' is the lineal descendant, may come.

672 The Ionian chiton was entirely without pins, being a sewn garment

very like a sleeved night-gown made of linen (Fig. 153).

chiton*."'^" The piece of material required is about a foot less in height

than for the ' Dorian ' chiton. It may consist of two

pieces, one for the front and another for the back, or of one piece double

the size of these and folded. The sewing to close the seams follows the

dotted lines (Fig. 153). The distance from A
to B being half the full span of the wearer,

a long hanging sleeve is obtained (Fig. 147).

The girdling is on the same principle as for

the ' Dorian ' chiton, the superfluous length

forming a kolpos. This garment was the same

both for men and women. The long chiton

remained as the dress of men of middle life

and was also used by younger men on solemn

or religious occasions. The material of the

'Ionian' chiton is a finely crinkled kind of

linen, elastic in nature, similar to a stuff still c'" Ji

to be found among the home productions of Fig. 153. Scheme of the

modern Greece. It is finished with a selvage, Ionian chiton,

not a hem, and from its elasticity would close round the neck of the

wearer, after his head had been inserted, as in the case of our modern

jerseys. The chiton, in its varieties, is sometimes cut short so as only to

reach the knee for women when active exercise is desired. Iris, Artemis

and the Amazons are so attired in Art. In Sparta, from their twelfth year

men wore, winter and summer, as an only dress the 't/di/3(uv,' t.e. the

small oblong coarse mantle of the Doric tribes. This was also worn in

Athens as a special dress for active military service. But it was considered

boorish for fashionable persons to wear it. The women of Sparta seem to

have gone abroad in a short chiton only.

The tfovt] is an important feature of the women's dress in Homer. In

Art the height at which the girdle is set is a fair guide to the
The girdle.

^^^^ ^^ ^^ monuments. In archaic Art it is placed at the

line of the waist. About 450 B.C. it goes slightly below this, as in the

dress of the maidens of the Parthenon frieze. By degrees it is placed

higher till, as time goes on, it reaches the arm-pits. Ladies inclined to

stoutness restrained the exuberance of their figures by a broad band

(o-Tpo^ioi/) worn under the chiton.

673. The class of iTrijSXijfjiaTa for men and women in historic Greece

Outer gar- comprises all outer garments of the shawl or wrap class. The
ments of both chief of these was the I/tartov, worn both by men and women,

womenin 1° shape it is a large square or oblong, varying in size

historic according to taste and weather. Women often drew it over
times.

j.j^g jjg^^ g^g ^ covering, and in deep grief muffled the face
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with it. The general rule for its arrangement in classical times for both
men and women seems to have been as follows :—One corner of the piece

Fig. 154. Sophocles in the Lateran, Rome.

of Stuff is folded or gathered up and grasped by the hand, pulled over the
left shoulder from the back, tucked in securely and held firmly between the
body and the left upper arm pressing against the ribs. Then with the right
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hand the mantle is pulled out across the wearer's back by its right-hand

top corner, opposite the corner already secured, till the lower edge of the

garment hangs about half-way across the calf of the leg. Then the wrap
is brought round over the right side of the body, tirtSe'^ta dvapdWea-dat

iXevOipu)';, when two ways of disposing of the right-hand corner are pos-

sible, viz.:—(i) If the right hand and arm are wanted to be free, the

mantle is brought under the right shoulder, drawn across the chest and
the end thrown over the left shoulder. (2) In the way considered more
suitable for honourable citizens, the mantle is brought over the right arm
and shoulder (the arm being bent at the elbow), so that only the right

hand appears in a sling-like fold in the front, and then the end is thrown

over the left shoulder (Fig. 154). Weights of lead or clay were affixed to

the corners of garments to keep them in position. The correct adjustment

of the Ifmriov was considered an index to a man's character. Judged from

the monuments, women often drew the outer folds of the himation over

the head as a hood or veil and passed the garment over instead of under

the right shoulder. When worn by ladies the i/ianov often bears the

name dfj^Tre)(6vri or <j>apoi.

A narrow, doubled IftLdriov, put on cloak-wise from the back, appears

on archaic vase-paintings. The x^'^f''"^> ^ wrap for men in active work,

originated in Thessaly as a rider's cloak worn over armour. From the

fifth century it was universal in Greece as the dress of young men serving

in the cavalry or for active daily life. It was a short, light, oblong mantle,

the comers square or rounded, fastened with a clasp in front or on the

shoulder. Women wore a pretty variety of the
x^"-l^'"'^> the SiVAa^, a

square of stuff doubled and clasped cloak-wise.

674. Children seem as a rule to have worn miniature editions of the dress

of their elders. Girls wear the ' Dorian ' or ' Ionian ' x'Tuiv,

chUdre°n
while boys wear the short x'tcov only or are muffled closely

in large i/iarta. Frequently in Art boys are depicted without

any clothes at all. Infants were closely swaddled, Italian fashion, and
wore conical caps.

In Greek Art foreigners are generally represented as wearing dva^plSe?

Dress of and long sleeves. These long sleeves to the wrist are also,
foreigners. [^ jj^g ^^^^ ^f ^Qmen, the mark of the slave.

675. The men's garments appear to have been made both of wool and

Materials.
^^''^^^—^^^ former for the generally worn Dorian, the latter

for the less used Ionian style. For all their clothes women
seem to wear thinner and hghter materials than men whether in wool or

linen. The muslins of Amorgos are mentioned in Attic comedy and the

garments of Cos were specially dehcate and transparent. These were
probably not worn by dignified matrons except in the strict seclusion of

their homes. In early art and up to the time of the Persian wars
a soft crinkled crape-like material, presumably of linen, with a selvage

edge, is used for women's garments. After the time of Pheidias this
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disappears and a plain surfaced stuff finished with a hem takes its place.

Besides wool and cotton, /8wo-os, an expensive material, woven doubtless

as in modern Taranto from the silky thread of the Pinna shell, was used

for veils and the like. Silk was spun and woven at Cos but was extremely

dear in Alexandrian times and may have been imported. Garments

depicted on Greek vases are often elaborately fringed and embroidered.

The x'''"'""
^iid i/tarioi/ of the men seem to have been white or

neutral in tint as a rule. Workmen and field-labourers wore

brown. The women's clothes were much more gay in tone, colours of
'=' J ' materials.

white, saffron, red, blue and green are found in Greek Art,

often with check patterns and devices of animals, birds and stars intro-

duced.

676. The hair of the men in Homeric times is long. Thucydides men-

tions the long hair of the Athenians, with the ornament in the

form of the rerTif. He may allude to a fibula or clasp of

that form, or may mean that the heavy braid of hair hanging down the

back was bound round and round with gold till it resembled the ringed

body of the tettix (tree cricket). The long hair of athletes in Greek

art is so bound, or plaited in one or two long tails and wound round

the head. From the time of the Persian wars the more convenient

custom of short hair prevailed in Greece for men. The younger gods

at this time appear in art without beards. A boy on reaching manhood
generally dedicated his long locks of hair in the temple of a river-

god. In early times full beards were worn. The Macedonian victors

introduced the fashion of shaving, but the short beard is often found in

Athenian art of Macedonian times. The beard was proverbially, also, the

mark of the philosopher. Foreigners generally wear both a beard and

a moustache in Greek art. The hair of the women was dressed in many
elaborate styles, waved, plaited and crimped. Young girls wore theirs

loose and flowing. Hair-pins of gold and other materials are found in

women's graves. As a woman's head-dress, the ' Greek fillet ' wound
several times round the head is proverbial. The trrct^av?? or circlet of

metal, the o-^ei/Sdvr; (or sling), the a/iTrvg, a circlet used to keep the hair-

net secure, and the craKKos or bag-net were all adjuncts of hair-dressing

that may be studied on the coins of Syracuse.

677 When walking about the city near home no hats or caps seem to

have been worn by either sex, indeed in the case of the women
their elaborately-dressed hair would have suffered from any

fhTheal^
°^

weight greater than a light veil or the corner of the i/xariov

drawn over the head. On journeys women sometimes, as appears from the

statuettes found at Tanagra, wore a coquettish variety of the men's ireTacros,

i.e. the flat felt hat with flaps at the back and front and over the ears.

This hat, with the )(\aijm'i or cloak, was the usual attire of young men
in Greece for hunting or travelling. Artisans or fisher folk wore the ttiAos,

a conical cap of felt or leather. Charon, Hephaestos and Odysseus wear

it in Art. Umbrellas are found in Greek Art, but do not seem, so far as
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can be judged, to have been used as a protection against rain. They are

often carried by an attendant.

678. In their houses the Greeks seem to have gone barefoot, especially

in summer. Out of doors they wore the cravSaXiov or viroSrjfia,

Coverings of ^ simple sole tied on by thongs of leather passing between

the toes. For hard country walking and for hunting the sole

was set round with leather somewhat in modern fashion ; interlaced thongs

arising from this 'upper' were bound round the leg as high as the calf

These were the £V8pO|aiSes. The Kodopvo's was also a high boot reaching to

the middle of the leg with very thick soles. As worn by tragic actors,

its heels served to add height to the figure. The i/jL^d'; was a kind of felt

shoe worn by the poorer classes and by such rough country-folk as the

Boeotians. On entering a house it was customary for everyone to uncover

the feet. Shoes were left at the door when paying calls, as nowadays in

the East. Women seem to have adopted the mpa-iKai or slippers of the

East, according to Aristophanes.

679. From what has been said it will be inferred that, judged by modem
standards, Greek dress of the classical period was of a very

one usion.
gf^^j^j-y ggf).^ consisting as it did of squares of material draped

about the body. Garments so adjusted can only have remained in position

in repose, and must have been very troublesome in active life. But quiet

dignity was a sign of high breeding among the Greeks. If the climate of

Greece was in ancient times at all what it is to-day there must have been

many stormy days when additional wraps would be necessary and no doubt

were worn. Philosophers and persons affecting an extreme simplicity of dress

and manners usually wore a himation only without any other garment summer

or winter. Male slaves and persons doing hard manual work wore the

short woollen chiton alone. Anyone wearing the x'tcoV alone was reckoned

as being yu/xvo's, the term not necessarily implying absolute nudity but

meaning simply 'lightly clothed.' Women indoors seem to have been

content with the x'"'"'""'
only, throwing on the Ifxanov when out of doors.

As to the generally scanty clothing we can only assume that exposure of

the body in the case of men was not considered in the same light as by us,

and remember that the climate was a southern one and that the women
lived almost entirely separate from the men and did not share in their pursuits.
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VII. 7. DAILY LIFE, ITS SURROUNDINGS, EMPLOYMENTS
AND AMUSEMENTS.

A. TOWN LIFE.

680. We cannot draw any rigid line between town and country life in

Greece in early times. There, as elsewhere, those employed in tilling the

fields lived together in villages for the sake of greater security, and went

out to their work, often a considerable distance away. It will, however,

be more convenient to treat the employments and amusements of the

town apart from those of the country, as well as to describe separately the

conditions and surroundings of the two. A Greek town was as a rule

placed in a position which was a compromise between

various conflicting advantages. In the first place it must General

be near some fertile plain, which could supply the food of arrangement

the community ; then it must be, if possible, within reach
town'^'^'^''

of the sea, which was from the earliest times the chief

medium of communication and commerce ; at the same time it must be

secure from attack, whether by land or sea. Hence we find it is usually

clustered round some isolated rocky hill, which served as the dwelling-place

of the king in early times, and was extensive enough to shelter his subjects,

and often their flocks and herds as well, in times of danger. It is usually

at such a distance from the sea that it could not be surprised by a sudden

raid of enemies or pirates. Such an arrangement necessitated a harbour

town, usually some three or four miles distant ; as in the case of Athens,

Megara, Corinth, Argos, and other cities. The practice of surrounding the

lower town as well as the citadel with a wall was almost universal in later

times, and is probably to be associated with the growing importance of the

people. In many cases the citadel ceased to be regarded as a fortress, and

became the centre of public worship, containing the most sacred shrines

and the most valuable dedications; this was especially the case with the

Acropolis at Athens. At the same time the city was in some cases, at

Athens and Megara for example, connected with the harbour town by long

walls, and thus made practically unassailable by land so long as it kept

control of the sea.

681. As the palace had been the centre of life for the subjects and
vassals of a king, so the agora became in later times the

centre of life for the citizens. The influence of this change

upon the position of temples and other religious buildings is mentioned
above (§ 417). In most old towns the agora was in some convenient and
accessible spot in the midst of the city ; it was usually of irregular shape,
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being at first without any definite boundaries, and becoming gradually

shut in by the porticoes, law-courts, and other public buildings that grew

up around it. In the case of towns which were deliberately planned out,

we find a square or oblong agora, surrounded by regular porticoes ; such

was known as the Ionic agora, and was prevalent in the rich Ionic

cities of Asia Minor; but this form was unusual on the mainland of

Greece, except in the case of towns, like Megalopolis, which were founded

at a late date. The agora was originally the place of public meeting for

the citizens, as well as the market-place ; it was filled with temporary

stalls and booths for traders, which could be cleared away on emergency.

Parts of it were assigned to different trades, and called after the goods

sold there ; and a large town, such as Athens, had smaller special

markets besides the chief one. In addition to the agora or agorae,

the temene or precincts of temples would be the chief open spaces

in a town ; these were rigorously protected from encroachment either

by walls or by boundary stones.

682. Apart from such open spaces the hpuses were closely crowded
together and the streets were narrow. One recently ex-

streetr
^""^ cavated at Athens, which was certainly an important

thoroughfare, and possibly the main road from the agora

to the Acropolis, is only about 15 feet wide. Hence the streets of an

ancient town must have had a very mean appearance, especially as the

private houses usually showed blank walls on the outside ; of course a

street that ran beside sacred precincts or public buildings was more
imposing, especially if it were bordered by dedications, as was the Street

of the Tripods at Athens. The temple with its adjacent temenos, and
also the normal private house are described elsewhere (§§ 417, 710);

but it must be remembered that a great part of the dense population

of ancient cities cannot have commanded the space necessary for such

arrangements. In early times the possession of a hearth and home of

his own was probably a necessary qualification of a citizen ; but house

property, not for occupation but for investment, is a regular institution

in classical times ; such property was often in the form of crvvoiKLai, or

common dwelling-places for the poor; such a a-vvoiKia was under the

charge of a man called the vavKXyjpo's, who looked after the tenants,

collected their rent, and acted as steward to the owner. Those who had

no civic rights could not acquire landed property, and so were obliged

to hire the houses or rooms in which they lived ; and probably the poorer

citizens, who had mortgaged or lost their property, were often reduced to

the same manner of living.

683. Town life was mostly divided between political duties, society,

jj^^
and recreation—except of course in the case of those engaged

Divisions of in commercc, and artisans and others who were classed to-
the day.

gether by the Greeks as fSdvava-oi. The day was divided

into three portions in early times ; cf. //. xxi. in ccro-erai r} jjws ^ 8eiXr] rj
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fiea-ov rifiap. The later division implies that the frequenting of the agora

(wXridovixa dyopa), whether for business or conversation, was the most im-

portant condition of daily life. If there was a political assembly, or if a man
was serving on a jury, or if there was a great religious festival, everything

else had to give way to the event of the day ; but on ordinary occasions

the course of an Athenian citizen's life seems to have been much as follows.

He rose about dawn, or earlier, if necessary, and washed either with the

help of a slave, who poured water from a jug over a basin, or at one
of the public fountains in the streets. He also took his aKparia-fia (§ 692).

Then he took exercise, at home or in the gymnasia, or paid calls,

until it was time for him to go to the agora. This early part of the

day was commonly referred to as irpmt Then came the time known as

irX-qBovcra, ayopd, which lasted till about noon. This, as the name implies,

was the time when the market was frequented, when business was done,

and when news was discussed or conversation on more serious subjects

was carried on. In bad weather people would congregate in the porticoes

that surrounded the agora, and even in the shops ; in winter, those were
most popular which required a fire, such as smithies or the furnaces of

baths. Boys and young men, who as a rule avoided the agora itself,

were also in the habit of loitering about the shops. At mid-day {pi(Trip,Ppia)

the agora became deserted (dyo/5as SidXva-i.'s) ; it was usual to take a meal
of some sort, though this was not of a formal character, nor was it necessary

to go home for it. Probably many people contented themselves with

buying some of the food usually hawked about the agora, and ate it on
the spot, or in a convenient shop. The practice of a siesta at mid-day,

now so universal during hot weather in Southern Europe, appears to have
been regarded with as much disfavour in Athens of the fifth and fourth

centuries as by Hesiod; it was about mid-day probably that places of

resort such as the barbers' shops (Kovpe'ia) were most frequented, and also

the Xeaxai, which corresponded in some ways to a modern cafe, in others

to a club ; while the early afternoon was spent in the gymnasia or the

baths. So the time was passed until the approach of sunset brought the

hour of the evening meal (SetTrvov), which was more of a formal and social

function, and was usually taken either at home or at the house of a friend.

In most cases this meal was probably a moderate one, and the habit of

early rising seems to imply an habitually early bed-time. But on special

occasions, a banquet might be followed by a drinking-bout (a-v/xirocnov),

and by entertainments or conversation that lasted far into the night, or

even, as the famous Symposium of Plato, till the next morning. It was
probably an unusual thing to pursue any serious employment after the

evening meal ; but a few studious and literary people worked late at night,

and such a practice was probably necessary to those whose whole day was
taken up with political and social duties. Technically

speaking, the day ran from sunset to sunset. The night
Jj^'J'^'i"^!

"^

had divisions as well as the day; for military and naval
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purposes it was divided into watches
;

generally it was considered as

consisting of three portions ; of. //. x. 253

irapu)')(r)Kf.v 8e -rrXitav vv^

T<ov ^o ix.oipa.tm>, TpnaTi) 8' eri fiolpa kiXenrTai,

These parts were called co-irepos or Trepl Xv^vo)]/ d^a?, jxia-ai vvKTe's, and
6p6pos. The divisions were not of course accurate either in the case

of the night or of the day; time was reckoned by sundials or by the

length of the shadow thrown by a vertical staff, and later by a water-clock.

The twelve divisions of the day were known to Herodotus as a Babylonian

invention ; but they were not in practical use, nor was the word copa applied

to them until Roman times.

B. COUNTRY LIFE—AGRICULTURE, ETC.

684. The circumstances of country life in Greece were to a great

degree dependent upon social and political conditions. We
Country life. , , , • , , , , , ,r

nave already noticed how closely town and country life

were connected in early times ; the constant risk of invasion, when all the

inhabitants had to take refuge within the walls of the towns, and the great

number of independent cities, each with its little area of cultivated ground
around it, tended to perpetuate these primitive conditions. A concentration

(o-wi/oiKMT/xos) such as that of Attica, attributed to Theseus, would of course

tend to cut off a class residing in the city from the country people, and
factions like those of the coast, the mountain and the plain seem to indicate

local sympathies ; but they were over-ridden by Cleisthenes' redistribution

of the demes ; every citizen, whether of a town or country deme, had equal

political rights, and came to Athens to exercise them ; and the policy of

Pericles, by which the whole country was left deserted to the invading

enemy, and all the population concentrated behind the walls of Athens

and the Peiraeus would not have been possible if a country life was
recognised as a distinct profession. In his famous speech Pericles refers

-

to country houses as an cyKaXX(07ria-/xa ttXovtov, which the owners must be

ready to give up. Some men, indeed, like Xenophon when he settled

at Scillus, lived altogether the life of a country gentleman ; but such

exclusion from political life was exceptional, and was regarded as repre-

hensible. Even Xenophon's Ischomachus was often to be met in Athens.

Country houses probably did not differ essentially from town houses,

except that they were less cramped for space, and included store-rooms

and farm offices. Farms were mainly worked by slave labour, the

stewardess (ra/ita), who had charge of the household goods, being an
important functionary both in Homeric and in historical times ; a foreman

(cTriVpoTTos) also was necessary to supervise work in the master's absence.

It was possible, by closing a door, to separate the apartments of the male

and the female slaves ; but it does not follow that there were two separate

courts ; sometimes the women's quarters were in a kind of tower that could

be closed (Dem. in Euerg. 53).
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evipoov

Fig. 155. Hesiod's plough

—

Works and Days, 427—436.

Fig. 156. Ploughing; from a vase by Nicosthenes.
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685. The chief agricultural products of Greece were, as they are now,

. corn and wine and oil. The plough was generally used for

breaking up the ground. Hesiod's description of a plough

(Fig. 15s) {apoTpov) would probably apply to historical times, and all its parts

can easily be recognised on vase paintings (Fig. 156). It might be either

-irrjKTov, pieced together, or auroyucs, a natural trunk of a tree with a branch

growing out of it that would serve for the lower part of the pole. In either

case it would have a plough-tail added by which it could be guided.

Oxen were generally used for draught ; the system by which they were

fastened to the yoke, and the yoke fixed by thongs (p-ea-ajSov) and a ring

(/cptKos) to a peg (ivSpvov) inserted in the end of the pole was the same as

in a waggon or chariot. Hesiod also gives instructions for making a waggon
{apa^a, Att. apa^a). The usual digging instrument was the mattock.

Of the cereals, barley (k/di6os) and wheat (crtros) are most commonly
mentioned. Harvest time in Greece is from April to May in the plains,

and about a month later in the mountainous regions. Corn was cut with the

sickle (Spi-n-avov), and then bound into sheaves. Thrashing was usually

done by means of cattle treading out the corn, and winnowing followed,

with the help of a shovel (tttvov) on a breezy day. Another winnowing
instrument was the fan or basket (XIkvov).

686. Vines in Greece are now almost exclusively dwarf plants, requiring

no supports, except when they are grown for shade on pergolas,

fruitf'
° "^^' This was probably the case in ancient times also ; for there

is usually no indication of treUises and other supports on
vase-paintings, where vine branches frequently appear. The Italian custom
of training vines on trees was not usual in Greece. The vintage comes in

September, about the beginning of the month in the plains, towards the

end of it in the hills. The grapes were picked in baskets, and trodden
in wine presses (Xtjvo's), of which some ancient specimens still survive.

They consist of a cemented floor, surrounded by low walls, and sloping

towards one side, where there is an outlet leading into a sunk vessel.

The wine was then stored in jars (ttWoi) to ferment. (For the use and pre-

servation of wine see § 691.) Olives were gathered in late autumn. They
were first crushed (dXaw) beneath a heavy stone wheel which worked in

a circular trough, and then they were put in baskets, and squeezed
(eKiricfo)) beneath a long wooden lever, or sometimes, in later times, a
screw press. Remains of these have been found in Asia Minor and
Cyprus. Many kinds of fruit were grown, the commonest being figs,

apples, and pomegranates.

687. Fruit trees imply the existence of orchards, and vegetable gardens
must also have existed both for private use and for the

supply of the market, though doubtless the ancient Greeks,

like their modern successors, depended to a great extent upon the wild

herbs that grow freely on the hills, and that are eaten both cooked and
raw. The demand for flowers, especially for making wreaths, must also
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have necessitated extensive flower-gardens. The distinction between

gardens for the production of what was required for the house or the

market and pleasure-gardens probably did not exist in early times ; the

earliest pleasure-gardens seem to have been laid out about temples and

springs ; they were often sacred to Aphrodite, as the KrJTroi at Athens.

It was not until the Hellenistic age that the custom began of laying out

gardens in towns around houses ; this practice was attributed to the

influence of Epicurus. But the variety and artificiality ascribed to the ars

topiaria of the Romans was only gradually developed, partly, perhaps,

under oriental influence.

688. Cattle, sheep, goats and pigs were all kept for food, and sheep

and goats for milk also. Cheese was commonly made, but

not butter. Pasturage such as we are used to hardly exists in and^hlTmJng.

Greece, and the duty of the shepherd is to lead his flocks

over the mountains, to crop what herbage can be found. Poultry and
eggs also formed a staple article of food, and must have been supplied by
farms. The chief amusement of country life was hunting, in which dogs

were so essential as to give the sport its name (KwijyeTciv). Hares were

coursed on foot with dogs, and driven into nets, and the same process

was used for small deer. Boars were also hunted on foot with a spear.

Birds, especially the smaller kind, were usually snared with nets. The
bow was of course generally used for shooting game of all sorts; the

XoyuySoXov 01 throwing stick was also used as a missile.

C. FOOD AND DRINK, MEALS, COOKING, AND
ENTERTAINMENTS.

689. It appears at first sight that the Greeks of Homeric times were

much more used to meat diet than their successors. At the

feasts of the heroes whole sheep, pigs, and oxen are cut up Homer"
and devoured; and the custom is shared by the common abundance of

people also, e.g. by Eumaeus in the Odyssey, though it

would appear not only extravagant but coarse and brutal to a later

Greek. Fish is caught and eaten in the time of Homer, but only by

those who can get nothing better; a reduction to a fish diet is regarded

as a painful strait, in great contrast to the ideas of later times. Bread

is eaten with the meat, and barley meal is sprinkled over it before

cooking; but we do not hear much of vegetables—except onions, which

are eaten with wine. Meat, however, seems to be the main article of food.

In later Greece, on the other hand, farinaceous food, in some form

or other, is always regarded as the essential thing, and what

is taken with it, whether meat, fish, cheese or other vege- tom ; farina-

tables, is called ^ov ; in fact the history of this word, which ^=°^= ^'^^ ^"'^

originally meant boiled meat, but was later specially applied
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to fish, and even to a flavouring like salt, is an indication of the change of

custom.

690. Attica did not grow enough grain for its own consumption, and

consequently the command of the Hellespont was essential to Athens, in

order to secure the supply from the regions round the Black Sea. The
meal used was mostly of wheat and barley ; the former was, of course, the

usual material for making bread (apTo^); the latter was often made into a

kind of porridge. The bread also was either made with yeast or without

;

in the latter case it was probably made in thin cakes; but the more

elaborate process was usual in refined society. Broth made of various

kinds of beans and pulse was also much eaten. Such vegetable food,

together with cheese (cheese made from ewes' or goats' milk), dried fish

(rapixos) such as was imported at Athens in large quantities, fresh fish

(from the small fish called d<l>vrj to the tunny (Ovvvosi)), oysters and other

shell-fish, olives, and other vegetables, figs and honey, probably formed the

usual diet not only of the poorer classes, but also of well-to-do people. Meat

was only eaten on the occasion of a sacrifice, in fact, the
Meat from Greeks had no other word for an animal killed for food than

Up€Lov, a victim for sacrifice. But the frequent religious

festivals gave an opportunity to all classes to enjoy this luxury; and

nothing prevented a rich man from offering sacrifices as often as he pleased,

and feasting himself and his friends ; while the parts of a victim which

were the perquisite of the priest must usually have been sold by him to

less wealthy customers. Game was also eaten by those who could obtain

it, whether by hunting themselves or by purchasing it ; but
Game, fish,

j-[^jg g^jgQ ^a,s probably a luxury for special occasions rather

than an article of daily food. The thrush and the hare

—

the latter still extraordinarily good in Greece—were the favourite dishes.

Sausages made of blood and tripe were, as we know from Aristophanes,

hawked about in the market, and so were commonly eaten by the poorer

classes. Among the luxuries specially affected by richer people, beside

game, lambs, and kids, were superior kinds of fish, for example eels from

Lake Copais. Fish, indeed, was the luxury most affected by gourmets.

691. The Greeks usually regarded milk as the most primitive drink, but

did not make any extensive use of it ; the milk used for cheese

etc. ' ' or other purposes was, as it is still in Greece, that of sheep

or goats, that of cows being regarded as unwholesome. Butter

was practically unknown, except for medicinal purposes, olive oil being

universally used for cooking. To drink milk neat {aKprjTov) is described in

Homer as intemperate. The usual drink of all classes was wine, which

was, then as now, made in almost all parts of Greece, though
some places naturally had a higher reputation than others.

The greatest quantity of wine was exported from the islands of Rhodes,

Thasos, Samos, Lesbos, Cos and Chios. After the store-vats {iriOoi) were

opened, at the festival of the irLOoiyia. in early spring, it was trans-
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ported, sometimes in skins (ao-Ko's), sometimes in amphorae (aVf^opev's),

of which the stamped handles, as well as the plaster stopping, served

as the brand of the wine, and attested its origin and year of vintage.

Age was of course a recommendation to wine; but it does not appear

that the Greeks kept their wine so long as was usual among the Romans
and is the custom among ourselves. Theocritus speaks of a wine four

years old as if it were exceptional (vii. 147, xiv. 16); and it is quite

possible that old wine (iraXaios oivos) may have often meant, in ancient, as

in modern Greece, no more than two or three years old ; in fact, anything

but last year's vintage. Great care was taken in the preparation of wine

for the table. It was always mixed with water immediately before serving;

the most usual proportion appears to have been two of wine to three of

water ; but it varied very much according to the character of the wine and

the taste of the drinkers ; it was oft^n cooled with snow in hot weather.

Sometimes wine was boiled, which was supposed to make it less intoxicat-

ing ; sometimes it was made into a sort of ' cup ' by the addition of myrrh

and other spices. The colours and characters of the various Greek wines

seem to have been about the same as at the present day ; they may be

classified according to colour as black or red (fjiiXa^, kpvOpoi), white (Xcuko's)

and yellow (icippos), or according to taste as dry, harsh, light, or sweet

{avarripO'S, (TKXrjpos, Aeirros, yXiiKus).

An inferior kind of wine, drunk by slaves and peasants, was made by

pouring water on the grape skins and squeezing them again, after the first

juice had been pressed out; this was called Seureptas or arep.tpvXcTrj'i. Pliny

states also that the Greeks modified their wine by the addition of clay,

marble, salt, or sea-water ; some of these processes may be analogous to

the modern custom of putting gypsum in wine to clear it; resin or pitch

seems to have been sometimes put in wine, as is now the custom in many
districts of Greece. Beer (^B^os) was known to the Greeks, but regarded

as a barbarian product, and very rarely drunk by them.

Honey was used for all purposes for which we now use sugar, to

sweeten both food and drink. The honeys of Hymettus „
and of Hybla were especially famous in ancient times ; and
both retain to the present day their characteristic flavour of wild thyme.

692. The names and times of the various meals in Greece at different

periods are matters of some dispute and difficulty; the reason

lies mainly in the fact that the tendency of meals to be Times of

shifted to a later hour operated then as now, and that SeiTn/oi',

like our dinner, was transferred from a mid-day to an evening meal. It

followed as a natural result that the apto-rov, which in Homeric times was
usually taken early in the morning, came to be eaten at mid-day

;

the Homeric Sopirov or supper disappeared, as with us ; and the breakfast,

taken immediately on getting up, was the aKpartcr/ia, a piece of bread dipped
in undiluted wine. This was, naturally, taken at home. The apurrov was
a more or less informal meal like our lunch ; busy people might eat it in

G. A. 41
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the agora, or wherever they happened to be, while more luxurious people

went home for it; and in later times it became a sumptuous entertain-

ment, as appears in the New Comedy; but the Mwvov was regularly eaten

Fig. 157. Greek banquet ; from a vase by Duris.

Cooks.

either at home or at a friend's house ; this was probably in earlier times

the only meal at which elaborate cooking and serving was provided, and

at which company was usually entertained.

While rich men employed professional cooks of their own, a

Sicilian corresponding to a French chef of to-day, it was

customary for the masters of less pretentious households to

hire their cook in the market when they were buying their provisions for

a dinner-party. On ordinary occasions, and for the apiarov, the mistress of

the house, assisted by her slaves, usually saw to the provision and the

preparation of the food.

693. When a man had no guests, his wife might dine with him, seated

on a chair while he reclined on a couch. The dinner (Sei-Trvov)

was regularly served to guests in a room devoted to the

purpose, and called the avSpdv. Representations of banquets

are common on vases (Fig. 157), and give a good notion of how they were

arranged. The guests reclined upon couches, often long enough to hold

two or occasionally three ; each had his left arm and shoulder propped on

pillows, his right being free to help himself to food or wine. The food was

served upon small movable tables, usually square in earlier times, later three-

legged and round. When the guests entered their sandals were removed

and their feet washed by slaves ; then they took the'ir places, either as they

chose or as the host bade them. Water was poured by a slave over their

hands, and then a separate table was brought in for each pair of guests,

Entertain-
ments.
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with the dishes forming the first part of the dinner disposed upon it.

These were usually of a very simple character in Athens, in contrast to the

more luxurious diet of the lonians and Sicilians, and were chosen for

giving variety of flavouring to the bread with which they were eaten rather

than as forming themselves a substantial meal. They were served out

into small pieces, so that knives were not required; nor

were forks or spoons generally used, solid morsels being Manner of

picked up delicately with the fingers, according to a recog-

nised etiquette, and sauces or other liquids being sopped up with a piece

of bread {fiAxnCkiq); bread-crumb (airo/i,aySaA.ioi) was also used to clean

the fingers, and afterwards thrown to the dogs.

694. Then these tables were removed, and others substituted, with

fruit, cakes, and other dainties for desert (Scu'repat Tpa.Trit,ai).

The end of the dinner was marked by a liljation of unmixed
y™P°sia-

wine (ctttovStj ayaSoC Sat/iovos) which corresponded to grace after meat; and
then usually followed the after-dinner drinking-party (avfiiroa-iov). The
wine was formally mixed and prepared in the presence of the company,
usually in three craters, and a libation was first poured from each, (i) to

the Olympian gods, (2) to the Heroes, and (3) to Zeus Soter. This
religious process was, like other sacrifices, frequently accompanied by the

flute ; it thus afforded a pretext for the introduction of flute girls at banquets,

though the practice was continued for the amusement of the guests.

Where conversation did not suflSce for the entertainment of the com-
pany, they played games such as capping verses and asking riddles (o-KoAia

and ypi(t>oi) or others requiring manual skill such as cottabus

(KOTTajSos), which was played in many different ways ; the ° ^ "^'

essential thing always was the discharge of the 'heel-taps' (AaVa^, Aaracro-civ)

of a bowl of wine at some mark. For this purpose an open bowl (kvXl^)

without a raised rim had to be used ; it was suspended by its handle on
one finger, and its contents discharged by a sudden swing. The variety

of the game depended upon the mark that was used. Sometimes it was
merely a bowl or disc set up on a stand like a candelabrum ; sometimes
smaller bowls were floated in a larger one, and had to be filled ; sometimes
there was a scale which descended when properly hit, and struck an object

below, often a httle figure called yuai/r;s. Not only was correctness of aim
required, but the sound with which the AaVa^ struck the bowl or other
object was a sign of skill, and was also taken as an augury, especially

in love-matters, a name being pronounced with the throw. The game is

frequently represented on vases. Such amusements were often supplemented
by the entertainments of hired performers. Later in the evening, the revels

were sometimes diversified by the invasion of other parties (/cto/iot, Kcoyaa'^eiv),

or the guests sallied out to make similar incursions upon their friends.

695. This description applies mainly to a banquet at a private house

;

to this the host invited his guests, but it was no unusual thing ^
for others to drop in uninvited, and the invitation was banquets.

41—

2
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usually a short and informal one. Banquets were often held also at

times of sacrifice or other festal occasions, such as marriages ; at some of

these women might be present, being seated together. Such banquets were

often held (especially by those who had small houses) in the sacred pre-

cincts, where dining-rooms were sometimes provided. It was a common
practice also, both in the case of sacred banquets and of others, for the

guests to contribute each his own share, either in money or in food (Ipavos).

These banquets varied in character, from the solemn feast of a religious

association to a mere picnic by the sea-side, such as was a favourite

diversion at Athens and elsewhere (aKraZeiv).

Public dinners were an institution in many towns. At Athens the

Prytaneis for the time being and certain other privileged

d'nners
pctsons were fed daily in the Prytaneum; but it is not to

be supposed that, except on extraordinary occasions, such as

the entertainment of ambassadors, this implied anything like a modern
civic dinner. At Sparta the common dinners for all citizens (trucro-trta)

were notorious for their simple and frugal fare, which included the famous

black broth ; those present reclined on wooden couches ; while the

Cretans even kept to the severer custom of sitting at table.

D. EXERCISE, GAMES, BATHS.

696. Physical exercise {yvjxvao-TiKri) was an essential part of the life

of all free Greeks, and to it a considerable part of the day

fxercis^ ^^5 devoted. It took place, for the most part, in buildings

especially made for the purpose, called gymnasia, which

were originally of a simple character, but grew in luxury and splendour

until they became the elaborate structures of Hellenistic and Roman
times. The essential requirements were a smooth space for wrestling

(TraXaia-Tpa), running and jumping, and rooms where men and boys could

leave their clothes (airoSvTijpiov), rub themselves with oil (iXaioOe<nov),

sprinkle themselves with sand (Kovia-rtjpLov), and have a cold bath after-

wards (Xovrpov). To these might be added accommodation for spectators

and for resting; such accommodation usually took the form of long

porticoes surrounding a court, and giving protection from sun, rain, and
wind. Such was the gymnasium of the best times in Greece ; sometimes,

as at Sparta, a piece of level ground beside a river sufficed. As to the

arrangements of the numerous gymnasia in Athens we have but little

evidence'. In addition to the rooms above mentioned, there were usually

a central hall {l<j>r)piiov), and a tennis-court (a-tpa-cpio-T^pLov). The exercises

of the gymnasium were varied in nature ; some of them being merely for

1 Gymnasia have been found at Olympia, Epidaurus, Troezen, Eretria, Priene, and

elsewhere ; they are mostly of the Hellenistic age, and are provided with water, bath-

tubs, and foot-baths.
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the sake of the physical exercise itself, while others partook more of the

nature of games (see below), and others again were athletic in the narrower

sense—that is to say competitive—such as running, leaping, wrestUng, etc.

These are spoken of more in detail in describing the great athletic festivals

in which the competition ultimately culminated.

697. Among the Greeks games did not usually, as with us, form an

essential part of physical education, although some of them were doubtless

calculated to improve the strength or agility of those who took part in

them. It followed that most of them were left to boys, or sometimes

girls, and that grown men usually restricted themselves to more purely

athletic exercises. This of course applies mainly to active games, not to

cottabus and such other pastimes as were usually indulged in after

a feast. Games with a ball were common at all times. The example of

Nausicaa will occur to everyone ; a a-(j>aipicrTr]pLov was

provided for the maidens {appr]<f)6poL) who had to live on baii?etcT"

the Acropolis at Athens ; and in later times a kind of tennis

was recommended as a gentle exercise for elderly men. There is however

no clear evidence in ancient tinaes for any games with conventional and

elaborate rules such as exist at the present day, though something of the

sort may be implied by the game called by Pollux imo-Kvpos, in which the

boys were marshalled into three lines. Other recorded ball-games do not

seem to imply more devices than any boy might invent for himself, such as

high catch (ovpavla), catching on the bounce (dirdppa^ts), making a feint of

throwing (^aivtVSa), and so on. A kind of forfeit seems to have been

combined with these and other games, the usual penalty being that the

worsted competitor had to carry the victor on his back (ovos and /Sao-iXeiJs).

Other pickaback games are represented on vases, the carrier being

sometimes blindfolded, and having then to kick a stone.

Hoops were commonly used by children, and ring-stick was also played.

Knuckle-bones (do-rpayaXoi) were used much as at the present day ; they

were also marked with figures to serve as dice. Cubical dice {kv/3oi), as

well as these, were most frequently used for gambling and for casting lots,

where we should toss up a coin. A more intellectual game was a kind of

draughts, iria-croi, a game preferred by older men ; but though representa-

tions of the game and the board on which it was played have been found,

its rules are still obscure ; the iepa ypapifiij, from which the pieces (\idoi)

were only moved in the last extremity, was in this game, whence came the

saying tov a.(j> tepSs Kiveiv; from this game also came the proverb Trdi'Ta

Xldov KLvetv, sometimes wrongly translated 'to leave no stone unturned';

it evidently means ' to bring all one's reserves into action.' For the game
of cottabus see § 694.

698. Baths have already been referred to as a necessary adjunct of

gymnasia ; they also existed, at least as early as the fourth

century, as separate buildings, some being public, some
private. But elaborate baths, such as are familiar in Rome, were unknown
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in Greece during the last period ; and we even find in the fifth century a

feeling that warm baths are effeminate. But during the Peloponnesian

War a change of sentiment seems to have taken place, and in the fourth

century the custom of taking warm baths seems to have become practically

universal. Baths (ttveXoi) also existed in private houses, usually for the use

of women. In the bathing scenes represented on vases (Fig. 158), the vessel

containing the water is usually a basin mounted on a stand; sometimes

Fig. 158. Scene in a public bath ; from a vase.

water is poured from a jug by an attendant over a crouching figure.

Similar scenes are represented also in the case of women's baths ; and a

representation occurs even of a women's swimming bath {KoX.viJi,/3ij0pa).

Douches were also obtained from the water flowing out of the lions' heads

that discharged the water from a spring or aqueduct. The chief requisites

for a bath were the oil-flask {X.ijkv6os), the sponge, and the strigil (oTXeyyts,

^a-Tpa), which each bather brought with him ; he also paid a small fee to

the attendant (/SaXavevs).

E. TRAVELLING.

699. A habit of travelling appears to have been prevalent in Greece at

all periods, especially among men. It was, indeed, neces-

sitated by the religious and social conditions of Greek life.

The comparatively small distances that separated the various

Greek cities, and the ties of friendship that connected at least their chief

Causes ot

travel.
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families, made such a habit both convenient and agreeable. The common
religious festivals offered frequent occasions for travel (see §§ 421 fif.).

Political missions also had considerable influence; such commissioners

were often ten in number, and any citizen was eligible to the office. These
missions also frequently implied a visit to foreign lands. The amount of

travel undertaken for commercial purposes must also have been consider-

able. Military campaigns also led men, whether as citizen-soldiers or as

mercenaries, to see much of the world.

700. Travelling in Greece, and to a great extent outside it also, was

greatly facilitated by the custom of guest-friendship. Such

a connexion between families living at a distance from one Entertain-

•1 r 1 1 T ' ' '. ment of
another might often be accidental m its origin, but was travellers,

strictly observed, and also hereditary. We find it already

fully recognized in Homeric times, and ratified by an interchange of gifts.

In the historical period it was amplified into the system of proxeny ; the

ir/jo^evos was the official host of a State, and his functions included

hospitality as well as many of the duties of a modern consul ; in return

he was awarded both honours and substantial privileges by the State whose
citizens he entertained. The duty of entertaining the stranger, who was

regarded as under the special protection of Zeus Htvtos was also recognized

in all ages. But the claim to entertainment thus belonging theoretically

to every traveller would naturally be liable to abuse upon frequented routes

and in populous cities, and consequently other accommodation was

required. In the great centres of religious festivals such as Olympia, and

also more especially in sacred precincts like Epidaurus where patients

slept as part of the healing rite, porticoes were provided for the shelter

of visitors. Elsewhere it was usual for travellers to resort to an inn

(TTai/SoKeioi/) ; but the accommodation provided in such places appears

to have been very poor. If a man of any social position had to stay in a

town where he had no friends, he usually carried his bedding with him

—

a precaution by no means unnecessary, if we may judge from the realistic

enquiries Dionysus makes of Heracles in the Frogs, as to o-kov Kopets

oXiyio-Toi. Food of the simplest description only was provided by the

hostess (iravSoKeuTpta) ; and if a guest required anything more, he bought

it for himself in the market, and brought it to the inn to be cooked. The
attendance of a slave while travelling was therefore usual ; and, as luxury

increased, a rich man would not travel without a train of attendants.

701. The means of travel in Greece were to some extent prescribed by

the nature of the country. The sea presented by far the

easiest and most obvious means of transport, not only to the travel?
°

islands or more distant countries, but even to other places

on the mainland, since a short sail would often save a long and laborious

journey over rough roads and mountainous passes. But the comfort of

a sea passage, especially in rough weather, left much to be desired.

In the best ages of Greece there was nothing like cabin accommodation
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on ships, though rich men in the Hellenistic age may have imitated the

luxurious yachts of the Ptolemies ; but even then the ordinary traveller

had nothing like privacy or comfort on a ship. On land, the traveller

might either go on foot, on horseback, or in a chariot or cart; <fiope2a,

litters, were only occasionally used before Hellenistic times, mostly for

Fig- 159- Travelling ; Dionysus disguised as Heracles, and the slave Xanthias

with pack, on a donkey or mule. Scene from TAe Frogs, on a vase.

invalids. In the first two cases he would usually be accompanied by a

slave with his baggage on a packhorse or a donkey. The roads in ancient

Greece consisted as a rule merely of tracks worn over the land ; in rocky

regions—and most regions in Greece are rocky—two parallel grooves were

cut for the wheels of vehicles to run in. Traces of such grooves may be

found throughout Greek lands. The chariots and carts were consequently

built with large wheels and high bodies. The horses having to pick their

way over the rough track probably never went at more than a walk,

except when they came to a piece of level plain ; and the nature of the

country and of the roads must have imposed the same pace upon riding

horses also, as it does to the present day, except in the case of very

sure-footed beasts which keep up a kind of amble over rough and smooth.

Mules as well as horses were extensively used, and are indeed preferable

for every purpose in mountainous country. Both women and older men

usually drove when on a journey in a kind of travelling cart (aTn/Vr;). And

the constant reference in Greek authors to the use of such vehicles along

what now appear to be impossible tracks is a constant source of surprise

to those familiar with modern Greece. The drive of Telemachus and
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Peisistratus from Pylos to Pherae, and thence in a single day to Sparta is

perhaps the strangest instance, and might be supposed to show the poet's

ignorance of the country ; whatever identification of the sites be accepted,

both the distance and the character of the roads make such a performance

improbable ; but journeys in a wheeled vehicle such as that of Laius from

Delphi to Thebes or of Clytemnestra and Iphigeneia from Mycenae to

Aulis seem not to be regarded as unusual. The only explanation seems to

be that the travelling carts were built extremely light, and could go wherever

a sure-footed beast could walk. Perhaps in some cases a track such as

has been described would enable a cart to mount places now thought

inaccessible without a regularly engineered road. It is however possible

that such roads may have existed to a greater extent than is here suggested,

and have disappeared as completely as the Roman roads that superseded

them in some places.

Becker-Goll, Charikles (Becker, Charides, English translation, antiquated)

;

Iwan von Miiller, Die griechischen Privataltertiimer, being ... .

Vol. IV. A. 3 of his Handbuch der klassischen Altertums-

•wissenschaft ; H. Blumner, Die Privataltertiimer, being Vol. IV. of Hermann's
Lehrbuch dergriechischen Antiquitdten ; Baumeister, Denkmaler des klassischen

Altertums (list of articles on ' Leben und Sitten' on p. 2184); Schreiber-

Anderson, Atlas of Classical Antiquities ; Mahaffy, Social Life in Greece ;

T. G. Tucker, Life in Ancient Athe?is ; P. Gardner and Jevons, Manual of
Greek Antiquities.

VII. 8. HOUSE AND FURNITURE.

702. Our knowledge of the houses of Ancient Greece is derived from

literature and from excavations. For the prehistoric age

we have considerable evidence from actual remains, which, knowledge,

however, with few exceptions such as the palace of Cnossus,

are little more than ground plans. The Homeric descriptions give us a

later stage, the archaeology of which is for the present an insoluble problem.

For the central period of Greek History there is less information, partly

because the social life of the people existed mainly outside their houses

and literary references to domestic arrangements are often not too clear,

partly because, except for a few small houses in Athens, no houses of the

period have been excavated. For the Hellenistic period we have a full

description by Vitruvius, which, however, is by no means free from diffi-

culties of interpretation, and important discoveries, especially at Priene and
Delos, show us the walls of rooms still standing to a considerable height,

the decoration of which is in many cases in good preservation.
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X

House at Palaikastro.

West House, Cnossus.

Neolithic Hut, Magasa.
Faience Plaque, Cnossus (original

IJ in, wide).

Illi l l l l l ll

Jcole, /or Plans.

je£t\Q 5 o 30 40 50 feet:

Fig. 160. Minoan Houses, Plans and Elevation (aiier t\ie Annual of the British

School at Athens, Vol. vi. PI. vii; Vol. viil. pp. 15, 17, Figs. 8, 9; Vol. IX. PI. vi;

Vol. XI. p. 263, Fig. 2).
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703. In dealing with the remains of prehistoric houses found in .Greek

lands we may make three divisions, those in Crete and the ^j,g _

islands, those in South-Eastern Greece with kindred types historic house

elsewhere, and those in North-Eastern Greece. In Crete and '" Crete.

the islands the primitive house was probably a one-roomed rectangular

hut with a flat roof, similar to a modern peasant's hut. The earliest

example found is a hut of the neolithic age at Magasa near Palaikastro

(Fig. 160 ir). This is rectangular with a stone foundation, which probably

carried a superstructure of mud-brick strengthened by rough timbers. One
interesting feature of this hut is that it has already two divisions, an outer

porch-like room and an inner living-room. The houses however probably

were not all of a uniform type. At all events two early Cycladic round
hut-shaped boxes from Melos and Amorgos show that round huts were
known in the Cyclades. The supports on which these vases stand should

not be taken as meaning that they represent lake-dwellings. They are

merely the legs of the vases, for Crete and the Cyclades are very unsuit-

able for lake-dwellings. No actual round huts have yet been found, unless

we take the beehive tombs in Crete and elsewhere as an indication of

their existence. Maakenzie has shown that the oval house at Chamaizi

is merely a variation of the ordinary more developed Minoan house, and not

an independent type.

704. The earliest Minoan houses are those found at Vasilike, which date

from the later Early Minoan age, and even these are of

rather an elaborate type like the houses of a much later date houses?

(of Middle and Late Minoan times) excavated in the towns at

Gournia and Palaikastro. The smaller houses are rectangular, but do not

seem to possess any definite plan (Fig. 1 60 6). There are several rooms which

are all small and usually intercommunicate, but except in the larger houses

no clear design is discernible. The larger houses (Fig. 1 60 a) to judge by the

remains of staircases and the evidence of some faience plaques (Fig. 160 d)

from Cnossus had at least one other storey above the ground floor. They
consist of a large number of small rooms, among which a bathroom

(Fig. 160 a, 2) frequently occurs, often arranged along the side of a

court (Fig. 160 a, 3). In the centre of the house (Fig. 160 a, i) in order to

give light to the living rooms of the ground floor there is a light-well,

a central space open to the sky and surrounded by a verandah, the roof of

which was supported by four pillars at the angles.

705. The great palaces at Cnossus, Phaestus and Hagia Triada are elabo-

rations of the ordinary house plan. The palace at Cnossus

(Fig. 161) is grouped round a large central court (12) which at^'cn^sus.

has an altar in the centre. At the north end of the court is

the public entrance to the palace connecting with a paved roadway, and
to the west of this entrance lies the 'theatral' area (probably used for

ceremonial receptions) with long tiers of steps on two sides. To the south

of the central court is another entrance, probably for private use, connected

with a broad terrace from which a long gallery (4) leads to the north
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into a west court beyond the magazines. On the west of the central

court lies what may be called the' official and religious part of the palace.

Here is the throne room (14) with the stone throne still in situ, where

kings of the house of Minos probably sat in judgment. In the centre of

the block opposite the altar of the central court and on the first floor was

the great palace shrine of the snake goddess. On the ground floor fronting

the court was a small shrine with wings similar to that shown in the

Fig. 161. The Palace at Cnossus.

reconstructed fresco (Fig. 22, cf. § 298). Any fresh discovery seems to

bring out more and more clearly the religious character of this part of the

palace. The same block, too, has yielded great stores of inscribed tablets,

many of which seem to be inventories of royal stores or tribute. These

may be connected with the long gallery of magazines (Fig. 161, i) which

lies at the back of this block. Here still stand long rows of store jars

where the royal tithes of oil, wine and corn could be kept; and let into the

floors of the magazines and galleries are stone-lined cists which served as
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supplementary stores. The corridors were lighted, when necessary, by

torches stuck in the pyramidal holders which can still be seen. Over the

small rooms about the throne room there was an upper floor reached by
staircases and, where necessary, the rooms of the ground floor were lit by
light-wells. To the east of the central court lies the domestic quarter of

the palace, which contained three stories approached by the great staircase

(22) rising against the middle of the east side of the court. On the

ground floor here are the rooms to which are applied the names 'The
Queen's Megaron' (25), 'The Hall of Colonnades' (23) and 'The Hall

of Double Axes' (24), all lit by light-wells. Connected with these are

(26) bathrooms, latrines and an elaborate system of drainage which strike

a curiously modern note. Here too is a small chapel, ' The Shrine of

the Double Axe,' for the private devotions of the inhabitants of the

palace. It is very noticeable that none of the rooms except ' The
Hall of Double Axes' can really be called large. Of what appears to

have been the Great Palace Hall, north of the 'Domestic Quarter,' only

the basement spaces remain. The splendid high-reliefs of painted stucco

seem to have been derived from this Hall,

706. In the Cyclades, to judge by the evidence from Phylakopi in

Melos, the usual house was a two-roomed building. There

was a small outer room and a larger inner or living room.
e yc a es.

Sometimes, especially in the later houses, the two rooms have separate

entrances and do not communicate with one another directly. The palace

at Phylakopi is not of the Cretan, but of the Mycenaean type of the main-

land, like those at Tiryns and Mycenae. The presence of Mycenaean
and not Minoan megara in the Third Late Minoan period in Melos, and at

Phaestus, help to emphasize the supremacy of the mainland after the fall

of the Cretan thalassocracy.

707. In South-Eastern Greece the principal remains are the palaces at

Tiryns and Mycenae, since there is no evidence for private south-Ea t

houses except a simple two-roomed house at Mycenae. The Greece,

palace at Tiryns (Fig. 162) is excellently preserved in its
Tiryns.

ground plan, and splendid examples of the painted stucco decorations of

its walls and floors have been found. Recent excavations have shown
that this palace of the Third Mycenaean period was built above another of

the preceding age. The palace area occupies the highest or southern part

of the citadel, and is entered by a large propylaeum on the east, which is

approached by a road leading direct from the great gate in the wall. The
large propylaeum, faced on both sides by two columns in antis, leads

into a forecourt (A); and from this a smaller and similar propylaeum

leads into the courtyard proper (B) which contains an altar. Facing

the altar, and directly to the north, is the entrance to the principal

megaron (C). This has a porch faced by two columns in antis,

behind which is another room entered by three doors and serving as an
ante-chamber to the main room beyond. The hearth was in the centre of

this latter room, and round it stood four pillars supporting the roof. To
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the west of the main hall are many small rooms, including a bathroom.

To the east is another and smaller megaron (C) which has two courts

(A', B') in front of it, and a number of small rooms on its eastern side.

The usual explanation is that the larger megaron was that of the men
and the smaller was that of the women. But there are serious objections to

this view, for the only communication between the two megara is a long,

narrow and tortuous passage running from the bathroom area right behind

the larger megaron and approaching the smaller megaron from the west.

At Mycenae and at Phylakopi only one megaron was found, and therefore

rp=ass:

Fig. 162. The Palace at Tiryns.

A A'. Outer court"|

B B'. Court y of the two houses.

C C. Megaron

it seems more reasonable at present to take the two megara at Tiryns as

two palaces within the same area, the larger being that of the king and the

smaller that of his heir or grand vizier. Palaces of this type are essentially

different from those of Crete. On the mainland and, apparently, also at

Troy, even as early as the second city, there is the megaron type, a large

central hall of uniform plan with a forecourt and a few smaller rooms
attached to it. The likeness of the Trojan palace to those in Argolis may
point to early Asiatic influence in Greece. The Cretan palaces are true

labyrinths, long galleries of small storerooms and great complexes of
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comparatively small-sized living rooms of ever-varying shapes in one or

more stories, all grouped under one roof on the sides of a large central

court.

708. In Northern Greece the evidence from the few house-plans so

far known does not go to show that there was any uniform Northern
type at any period. At Orchomenus in the first stratum the Greece,

huts were round, and their structure was of mud-brick or wattle and daub
on a low stone foundation. In the second stratum at Orchomenus the huts

are oblong with one apsidal end, and in the third stratum no complete
house has been found, but enough has been discovered to show that the

houses were rectangular and had a courtyard and more than one room. In
the first Thessalian period (§'295) at Tsangli and Sesklo rectangular huts

have been found which had a superstructure of mud-brick and timber on
a low stone base. In the second Thessalian period the houses found at

Sesklo and Dimeni are of a megaron type. There is a porch with two
columns in antis, and from this a narrow door leads into the main room,
the roof of which was supported by two or three wooden posts in the

centre. Behind this was a smaller back room, in which constructions

resembling ovens were found. In the third period at Rakhmani an oblong
hut with one apsidal end was found, and at the same site an exactly

similar house of the fourth period was excavated, while at Rini there is a
hut with two apsidal ends also of the fourth period. Lastly, at Lianokladi,

in the same period, a house somewhat similar to the megaron type was
found. It thus remains for further excavations in this area to show if there

is any ethnological law to explain this great variation in house-types. It

must further be noted that oblong houses with one apsidal end have
been found in North-Western Greece at Olympia, at Thermon and in

Leucas, though one cannot yet determine whether they are contemporary

with the Thessalian examples or not.

709. Of the various types of houses described above, the megaron
type as at Tiryns, though presumably anterior in date, corre- The Homeric
sponds best, though not exactly, with the Homeric house. House.

The essential parts of a house, according to the Homeric poems, are

the court (avXi^) having in the centre the altar of Zevs 'EpKttos and the hall

(/ueyapov) with a central hearth (ccrrLa, ia-Tiri, ia-xoipa) surrounded by the

columns supporting the roof (cf. Od. vi. 307). The court served as
a farmyard, and was surrounded by sheds which were used as workshops,
such as mills for grain, and as rooms for the male slaves, and seem to have
included stables as well. The court had a great gate leading into the

street, and on its south side was the hall (fxiyapov) itself Directly against

the court was a portico (aWova-a), so called because it was the place for
sunning oneself (Od. iv. 297, 302). Between this and the hall proper was
an ante-room (7rpo8o/xos). The great hall behind this was the living room
of the family, and also the bedroom of its lord and his wife {Od. iii. 403),
while guests slept in the porch {Od. iii. 399, iv. 302). It is only in the
palace of Odysseus that there were separate women's quarters, which lay
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behind the hall and were apparently connected with it by a side door

(opa-odvprj). There were storerooms and workrooms for the female slaves,

but it was a common practice for the lady of the house to bring her work

and attendants into the hall as Penelope did. A separate bedroom for the

master and mistress of the house existed in Odysseus' palace, and there

seems to have been one in the house of Menelaus as well {Od. iv. 121).

From the hall a narrow passage (Xavprf) led past it to the rooms behind, as

seems to have been the case at Tiryns. The rooms at the side probably

included a bathroom—a bath was always offered to a guest on arrival

{Od. I. 310, III. 464, IV. 48)—for it is here that we find the bathroom at

Tiryns. Other rooms included a treasury (Orja-avpo';), which was in the

upper storey of Odysseus' palace. A second storey seems to have been

common, but little is known of its arrangements or position, though from

the account of Odysseus' palace the upper storey seems to have been the

favourite place for Penelope to sit. At all events, it does not seem to

have been above the hall. The hut of Eumaeus {Od. xiv. 5 ff.) gives

a picture of the peasant's house. This had a court serving as a farmyard

with stalls round it, and on one side the house itself, consisting of a porch

(Tr/3o'8o/xos) and an inner room to live and sleep in, which contained the

hearth. This arrangement is a development of the plan of the neolithic

house at Magasa, which in its turn represents an advance on the hypo-

thetical prototype.

710. The Greek house of historical times differs in many respects from

the Homeric palace, but it is probably to be regarded as an

t^ricai ti'mes"
independent development from the same original and simple

type. This type consists of an open court, surrounded by
chambers and also, in more elaborate examples, by a cloister ; and having,

usually on the side facing south, a large recess or open hall, which served

as an ante-room to the principal living room. This recess was called the

w/DocTTas or Tracrras, and is frequently referred to. The aspect of a house

was regarded as a matter of the greatest importance, because, as Xenophon
makes Socrates say {Mem. iii. 8. 9), ' in a house facing south the sun shines

right into the irao-ms
'

; and he also recommends that ' the parts facing

south {i.e. on the N. side of the court) should be built high, to catch the

winter sun, and that those facing north {ie. on the S. side of the court)

should be built low, so as not to catch the cold winds.' These instructions

bring home to us the difference between a Greek and a modern house

;

while we think of the external aspects, and the windows that face outward

on each side, a Greek regards a house from inside, and thinks of the various

sides that face into the court in the middle. The outside of the house was

probably, in most cases, contained by mere blank walls. There is no doubt

that the Court corresponds to the Court of Homeric times (avXif) ; the same
word is applied to it e.g. Plato, Protag. p. 3 1 1 a ; and sacrifices were made
in it at the altar of Zeis 'EpKeTos (Id. Rep. 328 c). If, as we have seen reason

to suppose, the Tracrra's and principal room correspond to the olQoviro. and
p.iyapov, we should expect the room to contain the eo-rta, but we have no
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Fig. 163. Restoration of a house at Priene. (Reproduced by permission from
Wiegand and Schiader, Pricnc, Fig. 299.)

T r
Fig-. 164. Plan of above house (ibid. Fig. 298).

42
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certain evidence as to this. Since it was most important that the Trao-ras

should face south, while the conditions of situation, especially in towns,

often necessitated a front door facing in some other direction, the Traa-Tcii

was sometimes at the side of the court. The excavations at Priene, which

have laid bare the plan of an ancient town with remarkable completeness,

show houses which usually conform to a regular type, as may be seen from

the plan and restoration here given (Figs. 163, 164, i66). They consist of an

open court, with a principal room, usually on the north, faced with a columned
porch or ante-chamber ; the other principal rooms were usually beside this,

and smaller rooms, for slaves or storage purposes, were placed round the

SCALE OF FEET

Fig-. 165. House on Delos (Rue du Th^Stre), (after Bulht'in de Corresp.

HdUnique, xix. PI. V).

(This description follows in the main that given by the excavator, M. L. Couve.)

A. Passage of entrance {Bvpapelov). B. Porter's lodge. C. Shop with two doors at

corner of street. D. Peristyle, or court (ouXi?), with mosaic. E, E. Chambers, probably

for domestics, etc. F. Well of staircase, leading to upper floor. G. Recess in sheltered

comer (corresponding to usual Trcurras), with mosaic. H. Large reception room (avdpw'),

with mosaic. I. Winter dining-room, with mosaic. K. Small chamber. L. Detached

room or shop. a. Front door. d. Niche for lamp. c. Window, d. Side-door.

e. Well. /. Opening into cistern. ^. Marble trough.

court. The original plans of these houses may date from the laying out of

the city in the fourth century b.c., though many of them were modified

later. The Delos houses (Fig. 165) mostly date from the second century

or so, and mostly show a later modification such as we find also at Priene,

the court being surrounded by a colonnade on all sides ; but in the plan

of a Delian house here given the larger size of the columns in front of

the principal room seems to show that they once belonged to a portico in

front of it such as we see at Priene. A curious feature in several of the

Dehan houses is an open recess, usually placed in the most sheltered and
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sunny position, in the N.E. corner of the court ; this must have served

as a sitting-room, and was perhaps a modification of the Trao-Tas. The
house at Priene (illustrated above, Fig. 164) was subsequently joined to

another house, presumably to form a yvvaLKOivlTi^ and dvSpioviTts as described

by Vitruvius, and shows also a modification of plan, such as we see at Delos
(Fig. 166). It is likely that most of the houses at Delos and Priene had a

second storey, containing the more private apartments. The large room
which is a feature in most of the Delian houses probably served for the

entertainment of guests, and so may be identified as the dvSp(jiv.

House of
Hellenistic
times.

Fig. i65. Plan of House at Priene. (Reproduced by permission from

Wiegand and Schrader, Priene, Fig. 316.)

711. So far we have been concerned mainly with the simplest form of

house, consisting of a single court and surrounding rooms.

Such was probably the usual form of house in the fifth and

fourth centuries. Vitruvius, who describes in detail the plan

of a large house of Hellenistic age, calls the court, with the

irao-TOs and surrounding chambers, into which the front door opens by

a corridor (Qvputpelov), the yuvaiKujvtTis ; to this, he says, was added

a richer peristyle, surrounded by larger chambers ; this peristyle had

a separate entrance, and was in every way more sumptuous ; it was

called the avSpuviTts, and was intended for the entertainment of male

guests. Its peristyle was often loftier on the side facing south. It is

42—

2
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not to be supposed that all these sumptuous arrangements were to be

found in houses of the fourth century—much less in the fifth. Demos-
thenes {Olynth. 3. 25) says that the great men of the fifth century were so

frugal in their private life that 'even if you knew which was the house of

Aristides or Miltiades or other famous men of old, you would see that it

made no pretensions beyond its neighbours.' But the elaborate entertain-

ments given by a rich man like Callias (Xen. Conviv. ; cf. Plato, Protag.)

imply correspondingly extensive accommodation ; and it was probably

considered necessary in the fourth century for a man of any position to

have special rooms for entertainment. The women usually had separate

quarters, shut off by a door called the /ieravXcs or /AcrauXos Qvpa.. Into

these they retired at night, and also when guests were present; but at

other times they occupied the avXiy. Sometimes the women's rooms were

above the men's ; for we hear of a man who exchanged quarters with his

wife, and gave her the ground floor while he took the first storey (Lysias,

de Caede Eratosth. 11. 3). Euripides mentions a suite of rooms with a

separate entrance for guests (^cvwi/es, Ale. -543). Poorer people must have

been content with only a room or two, or a portion of a house {<yvvoiK.ia.i,

see § 682). Over-crowding in cities was at least as bad then as now, and
many people must have had to dispense with what seemed to their richer

contemporaries the decencies or even the necessities of life. Beyond the

main features, we know but little of the parts of a house ; the same con-

fusion as in earlier times exists in the application of the word 6a\a/ios,

which is sometimes the whole women's quarters, sometimes the best bed-

room ; this and the ajx.<^Sa.'Ka.\j.o% are placed by Vitruvius on either side of

the pastas.

712. The material of which houses were built was usually sun-dried

brick. Even the palace at Tiryns was made of this; and what

h^u^ses^'^
° ^^ preserved is, for the most part, the stone foundation on

which the walls stood. It was very easy in the fifth century

to dig through the wall of a house. We hear that the Plataeans concen-

trated their forces in this way without appearing in the street (Thuc. 11. 3);

hence also the common word for a burglar, Totx^P'^X^'- The walls were

probably, at least in the better houses, covered with stucco on the inside.

At Tiryns and Mycenae we find the stucco adorned with fresco paintings

:

the practice of painting the walls came in again towards the end of the

fifth century; Alcibiades employed for this purpose the painter Agatharchus,

whom he kidnapped and forced to do the work. Socrates complains of

the custom, saying that 'pictures and decorations in a house deprive us of

more pleasures than they can give' (Xen. Mem. 111. 8. 10). But it became
more and more prevalent in later times. Relief ornament in stucco was

also common; in Delos we find stucco imitating courses of stone, and also

artificial marbling, evidently a cheap substitute for marble panelling.

Columns, doors, and other structural parts were commonly of wood in early

times, though of course marble came to be substituted in more sumptuous
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houses. The roof was often flat, and so supplied a vantage-ground in

street fights ; it was generally of hardened mud, as now frequently in the

East ; but tile roofs were also common, and the tiles served as convenient

missiles. The floor was usually of hardened earth in early times ; thus

Fig. 167. Scene in a Greek house, showing furniture, etc.; from a vase.

[TAe scene is continuous on the vase.'\

a trough could be dug in it for the axes in the Hall of Ulysses (Od. xxi.

120). Both paving stones and plaster floors are found in early buildings.

A floor of pebbles set in cement is found in houses as early as the fifth

century in Athens. In Hellenistic times these floors had elaborate

patterns, and developed into mosaic at Alexandria.

713. Greek houses were probably very bare of furniture, according to our

notions. Beyond beds and couches, chairs, stools, foot-stools,

and small portable tables, they do not seem to have had
vessei's"etc!'

anything that we should call furniture—except chests in

which to store clothes and valuable articles. All kinds of vessels or

utensils were either laid on the floor or hung on the walls. When any things

were required, for instance washing appliances, a slave probably brought

them and held them during use. The contents of a country house are thus

enumerated and classified by Xenophon {Oecon. 9. 6);—implements of

sacrifice, women's clothes and ornaments for festivals, men's clothing for

festivals and war, mattresses and coverlets for the women's quarters and for

the men's, women's shoes, men's shoes, weapons, implements for spinning,

for grinding corn, for cooking, bathing utensils, kneading troughs, table
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Fig. i68. Priam and Achilles, and scene in a house, showing chairs,

couch, table, etc.; from a vase.

service. The way in which Ischomachus describes how he and his wife

sorted all these and assigned to each class a special place in the house
seems to imply that no proper fittings or appliances were usually provided

for their storage. In fact, a Greek house would probably have appeared
untidy and disorganised, if judged by a modern western standard, though
doubtless a good housewife introduced order into the chaos. The majority

of the articles above classified do not call for detailed notice here ; but it

is a disputed question how far we are to consider the well-known Greek
painted vases as articles of household furniture and use. Many may have
been especially made either for export or for dedication ; but the represen-

tation, in household scenes painted on the vases, of similar painted vases

in actual use, seems to place beyond a doubt the fact that they were some-

times so used, and the inscriptions referring to drinking on cylixes also
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imply that they were for use. It is probable, however, that metal vessels

were also extensively used for table service, and these were of silver or even
of gold in the more luxurious houses.

For the prehistoric house the following works may be consulted : Bosanquet
and Dawkins, Palaikastro, B.S.A. Vol. vin. ff. ; Boyd-Hawes,
Gournia; Bulla, Orchomenos I ; Dorpfeld, Troja and Ilion ;

E'"'°g''aphy-

Evans, Knossos, B.S.A. Vol. Vl. ff. ; Nine Minoan Periods* ; Restored Shrine
of Knossos, J.R.I.B.A. 1911 ; Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos; Halbherr and
others, Phaestos, Monumenti Antichi., from 1902 onwards ; Hall, Aegaean
Archaeology; Mackenzie, Cretan Palaces, B.S.A. Vol. XI. ff.; i^ozck, Homerische
Paldste, Ovalhaus und Palast; Schliemann, Tiryns; Schuchhardt, Schlie^nanti!

s

Excavatiom; Seager, Mochlos; Seymour, Life in the Homeric Age; Tsountas
and Manatt, Mycenaean Age, 2nd Ed.*; Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric
Thessaly.

For the house of historical times see the authorities quoted on p. 649
and also Winckler, Wohnhauser der Hellenen ; Lange, Haus und Halle
L. Couve, Bulletin de Correspondance HelUnique, XIX. (Houses on Delos)
Wiegand and Schrader, Priene

; J. L. Myres, fournal of Hellenic Studies, xx!
'On the plan of the Homeric House' ; E. A. Gardner, Journal of Hellenic
Studies, XXI. 'The Greek House.'

Note. Works marked thus * were not published when this article was written.

VII. 9. MEDICINE.

714. Of Greek medicine before the sixth century B.C. we should know
little, almost nothing, were it not for the Iliad and the
Odyssey. In the long course of Aegean civilization medi-

^^^nexli^
'"

cine may have contained the following elements : {a) fetish

medicine
;

{b) demon medicine, which may have reached Eastern Europe
from the Accadians

; {c) theurgic, or ' temple medicine,' which may have
had its origin in Egypt ; and {d) a rough but not inconsiderable knowledge
of surgery, learned for the most part in the battlefield and owing little to a
study of anatomy. This fourfold system was rolled back, though not
vanquished, by the more scientific medicine of Hippocrates and, later, of
Alexandria. It is often supposed that scientific medicine sprang full-grown
from the head of Hippocrates, for whom the way had been prepared by the
Ionic schools of philosophy, and especially by Heracleitus. However the
names of a large number of physicians before Hippocrates are given in the
so-called AristoteHan ms. of Menon; and older medical treatises are referred
to in the Hippocratic collection. The disciples of Pythagoras are said to
have dissected animals. His chief medical disciple was Alcmaeon of
Crotona, the Father of Greek Medicine. The works of Alcmaeon are
lost, but he exercised great influence upon Empedocles, Democritus and
Anaxagoras (§ 720).
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Theurgic medicine knew many gods and heroes also, such as Cheiron,

Asclepius, Podaleirius and Machaon
; yet it rose far higher than the

fetish medicine of the Etrusco-Romans : indeed Paeon, Apollo (in his

medical attributes), Eileithyia and Hygieia soon paled before the worship

of Asclepius, which seems to have originated in Thessaly, and not to have

reached Athens till about 420 B.C. In Homer Asclepius was a mortal

chieftain, who seems to have had the root of science in him. Like

Achilles he was a disciple of Cheiron; and in his turn taught medicine

to Podaleirius and Machaon, chieftains of his own rank and kind. We
may note that for the pestilence Calchas had no concern with medical

remedies.

715. The apotheosis of Asclepius came later, and many temples were

raised to him. We have record of about one hundred

;

Temple those best known to us by their surviving relics were in
medicine. .^

°
. .

Cos, Pergamum, and Epidaurus. Recent excavations in

Cos have brought to light remains of an Asclepian temple with cells,

the base of a statue, and the foundations of a well-house. If Tricca

was the most ancient of the medical temples, Epidaurus was the largest,

and the mother of many such health-resorts in Greek lands. These

Asclepieia, whither, as to hospitals or spas, the sick were gathered

together, were situated in places of fine air, pure water, and exhilarating

scenery. In or near some of them were medicinal springs. There, beside

religious rites, other physical and moral influences—such as the drama,

games, social amusements, diet and gymnastics, and, perhaps, a few

drugs—were brought to bear upon the sick in mind or in body, as they

are to-day at Harrogate or Aix-les-Bains. At these resorts the effects of

'Airs, Waters, and Places,' and of regimen, as well as those of mental

exaltation, diversion or repose, were keenly observed by the positive Greek

mind, and the results of these more natural methods quickly distinguished

from those of priestly ritual. Thus medicine found its place as a branch

of natural knowledge, a place which, after Galen, the last of the great

Greek physicians, was diminished till the coming of Vesalius and Harvey.

716. At many of these resorts were medical schools, of which those of

Ionian tradition, such as Cos and Cnidus, are best known
Medical

jq ^g There were also ancient schools of medicine in
Schools.

Rhodes, and in Magna Graecia, Sicily and Cyrene. The
school of Cnidus seems to have been of a dialectic and speculative bent;

that of Cos laid stress rather on careful bedside observation, and on the

study of atmospheric, telluric, and other external conditions. The doctrines

of the Greek physician were in conception often erroneous but not often

unscientific. His recognition of disease as a perversion of normal function,

his vigilant reserve, his subordination of his art to the indications of nature,

and his reliance on the vis medicatrix naturae were in accordance with the

best practice of modern times. The medicine of Plato {Timaeus), though

far from Hippocratic, was not quackery or superstition. Aristotle, himself
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a physician who held a public medical office, and the son of a great

physician of the seed of Asclepius and Machaon, owed much to Diodes
of Carystus ; and was destined to hold a perennial ascendancy over

medicine, almost to our own day. If we may judge by the evidence

of Celsus, the sane and natural method of Hippocrates prevailed until and
probably throughout the Alexandrian period ; after this period it gradually

gave way to a medicine of tradition, formulas and logical categories. On
the other hand Hippocratic medicine knew little of anatomy, the study of

which was pursued in Alexandria with brilliant success. Physiology, the

science of living function, developed by Erasistratus in Alexandria, was
founded upon experiment by Galen (d. a.d. 200), but on his death fell into

oblivion till thus founded again by Harvey in the seventeenth century.

717. That, as is generally stated, rational medicine was an offshoot of

theurgic (temple) medicine is not true; the modern visitor

to Epidaurus may readily observe that the temple ritual was Rational

but a part, and by no means an overwhelming part, of the

splendid apparatus built up by the managers, lay and sacerdotal, of these

health-resorts. Indeed of the existence of a priesthood, as a separate

class, we have no definite evidence; though there are occasional indi-

cations in Greek literature that priest and physician acted together in

some jealousy or rivalry. In Homer no sick Greek or Trojan was carried

off to a temple. The temple methods may have been engrafted upon an
ancient stem of secular medicine, Ionian or mainland, an alliance not

inconvenient in a people so little superstitious or priest-ridden as the

Greeks ; but in all probability professional and sacerdotal medicine were

distinct. Celsus gives honour to Hippocrates for the separation of medicine

from philosophy, but he is silent as to any connexion of medicine with

religion. Even Herodotus avoids the supernatural origin of disease.

718. Of the means used by the priests in the cure of disease we know
little precisely, but much may be supposed. By pomp,
splendour, and ancient enchantments, the senses were cap- at^Tem^"es
tured and the springs of nervous energy unsealed ; sorceries

and impostures, which find their way into all great rituals, may have entered

more or less into their system. And of such inspirations and suggestions

the physicians probably availed themselves, directly or indirectly : it is

supposed that mesmerism was a potent means in the hands of the priest-

hood ; that patients were subjected to hypnotic suggestion we know with

some fulness. In the age of Hippocrates even the most sceptical enquirers

harboured some belief in the supernatural origin of dreams ; it is certain

that dreams took a considerable part in the treatment of the sick, and that

their value as means of ' suggestion,' and even of diagnosis, was recognised

down to the time of Galen. ' Incubation,' or ' temple-sleep,' was practised

in the Greek temples, as in the Egyptian, under the hands of the priests.

In the fatal illness of Alexander his generals had recourse to it on his

behalf. Incubation was by no means peculiar to the temples of Asclepius;
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it was practised at many other shrines, as of Apollo, Aphrodite and Hera;

and in later times. It is said, on slight evidence, that a course of rational

medicine preceded the incubation. The suppliants in crowds—the sexes

were not segregated—their imaginations previously exalted by imposing

rites, lay for sleep in the precincts by night. If, as we hear, some were

sleepless, the priests took care no doubt that they should see visions and

hear prophecies nevertheless. In such visions the tame snakes kept in the

temples played some part ; this we infer from the Plutus of Aristophanes,

from some of the inscriptions from Epidaurus, and from other testimony.

Like the Delphic priestess, the priest of Asclepius also may have kept

himself informed on the private concerns of the suppliants, at any rate of

the more eminent of them ; and we ourselves are in no position to

denounce this blend of superstition, of the supernatural, and of natural

and worldly wisdom, as mere quackery. Indeed, the Apolline religion

may be regarded as an Ionian revolt from nature cults, gloomy obscure

and Corybantic, which then, as in other times and places, enslaved the

thought and debased the passions of man. We may dwell rather on the

therapeutical results obtained indirectly by rational means, and by the

preparation for the vigils ; this seems to have consisted in baths, fasting,

purgation, anointings and even bleeding : measures which had their vulgar

advantages. On a larger scale, and more persistent method, these trainings,

dietetics, gymnastics, mineral waters, sea-baths and the like, fell in with the

work of the physicians, and with the Greek cult of the body. Fees were

paid at the end of the course.

Besides gold and silver certain peculiar votive offerings were made in the

Asclepieia, as still in many modern temples, which borejude witness to the

cures. Some were pictorial or glyptic representations of diseased parts

;

or, especially in the case of internal maladies, written records. It has been
alleged, though on a misapprehension, that the clinical knowledge of the

physicians was founded on these records, and was thus handed down in

the medical schools. In the Hippocratic collection the Coan Prenotions

and the first book of Prorrhetic are said to have been compiled from such

sources, and even some of the Aphorisms also ; though it is probable that

parts of the earlier aphorisms came, with the aphorismic style, from Egypt.

Votive tablets could have had no such value, unless dictated by the

physician ; indeed there is some evidence that the practice of taking

clinical notes originated with the physicians.

719. That Hippocrates—by which name we are wont to designate the

most eminent of about eight Greek physicians who bore

guUd'"'
^^—^^^ °^ ^^ Asclepiadae, certainly does not prove that

he was of the stem of Asclepius, a kinship which he never

claimed, nor even that he was of a priestly caste ; by the time of which we
are speaking the Asclepiadae had probably become what, in our own day,

we call a College or Guild. In early times Greek medicine seems to have

been the inheritance of certain families not of sacerdotal tradition {Iliad n.
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219), and the brotherhood of blood seems to have given place to the

brotherhood of a corporation. In the Iliad, we have seen that with the

Greeks before Troy were many of the craft, that they were held in the

highest esteem (xi. 506), and that some of them, at any rate, were illustrious,

even kingly persons. The field anatomy of Homer is by no means con-

temptible; he directs no strokes at random, and the heroes knew when a

stroke was mortal or not (iv. 185 and 190). Nor was medical practice all

surgery. Medicinal herbs belong to our earliest tradition. In the

Odyssey Eumaeus speaks of an hyr^p Ka.KSiv in a context which suggests

that even then physicians travelled from place to place, offering welcome
service; Nestor's wife Agamede 'knew all drugs' (//. xi. 740). It is said

that doctors were introduced into the Spartan army by Lycurgus, where

they had a special camp. In the Hippocratic collection there are chapters

on the surgery of war. Epameinondas had physicians with his forces at

Mantinea ; and Xenophon speaks, more than once, of doctors in attend-

ance upon the army : there were eight at least with the Ten Thousand.

Of the constitution of the medical guilds we have some precious

evidence in the Oath (known as ' of Hippocrates
') ; from it we infer

that novices were initiated solemnly, and adjured to walk in the steps of

masters who held up before their eyes noble examples of honour, integrity,

obedience to the laws, secrecy, and loyalty to the interests of the patients

under their care. We can scarcely doubt that this oath, which is probably

older than the time of Hippocrates, owes its weight, austerity and dignity

to an ancient and honourable tradition of medical independence and
responsibility.

720. Physicians of the school of Croton seem to have been regarded

as the leaders of the profession in Hellas, and, a hundred „.
r-r- r t t T t

Hippocrates.
years before Hippocrates, one of them, the celebrated

Democedes, practised in Aegina, in Athens and in Samos. Hippocrates

(born c. 460 B.C.) was of Cos—the Mecca of medicine. The Coan
School was flourishing in the sixth century. In the name of Hippocrates

stands a large body of treatises ; some, such as the De acre, locis, ei aquis,

bear the stamp not only of a great and individual mind, but also of a

mind positively scientific in bent and habit ; others are class-books and
collections, more or less rude, of notes and aphorisms, in many instances

significant of a true growth of natural knowledge such as we attribute to

Ionia ; others again, ifwe may judge by their doctrines, are of Cnidian rather

than of Coan origin. All the books seem to be earlier than Aristotle ; and
in many treatises an older body of doctrine is assumed, and even quoted.

Of some sixty works under the master's name, perhaps not six come from

his hand ; indeed there is little better evidence to connect even these with

the great Hippocrates than the internal evidence that they sprang from the

mind of a certain individual genius, and the presumption that the doctrines

of a teacher so venerated as Hippocrates would surely be preserved, either

by his own hand or by his disciples. Yet, as in the ' Menonian ' notes of
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Aristotle certain highly speculative opinions on the irveH/ji.a seem to be
attributed to Hippocrates, the personal authenticity of particular works in

the collection is still more obscured. Those opinions however are more
characteristic of Diodes, who was known as the ' alter Hippocrates.' On
the other hand, to speak of unauthentic works issued under the master's

name as ' forgeries,' in the common sense of the word, is to ignore the

history of the ancient and mediaeval schools. Many of them were docu-

ments of the School, current under the name of the leader; others, not

properly of the canon, nor indeed of the same school of thought, were
gathered into the collection more or less accidentally. Their various origin

is proved by many inconsistencies of anatomical and other detail, as well

as of doctrines and style.

721. Of the practice of the Greek physicians we know little. Some

Private
of them werc attached, as teachers, to the schools. We know

and Public that eminent physicians were elected as public physicians, and
practice.

yfQre ' Called ' to the cities, or were sent for by this tyrant or

that, as Democedes by Polycrates, and detained about his person for large

reward. It seems probable that Thales, who lived at the time of the

Milesian factory in Egypt, studied in that country; and, as Hippocrates,

like other philosophers, is known to have travelled widely, it may be

assumed that he visited Egypt. Physicians on their travels were consulted

on the way, and probably, after the manner of the Sophists, delivered

lectures. We read indeed of ' peripatetic physicians
'
; and some historians

have interpreted the peripatetic as the practising physician, as contrasted

with the physician of the closet ; but Greek medicine does not smell of the

lamp. Here we may recall the Oriental custom of laying out the sick by

the highways to solicit the advice of the passers by. Certain physicians

were settled officially, for long periods or for life, in the cities; they were

elected by the assembly, and received salaries, not, or not only, from the

civic treasury but from a poll-tax. In Athens there were at least six public

physicians. Democedes held an office of this kind in Aegina and afterwards

in Athens. In ancient Greece anyone might practise privately, but for civic

service guarantees were required. Thus apprenticeships and schools arose;

and probably there was a register. Midwives and ' wise women ' abounded

(v. Eur. ffipji. 293), but no woman could be recognised as a physician. The
salaried medical officers guarded the public health, combated epidemics,

and may have given instruction in dietetics and training. Their presence

was required at games and festivals. The public physicians were not

forbidden to take fees from private persons, but they rarely did so;

ordinarily they attended all persons gratuitously, including strangers visiting

the city. The ' Oath of Hippocrates,' probably of more ancient date, seems

to contemplate private practice almost exclusively. We may note that in

it the title of Asclepiad does not occur. The public physicians were men
of distinction and dignity

;
generally speaking, their remuneration seems to

have been in corn to the value of 500—700 drachmas per anrium, with
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house and orchard, liberal civic immunities, and many honours. The
Greek physicians of this period gave freely to the poor and to the stranger

not only of their skill but also of their substance.

722. The physicians kept offices or shops supplied with a large

variety of surgical and other instruments, dressings for

wounds, and drugs, of which last there was a customary

but not an official list. In these offices, and also by druggists (^ap/x,a-

kottwXol), medicines were dispensed by the single dose or in larger

quantities. Moreover to these medical homes, which grew into hospitals,

patients were often removed for closer observation, or for special treat-

ment. There was a public 'larpetov also in every large city, kept up out of

the taxes or rates. Slaves were employed as assistants and dispensers.

The physicians had also cases fitted with medical and surgical appliances

which they carried with them on their travels. Lofty in ethical standard

and pure of all charlatanry as was the school of Hippocrates, too often, in

later centuries at any rate, medical practice degraded into a trade ; and

these offices, like barbers' shops in later times, became places of call, not

always to the honour of the profession. Indeed we are told that in ancient

Greece, as in mediaeval Europe, elegant and well-dressed physicians were

wont to rely rather on personal attractions than on scientific acquirements

;

and that others descended even to the level of quacksalvers and criers of

medical wares in the markets. In Egypt specialism in medicine had been

carried to the absurdest extremes. To the Greeks our unscientific dicho-

tomy of medicine and surgery was unknown, probably inconceivable ; but

we learn from the Oath of Hippocrates that cutters for stone were specialists

;

so also were oculists and dentists (gold-stopping of teeth is a very ancient

practice). The graver operations were in early times a perilous undertaking

;

and probably, in ancient Greece, as certainly in many later centuries, local

practitioners were wont to entrust them to peripatetic craftsmen, who took

care to disappear before the issue of their work could be known.

We have seen then that medicine, as a natural science and rational

practice, always enjoyed in Greece a peculiar independence of the hiero-

phant and the philosopher. The school of Hippocrates was a school of

watchful observation of nature, though not of experimental verification ; a

school devoted to description of diseases—chiefly of the acuter kinds, and

of these chiefly the fevers—as orderly sequences of symptoms classifiable

under certain types ; and also to the study of constitutional proclivities,

but not of accurate details or subtler distinctions which at the time

was scarcely possible. It was a school of careful observation of external

but not of inward causes, nor of the local seats of disease ; for of course

pathology was rudimentary. In therapeutics it was a school of vigilant

waiting upon nature, and of the use of physical means such as diet, waters,

fresh air, and gymnastics ; not of violent interference by bleedings, by

drugs, or by empirical specifics. Its honourable motto was larpos iTrijpeVrjs
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nys <^vcr€(os. Surgery, by this direct and natural study of facts, attained

a degree of positive excellence which even to this day is admirable.

723. After the Hippocratic period, under the Macedonian supremacy,

medicine, though high in court favour, languished, like other

development. intellectual pursuits, to rise again with the marvellous Greek

fecundity in Alexandria, under the Ptolemies j especially

under Ptolemy Soter. To Egypt however it owed nothing; the impetus

of Aristotle was continued in the great progress of anatomy. The two

chief figures among the Alexandrian physicians are Herophilus and
Erasistratus, under whom not only descriptive anatomy advanced but

also the conception of local seats of disease. Herophilus was a pupil

of Praxagoras of Cos, who seems first to have taught the clinical use of

the pulse. For physiology however little was done till it sprang into life

from the brain of Galen. The great epoch of Alexandria was not long

;

medicine began to lose the broad and sane example of Hippocrates and
broke up into sects, dependent in part upon scholastic philosophies ; and
in practice polypharmacy and the lower forms of empiricism increased.

Many of the chief schools of medicine were at this time in Asia Minor

;

as in Pergamum, Ephesus, Tralles, Miletus. In the second century a.d.

Greek medicine prevailed in Rome, after it had been long defied by Cato
and his followers. Asclepiades, a Bithynian, the friend of Cicero and
Crassus, was the first eminent Greek physician in Rome. By Tiberius

the office of Court Physician was established, and we must not refrain

from mentioning here the great Latin name of Celsus. In Galen (0^. 210)

Greek medicine found its culmination and its eclipse. This extraordinary

man, the founder of physiology by the true way of the experimental method,

a prodigy of learning, and only too copious and ingenious a philosopher,

stood eminent on the abyss which in after time swallowed up medicine and

all natural science for more than a thousand years, until the medicine of

the West was born again in the schools of Italy, and renewed its youth

under the spell of Vesalius and Harvey.
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VIII. CRITICISM AND INTERPRETATION.

VIII. I. DIALECTS.

724. The word dialect is applied in two senses which require to be

kept distinct. The first of these is its use to indicate the spoken and
particular form of a language spoken by the inhabitants of a literary dia-

given place at a given time ; the second is its use in the ^'^'^'

phrase literary dialect, by which is meant the particular form of language

in which some particular work or works of literature are presented to us.

A literary dialect often does not correspond exactly to the dialect of

any particular place, but contains many forms and constructions drawn

from various sources, especially earlier literary works, some of which may
have been composed in dialects similar but not identical.

The ancient Greek world showed all the conditions likely to produce

great diversity of dialects among its people. The tradition Diversity of

of different families, of separate descent from Aeolus, Dorus, dialects in

and Ion, was widespread; the multitude of independent '^''^^'=^-

States, mother-cities and colonies, kept separate by the sea and by difficult

mountains, with their rivalries tending to become stronger than their

friendships, was sure to develop dialectic differences. These differences

are shown to some extent by the extant literature, but more fully by the

large number of ancient inscriptions. Many States had no literature

of their own ; and there was a tendency for literature in certain styles

to create a mixed artificial dialect, not spoken in any part of Greece,

but widely intelligible to educated persons.

725. The language of the pre-Hellenic population of Greece is known
only from proper names, chiefly names of places, which ^an
cannot be analysed into known Greek elements. Herodotus, the pre-Hei-

also, says (i. 57) that in his time some Pelasgians still spoke =""=?"?'=

a non-Greek tongue in certain settlements in Chalcidice and on the

Hellespont. Both of these arguments, however, must be used with

caution. As yet archagology alone has revealed to us the Greece of times

earlier than Homer. The numerous records of earlier ages which have
recently been discovered in Crete are not yet deciphered ; and from
the fact that, in the Greek of historical times, we cannot find etymologies

for all the names of persons and places, which have been handed down
from an earlier age, we cannot draw the certain conclusion that these

names are therefore of an origin which is not Greek. Moreover, Herodotus
himself could not distinguish clearly between the Pelasgians and the later

population of Greece, for elsewhere (vii. 94) he tells us that the Pelasgians
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of Achaia in the Peloponnese changed their name to lonians. This

name they took from Ion, the son of Xuthus, after Danaus and Xuthus

had come to the Peloponnese. The islanders also, who were afterwards

called lonians, and the Aeolians were, he says, once called Pelasgians.

If the name of the Pelasgians means, as some think, the People of the

Plain, or, as is more probable, the Sea-folk, from the weak stem of Tre'Aayos

and the ethnic suffix -kol (*HiXay(r-KOL becoming IleXaa-yoi as */ity-o-K(i)

becomes /tio-yw), it is not necessary to assume that all the communities

called Pelasgian were of the same racial origin, and both statements of

Herodotus may be correct.

726. In considering dialects, the points to be taken into account are

sounds, grammatical inflexions, syntax and vocabulary. Of

differences
Hiost importance are the sounds used by each dialect ; the

other features generally confirm the results attained by a

consideration of the sounds alone. Here we are of course not bound to

assume that the same symbol indicates the same sound in different dialects
;

no doubt the symbols were differently pronounced in different parts of

Greece and even in the same part at different times. The chief points in

regard to sounds are : (a) in vowels, the retention of d or its change to rj; the

results of contraction, especially of ee and 00; the methods of 'compensa-

tion,' e.g. in the syllable which was originally ovs; (d) in consonants, the

treatment of the original spirants jv, s, w, especially the last, and the extent

to which original guttural sounds were retained or changed to corresponding

palatal, dental, or labial sounds ; (c) the accent. In inflexions, we find

dialectic differences in the use of dual forms, in the relations of -;ni to

-0) verbs, and in several case-forms where the differences are sometimes

really due to rules relating to sounds. In syntax we find dialects differing

from each other, e.g. in the cases employed after eis and kv, and especially

in regard to the elaborate rules for the use of moods with and without the

particle av, which seem to have been mainly the work of Ionic and Attic.

In vocabulary striking differences sometimes occur, e.g. Xdm ' wish ' was

one of the commonest words in Doric, but it was unknown to Ionic and

Attic. No dialect was stable ; all suffered changes, and these changes

nearly always tended in the direction of that Koivrj StaAcKTos which ulti-

mately became the language of the Greek world.

727. The old classification of the Greek dialects into Aeolic, Doric,

Ionic, and Attic is in the main sound, though 'Aeolic'

of dialects.'"" J^ used rather vaguely if it includes every dialect not

covered by the other three names. But the different dialects

are not in all respects sharply contrasted one with another. Some pecu-

harities are common to Doric and Ionic, others to Attic and Boeotian

and so on. Thus in Euboean (Eretrian), Boeotian, and Attic, certain

classes of words show -tt- where other dialects have -a-a-- ; Attic and

Boeotian irpdrTu), Eretrian -n-pyTTO). Yet Eretrian is Ionic not Attic, as ij

shows, and Boeotian is a mixed dialect intermediate between Aeolic and
Doric. Again, medial t before a following / passes into s in Lesbian,
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Cyprian, Arcadian, Ionic, and Attic. Thus in Arcadian and Cyprian the

preposition itoti appears as ttos ; the form irpori, its equivalent in meaning,

similarly passes into irpos in Lesbian, Ionic, and Attic. Sound changes

no doubt passed sometimes from one dialect to its neighbours. Thus the

change of final s to p, which characterises Elean, appeared later in Laconian

(the similar change in Euboea was independent of this) ; the change of a

medial o- between vowels into A and its consequent loss is found only in

the later Elean, to which it must have come from Laconian and Argive.

The particle av is characteristic of Ionic and Attic, Ka has approximately

the same value in the Doric dialects ; in Thessalian, Lesbian and Cyprian

«€ or K€v appears. Both av and Kev are found in the literary dialect of

Homer ; in Arcadian the same value is attached to Kav, possibly a confusion

between the earlier kev and the Doric Ka rather than a combination of ke

with av.

Many authorities divide the Greek dialects into two groups: (i) the

Ionic, including only Ionic and Attic; (2) the non-Ionic, including all

other dialects. Against this classification it may be urged that both
historically and morphologically Aeolic may claim closer connexion with
Ionic than with Doric, so that a classification into Doric and non-Doric
would be at least equally plausible. The earhest inscription found in

Attica dates probably from the eighth century B.C., others on vases belong
to the seventh century : the earliest Dorian known is from the rock
inscriptions of Melos and Thera, which go back at least to the seventh
century B.C. Ionic as early as the first part of the sixth century B.C. has
been recently found in Paros and other islands. Aeolic of Lesbos, however,
though represented in the early literature by Sappho and Alcaeus, has no
representative of an early period amongst inscriptions, and inscriptions

form a much better record of a dialect than literary works which have
been copied again and again and the manuscripts of which are separated
by many centuries from the date of the authors.

728. Closely akin, however, to the dialect of the Aeolic inscriptions
are two dialects in which no literature is preserved but
which, having been long isolated by geographical position anTcyprian.
and historical causes, have preserved a form of the Greek
language that, in many of its features, is undoubtedly very archaic.
These dialects are Arcadian and Cyprian. Arcadian was recognised
in ancient times as the last remains of the ancient AeoHc spoken in the
Peloponnese in pre-Dorian times and, according to tradition, Paphos in

Cyprus was founded by Agapenor, an Arcadian, and his followers who, on
their return voyage from Troy, were carried to Cyprus by stress of weather.
Strabo points to the name of the promontory 'Axaiwv aKr-ij as conclusive
proof of the truth of the tradition. All connexion between Arcadia and
Cyprus had long been broken before authentic history begins, and therefore
characteristics which the dialects possess in common may be regarded
as dating from the age when Cyprus was colonised. The vocabulary
of Cyprian is of an archaic cast often resembling that of the Homeric

G. A.
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poems. The exact forms of Cyprian are sometimes uncertain, because as

late as the fourth century B.C. it continued to be written, not in the Greek

alphabet, but in a syllabary of about 55 characters which (i) could not

indicate a separate consonant like / though it had symbols for pa, pe, pi,

po, pu, (2) did not distinguish between breathed, voiced, and aspirated

consonants, so that tt, yS, ^ are all represented by the same symbol, (3) did

not mark the presence of a nasal before another consonant, so that it is not

certain whether the ace. pi. of -o- stems ended in -ovs or -os, and forms like

TttvSe are written in the syllabary ta-te, (4) made no distinction between

long and short vowels. Arcadian and Cyprian agree in changing final -0

to -V as a.T!v, -ye'i/oiTu, etc., both have the gen. sing, of masculine d stems in

-a.v for -ao (extended later in Arcadian of Tegea to feminine stems), both have

locatives used for datives in o and d stems (this is much more developed

in Arcadian than in Cyprian), both have the third person plural in -ro-i;

hi appears as Iv, and ctTn; and es (for €^) govern the locative or dative not

the genitive. Arcadian has S or ^ for the original guttural sound which in

Attic is /8; Sr]Xofji.ai, Attic /JovXoyaai; ^iXXw, Attic fiakXa. It changes the

verb-ending -rai into -toi.

Examples.
(i) Arcadian, from a Tegean building contract probably of third

century B.C. : «t Se av ns tuSv ipywvav^ y tiov lpyat,Ofx,ivt}>v iirripudt^iv^ Searoi^

iV TO, ipya 7) air€i.9rjvaLi rots CTrt/xeA.o/xei'ots 17 KaTV<j)povrjvai twv iTrit,afji.i<i)v* twv

TiTayjxivuiV, Kvpioi iovrto oi eorSor^pes to,(x fji,ev ipydrav iaSiX.X.ovn'S Is Toi

cpyoi", Tov Be ipyiovav ^afttoi'Tcs Iv iirLKpLcny Kardirep^ tos iTri<jvviaTaiJi,ivoi

Tttis eo-SoKais^ yiypairToi.

^ = contractor. ^ infinitive. ^ =Soi<y. * =^i)tiiu>v. ^ ovtuv ol iKSorrjpei

Thv fi. e. eK^dWovres iK toO ^pyov. ^ =KaT rdirep. ' =toiis hav7iov^4vom rais iKdoxO'is.

(2) From the Arcadian Orchomenus (locally Erchomenos). A treaty

of union, in the fourth or third century B.C.

(u/xotrav 'Epxo/xivcoi TaSe* aif/evBrjiov av^ tov (TvfoiKiav rots Evat/^vt'ois ttos

Ta.5 <Tvv6e<jLS, v€i tov Ata tov Ap-rja, vel rav AOdvav rav Apyjav, vel tov

'Ii'waXioi' TOV Aprja- ovS' av i^ekavvoia tos Eiaijuvios ouTrore, ov Toe Ata

TOV "Aprja, ktX,

1 'I will be true': di/'euSijojv possibly a subj. followed by an opt. d^eXaivoia, as in

Homer. Others take both as opt. i^eXaOmia is more archaic than the ordinary e^eXaii-

voi/M, Though this is the first occurrence of the form, the formation had been long

postulated by comparative philologists.

(3) From a Tegean decree of proxeny : ^vai Se avToZ tvTrao-iv yav,

olidav^, ao'uA.iav, acrcjiaXeiav xai Iv rroXi/jLoi koI iv Ipdvai.

^ =iyKT-ii(nv yfjs, oldas.

(4) Transliterated from a bronze plate at Idalion in the Cyprian

syllabary. Date probably about the middle of the fifth century B.C. oirt

(Tts K£ Tcts fpijras^ rdcSe A-uVij, dvotriya. foi yevonv Tas ke t.d'S^ TduSt Kas

TOS Kavros Too-Se ol OvafriKvirpiov iraTSes t^ovtri^ alpcL

' = Idv TiS /SijT/ias. ^ = 70s (xw/jfa). ^ fut. with xe as often in Homer.
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(5) Transliterated from an inscription in the Cyprian syllabary (there

is also a Phoenician text) at Idahon, Date about 380 B.C.

IV T<3 TeTo'/DTO) firu ^ao'i.Xrjpo's MtXKiya^wvos tov avSpLyavrav^ TovSe

Kariaraai 6 faiaf BaaXpa/x 6 'A/3i8/xiA.k(ov t<u 'AttoA-Auvi tiu A/aukXcj), avr

' =av5pla,vTa, ^ From whom he obtained the fulfilment of his prayer.

729. True Aeolic was the dialect of Lesbos ; the dialects of Boeotia and

Thessaly (except the southern part, which early became

Dorian) were akin to it. The common characters are a

tendency to v for o [ov for a in Thessalian, v for 01 in Boeotian), the use of

adjectives for patronymics, and a tendency to labialise dentals in certain

words which originally had a guttural sound : :reTTapes for Terrapes,

B£'A.(/>aio5, adj. to the Thessalian form for AeX^oi, <jirjp for Orjp. These

dialects also affect, like Homer, dat. pi. in -eacri, and decKne the perfect

participle like a present (cp. the Homeric KeKXi^yovrcs).

Lesbian and Thessalian agree further in using double liquids or nasals

where assimilation has taken place, while other dialects lengthen in some

form the preceding vowel : XW^' (X''P^5)> /So'XXa (/SowXi;), |eVvos (originally

^vfoi). Both also tend to inflect contracted -w verbs with -jui forms, opr)fi.i,,

etc. and their prepositions show apocope. Lesbian is characterised by

tj/lkuxTK, a loss of the rough breathing which is shared by Asiatic Ionic,

and by /JapuroVrjo-i?, a uniform throwing back of the accent except in

prepositions. Lesbian also has -ais for earlier -avs, or -avrs, as aKouVais

ptcp., Tralo-a (jracra), SiVais acc. pi., and SO /ioto-a, XiTroicra, a-TpaTayoLi acc. pL,

Ixoicri 3rd pi.

Example.
Lesbian, from an inscription of the fourth century B.C., at Mytilene : tw

KepvavTa^ to ^pvcriov viroStKOV e/A/xei^at a/x<^OTepata't rats TroXtetrcrt, otKacrrats

8c ep.p,ivai rats ap^ais^ iraicrais rais E/J. MuTtXiji'a. ai 8e K€ KaTaypWy to

XPT^^'Of Kepvav vhapidTepov OeX-uiV, 6avoiT(a ^a^ttoo"^(i). aL oe kc aTrvrfyvyr] p^Tj

6e\tav ap-PpoT-qv^, Tip-droi to SiKaarijpiov OTTt )(pr] avTOV Trddrjv rj Kard^peyai.

^ SiKcio'Tais, apxa-i-s, acc. ^ = d/zapreti'.

The remains of Sappho and Alcaeus are usually given in the mss.

with the non-Aeohc accentuation, and other specially Aeohc features have

to be restored by the editors, on the general testimony of ancient gram-

marians. The dialect of these poets became the type for the form of

lyric poetry represented by them and influenced the Ionian Anacreon and
also the choral poetry of the Dorians. The following passage of Sappho
with the text corrected as in Smyth's Greek Melic Poets, p. 2 7, may serve

as an example of the early Lesbian poetry. Many more fragments of these

poets have been published in recent years; see especially vol. x. of the

Oxyrhynchus Papyri (19 14), pp. 20 ff., from papyri of the second century a.d.

43—2
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Sappho to Alcaeus

:

at S' i/x^s €<r\<i)y lixjjupov rj KaXoiv,

Kai fxr) TL feiirrjv -yXoUcro-' cxuVa KaKOV,

aiSios Ke (T ov K^ar^-^^^cv oirwaT

aXX' eXeyes ircpi T(o Si/cato).

Thessalian agrees with Boeotian in changing -vto of 3rd pKiral into

-v6o and 77 into u. Thessalian has also «i for at in verbal endings, and

-01 and occasionally even in prose -010 for the ending of the genitive

in -o stems.

Examples.
(i) Thessalian, a lead tablet found at Dodona, from the town of

Mondaea in the north of Perrhaebia :

Ai Nao) Kat Atojvo. eTrtKoii/aTat MovSaiarSv to koivov irep rot apyvppoc

TttS ®e'/iia-TOS.

(2) From a reply of Larissa to Philip V of Macedon, 214 B.C. ; Philip's

letter in the ordinary Greek of the period, which is the occasion of the

document, is quoted and repeated in Oraiio obliqua in Thessalian. In its

use of imperfects in indirect discourse Thessalian is more like Homer than

Attic.

Iler/jaros KaVAvdyKiTTTTo; Kal 'Kprnrhov^, TleTpaios Kal 'AvdyKiTriros naVApiffrdvoos,

(US cLtto TTjS TrpeffjSetas ^yevovro, iveifnivi^ov oii^ dr ras TTpeitr^eias ^-y^vovdo, ive<pavLaaoGP

juo£, 6tl Kal 7] vfier^pa TrtSXts 6f& roi)s aiiTov, irdKKt Kal a d^^^ovv 7r6\is 5t^ t^s

TToX^/xous irpoadelrai ifKebvwv oIktjtuv. eojs TroX^/ios iroreS^eTO TKeibvovv tovv KaTOiKeiffbv-

hv ovv Kal iripovs i-irLvor](roj/j.ev d^iovs row fj.^cnrodi Ke ovv Kal er^pos ewLvoda-ovfiev

ToO Trap' vfjuv TvoKnevp-aros, tirl ToO irapov- d^iosTOiTra.pdfji.f^eTro\LTe0fji,aTos,iTTotTrape6p-

Tos Kpivio ipTjifticrafTdac ^fj.ds ^ttws tol^ tos Kpevv^/xev ypatpt^da'detv dp-fi^t o{Js kg rots

KaroiKovaiv Trap' vidv QcaaaXSiv ^ tGiv KaroiK^fTeo'a'i Trap d/xfie JleTdaXovv Kal tovv

dWttji/ 'EXXTyj'wi' dody <tj> iroKirda. dWow 'EWdvouv 5o8et d iroXLTEia.

Boeotian shows, like the Boeotian people, a certain leaning towards the

Dorian. Its marks are ov for v (merely because v in Boeotian remained
00 as in moon and did not become u as in Attic), u for 77, ae (at Tanagra)

or rj or 6t for at, oe or v for ot, t ior et, tt for crcr, S initially, SS medially

for I
Examples.
(i) On a Cantharus. Apparently of the fifth century B.C.

Moyc'a StScuTt rat yvvai\K.L Sopov Ei;^api
|
T€VTpiTi.<j>avTo k6\tv\ov os X

aSav Trie.

Though not so written, the inscription, apart from the first word, falls

into two iambic trimeters.

(2) From a decree of the Boeotian League (about the end of the

third century B.C.) found in the precinct of Amphiaraos at Oropus.

XapoTTtVco apx<"'''"<'5i y«'«i-»'os Ilava/ia), c7rei/'a<^tS(8)e AtSu/x/xwv 'E;rap/xo(r(TT(i)

OTToeVrtos. AauoKpiTOs Tt/iOycVios 'OpcuVtos IA.e^£' AeSo;^^)^ tC Sa/AU- irpo^ivov

et/Acv Krj tvipyiTav TiiJ KWu! Boimtioi' KXcoi^avTov KA6o<^co>'tos XaA.KtSeta K-q
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avTov Krj iyyovu)$, kt] ci/xev airoi ktj yas ktj iKia? eTriracnv^ Krj fi<TOT€\iav ktj

a<r<j>aX.ta,v Kr] dtrovXiav Ktj iroA-t'/iw ktj ipavas iiutras^ ki} Kara yav kt; koto.

66Xa.TTav, Krj m aA.Xa Travra KaOdirep kjJ tBs aWvs irpo^cVvs kt) fvepyirr]?.

^ = Attic y^s Kal olnias (yfcTri(ni>. " =oi3(T1)s.

(3) From Thespiae. Date towards the end of the third century B.C.

TOis fJ-iv TreiriT€vovTe(T(rL^ kt} TreTroiovTettrcri to. ek tSs a'poppatno^ ^ Ka

j8€tXo)VT>7^ Tas avTas fiKrOoiixto^ eccret^ev avrBs vTroypd^f/ao-Orj TraptovTecrcn avrots'

oiroTTa Si Ka ajriTevTa to)>'6t^ ivj3a,(xr]^ rav dp)(av KaO' d Ka <jidveiT'r] airCs (Tvv(popov

^ TeiriTevSvTecrffi. Meister explains as 'irrigating' (Trireuu connected with Trlfa,

TiTicKu); aTrlrevra luvBi 'are not irrigated.' * = Attic /Soi^Xui'Tai. ^ Transitive.

730. Ionic and Attic agree in opposition to the other forms of Greek

speech in having -n for a, ct and ov for ce and 00 and also for^,. ° ',. ^ . . Ionic.
£ and o m compensatory lengthening, o-i for ti; f is not in

ordinary use ; do tends to become r/o in Ionic, ew in Attic : in neither is the

particle «€ or Ka found. Ionic as distinguished from Attic has pr/, 117, con-

tracts €0 into ev (as later do many other dialects) and orj into to, and tends

to lose the aspirate, which seems to have been entirely dropped in the

Ionic of the Asiatic coasts and adjacent islands. Ionic has no dual. Other

points of difference are exemplified by the Ionic SeKw/ti, vjjOs, yiVo/xai, feivos,

/AoBvos, u>v for ovv, arip,ipov, TrpTJa-a-o).

Slight differences are found between the dialects of Asiatic Ionic,

the Cyclades, and Euboea with its colonies ; ao for av and eo for eu

characterise the Ionic of the Asiatic cities and their colonies; Euboea

retains ? and the rough breathing which survives also in the Cyclades.

In Asiatic Ionic i- stems have the gen. in -tos, elsewhere their gen. is

in -t5o9. In Asiatic Ionic Herodotus (i. 142) distinguishes four varieties,

which were at least in part occasioned by mixture with Carians and other

peoples who preceded the Greeks in Ionic lands.

Examples.
(i) Asiatic Ionic, from a late copy of an inscription of a guild of

singers at Miletus. The original must have been older than 494 B.C. as

Didyma was destroyed in that year. It may have been for the greater part

nearly a century older, though the passages (a) and (i) were of different

dates

:

(a) orav (TTe(j>avri(j)6poi luxtiv Is At8u/x,a q iroXts StSot iKarovjirjv rpia

iep^aa TcXeia- £/38ojU.aiot(rtv Si &vo riXeia Kal )(Sv tojj. TraXatoi' oprrj'i cKacrTTjs.

(b) KYjpvKi dreXiiq ip. /xoXtto! vdvTiov Kal Xci^ts (T7rXdy)(y<j)v aTTO 6v(Sv

eKacrreW Kal otvo <^op)? €s to, ij/VKTijpia TcXecri TOtcr' iwvTO. (The herald is to

be free from all dues in the guildhouse, to have a share in the meat of all

sacrifices, and the right to have his wine (which came from the guild cellar)

taken at his own expense to the cool places where the guild feasted.)

(2) From an Erythraean decree of proxeny (about 355 B.C.).

cSo^ev TTJ /SouXij Kal tm Srip,m- Mau'o-«)XXoi' 'KKaropvui MvXacrea etvai

eoepyirrjv t^s iroXews Kat Trp6$evov...Kal otTcXeiav Kal TTpoeBpirjv raora, 8e etvai

aoT(3 Kal tKyovots.
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The Eretrian dialect had the peculiarity of changing o- into p. This

change was most common in the middle of words between vowels, but

occurred according to Plato also at the end of words. The only instance

in an inscription however is oiruip av, where the second word is closely

connected with the first.

Example. From a decree of proxeny (about 411 B.C.).

cSo^ei/ rei ^ovXyj 'HyiXo^ov tov TapavrTvov irpo^fvov cTi/ai koI evepyerrjv

Kol avTOV /cat TratSas kol (TtrrjpLV etvat kou auTco kolI Traiplv orav liri^iqp.iaipiv /cat

(xreXeryv Kat TrpoeSptijv €S tos aycSi/as <os avvik^vdiputpavTi rij/A ttoXw air

^AOrjvaoiv,

Ionic was the chief literary dialect from the seventh to the middle of

the fifth century B.C. The Elegiac and Iambic poets used the language of

their native cities with some Epic forms intermingled especially in Elegiac.

The language of Herodotus was called p.ip.iyp-ivrj or irot/ctAr; by the ancient

grammarians who name him also '0/j,i7pi/c(iJTaT05, as being influenced to a

greater extent than earlier writers like Hecataeus by the epic style and diction.

Probably a large number of the uncontracted forms like ttolUi in Herodotus

are due to later copyists. He has, however, forms like ewwi-oB which are

not found in inscriptions (the only certain example is given above in the

inscription from Miletus) nor in earher Ionic writers. It is remarkable that

the forms /cms, Korepos, etc., which are regular in Herodotus and found also

in Iambic poets do not occur in inscriptions, the only exception being the

form oKota recently discovered in an inscription of the fourth century B.C.

It seems that the literary dialect represented in the inscriptions did not

correspond closely to the spoken language—it manifests none of the dis-

tinctions between the different varieties of Asiatic Ionic which Herodotus

notices—and that Herodotus adopted forms like /ecus, etc., from the spoken

dialect. In Timotheus' Persae (about 400 B.C.) an Oriental from Celaenae,

who speaks Greek very imperfectly, uses /ccos while attempting to express

himself in Ionic ('Iciova yXiuo-crav e^t^^vcvtov). Being regarded as vulgar,

these forms are not found in the medical writings attributed to Hippocrates,

who, though his school was in the Doric island of Cos, employed Ionic

in his writings as being the literary dialect of his day, and was followed in

this by later medical writers. The mimes of Herodas are probably artificial

in their dialect—they too belong to Cos but date from the Alexandrian

period— ; artificial also are the De deo Syriae of Lucian, and the Indica of

Arrian.

731. The earliest inscription found in Attica is upon a wine goblet

(plvoyot]) given as a prize, which dates probably from the eighth

century B.C. (see Fig. 179). It consists of an hexameter

and three additional words, the form of the last two being doubtful. As

commonly in very old inscriptions, the writing runs from right to left.

NOTNAn NOTIEXPO NYN SOB
NIM NAKEA OTOT lEZIAH ATATOAATA

(os vSv opy^aiQv no.vTwv araXcoTaTa Trat^ei
|
toSto Se/car /ttv.)
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As Attica took no prominent part in Greek history till the latter part of

the sixth century its dialect probably had undergone little change for a long

period. With the development of commerce came a great influx of strange

words, so that the author of the earliest work in the Attic dialect—the

treatise on the Constitution of Athens, formerly attributed to Xenophon,
but dating from about 425 B.C.—remarks that while every other Greek
land preserves its own dialect, the language of Attica is full of words drawn
from all quarters. From the speech of Lysias against Theomnestos we
learn that the vocabulary of Attic had changed very much since Solon's

time. The old forms in -otcrt and -acrt, -jjo-i, -rjcri, for the dative plural

died out in the course of the fifth century B.C., though some forms in

-acri and -i\(ji. like 6vpacn, 'Ad-rjvYja-i survived as adverbs.

Within Attic itself there were differences, the city dialect differing from

the rustic and the cultivated language from both. In Aristophanes' Clouds

S'j2 Socrates remarks on Pheidippides' pronunciation of Kpi/xaLo. The vase

inscriptions show us the vulgar dialect, which differs in many respects

from the dialect which appears in the literature.

It is probable that Attic was the most difficult of the Greek dialects

owing to the number of particles and the subtlety of their use. We learn

from Cicero that the true Attic accent was difficult to acquire, Theo'phrastus

the philosopher being detected by a market-woman as a foreigner after he
had resided many years in Athens, though he belonged to the neighbouring

Euboea. From the speech against Eubulides which is attributed to

Demosthenes, we learn that this accent was also very easy to lose.

Thoucritus, who had been taken a prisoner in the Decelean war, and sent

to Epeirus as a slave, on his return to Athens many years afterwards was
unable to recover the Athenian pronunciation ; hence later his son was in

danger of losing the franchise as being the son of an alien. Solon had
long before referred in his poems to the same fact

:

avyjyayov Trpa^eVras. . .yAwcro-ai/ oukct' 'Attikyjv
|

ici'Tas.

The works of the earlier Athenian writers are not in the spoken but in

a literary dialect. The verses of Solon were influenced by the existing

lyric poetry of Greece. In his elegiacs some epic forms are found ; in his

iambics a considerable number of lonisms : 8ow\ir;v, Tpo/xivfievov;, Troievfxivovs,

aiSevfjiai, 8ok6w (but contracted in pronunciation). In tragedy the choral

odes imitated the Doric lyric poetry but only so far in form as to change 17

to a, though in vocabulary and metrical structure much was drawn from this

source. In the iambic portions some forms are certainly Doric. As Aristotle

tells us (Poetics 3) it was urged amongst other arguments in support of

their claim to be the originators of both Tragedy and Comedy that they

used Spav when the Athenians used irpdrTeiv. It is noticeable that none
of the lonisms found in Solon's iambics occur in Tragedy, and if Tragedy
had its beginnings amongst Dorians, the persistence with which particular

dialects were assigned to particular forms of literature would easily account

for the presence of occasional Dorisms.
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One feature common to Tragedy and to Thucydides is the use of -era-- for

-TT-, the latter characterising the Attic dialect of all ages. That this was a

literary mannerism is shown by the fact that none of the orators save

Antiphon uses -trcr-. In only one speech (ttc/di toO xopeurou) does Antiphon

use -TT-. The Thucydidean Trpda-cro), eXatra-ov, forms in -arai, $vv, etc.,

were not in use in the Attic of the period, and a considerable element in

Thucydides' vocabulary was also strange to the ordinary spoken tongue.

The so-called ' old Attic,' therefore, does not agree with the Attic inscrip-

tions, but arises under the literary influence of Ionic.

It was not till 403 B.C. that the Athenians officially adopted the Ionic

alphabet and with it the spelling of Greek words which is now customary.

In the older alphabet e was used for 17 and for ei arising from contraction

or compensatory lengthening as well as for e, o was used for <o and ov

arising like ei above, as well as for o, while i and i/' were represented

by x'^ ^iid ^°" respectively, and the rough breathing by H.

Examples.
(i) From a decree of the beginning of the fifth century B.C. regarding

the mysteries at Eleusis :

(TTTOvScts eTvat Totcrt fiv(Tremv Koi rot? eTroTrrita'ti/ Kat, rots aKoXovOoicriv Kat

Xprjjxaaiv rov oOueiov Koi 'A6evaLoicnv airatriv . . .Tas Se o-irovSas civai iv ritcrt

iroXecTiv di av )(povTai, toi 'upoi, koL 'A6evaL0L<TLV ckei iv Tiitriv avrecri TroXeiriv.

(2) From the treaty of alliance between Athens and Leontini in

433 ^f;' ^

iir 'AtjxrevSos apxovTO'S koI t6S jSoXes 'ei KpirtaSes iypa/x/xaTEve, cSo^crev tu

ftoXei Kal Toi Sep.01. . .Tefi fiiv p^cru/i/ia^iav etvai 'Adivaioi's Kal AeovTtVots Kai

Tov opKov hova.1 Kol 8£;^cra(r6ai.

732. The most artificial of all literary dialects has been reserved for this

place because traces of all the spoken dialects which precede

may be found in it. This is the epic dialect found first in the

Iliad and Odyssey, later in Hesiod, and retained permanently as the dialect

of epic and elegiac poetry. Even in the earliest times it is not a uniform

dialect, the Odyssey differing in some respects from the I/iad and both from

Hesiod. Differences may be detected also between the main body of the

I/tad and Odyssey and those parts which ancient or modern research has

identified as later additions or interpolations. Still more remote from the

Homeric style is that of the early Ionic philosophers, who adopted the

epic hexameter because a prose style had not yet developed. Late writers

like ApoUonius Rhodius are simply imitators of Homer and many of their

forms are incorrect.

In the Homeric poems the great mass of forms is Ionic, whence Homer
is often described as old Ionic. There is, however, a considerable Aeolic

element, the presence of which can be explained only by supposing that the

poems, Ionic as we have them, were founded on earlier poems in Aeolic, a

process to which many parallels in other literatures could be adduced. To
this Aeolic element belong forms like raXavpivo^, KaXavpoif/, eiJaSe, where
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f has coalesced with a previous vowel into a diphthong, Tricrupes of different

quantity from the Ionic reo-crepes, case-forms like 'Arpci'Sao beside 'ATpttSecu,

avSp€(T(Ti beside avSpacrt. At the period when the earliest parts of the

poems were composed, Ionic was no doubt more like Aeolic than it was in

historical times. The change of a to ij must have taken place after Ionia

was colonised, for the Greeks of Cyprus knew the Medes as MSSot, the

older form, while the lonians, also taking over the word in this form, have
converted it into M^Soi. We have no evidence how early f disappeared

from Ionic, but it was entirely lost in historical times, while Aeolic retained

it. It is required for the scansion of Homer, but the old scansion might
have gone on after the pronunciation changed, just as in English an
University, such an one are still written, though in present-day pronuncia-

tion both University and one begin with a consonant, rendering the n of

the article unnecessary. The genitive in -oto, which survives sporadically in

Thessalian, was an archaism in Homer's time, for it is used specially in

stereotyped phrases : SieVpijcro-oi/ ireSioio, etc.

On the other hand many of the Homeric forms became modernised,

so that the greatest critic of antiquity, Aristarchus, thought that Homer
must have been an Athenian. These modifications sometimes took place

contrary to the metre, lu)9 and tems being written where the metre clearly

requires y)o% and rr/o?. The forms of the contracting verbs opom, hpa.a.'i, and
some noun-forms like <)!)0(os for ^aos suggest that the earlier forms had
been contracted to opuJ, opas, <^(us and again expanded to suit the metre
by doubhng the resulting vowel-sound. Other forms which indicate Attic

influence are dvv (all dialects except Attic write w), Tiacrapes not rcWepes,

fici^tiiv not yuefioi', etc.

733- The other dialects of the Greek world may be grouped together

as Doric, though there are considerable differences between

the Doric of Locris, Phocis, Achaia and northern Elis and
°"°'

that of the other Dorians of the Peloponnese and of the Dorian islands and
colonies in the East and West. The characteristics which mark off Doric

from Aeolic and Ionic are : -/i€s in ist per. plural : ae contracting into rj

:

locatives in -£i : aorist and future in -^- : infinitives in -ev, and Xdto used for

' wish.' Doric had a special form of accentuation which is very imperfectly

known.

(a) Laconian. In the language of the Spartiates, from about 450 B.C.,

o- between vowels becomes A as in fiwa for Mcoo-a (MoBcra) ; 6 later

became a-; dy is represented by 88 instead of ^, fjivcnSSe in Aristophanes'

Lysis/. 94 for fivOi^e. The vocabulary has many peculiar words, <u/3a',

/Souayos, etc. The modern dialect (Tzakonian) of S.E. Peloponnese is said

to retain several features of the old Laconian.

Example.
From an inscription dating from before 400 B.C. In the old Laconian

alphabet without -q and o).

Aajuovov dveOcKe 'A6avaia\i\ Ho\id)(oi

VLKa.'a's Taird 'dr oii8is ireTTOKa toi' vvv.
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The Laconian lyric poets Terpander, Alcman, Thaletas, Tyrtaeus, were

not natives of Laconia and their language is influenced by Aeolic.

Laconian forms are also found in the treaty of Thuc. v. 77, and in Aristoph.

LysistTuta, though possibly not accurate in all respects.

Kindred forms of dialect are known from long inscriptions found at

Heraclea in Magna Graecia (about 300 B.C.) with dat. pi. in -acro-t,

TrpaacrofTacrcn, and at Andania in Messenia (about 70 B.C.) which shows

3 pi. subj. in rj, rWrjyTi, etc.

{6} The dialect of Argolis and Aegina (down to the expulsion of its

Doric inhabitants in 431 B.C.) retained vs like Cretan. Later Argive adopts

from Laconian the change of o- between vowels into the rough breathing.

Examples.
(i) On a bronze tablet, probably of the early fifth century B.C.

:

d 8e ^oXo, TTOTeXaTo avTiTvxpvaa^, at Se ko. /xe, avTol cvo^ot evTO h"s

Apavatav.

^ ' Let the council for the time being take proceedings for recerery.'

(2) Found in Aegina near the temple of Aphaia in 1901. Before

600 B.C.:

[KXJeotTa lapeos tovTos ra^aiai 'oi'pos [erJeSe y(p ySo/ios ^oXe^as (=Kai

6 i\(cj>a's) KOTeiroedi.
\

[wat rop'pojs (=to IjOkos) 7rept[€]7rote^e.

(3) An inscription from Troezen of late sixth or early fifth century

illustrates the adoption of Epic phrases in Doric.

TIpa^ireA-et ToSe (xva/xa ficrov iroi^ecre 6av6[yTi,

TjoiiTO 8' tToipoL o-a/xa
x^'*"" ySctpea crTevd)(ovm

fipyov avT ayaOov KeTrafxepov £^£T€X€0'(cr)a[i'.

The inscriptions from Asclepius' temple at Epidaurus show a later,

more ordinary Doric, with Trot for Trpo's, and, in the poems of Isyllus,

a mixture of dialectic forms.

(c) Corinthian : its early form preserved ?, f after consonants (Afetvi'a,

opfos), and wrote x""; 't'"' for f> "A- A very similar dialect was naturally

used in Sicyon, Corcyra and Syracuse.

Examples.

(1) "popaxs. IIoTciSavos cljJ.' a'potrts. TlepauoOev t*?»/j.es.

(2) A Corcyrean tomb-inscription, probably of the sixth century B.C.

:

Sa/xa ToSe 'ApvtctSa XapoTros' Tov S' oXecrev "Apis

/iapuafievov^ wapa vavaXv iir 'Apdddow, p'ofaio-t

TToXXov apiaTevfovTa Kara crTov6fe(T{<r)av d/rvrdv.

(tf) Syracusan is probably given with fair accuracy in the fragments of

Epicharmus and Sophron. The only prose author of note is Archimedes,
the writer on mathematics and physics, whose Doric has suffered a good
deal in transcription.
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Examples.
(i) From Epicharmus' 'EXiris ^ IXXoSros (Frag. 35)

:

ipwoi 8' 6\Lcr6pd^<i]v re koL Kara (tkotos

€p7]fjiOS' at Ka 8 evTV)^(i3 rots ireptiroXoiS)

Tov6 oiov dya^ov €7riA.eya) rots fieois, on
oil KiSvTi trXeiov dWa jxacmyovvTi p-e,

(2) From the fragments of Sophron : In p,e6h a KapSia TraSfj. 'Hjoa(c\ijs

TcoCs Kappiov 7;s. iKTre<f>dvavTL t€Os Tai Sucr^aXi'ai.

The dialect of Theocritus in the Bucohc idylls is often said to be mainly

Syracusan of the third century B.C. In some of the idylls however, as 11.

and VII., where the scene is laid in Cos, the dialect is as likely to be the

Doric of that island, in which Theocritus spent some years. In the Doric

of Theocritus there are a considerable number of Aeolic forms : Moicrai,

l^oicra, vUrjfji.t, etc., which were no doubt derived from the Aeolic lyric

school. His dialect is therefore to some extent artificial, and, according to

the MSS., is not consistent with itself even within the same idyll. The
language of Isyllus, whose poems are among the inscriptions found at

Epidaurus, shows that this inconsistency may be original, and not due to

the carelessness of copyists.

(e) Cretan is now well known from the long and important Gortyn in-

scription. Here vs is kept (except when final before an initial consonant),

there is no cf> or x> ^ appears, for ^ we find 8 at the beginning, 88 in the

middle of words, and final consonants are regularly assimilated to the initial

consonant which follows.

Examples.
(i) From the Gortyn inscription, not later than the fifth cent. b.c. :

as K o irareo 8uet, TOv ro Trarpos Kpefxarov Trap uteos /xe oveOOai p-eBe Kara-

OCdiddai. art Se k airos TrdtriTai i airoXaKti, awoBiBoOdo, ai xa Xti (= ea>% oiv

TTonyjp t,u>rj, T(OV Tov irarpos ^(prjpar(iiv Trap vieos prj livtiirdai jxrjSi Karar 1.6id9ai.

ttTTa 8' av avTO's irdcrjjTai (= KTrjtrrjTaC) rj a.iToXd)(r], djroSiSdcr^u), edv A.jj).

(2) From a Cnosian decree of proxeny at Delos (about 150 b.c.) : ^pcv

8e aixois Kal 'iyKTr}(Tiv yas KOi oiKtas Kai a.<T<l>aXaav TroXip,ui Kai cipj/Vas Kal

KaTairXiovai es tos KvoDcrtW XijacVas Kal cKTrAcovcri.

(/) In close relationship to one another stand the islands of Melos
and Thera and the colony of Thera, Cyrene. The inscriptions on the

rocks of Thera are amongst the oldest Greek inscriptions, dating from
at least the seventh cent. B.C. The writing is from right to left, and there

is no 4>> X; ^> '^^ "/' ^^ t'^s alphabet.

Examples.

(1) From Thera. UpaKo-iXa fie ©'apu/tafos en-ote.

(2) From a statue-base at Cyrene (of the Roman period):

Ao-K\a7rov Ao"K\a7r<ij LapLrevovra t(o 'AttoXXwvos dpera^ ej/eKO Kat cvvoia^

as ix<iiv 8iaTtXcr...es rav ttoXlv Kal tos lapis, Kal rds ttotI tos 6eos X'^P'"

€u(re/?€tas ol lapis Tw AttoAAwvos dviOev.
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(g) Rhodian had infinitives in -fj.eiv, e.g. ia-i/jLuv for eiVuVai, and

characteristic words like Krolva, township
;

/xda-Tpos, official.

Examples.
(i) A decree of lalysus, third cent. B.C. :

ISo^e ToTs fi.a.(TTpois koX laXucriois- ottcus to lepov KoX to T€;U.€ros tSs

'AXeKTpojvas evay^rai, i-!rLfji,e\rj6r)iJLetv Toiis icpora/itas oirojs crraXai ipyacrdewvrt,

Tpv,^...6ip.ii.v §€ ras (jTaXas /ita/A |«.£v eirt Tas ecroSou ras e/c ttoAios TroTuropevo-

jj.ivoi's, p-iav 8e ^Trep to iCTiaToptoi'.

The most important colony from Rhodes was Agrigentum, the dialect of

which has the same characteristics.

(2) Tv^a dyadd. rj Tvy)(a.voi.jX,i Ka i/j.-iropevofievo's ottv; Ka SoKy (TV/j.<j>opov

efieiv Kol ayuiv rrj Ka SoKtj ajxa, ra re)^vq. )(pevp,€vos.

734. As has been already mentioned the Doric dialects to the north

of the Corinthian gulf, and their offshoots in Achaia and

Doric'^'^"
northern Elis, differ considerably from ordinary Doric. By
some they are made a separate group under the name of

the North-western dialects. They contain no literature. The older forms

of these dialects are uncouth and difficult : ap constantly appears for cp, as

in fdpyov for ipyov, warapa for Traripa ; o-t appears for a-O in verbal termi-

nations, Xva-do-TU), etc. ; consonant stems have the dative plural in -ots,

dyajvots, etc.
;

pres. participles passive of verbs in -£<o end in -eip-evo^, --qfievos,

Kakf.ip.evo's ; iv is used for ets. In Delphian a fossilised ablative case is

found : foiKta = oiKoOev.

Examples.
(i) Locrian. From an inscription of the fifth century B.C. giving

regulations for a colony to Naupactus (8eiA.op,at occurs for y3ovAo/x,oi as

Bi]kop.ai. does in the Doric of the Peloponnese and islands)

:

iv NauVa/CTOi/ Kair) TovSe d7rifotKta...6o-o-Tis Ka to. fefaSi*pOTO^ SiatjiOeLpei

Ti)(yq, Kol jj.a)(avS. Koi pia, on ko, fjie dvcj^OTapoi'S Sok&i, 'Ottovtiov t€ ^iXlov

TrXida, Kol NafTraKTtoi' Tov iirifoi'^ov irXtOa, arifjLov el/xev koi p^peyixaTa

-TTa/iarof^ayetcTTat^.

^ pft. ptcp. of aySdvu. " be confiscated.

(2) From the regulations of the phratry of the Labyadai at Delphi

;

about the end of the fifth cent. B.C. :

Taycuo-€0)^ Siicai'ios Kara tovv^ vo/xov; tSs iro'Xio? Kal Tois twv AafSvaSav irep

Twv direXXaiWV kol tS.v SaparSv'- ...opKos* iTria')(0fiai ttoi tov Aios tov -Trarpdiov

evopKeovTt /ie/x /tot ttoXX' dyad , al 8' k<j>iopKioifi.i, el/xev rd KaKo. dvrl twv

dyaOuiv.

1 I will perform the duties of ra-yiis (head or manager of the affairs of the phratry).
" Toi>s with -s assimilated to following v.

^ direW. sacrifices at a Delphic festival called dxeXXoI. Sap. a sacrifice for the young
men and maidens.

The older Elean inscriptions are found at Olympia : they show ^ for 8,

S for 4 P for final s.
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(3) From a Treaty of early sixth cent. B.C.

:

a Fparpa. Tot's faXaois. Harplav dappiv /cat yeveav koX ravro- al fe tis

KoTtapawereic', fappiv^, op foKtio^- al ^€ /Ji,€Tn6uav ra ^iKaia op p.iyia'Tov reXos

evot KoX TOt jSa(nXa«s, ^exa /Avais xa airorivoi fe.Ka(jT0^ toI Zi OXui/xioi..

The precise purport of this inscription is disputed. The most plausible

explanation of this clause is to take XLarpCav as the name of a person who
is to be protected against sacrifice intended to do him hurt by the

magistrates, these being subject to a penalty for neglect of this duty.

^ = KaSiepeiaeie in form, like Karei/xoiTO in meaning.
^ i.e. ^pp€LV= (p€6yeLv in meaning. ^ cjs 'HXeioi^ (ovros).

(4) Decree of third cent. B.C. : ^iJ.ev 8e kolI da-<j)a,\eiav Koi 7ro\ifi(o Kol

elpdvap Koi yap Kal /SoLKLap eyKTijcrtv Kal areXetav Ktti irpoeSpiav iv rolp

^lovvmaKoip ayuivoip.

The later inscriptions of Locris, Phocis, and Elis are much less uncouth

and difficult. Under the influence of the Aetolian league in the third and

second century B.C., a kind of literary dialect for official documents grew

up, founded on the characteristics of this group, and through it the dative

of consonant stems in -oii spread to other parts of Greece.

(5) A fragment of an Achaean sumptuary law :

Aajuarptois Tcis yvvaiKS's /jlt^te )(pvcrLOv i\ev irXiov oSeXoO oXkixv, /htjSe Xoiiriou

voiKiXov, p-riTi Trop(j>vpeav, p.rjT€ \py)p.v6iov(jdai, /xj^re avXrjv, Ei Se Ka irapjidX-

XyjTat, TO Upov Ka9apd<T0oi <i5s Trapaepiovaa.

(6) From an axehead found in South Italy (from an Achaean colony) :

Tas'Epas lapos ip.i ras iv ireSi'ot- "Jwio-kos p-e dvidlKi oprap.o'i^ pepyov SeKarav.

^ =0 apra/jLos, 'the slayer of the sacrifice,' or simply =p.dyeipos.

735.
' The Hterary dialect of the great choral poets Stesichorus, Ibycus,

Pindar, Siraonides, Bacchylides was in the main Doric,

though interspersed with Epic and Aeolic elements. Pindar's Dialect of

, , .
'^

, . . Ti .
• .the choral

language has no relation to his native tongue, Boeotian, and poets.

Simonides and Bacchylides were lonians from Ceos. Stesi-

chorus, who was of Himera, a town founded by a mixed colony of lonians

from Zancle and Dorians from Syracuse, was the originator of the literary

dialect which, with its mixture of Doric and Epic elements, was henceforth

regarded as that appropriate to choral poetry. That Aeolisms are not

found in his scanty fragments is hardly sufficient reason for attributing

their introduction only to his successors. As the poems were sent to all

parts of the Greek world to be sung on festal occasions, it is clear that a

dialect with very marked local characteristics like Boeotian would have

been an unsuitable, because an unintelligible medium. In the long fourth

Pythian, written for Arcesilaus of Gyrene, a Dorian prince, there are many
Epic forms but no special Aeolisms. In Bacchyhdes and Simonides there

is a larger Ionic element than in Pindar. Variations in dialect apparently

were often utilised for euphony ; thus Bacchylides uses <^?7'/xa and dSfiy^ra

instead of the pure Doric if)dpa, dhp-dra, in order to avoid repetition of the

same sound, but admits dSp.aTOi where the ending is difterent
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The only Doric prose besides Archimedes of Syracuse is the philo-

sophical prose of the Pythagorean school' of Southern Italy, preserved in

numerous fragments by later writers. Part of a Doric treatise on rhetoric

has recently been discovered in Egypt.

736. As soon as Greece passed beyond the stage of small independent

States the dialects began to decay, although it was many

IiaXeKToJ'
centuries before they ceased to be the speech of the common
folk. The existence of the Athenian empire tended to

develop a common dialect between Athens and her allies, but the fall of

Athenian power in 404 B.C. prevented the immediate completion of the

process. During the fourth century, however, Greek soldiers of fortune

became more numerous, and served for longer periods abroad. The effect

of foreign residence upon the language of an educated man may be studied

in the works of Xenophon, whose writings, both in vocabulary and syntax

often differ from Attic. Amongst the orators Hypereides seems to have

been the greatest innovator. The Macedonian conquest greatly accelerated

the levelling of the Greek dialects. Attic was adopted as the court language

of Macedonia, and Attic formed the basis of the dialect which now became
coextensive with Greek civilization. Foreign writers living at Athens, like

Aristotle and 'I'heophrastus, form the link between the Attic dialect and
the KOLVT], though both of these authors aimed at Attic diction. The first

writer in the new dialect, whose works are preserved on a large scale, is

Polybius, who shows the -tt- and -pp- of Attic in such forms as yTTTjOyja-av,

iieraTTe, KaTaT^OapprjKOTwv. The Koivif generally, however, has -a-cr- not -tt-.

It is represented in the official papyri of Egypt under the Ptolemies, and

in the inscriptions of Pergamum in a form closely resembling the language

of Polybius. In vocabulary and construction it contains other elements

than Attic, part at least being derived from Ionic. Alongside the formal

language thus represented there existed a spoken idiom much farther

removed from Attic. Of this the best representative in literature is the

language of the Greek New Testament. Under the Roman Empire

a literary reaction against the kolvij set in, and writers attempted to imitate

the Attic of the best period. The greatest success in this movement was

achieved by Lucian, who also made a study of the Ionic dialect. This

revival was necessarily founded upon the book language, as were also the

Aeolic epigrams of Balbilla, an attendant upon Hadrian's Empress. Neither

Lucian nor Balbilla is of value for dialect study, but they show that at this

period an antiquarian interest was taken in the dialects, which by this

time in many places were almost or altogether extinct.

For further details with regard to dialect characteristics see Giles, Skori

Manual of Comparative Philology, Appendix B (with a selection
1

lograp y. ^^ inscriptions), or the special works by Buck, Introduction to the

study of the Greek Dialects (Grammar, selected inscriptions, glossary), 1910, and

Thumb, Handbuch der griechischen Dialekte (1909). No complete treatise on a

large scale at present exists for the whole of the dialects. The best work is

Hoffmann's Die griechischen Dialekte, of which three volumes dealing with
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Arcadian, Cyprian, Thessalian, Asiatic Aeolic and the phonology of Ionic have
been published. Meister's revision of Ahrens, De Graecae Linguae dialectis,

stopped short after two volumes containing Thessalian, Asiatic Aeolic, Boeotian,

Elean, Arcadian and Cyprian had been published. Prof. H. Weir Smyth pub-

lished an elaborate work on Ionic in 1894 (Clarendon Press). There is a handy
selection of dialect inscriptions edited by Solmsen (Teubner), and new volumes

of the Berlin Corpus {Inscriptiones Graecae) appear almost every year, the

important dialect material of which is collected also in the Sammlung der

griechischen Dialektinschriften, edited by H. Collitz and F. Bechtel with the

help of many other scholars. This collection, which after more than thirty

years is almost completed, includes in the index volume recent discoveries

of importance, and also valuable grammars of the various Doric and Ionic

dialects compiled by Hoffmann with the co-operation of other scholars. The
characteristics of Attic as shown in inscriptions will be found most conveniently

in Meisterhans' Grammatik der attischen Inschriften (ed. 3 edited by E. Schwyzer).

The Lexicon Graecum Suppletorium (2nd edition), by Herwerden, is useful for

words not recorded in the ordinary dictionaries.

VIII. 2. EPIGRAPHY.

737. Greek Epigraphy may be conveniently defined as the study of

documents inscribed or incised on permanent material, such

as stone or metal, or occasionally wood, though the latter an^"cop"
has rarely survived except in Egypt. It therefore includes

the inscriptions upon coins, gems, seals, rings, weights, stamps, and like

objects ; and in the case of pottery, it is usually taken to include grafiSti

scratched with a sharp point, and even painted inscriptions which are

made before firing as part of the design of a vase, but not written docu-

ments (ostraka), in which pot-sherds are merely used as a material to write

on instead of papyrus. On the other hand, documents incised with a

stilus on wax, usually spread on wooden panels, are generally considered,

from the character of the writing, to belong to the domain of palaeography.

It follows that epigraphy is mainly concerned with the simpler and more

monumental forms of the letters, though cursive forms occasionally intrude,

especially in later inscriptions. As regards date we may exclude from con-

sideration inscriptions of a later time than that of the fall of the Byzantine

Empire (a.d. 1453); for classical literature indeed the interest ceases with

the second century a.d. As regards language we may exclude documents

written in a Greek character but in a non-Hellenic dialect, e.g. the half-

barbaric inscriptions of Asia Minor {Aspendus, etc.), the Cretan (of

Praesos, etc.) and the Celtic inscriptions. On the other hand the language

of the Cypriote inscriptions is Greek, but the script is syllabic, not

alphabetic, and non-Hellenic. Yet one more limitation : epigraphical

interpretation in the fullest extent presupposes an encyclopaedic know-

ledge J
in the narrower sense here to be understood the science of the
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written characters and of the written formulae of Greek monumental
literature constitutes the proper domain of Greek Epigraphy.

738. Down to about the end of the fifth century B.C., there was no

„ . ,
common alphabet recoenised bv all the Greek States, but

Ong-in and
1 , j •: , ,

• , , , ,

composition each had its own local variety ; and though there were

certain elements in common to all, there were also

differences in the form of letters, in their significance and in

alphabetic order. The common elements are most of them—though not

all—to be found in early Phoenician inscriptions ; and therefore it has

of the Greek
alphabet

Fig. 169. Clay tablet with incised writing found at Cnossus.

commonly been held, both by Greeks themselves and by modern epi-
graphists, that the various forms of Greek alphabet were derived from the
Phoenician. A new aspect has been given to this problem by Sir Arthur
Evans' discovery of a system of writing used in Crete during the second
millennium B.C. (Fig. 169). This system is entirely independent of the
hieroglyphic or other scripts known to have existed at an earlier date in

Egypt and Asia, and appears to be derived from an earlier hieroglyphic
system in Crete itself There has been found in Crete, in addition to these,
an example of a difterent system, with symbols impressed by a sort of type,
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on a terracotta disc from Phaestus (Fig. 170). It has been conjectured,

partly because of a certain resemblance to the Hittite hieroglyphs, that this

disc was imported from Asia Minor. None of these scripts has been satis-

factorily deciphered as yet ; the Cretan documents mostly consist of tablets

of clay, incised and then baked. Most of them seem to be of the nature

of inventories or accounts ; it is not known whether the script was used for

Fig. 170. Clay disc with impressed characters found at Phaestus.

literary purposes. In addition to these Cretan discoveries, signs of a

similar nature have been found scattered over various regions around the

Mediterranean basin, though it is often by no means certain what, if any,

was their syllabic or alphabetic value. There existed therefore, at the time

when the Greek alphabet was in course of development, an abundant

repertory of signs, many of them already adapted in various systems to the

G. A. 44
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phonetic expression of language. The Phoenician was one of these

systems ; and it seems probable that to the Phoenicians must be assigned

the credit of first inventing a purely alphabetic system of writing, at least

as far as the consonants are concerned, only the three long vowels a, i, u

being also represented. The Greeks improved on this by adopting separate

symbols for the five chief vowel sounds, and in some cases also for the long

vowels e and 0. In doing this, they used to a considerable extent the

same set of symbols as were used by the Phoenicians, and in the same
alphabetic order, the symbols used for vowels being those which in

Phoenician appear as the 'breaths' aleph, he, yod, ayin, with the addition

of u, probably a modification of vau. The table on p. 690 shows the

Phoenician alphabet, and a selection of typical early Greek local alphabets.

739. It will be seen from the table that, so far as the first 22 letters

are concerned, the various local Greek alphabets strongly

resemble the Phoenician, though they preserve many forms Arhibets
that seem more primitive in character than any Phoenician
inscriptions that are known to us. The numeral order of the letters, as
given in the third column, shows a similar alphabetic order; and this is

confirmed by various early abecedaria which have been found, e.g. Fig. 173.
To the 22 letters all add Y, and many also the signs 43 xy, all of which

exist in the Cretan script; but some of the earliest alphabets do not

possess these signs, and those that do vary in their use of them ; A, which

is probably differentiated from O, is found only in the Ionic and its

derivatives. The most probable explanation of these facts seems to be
that the Greek alphabet was not derived from any form of Phoenician that
is known to us, but either from some more primitive form of Phoenician
or from some more primitive system from which the Phoenician was also
derived; and that various local groups of alphabets supplemented this

system, to meet their requirements, from some common sources, making
varied use of what was borrowed. The main variation was between the
eastern and western groups, of which the former used the symbols

4>, X t, for ^, X, iA, in the order given, while the latter, as may be seen

in the last two columns of the table, used them in the order 4>, y X and
with the significance ^, x, I-

Eastern Group. A(i). Ionic. This contains all the letters of the Greek
alphabet now in use, including w. It is found on the earliest inscriptions
of Miletus, and at Naucratis. Later it was universally adopted ; see § 740.

A (2). Cities on the coast of Asia Minor with colonies. The ancient
.alphabet of Teos, Colophon, Rhodes is thought to be that of the inscrip-
tions engraved {circa 590 B.C.) by Greek mercenaries on the colossal figures

at Abu Simbel in Egypt (see Fig. 176). It is Ionic minus fl and with

standing for the sfiritus asper (but not in Fig. 176), as well as for a long
vowel, the use to which it is limited in Ionic. It has also the koppa.

44—2
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B. The Islands of the Aegean: (i) Thera (see Figs. 172, 174), Melos

and Crete (see Figs. 175, 177). These have no non-Phoenician signs'-;

they have crooked iota, a- in the form of san, ^-sounds denoted by £ and

H which stands for both spiritus asper and rj, while in Crete complete /«7i9«>

or absence of aspirate prevails, (ii) Pares, Siphnos, Thasos, Delos, Naxos
(see Fig. 178), Ceos. All these have A for 7 as in Attica, and a peculiar

form C for j8^. Except in Ceos, they retain koppa. They all have cfj, X
but no y ; H in Paros, Siphnos, li2iXOS = spiritus asper; and they are all

characterised by peculiarities in the representation of the ^-sounds. In

Paros, Siphnos, 'I'hasos, Delos the values of the ^-symbols are strangely

reversed : O = «, A = Oj "'"

C. The Mainland ofITellas : Attica (see Figs. 179, 180), Argos, Corinth

(see Figs. i8i-—183) a7id its colonies, Phlius, Sicyon, Megara and its colony

Selinus, and Aegina. These occupy a position intermediate between the

Eastern and the Western division and are eclectic. They have the non-

Phoenician signs cf), X and, except in Attica and Aegina, y (in Attica

represented by cf)^, as | is by X5)) with their Eastern values. Koppa is in

use in the earliest period'. H is spiritus asper and not 17. Digamma is

present except in Attica*.

Western Group. D. States of Northern Greece. E. States of
Peloponnesus. The alphabets are characterised by the use of y=x
(Fig. 184, Achaia, Fig. 185, Elis) and X=l- A is absent; i/f in Ozolian

Locris and on coins of the Arcadian Psophis has a special symbol, ;^<.

^ But in Thera and Melos, in a few archaic inscriptions, S' occurs, with the value

however of f, while f is denoted by ^. Further X=X appeared before tA=(r
disappeared.

^ Local varieties of /3 occur also in Thera (Fig. 174), Melos (where at a certain period

C = o, ov), Crete (Fig. 175), Corinth, where B = c, 7; (Figs. 182, 183), Megara.
' An archaic Attic vase-inscription (Fig. 180) contains crooked ioia.

* vafv[Trr)y6$], afurdp (sixth century B.C.) and ai/b-, assigned to the fourth, are

probably not of Attic origin.

Transcription of texts on p. 693.

17T. {Naucratis) <a VoXXo), aov A\u..

iy2. (Thera) 'Prj^dvcop. ' Pi-pxayiras. IIpoKX^f. KXcayopar Hepmevs,

173. (Vase from Formello) a ^ y S F e C h 6 i k\ /i v [^^] on [san^ <} p <r t v

174. [Thera) "K^pmvos T}<e>pL
175. (Gortyn) ...\(^r]Tas Fe^ tov....

176. {Abu Simbel) Bao-iXe'oi tKQovroi es 'EX^pavrlvav 'irap.[p)aTixov, \
ravra

eypa'^av rot a-ifv "^^afifiaTL^a ra GeoKX(e)os
|
eTrXeov • ^\0ov 8e KepKios Kar\v7r€p6€,

vis 6 iTOTajxas
\
avirj • dX(X)oyX<oo-((7)owr 8' ifx^ TioTa<nfiTa), AiyvnTiovs^te "Afiaais.

€ypa(j)e 8' d/ie "Ap)(a>v 'Ajuoi^i;^oi; /cai HiXeKOS OvSafiov.
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F or \i = digamma is nearly always present. E and O represent all the

e- and o-sounds respectively, and or H is spiritus asper, which however

is entirely absent from Elean inscriptions; see Fig. 185 (opTtp = So-tl's).

740. The Ionic alphabet (Fig. 186) gradually supplanted the epichoric

alphabets. At Athens in the archonship of Eucleides

Further de- 403 B.C. it was decreed that in future all public acts should

theTonr"'"' ^^ engraved in the Ionic characters, which had in private

alphabet. documents been in use for some decades previously. With-

in a very few years all the other States which used non-

Ionic alphabets followed the lead of Athens. Some of them may even

have set the example of reform to Athens. But the Ionic alphabet itself

underwent changes, especially after the third century B.C., as regards the

form of individual letters; they were altered sometimes by way of

simplification, sometimes by way of elaboration or embellishment. Thus

A might appear as /\, /\, }\, A (i.e. with apices), or might revert to a

more ancient form as A or A ; E became g ; ni became 1. > O become

and ©; ^ became ^, Xi Hi Z etc.; p became ("]> TT; pj 21 became

Z> C 1 C ; 45 ill Attica for a considerable portion of the fourth

century B.C. appears as +> and at various times as ifi, =t, A, cjs ; J^^

became CO , lu , etc. The forms in fact more and more assimilated themselves

to the cursive forms in use in mss. and especially papyrus mss., in which

e.g. are found in use more early examples of 'lunated ' forms of u (c) than

appear on stones'. The use of these later forms of the Ionic letters came
in gradually ; thus 2! is found in the second century B.C., 1_ not till nearly

the beginning of the first; but in the period of the empire we find not

only an occasional recurrence to archaic forms, but also an indiscriminate

^ Lunated a appears sporadically on Old Attic boundary-stones.

Transcription of texts on p. 695.

177. (Gortyti) ...tov aviravrov, Kol firj ilndvavKov fffiriv reXXfr [ra ra
|

av^TravaiMevio Koi ra Kprjfialr avm\(ri)daL an ko Kara[Xirrj;|i o dv^7ravafj,evos- nXivi

be Toi'
I

dvTravTov fifj iwiKmprjv. [Ai 8'
|
dTro\6a.voi o avnavTos yvrjcrta

|
TfKva p.))

Karakmiiv, nap r6[vs ra avTT^avapeva eTri^dWovTav \s dvKmpfjv ra Kprfpara. Ai S[e

Ka
I

X^ o dvTTavdpevos, d7ToFeL'ir\d66ai kot dyopav dirb Tat Xd[a> tS drralyopevovTi,

KaraFf^pev\<ov t&v irokiaTav dv6ip.\Tjv Se
|
Sfxja [<T\TaTrjpavs eS StKa<rT\r;piov.

178. {JSlaxos) ItiKavSpTj p.' dvidrjKev '[e]Ki;/3dX(B 'loxeaipj/, (foipr/ Aetvo|Si'Ke<B tov

Na|iov, 'e^oy(os aX(X)€'ui', Aeivo/ici/cof St KacnyvfiTrj,
|
^pd^ov S' aXo;^of p....

179. {^Athens) or vvv opxrjo-Tav ndvrav draKwrara Tral^ei, tovto beKav Q) pip,

180. {Athens) [Eit' aord]? rtf dvr\p ('ire ^evos
\
aX{\)odev eXBav,

T4T{r)i.)(ov oiKTipa\s, av8p' dyadov Traptrm '

'Ev noXepa
\
(jidipevov, veapav fj^rjv 6\e(rav\ra'

TavT aTTobvpapevoi vei(rd' eVt irpdyp dyadov.
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'.A V4A ST 5^ A,^ K' iiaB.Ki->-^ ^^/^ ; • >.

^ ^ /! o.« M. -T ^^ 8A Ms \mt. iSk \A A *

b aSa o 5A 5vi #'f*g;w^'

,A
K^fwi

Fig. 177.

nki\r^^aM^^'^e^lctKBmco^ollo)(kM^5lYo^Bl\tlro

Fig. 178.

[^I->|?^T^>7^^> t^T-*-Wl >T^^V.1-1^n^o<

Fig. 179-

A|^AI>AA /K-eoKTA PITO; ^h' po|,^|MO
I

TA T A vT A r OAVPA^^ ro
1 r r5 ©fpr

^ o eAAAMAAqni
Fig. 180.

For transcription see p. 694.
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use of forms of different periods even on the same inscription : one Attic

inscription, I.G. iii. i, 1197 (a.d. 238—244), has no fewer than six forms of a.

741. At first Greek writing, like Phoenician, appears to have been
invariably from right to left or ' retrograde ' (i-n-l to. Xaia. €k

System, of
g^^^^-^_ p^^g_ ^ ^5, 9) (see Figs. I7T, 174, 175, 179, 184).

Then followed a transition period, that of the j3ov<7Tpo(t>T]S6v

style (winding as one ploughs with oxen), in which the first line is 'retro-

grade ' and the second left to right, and so on (aTro tov Tviparo's rov hrov?

€7ricrTpe^et Ttov eTrcIJv ro Sivrepov lucnrep Iv StavXov Sp6fj.ia (ib. V. 17, 6) (see

Figs. 177, 178, 185). By the beginning of the fifth century B.C. the later

or left to right style had taken root and it is rare to find a ^ova-rpoijirjSov

inscription after 500 B.C. Frequently, and especially in Attic inscriptions

after Eucleides, the letters though read horizontally are arranged also in

vertical lines (crrotx'jSoV), a peculiarity obviously of great importance for

restoring lacunae.

742. The use of compounded letters, as i\E = [vJE,

Abbreviations, |-K= HK) seems to have owed its origin in the main to the

Stenography. encroachment of cursive combinations upon the lapidary

style. Examples at Athens in the centuries before Hadrian
are very rare and even in the centuries following are not common, while

in the cursive inscriptions of the Byzantine period the use of them is very

extensive. Abbreviations are found sporadically even in the earliest

times, e.g. 'Airo\(X)a)vos Avk. (= AvKctov) dp-i, Oeaycos ¥v7r6 (?) {^Metapontum,

before 500 B.C.), occasionally in the fifth century, e.g. rpirj. (= rptjfpapp^os)

on a list of dead (Attica). In the period from Eucleides to Augustus they

are common enough, e.g. 'AXair. (='AXunreKrjOtv), but in Attic decrees not

till quite late in this period. In the imperial period regular abbreviations,

such as Ti=Tt/3€/)ios, of personal names, and Ka\=KaXai'S<ov, were frequent.

—

Compendia are rare before Augustus, as ri = wpetr/SuTepos ; afterwards the

use of them is frequent.—A mutilated inscription, apparently of the fourth

century B.C., found on the Acropolis, appears to give directions for a

system of stenography. A portion of it has been restored as follows

Transcription of texts on p. 697.

181. {Corinth) ...e F^k6i<Xp.voTr^qp san t...

182. (Corinth) Zeis.

183. (Corinth) 'h.vi6r\Ki t<» Tioreihavi.

184. (Achaia) rdddva iiXXm XapfivXiSa 8cKara[i/].

185. (Elis) 1. 2 [ia]/)o/xaoi al jxa wev... 1. 3 m rip pairo ;fpi7e(rT[ai], 1. 4 ...6ai

OXwTria, al fa... 1. 5 ...ov a'l rip ravra 7ra[p/3aij'Oi] 1. 6 o deoK6\o[fi iprip toko
6eoKo[\eoi, arroTivoi /ca...] 1. 7 [roi] Zi 'OXvvTrtoi, XaTpa['imp€v ] 1. 8 [rot Zli

'OXui/7r[t]oi TOL f....

186. (Samos, on a solid bronze votive hare, now in the British Museum) rSt

'AjroXXavi Ta U.pirj(v)^'i p.' aviBrjKcv 'H<l)ai.(TTi<iiv,
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Fig. 182.

Fig. 181.

^H^egKBr^^^^'^^i^'^^^
Fig. 183.

Fig. 184.

I otXqj n v\ V A o \

Y

Fig. 185.

Fig. i85.

For transcription see p. 696.
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(11. 14— 28): Twv] 8' a(^ci)V(DV 17 [/U.CV evfijeia Kai /Spa^xcLa ypaj/i/xi; [toJS

(fiuivijevTO? [koitu) /x,£v] Te.6iicra Sv[vaTai 8e'A.T]a, [cTravw] Se raC, [tTjOOS Se] rei

TeXeuret vC- [/xeTeoipJa S' ettI tijv o-px^v [(".ev irjpoa-ijy/xivrj Tret, [tt/dos oc] tei

reXeuTci ;U.S' [Kara 8e to /xejcrov irpos \^p-iv tJijv dp)(7Jv 7rpo(jr][yfJi.fjvr] ^yjra,

[Trpos Se rei TcXeuTet i/'et.] Thus, e.g. "| = 8t, '1 = Tri, T' = Stir, etc. (Note that

the orthography £1 = 17 is found in Attic inscriptions as early as 380 B.C.)

743. Separation of words by spaces is not found in inscriptions before

the Roman period. Generally in Attic inscriptions punctua-

tion (if employed at all) is effected by the sign | or : , but

the usage is very capricious and frequently appears to have no connexion

with grammatical construction, e.g. on a Locrian inscription I.G.A. 321:
Ao<^p6v Tov ' 'YiroKvaixi8iov and KaToKuTrovWa. Numeral signs are frequently

separated from the rest of the text by two or three dots placed on the right

and the left of them. Abbreviations, and at Athens proper names also, are

often followed by two dots. Various other devices are found in different

districts and later times.

744. To denote cardinal numbers in classical and post-classical times

(demonstrably from 454 to about 95 B.C.) the following

signs— symbols were in use in Attica:
|
= i, P = 5, A = 1°) H = i°o>

acrophonic.' ^ _ jqqq^ ^ _ j 0^000 and multiplication was expressed by

symbols like p or (^ = 50, pi = 500, p3 = 5ooo, pi =50,000. Units of

measure and money were represented by "f = raXavTov, /v\ = p-va, J or

^ = a-Tarrjp, \- = hpaxp-ri, \
= o/3oXds, C and 5 = >?/."a)/3eA,tov, f = TeTapTrjfwpiov,

X =xa-A.Koi}s. T, /v\ and 2! could be united with the symbols for 5, 10, 50,

100, etc., by ligatures. When no other symbol is given, drachmae are to

be understood. For 5 obols the symbol is not p, which might be con-

founded with drachmae, but |||||. As examples maybe taken /^\-\-=i2

drachmae; TTT = 3 talents; <^TXXXPHHPAAAPhhllllC= it talents,

3787 drachmae, 4^ obols. In countries, e.g. Boeotia, in which the

Western variety of epichoric alphabets prevailed, nj/ would take the place

of X- Thus at Orchomenus (where the fuller symbol (-£ = eKaTw)

^n-EI-EI-EI-£W>lll = 5823 ; and numerous other varieties are found as,

e.g. at Troezen C = i drachma, ;;2
= 10 ; at Argos and Nemea O or O = 10,

• = I ; at Epidaurus — = 10, = i ; thus

XXXBB= = = — :::• 11111=3277 drachmas, 5 obols.

For ordinal numerals (marks of date, etc.) there are in the classical period

no special symbols.

On the other hand, as early as the fifth century B.C. we find objects

numbered consecutively by the letters of the alphabet in
'' ^ ^ "^'

order : thus the tickets of the ten panels of heliasts at Athens

were marked A to K (5" being omitted), and opos K = the loth boundary-

stone. A familiar example of this use of the later alphabet is seen in the num-
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beringof the books of the Iliad zxiA Odyssey. This system, however, could

only be of limited application, since it did not provide for any numbers beyond

24. The system usually found in Greek mss. and classical texts uses 27

signs—the complete Ionic alphabet, including the obsolete signs F or S",

(J or q, and rp or "^ (see table on p. 690) ; these fall into three complete

and equal categories, a

—

Q representing units, i—q tens, and p
—

"^

hundreds. It may be inferred from the presence of these three obsolete

symbols that the system must have been invented at least as early as the

sixth century B.C. in Miletus ; but the earliest epigiaphic evidence for its use

is found in the fourth century B.C., on alabaster vases from the Mausoleum

at Halicarnassus, e.g. H'NA = 754) S'^F = 293. In Athens the usage does

not occur until the first century B.C. The thousands are distinguished by

a diacritical sign on the left, which in unambiguous cases may be omitted

;

thus 'A or ^A = 1000. Fractions are represented by special symbols in the

acrophonic system ; other examples are too uncertain to call for notice

here.

745- The grammatical constructions are as a rule simple and free from

intricacy. Where they depart from rule there is hardly

anything which might not find its parallel in the literary Syntax of

, -KT . • . 1-,- 1 1 t
inscnptional

language. Nor is this statement seriously qualified by the language,

occurrence of such variations as hraivCiv and eirt/xeXeio-Sat

followed by the dative in Attic inscriptions, by the use of hi with the

accusative in Delphian, the use of i^ with the dative in Arcadian and

Cyprian, or the use in Elean of the optative with Ka and of the subjunctive

in an imperatival sense {k ia, = a.v ctij for ccrro), avare^a = ai/are^g for

dvaridriTi). In the non-Attic dialects in fact there is nothing, in the

absence of contemporary literary documents, to show that the syntax of

the inscriptions is not that of the corresponding spoken and written

dialect.

746. Inscriptions are (i) dated, (2) undated. In dated inscriptions

the date of origin or engraving is expressly mentioned in

formulae varying with the political circumstances of the tion^fdate'

Grecian States. As a general rule every independent canton

or State dated its public documents according to the term of office of its

highest political or State ofScials ; as e.g. at Athens by the mention of the

eponymous Archon, at Gortyn of the eponymous KoV/aos, in Aetolia by

the name of the STparr/yo's and so forth. In some cases we have a con-

tinuous list of such officials, as of Attic Archons from 480 to 291 B.C. The
date within this period, when the Archon's name in an inscription survives,

is immediately determinable, except where there happen to be two Archons

of the same name. Inscriptions dated by the reign of a King do not

always give the exact year of the reign. The oldest inscriptions in which

the year of the reign is specified are those of Mylasa. In the case of

Roman Emperors the date may be inferred (r) from the tribunicia potestas,

(2) the number of the consulate, (3) the abdication. The reckoning
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by Olympiads (from 776 B.C. to 01. 294 = a.d. 400), common in the

historians, is rarely found in inscriptions. Occasionally in votive offerings

Olympian victors give the number of the Olympiad in which they won.
In the Hellenistic and Roman periods we find a large number of local eras,

known for the most part only by coin-inscriptions. Nearly all of these eras

belong to Asia Minor. Their starting-point is the grant of autonomy,

incorporation in the Roman Empire, organisation as a Roman Colony, the

visit of an Emperor, etc. Some eras have reference to events of general

history, others to occurrences in the local history of individual towns,

especially the institution of games or festivals. The reckoning by Indic-

tions or taxation-periods of 15 years which is found in Oriental inscriptions

begins with i September 5509 dating from the Byzantine era of the creation

= A.D. 313. But for exact chronological purposes it is of little use, because

only the year and not the period of the Indiction is given. The Christian era

is almost unknown to the Byzantines. In the few inscriptions in which it is

found (C.I.G. 8689, 8759) it appears as an addition to the Byzantine date.

In undated inscriptions the date is determined (i) by the

various contents of the documents, as, e.g., the names of historically known
persons; (2) by the dialectic forms, e.g., the presence or absence in Attic

of the older dative plural of a-stems in -at (rafjiLda-i), the use or disuse of

patronymic adjectives in Boeotian, as 'Afuvtas Tt/iwi/tos for Ti^uui/os
; (3) by

official formulae, which were subject to change from time to time : e.g., in

Attic decrees the name of the ap^^utv iTrMw/xos appears for the first time in

433 B.C. ; in and after 349 B.C. the name of the proposer is followed by

that of his father and his deme
; (4) by the written character : e.g. the use

or disuse of the ^ova-rpo(f>TjB6v style, the use of an epichoric or of the Ionic

alphabet, the use or disuse in Attic of $, of O for ov (after about 353 B.C.),

of E for 61 (after about 276 B.C.), the use of ligatured letters, the use of

Z, CD, M, TT, Z, CD for the older i, O, M, P, ?, A ; (s) by the form and

architectural character of the stones themselves, sculptures in relief, the

form and artistic style of inscribed vases, etc. ; lastly (6) by the pecuHar

circumstances of the place of discovery, as the depth of the strata of earth

at Naucratis.

747. Decrees. The Attic documentary style supplied the pattern to

a large number of the other Greek States. A typical Attic

ai?formuiae decree from about the middle of the fifth century to 376 B.C.

of inscrip- would Contain the following elements : (A) The preamble,
tions.

This consists of (a) the introductory formula : tSo^e t^ ^ovXy

KOL T<3 Stjfiia (or T^ ft.
or tw 8. alone)

;
(d) the name of the ' prytanising

'

tribe : Kc/cpoTrls ('Epe;)(0->jts, etc.) eTrpvTdvev^v
; (c) the name of the

Secretary of the Tribe : MvrjcrWeo^ eypafifmreviv ;
(d) the name of the

President of the Ecclesia : 'EvTrddr)^ cTreo-raTci
; (e) the name of the epony-

mous archon (frequently omitted) : 6 Sctva rjpx^v ; (/) the name of the

proposer: KaXXtas etTrev. After 375 B.C., gradually, more specification in

the names and more exactness in the dating were introduced. The
character of the assembly and the place (eK/cAijo-ta ev

,
ySouA^ iv )
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and the nature of the decree (Sij/xov xprit^ia-ixa, fiovX-^i t(r.) might be noted.

Cf. for the preamble, I.G. 11. i, 247, a decree of 306/5 B.C. : ®eoL.
|

"E-rrl

^opoLjiov apxovTOi ctti t|i7s OlvtiSos ScKarr/s 7rpvTave\ias [or TrpVTavevovcnjs],

ft (= rj) ndfi.tfiiX.O's ®eoy€LTOVo\<; 'Pa/xvovcrios iypafJijj,dTiV€v
\
M.ovvvyLwvo'S kvei

(=evrj'j Ktti v€oi £|/x.jSoXtftu), evaVei (=-17) Koi cikocttJci (="??) ^^s TrpvTavetas"

iKKX.r]crLa'
|
T<Sv TrpoeBpoiv iTreif/yjcfiit,ev Tlv\6nr7ro? Hv6lwvos MapaSMVio| [s] kol

(rv/j-TrpocBpoi' eSo^€v to! Sajp-tf ^TpaTOKXrjs Ev6vSrj\fji.ov Aiojiieeiis 6t7r€v cTreiSij

ktA. Note that formula (e) is replaced by a heading with the name of the

archon, the prytanising tribe (6) has its numerical order specified ; formula

(d) gives way to the phrase twv irpoeSpwv ktX,. and marks the transference of

the eTTii/zifc^io-is from the epistates of the prytanes to a chief, elected by lot,

of the nine TrpoiSpoi or representatives, one from each 'non-prytanising' tribe.

Further, the day of the month (in this case an intercalary day, ej«,;SdXi/x,os)

and the day of the prytany are specified. Lastly, this inscription belongs to

the period dating from 307/6 B.C., when the two new tribes, Antigonis and
Demetrias, were added to the existing ten, and the duration of prytanies,

increased from ten to twelve, approximately coincided with the limits of the

several months. After the statement of (B) motives, introduced by eiretSij,

there follows, between the preamble and the substance of the measure or

law, (C) the transition-formula : (jvyri ayadfj) SeBoxOai. (rarely iij/rjcl>ia-6ai)

rg (3ovXfj or t<3 &r]fji.to. This in a large number of decrees was probouleu-

matic, i.e., marks the decree as having been drafted and approved by the

Senate before being submitted to the Ecclesia, and then (D) the actual words

of the proposition or decree or bill or treaty in the infinitive construction.

Amendments (E) or appendices proposed by the Ecclesia are introduced

as follows : 6 Sctva eiTre" to. fxkv aXko. KaBdirep Tg /3ouA.tj (sc. tSo^ev) or Kadd-

Trep 'AvtikX^s (sc. eiTrev) ras 8e eiOvvas XaAKtSeCcri Kara crtfiuiv avTwv ilvai. iv

XoXki'Si ktA.. Lastly (F) follow directions concerning the engraving, choice

of material, grant of costs, the boards, officials or fund upon which the

payment devolved, the limit of cost and other provisions for pubUshing or

executing copies of the document.

Honorary decrees, including decrees conferring the title of Trpo^evos

or ivepyirr]^, form a very large class of their own, and in no other depart-

ment of Epigraphy does the influence of the Attic style make itself more
widely felt than in the drafting of these honorary decrees. In the fifth

century the framework was very simple ; the introductory formula was
immediately followed by the substance of the decree : liraivlcrai tov Setva,

sometimes with the motive briefly added and an enumeration of the

honours conferred. In later times, after the mention of the proposer, there

followed (i) a statement of motive, introduced by e7rciS>; and tending to

become more and more prolix and tedious,- (2) a 'hortative' section,

e.g. 07r(os av ovv xai 01 aXKoi aTravTcs eiSajCTti/ ort 6 Srjfios iTriaTarai j^apiras

oTToSiSoVai ktX.
; (3) the transition formula : SeSo^^at ktX.

; (4) the expression

of thanks and the grant of various privileges ; e.g. wpoeSpta, oreXeta, yrj^ re

Koi otKias lyKTj^ais, aavXia Kara yrjv koi Kara OdXarrav, etc.
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748. In form there is frequently not much difference between the

inscriptions known respectively as Honorary, Dedicatory

Ded^a^My ^"^ Scpulchral, and it is not always possible to decide to

and Sepulchral which Category an inscription belongs. The simple nomina-
nscnp ions.

^.^^ j^ found OH the statue-bases of distinguished men in the

earlier time, e.g. AvKoSpyos 6 pijTmp ; in dedications, as 'Hye/xwv apxHyirr^'s,

to whom the dedication was made ; and on tombstones the name of the

deceased, as KXeiros ; after Eucleides, with the name of the deme added,

as BAeVtos 'A^juoi/evs ; or the father's name as well, e.g. ^Ikaiv KaXXtWov
Pd^mvevi. Or the name may be in the genitive, as 'HpwSov tov 'A.ttlkov—
'AiroXXcovos 'Ayuieios TipocrraT-qpiov—'A.piariuivo'i ; Or the dative, as 6ew

Se/Sao-To)

—

'AOtjvS. TloXidSi; or the accusative, as Ti/Sipiov Oeov {honorary);

the vocative as : Moo-xe Moo-^ov, xalp^ {sepulchral). Expansions may be
as follows : 'H ttoXi? Ma'pxu) OvXttio) Ev/jioto) {hon.)—Aijfj.rjTpi koI Kopij

<E>aj8ios Aa8ov)(0's {ded.)
—'H p-rir-qp Trj Ovyarpi (sep.) ; the datives depend

upon dviOrjKe, dvea-Trjae, tiroujo-e or the like, either expressed or understood.

Sometimes the motive is added, e.g. {hon. or ded^ dperr}^ evexa—evxv^

xdpLv—yvp,va(Ti.ap-)(7ja-avTa; /xveias Or p.vrjp.'q'i x^ptv {sep.). The source of

expenditure may be specified, as Ik twv ISiwv Trpoa-oSwu ; or the authorisa-

tion, as \j/rj<f)ia-ap.ivyji ryj's •n-oA.ecus kol tov Btj/xov j or the executive, as eiri-

fjieXovfji.ivr]s T-q? 'Epe^^ijiSos ^uAijs ; or the date may be given, as Jtti rov

Seivos dpxovTos. In tomb-inscriptions the age of the deceased may be

mentioned, e.g. yStWas trr) SeKarpLa; or the manner of death, as: Xoiju,(3

6avova-rjs, or a consolatory maxim added, as evijjvxeL- ov&el<; dOdvaTo?.

Sometimes tombstones were erected during lifetime ; hence the addition

(in the imperial period), ^iy, t,wa-i. Tomb inscriptions are often written in

verse, from the sixth century B.C. onward; in later times they are more
elaborate. Sepulchral monuments might be commended to the protection

of the community or the gods : rovrov rov ixvqp-iiov t} yepova-La KijSerai—
7rapaSiSco/Ai tois Karax^ovt'ots dcoi'S to lypuov (^uXao-creiv. More or less elaborate

curses might be imprecated on desecrating persons : xaKuSs re a,TroXia-6ai.

avTovi Kol yeVos. Akin to these are curses {devotiones) inscribed for the

most part on leaden plates, e.g. dvariOrjiJu AdfjLarpi KT\....Tovi kir Ifjik

iXOovTa^ Koi /xacTTiytoo-avtas ktX— p,ri i^aXv^aiev,

749. Property might be indicated by the simple genitive, as—Ilavos

—

'AttoXXwvos iraTpmov. On an epistyle we find iTrea-Kevdtjdij

Inscriptions
|jj ^^^ ST/JpLoaioiv •)(P'OI^°-''''^^>

hriTpoirevovTO'S AiXiov 'OfjLOvXXov.

Buildings. Inscriptions in prose and poetry giving the name of the artist

Names of ^^ sculptor of a statue or other work exhibit a great variety

of style; the most common is that represented by, e.g.,

Kpijo-i'Xas ETToet, 'Apio-Ti'wv p.' liroLrjaev, Hv9ayopa^ 2a/xios iTrovqa-tv. More
than 500 such inscriptions have been collected containing the names of

a large number of sculptors, many of them not otherwise known, and of

various nationalities.
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750. The Ephebic inscriptions form a distinct category in Athens,

ranging from the third century B.C. to the third century a.d.

They consist, with a varying measure of complexity, (i) of inscriptions,

decrees laudatory of the Ephebi (youths between eighteen

and twenty years of age, who were entered on the X.riiiapx^i.Kbv ypafifj^aruov

or register of the deme and were undergoing military training), and one or

more of their numerous officers and trainers (-n-atSoTptjSi??, oTrAo'^axos, d.Kov-

tio-tt;?, to^o'tij?, ac^cTTjs, ypafx/j.arev';, v7r?jpeTjjs), (2) of lists of Ephebi,

(3) decrees in honour of Ephebi alone.

751. As a type of Public Accounts may be taken inscriptions

recording the transference of the treasure in the Pronaos of

Athena from one set of treasurers to their successors. The Acc"Jints of

transactions covered a penaeteris, or period of four annual Magistrates,

magistracies (apx«0- The preamble ran thus: TaSe TrapeSoaav

al Terrapes o.px<>-i, at eSiSocrai' tov Xoyov Ik Ha.vaOyjvaCuiv €S Ylavadmaia rots
rap-lacriv (= Ta/xtais), oh 6 Selva iypafjifjidreve. ol 8e ra/xiai, ois o Seiva iypaa-
fidreve, irapeSocrav TOis Tap.iaa-iv, ots 6 Setva iypafx/jLareve. 'Ei/ rto IIpovTjtu)

{herefollows the inventory of treasures). 'E?r£Teia {additions during the year)
hnykvero kiri Tcov To.p,iu>v, ots 6 Scii/a iypafifxareve (here follows the inventory).

The transactions of the second, third and fourth years were similarly

described. Under this head the long temple accounts of Delos are the
completest of their kind. We have also a long series of documents which
give the details of the property handed over by the Overseers of the Dock-
yards (hvip.(kyjTax Twv vewpiiav) to their successors. Types of formulae are:

Tao€ irapeXa/Bo/xiv Koi aTrcXaySo/iei' (TKevrj Kpc/xacrTa ev vewptois Sv/xirav

Ke<j)a\aiov dpyvpLov ov d(T€Trpa.^ap.ev Koi KaTefia.\op.ev ciTroSeKTais (/lere follows
the sum)—Ot8e tcoi/ TpiTjpdpxwv rmv oixoXoyrjadvTujv iv t<3 hiKauT-qpCui Kaivas

OKoiuxTiiv TptTJpus Koi Tovs £/i/3oXous 6(j)d\ovcri T€t TToAci, Ttts Si a.iroSiStuKa(riv

(here follow names). An inscription containing an architect's specification

for the erection of the 'Arsenal of Philo' in the Peiraeus enables us to

restore -almost stone for stone a building of which not a vestige remains.

From the Tribute Lists we learn the long array of States which
were subject to Athens in the latter half of the fifth century b.c. The
amount of the tribute paid by each is arrived at by multiplying by 60 the

percentage (p-vS. diro raXavrov) paid as drrap^at to Athena. After the

mtroductory clauses—AiSc tujv iroXeuiV tUv Trapa twv 'EA.A.Tji/oTayUHui', ois 6

oiiva €ypap.p.aTev€, virb T<Sv TpidKovra a,ir€<jidv6ricrav dwap^al r-q dnZ em tov

Seii/os apxavToi—comes the list of States arranged under the categories

laiviKo^ (fiopo?, 'EXXrjcnroi'Tios <^o'pos etc., with subsections such as—IldXeis

avTat <j>opov ra^dp-€vat—IloAets as ol tStwrat era^av.

A Subscription List might be headed thus : Ol'Se iire&uiKav els

rijv kTru7Kevy]v tov lepoC koX KaTa(TKe.vr]v...KaTa to \p-q<^ia'p.a, o

Seiva dwey. Lists of Soldiers on service (chiefly from official... ^ -' name-lists.
Boeotia) might begin : rui ( = tou) Trparov ka-TporivaOr]

(= €aTpaTf.vvTai), followed by the names. In a list of the fallen in battle,
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461—460 B.C. the names are preceded by the heading : 'Epex^ijtSos o'Se iv

™ 7roA,6/x(j) airiOavov iv ILxnvpto, iv AiyvTrrco ktX tov avTov ivLavrov. A very

large category is that of the Choragic and Agonistic inscriptions or lists

of victors in contests. A common formula is, e.g., Aiyr^is dvSpoiv ivUa,

EiaytSij? Krijcrtou ^iXaiSrys i^oprjyei,
|
Avaijj.a^^HSrj's 'HjTnSdjj.vio's Tjvkei, ILapl-

Xaos AoKpo<s eStSacTKe,
|
Ei^uKpiTos

''jPX'^-

752. It is more difficult to classify according to their formulae

legal documents, such as Leases, Contracts, Deeds of
Legal docu- g^jg State Loans, Donations, Deeds of Manumission,
ments, etc. '

\ « \ /

etc. Examples are : (l) Tiijv yfjv Tr}v iv A};/\.a) rrjv Upav

ifiiuBoxrav Kcd ToiJs ki^Vovs ktA. {Amphictyons in Delos); (2) 'Aya6fj tvxv
iirpiaTO ®£toy£tTa)y..., )(pva-wv TpiaKouiiav. Be^SawoT^s..., /JidpTvpes . . (AmpAl-

pohs); (3) Tot Ko\i^a.pyoi...d.viypw^cLv KaOws iwoelaavdo rdv aTroSoariv Tw

Savet'u) rcoy Ni/capeVas kcit to \^d<jyi<rfi.a tco Sdfxui (Orchomenus)
; (4) ©eos, TiJ;;^a-

Samrts SiSojTt SiKaivia rai' yoiKiav Koi TakXa TravTa- Sap,iopyo<;. .., irpo^evoi...

i^Petilld)
; (5) iirpimo 'AttoXXcov 6 Xlw^tos irapd, 2co(ri/?iou 'Afiffiicraeo'; iir

iXevOepLO, CTM/xa ywvaiKctov, (S ovojxa NiKota ktA.. (Delphi : an act of sale to the

deity which was equivalent to a manumission of the person sold).

From Gortyn, in Crete, we have a twelve-column-long (SovuTpo^riSov

inscription (see §§ 475 ff. : for a specimen of the text see Fig. 177) con-

taining provisions of private law relating to slavery, divorce, property,

inheritance, adoption, and other topics ; and fragments of inscriptions

of a more archaic type apparently anterior to the use of coined money,

the calculations of value being made in Xe/Jjjrts (see Fig. 175), and
rpiVoScs.

Inscriptions on boundary stones are of various types, e.g. 'Opos

AciKeSat/xovt 7rpo5 Mea-arji/yjv—AeSpe IlaiavKov rptTTiis reXevra, apx^Tai Bi

Mvppivova-Lwv TpcTTvs. A pecuHar category is formed by stones marking

property and inscribed with the terms of a mortgage or a dowry : "Opoi

^(wpiov 'TTtwpap.ivov eirt Xucrct Tip Seii/t—-'Opo? oiKtas iv KpoiKi airoT€Tifi,T]jjL£vrj';

T(3 Setvi.

Corpus inscriptionum. Graecarttm (C.I.G.), 1828-77. Inscriptiones Graecae

(I-G.), vols. I—XIV. (some volumes not yet completed) ; viz. I—ill.

(C.I. A.) Attzcae, IV. Argolidis, V. Arcadiae, Laconicae, Messeniae,

VI. Elidis et Achaiae, VII. Megaridos et Boeotiae, VIII. Delphorum, IX. Graeciae

Septentrionalis, X. Epiri Macedoniae, XI. Deli, XII. Insularum Maris Aegei,

XIIX. Cretae, XIV. Siciliae et Italiae &^e. Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae (not

Attic), Roehl. Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, Newton and Hicks.

Selections and Manuals. Cauer, Delectus inscrr. graec. propter dialectum

menwrabilium, ed.^ ; Solmsen, Inscrr. graecae ad inlustr. dialectos selectae

;

Hicks and Hill, Greek Historical Inscriptions; Dittenberger, Sylloge inscrr.

graecarum and Orientis graeci inscrr. selectae ; Collitz, Samnilung der griech.

Dialekt-Inschriften; Kirch hoff, Studien z. Gesch. des griechischen Alphabets, ed.*

1887 ; Roberts, Introduction to Greek Epigraphy, Pt. I. and (with E. A. Gardner)

Pt. 11. ; Reinach, Traite' d'Epigr. grecque (incorporating Newton's articles on

Gr. inscrr.), 1885; Larfeld, Griech. Epigraphik and Hdbch. d. gr. Epigr.;
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Meisterhans, Gramm. d. att. Inschriften, ed.' 1900; Michel, Recueil d'Inscrip-

tions grecques. There are also numerous collections of inscriptions selected

with reference to special subject-matter ; e.g. Dareste, Inscriptions Grecques

juridiques ; Loewy, Inschriften gr. Bildhauer, and a rapidly increasing series

of local collections, e.g. of Cos, Boeotia, Crete, the coast of the Euxine ; also

the official publications of the inscriptions from excavations, such as Olympia,
Pergamon, Delos, Delphi, etc. For epitaphs, Kaibel, Epigrammata Graeca, ex
lapidibus collecta. For numeral systems, Tod, Ann. British School at Athens,

xvin. 1911-12, pp. 98-132.

VIII. 3. PALAEOGRAPPIY.

753. Palaeography seeks to read, date and place writings in ink on
papyrus, parchment or paper, occasionally on sherds or wax.

Epigraphy deals with inscriptions upon stone or metal. The
distinction is less superficial than it looks. The forms of written letters,

similar at first to those of inscriptions, developed more swiftly and with few
exceptions the difference is maintained until the Byzantine engravers of

inscriptions took to imitating the work of scribes. The subject-matter

also of written documents except a few legal papyri receives little direct

illumination from inscriptions.

754. Changes in writing are mainly produced by laziness; in his

desire to save trouble the scribe slurs over the forms of

letters so that they tend to resemble each other, or runs wrMng^book
them together so that it is hard to distinguish them or and cursive

employs abbreviations themselves subject to degradation.

This tendency is counteracted by the reader's demand for clearness,

generally met by reverting to an older type of script, sometimes by
differentiating similar letters through an exaggeration of their characteristic

features. A third element, the desire for the writing to look beautiful, on
the whole makes for clearness except when it produces excessive uni-

formity, the scribe as it were forcing all the letters into one mould so that

they should not spoil the regularity of his line or page.

These three forces differ in relative strength with the contents or

purpose of the writing. In rough copies or documents of ephemeral
interest, receipts and the like, the writer goes as fast as he can, often too

in deeds with their regular formulae which he is tired of repeating. In such

hands the forms of letters change in every generation, whereas in books
much more concern for legibility is shown and the changes are extremely

slow. Among running or cursive hands some are those of ordinary citizens,

others those of legal scriveners, others the styles elaborated in government

G. A. 45
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offices and written perhaps as carefully in their way as the book-hands. So

the books may be in absolutely cursive hands when a work has been copied

out by an amateur perhaps for his own use ; usually we find them tran-

scribed in hands which, however difficult to us through bad preservation

or our want of familiarity with their peculiarities, were as plain as print to

cotemporaries and generally aim at a pleasant appearance ; while at any

rate from the first century a.d. we have magnificent scripts written with the

very highest skill. It looks as if these ornamental styles were in earlier

times reserved for Homer, afterwards mainly for bibles or liturgical books.

755. Different materials encourage different sorts of pen-stroke in

the quick writer and set different artistic ideals before the

MateriaT" calHgrapher. On stone letters tend to be separately made
up of independent strokes or scratches of the chisel with

few curves and are generally irregular ; while the pen makes curves and

joins independent strokes and even letters togetlier and in time there

comes a feeling for uniformity of height. In the Timotheus papyrus

(Fig. 187, c. 330 B.C.) the irregular epigraphic forms have not succumbed
to the soft material, and the books of the third century have not yet

settled down to the typical papyrus hand, yet fourth century cursive must

certainly have grown out of any such awkwardness, for a long development

lies behind such a hand as Fig. 188 (255 B.C.).

Papyrus with its tender surface and thin substance encouraged a light

quick stroke though a heavier style was not impossible. This heavier

manner became general when about the fourth century a.d. scribes took

to parchment and in time realized its possibilities, for it is often difficult to

make very fine Hnes upon it, while it shows up thick strokes to perfection.

The adoption of paper had little effect upon the forms of letters except

that the cheaper material tempted scribes to use less care upon it.

756. In outline the story of Greek writing is simple and this

simplicity makes it hard to date specimens of any but a

mniTscure^
few Varieties. From the fourth century B.C. till the eighth

or ninth a.d. the book-hand changes very slowly and

often harks back to earlier styles. The letters are majuscules, i.e. capitals

nearly all contained between two parallel horizontal lines with only one or

two projecting above or below; almost from the beginning the rounded

G, C, CjO had superseded the angular B, S, fl so this hand is usually

called uncial upon the analogy of a Latin majuscule hand in which several

of the letters have rounded forms. Parallel with this runs the cursive ; we
can trace most of its continuous development though its changes are very

rapid and its varieties innumerable, only the earliest and latest could be

given here (Figs. 188, 192) : from about the fourth century a.d. some letters

become distinguishable by growing tall or developing tails : this classes it

as a minuscule hand in which the bodies of the letters are between two

lines but parts of them may project more or less to reach other two lines

above and below. When in the eighth or ninth century the uncials had
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become too thick and clumsy, varieties of the cursive regularized and
appHed to the writing of vellum books superseded the uncials. About the

same time materials for following the course of the everyday writing fail us

and until the Renaissance we have but the minuscule book-hand.

MHKrrmfAAfTra5iFTrr*TTr

lKKNAfMM4rTlCKMrTrfor
jr TP«nArA<TK<AMrrf*f4r(JtAr/^ •

X AH<AMm/<»NAHAiCrArf/AA\FTP<»/

fxriKeTL ficWere ^evyvvre

UK'qva.s fxrjdE riS 'qfierepov

Tpoiraia artjaaixevot A(05 ayv^oTarov e/ceXa-

Stjaav cTjLov avaKTa avixfj-erpot

XopeiaiS

Fig. 187. Timotheus of Miletus, Persae, late fourth cent. B.C. IVezv Pal. Soc. 22.

Slightly reduced. About half each line is shown 1.

757- Fig. 187 shows a book-hand still very like an inscription, note

the A with horizontal stroke, B with a big head, square E,

small I H and 0, the epigraphic I and I, and Q on its writ^g.'"

way to the 00 form. The writing is in very long uneven

lines and the columns trend away to the left : it may not be the work

of a professional. The bird is a glorified coronis marking with a para-

graphos the beginning of the sphragis or coda of the nomas. Book-hands

in the third century show the same characteristics in a less degree.

Meanwhile the cursive had by 255 B.C. reached the state shown on Fig. 188.

Note the forms assumed by a, /3, 8, tj, A, /x, v, t, v, 4> and m : the result is

an almost continuous line along the top of the writing above which only v

and <^ project. This Hne is characteristic of the Ptolemaic period.

The same sort of feeling comes out in the Ptolemaic book-hand,

especially in broad hands with angular letters such as the BacchyHdes ms.

(Fig. 189), note the shallow topped ft. and v; E too is made in three separate

strokes, but it must be allowed that very similar hands went on until the

1 This and the following transcriptions make the facsimiles intelligible by modernizing

the letters, dividing the words, supplying hyphens and capitals and resolving abbreviations,

but in punctuation, accentuation etc. they reproduce their originals.

45—2
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,4.''

'F'?

--i tf^S^*''

, ?,' .a^S'/'v*

15

fe u ^

&^^. .

I (erous) Xa eireKf) I?/

Ta^aurts ZjUtPtos

Kat Taat/3is Z;U(j/os

TLfX7)v t^Lora(peiov /cat

5 T'J/s irpofpTjreias /cat rov

7]fj.t<Tovs Tf)^ dwptatas yrjt

7]S yuerex" '"o e7raj/w ijSio-

ra^cLOV TO tj/xvcv 8 ijv

AojpLOjpos Tov ToirapxfiffOLV'

10 Tos TOV irepi Orj^as roirov

a TTpoae^aXovTO reais Kai

TiixLVis di Ovofxapxov irpaKTo-

pos Toov ^acTLKtKOjp /cat irapeK-

^7](rav Ta^auret Kat Taat-

15 ^et ets avairXT]p(a(nv [- ^t-

I-
eftdo/J/rjKOVTa.

[Demotic line.]

Fig. 188, Vvooden money-bill for 70 drachmas, half the price of burying an

ibis, 255/4 B.C., Pal. Soc II. 142. |-=- drachma j L is an Egyptian symbol

for a year : €'ir€t4> is a month's name.
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second century a.d. Parallel with it we find a rounded hand which fore-

shadows the commonest fashion in Roman times, e.g. the philosophical works

recovered from a library at Herculaneum and usually put about 50 B.C.

a^. KH 7-7-YKTo h->j<c"rH ij!.^>.A4sr!M

55 7 (rrCK^etv awo Aafiviav

(poipiffffav <pXoya' traida 5* efief

Trpojdrj^ov ' apyji'tov 5' advpficLTiav

50 K-^vrvKTov Kvveap Aa/cat-

fttj' Kpd,ros iJirep irvpaoxo.i'TOV'

XtTiova tropfpvpeov

(TTepvoKn T a/J.(pi Kai o^Xioy

J^ deaaakav x^a^vd'' o/j./xaT<av Se

^ '' ixejxvaadai iroXefiou re /cat

XcO\.K€OKTVTrov jxax^^

60 ' 5c^(Tdai. 5e (piKaeXdovs AOavas

Iw , TapeffTL fivpXa KcXevdos

Ad7}vaL0L<Tt ' afi^poaitov fxeXewv

6s av irapa ireieplbuiv Aa-

;^?;ta"t 5w/)a /xovadv.

Fig. 189. Bacchylides (xvii. 50—xviii. 4), first cent, B.C. Note the three lines
left out after 1. 54 and written by a Roman hand (c. 100 A.D.) in the top
margin; also the accents, breathing, coronis "with parag^raphos, punctu-
ation, diaeresis and short marks, v. Jebb, Bacchylides, PI. I.
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758. This roundness also appears in the Roman cursive marked also

by certain peculiar shapes, e.g. of -q (^) and e {•^)- In such

S°"?^u J a hand is written not only the usual letters and deeds but
Book-hand, ^

.

most of the AOr^vauav HoXtTcta. More books have survived

from about 100 a.d. than from any other period and they show a great

variety of style. There are a few scraps of mss. in which each letter was

carefully made and a standard set up fit for the great vellum bibles : also

a fashion for sloping writing, formerly supposed to mark quite a late date,

had come in, and the rather archaic broad straight-lined style had not quite

gone out; meanwhile the commonest was the rounded book-hand. As
these four styles ran parallel for about three centuries it is not in the

obvious differences that we are to seek criteria for dating but in occasional

cursive forms that a copyist has allowed to creep in when off his guard, or

in an indefinable similarity of stroke that the trained eye sees in the work

-J-^rTnT^^^ClT^T^ eKrn&e* rerpaKi TO. Trexre et-

YiO C J >C>«-|!X,0 ITT OlNi t^O- i^oai. KM Xomov a-

gj IT\ P O I O NJ~r I T^ €;^-^* " irpo^ovTi. TO e/j,.

>''}-( JUL p I M OV>4 6 I C )-0>-' ' wlfj'" ow f'<r';X-

y 0—&*T~1 T"*? ( OVT^ M ^ rr 6-'t 'Be Ti TOI.OVTOV eirei

Fig. igo. Commentary on the Theaetetus, second cent. A.D.
Schubart, Pap. Gr. Berol. 31.

of each age whether in the cursive or the book-hand : but this is very

subjective and the more formal the hand the less there is to go by. To
the second century a.d. are referred the earliest vellum books, though we
have documents on skins going back to 88 B.C. The example of a good

rounded hand in which the letters are made very freely and skilfully is from

perhaps the most handsome roll extant; though mutilated it is 20 ft. long

and I ft. wide ; the columns, 8 in. high, leave 1^ in. margin above and

2|^ in. below and have only about 17 letters in the hne : note th.e para-

graphos and the > used as quotation marks on the left and to fill up lines

on the right (Fig. 190).

In the fourth century the cursive hand assumes what has been called

the Byzantine form, that is to say it gets a look suggesting the Greek

writing to which we are accustomed ; it is often written with a mannerism

aiming at decorativeness or dignity.
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In the fourth or fifth century we may place the victory of vellum and

of the book over the roll. The supersession of papyrus was not instan-

taneous; we have parts of mss., sometimes in book form, for another

four hundred years (one or two, e.g. fragments of Menander, are of im-

portance), and documents as late as 996 a.d., but it is likely that outside

Egypt it gave way more quickly.

759. Our oldest great vellum book, the codex Vaticanus of the Bible,

was probably written in the second half of the fourth century

and the next, the codex Sinaiticus, about the year 400. The
unc^ai".

four columns to a page give it a roll-like eifect but the

writing is a little heavier than that of any but rather exceptional papyri.

The. j>aragraphos and short line of letters mark the end of what we call a

paragraph, and further the first letter of the next encroaches a very little

upon the margin : the Vaticanus offers less help to the reader and its

writing is lighter, also it uses fewer contractions.

rrAH ftUOHTCyHB* -^w"*" ™ ?"» f-^)

^~ j^i'XTxi3M rr PO^i^HT^'i '''^° ^'^ '""" ^po'I'-oM")

, 6t I NX2:qU pX )O c: °
'
^^"f-^--

_>, KXH e>H-CeTXI :. J'J^er,.era,:

^eNX.€TXJCHMepeC 2 e.oe™.swep.(>-aO'

r e'KC^IHXiCriXpXrCI ^ e....a.«xapaW>^0-

{veTa.i)

Fig. igi. Codex Sinaiticus, c. 400 A.D. Note the stroke for v and the

diminished letters at the ends of lines, the apostrophe to mark the unusual

ending of NoJapET, the reading dtto for Sia in the margin, the quotation

marks and the misspellings. Z and T are numbers of sections.

From the fourth to the ninth century vellum uncial was the chief vehicle

of literature, but classical mss. are few ; scribes were busy upon theology

and law. The vertical strokes became thicker and in P, Y, 4> and Y longer

while the horizontal or sloping strokes of f. A, G, Z, K, IT, C and T acquire

heavy dots or serifs at their ends : codex Alexandrinus of the Bible shows

a tendency in this direction and is put in the fifth century, as the great

example of this style, a Dioscorides at Vienna, can be set about 513 a.d.

A belated specimen, the earliest Greek ms. dated in its subscription, is of

800 A.D. The sixth century seems the age of gospels written in very big

letters with gold and silver ink upon purple vellum. Less ambitious books

were often in sloping uncials and in the ninth century this slope became

fashionable even for large writing : we have such a ms. actually dated
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862 A.D. and one or two must be earlier, while there are several in the

tenth century. The slope and height of the letters tended to narrow them

and the curves in G, 0, C, <t>, CjO become pointed : the uncials on Fig. 193

are not tall enough to show this well, those on Fig. 194 exhibit a vertical

form often used for headings and marginaha. Breathings and accents are

first universally applied in the ninth century mss. whether uncial or

minuscule. Towards the end of the tenth century upright uncials come

in again and after the eleventh the letters recover their broad or round

forms, but by this time the style has become very artificial and is reserved

for liturgical books.

760. By the eighth century the uncial had become too magnificent

or too clumsy for ordinary use and efforts were made, as it

Adaptation of seeuis independently one of another, to adapt for books the

book's.^

°
cursive of ordinary life. Fig. 192 shows what this had reached

by 605 A.D. ; later specimens are too full of abbreviations to

be generally intelligible.

TedcLffBat /xe irpos tre ojs et OLOidtjirore

Kaipoj ^T^troj aTTO^txKeadai ffe ek rov

VTTo ffe /jLEPTipiaTos Si.a(pepoPTO^ deodo[ffaKLov).

Fig. 192. Lease of a house, 605 A.D. Schubart, Pap. Gr. Berol. 47.

If we compare with this the minuscule on Fig. 193 we see that the

shapes of a, /3 (not shown but like u), e, n, rj, i, k, X, /x, o-, d, <j> are quite

peculiar and very similar to each other : in other letters the specimen of

cursive does not show the typical cursive forms.

The hand in Fig. 193 is an unsuccessful variant represented by only

one or two mss. and these are very hard to date : logically they precede

the ordinary minuscule, but the form of the uncial heading and the use of

paper for this MS. makes it hard to put it earlier than the ninth century.

The text is very troublesome to read and the slope is ugly: besides the

forms noticed above observe y, 6, v : the last, though so familiar to us, we

shall not meet again until the fourteenth century.
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rr,/i

ff3>ca:^/:i. :;;ij*»^

AorOI AriWN TT(i\Te)p«N HfOYN EKAO-

TH XpHCeOON Al (i)N THN OAHN THC

AnocToAiKHC eKKAHCiAC AoIan

C!X(|)OOC AlAACKOMee<\ TO TS THC 66-

OAoriAC CpHMI KHpVrMA k(a|) THC Oei-

AC OIKONOMIAC TON AOfON KAI TWN
AAACON o'peCON THC EKKAHCIAC AO-

TMATMN THN AKpiBeiAN :

ne(pi) t(hc) In tpia'ai k(ai) 6N monaAi eeoAopAc :

—

rpHropi(oY) t(oy) eeoAor(oY) eK Ta)(N) enoN.

cTs ^(eo)s iGTiv &vapxo^, Avatrtos 6u Tepiypu.irTds

ij rivi irpoffdev ^ovTi, ^ ia-aofievo}L fieTOTrtadev

atCjv' d/A0ts €X<^v {'^^^ &ireipTiTOS vieos e<r0\oO.

fnowoyevoSs neyaXoio 7r(aT)ijp ti^yas, ou n inivovBas

iiel, T&n Ada. aapKdi, ivel i/ios' els S(£o)s dtXXos.

Fig- 193- Codex Vaticanus 2200. Theological verses, ninth cent. (?).

761. The successful variety of minuscule is much superior. It must

go back to about 800 a.d. as the oldest dated example is of

835 A.D. We can follow continuously the changes in this
Milfuscuie.

hand until the seventeenth century. It is divided into three

main periods, the older until about 975, the middle from then till about
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1200 and the later coming down to about 1500 after which we need not

descend.

In the MS. from which Fig. 194 is taken the gospels written in uncials

are intermixed with a commentary in minuscules of the early style. All

the letters except 6, x and an alternative X have their own forms far

removed from the uncial : when once these are mastered and such

ligatures as ay, ei, ea; air, trr, vv and va have become familiar, reading

is very easy as there are but few abbreviations at any rate in the texts.

The breathings are rectangular and with the accents put on most ac-

curately. On Mss. in such a hand or in one not quite so elaborate the

text of most classical authors mainly rests. The period is generally

regarded as closing about 975 when scribes took to letting the letters

hang from the ruled line instead of standing upon it. A little before this

a sloping hand had come in not quite so formal as the upright but almost

as well written.

TpwHirr(AWNi'OV'ft'vini|i« twn (irr£^'«^N toy 6(eo)Y eni enI

4I\(lA(''WAW^tflt'p^^^oivN^l> amaptwAoo MeTANooyNTi :

—

;[C(> t •rlivo-»^«yyli(r8>U/<npe Ilept t^s dpa.y{/or x)m^ (prjalv 6

ca^effYP^Vy^'61ftO*0*&fr«A«Y^^ a7tos ypTjydptos 6 ^£0X6705

5 ewr«60*o»njtW^»J''vt*J'«X^V 5 ovras, Sti. "Kuxvov ij\//£P 6 xipif™)' k(o1)

•t^ AVcBuo'artttvvfi-eurnunu S(eo)s. SriXondTi t^ ^avrov trap-

tuBuUlUTi'tuciltjauf^tiixv^. Ka Kal ttji' imiav iirapatnv.

•rtt«'«^«Aj«Tt««*»iTij>W»-ji«}>«u TTji a/iaprias rbv Koajiov d-

•ni9tui^tt<^M}>'tuu<»^^<YyI{* TTOKaScupav. Kal ttjv dpayiJ.ri(v) .

•&^l^tuU't^uutul/^,<('•ttu•rel«• 8€<nv. Kal irwKa'KeiTai rhs

tie.aJa•aulrm^'^ux^<Milc'6vr^ <j>0\as airui Swdfieis in

-linUo-i^eyyJao-frujiS&iv.lMi rri t^s Spay/i^s evpicrri. Kal

j tutui»{f»i«*'v«i^'rcuTt<icr*&v^>« 15 KOivuvovs Troiarai ttjs evippo-

erTLulx-o^ajv'Ujui'Tifva^ot^yoyiina' ffivqi As Kal tt)S olKOVoixlas

2U>tr«L^-«raAin>tViTa(!.. /iiiirraSos TreTroivyrai :

—

fintNAt*N*otn'«tVijf tNAv'jvi EineN ie AN(epojn)oc tic eixeN iyo Y'-

oVt-KMtinjNiNtiVTtPctAVTiv* OYC • K&i eineN 6 Neoorepoc aytcoIn)

3 Twnrt.ni»A»tivi»«T»VtuK&X 20 tco tt(at)pi- n(a>T)6p Aoc moi to eTTiBAX(AoN)

Fig. 194. Cod. Monacensis (Cod. X. Evan.), c. 900 A.D. Notice many slips

of spelling due to modern pronunciation.

762. In the middle period and henceforward the letters hang from

the line, the breathings are not only square but rounded,

especially the soft one, often too no clear distinction is

made between them, and the abbreviations are much more

frequent in the text. Also the uncial forms which seem to have been

consciously avoided at first in the older style begin to find their way back

in great numbers and new ligatures are devised. Further a slope is

Middle
Minuscule.
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decidedly commoner and the letters are not formed with the same extreme

care : and yet many mss. of this period, especially gospels, are hard to

distinguish from older work, the scribe only betraying himself at the ends

of lines or at the bottoms of pages. This middle style shades off into the

next and the Kmit must be arbitrary; 1204, the date of the fourth crusade

disastrous to the Greek world, answers to a time when the change for

the worse is very noticeable. Fig. 195 is a characteristic example of the

eleventh century. The rough breathing is square but the soft rounded

;

there are many abbreviations, the uncial h, k, A, m, n, n, T, (}), 00 appear

beside or instead of the cursive forms and a few more lines would probably

yield o., B, r, A, e, c and the like. It has also a slope, but the writing cannot

be called careless.

ovr>C W*»w:y<»«r«Ji+«.0"7r^Vf« " -r- vr« tee «-#Y
oflW^wi frjfVW

oi y{&'p) (&0eX^(ret O/xfSs) 6 7r(as) xP^^i^^) '^{v^) 7rf£7Te(ws) vfj'.Civ 4civ fxyj iv rut

iaxo-rdj Ka,ip[ia) TeKeiujBriTe ' iv ykp T{ah) ^trx^''"("^s) ijfi^pais itXt]-

dwdriaovTaL ol ^evbowpotprjTai koX ol <f>dopeh' (Kal) arpa-

4>^aovT{cii) Ta irpb^CLTa eh Xi5k(ous) • (/cai) tj ayawr] i7Tpa.<pr^(reTat eh ^?(ro{s).

Fig. 195. Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, 1056 A.D.

763. Fig. 196 stands just on the borderland between this period and

the next, the text is quite archaistic, but the capricious forms

in the commentary (six different forms of «), the numerous
mIhuscuI

abbreviations, the careless breathings and the accents made
in one with the letters (1. 6) betray its late date.

The same caprice goes on increasing; in Fig. 197 we have a by no
means extreme example of the late period during which every letter has at

least two forms current, one minuscule and one uncial, and each of these

often a tall and a short variety besides perhaps several special shapes when
entering into ligatures, many of which are themselves new. The abbrevia-

tions may be as frequent as ever, and a trick comes in of making quasi-

abbreviations by writing some letters above others. In all this it is

difficult to trace any logical development as each scribe had his own
peculiar style, often founded on an ancient model or quite eclectic

:

MSS. written for Italian humanists are generally rather neater ; their forms,

even the most complicated, were imitated by the printers with astonishing
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fidelity. It was not till the nineteenth century that they got rid of the

ligatures y (ou) and r (o-t). Our distinction between a and s is all that

remains of the alternative forms ; in other cases either the cursive or the

uncial has prevailed.

764. Assigning a MS. to a particular locality is even more difficult than

dating it. In the papyrus period nearly everything comes
^""^

' from Egypt, we have just evidence enough to infer that in

other parts of the Greek world the book-hand was much the same whereas

*• ontoocr* €Keio*i«rt&lto"'Ucu«TO''W©i»ntio,

^ H610€0;- frpw-iHtol—) :. ^
*^ Swfecw»" ?^j^^ • <*orx Sftn o5t«ji* e»ptT^^

„ Kol ?Tt elSoi' iwb riv 'fiKiov tSttov ttjs Kpl-

,, (Teas' iKeX 6 da-e^TjS- Kal rlnrov toO

,, Si.[Ka.l)ov hei 6 eice^ris' etTrox eylo ev Kap-

„ Sla[i] /lov aiv, tov 5l{Kai)ov Kal [crui'] tov dire/3ij Kpi-

5 pel 6 8{e6)s:- epMei(/or );)ni*>

BTSoi' ev r{ois) KaTOJTaT{oLs) ixipeai KoXd(re(ws) ^6,pa6p[ov)

t(oi>s) Susae^eU Sex6fi(evoi') • eiaepia-i (Sk) x^P"" Ireplov)

dveLfji[ev6v)' \^y(o o0{pav6)v &ri 7raj'T(as) a^et els Kpl<7iv

6 6{e6)s di[Kai)ovs Kal dffe^eXs' Kal irdvTa r]fj.{uiv) tA

10 TrpdyiJ.{a)T{a) ijyow Ipya, i^eraaei- i,Troi'4/j.[ai') ^koittwW K(a)T' &-

^i{av) ' oi fi6v{ov) twv ^pyuv^ dXXa Kal tuiv Xdyuv.

Fig. ig6. Commentary on Ecclesiastes, 1203 A.D. Cav. Lietzm. 34.

the cursives show peculiarities. Some of the vellum uncials are incon-

testably Egyptian, others may have come from there, there are rather few

of the earlier ones which certainly came from elsewhere. Later, as is

natural, Constantinople is the centre from which most of our extant MSS.

seem to have come : even when there are indications of a book having

been written in some province no difference in style enables us to pick out
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other MSS. from the same region. Only in the Greek districts of S. Italy

there seems to have been a special school, but its produce is almost

exclusively theological. The fact is that Greek was not widely enough
spread to encourage great local variations. Greek as written in Western
Europe by scribes more used to Latin script can hardly be reckoned as

true Greek, the forms showing more and more Latin influence until know-
ledge of Greek dies out in the tenth century. Greek scribes working in

Italy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries brought their native hands
with them.

>*^««i7tf7o. ,iAtA.'r>'K»vS>Wofrt)A^. i'trirhfJi/nfiuoc

I d>voixa<jdT) Bib. rh Tr€Trot7}K4vai TroXXct /5t/3X(a* f/,^ dKov{uv)

us ^OLK€ ToO aoXo/xiovos \^yovTo^, vie ^tiXa^at toO iroL7J<rai

^t^Xia TToXXa' (Kal) jiirj (nrevd^ iirl ffTd/xarL aov' [koI) KapBia <tov fi^

Taxwdroj roO i^eveyxeTv \byov dirb irpoffdjirov tov 6{€o)d'

5 ^Tt 6 d{eb)s iv TCfJ oipavi^ dvoj' (/cai) cri) iirl ttjs yTJs kutoj. 5id tovto

iartaffav 6l \6yoL aov dXtyoi' ehl ycLp \6yoL iroWol Tr\r}$vvovTes

fji,aTa.ii>T7}Ta ' {koX) /j.^ yivov SiKaLOS irciXv * ^(rrt yb.p BiKaios

dTToKKvjxevos iv SLKO.1u3p.aTi avrov * (/cat) /xt) ao(pi^ov Trepiao'd

9 /iij TTore d(r€^^<r7}s ' ravra irayra. irapwffdp.evos Trap€cr<pd\T} tov TrpiirovTO^'^'

teTeXeia)^(77) t6 Trci.p{bv) jStjSXfop ^ <TOVLB{a) Bid. xeip6{s) efiov yeaipyi^iov) tov ^ato<pop{ov) hv ^ret^g"*^

"^ BeKaTujL {'l)v{5iKTL(jjv)os 5e/faT(7;s) fir}vl louviXix}) ie'?t

Fig. 197. Suidas, 1402 A.D. Pal. Soc I. 181.

765. Abbreviations were rare in most papyrus books, almost confined

to " signifying v at the end of a line. In a few mss. we find

a system of adding ', \ or ' to each letter to represent the

commonest words or syllables beginning with it, e.g. t = t(i)v, t = t7)v,
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T = T?75, or K = Koi, K = Kara. In cursive documents words are suspended,

i.e. only the first or the beginning letters are written and then to indicate

that the word is incomplete there may follow a transverse stroke or the

last letter written is above the line : this upper letter may be a charac-

teristic one of the omitted part of the word. Special signs are also used

for words which often occur {e.g. L = year and V = drachma on Fig. 188).

With Christianity came in a new system called contraction probably

having its germ not in a desire to save time or space, but in the Jewish

reverence for the name of God : it consisted in leaving out the middle of

a word but giving the beginning and the ending, the latter changing with

the flexion or even admitting derivative terminations, e.g. the Vatican

bible has ec = 6eos, i<C = Kvpios, hnA =iri/ev/^a, nHp = TttTifp, 0YN0C = oi!yDavos,

ANOC = aV^pcoTTOS, Ai!CA = Aawei8, ihA = 'Io'pa7;\, iAhm = 'Icpouo-aXT^/x, \z = '\.y\<yov%,

)(c = Xpio-Tos, YC = vlo's, MHp = /"'friyp : in later mss. are some variations of

these and contractions for atoTrip and o-ravpds were added but in Greek
there are only these fifteen nomina sacra, as they are called. They are

marked by a stroke over, a sign used in all times of Greek writing to

distinguish letters taken in some abnormal sense, e.g. numerals and even
sometimes proper names.

With the vellum minuscule appears a complete system of abbreviation,

at first hardly allowed in the text but soon used equally in text and notes ;

it is made up of survivals from the haphazard papyrus use, of the nomina
sacra, and of a full set of signs for the different syllabic endings borrowed
from a shorthand in which a few whole books are preserved. At first

these signs are made accurately and though troublesome are not really

difficult, but in the careless mss. of later periods they lose their shapes and
are mixed up with breathings, accents and overwritten letters. The best

way to learn these signs is to work through facsimiles provided with

transcripts, even the few here given would if carefully read teach most
of them ; the tables in the manuals of palaeography are useful for reference

though ofien disappointing.

766. In early mss. words are not divided, in cursive hands there may
be an unconscious division and the minuscules help a little

Accents, more but often they are very misleading:, a new word be-
Punctuation, , . . , .,,,.,.' °'

.

etc. ginning m the middle of a ligature : sometimes in uncials at

difficult places or after words with unusual endings a comma
or apostrophe is put in, usually not by the original scribe. Accents and
breathings are sporadic in papyri, being commonest in the epic or lyric

poets (Fig. 189). From the eighth century they are universal in uncials and
minuscules. Double accents often distinguish the particles [t.\v and 8c

:

double dots or hues are often a help in picking out i or v. Spelling is

good in Greek mss. except for itacism, e.g. «t for i or c for ai (Fig. 194) and
great uncertainty as to mute iota : if put in this is adscript until about
1200, afterwards it is subscript.
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Punctuation is most haphazard except in the best minuscules but even

in uncials the end of a paragraph in our sense is marked by a horizontal

stroke called paragraphos under its last line ; often the new paragraph

begins in the line, perhaps there is a slight gap before it, sometimes the

first whole line in a paragraph begins with a bigger letter even though it

does not begin a word. Codex Sinaiticus (Fig. 191) already forestalls the

modern way of leaving the last line of the paragraph unfilled up and

emphasizing the first letter of the next : so emphasized the letter quickly

develops into an ornamental capital. Ends of metrical divisions are

marked by a coronis or hook with the paragraphos, and this may take

fanciful shapes especially at the end of a book. Other marks denote

quotations, give references to marginal notes or statements of alternative

readings often with r = ypa.<j>eTai, or to places into which omitted matter

should be inserted (Fig. 189) a fruitful source of textual error, or finally

merely fill up ugly spaces at the end of a line (Fig. 190).

767. Beginning with 800 a.d. Greek scribes took to dating their work

almost alwavs by the Byzantine reckoning which put the
% „ ,,, ^ , , 1 ^ Dated MSS.

creation at bept. i, 5508 B.C. lo find the date of, e.g.

Fig. 197 subtract 5508 from 6910, result 1402 : had it been written between

Sept. I and Dec. 31 we should have subtracted 5509. The indiction,

which is also often mentioned, is a fifteen year cycle beginning in 312 a.d.,

but we are only given the number of the year in the cycle, so unless we
have further data the indiction is no help. Tables of these and other

chronological elements are in Gardthausen.

Sir E. Maunde Thompson's Introdicction to Greek and Latin Palaeography,

Oxford, 1912, is the best summary in English, but most „., ,.

r • • - 1 • 1 rr 7. 7 T 1 , Bibliography.
of Its matter is contained in his Handbook, London, 1906.

V. Gardthausen's Griechische Palaeographie, 2nd ed., Leipzig, 1911-13, is

the standard reference book. Cheap facsimiles are, for papyri, W. Schubart,

Papyri Graecae Berolinenses, Bonn, 191 1 (6i-.), for vellum MSS. P. F. de
Cavalieri et J. Lietzmann, Specimina Codicum Graecorum Bibl. Vat. Bonn,
1910 (6j.), mostly theological. Fr. Stefifens, Proben aus griechischen Ha7td-

schrifteti, Trier, 1912 ijs. 6d.), gives a very varied selection. The great series

for reference is that of the Palaeographical Society, London, 1873-94; New
Pal. Soc, 1903- . See also Sir F. G. Kenyon, Palaeography of Greek
Pa'pyri, Oxford, 1899. The tables in Cereteli, Abbreviations in Greek MSS..
St Petersburg, 1904, can be used although the text is in Russian.
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VIII. 4. TEXTUAL CRITICISM.

768. Textual criticism has for its sole object to determine as nearly

Office of
^^ possible the words written by the author of the original

textual criti- text, wherever the reading has become corrupt or doubtful,
cism.

jj^ ^jjg (,jjgg Qf ^ modern printed text which is known
to have been revised by the author himself, textual criticism has

no place, unless it be in the detection of misprints. There is a textual

criticism of Shakespeare, owing to the conditions under which the plays

were first printed : there can be none of Tennyson. The textual critic

must constantly keep in view the simple and single aim of his work.

769. The Mss. of an ancient author are our primary witnesses as to

Internal ^'^^^ ^^ wrote. We look, then, in the first place, to the

evidence of actual testimony which they bear, without asking, as yet,
readings.

what degree of antecedent credibility belongs to this or

that manuscript. The intrinsic probability of a reading is relative simply

to the original author of the text, and has nothing to do

probabUity.
"^'^^"^ ^^^ transcriber of the MS. We ask, if there is a

doubt :
—

' Is this what the ancient author is likely to have
written here?' In judging this question, we have regard to the general

characteristics of his diction and of his thought, and to the particular

context. This test may not seldom sufiSce to warrant a negative decision :

we can pronounce, with tolerable certainty, that such or such a reading is

impossible. On the positive side, however, such a test will more rarely be
decisive. The appeal is to our own conception of the author's style and
mind, and of the context. Different conclusions may be reached by
equally competent judges. Two things especially should be remembered,

(i) ' Homer sometimes nods
'

; even the best authors do not always write

worthily of themselves. Lapses from felicity of style, from clearness,

from consistency, or even (through carelessness) from correct grammar,

may occur now and then in the best writings. A critic with the requisite

gifts might be able here and there to suggest some verbal cha.nge which

would be a real improvement. The better of two words or phrases in a

given place, however clearly its superiority can be shown, will not neces-

sarily be that which the author used. (2) In making a choice between

two or more variants, the simple test of intrinsic fitness will lead us to
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prefer that reading which best corresponds with our view of the author's

intention. But it may happen that we see only a part of his intention.

The reading which we reject may have been preferred by him because it

expressed some element of thought or feeling which we have failed to

seize. These are two general sources of error to which judgment by

intrinsic probability is liable. There are others special to particular

moods or tendencies in the individual critic.

But the internal evidence of readings supplies a further test of

a wholly different kind, which can often be applied as a Tran-

check on intrinsic probability. Suppose that, in a given scriptionai

passage, several different readings are found : e.g. one ms.,
^'^° ^ '

or group of Mss., has ycXuJv, another tcXw, a third TreSoJv : which of these

readings is best fitted to account for the existence of the other two ?

This question, it will be seen, has nothing to do with the intrinsic

fitness,—the comparative merit,—of the readings themselves. It is con-

cerned solely with their transmission by copyists. On the hypothesis that

reading a is the original one, can we suggest how it came to be corrupted

into readings b and cf This is what has been called the test of 'tran-

scriptional probability.'

770. In applying this test, large help can be derived from experience.

It is known that certain causes of corruption in the written

tradition of classical texts were at work from an early causes of

date,—as early, indeed, as the age of the classical writers
?J""p''°°'°

themselves. These causes may be brought under two

general heads :—I. changes due to mere error on the part ot copyists,

which are by far the more frequent: II. changes deliberately made.

I. The sources of accidental error in transcription are so various

that any attempt to enumerate and classify them must be

very incomplete. But it is useful to note some of the ^rors!"'^'

causes which operate most frequently, (i) Letters are con-

fused through some partial resemblance of form : as A, A, A : C, G, 0, :

r n, T. AA is read as M, or vice versa (as in Soph. Ant. 436 a.fx was

corrupted to oXK) : At or Al is read as N : K, as IC (so that, e.g., Ik

becomes cis), or vice versa (Skv^ov for %i(Tv4>ov in Athen. 500 b). As so

much of ancient copying was purely mechanical,—done by men who
simply transcribed the words which they seemed to see before them,

without thinking of the sense,—errors due to this cause are often very

gross : e.g. in Thuc. vi. 74 § 2 (where the reference is to the Athenian

army in Sicily) our mss. have:

—

aweXOovT^^ h Na^ov 6paKa% (or OpaiKas,

OpoLKa's, ^paxas) crTavpio'/xaTa vepl to arpaTOTTiSov n-oirja-dfx.ei'oi avrov Siex^i-

jua^oi/. Here 0PAKAC arose from OPAKAI, i.e. Spa koI,—Spa (which is

actually found in one of the scholia on the passage) being itself a cor-

ruption of opia. We must read, then, opia Kal o-TaDpw/iaTa (' enclosure and
palisade'). And the fact that KAI became KAC is the more intelligible

G. A. 46
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if the corruption occurred in the Ptolemaic age, since one form of the

Ptolemaic sigma (as seen, e.g.^ in the new papyrus of Bacchylides)

resembles I with a small curve at the top. Numerals were especially

liable to corruption from this cause ; e.g. € (5) might be confused with

(9), or (70) : r (3) with p (80), etc.

(2) Abbreviations of common words, such as icai, 0£O9, av^puTros,

TTanjp, etc., were often sources of error. The Commentatio Palaeo-

graphica of F. J. Bast (appended to G. H. Schaefer's edition 01

Gregorius Corinthus, Leipzig, 1811) contains a systematic and copious

treatment of this subject, and, generally, of the errors arising from con-

fusion of letters or syllables, whether in majuscule or in minuscule writing.

(3) Letters or syllables might be wrongly joined or disjoined

:

e.g. Tpiifpco-i v' (50) might be read as Tpnjpeariv : ivov as ev 6v. In Thuc.

VIII. 46 § 2 TctS' cTvat became ra Seiva.

(4) The influence of the immediate context has been a fertile source of

error in transcription, (i) The same word or phrase occurs twice, perhaps,

within a comparatively small space : the scribe's eye wanders to the second

place where it stands, causing him to omit the clause or sentence in which

it first appears, (ii) The scribe wrongly repeats some word or phrase,

mentally associating it with some other word or phrase which really occurs

twice, (iii) Or, thinking of a phrase which has just occurred, he assimi-

lates another phrase to it ; as in Isocr. or. i § 3 some mss. have o/dkois

(instead of ydfioi's) e/i/AcVciv, due to a preceding opKot? IfLfxivwv. (iv) The
grammatical form of a word (case, mood, etc.) is wrongly assimilated to

that of a neighbouring word, (v) A word is accidentally omitted through

its resemblance to the termination of the word next before it, or to the

beginning of the word next after it : e.g. av, iv before or after -av, -ev.

(5) An explanatory 'gloss,' written by some reader in the margin or

above the line, is erroneously substituted by a copyist for the genuine
reading; as in Aesch. Jg. 282 our mss. have dyycXou, the true ayyapov

being preserved only in Etym. Mag. : or is added to it ; as in Thuc. vii.

58 § 3, after the words veoSa/xaiSeis 8e tovs aXXovs /cai Et'AcoTas, our MSS.

have the gloss, Svi'arat 8e to T/eoSa/icuScs iXevdepov rjSrj eii/at.

(6) Confusion of sounds must be reckoned among the occasional

sources of error in MSS., though its operation was limited. There can be
no doubt that in later antiquity the librarii sometimes employed dictation;

a MS. was read aloud, and copied by several scribes simultaneously. The
same practice probably survived, to some extent, in the earlier Byzantine
age. In the later Greek pronunciation, ct, ij, i, ot, v were sounds closely

alike (as they still are) ; at and 6, m and o, were hardly distinguishable.

After nasals, it and /8, t and S, k and y were similar. This cause, however,
tended rather to mere mis-spelling than to larger or deeper corruptions.

Madvig assumes it when in Plut. Pelop. 23 he suggests truv oto-no-tv in-

stead of crwCa-Trja-tv : an ingenious, though not a probable emendation.
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(7) Erroneous transposition occurs under various conditions, (a) If

the genuine order of words be a rhetorical or a poetical one, it is frequently

changed into the more natural and usual order ; often, probably, through

mere inadvertence, the scribe having glanced at a whole phrase in the

book which he was copying, without noting the sequence of the words.

Innumerable examples of this occur in the texts of poets, being proved by

the violation of metre. Thus in the newly-found papyrus of Bacchylides,

which is as old as area 50 B.C., we find in ode xiv. [xv. ed. Kenyon] v. 47,

apxiv Xdyojv StKatcoi/ instead of the genuine Adywv "px^''' SiKaiiov. {b) Again,

it may have happened that a scribe has accidentally omitted a word, or

a clause, or a whole sentence : he, or a corrector, afterwards supplies it

in the margin : a later copyist then restores it to the text, but in a wrong

place. When, in the MS. of a poem, a verse or small group of verses has

been incorrectly transposed, such a process will sometimes account for

the fact. Larger dislocations of a text may occur through the leaves of

a MS. having become deranged.

11. But the MSB. of the classics had also been liable, from ancient

times, to changes deliberately made, (i) The texts of the changes de-

classical poets were peculiarly exposed to such changes, liberateiy

owing to the influence of oral recitation. A rhapsode, a
^^

chorus-leader, or an actor might add some words or verses, and these

might pass into the books. Thus in Pindar Olymp. 11. 26 f., after <^lXv.
\

Se i/iv IlaXXas atet, our four best MSS. add <f>LXiovTi Se Moicrai, words which,

as the scholia attest, Aristophanes of Byzantium pronounced spurious, but

which were first banished from the text by the Byzantine critic Demetrius

TricUnius (circa a.d. 1300— 1325). In Iliad xxiv. 45, after ofiSe 01 atSws,

stands the verse, ytyvcrai, 17 t olvSpas jueya (riVerai -iJS' ovivrjcrw,—inter-

polated, as Aristonicus remarked, from Hesiod Op. 318, 'by some one

who thought the sense defective ' (because the verb for atSuis, viz. Icni,

is understood). With regard to the dramatic texts, alteration or inter-

polation by actors is well attested. That cause of corruption was already

active in the fourth century B.C. : it was in order to check it that, on the

proposition of the orator Lycurgus, a standard copy of the three great

tragic masters was made at Athens circa 330 B.C. Ancient scholia some-

times expressly attribute a false reading to the actors : thus on Eur.

Med. 909 f., eiKOs yap dpyas dyjXv TroLua-Oac yevos
\

yajj-ovs Trap^jj-TroXSivroi

d.\\oLov% TToa-ei, the scholiast says that 'the actors write ' e/ioB instead of irdo-ei.

See also the scholia on Eur. Med. 85, 228, 356, 379 ; Phoen. 264 ; Andr. 6.

(2) In the Alexandrian and Roman ages, revisers of texts sometimes

altered the reading, in order to make it, as they thought, clearer or more

correct. Thus Galen (vol. xvii. 2, p. no Kiihn), commenting on a passage

in the 'EinSi^/xta of Hippocrates, says : t^s iraXaias ypacfirjs ova-rjs raiJTrys,

iirl TO aa<f>i<TT epov airrjv fieTaredeiKCLCTi ttoWoI tusv i^rjyrp'wv. In the

i'atvd/AO'a of Aratus, verse 693, "Ittttos 8° 'YSpop^doio fxeo-ov TreptTeXXo/jLivoio,

the astronomer Hipparchus (circa 150 B.C.) states that p-ea-ov was the

46—

2
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reading of ' all the copies ' known to him ; but his contemporary, the

commentator Attalus, had changed it to viov, which is found in all our

MSS. So, too, in V. 713 Attalus had changed Xr/yovn to avLovri.

(3) It would seem, too, that the order of words was sometimes

deliberately altered by revisers, with a view to making it more lucid or

effective. Thus in the Codex Vaticanus of Thucydides, which from vi.

92 to the end of viii not seldom exhibits an order of words peculiar to

itself, there is sometimes reason to suspect such licence.

(4) Mutilations and gaps, dating from a very early time, existed

in many of the texts which had come to the Alexandrians. An editor

sometimes attempted to supply what was missing. A traditional instance

is that of Apellicon {circa 100 B.C.), who, in editing the damaged MSS.

of Aristotle, €is a.vTcypa<l>a Kaiva fjLerijviyKe rijv ypacjiTjv, dvaTrXrjpiiv ovk tv

(Strabo p. 609).

771. Such are some of the principal causes of corruption, accidental or

Such an deliberate, which in the course of centuries have affected the

analysis is transmission of the classical texts. Account has to be
helpful:

taken of one or more of them when a question of 'tran-

scriptional probability ' arises. That is, when we have to choose between

two or more traditional readings, the knowledge of such facts may enable

us to explain how the reading which we adopt can have generated that

(or those) which we reject. Or if only one reading has come down, and
that one is manifestly corrupt, such knowledge may guide the endeavour

but it is
^° correct it. But no appeal to experience will enable us

necessarily to frame exhaustive categories of transcriptional error or
incomp ete.

licence. It is impossible to draw up a list of the motives

which might lead to wilful change, or of the accidents which might lead

to blunders : the organs of the tradition were not machines, but men.

Hence those general rules which have been called ' canons

validity of of criticism,'—founded mainly on observed forms of error or
critical of licence,—should be used with a due sense of their limited

validity. To take a familiar example, one of Griesbach's

canons of New Testament criticism,
— 'Prefer the harder reading,'—is valid

in most cases (though not necessarily in all) where a transcriber has de-

liberately altered the reading which he found ; since a frequent motive of

such change was a wish to make the sense clearer. But it is obviously

not valid in a case of accidental error, since the result may be a reading

which (if intelligible at all) is ' harder ' than the true one.

772. Intrinsic probability, coupled with transcriptional, will sometimes

t rnai
suffice to establish or condemn a reading, or to decide the

evidence of choicc between variants: it may be possible, e.g., to say at
documents.

gnce, 'this word, oaon, cannot conceivably be right; mani-

festly it is a corruption of oaon.' But it will frequently happen that these

tests fail. The choice may lie between two readings, each of which is

intrinsically suitable; and we may be unable to perceive either how
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reading b could have arisen from a through error, or why anyone who
found a in his text should have deliberately changed it to b. In such a

dilemma there is, however, a further test which will often help us ; it is

still derived from the internal evidence of readings, but involves a new
application of that evidence. The general character of a witness has a

bearing on the credibility of any particular deposition which he makes.

The general character of a manuscript may aid us in General
weighing the value of its testimony with regard to a par- character of

ticular reading. There are two mss., A and B : comparing ^ ^^'

them wherever they differ, we find that the number of readings which are

either certain or highly probable is much larger in A than in B. The
superiority of A in general trustworthiness may then be taken into account
in those cases where a choice between the reading of A and that of B is

more difficult. It is true, and must always be remembered, that B may
be the worse copy on the whole, and yet in a particular case may have
chanced to preserve a true reading which A has lost ; such an occur-

rence is not, indeed, very rare : still, the general character of A will warrant

a general presumption in its favour. This is the ground of the rule,

' Knowledge of documents should precede final judgment upon readings.'

773. Every manuscript has pecuUarities of its own. The idiosyncrasy

of the scribe appears in traits of handwriting ; in a proneness
, \ A c A . . r Every MS.

to certain kinds ot error, and comparative immunity from has traits

others ; in a bias of thought or taste which has influenced peculiar to

his work where he had two or more variants before him,

and had to choose between them. Such peculiarities can be learned only

by close and continued study of the particular MS. ; but to learn them is

an essential part of the textual critic's business. It is none the less

essential when the ancient work happens to be extant in only one ms. ; as

is the case with the orations of Hypereides, the fables of Babrius, the

mimes of Herodas, the odes of Bacchylides, the 'kO-qvatmv ILokiT^a. An
intimate acquaintance with the general characteristics of the solitary

witness is needed in gauging the chances that a particular reading is

corrupt, and in attempting to amend it. On the other hand, the task

of comparing mss. in respect to their general trustworthiness becomes
excessively complex and difficult when the number of mss. is large. In
such a case it is of the first importance to enquire whether, and how far,

the genealogy of the mss. can be traced.

774. The genealogical method of studying mss. rests on considerations

of a simple kind. That it was almost entirely neglected

down to comparatively recent times, is not, however, very oiMSS^^
surprising. The mss. of the classics are scattered through

the libraries of Europe. Before the days of railways few scholars had the

means of consulting all the best mss. of a given author, or of procuring

accurate collations. Nor were those processes known by which facsimiles

can now be produced. It may be added that, from the later period of the
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Renaissance down to the early part of the last century, there was a tendency

to regard conjectural criticism as a free exercise of scholarship and in-

genuity, to be cultivated for its own sake, rather than simply as a remedy

to be used only in the last resort, after a careful but bafHed scrutiny of

the actual data furnished by the mss.

The varying written copies of a text handed down through centuries

are not ultimately independent of each other. They are descendants of

a common original, now lost. If we knew all the facts, we could construct

an accurate stemma of their descent. The more nearly we can approach

to doing so, the better shall we be able to sift the spurious readings from

the genuine.

775 In tracing the genealogy of mss., the general principle is that

Mode of identity of reading implies identity of origin. Suppose that

tracing there are twenty mss. of an ancient book, and that in a
genealogy.

gjven passage they are divided between two readings ; nine

of them, let us say, have c'xe', and eleven have Trapix^i. This fact shows

that a common ancestor of the nine had the one reading, and a common
ancestor of the eleven had the other. The variation carries us back to

the point at which two lines of transmission diverged. But, again, of the

nine, four in another place have dpyov, and five have aypmv : this indicates

a point, lower down in the transmission, at which the immediate ancestors

of the two smaller groups diverged from the common ancestor of the nine.

Hence this general rule :—In a comparison of variants, the larger arrays of

mss. represent the earlier divergences ; the smaller arrays represent the later.

776. This assumes that the different lines of descent have remained

independent of each other. But a disturbing element comes
luixture. .

in where mixture has occurred ; t'.e. where a copyist has

had two or more mss. before him, and has followed sometimes one, and
sometimes another. In the 'mixed' MS. C the texts of A, B, etc., are

thus interwoven ; and, it may be, in such an intricate manner that they

cannot be disentangled. The best help in such cases is afforded by
'conflate' readings, formed by the blending of two variants. li.g. one
MS., A, has ivpuiv ravra, and another, B, Kajiwv raBra ; if C has evpwv KOI

Xa/3uJi/ ravra, there will usually be a presumption that this reading is the

latest of the three, and is due to mixture.

777. The simplest application of genealogy in sifting readings is where
it can be shown that, among the extant mss. of an ancient

Casein (.g^t one is the MS. from which all the rest have beenwhich one ,.,._., . ,

extant MS. denved. If there are twenty of these mss., then nmeteen

onfall thV^rest
^^^^ ^° independent value for the purpose of determining
the original reading ; since, wherever they vary from their

parent, the twentieth ms., the variation must be due either to error or to

conjecture. Thus it has been shown that one of the extant mss. of
Lysias, Palatinus X, is the parent of all the other extant copies (except
those which contain only the spurious Epitaphios). But great caution is
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necessary in examining the alleged proofs of such a relationship ; a clear

demonstration of it must be obtained before it is admitted. One extant

MS. may be greatly superior to all the others. It may be a plausible theory

that any sporadic good readings in the other mss. are merely felicitous

conjectures
; yet one or two minute facts may suffice to prove that

those others are not all mere transcripts of the best ms. ; and, if so, they

retain their claim to be treated as independent witnesses. Thus some
eminent critics at one time held that the Laurentian ms. of Sophocles (L)

is the source of all the others : it is decidedly better than all the rest ; all

the greater corruptions of the text found in L are present in the rest

;

while, when some minor fault in L is corrected in one or more of the

other documents, the correction usually appears to be such as might have

been made by an intelligent grammarian or scribe. Yet there are some
small pieces of evidence which refute that opinion. It will suffice here,

for the purpose of illustration, to notice one of them. Verse 800 of the

Oedipus Tyrannus is absent from the text of L (written in the first half

of the eleventh century), and has been added in the margin by a later

hand, which experts refer to the end of the thirteenth or the early part of

the fourteenth century. But this verse stands in the text of all the other

MSS., including at least one (Vat. a) which belongs to the late twelfth or early

thirteenth century, and which therefore cannot have derived the verse from L.

778. Suppose, again, that there are a dozen extant mss. of a text, a, b,

c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, I, m. A comparison of their readings

shows that they may be divided into two sets or ' families,' construction

one consisting (say) of the seven abcdefg,. and the other of of aiostarche-

the five hiklm. The seven are descended from one lost ms.,

X; the five, from one lost MS., Y. A further scrutiny shows that the family

of seven falls again into three smaller sets, ab, cde, fg; these smaller sets

being derived respectively from three lost mss., a, j3, y, descendants of X.

Similarly the family of five falls into two smaller sets, hi and klm, derived

respectively from two lost mss., 8, e, descendants of Y. We will suppose,

further, that there is no evidence of mixture, either between the families

descended from X and Y respectively, or between the smaller sets within

either family. The stemma will then stand as follows, O being the lost

archetype from which X and Y are derived :

—

O
I

X Y
I I

cde f g hi klm
(i) A reading in which all the twelve mss. agree must have been

that of O. (2) If all the seven descendants of X have one reading, and
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all the five of Y have another, then the genealogical evidence does not

enable us to decide which was the reading of O. The fact that seven

MSS. are arrayed on one side, and only five on the other, is immaterial

;

so also is the fact that on one side there is a consent between three

smaller sets, and on the other side a consent between two only; since

each larger family comes from a single ancestor. (3) Next, let us suppose

that the descendants of X (or of Y) are divided among themselves. The
representatives of 7 (/ and g) are found dissenting from those of a and /?

(ab, cde), and agreeing with the representatives of 8 (hi) and € (klm). Is

the reading of X to be inferred from the representatives of a and /8, or

from those of y.? The answer is, from those of y : because (excluding the

hypothesis of mixture or of accidental coincidence) the agreement of y
with 8 and e can be explained only by supposing that y has preserved the

reading common to X and Y, which was also, therefore, the reading of O.

The readings of abcde (representatives of a and y8) may then be left aside.

The advantage of the genealogical method in such a case is twofold

:

(i) the work is simplified by the elimination of certain variants ; and
(ii) it becomes possible to infer some readings of O besides those in

which all its descendants agree.

779. But it may happen that the genealogical relations between mss.

Evidence of ^"^^ '°° obscure to afford ground for the application of such
groups, not a method. This may occur through complex mixture
genea ogica

. between different lines of transmission. In such a case

there may be another resource, of a kind intermediate between the

evidence derived from the known character of a single document, and the

genealogical evidence of families. Suppose that there are five mss., A, B,

C, D, E. The history of their lineage is not clear : we cannot say {e.g.) that

ABC form one family, descended from one common ancestor, while DE
form another. A comparison shows, however, that certain good readings

are common to the group ABC, but are not found in D and E. This

indicates that, so far as those readings are concerned, some good MS. was
one element of ancestry common to A, B and C ; though that ancestry may
in other respects be diverse or mixed, and though, in regard to the great

bulk of the text, neither A, nor B, nor C may have much claim to trust.

Here there is an application, indeed, of the genealogical principle that

identity of reading implies identity of origin. But the application is

limited in such a way that the resulting evidence is not properly genea-

logical. It is merely the internal evidence of documents ; collected, how-
ever, not from documents taken singly, but from groups of them.

The authority of a manuscript depends on pure descent from a good
ancestry. In a conflict of manuscript testimony, the mere

Inconclu- , j. -,, . , , . ...
siveness (a) of number of mss. on either side proves nothing: this is

mere number, obvious. ' But it is perhaps easier to forget that the age of
and(*)ofage. ,

'^
\,

° °
a MS. does not necessarily prove anything. Suppose, for

example, that a manuscript, A, was copied in the eleventh century from
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a good archetype; A is now lost, but we have a copy of it,

a, made in the fifteenth century. Another MS., B, was copied in

the eleventh century from a corrupt archetype, and is extant. The
fifteenth century a will be of higher authority than the eleventh

century B.

780. The testimony of the MSS. can occasionally be supplemented
from other ancient sources, (i) Quotations in ancient

writers furnish one of these sources : e.e:. the citations of P°':'"nfnts

Dionysms of Hahcarnassus from Thucydides and the ofMss.

orators must be counted among the witnesses for the text 'u^atlons
of the passages quoted. The critical use of such aid is

subject, however, to certain considerations, (i) Wlien an ancient writer

quotes only a few words or sentences from an older prose-writer, or a
verse or two from a poet, it would appear that such quotations were
often made from memory, and were sometimes inaccurate ; it cannot be
doubted that such is the case {e.g.) in regard to some of the quotations

made by Aristotle from Tragedy, (ii) The longer citations, such as those

of Dionysius from prose-writers, were doubtless, as a rule, transcribed by
the quoting writer from his texts. But it would not always be safe to

assume that the text of his citation, as it has come to us, is precisely that

which he wrote out. Thus Dionysius, in his essay on Thucydides (c. 26),

quotes a famous passage of some length from book vi. (c. 69 § 4

—

72 § i). A later transcriber of Dionysius, when he came to that citation,

may have turned to a contemporary text of Thucydides, compared the

citation with it, and made some corrections. The general presumption
may be, more or less, against such an occurrence ; but it is a possibility

which has to be borne in mind.

(2) The older Greek scholia, dating from the Alexandrian age, are

commentaries, or fragments of such, made on texts which,
, , , , , r (2) Scholia.m some cases at least, must have been purer than those of

our MSS. Hence these scholia sometimes preserve, or indicate, true

readings which our mss. have lost. Thus in the Philoctetes, v. 954, our

MSB. have av davovfjiai : a scholium preserves the true reading, though

only as a variant; yp. aiavov/xaL. Again, in the Antigone, v. 117, our

MSS. have the corrupt (fioviaia-iv : the scholiast does not, indeed, mention
the true reading ((^oi/oSo-aicriv), but he clearly indicates it by his para-

phrase, Tttis riSv (^oVo)!/ kpiucrai^ Xoy^^'^. The older Homeric scholia,

on the Iliad especially, are the chief sources of what we know as to

the readings of Aristarchus and other Alexandrian critics. The worth

of the scholia varies much in relation to different authors ; but there is

scarcely any classical Greek writer of the first rank, in prose or in verse,

on whose text, where it is corrupt, some light may not occasionally be
gained from the older scholia. The later scholia, written chiefly by gram-

marians of the Byzantine age, seldom have any value for textual criticism.

It may be added that, in using scholia, there are certain warnings which it
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is well to remember. (i) The paraphrases by which the scholiasts

interpret difficult words in the text are often loose, and sometimes very

inaccurate. Such a paraphrase may seem to suggest that the reading in

the text, on which the scholiast was commenting, varied from the reading

(or readings) of our mss. But great caution should be used in drawing

such an inference. Before assuming an old variant, we must feel quite

sure that the scholiast's paraphrase could not possibly be intended to

represent the general sense (as he took it) of our text, (ii) Similar

caution should be observed in concluding from a scholiast's language that

his text was more concise than ours, because his paraphrase seems to

ignore something which we read. Interpolations have often been rashly

assumed on this ground, (iii) The word or words, taken from the text,

which form the A-^/i/ia ('lemma') of the scholium may not always be

precisely the words which stood in the text as the scholiast had it : they

may have been adjusted to a variant text by a later transcriber of the

scholium.

(3) Old translations sometimes come into account as witnesses where

a reading is doubtful. Thus in Cicero's version {Tuscul.

lations.

*'^*"^"
2- 8) °f ^ passage in the Trachiniae (vv. 1046—1102),

the first verse, O multa dictu gravia, perpessu asj>era, shows

that his text of that verse was the same as that of our mss., <S iroWa 8^ koX

6epfj.a Koi Aoyo) KttKa : though it is probable that the second koI was

originally kov. As a general rule, however, the translations from the

Greek classics made by ancient Latin writers are not sufficiently close to

be of much service for textual criticism. The Latin versions made in the

period of the Renaissance, being as a rule more literal, are more useful

for that purpose, though (as might have been expected) they seldom

presuppose a text better than that of our mss. Thus the Latin trans-

lation of Thucydides made in the fifteenth century by Laurentius Valla is

commonly cited as one of the witnesses for the text. In vii. 16 § 2, for

instance, all our better mss. have etKoo-t rdXavra apyvpiov, a sum which the

context shows to be much too small : Diodorus xiii. 8 makes it ' 140

'

talents. But Valla has centum viginii, and so is an authority for adding

the words Kai cKarov after eiKocrt.

781. The best and oldest of our classical mss exhibit many errors

^
and defects which must already have existed in their arche-

anterior to our types. Such faults are anterior in their origin to any docu-
documents. ments which we possess or can reconstruct : many of them

probably date from a time very near to that at which the autograph

was written. The recently-found papyrus of Bacchylides is of eminent

rank, in respect to antiquity, among extant MSS. of the Greek classics : it

is presumably of the first century B.C. : but, when it was written, Bacchy-

lides had been dead for some four hundred years ; and though the ms. is,

on the whole, of a good class, the text already abounds in mistakes and
' corruptions.
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782. It has sometimes occurred that a primitive error in the mss. has

been happily corrected by a transcriber, whose correction Emendation
has displaced the traditional reading in one or more of the traceable in

MSS. Suppose, e.g., that we find two variants, KXrjpov and ^ '

Kaipov. Genealogical evidence may prove conclusively that K\rjpov was
the reading of a lost ancestor from which all our mss. are descended.

But it may be equally plain that Kkijpov is not right ; the word may be

decisively condemned by its intrinsic unfitness. Transcriptional pro-

bability, on the other hand, points to Kaipov having arisen from Kkrjpov :

and yet intrinsic probability strongly favours Kaipov : it suits the context so

exactly that it is presumably the true reading. In such a case we
infer that Kaipov is a successful emendation (whether conscious or un-

conscious) by a transcriber.

783. If the only reading, or each of several readings, which our docu-

ments supply is seen to be impossible, then the remaining

resource is conjectural emendation. Before a conjecture of conjecture,

can be regarded as even probable, it must satisfy the two
primary tests which we apply to doubtful readings of mss. : (1) it must be

intrinsically suitable : (2) it must be such as to account for the corrupt

reading or readings in the transmitted text. There is, however, one

important difference between the method of applying these tests to a

conjectural emendation, and that of applying them to variants in mss.

We accept the variant which best satisfies the tests ; but we require that

the conjectural emendation shall satisfy them absolutely well. The con-

jecture does not rise from probability to certainty, or approximate

certainty, unless its fitness is exact and perfect. So far as the greater

classical texts are concerned, most, if not all, of the self-evident cor-

rections have long ago been made; and also, probably, a very large

proportion of those which, though not self-evident, admit of demon-
strative proof. The problems which remain for the textual critic must

often be insoluble (without new data) under the conditions imposed upon

him : e.g. he may possibly have hit upon a true emendation, and yet be

unable to explain how the corruption arose ; since we cannot account

for all the impulses of scribes, or for the whole chapter of accidents

which might befall mss. in the course of centuries. The fault most often

committed in the use of conjectural emendation has been to use it

prematurely. Corruptions have frequently been assumed with singular

levity,—as if, indeed, for the mere sake of exercising divinatory art,

—

where a more thorough and sympathetic study of the author's language

and thought would have shown that the text is sound. Textual criticism

is never safe except in alliance with thorough interpretation. Another

very common form of rash conjecture has consisted in suspecting inter-

polation wherever the text contains a word or phrase which, though

unobjectionable, is not indispensable. There are probably few good

writers, ancient or modern, whose text could not be grievously mutilated
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by revising it on the assumption that the author never used a superfluous-

word.

784. When the materials for judgment on doubtful readings are set

forth in an 'apparatus criticus' subjoined to a text, clearness

me'nt"of

"

and simplicity are consulted by omitting all needless details,
apparatus such, e.g., as mere mis-spellings or false accents (unless they

have some special significance). A very short note may tell

much, if the characteristics and relationships of the principal mss. have
been stated in the preface, with due explanation of the symbols employed.
The following note, taken from C. Hude's critical edition of Thucydides

(1890), will serve as an example : it is on the words in vii. 87 § 2, T<av

veKfXjiv Ofiov kir dXkrjXoi'i (vvv£VT]fiii/mv.

^vvvtvy)jiii>iiiv C (ut vid.) Egj ^vvevrifi.ivuv AF ^mevr) + fxivoiv G ivvevqvsyiiivuv BMcj

This note is to be read in the light of the editor's preface. The better

MSS. of Thucydides fall into two families, each descended from a single

lost ancestor. One family consists of C, Laurentianus, of the early loth

century, and G, Monacensis, of the 13th century, which closely agrees

with C, yet is not a mere transcript of it. The other family consists of A,
Italus (now at Paris), of the nth or 12th century; B, Vaticanus, of the
nth (very closely related to A); F, Augustanus, and E, Palatinus, both of
the nth, and less near to A than B is ; E, indeed, often agrees with the

MSS. of the other family. M, Britannicus (in the British Museum), a Ms.
of the nth century, shows 'mixture' of both families, and is full of
corrections. We can now interpret the note just quoted. ivvvevrjfj,iv<i)v

'seems' to have been the original reading of C: the qualifying 'ut
videtur ' is added, because the second hand in that MS. (c^), which changed
it to ivvevr)veyij.ev<iiv, has blurred what the first hand wrote. G, the other
MS. of the same family, originally had $vv£vrj + fxivtov (where + means that

a letter has been erased); but the second hand, g^, has added a second v
after ^w-. Of the other family, one MS., E, has ^vvvev-qixivm', and two
others, AF, have ^rcvr/jueVtov. The agreement between members of both
families makes it certain that the reading of the archetype from which the
common ancestor of both families sprang was ^wvevrjfiLevmv or ^vicvTjij.ivwv :

probably the former, to judge from the traces in C. But, at some early

point at all events in the transmission, the loss of the second v in ivwevrj'

fiivtav led a transcriber to conjecture fuvevTjvty/ic'i'tov, the reading of B and
M, which a later hand has imported into C. Thus the reading ^wvevr)-

ixevuiv, which is intrinsically far the better, is confirmed by genealogical
evidence, and, in its mis-spelt form, also accounts for the variant ^wev^-
veyfjiivwv.

It is often possible to simphfy the apparatus by using a single symbol
for a whole group of mss. Thus Hude's note on the word ov in Thuc
viii. 66 § 3 runs thus :

—

oD D et ex ci. Ps. 6 rjv L (del. eg) oaof yy yp. Gj, sed Itt. aoi' del. g.
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Here 'L' denotes the consent of all the seven better mss., A, B, C, E, F,

G, M. By 'D' is meant 'one or more of the inferior mss.' The first

hand in each of the seven better mss. wrote the corrupt o ^v : but in one
of them, E, the second hand (e^) struck the words out. The first hand in

another (Gj) noted oa-ov rjv as a variant (yp.) ; but another hand in G (g)

changed oa-ov back into o. The true reading, ov, occurs in D (probably

through a scribe's conjecture), and was also conjectured by Aemilius

Portus ('/v.'), the author of a Latin version published in 1594.

785. Two principal causes may be assigned for the great progress

made in recent times by textual criticism. The first cause

has been the closer and deeper study of palaeography.

The second has been the application, aided by that study, of rational and
thorough methods in examining the relationships of mss. to each other.

Textual criticism has become an art, guided, within certain limits, by
definite general principles. More often and more confidently than of

old, it can challenge strict reasoning on its results. But we must not

exaggerate the degree in which textual criticism can approach to the

character of an exact science. Its technical aspects must not lead us

to forget the more humane and literary elements which the work involves.

If that work is to be good, it requires not only special knowledge and
sound method, but also a power of entering into the ancient author's mind,

a feeling for the shades of his expression, a capacity for weighing nicely-

balanced probabilities, a tact which can guard rules of general validity from

hardening into rigid formulas. For the subject-matter of textual criticism

is the play of human thought and emotion in creating literature, and the

subsequent play of human agency, or of chance, in defacing it.

The student may also consult Cobet, Variae Lectiones (Leyden), 2nd ed.

1873, ^iid Novae Lectiones (Leyden), 1858 ; J. N. Madvig,
Adversaria Criiica (Copenhagen), 1871-3, esp. Book L of '

'°g''^P y-

Vol. I.; and F. W. Hall, Companion to Classical Texts (Oxford), 1913.
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VIII. 5. METRE.

Explanation of the musical signs used.

J is a note equal in length to 4,

J 3.

J ^'

J^ 'i

J' -

J^ i.

f*
is a pause equal in length to 2,

1 1.

786. Metre, for the Greeks, was music. In their language, even as

spoken, there was, as there is now for example in Itahan,

•shorts'
^""^ a tendency to discriminate syllables by extension, longer or

shorter, in time. In poetry, which was sung or chanted,

these lengths were made exactly proportional, and the metre or measure of

the poetry is an account of the proportions used. Speaking generally, and
for the classical age, nothing else was taken into account, neither the fixed

stress in the several words (if they had such), nor the fixed differences

of pitch in pronunciation, which were called rovoi and marked by the
' accents.' The oldest Greek literary metre used only two lengths of note,

one double of the other ; and for this purpose the syllables of the language

were discriminated as long (—) or short (J). Afterwards other and more
complicated proportions were used, to which the 'long' and 'short'

syllables were adapted as best they might be.

787- Notes become music, and syllables metre, when they are arranged
in groups symmetrical, that is, containing each the same

tti°°sVs,^arS?s.
number of units of time {times). The group, originally itself

called the /xirpov or measure, was and is commonly called

foot, irou'?. Almost all Greek metres are divisible into feet either of 4 times
or of 3 times, though in some the name foot is given to a fixed and
recurrent combination of groups. In general such a combination is called

a verse (o-Tt^os). Where one and the same combination is repeated
throughout, the metre is called monostich, where two, distich, etc. In
singing or reciting it is natural to mark metrical divisions by a beat at

the commencement of each ; thus each foot consists of beat and not-beat

properly called thesis and arsis, but the terms are often reversed.
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788. Prosody in general, the rules which determine what syllables in

a word or sentence are ' long ' or ' short,' adaptable to longer

notes or shorter, we shall not here discuss, but assume. On Hiatus and

the border between prosody and metre proper lies the topic ceps.

of this paragraph. The Greeks tended, even in prose, to

avoid and proscribe, between word and word, collisions of vowels {hiatus).

Short vowels might stand before other vowels, but only on condition of

being elided and not reckoned. To the perfectly continuous language of

a musical verse the rule was naturally applied with much greater strictness.

But primitive verse was comparatively lax, and also subjected the rule

to this general reservation, that a long vowel-sound might collide with

a following vowel so as to lose part of its length and be treated as short.

The rule in this ancient form prevailed by tradition in what was originally the

sole metre, the dactylic hexameter (see below), and in certain allied metres,

principally the anapaestic. But in all metres a metrical break or pause

of sufficient importance, by separating the words, abrogated the rule against

hiatus : and in general, for this purpose, the pause between verse and verse

was sufficient. The same pause could also generally be used to fill up

the time of the verse if it ended with a ' short' syllable, the metre strictly

requiring a 'long,' and thus this final syllable is ambiguous (anceps) in

quantity, admitting either long or short.

789. Down to about 700 B.C., or perhaps even 650, the only form of

literary composition was the metre of the epics, the dactylic

hexameter, which had a (jLerpov, bar, or foot, of 4-times (dactyl,
Hexajneter,

I h h), and a verse of six feet: in any of the six the two Elegiacs,
"• ^ • II Anacrusis.

shorts of the thesis might be replaced by one long (J J))

though in the fifth this was comparatively rare: in the sixth it was ob-

ligatory, with the freedom of syllaba anceps. As any group of six has

a natural tendency to subdivision in two groups of three, or three groups of

two, care was taken to counteract this, and to preserve the unity of the

hexameter, by arranging the words so that in general their divisions, and

those of the sense, should not coincide with the places at which the metre

or music was Hable thus to break up. In particular, bisection after the

third foot was prevented by the rule, that the words must have a break

either (normally) just before this place {i.e. within the third foot) or just

after it {i.e. within the fourth) thus -.-^
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« « «
'I-/\.l-(0

ij-ya-ytv

I I** h

1 1
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791. The above are 4-time measures. Before passing to 3-time we
should note that often the same words are susceptible either

of 4-time or of 3-time. The syllables touSe (- w, a trochee 4-t>me and

or choree) may be sung as a foot of 3-time ( I ^ = 1^ ^ h)

or, by lengthening the first note, of 4-time (J.^ = ^^^ 1^ ^)' As

a foot of 4-time it forms an important element in the Doric rhythms of the

choric poets, for example Pindar, Olymp. 10,

' 1^1 I M J hhi I h ^| 1 I^•9
\ -m -m \ -m ^^-ml^ i -m » -m \

-01 ^-m

ecTTiv di/^ptoTTOis avc/Aioi/ ore irXticna

XP^O'tS 'icTTLV 8' ovpavi - tov vSd-T(J}V.

A like ambiguity exists in many metres afterwards mentioned. Probably
they were used with both times, according to the subject and occasion.

792. Measures of 3-time were first developed in literature by the

song-writers of the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. The simplest

forms are the pure trochaic (and iambic). Trochaic metre is

composed of the foot

Trochee,
w ,

Iambus, Tro
f* or equivalents for it, especially chaic dactyl

^ ^ ^ and l_, e.g. Aeschylus, Eumenides, 497 foil.

iroXXa 8'
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The ancienjt term logaoedic metre, so far as it has any definite meanmg,

signifies 3-time verse in which the two feet here described occur commonly.

793. Out of these elements, combined in various verses and stanzas,

were gradually formed a number of metres, of which it is

Variety of impossible here even to catalogue the varieties now extant,

stanza?
'°°^ The following specimens will serve just to indicate the range

and diversity:

—

TOIOS
I

yap ^iXo-
I

TJ/TOS £/3-
|

<1)S VTTO
|
KUpBl-

ao"7rt8a

KaXXipo

N R ^

IxvpirC-

ov Trap

J J^^

vov xXaSt

a? TTOTajtt-

V
ox-

I• •

TO fl<^-

OV

6las.

J 1

OS <^0(0- )^(ra).

rjv i-
1
Xvfr^ei's.

(Archilochus).

(Anacreon).

(Athenian song)

:

hence (but with fundamental changes) came the hendecasyllable of the

Romans: see Catullus i, and Martial i, i.

6
I

fiXv 6e-
I

Xo)v /AiiX"
I
^'^^"h

II

T'ap-
I

€(TTt
I

yap, /ia^-
|

icrdo).

(Anacreon),

OS yap €t'Ka - yo).
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I 1

J-
J-

'A<l>po-
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796.

Ionic.

One of the very few metres of which the elements are neither

dactylic nor trochaic is the slow 3-timed, or rather 6-timed,

verse called Ionic, having the foot I I J*J*> thus

60X0- fi/qTW 8 cxTTwr- av 6eov tC^ av- rjp dvarbs a- Av^ei;

It is not common, but see the opening Chorus of Aeschylus' Persae.

797. But more productive than any lyrical forms were the metres for
recitation formed from the trochee (and iambus) as nearest

to the rhythm of ordinary speech. In primitive Athenian

drama, before ' speech ' was sharply separated from song

and dance, the dialogue was mainly composed in the trochaic

tetrameter, i.e. a verse of 8 trochees, 4 'metres' or double-

feet, of which the last was completed by a pause

:

Recitation,
Trochaic
Tetrameter,
* Iambic
trimeter.'

J •^

/3a'p/3ap-
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(strophe and antistrophe). It must suffice to give one simp
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VIII. 6. HISTORY OF SCHOLARSHIR

800. The History of Greek Scholarship falls into five periods, (i) the

Alexandrian, c. 300— i B.C., (2) the Graeco-Roman, c. a.d.

periods"
°^

I—33°; (s) '^^ Byzantine, from the founding of Constanti-

nople in A.D. 330 to c. 1350, (4) the Italian Renaissance,

from c. 1350 to the death of Leo X in 152 1, (5) the Modern period,

including the subsequent history of scholarship in Italy, and in France,

the Netherlands, England and Germany, and extending to the present day.

801. Greek Scholarship was fostered in Alexandria under the rule of

the earlier Ptolemies. Under Ptolemy Soter, Demetrius of

pirkid"'^"^" Phalerum gave the first impulse towards the formation of

public libraries in the capital of Egypt (c. 295). Under
Ptolemy Philadelphus (285—247), learning found a home in the Museum
and in the Libraries of Alexandria. The Museum and the larger Library

was in the royal quarter ne of the city, while the smaller Library was in

the sw quarter, near the Serapeum. The first six Librarians were Zenodotus,

ApoUonius Rhodius, Eratosthenes, Aristophanes of Byzantium, ApoUonius

the ' Classifier,' and Aristarchus.

Zenodotus, the pupil of Philetas of Cos (300), cpmpiled a Homeric

glossary and shortly before 274 produced the first scientific

edition of the Iliad and Odyssey. In this edition, which

was founded on numerous mss., each of the two poems may perhaps

have been divided into 24 books ; spurious lines marked by a marginal

obelus. It was succeeded by a recension executed with taste and

judgment by the epic poet, Rhianus. As Librarian, Zenodotus classified

the epic and lyric poets, while Alexander Aetolus dealt with the tragic, and

Lycophron with the comic poets (c. 285).

It is sometimes supposed that the successor of Zenodotus as Librarian

„ . ,
was the poet Callimachus (ft. 260). He certainly produced

Callimachus. , ..^ , , . ^, . , '
,

^ '^
,

a classified catalogue, m which the authors were arranged

under the heads of dramatists, epic and lyric poets, legislators, philosophers,

historians, orators and rhetoricians, and miscellaneous writers, with a brief

biography of each author, and, in the case of plays, the date of their

production. To the school of Callimachus belonged Eratosthenes,

Aristophanes of Byzantium and ApoUonius, the author of

Rhodius"^ the Argonauiica, whose rivalry with Callimachus at last

compelled him to leave Alexandria and settle in Rhodes
{c. 260). He accordingly became known as ApoUonius Rhodius. He
succeeded Zenodotus as Librarian.

Eratosthenes, the successor of ApoUonius Rhodius, was a man of vast

and varied learning. He was the founder of astronomical
Eratosthenes. , . °

. .- . . , ,^
geography and of scientific chronology, and was the first to

assume the name of <^tXo'\oyos. A work on the Old Attic Comedy was
regarded as his philological masterpiece.
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Eratosthenes was succeeded (195) by the greatest philologist of antiquity,

Aristophanes of Byzantium, the first of the Librarians who
was not a poet as well as a scholar. He reduced accentua- o/By°antium,
tion and punctuation to a definite system. He also added
to the obelus a variety of critical symbols, which he used in his recension

of the Iliad and Odyssey. He further edited Hesiod's Theogony, Pindar,

Euripides and Aristophanes ; established a scientific system of lexico-

graphy ; wrote on grammatical ' analogy,' as contrasted with ' anomaly
';

drew up lists of the ' best authors '; and composed introductions to the

dramatists, excerpts from which are still extant. He died in 180 B.C.

He was succeeded, as Librarian, by Apollonius, 'the Classifier,' whose

successor Aristarchus, in the form of commentaries alone,

wrote 800 volumes, apart from special critical treatises.

His extensive learning embraced history and geography, mythology and

chronology. Besides commentaries on the early Greek poets, he produced

two critical editions of the Iliad and Odyssey. He placed the study of

grammar on a sound basis, and was the founder of scientific scholarship.

The date of his death is c. 144 B.C.

Among his numerous pupils was Apollodorus of Athens and of

Pergamum (7?. 140 B.C.), the author of a work on Chronology

beginning with the fall of Troy and ending in 119 B.C.,
^° ° °™^'

and also of 24 books on Mythology, the substance of which was

borrowed freely by later writers. Between 100 and 50 B.C. appeared the

first Manual of Mythology, the lost work of an unnamed author, which was

largely used by Diodorus and Hyginus and in the extant ' Bibliotheca ' of

Pseudo-Apollodorus.

The tradition of Aristarchus was maintained at Alexandria by his

pupil Ammonius {c. 145), and {c. 30 B.C.) by Tryphon, who
was celebrated as a specialist in Greek Grammar. A dis-

n>inon>"s.

tinguished pupil of Aristarchus, Dionysius Thrax (born Dionysius

c. 166 B.C.), was the author of a work on Grammar, which Thrax.

remained the standard text-book for more than 1300 years.

The most versatile and most industrious of all the successors of Ari-

starchus was Didymus Chalcenterus {c. 65 B.C.

—

a.d. 10),

who taught at Alexandria and perhaps also at Rome. He '
^'""^"

was reputed to have written some 3500 volumes, including works on

lexicography which were the source of much of the learning of later ages.

In his work on Homer, probably preceded by that of Aristonicus, he

aimed at restoring the lost recension of Aristarchus, and considerable

fragments of his restoration are still extant. He also commented on

Hesiod, Pindar and Bacchylides ; on Eupolis, Cratinus and Aristophanes
;

and on Thucydides and the Attic Orators. The age of original com^

mentaries was already over ; and it was reserved for Didymus to sift the

remains of the past and to preserve all that was worth preserving for the

future.
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Grammar had meanwhile been studied by the Stoics, as a necessary part

of a complete system of dialectic. Chrysippus (c. 280

—

c. 206), besides other grammatical works, wrote on 'anomaly,'

being the first to use that term in a grammatical sense. 'Anomaly,' as

opposed to ' analogy,' was also maintained as a leading principle in

grammar by the Pergamene Librarian, Crates of Mallos, who

M^^iuTs." i"^ 'his, and also in the allegorical treatment of Homer, was

opposed to his great contemporary, Aristarchus. He was

probably responsible for drawing up the classified lists of authors in the

Pergamene library, founded by Eumenes II (197—159 B.C.), in which the

leading writers of prose, especially the orators and the critics of Art, had a

prominent place, just as the poets had in the lists of the Alexandrine

librarians. His accidental detention as an envoy in Rome shortly after

the death of Ennius (169 B.C.) led to his inspiring the Romans with an

interest in the study of Literature.

Towards the close of the Alexandrian period, the contents of the larger

library at Alexandria are said to have been destroyed by fire while Caesar

was being blockaded in the royal quarter of the city in 47 B.C. If so, it

was in partial compensation for this loss that Antonius presented Cleopatra

with the library of the Pergamene princes.

802. The Graeco-Roman period begins with the name of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, who hved at Rome for at least 2 2 years, from

Roman'period ^-^^ 3° **^ ^^- ^- ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ Concerned with his rhetorical

writings alone. They may be arranged in chronological

Dionysius of order as follows :

—

(i) Tke First Letter to Ammaeus, valuable

sus."^^'"^^' i*^ connexion with the history and criticism of the public

speeches of Demosthenes
; (2) De Compositione Verborum,

on the different kinds of oratorical prose; (3) De OratorIbus Antiquis, on

the styles of Lysias, Isocrates and Isaeus, and (later) on Demosthenes and
Dinarchus ; (4) The Epistola ad Pompeium, with strictures on Plato

;

(5) Three books De Iniitatione, surviving in fragments only
; (6) The

treatise De Thucydide, with a severe criticism on his style; and (7) The
Second Letter to Ammaeus, a fuller exposition of c. 24 of (6). The Ars
Rhetorica bearing his name belongs to the age of the Antonines. Among
the Greek writers later than Aristotle, he is a leading representative of

aesthetic criticism. In a degenerate age he aims at reviving a true standard

of Attic prose ; and, in pursuit of that aim, tries the extant speeches of the

Attic orators by the test of a strictly critical inquiry. In such inquiries his

name is associated with that of his friend Caecilius of

ca^acte!^
" Calacte (a pupil of the Pergamene rhetorician, Apollodorus),

who wrote on the characteristics of the ' Ten Orators,' and
on other rhetorical subjects. His lost treatise a-epi v^ovi (' on elevation of

style ') is mentioned by the author of the extant treatise of
Anon, mp

perhaps the first cent, a.d., bearing the same name and
erroneously ascribed to ' Dionysius or Longinus,' The object
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of the extant work is to point out the essential elements of an impressive

style which, avoiding all tumidity, puerility, affectation and bad taste, finds

its inspiration in grandeur of thought and intensity of feehng, and its

expression in nobility of diction and in skilfully ordered composition.

In the next century, Apollonius Dyscolus {c. a.d. 130) was the founder of

scientific Syntax ; his four books on Syntax are still extant,

besides other grammatical works. In the opinion of Priscian, Dyscoiu'"^

he is ' grammaticorum princeps, 'and shares with his son the

distinction of being ' maximus auctor artis gramraaticae.' His definitions

of the parts of speech show a marked advance on those of his predecessors

and are adopted by Priscian and by subsequent grammarians.

His son Aelius Herodianus {fl. c. a.d. 160) was one of the

most celebrated grammarians of antiquity. His great work on Prosody, and
many of his other grammatical writings, are only known to us through

excerpts in later authorities, but his book on peculiar or anomalous forms

(Trepi ftovJ^pous Xe^eais) is still extant.

803. Among the early lexicographers and compilers of collectanea may be

mentioned Juba II, king of Mauretania i^fl. 25 b.c), the author

of a work on the stage accepted as an authority by Athenaeus grapherretc
and Pollux ; Pamphilus (ist cent, a.d.) the compiler of a vast

work irept yXoKro-uii/, abridged by later writers and then lost ; Herennius
Philon of Byblus (a.d. 64— 141), author of a work on cities and their

celebrities, used by subsequent lexicographers ; Hephaestion, whose 48
books on metre have only survived in an epitomised form in his own
cyX^'P'S'ov ; his younger contemporary, Athenaeus of Naucratis (a.d. 190),

who in the varied contents of the 15 books of his extant work quotes

at least 700 authors who would otherwise have been unknown to us;

the Atticists, Aelius Dionysius {fl. a.d. 117), Pausanias {c. 160, not the

traveller), Moeris and Phrynichus ; Harpocration (2nd cent. ?), the lexico-

grapher of the Attic Orators; and Pollux of Naucratis {fl. 180), the author of

an ovoixaa-TiKov of Attic words and phrases, arranged according to subjects.

Among rhetoricians we have Hermogenes of Tarsus (a.d. 170), the author

of an important text-book, and Cassius Longinus (od. a.d. 273), whose
Rhetoric is imbedded in that of Apsines, and who was the pupil of

Plotinus, the preceptor of Porphyry and the minister of Queen Zenobia

at Palmyra.

804. In the Byzantine period our first name is that of the rhetorician

Libanius (c. a.d. 314—<r. 393), who taught at Athens, Con-

stantinople and Antioch, and is the author of numerous pirfod!'"^

works in imitation of Demosthenes, together with a Life

of that orator and Arguments to his speeches. The name Libanius.

of Hesychius is borne by two lexicographers, (i) Hesychius Hesychius.

of Alexandria (probably cent. 5, a.d.), the compiler of an ex-

tant Greek lexicon founded on a lost work by Diogenianus {fl. a.d. 117);

(2) Hesychius of Miletus (cent. 6), the author of a list of persons famous
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for learning, a work derived in part from Aelius Dionysius and Herennius

stephanusof Philon, and surviving only in excerpts. The geographical
Byzantium. lexicon of Stephanus of Byzantium {c. a.d. 500), originally

in 60 books, exists in the form of an abstract drawn up by Hermolaus

(/. 527-65).
Choice passages from many writers have been preserved in the

Byzantine Florilegia, the earliest of which is the Anthology of

Stobaeus {c. 480), including selections from more than 500

writers. Similar service has been rendered to scholarship in the Bibliotheca

or Myriobiblon of Photius (c. a.d. 820—891), giving an

account of 280 volumes, and preserving fragments of Heca-

taeus, Ctesias, Theopompus, Diodorus and Arrian. Another work of Photius

connected with Greek scholarship is his Lexicon, the only MS. of which, the

codex Gakanus, now in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, was

twice transcribed by Porson and published by Dobree. Among the pupils

of Photius who was Patriarch of Constantinople was Arethas, Archbishop of

Caesarea. One of the important mss. copied under the orders of the latter

was the Patmos ms. of Plato, now in the Bodleian (a.d. 895).

In the tenth century the emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus (a,d.

912—959), besides composing independent works, caused an Encyclo-

paedia of History to be drawn up, in which many extracts from earlier

historians (esp. Polybius) have been preserved. To the same age we may
ascribe the Greek Anthology compiled by Constantine Cephalas (_/?. 917)
and preserved in the Anthologia Palatina. In the last quarter of the same

century {c. 976) we may place the Lexicon of Suida:s (SouiSas),

which is a combination of a lexicon and an encyclopaedia,

the best articles being those on the history of literature. It is founded on
earlier lexicons and on scholia ; also on the historians, and on biographical

material collected by Hesychius of Miletus and by Athenaeus.

In the eleventh century the most notable name is that of Psellus

„ „ (ioi8— 1078), a scholar of varied attainments who lectured
Psellus

on Homer and on Plato, and whose voluminous writings

include not only a history of a.d. 976—1077, but also a poem on Greek
dialects, a brief description of the surroundings of Athens and a list of

Athenian forensic phrases containing an extract from Aristotle's Constitution

of Athens, c. 21 §4.

To the twelfth century, and to a revival of the influence of Photius, we
may ascribe the principal part of the lexicon which its first

'Etymologi- ,., .,.',* f , . . , ,

cumMagnum. editor printed with many interpolations m 1499 under the

name of the Etymologicum Magnum.
The same century is also marked by the name of Tzetzes {c. riio—

•

c. 1180), the author of the Chiliades, a didactic poem on
literary and historical topics extending over 12,674 lines of

accentual verse and displaying a vast amount of miscellaneous reading.

Among his other works are allegories on the Iliad and Odyssey in 10,000
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lines, hexameter poems on Antehomerica, Homerica and Posihomerica, and

scholia on Hesiod and Aristophanes. He is proud of his rapid pen and

his remarkable memory, but he is for the most part dull as a writer and

untrustworthy as an authority.

A far more memorable name in the same century is that of Eustathius,

whose philological studies at Constantinople precede his

tenure of the archbishopric of Thessalonica from 1 175 to

c. 1192. Of his Commentary on Pindar the only part preserved is a

valuable preface on lyrical and Pindaric poetry, on the poet's life, and

on the Olympic games and the pentathlum. His next work was on

Dionysius Periegetes, followed by his extant Commentary on the Iliad and
Odyssey. That on the Iliad is twice as long as that on the Odyssey ; both

are preceded by literary introductions, and include many oregonus

excerpts from earlier writers. Another learned ecclesiastic Cannthms.

was Gregorius, archbishop of Corinth (c. 1200), author of an extant work
on Greek dialects.

The scholars of the age of the Palaeologi (a.d. 1261—1453) have

less in common with Photius and Eustathius than with the humanists of

the Italian renaissance. Thus, Maximus Planudes (<:. 1260

—

13 10) was familiar with Latin, and besides many other works,

paraphrased ' Aesop ' in Greek prose, compiled historical and geographical

excerpts, often of importance for textual purposes, and by abridging and
rearranging the Anthology of Constantine Cephalas (_/?. 917), formed the

collection of Greek epigrams known as the Anthologia Planudea. His

pupil Manuel Moschopoulos {fl. 1300) is best known as the

author of a catechism of Greek Grammar which successively

formed the foundation of the Grammars of Theodorus Gaza, Constantine

Lascaris and Melanchthon. Among his contemporaries were .j,^ ^^
Thomas Magister, author of an extant 'Selection of Attic Magister.

nouns and verbs,' and Theodorus Metochites (ob. 1^32), one Theodorus
r 1 1 J r I.- I. i- r Metochites.

of the most learned men of his age, whose excerpts from

more than 70 philosophers and historians are often of textual importance.

The foremost textual critic of the later Byzantine age was Demetrius

Triclinius (early in the 14th cent.). He had considerable t r •

knowledge of metre, and he expounded and emended and

not unfrequently corrupted the texts of Hesiod, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sopho-

cles, Euripides (three plays) and Theocritus. His Scholia on Aeschylus

and Hesiod {c. 1316—1320) still exist in his own handwriting.

805. Most of our manuscripts belong to the Byzantine period, and very

few to any earlier time. Among the earliest are the Persae

of Timotheus (c. 350 B.C.); the fragments of the A^tiope of
^""=="p's-

Euripides, and the Phaedo of Plato (250 e.g.) and of Iliad xi. 502—537
(240 B.C.) in the Petrie Papyri, 1891 ; the Louvre fragment of Euripides,

Medea 5— 12 (2nd cent. B.C.), the Harris Iliad 18 and the Bankes Iliad 24

(ist and 2nd cent, a.d.), the Herculanean papyri of Epicurus and Philo-

demus {c. 50 B.C.), the papyrus of Bacchylides {c. 50 B.C.), the Mariette
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papyrus of Alcman (ist or 2nd cent. A.D.), the papyri of Aristotle's

'ABrjvaiiov iroXiTeta (c. A.D. 100), Hypereides (2nd cent. B.C.—2nd cent.

A.D.), Isocrates' de Pace, and Herondas (ist—2nd cent. A.D.), the Berlin

fragment of the Melanippe of Euripides (3rd—4th cent.), the Marseilles

fragment of Isocrates' ad Nicoclem (3rd cent.), the Ambrosian MS. of the

Iliad, the Vatican MS. of Dio Cassius, and the fragments of Menander,

of the Pha'ethon of Euripides, and of the Birds of Aristophanes (all of

Sth—6th cent.). Most of the later mss. owe their preservation to the fact

that they were removed from Greek lands to Italy during the Revival

of Learning. The best mss. of Homer are now in Venice; of Hesiod

and Herodotus, in Florence; of Pindar, in Rome, Florence, Milan and

Paris ; of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Apollonius Rhodius, in Florence

;

of Euripides, in Venice, Florence and Rome ; of Aristophanes, in Venice

and Ravenna ; of Thucydides, in Florence, Rome, Munich and London

;

of Demosthenes and Plato, in Paris; and of Aristotle, in Venice, Rome
and Paris.

Explanatory comments in the margins of manuscripts or between the

lines of the text, are known as Scholia, and their authors as

Scholiasts. Except in the case of later writers like Tzetzes,

Moschopoulos and Triclinius, their names are seldom known. The Scholia

have been the means of preserving fragmentary remains of ancient com-

mentaries. Among the earliest are those on Alcman, in which Pamphilus

(ist cent. A.D.) is named. The most important are those on the //«a^,

which record for us the readings of Aristarchus and other Alexandrian

critics, and even of pre-Alexandrian texts. Much in the earlier Scholia on

Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and Aristophanes is ultimately due

to Didymus. There are also important Scholia on Thucydides, Plato,

Aeschines and Demosthenes, the last partly by Ulpian (early in 4th

cent. A.D.), and by Didymus (published from a papyrus in 1904).

806. During the Byzantine period Greek was little studied in the West
of Europe, except for ecclesiastical and diplomatic purposes,

Europe" especially in connexion with negotiations between the Church
and Empire in the West and the Church and Empire in the

East. From the eighth and ninth centuries to the age of the Renaissance, it

still survived as a living language in the extreme south of Italy. The know-
ledge of Greek, which possibly passed from Gaul to Ireland in the sixth

century, was brought back to Frankland by the Irish monks, who founded
the monastery of St Gallen in the early part of the seventh (614). Greek
was studied at Canterbury under the Greek archbishop Theodore of Tarsus
(d. 690), and the Irishman known as 'John the Scot' was capable of
producing for Charles the Bald (845) a literal rendering of 'Dionysius the

Areopagite.' Plato was hardly represented in the West except by Latin
versions of the Phaedo and Timaeus. The knowledge of Aristotle, which
was at first confined to translations of part of the Organon by Boelhius, was
extended to the whole of the Organon after 1128. In and after 1150,
Latin versions of Arabic renderings of Aristotle reached Europe from the
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Arabs in Spain. The study of Aristotle's Physics and Metaphysics, pro-

scribed at Paris in 1215, was permitted in 1255 ; and the renderings from

the Arabic were in course of time superseded by renderings from the

Greek, such as those of the Politics and other works of Aristotle, which

were executed in 1272—81 by William of Moerbeke at the instance of

Thomas Aquinas (d. 1274). The current translations of Aristotle were

keenly criticised in 1272 by Roger Bacon, whose own knowledge of Greek

is exemplified in his recently published Greek Grammar (1902). In and

after the fourteenth century the mediaeval dependence on the authority of

Aristotle was gradually weakened, and the transition from the Middle Ages

to the Renaissance was attended by a general widening of the range of

classical studies and, in particular, by a renewed interest in Plato.

807. The soil of Italy was prepared for the reception of Greek culture

by the influence of Petrarch (1304— 1374). He learnt a

little of the language from a Greek monk named Barlaam
RenaVs^sance.

(1342) ; and, in 1353, exactly a century before the fall of
pgtrarch.

Constantinople, received from that city a MS. of Homer,

which he set beside his MS. of Plato, sighing at the thought that, in both

cases, the Greek text was to himself a sealed book. At his

promptings Boccaccio (1313—i37S) learnt Greek, and caused

a pupil of Barlaam, Leontius Pilatus, to be appointed the first teacher

of Greek in Florence (1360—63). For the use of Boccaccio and Petrarch,

Pilatus prepared a Latin translation of Homer; while Boccaccio himself

wrote a text-book of Greek mythology.

Even before the dispersion caused by the fall of Constantinople

(1453), many teachers of Greek found their way into Italy.

Manuel Chrysoloras (c. 1350—1415), who had visited the g/ants.'™"""

West as an imperial envoy, was invited to Florence in 1396 chrysoicras.

and taught Greek for three years, having among his pupils the

eminent humanists Guarino, Filelfo, Poggio, Leonardo Bruni, Marsuppini

and Traversari. He also taught Greek at Pavia {c. 1400), there producing

a literal rendering of the Republic. He died at the Council of Constance

in 1415. Georgius Gemistus Plethon {c. 1355—1450), born at Constanti-

nople, lived for a long time on the site of Sparta. In his
pi^t^on

old age he lectured on Platonism in Florence (1439)) and

prompted Cosimo de' Medici to found the Platonic Academy which, through

Ficino and Pico della Mirandola, influenced the thought of Italy, and,

through Reuchlin and Melanchthon, even that of Germany.

Bessarion (1403—1472), born at Trapezus, was a pupil of Plethon

in the Peloponnesus, and took part in the Council of Florence
gessarion.

(1439), joined the Church of Rome, became a Cardinal and

Patriarch of Constantinople, was nearly elected Pope in 147 1, and died at

Ravenna in the following year. He translated the Memorabilia of

Xenophon and Metaphysics of Aristotle, and bequeathed to Venice a vast

number of Greek mss. which formed the foundation of the famous Library
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of St Mark's. Theodoras Gaza (c. 1400—75) left Thessalonica in 1430 and

probably reached Italy in 1438. He taught Greek and learnt
Theodorus

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Celebrated school of Vittorino da Feltre at

Mantua, became the first Professor of Greek at Ferrara in

1444, and went to Rome in 1451, to take part in the great scheme of

Nicholas V for translating the principal Greek Classics into Latin. On
the death of the Pope (1455), he went to Naples, withdrew in 1458 to an

Abbey on the coast of Lucania, was recalled to Rome after 1464, and on

the death of his patron Cardinal Bessarion (1472) finally retired to

Lucania where he died in 1475. He translated parts of Aristotle and

Theophrastus into Latin and Cicero de Amicitia and de Senedute into

Greek. His Greek Grammar, the first modern manual to include Syntax,

was used as a text-book by Budaeus in Paris and by Erasmus at Cambridge.

Georgius Trapezuntius (1395— 1484), born in Crete, reached Venice

c. 1430, taught Greek and learnt Latin under Vittorino,

Trapfzuntius. visitcd Padua and Vicenza, and went to Rome in 1440.

He was compelled to leave Rome owing to faults of temper,

and, after his return to Venice, was involved in further trouble by

the publication of his comparison between Plato and Aristotle, to the

advantage of the latter (1458). He wandered from place to place, and

died at a great age in 1484. His numerous translations were only of

moderate value, but his Latin handbooks to Greek earned him the reputa-

tion of being a sound grammarian.

Johannes Argyropoulos (1416—1486) of Constantinople was in Padua
as early as 1441. In 1456 he was invited to Florence,

Argyropou os.
^jjg^g j^g jiyed under the patronage of the Medici for fifteen

years, leaving in 147 1 for Rome, where he died at the age of 70. He
was the ablest of the Greek immigrants, and was highly esteemed as a

translator of Aristotle ; he also lectured on Thucydides. Among his pupils

was Constantine Lascaris ; his lectures were attended at Florence by

Politian, and at Rome by Reuchlin.

Demetrius Chalcondylas (1424— 1511), who left Athens for Rome in

1447, taught Greek at Perugia in 1450, at Padua from 1463
y as.

^^ 1471, at Florence from 1471 to 1491, and at Milan from

1492 to his death. He showed much insight (not unmixed with caprice) in

the emendation of Greek texts. He is best known as the editor of the

editio princeps of Homer (Florence, 1488), followed by that of Isocrates

(Milan, 1493), and Suidas {ib. 1499)-

All the above teachers of Greek had reached Italy before the fall of

Constantinople (1453). Among those who arrived after that

Lascaris.'"^ event was Constantine Lascaris (1434— 1501), who probably

stayed in Corfu for two or three years after the fall of his

native city. From 1460 to 1465 he taught Greek at Milan, being tutor to

the princess Hippolyta Sforza ; he afterwards went for about a year to the

court of her father-in-law, Ferdinand I, at Naples; and finally settled at
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Messina from 1466 to his death in 1501. One of his pupils at Messina

became famous as Cardinal Bembo. His Greek Grammar was the first

book printed in Greek (Milan, 1476).

His namesake Janus Lascaris (1445—1535) was born at Constantinople,

and, after its fall, was taken to the Peloponnesus and to

Crete. On reaching Venice he was sent to study I^atin La"caris.

at Padua, at the charges of Cardinal Bessarion, who died

in 1472. He taught Greek with great success at Florence, and visited

the East twice in quest of mss. for Lorenzo de' Medici (od. April, 1492).

From Mount Athos he brought as many as 200 Greek mss. He was after-

wards in high favour at the court of France, was its envoy at Venice

(1503—8), and was placed by Leo X at the head of a school for Greek

youths at Rome (15 16). With Budaeus, he aided Francis I in forming

the Library at Fontainebleau. He finally returned to Rome, where he died

in 1535. His reputation mainly rests on his five editiones principes, all

printed in Greek uncials with accents :—Greek Anthology, 1494 ; Calli-

machus, Euripides (four plays), c. 1494 ; Apollonius Rhodius, and Lucian,

1496. He also published the ancient Schoha on the Iliad (1517) and on

Sophocles (1518).

Marcus Musurus (c. T470— 1517) was a pupil of Janus Lascaris in

Florence, c. i486. After revisiting his home in Crete, he

returned to Italy, and remained in or near Venice from 1494

to 1515, being Professor of Greek at Padua (1505—9) and in Venice

(1513). In 1 5 16 he was invited to Rome as Professor of Greek, and, in

recognition of his Greek elegiac poem on Plato, was appointed Archbishop

of Monembasia, but died of the plague before starting for his diocese.

During his stay at Venice, he aided Aldus (145°—1515) in producing the

editiones prindpes of Aristophanes (1498), Plato (15 13), Athenaeus and

Hesychius (1514). and Pausanias (1516). He also assisted in the editio

princeps of the ' Etytnologicum Magnum' (1499)- He is described by

"Erasmus, who met him in Rome, as gente Graecus, eruditione Graecissimus.

808. The interest taken in Greek by the earlier Italian humanists,

Petrarch and Boccaccio, has already been noticed (§ 807). ^^
^^

In the year of Boccaccio's death (1375) Coluccio Salutato humanists,

was appointed Chancellor of Florence and promoted Greek

learning by persuading Chrysoloras to accept the Chair of Greek (1396).

The most enthusiastic pupil of Chrysoloras was Leonardo
^^^^^^^^

Bruni of Arezzo (1369—1444)1 who translated several of the Brunr
°

speeches of Demosthenes and the Lives of Plutarch, part of

Plato, and the Oeconomics, Ethics and Politics of Aristotle. Poggio

(1280—1459) is best known as the discoverer of important Latin mss. at

St Gallen and elsewhere, about 1415— 7- His contemporary
.

, % -J Cyriacus of
Cyriacus of Ancona (c. 1391—1450) was an unwearied Ancona.

traveller and an enthusiastic collector of ancient inscriptions

in Greece and Italy.
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While Greek refugees, such as Theodorus Gaza and Georgius Trape-

zuntius, learnt their Latin under Vittorino, some of the foremost scholars of

Italy visited Greek lands on purpose to learn the language. Thus Guarino
of Verona (1370—1460) lived for five years (1403—8)
in the household of Chrysoloras at Constantinople, and

afterwards taught in Florence, Venice, Verona and Ferrara, was inter-

preter at the Council of Ferrara (1438), and also translated parts of

Strabo and Plutarch, besides commenting on Aristotle and editing, with a

Latin version, the Accidence of Chrysoloras. Similarly the
unspa.

Sicilian Aurispa {c. 1370— 1459) visited Constantinople in

1422—3, learnt Greek and returned to Venice with 238 mss., mainly of

Classical authors, having already sent to Niccolo de' Niccoli, the industrious

collector of mss. at Florence, the important MS. of Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Apollonius Rhodius, now known as the Codex Laurentianus (cent. x).

Lastly, Filelfo (1398—1481) spent seven years as a Secretary

of Legation at Constantinople, returning with a large supply

of Greek mss. (including at least 40 authors '), and spending the rest of his

long life as Lecturer in Greek and Latin at Venice, Florence, Siena, Milan
and Rome.

Bog. Among eminent Italians who learnt their Greek in Italy may be
named Traversari (1386—1439), one of the foremost in the

literary circle of Florence, a writer of learned letters in

excellent Latin, and the translator of Diogenes Laertius ; Laurentius Valla

(1407—57), the elegant Latin scholar who translated Hero-

vaUa!"
'"^ dotus, Thucydides and two-thirds of the Iliad ; Campanus

(c. 1427—77), the translator of Plutarch's Lives ; Perotti

(1430— 80), the translator of Poly bins ; Ficino (1433—99), the translator

. of Plato and Plotinus ; and, lastly, one of Ficino's pupils,
'

Politian (1454— 94), who translated I/iad 2—5 into Latin

hexameters at the age of 16, and afterwards counted among
his pupils Reuchlin, Grocyn and Lin acre.

The year of the death of Ficino was that of the birth of the greatest

Greek scholar of Italy, Petrus Victorius of Florence (1499

—

1584), who edited Aeschylus (1557) and Sophocles (1547),
and the editio princeps of the Ekctra of Euripides (1545), and who also

produced elaborate commentaries on the Ethics, Rhetoric, Poetics and
Politics of Aristotle, and displayed vast stores of critical learning in

the 38 books of his Variae Lectiones (1538, etc.). His younger con-
temporary, Robortello (15 16—67), Professor at Padua and
elsewhere, edited Aeschylus (1552) and Callimachus (1555),

and, in his classical studies, paid special attention to metre and to chrono-
logy, besides laying the foundations of a theory of criticism in his work de

arte seu ratione corrigendi antiques libros (1557). Since his time most

* List in Symonds, Revival of Learning, p. ^70'.
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of the best work of Italian scholars, except Corsini's Fasti Attici (1744

—

56), has been concerned with Latin rather than with Greek, and in both

mainly with Archaeology.

810. Greek Scholarship was transmitted from Italy to France (i) through

the Italian humanists Gregory Tifernas and Jerome Aleander, who were

appointed to lecture in Paris in 1456 and 1508 respectively; and (2) through

Janus Lascaris, who was in the French diplomatic service

from 149s to 1525. Among his pupils he counted Budaeus

(1467—1540), who published his memorable Commentarii

linguae Graecae in 1 529. The learned printer Robert Estienne or Stephanus

(1503—59) produced his Eusebius in 1544, his Greek Testa-
^^ ^^^ hanus

ment in i ^iA, and the works of Dionysius and of Dio Cassius „ „
-

•^^ ^
. . . H. Stephanus.

on Roman History m 1546—8. His son Henri Estienne

(1528—98), who is best known for his Greek Thesaurus (1572), and for his

Plato (1578), was a pupil of Turnebus (1512—65), who as

Greek Professor and as Director of the Royal Press in Paris

produced editions of Aeschylus, Sophocles and the Ethics of Aristotle.

Dorat (c. 1504—88) edited the Prometheus in 1549. The fame of

Lambinus (1520—72), who spent nine years in Italy, and of

Muretus (1526—85), who lived therefrom 1563 to his death,

rests mainly on their Latin scholarship, though Lambinus translated the

De Corona of Demosthenes, and the Ethics and Politics of Aristotle. The
same is partly true of J. J. Scaliger (1540— 1609), who passed

scaiiger.

the last 16 years of his life as Professor at Leyden. Before

his call to that University in 1593, his most famous work (apart from

editions of Latin authors) was his De emendatione temporum (1583); and,

after that event, his Thesaurus temporum, including a masterly edition of the

Eusebian and other chronicles (1606). His strength lay in a remarkable

capacity for textual criticism, in a clear historic conception of antiquity

as a whole, and in the concentration of vast and varied learning on

important works.

Next to Scaliger, the most learned scholar of his time was Casaubon

(jic^q— 1614), who was Professor at Geneva, Montpellier
\ J^' T;" .,.,';.. Casaubon.
and Pans, and spent the last four years of his life m
England. His emendations are fewer than those of Scaliger, but they

are more certain. He produced a masterly treatise on the Greek

satyric drama and on Roman satire (1605); and his editions of Greek

authors include Aristotle, the Characters of Theophrastus, Polybius, Strabo

and Athenaeus. Salmasius (1588—1653), like Scahger, left
galmasius.

France for Leyden in 1631, a quarter of a century after

his discovery of the Greek Anthology of Cephalas in the Palatinate Library

at Heidelberg (1606), but only two years after the publication of his greatest

work, that on Solinus (1629). Guyet's criticisms on Hesiod and Hesy-

chius, those of Petavius on Aratus and on chronological subjects, and

Viger's work on Greek idioms (1627), can only be named in passing.

G. A. 48
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Henri de Valois, Valesius (1603—76), did much for the elucidation of

Harpocration (publ. 1682). Du Cange (1610—88), besides
a esms.

j^.^ great Lexicon of late Latin (1678), published a similar

Du Cange. work On late Greek (1688) and an edition of the Byzantine

Montfaucon. historians (1680); while Montfaucon (1655—1741) laid the

foundation of the study of Greek MSS. in his Palaeographia

Graeca (1708), and also produced in 15 folio volumes a vast work on
Greek and Roman Antiquities (1719, 1724). Strassburg was the home

not only of Brunck (1729— 1803), editor of Sophocles, but

also of Schweighaeuser (1742—1830), editor of Herodotus,

haeusei?" Polybius and Athenaeus. Herodotus was translated by

viiioison. Larcher (1726—1812); the Homeric Scholia were published

by Viiioison (1753—1805); Greek Palaeography minutely

studied by Bast (1771— 1811), and the ed. princeps of Babrius produced

Boissonade.
by Boissonade (1774—1857). Thurot (1823—82) and Bar-

thdlemy Saint-Hilaire (1805—1895) did good service for

Aristotle; Graux (1852—82) showed the highest promise as a palaeo-

grapher; and Egger, in the course of his far longer life

(1813—85), was the author of an Essay on the History of

Criticism in Greece (1849), and of Lectures on the History of Hellenism in

France (1869).

811. In the Netherlands the earliest name of note is that of

Erasmus (1466— 1536), who was born at Rotterdam, but

Netherlands, who in his intellectual activity is more closely connected

Erasmus ^''^ France, England, Italy and Germany than with the land

of his birth. He lectured in Paris in 1496 and visited

England in 1497; on his return, spent ten years in France, Italy and the

Netherlands, took his doctor's degree at Turin (1506), and lived with

Aldus Manutius in Venice, during the reprinting of his Adagia (1508). He
returned to England in 1510, was appointed Lady Margaret Professor of

Divinity and Greek Lecturer at Cambridge, and went to Basel in 1514, where
he published his Greek Testament in 1516, his treatise on Latin and Greek
pronunciation in 1528, the first complete edition of Aristotle in 1531, and
the ed. princeps of Ptolemy in 1531, and where he died in 1536.

Between 1530 and the foundation of the University of Leyden in

1575, the only important name connected with Greek
Firstperiod.

scholarship is that of W. Canter (1542—75). His Euripides

Canter. (iS7i) was the first in which the metrical responsions be-

tween strophe and antistrophe were clearly marked.

In the Second Period (1575— 1650), Lipsius (1547—1606) was famous
as a Latinist, and was succeeded by Scaliger, who was

perio
.

p^QfgggQj. g^j. j^eyden from 1593 to 1609. Gerhard John
Voss (1577— 1 649) produced a work on the Greek historians (1623); and

his contemporary Meursius (1579—1639) showed great learn-
Meursius. . -^ i • • • t • , .

°
ing in Greek antiquities. It was in his early years alone that
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Scaliger's pupil, Daniel Heinsius - (1581— 1655), edited Greek authors.

Salmasius, professor at Leyden from 1631, only, edited Greek writers of

minor importance. Though he had discovered the Anthologia Palatina in

1606, it was the Anthologia Planudea alone that was known to -Grotius

(1583—1645) ^rid was translated by him into Latin verse.

In the Third Period (1650— 1750) Joh. Friedrich Gronovius(i6ii—.71)
was great as a Latin scholar; his son Jacob (1645— 17 16)

published his Polybius in 1670, the ed. princeps of Manetho Third period.

in 1689, and the Thesaurus of Greek Antiquities in 1697— j oronovius.

1702. Nicolaus (son of Daniel) Heinsius (1620—81) was a

Latinist. Graevius (1632^1703) edited Hesiod (1667), and also pro-

duced a posthumous edition of his son's CaUimachus (1697). To the

latter work an extensive collection of the Fragments and a new recension

of the Epigrams was contributed by Bentley, with a prohx commentary by
Bentley's friend, Spanheim (1629— 1710), then Prussian minister in London,
who is best known for his treatise on the importance of numismatics (1664).

In this period, which was also that of Bos and Kiister and of Bergler and
Duker, by far the foremost Greek scholar in Holland was
Hemsterhuis (1685— 1766), the restorer of -Greek learning in

that country. He edited Pollux at an early age (1706) and was incited to

remedy his defective knowledge of Greek metre by Bentley's criticism of

his immature work. He also edited Lucian (completed by Reitz, 1743

—

1746), and the Plutus of Aristophanes (1744). His colleague Wesseling

(1692—1764) edited Diodorus (1746) and Herodotus (1763).

The Fourth Period (from 1750. to the present day) opens with the

name of Valckenaer (1715—85), who edited the Iliad (1747),

the Phoenissae (1755) and the Hippolytus of Euripides with a Fourth period.

Diatribe on the Fragments (1768), also the Bucolic Poets vaicicenaer.

and the Fragments of CaUimachus (1781); while, in another

Diatribe (printed 1806), he exposed the forgeries of the Alexandrian Jew,

Aristobulus. Ruhnken (1723—98), whose first Epistola „ , ,

• TT J XT • 1 / \
Kunnken.

Critica was on the Homeric Hymns and on Hesiod (1749),

and his second on CaUimachus and Apollonius Rhodius (1751), is

celebrated as the editor of the Platonic lexicon of Timaeus (1754) and

of the ed. princeps of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (1780). He did

much for the Greek grammarians and for Hesychius. He was also the

author of a critical history of the Greek Orators (1768), and the discoverer

of the lost Rhetoric of Longinus (1765). He is described by F. A. Wolf

as criticorum princeps. His life was written by Wyttenbach

(ly^e— 1820), the unwearied editor of Plutarch's Moralia Wyttenbach.

^j/^gj—1821). The list closes with the great name of Cobet cobet.

(1813 89), editor of Lysias (1863) and Diogenes Laertius

(1850), and author of the Variae Lectiones (1854), the Novae Lectiones

(1858), and the Miscellanea Critica (1876).

4«—

2
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Cobet's distinguished contemporary, Madvig (1804—86), belongs to

Denmark, and is mainly famous in connexion with Livy
Denmark.

g^jjjj Ciccro and Latin Grammar; his Greek scholarship is,

Madvig. however, well represented in his Greek Syntax (1847), and

also in part of his Adversaria Critica (187 1—84).

812. The revival of Greek learning in England was due to Selling,

prior of Canterbury (d. 1494), who studied Greek under
England.

Politian in Florence, and to Linacre, who accompanied

First period. him on his next visit to Italy, attended the lectures of

Linacre. Politian and Demetrius Chalcondylas at Florence, and be-

came acquainted with Hermolaus Barbaras in Rome (1485).

Linacre produced a Latin rendering of the 'Sphere' of Proclus and of

certain treatises of Galen; at his instance Grocyn, Lily and W. Latimer

learnt Greek in Italy and inspired Oxford with an interest in Greek
literature (r49i). Grocyn, Linacre, Colet, and More are lauded by Erasmus
in a letter written in London in Dec. 1499. Erasmus lectured on Greek in

Cambridge (1510—3); and, after his departure, the interest in that language

was sustained by Bullock and Croke of King's, by Thomas Smith of Queens',

and by John Cheke and Roger Ascham of St John's.

In the First Period after the revival of Greek learning in England

(1485— 1570), Linacre and Ascham represent the imitative, elegant and
tasteful type of scholarship characteristic of the Italian scholars of the

J.J Renaissance. The Second Period (i=;7o—1700) is marked
Second period. . . , ^ ^

'

.

by industrious erudition rather than by special attention

to the form of the classical languages. In this period was produced the

Elizabethan
remarkable series of Elizabethan translations, inchiding

translators. North's Lives of Plutarch (1579), Chapman's Ho7ner, and
Plutarch's Moralia by Philemon Holland, the ' Translator-

Saviie. General ' of his age. Sir Henry Savile edited Chrysostom

(1613) with the aid of Downes, 40 years Professor of Greek
Seiden. at Cambridge; Selden pubhshed the Marmor Parium
Gataker. (1628); Thomas Gataker was the first Englishman who pro-

duced, in his Marcus Aurelius, an original commentary on any
Milton. classical work (1652); while Milton not only studied Euripides,

Pindar, Aratus, and Lycophron with the eye of a critic, but
also sketched in his ' Tractate of Education ' an encyclopaedic course of

training in Greek literature (1644). During the Civil War Duport con-

tinued lecturing on Theophrastus at Cambridge, and translating the Book
of Job into Homeric hexameters. In 1660 he was succeeded as Professor

of Greek by Isaac Barrow; Thomas Stanley's History of Philosophy

appeared in 1655—60, his Aeschylus in 1663; and Bishop Pearson's

comments on Diogenes Laertius in 1664. Thomas Gale published
some of the Greek mythologists, and lamblichus de Mysteriis (1678);
John Hudson, Thucydides (1696) and Josephus (1720); and John Potter,
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Lycophron (i697)and the 'Antiquities of Greece' (1699). About the close of

the period Joshua Barnes edited Euripides (1694), Anacreon

(1705) and Homer (1711); and H. Dodwell published his
Barnes,

treatise de Cyclis Veterum (1701) and his Annales TJiucydidei Dodwell.

ei Xenopkontei {!•] 02).

The Third Period (1700—1782) begins with Bentley (1662— 1742),

the founder of classical criticism, and with the 42 years of

his tenure of the Mastership of Trinity College, Cambridge. "^^"^ period.

In his Letter to Mill {i6<)i) he had published the first-fruits of Bentley.

his study of the Greek dramatists. In 1696 he collected the

Fragments of Callimachus. In a masterly Dissertation published in 1697,

and enlarged in 1699, he had proved the spuriousness of the 'Letters of

Phalaris.' In 1710 he emended Philemon and Menander; in 1722 he

revised Nicander, and in 1732 and 1734 was busy with Homer, having

discovered as early as 17 13 that many of the metrical peculiarities of the

Homeric poems were due to the lost Digamrna. Among Bentley's friends

were John Taylor, editor of Lysias, and Marklapd, editor of several plays of

Euripides. Among those who came under his influence were Dawes, the

student of Attic moods and tenses ; Toup, the editor of ' Longinus '; Tyrwhitt,

the commentator on the Poetics; Musgrave and Heath, the able critics of

the Greek tragic poets; and (above all) Porson, who was first drawn

towards critical research by Toup's Longinus, and who regarded.Dawes and
Bentley as his great masters in the art of criticism.

The literary activity of Porson (1759—1808), who was Fellow of

Trinity (1782—92) and Professor of Greek at Cambridge

(1792—i8o8)was mainly limited to the 2oyears between 1782 Fo^^h period,

and 1803. His emendations of Aeschylus appeared in 1795; porson.

his first edition of the Hecuba of Euripides in 1797 (ed. 2,

1802), followed by the Orestes, Phoenissae and Medea. He advanced the

study of Attic Greek by elucidating many points of idiom and usage, by

establishing the laws of tragic metre, and by the emendation of texts.

Among Cambridge scholars, Twining (1734—1804) translated the

Poetics of Aristotle; Dobree (1782— 1825) did much for the g^^^^g^^^.
criticism of the Attic orators; Monk (1784—1856) wrote the lars at Cam-

_ Life of Bentley, and edited several plays of Euripides. Five ''"''s^-

'

plays of Aeschylus were produced by C. J. Blomfield (1786— 1857), and the

whole by Samuel Butler (1774— 1840). B. H. Kennedy (1804—89), his

successor as Head Master of Shrewsbury, edited the Agamemnon and

the Oedipus Tyrannus ; and Shilleto (1809—76), Demosthenes, De Falsa

Legatione, and Thucydides I, 11. Blakesley (1808—85) edited Herodotus;

W. H. Thompson (1810— 86), the Gorgias and Phaedrus of Plato; E. M.

Cope (1818—69), the Rhetoric of Aristotle, J. W. Donaldson (181 1—61)

completed K. O. Miiller's Greek Literature and edited Pindar; and Charles

Badham (1813—84), parts of Euripides and Plato. The best work of

F. A. Paley (1816—88) was his Aeschylus; he also edited Euripides,

tiesiod, Theocritus and the Lliad. T. S. Evans (1816—89) as well as
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Kennedy and Shilleto, showed special ability in Verse Composition.

W. G. Clark (1821—78) wrote on the Peloponnesus and edited Shakespeare.

H. A. Holden (1822—96) edited Aristophanes and parts of Xenophon and

Plutarch; and Churchhill Babington (1821—89), the ed. princeps of four

speeches of Hypereides. Sir Richard Jebb (1841— 1905), the able author of

the 'Attic Orators,' and of an Introduction to Homer, Lectures on Modern
Greece, and on Greek Poetry, and monographs on Erasmus and Bentley,

was distinguished as the editor of Sophocles and Bacchylides, and as the

translator of Theophrastus. His genius in Classical Composition was ex-

emplified in his 'Translations into Greek and Latin Verse.' He was Professor

of Greek at Glasgow (1875—89) and Cambridge (1889— 1905), M.P. for the

latter University, and President of the Hellenic Society. A. W. Verrall

(185 1—191 2), by his editions of the Oresteiaaxid, the Medea, and by his Essays,

promoted an intelhgent appreciation of the literary merits of Aeschylus

and Euripides. . S. H. Butcher (1850—1910) expounded Aristotle's Poetics.

At Oxford, Routh (1755—1854) edited the Euthydeynus and Gorgias

. of Plato; Elmsley (1773— 1825) the Acharnians of Aristo-

schoiars at phanes, and several plays of Sophocles and Euripides

;

Oxford. Gaisford (1779—1855) the Poetae Graeci Minores, Herodotus,

Stobaeus, Suidas and the Etymologicum Magnum; Liddell (181 1—98)

and Scott (i8ii—87) produced a standard Greek Lexicon; Chandler

(1828—89) a standard work on Greek Accents; George Rawlinson

(1815—1903) translated Herodotus; Jowett (1817—94) translated Plato,

Thucydides, and the Politics of Aristotle, and Pattison (1813—84) wrote

the 'Life of Casaubon' and Essays on Scaliger. D. B. Monro (1836

—

1905) produced a ' Homeric Grammar' and an edition of Odyssey xiii

—

XXIV ; I. Bywater (1840— 19 14), a commentary on Aristotle's Poetics.

The foremost of the English Historians of Greece have been Grote

(1794—1871) and Thirlwall (1797—1875). Mure (1799

—

Greece.^"^° 1860) wrote a work on Greek Literature, and Fynes-Chnton

(1781—1852) the Fasti Hellenici.

In Classical Topography and Archaeology we must only mention

Stuart and Revett's Antiquities of Athens (1762— 1816);

chaeoiogists. E. Dodwell's Tour in Greece (1819) ; Leake's Topography of
Athens (1821), Travels in the Morea (1830) and Northern-

Greece (1835) ; the works of Fellows on Lycia, of Pashley and Spratt on

Crete, and of Bunbury on Ancient Geography. Sir Charles Newton (18 16

—94), the discoverer of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, was one of the

principal founders of the Hellenic Society (1879) ^'^^ 'he British School of

Archaeology at Athens (1886).

813. An interest in Greek scholarship was transmitted from Italy to

Germany by Rudolf Agricola 1443—85, who spent seven
Germany.

years in Italy and specially studied the philosophy of Aristotle,

ReucWin. and by Reuchlin (1455— 1522), who visited that country in

1482, 1490, 1498, and published his Greek Grammar in 1506.
Meianchthon. r^^^ Grammar of Melanchthon, the praeceptor Germaniat
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(1497—1560), was first printed in 1518. Melanchthon and his biographer
Camerarius (1500—74) tra:nslated some of the speeches of

^
Demosthenes. In the next generation, Sylburg (1536—96)

^ "'^^'

edited Aristotle, Pausanias and Clement of Alexandria, as well as the

Etymologicum Magnum.
In the eighteenth century, J. A. Fabricius of Hamburg (1668—1736)

supplied in his Bibliotheca Graeca (14 vols. 1765—28)

important materials for the history of Greek Literature;

Damm of Berlin (1699—1778) produced lexicons to Homer and Pindar;

and Reiske of Leipzig (1716—74) edited the Greek Orators,

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and other important works.

The science of Classical Archaeology was founded by his contemporary

Winckelmann (1717—68), who lived at Rome 1755—^^ ^'^^

published his History of Ancient Art in 1764. The founder '""^ ^ mann.

of scientific Numismatics was Eckhel of Vienna (1737—98), Eckhei.

whose Historia Numorum was published in 1792—8.

Winckelmann's friend Heyne (1729— 1812), for thirty years
^^"^'

prominent as a professor at Gottingen, edited Virgil, Pindar and the Iliad,

and wrote much on ancient Art. Among Heyne's pupils were Jacobs

(1764—1847), translator of Demosthenes and editor of the Greek Antho-

logy ; Schneider, the Greek lexicographer (1750—1822); Matthiae, the

Greek grammarian (1769— 1835), and Dissen (1784—1837), editor of

Pindar and the De Corona.

A new era was begun by F. A. Wolf (1759— 1824), who was Professor

at Halle (from 1783) and at Berlin (from 1807). In 1782

—92 he edited Plato's Symposium, Hesiod's Theogony and
the Leptines of Demosthenes, and in 1795 produced his isxaous Prolegomena

to Homer. Among his pupils were not only August Boeckh and Immanuel
Bekker, but also Heindorf (1774—1816), editor of part of Plato; Schleier-

macher (1768— 1832), translator of the whole; Passow (1786— 1833), the

Greek lexicographer; and Bernhardy (1800—75), the editor of Suidas and

author of important Histories of Greek and Roman Literature.

Classical Philology, as understood by Wolf, was soon divided into

two great fields of research, cultivated by separate groups of scholars :

—

(i) the grammatical and critical school, concerned mainly with the

grammar, the textual criticism and the interpretation of the Classics

;

and (2) the historical and antiqjiarian school, dealing mainly with the

mythology and archaeology, the pohtical and legal institutions and the

comparative philology of the ancient world.

The head of (i) was Gottfried Hermann (1772— 1848), 50 years

Professor at Leipzig, who did much for the text of the Greek

Tragic poets. His pupil Lobeck of Konigsberg (1781

—

i860) commented on the Ajax of Sophocles, edited ° ^'^ '

Phrynichus, and dealt with the Greek Mysteries in his Aglaophamus.

Lobeck's successor Lehrs (1802—78) made his mark by his Lehrs.
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works on Arjstarehus and Herodian, and on the Scholia to Pindar.

Meineke. Meineke (1790— 1870) distinguished himself as a critic of the

Greek Comic poets and of Alexandrian literature, besides

editing Strabo and Athenaeus. His son-in-law Bergk (181

2

"^ ' —81) is best known as editor of the FoUae Lyrici Graeci.

Bergk's contemporary Ahrens (1809—81) devoted himself to the Greek

dialects ; Schneidewin (1810—56), with Leutsch, to the Paroemiographi,

also to the Lyric Poets and Sophocles. The PoUae Scenici Graeci were first

produced in a single volume in 1830 by W. Dindorf (1802
—83), who also edited the Homeric Scholia and Demo-

sthenes, and joined in revising the Paris edition of the Greek Thesaurus.

Nauck (1822—92) published texts of Homer, Sophocles,

Euripides and (above all) a collection of the Tragicorum

Graecorum Fragmenta.

Bekker (1785—1871) collated more than 400 manuscripts, and produced
a vast series of carefully edited texts, including Plato, the

Attic Orators, Aristotle (with the Index by Bonitz), Thu-
cydides, Homer (with the Scholia to the Iliad), several Greek lexico-

graphers, besides Dio Cassius and many of the Byzantine
historians. Lachmann (1793—1851) is famous as an editor

not only of Lucretius, but also of the Greek Testament, and as author of a

critical treatise on the ///«(/( 1 83 7). Ritschl (1806—76), of

Bonn and Leipzig, besides his distinction as editor of

Plautus, was the author of a masterly monograph on the Alexandrian
libraries. Among Greek Grammarians may be mentioned Buttmann (1764

Grammarians;
— '^29)> Thiersch (1784—1860), Kriiger (1796—1874), and

Demosthenic' Kiihner (1802—78); among Demosthenic scholars, G. H.
andAristote- Schaefer (1764— 1840), Voemel (1791— 1868), Rehdantz

(1818—79), Sauppe (1809—93), and the historian, Arnold
Schaefer(i8i9—83); and among Aristotelian scholars, Brandis (1790—1867),
Spengel(i8o3—80), Bonitz (1814—88), Bernays (1824—81), Susemihl (1826— 1901), Vahlen (1830— 1912). Usener (1834—1905) is best known for
his Epicurea.

The historical and antiquarian School begins with Niebuhr, the

Boeckh
historian of Rome (1776— 1831). Boeckh (1785—1867),
whose main achievement in pure scholarship was his edition

of Pindar (181 1—22), produced a monumental work on the Public
Economy of Athens (181 7), followed by his Corpus Inscripiionum Grae-
carum (1825—40) and by important metrological and chronological works,

Weicker
closing with a general survey of the whole field of classical
philology. Weicker (1784— 1868) wrote on the Epic Cycle

and on Greek Tragedy, as well as on Greek Archaeology and Mythology;

K o Muiier
^' ^' ^^"''^"^ (i797—1840) on Acgina and Orchomenus,'
on the Dorians and Etruscans, on the Archaeology of Art

Schbmann. and On the Literature of Greece. Schomann (1793 1879)
edited Isaeus and wrote on Greek Law and Constitutional
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Antiquities; K. F. Hermann (1804—55) on Greek Antiquities; and

Preller (1809—61) on Mythology. Jahn (1813—69) k. f. Her-

did much towards making classical archaeology an exact mann.

science. Side by side with Mommsen (1817— 1903), the J^"^"-

historian of Rome, we must name Ernst Curtius (1814—96), e. Cunius.

the historian of Greece, the writer on the topography of Attica and the

Peloponnesus, and the inspirer of the exploration of Olympia. q r «
His brother, Georg Curtius (1820—85), produced important

works on the Greek Verb and on Greek Etymology and was a leading

representative of the School of Comparative Philology

founded by Bopp (1791— 1867). The History of Sicily and

of Greece was the life-long theme of Adolf Holm (1830—90).

The History of Classical Philology in Germany has been written by the

author of the 'Geography of Greece,' Conrad Bursian (1830—83).

In this brief outline of the History of Greek Scholarship in Greek lands,

as well as in Italy, France, the Netherlands, England and Germany, many
notable names have unavoidably been omitted : further information may,

however, be found in the authorities quoted below.

General bibliography in Hiibner's Bibliographie der klassiscken Alterthums-

•wzssenscAa/i, ed. 2, pp. i-isg, iS&g. Bibliographies of the special

literature of the several parts of the subject in J. E. Sandys, ' '°^^p ^'

History of Classical Scholarship (with chronological tables, and with 86 illustra-

tions) in three volumes, (i) from the Sixth Century B.C. to the end of the Middle
Ages, 2nd ed., 702 pp., igo5; (ii and iii), from the Revival of Learning to the end
of the Nineteenth Century, 1021 pp., igoB. Outlines (with bibliographies and
'loci classici') in A. Gudeman, Grundriss zur Geschichte der klassiscken Philo-

logie, 2nd ed., 260 pp., 1909 ; see also W. KroU, Geschichte der klassiscken Philo-

logie, 152 pp., i6mo., 1908, Otto Immisch, Wie studierf man klassische Pkilologie?

1909, and J. E. Sandys, Skort History of Classical Sckolarship, pp. 455, 1915.

Among books dealing with definite portions of the subject, or with individual

scholars, may be mentioned:—On the history of the science of language,

H. Steinthal, Geschichte der Sprackwissenschaft bei den Griechen und Romern,

2 vols. (2nd ed., 1891). For the Alexandrian period, Susemihl's Gesckichte der

griechiscken Litteratur in der Alexandrinerzeit, 2 vols. (189 1-2). For the period

ending a.D. 400, Grafenhan, Geschichte der klassiscken Philologie (1843-50).

For the Byzantine period, Krumbacher in Iwan von Miiller, IX. (i), ed. 2, 1897.

For the Revival of Learning, G. Voigt, Die Wiederbelebung des classischen

Alterthums (ed. 3, 1894); J, A. Symonds, Revival ofLearningXe.i. 3, 1897); and
R. C. Jebb, in Cambridge Modern History, I. (1902), 532-84; also J. E. Sandys,

Harvard Lectures on the Revival ofLearning (1905). For the History of Greek
Scholarship in France, Egger, I'Histoire d'HelUnisme en France (1869), Mark
Pattison's Essays I. (1889), and Life of Casaiibon (ed. 2, 1892); in Holland,

L. Miiller, Gesch. der class. Philologie in den Niederlanden (1869); in England,

Jebb's Erasmus (1890), Bentley (1882), and Porson (in Diet. Nat. Biogr.); on

Sir Richard Jebb, as Scholar and Critic, A. W. Verrall, on pp. 427-87 of Life

and Letters (1907). For its History in Germany, Bursian's Gesch. der class.

Pkilologie in Deutsckland (1883), and also, for the earlier period, the second half

of Geiger's Renaissance und Humanismus in Italien und Deutsckland {1ZZ2).



I. INDEX OF PERSONS, DEITIES AND RACES\

The numbers refer to the sections.

Abantes 39
Achaeans 34 ff., 38 ff., 1 12 f.

,

634; of the Peloponnese

30
Achilles 38; Tatius 235
Acragas 379
Acusilaus 134, 165
Adonis '99, 409
Aeacus 38 f.

Aelian 54, 68, 73, 228, 282

Aelius Dionysius 803 ; Hero-
dianus 204, 802 ; Theon
221

Aenesidemus 276
Aeolians 27, 37, no, 117,

ISO
Aeschines, 32, 178, 494
Aeschylus 50, 155 ff., 159,

635
Aesop 47
Aethiopians 34
Aetolians 430
Africanus, Sextus lulius 106

Agatharchus 712
Agathias 196 fF.

Ageladas 320
Agesander 341
Agesilaus 466
Agias of Troezen 144
Agis III 472
Aglaophon 348
Agoracritus 326
Akaiwasha 38
Alcaeus 150, 729
Alcamenes 321, 326, 406
Alcibiades 456, 710
Alciphron 226
Alcmaeon of Crotona 714
Alcmaeonidae 109, 445
Alcman 151, 733

Alexander I 39; the Great

125, 282, 310, 332 f.,

587, 601, 718; of Aphro-
disias 266

Alexinus 243
Alexis 164
Alyattes 315, 580
Alypius 389
Ameinocles 617
Ammon 546
Ammonius 801
Amoebaeus, actor 567
Amphiaraus 395, 414
Amphilochus the Athenian

93
Amyclas of Heraclea 280
Anacreon 136, 146, 150
Anaxagoras 135, 239, 280
Anaximander 165, 237
Anaximandridas 660
Anaximenes 165, 237, 281,

626
Andocides 173; vase painter

361 f.

Androdamas of Rhegium 474
Andronicus of Rhodes 266
Anniceris the younger 243
Antenor 316
Antidotus 350
Antigonus 125; Doson, Go-

natas 126 ; Monophthal-
mus 520 ; sculptor 337

Antimachus of Colophon 147
Antinous, marble relief of

344
Antiochus Epiphanes 311 ;

of Ascalon 277
Antipater of Sidon 196
Antiphanes 164
Antiphilus 352

Antiphon 172, 280
Antisthenes 238, 243
Antonius Diogenes 234
Apelles 331, 346, 351
Apelhcon 770
Aphaea 320
Aphrodite 57, 82, 89, 323,

327 ff-. 395. 409
Aphthonius 221

Apollo 44, 52, 89, 128,

3i4f., 319 f., 323, 327 ff.,

33°. 389. 396. 403, 420 f.,

435> .hS
Apollodorus 164; of Athens

106, 203, 349, 80 r

ApoUonius 341 ; Dyscolus

204, 802 ; Rhodius 189,

731 ; of Perga 282
Appianus of Alexandria 39,

213
Aratus 126; poet -193, 282
Arcadians 37
Arcadius 204
Arcesilas 276
Arcesilaus 343, 735
Archelaus of Priene 341
Archermus of Chios 315 f.

Archilochus 42, 46, 90, 94,

149. '55
Archimedes 282, 622, 733
Archytas of Tarentum 280 f.

Arctinus of Miletus 144
Ares 411
Arete 663
Arethusa 71
Argives 37 f., 1 13
Arion 36, 155
Aristander 328
Aristarchus 136, 201 ft., 282,

801

J- The indexes contain no references to the Chronological Tables.
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Aristeides, Publius Aelius

223; artist 350; of Ceos

474
Aristippus 243, 271
Aristobulus 100
Aristonophus 615
Aristophanes 47 f., 64, 98,

159, 162 f., 368; of
Byzantium 136, aor f.,

770
Aristotle 42, 44 f., 46 S.,

52 ff., 64 ff., 71 ff., Siflf.,

97. 129, 185, 239, 247,

255 «., 279 ff., 281, 335,
383. 716

Aristoxenus 392
Arrian 86, 217, 730
Artemis 304, 310, 315, 325,

327. 395. 404
Artemon 604
Asclepiades, of Samos 196;

physician 723
Asclepius 24, ro7, 328, 395,

414, 714 ff., 719
Asius of Samos 147
Aspasia 663, 666
Athanodorus 341
Athena 51 f., 59, 94, 315,

320 ff., 323, 327, 377 ff.,

402, 420,669; Ergane and
Itonia 402; Polias 521

Athenaeus 52, Si ff., 227,

803
Athenians 37, 122

Athenis of Chios 315
Attalus I 337

Babrius 195
Bacchus 89, 406
Bacchylides 153, 736, 781
Balbilla 736
Barbarians 113

Bathycles of Magnesia 315
Bion of Smyrna 191

Biton 314
Boeotians 6, 10, 38, 116

Boethus 339, 341, 379
Bottiaeans 39
Bryaxis 328, 333
Bryges 39
Bupalus of Chios 315
Butades of Corinth 315

Cabeiri 26
Cadmus 38; of Miletus 165

Caecilius of Calacte 802

Calamis of Athens 320 f.

Callimachus 188, 198, 201,

282, 649, 655, 801 ; archi-

'^ct 305, 311

Callinus 133 f., 148
Callippus of Cyzicus 381
Callisto 404
Callixenus of Rhodes 622
Canachus 320
Candaules 580
Carcinus of Naupactus 147
Carians 37
Carneades 276 f

Cassander 125
Cecrops 38, 109, 441
Cephisodotus 326
Ceres 90, loi ; temple of

309
Chachrylion 362
Chaldaeans 281
Chares of Lindos 333
Chariton of Aphrodisias 235
Charon 63, 165, 634
Charondas of Catana 474,

546
Choerilus of Athens 155 ; of

Samos 147
Chrysippus 271, 801
Chrysostom, Dion 223
Chrysothemis of Crete 128
Cinesias 164
Cinyras 610
Cleanthes 271 ff.

Cleisthenes 446, 462, 474,
684

Cleitodemus 170
Cleobis 3r4
Cleomenes III 126, 472,

533
Cleon 487
Cleophon 512
Clytidae 416
Colotes 326
Conon of Samos 282
Constantinus Cephalas 197,

804 ; Porphyrogenitus 804
Corax of Syracuse 171
Corinna 659
Corinthians 39
Counades, Andreas 47
Crates 162; philosopher 254,

271 ; of Mallus 137, 801
Cratinus 155, 162

Cresilas 325, 335
Cretans 39
Crinagoras of Mytilene 196
Critius 320 f.

Croesus 119, 310, 315, 581 ff.

Cronius 382
Ctesias 45, 47, 53, 217
Cynaethus of Rhodes 143,

146
Cypselus of Corinth 437, 544
Cyzicenus of Athens 280

Daedalus 314
Damasias 445
Damophila 663
Damophon of Messene^ 334
Danaans 38, 113
Danaus 38
Darius 120, 580
Deinarchus 181, 202
Deinostratus 280
Demaratus 377
Demeter and Persephone

369 f., 407
Demetrius Phalereus 282,

336. 5^3 f-. 526; Polior-

cetes 351, 609, 622; Tri-

clinius 770
Democedes 720 f.; of Croton

567
Democritus 239, 270
Demosthenes 39, 177, 335,

494. 637
Deucalion 398
Dexamenus of Chios 382
Diacrii 14
Didymus 136, 146, 201, 801
Diodes of Carystus 716, 720
Diodorus Siculus 107, 211;

Cronus 243
Diogenes Laertius 219, 269;

of Babylon 277; of Sinope

243
Diogenianus 205
Dion CassiuS2i4; Chrysos-
tom 223

Dione 400
Dionysius I 123, 604, 607,

621 ; of Halicarnassus 107,

182, 212, 222, 780; Thrax
204, 282, 801

Dionysodorus 240
Dionysus 330, 382, 394 ff.,

406, 424 f.

Diophantus ofAlexandria 2 82
Dioscorides 86, 90, 94, 100;

engraver 382
Dioscuri, the 414
Diphilus 164
Dipoenus of Crete 314
Dodonaeans 37
Doedalsas 339
Dolopes 6
Dorians 6, 14, 27, 35 ff.,

39 f., 112, 116, 161 f.,

431. 463. 545. 665, 733
Draco 437, 444, 491
Dryopes 6
Ducetius 121

Empedocles 94, 147, 239;
temple of 310
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Epameinondas 124, 599, 719
Ephorus 37, 170
Epicharmus 61, 733
Epictetus 217, 232, 277

;

vase painter 363
Epicurus 268 fF.

'

Epimenides 90
Epitadeus 472
Erasistratus 716, 723
Eratosthenes 106, 200, 206,

217, 282, 801

Erechtheus 417
Erichthonius 395, 402
Erinyes 398, 413
Eros 409
Eteobutadae 416
Eteocretans 36
Eubulides 243, 342
Eubulus 517
Eucleides, archon 447, 74°!

of Megara 243
Euclid 279 ff., 281 f.

Eudemus 266, 280 f.

Eudoxus 193, 271, 280 f.,

653
Eugatnmon of Cyrene 144
Eugeon of Samos 165
Euhemerus 243, 396, 400
Eumelus of Corinth 147
Eumenes II 137, 282, 338,

637, 650
Eumolpus 34, 128

Eupatridae 109, 441 S.

Euphorion of Chalcis 193,

196
Euphranor 350
Euphronius 362 f., 368
Eupolis 162
Eupompus 350
EurAfricans 34
Euripides 159 ff., 164, 335,

651
Europa 89
Eusebius 106
Eustathius 103, 138, 804
Euthydemus 240
Eutychides 333
Evenus of Paros 240, 567

Galen 87, 93 ff, 230, 715 f.,

Gauls, invasion of the 126
Gellius, Aulus 202
Gelon 120, 591
Glaucus of Chios 315, 556
Glycon of Athens 342
Gorgias 171, 240, 567, 647
Greeks 31, 39; names for

"3
Gregorius Corinthius 804

Gyges 1 18

Gylippus 632, 606

Harpocration, Valerius 205,

803
Hecataeus of Miletus 107,

165. 730
Hecate 328
Hegesias 243
Hegias 320
Heliodorus 235
Hellanicus 37, 107, iii, 134,

Hellenes 33, 36 IF., 113
Hephaestion 205, 803
Hephaestus 410
Hera 58, 107, 304, 310,

325. 327> 400 f-. 403
Heracleidae, genealogy of

io8
Heracleitus 165, 237, 271
Heracles 87, 315, 320, 331,

414. 570
Herennius Philon 803
Hermagoras of Temnos 221

Hermes 20, 59, 320, 323,

330, 405 f.

Hermesianax of Colophon

196
Hermippus 103
Hermogeues of Tarsus 221,

803
Hermotimus of Colophon

280
Herodas 195, 198, 730
Herodian 204, 215
Herodotus 37 f., 45 ff., 59,

64. 73' 107. 166, 422,

717. 730
Heron of Alexandria 282

Herophilus 723
Hesiod 90, 112, 145, 644,

658
Hestia 412
Hesychius ofAlexandria 803;

of Miletus 106, 803
Hieron 121 ; the second 126;

vase painter 362
Himerius 224
Hipparchus 206, 282, 720
Hippias of Elis iii, 240,

278, 280, 647; tyrant 437,

445
Hippocrates of Chios, 280;

physician 105, 107, 714,

719. 7.3°

Hipponax of Ephesus, 149,

316
Hischylus, 362
Homer 36 ff., 42, 47 f., 87,

90, 130 ff.j i33j 335,

656 ff.'; the Epigrams wA
Margites ascribed to 133

Homeridae 134, 146

Hyacinthus 90, 403
Hygieia 328
Hypatia 282

Hyperacril 14

Hyperbolus 460
Hypereides 180, 539, 736
Hypsicles 282

lamblichus 234
lapetus 398
Ibycus 5i> 735
Indo-Europeans 34 f., 39
Ion 725
loniaus 14, 27, 38, 40, 112,

117, 148, 545, 659; philo-

sophers 237 f.

Iphicrates 599
Isaeus 134, 176
Isocrates 175, 329, 432, 567
Isyllus 733

Josephus 216
Jove 87
Juba II 803
Julian, emperor 224
Julius Pollux 205

Kydones 36

Laocoon, statue of 341
Lasus 390
Leleges 37
Leochares 328 f., 332
Leodamas of Thasos, 280

Leon the Platonist 280
Lesches of Mytilene 144
Leto 328, 400, 403
Leucippus 239, 281

Libanius of Antioch 224,

804
Locri Ozolae 10

Locrians 10, 30, 38
Longinus, Cassius 221

Longus 236
Lucian 192, 225, 348 f., 730,

736
Ludius 352
Lycophron 192
Lycurgus, orator 179, 517,

720; king 406, 463, 472,

719
Lydians 580 f.

Lysander 440, 532
Lysias 174, 422
Lysicrates, choragic monu-
ment of 311
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Lysippus 327, 331 f., 343,
375 f-

Lysistratus 332

Macedonians 39
Magnes 162
Magnetes 6, 39
Mamercus 280
Marcus Aurelius 222, 232,

277
Medontids 443
Megarians 29, 161
Megasthenes 217
Megisto 404
Meidias 363, 490
Meleager of Gadara 196 f.

Melissus 238
Memnon 622
Menaechmus 280
Menander 164, 335, 425
Menecrates 341
Menedemus 243
Menelaus, geometer 282
Mentor 379
Metochites, Theodorus 804
Meton 280 f.

Metrodorus of Lampsacus
268

Micciades of Chios 315 f.

Micon 158, 348
Mimnermus 148
Minoans 34 f., 38
Minyae 38, 40
Mnason, slave-owner 565
Mnesarchus 382, 644
Moeris 205, 804
Moschopoulos, Manuel 804
Moschus 191
Musaeus 128

Muses, the 128
Myrmidons 38, 593
Myron of Eleutherae 318 f.,

320 f., 422
Mys 379
Mysians 46

Nabis 472, 533
Nemesis 404
Neocleides 280
Nesiotes 320 f.

Nicander of Claros 193
Nichomachus of Gerasa 282

;

painter 350
Nicias 606 ; artist 330,

35°
Nicomedes 282

Nicosthenes 362

Nike Apteros 306 f., 310,

315
Nonnus 194

Oenopides of Chios 280
Olen 128
Olympus of Phrygia 150
Onatas 320
Oppian 44, 47, 74, 193
Orestae 39
Orpheus 128
Orthagoras of Sicyon 437
Ortygia 328

Paeonius of Mende 321
Palladas of Alexandria 196
Pamphaeus 362
Pamphilus, painter 350, 643;

lexicographer 205, 803
Pamphos 128
Pan 100, 413, 417
Panaenus 348
Panaetius 277
Panyasis 147
Pappus of Alexandria 282
Parali 14
Parmenides 147, 238
Parrhasius of Epliesus 349,

352
Parthenii 545
Parthenius of Nicaea 233
Pasion 540, 565
Pasiteles 343; engraver 382
Paulus ' Silentiarius ' rg6
Pausanias 37 f., 46 f., 87,

103. I34> 208, 302, 305,

B'Si 317 ; Atticist 803
Pausias 350, 352
Pedieis 14
Peiraeicus 352
Peisander of Rhodes 147
Peisistratus 317, 437, 445,
5". 513

Pelasgians 35 S., 725
Pelasgo-Tyrsenians 39
Pelopids 38
Pentheus 406
Periander 534
Pericles 100, 456, 459, 481,

487. 5", 548, 684
Perioeci 22

Perrhaebi 6, 39
Persephone 369 f, 407
Perseus, mathematician 282
Phaedo 243
Phalaris, Epistles of 226
Phayllus 422
Pheidias 317, 320, 322 fF.,

325. 343. 400
Pheidon of Argos 569, 584 f.;

of Corinth 474
Pherecrates 92, 162, 799
Pherecydes of Leros 59, 165
Philaidae loo

Philammon 128
Philemon 164, 425
Philetaerus 570
Philetas of Cos 196, 198,

329
Philip of Macedon 39, 124,

580, 600 f. ; of Thessalo-

nica 197
Philippus of Mende 280
Philiscus 341
Philo of Larissa 277; engi-

neer 609
Philochorus 107, 109, 170,

524
Philoiaus of Corinth 474
Philostratus 220
Phocaeans 30, 119
Phocylides 148, 644
Phoenicians 29, 38, 40, 3 =+,

579
Photius 87, 234, 804
Phradmon 325
Phrygians 39
Phrynichus 155, 157, 162,

803
Pmdar 58, 85, 152, 735
Pittacus 437
Planudes, Maximus 197, 804
Plato 42, 57 f., 89, 91 f.,

134. J84, 239 f., 243 f.,

255 ff-. 279 f
, 335, 383,

491, 716; comicus 162
Plotinus 277
Plutarch 54, 57, 100, 103,

166, 218
Pluto 407
Polemon of Athens 254,

27r; of Ilium 197, 208
Pollux, Julius 205, 803
Polyaenus 228, 268
Polybius 107, 209, 736
Polycleitos ofArgos 3 2 o, 3 2 5 f

.

Polycles 342
Polycrates of Samos 317,

598, 614
Polydorus 341
Polyeuctus 3j,5

Polygnotus 34S, 352
Polymedes of Argos 314
Porphyrins 138
Poseidippus 164
Poseidon 309, 323, 328, 408,

417
Poseidonius 277, 282
Pratinas 155
Praxagoras of Cos 723
Praxidamas 317
Praxiteles 326 ff., 329, 343,

370. 409
Priapus 4 13
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Proclus 144, 380
Prodicus 240, 647
Prometheus 104
Proserpine 90
Protagoras 204, 242, 567,

647
Protogenes 351
Psellus 804
Ptolemaeus, Claudius 206,

282
Ptolemy Lagi 282 ; Phila-

delphus 125, 520, 622

;

Philopator 622
Pyrgoteles 382
Pyrrho 192, 276
Pyrrhus of Epeirus 126
Pythagoras 238, 279 f., 280,

384, 714 ; of Rhegium
320 f.

Pytheas 379 ; of Massilia
281

Quintus of Smyrna 194

Rameses III 38
Rhexibius 317
Rhianus 193
Rhoecus 315, 375, 556

Sappho 148, 150, 659, 729
Satyreius 382
Scopas 326 ff., 330 f., 343,

376, 406, 408
Scylax 206
Scyllis of Crete 314
Scymnus 206
Seleucus 47, 125
Selli 426
Semonides of Amorgos 149
Serenus of Antissa 282
Sextus Empiricus 231, 276
Sicanians 29
Sicels 29, 121

Silanion 335
Simonides of Ceos 134, 148;

150. 659, 735
Socrates 241 ff.

Solon r48f., 437, 444 ff.,

4«of-. 535. 577. 637, 644,
731

Solygeius 39

Sophocles 91, 158 ff., 335
Sophron of Syracuse 161,

733
Sosibius 342
Spartans 119, 123
Speusippus 254
Stasinus of Cyprus 144
Stephanus, sculptor 343; of

Byzantium 804
Stesichorus 151 f., 233, 659,

735
Stilpo 243, 271
Stobaeus 229, 804
Strabo 37 ff., 68, 207, 282
Strato 266
Strattis 164
Suidas 106, 205, 804
Susarion i6i

Tauriscus 341
Temenos 39
Terpander 150, 154, 390,

733
Thales 219, 237, 280, 721
Thaletas 151, 733
Thamyris 128
Theaetetus of Athens 280
Tfieagenes of Rhegium 135
Themis 400, 413
Themistius 224
Themistocles 58, 617
Theocosmus 326
Theocritus 94, 190, 198,

733
Theodorus, mathematician

243, 280 ; Metochites 804

;

of Samos 315, 375, 382,

556 ; tabttla Iliaca of 644
Theognis 58, 148, 644
Theon, mathematician 282

;

painter 352
Theophrastus 86 f., 90 ff.,

94, 99, 105, 266, 281
Theopompus, historian 109,

170; king 463; of Miletus

625
Theraeans 28

Theseus 324, 441
Thespis 155
Thessalians 6, 10, 39, 116

Thetis 328
Theudiiis of Magnesia 280

Thomas Magister 804
Thoucritus 731
Thracians 39
Thraco-Phrygians 39
Thucydides 37, 107, iiiff.,

167, 731
Timaeus of Tauronienium

107, 170
Timanthes 349
Timoleon 124
Timoniachus of Byzantium

.352
Timon of Phlius 192, 276
Timotheus of Miletus 153

;

sculptor 328 f.

Tisias 171, 240
Titans, the 398
Triclinius, Demetrius 804
Trophonius 395
Tryphon 382
Tyrseni 37
Tyrtaeus 39, 148, 733
Tzetzes 804

Vitruvius 298, 301, 305

Xanthus 165
Xenocrates 254, 271, 342
Xenophanes 147, 238, 579
Xenophon 44, 58, 64, 96,

168 f., 217,736; 'Adrjualuv

IIoXiTela wrongly ascribed
to 169; of Ephesus 235

Xerxes 103, 120
Xiphilinus, John 214

Yavana 33

Zaleucus 437, 474 f., 546
Zeno 238, 271 ff.

Zenodorus 282
Zenodotus 136, 201, 282,

,801
Zeus 15, 319 f., 321 ff., 327,

331, 394 f., 396, 398, 400,

417 f., 422, 435
Zeuxis of Heraclea 349, 352
Zopyrus 379
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Abae 403
Abdera 547, 625
Academy, the 14
Acanthus 5
Acarnania 3, 9, 25, 116, 296
Achaia 19, 629
Achelous 3, 9
Acheron 7
Achradina 39, 605
Acrae 29
Acragas (or Agrigentum) 29,

309
Acritas 17, 21

Acro-corinth 18

Acropolis 15, s8, 603, 680
Acta 5, 37
Actium 7
Aegae 39
Aegaleos 14
Aegean, islands of 31, 37,

62, 73, 81, 115
Aegialea 117
Aegina 24, 39, 308 f., 320,

526, 551, 576, 733. 739
Aeginium 6
Aegium 19
Aetna 29
Aetolia 9, 33, 116, 296,

639
Aganippe, fountain of 13

Agora of Athens 15
Agrae 428
Agrigentum 29, 309, 733
Alexandria 28, 136, 158,

186
Alpheus 2, 20, 23, 433
Altis, the, at Olympia 20
Ambracia 7, 59 ; Ambracian

gulf 2, 3, 7
Amorgos 675
Amphipolis 5, 548
Amphissa 10

Amyclae 338, 403
Anapus 29
Anatolia 87
Andania 733
Andros 3, 26
Antandros 37
Anthela 421
Aous 3, 7
Apidanus 6
ApoUonia 7
Apulia 591
Arachthus 3, 7

Araxes 48
Araxus 19
Arbela 45, 601
Arcadia 3, 33 f., 35, 87,

100, 124, 405, 408, 43S,
728

Areopagus 15, 491
Arginusae 539
Argive plain 34
Argolis 17, 23, 32, 37, 39,

116,392,295, 707; Argolic
gulf 2

Argos 2, 22 ff., 37 S., 46,

107, 118, 409, 421, 528,

651. 553, 739; Amphilo-
chian 7

Aroanius 17
Artemisium 17, 23, 624;

straits of 3
Asia Minor 27, 306, 310,

341. 370, 555. 739
Asopus 10, 13

Aspendus 117
Astypalaea 637
Athens 2, 13 ff., 47, 51,

107 f., 119, i6r, 307 (f.,

310, 314, 330, 326, 339,

3+3. 348. 353. 367 ff-.

373 f-. 389. 400 ff-. +17.
430 f., 422, 435, 433,

438 ff., 440 ff., 463 ff.,

476 ff., 513 ff., 521 ff.,

537. 56° ff-. 554. 569 ff-.

573. 577. 660 ff.

Athos 5, 57
Attica 8, 14, 36, 32, 37,

293, 395, 314, 345, 400,

441 ff., 493, 533, 526,

539 f-. 739
Aulis 13
Axius 4

Balkans, the 39
Barca 28

Bassae 305, 308, 310 f.

Boeotia 8, 12, 32 f., 37 f.,

43, 116, 128, 292, 295,

314, 369 f., 376, 403, 432,

534. 694. 645
Borysthenes 28

Bosporus 28, 513
Branchidae 307
Brauron 159
Brea 548

Byzantium 28, 381, 536,

647. 551

Ca'icus 27, 328
Calaureia 408, 421
Callirrhoe 15

Calymna 27
Camarina 39
Cambunian mountains 3, 6
Cameirus 37, 377
Cantharus 16
Caphareus 13
Cappadocia 103
Caria 36
Carpathos 26
Casmenae 29
Casos 26

Castalia 11

Catana 39
Cayster 27
Cenchreae 18

Ceos 8, 26, 739
Cephallenia 25, 396
Cephisus 10 ff., 14
Cerameicus 15
Cerycion, mt. 405
Chaeronea 13, 124, 400
Chalcedon 28, 583, 587
Chalcidice 5, 555
Chalcis 6, 13, 375, 436,

643. 548. 551
Chaonia 7
Chelonatas 20, 25
Chios 117, 134, 143,, 314,

.316; 634. 651. 637, 691
Cirphis II

Cirrha 11

Cithaeron 8, I2, 14
Cladius 30
Clazomenae 373, 555
Cleonae 24
Climax 23
Cnemis 10
Cnidus 27, ii6 f., 123, 315,

370, 716
Cnossus 40, 384, 386 ff.,

393, 398 ff., 347, 555,
668, 702 ff.

Coela 6, 13
Colonus 14, 408
Colophon 134, 436
Copias 2, 12, 60, 89,
690

Corcyra 15, 440, 546
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Corinth 6, i8, 59, 89, n?,
295. 303. 343. 354. 356.

376, 409, 421, 432, 436,

526, 528, 543, 546, 551,

556. 568, 739; isthmus

of 2, 408; gulf of 2, 10 ff.,

14, 18

Coronea 12

Corycian cave 11

Coryphasium 21

Cos 27, 76, 116, 408, 416,

675. 691. 715. 733
Crannon 6

Creston 37
Crete 26, 32 ff., 35 ff., 39 f.,

46, 88, 115 f., 283 ff.,

289 f., 295, 298, 314, 380,

396, 429 f., 438, 474 ff.,

533. 543. 592. 636, 668,

703 ff., 738 f.

Crisa 11; Crisaean gulf 10,

II

Croton 68, 349, 547
Cumae 30
Cyclades 3, 8, 26, 31 ff., 44,

117,283,289,291,295,730
Cydonia 91
Cyllene, mt. 2, 17, .52, 405;

port of 20

Cyme 27, 477
Cynoscephalae 127
Cyprus 28, 40, 117, 294,

301. 315. 369 f-. 372,
551. 565. 579. 728

Cyrene 46, 100, 549, 556,

573. 716, 733
Cythera 26, 409, 551
Cythnos 8, 26

Cyzicus 28, 339, 549, 582,

587,

Daphnus 10

Dardanus 58
Daulis II

Decelea 14
Delium 12

Delos 26, 303, 309, 314 {.,

337. 403. 421, 521, 536,

578, 733. 739
Delphi II, 126, 309, 3i4ff.,

323. 346, 380, 389. 403.

417, 421 f., 521, 537, 562,

710
Delphinion, the 491
Demetrias 6

Didyma 303, 310, 730
Dimeni 295, 708
Diolcos 18

Dionysiac theatre 15
Dirce 12

Dirphys 13
Dodona 7, 37, 113, 395,

400, 729
Doris 10

Dryoscephalae 14
Dyme 19
Dyrrhachium 4
Dystos, lake 60

Echinades 9
Ecnomus 621
Edessa 4
Eetioneia 16

Egnatian Way 4
Eion 5
Eira 21

Elatea 11

Eleusis 14, 297, 396, 521,

731
Elimiotis 39
Elis 20, 38f., 116, 322, 409,

422, 434
Enipeus 6

Epeirus 3, 7, 25, 32, 39, 47,

116, 440
Ephesus 34, 304, 310, 315,

325. 376. 4^7. 562
Epidamnus 7

Epidaurus 24, 305, 3iof.,

715. 717. 733
Epipolae 604 f.

Erechtheum 15, 402
Eretria 13, 120, 343
Erymanthus 2, 17, 20
Eryx 29, 409
Euboea 13, 26, 39, 551, 730;
Euboic sea 12, 14

Euripus 12 f.

Eurotas 20, 22, 465
Eva 17
Evenus 9

Fretum Siculum 30

Gades 587
Gela 29
Gerace 310
Geraestus 13
Geranea 8, 14
Gortyn 475 ff., 733, 752
Gournia 286
Granicus, the 332, 601
Gytheum 22

Hagia Triada 287 f., 668, 70S
Haliacmon 3, 4, 39
Haliartus 12

Halicarnassus 27, 117, 370;
Mausoleum at 310

Hamaxitos 44

Helice 19
Helicon 4, 8, 12

Hellespont 37, 690
Heraclea 732
Heraeum at Argos 401 ; at

Olympia 20, 401
Hermione 24
Hermus 27
Hestiaea 548
Hestiaeotis 6
Himera 29, 58
Hippocrene 11

Hybla 691
Hymettus 14, 313, 691
Hypanis 28

lalysus 27
lapygia 116
Icaria 155
Ichthys 20
Ida 27, 87, 90, 400
Idalion 728
Ilissus 14
Illyricum 3, 7
Imbros 26, 37
lolcos 6, 295
Ionia 32, 40, 148, 315, 739
Ischia 42
Ismenus 12

Isopata 300
Issus 602
Ithaca 25
Ithome 17, 21

Kamares 286
Kapakli 295
Kerata 14

Labdalum 606
Lac'edaemon 22, 432, 464, 527
Daemon 3, 6, 7
Laconia 22, 32, 116, 292,

532 f-. 6Sij 660; Laconian
gulf 2, 22

Lade 624
Ladon 20
Lampsacus 165
Larissa 6, 24
Larnaka 369
Laureium 513, 539, 551
Lebadea 12, 395
Lechaeum 18

Lectum 27
Lemnos 26, 37, 410, 417
Leontini 29
Lerna 68
Lesbos 27, 117, 150, 551,

691, 727
Leucas 25, 296, 376, 708
Leucate 25
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Leuctra 12, 106, 123, 435,
.527. 699

Libya 46
Lindus 27, 341
Locri Epizephyrii 30, 374
Locris 116
Long Walls 16
Lycabettus 15
Lycaeum 17, 21, 400
Lycia 315
Lycosura 334
Lydia 37
Lydias 4
Lyncestis 4, 39

Macedonia 4, 39, 47, 59, 73,

87, 91, 125 f., 440, 520,

528
Maeander 27
Maenalus 17, 23, 47
Magna Graecia 30, 310, 529,

551. 716
Magnesia 3, 310
Malea 29
Maliac gulf sf., 6, 8, 10
Malis 10
Mallus 117
Mantinea 2, 23, 330, 435,

597. 599' 604
Marathon 14, 362, 422,

433
Massilia 30, 281, 543, 555,

617
Megalopolis 23, 308, 681
Megara 14, 91, 98, 543, 554,

739; Hyblaea 29
Megaris 14
Melos 26, 37, n6f., 289 ff.,

295. 297. 378. 380, 706,

727. 739
Menidi 294
Mesogaea 14
Messana 30, 126
Messene 21

Messenia 21, 32, 116, 128,

472, 532; Messenian gulf

2

Messina, straits of 18

Methana 2, 24
Methymna 27, 380
MUetus 315 f., 403, 543 f.,

552. 654. 730
Mimas 27
Minoa 38
Mochlos 285, 658
Molottis 7
Munychia 16, 620
Mycale 27
Mycenae 24, 40, 47, 114,

283, 292 ff., 299, 302,

G. A.

347. 380, 429 f-. 643. 556,

578, 584, 668, 707, 710
Myconos 26, 65
Mysia 91
Mytilene 27, 380, 582

Naqada 285
Naucratis 28, 315, 370, 546,

746
Naupactus 39
Nauplia 24, 401
Naxos 26, 29, 289, 314 f.,

406. ,55'. 739
Neapolis 30
Neda 20
Nemea 24, 422
Neritos 25
Nestus 4
Nicopolis 378
Nisaea 14

Nysa, mt. 406

Oeniadae 9
Oenophyta 12

Oeroe 12

Oeta 8, 10
Olbia 28, 549, 553, 587
Olympia 20, 307)1., 321 f.,

400 f., 417, 422 f., 434,

663. 641. 708
Olympieum 400
Olympus 2, 4, 6, 143, 400
Olynthus 5, 124, 547
Onchestus 435
Oneian mountains 18

Onochonus 6
Ophis 604
Orbelus 4
Orchomenus 12, 37, 292 f.,

295. 297. 300. 436. 708,

728
Oropus 14, 729
Ortygia 29, 404, 604
Ossa 3, 6
Othrys 3, 6, 8, 33, 38, 40,

295

Pachynus 29
Pactolus 579
Paestum 308 f.

Pagae 14
Pagasae 6, 295, 345; Paga-

saean gulf 2,3,6
Palaikastro 286 f., 610
Palladion, the 491
Pallene 5, 398
Palus Maeotis 28

Pambotis 7

Pamisus 6

Panormus 29

Panticapaeum 28, 378
Paphos 28, 409, 728
Paralia 14
Paramythia 376
Parnassus 2, 8, II

Parnes 8, 14
Parnon 22

Paros 26, 289, 314 f., 328,

33°. 727. 739
Parthenium 17, 23
Parthenon 15, 402
Patrae 19
Peiraeus 16, 513, 561, 604,

751
Pelasgicum 15

Pelasgiotis 6

Pelion 3, 6
Pella 4
Pellene 19, 323
Peloponnese 17, 32, 38 ff.,

292, 302, 375, 400, 728
Peneus 2, 3, 6, 20
Pentelicus 8, 14
Pergamum 334, 337 ff., 520,

715. 736
Perge 117
Perrhaebia 295
Petra 6
Petsofa 286, 668
Phaeacia 25
Phaestus 284, 286 ff., 705,

738
Phalerum 16, 604
Pharsalia 6
Phaselis 620
Phasis 563
Pheneus 2, 23
Pherae 6, 701
Phigaleia 395
Phlegra 320
Phlius 24, 739
Phocaea 48, 315, 543, 552,

582
Phocis II, 32, 39, 116, 124,

177. 295
Pholoe 20
Phreatto 491
Phrygia 148, 297
Phthiotis 6, 143
Phylakopi 291, 706 f.

Phyle 14
Pieria 4, 6, 128
Pindus 3, 6, 8

Pisatis 20
Placie 37
Plataea 12, 323, 417, 605 f.

Pleistus II

Plemmyrium 29
Pontus 1 01

Potidaea 5, 512, 546

49
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Praesos 34, 36
Priene 308, 310, 710
Prinos 23
Propontis 28
Propylaea 15, 306
Prytaneum, the 417, 491
Ptous 403
Pydna 4, 127
Pylos 21, 293, 296, 701

Rhammis 409
Rhegium 30, 33, 320
Rheneia 26
Rhium 19
Rhodes 26 f., 116 f., 294,

314, 334. 341. 369. 568,

609, 637, 691

Sacred Plain, the 1 1 ; Sacred
Way, the 14

Salamis 14, 28, 154, 294,

353. 417, 548
Samos 27, 58, 117, 304, 310,

314 f., 512, 548
Samothrace 26, 37
Sardis 310
Saronic gulf 14, 24
Scardus 3, 4
Sciritis 22

Scylace 37
Scyros 26, 548
Scythia 28
Segesta 306
Selge 117
Selinus 29, 309 f., 370, 739
Sellasia 22, 126, 472
Seriphos 8, 26
Sesklo 708
Sicily 18, 29, 32, 43, 120 f.,

126, 301, 303, 370, 432,

546
Sicyon 19, 39, 320, 330,

424. 437. 565. 573. 635,

716, 739
Sidon 83

Sigeum 27
Sinope 28, 547, 553, 555
Siphnos 8, 26, 315, 739
Sithonia 5
Soli 73
Sparta 22, 30, 107 f. , 114,

118 f., 151, 395 a, 409,
422, 435, 438 if., 463 ff.,

527. 534. 553. 565. 594.
632. 63s, 660, 672

Spata 294
Spercheus 2, 8, 10, 38 f.,

292
Sphacteria 21

Stageira 547
Stenyclerus 21

Stratus 9
Strymon 4
Stymphalus 2, 23, 401
Sunium 8, 14, 308, 433
Sybaris 30, 544, 552
Sybota 624
Syracuse 29, 78. 124 ff., 161,

309. 343. 436. 528. 543.

547, 604 ff., 676

Tanagra 12, 369, 405, 435,

557. 677
Tarentum 30, 83 f., 127, 331,

343. 564. 604
Tarsus 117
Taygetus 2, 17, 47
Tegea 22, 23, 305, 314, 328,

417. 435. 728
Temnos 395
Tempe 6

Tenea 317
Tenedos 117
Tenos 3, 26
Tecs 310, 637
Testaceo, Monte 83
Thasos 26, 67, 551, 691,

739
Thebes n f., 123 f., 395 a,

406, 409, 435, 440

Thera 2, 26, 116 f., 289, 727.

733. 739 ,,
Thermaic gulf 3

Thermon 7°^
Thermopylae 6, 10, 11, 151,

Theseum, the 246 t.

Thesmophorus 407
Thespiae 12, 343. 435. 7*9
Thesprotia 7
Thessaliotis 6
Thessalonica 4, 32
Thessaly 6, 32, 37 ff., 46,

87, 91, 292, 295, 400,

402, 429, 434 f., 438, 440,

594
Thrace 37, 46, 73, 91, 424
Thyamis 7
Thyrea 22

Tiryns 24, 292 f., 229, 347,

353. 380, 429, 668, 707,

710
Tmolus, mt. 495
Toronaic gulf 5
Torone 5
Trapezus 28
Tricca 6, 715
Triodos 11

Triphylia 20, 292
Troad 27, 310
Troezen 24, 733
Troy 37 f., 91 f., 283, 297 ff.

Tsangli 706
Tymphrestus 3, 8, 39
Tyre 83
Tyrrhenian sea 30

Vaphio 293, 668

Zacynthus 25
Zakro 287, 668
Zana 127
Zea 16, 620
Zoster 14



III. INDEX OF SCHOLARS AND MODERN WRITERS.

Agricola, Rudolf 813
Ahrens, H. L. 813
Aleander, Jerome 810
Aquinas, Thomas 806
Archer-Hind, R. D. 251
Argyropoulos, Johannes 807
Ascfiam, Roger 812
Aurispa, Giovanni 808

Babington, Churchhill 812
Bacon, Roger 806
Badham, C. 812
Barnes, J. 812
Barrow, I. 812
Bast, F. J. 810
Bekker, I. 813
Bentley, R. 812
Bergk, Th. 813
Bernays, J. 813
Bernhardy, G. 813
Bessarion 807
Blakesley, J. W. 812
Blomfield, C. J. 812
Boccaccio 807
Boeckh, A. 813
Boissonade, J. F. 810
Bonitz, H. 813
Bopp, F. 813
Brandis, C. A. 813
Brunck, R. F. P. 8ro
Bruni, Leonardo 808
Budaeus, G- 810
Bunbury, E. H. 812
Bursian, C. 813
Butcher, S. H. 812
Buttmann, P. 813
Bywater, I. 812

Camerarius, J. 813
Campanus, G. A. 809
Canter, W. 811

Casaubon, I. 810
Chalcondylas, Demetrius 807
Chandler, H. W. 812

Chrysoloras, Manuel 807
Clark, W. G. 812

Cobet, C. G. 811

Cope, E. M. 812

Curtius, E. and G. 813
Cyriacus of Ancona 808

Damm, C. T. 813
Dawes, R. 812
Dindorf, W. 813
Dissen, L. G. 813
Dobree, P. P. 812
Dodwell, E. and H. 812
Donaldson, J. W. 812
Dorat, J. 809
Du Cange, C. du F. 810
Duport, J. 8i2

Eckhel, J. H. 813
Egger, E. 810
Elmsley, P. 812
Erasmus, Desiderius 811 f.

Evans, Arthur 31, 283, 285,
668

Evans, T. S. 812

Fabricius, J. A. 813
Fellows, Sir C. 812
Ficino, Marsilio 809
Filelfo, Francesco S08
Fynes-Clinton, H. 812

Gaisford, T. 812
Gale, T. 812
Gataker, T. 812
Gaza, Tlieodorus 807 f.

Graevius, J. G. 811
Graux, C. 810
Gronovius, J. and J. F. 811
Grote, G. 142, 812
Grotius, H. 8ir
Guarino of Verona 808
Guyet, F. 8io

Heath, B. 812
Heindorf, L. F. 813
Heinsius, D. and N. 811
Hemsterhuis, T. 811
Hermann, G. and K. F. 813
Heyne, G. G. 813
Holden, H. A. 812
Holm, A. 813
Hudson, J. 812

Jacobs, F. C. W 813
Jahn, O. 813
Jebb, R. C. 812

John the Scot 806
Jowett, B. 812

Kennedy, B. H. 8ia
Kruger, K. W. 813
Kiihner, R. 813

Lachmann, C. 813
Lambinus, D. 810
Larcher, P. H. 810
Lascaris, ' Constantine 807 ;

Janus 807, 810
Leake, W. M. 812
Lehrs, K. 813
Leutsch, E. L. von 813
Liddell, H. G. 812
Linacre, Thomas 812
Lipsius, J. H. 811

Lobeck, C. A. 813

Madvig, J. N. 811
Markland, J. 812
Marsuppini, Carlo 807
Matthiae, A. H. 813
Meineke, A. 813
Melanchthon, P. 813
Meursius, J. 811
Milton 812
Mommsen, T. 813
Monk, J. H. 812
Monro, D. B. 812
Montfaucon, B. de 810
Miiller, K. O. 813
Mure, W. 812
Muretus, M. A. 810
Musgrave, S. 8r2
Musurus, Marcus 807

Nauck, A. 813
Newton, Sir C. 812
Niebuhr, B. G. 813

Paley, F. A. 812
Pashley, R. 812
Passow, F. L. C. F 813
Pattison, M. 812
Pearson, Bp. 8ia
Perotti, N. 809
Petavius, D. 810
Petrarch 807

49—2
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Pilatus, Leontius 807
Plethon, G. G. 807
Politian 809
Person, R. 812
Potter, J. 812
Preller, L. 813

Rawlinson, G. 8u
Rehdantz, K. 813
Reiske, J. J. 813
ReucUin, J. 813
Revett, N. 812
Ridgeway, W. 34 f., 279
Ritschl, F. W. 813
Robortello, F. 809
Routh, M. J. 812
Ruhnken, D. 8n

Saint-Hilaire, B. 810
Salmasius, CI. 197, 8io
Sauppe, H. 813
Savile, Sir H. 812
Scaliger, J. J. 810 f.

Schaefer, A. and G. H. 813
Schleiermacher, F. 813
Schliemann, H. 24, 31, 283,
668

Schneider, J. G. 813
Schneidewin, F. W. 813
Schomann, G. F. 813
Schweighaeuser, J. 810
Scott, R. 812
Selden, J. 812
SeUing, W. 812
Sergi, Giuseppe 34
Shilleto, R. 812
Spanheim, E. 811
Spengel, L. 813
Spratt, T. A. B. 8n
Stanley, T. 812
Stephanas, H. and R. 810

Stuart, J. 812
Susemihl, F. 813
Sylburg, F. 813

Taylor, J. 812
Theodore of Tarsus 806
Thiersch, F. W. von 813
Thirlwall, C. 812

Thompson, W. H. 812
Thurot, C. 810
Tifernas, Gregory 810
Toup, J. 812

Trapezuntius, Georgius 807 f.

Traversari, Ambrogio 809

Tumebus, A. 810

Twining, T. 812

Tyrwhitt, T. 812

Usener, H. 813

Vahlen, J. 813
Valckenaer, L. K. 811

Valla, Laurentius 809
Valois, Henri de 810
Verrall, A. W. 812
Victorius, Petrus 809
Viger, F. 810
Villoison, J. B. 810
Voemel, J. T. 813
Voss, G. J. 811

Welcker, F. G. 813
Wesseling, P. 811

William of Moerbeke 806
Winckelmann, J. J. 322,

813
Wolf, F. A. 141, 813
Wyttenbach, D. 811



IV. INDEX OF GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES.

d^a^t d^dKiov 278, 562,

643
fi/SaTOJ* 427
d^pbrovov 90
dyoKfjia 395 at

dyapiKdv 97
dyyo^ptov 96
dyiKai, dyeXdraL 636
dyT]fji.a 601
dyKLarpop 74
ay/cotpa 620
dyKvpat 620
ayXts 98
dyvos 89
^iTvD^es 554
dyopdf assembly 43I, 452,

460, 468, 473 ; market
[dyopds ir\7)do^(T7js) 560,

683 ; dyopds dcaXvcns 683
dyopavofioL 455, 561, 577
dyopatjT'ijS 560
dyptSxotpos 46
dypoLKos

) ( dtrretos 568
dypojcTTLS 93
dyvpjxbs 428

^7X^*^ 64

1

a7xou(ra 102

^7^7^ 438, 471
dy(hv (comic) 161
dyGiv^^ (arguments) 171
dyCive^ dTifj/qroi. 495 ; 5?;-

^6<riot, ifSiot 493 ; Tifnjroi

495. 507

ddeta 521
dbiavTov 90
d3La(f>opLa 276
^AdwvLdos KTJiroL 99
^ieris (ornith.) 50 ; (archit.)

306
drjdibv 52
dddpy) 91
<i0^p 91
dOXodirat 455
atyeipos 87
<xi7£5a\os 52

AlyLKopeTs 442
aly'Ckujyp 87
alyiirvpos 89
alyoOrjKas 56

alyoKi(pa\os 5I
alyviribs 50
al'Setris 491
Aldioiris 144
al'^outra 709 f-

aWvia 62
aifXoupos 47
alfioppois {alfJiO^pals) 83
aZvos 195
al'^ 46
aZpa 91
aipero£ 453
ala-vfj-vrp-ai 119, 437
aldxpoXoyia 164
ai^Tta 256
aitipa 638, 665
dKoXavBis 52
dKa\T](p7f 85, 96
dKav6Las 72
dKdvBiov 103
aKavBLs 52
aKavdos 90
dKavdvWis 52
a/carot 616
dKOTji' /xaprvpeXv 502
dKbvLTOV lOI

dKbvTLOV 591 f.

d/copTitr/Ais 641
dKOVTKTT'^S 592
aKoar^ 91
dK-pdriff/jia. 683, 692
d/cpts 79
aKpoardXia 620
dKptariipia 306, 620
d/crdfeti/ 695
dKvXos 87
dXade pXxTTai 428
dXe^ara 91
dXeKTopU 58
dXeKTpvwv 58
dX^KTcop 58
dXevpov 91
dXivdrja-Ls 641
dXLirop4>vpls 54
dXf0Xotos 87
dXffT? 46
dXKvdjv 54
aXo70»' 46
dXo-ea Hepa-e^ovelfjs 87
dXr?5pes 422, 641
AXvirov 100

dX(pLTa 91
dXwTTT]^ 42, 47, 7^*

afxavlrai 97
dfia^a 68

5

d/xdpaKos 98
dp-^lKo. 282

dfsL<:6v<T0V 381
a/^t 98
a^£a 71
dix(Xii}VLaKbv 100
d^6p77; 103
d/j-TTeXbirpaa-ov 98
dfiireXos 94
d^t7rex6i'i7 673
&inrv^ 676
d/AU75aX^ 95
d/j.(pLj3X7}aTpa 74
d^^Ldpb/jLLa 632
d^0t^dXa/Aos 711
dp.<f>iiroXoi 656
dfAcpiajStirecv 662
dfM(pL(popGus 573
dp.^ope6s, 6 aKvpos, & K^pios

507, 573» 691
dfx^OTepbirXovs 564
ctj/, /cei' 727
dvaypa<pe'ls 447
di'aSe^'Spds 94
dvad-^fiara X97

;
(Sairis) 95

dvadvpiiaffLS 274
dvdKpiffis 499 ff.

, 505
dvdKpov<rts 789
d;^aXo7/a 279
dvdfii/yffLS 248
dpa^ypfSes 674
dvdiraiuTos 790
dvdpaTrodLaral 496
dySpd^a^i/s (dSpd^a^i's) 96
dvdpdxvtj ^6
dvdpeia 471
dvdpdjp 693, 710; dvdpcoj/iTis

710 f.

dvefxihvri 90
dv-qdov 98
dvTjp, eff^wi'os 571
dvriffffov 98
dvdifuov 306
dvd4piKos 90
dvdTfddjv 94
dvOias 71
avdoXoyla 197
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&if$os 52
dvdpa^ 381
dvdprjVT} 75
dvdpJnnvov &yad6p 26a
dv$v7ro}/Jio(rla 505
dvoiraia 59
iivirav<Ti$ 480
dvTTjpldes 620
dvrldoais 514 fF,

di^TiXa/SiJ 158
dvTL\ayxo.yeLv (t^v ^pTjfJLOVj

riiv ixT) odijav) 51O
avrLTLixaadoLi 507
fiprXos 611
dvT(i)jj.ocriai 500
a^ia, dira^ia 275
i^idjfxara 271
a7ra7W7^ 496
•xirddeta 276
a7raXXa7')7 500
dTTCipov 237
aTreXeu^epot 537
dTreXXd 463, 468
aTT^atpos 477
ixTT'^i'?; 701
aTTios 94
d7r\v(rta 85
d-JTo^ddpaL 620
airoypatpi] 493, 497 f.

aTToS^KTat 482, 486, 518
dTro57}/j.ia 403
diroBvT7}piov 696
diropeLTrelv 480
aTTOta 96
aTToiKfat 543
diroXelTreiVy dirb\ei^is, of a

wife 661
d7ro/ia75aXta 693
dTTOTT^/XTreLVy iKir4/J.ir€LVf to

divorce 661

dwdTTTvyfjia 671
dTTOTTCOVloVTl 477
diropia 242
dirdppa^ts 697
dirorifirjiMa 662
dirovs 52
d'jro<popd 540
dirox^t-pOTOvia 453
dpa^ 41

8

dpaiojcTLS 237
dpdxvia 80
^ApyaSei^ 442
dpyvpoyvu}fjt,oves 562
dpeTT}, b'r)fxoTiK'f) re Kal -TToXi-

TtKTJ 253
dpidfirirLKT} 279
dptdfxoCj classification of 279
dpLffrela 593
dpta-Tivd'rjv 491
aptcTTOt, dpitrr'^es 43

1

dpKTTOP 664, 693
dpKevdos 88
apKTOS 47
dp^opfa (mus.), i5'2; varieties

of 386; (naut.) 611
dpfioffrai 464
dpfxbavvoL 470
dpvevHip 63
dpj'6s 46
apop 96
dpOTpov, airoy^es or ir-qKTbu

685^
dpovpaioL 44
dpTTT? 50 ;

(weapon) 405
dppTjipopia 664
dppT)(p6poL 697
dpTOTTOjXides 560
apTos 690 ;

{(Spli/S???) 91
dpxa7^rat 463, 466
dpxeBecopia, dpx^^^^po^ 5^5

apX-^ 237, 273; KLV7](T€ias 257
dpxi-T^KTWJf 558
dpxwi', 6 443, 444, 454, 482;

ewdivvfios 449, 746
dpihfiara 105
d(rdfj.ivdos 34
d(rKa\a(3d[}T7}s 67
do'/caXc6j'io?' 98
daKapls 79
do'/coi 555, 691
d(rK(o\ia(rf/.6s 638
daKWfxa 620
dcTrdXa^os 89
dffTrdXa^ 43 f,

d(r7rdpa70s 89, 96
dfTTTiSoTroiof 558
do-TTts 68, 589
dairpLS 87
dffra/f^s 81
d(rT€pias 59
dcTT'jJ 666
darrip 85
d(rrpd7aXot 638, 665, 697
d<TTvv6/M0i 455
dff^fXfierpa 279
d<T<p6de\os 90
'Ar^iSes 107
drifila 485, 496, 498, 50S
drofj-a, drofiOL 239
drpaKTOS, 6vos 554
drpaKTvKis 104
draiSi 47
drra7a? 58
drr^Xa^os 79
auXa| 571
a^X'^ 709 f.

a^XrjTai 423
aiJXijTi/oJ 1 50

a^XriTpides 666
aiiXicr/cos 507

auXiSs 152, 391, 57I> 645

av\u}doi 423
a^rapKcia 433
auT6 dya&bv 248
avToyvdjJJ-oves 474
a^TOKpdropes 456
abrovofxla 433
aOroTTwXat 558

a{>Tovpyol 534

d(pafJLiu}TaL 533
d<p€<n5 500
d<p\a(TTOv 61 1 J 613 ff., 620
d<pop/x'/i 562
d(ppaKTOi 615
d0iJ7/ 71, 690
*Axaioj»' d/CT^ 728
dxdrT/y 381
(!tXep5os 94
dxpas 94

/3dts 95
^aiTT} 66g
^dKKapis 105
^aKTTjpiai 487
^d/cxap^ 105
^dXaveta 641
/3aXai'ei}s 698
^aXav7)(pdyoL 87
/SdXaz'os 87, 95, 487
^aXapTLOTbfioL 496
^oXaijaTLOP 94
^dXepos 73
j3aXt6s 46
/SdXcra/ios 98
^dvavaoL 682
^daavos 562
jSacrtXeiJs (ornith.) 52 ; (bee)

75; (polit.) 431 ff., 436,

443. 454» 482
^aaiXlffKos 52
^aaKdvia, 6^2
^aaadpiov 47
/SaWs 71
/3dro5 94 ; ('ISafa) 94
^arpaxtovv 487
^drpaxos 6g ; 6 dXiezis 7'
/3a0ei;$ 554
^aipLKd 102
)35AXa 60
^eXbvT} 71
)3eXouX/c6s 100
^ep^epiraa 44
/3^/ta 507 ; a pace 570
/3t/3Xf3ia 562
^i^XLodrjKT] 655
j8i/3Xos, /3iJ/3Xos 649
Biot 'O/j.Tjpov 134
piTTaKos 53
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poXjS6s 96
^oXlTaiva 82
/3o/A/3i5Xtos 75, 76
^dvaffos 46
jSoff/cds 61

^OffKTi 93
^6(r/jLopos 91
jSoCa 471
^ovayol 471

^ouKcpas 92
jSouXeutrts 491
^ovkevTi^ptov 457
(SouXtJ 431 f-» 435. 438 f-,

444, 452 f., 457 ; -^ ol

7rei/TaK6cr(ot 457 J 1^ ^|

^Apetov Trdyov 459
)3oUjU^\ios 87
^ovvids 96
jSoOs, /36es &ypLOL 46, 578
^ovffrpo(p7)56v style of writ-

ing 741, 746, 752
^pd^uXos 94
^pci^u 88

^p?fa 91
^p6fj.os 91
/SjOiJov 90 ; (^aXaiTo'ioi') 90
pp^o-a-os 85
^pvwpia 90
/3i;as 51
^{ifBXivos 103
jSi)/3Xos 103
^upa-odeyJ/iKa 102
jSi^ucos 84, 103, 675
^djXtTTjs 97
^cofjt,6s 417
Pwf 71

yayydfiTj (ydyyafAOv) 74
ydt'Sapos 46
yaXebs 6 Xeios 73 ; ^/c 'P65ou

73
yaXe(hT7]S 67
ydX?; 47
7dX97 dypia 47
ya/j,7]Xia 401 ;

yafiyjKiav el<T-

<p4peiv TOLS ^pdrepCTi 633
yafi6poL 436
ydpos 96
7a£'Xot 614
7ei£roi' 306
7^X71? 98
FeX^oj'res 442
7ei'€a£ 434
7^^?; 108, 432, 436, 442,

446
76i';'T5rat 442
7^pa 494
y4pa.voi 59

yipovres (Homer) 473
y^povTCs ^ovX7](f>6poL 431
7epou(r£a 432, 438, 463, 467
7^ppa 560
yetpvpl^etv 428
yeufibpot, {dypoLKolf yetopyoi)

441 ' 445
yewvbp.0L 545
yqdvXXU 98
y7}T€ioj' 98
7X(£i/:s 73
7XaiJ/i:iop 6

1

7XaO^ 51
yX-Zjxt^v 98
yXuKutridr] 90
yXvirrLKT) 377
yXO(f>avop 654
yXiaaffCLL {' 0/xtjpLKai) 136
yvQ/xat 164
yvib/xoves (math.) 279; 7i'(6-

/Awj/, sundial 626
yvo}pi(rpi.aTa 632
7677POS 71
7077uX£s 96
yoyyvXo(nrdpayov 96
ybfxipOL 61

T

ypa/jLfj,ai 642
ypdfx{j.a,Ta, study of 642
ypafifiareldLa 562
ypafifiarelov, X7]^Lapx'-K6v 523,

750; (f)pa.TepLKbv 523; led-

ger 562
ypa/jifiareus 487 ; /card T'iji'

TTpvTaveLav 458 ; ttJs ^ou-

X'^s 458, 462; ypa}j.p.aTeLs

453
ypapLjiaTLK-f} 645
ypa/j,/jLarLaT-/}s 642 f.

ypa/j./j.'j, lepd 6gy
ypa(pr} 493; 5wpc(;;^483; ,aoi-

p^e£as 483 ; Trapavdfiiov

447 f., 461 f., 483, 494 ;

7. irpoedpLKal Kal iircara-

TtKai 483 ; ii^peus 483,

537 ; fevdeyyparfiri^ 483 ;

ypevboKX-qreias 483, 499 ;

XeiTToral^ou 482 ;
^ej'tas

483
ypa(pLK'^ 643
7pa0fs, ypa^idiov 642
yp7<pOL 74, 694
7iJ?7S 570 f.

yv/xvacnapx^<!f' 515 »
yv/jLva-

ffiapxoL 452, 515
yv/jLvdcTiov 636, 641
yvfivaffTLKT} 641, 646, 696
yvfj-v/jaioL 533
yv(J.vbKptdov 91
yvvaiKOJuLTLS 663, 665, 710 f.

y^pLvo^ 69

7iJ^ 50

5a7056s 665
baifxu}v 634
Sd/cruXos (date) 95 ; a finger-

breadth 570 ; 5ta, SaKTii-

Xojv 665 ; iKKXau rbv 8.

641 ; ^ttI daKTuXijJv ctu/a-

/SdXXetr^at, Tre/jLird^eiv 643
8afxa(TKT}vbv 94
Sdfetop ^77e[0j', vavriKbv 562;

Sdpettr^a, 5aveiafJ.6s 562,

564; vavTLKbv Sdveio'fia 564
ddpKvai. 478
SaffiJTrous 44
bdtpv-q 89 ; (dXe^ctrSpeta) 89
5a<l>vr}<popia 403
5etyfj,a, a hall 559; a sample

555
deiXTj 626
deiTTPOv 683, 602 f,

deKadapxoi. 456
Se/cdSes 628
5e/capxtai 440
Serari^ 513, 521, 55l
deXcpis 49
5^p5pa 87
deo'/j.wT-^piov 508
d^airoLva 660
devrepias 691
d-q^apxo^ 452
d-nfiLovpyoi 43 r, 441, 445,

^549
S^^ot (Sajttot) 434, 446
drjixoKparLa iax^'^V 44©
87)/j,oTroi7)TOi 451
S^jctos 439, 460, 481 ; (5a/Aos)

435. 463
drj/xbraL 452
5ta^7)T7)S 280
5ia7pa0ei;s 514
StaSi/catr/a 494, 662
ffid^eu^is (mus.) 385
8id^o/j.aL, dTTo/jLat 554
Stdfw^Lta 425
Sid^etrts 275
dtaLTTjTatj ol 485
Sid/cpiot 445
5tdXe/cTos, /cotj/-^ 726, 736
StaXXa/cT^s 444
dcapLapTvpia 500 f.

Siopota 269, 274
5ia7rt5Xio»' 513, 561
Siatr-^^w 556
biauKevaaTai 141
bidrovoy fxaXaKbu, civTOvov

388
SlavXos 422, 571
diax^LpOTOjfla 462
dLa^-/)^L(rLS 451
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8La-if>-r}<pL{rfx6s 446
didaKTpov 565
Sl^kttXovs 624
dUffis 388
dLT^yepriKa 633
didvpa 83
5Ld6pafj.^oi 153, 155
diKdi^etv 478
dLKaffrai, ol 487 ; /cara S'^-

jUOUS 484
6LKao-T7iptov 454, 482, 485,

487 ; i<pL4vai e/s rd 481,

485
Si/cj; alKeias 483 ; dffi (TU/a-

^6\(j3v 483 ;
^Laliav 493 ;

j3Xa^?;s 494, 537 ;^
5r}p.6(Tia

493 » ^^s ifKpavCjv Kara-

craffLv 502; ^pLfiTjvos 505,

561 ; ifj.TTopLK'^ 483, 486,

493j 5o8> 564 J
^^aip^crewy

493; i^oijXvs 493, 509,

562 ; ipavLKai 486 ; i^Sia

493 ; K0lVb3VLK7} 486 ; XlTTO-

fxaprvplov 502 ; /xeToKKiKr}

483) 561 ; 7rp6s Ttj/a, /card.

TLVOS 494; d7roo"Tao"£ou 537;
tV f'V ovdav biKy)v avTi-

XayxO'VCLv 5io» Tpaire^t-

TLK7} 486, 561 ; (pOVLKai

493; '^evdop.apTvpliap 501,

510
BLkokkos 91
blKrapvov 98
dlKTVov 74
5/p7? 239
Stoyei'^es 431
dtOLKTiffei, ^ttI Tp 517
SlOlKTjT'/jS 520
SibiTTpa. 282
8Loptap.6s 280
Stfitrap^os 90
Atis ^dXavos 95
dtofnjjufat 461
dioTpetp^es 431
5i7rXai^.673

dtirXo'tSLov, diTrXots 671
dtTTTVXa [TpLTTTVXO' CtC.) 65I
5i(r/coj8oXfa 641
StffT-dStoi' 571
dL<pd4pai 650
Stxas 570
diojpeXia 512
dioip-offiai 500
5/ttJ€S 531
doKtfiaaia 447, 453 f., 457 ^m

459, 461, 648
5oKLfj,a(rTal 562
8oKifj.a{TT7Jp€S 519
56Xtxos 92, 422
Sdi'a^ 104 ; i/c BovdKojv 74

56^a, Kej'^ 270 ; irpda-cpaTos

274
5opKds=: ^opKadi 46
ddpirov 692
56pu 590; 5. VTjtoi' 611
douXoL 531
Soupctreos 88
dpaKOJv 68
dpdfxa^ ffOLTvpiKbv 156; 5pa-

/ittra 129
dpdaavTi Tradecv 157
5pax^^ 575; 585- 744
dpeiravis 52'

dpewavov 587, 590, 685
dpvoKoXdwTTfS 53
SpUOTTTCpls 90
5/)uoxot 611
S/jCj 87
dpcbfieua 424, 428
Av/xdves 465
d^vafJLLS (philosophy) 185

;

(arith.) 279
dvva<7TeLa 438, 44O
Bv<nre-ipia 1 00
SajSe/ca^eof 90
Swpop 570

^ap 627
^/Seyos 87
^y-ycios oiJ(ria 662
^y-yirai/, iyyvdffdaL 661
^77i;i7a"ts or ^771/?; 633, 661
^7i;77ra£ 496, 562
^yK€KT7)fx4voi 452
iyK^cpaXos 95
iyKXTjfjia 499
iyKpaaixoXos 7

1

iyKpiveLV 202
^yKTT](ns yTjs Kal oUlas 450
iyKT7}TiK6v 452
iyKibpiia 151
?7Xe^i's 71
^Sj/a, ^eS^a 633, 657
^5pat 457
^^pos 264, 432
eZSos 248, 250, 256
elSiJXXtoj' 190
etSwXa 270
ek6s 171
e'lKOffripT}^ 623
eUoiTToXSyoL 519
elXeidvLa 401
EifXwres 464, 532
elpecndjVTj 403

560
elffayyeXla 460, 482 f., 493;

5tatT?7Tajp 489 ; /ca/fiitrews

489, 493
do-a7W7ets, ot 483, 486, 505

e/o-a7(i7t^os (o^/c) 500

e/o-t6i/ re «:at ^^16^ 256, 259
Gla'LT'qpia, 419
cltj(f>opd 450, 511, 5'4> 5^6,

520
iKarS^uyos Oil

eKard/jLTredos 570
eKardj^, symbol for 744
iKarocTT'^ 561
iKdiddvai 503
^/cSoo-eis, loans 564 ; clas-

sical texts 201 J texts of

Homer, a£ /car' dudpa, al

Hard irdXeis, KOivai, 57}f/,ds-

5ets 136
GK€x^t.pia. 422
^KdeffLS of children 632
iKKaideK'^pGLs 622
4KKXdv rbv BdKTvXov 641
iKKX7)(rla 439, 460 ; /cup^a 453,

460, 462, 489
iKKplveadac 237
iKKijKXTjfia 425
iKXoyeis 514
^KXoyi.<TT7}S 520
iKfiapTvpia 502
iKirii^o) 686
iKTT^poja-is 273
iKT^fivoj 554
^/cT-eiJs 573
iKT-^/JLOpOL 444 «,

iK<popd 634
Aa£a 94 ; [MQioinicii) 94
iXaiod^aioy 696
Aar77 88
iXaTTjplov 100
Aat/pw 556 f.

iXa<p6^o(TKoy 96
^Xaipos 46
iX4a.yvos 89
Aeas 52
^Xe7eioi' 148
^Xe7os 148
Ae7xos 242
iXeduuT} 8a
eXet6s 44
^Xeios 44
iXGLdxpvtyos 90
kXeXia<l>aKov 98
eXivLov 90
iXevdepia 433, 439
A£/fi7 87
iXKexl-rcjves 669 f,

iXKva-TLvda 638
?^«w 554, 557
iXX4^opos loi
iXXipL^VLoy 513, 561
^XXoi/' 73
^XXojris 89
^XvfMos 91
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i/i^ds 678
ifxj3aT£^€Lv 509, 563
^fi^X-n^a 376, 379
i/x^oX-^j i/jL^oXov 605, 624
i/jL^6XL/j.os 747
^fi^oXos 620
ifiiraia-TiKr) 377
efiTreipLKoi 231
ifxir^Xtapoi 470
^fLiris 79
^/ATTopos 508, 549, 55S
^/AiJs 66
.^v with accusative 745
^v irapaaTacnv 307
^1/ Tots XaxdvoLs 560
ivayiafiara 634
evdpyeia 174
ivapfi6vLov 388
ivara 634
hdei^L^ 483, 496
^v8eKa, ol 455
ivdpofxides 678
'^vSpvQV 685
ivS^fMara 670 f.

iv€in<TK-r}irT€ff6aL 493

iifexypd^eiv 509
'4v6pv(rKov 96
ivvaeTTjpb 630
ivvoi}fj.ara 272
^i'Tao'is 303
ivreX^x^i-o. 185
hrofxa 75 ff.

^vvbpis 47
ivwfioTia, tvoj/jLorapxTls 597
^^ with dative 745
i^aiTelv 503
^^^79;rat 455
e^rjpELs 622

glis 273, 275
i^6fj.vv(rdai 502
e|w/i£? 554, 671
^^WTi/cd 105
iiraycoy^ 260
€7raiv€Lv with dative in in-

scriptions 745
iTraKTpides 616
iiravdyeLV 242
iirereia 517
^ttt; 129, 150
iTTjyKevides 6x1
iw' a{!TO(pihpij} ^C)6

€Trl dpax/J-V 5^2
^7ri TOfuwv hp.vdvQ.1 418
^TTL^XiifxaLra 670, 673
eTTL^oXTj (archit.) 306; ^Tt-

j3oXat, fines 482 ; eTn^oXds

iin^dXXELV 453
imypdufxaTa, varieties of 197

iirLypa(l>els 514

4Tn5rifj.ia 403
eTTidTj/xtovpyoi 546
eirLdtKaffia 662
iiriStKOS 501
e7rt56(reis 511
eTrlKXrjpos 474> 662
GTTLKds 129; /ftJ/cXoy 144
iiriKpLOv 6n
iinXa^eiv rd ij5o}p 506
eTTiXax^ires 454, 457
iirifxeXelcrdai with dative in

inscriptions 745
iTTifjLeXTjTai 516, 548; TtD;/ 5i-

KaaTTjpLojv 449 5 '^'7S (pvXTJs

452 ; ToG ^/A7ro/jtoi/455,482,

497, 561 ; TWI' (XVffTTiplOiV

455
i'JTtfjLTjXis 94
iirivlKLa, iiTLViKoi 151 f.

iiri^avBos 44
eirlTrepKOL 44
iiriffTjfjLOv 620
iina'K'^irTeffdaL rats fxapruptais

510; iv€in<jK7}7rT€a6aL 493
iTrlaK7}il/Ls 474
iiriaKvpos 697
iiTLijTdTai tQu 57]fiotxi(iiv 'ipywv

(dTTotrroX ets, ^TjTrjrai, iepwv

iina-K€ua<7rai, KpTjpQv ctti-

fieXtJTTiS, oSoTTOLoi, (TLTUJVai)

454
eTTtordriys 462, 521 ; ttJs ^p-

7ao'[as 565 ; raii' Trpo^Spwp,

Twi' TTpxjTdvQwv 457
eTTtiTTuXioi' 306
iTTLTLfiia 451
^TTtroyos 61

1

iiriTpoiroL 684
iTTLX^t-poTovia 453, 460 f. ;

vdfxujy 462
iiTLij/'QcpLa'ts 747
e7ro7roi6y 165
iTro-TTTeia 428
iirox'^ 276
^TTOi/' 55
eirTrjpeLs 622
iirojfisXia 493, 500
iirujPLov 561
iiroJTides 620, 624
^pacos, a society 416, 563;

a meal 695; a loan 486
epyaa-T-rjpLa 556, 559
€p4^LPd0S 92
ipelKT} 89
ipcTiJid 611
ipevdi^avov \02

ipTffXTjv d(j)XLiJKdveiv 490
epWaKos 52
ipLvd^eiv 94
ipiveds 94

ipivbv 94
^pto;/ 554
^pfj-ara fXUKpd 611
^pTTvXXos 90
epvOptvos

-J
I

ipvdpbbavQv 102

ipvdpbv J 02

ipvOpdirovs 60
^pw5(6s 59
^pws i6S
iptiiTLKoi 233
i(XKiaTpa(pr]Kibs )( tfkMp.ivo^

641
'^(TTTCpa 626, 683
ia-rrepiSoji' fiTjXa Cf^

iffir^pLOL 587
^(jr/a 412, 417, 709 f.

effWacts, iffTtdTcop 515
iffxdpa 417, 709
iraipai 666 f.

iraipeTai 563
iraipta 477, 480
^Taipot 431
eTepoiojffLS 274
irepoirXovi 564
irvfiodpvs 87
e'uai'dpia 420
evdaifiovia 262
evepyirris 747
eiii^wfMov 96
evdvdiKLq. elaUvat 502
eiidv/Mla 271
eiidvfat, eUduvoL 444, 453, 457,

459. 461
ei;;^a/ 611
Et)7raTpf5at 441, 445, 474
eupeffLs 185
eiio-ceX/ios 6ri
€V(l>r)fj,ia 418
cLfxec^at 418
ei)w5t;s 88
^^effis 176, 444, 48c
iip^rat 491
€(p7)^eLa 648
€<prj^€Lov 648, 696
^0?7^ot 449, 451, 523, 648
e(p'r}yr]<TLS 496
icprjfiepldes 562
icpiirinov 591
^0opot 469
^(pvyov KaKbvj eSpov dfxeivov

633
iX^^V^^ 71

€X^vop.7]Tpa 85
^X^pos, hedgehog 42 ; (6

iff&idfAevos, 6 XevKds) 85 ;

(archit.) 306; casket 485
^X", ^x^5i/a 68
^X/iO'7'tt 6 I I

^i/'w, diTTduj 556

49—5
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?us, the dawn 626

f^a 91
t^evytrai, 444, 611, 618 ff.

i^etjy'kT} 620

i^TJv bfioKoyoviihijjs ry (pv<T€i

2 76
i^opKadi. 46
^v-yd 611, 618 f.

tvyia 87
fuSos 91, 691
fcipi) 672
fw(7T?7pes 6i8

fw06/)os 506

ijyen6ves (archit.) 306; TtDc

dCKa(TT7]pl(iJl' 482
TjyefiovtKdv , t6 266, 273 f.

riyeiiiiv 514; (bee) 75

(7Tif]fiaTiKT] 271
TjdvOff/jLOV 98
^0o7roi(a 174
TlXaKdrri 554
^\eKTpov 556
TjXLaaTai 487
i]fj,ipa, fj.^a'i] 626; -^ /fiJpfa 485

;

^ irpodeo'fda 509 ; days of

the month 628
Tj/j-Epts 87
TifiepodapeiaTat 562
7]fj.tdfji.(popov {i]fiiicddLov) 573
ri/j.leKTov 673
ijfuXdyos 44
ijfiioKiai 622
riiiL()VLov 90
ijfiiovos 46
ijfJinrddLov 570
w'X0"s 573
r;^iW/3oXoi/ 575, 744

WW'"' 635
rjpws 158

fixi''"n^ 78

^aXajtttrat, ^aXa/iaKcs, ^aXct-

(luoi 6iSff.

ffaXa/ioj 619, 711
ddfxvoi 89
dapyqkia 403
diarpov 425
9^/iis, diiiWTes 473
^eo£, (iYopaioi, ^(pianoL or

ftiix'oi 417; ^TXiipioi 633
^eoXoYetoj* 425
B^pfios 92
i9^pos 627
BeaiMBhai 443, 454, 483
Setij/)(a (philos.) 262; Bioiplai

422
BrfKuTrrepts 90

Briaavpbs 520, 709
flares 431, 444, 531
diaffoL 244 ?^., 416
SXdM 686
^oti/T) ya^iK'fi 633
9oX6s 457
BpaviTai 618 flf.

Bpifi^ara 665
Bpijvos 128, 151
Bpfjvvs 611, 618 f.

BprjvCiidoi 634
Bplafi^os 155
BpiSa^ 96
BpXva^ 71
Bpbvoi 112

Bvfx^pa 98
Bviua^a 100
Bivpos 71, 690
BuvviaKorwoi 71
Bipaos 88
Bvpwpelov 711
ffiipaj 589
Scis 47

iafipos 149
laaTrU 381
larpuov 722
larpbs vT7]piT7]S ttjs (pijffeias

722
W^a 248
^StoAoyta 270
ifSios X670J 520
iepd, KaXXiepelv 418, 426
iepeioi/ 690
ie/jeis 455
Upo^PTjIxoves 630
£ep6i' 41

7

iepoiroLoi 455j 5^^
£ep6s 7d^os 401
iepwffiii'T? 494
f/cpia 611
J^KTis 47
iKT[t(r]i'5ioy 47
rXa: 471
I'XapXoi 471
'IXicLS fj-LKpd 144
'IX£ou ir^pats 144
IfjLdvres 620 ;

(/xetX^xat) 423
I(Uas (i^iis 422
l/xdriov 66g, 673 ff., 677,

679
i|o/36pos 52
ijis 89
fov fi^Xap 90
I'ouXos 80
i7rira7W76s, lTrx'r)y6s 620
i!7r7rapxo( 456
iTTTreis 436, 444, 594; aa.pi.a-

co<p6poi 591
ia-?rtK(5!' 571

iTTiro^drai 436
iir7r6/3oros Ai;Si5)j 46
iTTTToi (relig.) 395 ''^

I'ttttos 46
IViros 6 TTOT-d/ttos 46; (crab)

8i

XTTTroupls 90
fpapes 471
IcTTjyopia. 439
larovpy^Ka 103
Ip5lk6p 102

tadTis 102

ItToreX^s 450
Iffopofiia 439
labT-q'S 439
i(rT(r) 709
lo-Tioj' 611, 620
IffToSdKT] 611

lo-T^TToSes 554
io-ris, upright loom 554;

(naut.) 611, 620

£(TXCtS 94
ir^a 87 ;

{/J-iXaiva, \evK^,

(JjXeaiKapiros) 87
?ro!' 97
'"7f 63
?0llO;' 90
iXl'51',""!' 75
fui^id 90

Kd8n7Kos diroKvijjv^ dTroXXii?

5°7
Kad/xeia 556
KaSoTTOtoi 558
KdBapins 185
KaB4Spa 66^
KdBeTT} 74
KaBijuov, p.iaov 275
Ka86\ov 259
Kaipoi 554
KaKoOpyoL 496
Kd\a8o$ 554
KoKdfXLva 104
Kd\afios 104, 642, 654
Kd\i.a 47
/caXXfas 42
KdWixBvs 71

KdK\i(iipvp.os 71
KctXot 611
KoXiiV 274 ; /caXos Kai dya.66s

161
KoKol KdyaBol 168) 465, 467
/caX6s-names 365
KdKvTTTjpes 306
KoXtjiTTpri 66g
KdXws 620
Kdf/.7]\0S 46
/cd/iiKos 556
Kdi^Tri] 76
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KOLfJAJ^lovpOS 44
Kafa^o^ 556
Kdvdapo^ 71, 7y
KOLvva 104
Kdvva^is 103
Kavovp 418
KavdjVf Alexandrian 202

;

cross pole 554; ruler 2S0,

654
KdlTTjXoi, 559
Kdwpo^ 46
Kdpa^os 77, 81

KapdafiiyT] 96
Kdpdafiov 96, 98
Kap£s 81

KapKivLov 81

KUpKivOS 81

Kap-7ro(p6pa 94
Kaprbv 98
/capiJa (Ko.puoz') 95 ; [ijpaKXeco-

TLKTl) 95
KapvwTis 95
Kapxct.pias 72
/capctt 98
Kaporrbv ^6
Ka(TTavaiKov Kdpvov 95
Kdarojp 44
KCLrd^X7]/j,a 620
KCLTa^oXai 518
Ko/radifMevos, 6 ^*jg

Ka.TaKeiiJ.ev OS, 6 479
KaTaKOL/j/r}TLKd 633
/cardXTyi/'is 274
AfaraXXay'^ 562
/car(iXo7os 523
/caraTTciXTat 607; Trerpo/SiXoi,

d^v^eXets 609
Kardp^affdai 418
KaTaarTjfiaTiKT} 271
Kard<ppaKTot 615
KaTax^o'/J'O.T<^ 633
KaTTjyopLQVf yivT] or trx-^/iara

Twp 272
KaTL^yai 496
KaT6p6o)/xa 275
KaT0}vaKo<p6pOL 533
Kdxpvs 91
KC^Xr/iirvpLS 52

Kiyxpos (botan.) 91 ; alloy of

silver 556
/ce^s 88

Kedp6fn}\ov 94
K^dpos 88, 94
Kdpecrdai rbv ixOaTaKa koI

irpoffix^'-^ '^"'^'^ pijCtots 469
KeXiovres 554
/ceXeis 53
K^X-rjTes 616
Kepatac 615 ; aKdretai, fxeydXai.

620

KepafjLetKds 565
Kepdjiia 99
/c^pa/ios(archit.)3o6; earthen-

ware 557
Kipaa-os 94
Kepdria 93
/cepK:£s, aspen 87; shuttle 554;

KepKides, seats at a theatre

425
KipKOVpOl 610
Keptovta 93
KearpeiJS 71
K€(pa\aXyr]s 9

1

KicpaXos 71
K€^clXo}t6v 98
KTjKldes 87
KTjWeVTLKd 99
/c^TTot at Athens 687
KtjpLd^eiv 83
Krjp^KeLOv 405
K'rjpvKos 54
K^pU^ 83, 453
K'^TOS 49
^?;07?j' 75
KL^dos 556
KL^ihpLOV 92
Ki^iorbs SrjfMocria, lepd 655
Kiddpaj Kidapcs 152, 391,

645
KidapiffT'^s 423, 645
KidapiffTpiai 666
KidapcpdiKT] 150
Ktdapipdoi 150J 423
KLvdpa g6
K'iv7]aLS 271
KiovhKpa.voi> or KibKpavov 306
KiaTjpis 654
Kiados 89
Kiaaa 52
ffitro-is 89
KirpLOv 94

KtX^pLOV 96
/cfwi' 306, 369, 635
KXapLOTai or poiK^es 533
/cX^TTrat 496
K\e\f/ijdpa 506, 626
K\-^dpr} 87
kX7}18€s 611
K\7]va.i 560
/cX^pos 75, ri4, 465, 472,

474. 5oi> 532, 548
KK-npovxio.1- 548
KXrjpcoffLS iK irpoKplTcov 444
K\ripo)Ti)pia 487
K'k'npoiToi 450
/cX'^tTis 499
K\rirev(ns 502
K\7)T7}pes 499
KXi/J-dKes, KXi/xaKide^ 425, 620

kXLvtjj a sofa 663
/cXii'OTrotoi 558
K\ihd03 554
KXojffT^p 554
KVTjfudes 589
KPldac 85
/c^'iTToXoYOS 53
/c67X7? 84
Khdopvoi 425, 678
KOLvbv, t6 {tojv QeTToXiOv)

434 f-

KOLvcovia 248
/c6i^ 95
KoKdXia 83
k6kkos ^a4>LK-q ro2

KOKKviirfXea 94
k6kkv^ 56, 71
KoKebiTTepa 77
KoXias 71
KdWa 91
KdXXajSos 575
koWtjtlkcl rpcLVfidroiv loo
kSWv^os 562
/foXoi6s, jackdaw 52; little

cormorant 63
Ko\6Kvvda 96
AriXTFos 671
Ko\u/j.^r}6pa 698
KoXu/x^ls 63
AToXXi/CfSP lOI

Kbjxapos 94
/cipSuXos 570
k6j/lkXos 44
KOVKTT'rjpLOU 696
Kovrbs 611, 620
/c6i'u('a 74
KOTrfs 590
K6pat 369ff., 557, 665
KopaKias 52
KopdXXtov 85
Kdpa^, raven 52; cormorant

63
Kopd^Xos 6g
Kbpiov 98
/cipis 79
KopoirXddoL 557
KopvSaXXbs 52
/c6pu/x/3a, li/cpa 6ri
Kopvvi}<})OpoL or KaT03vaK6(popoi.

533
/c6pt/? 589
KopibvT] 52; ^ $a\a(rcrla 62
Kocr^TjToi 45rj 648
Kda-fxoSy discipline 469 ; society

463; 6 KaivLos at Gortyn
478, 746

Kb<T<JV(P0S 52, 71
Kbrepos, kQs, etc. not found
on inscriptions 730

/c6riyos 94, 422
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K^TTajSos 694
KOT^\r]=Tp}j^\Lov and i}fiivcb

573
KOVKoij<pa 55
KOVvddL {= KVvi8L0v) \*J

Kovpela 683
KOVpfXl 91
KQxKloL^ (TTw/iaWas) 83 ;

(screw)

281

KOX^OS 83
KbypLXOs 52
Kpdyycjv 81

KpafM^aaTrdpayos 96
Kpdfi^T} 96
Kpdveia 94
KpavoiroiOL 558
Kpa<ns 5t' SXwc 273
icp^^ 60
KpijSe/jLvov 669
KprjfxaTa 480
/cpi^Tj 91
KpWos 685
KpiKOS 685
KplfJiVOV 91
Kplvov 'KevKbv 90; {'irop<l)vpovv)

90; [rjixepoKaXKh] 90
/fpto?, /cpios dypios 46
KpoK^ 554
KpoKodeiXoSy x^P^°-^°^ ^7
KpOKOS 90, 102

KpOKvSi^O) 554
KpOfMflVOV 98
KpOTOXoV 638
/cpoiJw 554, 557
KpvTTTeia 532
KpiJoraXXos 381
/creis 84, 554
K^ados 569, 572
Kijafxos 92 ; 6 A^7iJ7rTios 92
KiJai/os 556
KvpepvrjTTjSj Kv^epv7}T7]p 611

KlJ/Sot 279, 697
Kvdcai/^a 94
Kv8d)VL0V 94
KlJsXot 560
kOkvos 61 ; k'Okvoi (naut.)

616
Kl)Xt^ 694
kuKlcis 641
K^Wapos 8r

'Kv/xa, KVfidrLOV 306
Kl^jxivdis 51

K^IXIVOV 98
KVfXivo-'n'pi<7TO-Kap8(Xfxo-y\6<poz

98
KU*'^?/ 589
KVvqyeTeiv 688
KVubff^oTOS 94
KuTrdptcrffos 88
KiJTretpos 105

KiJTrpia 144
K^TTpivos 73
KiJptos 264; legal representa-

tive of a minor, etc. 493,
633, 661 f.

KVpTOS 74
AfiJrti'os 94
Ki^rtcos 93
Ki50ai 81

KvxpeKos 52
Kuajy 47
KiiiKcLKpirai 443, 5^8
KWfxd^eiv 694
K(i/A7; i6r, 264, 432
Koi/Mos i6r, 694
K(^fi.biBia 161

Kibvetov 101

K(i3vo(p6pa 87 f*

KtuTTT? 611; KQiirai dpaviTLKal

622
KiapuKibdrj 87

1 71

Xa7£5ioi' 44
Xa7w^6Xoi/ 413, 688
Xa7(tis 44 ; 6 ^aXdrrios 83
Xalat 554
Xat6s 52
Aa«:e5at/i6j'tot, oi 465 ; to

KOLvov Tiav AaK€5aLfj.oviwv

472
\afj,Tradr}bpo/j.iaL 515
\afj.irupis 77
\afi-[f/dp7] 96
XtiTra^oy 96
Xdpos 62

Xdral, Xaroo'O'et*' 44, 694
\aup7} 709
"Kaxavrjpdi 96
Xdoj 726
X^|Sj7res 475, 752
\ey6/j.eva 428
\elpiov 90
XetX''?*' 90
\eKidoir(>}\i5es 560
Xe/CTic 272
X^|ts 171, 185 ; elpofxhrj,

KaT€(rTpafjLfj.4v7} 172; XtriJ

or d0eX-^s 174
AeovTO(p6pos, i] 622

XeTrds 83
XeTTtSwrfis 73
Xctt/s 556
XeTTop/s 44
X^trx^t 683
XeuKttfa T03

XeuK€pw5i6s 59
Xeij/c?; 87
XeuK:6roc 90
XeuKiXtvoj/ 103

\evKO}/xa 499
X^wi* 47
XrjKvdoTrotol 558
X'^Kvdos 634, 698

Wqiilia, 780
X??i'6? 686
X-q^lapxot- 460 ; \'n^La.pxf.Khv

ypafi/xaTGLOV 451

X^^is 499
\r}ToupyiaL 515
XtjSai/wrfs 89
X£75os 556
\t0dpyvpos 556
\Ld63epSpov 85
\ldos,rp7]T6s 611 ;XWot, pieces

in a game 697
XLkvov 633, 6S5
Xtfivoa-rpea 84
X/i'o;' 103
\L7roTa^iov [ypatprj] 4S2

X(s 47
Xtx^^^f^^j ^^(Twi/, virdrojv 385
Xo7eio;' 425
\oyt.(TTr}S 449, 453, 458
\oyi<TTLKii 278
Xoyoypdipos 165, 167, 172,

506
Xo707roi6s 165 f.

X670S in physics 273 ; "AdiKos

of Aristophanes 163; (ip^6s

274; i/'iX6s 165; X67ot of

Demosthenes 177 ; X670t

^definitions 242, 248
\ovTp6v 696
\ovTpoipbpos 633
Xoxa7o£ 456, 597
^oxoy 597
Xi/77ouptoi' 381
Xu7£fet»' 641
Xu7^ 47
X1J70S 89
\vKL05, XvKeio:: 396
XJ/cos 47
Xu/cos 6 ^ay^os 47
Xupa 152, 391, 645
XvpLKOS 150
Xux^'i's 90
Xux^wf d0at 626
XttiTT?^ 669
XojTroSiJrat 496
Xwrds 87; {rpi^vWos) 93

/i(£7a5is 391
/idfa 91
/Attitt, fiaievrpia 81, 632
/Atttrupes 477
{laKd^adpop 105
/xaXaKia 82
fxaXaKoarpaKa 8r

fiaXdxn {fJio\6xv) 96
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fMavdpayopas loi
/MdvT]^ 694
fiaPTLKi] 426
fidvTLs 96
jJuiviaffLs 237
fidpadov 98
fiapTvpeiv 662
fidxatpcL 590
ju^ya ^ipCiov fx4ya KaKbv 649
Meyap^uy SdKpva 98
{Ji^yapov 709 f.

fi4difivos 573, 587
pAd^^Ls 248
fieiXlxv 422
fie\a.yKbpv<f>os 52
fiiXaivai (naut.) 612
fi4\av, ink 642, 654
/xeXavddKov, fxeXavdox^^ov 654
jueXdv^toi/ 98
fieXeaypis 58
/tAij 129
fieXia 87
IJt.e\iv7i 91
fiGKLvo<p6.yoi 91
fi4\L<T(ra 75, 587
MeXirata Kvvldia 4^
/AeX(ToO(r(ra 634
//^eWipaves 471
^eXoTTOtis 150
/iAos 150
ficfi^pds 71
/i^pi? (Boeot.) 435
M^po^ 56
lxi(ra.§ov 685
M^ctt;, ^ (mus.) 385 f.

/M€iT7}fi^pia 616, 683
fxe(nrl\ov 94
fj.eTQ.Kb(7fii.a 270
jn^raXXa ((ttetroAcptpets, fieraX-

Xaop, opfMot, pa^doi, (tt6/xlov^

(T^ptyyeSy virdvofiotj (p\4l3es)

556
/Aera|i) Tt 237
fxeravXas d'upa. 71

1

juerewpoXoytKd 281

/leToiKtov, t6 450, 513, 565
M.4T0LK0L 450, 537, 565
fierSTrat 306
/A^pa 569; f?;p(i and vypd,

varieties of 573 ; fju^rpov in

verse 787, 7895.
/J-erprjTiQs 573
/jL€Tpov6/jLOi 4$5, 561
jU7? K(afJL(i}5eiv dvoixaari 164
^uTjSi/f^ 93
fx-^KUiv 91, loi

flTJKljJVLOV lOI

fi7j\4aj apple-tree 94, 586 f.

/j,7}\6\6vd7j 77
/i'^Xoi' 587

jct^Xoy /jL7]8lk6v 94
/A'^c (KOtXos, 7rXT7p7;s) 628;

list of Attic months 629
fji.T}pvfiaTa Kokujdiujj' 620
firjpjjofiai 554
IJ^riX^vi) (of a theatre) 425

;

fj-yixo-vai, siege-machines

605
/AtXa^ 89
jutXos 88
fiifiaUvKov 94
/j,lp.7j(ns 185, 248
fit/xlafi^ot 195
/it/AOS 161, 190
^^/&ai 42
/if1/^7/ 98
ju£^wi' 71
M^rot 554
/tfrpa 589
M^a 575, 744
fxvdfjLCJV, 6 477; A Tw Ko-evLoj

480
/ivojirat, 533
/i65tos 573
(ibdaKes or fxbdwves 532
/iotxaypia 479
fi6\i,^5os 654
fioXv^Sldes 74
fjLouodvpa 83
fiov{i)5iaL 159
fiop4a 94
(Mopiai 94
yuipoj' 94
/top0T7 256
fiovaeiov 244 »,

fiovcrtK-^ 641 f., 645f.; TTTeO/ta,

t6i'os and xfibvos in, 645
/jL^rjats 428
fiijdoL 244
jUfZa 79
fivi<TKa 84
fx^KTjpos 95
/J.^K7]T€S 97
fjjOpaiva 71
fivpiicf) 89
fitjpfiTj^y an ant 75 ; a boxing

instrument 422
/iiJpoi' 105
/xvpcrlvTj 89; (dypfa) 89
fx^pTOs 89
/aGs 84 ; 6 TroiTticiff 44
(xvurCKt} 693
fi^wtf/ 79
jUwXu 100

vaoTTOtoi 531
I'ais 417
vdpdos 105
vapddffraxos 105
vapd7)KO<p6poL 104

vdpdr}^ 104
vdpKT] 72
vapKLffffos 90
I'ai^apxos 470
paiJ/cXi^pos 682
vavKpapiai 444
va^KpapoL 443
paOXoi/ 634
;/ai/rt\os 82
pcKtSSaXos 76
pe/cytrta 634
V€VLKafxivo%, 479
v€o5a/J.u}d€Ls 532
vepros 50
z/ew 554
p^es, colours, form, speed,
and build of Homeric 612;
I'^as 7r?}7i'uo'^at dpatds 613;
fxaKpai, ffTpoyy^Xai 614;
rplKpOTOt 617, 619; Tp£-

(TKaXfiot 6x9; el^pets, e/c-

/cat5e/ci7pets, etc. 622 f.

^^-"ct 554
vqpiov 89
VTJpLTlJS 83
p^fftra 61

i^tJtj;, ^, die^evyfxhwv, <rvv7}/J.'

fM^pwv 150, 385
v6/j.i/jLa 463 ; dypa<pa 474
voixod^Tdi 462, 474
p6^ot (laws) 264, 462, 474;

^tt' d^SpI 460; ^eTtKof474;

vdfMos el<rayye\Ti,K6s 489
v6jUot (hymns) 150; (^u^t/c6s)

423
vo/jio<pij\aKes 449
N6(rTos'05u(r£r^wsi43; N6o"Tot

in Epic Cycle 144
vQVfXfivia 628, 630
vous 239, 274; 7ra^i;Ti/c6s,

TTOLTJTlKds 258
vvKTepis 42
vijfKpr} 47

wtpir^a 47
vvx&'^/J'^poi' 626

^aiv(a 554
^evayoL 598
^€PT]Ka<rlai 464
^eviKbv riXos 513
^ei'wpes 711
|^o-r??s 573
^Kplas 71
^lipiov 90
|i0OS 590
f6aj/a 375
^vXb(f>opos 76
\-Oarpa 698
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6 ^0' £J5w/> 506
d^oUs 575, 585, 744; dSeKoi

at Gortyn 475, 478
6^o\o(TTdraL 562
BjKos 158, 425
OJX^V 94
65bs &v(>} KOLTO) 273
ofbXts 82

077 (o???) 94
oi e/y ifjLTTopiav olx^P'^voi 563
0^ fjLL(Tdo}jfjL€voi ret, brjfxbtjLa 508
oi 7rX^o;'res, (rvfiirK^ovres 559
oi xoipis oIkovvtes 540
oi.'a^ 620
oiijLov., ol-fjia 6ll
o//c^6!? 531
otK7]/j,ai t6 508
o/^/a 264
oIki(TT7}S 395 «, 545
olKOvbfXOl 520
oIktos 432
olKbrpi^es 536
olvavdrj go, 94
o^j'ds 57
oTpos 94; colours and cha-

racters of 691
ots, 46
oTcTTpos 79
oifffUTTOS 554
dKraerrfpls 630
dXtyapxta &KpaTos 440
6X/cds 614
(5XoXi;7/i6s 418
'OXy^Trfas 107
6\vydos 94
6\vpa 91
'Ofi-npidai 134, 141, 143
'OfiTjpLKol, ol Apxa-iot 135
'O/tijpt/cciraros, appellation of

Herodotus 730
6/A07tiXa/cTes 442
6fj.oLoi 465, 527
6fjL(pa\6s (of a mime) 154;

navel of the earth 403;
of the cylinder of a papy-
rus volume 654 f.

6p.^a^ 381
ofiufibrai 477
oy, /A^ ^t- 238
ovapyos 46
dvdfiara (gram.) 642
OP OS 46; and /Sao-tXeiJs, in a
game 697

fii'os dypLOs 46
^PiJ^io'' 381
6^6^a.(pov 573
d^iJi? 87
6^iJ/ce5pos 88

<5s'^/5pf7X05 73
dinaddypatpa 649

"07rX?;r€S 442
^TTOTrdpaf 100
dirSs 100 f.

dTTTdoj 557
dircbpa 627
6p7d^aj 557
(3p7ew»'es 442
6p7uta 570 flf., 625
dpeivbs 44
(ipeiis 46
6p6o4ireia 171, 647
6p66KpaipaL, Kopojvides 61

1

6p66TTjs 6vofi6.T(j}v 171
opdpos 626, 683
dpiyavos 634
opKia T^fivetv 418
dpKidrepov rj/xyju 477
dp/fus 71
op/iTj, TrXeovd^ouca 274
bpfiioX iroXvayKiffTpoL 74
opveov 50
oppts 58
dpo^os 92
dpffodOpT} 709
dprdXLXOS 58
opru^ 58
dp^y/jLaTa 608
3pu^a 91
6p(pd}S 71
dpxr)(^rpa 425
dpxi-Xos 52
offop ivd^x^Tai dOavari^eiv 185
(icroXiYiOP 634
d(rTpaKt.ff/j.6s 460
darpaKddeppLa 83
6aTpa.KQV 99, 557
oarpea 84
darp^a 87
o5 ^^/e/ca (philos.) 257
o^X?7 96
ovXox^raL 418
oDpa 570
oipavia 6g*j

ovs $a\a,TTLov 83
o^o-fa 185, 273
6<pdaX{jLol (naut.) 620
60ts 65, 68
oxo-va 589
dxXoKpaTia. 440
O'/'a 98

6f^, 626
O^oy 102, 689

7rd70upos 81

Tradyp'LKbs vovs 258
TratSayw^eiOP 640
TratSa^ajYoi 640
7rat5e/a 643
7ra?5€S47i; d/i0i^aX7/s7ra£s633

iraioovbiJ.os 470 ff., 637

iraiSoTpl^Tjs 641, 646
7raXa£et;/ 641
TraXatoTTj 570
iraXaliTTpa 641, 696
TrdXi/ 91
TrdX?; 3p^-)5 641
TraXioupos 89
iraKXa.K'n 656, 666
ILd/j.(pv\oL 465
irdvaKes 100
iravdoKeLOv 700
iravdoKeOrpia 700
wavTjyijpeis 560
Ilai'tLOT'iOi/ 547
7rai/pux^^^5 664
wav (TTrepfiia 239
irdvra XLdov klvecv 697
Trdira ^et 237
TrdirpcLKes 73
irdirvpos 649
irapd^aCLS 163
Trapa^X-^lxara 620
irapa,ypa<f>^ 493 > 500
irapd8eiyp.a 260
Trapa8L86vai 503
wapaKara^oX-q 493, 499
TrapaKaradi^Kr} 562
TrdpaXot 445
7rapa/j.4(r7} (mus.) 385 f.

irapav^TT}, 17, Ste^evy^ivwv.,

(TvvT)/xf/,4vo}p 385 f.

irapdvvfKpos 633
wapapptJfJt,aTa Xeu/cd, Tpix^-va.

620
7rapa(7dyy7}s 571
irapdffTj/Mov 620
irapaffK-qviQV 425
jrapdarao-LS 493, 499 ; ^x'

irapacTTda-LV (archit.) 307
irapdaraTat 620
Trapareixiff/J^a. 606
Trapa<ppdyfj,aTa 6r6
TTtipSaXts 47
Trap4yKXiaLS 270
Trape/cjSdo'ets 171, 264
7rap€^€Lp6(ria 620
Trapdivos 66y
Hapvaacrbs 34
irdpvoxp 79
irdpodoL 425, 6i8, 622
trapovaia 248
Trdpoxos 633
Ifap^dtrtot 435
TrapvircLTT} fxiaoiv, iirdrwv 385,
^388

Tras; Trdpra pel 237 ; Trdvrtav

€{;peT^s xp^^o^ 260
Trdo-Ttts 477, 480, 7iof.
iraTpiai 434
Tra.Tpovbfj.oi 472
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TrarpwiQKos 480
7re5iets 445
TreSici? 44
TT^^a 74
W^ts 97
ire^c/jLa., irelfffiara 611
Trekafyyds 59
IIeXao"7uJi' '45pavov 37
TriXeia 57; priestess of Do-
dona 426

TreXe/ftts 53
TreXe/ctlfos 63
iriWos 59
ireXcbpia 84
Trep^(rrat 434, 533

^^

TrivTadXov {&K0VTa, oK/xa, dtcr-

Kov, TrdXTjV, TTodcaKeiyjv) 422
irevTaKoo-Lofxidi/j.voL 444
TrevT7}K.f)VTopoi 614

Tr€VT7}K0<XT{'s 597
irevT-^peis 62

1

Triirepi 105
tt^ttXos 671
iriwwv 96
irepalas 71
iripdi^ 58
Trept Xiix^'wi' A^ay 625, 683
7re/)i iJi/'ovs, work of doubt-

ful authorship 221, 802
ireplaKToi 425
TreplBeiirvov 634
Tr€pLK\^fX€VOV 89
ir€pive(^ 620
TrepiodovlKTfs 422
irepioLKOt 464, 532
TrepLirXous 624
irepL(TT€pa. 57
weptdTepeihv 57
7repix<^PV^''^ 239
TrepKv6irT€pos 50
Trepovarpts 671
irepbvri 67

1

irepaala 10

1

Tr4p(T€lOV lOI

wepffLKai 678
TT^crffoi 697
tr^roKov 556
iriraffos 592, 677
Trerrela 66=,

jre^KTj 87 f. ; {ijfx^poi} 88;
(TrapaXfa) 88; ('ISa^a) 88;
(/faX^) 88

Tn^yai'oi' 98
TTT^SaXioi' 611, 620
in}d6v 611

TTTJKTtS 391
n?;Xa;ti;s 71
Tn]v^Xo\p 61

irrjvlov 76, 534

T7?Xi^5 570
TTidTJKOS 42
Tri^oi 686, 691; 7rt^ot7£a 691
TTtXoS 589, 077
TTLVOLKiOV 487
irlva^ iKKXrifftaariKSs 451,

523 ; irivaKes (theatre) 425

;

library catalogues 655
irivva 84
TTLvvoT^prj^ 81, 84
iricos 92
irlffTCLs (rhet.), varieties of

i8s
wLTvpia^ 91
irirvpov 91
TTtTus 87 f.; {Kwvo(p6po$) 88
irXdaaeiv 369
TrXao'rtK'^ 369
irXaTayrj 638
TrXtirai'os 87
TrXariJf^uXXos 87
TrXarwj't 46
ir\4dpov {iriX^dpov) 57of,

TrXe/crdi'ai. 632
wXevpd 279
ttXtJ^os, r6 439
7rX7}/crpa 620
irXivdos (archit.) 306; TrXfi/-

^o(, 67rraf, c5^a£ 557
TrXoia fiaKpd, CTpoyy^Xa 614
ttXovtLvSiju 491
TrXiJyw 554, 556
TTveufxa 273, 645; TTvevpLara

P0€pd 274
TTve^pnop 85
7r65es (naut.) 6rT, 620
irodoKaKKT] 507
TTOteLcrdaij to legitimatise a

child 666
TrOL7]TOi 451
Troiii/ 272
7r6«:os 554
troXipiapxos 454, 482
7r6Xis 264, 432 f., 441,

659
irdXicfia 431
iroXirda. 438 ; 6p^'^ 264
TroKiTt)s 432 f.

TToXXoi, o£ 439
7r6Xos 401, 404, 626
tt^Xtos 91
ttox^plltos 554
7roXu7r65toi/ 90
7roX(;7roi;s 80, 83

TToX^rpixov 90
Trii'os 242
irovTLKd, rd (nuts) 95
TTOVTLKbs 44
irdpvat 666
iropveia 666

irbpira^ 589
7r6p<pvpa 83
iropcjivpiwv 60
TToOs, in metre 787; 0tXera£-

peios 570
irpdKTopG^ 509, 518
TTpacrtv alreiv 537
TTpdaov 98
TTpifjiddes 71
irpLvos 87
wpiffTeL^ 616
irpb^cLTov 587
ivpo^oXr) 483, 490
7rpo/3ouXei)eti' 458
7rpol3o6\€V/J.a 460, 747
TTpd^ovXoL 447
irpoydp-ia 633
TTpSypafjLfia 457 f., 460
Trp6dofj.os 94, 709
Trpodoffia 489
TTpdedpoi 457, 462, 747
TrpoGL<j(popd 514
irpoeix^bXiov 620
Trporjy/x^va, d-woirpo-qyp.iva 275
irpor}p6ffLa 630
irp6de<nsj lying in state of the

dead 634
irpodea-fiia, 7} 509
Trpot^ 633, 662, 666
irpbKX'q<ns 662; e^s ^daavov

503; e/s ifp/coy 477, 504
irp6X'r]\l/is 269, 274
irpofiv^UTpia 633
7rp6^ 46
TTpd^evos 700, 747
TTpoTrXaa-fia, Xiydos 556
irpbpprjais 492
3rp6s in various dialects 727,

733
TTpos roC'XaiOJ' 560
TTpocr^oXr) 624
TrpocTKaXeiffdaL, KaXeTadat 499
TTpoffKTjVLOP or Xo7eroj/ 425
irp6(TKX7j(rts 493, 499
TTpOffKVVUP 418
Trpo <TXa/j.^av6/j.€vos in music

385,
Trpoards 710
Trpo(TTdT7}s 450, 493, 537;

ToO 5r}fj.ov 439
7rpo(rTl/j.7}p,a 507
TTpoTeLxio'fJ.aTa 609
TTpbrovoL 611
irpoHveiKOi 560
irpoivT) 94
TTpox^'-porovLa 461
TTpvfxviiaia. 611
TTpvTaveta 493
TrpvraveiaL 452, 457
vpVTaveiov 546
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irpvrdveLS 453, 457, 489, 521
irput 626, 683
TrpG>TOV KLVovv dKlvr}Toy 257
TTpJjTUJS 6v 259
iTTeKia 87
TTTcpd 74
TTT^piS 90
TTT^pvyes (mil.) 589; (naut.)

620
TTToXiedpov 114, 431
irrdXcs 1 14
Trrdov 685
irvavixpta 403
irvyoKa.p.iris 77
-TTUVoucrtos 570
TTvyibv 570
7n;eXot 698
Ilty^iOt 466
TTVKvdp 388
TrvKViocTLS 237
irv^ia 642
wiJ^os 89
TTupa 634
TTvpaWis 5^
TTvpa^ffTTjS 75
irdpyoL 616
TTvpKata 491
irvpos 91
irojX'qTai 509, S'^S

n-ojs ^oy, 7r/)(5s W 272

pa^dl^o) 554
pa^dairds 306, 554
paipavis 96
pd<pavos 96
pa-tp(pdoi 423
p'^fiara (verbs) $42
^^tros 47
p-^Tpa 463, 468
pi^iov 102

f)L^(hfia.Ta 239
p6a 94'

^o5^ 90
po56d€p8pov 89
p65op 90, 587
p6fxpos 638
poOs 102

pcairoypd^os 352

aay^vT] 74
(rad^piov 44
<rd/CKOs 676
4TaKafj.di/5pa 69
<raX7rt7| 83, 391
Stijuatca 614
<Td{xypovxov 98
(rai'SaXt.oi' 678
o-ai'ts 369, 499
(rawpa. 73
ffdir^Etpos 381

aapyos 71
SapSittfal /SaXai'ot 95
(rapd^voi 71
ffapdiov 381
<rap86pLov 74
(rapdibp 74
(rapL<r<ra 590
(Tar^pLov 44
ffdrvpot 156
(ravpos 67
(re£p77i' 75
(T€i(rdx&eia 444
(TeXeu/cfs 52
aeXides 65

1

fffKivov 96
Zi^XXot 400
(T^/j-eXos 83
aefxLdaMs 91
(r£7rT'/}pLov 403
o-^pts 96
ff^ffiKos 83
(yriixelov (naut.) 620
ff't]/x^8a 87
(TTjiria 82

arjiridLOP 82
(TTTTriaL 632
ff'^s 76
(TTjacLfjLT} (<T'f}(Taixov) 91; Wed-

ding cake 633
(njrdptos 91
(xtyXos or o*. Mi^St/cis 580
<ri577 90; (ffilSdT]) 94
cndrjpov k6W7}<7ls 556
aiStov 102

(tIkvos 96
fff/cus dyptos 100
(r£Xi7Pis 91
atXXoi 192
a-lWv^os 655
ffiXovpoi 73
aLfx,(o/j,a 620
ffivrfTn 98
cri.cr^fJi'^piov 90
(TLaijpa 669
aiTTjpd 91
(7IT0S 685; alimony 662
(TLTOcp^XaKes 455, 561
(rlTraKos 53
{tIttfj 52
G-iX4>L0P 100
(rKaXfj.oi 611, 620
(TKafifia [rd idKapifxha) 422
(TKafStl 96
(TKapos 71
(TKe^Tjf Ta 516
(TKTjvr) of a theatre 425; a
booth 560

CTKTjvoypa^La 158
cTKtdSeta 560
(r/c£\Xa 100

ffKlovpOS 44
<r/c6Xta, banquet songs 151;

riddles 694
(TKoXoiripBpLOv 90
(T/c6Xuju.os 96
(TKdfx^pos 71
(TKopdoXdo-apov 100
(TKopdiyKai 71
<7K6po5op 98
(TKbpirio^ 80
ff/fOpTTttDSe? (^f ^L^XioLs) 80
S/cii^ai or ro^orat 539
o'/ciiXtoi' 71

ffKvXoTrbrafxov 47
c/curaX?; 562
(TKdJpia 556
<r«:t6i^ 51
(Tfxdpaydos 381
o-jUiX?? 654
afuudos 44
o-00/a 262
ffo(pot 237
(TTra^aw 554
(r?ra^?7 554
(TTraXa/cos 43
c7raviT7]S 50
(nrdpyapa 632
crirdpTa 103
STraprtarat 464 f,

airdpros 103
iT7raTa77os 85
(Xireipa 306
airecpov 61

1

air^pfiaTa 239
(rirepfioXdyos 52
(TTri^a 52
(Xin^ir'qs 52
(nnQaix'f) 570
airdyyos 85, 654
(TTToXas 589
<nrovd^ dyadou daifxopos 694
(nroydo<p6poc 422
(TTaSio*' 571 f., 641
<jTa6fxol 571
(TTafupes 611

(XraTiip 478, 575, 578, 744;
Aap€LK6s, Kpo/cetos, IlToXe-

fiaiKdSf ^iXlir-n-etos 580
o'ra0L'XfPos 96
(TreipT} 61

1

ffTefMfpvXirTfS 691
ffrep^ixvia. 270
aT^pTjais 273
(rTe<l>dp7} 401, 676
(TTe(paplTaL 422
(TT^ipaPos 422
(TTetpapdj/MaTa 90
o-tiSXt? 635
ffT-f^fiojv 554
orf^^oi iroXiTtKoi 194
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arXeyyis 641, 698
(TToal 560

ffTOLxeTa 279 f. ; ttjs ipav^s

642
OTOLx-nSSv style of writing 741
(TTOLXos (naut.) 622
(rrpd^rjXos 55
(FTpaTTjyds 456, 746; ^Tri to,

oirXa 449, 456; 84Karos

aiiTds 456; yvufMf) arpaTTj-

ywv 456
ffTpdfi^os 83
aTpo/j-^didets 83
(TTpo6$Lov 94
ffTpovdoKafj.rjXos 64
(FTpovdSs 52; ffT. or ffT. i

/j.^yas 64
<TTpb<f>Lov 672
<fTpTL>xvov fiavtKdv lOI
(TTvXo^dTrjs 306
(mJXos 306
ffTvfXfia 105
ffrupa^ 87
(TXTfypafxflora 136
ffvyypa(Pal 502, 562» 6^4
cvyypa^ets 447) 463
fftiY/cXi^Tot 460
avKd/jLLVOP 94
(Tu/c^ (cO/coj') 94
ffVK6p.opov 94
(TVKO^a.vT'rjs 448, 506
(TuXXo-yeis toO 5'/j/j.ov 460
(T^fi^oXov 483, 487, 562
atj/x^ouXoL 472
ffvfifiopiai 514
<rvfnr6aLov 683, 693
ffi^fnTTv^is 799
ffiJ(U.7rT(o/ta 270
ffwaypis 71
ffi/pd^eta 790
ffvvBifffxoi 642
OT5p5(/cot 462
ffvv^dpiov, KOLvbv 435
avvepyol 566
avvriyopetv 506
a-vvrjyopot 453
avvd'^KaL 50'2

(TvvoikIo. 682, 7^^'

(rvvoi.Ki(rp.6s 432, 441, 443 •

684
o'liyoXoi' 257) 27^

ffWTd.|ets 519 f.

(TUPTeXelat 516
(TUJ'TeXers 516
(TVPTpi'^pCLpXOl- 516
o'0/)t7^ 391
(Tuy 46
avffalTLa 47 1) 695
ff<j>aXpa 638, 665

(r({}aipt(7T7)piov 696 f.

acpatpos 239
(T^alp(3}v 74
<j<pivdap.vQs 87
<T<pei/d6pT] 592, 676
(T<l>7]Ki(TK0S 487
<70?}f 75
(T<p6vdvXoi 306
ffippayis 154
<x4>vpi}\aT0v 375, 556
ffX^Ui) 612
ax.'-voK^ipaXos 100
(TXi^os 89, 100
(TXoti'OTrXoKa/cij 103
(TcoKapiov ScKadpyvLov 572
(T(aXiiv 84; (architect.) 306
ffOxppovLaTai 451, 648
(X(a<ppoai!fP7] 664

tA Trpfis rots 7r(5Xets ciJ^^oXa

483
Ta7(is 434
raKTal 519
rdXaPTOP 575 ff., 744
T(£Xapos 554
Tafitat 452 f., 458, 518; T^s

/3ouX^s, Tou 57]/j.ovy tQv
ffTpaTibjriKUjp 518 ; t'^s

5eoi/, Twy aXXoJi/ ^ewj/ 521

;

ra/xta, stewardess 684
Td^ets 600, 602
Ta^iapxoL 452, 456
rdiis 185
rdpavdos 46
rdpix^^ 690
ravpos 46
ra.<ppQTroioi 453
raws 58
TetxoTTotof 452
reXafiibp 589
reXeord 434
reXear-qpLov 428
T^Xi; Tct ^ei't/cd 565
TeXwpai 486) 508, 531
ri/xepos 417
Tep6p7]5d>p 75
T€p4^ip0oSf T^pfitpdos 87
T€p7]dd}P 75
T€<TffapaKovT'^p7}s 622

T^rapos 58
rerapTTj/xdptov 573, 744
Terpddtop 652
T€TpaXo7£a 156
T€Tp'/)p€LS 621

T€TTapdKOPTa, ol 484
T6TTt76»'tOI' 78

TeTTil 78, 676
reO^ts 82
TcD^os 82

TeyrXo;* 96

Tex»'if6y (divination) 426
T-^^uoj/ 85
TT/Xe^oi'/a 144
T'^Xts 92
ri 272
rlypLs 47
Tlkojves 73
Ttixaadai, dpTLTifxao'Bai 50?
T£;i?;/xa 444, 495, 507
Tifi^KxaTd {^evylraL, drjres,

lirir^Sj irepTaKO(Ftofi45ifXPOL)

444
Tt>jjo-i? 495
T^rat 480
T^T^iy 633
t£0?7 91
t6 Trap' -^/iSs dd4(nroTOP 270
t6 ttX'^^os Tojj/ 'A6T]paiu}p 439,

460
rd r£ 242; t6 W ijy eZi'a' 185,

256
t656 Ti 257
Totxot (naut.) 61 r

Totx^piix*" 496) 712
To/co7XiJ0ot 562
T6K0i ^<p€K7QL 562 J

iiriTpLTOtj

iirdydooL 564
roXiJTn? 554
TO^^ 789
t6;' d0* iepas /fti'erj' 697
ripot 786
t6po5 (philos.) 273; in music,

varieties of 387, 645
tA^oi' 592
To^6Tat 539, 580
roTreta 620
TopevTiK-f) 377, 556
Tpd7os 46, 85, 91 ; a satyr 155
Tpay(p5La 155, 157; irai^ovaa

156, X59
Tpdwe^ai, SeiJrepat 694
Tpaire^lTai 562
rpav/jia iK Trpopolas 491
rpaX'J/Xffet;' 641
TpLayfids 422
Tplaipa 71, 74
TpiaKCLS 628
TpLaK0PT7]p7}S 633
TpL^iQP 672
TplyXr} 71
TpiyXv<poL 306
Tpiyoivop (mus.) 391 ; Tplyojvos

(math.) 379
rptTj/xioXiai 622
TpL-qpapxio. 494
TpiTjpeLS 617 I.

TpiXoyla 156
Tptfirjpo^ 91
Tpio^TCS 404
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Tptdiriov 547
TpLirodes 752
rpls dvaKaXeiv, ^oav 634
TpWa 634
TptT7)j T], 8ie'C€vyfxiv(aVi (Tvvtj/jl-

fihojv 150, 385
TpiToyiveia 396
TpLTTVS 444, 446
Tpixofiav^s 90
Tpiih^dkov 487
TpdwtS 611
Tpoiroi 2'j6j 6ri
TpoirojTTJpeSj KojTTTjTTjpes 620
rpo(p6s 632, 638
Tpox^Kaia 281

rpoxiXos (ornith.) 52, 60; Tp6-

XiXot (archit.) 306
Tpox^s 638; KepaiMiKbs 557
Tpvyibv 57, 72
rpiftravov 89, 608
Tpwy\o5i5r?js 52
rpoj^aWis 79
T^^/3os 635
Ti^TTru 556
TtiTTWiris 274
T^pavpos (ornith.) 52
TvtjiKoTrbPTiKos 44

MkivOos 90 ; (YpaTTTti) 90

;

(d7p£a) 90; {a-irapT'^) 90
i^aXoet5es 381
iJjSpts 157
iJ5yo^ 97
vdpavXls 391
ijSp/a 487
vdpos, ^dpa 68
iiSoj/j, ^TTLka^etv t6 506
ii\i7 (philos.) 185, 256; diroLos

TAXeis 465
ifx^vaios 128

{/7ra(nri(rTai 600 f.

ijirdrT], ijj fiiaiaVj vir6/r<av 385
hwipixL 611, 620
{/irep^oKaluu J i] Tpiryj, irapa-

V7jT7}t p-^iTT} (mus.
) 385

{iirepTjfxepos 509, 562
virepov 76
i^Tn'os, irpQros 626
ifir6^\7i/xa 620
virbBi)ixa. 678
ijiro^ihfxaTo. 620
iirodif)K7] 148, 562
ifiroKeifxevop 272
{/ir6KpL(ns 185
viroKpLT-^s 155
uTToXaifs 52
£»7ro/xe£o:'es 465, 527
i/TTOfxvrj/j.ara 136, 20I
67r6fOia 16^

inrSpx-nm 151
il'TTOO'/ceX/^eii' 641
i^TTOT/jax'^Xioi' 306
{nnofxoa-ia ^61 ^ 505
6s 46
5s aypios 46
vcyipov 102

i/trtrajTros 98
VffTpt^ 44
{j<palp<o 554
fJ0a(r/ia 554
l>^4ap 89

<pdypos 71
^aiplpda. 697
0a«:^ 92
<paK6s 92 ; 6 ^7ri reX/^arw;' 90
^aXd.'yyiCt 80
(paXaph 60
(pdXXaiva 49
ipaPTaala, KaraXrjTrTLK'^ 274;

(painting) 352
tpdpea 611
<pdp/j.aKa 100, 491
<papfx<xKoi 403
(PapfxaKoirCiXot 722
0a/>os 673
4>a(riavos 58
^atrioXos 92
0d(rts 482, 493, 497; ap0a-

z't/cotJ oif/cou 497
(paaKas 61
(pd\p= (fida<xa 57
0eXX6s 87

^^P^'? 633, 661 f.

(p7}y6^ 87
<p6apriKd loi
00e/p 79
(pdivbwwpov or fj.€T6Trwpov 627
(pidlTia 471
0iX6(ro0os 237
(piX^KT} 89
(piXvpa 87
(piXvpSa 89
<f}X6ytvop 90
0X6^ 90
(pOlPLKLOVV 487
<f>otuLK67rrepos 60
(poipiKOS ^dXavos 95
(pOLvlKOVpOS 52
^oij't^ 95 ; (Oi7/3c"fc6s) 95

;

ixafiatpKp^s) 95
^6pos (sacrifice) 400
^6vos ^Koiifftos or ^/c irpovotas

49J
<pop€La 701
4>i>PP-ty^ 152, 39t
06pos 519 f.; ^affiXiKds 464
(popriop 576
<ppayiJ.iTTjs 104

0paT,,/a 108 43'. If 666';

451 f., 465, 5'3'

^pdrrjffis 242, 262

ippovphv ipalvciv 409

tppiyerpov 91
tppvyiXos 52

0C9O, 102; (0<.ri"l)9p;

i/>uXa(430, 432, 44i.440>45

^uXa/cai 626

(puXapxoi. 452, 450

0ijXXoy IiiSi.k6v I OS

(pv\o^a<ri\evs 441, 45'' 49^

(pTL/ffiy^ 98 ,

0i5(ris 273; 0i5<7i!', Kara, Jrapii

275
tpdjKatva 49
(piijKTi 48, 587

Xaipe, salutation on a funeral

monument 635

XiiXtva 74
XaXwiSs 620

XaX/ceia 410

Xa\K7J fivta, 638

XaXuls 51

XaX)t(5s 556
XuXkoCj 744
XoXui^^ 556
XafjiCitaKTT] 89
Xajj-aCkiuv 67
Xo-fJUTLS 94
XOi'va 71

XCLpadpi6s 60
Xapa/cfas 1 04
XapaKT-rip, iVxi'is, /ieyaKoirpe-

rtis 174
Xapis 174
X^Spoird Q2
Xef/Aopos 613
XeijtA6o"7rOj00s 91
Xe'/iii" 627
X«pes (TtSTjpai 624
XapoTovla 453, 489
XcXi5c6j' 52, 71
XeXiii/ 71

XfXciyij 66; ^ ^aXarrfa 66
XepvriTis 554
X^pft^a viii.ew 418
XiJ/xr; 84; (/3acriXiK^) 84

XVa-^'iTrri^ 61
X'y'o'Kos 615
X'3pa 91
X'Xiai, al 493
XiM^'pn 46
X'Tci./ 669, 673 ff.; ^repo-

/tatrxaXos 671
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XXoiva 669
xKafiis 554. 673. ^77
xXwpfs 52
Xh(apL(vv 53

X^ai-os 556
XO'"'? 573
Xotplrai. 83, 507
Xolpos 46
X^ySpos 91
Xo/3i)7ia 161, 164, 494, SI

Xop-qyoL 452, 464
XopiSs, TpayiK6s 155

X""' 573

XP?1"! 562
XprjirToypa<t>la 350
Xpii-os 645
Xpvao/i^Tpis £3

Xpii<T0(j>pvs 74
Xp(i^fJ-<it' 7ifj.L6\iov^ fioKaKdiff uiv-

Tovov or Toi'tato^ 388
Xiipia a-mriXii 435
X^pffoi/res, oi 139
Xwpis okoupres 540

i^ivSas 88

^(£p or ^dpos 53

V''^'' 79. 94
^f/TJTTa 7

1

yp7j(pi(rf/.aTa 264, 462, 4871

495. 747
^ij^os, ^ wXripT]^, 7] TsrpvTfTj-

ffaffdai 643
\lil\av 73

\j/lTTa,Kos or \jiiTTi,Kri 53
^i5XXa 79, 80

V^ux•^, butterfly 76; (psych.'

258; (physics) 373

(i^af 465
utKLfiop 98
(ioT6/ca 65
upac, Iffij/xepivai 626, 683
tbpoypa(pia.L 107
wpot 107, 165
i&Hs 58
liris 51

piras^ 434
fOLKevs 477
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